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Foreword
The variety of Armenian familiar to the average Indo-Europeanist is Classical Armenian,
the language into which the Bible was translated in the fifth century a.d. and which
continues to serve as the ritual language of the Armenian Church. Students are taught
that erku, the Armenian word for ‘two’ is, despite its unfamiliar appearance, a regular
cognate of Latin duo and English two and that Armenian has borrowed so extensively,
mainly from Iranian but also from Greek and Aramaic that loan-words came to predominate over the inherited vocabulary (for a lexical sample see section vi.) This is because,
as a result of their geographical location and their political history, Armenians have
throughout the ages been exposed to the languages of conquerors and neighbours, so that
Armenian is now characterised as much by its lexical and structural borrowings as by its
Indo-European heritage.
The present volume sets out to describe the grammatical structure of Modern
Eastern Armenian, the official language of Armenia, a state which only attained
independence from the Soviet Union in 1991. Armenia is situated in the Anatolian highlands between Turkey in the west, Syria and Iran in the south and south-east, and the
Caucasus in the north. Communities speaking varieties of Eastern Armenian are also
found in Abkhazia, southern Georgia and Azerbaijan, as well as throughout the Armenian
diaspora. Those communities who live in Turkey speak a somewhat different variety,
known as Western Armenian.
The author, Jasmine Dum-Tragut, is Universitäts-Dozentin in Linguistics and Armenian
Studies at the University of Salzburg in Austria and holds an honorary doctorate from the
Armenian Academy. Her analysis combines the findings of traditional Armenian grammars with methods and insights drawn from more recent theoretical linguistics, in particular
language typology. It is based on an extensive corpus of spoken and written material, a
rich selection of Armenian sentences being presented both in the Armenian script and in
Romanised transcription, all fully glossed and translated.
Armenian has a three-term plosive system which opposes voiced, voiceless aspirated
and plain voiceless stops although a number of dialects have substituted ejectives (glottalised stops) for the latter. The noun has five cases, the dative incorporating the functions
of a genitive and, in the case of human definite referents, also marking the direct object.
Demonstrative pronouns have a three-term system paralleling the three persons. The verb
distinguishes a present and an aorist stem, tenses other than the aorist being formed analytically by means of a participle and an auxiliary. Of the two perfective past tenses the aorist
encodes witnessed events, the perfect unwitnessed ones.
The basic word order of Armenian is object-verb and verb-auxiliary, modifiers precede
the governing noun while the definite article is suffixed to it. The order of the main constituents of the clause is to some degree flexible so that, under certain discourse-pragmatic
conditions, the subject may follow the direct and indirect objects. The syntax of the verb
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is described in terms of a universal framework of syntactico-semantic verb classes and of
processes of transitivisation and detransitivisation which alter the verb’s syntactic frame.
The chief transitivising process is causative formation, which adds an additional participant
to the verb frame in the form of a new subject, resulting in the demotion of the subject of the
base verb. The main detransitive forms are the passive, anticausative, reciprocal and reflexive, all formed by means of one and the same suffix. The similarities and differences of these
constructions are clearly set out and attention is drawn to areas of ambiguity.
A section entitled ‘Special constructions’ deals with structures which are seen as
potential areal features shared with neighbouring languages. Thus it is noted that participial structures are found competing with finite subordinate clauses, especially adverbial
and relative clauses. There are also alternative ways of forming the comparative of adjectives: either the ablative-marked standard of comparison may precede the base form of
the adjective (Ararat-ABL high, ‘higher than Ararat’) or the adjective may be preceded by
a comparative marker and followed by the nominative-marked standard of comparison
which is itself preceded by a conjunction (more high than Ararat). What is clearly innovative is the use of a possessive pronoun suffixed to a participle in order to mark the agent of
the action (painted-your portrait, ‘the portrait you have painted’).
A brief lexical section at the end contains sample vocabularies of kinship terms, of
words for colours, for parts of the body, for the days, months and seasons, and for numerals. Although this was probably not the author’s primary intention it serves to illustrate
why it took so long for Indo-Europeanists to identify Armenian as being an independent
member of the Indo-European language family.
Theodora Bynon

Preface
With the financial support of the Austrian Science Funds, the present reference grammar
of Eastern Armenian was realised over a three-year period.
From the very beginning, this grammar was designed as a modern linguistic set of
rules, combining the prescriptive traditions of grammars written in Armenia and modern
linguistic approaches to descriptive grammars based on linguistic typology with extensive
data from both spoken (colloquial) and written Eastern Armenian. The data and material used consist of two parts: the written corpus is composed of (a) written material
excerpted from school text books, teaching aids, grammars used in Armenian schools
and Institutes of Higher Education, and of (b) Armenian newspapers that are available
online, e.g. AZG, Noyan Tapan, Arravot, Armenpress, Hetk’, etc. The second part comprises my own records of colloquial Armenian.
For both corpora, linguistic field work in Armenia was of particular importance in
order to observe the linguistic behaviour of native speakers in various settings, but also
for systematic elicitation by means of questionnaires and interviews. Attending classes
of Armenian language and Armenian literature in various elementary and secondary
schools in rural and urban Armenia was efficient and inspiring.
This has been a massive task and I am deeply indebted to many for their valuable help,
all of them native speakers of Eastern Armenian living in Armenia. These informants are
widely dispersed across various age groups, social strata, educational levels and professions
– to allow for a diverse linguistic knowledge and behaviour as much as possible.
Over the years numerous people, not only informants, have contributed to this grammar. I cannot name everyone here, but I would like to thank explicitly Prof. Bernard
Comrie, Max Planck Institute for Evolutionary Anthropology at Leipzig, for his friendly
and patient consultation regarding tricky linguistic issues. Thanks as well to those Armenian linguists, armenologists and their students of the National Academy of Sciences of
the Republic of Armenia, of Yerevan State University, State Pedagogical Institute and Linguistic Institute named after Bryusov for their willingness to discuss various questions.
I am particularly grateful to the directors, teachers and pupils of the schools I visited in
the last few years: School No. 5 named after Išxan in Yerevan, School No. 8 named after
Puškin in Yerevan; School No. 55 named after Čexov in Yerevan, School No. 69 named
after Saxarov in Yerevan-Šengavit’; School No. 1 named after N. Aštarakec’i in the town of
Aštarak and community school in the village of Aramus.
Šnorhakalutyun!
Hopefully this grammar will be of service and help for general and comparative
linguists, typologists, for armenologists and for all those interested in Modern Eastern
Armenian.

Introduction
a. Modern Eastern Armenian
Modern Eastern Armenian belongs to the group of the Indo-European languages and is
classified as an independent branch of this language family. Together with Modern Western Armenian it represents the two written (Standard) varieties of Modern Armenian,
which have developed as separate standard and literary languages since the 18th century.
The major division of the Armenian language into two major dialectal blocks, Eastern and
Western, was not only caused by divergent historic linguistic developments such as, phonetic shift, morphological and syntactic changes, but is also due to historical and political
factors in the history of the Armenian people.
Modern Eastern Armenian has evolved because of its constant exposure to and contact
with the languages of both its neighbours and also its alien conquerors. Modern Eastern
Armenian shares many linguistic features with the neighbouring languages of the linguistic area of Caucasus/Armenian-Anatolian Highland, i.e. modern South-Caucasian, Turkic
and Iranian languages. Among these features are: a lack of gender distinction, ternary
opposition in plosives and affricates (voiced, voiceless, voiceless aspirated), predominant
left branching of noun phrase attributes (ADJ N, DEM N, QNT N, GEN N, N POST),
unmarked V + AUX, morphological agglutination in declensions following the common order noun-plural-case-determiner; it distinguishes transitives from intransitives by
means of morphology and syntax; widespread use of participle constructions (to avoid or
to shorten subordinate clauses) etc.
Modern Eastern Armenian distinguishes five cases in two numbers; it has a suffixed
definite article as well as possessive suffixes for 1st and 2nd person also conveying demonstrative and agentive meaning; it uses postpositions almost exclusively. There is a general
humanness distinction in the noun class, triggering, in simple terms, the use of the dative
case with (+human) and the use of the unmarked nominative case with (–human) direct
objects. Indefiniteness, however, interacts with the humanness distinction in the morphological marking and the syntactic position of the direct object.
The verbal system of Modern Eastern Armenian is comparatively, relatively
complex: it shows transitive and intransitive (including inchoative) verbs that can be
morphologically detransitivised (by means of the multifunctional – i.e. passive/anticausative/reflexive/reciprocal – suffix -v-) and transitivised (by means of the causative
suffix -c’n-); a distinctive system of tenses (also regarding aspect and aktionsart) and
of moods. Modern Eastern Armenian has two verbal stems - present and perfect (or
aorist) - from which the tenses and moods are formed. The tenses, except the aorist, are generally analytically formed with participles and the auxiliary. Modern Eastern
Armenian can express terminative vs. non-terminative, durative vs. stative, the habitual,
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the ingressive, but not the progressive aspects/aktionsarten. The aorist also conveys
evidential meaning.
Modern Eastern Armenian has five moods, of which the debitive is a mood specific to
Eastern Armenian and does not exist in Western Armenian. Modern Eastern Armenian
also offers the possibility to express various aktionsarten/aspect stative vs. durative (habitual) vs. processual vs. progressive in both tenses and moods, depending on the participle
and the auxiliary used and on the context.
Modern Eastern Armenian generates its sentences on the basis of the functional sentence perspective rather than on a fixed basic word order.
Modern Eastern Armenian is the official state language of the Republic of Armenia,
where it is spoken by the majority, i.e. 97.9% (Census 2001, est. 2008 %) of its 3.213 million
(Census 2001), est. 2008 3.230 million inhabitants. It is also the official state language of
the unrecognised Republic of Mountainous Karabakh, where it is spoken by 95% of the
Republic’s 137,737 inhabitants (Census Oct. 2005). Modern Eastern Armenian and its dialects are also used in the regions bordering Armenia, namely in the southern region of Georgia
called Javakh, mainly inhabited by Armenians but also in the Georgian capital of Tiflis. Eastern
Armenian dialects are also spoken in some regions of the Caucasus: in Abkhazia, the Krasnodar
region, in Azerbaijan. Modern Eastern Armenian is also employed by the worldwide Armenian Diaspora.
This grammar exclusively describes Modern Eastern Armenian as it is written (Standard Modern Eastern Armenian) and spoken in the Republic of Armenia. It definitely
does not refer to any other vernacular or dialect spoken in Armenia’s bordering countries,
particularly not to the Eastern Armenian as spoken in neighbouring Iran.
b. Outline of the history of formation of Modern Eastern Armenian
The history of MEA may be subdivided into four major periods1 that reflect the historical, socio-political and the linguistic changes in Armenia from the 18th century to
the 21st century. These changes can be described as linguistic changes proper, having
affected the linguistic features of both spoken and written MEA, but also in terms of the
altered status of functions of MEA throughout its development and in terms of language
policy.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Formation period of Early Modern Eastern Armenian (beginning of 18th century
until the mid-19th century)
Pre-Soviet period (mid-19th century until 1920s)
Soviet period (1920–1991)
Post-Soviet period (1991 to present)

. J̌ahukyan 1969:49f.
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Formation period
The first significant efforts to describe the spoken Armenian language, which was termed
Ašxarhabar “civil language” (as opposed to the “church language”, the still used Classical Armenian “Grabar”), can be traced back to Bałdasar Dpir in the 17th century, and particularly to
the German scholar Iohann Ioachim Schroeder. The latter published the “Thesaurus linguae armeniacae, antiquae et hodierne” in Amsterdam in 1711, a comparison of Classical
Armenian and the spoken Armenian vernacular. Although relating all features of “Modern
Armenian” to Classical Armenian, Schroeder’s work contains a glut of useful linguistic
information about the “civil language.”
The formation of Modern Eastern literary and standard language only took place in the
mid-19th century, whereas the vernacular of Western Armenian, as spoken in Asia Minor
and in the urban Ottoman Empire, was, for the first time, codified in the first half of the
18th century in the “Grammar of Modern Armenian” by Mxit’ar of Sebaste in Constantinople.2
Modern Western Armenian was conventionalised to its literary standard by another Mekhitarist
father, Arsen Aytěnean in Venice in 1866.3
After the Russian-Persian war (1826-1828), the former Khanates of Erivan and
Naxičevan were united to form the Province of Armenia under the Russian Tsarist government. The Łazaryan-Institute in Moscow, founded in 1815, and the Nersisyan-school
in Tiflis, founded in 1814, became the centres of Eastern Armenian culture and language. The central dialect of Ararat Valley was chosen as the basis for the standard or
written MEA.4 It should also be mentioned that the first publications in the new MEA
standard developed by the Nersisyan-school in Tiflis were not broadly accepted and even
prosecuted by public authorities of Tsarist Armenia; even new schoolbooks were banned
from the classrooms. The first literary work in MEA, “Wounds of Armenia”5 was written by
Xač’atur Abovyan, but it was also immediately forbidden and only published posthumously
in Tiflis in 1858.

. Mxit’ar of Sebaste was the founder of the Armenian-Catholic congregation called “Mekhitarists”
in 1701.
. Aytěnean, A. 1987 (reprint of 1866): K’nnakan k’erakanut’yun ašxarhabar kam ardi hayeren
lezvi. Erevan: Erevani hamalsarani hratarakč’ut’yun. (Critical grammar of Ašxarhabar or
Modern Armenian)
. The leading role of the dialect of Aštarak belonging to the group of dialects of the central
Ararat plain is usually explained by the fact that the founder of the Nersesyan-Institute in Tbilisi,
Nersēs Aštarakec’i, came from the small town of Aštarak.
. The historical novel ì»ñù Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Verk’ Hayastani “Wounds of Armenia” was the first
Armenian secular novel dedicated to the fate of the Armenian people and its struggle for liberation
in the period of Russo-Persian war of 1826–1828. Before writing the novel, Abovyan also tried
to write a comparative grammar of Classical Armenian and the newly codified Modern Eastern
Armenian in 1839–1490.
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Pre-Soviet period (end of the 19th century)
This period, at the end of the 19th century, is characterised by the term “grapayk’ar”,
i.e. the conflict between the revival of Classical Armenian and the rise of the newly
created MEA.
Again it was in Tiflis that the first work in MEA appeared-in the weekly periodical
‘Ararat’ in 1850. It was Mik’ayel Nalbandyan, who first tried to describe the new standard,
independent from the paradigms of Classical Armenian, in 1860; his grammatical treatises
are, however, not completely preserved. In 1870, Step’anos Palasanyan published his seminal
grammar “A general theory of the new literary Armenian language, Eastern Armenian”6.
This grammar opened a new era: the triumphal procession of Modern Eastern Armenian
and its unstoppable spread in Tsarist Armenia. This grammar, and the following school
grammar “Grammar of the Mother Tongue”7 in 1874, remained the undisputed norm until
Manuk Abełyan’s progressive works in 1906-1912.
Establishing MEA was the main aim of the Armenian nationalists at the eve of the
Armenian massacres in the Ottoman Empire. Armenians were not simply fighting for
their political independence, but for their survival and for the maintenance of their main
ethnic frame: their homeland, their people and their language.
One should keep in mind that the severe political demarcation of the 19th century
in the Armenian settlements between Ottomans, Russians and Persians has also made
an impact on the spread and the use of the newly developed MEA; i.e. the political
demarcation line also gradually became a distinct linguistic border between the two
literary standards of Modern Armenian. Linguistically, this period is characterised by
the adoption of some features of MEA vernacular and even some dialects in the newly
created standard, as in the changes in the plural paradigm or major changes in the verbal classes affecting tense formation, voice and mood. Through the grammaticalisation
of these typical features of MEA, the existing divergence with MWA was additionally
deepened.
Soviet period
During the Soviet era, Eastern Armenian was definitely shaped in the most significant and
fundamental way: (a) by explicitly describing, defining and labelling the specific linguistic feature of MEA in manifold grammars (representing various, often differing linguistic approaches to MEA); (b) by obtaining new linguistic functions, particularly in
new domains in political, scientific and economic life, but also in administrational and

. Palasanean, St. 1870. Ĕndhanur tesut’yun arewelahay nor gravor lezvi hayoc’. (General theory of
the new literary Eastern Armenian language), Tiflis. See p. 8
. Palasanean, St. 1874. K’erakanut’yun mayreni lezvi Tiflis. See p. 8.
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juridical matters and (c) by equalling the status of an official national, and thus state,
language of the Soviet Republic of Armenia.
The constant strengthening of MEA as the main means of communication in Soviet
Armenia was heavily disturbed and even undermined by a rigorous Russification policy
by central Moscow. Despite the fact that MEA had assured its position as the national language of Soviet Armenia, in many crucial domains it was clearly endangered by Russian;
particularly in the very sensitive domains of education, science, military and administration. Russian had become the second, almost obligatory, language in Armenia, and, until
the end of the 80s, most ethnic Armenians were more or less bilingual. The educational
system was in Russian, and a good command of Russian was the major precondition for
higher education. Apart from that, speaking Russian was also regarded as having a high
social prestige and of being up to date.
Russian has also strongly influenced many linguistic features of Armenian. Undoubtedly,
it was particularly the lexicon that was influenced: a wide range of loans from Russian
and several internationalisms transferred into Armenian through Russian and also many
loan translations.
There were many changes in morphology and syntax – triggered by internal linguistic
factors, such as typological tendencies, but also external factors such as language contact
and the pro-Russian language policy.8
One of the most important changes during the Soviet period was the Orthography
Reform. The Soviet Orthography Reform of 1922 disunited the written MEA and MWA by
abandoning historical, (i.e. etymological) writing and the elimination of the classical letter
viwn. Some of the mistakes of the early reform were corrected in the second reform in
1940, but the gap between the official orthography of Soviet Armenian and the Armenian
literary languages outside of Armenia remain.
Post- Soviet period
With the collapse of the Soviet Union and the political independence of Armenia declared in
1991, the Armenian language was brought to the fore by the Armenian leaders and intelligentsia. Armenian thus became the centre of attention not only of overzealous Armenian linguists,
but also of historians and politicians. It is not surprising at all that the Armenian Language
Law and the so-called State Language Office (Hayastani hanrapetut’yan kar̊ avarut’yan
ar̊ĕnt’er lezvi petakan tesčut’yun) were founded during the darkest period of Armenia’s independence, in 1993: in the shadow of the armed conflict on Nagorno-Karabakh, Armenia
was not only confronted with tremendous economic and energy problems, but also with a

. The features are described in the present reference grammar. See also: Abrahamyan S.G. (Ed.).
1973. Hayoc’ lezvi zargac’umě Sovetakan šrĵanum. Erewan: Haykakan SSH GA hratarakč’ut’yun.
(The development of Armenian in the Soviet period)
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major demographic change in Armenia caused mainly by emigration waves from Armenia
capturing ethnic Armenians as well as non-ethnic Armenians.
It was important to encourage and strengthen the re-awakened ‘Armenianness’ by
means of a rigorous language policy and language reforms: both led to the monopoly position of Armenian language in RA. Thus the first years of Armenia’s independence were
characterised “De-Russification” and “Re-Armenisation” in a wide range of former Russian
domains, such as public administration, education or military. With the opening of the
Republic of Armenia to Western Culture, the technical, political, economic terminology
has often been “internationalised”, in sensu stricto “anglicised”.
The Language Law of the Republic of Armenia, implemented in 1993, amended in
2004, defines in Article 1: “The Armenian language, which serves all the spheres of life of
the Republic, shall be the state language of the Republic of Armenia. The literary Armenian
language shall be the official language of the Republic of Armenia.”9
Linguistic purism and conservatism are often regarded as the basic principles of
Armenian language policy. Starting from the first years of independence until now,
purist leaders and linguists have been trying to either re-introduce archaic or obsolete
Classical Armenian terms or to create odd loan-translations for many foreign words.
Purism is also explicitly included in Article 3 of Law on Language: “In official conversation, citizens of the Republic of Armenia shall be obliged to ensure the purity of language.”
The State Language Office also undertakes the responsibility to keep Armenian clean
from foreign influences “to preserve originality and to ensure free and unconstrained
development.”10
Linguistic conservatism is also a popular concomitant of the purist language policy.
This is particularly observable in the gap between the currently spoken Armenian vernacular and the written standard. All text books and school grammars simply overlook
the linguistic development of the last few years and are conservatively prescriptive in the
truest sense of the world. Even linguists kept their conservative Armenian grammar tradition, not opening grammar to other description methods and approaches. Conservatism
is particularly observable in school teaching, where children have to keep their spoken
language clean from vernacular Armenian – and must not use “incorrect” forms. Everything deviating even slightly from the prescriptive rules as given by grammars is regarded
as incorrect and bad language.
It is striking, however, that major demographic changes in Armenia since 1991 –
such as mass emigration, immigration of refugees from Mountainous Karabakh and
Azerbaijan, rural exodus and repatriation of Diaspora Armenians - have influenced Eastern
Arm. lg: various Eastern (above all Iranian-Armenian) dialects have caused a process of

. Language law 2004:5.
. Zakarian 1996: 355–360.
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“dialectalisation” and the contact with Western Armenian has also left interferences to a
surprisingly high extent. This “Westernisation” can be regarded as a natural convergence
of the two existing literary Modern Armenian varieties.

c. Outline of the history of grammars of Modern Eastern Armenian11
The development of Eastern Armenian grammars can be regarded as a reflection of the
general advance of grammars over the last few centuries, starting from (a) “comparative grammars”, which mainly embody a comparison of the present formal properties
with those of the classical source language and rather “morphological-historical grammars”; (b) “particular language grammars”, which usually describe a particular modern
language independent from its classical predecessor language, but still being mainly
orientated on morphology; (c) the typical “structural, traditional grammars” of the 20th
century, with the first description of syntactic regularities and properties of a particular
language, but still using the traditional terminology based on Latin/Greek grammars
and (d) “reference grammars”, typological grammars based on universal terminology
and mainly orientated on the description of (morpho)syntactic properties of a natural
language.
From the very beginning of the grammatical descriptions of Modern Eastern
Armenian one can find all types of grammars, except the modernised reference grammars, which might be due to the scientific traditions in Armenia, which seem to have
not yet reached the same scientific level and approaches as has European or American
linguistics.
a.
––

b.
––

“Comparative grammars”, which are usually called “grabaratip” (Classical Armenian-type)
in Armenian:
As already mentioned above, the first description of the colloquial language of the
18th century Armenians written by J. Schröder in 1711. Abovyan based his descriptive
grammar of 1839/40 on Schröder’s work, defining the “civil language” by means of
Classical Armenian and dealing with case syncretism, declensional classes, verbal
voice and tenses and the use of participles.
“Particular language grammars”, which are usually called “ink’natip” (original) in
Armenian:
In 1860, Mik’ael Nalbandyan wrote a grammar of Modern Armenian without comparing its properties with Classical Armenian, but describing this new language as
a separate linguistic system. Unfortunately only sections of his grammar remain; in

. Jahukyan 1969: 49–90.
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––

––

c.

––

these sections he describes the nominal inflection, syncretism, the plural marking of
nouns and the suffixed articles.
The first concise grammar of Modern Armenian and linguistic signpost for further
grammarians, however, is Step’annos Palasanyan’s “Ĕndhanur tesut’yun arewelahay
nor gravor lezvi hayoc’” (“General theory of the new literary Eastern Armenian language”), written in 1870. His work book “K’erakanut’yun mayreni lezvi” (Grammar
of the Mother Tongue), written in 1874, was used in Armenian schools until the year
1906. Palasanyan mainly contributed to the description of the nominal paradigms
and attributes.
Further concise grammars were written by Manuk Abełyan and his successor H. Petrosyan at the beginning of the 20th century. It was Abełyan above all,
who not only provided the first detailed description of the Modern Armenian
tense system, but also introduced the term “transitivity” into the verbal forms
and demonstrated the functions of the resultative participle in his publications:
1906 “Ašxarhabari k’erakanut’yun” (Grammar of the Modern Language), 1908
“Ašxarhabari holovnerĕ” (Declinations of the Modern Language), 1909 “Hayc’akan
holově mer ašxarhabarum” (The Accusative Case in our Modern Armenian), 1912
“Ašxarhabari šarahyusut’yun” (Syntax of Modern Armenian) and 1931 “Hayoc’
lezvi tesut’yun” (Theory of Armenian Language). Abełyan was the first Armenian
linguist to explore the Armenian case system in detail (reducing the number of
cases from seven to five). He also worked on declension, definiteness and on the
tense system, particularly on the function of the resultative participle. In his later
grammar, “Theory of Armenian Language” (1931), he tried to defend his approach,
particularly of his five-case system. It was his idea of five cases that has initiated a
major debate on the number and classification of cases in Modern Eastern Armenian,
which continues today. His successors mainly focused on the tense system and on
participles.
The first structural grammars, also dealing for the first time with word formation and
sentence patterns, appeared in the thirties; morphology, however, remained in the focus
of grammatical interest. Some of the grammarians of the 30s denied morphological
approaches, but tried to explain and describe Modern Armenian by means of semantics
and functions of grammatical forms instead.
Remarkable works among this “semantic” group are the grammars of A. Łaribyan in 1934
“Hayoc’ lezvi k’erakanut’yan dasagirk’ě” (Schoolbook of the Grammar of Armenian Language), of G. Sevak 1936 “Hayoc’ lezvi šarahyusut’yuně” (Syntax of Armenian Language). Many Armenian linguists specialised in certain features of Modern Eastern
Armenian: on declension and conjugation. Also famous linguists like H. Ačar̊yan
(“Liakatar k’erakanut’yun hayoc’ lezvi `hamematut’yamb 562 lezuneri” (A Complete
Grammar of Armenian – compared with 562 languages) 1952–1967) and E. Ałayan
(“Hayoc’ lezvi k’erakanut’yunĕ” (Armenian Grammar) and “Žamanakakic’ hayereni
holovumĕ ew xonarhumĕ” (Modern Armenian Declension and Conjugation) 1967) made
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quite impressive contributions to MEA grammar. These armenologists can be regarded as
having had a formative influence on Modern Eastern Armenian grammars with their traditional, preferably morphological and only marginally syntactic descriptions. Łaribyan
studied the Armenian negation participle, Sevak the functions and forms of the perfect
participles and both have worked on the verbal moods. Ałayan tried to answer specific
questions about Modern Eastern Armenian declension and conjugation, also about
word formation. The brilliant Ačar̊yan compared the grammar of Modern Eastern
Armenian with the formal properties of 562 languages. In addition to the publications
mentioned above there is a wide range of studies and papers on various morphological
and morphosyntactic features of Eastern Armenian, mainly written in the fifties and
sixties.
In 1975 Sergey Abrahamyan produced a precise grammar of Modern Eastern Armenian
“Žamanakakic’ Hayereni K’erakanut’yun”, based on the findings of his numerous
predecessors, the traditional terminology of his scientific surroundings and on
the description of morphological rather than syntactic features. The later published book “Žamanakakic’ grakan Hayeren” (Literary Modern Armenian) (1981)
contains neither essential new findings nor more detailed syntactic descriptions.
Indeed, it is complete regarding morphology, but provides only scant information
about syntactic constructions. Its syntactic part is confined to the description of
the various types of sentences, but there is absolutely no information about specific syntactic constructions, word-order and serialisation of noun-phrase components, emphasised order patterns or focussing. All following grammar books
published in Armenia are mainly based on the predecessors given above, such as
e.g. Azatyan. Remarkable is that some of the grammatical methods of G. Ĵahukyan,
mainly influenced by the Russian schools of linguistics, have definitely shown some
new approaches.

It goes without saying, that the grammars used and published in Armenia were mainly written
for use in schools and in institutes of higher education and are thus for native speakers. This
fact may explain the apparent lack of general linguistic information, of modern linguistic
explanations and of internationally standardised linguistic terminology.
Moreover, the many linguistic changes Modern Eastern Armenian has undergone, not
only in spoken but also in written Armenian, are not at all contained in these prescriptive, often
purist Armenian grammars. Even native speakers do not understand why the special linguistic
features they frequently use are not even mentioned in recent Armenian grammars – and this
has nothing to do with any dialectal or specific sociolectal forms in urban Yerevan.
Only a few Western linguists and armenologists have contributed grammars of Modern
Eastern Armenian that can be regarded simply as teaching aids, except for more modernised
grammars: Martiros Minassian’s detailed, but often criticized, “Grammaire d’arménien oriental”, (1980) and Natalya Kozintseva’s short grammar “Modern Eastern Armenian”, (1995).
Kozintseva has written many articles about the special linguistics features of Modern Eastern
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Armenian; her linguistic work and pioneering spirit in Armenian Linguistics has laid
the foundation for modern linguistic approaches to Modern Eastern Armenian and has
definitely also contributed to many chapters in the present grammar.

Transliteration of Modern Eastern Armenian alphabet
²³
´µ
¶·
¸¹
º»
¼½
¾¿
ÀÁ
ÂÃ
ÄÅ
ÆÇ
ÈÈ
ÊË
ÌÍ
ÎÏ
ÐÑ
ÒÓ
ÔÕ
Ö×
ØÙ

Aa
Bb
Gg
Dd
Ee
Zz
Ē –
e
Ĕĕ
T‘ t‘
Žž
Ii
Ll
Xx
Cc
Kk
Hh
Jj
Łł
Čč
Mm

ÚÛ
ÜÝ
Þß
àá
âã
äå
æç
èé
êë
ìí
îï
ðñ
òó
àô áõ
ö÷
øù
¨
Oo
üý

Yy
Nn
Šš
Oo
Č’ č’
Pp
J̌ ǰ
R̊ r̊
Ss
Vv
Tt
Rr
C‘ c‘
Uu
P‘ p‘
K‘ k‘
ew
Ōō
Ff
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Abbreviations used
MEA
SMEA
MWA

Modern Eastern Armenian
Standard Modern Eastern Armenian
Modern Western Armenian

1
2
3
ABL
ADJ
relADJ
ADV
antic
attr
AUX
caus
CN
COMP
COMPL
COND
CONJ
DAT
DEB
def
DEM
dem
DET
FUT
GEN
IMP
INDEF
INF
INST
INT
INTERJ
IO
LOC
NEG

first person
second person
third person
ablative
adjective
relational adjective
adverb
anticausative suffix
attributive suffix
auxiliary
causative suffix
common noun
complementizer
complement
conditional
conjunction
dative
debitive
suffixed definite article
demonstrative pronoun
demonstrative suffix
determiner
future
genitive; Genitive attribute
imperative
indefinite article
infinitive
instrumental
intensifier
interjection
indirect object
locative
negative participle

neg
NOM
NUM
part
O
pass
PL
PN
POSS
poss
PERF
PRES
PROH
PAST
POST
PREP
PTCP
QUAL
QNT
wh
REC
rec
REFL
refl
REL
RES
S
SUB
SUBJ
SG
TR
V
Vpart

negation particle
nominative
numeral
verbal particle
direct object
passive suffix
plural
proper noun
possessive pronoun
possessive suffix
perfect participle
present participle
prohibitive
past
postposition
preposition
participle
qualifier
quantifier
question-word
reciprocal pronoun
reciprocal suffix
reflexive pronoun
reflexive suffix
relative pronoun
resultative participle
subject
subjective participle
subjunctive
singular
transitive
verb
verbal particle



chapter 1

Phonology
Orthography and spelling of Armenian letters
Standard Modern Eastern Armenian (SMEA) has 39 graphemes. SMEA orthography is
basically phonemic, with exceptions (a) of the schwa phoneme, which in certain positions is not reflected in orthography and, (b) some consonant realisations deviating
from orthography. The orthography used in Armenia nowadays goes back to the Soviet
orthography reform of 1922 and its revision of 1940.12

. The main features of the orthography reform of 1922 were the neutralization of classical,
etymological writing and the adjustment of phonetic realization and writing:
a. ¿ ē and û ō were completely deleted from the alphabet and were replaced by » e and á o.
b.	The initial á o [‚f] and » e [j7] were written phonetically, i.e. with the initial glide, e.g. íáñ³Ï
vorak [‚fnck] “style”, íáãÇÝã vočinč’ [‚ftwhi\twh] “nothing”, Û»ñÏÇñ yerkir [j7nkin] “country”,
Û»ñ»ë yeres [j7n7s] “face”) . This rule has also affected the writing of the auxiliary “to be” when
following a vowel, e.g. ·Ý³Éáõ Û»Ù gnalu yem [g6nclu j7m] “I will go”, but ·ÝáõÙ »Ù gnum em
[g6num 7m] “I go”.
c.	The old letter õ w was replaced by the letter í v (and also realized as such) as in Ýí»ñ nver <
Ýáõ»ñ nuer “gift”;
d.	»³ ea, »á eo were replaced by Û³ ya, Û³ yo, as in ë»ÝÛ³Ï senyak < ë»Ý»³Ï seneak both:
[s7njck] “room”, ÛáÃ yot’ < »áÃ eot’ both [jfth] “seven” etc.
e. Çõ iw was replaced by Ûáõ yu, as in ³ñÛáõÝ aryun < ³ñÇõÝ ariwn both [cnjun] “blood”.
f.	áÛ oy was generally replaced by áõÛ uy [uj]; it is only preserved in this writing, and is also realized as [fj], as in ËáÛ xoy[ófj] “ram”.
g.	The initial Û y [h] was only written as Ñ h if also pronounced as such, as in Ñ³ñÙ³ñ harmar <
Û³ñÙ³ñ yarmar both [hcnmcn] “comfortable”.
h.	The final, silent Û y was totally deleted, as in Í³é³ caroa < Í³é³Û caroay both [tscrc] “servant,
slave”.
i.	¿³ ēa, ¿á ēo, ¿Ç ēi were replaced by the phonetically written »Û³ eya, »Ûá eyo, »ÛÇ eyi as in ·ñ»ÛÇ
greyi < ·ñ¿Ç grēi “I wrote”.
In the 1940 revision of this orthography reform,
a.	¿ ē and û ō were reintroduced, but only in the initial position, and, in a few words, also in the final
position. In the medial position the writing of these letters coincides with the » e and á o.
b.	The initial » (y)e and á (v)o, usually realized with a glide, were again written without the
initial glide.
c.	In some complex words the etymological writing has been reintroduced too, as in ³Ýû·áõï
anōgut “useless”, ³Ýáñ³Ï anorak “anorak”, ³Ý»ñÏÛáõÕ anerkyuł “fearless” etc.
d. Û y is only written across morpheme boundary with ³ a/á o and Ç i (particularly in inflection).
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This is the alphabetic order of Armenian letters (from left to right) with the usual transliteration and their (isolated) phonetic value.
³

µ

»

½

¿

Á

Ã

Ç

É

Ë

a
[c]

b g
d
[b] [g] [d]

·

e
[(j)7]

z
[z]

ē
[7]

ě
[6]

t’
ž
[th] [Š]

i
[i]

l
[l]

x
[ó]

Í

Ï

Õ

×

Ù

Û

Ý

ß

á

ã

å

c
[ts]

k
h
j
ł
[k] [h] [dz] [t]

č
[tw]

m
[m]

y
[j]

n
[n]

š
[w]

o
č’
p
[(‚)f] [twh] [p]

ç

é

áõ

÷

ù

¨

Ñ

ë

j
ro
s
[dŠ] [r] [s]

¹

Ó

Å

í

ï

ñ

ó

v
[v]

t
[t]

r
[n]

c’
u
p’
k’
ew
[tsh] [u] [ph] [kh] [j7v]

û

ý

ō
[f]

f
[f]

1.1 Phonological units – Sound system
SMEA has an inventory of 36 phonemes (with allophonic realisations) of which six are
vowels and 30 are consonants.

1.1.1

Vowels

SMEA distinguishes six vowel phonemes with a vowel system which is much richer in back
and open-mid vowels.
		
FRONT
near front
CENTRAL
near back
CLOSE
i						
Near close
Close mid
MID			
6
Open mid 7			
Near open
OPEN			
c

BACK
u

f

The back vowels [u] and [f] are rounded, the near back vowel [c]13 is unrounded.
SMEA has no distinctive quantity opposition and also has no difference in the opening of the vowels.
As given above, there is a positional difference in the phonetic realisation of some vowels, mainly in the initial position for the open mid vowels [7] and [f], as will be explained

. Armenian grammarians and phoneticians clearly describe the open vowel as a back vowel, as
Ar°ak’elyan, Xač’atryan, Eloyan 1979: 15. Abrahamyan 1981: 9.
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in details below, and for the close back vowel [u] in colloquial/dialectal Armenian in the
position following [j] as [u], i.e. more centralised.
These positional allophonic differences are also expressed in orthography. Whereas
the writing and pronunciation of the vowel phonemes ³ a [c], Ç i [i] and áõ u [u] are the
same in all positions, there are positional differences in the writing and spelling of » e and
¿ ē for [7] and á o and o ō for [f].
The difference expressed in having two graphemes for each of the two phonemes
[7] and [f], namely » e and ¿ ē for [7] and á o and o ō for [f] is caused by the historic change from diachronic Armenian, by former distributional differences14 (the
phonemes had been real allophones in diachronic Armenian) and by orthographical
conventions.
1.

The open mid front vowel phoneme [7], orthographically expressed » e and ¿ē

a. In the initial position [7] is usually pronounced with a glide as [j7].
	  As stated above, the glide is not written; thus, in the initial position [j7] is written with » e
and, as for example in: ºñ¨³Ý Erewan [j7n7‚cn], »ñ³½ eraz [j7ncz] “dream”; »ë es [j7s] “I”;
– The exception to this rule in the initial position is found in the present tense forms of
the auxiliary, which are pronounced without the initial glide as [7], as in »Ù em [7m]
“I am”, »ë es [7s] “you are”, »Ýù enk’ [7nkh] “we are” »ù ek’ [7kh] “you are”, »Ý en [7n]
“they are”. In colloquial Armenian, however, the forms of the auxiliary present tense are
spoken with the glide [j] as is the case of the final vowel in the participle, e.g. ·Ý³Éáõ
»Ù gnalu em [g6nclu j7m] “I will go”.15
æ
– There are only some words written with the initial [7] pronounced without the glide
as [7], such as ¿ß ēš [7w] “donkey”, ¿Å³Ý ēžan [7Šcn] “cheap”, ¿ç ēj [7dŠ] “page” etc.
or loans such as ¿åáë ēpos [7pfs] “epic”, ¿É»ÏïñáÝ ēlektron [7l7ktnfn] “electron” etc.
These words are written with the letter ¿ ē [7].
b.

In the medial and final positions [7] is realised as [7].

–

There is, however, an exception to this rule of word formation in which the internal [7]
is pronounced with an initial glide as [j7]: in the case of words (compounds or with

. According to historical linguistics, Classical Armenian exhibited a phonological difference
between [7], written as e and the diphthong-like vowel [e(j)] written as ¿ ē, which only occurs in
stressed syllables. It could have developed from an Indo-European diphthong [ej]. The grapheme
û ō was only introduced in the 12th century to replace the classical diphthong [c‚], expressed by
the digraph ³õ aw, e.g. classical ³õñ awr versus medieval/modern ûñ ōr “day”. The evidence for a
pronunciation with the initial glide extending back to the classical period is unclear. Classical texts
often transcribe Greek names beginning with epsilon or the alpha-iota diphthong with the initial
e, whereas the Armenian word for “Jerusalem” written as ºñáõë³Õ¿Ù Erusałēm may indicate that
the initial » e was pronounced with a glide [j7]. The pronunciation of the initial [f], written á o as
[‚f] seems to be post-classical.
.

Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004: 4.
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prefixes), in which a vowel, usually [c], precedes the second part with the initial [j7], as
in the superlative forms with prefixes ÏÇë³- kisa- “semi-; half ”, Ñ³Ï³- haka- “counter-; contra-; against “, Ñ³Ù³- hama- “all-; pan-” e.g. in ³Ù»Ý³»ñÏ³ñ amena-erkar
[cm7ncj7nkhcn] “the longest” ÏÇë³»½ñ³÷³ÏÇã kisa-ezrap’akič’ [kiscj7zncphckitwh]
Ñ³Ï³»Ï»Õó³Ï³Ý haka-ekełec’akan [hckcj7k7t7tshckcn] “anticlerical”
Ñ³Ù³»íñáå³Ï³Ý hama-evropakan [hcmcj7vnfpckcn] “all-European;
pan-european” etc.
If, however, a consonant precedes the second constituent with the initial [7], this is
usually spoken without the glide as [7], as in ³å»ñç³ÝÇÏ ap-erĴanik [cp7ntwhcnik]
“unhappy”, ·»ï»½»ñù get-ezerk’ [g7t7z7nkh] “river bank, river side”, å³ñ»ñ· par-erg
[pcn7nkh] “dance song” etc.

There are major differences in the pronunciation of [7] between SMEA and colloquial Eastern Armenian, particularly in two cases:
–

–

In compounds where the second part starts with a [7] and follows with a final consonant of the first part (i.e. C+e), this [7] has to be pronounced without a glide in
SMEA. In colloquial, and even in public/journalistic Eastern Armenian, however,
it is usually pronounced with a glide as [j7]. This is particularly true for compound
numerals where the second part is formed with the numerals »ñÏáõ erku [j7nku]
“two” and »ñ»ù erek’ [j7n7kh], such as e.g. ï³ëÝ»ñÏáõ tasnerku [tcs6n7nkhu] versus
colloquial [tcsn6j7nkhu] “twelve”,16 ùë³Ý»ñ»ù k’sanerek’ [khscn7n7kh] versus colloquial [khscnj7n7kh] “twenty-three”.17
In verb formations with the prefixes Ï- k- of conditional mood and the negative
prefix ã- č’-. In SMEA, the vowel has to be pronounced without a glide,18 such
as e.g. Ï»ñ·»Ù kergem [k7nkh7m] “I shall sing” as opposed to the colloquial
Armenian which generally pronounces with a glide Ï»ñ·»Ù kergem [k6j7nkh7m]; or
Standard ã»ñ·»óÇ č’-ergec’i [twh7nkh7tshi] “I did not sing” versus colloquial Armenian
[twh(6)j7nkh7tshi].

The realisation with a glide, particularly in the verbal forms, seems, however, to prevail, and
is highly conventionalized.

. There are also other realizations of this numeral in colloquial Armenian, also [tcs7nku],
i.e. without -n-.
. (Łaragyulyan 1981: 59) and (Zak’aryan 1981:173) regard the pronunciation of the medial
[7] in the word formation without a glide as normative and standard, whereas the pronunciation
with the glide [j7] is given as colloquial. (Vaux 1998:14) additionally claims that the glide does
not occur in compounds. (Minassian 1996:17) regards the glide realization as the common, i.e.
conventionalised ones.
. comp. Łaragyulyan 1981: 59, Zak’aryan 1981: 173, Ałayan 1970: 43, Łaribyan 1960: 73.
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In orthography, the grapheme » e is mainly used in the medial and final positions,
such as e.g. in µ»ñ³Ý beran [b7ncn] “mouth”, É»½áõ lezu [l7zu], Ñ»ñ³Ëáë her°axos
[h7rcófs] “phone”, µ³½¿ baze [bcz7] “falcon”, áëÏ» oske [‚fsk7] “golden” etc. The grapheme ¿ ē, however, occurs in the medial and final positions only in a few words: ¹áÕ¿ñáóù
dołēroc’k’ “fewer; malaria”, Ù³Ýñ¿ manrē “microbe” and its derivations, ÑÝ¿³µ³Ý hnaēban
“palaeontologist” and its derivations, »ñµ¨¿ erbewē “sometime, ever”, áñ¨¿ orewē “any”,
áí¨¿ ovewē “anybody”.
2.

The Open Mid Back Vowel Phoneme [f], orthographically expressed as á o and û ō

a.

In the initial position [f] is usually pronounced with a glide as [‚f]. e.g. áñ¹Ç ordi
[‚fnthi] “son”, áñï»Õ orteł [‚fnt7t] “where”; áëÏ» oske [‚fsk7] “golden” etc. The glide
is not expressed in orthography (compare the orthography of [j7] as » e).

–

–

The exception to this realisation with the glide as [‚f] in the initial position are mainly
the interrogative pronoun áí ov [fv] “who?” and its derivations such as áíù»ñ ovk’er
[fvkh7r] “who?” (plural), áí¨Çó¿ ovewic’ē [fv7‚itsh7] “whoever”.
There are only some words which are pronounced without a glide as [f], such as ûñ
ōr [fr] “day”, û·Ý»É ognel [fkhn7l] “to help”, û¹³Ý³í ōdanav [fthcncv] “plane” etc. or
loans such as ûµÛ»Ïï ōbyekt [fbj7kt] “object”, ûå»ñ³ ōpera [fp7nc] “opera” etc. In these
words, the initial [f] is represented by the grapheme û ō.

b.

In the medial and final positions [f] is realised as [f].

The same exceptions as above with the vowel [7] also apply to the vowel [f] in the word
formation: the internal á o is pronounced with an initial glide as [‚f]: in such words
(compounds or those with prefixes), in which a vowel, usually ³ a [c], precedes the second part of the word with the initial á o [‚f], as in the superlative form ³Ù»Ý³áÕáñÙ»ÉÇ
amenaołormeli [cm7nc‚ftfnm7li] “the most pitiable”. If a consonant precedes the second
part of the word with the initial á o [‚f] [f] is spoken without glide, as in e.g. ³Ýáñë³ÉÇ
anorsali [cnfnscli] “unhuntable”.
	  Again, spoken Standard and colloquial Armenian differ in respect of realising [f]
with or without a glide in compounds (a) and verbal forms (b) with the conditional
prefix Ï- k- and negative prefix ã- č’-. Standard Armenian prescribes, in both cases,
the realisation without the glide; whereas in colloquial Armenian realisation with the
glide is common.
	  Stand. ³Ýáñáß anoroš [cnfnfw] “uncertain” versus Coll. [cn‚fnfw]
	  Stand. »Õµáñáñ¹Ç ełborordi [j7ópfnfnthi] “fraternal nephew; brother’s son” versus
Coll. [j7ópfn‚fnthi]
	  Stand. Ïáñáß»Ù korošem [kfnfw7m] “I shall decide” versus Coll. [k6‚fnfw7m]
	  Stand. ãáñáß»óÇ č’orošec’i [twhfnfw7tshi] “I did not decide” versus Coll. [[twh(6)‚
fnfw7tshi]
	  The colloquial realisation with a glide is, however, very frequent and widespread
and has even entered into public speech – it seems to be highly conventional.
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The phoneme [f] is represented by two graphemes á o and û ō, e.g. á o appears in all positions, whereas û ō is restricted to the initial position in some inherited words of Classical
Armenian.19
3.

The schwa phoneme Á ě [6]

The Armenian schwa is realised as a mid central vowel.
The orthography of this schwa is, unfortunately, not clear.
The schwa is written in the initial position and in the final position if it expresses
the allomorphic definite article -Á -ě. In most cases, however, the schwa is pronounced
in consonant clusters to generate syllables, but not written, see below Ch. 1.2.2
“Consonant clusters”, p. 30f.

1.1.2

Consonants

The consonant system of SMEA comprises 30 phonemes.
The most interesting features of the consonantal inventory are:
–
–
–

the tripartite opposition in the plosive and affricate series, voiced, voiceless and voiceless aspirated,
the two contrastive rhotics: one tense trill [r] and one lax flap [n],
the presence of two uvular20 fricatives, voiced [t] and voiceless [ó].21

1. Plosives

		
voiced
voiceless
voiceless aspirated

bilabial
b
p
bh

dental
d
t
th

velar
g
k
kh

This is the most characteristic series of the SMEA consonant system. In some publications,
the voiceless plosives are also defined as ejectives or glottalised. Glottalised plosives occur
in various Armenian dialects and can also be found in the Eastern Armenian vernacular

. Please note that the letter û ō is not of Armenian origin, but was introduced into Middle
Armenian by foreign influence. It replaced the classical writing of ³õ aw [c‚] before consonants,
post-classically realised as [f].
. In older and traditional grammars, these fricatives are usually given as velar. Also in Abrahamyan
1981: 15, Aro akelyan et al. 1979: 24. Vaux 1998 and others argue for uvular fricatives.
. This seems to be a controversial approach in Armenian linguistics. Whereas in most traditional grammars and even in school grammars Standard Modern Eastern Armenian is said to
represent velar fricatives [x] [>] with the graphemes Ë x and Õ ł and thus also reflects the supposed Classical Armenian consonant system; newer Western grammars tend to see uvular fricatives as realizations of Ë x and Õ ł.
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based on the Yerevan dialect, but according to normative grammars, SMEA shows no glottalised voiceless plosives.
Some minimal pair examples:
voiced : voiceless
µ³¹ bad [bcd] “duck”
µ³Ñ bah [bch] “spade”
¹³ï dat [dct] “trial”
¹»Õ deł [d7t] “medicine”
·ÇÝ gin [gin] “price”
·»ï get [g7t] “river”

å³ï pat [pct]“wall”
å³Ñ pah [pch] “moment”
ï³ï tat [tct] “grandmother”
ï»Õ teł [t7ó]“place”
ÏÇÝ kin [kin]“woman”
Ï»ï ket [k7t] “point; stop”

:
:
:
:
:
:

voiceless : voiceless aspirated
Ã³Ã t’at’ [thcth] “paw”
Ãáõñ t’ur [thun] “sabre”
ù³ñ k’ar [khcn] “stone”
ùáõÛñ k’uyr [khujn] “sister”
ï³ù tak’ [tckh]“hot”

ï³ï tat [tct] “grandmother”
ïáõñ tur [tun] “give!”
Ï³ñ kar [kcn] “seam”
ÏáõÛñ kuyr [kujn]“blind”
ï³Ï tak [tck]“under”

:
:
:
:
:

voiced : voiceless aspirated
µ³Ï bak [bck] “courtyard”
¹³ë das [dcs] “class”
»ñ¹ erd [j7nd] “roof ”
·¹³É gdal [g6dcl] “spoon”
·³ÛÉ gayl [gcjl] “wolf ”

:
:
:
:
:

÷³Ï p’ak [phck] “closed, shut”
Ã³ë t’as [thcs] “cup”
»ñÃ ert’ [j7nth] “procession, march”
gÃ³É gt’al [g6thcl] “to have mercy”
ù³ÛÉ k’ayl [khcjl] “step, pace”

2. Fricatives

		
labiodental alveolar postalveolar
voiced
v
z
Š
voiceless f
s
w
The fricatives occur in all positions.

uvular glottal
t		 h
ó

The labiodental voiceless fricative [f] is not a prototypical Armenian sound in the initial
position; it was introduced into the Armenian consonant system in the late medieval, middle Armenian period. Nowadays mainly loans show this sound in the initial position, but
it appears frequently in the final position.
Some examples for minimal pairs:
½³ñ¹ zard [zcnth] “ornament”
½·³É zgal [(6)zgcl] “to feel”
Ù³½ maz [mcz] “hair”
áõÅ už [uŠ] “force, power”
Ý»Õ neł [n7t] “narrow”
í³Õ vał [vct] “early”

:
:
:
:
:
:

ë³ñ¹ sard [scnth] “spider”
ë·³É sgal [s6gcl] “to mourn”
Ù³ë mas [mcs] “part”
áõß uš [uw] “late”
Ý»Ë nex [n7ó] “rottenness”
í³Ë vax [vcó] “fear”
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3. Affricates
		
voiced
voiceless
voiceless aspirated

alveolar
dz
ts
tsh

postalveolar
dŠ
tw
twh

Some examples:
voiced : voiceless
Ó³Ë jax [dzcó] “left”
Óáñ³Ï jorak [dzfnck] “small valley”

:

Í³Ë cax [tscó] “sale”
Íáñ³Ï corak [tsfnck] “tap, spout”

ç³Ýùj ank’ [dŠc]kh] “effort”

:

×³ÝÏ čank [twc]k] “claw”

çáõÃ jut’ [dzuth] “jute”

:

×áõï čut [twut] “chick”

:

voiceless : voiceless aspirated
ÍÇÍ cic [tsits] “breast”
Í³é caro [tscr] “tree”
ÍÍ»É ccel [ts6ts7l] “to suck”
×³Õ čał [twct] “spoke”

:
:
:
:

óÇó c’ic’ [tshitsh] “stake”
ó³ñ c’ar [tshcn] “tsar”
óó»É c’c’el [tsh6tsh7l] “to stick into”
ã³Õ č’ał [twhct] “fat”

4. Nasals
		
		

bilabial
m

alveodental
n

The alveodental nasal [n] is usually realised as [n], but has several allophonic variants
in assimilation, a palatal nasal [\] preceding postalveolar affricates, as in ³ÝçÝç»ÉÇ anjnjeli
[c\dŠ6dŠ7li] “indestructible” and a velar nasal []] preceding velar plosives, as in ³ÝÏ³»ñÉÇ
ankareli [c]kcn7li] “impossible” or even as bilabial nasal [m] following bilabial plosives.
See “Nasal assimilation”, p. 28.
5. Rhotics
		
alveolar
flap		
n
trill		
r

In SMEA the flap n is much more wide-spread than its trill counterpart.
The flap [n] can be found in all positions, whereas the distribution of trill [r] is comparatively restricted.
The trill [r] seldom occurs in the initial position, with the exception of some words
among that éáõë rous [rus] “Russian” and its derivations as well as of loans with initial trill
[r], such as é³ñ¹Çá radio [rcdi(j)f] “radio”, é»³ÉÇëï r̊ealist [r7clist] “realist”, é»ÅÇÙ r̊ežim
[r7Šim] “regime”, éÇëÏ r̊isk [risk] “risk” etc. In medial position, trill r [r] occurs frequently
as in ÃéãáõÝ t’r̊č’un [th6rtwhun] “bird”, ÏéÇí kr̊iv [k6riv] “battle”, Ñ»éáõ her̊u [h7ru] “far”,
Ñ³é³ã»É har̊ ač’el [hcrctwh7l] “to sigh”, Ù»éÝ»É meronel [m7rn7l] “to die”, Ë³éÝ»É xar̊ nel
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[ócrn7l] “to mix” etc. In final position trill r [r] is also found; also in some words which
have lost their originally final n from Classical Armenian as in Ýáõé nur̊ [nur] “pomegranate”, É»é ler̊ [l7r] “mountain”, ·³é gar̊ [gcr] “lamb” etc.22
Some examples for minimal pairs:
ë³ñ sar [scn] “mountain” :

ë³é sar̊ [scr]”cold, freezy”

Éáõñ lur [lun] “news”

Éáõé lur̊ [lur] “silence”

ë»ñ ser [s7n] “love”
¹»ñ der [d7n] “role”

:
:
:

ë»é ser̊ [s7r] “sex, gender”
¹»é der̊ [d7r] “still”

6. Approximants
labiodental
‚

palatal
j

lateral
l

In SMEA, the labial approximant [‚] occurs:
–
–

–

as a glide with the initial á o, as in áñ¹Ç ordi [‚fndi] “son”, áëÏÇ oski [‚fski] “gold” etc.
as a glide following [j7] in the lexeme ¨ ew [j7‚] “and” and its compositions; and as a glide
following [7] in the medial position before other vowels as in ºñ¨³Ý Erewan [j7r7‚cn],
»ñ¨Ç erewi [j7r7‚i] “evidently”; and as a glide in the final position following [7] as in e.g.
áñáíÑ»ï¨ orovhetew [‚fnfh7t7‚] “because, since”, å³ñ·¨ pargew [pcnkh7‚] “gift” etc.
This phonetic combination of the vowel [7] and the glide [‚] is graphemically expressed
by the graphemic combination ¨ ew.

The palatal approximant [j] occurs as.
–
–

–

as a glide with the initial » e in [j7],
in the initial, medial and final position in combination with vowels in so-called glide
formation, or “unreal” diphthongs, such as in the initial position e.g. Û³ë³Ù³Ý yasaman [jcscmcn] “lilac”, ÛáÃ yot’ [jfth] “seven”, ÛáõÕ»É yułel [jut7l] “to oint”, Ûáõñ³Ï³ÝãÛáõñ
yurak’ anč’ yur [junckhc\twhjun] “each” or in medial position Ù³Ûñ mayr [mcjn] “mother”,
·³ÛÉ gayl [gcjl] “wolf ”, ³ñµáõÝÛ³Ï arbunyak [cnbunjck] “satellite”, ë»ÝÛ³Ï senyak
[s7njck] “room”, ÓÛáõÝ jyun [dzjun] “snow”, ÙÛáõë myus [mjus] “other”, Ï³ÑáõÛù kahuyk’
[kchujkh] “furniture”, or in final position as in Ñ³Û hay [hcj] “Armenian”, µ³Û bay [bcj]
“verb”, ïñ³Ùí³Û tramvay [tncmvcj] “streetcar” etc.
in the hiatus position between two vowels, particularly in inflection, word formation and derivation in hiatus of a/o/e and i, as e.g. é³¹ÇáÛÇ r̊ adioyi [rcdifji] “of

. Please note that the position of a rhotic before alveodental nasal [n], does not automatically
imply that this rhotic is realized as trill. This is particularly true for word formation, where flap
[n] meets [n] because of alternations, as in e.g. ·³ñÝ³Ý³ÛÇÝ garnan-a-yin “spring-like” > ·³ñáõÝ
garun “spring” or with suffixed definite article -n in case of following vowel, e.g., ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ýñ³
Ù»Í ë»ñÝ ¿£ Vardan-ě nra mec ser-n ē. “Vardan is her big love”.
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the radio”, ²Ý·ÉÇ³ÛÇ Angliayi [c]glicji] “of England, England’s”, ²ÝÝ³ÛÇ Annayi
[cnncji] “Anna’s”, Ø³ñáÛÇ Maroyi [mcnfji] “Maro’s”, ³ïáÙ³ÛÇÝ atomayin [ctfmcjin]
“nuclear”, Ñ³Ýù³ÛÇÝ hank’ ayin [hc]khcjin] “mineral”, Ý³Û»É nayel [ncj7l] “to
watch” etc.
The (alveolar) lateral approximant [l] occurs in all positions. It shows “dark” and “light” or
palatalized allophones, particularly in colloquial Armenian. The dark allophone is realised
with a raised back part of the tongue and is regarded as the more frequent and neutral allophone. Palatalized [lj], with the tongue arched against the soft palate, occurs particularly in the
colloquial Armenian realisation of loans from Russian,23 e.g. in the Russian loan ³ÉµáÙ albom
[cljbfm] “album”.

1.1.3

Diphthongs

SMEA is often considered not to have “real diphthongs”.
There are, however, vowel combinations or glide-vowel combinations, which can be
understood as diphthongs in a broad sense of definition.
The glide Û y [j] combines with vowels and generates the following quasi-diphthongs in
SMEA; i.e. rising [cj] [uj] [7j] [fj] and falling [jc] [jf] [ju], graphically expressed with the
grapheme combinations ³Û ay, »Û ey, áÛ oy, áõÛ uy and Û³ ya, Ûá yo and Ûáõ yu. The glide itself
is spoken weakly.
Examples
Ñ³Ûñ hayr [hcjn] “father”
ë³ÛÉ sayl [scjl] “cart”
·³ÛÉ gayl [gcjl] “wolf ”
³Ûëûñ aysōr [cjsfn] “today”
å³Ûù³ñ payk’ar [pcjkhcn] “battle, struggle”
Ã»Û t’ey [th7j] “tea”
¼»ÛÃáõÝ Zeyt’un [z7jthun] “Zeyt’un” (place name)
ê»Ûñ³Ý Seyran [s7jncn] “Seyran” (personal name)
ËáÛ xoy [ófj] “ram”
ÜáÛ Noy [Nfj] “Noah”
Ð³ÝáÛ Hanoy [hcnfj] “Hanoi”
·áõÛÝ guyn [gujn] “colour”
Ñ³×áõÛù hačuyk’ [hctwujkh] “pleasure”
ÉáõÛë luys [lujs] “light”
ÏáõÛë kuys [kujs] “nun”

. In Russian, if the lateral is followed by a so-called ‘soft-indicating’ vowel, i.e. я ja, е je, ё jo,
и i, ю ju and the soft sign -ь ‘, it is spoken as “soft” or palatalized consonant [lj], as in e.g. воля
vo’lja [vo’lja] “will, volition”.
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ÃáõÛÝ t’uyn [thujn] “poison”
ë»ÝÛ³Ï senyak [s7njck] “room”
Ù³ïÛ³Ý matyan [mctjcn] “book”
³é³íáïÛ³Ý ar̊avotyan [crcvftjcn] “in the morning”
³ñÍ³ÃÛ³ arcat’ya [cntsctjc] “silvern”
³ÝóÛ³É anc’yal [cntshjcl] “past”
ÑÛáõÃ hyut’ [hjuth] “juice”
×ÛáõÕ čyuł [twjut] “branch”
ÑÛáõëÇë hyusis [hjusis] “North”
ÓÛáõÝ jyun [dzjun] “snow”
³ñÛáõÝ aryun [cnjun] “blood”

In an unstressed position, in inflection or word-formation, diphthongs may be subject to
alternations and monophthongization (see below).

Phonotactics

1.2
1.2.1

Writing and pronunciation of SMEA consonants

The phonetic realisation and the orthography of the consonants in SMEA diverge in some
cases. This divergence is caused by some phonological changes.
Please note, that the “rules” of (a) devoicing and/or aspiration, (b) s-aspiration and
(c) fricative voice assimilation given below are NOT strict and general rules in SMEA:
they are only applied to one part of the lexicon (see below), whereas the other part is still
pronounced without a devoicing or aspiration. In spoken, colloquial Eastern Armenian
devoicing and aspiration are widely-spread due to analogy. There are also often doublets.
a. Devoicing and Aspiration of Voiced Plosives and Affricates
In SMEA there is, in principle, no terminal devoicing: voiced consonants in general remain
voiced in the final position.
Terminal devoicing (and aspiration) as well as medial devoicing (and aspiration) may,
however, happen with voiced plosives and affricates in special distribution:
–

r-devoicing and –aspiration

If the medial or final voiced consonant follows the flap [r] [n], it may undergo devoicing
and aspiration.
áñµ orb [‚fnph] “orphan”, µ³ñ¹ bard [bcnth] “complex”, »ñ· erg [j7nkh] “song”, ÷áñÓ
p’orj [phfntsh] “test, attempt; ³ñç arj [cntwh] “bear” etc.
¹³ñµÝáó darbnoc’ [dcnphnftsh] “smithy”, ³ñ¹»Ý arden [cnth7n] “already”, »ñ·Çã
ergič’ [j7nkhitwh] “singer”, ¹³ñÓÛ³É darjyal [dcntshjcl] “again”, í»ñçÇÝ verjin [v7ntwhin]
“last” etc.
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Voiced plosives and affricates following the flap [n] are realised as voiced in the following cases:
–

–
–
–

–

in loans from dialectal forms that have been included in normative MEA, e.g. ¹³ñ¹
dard [dcnd] “grief, care”, Ý³ñ¹Ç nardi [ncndi] “Nardi (Backgammon)”, µáõñç burj
[bundŠ] “tower”, Ù³ñç³Ý marjan [mcndŠcn] “coral” etc.
in some new loans
usually in reduplicated forms such as e.g. ·ñ·Çé grgiro [g6ngir] “excitement”, µ³ñµ³é
barbar̊[bcnbcr] “dialect” etc.
SMEA has adopted some words of colloquial or even dialectal Eastern Armenian in
popular folk sayings. In the original dialects or colloquial forms the plosives and affricates appear as devoiced and aspirated, whereas in SMEA in quoting these dialectal/
colloquial lexemes the plosives and affricates following [n] are realised as voiced. e.g.
dial. [ócrthcó] > Ë³ñ¹³Ë xardax [ócndcó] “crafty; cheat”, dial. [bfnph7l] > µáñµáù»É
borbok’el [bfnbfkh7l] “to kindle, to inflame”.
Preceding vowel devoicing and aspiration

If the final voiced consonant follows a vowel, it may undergo devoicing and aspiration. If
the medial voiced consonant appears between two vowels, it may undergo devoicing and
aspiration.
o¹ ōd [fth] “air”, ¿· ēg [7kh] “female”, ûÓ ōj [ftsh] “snake”, ³ç aj [ctwh] “right” etc.
Ë³µ»É xabel [ócph7l] “to cheat”, ³Ý¹j³¹³ñ andadar [cnthcthcn] “unceasing”, Ñá·Ç
hogi [hfkhi] “soul”, áçÇÉ ojil [‚ftwhil] “louse” etc.
–

Nasal devoicing and aspiration

If the medial or final voiced consonant follows a nasal, it may undergo devoicing and
aspiration.
–
–

–
b.

if a bilabial voiced [b] follows a bilabial nasal [m], as in Ñ³ÙµáõÛñ hambuyr [hcmphujn]
“kiss”
if the dental voiced consonant d [d] follows the alveodental nasal [n], as in ³Ý¹³Ù
andam [cnthcm] “member”, ËÝ¹Çñ xndir [ó6nthin] “problem, question”, Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ
kendani [k7nthcni] “alive; animal” etc.
if the velar voiced plosive [g] follows the velar nasal []], as in the word ³Ý·³Ù angam
[c]khcm] “times”
S-aspiration of Voiceless Plosives

Voiceless plosives may be subject to aspiration if they are followed by sibilants,24 e.g.
³åëï³Ùµ»É apstambel [cphstcmbel] “to revolt”, ³åß»É apšel [cphw7l] “to be surprised” etc.

. see Ar̊ak’elyan, Xač’atryan, Eloyan 1979: 145 f. Xač’atryan 1988: 106. Vaux 1998: 17.
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c.

Fricative Voice Assimilation

Consonant clusters with voiced fricative [t] and plosives/affricates may undergo a devoicing and aspirating assimilation: both fricative and plosive or affricates are devoiced, but
only affricates are also aspirated,25 e.g. »Õµ³Ûñ ełbayr [j7ópcjn] “brother”, ß³Õ·³Ù šałgam
[wcókcm] “turnip”, ¹»ÕÓ dełj [d7ótsh] “peach”, ³ÕçÇÏ ałjik [cótwhik] “girl” etc.
Divergences between Pronunciation and Orthography with Plosives and Affricates
Following these changes caused by assimilation, the following divergences between pronunciation and orthography can be stated:
1.

A voiced bilabial plosive [b] is pronounced as [ph],26 if:

–

it follows a flap [r] [n] in the following words (and their derivations and
compounds): ³ñµ»É arbel [cnph7l] “to get drunk”; ¹³ñµÇÝ darbin [dcnphin] “smith”,
»ñµ erb [j7nph] “when”, áñµ orb [‚fnph] “orphan”, Ýáõñµ nurb [nunph] “fine, delicate”,
ëñµ»É srbel [s6nph7l] “to clean”, áõñµ³Ã urbat’ [unphcth] “Friday”, Ñ³ñµ»É harbel
[harph7l] “to drink, to get drunk”. In all other words written µ b is pronounced [b],
as in µáñµ borb [bfnb] “brightness, heat”, ³ñµ³ÝÛ³Ï arbanyak [cnbcnjck] “satellite”,
ë»ñµ serb [s7nb] “Serbian”, Ï³ñµÇ¹ karbid [kcnbid] “carbide” etc.
it follows a bilabial nasal [m] in the following words (and their derivations and compounds) Ñ³Ùµ»ñ»É hamberel [hcmph7n7l] “to be patient”, Ñ³ÙµáõÛñ hambuyr [hcmphujn]
“kiss”; in all other words it is pronounced [b], as in Ã³Ùµ t’amb [thcmb] “saddle” etc.
it occurs between two vowels or follows a vowel in the following words (and their derivations and compounds):. Çµñ ibr [iphn] “as, like”, ³µË³½ abxaz [cphócz] “Abkhaz”,
ß³µ³Ã šabat’ [wcphcth] “week, Saturday”, Ë³µ»É xabel [ócph7l] “to cheat”, Ñ³Ïáµ»ÝÇ
hakobeni [hckfph7ni] “winter cherry (tree)”, Ð³Ïáµ Hakob [hckfph] “Hakob”, ¶³µñÇ»É
Gabriel [gcphni(j)7l] “Gabriel”, ø»ñáµ k’erob [kh7nfph] “K’erob”. In all other words it is pronounced [b], as ³µ»Ã abet’ [cb7th] “tinder”, ·áõµ gub [gub] “ditch, hollow”, ÉáµÇ lobi
[lfbi] “bean”, Ñáµ»ÉÛ³Ý hobelyan [hfb7ljcn] “jubilee”, ²µ»É Abel [cb7l] “Abel” etc.
it follows the voiced uvular fricative [t], [b] is only pronounced voiceless but not aspirated [p] in the following words (and their derivations and compounds) ³Õµ ałb [aóp]
“dirt”, ³ÕµÛáõñ ałbyur [cópjun] “spring”, »Õµ³Ûñ ełbayr [j7ópcjn] “brother”, áÕµ³É ołbal
[‚fóbcl] “to lament”.

–

–

–

2.

A voiced dental [d] is pronounced as [th], if:

–

it follows a flap [r] [n] in the following words (and their derivations and compounds):
³ñ¹³ñ ardar [cnthcn] “fair, just”, ³ñ¹»Ý arden [cnth7n] “already”, µ³ñ¹ bard [bcnth]
“complex”, µ»ñ¹ berd [b7nth] “fortress”, µñ¹»É brdel [b6nth7l] “to crumble” µáõñ¹ burd
[bunth] “wool”, ¹ñ¹»É drdel [d6nth7l] “to incite”, »ñ¹ erd [j7nth] “roof ”, »ñ¹áõÙ erdum

. Vaux 1998: 18.
. compare school book Hayoc’ lezu 4, Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004: 10f.
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–

–
–

–

–

[j7nthum] “oath”, ½³ñ¹ zard [zcnth] “ornament”, ½»ñ¹ zerd [z7nth] “as, like”, É»ñ¹ lerd
[l7nth] “liver; convolution”, ÉÛ³ñ¹ lyard [ljcnth] “liver”, Ï³ñ¹³É kardal [kcnthcl] “to
read”, ÏáÏáñ¹ kokord [kfkfnth] “throat”, Ñ³Õáñ¹ hałord [hctfnth] “participating;
social”, Ù³ñ¹ mard [mcnth] “man, person”, ÝÛ³ñ¹ nyard [njcnth] “nerve”, áñ¹ ord
[‚fnth] “worm”, áñ¹Ç ordi [‚fnthi] “son”, ç³ñ¹ jard [dŠcnth] “slaughter”, í³Õáñ¹Û³Ý
vałordyan [vctfnthjcn] “in the morning, early”, í³ñ¹ vard [vcnth] “rose”, í³ñ¹³å»ï
vardapet [vcnthcp7t] “master, Vardapet”, íñ¹áí»É vrdovel [v6nthfv7l] “to perturb”,
ûñÇáñ¹ ōriord [fni(j)fnth] “Miss, maid”.
An additional devoicing and aspiration rule applies to the suffixes -áñ¹ -ord, -»ñá-õñ¹
-erord,-ñáñ¹ -rord and -áõñ¹ -urd, as e.g. ³é³çÝáñ¹ ar̊ajnord [crcdŠnfnth] “first; leader”,
»ññáñ¹ errord [j7nnfnth] “third”, ÅáÕáíáõñ¹ žołovurd [Šftfvunth] “people”, ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹
arjakurd [cndzckunth] “holiday, vacation” etc. and to some names, such as Üí³ñ¹ Nvard
[N6vcnth], ì³ñ¹³Ý Vardan [Vcnthcn], ì³ñ¹·»ë Vardges [Vcnthg7s], ì³ñ¹áõÑÇ Varduhi
[Vcnthuhi], ì³ñ¹áõß Varduš [Vcnthuw] etc.
In some other words the voiced alveolar [d] is written ¹ d and pronounced [d].
It follows an alveolar nasal [n] in the following words (and their derivations and
compounds) ³Ý¹³Ù andam [cnthcm] “member”, ËÝ¹Çñ xndir [ó6nthin] “problem”,
Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ kendani [k7nthcni] “alive; animal”. The same rule is applied in all words
with the prefix ÁÝ¹- ěnd- e.g. ÁÝ¹³ÑÝáõñ ěndhanur [6nthhcnun] “general”, ÁÝ¹³Ù»ÝÁ
ěndameně [6nthcm7n6] “in all, total”, ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É ěndunel [6nthun7l] “to accept” and the
name ê»¹ñ³Ï Sedrak [S7thnck].
In all other words written ¹ d it is also pronounced as [d] e.g. in ³¹³Ù³Ý¹ adamand
[cdcmcnd] “diamond”, ³í³Ý¹ avand [cvcnd] “deposit, investment”, ÃáõÝ¹ t’und
[thund] “strong”, ÃÇÝ¹ t’ind [thind] “noise, sound” etc.
It occurs between two vowels or after a vowel in the following words (and their derivations and compounds): ¹³¹³ñ dadar [dcthcn] “pause, rest”, û¹ ōd [fth] “air” and
¹³¹ñ»É dadrel [dcthn7l] “to tire, to become tired”.

3.

A voiced velar [g] is pronounced as [kh]27if:

–

it follows a flap [r] [n] in the following words (and their derivations and compounds)
»ñ·»É ergel [j7nkh7l] “to sing”, Ã³ñ·Ù³ÝÇã t’argmanič’ [thcnkhmcnitwh] “interpreter”,
Ï³ñ· karg [kcnkh] “order, system”, Ù³ñ·³ñ» margare [mcnkhcn7] “prophet”, å³ñ·¨
pargew [pcnkh7‚] “gift” and proper names ¶¨áñ· Geworg [G7‚fnkh], ê³ñ·Çë Sargis
[Scnkhis], Ø³ñ·³ñ Margar [Mcnkhcn]. In all other instances it is written · g and pronounced [g], e.g. µáõñ· burg [bung] “pyramid”, ·áñ· gorg [gfng] “carpet” etc.it follows
an alveodental nasal [n] in the word (and its derivations and compounds) ³Ý·³Ù
angam [c]khcm] “times”.

. Compare school books and orthography instruction material, just as Sahakyan,Sahakyan
2004 :13ff.
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–

–

it occurs between two vowels or if it follows a vowel in the words (and their derivations and compounds) ³í³· avag [cvckh] “elder, senior”, ½³·ë zags [zckhs] “register office”, ½áõ·»É zugel [zukh7l] “to dress up”, ¿· ēg [7kh] “female”, Ã³·³íáñ t’agavor
[thckhcvfn] “king”, Í³·»É cagel [tsckh7l] “to rise, to origin”, Ï³ñ³· karag [kcnckh]
“butter”, Ñ³·Ý»É hagnel [hckhn7l] “to wear, to put on”, Ñá·Ý»É hognel [hfkhn7l] “to get
tired”, Ñá·Ç hogi [hfkhi] “soul”, Ó³· jag [dzckh] “youngling”, ÓÇ· jig [dzikh] “tight,
stretched ", ×ñ³· črag [tw6nckh] “lamp”, Ù³ñ³· marag [mcnckh] “hay-loft”, Ùáõ· mug
[mukh] “dark”, Ýáñá·»É norogel [nfnfkh7l] “renew, renovate”, ßá· šog [wfkh] “hot”,
å³ï³ñ³· patarag [pctcnckh] “holy mass”, ëáõ· sug [sukh] “grief ”, ï»·ñ tegr [t7kh(6)
n] “husband’s brother”, û·Ý»É ōgnel [fkhn7l] “to help”, û·áõï ōgut [fkhut] “favour”, as
well in the names ¶ñÇ·áñ Grigor [Gnikhfn] and ¶³ñ»·ÇÝ Garegin [Gcn7khin].
it follows the voiced uvular fricative [t], [g] is just devoiced but not aspirated [k] in
ß³ÕÏ³Ù šałkam [wcókcm] “turnip”.

4. A voiced alveolar affricate [dz] is pronounced as [tsh], if:
–

–

it follows a flap [r] [n], as in the following words (and their derivations and compounds)
³ñÓ³Ï arjak [cntshck] “prose”, µ³ñÓ barj [bcntsh] “cushion”, µ³ñÓñ barjr [bcntshn]
“high”, ¹»ñÓ³Ý derjan [d7ntshcn] “needleful, string”, ¹»ñÓ³Ï derjak [d7ntshck] “taylor”, ËáõñÓ xurj [óunths] “bundle”, Ñ³Ùµ³ñÓáõÙ hambarjum [hcmbcntshum] “ascension”,
Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj [hcnd7ntsh] “with; clothes”, Ñ³ñÓ³Ïí»É harjakvel [hcnthsckv7l] “to
attack”, áñÓ orj [‚fnths] “male”, í³ñÓ³Ï varjak [vcntshck] “singer; whore”, íñÓÇÝ vrjin
[v6ntshin] “brush”, ÷áñÓ p’orj [phfntsh] “test”. In all other words it is pronounced [dz]
e.g. Ù»ñÓ merj [m7ndz] “near”, ³ñÓ³Ý arjan [cndzcn] “statue”, etc.
it follows the voiced uvular fricative [t] in the following words (and their derivations
and compounds) ¹»ÕÓ dełj [d7ótsh] “peach”, ¹³ÕÓ dałj [dcótsh] “mint”, ¹»ÕÓ³Ý dełjan
[d7ótshcn] “yellowish; canary bird”. In all other words the cluster [tdz] is written ÕÓ łj
and pronounced [tdz] eg. in ·»ÕÓ gełj [g7tdz] “gland”.
in the word áÓ ōj [ftsh] “snake” and its derivations and compounds.

5.

A voiced postalveolar affricate [dŠ] is pronounced as [twh], if:

–

it follows a flap [r] [n] in the following words (and their derivations and compounds)
³ñç arj [cntwh] “bear”, Ãñç»É t’rjel [th6ntwh7l] “to wet”, í»ñç verj [v7ntwh] “end”. In all
other cases it is written as ç j and pronounced as [dŠ] as in ßáõñç šurj [wundŠ] “around,
about”, ËáõñçÇÝ xurjin [óundŠin] “saddle cloth”, Ù³ñç³Ý marjan [mcndŠcn] “coral”,
áñç orj [‚fndŠ] “den, burrow”, Ï³Ùáõñç kamurj [kcmundŠ] “bridge” etc.
it occurs between two vowels, or follows a vowel in the following words (and their
derivations and compounds) ³ç aj [ctwh] “right”, ³é³ç ar̊ aj [crctwh] “before, in
front of ”, ³é³çÇÝ ar̊ ajin [crctwhin] “first”, Ù»ç mej [m7twh] “in”, áçÇÉ ojil [‚ftwhil]
“louse”, ù³çù kajk’ [khctwhkh] “demons”. In all other words it is written as ç j
pronounced as [dŠ] as in Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord [hcdŠfnth] “next”, ÇçÝ»É ijnel [idŠn7l]
“to descend”, ÙÇçÇÝ mijin [midŠin] “middle”, ÙÇç³ï mijat [midŠct] “insect”, ùñáç

–

–
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–

k’roj [kh6nfdŠ] “of the sister, sister’s”, ÁÝÏ»ñáç ěnkeroj [6]k7nfdŠ] “of the friend,
friend’s” etc.28
it follows the voiced uvular fricative [t] in the following words (and their derivations
and compounds) ³ÕçÇÏ ałjik [cótwhik] “girl”, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj [cmbfótwh] “whole,
entire”, áÕç ołj [‚fótwh] “entire, whole”, ³éáÕç ar̊ołj [crfótwh] “healthy” etc. In other
words written ç j is pronounced as [dŠ], e.g. »Õç»ñáõ ełjeru [j7tdŠ7nu] “deer”, ½Õç³É
złjal [z7tdŠcl] “to regret”, ß»Õç šełj [w7tdŠ] “heap” etc.

There are also some other alternations that affect the pronunciation of consonants and
which are not expressed in orthography.
d.

Nasal Assimilation29

The nasal [n] undergoes assimilation if followed by plosives/affricates:
–
–
–
–
e.

if followed by a bilabial plosive [b, p, ph] it may appear as [m], as e.g. ³ÝµÇÍ anbic
[cmbits] “spotless”30
if followed by a dental plosive [d, t, th] it appears as an alveodental [n]
if followed by a velar plosive [g, k, kh] it appears as a velar []], as in ³Ý·Çñ angir [c]gin]
“by heart”, ëáõÝÏ sunk [su]k] “mushroom”, í³Ýù vank’ [vc]kh] monastery etc.
if followed by the postalveolar affricate [dŠ], it appears as a palatal [\], as in ³Ýç³ï
anjat [c\dŠct] “separate”.
R-assimilation

The flap [r] [n] becomes a trill [r] before nasal [n].
This is orthographically not expressed in the following loan words: ÇÝï»ñÝ³ï internat
[int7nnct] “internat”, ÏáÙÇï»ñÝ komintern [kfmint7rn] “komintern” and other words with
ÇÝï»ñÝ³óÇá³É- international-.
In all other words the trill [r] is also written as é r̊, e.g. ³éÝ»É ar̊nel [crn7l] “to take”,
·³éÝáõÏ gar̊nuk [gcrnuk] “little lamb”, ¹³éÝ³É dar̊nal [dcrncl] “to become” etc.

. (Minassian 1996: 26) argues that [dŠ] is pronounced as [twh] also in the case of the preposed
alveolar nasal [n] and in the case of an ending -áç-oj of the -áç -oj declination. The same is mentioned by other Armenian authors in orthography schoolbooks, e.g. Sahakyan,Sahakyan 2002: 23.
This means that devoicing and aspiration of written ç j [dŠ] in the declension suffix áç-oj and in
the position between or after vowels are more productive in colloquial Eastern Armenian. These
assimilations do, however, not conform to normative rules of current Modern Eastern Armenian
standard, which means that there are doublets in spoken Armenian.
. Xač’atryan 1988: 106; Vaux 1998: 18.
. This alternation is particularly observable in colloquial Armenian. See Abrahamyan 1981: 27.
He also quotes a popular assimilation in colloquial Armenian: if the alveodental nasal [n] is followed
by the bilabial nasal [m], it is assimilated to the bilabial one, as in ³ÝÙ»Õ anmeł [cmm7t] “innocent”.
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f.

Devoicing of Labiodental Voiced Fricative [v]

The labiodental voiced fricative [v] undergoes devoicing to [f] in the following words (and
their derivations and compounds) Ñ³ñ³í harav [hcncf] “south”, ³íïá avto [cftf] “auto-;
car” and Ý³íÃ navt’ [ncfth] “oil, petroleum”.
g.

Silent Glottal Fricative h [h]

There are seven words (and their derivations and compounds31) in SMEA in which the
glottal fricative following a flap [n] is written, but not pronounced: ³ßË³ñÑ ašxarh
[cwócn] “world”, ËáÝ³ñÑ xonarh [ófncn] “humble”, ËáñÑáõñ¹ xorhurd [ófnunth] “advice”,
×³Ý³å³ñÑ čanaparh [twcncpcn] “way, path”, ßÝáñÑ šnorh [wnfn] “mercy”, ûñÑÝ»É
ōrhnel [fnn7l] “to bless” The silent final -Ñ -h [h] is particularly common in colloquial
Armenian.
Some of the phonological alternations of consonants occur rather in colloquial and
not in normative Eastern Armenian, very often pronunciation doublets coexist.
h. Palatalisation of the Final Flap [n]
Particularly in Eastern Armenian vernacular (and in some Eastern Armenian dialects as
well) the final flap r [n] is palatalized to [nj].
i.

Non-realisation (loss) of the Flap [n] in Closed Syllables

The flap [n] is often not spoken in closed syllables in colloquial Armenian, as in ¹áõñë
»Ï³í durs ekav [dus 7kcv] “he came out”, »ñµ erb [j7ph] “when” etc. This loss of [r] in
closed syllables is particularly common in the last syllable in imperative 2nd singular forms
of verbs in -»É -el, such as [g6ni] “write” < ·ñÇñ grir!, [utcki] “send” < áõÕ³ÏÇñ ułakir!
These n-less forms of the imperative of el-verbs are already conventionalized and are used
also in public language, and even in literature.32
There are other deviating pronunciations of vowels, consonants, and particularly consonant clusters in colloquial Eastern Armenian, which are particularly caused by the long
and still continuing influence of Russian in Armenia.33

. With exception of ³ßË³ñÑ³Û³óù ašxarhayac’k’ [cwócnhcjcthskh] “outlook”, in which [h] is not
pronounced. In the word ³ñÑ³Ù³ñÑ»É arhamarhel [cnhcmcn6l] “to despise, to scorn” only the first
[h] is pronounced.
.

Łaragyulyan 1981: 61.

. Łaragyulyan 1973: 427–543.
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j.

Palatalisation of Alveolar Plosives Preceding Front Vowels34

A palatalised pronunciation of the sequence ¹Ç di ¹» de, ïÇ ti ï» te and of sequences
of dental plosives followed by the approximant [j] can be observed in colloquial
Armenian. This is particularly noticeable in the pronunciation of Russian loans such as
¹ÇåÉáÙ diploma [djiplfmc] “diplom”, ³Ï³¹»ÙÇ³ akademia [ckcdj7mi(j)c] “academy”,
å³ñïÇ³Ï³Ý partiakan [pcntjickcn] “party; party member”, ï»ËÝÇÏ³Ï³Ý texnikakan
[tj7ónikckcn] “technical”. In genuine Armenian words the palatalisation is not as productive, but may happen as an exception in some colloquial Armenian, e.g. ïÇ»½»ñù tiezerk’
[tji(j)7z7nkh] “cosmos, universe”, ¹³ëïÇ³ñÏ»É dastiarkel [dcstji(j)cnk7l] “to educate”.
The palatalisation of the aspirated, voiceless Ã t’ [th] in the suffix -ÃÛáõÝ -t’yun is also a typical
feature of colloquial Armenian, and is also regarded as highly conventional and as being used by
in public, journalistic language,35 e.g. in ³½³ïáõÃÛáõÝ azatut’yun [czctuthjun] “freedom”.
k.

Palatalisation of Lateral Approximant15

The Russian influence has also lead to a palatalisation of the alveolar lateral l preceding consonants, in the pronunciation of Russian loans in colloquial Armenian, such as ³ÉµáÙ albom
[cljbfm] “album”, í³Éë vals [vcljs] “waltz”, ³ÉÙ³Ý³Ë almanax [cljmcncó] “almanac”,
µáÉß»íÇÏ bolšewik [boljw7vik] “Bolshevik”, ÏáõÉïáõñ³ kultura [kuljtunc] “culture” etc.
l.

“Pseudo-vowel Reduction” in Russian Loans

Loan words and personal names from Russian are also often pronounced with “Russian-like
reduced vowels” in colloquial Armenian (but with “Armenian” stress on last syllable), as
in [pcmidfn] < åáÙÇ¹áñ pomidor “tomato”; [kfnf7t] < ÏáÝý»ï konfet “sweet, candy”;
[Bcnis] < ´áñÇë Boris; [Vikt6n] < ìÇÏïáñ Viktor etc.

1.2.2

Consonant clusters – Syllabification

In SMEA a syllable’s nucleus invariably consists of a vowel, codas contain two segments at
most, compare below final consonant clusters. Consonants may be geminated in the intervocalic position, but not in the initial, preconsonantal position. Only in the final position
is a germination of the trill possible.36
A syllable is either open or closed; as in other languages an open syllable ends with a
vowel, whereas a closed syllable ends with a consonant, e.g. Óáõ ju “egg”, Ï³ïáõ ka-tu “cat”,
·ÇÝÇ gi-ni “wine”, ßáõÝ šun “dog”, Ù³ñ¹ mard “man, person”, ·Ý¹³Ï gn-dak “ball”, ³ß³Ï»ñï
a-ša-kert “pupil”, áõëáõóÇã u-su-c’ič’ “teacher” etc.

. This phenomenon shows social stratification and depends on the use of Russian as first or
second language of Armenians in the Republic of Armenia.
. Łaragyulyan 1981: 63. Zak’aryan 1981: 182.
. Vaux 1997: 2.
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SMEA is complex in its consonant clusters and the syllabification of initial, medial
and final clusters. Schwa epenthesis is employed for syllabifying only in spoken Armenian,
whereas this insertion of the schwa is not allowed in written Armenian syllables, except in
line division.37
The epenthetic schwas appear adjacent to sonority peaks, i.e. to original syllable nuclei.
In general, one can distinguish consonant clusters in initial, medial or final position.
There are some general rules:
a.

b.

c.

d.

e.

f.

Doubling consonants: if two same consonants co-occur in the same syllable or at the
border of two syllables, they are usually spoken without schwa epenthesis, but with
a longer “consonant”, as in áõÕÕ»É ułłel [utt7l] “to correct”, Ù³ëë³ massa [mcssc]
“mass”, ëáÕáõÝÝ»ñ sołunner [sftunn7n] “reptiles”, Ñ»ï ï³ñ het tar [h7tçtcn] “take
with (you)!”, Ù»Í Íáí mec cov [m7tsçtsov] “big sea” etc.
In the case that the co-occurrence of two same consonants is due to etymological consonant doubling (because of an unstressed vowel reduction or deletion in the word formation), a schwa has to be spoken between the two consonants, as in ³ñ××» arčče [cntw6tw7]
“leaden” < ³ñ×Ç× arčič “lead”, åïï»É pttel [p6t6t7l] “to twirl” < åïáõÛï ptuyt “rotation”, etc.38
In the initial position, the schwa is usually inserted after the first C; in the case of
four and more Cs also after the 2nd or 3rd consonant, i.e. CCV = C6-CV; CCCCV =
C6-C6C-CV
In the medial position, if one consonant appears between two vowels, then it forms a
syllable with the following vowel, i.e. VCV – V-CV- as in ²-å³-ñ³Ý A-pa-ran “Aparan
(town)”, Ý³-Ù³-Ý³-í³Ý¹ na-ma-na-vand “particularly”
In the medial position, if two consonants appear between two vowels, then the first
forms a syllable with the first vowel, and the second with the second vowel, i.e. VCCV
= -VC-CV-, as in áõ-ñÇß-Ý»ñ u-riš-ner “others”, Ï³-ÝáÝ-Ý»ñ ka-non-ner “canons, rules”,
³å-ï³Ï ap-tak “slap” etc.
In the medial position, if the number of consonants is more than two, then the first
two form a syllable with the preceding vowel, and the third remains in a syllable with

. In general, line division reflects syllable structures. In the case of the spoken epenthetic schwa,
the schwa is written in the line division according to the syllable structure, e.g. ·ÁÉ-Ë³-íáñ gěl-xa-vor,
ßÁÕ-Ã³ šěł-t’a, ÏÁ-ïÁñ-ï»É kě-těr-tel, ØÁ-ÏÁñ-ïÇã Mě-kěr-tič’, »ñµ»-ÙÁÝ erbe-měn. In the case of the
causative suffix -óÝ- -c’n- the division line is preferred between -ó- -c’- and -Ý- -n-, as in Ù»ñÏ³ó-Ý»É
merkac’-nel, Ùá-ï»ó-Ý»É mo-tec’-nel. In the case of the verbal suffix -í- -v- preceded by two or more
consonsants, the division preferred is before the suffix as in ½Áëå-í»É zěsp-vel, ÃÁñç-í»É t’ěrj-vel,
ï³Ýç-í»É tanj-vel. In words with the initial consonant cluster sibilant+plosive, the epenthetic schwa is
expressed in the line division in front of the initial sibilant.. The exception to this rule is personal names,
such as êï»-÷³Ý Ste-p’an, êïñ³ë-µáõñ· Stras-burg etc. Compare: Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004: 36–38.
. Ar̊ak’elyan, Xač’atryan, Eloyan 1979: 115.
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the following vowel, i.e. VCCCV = VCC-CV, as in ²ëï-í³Í Ast-vac “God”, ë»ÕÙ-í³Í
sełm-vac “pressed”, Ï³Ý·-Ý»É kang-nel “to stand” etc.

Initial Clusters
a.

Two consonants, CC

–

The schwa is usually inserted between the two consonants to form a syllable C6C, e.g.
·ñ»É grel [g6n7l] “to write”, Ñå³ñï hpart [h6pcnt] “proud”, ÅåÇï žpit [Š6pit] “smile”,
ÝÏ³ñ nkar [n6kcn] “picture”, ïÕ³ tła [t6tc] “boy”etc.
If the initial consonant cluster consists of a sibilant [s,z, w] and a plosive [b, p, ph, g, k,
kh, d, t, th], the schwa is pronounced preceding the cluster 6C-C, as in ëå³ë»É spasel [6s-pcs7l] “to wait”, ëï³Ý³É stanal [6s-tcncl] “to receive”, ëÃ³÷ st’ap’ [6s-thcph]
“sober”, ½µáëÝ»É zbosnel [6z-bfsn7l] “to walk”, ½·³É zgal [6z-gcl] “to feel”, ßï³å štap
[6w-tcp] “urgent” etc.

–

If, however, this consonant cluster of sibilant and plosive is the result of a vowel reduction
in the word formation or inflection, the schwa is inserted between the sibilant and the plosive C6C, as in ëï»É stel [s6t7l] “to lie” < ëáõï sut [sut] “lie”, ë·³É sgal [s6gcl] “to mourn”
< ëáõ· sug [sug] “grief ” etc.
The given pronunciation of the initial cluster of sibilant and plosive is a strict normative rule, which seems to have undergone changes already during the period of Soviet
Armenia. Already in the Armenian Grammars of the seventies, the Armenian grammarians stated a much weaker pronunciation of the schwa preceding this cluster and they
even mentioned vernacular pronunciation of such clusters without any schwa epenthesis
as highly productive. It can almost be considered as convention in colloquial and in “substandard” written Armenian to realise these clusters without the initial schwa-epenthesis;
sometimes, and with increasing frequency, also without an epenthesis between the first
two consonants. This current – very strong -tendency to pronounce the schwa neither
in front nor in between the consonants is due to a heavy influence of Russian.39 A possible reason for this might be the range of Russian lexemes that have entered Armenian
during the Soviet period and which are regularly pronounced with the initial schwa in
Russian and, thus, also in Armenian, such as ëåáñï sport [spfnt] “Sport”, ßï³µ štab
[wtcb], ëÏ³Ý¹³É skandal [skcndcl] “scandal”, ëï³Ý¹³ñ¹ standard [stcndcnd] “standard” as well as names such as êå³ñï³Ï Spartak [Spcntck], êåÇÝá½³ Spinoza
[Spinfzc] etc. This is, of course, also true for later loans from English, such as ëÏ³áõï
skaut [skcut] “scout”.
The pronunciation of the initial sibilant-plosive consonant cluster without the schwa
epenthesis is a productive and even conventional feature of colloquial Armenian, and,
. Łaragyulyan 1973: 428. (Vaux 1998: 25) notes that sibilant + plosive clusters sometimes
behave “differently”. (Ar̊ak’elyan, Xač’atryan, Eloyan 1979: 120) even argue that a pronunciation of
this cluster without schwa epenthesis “has already become the norm”.
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as such, it has now entered normative and written Eastern Armenian, as can be seen
from the examples below. Thus, nowadays also in written Armenian doublets can
be found.40
In general, there is a strong tendency to pronounce all loan words with the initial
two consonant cluster without any schwa epenthesis. It can be observed that this loan-word
pronunciation has also a growing impact on the pronunciation of such clusters in Armenian
words: the schwa epenthesis is very weak or even not employed at all.41
Examples for a regular SMEA realisation of the initial cluster sibilant + plosive as 6CC:
(1)	ÆÉÑ³Ù ²ÉÇ»õÇ Ëáëùáí, Çñ »ñÏñÇ Ñ³Ùµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ ëå³éíáõÙ ¿:
(Armenpress 20.1.2006)
		 Ilham Aliew-i
		 Ilham Aliew-dat

xosk’-ov
word-inst

ir erkr-i
his country-dat

		 hamberut’yun-n
spar̊-v-um
ē.
		 [……hcmph7nuthjun-nç6 s-pcrvum ]
		 patience-nom-the runout-antic- ptcp. pres. it is
		 “In the words of Ilham Aliew, his country’s patience is running out.”

. Please note that in colloquial, almost dialectal Armenian the schwa is also inserted between
sibilant and plosive. There is one “cultural” word in Eastern Armenian, which conventionally uses
this rather unusual pronunciation, the word ëå³ë spas [s6pcs] “yoghurt-soup”. (Zak’aryan 1981:
172) even regards a deviating or more prescriptive realization of this cultural word as e.g. [6spcs] or
[spcs] as being typical for speakers without “real Eastern Armenian background”.
. One has to note that the growing frequency of the initial two consonant clusters spoken without
any schwa epenthesis leads also to growing problems and deviations in morphology, particularly in
the formation of the plural and the attachment of the definite article. As will be explained in detail
in Ch. 2.1.1.2 “Number”, p. 63f., the choice of the plural suffix -»ñ -er or -Ý»ñ -ner depends on the
number of syllables of the noun: if it is monosyllabic -»ñ -er is suffixed, if it is polysyllabic -Ý»ñ -ner
is suffixed. Thus, if a two consonant initial cluster is not considered as own syllable, native speakers
will probably attach the “wrong” plural-suffix. The same is true for the definite article suffix. The
definite article -Á/-Ý-ě/-n is attached to the noun according to its final sound or the sound of the
word immediately following the article. Thus -Á-ě is attached either to nouns ending in consonants
or to nouns the following word which starts with a consonant. In contrast, -Ý -n is attached either
to nouns ending in vowels or to nouns where the following word stars with a vowel, e.g. ²ñ³ÙÁ
·ÝáõÙ ¿ ù³Õ³ù£ Aram-ě gnum ē k’ałak’. “Aram goes to town” versus ²ñ³ÙÝ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ù³Õ³ù£ Aram-n
ē gnum k’ałak’. “It is Aram who goes to town”. (comp. Asatryan 2004: 95) Thus, according to the
normative rules, the article -» -ě must be suffixed to a noun if it is followed by a word with initial
sibilant-plosive consonant cluster. For example Ø»Ï ß³µ³ÃÇó ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹Ý ëÏëíáõÙ ¿£ Mek šabat’ic’
arjakurd-n sksvum ē. “The holidays start in one week.” That this normative rule of SMEA is sometimes heavily “violated” because of the gradually disappearing schwa-epenthesis in sibilant-plosive
clusters, can easily be shown by examples from daily newspapers, school books etc.
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(2)	Üñ³ÝóÇó áÙ³Ýù ³ñ¹»Ý ³Ûó»É»É »Ý ºñ¨³Ý, ÙÛáõëÝ»ñÇ ³ÛóÝ ëå³ëíáõÙ ¿ Ùáï
³å³·³ÛáõÙ: (Armenpress 04.05.2006)
		 nranc'-ic' om-ank'
arden ayc'el-el
en
Erewan
		 they-abl some-pl-nom already visit-ptcp.perf they are Yerewan-nom
		 myus-ner-i
ayc’-n
spas-v-um
		 other-pl-dat visit-nom-the expect-pass-ptcp.pres
				
[
cjtsh-nç6s-pcsvum]

ē
it is

mot
near

		 apaga-yum.
		 future-loc
		“Some of them have already visited Yerevan, the visit of the others is expected in
near future.”
(3)	ËáñÑñ¹³ñ³Ý³Ï³Ý µáÉáñ áõÅ»ñÝ ëïáñ³·ñ»óÇÝ §ÀÝïñ³Ï³Ý ûñ»Ýë·ñùÇ¦
÷á÷áËáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Ý³Ë³·ÇÍÁ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		 xorhrdaranakan
		 parliamentary
				

bolor
all

už-er-n
storagrec’-in
force-pl.nom-the sign-AOR.3.pl
[ uŠ7nnç6s-tfncg6n7tshin]

		 ōrensgrk’-i
		 lawbook-dat

p’op’oxut’yun-ner-i
change-pl-dat

ěntrakan
electional

naxagic’-ě.
draft. nom-the

		“All parliamentary forces have signed the draft of the changes of the “Electional lawbook”.”
(4)	ºí ´³ùíÇ ÇßË³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ ëï³Ý³Éáõó Ñ»ïu ÏÙ»ÏÝ»Ý
Ü³ËÇç¨³Ý£

		 ew
Bak’v-i
išxanut’yun-ner-i
hamajaynut’yun-n stan-al-uc’
					
[ hcmcdzcjnuthjun-nç6s-tcnclutsh]
		 conj Baku-dat government-pl-dat agreement.nom-the receive-inf-abl
		 heto kmekn-en
		 post depart-cond. fut.3.pl

Naxijewan.
Naxijewan.nom

		“And after having received the agreement of Baku’s governments, they will depart to
Nakhijevan.”
(5)	îáõÅ³ÍÁ ëï³Ý³Éáí ³é³çÇÝ µáõÅû·ÝáõÃÛáõÝª ¹áõñë ¿ñ ·ñí»É ÑÇí³Ý¹³ÝáóÇó:
(Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		 tužac-ě
		 suffer-ptcp.res.nom-the
		 [tuŠcts-ěstcnclfv]

stanal-ov
receive-inf-inst

ar̊ajin bužōgnut’yun
first
medical aid.nom

		 durs ēr
gr-v-el
hivandanoc’-ic’.
		 out he was write-pass-ptcp. pres. hospital-abl
		“After having received the first medical aid, the sufferer was checked out of
the hospital.”
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(6)

²ñÙ³ÝÁ ßï³åáõÙ ¿ñ. (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 Aram-ě
štap-um
ēr.
			
[cncm-6ç wtc-pum]
		 Aram.nom-the hurry-ptcp.pres he was
		 “Aram was in a hurry.”
(7)	ÜÏ³ï»Ýù, áñ ¹³ï³ñ³ÝÁ ëïÇåí³Í »Õ³í ¹³ï³í×ÇéÁ Ññ³å³ñ³Ï»É ³ÕÙáõÏÇ
Ù»ç: (Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 Nkat-enk’
or
				
		 note-imp.1.pl conj

dataran-ě
stip-v-ac
[ dctcncn-6 çstip-vcts]
court.nom-the force-pass-ptcp.res

		 datavčir̊-ě
hraparak-el
ałmuk-i
		 verdict.nom-the promulgate-inf noise-dat

ełav
it has been

mej.
post

		 “Let us note that the court has been forced to promulgate the verdict in a riot.”
(8)	Ð³Û»ñ»ÝÁ, áñÇ µ³ó³éÇÏáõÃÛáõÝÁ ½·³Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ µ³í³Ï³Ý ¿ ÑÇß»É
Ñ³Ù³ùñÇëïáÝ»³Ï³Ý ·ñùÇ ³Ýí³ÝáõÙÁ: (Azg 06.04.2006)
		 hayeren-ě
or-i
					
		 Armenian.nom-the rel-dat
		 bavakan
		 sufficient
		 grk’-i
		 book-dat

bac’ar̊ikut’yun-ě
zgal-u
hamar
[bctshrikuthjun6ç zgclu]
exclusiveness.nom-the feel-inf-dat post

ě
hiš-el
hamak’ristoneakan
it is remember-inf all-Christian
anvanum-ě.
appellation.nom-the

		“The Armenian language, for feeling its exclusiveness of which is sufficient to
remember the appellation of the All-Christian book.”

b.

Three consonants CCC and following V

According to a general rule, the schwa is spoken after the first consonant of a consonant
cluster consisting of more than two consonants, that means:
–

Usually the 1st and 2nd consonant form a syllable with the schwa-epenthesis, the 3rd
consonant with the following vowel, i.e. C6C-CV

ïñí³Í trvac [t6n-vcts] “having been given” (Participle Resultative passive)
·ïÝ»É gtnel [g6t-n7l] “to find”
ÏëÏÇÍ kskic [k6s-kits] “bitterness”
Ýëï³ñ³Ý nstaran [n6st-cncn] “bench, seat”
Ïñ×³ï»É krčatel [k6n-twct7l] “to reduce”
µéÝ»É br̊nel [b6r-n7l] “to catch, to hold”
ïÝï»ëáõÃÛáõÝ tntesut’yun [t6n-t7suthjun] “economy” etc.

–

According to normative MEA, if the 1st consonant is a sibilant and the 2nd a plosive,
the initial schwa epenthesis forms a syllable with the first, and the 2nd consonant with
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the schwa, a syllable with the 3rd consonant. 6C-C6C-V. As explained above, these
kinds of clusters are more productively pronounced without the initial schwa epenthesis, particularly in vernacular Armenian.42 They are more frequently realised as
C6C-CV or CC6-CV. Loans as well as foreign name clusters, however, are pronounced
without any schwa epenthesis:
Examples43
ë÷ñáó sp’roc’ [6s-ph6n-ftsh] or preferably [s6ph-nftsh] “tablecloth”
ëùÃ»É sk’t’el [6s-kh6th-7l] or preferably [s6kh-th7l] “to shrink from cold”
ëïñáõÏ struk [6s-t6n-uk] or preferably [st6-nuk] or even in colloquial [stnuk] “serf ”
ëÏë»É sksel [6s-k6s-7ts] or preferably [sk6-s7l] “to begin”
ßïÏ»É štkel [6w-k6t-7l] or preferably [wt6-k7l] “to repair; to straighten”
ëïñ³ï»·Ç³Ï³Ý strategiakan [stnct7gi(j)ckcn] “strategical”
êïñ³ëµáõñ· Strasburg [Stncsbung] “Strasburg”

(9)
		
		
		
		

´áÉáñÝ ëÏë»óÇÝ ÍÇÍ³Õ»É: (Gyurjanyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002:123.)

bolor-n
sksec’in
cicał-el.
[
bflfn-nçәs[-kh6s-7thsin]
all.nom-the start-AOR.3.pl laugh-inf
“All started to laugh.”

(10)	Æñ ëï»ÕÍ³·áñÍ³Ï³Ý áõÕÇÝ â»ùÇçÛ³ÝÁ ëÏë»É ¾ êï³ÙµáõÉÇó:
(Armenpress19.01.2006)
		 ir stełcagorcakan ułi-n
č’ek’ijyan-ě
sks-el
					
[Twh7khidŠjcn6çsk6-s7l]
		 his creative
way.nom-the Č’ek’ijyan.nom-the start-ptcp.perf
		 ē
		 he is

Stambul-ic’.
Istanbul-abl

		 “Č’ek’ijyan has started his creative way from Istanbul.”

c. Four consonants CCCC and following V
In general, four consonant clusters may behave in different ways, depending on the various
consonants. The most frequent and representative cases are given:
–

The 1st consonant forms a syllable with the epenthetic schwa, the 2nd and 3rd form
another syllable with the inserted schwa, the 4th consonant with the following vowel:
C6-C6C-CV

. This is also observed by various Armenian and Western grammarians (e.g. Vaux 1998: 25), as
well as from native speakers and even from written corpus.
. The first pronunciation is the strict normative one, the second the more frequent and “more
natural”. The latter pronunciation is also observed by (Vaux 1998: 25).
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–

–
–

The 1st and 2nd consonant form a syllable with the inserted schwa, the 3rd forms
another syllable with the schwa, and the 4th consonant with the following vowel:
C6C-C6-CV
The 1st, 2nd and 3rd form a syllable with the epenthetic schwa, the 4th consonant with
the following vowel: C6CC(6)-CV
In consonant clusters starting with sibilant and plosive, there is usually no initial schwa
epenthesis.

Some examples:
µÅßÏáõÃÛáõÝ bžškut’yun [b6-Š6w-ku-thjun] “medicine”
ÙÏñïáõÃÛáõÝ mkrtut’yun [m6-k6n-tu-thjun ] “baptizm”
ëÝÝ¹³ÙÃ»ñù snndamt’erk’ [s6-n6n-dc-m6th7nkh] “groceries, food stuff ”
ÍÍÙµ³ÃÃáõ ccmbat’t’u [ts6-ts6m-bc-th6thu] “sulphuric acid”
µ½Éï³É bzltal [b6-z6l-tcl ] “to buzz”
ÙïóÝ»É mtc’nel [m6t-tsh7-n7l] “to bring in”
×íïÏ»É čvtkel [tw6v-t6-kel] “to prune”
×ß·ñÇï čšgrit [tw6w-g6-nit] “precise, exact”
ïñïÙáõÃÛáõÝ trtmut’yun [th6nt-mu-thjun] “sadness”
ëÉÏí»É slkvel [s6lk(6)-vel ] “to slip”
×Ýßí³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ čnšvacut’yun [tw6nw-vc-tsuthjun] “depression”
ÙñçÛáõÝ mrjyun [m6ndŠ-jun] “ant”
ëïñÏ³óÝ»É strkac’nel [sth6-r6-katshn7l] “to enslave”
ëåÉË»É splxel [s6-p6l-ó7l] “to slip “

(11)	²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ Ý³Ë³ñ³ñÁ ëÏ½µáõÙ å³ïñ³ëï³Ï³ÙáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É, ³ÛÅÙ ³ëáõÙ
¿ª áã: (Azg 03.03.2006)
		 Adrbejan-i
naxarar-ě
skzb-um
patrastakamut’yun ē
		 […
ncócncn6çsk6z-bum….
		 Azerbaijan-dat minister. nom-the beginning-loc readiness.nom
he is
haytn-el
		 declare-ptcp.pres.

ayžm as-um
now say-ptcp. pres

ē
oč’.
he is no

		 “Azerbaijan’s minister had declared willingness in the beginning, now he says no.”

d. Five consonants with a following vowel
As with three and four consonants, in general, the first consonant forms a syllable with the
epenthetic schwa.
There are many variants in pronouncing a five consonant cluster; the most frequent are given below:
–

The 1st consonant forms a syllable with the schwa, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th another syllable with a schwa and the 5th with the following vowel, i.e. C6-C6CC-CV
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–
–

The 1st and 2nd consonant form a syllable with a schwa, the 3rd and 4th another syllable
with a schwa, and the 5th consonant with the following vowel, i.e. C6C-C6C-CV
In consonant clusters starting with sibilant + plosives, again, the epenthetic schwa is
not pronounced before the sibilant.

C6-C6CC-CV C6C-C6C-CV
Examples:
×ÙñÃí³Í čmrt’vac [tw6-m6nt-vcts] “crinkled, crumpled”
ÙËñ×í»É mxrčvel [m6-ó6ntw-v7l] “to pierce”
ë÷ñÃÝáõÙ sp’rt’num [s6-ph6nth-num] “whitening, bleaching”
÷éÝ·ï³É p’r̊ngtal [ph6-r6]g-tcl] “to snuff, to snort”
ïñïÝç³É trtnjal [t6n-t6\Šcl] “to grumble, to complain”
µéÝóù³Ù³ñï br̊nc’k’amart [b6r-n6ts-khcmcnt] “boxing”
ÙßïÝç»Ý³µ³ñ mštnjenabar [m6w-t6\-dŠ7-ncbcn] “everlasting, eternal”
·ñ·éí»É grgr̊vel [g6n-g6r-v7l] “to get excited, to be provocated”
ÙñÙÝç³É mrmnjal [m6n-m6\-dŠcl] “to whisper, to murmur”
ùëïÙÝ³ÉÇó k’stmnalic’ [kh6s-t6m-nclitsh] “gruesome, horrid”
ëñëÏí»É srskvel [s6ns-k6-v7l] “to be/get injected”

e.

Six and more consonants with a following vowel

In SMEA, words with six and more consonants do not occur very often. Mostly, they
represent reduplicated triconsonantal roots, where the common pronunciation is C6CCC6C-CV, whereas in other words there are, again, various ways of pronunciation, the most
common C6C-C6C-C6-CV.
Some examples: ÙñÃÙñÃ³É mrt’mrt’al [m6nth-m6n-thcl] “to mumble”; ÷ÝÃ÷ÝÃáó
p’nt’p’nt’oc’ [ph6nth-ph6n-thftsh] “growl”; ½Ý·½Ý·áó zngzngoc’ [z6]g-z6]-gfths] “tinkle”;
ÑñÙßïÏ»É hrmštkel [Ñ6n-m6w-t6-k7l] “to jostle”.
2. Medial Consonant Clusters
a. Two medial consonants -CCTwo consonants in the intervocalic position can be separated into two syllables with the
preceding and following vowel, i.e. the schwa epenthesis is not employed. -VC-CV-, e.g.
å³ïÙ»É patmel [pct-m7l] “to tell”, å³ñï»½ partez [pcn-t7z] “garden”, Ï³ñÙÇñ karmir
[kcn-min] “red”, Ñ³·Ý»É hagnel [hckh-n7l] “to wear”.
b. Three medial consonants – CCC–	The 1st and 2nd consonant form a syllable with the preceding vowel, the 3rd consonant
with the following vowel, i.e. VCC-CV, e.g. Ï³Ý·Ý»É kangnel [kc]g-n7l] “to stand”, Ñ³ñóÝ»É
harc’nel [hcntsh-n7l] “to ask”, Ï³ñÙñ»É karmrel [kcnm-n7l] “to turn red, to blush”.
– The 1st and 2nd consonant form a syllable with the schwa epenthesis, and the 3rd consonant with the following vowel, i.e. V-C6C-CV, e.g. Ó»éÝïáõ jer̊ntu [dz7-r6n-tu] “profitable”,
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Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ hetak’rk’ir [h7tc-kh6n-khin] “interesting”, »ñ³ÅßïáõÃÛáõÝ eražštut’yun

–

c.

[j7na-Š6w-tuthjun] “music”.
The 1st consonant forms a syllable with its preceding vowel, the 2nd consonant a syllable
with the schwa, and the 3rd with its following vowel, i.e. VC-C6-CV, e.g. ³ÕÙÏ³ñ³ñ
ałmkarar [ct-m6-kcncn] “noisy”, í³½í½»É vazvzel [vcz-v6-z7l] “to run around”, h³·óÝ»É
hagc’nel [hcg-tsh6-n7l] “to dress somebody, to put on somebody”.
Four medial consonants

If a word occurs with four medial consonants, it is most probably a compound word, or
a word with a prefix or suffix. In general, the employment of the epenthetic schwa in the
original element does not change in derivates or compounds. Examples: Ñ³Ý·ëï³Ý³É
hangstanal [hc]g6stcncl] “to relax”, > Ñ³Ý·Çëï + verbal suffix -³Ý³É; ³ÝÏñÏÝ»ÉÇ ankrkneli
[c]k6nkn7li] “unrepeatable” > prefix ³Ý- + ÏñÏÝ»ÉÇ “repeatable”; ¹³ë³·ñù»ñ dasagrk’er
[dcscg6nkh7n] “schoolbooks” > ¹³ë das “class” + ·Çñù girk’ “book” + »ñ -er (Plural)
3.

Final Consonant Clusters

In SMEA final consonant clusters are more constraint than initial clusters. In general they
can consist of, at most, three consonants, and the epenthetic schwa is only employed once.
The last consonant often represents the definite article -n, the possessive suffixes -s/-d
as well as the personal/demonstrative suffix -s/-d. If these suffixes are attached to a word,
the epenthetic schwa must be pronounced before these suffixes.
–

–
–

–

–

Final consonants quite often form a syllable with their preceding vowel. -VCC, e.g. ËáõÙµ
xumb [óumb] “group”, ïáÙë toms [tfms] “ticket”, ·Çñù girk’ [ginkh] “book”, ¹ñ³Ëï draxt
[d6ncót], “paradise”, Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord [hcdŠfnth] “next”, ¹»åù depk’ [d7pkh] “case” etc.
Two final consonants with the epenthetic schwa occur seldom in SMEA. These limited
cases are mainly representing
words with suffixes -Ý -n/-ë -s or -¹ -d. As explained above, the schwa has to be pronounced before the suffix, e.g. »Õµ³Ûñë ełbayrs [j7ópcjn-6s] “my brother”, ïáõÝ¹ tund
[tun-6d] “your hourse”, ·ñ³Íë gracs [gncts-6s] “your writing”, Ó»éùë jer̊k’s [dz7rkh-6s]
“my hand”, Ë»Éù¹ xelk’d [ó7lkh-6d] “your mind” etc.
expressions ¨ë ews [j7‚6s] “also,too”, ¹»é¨ë der̊ ews [d7r7‚6s] “still,yet”, Ã»ñ¨ë t’erews
[t7n7‚6s] “perhaps”, áÙÝ omn [‚fm6n] “somebody”, ³ÝÑÇÙÝ anhimn [cnhim6n]
“groundless”, ³ÛÅÙ ayžm [cjŠ6m] “now”, Áëï ³ÛëÙ ěst aysm [6st cjs6m] “according
to this”, Áëï ³ÛÝÙ ěst aynm [6st cjn6m] “according to that”,etc. These expressions
employ the epenthetic schwa between the two final consonants.
If the lexeme ends in consonants and the last one is the voiced uvular fricative, flap
[n] or trill [r], then this last consonant forms a syllable with the schwa, which is pronounced before this consonant, e.g. í³·ñ vagr [vcg6n] “tiger”, Í³Ýñ canr [tscn6n]
“heavy”, ³Ù»Ý³÷áùñ amenap’ok’r, [cm7ncphfk h6n] “smallest”, ³ñù³Û³¹áõëïñ
ark’ayadustr [cnkhcjcdust6n] “king’s daughter”, ³ñÏÕ arkł [cnk6t] “box”, å³ñïù partk’
[pcntkh] “debt ”, ·³Ù÷é gamp’r° [gcmph6r] “Armenian sheepdog”, µ³ñÓñ barjr [bcndz6n]
“high”, ³ëïÕ astł [cst6t] “star” etc.
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1.3

Alternations

In Modern Eastern Armenian, alternations are conditioned by the phonological or morphological environment, i.e. by the change of the stress caused by the inflection or, more
generally, word formation.
Alternations affect only the syllable nuclei, i.e. vowels, with the exception of the schwa
ě and diphthongs: the high vowels [i] and [u] undergo an alternation with the change of
stress, they are either absolutely deleted or “reduced” to schwa [6]; diphthongs are reduced
to monophtongs.
1. The Vowel [a] [c]
–
–

–

The vowel [c] never underlies alternations in inflection.
In word formation, however, [c] may be deleted. This deletion is, nonetheless, an exception
and has to be regarded as diachronic and, currently, unproductive: it goes back to Middle
Armenian and Early Modern Eastern Armenian time and has affected only some words,44
such as µ»ñÝ³Ï³å bernakap “muzzle” < µ»ñ³Ý beran + Ï³å kap, there is the more
frequent regular form µ»ñ³Ý³Ï³å beranakap, Ïá×Ï»É kočkel “to button” < Ïá×³Ï kočak
“button” + -»É -el, å³ïé»É patr̊el “to tear, to rip”< å³ï³é patar̊ “piece” + -»É -el etc.
Both in inflection and word formation, the sequence of the final [c] + vowel in morpheme
boundary triggers the insertion of the glide [j], which is also expressed in orthography.
The glide insertion is typical for a sequence containing a singly high [i] and a single non
high vowel ([c], [f]),45 e.g. ïÕ³ tła “boy” < ïÕ³ÛÇ tła-y-i DAT, ïÕ³Û³Ï³Ý tła-y-akan
“boyish, childish”, ïÕ³ÛáõÃÛáõÝ tła-y-ut’yun “boyhood”; ²Ý·ÉÇ³ Anglia “England” >
²Ý·ÉÇ³ÛÇó Anglia-y-ic’ ABL; ÑëÏ³ hska “giant” > ÑëÏ³ÛÇ hska-y-i DAT, ÑëÏ³Û³µ³ñ
hska-y-abar “giant; mammoth”, ÑëÏ³Û³ù³ÛÉ hska-y-ak’ayl “quantum leap” etc.
2.

–
–

–

The Vowel [o] [f]

The vowel [o] [f] never underlies alternations (reduction, deletion) in inflection.
In word formation, the internal (interconsonantal) [f] may be deleted in some cases.
This is true for the same historical phenomenon for the vowel [c] (see above); it is not
productive any more, e.g. áñÏñ³ÙáÉ orkramol “edacious, greedy” < áñÏáñ orkor “womb;
belly” + -ÙáÉ -mol; áëÏñ³ÛÇÝ oskrayin “bony” < áëÏáñ oskor “bone” + ³ÛÇÝ -ayin etc.
In inflection, the sequence of the final [o] + vowel triggers the insertion of the glide [j].
This glide is also expressed in orthography. Usually words ending in [f] are loans or
person or place names, e.g. Ø³ñá Maro > Ø³ñáÛÇÝ Maro-y-in DAT, ÏÇÝá kino > ÏÇÝáÛÇ
kino-y-i DAT but: ÏÇÝá³åå³ñ³ï kinoapparat “cinematographic apparat”; OëÉá Ōslo
> úëÉáÛáõÙ Ōslo-y-um LOC: âÇÏ³·á Č’ikago > âÇÏ³·áÛÇó Č’ikago-y-ic’ ABL etc.

. Abrahamyan 1981: 25; Minassian 1996: 44.
. A sequence of two non-high vowels is allowed to form a hiatus, as in µá³ boa, Ï³áë kaos,
³Ù»Ý³³½ÝÇí amenaazniv. Vaux 1998: 96.
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3.
–
–
–

–

The Vowel [e] [7]

In inflection the vowel [7] does not underlie alternations.
In word formation, however, the vowel [7] undergoes alternations caused by a change
of stress:
In the initial position, the vowel [7] pronounced without the preceding glide [j] (thus
graphically expressed with ¿ ē) is changed to Ç i [i] in some words in the word formation, e.g. ¿ß ēž “donkey” < ÇßáõÏ išuk “small/young donkey”, Çß³Ï³Ý išakan “donkey-”, ¿· ēg “female” < Ç·³Ï³Ý igakan “female, feminine” etc.
In the medial position, the vowel [7], written » e, is reduced to [i] written Ç i, if its
basic form is monosyllabic, e.g. í»å vep “novel” < íÇå³·Çñ vipagir “novelist” ï»ñ
ter “lord, master” < ïÇñ³Ï³Ý tirakan “masterful, imperious”; ½»Ýù zenk’ “weapon”
< ½ÇÝ»É zinel “to arm”; ·»ß geš “monster, beast” < ·Çß³ïÇã gišatič’ “predator; predatory”, Ññ³í»ñ hraver “invitation” < Ññ³íÇñ»É hravirel “to invite”, ·ñ³·»ï graget “literate” < ·ñ³·ÇïáõÃÛáõÝ gragitut’yun “literacy” etc.

In the medial position, [7] remains, however, unchanged
a.

b.

c.

d.

if the medial [7] is followed by [k h], as in ³Ý»Íù³ïáõ aneck’atu [cn7tsk hctu]
“cusser”, å»ïù³Ï³Ý, petk’akan [p7tkhckcn] “suitable, fit”, Ù»çù³Ï³å mejk’akap
[m7dŠkhckcp] “belt” etc.
if the monosyllabic word appears in compounds without a binding vowel -a- and as
first part of the compound, as in ûñ»Ýë¹Çñ ōrensdir [fn7nsdin] “legislative”, Ù»çï»Õ
mejteł [m7dŠt7t] “middle, centre”, Ï»ëûñ kesōr [k7sfn] “midday, noon” etc.
if the monosyllabic word is reduplicated in the word formation, as in ¹»Ù³é¹»Ù
demar̊dem [d7mcrd7m] “vis-a-vis “, Ù»çÁÝ¹Ù»ç mejěndmej[m7dŠ6nthm7dŠ] “sometimes, from time to time”, ëï»å-ëï»å stepstep [st7p st7p] “often” etc.
In general, in all compounds and derivates from the word ï»ñ ter [t7n] “lord, master”,
ï»ñáõÃÛáõÝ terut’yun “state”, ï»ñáõÝ³Ï³Ý terunakan “Lord’s; (state)” etc.

–

In the final position, the vowel [7] remains unaltered both in inflection and word formation. The final [7] and the following initial vowel of a word, suffix or ending are
pronounced with weakly spoken glide in between [7] and the following vowel. This
glide is however not graphically expressed. Ù³ñ·³ñ» margare [mcnkhcn7] “prophet”
< Ù³ñ·³ñ»Ç margare-i [mcnkhcn7ji] (DAT), Ù³ñ·³ñ»³Ý³É margare-anal [mcnkhcn7jcncl] “to prophesy”; µ³½» baze [bcz7] “falcon” < µ³½»Ç baze-i [bcz7ji] (DAT);
µ³½»³å³Ñ baze-a-pah [bcz7jcpch] “falconer” etc.

4.

The vowel [ě] [6]

The schwa does not underlie alternation, since it is the only syllable-forming vowel, which
does not bear a prosodic stress. A change in stress in either inflection or word formation
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does not affect the schwa. The only exception to this is the suffixed definite article -Á -ě (see
Ch. 2.1.4 “Definiteness”, p. 102f.).
5.

The vowel [i] [i]

In both inflection and word formation, the vowel [i] shows alternation.
a.

Initial position

–
–

In inflection, in the initial position [i] remains unaltered.
In word formation, in the initial position [i] is reduced to schwa [6] in some monosyllabic words. This reduction is historical and thus unproductive nowadays, e.g. ÇÝÓ inj
“jaguar”46 > ÁÝÓáõÕï ěnj-ułt “giraffe”; ÇÕÓ iłj “longing, desire” > ÁÕÓ³Ï³Ý ěłj-akan
“desireable”; ÇÝãù inč’k’ “thing; possession” > ÁÝã³ù³Õó ěnč’-a-k’ałc’ “greedy”

b.

Medial position

–

Both in inflection and word formation, in monosyllabic words (as well as in compounds of which last part is a monosyllabic) the vowel [i] is reduced to [6], which
is not expressed graphically, e.g. ëÇñï sirt “heart” > ëñïÇ srt-i (DAT), ëñï»ñ
srt-er (NOM.PL.), ëñï³ó³í srt-a-c’av “heartache”; ·ÇÍ gic “line” > ·ÍÇ gc-i
(DAT), ·Í»ñ gc-er (NOM.PL.), ·Í-»É gc-el “to draw”; ·Çñ gir “writing; letter”
> ·ñÇ gr-i (DAT); ·ñ»ñ gr-er (NOM.PL.), ·ñáõÃÛáõÝ gr-ut’yun “note”
Both in inflection and word formation, in monosyllabic words with final ù k’, which is
historically or etymologically not explicable,47 [i] remains unaltered, e.g. ¹Çñù dirk’ “position” > ¹ÇñùÇ dirk’-i (DAT), ¹Çñù»ñ dirk’-er ( NOM.PL.), ¹Çñù³ÛÇÝ dirk’ayin “positional”,
hÇÙù himk’ “basis” > hÇÙùÇ himk’-i (DAT), ÑÇÙù³ÛÇÝ himk’ayin “basic” etc.
Both in inflection and word formation, [i] remains unchanged in all other than the
last syllable of polysyllabic words, e.g. ¹Çï»É ditel “to watch” < ¹ÇïÙ³Ùµ ditmamb
“deliberately”, ¹Çïáñ¹ ditord “observer” etc.

–

–

c.

Final position

–

In word formation – and only under certain morphological constraints also in
declination,48 [i] maybe deleted in the last closed syllable of polysyllabic words, e.g.
¹»ÕÇÝ dełin “yellow” < ¹»ÕÝáõó dełnuc’ [d7tnuths] “yolk”, ÝÏ³ñÇã nkarič’ “painter”
< ÝÏ³ñãáõÃÛáõÝ nkarč’ut’yun [n6kcnthwuthjun] “painting”, áõëáõóÇã usuc’ic’ “teacher”

. There is also a reduction in the older inflected forms of the lexeme “jaguar”, i.e. ÁÝÓÇ ěnj-i
(DAT). They are not productive.
. That means, that the final consonant ù k’ does not originate in the Classical Armenian Plural
morpheme -ù-k’.
.

see Ch. 4., “Word formation” p. 645f.
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–

–
–

–

–
–

–

–

–

< áõëáõóãáõÑÇ usuc’č’uhi [usuthsthwuhi] “female teacher”, ÃßÝ³ÙÇ t’šnami “foe” <
ÃßÝ³Ù³Ï³Ý t’šnamakan [th6wncmckcn] “hostile” etc.
In word formation and only under certain morphological constraints also in declination,
final [i] of closed syllables may be reduced to [6], which is not expressed graphically, e.g.
³ñ×Ç× arčič “lead” < ³ñ××³·áõÛÝ arčč-aguyn [cntw6twcgujn] “lead-coloured”, Ù³ñÙÇÝ
marmin “body” < Ù³ñÙÝ³Ù³ñ½ÇÏ marmn-a-marzik [mcnm6n6m6nzik] “gymnast”,
Ý³Ë³·ÇÍ naxagic “project; draft” < Ý³Ë³·Í»ñ naxagc-er [ncócg6ts7n] ( NOM.PL.) etc.
In plural formation, the open final [i] in polysyllabic words does not change, e.g.
Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇÝ»ñ kendani-ner “animals”.
In word formation, the open final [i] is sometimes deleted if combined with the suffix
-áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun. µ³ñÇ bari “good” < µ³ñáõÃÛáõÝ barut’yun “kindness, goodness”, ·»ñÇ
geri “captive” < ·»ñáõÃÛáõÝ gerut’yun “captivity”; versus ù³Õ³ù³óÇ k’ałak’ac’i “citizen”
< ù³Õ³ù³óÇáõÃÛáõÝ k’ałak’ac’i-ut’yun “citizenship”, ³ñÇ ari “brave” < ³ñÇáõÃÛáõÝ
ariut’yun “bravery”, etc.
In word formation, the open final [i] remains unaltered if it is combined with verbal
suffixes -³Ý³É -anal, -³óÝ»É -ac’nel, or nominal suffixes -³Ï³Ý -akan, -³óáõÙ -ac’um
and adverbial suffixes -³µ³ñ -abar, -³å»ë -apes, -áñ»Ý -oren, e.g. ³ñÇ ari “brave”
< ³ñÇ³Ï³Ý ari-akan “manly”, ³ñÇ³Ý³É ari-anal “to have courage”, ³ñÇ³µ³ñ ariabar “valiantly”; Ñ³ëÏ³Ý³ÉÇ haskanali “understandable” < Ñ³ëÏ³Ý³ÉÇáñ»Ý haskanali-oren “understandable”, etc.
In word formation, the open final [i] is sometimes deleted if combined with a following vowel, as in ³Õ³íÝÇ ałavni “pigeon” < ³Õ³íÝ³ïáõÝ ałavn-a-tun “pigeonry”.
In word formation, the open final [i] is deleted if the adjectival suffix -áõï -ut is
attached, as in Ï»ãÇ keč’i “birch” > Ï»ãáõï keč’-ut “birch (Adj)”, ÙáñÇ mori “raspberry”
> Ùáñáõï mor-ut [mfnut] “raspberry (Adj)” etc.
In word formation, the open final [i] is deleted if it represents (a part of) a suffix, as in
Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ kend-ani “animal; alive” > Ï»Ý¹³Ý³Ï³Ý kendan-akan “animal, brute”, Ã»ñÇ
t’eri “incomplete” > Ã»ñáõÃÛáõÝ t’er-ut’yun “lack, fault”, Ë»óÇ xec’-i “earthenware” >
Ë»ó³·áñÍ xec’-a-gorc49 “potter” etc.
In word formation and case inflection, the open final [i] is deleted if a suffix or an
ending starting with the vowels [c, f] follows, e.g. ù»éÇ ker̊i “uncle, mother’s brother”
> ù»é³Ûñ k’er̊-ayr “husband of sister”, ÷áßÇ p’oši “dust” > ÷áßáï p’oš-ot “dusty”, ·ÇÝÇ
gini “wine” > ·ÇÝáí gin-ov INST etc.
In word formation, the open final [i] of polysyllabic words combined with following unstressed word formational -a- may trigger a sound change (i.e. across a
morpheme boundary -i + -a = -e-), as in áñ¹»ë»ñ ordeser “loving one’s children”
> áñ¹Ç -³-ë»ñ ordi+a+ser, ÁÝï³Ý»Ï³Ý ěntanekan “family, domestic” > ÁÝï³ÝÇ -³Ï³Ý
ěntani+akan, µ³ñ»ï»ë baretes “good-looking, optimistic” > µ³ñÇ-³-ï»ë bari+a+tes,
µ³ñ»ËÇÕ× barexiłč “conscientious” > µ³ñÇ-³-ËÇÕ× bari+a+xiłč,áëÏ»·áñÍ oskegorc
“goldsmith” > áëÏÇ-³-·áñÍ oski+a+gorc etc.

. There is also a doublet form Ë»ó»·áñÍ xec’ egorc.
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–

–

–

In word formation, the open final [i] of polysyllabic words combined with the diminutive suffix -³Ï -ak may also trigger a sound change in the form of a glide formation: -Ç
-i +-³Ï -ak = -Û³Ï y-ak, as in ÏÕ½Ç kłzi “island” < ÏÕ½Û³Ï kłzyak “little island” > kłzi +
-ak, áñ¹Ç ordi “son” < áñ¹Û³Ï ordyak “little son” > ordi + -ak., Õ³íÝÇ ałavni “pidgeon” <
³Õ³íÝÛ³Ï ałavnyak “little pidgeon” > ałavni + -ak etc.
In inflection, the open final [i] in a sequence with [-i-] inserts the glide [j] in pronunciation, but not in orthography. This happens with personal names or places names
ending in -i e.g. ²ÝÇ Ani < ²ÝÇÇ Ani-i [cniji] DAT.SG
In monosyllabic words with the open final [i] followed by [u] – the prototypical
Dative of the u-declination nouns -, again the glide is inserted in pronunciation but
not in orthography, whereas in polysyllabic words with the open final [i] followed by
morphological ending [u], the [i] is deleted,50 e.g. ÓÇ ji “horse” < ÓÇáõ ji-u [dziju]
DAT.SG; Ù³ï³ÝÇ matani “ring” < Ù³ï³Ýáõ matan-u DAT.SG; ·ÇÝÇ gini “wine”
< ·ÇÝáõ gin-u DAT.SG.

6.

The Vowel [u]

a.

Initial [u]

–

The open initial [u] remains unaltered both in word formation and inflection, e.g.
áõÅ už “power” < áõÅ»ñ už-er NOM.PL., áõÅ³ëå³é už-a-spar° “exhausted”; áõËï uxt
“promise, covenant”,< áõËïÇ uxt-i DAT, áõËï³·Ý³ó uxtagnac’ “pilgrim”; áõÕ»íáñ
ułevor “passenger” < áõÕ»íáñÝ»ñ ułevor-ner NOM.PL., áõÕ»íáñáõÃÛáõÝ ułevor-ut’yun
“journey” etc.

b.

Medial [u]

–

Both in inflection and word formation, the medial [u] is reduced to [6] in monosyllabic
words, which is not expressed graphically, e.g. óáõñï c’urt “cold” < óñïÇ crt’i DAT,
óñï»É c’rt-el “to freeze, to be cold”; ßáõÝ šun “dog” < ßÝ»ñ šn-er NOM.PL., ßÝÇÏ šn-ik
“little dog”; ëáõñ sur “sharp; sword” < ëñ»ñ sr-er NOM.PL., ëñ»É sr-el “to sharpen”;
Ñáõñ hur “flame, fire” ÑñÇ hr-i DAT, Ññ»Õ»Ý hr-ełen “fiery, flaming”; ·áõÝ¹ gund “ball;
regiment” < ·Ý¹»ñ gnd-er NOM.PL., ·Ý¹³Ó¨ gndajew “round” etc.
Both in inflection and word formation, the medial [u] in polysyllabic words remains
unaltered.

–
c.

Final [u]

–

Both in inflection and word formation, the closed final [u] of polysyllabic words is
either reduced to [6] or remains unaltered, e.g.·ÉáõË glux “head” < ·ÉËÇ glx-i [g6lói]
DAT, ·ÉË³íáñ [g(6)l6ócvfn] glx-a-vor “main”; ëÝáõÝ¹ snund “food” < ëÝÝ¹Ç snnd-i
[s6n6ndi] DAT, ëÝÝ¹³ÙÃ»ñù snnd-a-mt’erk’ “food stuff ”; ÅáÕáíáõñ¹ žołovurd “people”

. Comp. Ch. 2.1.2.2 u-declension, p. 71f.
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–

< ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç žołovrd-i [Šftfv6nthi] DAT, ÅáÕáíñ¹³Ï³Ý žołovrd-akan “popular”;
Ë³ÝáõÃ xanut’ “shop” < Ë³ÝáõÃÇ xanut’-i DAT, Ë³ÝáõÃ³å³Ý xanut’-a-pan “shop
keeper”; Ñ³Ý»ÉáõÏ haneluk “riddle” < Ñ³Ý»ÉáõÏÇ haneluk-i DAT, Ñ³Ý»ÉáõÏ³ÛÇÝ haneluk-ayin “cryptic”; ÃéãáõÝ t’r̊č’un “bird” < ÃéãáõÝÝ»ñ t’r̊č’un-ner NOM.PL., ÃéãáõÝ³µáõÛÍ
t’r̊č’un-a-buyc “bird breeder” etc.
Both in inflection and word formation, the open final [u] of monosyllabic and bisyllabic words often becomes [v], particularly with a following vowel, e.g. Óáõ ju “egg” <
ÓíÇ jv-i [dz6vi] DAT, Óí³Ó¨ jv-a-jew “oval”; ãáõ č’u “migration” > ãíÇ č’v-i [thw6vi] DAT,
ãí»É č’v-el “to migrate”, ãí³óáõó³Ï č’v-a-c’uc’ak “migration’s list”; ³éáõ ar̊ u “creek”
< ³éíÇ ar̊ v-i DAT, ³éí³Ï ar̊ v-ak “little creek”; Ù»Õáõ mełu “bee” < Ù»ÕíÇ mełv-i
DAT, Ù»Õí³µáõÍáõÃÛáõÝ mełv-a-bucut’yun “apiculture”; ÃÃáõ t’t’u “sour” < ÃÃíÇ t’t’v-i
DAT, ÃÃí³ë»ñ t’t’v-a-ser “soured cream” etc. But if the final [u] belongs to a polysyllabic consisting of more than two syllables, [u] remains unchanged, e.g. í»ñ³ñÏáõ
verarku “coat” < í»ñ³ÏáõÇ verarku-i [v7ncnkuji] DAT; ¹³ë³ïáõ dasatu “lecturer” <
¹³ë³ïáõÇ dasatu-i [dcsctuji] DAT etc.

Diphthongs in Alternations
These days, diphthongs usually alternate only in word formation. There are only some
exceptions in inflections, which are due to historical developments and are regarded as historical, even antiquated, forms. Diphthong alternation in inflection is thus unproductive.
a.

Diphthong Û³ ya [jc]

–

It remains unchanged in the initial position, e.g. Û³ë³Ù³Ý yasaman “lilac” >
Û³ë³Ù³Ý³µáõÛñ yasaman-a-buyr “scent of lilac” etc.
In the medial and in the closed final positions, Û³ [jc] may alternate with » [7]. This

–

–

alternation is employed only in some diachronic word formation, this rule is unproductive nowadays, e.g. Ù³ïÛ³Ý matyan “book” < Ù³ï»Ý³¹³ñ³Ý maten-a-daran
“library”, Ù³ï»Ý³ÝÇß maten-a-niš “bookmark”; ³ïÛ³Ý atyan “tribunal, court”
< ³ï»Ý³Ï³É aten-a-kal “magistrate, senator”; í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý vayrkyan “second” <
í³ÛñÏ»Ý³Ï³Ý vayrken-akan “momentary” etc.
In word formation, in the final position in open syllables, Û³ [jc] may alternate with » [7],
e.g. ·áñÍáõÝÛ³ gorcunya “active” < ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛáõÝ gorcuneut’yun “activity”.

b. In word formation, diphthongs Ûáõ yu [ju], Ûá yo [jf] and ³Û ay [cj] remain unchanged
if unstressed,51 e.g. ÛáõÕ yuł “oil, fat” < ÛáõÕ³ÉÇ yuł-ali “creamy”; ³ñÛáõÝ aryun “blood” <
³ñÛáõÝáï aryun-ot “bloody”, ³ÝÏÛáõÝ ankyun “corner” < ³ÝÏÛáõÝ³ù³ñ ankyun-a-k’ar

. In some words with diphthong [ju] in historical and thus fossilized forms an alternation [ju] –
[7] can be observed. This alternation is unproductive currently, and many words show doublets;
e.g. ³ñ»Ýå³ñï arenpart = ³ñÛáõÝå³ñï aryunapart “blood guiltiness”. Sometimes in historical
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“cornerstone”; ÓÛáõÝ jyun “snow” < ÓÛáõÝ³·Ý¹³Ï jyun-a-gndak “snowball”, ÛáÃ yot’ “seven”
< ÛáÃ³Ý³ëáõÝ yot’-anasun “seventy”; ·³ÛÉ gayl “wolf ” < ·³ÛÉ³Ó³· gayl-a-jag “wolf ’s
puppy”, Ó³ÛÝ jayn “voice” < Ó³ÛÝ³·ñ»É jayn-a-grel “to record” etc.
c. The diphthong áõÛ uy [uj]
This diphthong remains preferably unchanged, both in inflection and word formation.
There are however some antiquated, fossilised forms from historical Armenian which are
still used in inflection – at the same time with newer doublets.52
–

–

–

In word formation, in closed syllables, [uj] often alternates with [u], e.g. ·áõÛÝ guyn
“colour” < ·áõÝ³íáñ gun-a-vor “coloured”; Ï³éáõÛó kar̊ uyc’ “building” < Ï³éáõó»É
kar̊ uc’-el “to build”; µáõÛñ buyr “fragrance, aroma” < µáõñí³é bur-var̊ “censer”; µáõÛë
buys “plant” < µáë³µ³Ý bus-a-ban “botanist”, ÉáõÛë luys “light” < Éáõë³íáñ lus-a-vor
“luminous, bright” etc.
In some words, [uj] is reduced to [6], e.g. åïáõÛï ptuyt “rotation, turn, twist” < åïïí»É
ptt-v-el [p6-t6t-v7l] “to revolve, to rotate” or absolutely deleted, e.g. Ï³åáõÛï kapuyt “blue”
> Ï³åï»É kapt-el “to turn blue” Ï³åï³í³Ýù kapt-a-vank’ “Blue Monastery”; ë³éáõÛó
sar̊uyc’ “ice” > ë³éó³Ñ³ï sar̊c’ahat “ice-cube” etc.
[uj] remains unaltered in all derivates and compounds of ÝáõÛÝ nuyn “same”.

Vocalic Alternations Caused by Syllabification
As already explained above, syllabification produces alternation between [u] and [v] and
even between [i] and [j], where the final vowel meets a following vowel in inflection of word
formation.
–

[i] alternates with [j]

In the case of syllabification of a final vowel [i] with another following vowel, [j] is usually spoken between [i] and the following vowel. This vowel alternation (glide formation) is
never considered in orthography, e.g. ÓÇ ji “horse” > ÓÇáõ ji-u DAT, ÓÇáõó ji-uc’ ABL, ÓÇ»ñ
ji-er NOM.PL., ÓÇáõÏ ji-uk “little horse”, ÓÇ³íáñ ji-avor “rider”, ÓÇ³µáõÍ³ñ³Ý ji-a-bucaran
“stud” etc .
–

[u] alternates with [v]

In case of syllabification of the final vowel [u] with another following vowel, [v] is usually
spoken instead of [u] but only in monosyllabic and bisyllabic words. In orthography this
alternation is taken into account.
e.g. É»½áõ lezu “language, tongue” > É»½íÇ lezv-i DAT, É»½íÇó lezv-ic’ ABL, É»½í³µ³Ý lezva-ban “linguist”, É»½í³Ï lezv-ak “clapper”; Óáõ ju “egg” > ÓíÇ jv-i DAT, Óí»ñ jv-er NOM.PL.,

forms [ju] appears also as reduced to [u] or even to [6], as in ÓÝ³ÃáõÛñ jnat’uyr = ÓÛáõÝ³ÃáõÛñ jyunat’uyr
“snow-white, white as snow”.
. These are the following words: ÑáõÛë huys “hope” and ÉáõÛë luys “light”.
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Óí³Í»Õ jv-a-ceł “scrambled eggs” etc. but polysyllabic ¹³ë³ïáõ dasatu “lecturer, teacher >
¹³ë³ïáõÇ dasatu-i DAT and one-and-a-half-syllabic ·Ýãáõ gnč’u “gypsy” > ·ÝãÛáõÇ gnč’u-i

DAT etc.
Hiatus /Syllabification of Sequences of Vowels
The following vowel combinations are, in general, to be found in simple words, acrossmorpheme boundary also in word formation,53: a+a, a+e, a+i, [a+o], a+u; e+a; e+e, e+i,
[e+o], e+u; i+a, i+e, i+i (only across morpheme -boundary), [i+o], i+u; [o+a], [o+e], o+i,
[o+o]. Sequences with the schwa are possible in word formation (compounds), but not very
productive.
Hiatus is only tolerated
a.

b.

in loans e.g. ù³áë k’aos [khc.fs] “disorder, chaos”; µá³ boa [bf.c] “boa (snake)”;
Ïááå»ñ³óÇ³ kooperac’ia [kf.fp7nctshijc] “cooperation”; ³»ñáÏÉáõµ aeroklub
[c.7nfklub] “aeroclub”; Ø³»ëïñá maestro [mc.7stnf] also [mc(j)7stnf] but also with
weakly spoken epenthetic glide, e.g. é³¹Çá r̊ adio [rcdi(j)f] “radio”, åá»½Ç³ poezia
[pf(j)7zijc] “poetry”, ·»á¹»½Ç³ geodezia [g7(j)fd7zijc] “geodesy” etc.
and in some native low vowel sequences, i.e. in sequences of non-high vowels,54
e.g. ³Ù»Ý³³ñ¹³ñ amena-ardar [c.m7.nc.cn.thcn] “the fairest”, ³Ù»Ý³áõÅ»Õ amenaužeł [c.m7.nc.uŠ.7t] “the strongest”, Ñ»éáõëï³ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ her̊ ust-a-ěnkerut’yun
[h7r.ust.c.6]k.7n.uthjun] “TV-company” etc.

As described above, in the case of syllabification of the final vowel [u] with another following vowel across morpheme boundary, [v] is usually spoken instead of [u].
Other hiatus inserts an epenthetic glide [j]:
–

in general across morpheme (word) boundaries where two vowels meet as in

a+e Ý³¨ na-yew [ncj7‚] “also”
e+a ùí»³ñÏ»É k’ve-arkel [kh(6)v7jcnk7l] “to vote” etc.
e+e Ã»¨ t’e-yew [th7j7‚] “although”
e+o å³ÝÃ»áÝ pant’eon
e+u ¿áõÃÛáõÝ ē-ut’yun [7(j)uthjun] “essence, substance”
i+a ÙÇ³Ý³É mi-anal [mijcncl] “to unite”,ÙÇ³ëÇÝ miasin [mijcsin] “together” etc.
i+u ÙÇáõÃÛáõÝ mi-ut’yun [mijuthjun] “unity”, Ñ³í³ëïÇáõÃÛáõÝ havasti-ut’yun [hcvcstijuthjun]
authenticity, trustworthiness” etc.
o+i ÓÛáõ¹áÇëï judo-ist [dzjudo(j)ist] “judoka”

. The combinations not being productive in genuine Armenian words and more frequently to
be found in loans, are marked with [ ].
. Vaux 1998: 28.
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–
–
–
–

–

–

In monosyllabic nouns with final -i, when it is followed by the plural allomorph -»ñ
-er, as in ÓÇ»ñ ji-er [dzij7n] NOM.PL.
In words ending in a vowel at cross-morpheme boundary, when followed by a vowel.
In the case of a sequence a+i, o+i, this is also expressed in orthography.
a+i [cji], a+e [cj7], e.g. ïÕ³ tła “boy” > ïÕ³ÛÇ tła-y-i [ttcji] DAT, ùÇÙÇ³ k’imia
“chemistry” > ùÇÙÇ³ÛÇ k’imia-y-i [khimijcji] DAT etc.
e+i [7ji] , e+u [7ju], e.g. »Ù em “I am” > ¿Ç ēi [7ji] “I was”; Ñ³ëó» hasc’e “address” >
Ñ³ëó»Ç hasc’e-i [hcstsh7ji] DAT; ÏáÙÇï“ komite “committee” > ÏuÙÇï»áõÙ komite-um
[kfmit7jum] LOC; ñáå» rope “minute” > ñáå»áõÙ rope-um [nfp7jum] LOC etc.
i+e [ij7], i+u [iju], e.g. ÙÇ¨ÝáõÛÝ mi-y-ew-nuyn [mij7‚nujn] “same”, ß³ñáõÝ³Ï»ÉÇáõÃÛáõÝ šarunakeli-ut’yun [wcnunak7lijuthjun] “continuation possibility”, êáãÇ Soč’i
> êáãÇáõÙ Soč’i-um [sftwhijum] LOC etc.
o+i [fji], e.g. Î³Ùá Kamo > Î³ÙáÛÇ Kamo-y-i [Kcmfji] DAT; ÏÇÝá kino “cinema; film”
> ÏÇÝáÛÇó kino-y-ic’ [kinojiths] ABL etc.

In colloquial Armenian, hiatus is also tolerated in some genuine Armenian words, as in
e.g. ÙÇáõÃÛáõÝ miut’yun [mi.uthjun] “unity”. More productively, however, is the deletion of
the morpheme boundary in colloquial Armenian, particularly in a sequence of –[i/7] and
[c] to [jc],55 as e.g. [hjcncli] > ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ hianali [hi(j)cncli] “wonderful”, [dznjckcn] >
ÓñÇ³Ï³Ý jriakan [dz(6)nijckcn] “cost free, free”, [khvjcnk7l] > ùí»³ñÏ»É k’vearkel [kh(6)
v7jcnk7l] “to vote” etc.

1.4
1.4.1

Intonation
Stress

In Modern Eastern Armenian, the stress lies on the last syllable with a full vowel-nucleus. The
stressed vowel is characterised by greater loudness, higher pitch and (in general) greater
lengths.56
Some examples:
·Çñù girk’ “book”, grk’í “book, DAT”, grk’ér “books”,
ÁÝÏ»ñ ěnkér “friend”, ÁÝÏñáç ěnkrój “friend, DAT”, ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñ ěnkernér “friends”,
ù³Õ³ù k’ałák’ “town”, ù³Õ³ù³óÇ k’ałak’ac’í “citizen”, ù³Õ³ù³óÇáõÃÛáõÝ k’ałak’ac’iut’yún

“citizenship”

. Łaragyulyan 1981: 58.
. (Abełyan 1971: 34) argues that under stress the syllable is also pronounced longer, whereas,
comparably, the syllables following the stressed nucleus are spoken shorter and more weakly. von
der Hulst. Hendriks. van der Weijer. 1999: 446.
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ÇÝÁ íně “nine”, ÇÝÝ»ñáñ¹ innerórd “ninth”, etc.

In some cases, the stress lies on the penultimate syllable:57
–
–

–
–

–

If the vowel contained in the last closed syllable is the schwa [6], as in Ï³Ûëñ
káysr[kc¢js6n], ³ëïÕ ástł [c¢st6t]
In some words, the stress is on the penultimate rather than on the last syllable, e.g. áñ¨¿
órewě “any”, ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ núynisk “even”, ÝáõÛÝù³Ý núynk’an “so much”, ÝáõÛÝå»ë núynpes
"also, as well”, Ý³Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ námanavand “particularly”, áñå»ë½Ç orpészi “in order
to”, ù³ÝÇ»ññáñ¹ k’aníerrord “how many?”, áñ»ññáñ¹ órerord “how many”, ·áÝ» góne
“if only”, ·ñ»Ã» grét'e “almost,nearly”, ³Ûëûñ áysōr “today”, ÙÇÃ» mít’e, ÙÇ·áõó» míguc’e
“perhaps” etc.
Enclitic auxiliary forms of »Ù em with the preceding participles or predicatives do not
have the stress on their nucleus; »ñ·áõÙ »Ù ergúm em [j7nkhúmç7m] “I sing” etc.
If the last consonant of a word is represented by a definite article-suffix Á -ě, or -Ý -n,
possessive suffix -ë -s-, -¹ d-, e.g. Í³ÕÇÏÁ całíkě [tsctík6] “the flower”, Í³ÕÇÏë całiks
[tsctík6s] “my flower”, Í³ÕÇÏ¹ całíkd [tsctík6d] “your flower” etc.
The enclitic adverb ¿É ēl “also; even” behaves with its preceding word like an enclitic,
e.g. ïÕ³Ý ¿É ·Ý³ó£ Tłan ēl gnac’. [t(6)tc¢nç7l gnctsh] “The boy went as well”.

In some cases, the stress lies on the first syllable58
–
–

In vocatives; but not as a general rule.
In hypocoristics.

In some cases, the stress falls on other than the ultimate full vowel syllable:
–

–

–

In some loan words, especially proper names, a non-final syllable is stressed. In the
oblique forms and in derivations of these loan proper names, however, the stress
moves to the last syllable; e.g. È»ñÙáÝïáí Lérmontov, È»ñÙáÝïáíÇ Lermontoví
(DAT.), ²ëÇ³ àsia, ³ëÇ³Ï³Ý asiakán “Asian”, ³ëÇ³óÇ asiac’í “Asian”, ²Ù»ñÇÏ³
Amé’rika, ²Ù»ñÇÏ³ÛÇ Amerikayí (DAT), ³Ù»ñÇÏÛ³Ý amerikyán “American” etc.
In compound verbs, the first non-verbal component is stressed, such as óáõÛó ï³É
cúyc’ tal “to show”, Ù³Ý ·³É mán gal “to walk, to strove”, í»ñ Ï»Ý³É vér kenal “to stand
up”, ³ãùÇ ÁÝÏÝ»É ač’k’í ěnknel “to differ from; to burst upon the eye”, µ³ó ³Ý»É bác’
anel “to open” etc.
In juxtaposed compounds with a second constituent áñ or or Ã» t’e, the first constituent
is stressed, as in ³ë»ë Ã¿ asés t’e “as if ”, ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miáyn t’e “if only”, ÇÝãå»ë Ã» inč’pés
t’e “as, so”, Ñ³½Çí Ã» hazív t’e “no sooner; hardly”, »ñµ áñ érb or “when, as”, Ñ»Ýó áñ
hénc’ or “just when, as”, ù³ÝÇ áñ k’aní or “since; insofar as”, etc.

. A regular stress on the penultimate syllable is often found in Eastern Armenian dialects, such
as in the Karabakh-dialect group.
. Ačar̊yan 1971: 6: 283; 336.
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–

In prohibitive, the prohibitive particle ÙÇ mi, and not the verb form in imperative, is
stressed.

ØÇ° ËáëÇñ mí xosir “do not speak!”, ÙÇ° ·Ý³ mí gna “do not go!”, ÙÇ° Ý³ÛÇñ mí nayir “do

not look!”etc.
There are also some proclitics that form a phonological unit with the word it precedes
and are never stressed:
–

–

–

the verbal particles åÇïÇ å»ïù piti/petk’ of Debitive mood and ÃáÕ t’oł used in
Imperative mood, e.g. åÇïÇ ·Ý³ë piti gnas [pitiçg6nc¢s] “you have to go”; ÃáÕ ·Ý³
t’oł gna [thftç g6nc¢] “let (him) go!” etc.
the less productive prepositions Ç i, ³é ar° and the more productive prepositions ÙÇÝã
minč’, ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew, e.g. Ï³ÛÉ ³é ù³ÛÉ k’ayl ar̊ k’ayl [khcjl crçkhc¢jl] “step by step”, ÙÇÝã
í³ÕÁ minč’ vałě [mi\twhçvct6] “until tomorrow” etc.
some adverbs such as e.g. ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes, as e.g. ÇÝãå»ë Ù³ñ¹ inč’pes mard [i\
twhp7sçmc¢nd] “as a human being” etc.

As a principle, all Armenian stressed words contain at least ONE full vowel. There are,
however, a number of words that contain no full vowels and surface only with one or more
schwas. Such words usually receive an initial stress, such as e.g. ÃñÙ÷ t’rmp’ [thn6¢mph]
“crash! Sound made by something falling down”
SMEA and, for the most part, colloquial Eastern Armenian can be described as lastfirst systems: the stress falls regularly on the last syllable containing a full vowel, but, where
there is no full vowel, on the first syllable.59
In colloquial Armenian, the stress also lies principally on the last full syllable. Deviations
such as the stress on the penultimate occur frequently in short, one-word expressions and
in order to emphasize or contrast a meaning, e.g.60
[gít7m]
[h7¢nikh 7]
[twhún7m]
[nf¢nitsh]

< ·Çï»Ù gitem “I know”, meaning here: “yes, I do know”
< Ñ»ñÇù ¿ herik’ ē “it is enough”, meaning “It is definitely enough. Stop! ”
< ãáõÝ»Ù č’unem “I have not”, meaning here “I do certainly not have”
< ÝáñÇó noric’ “again”, meaning here “yes, again. Definitely again.”

As explained above, changing the stress in word formation or inflection, deletion and
reduction rules apply to unstressed syllables with high vowels. In dialectal, but also colloquial Armenian, a secondary stress is assigned to the initial syllable of the word, because
of this vowel reduction/deletion.

. von der Hulst. Hendriks. van der Weijer. 1999: 446.
. Zak’aryan 1981: 184.
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That means that there are secondary stresses at the word-level, but also phrasal and
sentential stresses. The stress types interact with each other and are subject to phonological
rules like high-vowel deletion or so-called clash deletion.
No stress can occur adjacent to another stress: a word-level stress is not allowed to appear
next to another word-level stress, and it is also not allowed next to a phrasal or sentential stress.
Thus in word-formation clash deletion occurs, where two word-level stresses meet:
usually the second part of the word, the final syllable of the word is stressed.
e.g.µ³é³ñ³Ý³·ÇáïõÃÛáõÝ bar̊aranagitut’yún “lexicography” < µ³é³ñ³Ý bar̊ara´n
“dictionary” + -³- -a- + ·ÇïáõÃÛáõÝ gitut’yún “science”.
In general, in unmarked sequences, word-level stress (´) deletes adjacent to phrasal
stress (underlined) in (a) or sentential stress (b). Phrasal stress deletes adjacent to sentential stress (bold) in (c).61
Before stress clash		
(a) sirún ałjíkě →
(b) méc cóv ēr patél nrá ašxárhě
				
(c) sirún ałjíkě →

Surface form
[sinun cótwhík6]
“the pretty girl”
[m7¢ts tsfv 7n pct7¢l “the great sea enclosed his land”
n6nc¢ cwóc¢n6 ]
[sinún cótwhìk6]
“the pretty girl”

Sentential Stress
The new information given in an utterance is regarded as the focus of a sentence and is thus
more strongly stressed than the remaining parts of a neutral sentence. In an unmarked sentence, the sentential stress usually falls on the predicate in declarative sentences, the polar
in interrogative sentences, and most frequently also in exclamatory sentences.
(12)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·Ý»ó ·ÇñùÁ£

		 Vardan-ě
gnec’
		 Vardan.nom-the buy-AOR.3.sg
		 “Vardan bought the book.”

girk’-ě.
book.nom-the

In declarative sentences there may occur some adverbs and phrases that usually bear the
sentential stress, such as e.g. ÙÇ³ÛÝ miayn “only”, ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ nuynisk “even”, Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹
manavand “particularly”, ÙÇÝã¨ ³Ý·³Ù minč’ew angam “even”, etc.62
(13)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ·Ý»ó ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
nuynsik gnec’
girk-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the even
buy-AOR.3.sg book.nom-the
		 “Vardan even bought the book”.

. comp. Abełyan 1932: 5: 25–28.
. These are considered focus sensitive operators, see also Ch. 3.6.2.2 Marked “Pragmatic” Focus,
p. 637f.
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The sentential stress falls on the interrogative pronoun in content questions and also on the
questioned information in the answer; on the negation marker (such as negative particles
ÙÇ° mi, ã- č’- or negative words áã oč’, »ñµ»ù erbek’ “never” etc.) in a negated declarative
sentence.63 In the latter two cases the word order is also marked: the (new) information in
focus is put into immediate preverbal position.64
(14)

à±í ·Ý»ó ·ÇñùÁ£

		 ov
gnec’
girk’-ě?
		 wh-who.nom buy-AOR.3.sg book.nom-the
		 “Who bought the book?”
(14)

a.

			
			
			
(15)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ (·Ý»ó ·ÇñùÁ)£

Vardán-ě
(gnec’ girk’ě).
Vardan.nom-the (bought the book).
“Vardan (bought the book).”
Æ±Ýã ·Ý»ó ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ£

		 ínč’
gnec’
Vardan-ě?
		 wh-what-nom buy-AOR.3.sg. Vardan.nom-the
		 “What did Vardan buy?”
(15)

a.

			
			
			
(16)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·ÇñùÁ ·Ý»ó:”

(Vardan-ě) gírk’-ě
(gnec’).
(Vardan) book.nom-the (bought)
(Vardan bought) the book.”

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ã·Ý»ó ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
č’-gnec’
girk-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the neg-buy-AOR.3.sg book.nom-the
		 “Vardan did not buy the book.”
(17)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ »ñµ»ù ãÇ ·ÝÇ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
erbek’ č’-i
gn-i
girk’-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the never neg-he is buy-ptcp.neg. book-nom-the
		 “Vardan will/shall never buy the book.”

If the whole phrase is regarded as new information, then all the elements of the sentence
are stressed in a comparatively similar way. This happens in declarative sentences conveying general, known information and in the beginning of stories and fairy-tales.

. Ałayan 1978: 48.
. Preverbal focus position refers to the position immediate before the finite verb form.
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(18)	¶¨áñ· ¸áñáËÛ³ÝÁ ÍÝí»É ¿ÔñÇÙÇ êÇÙý »ñáåáÉ ù³Õ³ùáõÙ: (Grakanut’yun 6:100)
		 Geworg Doroxyan-ě
cn-v-el
		 Geworg Doroxyan.nom-the bear-pass-ptcp.perf.

ē
Łrim-i
he is Crimea-dat

		 Simferopol
k’ałak’-um.
		 Simferopol.nom town-loc
		 “Geworg Doroxyan was born in the town Simferopol of Crimea.”
(19)

ä³åÉáñ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý å³ïÏ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ßáõß³Ý³½·ÇÝ»ñÇ ÁÝï³ÝùÇÝ:

		 paplor
haykakan patkanum
ē
šušanazgi-ner-i
		 hyazinth.nom Armenian belong-ptcp.pres. it is liliaceous plant-pl-dat
		 ěntanik’-i-n.
		 family-dat-the
		“The Armenian hyacinth (Muscari armeniacum) belongs to the family of
liliaceous plants.”

Contrastive/Emphatic Stress65
A very important feature of the stress in Armenian is the contrastive and/or emphatic
stress: it is placed on some element of an utterance to contrast it with other elements either
in the utterance itself or in the whole context. In the emphatic stress, the stress is placed on
a particular part of the utterance to draw attention to it.
Both stress types can co-occur with special syntactic word-order of preverbal focus
(see Ch. 3.6.2 Focus, p. 629f.).
(20)

²Ýá°õßÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

		 AnÚš-ě kardac’el ē ays girk-ě.
		 [cnúw6 kanthatsh7lç7 cjs ginkh6]
		 “Anuš has read this book.”

In this sentence the subject Anuš is stressed: Anuš has read this book, and not somebody
else. It was Anuš who read this book. This is a contrastive/emphatic stress.
(20)

a.

²Ýá°õßÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

			
AnÚš-n kardac’el ē ays girk-ě.
			
[cnúw6nç7 kanthatsh7l cjs ginkh6]
			
“It is Anuš who read the book”.
			Comment: This sentence is also syntactically marked as emphatic or contrastive
by putting the stressed part of the utterance into preverbal focus. The contrastive/emphatic stress is also on Anuš.

. In traditional Armenian grammars this stress is termed “grammatical or logical stress.”
e.g. Abełyan 1971: 25.
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Or
(15)

a.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·Ç°ñùÁ ·Ý»ó:

			
Vardan-ě
gírk’-ě
(gnec’).
			
Vardan.nom-the book.nom-the (bought)
			“Vardan bought the book.” (and not the newspaper etc.) Contrastive stress on
“book”.

1.4.2

Intonation

In SMEA, intonation using pitch and possibly also additional prosodic phenomena as loudness, tempo and pause is used for several purposes:
–
–
–

for marking grammatical boundaries (phrases and clauses)
for signalling sentence types (declarative, interrogative, exclamative etc.)
for conveying the speaker’s emotion (surprise, irony, anger etc.).

Following there is an outline on the intonation contours used in Modern Eastern
Armenian.66
In general, SMEA exhibits a falling tone (fall in pitch on the nuclear syllable) and a
rising tone (rise in pitch on the nuclear syllable). The rising tone occurs in polar question
and in non-final utterances, the falling tone in one-word utterances. The slowly falling tone
is the most frequent, particularly in statements.
a.

Declarative sentences67

Declarative sentences in MEA generally exhibit a (rising-) falling tone. The nucleus of
the sentence is stressed (highest pitch), but the tone after this nucleus stress does not fall
abruptly, rather gradually or fades away. The stressed syllable is always the longest and
most intense one.
–

–
–

in one-element sentences there is an equally rising-falling tone in nominal one-element utterances and an evenly rising and slowly falling tone in verbal one-element
utterances.
simple sentences have a (rising-) slowly falling (fading) tone.
Negative declarative sentences do not differ in intonation from affirmative sentences,
the stress (nucleus) is on the negated form or negative word. They have the same (rising) – slowly falling intonation as affirmative sentences.

. More detailed literature with studies of various sentence types, lengths etc. can be found in
Hakobyan H.G. 1978. Hnč’erangě ew šeště žamanakakic’ hayerenum.
. Ałayan 1978: 12–75.
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b.

Interrogative Sentences68

The most important feature of an interrogative sentence is its rising intonation pattern:
the pitch abruptly rises on the nucleus, and after the nucleus the tone abruptly falls or is
weakened.
–

Polar Questions

The question intonation is independent from the syntactic surface of an interrogative sentence, i.e. the stress in polar questions may fall on each constituent of a polar question,
independent of the word order and of preverbal focus position. In the case of a marked
word order, i.e. use of preverbal focus, the auxiliary plays an important role in analytic
tense forms: it is immediately following the stressed nucleus.
(21)

a.

²Ýá±õßÁ ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹³ó:

			
			
			

Anǔš-ě girk’ kardac’?
[cnúw6 ginkh kanthatsh]
“Did ANUŠ read a book?” = Was it Anuš who read a book?

		 b.

²ÝáõßÁ ·Ç±ñù Ï³ñ¹³ó:

			
Anǔš-ě girk’ kardac’?
			
[cnúw6 ginkh kanthatsh]
			“Did Anuš read a BOOK?” (Did Anuš read a book – or a newspaper,
journal etc.?)
		 c.

²ÝáõßÁ ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹³±ó:

			
Anuš-ě girk’ kardác’?
			
[cnuw6 ginkh kcnthc¥tsh]
			“Did Anuš read a book?” (Did Anuš read a book – or did she write, buy, steal
etc. a book…?)
		 d.

²ÝáõßÁ ·Ç±ñù ¿ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É:

			
Anuš-ě
gîrk’
ē
kardac’el?
			
Anuš-nom-the book-nom she is read-ptcp.perf.
			
“Has Anuš read a book?”
			(Marked word order, the item in the interrogative intonation is also in preverbal focus position)
		 e.

²Ýá±õßÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ·Çñù:

			
			
			

Anuˆš-n
ē
kardac’el
girk’?
Anuš-nom-the she is read-ptcp.perf. book-nom
“Has Anuš read a book? Is it Anuš who has read a book?”

. Łukasyan. 1978: 76–170.
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			(Marked word order, the item in interrogative intonation is also in preverbal
focus position).

The intonation contour depends on the position of the nucleus in the utterance:
–

In neutral polar questions, the interrogative stress is always on the predicate, which
appears in the sentence’s final position, i.e. the sentence’s last syllable that is stressed,
thus the intonation contour is simply rising.
(22)

		
		
		

–

²Ûë ·ÇñùÁ Ñ³í³Ý»óÇ±ñ:

ays girk’-ě
havanec’ ǐr?
this book.nom-the like-AOR.2.sg
“Did you like this book?”

The nucleus may occur in the medium position in the case of disjunctive questions,
in assumptive questions, comparative and in neutral polar questions. In this case the
intonation contour rises (on the nucleus) and falls after it.
(23)

ºñ»Ë³¹ ¹»é ãÇ± ùÝ»É:

		 erexa-d
der̊ č’-ǐ
k’n-el?
		 child.nom-your yet neg-it is sleep-ptcp.perf.
		 “Your child has not slept yet?”
(24)

¶ÛáõÕáõÙ »ë ³åñá±õÙ, Ã» ù³Õ³ùáõÙ:

		 Gyuł-um
es
apr-um
t’e
		 Town-loc you are l ive-ptcp.pres. conj
		 “Do you live in a village or in a town?”
(25)

k’ałak’-um?
town-loc

²í»ÉÇ É³í ã¿± ÙÝ³Ýù, ù³Ý ·Ý³Ýù:

		
aveli lav
č’-ē̌ˆ
mn-ank’
k’an
		
more good neg-it is stay-subj.fut.1.pl. than
		 “Is it not better that we stay than we go?”

–

gn-ank’?
go-subj.fut.1.pl

Re-confirming interrogative utterances have a mixed intonation contour: the first
part is prototypically declarative, i.e. falling, the second part is interrogative, i.e.
rising.
(26)

²ÝáõßÁ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ÏÇÝ ¿, ã±¿:

		 Anuš-ě
gełec’ik
kin
		 Anuš.nom-the beautiful woman.nom
		 “Anuš is a beautiful woman, isn’t she?”

ēˇ
č’ ē?
she is neg-she is

The greatest length of the stressed nucleus in polar interrogatives was found in polar questions with a final nucleus and in re-confirming interrogative utterances.
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Following a perceptual study by Volkskaya and Grigoryan,69 these distinct patterns of intonation questions could be confirmed:
–
–

a continuous rise within the tonic syllable, where the stressed syllable is in the final
position
a rise on the tonic syllable, followed by a fall on the post-tonic, unstressed syllable.

Final rises are the most observed patterns in Armenian intonation question.
In bisyllabic and polysyllabic words, the rise on the tonic syllable was followed by a fall
in the post-tonic syllable.
Colloquial Armenian exhibits a remarkable difference in putting the stress and question intonation in the polar question. Whereas in SMEA, the question lies on the full last
syllable of the stress bearing verbal form, in colloquial Armenian, more commonly, the
stress and question intonation falls on the auxiliary. In colloquial Armenian the question
stress may even fall on a final schwa-syllable.
Coll. ØÇ³ëÇÝ »±ù ·³Éáõ: Miasin ék’ galu? [mijcsinç7̌kh gclu]
Stand. ØÇ³ëÇ±Ý »ù ·³Éáõ: Miasín ek’ galu? “Will you come together?”
Coll ¶ÝáõÙ »±ë ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý£ gnum és gradaran? [g6numç7̌s gncdcncn]
Stand. ¶Ýá±õÙ »ë ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý£ gnúm es gradaran? “Are you going to the library?”
Coll. ê³ Ç±Ýã ¿£ ì³·±ñ, Ã»± ³éÛáõÍ£ sa ínč’ ē? Vagě´r t’é ar̊juc? [sc ǐ\twhçc vckh6̌n th7̌
crjuts]
Stand. ê³ Ç±Ýã ¿£ ì³·ñ, Ã»± ³éÛáõÍ£ sa ínč’ ē? Vagr t’é ar̊juc? “What is this? A tiger or a
lion?”
–

Content questions

In content questions the interrogative pronouns bear the main stress and rising tone of
interrogative sentence. The wh- pronoun with its rising tone appears in preverbal focus
position. The contour after the stressed nucleus with rising tone is falling.
(27)

à±õñ »ë ·ÝáõÙ:

		 ûr
es
gn-um?
		 Where-nom you are go-ptcp.pres.
		 “Where are you going?”

In principle, the intonation contours of polar and content questions are the same, with a rising tone on the nucleus of the question and a falling tone after the stressed syllable.
c. Exclamatory Sentences70

. Volskaya, Grigoryan 1999: 160–164.
. Xač’atryan1978: 130–170. Ačar° yan 1971: 6: 287–296.
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The intonation of exclamatory sentences is usually spread on the whole utterance, but there
is an intonational centre on a certain word in the utterance, which may coincide with the
logical stress.
(28)

ÆÝãù³¯Ý ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿ ³Ûë ³ÕçÇÏÁ:

		 inč’k’ân gełec’ik ē ays ałjik-ě!
		 [i\ktwhkhc¥n g7t7tshikç7 cjs cótwhik6]
		 “This girl îs beautiful!”
(29)

ì³¯Û, Ç±Ýã ¿ å³ï³Ñ»É ù»½:

		 vây ínč’ ē patahel k’ez?
		 [vc¥j ǐ\twhç7 pctch7l kh7z]
¢ h! What has happened to you?”
		 “O

The main intonational feature is the rising tone on the nucleus and the fall or the remaining on this tone after the nucleus. The stressed syllable in an exclamatory intonation is also
spoken longer and more intensely than all others.71
The tone pitch however depends on the position of the stressed nucleus: if it occurs at
the end of the exclamatory utterance, it is the highest pitch and also has the greatest length.
If it occurs at the utterance’s beginning, it is just a “little bit higher and longer” than the
other syllables.
Thus:
–
–
–

if the stressed nucleus is at the beginning of the sentence, the tone rises exactly on this
nucleus and falls in the following syllables.
if the stressed nucleus is at the end of the utterance, then the tone constantly,
gradually rises.
if the stressed nucleus occurs in the middle of the utterance, the intonation contour is
rising-falling, i.e. the tone rises on the stressed nucleus and falls after it.

Exclamatory interjections or modal words bear the stress and thus the rising tone.
d. Imperatives and Prohibitives72
A typical imperative/prohibitive sentence has a distinctive rise on the nucleus (usually the
last syllable of the imperative verb form or the prohibitive particle ÙÇ° mi), although the
general intonation contour is much like a declarative sentence. The main intonational difference is the more actively spoken stress (the rising tone) on the nucleus in imperatives/
prohibitives.

. Abełyan 1971: 34.
. Ałayan1978: 56–74.
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(30)

¶Ý³° ïáõÝ:

		 gná
tun!
		 go-imp.2.sg house-nom
		 “Go home!”
(31)
		
		
		

ØÇ° ·Ý³ ïáõÝ:
mí gna
tun!
neg go-imp.2.sg house-nom
“Do not go home!”

The stress of imperatives/prohibitives is also comparatively quicker and longer than the
one in declarative sentences; even the schwa is more strongly articulated in an imperative
intonation.73
Excursus: Vocative.74
A word conveys vocative functions only by intonation. The rising in tone on the
nucleus and the falling of tone after the nucleus is prototypical for vocatives. But these
intonation contours may differ in the flexibility of the rise: it may be abrupt; slowly rising;
pronounced weakly or strongly – depending on the position of the vocative and on the
number of elements in vocative functions.
–
–

The highest pitch occurs in vocative utterances that consist only of the vocative
element.
In sentence’s initial position, and consisting just of one element, the vocative element
shows the strongest and highest pitch. There is a clearly perceptible pause after the
rising tone of the vocative element.
(32)

ÈÇÉÇ°Ã:

		 Lilǐt’
		 “Lilit’!”
(33)

îÇÏÇ°Ý, Ó»ñ å³Ñ³ÝçÁ ÏÏ³ï³ñíÇ:

		 tikǐn
jer
pahanj-ě
kkatar-v-i.
		 madam.nom your request.nom-the comply with-pass-cond.fut.3.sg
		 “Madam, your request will be complied with.”

The intonation is even stronger, if the vocative element occurs in a directive.

. Abełyan 1971: 34.
. Badikyan 1983: 227–290.
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(34)
		
		
		

–

–

²ñ³°Ù, ³ñÇ° ³Ûëï»Õ:
Arám
ar-i
aysteł!
Aram.nom come-imp.2.sg. here
“Aram, come here!”

If the vocative occurs in any other position than beginning of the sentence, it is comparatively weaker. If the vocative element follows an interjection, this interjection also
intensifies the intonation contour of the vocative in a higher and quicker rising of
tone.
If the vocative occurs in an interrogative sentence, the centre of the sentence’s intonation is the questioned word, thus the intonation of the vocative is comparatively
weaker and shorter than in other vocative expressions.
(35)

à±õñ »ë ·ÝáõÙ, å³åÇÏ:

		 ûr
es
gn-um
papík?
		 wh-where you are go-ptcp.pres. grandpa.nom
		 “Where are you going, Grandpa?”



chapter 2

Morphology
2.1

Nouns

The noun in EA falls into different classes according to its semantic, morphological and word
formation features.
Semantic criteria, in general, divide nouns into
a.
b.

concrete nouns: denoting concrete entities, i.e. accessible to the senses, observable or
measureable and
abstract nouns, which are typically non-observable and non-measurable.

Concrete nouns are further subdivided into
a.
b.

proper nouns; including e.g. personal names, place names etc.
common nouns; denoting objects, states of affairs or individual representatives thereof.

Nouns can also semantically be distinguished according to their “nominal aspect” and their
countability.
––

––

––

2.1.1

Individual aspect, [+shape], [–structure]: a countable, but not divisible, noun. Count
nouns are syntactically combined with quantifiers, particularly numerals; count nouns
appear in both singular and plural, as in »ñÏáõ ïáõÝ erku tun “two houses” (lit.: two house),
ãáñë »ñ»Ë³ č’ors erexa “four children”, (lit.: four child).
Mass aspect, [–shape] [+structure]: not countable, but divisible nouns. Mass nouns usually appear only in the singular and never in the plural. They syntactically co-occur with
classifiers as in »ñÏáõ µ³Å³Ï çáõñ erku bažak ǰur “two glasses of water” (lit.: two glass
water).
Collective aspect, [+shape] [+structure]: nouns expressing a group or set of several
members in terms of a single unit. Collective nouns co-occur with quantifiers, especially
numerals.

Semanto-Syntactic categories

2.1.1.1 Humanness/Animacy
MEA has no a gender distinction; natural gender is included in the lexicon entry; the grammatical gender can be changed by suffixing the female suffix -áõÑÇ -uhi to the neutral (or
inherently male) word.
MEA distinguishes the semanto-syntactic category humanness/animacy, i.e. MEA distinguishes between nouns denoting persons (+human) and nouns denoting objects, state of
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affairs and even animals (–human); thus, all personal names, all nouns denoting person
e.g. job titles are basically (+human), but even personified animals or objects. Thus, chess
figures and playing cards are also basically (+human). In general, however, animals and
plants are (–human).
The lexically inherent or semantically predetermined ± humanness of a noun may,
however, be changed in certain semantic, and even morpho-syntactic, contexts. This is
particularly true for the personification of objects and animals and the “institutionalization” and “depersonification” of nouns denoting persons.
It seems that in Colloquial Armenian, the humanness distinction is gradually expanding to an animacy distinction; especially within the noun subclass of (–human) animals,
when referring to a certain, specific animal and not to animals in general.
(1)

²ÝÝ³Ý ßÝ»ñ ¿ ëÇñáõÙ:

Anna-n
šn-er
ē
sir-um.
		 Anna.nom-the dog.pl-nom she is love-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anna loves dogs.” (In general, all dogs)
(2)

²ÝÝ³Ý ëÇñáÙ » Çñ Ñáñ ßÝ»ñÇÝ:

Anna-n
sir-um
ē
ir
		 Anna.nom-the love-ptcp.pres. she is her
		

hor
šn-er-i-n.
father-dat dog-pl-dat-the
		 “Anna loves her father’s dogs.” (Specific, defined dogs)

The category “humanness” is of importance primarily for the case assignment and morphological expression of the direct object (=patient) of a transitive verb. In general, (+human)
direct objects appear in the dative case, whereas (–human) direct objects appear in the
nominative. The humanness distinction is also substantial for the expression of the passive object (logical subject) of a passivised verb in the bare ablative or as a postpositional
phrase, and even to distinguish the various functions of detransitivised verbs.
It was the Armenian grammarian Asatryan who, in 1970, first gave a systematic overview of the interaction of the category ‘humanness’ focusing on the morphological expression of a direct object of a transitive verb, with definiteness.
1.
2.

3.

4.

(+human) noun, denoting a definite person dative (with definite article)
ºë ëÇñáõÙ »Ù ÇÙ ÙáñÁ: Es sir-um em im mor-ě. I love my mother.
(+human) noun, denoting a definite object, state of affair → nominative (with definite
article)
Ü³ Çñ ÁÝÏ»ñÁ Ïáñóñ»ó: Na ir ěnker-ě korc’rec’. He lost his friend.
(+human) noun, denoting an indefinite, non-specific person → dative (without definite article)
Ü³ áõë³ÝáÕÇ ëÇñ»ó: Na usanoł-i sirec’. He loved a student.
(+human) noun, denoting an indefinite object, institution or state of affairs (depersonification) → nominative (without definite article)
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ºë Ñ³Ûñ »Ù Ïáñóñ»É: Es hayr em korc’rel. I have lost (my) father.

5.

6.

7.

8.

(–human) noun, denoting a definite object or state of affair → nominative (with definite article)
ºë í³ñ¹Á ·ï³: Ü³ ÏáíÁ ÙáñÃ»ó: Es vard-ě gta. I found the rose. Na kov-ě mort’ec’.
He killed the cow.
(–human) noun, denoting a definite person (“personification”) → dative (with definite article)
êáË³ÏÁ Çñ í³ñ¹ÇÝ ·ï³í: Soxak-ě ir vard-i-n gtav. The nightingale found its
rose.¶ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ áã ÙÇ ÏáíÇ ãÇ ÙáñÃÇ: Gyułac’i-n oč’ mi kov-i č’i mort’i. The farmer will
not kill any cow.
(–human) noun, denoting an indefinite, non-specific object, state of affair → nominative (without indefinite article)
ºë í³ñ¹ ·ï³: Es vard gta. I found a rose. Ü³ Ïáí ÙáñÃ»ó: Na kov mort’ec’. He killed
a cow.
(–human) noun, denoting an indefinite person (personification) → dative (with definite article)
êáË³ÏÁ ³Ù»Ý í³ñ¹Ç ãÇ ëÇñÇ: Soxak-ě amen vard-i č’i siri. The nightingale will not
love every rose. ¶ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ áã ÙÇ ÏáíÇ ãÇ ÙáñÃÇ: Gyułac’i-n oč’ mi kov-i č’i mort’i. The
farmer will not kill any cow.

Among the possible expressions given by Asatryan the following two cases occur seldom
and are highly unproductive:
2.

6.

(+human) noun, denoting a definite object, state of affair → nominative (with definite
article)
Î»Ý¹³ÝÇÝ ×³Ý³ãáõÙ ¿ Çñ ï»ñÁ: Kendani-n čanač’-um ē ir ter-ě. An animal knows its
master.
(–human), denoting a definite person (“personification”) → dative (with definite
article)
²ñ¨Á ßáÛáõÙ ¿ Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ï»ñ¨Ç: Arew-ě šoy-um ē yurak’anč’yur terew-i. The sun
caresses each leaf.

One can follow, that the case assignment (dative vs. nominative) is to the direct object of a
transitive verb primarily and depends on the “contextual humanness” of a noun rather than
on the inherent humanness as given in the basic lexical entry of a noun. Secondarily, definiteness of a noun also seems be of importance for case assignment; this is particularly true, if a
(+human) noun appears as contextually (–human) and thus is generalised and indefinite.
(3) î»ë³ ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹:
tes-a
mi
mard.
see-aor.1.sg indef person.nom
“I saw a person.” (Absolutely neutral statement)
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(3)

a.

			
			
			

î»ë³ ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹áõ:

tesa
mi
mard-u.
see-aor.1.sg indef person-dat
“I saw a (certain) person…”

The second form with (+human) indefinite direct object in the nominative (3a) seems to
be used only in cases where the person “I” saw is additionally specified by a following sentence or dependent clause. In a completely neutral and indefinite expression the first form
(3) is preferably used.
The division into semantic classes is also reflected in the morphological declension
classes, but also in word formation (derivation, composition).

2.1.1.2 Number
MEA distinguishes between singular and plural. The division of nouns according to the
expression of number is the following:
a.
b.
c.

count nouns, combining with singular and plural;
nouns combining only with singular, i.e. singularia tantum;
nouns combining only with plural, i.e. pluralia tantum.

The following noun groups belong to singularia tantum.
a.

b.
––
––
––
––

c.
d.
e.

(Abstract) collective nouns suffixed with -áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun or -»Õ»Ý -ełen, as e.g.
Ù³ñ¹ÏáõÃÛáõÝ mardkut’yun “mankind”, áõë³ÝáÕáõÃÛáõÝ usanołut’yun “student body”,
»ñÏ³Ã»Õ»Ý erkat’ełen “ironware, hardware” etc.
Abstract nouns suffixed with -áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun, denoting
qualities as found in Ñå³ñïáõÃÛáõÝ hpartut’yun “pride”, Ï³ñÙñáõÃÛáõÝ karmrut’yun
“redness” etc.
nouns from the lexical field job/profession as in »ñÏñ³·áñÍáõÃÛáõÝ erkragorcut’yun
“agriculture, tillage”, ·ÛáõÕ³ïÝï»ëáõÃÛáõÝ gyułatntesut’yun “agriculture” etc.
nouns from the lexical fields of policy, sociology e.g. ëïñÏ³ïÇñáõÃÛáõÝ strkatirut’yun
“slavery” etc.
nouns from the lexical fields of science, various fields of studies as
e.g. É»½í³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ lezvabanut’yun “linguistics”, »ñÏñ³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ erkrabanut’yun
“geology” etc.
abstract nouns suffixed with -Ç½Ù -izm, as in ëáóÇ³ÉÇ½Ù soc’ializm “socialism”,
Ï³åÇï³ÉÇ½Ù kapitalizm “capitalism” etc.
material nouns, like. Ï³Ã kat’ “milk”, ·ÇÝÇ gini “wine”, »ñÏ³Ã erkat’ “iron” etc.
Nouns denoting certain objects or a certain person (as e.g. personal or place names)

In some contexts, however, the nouns given above may also occur in the plural. This can occur
with personal names in the plural, referring to various persons or to family members.
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(4)

Ø»ñ ÏáõñëÇ »ñÏáõ ²ñ³ÙÝ»ñÁ É³í »Ý ëáíáñáõÙ:

		 mer kurs-i
erku Aram-ner-ě
lav en
sovor-um.
		 our course-dat two Aram.nom-pl-the good they are learn-ptcp.pres.
		 “The two Arams on our course learn well.”

MEA no longer has real pluralia tantum. The majority of those words inherited as former
dual words or plural words from Classical Armenian are nowadays interpreted as regular
countable words and as such can also combine with the plural, such as ³ãù ač’k’ “eye”,
áïù otk’ “foot”, as well as Ë»Éù xelk’ “mind, intellect”, ÙÇïù mitk’ “thought”, ÏÛ³Ýù kyank’
“life” etc.
The following two groups of nouns may, however, be considered as pluralia tantum.
a.

b.

Nouns with inherited Classical Armenian plural forms -Ýù -nk’, ³Ýù -ank’, áÝù
-onk’, -áõÝù -unk’, which denote a family or kin, cannot combine with the plural e.g.
ì³ñ¹³Ý»Ýù Vardanenk’ “the family/kin of Vardan”
Geographical names already showing a plural morpheme.

Formation of Number
The singular is expressed with a zero-morpheme, whilst the plural is expressed by means of
the allomorph suffix -(Ý)»ñ -(n)er, which is directly attached to the noun stem.
1.
–

Plural in -»ñ -er
-»ñ -er is generally suffixed to monosyllabic words.

Exceptions to this general rule for monosyllabic words
a.

b.

The following monosyllabic nouns: éáõë r°us “Russian”, éáõëÝ»ñ r°us-ner “Russians”,
Ù³ñ¹ mard “human, person”, Ù³ñ¹Çù mard-ik’ “humans, people”, ÏÇÝ kin “woman”,
Ï³Ý³Ûù kanayk’ “women”.
Nouns inherited from Classical Armenian, but with the loss of the final (-n) and thus
of the second syllable in the course of Armenian language development. These former
-n-nouns form the plural with the suffix – Ý»ñ ner: ÓáõÏ juk “fish”, Ó»é jer° “hand”, Ãáé
t’or° “grandchild”, áï ot “foot”, ÙáõÏ muk “mouse”, »½ ez “ox”, É»é ler° “mountain”, µ»é ber°
“load; burden”, Ù³ï mat “finger”, ·³é gar° “lamb”.

This plural formation is also applied to compound nouns the last element of which is a
monosyllabic word, which is interpreted as nominal, e.g. Ñ»é³·Çñ her°agir “telegraph”
-Ñ»é³·ñ»ñ her°agr-er “telegraphs”; å³Ù³Ý³·Çñ paymanargir “contract” - å³ÛÙ³Ý³·ñ»ñ
paymanagr-er “contracts” etc.
If, however, the monosyllabic lexeme (the last element of the compound is interpreted
as being deverbal, the plural suffix – Ý»ñ ner must be used, e.g. ¹³ë³ïáõ dasatu “teacher”
< -ïáõ -tu < ï³É tal “give” ¹³ë³ïáõ-Ý»ñ dasatu-ner “teachers”; å³ïÙ³·Çñ patmagir <
-·Çñ -gir < ·ñ»É grel “write”, “historian”, å³ïÙ³·Çñ-Ý»ñ patmagir-ner “historians” etc.
2.

Plural in – Ý»ñ -ner

––

The suffix – Ý»ñ -ner is generally used with all polysyllabic nouns.
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––

Those nouns consisting of one and a half syllables, i.e. nouns of which one syllable is
not formed with a full vowel, but with the unstressed central vowel Á ě, form the plural
in the following way:

a.

if the word’s first syllable is formed with the central vowel Á ĕ , then this word is interpreted
as bisyllabic and the suffix -Ý»ñ -ner has to be used, as in ÁÝÏ»ñ ÁÝÏ»ñ-Ý»ñ ěnker – ěnkerner “friend to friends”, ·Ý¹³Ï ·Ý¹³Ï-Ý»ñ g(ě)ndak – g(ě)ndak-ner “ball to balls” etc.
if the word’s second syllable is formed with the central vowel Á ĕ , then this noun is
interpreted as monosyllabic and thus the suffix -»ñ -er has to be used, as in ³ëïÕ
³ëïÕ-»ñ ast(ě)ł – ast(ě)ł-er “star – stars”; í³·ñ í³·ñ-»ñ vag(ě)r – vag(ě)r-er “tiger –
tigers”; Ï³Ûëñ Ï³Ûëñ-»ñ kays(ě)r – kays(ě)r-er “emperor – emperors”; ï»ïñ ï»ïñ-»ñ
tet(ě)r – tet(ě)r-er “notebook – notebooks” etc.

b.

Apart from these productive suffixes there are some other plural suffixes which have been
inherited from Classical Armenian and which are still used with certain nouns or in certain contexts and styles.
3. Plural in -ÇÏ -ik
This plural suffix occurs only with the noun Ù³ñ¹ mard “human/person” and its compounds,
such as Ù³ñ¹ mard Ù³ñ¹-ÇÏ mardik, ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹ tłamard “man” ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹-ÇÏ tłamardik etc.
4. Plural in -³Ûù -ayk’
This plural suffix occurs only with the nouns ÏÇÝ kin “woman” and å³ñáÝ paron “mister”
and their compounds, such as e.g. ÏÇÝ kin “woman” Ï³Ý-³Ûù kanayk’, ïÇÏÇÝ tikin “Mrs.”
ïÇÏÝ³Ûù tiknayk’; å³ñáÝ paron “Mr.” - å³ñáÝ³Ûù paronayk’ etc.
5. Plural in -ù -k’
This plural suffix is commonly used in colloquial Armenian, particularly with the noun
»ñ»Ë³ erexa “child” and nouns denoting origin, ending in -óÇ, -c’i, as e.g. in »ñ»Ë³ erexa
“child” - »ñ»Ë»ù erexek’; ·ÛáõÕ³óÇ gyułac’i “farmer” -·ÛáõÕ³óÇù gyułac’ik’
(5)	²½·áõÃÛ³Ùµ µ»É³éáõë ¿ñ, ¿ñ»Ë»ù ãáõÝ»ÇÝù, ÇÝùÁ ÑÇí³Ý¹ ¿ñ:
(Hetk’ 15.01.2006)
azgut’y-amb
nationality-inst

belar°us
White Russian.nom

č’-un-eink’
neg-have-past.1.pl

ink’-ě
he.nom

hivand
ill

ēr
he was

ērex-ek’
child-pl.nom

ēr.
he was

“He was White Russian by nationality, we had no children, he was ill.”

6. Plural of Personal Names
The plural forms of personal names -³Ýù ank’, -»Ýù -enk’ and -áõÝù -unk’ denote the affiliation and membership to a certain person. The forms in -»Ýù -enk’ are nowadays the most
frequent and productive ones, whereas the other forms tend to occur in colloquial Armenian
and in older texts. ì³ñ¹³Ý Vardan – ì³ñ¹³Ý»Ýù Vardanenk’ “the family/kin of Vardan”.
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Excursus: Alternation in Plural Formations
Alternation due to the suffixation of the plural suffixes and the involved change of stress
may happen with the weak vowels -u- and -i-.
1.
2.

In the initial position i- and u- remain unchanged in plural formations.
In the medial position -i- and -u- underlie alternations with plural formations.

a.

g.

In general, the medial -i- is reduced to -ě- in monosyllabic nouns. Exceptions to this
plural alternation are the following words: ¹Çñù dirk’ “position, setting”, ÅåÇï žpit
“smile”, ÉÇùó lic’k’ “charge, filling”, ÏÇñ× kirč “canyon”, ÑÇÙù himk’ “base”, ÓÇñù jirk’
“gift, talent”, ×Çã čič’ “cry”, ÝÇß niš “mark”, ßÇÃ šit’ “jet; stream”, íÇÑ vih “abyss”, ùÇÙù
k’imk’ “palate”, ýÇÉÙ film “Film” etc.
The medial -i of polysyllabic nouns remain unchanged in plural formations, as in
µÅÇßÏ bžišk “doctor”: µÅÇßÏÝ»ñ bžišk-ner; Ñ³ßÇí hašiv “invoice” : Ñ³ßÇíÝ»ñ hašivner, áñáßÇã orošič’ “attribute” : áñáßÇãÝ»ñ orošič’ner etc.
Exceptions to this rule are (a) the lexeme »ñÏÇñ erkir “country”, in plural formations with
the reduced vowel -i- to -ě- ºñÏñÝ»ñ erkr-ner (NOM.PL) as well as (b) all compound
nouns the last element of which is a monosyllabic deverbal lexeme containing -i- such as
å³ïÙ³·Çñ patmagir “historian”: å³ïÙ³·ÇñÝ»ñ patmagir-ner.
The medial -u- is generally reduced to -ě- in monosyllabic words, as in çáõñ jur “water”:
çñ»ñ jr-er, ëáõñµ surb “holy”: ëñµ»ñ srb-er.
There are however some monosyllabic nouns, in which -u- remains unchanged e.g. ÃáõËë
t’uxs “brood-hen”, Ãáõñù t’urk’ “Turk”, ËáõÃ xut’ “reef ”, Ïáõéù kur°k’ “idol”, Ïáõï kut “core”,
Ïáõñë kurs “course”, ÑáõÝ hun “channel, riverbed”, Ñáõß huš “recollection, memory”, Ùáõïù
mutk’ “entrance”, Ùáõñ× murč “hammer”, éáõÙµ r°umb “bomb”, ëáõñ× surč “coffee”, ïáõñù
turk’ “fee; toll”, ïáõ÷ tup’ “box”, ïáõý tuf “tuff ”, ùáõÝù k’unk’ “temple” etc.
There are even some monosyllabic words with -u- which used to show reduction, but
which are not productively reduced any more, such as µáõù buk’ “snow-storm”, µáõñ·
burg “pyramid”, ¹áõùë duks “duke”, ÑáõÝÓ hunj “harvest”, ëáõ· sug “sorrow, grief ”,
ùáõñÙ k’urm “priest” etc.
The -u- of the last syllable of polysyllabic compounds remains unchanged, if the plural is
formed by means of the suffix -ner as in Ù»Í³ïáõÝ mecatun “rich man” -»Í³ïáõÝÝ»ñ
mecatunner. It is reduced to -ě-, if the plural is formed by means of -er, as in Ñ³Ýù³çáõñ
hank’ajur “mineral water”– Ñ³Ýù³çñ»ñ hank’ajrer, Í³é³µáõÝ car°abun “tree nest”–
Í³é³µÝ»ñ car°abner©
The medial -u- of polysyllabic nouns remains unchanged if plural form -ner is used.

3

In the final position -i and -u may underlie alternations with plural formations

––

-i and -u remain unchanged in polysyllabic nouns, such as Ï³ïáõ – Ï³ïáõÝ»ñ katu –
katu-ner “cat to cats”, ·ÇÝÇ – ·ÇÝÇÝ»ñ gini – gini-ner “wine to wines” etc.
The final – u of a monosyllabic noun changes with the plural suffix -er to -v-, as in
e.g. . Óáõ ju “egg” Óí»ñ j-v-er “eggs” etc.

b.

––

c.
d.

e.

f.

––
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The Use of the Plural
The plural is not used with countable nouns in combination with modifying cardinal numbers and indefinite quantifiers.
(6)

ºë ï»ëÝáõÙ »Ù »ñ»ù ³ÕçÏ³:

		 Es
tesn-um
em erek’ ałjk-a.
		 i.nom see-ptcp.pres. I am 3
girl-dat
		 “I see three girls.”

However, the plural is obligatory in combination with the collective quantifier µáÉáñ bolor
“all” and the quantifier ß³ï šat “many/much”. With the distributive quantifiers ³Ù»Ý amen
“all” and Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ yurak’anč’yur “each” the nouns obligatorily appear in the singular.
(7)

ºë åÇïÇ Ï³ñ¹³Ù µáÉáñ ·ñù»ñÁ:

		 Es
piti kard-am
bolor grk’-er-ĕ.
		 i.nom read-deb.fut.1.sg all
book-pl.nom-the
		 “I must read all books.”
(8)

ºë ×³Ý³ãáõÙ »Ù ß³ï áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇ:

		 Es
čanač’-um
em šat
usanoł-ner-i.
		 i.nom know-ptcp.pres. I am many student-pl-dat
		 “I know many students.”

The plural must also be used if apart from the quantifying attribute, nouns also have other
modifying attributes, such as adjectives, possessives, determiners etc.
(9)

ºë ï»ëÝáõÙ »Ù »Õµáñ »ñ»ù ³ÕçÇÏÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 Es
tesn-um
em ełb-or
erek’ ałjik-ner-i-n.
		 i.nom see-ptcp.pres. I am brother-dat three girl-pl-dat-the
		 “I see my brother’s three daughters (girls).”
(10)

ºë ï»ëÝáõÙ »Ù ³Ûë »ñ»ù ³ÕçÇÏÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 Es
tesn-um
em ays erek’ ałjik-ner-i-n.
		 i.nom see-ptcp.pres I am this three girl-pl-dat-the
		 “I see these three girls.”
(11)

ºë ·áíáõÙ »Ù ÇÙ ÑÇÝ· áõë³ÝáõÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 Es
gov-um
em im hing usanoł-ner-i-n.
		 i.nom praise-ptcp.pres. I am my five student-pl-dat-the
		 “I praise my five students.”
		 a.

ºë ·áíáõÙ »Ù ÑÇÝ· áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇë:

		
			
		

Es
gov-um
em hing usanoł-ner-i-s.
i.nom praise-ptcp.pres. I am five student-pl-dat-my
“I praise my five students.”
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2.1.2

Declension classes

The noun can also be grouped according to its morphological (and semantic) features
into various declension classes. The most productive declension is the i-declension.
Following the traditional grammar approach, one distinguishes vowel or thematic
declension from consonant or athematic declension.
The declension is formed by means of case endings, which are directly attached to the
noun’s stem in the singular or following the plural suffix.
SMEA uses the same case endings for the ablative case in -Çó -ic’, the instrumental
case in -áí -ov (respectively in consonant an-declension -³Ùµ -amb) as well as for the
locative case in -áõÙ -um. These suffixes are used both in the singular and the plural. Case
endings in the plural are the same for all declension classes.
stem-(plural suffix)-(case ending)-(definiteness/possessiveness suffix)

In declension, as in word formation and plural formation, the stress shift happens, due to
which alternations may happen with the weak vowels i and u.
Alternations in Declension
1.
2.
a.

––

b.

c.

––

d.

Initial position: in the initial position both i- and u- remain unchanged in
declension.
Medial position
The medial -i of monosyllabic nouns is generally reduced in declension, as in e.g.
ëÇñï sirt “heart” – ëñïÇ srti , ·Çñù girk’ “book” – ·ñùÇ grk’i, ÃÇ½ t’iz “hand (as measure)” – Ã½Ç t’zi, ÙÇë mis “meat” – ÙëÇ msi, ÉÇ× lič “lake” - É×Ç lči, íÇ½ viz “neck” – í½Ç
vzi, ·ÇÅ giž “madman” – ·ÅÇ gži etc.
There are some monosyllabic words, in which -i remains unchanged in declension,
such as ¹Çñù dirk’ “position, setting”, ÅåÇï žpit “smile”, ÉÇùó lic’k’ “charge, filling”,
ÏÇñ× kirč “canyon”, ÑÇÙù himk’ “base”, ÓÇñù jirk’ “gift, talent”, ×Çã čič’ “cry”, ÝÇß niš
“mark”, ßÇÃ šit’ “jet; stream”, íÇÑ vih “abyss”, ùÇÙù k’imk’ “palate”, ýÇÉÙ film “Film” etc.
The medial -i of polysyllabic words is reduced to -ě-, as in µÅÇßÏ bžišk- µÅßÏÇ bžški”
doctor, physician”, Ñ³ßÇí hašiv – Ñ³ßíÇ hašv-i “account”, áõëáõóÇã usuc’ič – áõëáõóãÇ
usuc’č’-i “teacher” etc.
The medial -u- is reduced in monosyllabic words, such as ëáõñ sur “sword”– ëñÇ sri , Ùáõñ mur
“soot” -ÙñÇ mri, Ãáõñ t’ur “sabre” - ÃñÇ t’ri , Ñáõñ hur “fire” - ÑñÇ hri, ÃáõÃ t’ut’ “mulberry”
ÃÃÇ t’t’i , ëáõï sut “lie” ëïÇ sti , çáõñ jur “water” çñÇ jri, ×áõï čut “chick” – ×ïÇ čti etc.
There are some monosyllabic words, in which u- remains unchanged in declension,
such as ÃáõËë t’uxs “brood-hen”, Ãáõñù t’urk’ “Turk”, ËáõÃ xut’ “reef ”, Ïáõéù kur°k’
“idol”, Ïáõï kut “core”, Ïáõñë kurs “course”, ÑáõÝ hun “channel, riverbed”, Ñáõß huš
“recollection, memory”, Ùáõïù mutk’ “entrance”, Ùáõñ× murč “hammer”, éáõÙµ r°umb
“bomb”, ëáõñ× surč “coffee”, ïáõñù turk’ “fee; toll”, ïáõ÷ tup’ “box”, ïáõý tuf “tuff ”,
ùáõÝù k’unk’ “temple” etc. Some of the nouns given here used to show reduction of the
medial -u in former days.
The medial -u of the last element of a polysyllabic compound remains unchanged if it is not
a noun ending in -áõÃÛáõÝ-ut’yun, -áõÙ -um, -áõÝ -un, such as. Ù»Í³ïáõÝ-Ù»Í³ï³Ý.
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3. Final position
The final -u is changed to -v- with case endings in instances of belonging to the u-declension,
such as Óáõ ju “egg”– ÓíÇ jvi, Ï³ïáõ katu “cat” – Ï³ïíÇ katvi, É»½áõ lezu “language/
tongue” – É»½íÇ lezvi etc.
Other alternations in declension affect
––

––
––

––
––

the medial vowel a which may be deleted (³ a < 0), as in ³Ù³é amar° “summer”
³Ùé³Ý amr°an, is a particularly productive alternation in colloquial Armenian: µ»ñ³Ý
beran “mouth” – µ»ñÝÇ bern-i75
the medial vowel e (», ¿ ) which is reduced to -i- or completely deleted (¿ ē < Ç i, 0), as in
ï¿ñ tēr “lord” – ïÇñáç tiroj, ÓÙ»é jmer° “winter”– ÓÙé³Ý jm(ě)r°an
the medial diphthong uy is reduced in high literary styles in monosyllabic words to áõ
u as in ÑáõÛë hyus “hope”– Ñáõëá huso, ÉáõÛë luys “light”– Éáõëá luso, ; otherwise, particularly in colloquial Armenian, it remains unchanged.
the medial diphthong uy is reduced to Á ě in monosyllabic words, such as ùáõÛñ k’uyr
ù(Á)ñáç k’(ě)roj , µáõÛÝ buyn “bird’s nest” – µ(Á)ÝÇ b(ě)ni etc.
the medial diphthong áõÛ uy in monosyllabic words is reduced to Á ě or even entirely
deleted in colloquial and dialectal Armenian, such as ÓÛáõÝ jyun “snow”, Ó(Á)ÝÇ j(ě)
ni,76 ³ÉÛáõñ alyur “flour” – ³ÉñÇ alri77 etc.

MEA has eight declension classes; it is the dative singular that specifies and denominates
the declension classes.
The -i, -u, -an, -va and -oj declension types are grouped with vowel declension. The
consonant declension types are relatively unproductive and can be found in the declension
classes of -a and -o.
The subclassification of nouns into declension classes is both motivated by morphological and semantic reasons.

2.1.2.1 i-declension
This most productive declension class is not semantically motivated. Apart from the majority of MEA nouns being declined according to this group, the following nouns also classify
with the i-declension class. The i-declension is also the most frequently used declension in
colloquial Armenian; here even other declension classes are replaced by the more productive
i-declension (see below):78

. In both written and spoken Armenian µ»ñ³Ý beran – µ»ñ³ÝÇ berani is nowadays regarded
as common form.
. In written Armenian ÓÛáõÝ jyun – ÓÛ³Ý jyan or in spoken Armenian sometimes ÓÛ³Ý jyuni
. In written Armenian ³ÉÛáõñ alyur - ³ÉÛáõñÇ alyuri; this is also the more common form in
spoken Armenian.
. (Łaragylulyan 1981: 92) for colloquial Armenian in general and (Zak’aryan 1981: 216) for
colloquial Yerevan Armenian mentions the frequent replacement of the following declension
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a.

Nominalised adjectives, pronouns as well as nominalised possessive datives, as e.g.

––

Ï³Ý³ã kanač’ “green” : Ï³Ý³ãÁ kanač’ě “the green” : Ï³Ý³ãÇ(Ý) kanač’in, Ï³Ý³ãÇó
kanač’ic’, Ï³Ý³ãáí kanač’ov, Ï³Ý³ãáõÙ kanač’um
ÇÙ im “my” : ÇÙÁ imě “mine” : ÇÙÇ(Ý) imi(n), ÇÙÇó imic’, ÇÙáí imov, ÇÙÇ Ù»ç imi mej
²ñ³ÙÇ ·ÇñùÁ Arami girk’ě “Aram’s book”: ²ñ³ÙÇÝÁ Aramině “Aram’s”, ²ñ³ÙÇÝÇ(Ý)
Aramini(n), ²ñ³ÙÇÝÇó Araminic’, ²ñ³ÙÇÝáí Araminov, ²ñ³ÙÇÝÇ Ù»ç Aramini mej

––
––

b.

The nouns ÑáõÛë huys “hope”, ÉáõÛë luys “light”, ëáõ· sug “sorrow/grief ”, are nowadays predominantly inflected following the i-declension, particularly in colloquial Armenian.79
Apart from these productive forms, in high literary style, in idioms and compounds
the older, classical forms are still used:

––
––

ÑáõÛë huys “hope”, Ñáõëáí »Ù husov em “I hope”
ÉáõÛë luys “light” – Éáõëá luso, but in modern words ÉáõÛëÇ µ»ÏáõÙ luysi bekum

––

ëáõ· sug “sorrow/grief ”, ë·á ×³é sgo čar° “funeral speech”, but more common ë·Ç
½·»ëï sgi zgest “mourning (clothes)”

c.

Nouns ending in -(Á)ñ (ĕ)r. These nouns are inherited from the Classical Armenian
e-declension of r-stems,80 which is nowadays highly unproductive and often replaced
by the i-declension, particularly in colloquial Armenian. In high literary style as well as
in some compounds, the Classical declension is however still used:

––
––

¹áõëïñ dustr “daughter”, ¹ëï»ñ dster: coll. ¹ëïñÇ dstri
Ï³Ûëñ kaysr “emperor”, Ï³Ûë»ñ kayser: coll. Ï³ÛëñÇ kaysri

d.

Nouns ending in -ëï st and -Ý¹ -nd. These nouns are inherited from the Classical
Armenian an-declension81 and are only used in this antiquated or high literary style,
some compounds and in some idioms. In colloquial language they are replaced by the
i-declension82

“refraction”

classes by i-declension: vowel u-, an- (particularly nouns ending in -um), -va, and -oj as well as the
limited consonantal declensions in a- and o-. Particularly affected are the inherited declensions
from Classical Armenian, as will be specified in this chapter.
.

Łaragylulyan 1981: 92: Zak’aryan 1981: 216.

. e.g. Classical Armenian, SG. < ¹áõëïñ dustr, ¹ëï»ñ dster, ½¹áõëïñ zdustr, Ç ¹ëï»ñ¿ i dsterē,
¹ëï»ñµ dsterb, Ç ¹ëï»ñ is dster.
. e.g. Classical Armenian, SG. ÍÝáõÝ¹ cnund < ÍÝáõÝ¹ cnund, ÍÝÝ¹»³Ý cnndean, ½ÍÝáõÝ¹ zcnund,
Ç ÍÝÝ¹»Ý¿ i cnndenē, ÍÝÝ¹»³Ùµ cnndeamb, Ç ÍÝÝ¹»³Ý i cnndean.
. Łaragylulyan 1981: 92; Zak’aryan 1981: 216.
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––
––
––

·³Éáõëï galust “arrival”, ·³ÉëïÛ³Ý galstyan, coll. (modern) – ·³ÉáëïÇ galusti
Ñ³Ý·Çëï hangist “rest, peace”, Ñ³Ý·ëïÛ³Ý hangstyan as in Ñ³Ý·ëïÛ³Ý ûñÁ hangstyan ōr “day off ” : coll. (modern) Ñ³Ý·ëï-Ç hangsti
ÍÝáõÝ¹ cnund “birth”, ÍÝÝ¹-Û³Ý cnndyan as in ÍÝÝ¹Û³Ý ûñÁ cnndyan ōrě “birthday”:
coll. (modern): ÍÝÝ¹-Ç cnndi.

If a noun ends in -³ a or -á o, the sequence of the final [c] or [f] and thematic vowel [i]
Ç i in morpheme boundary triggers the insertion of the glide [j], which is also expressed
in orthography as Û y , as in e.g. ïÕ³ tła “boy” ïÕ³ÛÇ tłayi, ÏÇÝá kino “cinema; movie”
ÏÇÝáÛÇ kinoyi.
If a mono- or bisyllabic noun ends in [u] – áõ u, the sequence of [u] with thematic vowel
[i] becomes [v] í v, as in É»½áõ lezu “language/tongue” É»½íÇ lezvi, ³éáõ ar°u “brook” ³éíÇ.
ë³ñ sar “mountain”

SG.           
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ë³ñ(Á)
ë³ñ-Ç(Ý)
ë³ñ-Çó
ë³ñ-áí
ë³ñ-áõÙ

sar(ě)
sar-i(n)
sar-ic’
sar-ov
sar-um

PL.
ë³ñ-»ñ(Á)
ë³ñ-»ñ-Ç(Ý)
ë³ñ-»ñ-Çó
ë³ñ-»ñ-áí
ë³ñ-»ñ-áõÙ

sar-er(ě)
sar-er-i(n)
sar-eric’
sar-er-ov
sar-er-um

2.1.2.2 u-declension
Certain nouns are classified with the u-declension.
a.

Nouns ending in -i, with the exception of

––
––
––
––

nouns for days of the week
personal and place names of non-Armenian origin
compounds consisting of ï»ÕÇ tełi as the second element
the nouns ³Ý¹ñÇ andri “statue”, ßíÇ švi “shalm”, ëåÇ spi “seam/scar”, ï³ïÇ tati
“grandma, å³åÇ papi “grandfather”, Ñ³óÇ hac’i “ash tree”, etc.

b.

The four nouns Ù³ñ¹ mard “person”, ³ÙáõëÇÝ amusin “husband”, ³ÝÏáÕÇÝ ankołin
“bed”, ²ëïí³Í astvac “god” and their compounds

c.

The nominalised infinitives

d.

The noun ë»ñ ser “love”.

The final -i belonging to the stem of the noun is often replaced by -u in the dative and ablative cases of polysyllabic nouns; the instrumental is directly attached to the i-less stem of
the noun.
The locative is rarely used in this declension class; it is more often analytically expressedby
means of the postposition Ù»ç mej “in” and the noun in the dative case.
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ù³ÙÇ k’ami “wind”

SG.			
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ù³ÙÇ
ù³Ù-áõ(Ý)
ù³Ù-áõó
ù³Ù-áí
ù³Ù-áõÙ

PL.
k’ami
k’am-u(n)
k’am-uc’
k’am-ov
k’am-um

ù³ÙÇ-Ý»ñ(Á)
ù³ÙÇ-Ý»ñÇ(Ý)
ù³ÙÇ-Ý»ñ-Çó
ù³ÙÇ-Ý»ñ-áí
ù³ÙÇ-Ý»ñ-áõÙ

k’ami-ner(ě)
k’ami-ner-i(n)
k’ami-ner-ic’
k’ami-ner-ov
k’ami-ner-um

Ù³ñ¹ mard “person”

SG.			
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

Ù³ñ¹(Á)
Ù³ñ¹-áõ(Ý)
Ù³ñ¹-áõó
Ù³ñ¹-áí

PL.
mard(ě)
mard-u(n)
mard-uc’
mard-ov

–

Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ		
Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó
Ù³ñ¹Ï³ÝóÇó
Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýáí

mard-ik
mardkanc’
mardkanc’ic’
mardkanov

–

·Ý³ÉÁ gnal-ě “the going” (nominalised infinitive)

SG.
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

·Ý³É(Á)
·Ý³É-áõ
·Ý³É-áõó
·Ý³É-áí
(·Ý³É-áõÙ)

gnal(ě)
gnal-u
gnal-uc’
gnal-ov
(gnal-um)

It is interesting to note, that in colloquial Armenian, some words belonging to the i-declension,
are inflected following this u-declension, as e.g. ïÕ³ tła “boy” < ïÕáõ tł-u (DAT) instead
of i-declension ïÕ³ÛÇ tła-y-i (DAT).83

2.1.2.3 an-declension
This declension class comprises the following nouns:
a.
b.

all nouns in -áõÙ -um inherited from Classical Armenian -áõÙÝ -umn84
all monosyllabic nouns that origin in Classical Armenian simple n-stems,85 such as
ÙáõÏ muk “mouse”, ¹áõé dur° “door”, É»é ler° “mountain”, ·³é gar° “lamb”, ÓáõÏ juk “fish”,
Ýáõé nur° “pomegranate”. The following Classical Armenian n-stems are more frequently
inflected according to the productive i-declension: »½ ez “ox”, Ãáé t’or° “grandchild”, ÍáõÝÏ
cunk “knee”, Íáé cor° “goose berry”.

. Łaragylulyan 1981: 92.
. In Classical Armenian, stems in -áõÙÝ -umn, a consonant declension class: áõëáõÙ usum “study”:
áõëÙ³Ý usm-an, ½áõëáõÙÝ z-usm-an, ÛáõëÙ³Ý¿ y-usm-anē, áõëÙ³Ùµ usm-amb, ÛáõëáõÙ y-usum.
. In Classical Armenian simple stems in -Ý -n, a consonant declension class: ÙáõÏÝ mukn
“mouse”, ÙÏ-³Ý mk-an, ½-ÙáõÏÝ z-muk-n, Ç ÙÏ-³Ý-¿ i mk-anē, ÙÏ-³Ùµ mk-amb, Ç ÙÏ³Ý i mk-an.
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c.
d.

all nouns denoting seasons of the year, i.e. ·³ñáõÝ garun “spring”, ³Ù³é amar° “summer”, ³ßáõÝ ašun “autumn” and ÓÙ»é jmer° “winter”.
the noun Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child”.

Also some alternations occur in the u-declension
––
––

If the noun contains [u] -áõ -u in the last syllable, this [u] -áõ -u is deleted in declension
If the noun is monosyllabic, the final [u] -áõ -u is reduced to [6] -Á- -ĕ- in declension,
as in e.g. ¹áõé dur° - ¹é³Ý d(ě)r°an, ÙáõÏ muk - ÙÏ³Ý m(ě)kan.

The ablative in -Çó -ic’ and the instrumental in -áí -ov are formed in the following ways:
––

––

––
––

––

in nouns ending in -áõÙ -um the ablative and instrumental endings are directly attached
to the nominative of the nouns, as in ³ÝÏáõÙ ankum “fall/breakdown” ³ÝÏáõÙÇó
ankumic’ ³ÝÏáõÙáí ankumov; µ³Å³ÝáõÙ bažanum “separation” µ³Å³ÝáõÙÇó
bažanumic’ µ³Å³ÝáõÙáí bažanumov etc.
in monosyllabic nouns having -Ç -i- or -áõ -u-, the ablative and instrumental endings
are attached to the stems with reduced vowel to -Á- -ĕ-, as in e.g. ÍáõÝÏ cunk “knee”
ÍÝÏÇó cnkic’, ÍÝÏáí cnkov.
in nouns originating in Classical Armenian -Ý -n-stems, the -Ý- -n- occurs in the ablative and instrumental, e.g. ¹áõé dur° “door” ¹éÝÇó dr°-n-ic’ ¹éÝáí dr°-n-ov.
nouns denoting seasons of the year attach the ablative ending to the dative form
and the instrumental to the nominative form, such as. ·³ñáõÝ garun “springtime”,
·³ñÝ³ÝÇó garn-a-nic’, ·³ñáõÝáí garun-ov.
the noun Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child” attaches both ablative and instrumental endings to
the nominative form.

áõëáÙ usum “study”

SG.		
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

áõëáõÙ(Á)
áõëÙ-³Ý(Á)
áõëáõÙ-Çó
áõëáõÙ-áí
(áõëáõÙÇ Ù»ç

PL.

usum(ě)
usm-an(ě)
usum-ic’
usum-ov
usum-i mej

áõëáõÙ-Ý»ñ(Á)
áõëáõÙ -Ý»ñÇ(Ý)
áõëáõÙ -Ý»ñ-Çó
áõëáõÙ -Ý»ñ-áí
áõëáõÙ-Ý»ñ-Ç Ù»ç

usum-ner-(ě)
usum-ner-i(n)
usum-ner-ic’
usum-ner-ov
usum-ner-i mej)

ÙáõÏ muk “mouse”

SG.				
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ÙáõÏ(Á)		
ÙÏ-³Ý(Á)
ÙÏÝ-Çó		
ÙÏÝ-áí		
(ÙÏÝ-áõÙ		

muk(ě)		
mk-an(ě)
mkn-ic‘		
mkn-ov		
mkn-um		

PL.
ÙÏ-Ý»ñ(Á)
ÙÏ-Ý»ñÇ(Ý)
ÙÏ-Ý»ñ-Çó
ÙÏ-Ý»ñ-áí
ÙÏ-Ý»ñ-áõÙ

mk-ner(ě)
mk-ner-i(n)
mk-ner-ic’
mk-ner-ov
mk-ner-um)
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Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child”

	  SG.			  
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

manuk(ě)
mank-an(ě)
manuk-ic’
manuk-ov
–		

Ù³ÝáõÏ(Á)
Ù³ÝÏ-³Ý(Á)
Ù³ÝáõÏ-Çó
Ù³ÝáõÏ-áí

PL.
Ù³ÝáõÏ-Ý»ñ(Á)
Ù³ÝáõÏ-Ý»ñÇ(Ý)
Ù³ÝáõÏ-Ý»ñ-Çó
Ù³ÝáõÏ-Ý»ñ-áí

manuk-ner-(ě)
manuk-ner-i(n)
manuk-ner-ic’
manuk-ner-ov

–

2.1.2.4 va-declension
––

––

––

This declension class is semantically motivated: it comprises all nouns denoting time,
such as time of the day, days of the week, e.g. ·Çß»ñ gišer “night”, »ñÏáõß³µÃÇ erkušabt’i
“Monday”, but NOT the following nouns, grouped with the i-declension: ¹³ñ dar “century”, ñáå» rope “minute”, í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý vayrkyan “second” and »ñ»Ïá ereko “evening”.
Some Armenian place names such as ÈáéÇ Lor°i, ÞáõßÇ Šuši used were originally
inflected following the va-declension, nowadays, however, they are inflected according to i- or -u declension.
The noun Ù³Ñ mah “death” may also be inflected according to the va-declension if
expressing a particular time reference.

Thus, the va-declension is primarily used to express a particular time reference. If, however,
the noun does not principally refer to time but to a general or transferred meaning, it has
to be inflected following the i-declension. The time reference is additionally marked with
quantifying or temporal nominal attributes, such as ³ÝóÛ³É anc’yal “past/last”, Ý³Ëáñ¹
naxord “past”, ³Ûë ays “this”, Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord “next”, ·³ÉÇë galis “to come/next”, »ÏáÕ ekoł
“coming”, ÙÛáõë myus “next” etc.
This means, that the va-declension is mainly used with nouns expressing a period of
time or the temporary process of an action, whereas the i-declension is used with nouns
expressing a point in time or the temporary begin of an action.
(12)

Ø»Ï ß³µ³Ãí³ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ³í³ñï»óÇÝù Ù»ñ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ:

Mek šabat’-va ĕnt’ac’k’-um
avartec’-ink’
one week-dat post
complete-aor.1.pl.
		 “In the course of one week we completed our work.”
(13)

ašxatank’-ner-ĕ.
work-pl.nom-the

Ø»Ï ûñí³ Ù»ç Ø³ñÇÝ»Ý ·ñ»ó Çñ ½»ÏáõóáõÙÁ:

Mek ōr-va
mej Marine-n
one day-dat post Marine.nom-the
		 “Marine wrote her report in one day.”
(14)

mer
our

gr-ec’
write-aor.3.sg.

ir
zekuc’um-ĕ.
her report.nom-the

ØÛáõë ï³ñí³ÝÇó ëÏëí³Í Ù»Ýù ½µ³Õí»Éáõ »Ýù ³Û¹ ³ßË³ï³Ýùáí:

Myus tar-vanic’
other year-abl

sks-v-ac
menk’
begin-pass-ptcp.res. we.nom

zbałvel-u
occupy-ptcp.fut.
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enk’
ayd
ašxatank’-ov.
we are
that
work-inst
		 “Starting next year we will be occupied with that work.”
(15)

ºñ»ù ß³µ³ÃÇó Ý³ Ù»ÏÝáõÙ ¿ Ð³í³Û³Ý ÏÕ½ÇÝ»ñ` ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹Ç:

erek’ šabat’-ic’
three week-abl

na
he.nom

mekn-um
leave-ptcp.pres.

ē
he is

Havayin
Hawai

kłzi-ner
arjakurd-i.
island-pl.nom holiday-dat
		 “In three weeks he leaves for Hawaii for holiday.”
(16)

ºñÏáõ ï³ñáõó Ù»Ýù Ï·Ý³Ýù âÇÝ³ëï³Ý:

		 Erku tar-uc’
menk’
kgna-nk’
		 two
year-abl we.nom go-subj.fut.1.pl
		 “In two years we will go to China.”
(17)

Č’inastan.
China.nom

Ø»Ï ñáå»Çó å³ïë³ëï ÏÉÇÝ»Ù:

		 Mek rope-ic’
patrast klin-em.
		 one second-abl ready
be-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “I will be ready in one minute.”

Formation
Basically, all nouns belonging to this class can form the ablative with -í³ÝÇó -vanic’, which is directly
attached to the nominative form, such as oñ ōr “day” -ûñí³ ōr-va (DAT) – ûñí³ÝÇó ōr-vanic’.
The instrumental in -áí -ov is usually attached to the nominative form; only with a few
nouns is it attached to the dative form.
The locative is seldom used. The only productive case is with the noun ß³µ³Ã šabat’
“week”, as in Ù»Ï ß³µ³ÃáõÙ mek šabat’um “in one week”.
ûñ-ōr “day”

SG.
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ûñ(Á)
ûñ-í³(Ý)
ûñí³Ý-Çó
or-áí
ûñ-áõÙ

PL.
ōr(ě)
ōr-va(n)
ōr-van-ic’
ōr-ov
ōr-um

ûñ-»ñ(Á)
ûñ-»ñÇ(Ý)
ûñ-»ñ-Çó
ûñ-»ñ-áí
ûñ-»ñ-áõÙ

ōr-er(ě)
ōr-er-i(n)
ōr-er-ic’
ōr-er-ov
ōr-er-um

2.1.2.5 oj -declension
This rather small class comprises most of the nouns denoting kinship, as well as the nouns
ï¿ñ tēr “lord/master”, ÁÝÏ»ñ ěnker “friend” and their compounds.
Formation
The ablative and instrumental endings are attached to the dative form ending in -áç -oj.
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Only with a few nouns, the instrumental ending can also be attached to the nominative
form, as in e.g. ÁÝÏ»ñ ěnker, ÁÝÏ»ñáç ĕnker-oj, ÁÝÏ»ñáçÇó ĕnkeroj-ic’ but ÁÝÏ»ñáí ěnker-ov.
ùáõÛñ k’yur “sister”

NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

SG.

PL.

k’uyr(ě)
k’r-oj(ě)
kroj-ic’
kroj-ov
–		

ùáõÛñ -Ý»ñ(Á)
ùáõÛñ -Ý»ñÇ(Ý)
ùáõÛñ -Ý»ñ-Çó
ùáõÛñ -Ý»ñ-áí

ùáõÛñ(Á)
ùñ-áç(Á)
ùñáç-Çó
ùñáç-áí

k’uyr-ner(ě)
k’uyr-ner-i(n)
k’uyr-ner-ic’
k’uyr-ner-ov

–

2.1.2.6 Consonant -a-declension
The following nouns are inflected following the consonant -a-declension:
a.
b.
c.

all nouns ending in -áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun
all nouns ending in -ÛáõÝ -yun
monosyllabic nouns ending in -áõÝ -un.

Alternation in declension occurs in the group of monosyllabic nouns in -áõÝ -un, in which
the vowel -áõ u- is reduced to -Á ĕ-, as in e.g. ïáõÝ tun – ïÝÇó t(ě)n-ic’.
Formation
The ablative ending is attached to the nominative form, e.g. Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ-Çó herosut’yun-ic
“from heroism”, ëÛáõÝ-Çó syun-ic’ “from the column”, ïÝ-Çó tn-ic’ “from the house”.
There are two possibilities for an instrumental ending, which are both attached to the
nominative form.
––
––

––

The instrumental in -áí ov is attached to the nouns ending in -ÛáõÝ yun and -áõÝ un, as in ³ÝÏÛáõÝ
ankyun “corner” - ³ÝÏÛáõÝáí ankyun-ov, ïáõÝ tun “house” - ïÝáí tn-ov.
The instrumental in -³Ùµ amb, which is inherited from Classical Armenian, is attached to
nouns ending in -áõÃÛáõÝ ut’yun, such as Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ herosut’yun “heroism” Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛ³Ùµ
herosut’y-amb. In colloquial Armenian the instrumental ending -áí ov is also used for
nouns ending in -áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun; the ending is directly attached to the nominative form,
e.g. Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ herosut’yun “heroism” Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝáí herosut’yun-ov.
The locative ending is attached to the nominative form. The locative is not often used
due to semantic constraints.

Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ herosut’yun “heroism”

SG.
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ(Á)
Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛ³Ý(Á)
Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ-Çó
Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛ³Ùµ
Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ-áõÙ

herosut’yun(ě)
herosut’yan(ě)
herosut’yun-ic’
herosut’yamb
herosut’yun-um
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³ÝÏÛáõÝ ankyun “corner”

NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

³ÝÏÛáõÝ(Á)
³ÝÏÛ³Ý(Á)
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Çó
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-áí
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-áõÙ

ankyun(ě)
ankyan(ě)
ankyun-ic’
ankyun-ov
ankyun-um

³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Ý»ñ(Á)
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Ý»ñ-Ç(Ý)
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Ý»ñ-Çó
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Ý»ñ-áí
³ÝÏÛáõÝ-Ý»ñ-áõÙ

ankyun-ner(ě)
ankyun-ner-i(n)
ankyun-ner-ic’
ankyun-ner-ov
ankyun-ner-um

ïáõÝ tun “house”

NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ïáõÝ(Á)
ï³Ý(Á)
ïÝ-Çó
ïÝ-áí
ïÝ-áõÙ

tun(ě)
tan(ě)86
tn-ic’
tn-ov
tn-um

ïÝ-»ñ(Á)
ïÝ-»ñ-Ç(Ý)
ïÝ-»ñ-Çó
ïÝ-»ñ-áí
ïÝ-»ñ-áõÙ

tn-er(ě)
tn-er-i(n)
tn-er-ic’
tn-er-ov
tn-er-um

2.1.2.7 Consonant -o-declension
This declension comprises only a few nouns and their compounds: Ñ³Ûñ hayr “father”, Ù³Ûñ
mayr “mother”, »Õµ³Ûñ ełbayr “brother”.
Formation
Both ablative and instrumental endings are attached to the dative form.
The synthetic locative is not used because of semantic constraints.
Ñ³Ûñ hayr “father”

SG.        PL.
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

hayr(ě)
hor(ě)
hor-ic’
hor-ov
–			

Ñ³Ûñ(Á)
Ñáñ(Á)
Ñáñ-Çó
Ñáñ-áí

Ñ³Ûñ-»ñ(Á)
Ñ³Ûñ-»ñ-Ç(Ý)
Ñ³Ûñ-»ñ-Çó
Ñ³Ûñ-»ñ-áí

hayr-er(ě)
hayr-er-i(n)
hayr-er-ic’
hayr-er-um

–

2.1.2.8 Deviating or obsolete/antiquated declensions
The noun ³ÕçÇÏ ałjik “girl” shows a deviating inflection; however, some Armenian authors
group this noun with the vowel an-declension87.

.

Please note that the definite dative form is also lexicalised with the meaning “(at) home”.

. In Classical Armenian this noun is grouped with consonant-declension of stems in -áõÏ/-ÇÏ
-uk/-ik, as e.g. ³ÕçÇÏ ałjik, ³ÕçÏ-³Ý ałjk-an, ½³ÕçÇÏ załjik, Û³ÕçÏ³Ý¿ y-ałjk-anē ³ÕçÏ³Ùµ
ałjk-amb, Û³ÕçÏ³Ý y-ałjk-an.
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SG.				
PL.
NOM ³ÕçÇÏ(Á)
ałjik(ě)
³ÕçÇÏ -Ý»ñ(Á)		
ałjik-ner(ě)
DAT
³ÕçÏ³(Ý)
ałjka(n)		
³ÕçÇÏ -Ý»ñ-Ç(Ý)		
ałjik-ner-i(n)
ABL
³ÕçÏ³Ý-Çó
ałjkan-ic’
³ÕçÇÏ -Ý»ñ-Çó		
ałjik-ner-ic’
INST ³ÕçÏ³Ý-áí
ałjkan-ov
³ÕçÇÏ -Ý»ñ-áí		
ałjik-ner-ov
LOC
–				
–
Some nouns have kept the inflection of inherited declension classes from Classical Armenian; nonetheless, these declensions are only used in high literary style and in idioms.
a.

b.

c.

d.

Remains of the Classical Armenian vowel a-declension,88 which used to be the prototypical declension for personal names, are considered archaisms and occur only in
fossilised forms, such ê¨³Ý³ ÉÇ× Sewana Lič “Lake Sevan”.
Remains of the Classical Armenian o-declension,89 particularly with the nouns ë»ñ ser
“love”, ÑáõÛë huys “hope”, ÉáõÛë luys “light”, ëáõ· sug “sorrow”, å³ïÇí pativ “honour”, Ñáõñ
hur “fire” are still used in literary language, in Church lexicon and in fossilised forms, but in
modern language they are declined following the productive i-declension. The only exception is the noun ë»ñ ser “love”, which is still productively inflected following the Classical
Armenian paradigm of the o-declension: ë»ñ ser, ëÇñá siro, ëÇñáõó siruc’, ëÇñáí sirov.
The -Û³Ý -yan declension of nouns ending in -áõëï -ust and -Ý¹ -nd90 is almost obsolete and only used in idioms and fossilised forms. In all other cases this declension is
replaced by the productive i-declension.
The – »ñ -er declension91 used for nouns ending in -ñ -r is only used in idioms and fossilised forms; otherwise it is completely replaced by the forms of the i-declension.

The inflection of nouns ending in -³Ýù -ank’, »Ýù -enk’ is not considered as a single declension class, since it only reflects the regular plural forms of the noun paradigm. It is the
dative form in -³Ýó -anc’ or -»Ýó -enc’ which is the basis for the formation of the ablative
and instrumental.
The Declension of Compounds Connected with “and” or “-”
If two nouns are connected by means of the coordinating conjunction áÕ u “and” or the
hyphen, they are regarded as compound nouns. Such a compound usually appears only in
the singular. Only the second part of such a compound noun is inflected – according to the

. The prototypical declension of personal names in Classical Armenian, e.g. îÇï³Ý Titan,
îÇï³Ý-³õ Titanay, ½-îÇï³Ý zTitan, Ç îÇï³Ý-³Û i Titanay, îÇï³Ý-³õ Titanaw, Ç îÇï³Ý i Titan.
. See above. The vowel o-declension of Classical Armenian of ë¿ñ sēr “love”, ëÇñ-áÛ siroy, ½-ë¿ñ
zsēr, Ç ëÇñ-áÛ i siroy, ëÇñ-áÕ sirow, Ç ë¿ñ i sēr
. See above, the Classical Armenian consonant an-declension of nouns in -áõñ¹ -urd and -áõÝ¹
-und.
. See above, the Classical Armenian consonant e-declension of nouns in -r.
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declension class of the respective noun. The second part of the compound noun may also
show determining suffixes such as the definite article or the possessive suffix.
E.g.
³ãù áõ áõÝùÁ ač’k’ u unk’-ě “eye and ear”: ³ãù áõ áõÝùÇ ač’k’ u unk’-i, ³ãù áõ áõÝùÇó ač’k’ u
unk’-ic’, ³ãù áõ áõÝùáí ač’k’ u unk’-ov
ë³ñ áõ ÓáñÁ sar u jorě “mountain and valley”: ë³ñ áõ ÓáñÇ sar u jor-i, ë³ñ áõ ÓáñÇó sar u
jor-ic’, ë³ñ áõ Óáñáí sar u jor-ov
³Õ áõ Ñ³ó ał u hac’ “salt and bread”: ³Õ áõ Ñ³óÇ ał u hac’-i, ³Õ áõ Ñ³óÇó ał u hac’-ic’, ³Õ
áõ Ñ³óáí ał u hac’-ov
ûñ áõ ·Çß»ñ ōr u gišer “day and night”: ûñ áõ ·Çß»ñí³ ōr u gišer-va etc.
If such compounds denote persons, there are two ways of declension.

a.
b.

Only the second noun is inflected and may have a suffixed definite article.
The first noun is inflected in the dative case; the second noun is inflected in any case
and may also have the suffixed definite article.

E.g.
Ù³Ûñ áõ ³ÕçÇÏ mayr u ałjik “mother and daughter”

a.

Ù³Ûñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³ mayr u ałjka, Ù³Ûñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³ÝÇó mayr u ałjkanic’, Ù³Ûñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³Ýáí

b.

mayr u ałjkanov
Ùáñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³ mor u ałjka, Ùáñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³ÝÇó mor u ałjkanic’, Ùáñ áõ ³ÕçÏ³Ýáí mor
u ałjkanov

Varying Declension of Certain Nouns
As already mentioned above, certain nouns may occur with various declension types,
which is mainly due to morphological, semantic, morpho-semantic and even diachronic
features of these particular nouns.
The occurrence of various morphological forms of a noun is caused by:
hypergeneralisation of the extremely productive i-declension, especially in colloquial
Armenian;
semantic variation e.g. the already mentioned specific time reference of the
va-declension;
the gradual loss of inherited Classical Armenian forms.
Double forms occur with the following declension classes:
-³Ý/-Ç-an/-i-declensions. This may be the case with nouns ending in -áõÙ -um, but also
with the monosyllabic stems inherited from Classical Armenian -Ý -n-stems. These
nouns may also be declined following the i-declension, except the nouns ÙáõÏ muk and
¹áõé dur°.
–– -áõ/Ç -u/-i-declensions are case with place names and personal names of nonArmenian origin, which are nowadays usually declined following the i-declension, e.g.
¶ÛáõÙñÇ Gyumri, ¶ÛáõÙñáõ Gyumr-u vs. more frequent/productive ¶ÛáõÙñÇÇ Gyumri-i
––
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-í³/-Ç va/-i-declensions. As explained above, the -í³ va-declension is mainly seman-

tically motivated, primarily comprising nouns with a particular time reference. This
semantic motivation may be so strong that even place names could be used with a
particular time reference and are thus inflected according to the va-declension.

2.1.3 Case
MEA distinguishes five morphological cases, which fulfil various semantic and syntactic
functions.
––
––
––
––
––

Nominative
Dative
Instrumental
Ablative
Locative

The case endings are attached to the noun stem in the singular or the plural. In the plural
all case endings are uniform for all nouns.
Nominative
Dative		
Instrumental
Ablative		
Locative		

stem-plural-0 (-DEF)
stem-plural-i (-DEF)
stem-plural-ov
stem-plural-ic’
stem-plural-um

In many cases, the synthetic locative is replaced by a postpositional phrase consisting of the
postposition Ù»ç mej “in” and the noun in the dative.

2.1.3.1 Nominative
The morphological nominative has a zero-morphem-ending and is regarded as an unmarked
case. The nominative expresses many functions as a syntactic and semantic case.
The primary functions of the nominative are the syntactic ones.
a.

The prototypical case of the subject of intransitive and transitive verbs shows no formal
(i.e. morphological, syntactic) distinction between various semantic functions of the nominative subject as (+human) agent, natural-force agent or even the instrumental agent. In
MEA there is also no formal difference between the experiencer and agent subject.
(18)

²ß³Ï»ñïÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹åñáó:

Ašakert-ě		
gn-um		
ē
dproc’.
pupil.nom-the
go-ptcp.pres.
he is
school.nom
		 “The pupil goes to school.” (Agent subject with intransitive verb)
(19)

²ß³Ï»ñïÁ ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý:

Ašakert-ě		
sovor-um		
ē
hayeren.
pupil.nom-the
learn-ptcp.pres. he is
Armenian.nom
		 “The pupil learns Armenian.” (Agent subject with transitive verb)
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(20)

ø³ÙÇÝ Ïáïñ»ó å³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ:

K’ami-n		
kotrec’		
patuhan-ě.
wind.nom-the
break-aor.3.sg window.nom-the
		 “The wind broke the window”. (Natural force agent with transitive verb)
(21)

æáõñÁ Ñ³Ý·óñ»ó Ïñ³ÏÁ:

J̌ur-ě		
hang-c’r-ec’		
krak-ě.
water.nom-the
extinguish-caus-aor.3.sg fire.nom-the
		 “The water extinguished the fire.”
		(Instrumental agent with transitive verb. Of course, the instrumental agent implies a
human agent)

b.

The prototypical case of the (–human) direct object of a transitive verb may also be
used for (+human) direct objects, if they are interpreted as objects, institutions, i.e. as
(–human), indefinite and non-specific.
(22)

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

Aram-ě		
kard-um		
Aram.nom-the
read-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram reads this book.”
(23)

ays
this

kanč’-ec’.
call-aor.3.sg.

As predicative nominative
(24)

Üñ³ ³ÝáõÝÁ ²ñ³ÙÝ ¿:

Nra
anun-ě		
His
name.nom-the
		 “His name is Aram.”
(25)

Aram-n		
Aram.nom-the

ē.
it is

²é³çÇÝ ÓÇ³íáñÁ ÑÝ³·»ï ¿ñ:

Ar°ǎĵin jiavor-ě
hnaget
first
horseman.nom-the archaeologist.nom
		 “The first horseman was an archaeologist.”

d.

girk’-ě.
book.nom-the

²ñ³ÙÁ µÅÇßÏ Ï³Ýã»ó:

Aram-ě
bžišk
Aram.nom-the doctor.nom
		 “Aram called a doctor.”

c.

ē
he is

As vocative
(26)

ì³Ñ³¯Ý, ³ñÇ° ³Ûëï»Õ:

Vahan,
ari
Vahan.nom come.imp.2.sg.
		 “Vahan, come here!”

aysteł!
here

ēr.
he was
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The nominative fulfils the following functions as the semantic case:
e. As the temporal nominative it denotes the time of an action without referring to the
beginning or the end of the action. Combined with the preposition ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew
“until”, the nominative also denotes the temporal end of an action.
(27)

¶Çß»ñÁ ³ÝÓñ¨ »Ï³í:

Gišer-ě
anjrew
ek-av.
night.nom-the
rain.nom come-aor.3.sg
		 “The rain fell in the night.”

f.

The local nominative it denotes the place to which an action is directed and usually
answers the question “where (to)?”. The local nominative is generally used with verbs
of motion.
(28)

¶ÛáõÕ³ÝÇóÝ»ñÁ ·Ý³óÇÝ ¹³ßï:

Gyułaci-ner-ě
gnac-’in
Farmer-pl.nom-the
go-aor.3.pl
		 “The farmers went to the field.”

g.

dašt.
field.nom

The quantitative nominative connotes a certain measure and is usually expressed with
measuring units.
(29)

Ø»Ï Å³ÙáõÙ ³Ýó³Ýù ùë³Ý ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñ:

Mek
žam-um		
anc’-ank’		
one
hour-loc
pass-aor.1.pl
		 “In one hour we covered 20 kilometres.”

h.

kilometr.
kilometre.nom

The nominative of price/value denotes the price or value of a certain object/person.
(30)

¶ÇñùÝ ³ñÅ» 1500 ¹ñ³Ù:

Girk’-n		
arž-e		
book.nom-the
cost-pres.3.sg
		 “The book costs 1,500 Dram.”

i.

k’san
20

1500
1500

dram.
dram.nom

The final nominative (of nominalised infinitives, which is used to express the goal of
an action, is obsolete and can only be found in antiquated, high literary use. Nowadays
the final nominative is completely replaced by the final dative or, in colloquial Armenian, also by the postpositional phrase consisting of the postposition Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar
and the noun in the dative.
(31)

*àãË³ñÁ µ»°ñ ÏÃ»É:

oč’xar-ě
ber
sheep.nom-the
bring-imp.2.sg
		 “Bring the sheep to milk!”

kt’-el!
milk-inf
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a.

àãË³ñÁ µ»°ñ ÏÃ»Éáõ:

oč’xar-ě
ber
sheep.nom-the
bring-imp.2.sg
		 “Bring the sheep to milk!”
b.

kt’el-u!
milk-inf-dat

àãË³ñÁ µ»°ñ ÏÃ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ:

oč’xar-ě
ber		
sheep.nom-the
bring-imp.2.sg
		 “Bring the sheep to milk!”

kt’el-u		
milk-inf-dat

hamar!
post

2.1.3.2 Dative
Due to case syncretism of the genitive and dative, the morphological dative case fulfils
various syntactic and semantic functions, which can be regarded as typical functions of
both the morphological genitive and morphological dative.
According to the Armenian grammar traditions, the genitive is mainly described as
dependent from a noun (i.e. adnominal) and the dative as dependent from a verb (adverbal).
The case shows the primary function of marking a possessive relation in its genitive
function. That is, the case expresses a possessive relation between the head noun and the
noun in the dative. In the broader sense this relationship between the head noun and the
noun in the dative also indicates affiliation or origin. Thus, one can distinguish the following semantic prototypical genitive functions of the dative.
Adnominal Dative Function
a.

The possessive dative denotes ownership or possession. MEA neither structurally
distinguishes alienable and inalienable nor inherent and non-inherent possession. In
MEA, inherent possession, as expressed with body parts, an also be expressed without
indicating the possessor and do not have to be particularly marked.
(32)

²ß³Ï»ñïÇ ·ÇñùÁ Ýáñ ¿:

		 Ašakert-i
girk’-ě
nor
		 pupil-dat book.nom-the new
		 “The pupil’s book is new.”
(33)

²ÝáõßÇ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ¹åñáó ¿ ·ÝáõÙ:

Anuš-i
ełbayr-ě
Anuš-dat
brother.nom-the
		 “Anuš’s brother goes to school.”

b.

ē.
it is

dproc’
school.nom

ē
he is

gn-um.
go-ptcp.pres.

The dative of origin shows a person or object of which a person or object originates.
(34)

Ï³ïíÇ Ó³·Á

katv-i jag-ě
cat-dat young.nom-the
		 cat’s young = “kitten”
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c.

The partitive dative stands for the noun defined in the relationships of the whole to its
parts.
(35)

áõë³ÝáõÝ»ñÇ ÙÇ ËáõÙµ

		 usanoł-ner-i
mi
		 student-pl-dat indef
		 “A group of students”

d.

The qualitative dative indicates the quality or character of the head noun.
(36)

e.

xumb
group.nom

áñëÇ ßáõÝ ors-i šun “hound” (Lit.: hunting-dat dog)

The subjective dative suggests a subject-predicate relationship; the head noun names
an action performed by the noun in the dative. The subjective dative can also be
replaced by a simple sentence, in which the noun in the dative becomes the sentence’s subject.
(37)

³ÙåÇ ·áé³ÉÁ

° al-ě
amp-i		
gorcloud-dat
rumble-inf.nom-the
		 “The rumbling of the cloud/ the cloud’s rumbling.”

(38)

ïÇñáç ·³ÉáõëïÁ

		 tiroj
galust-ě
		 Lord-dat arrival.nom-the
		 “The arrival of the Lord/the Lord’s arrival.”

f.

The objective dative denotes an object-predicate relationship, i.e. the noun in the
dative modifies the head noun from which one can infer an action worked on the
dative. In other words the objective dative stands for a person or object, which is the
direct object of an action.
(39)

ß»ÝùÇ Ï³éáõóáõÙÁ

šenk’-i		
kar°ucum-ě
building-dat
construction.nom-the
		 “The construction of the building.”
(40)

³Ûë ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹áõ ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ

ays tłamard-u
spanut’yun-ě
this man-dat
murder.nom-the
		 “The murder of this man.”

If the head noun is expressed by a real noun and not by any nominalised infinitive, the
objective noun is always expressed in the dative.
Please note that, by contrast, nominalised infinitives as head nouns combine either
with the objective dative (with +human nouns) or with the objective nominative (with
–human nouns). (See Ch. 3.4.5.1. “Nominalised Infinitives”, p. 549f.)
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(41)

ß»Ýù Ï³éáõó»ÉÁ

šenk’		
kar°uc’-el-ě
building.nom
construct-inf.nom-the
		 “The construction of the building.”
(42)

³Ûë ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹áõ ëå³Ý»ÉÁ

ays
tłamard-u
this
man-dat		
		 “The killing of this man.”

g.

spanel-ě
kill-inf.nom-the

The dative of purpose or contents identifies the purpose or intended recipient or contents of the head noun.
(43)

·ñù»ñÇ å³Ñ³ñ³Ý

grk’-er-i		
paharan
book-pl-dat
cupboard.nom
		 “Book shelf/ bookcase” (A shelf for books)
(44)

çñÇ ³Ù³Ý

jr-i		
vessel
water-dat
vessel.nom
		 “Water vessel” (A vessel for water)
(45)

å³ï»ñ³½ÙÇ ¹³ßï

paterazm-i
dašt
war-dat		
field.nom
		 “Battlefield” (a field for battle)
(46)

ä³í»ÉÇÝ ³ÙáõëÝ³óÝ»Éáõ Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ ¿ñ:

Pavel-i-n		
amusna-c’n-el-u		
Pavel-dat-the
marry-caus-inf-dat
		 “It was the time to make Pavel marry.”

h.

žamanak-n
time.nom-the

ēr.
it was

The dative of price and value is only used with some archaic or fossilised forms and is
not productively used any more.
(47)

ÑÇÝ· ¹ñ³ÙÇ ³åñ³Ýù

hing
dram-i
five
dram-dat
		 “Goods for five drams”

aprank’
goods.nom

Apart from these semantic functions, the dative case is also used in prototypical syntactic
functions of the dative, depending mainly on the verb. (Adverbal dative functions).
Adverbal Dative Functions
a.

The dative of the (+human) direct object in its primary syntactic function denotes the
(+human) direct object of a transitive verb.
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(48)

²ßáïÁ ï»ë³í ²ñ³ÙÇÝ:

Ašot-ě		
tes-av		
Ašot.nom-the
see-aor.3.sg
S		
V		
		 “Ašot saw Aram.”

––

Aram-i-n.
Aram-dat-the
O

Dative of the indirect object represents the indirect object of trivalent verbs.
(49)

¸³ë³ËáëÁ áõ³ÝáÕÇÝ ïí»ó ·ÇñùÁ:

Dasaxos-ě
usanoł-i-n
tvec’		
Lecturer.nom-the student-dat-the give-aor.3.sg
S		
iO		
V		
		 “The lecturer gave the book to the student.”

––

The dative of the subject of non-finite verbs, in participial constructions with the participle resultative and future the dative, signifies the subject (logical agent).
(50)

²ñ³ÙÇ áõÕ³ñÏ³Í Ý³Ù³ÏÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É »Ù:

Aram-i
ułark-ac
namak-ě
Aram-dat send-ptcp.res. letter.nom-the
		 “I have read the letter sent by Aram.”

––

girk’-ě.
book.nom-the
O

kardac’-el
read-ptcp.perf.

em.
I am

The dative of causee in causative constructions with causativised verbs shows the causee of the action:
(51)

²ñ³ÙÁ ²ßáïÇÝ µ³ó»É ïí»ó ³ñïÕÁ:

Aram-ě
Ašot-i-n
bac’-el
Aram.nom-the Ašot-dat-the open-inf
		 “Aram made Ašot open the box.”

tvec’
give-aor.3.sg

artł-ě.
box.nom-the

This dative also fulfils further semantic functions
a.

The temporal dative, which denotes the time and in which course the action is performed; it also indicates the date. In this function the dative is always combined with
the suffixed definite article.
(52)

¶³éÝ³ÝÁ ·Ý³Éáõ »Ýù ØáëÏí³:

Gar°nan-ě
gnal-u
spring-dat-the go-ptcp.fut.
		 “In spring we will go to Moscow.”

b.

enk’
we are

Moskva.
Moscow.nom

The dative of local complement connotes the place of an action. However, it is
often replaced by postpositional phrases. The use of the dative to express the place
of an action is wide-spread and occurs preferably in those situations, where the
exact local position of an object/person is either unknown or non-specific (i.e. in,
on, at, over, under) or irrelevant for the action itself. (See Ch. 2.1.3.5. Locative,
p. 100f.)
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(53)

Üñ³Ýù å³éÏ³Í ¿ÇÝ ·»ïÇ ³÷ÇÝ:

Nrank’
par°k-ac
ēin
get-i
they.nom lie-ptcp.res they were river-dat
		 “They were resting on the river’s bank.”

c.

ap’-i-n.
bank-dat-the

The dative of complement of purpose is used to mark the purpose or goal of an action.
In this case, the dative is mainly used on infinitives.
(54)

¶ÛáõÕÝ ¿ñ Çç»É å³ï³ÝÇÝ, ³ÕçÇÏ ï»ëÝ»Éáõ:

Gyuł-n
ēr
ij-el
patani-n
village.nom-the he was descend-ptcp.perf.young man.nom-the

ałjik
girl.nom

tesnel-u.
see-inf-dat
		 “The young man had descended to the village to see girls.”
(55)

²ßáïÁ ·Ý³ó ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý° ·ñùÇ:

Ašot-ě		
gnac’		
gradaran		
Ašot.nom-the
go-aor.3.sg
library.nom
		 “Ašot went to the library for books (to take books).”

grk’-i.
book-dat

In colloquial Armenian the dative of complement is often replaced by a postpositional phrase
with the postposition hamar “to/in order to” and the infinitive in the dative case.
Some semantic verb groups also obligatorily combine with the dative:
a.

Trivalent verbs of “giving”, where the dative fulfils the function of the indirect object: ï³É
tal “give”, Ù³ïáõó»É matuc’el “to present, to offer”, ³é³ç³ñÏ»É ar°aĵarkel “to propose, to
suggest”, å³ñ·¨»É pargewel “to give”, ÝíÇñ»É nvirel “to present, to donate”, Ù³ïÝ»É matnel “to betray; to give away”, í×³ñ»É včarel “to pay”, Ïï³Ï»É ktakel “to will”, í³×³é»É
vačar°el “to sell”, Í³Ë»É caxel “to sell”, í³ñÓ³ïñ»É varjatrel “to pay, to recompense”etc.
(56)	´³óÇ ³Û¹, ÇÝùÁ áñáß³ÏÇ ·áõÙ³ñ ¿ Ýñ³Ýó í×³ñ»É, ë³Ï³ÛÝ ³å³óáõó»É
ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ: (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)

		 bac’i
		 prep

ayd
that

ink-ě
orošaki gumar
ē
nranc’
včar-el
he.nom certain amount.nom he is they.dat pay-ptcp.perf.

		 sakayn apac’uc’-el č’-i
kar-oł.
		 conj
prove-inf neg-he is can-ptcp.pres.
		 “Apart from this, he has paid them a certain amount, but he can not prove (it).”
(57)

«ÐÐ³é³çÇÝ ïÇÏÇÝÁ Ñ³·áõëïÝ»ñ ¨ ÏáßÇÏÝ»ñ ÝíÇñ»ó Ù³ÝÏ³ï³Ý

µáÉáñ 110 ë³Ý»ñÇÝ: (Armenpress 29.12.2005)

		 HH ar̊ajin tikin-ě
hagust-ner
ew
košik-ner
		 RA first
Lady.nom-the cloth-pl.nom conj shoe-pl.nom
nvir-ec’
mankat-an
bolor 110 san-er-i-n.
		 give-aor.3.sg children’s home-dat all
110 orphan-pl-dat
		“The First Lady of the Republic of Armenia presented clothes and shoes to
all 110 orphans of the children’s home.”
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b.

Verbs of “approaching”, such as Ùáï»Ý³É motenal “to approach/to draw near”
(58)	â»Ù Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ, áñ Ùáï»ó»É »Ýù Ñ³ñóÇ ÉáõÍÙ³ÝÁ:
(Ar°avot 05.04.2006)

		 č’-em
		 neg-I am

hamar-um
see-ptcp.pres.

or
conj

motec’-el
enk’
approach-ptcp.perf. we are

		 harc’-i
lucm-an-ě.
		 problem-dat solution-dat-the
		 “I do not see that we have approached the problem’s solution.”

c.

Verbs denoting mutual effect or of being closely connected with something/somebody,
such as e.g. Ù³ëÝ³Ïó»É masnakc’el “participate at”, ·áñÍ³Ïó»É gorcakc’el “participate
at, work with”, ³ç³Ïó»É ajakc’el “to help, to assist”, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ»É hamajaynel “to agree
with”, ³ßË³ï³Ïó»É ašxatakc’el “to operate, to work”, áõÕ»Ïó»É ułekc’el “to accompany,
to guide”, Ùï»ñÙÝ³É mtermnal “to become friends”, µ³ñ»Ï³Ù³Ý³É barekamanal “to
become friends”, Í³ÝáÃ³Ý³É canot’anal “to become acquainted with”, ÁÝÏ»ñ³Ý³É
ěnkeranal “to become friends” etc.
(59)

		

¶Çï³ÅáÕáíÇÝ Ù³ëÝ³Ïó»Éáõ »Ý Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇó, ê÷ÛáõéùÇó, ÇÝãå»ë
Ý³¨ ³ñï»ñÏñÇó Ññ³íÇñí³Í Ù³ëÝ³·»ïÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 05.01.2006)

		 gitažołov-i-n
masnakc’el-u
en
Hayastan-ic’ Sp’yur°k’-ic’
		 conference-dat-the participate-ptcp.fut. they are Armenia-abl Diaspora-abl
		 inč’pes naew arterkr-ic’
hravir-v-ac
masnaget-ner.
		 as well also foreign country-abl invite-pass-ptcp.res. specialist-pl.nom
		 “Invited specialists from Armenia, from the Diaspora and as well from foreign
		 countries will participate in the conference.”
(60)
		

ä³ßïå³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ ³ç³ÏóáõÙ ¿ úÑ³ÝÛ³ÝÇÝª Ýñ³Ý
ïñ³Ù³¹ñ»Éáí ÁÝ¹³Ù»ÝÁ 5000 ¹áÉ³ñÁ: (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)

		 paštpanut’-yan naxararut’yun-ě
ajakc’-um
		 defence-dat
ministry.nom-the support-ptcp.pres.
		 nran
tramardr-el-ov
ěndameně 5000
		 he.dat provide-inf-inst in total
5,000

ē
Ōhanyan-i-n
it is Ōhanyan-dat-the

dolar-ě.
dolar.nom-the

		“The Ministry of Defence supports Ōhanyan by providing him 5,000 dollars
in total.”

d.

Verbs of utterance, communication, as in ³ë»É asel “to say”, Ñ³Õáñ¹»É hałordel “to
report, to communicate”, Ñ³ÛïÝ»É haytnel “to inform, to report”, Ã»É³¹ñ»É t’eladrel “to
dictate”, Ññ³Ù³Û»É hramayel “to command, to order”, å³ï³ëË³Ý»É patasxanel “to
answer”, Ëáëïáí³Ý»É xostovanel “to confess”, å³ïÙ»É patmel “to tell”, µ³ó³ïñ»É
bac’atrel “to explain”, Ñ³ñóÝ»É harc’nel “to ask”, ½»Ïáõó»É zekuc’el “to report”, Éë»É lsel
“to listen”, ³Ï³Ýç ¹Ý»É akanĵ dnel “to give ear” etc.
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(61) ¸³ë³ËáëÝ áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇÝ µ³ó³ïñáõÙ ¿ É»½í³µ³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý Ýáñ
		 ï»ë³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ:
		 Dasaxos-n
		 lecturer.nom-the

usanoł-ner-i-n
student-pl-dat-the

bac’atr-um
explain-ptcp.pres.

ē
he is

lezvabanut’y-an
nor
tesakc’ut’yun-ner-ě.
		 linguistics-dat
new
theory-pl.nom-the
		 “The lecturer explains new linguistic theories to the students.”
(62) Ø³ÛñÁ Çñ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ å³ïÙáõÙ ¿ Ñ»ùÇ³Ã:
		
		
		

e.

Mayr-ě		
erexa-ner-i-n
patm-um		
mother.nom-the child-pl-dat-the tell-ptcp.pres.
“The mother tells the children a fairytale.”

ē
she is

hek’iat’.
fairytale

Verbs denoting similarity/analogy as in equative/similative constructions, as seen in
ÝÙ³Ýí»É nmanvel “to resemble”, Ñ³í³ë³ñí»É havasarvel “to equal”, Ñ³Ù³Ï»ñåí»É,
hamakerpvel “to conform with/to”, Ñ³ñÙ³ñí»É hamarvel “to agree”, Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý»É
hamapatasxanel “to correspond with/to”, Ñ³Ù»Ù³ïí»É hamematvel “to compare with”.

With copula verb: Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï hamemat “corresponding”, ÝÙ³Ý nman “similar”, Ñ³í³ë³ñ
havasar “equal”, Ñ³ñÙ³ñ harmar “proper” etc.
(63) ²ÝÇÝ ÝÙ³ÝíáõÙ ¿ Çñ ÑáñÁ:
		
		

Ani-n
nman-v-um
Ani.nom-the
resemble-refl-ptcp.pres.
“Ani resembles her father.”

ē
she is

ir
her

hor-ě.
father-dat-the

(64)	¸áó»ÝïÇ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÁª ·áÝ» å»ïù ¿ Ñ³í³ë³ñíÇ ²Ä å³ï·³Ù³íáñÝ»ñÇ
³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÇÝ: (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)
	  docent-i    ašxatavarj-ě    gone		
	  docent-dat salary.nom-the   if only
patgamavor-ner-i
deputy-pl-dat

petk’ ē havarsar-v-i		
equal-refl-deb.fut.3.sg

AŽ
NA

ašxatavarj-i-n.
salary-dat-the

“ The salary of a docent should only equal the salary of deputies of the
National Assembly.”

f.

Verbs denoting replacement, transfer, change, such as ÷áË»É p’oxel “to change”,
µ³Ä³Ý»É bažanel “to separate”, ÏÇë»É kisel “to halve”, ×»Õù»É čełkel “to cut
through, to split”, í»ñ³Í»É veracel “to convert, to turn into”, ÷áË³ñ»Ï»É p’oxarkel
“to convert”, ÷áË³¹»Ï»É p’oxadrel “to transport, to move, to change” etc.

This function of the dative may be replaced by an unmarked nominative in colloquial
Armenian:
÷áË³¹ñ»É Éáõë»ñ»ÝÇ poxadrel r°useren-i “to transfer into Russian”= ÷áË³¹ñ»É
Éáõë»ñ»Ý poxadrel r°useren
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ÏÇë»É »ñÏáõ Ù³ëÇ kisel erku masi “to halve into two pieces” = ÏÇë»É »ñÏáõ Ù³ë kisel

erku mas
(65)	ÆëÏ ³Ûë ï³ñí³ Ï³ÝË³ï»ëÙ³Ùµ, ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ Íñ³·ñ»É ¿ ÷áË³¹ñ»É
500 Ñ³½³ñ áõÕ¨áñ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		 isk
		 conj

ays
this

tar-va
year-dat

kanxatesm-amb ěnkerut’yun-ě
forecast-inst
company.nom-the

		 cragr-el
ē
		 plan-ptcp.perf. it is
		 p’oxadr-el
		 transport-inf

500hazar
500,000

ułewor.
passenger.nom

		 “And following this year’s forecast, the company has planned to transport
		 500,000 passengers.”

g.

Verbs denoting possession or affiliation, as in å³ïÏ³Ý»É patkanel “to belong to”,
íÇ×³Ïí»É vičakvel “to fall out, to occur”, í»ñå³Ñ»É verapahel “to reserve”, í»ñ³·ñ»É
veragrel “to attribute to, to refer to”, Ñ³ïáõÏ ÉÇÝ»É hatuk linel “to be special for” etc.

(66) ²É»ùë³Ý¹ñÇÝ å³ïÏ³Ý»É ¿ µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÇ 3/4-Á, ÇëÏ ÚáõñÇÇÝª 1/4-Á:
		 (Hetk’ 19.02.2006)
		 Alek’sandr-i-n
patkan-el
ē
bnakaran-i
3/4-ě
		 Alek’sandr-dat-the belong-ptcp.perf. it is apartment-dat 3/4.nom-the
		 isk
Yuri-i-n -ě
		 conj Yuri-dat-the

1/4-ě.
1/4.nom-the

		 “Three-quarters of the apartment belonged to Alek’sandr, and a quarter to Yuri.”

2.1.3.3 Instrumental
The most prototypical function of the instrumental is to highlight the object by which
means an action is performed.
(67)

²ß³Ï»ñïÁ ·ñáõÙ ¿ Ù³ïÇïáí:

		 Ašakert-ĕ
gr-um
		 pupil.nom-the write-ptcp.pres.
		 “The pupil writes with a pencil.”

ē
matit-ov.
he is pencil-inst

An important syntactic function of the instrumental case is to denote the instrumentagent in a passive clause.
(68)

Îñ³ÏÁ Ñ³Ý·óí»ó çñáí:

		 Krak-ĕ
hangc’-v-ec’
jr-ov.
		 fire.nom-the extinguish-pass-aor.3.sg water-inst
		 “The fire was extinguished with water.”
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(69)

ø³ñ»ñÁ ï»Õ³÷áËí»óÇÝ µ»éÝë³ÛÉ³Ïáí:

		 k’ar-er-ě
tełap’ox-v-ec’in
ber°nasaylak-ov.
		 stone-pl.nom-the move-pass-aor.3.pl truck-inst
		 “The stones were moved with a truck.”

In addition, the instrumental has further semantic functions.
a.

The instrumental of local complement signifies the place (through/over/by) that an
action is performed. This function of the instrumental is usually found in combination with verbs of motion.
(70)

¶»ïá±í ³ÝóÝ»É, Ã» Ï³Ùáõñçáí ·Ý³É:

		 Get-ov
anc’n-el t’e kamurj-ov
gn-al?
		 river-inst pass-inf or bridge-inst go-inf
		 “(Shall we) pass the river or go over the bridge?”

b.

The instrumental of temporal complement signals (1) the duration of an action, i.e.
the period of time in which an action is performed or (2) a not clearly defined, vague
point in time of the action.
(71)

úñ»ñáí Ù³é³ËáõÕÁ ãáùáõÙ ¿ Ù»ñ É»éÝ»ñáõÙ:

		 Ōr-er-ov
mar°axuł-ĕ
č’ok’-um
ē
mer ler°-ner-um.
		 day-pl-inst fog.nom-the kneel-ptcp.pres. it is our mountain-pl-loc
		 “The fog has been lingering in our mountains for days.”
(72)

ØÃÝáí í»ñç³å»ë Ñ³ë³Ýù ÙÇ ·ÛáõÕ:

		 Mt’n-ov
verjapes has-ank’
		 darkness-inst finally
reach-aor.1.pl
		 “By darkness we finally reached a village.”

c.

mi
indef

gyuł.
village.nom

The instrumental of modal complement implies the manner of an action and is usually
expressed with nominalised infinitives.
(73)

²ÙµáÕç ÏÛ³ÝùÝ ³ÝóÏ³óñ»É ¿ ³Ý¹áõÉ ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛ³Ùµ:

		 Ambołj kyank’-n
anc’kac’rel92
ē
		 whole live.nom-the spend-ptcp.perf. he is
		 “He spent his whole life in assiduous activity.”

andul
gorcuneut’y-amb.
assiduous activity-inst

. Please note that this verb ³ÝóÏ³óÝ»É anc’ka-c’n-el is a highly lexicalised causativised form
with the meaning “to spend, to pass, to lead”. Thus the causative suffix -óÝ- -c’n-, for perfect stem
-óñ- -c’r- is not glossed here.
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(74)

Ø»ÏÁ ÇÙ ëÇñïÁ ÷ßñ»Éáí ³Ýó³í:

		 Mek-ĕ
im
sirt-ĕ
		 one.nom-the my
heart.nom-the
		
“One passed by breaking my heart.”
(75)

p’šr-el-ov
break up-inf-inst

Üñ³Ýù í³½»Éáí Ñ³ë³Ý Ññ³å³ñ³Ï:

		 Nrank’
vazel-ov
has-an
		 they.nom
run-inf-inst
reach-aor.3.pl
		 “Running, they reached the square.”

d.

anc’-av.
pass by-aor.3.sg

hraparak.
square.nom

The instrumental of a qualitative complement sees attributive noun in the instrumental preposed to the head noun and is a synonymous form to the qualitative adjectives
in -³ÝÇ ani, -³íáñ avor, -»Õ eł, -íáñ vor .
(76)

Ù»Í ³ãù»ñáí ³ÕçÇÏ

		mec
ač’k-er-ov
		big
eye-pl-inst
		 “A girl with big eyes.”
(77)
		
		
		

ałjik
girl.nom

Ùáñáõùáí ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹Á

moruk’-ov
tłamard-ě
beard-inst
man.nom-the
“The man with a beard”

		 a.

Ùáñáõù³íáñ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹Á

		
		
			

moruk’avor
tłamard-ě
bearded
man-the
“The bearded man”

e.

The instrumental of a quantitative complement denotes

––
––
––

the distance between two objects/persons93
a certain unit of time
a certain quantity, e.g. of money
(78)

²Ûë ù³Õ³ùÁ »ñÏáõ ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñáí Ñ»éáõ ¿ ÙÛáõëÇó:

		 Ays k’ałak’-ě
erku kilometr-ov
her°u ē
myus-ic’.
		 this town.nom-the two kilometre-inst far
it is other-abl
		 “This town is two kilometres away from the other (next).”

. Informants confirm that the use of the instrumental in this quantitative function is very productive, particularly in expressing the distance between two objects. The nominative is also used
in this function, but rather in colloquial Armenian.
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		 a.

²Ûë ù³Õ³ùÁ »ñÏáõ ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñ Ñ»éáõ ¿ ÙÛáõëÇó:

			
			
			

Ays k’ałak’-ě
erku kilometr
her°u ē
myus-ic’.
this town.nom-the two kilometre.nom far
it is other-abl
“This town is two kilometres away from the other (next).”

f.

The instrumental of the sociative or commitative complement denotes a group of persons/objects that perform an action together. There is a rather wide-spread use of the
instrumental, which can also be paraphrased by the postpositional phrase consisting
of the postposition Ñ»ï het “with” and the noun in the dative.94
(79)

²ÛÅÙ ß³ï Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ø³ç³ñ³Ý »Ý ·³ÉÇë Çñ»Ýó ÁÝï³ÝÇùÝ»ñáí:

		 Ayžm šat
		 now many
irenc’
their

mard-ik
man-pl.nom

K’ajaran
k’ajaran.nom t

en
they are

gal-is
come-ptcp.pres.

ĕntanik’-ner-ov.
family-pl-inst

		 “Now many people come to K’ajaran with their families.”
		 a.

²ÛÅÙ ß³ï Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ø³ç³ñ³Ý »Ý ·³ÉÇë Çñ»Ýó ÁÝï³ÝÇùÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï:

			

Ayžm šat mard-ik

K’ajaran

en

			

now many man-pl.nom

K’ajaran.nom

they are come-ptcp.pres.

			
			

irenc’
their

			

“Now many people come to K’ajaran with their families.”

g.

gal-is

ĕntanik’-ner-i het.
family-pl-dat post

The instrumental of basis/reason signals the basis or even reason of an action.
(80)

Ü»ñë»ëÁ ÝáõÛÝ Ï³ÛëñÇ Ññ³Ù³Ý³áí ³ùëáñí³Í ¿ñ ä³ïÙáë³ÝµÝ³Ï ÏÕ½ÇÝ:

		 Nerses-ě
nuyn kaysr-i
hraman-ov ak’sor-v-ac
		 Nerses.nom-the same emporer-dat order-inst exile-pass-ptcp.res
		 ēr
Patmos
		 he was Patmos

anbnak kłzi-n.
lonely island.nom-the

		 “Nerses was exiled by the order of the same emperor to the lonely Patmos Island.”

h.

The instrumental is also obligatorily used with a group of verbs, e.g. ½µ³Õí»É zbałvel
“to be occupied with, to be engaged with”, Ñ»ï³ùñùí»É hetak’rk’vel “to be interested
in”, Ñå³ñï³Ý³É hpartanal “to be proud of ”, etc.
(81)

Ø»ñ µáõÑ»ñáõÙ áã áù Éáõñç ãÇ ½µ³ÕíáõÙ ³Ûë Ñ³ñóáí: (Ar°avot 07.04.2006)

		 mer buh-er-um
		 our institute higher education-pl-loc

oč’ ok’
nobody.nom

lurj
serious

č’-i
neg-it is

. Informants confirm that the instrumental is wide-spread in the sociative function; the
synonymous postpositional construction seems to be used rather in colloquial Armenian.
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		 zbałv-um
		 occupy -ptcp.pres.

ays
this

harc’-ov.
question-inst

		 “In our institutes of higher education nobody seriously deals with this question.”

i.

The instrumental is also obligatorily used with some adjectives, mainly expressing
“filled with/full with/abundant with, etc.”, as e.g. ÉÇ li, ÉÇùÁ lik’ě, É»óáõÝ lec’un, Ñ³ñáõëï
harust, ÑÕÇ hłi.
(82)	èáõë³ëï³ÝÁ ¨ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ ÉÇ »Ý í×é³Ï³ÝáõÃÛ³Ùµ: (Armenpress 11.05.2006)

		 Rusastan-ě
ew
Hayastan-ě
li
		 Russia.nom-the conj Armenia.nom-the full
		 “Russia and Armenia are full of resolution(s).”

en
včr°akanut’y-amb.
they are resolution-inst

2.1.3.4 Ablative
The ablative case essentially marks a person or object from which an action originates.
(83)

²ÝáõßÁ Çñ ÙáñÇó Ýí»ñ ëï³ó³í:

		 Anuš-ě
ir
mor-ic’
nver
stac’-av.
		 Anuš.nom-the her mother-abl present.nom receive-aor.3.sg
		 “Anuš received a present from her mother.”

The syntactic functions of the ablative are the following:
a. it denotes the (+human) agent of a passive sentence, preferably with affective verbs
such as ëÇñ»É sirel “to love”, ³ï»É atel “to hate”.95
(84)

²ñ³ÙÁ ëÇñíáõÙ ¿ ²ÝáõßÇó:

		 Aram-ě
sir-v-um
		 Aram.nom-the love-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram is loved by Anuš.”

ē
he is

Anuš-ic’.
Anuš-abl

With other verbs, the (+human) agent of a passive sentence is preferably expressed with a
postpositional phrase consisting of the postposition ÏáõÙÇó kołmic’ “by/from the side of ”
and the noun in the dative.96
(85)
		
		
		

b.

ä³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ Ïáïñí»É ¿ ²ñ³ÙÇ ÏáñÙÇó:

Patuhan-ě
kotr-v-el
window.nom-the break-pass-ptcp.perf
“The window has been broken by Aram.”

ē
it is

Aram-i
kołmic’.
Aram-dat post

The ablative denotes the natural-force agent of a passivised verb:

. Kozintseva 1995: 19; Abrahamyan 1981: 192.
. Par°nasyan 1970: 226–228. Abrahamyan 1981: 299. Papoyan. Badikyan 2003:144. (Asatryan
2004: 213) also states that the form with the noun in the dative and in postposition is more productive and can be regarded the prevalent form for expressing the (+human) agent of a passive
sentence.
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(86)

ä³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ Ïáïñí»É ¿ ù³Ùáõó:

		 Patuhan-ě
kotr-v-el
ē
k’am-uc’.
		 window.nom-the break-pass-ptcp.perf. it is wind-abl
		 “The window has been broken by the wind.”
(87)

²ÉåÇÝÇëïÁ ëå³Ýí»ó Ï³ÛÍ³ÏÇó:

		 alpinist-ě
span-v-ec’
kaycak-ic’.
		 alpinist.nom-the kill-pass-aor.3.sg lightning-abl
		 “The alpinist was killed by the lightning.”

c.

The ablative signifies the (–human) instigator/causer of an inchoative verb in an anticausative construction:97
(88)

ÊáïÁ ³ñ¨Çó ãáñ³ó³í:

		 Xot-ě
arew-ic’ čora-c’av.
		 grass.nom-the sun-abl dry-aor.3.sg
		 “The grass dried from the sun.”
(89)

öáõáóÁ É³ÛÝ³ó³í ï³ÏáõÃÛáñÝÇó:

		 P’ołoc’-ě
laynac’-av
takut’yun-ic’.
		 street.nom-the extend-aor.3.sg heat-abl
		 “The road expanded from the heat.”
(90)

Ì³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ Ã³é³Ù»É ¿ÇÝ óñïÇó:

		 całik-ner-ě
t’ar°am-el
ēin
		 Flower-pl.nom-the fade-ptcp.perf. they were
		 “The flowers had faded from the cold.”

c’rt-ic’.
cold-abl

One can simply prove the fact that the (–human) causer in the ablative is part of an anticausative construction: the sentence may easily be transformed into a causative sentence,
in which the verb is causativised and the (–human) causer appears as (–human) subject of
the sentence.
(88)

a.

			
		
			

²ñ¨Á ãáñ³óñ»ó ¿ ËáïÁ:

Arew-ě
č’ora-c’r-ec’
xot-ě.
sun.nom-the dry-caus-aor.3.sg grass.nom-the
“The sun dried the grass. (The sun has made the grass dry.)”

. In traditional Armenian, grammars such ablatives are subsumed and called “causal
ablatives”, which is of course true, since the noun in the ablative denotes the cause(r) of the
action. But this definition is too “broad”. Here the two functions of the ablative are distinguished: (a) syntactic ablative used to express the (–human) causer of an inchoative verb and
(b) a semantic causal ablative.
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(89)

a.

			
			
			
(90)

a.

			
			
			

d.

î³ÏáõÃÛáõÝÁ É³ÛÝ³óÝáõÙ ¿ ÷áÕáóÁ:

Takut’yun-ě
layna-c’n-um
ē
p’ołoc’-ě.
Heat.nom-the extend-caus-ptcp.pres. it is street.nom-the
“The heat expands the road.”
òáõñïÁ Ã³é³Ù»óñ»É ¿ñ Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ:

c’urt-ě
t’ar°ame-c’r-el
ēr
całik-ner-ě.
cold.nom-the fade-caus-ptcp.perf. it was flower-pl.nom-the
“The cold had made the flowers fade.”

The ablative in comparative and superlative constructions is used here to mark the
standard in comparison. (See Ch. 3.4.3. Comparative Constructions, p. 531f.)
(91)

²ÝÇÝ Çñ ùñáçÇó ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿:

		 Ani-n
ir k’roj-ic’
gełec’ik
ē.
		 Ani.nom-the her sister-abl beautiful she is
		 “Ani is more beautiful than her sister.”
(92)

²ÝÇÝ µáÉáñÇó ³Ù»Ý³·»Õ»óÇÏÝ ¿:

		 Ani-n
bolor-ic’ amena-gełec’ik-n
ē.
		 Ani.nom-the all-abl most-beautiful-the she is
		 “Ani is the most beautiful (of all).”

The ablative additionally fulfils the following semantic functions
a.

The ablative of a complement of separation indicates the division of a person/
object. This person/object must be in motion. This function of the ablative preferably co-occurs with verbs such as Ñ»é³Ý³É her°anal “to leave, to go away”, ÷³Ëã»É
p’axč’el “to flee, to escape”, ³Ýç³ï»É anjatel “to separate; to switch off ”, Ëáõë³÷»É
xusap’el “to escape”, ½³ïí»É zatvel “to separate”, Ññ³Ä³ñí»É hražarvel “to refuse”,
Ù»Ïáõë³Ý³É mekusanel “to isolate”, ³é³ÝÓÝ³Ý³É ar°anjnanal “to seclude oneself;
to stand apart”, ÏÕ½Ç³Ý³É kłzianal “isolate”, µ³Ä³Ýí»É bažanvel “to divide, to separate, to divorce”.
(93)

Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇó ³Ù»Ý ·Ýáí å»ïù ¿ Ñ»é³Ý³: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 Hayastan-ic’
amen gn-ov
petk’ ē her°an-a.
		 Armenia-abl all
price-inst leave-deb.fut.3.sg
		 “He must leave Armenia at all costs.”

b.

The ablative of a complement of cause marks the reason/cause of an action. Causal
ablatives can be paraphrased by means of the postposition å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov
“because of ” and the noun in the dative respectively with the personal or demonstrative pronoun in the genitive (=possessive pronoun).
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(94)

Ü³ Ï³ñÙñ»É ¿ óñïÇ å³ï×³éáí:

c’rt-i
patčar°ov.
cold-dat post

		 Na
karmr-el
ē
		 He.nom turn red-ptcp.perf. he is
		 “He turned red because of the cold.”

This postpositional phrase is less frequently used than the bare causal ablative and is also
considered to be a lower style.
c.

The ablative of local complement signals:

––
––
––

the starting point of an action
the place through which an action passes
the place from which the agent moves or through which the agent passes.

(95) öáÕáóÇó Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ ï»ëÝ»É µ³ÏÝ:
		 P’ołoc’-ic’
kareli
ē
		 Street-abl
possible
it is

tesn-el
see-inf

bak-n.
courtyard.nom-the

		 “It is possible to see the courtyard from the street.” ( One can see the courtyard
		 from the street.)
(96)

²ñ³ÙÁ ¹áõñë »Ï³í ØáëÏí³ÛÇó:

		 Aram-ě
durs ek-av
		 Aram.nom-the
get out-aor.3.sg
		 “Aram got out of Moscow.”
(97)

Moskva-yic’.
Moscow-abl

Ø»ù»Ý³Ý ³Ûë ÷áÕáóÇó ãÇ ³ÝóÝáõÙ:

Mek’ena-n
ays p’ołoc’-ic’
č’-i
Car.nom-the
this street-abl
neg-it is
		 “The car does not pass (from) this street.”

anc’n-um.
pass-ptcp.pres.

d.

The ablative of temporal complement indicates:

––
––
––
––

the beginning of an action
the time in which the course of action is performed and terminates
a simultaneous action
the point in time after which an action will be performed.
(98)

²é³íáïí³ÝÇó ÓÛáõÝ ¿ ·³ÉÇë:

		Ar°avot-vanic’
jyun
ē
gal-is.
		morning-abl
snow
it is
go-ptcp.pres.
		 “It has been snowing since morning.”
(99)

²Ûë ï³ñí³ÝÇó ëáíáñáõÙ »Ýù Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý:

		 Ays tar-vanic’
sovor-um
enk’
hayeren.
		 This year-abl
learn-ptcp.pres.
we are
Armenian.nom
		 “Since the beginning of this year we have been learning Armenian.”
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e.

The ablative of complement of material highlights the matter of which an object consists. This ablative can be replaced by a corresponding qualitative adjective.

(100)

Ü³ µñ¹Çó ßáñÁ ãÇ ëÇñáõÙ:

		 Na
brd-ic’
šor-ě
		 he.nom wool-abl cloth.nom-the
		 “He doesn’t like the woollen cloth.”

č’-i
neg-he is

sir-um.
love-ptcp.pres.

f.

The partitive ablative is preferably used to express partitive meaning. It is often used
with

––

indefinite, interrogative or relative pronouns, but also with some adverbs or nouns, such as
Ñ³ï hat “piece”, ³ÝÑ³ï anhat “individual”, Ù³ë mas “part”, ù³Ý³Ï k’anak “quantity”
with nouns indicating a part of something
with adjectives with partitive meaning

––
––

(101)

²ñ³ÙÁ ³Û¹ óáñ»ÝÇó Í³ËáõÙ ¿ñ ³é³ëå»É³Ï³Ý ·Ý»ñáí:

		Aram-ě
		Aram.nom-the
ar°aspelakan
legendary

ayd
that

c’oren-ic’
wheat-abl

cax-um
sell-ptcp.pres.

ēr
he was

gn-er-ov.
price-pl-inst

		 “Aram sold from that wheat with legendary prices.”
(102) ²ßáïÇ ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇó Ù»ÏÁ ·Ý³ó»É ¿ èáõë³ëï³Ý ³ßË³ï»Éáõ:
		 Ašot-i
		 Ašot-dat

ěnker-ner-ic’
friend-pl-abl

mek-ě
gnac’-el
ē
Rusastan
one.nom-the go-ptcp.perf. he is Russia.nom

ašxatel-u.
work-inf-dat
		 “One of Ašot’s friends has gone to Russia to work.”

g.

The ablative of the complement of utterance/cognition suggests the object/person from
which an utterance/information originates and usually co-occurs with verbs of utterance
and cognition such as e.g. Ëáë»É xosel “to speak”, ³ë»É asel “to say”, µ³Ùµ³ë»É bambasel “to
gossip”, ã³ñ³Ëáë»É č’araxosel “to speak badly”, å³ïÙ»É patmel “to tell”, ·³Ý·³ïí»É gangatvel “to complain”, ï»Õ»ï³Ý³É tełekanal “to be informed”.

(103)	ØÑ»ñÁ Ý³ËÏÇÝ ïÇñáçÇó ÇÙ³ó»É ¿, áñ ïáõÝÁ í³×³éí»É ¿ 1500 ²ØÜ ¹áÉ³ñáí:
(Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		Mher-ě
		Mher.nom-the

naxkin
former

tir-ojic’
landlord-abl

or
tun-ě
vačar°-el
conj house.nom-the sell-ptcp.perf.

imac’-el
know-ptcp.perf.
ē
he is

1500 AMN
1,500 US

ē
he is
dolar-ov
dollar-inst

		“Mher knew from his former landlord that he had sold the house for $1,500 U.S.”
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h.

The ablative of narrative-partitive complement indicates the object/person about which it
is spoken, or which the narration refers to. This ablative occurs with verbs of utterance, such
as Ëáë»É xosel “to speak”, ³ë»É asel “to say”, µ³Ùµ³ë»É bambasel “to gossip”, ã³ñ³Ëáë»É
č’araxosel “to speak badly”, å³ïÙ»É patmel “to tell”, ·³Ý·³ïí»É gangatvel “to complain”,
ï»Õ»Ï³Ý³É tełekanal “to be informed” etc.

(104)

î³ïÇÏÁ ÃáéÝ»ñÇÝ å³ïÙáõÙ ¿ Çñ ÏÛ³ÝùÇó:

		 Tatik-ě
		 Grandmother.nom-the
ir
her

t’or°-ner-i-n
grandchild-pl-dat-the

patm-um
tell-ptcp.pres

ē
she is

kyank’-ic’.
life-abl

		 “The grandmother tells the grandchildren from her life.”

This narrative ablative has a strict partitive meaning, as in (104): the grandmother does not
tell all about her life, but some events from her life.
In the case of a general complement of narration, this type is preferably expressed with
postpositional phrases with the postpositions Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about” or í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “referring to” and the noun in the dative. The ablative is not used in this meaning.
(104)

a.

î³ïÇÏÁ ÃáéÝ»ñÇÝ å³ïÙáõÙ ¿ Çñ ÏÛ³ÝùÇ Ù³ëÇÝ:

		 Tatik-ě
t’or°-ner-i-n
patm-um
		 Grandmother.nom-the grandchild-pl-dat-the tell-ptcp.pres.
		
		
		

i.

ir		
her		

kyank’-i		
life-dat		

ē
she is

masin.
post

“The grandmother tells the grandchildren about her life.”

The ablative of limiting or constraining complement, in combination with a qualitative
adjective, can be used to constrain the quality to a certain amount or degree.
(105)

Ü³ ¹»ÙùÇó ·»Õ»óÇù ¿.

		 Na
demk’-ic’
gełec’ik’
		 she.nom face-abl
beautiful
		 Lit.: “he is beautiful from the face.”

ē.
she is

		 Meaning: She only has a beautiful face, but nothing else is beautiful.

It seems that this function of the ablative is nowadays limited to literary use. In colloquial
Armenian this function is often fulfilled with the instrumental case.
j.

The ablative also co-occurs with a group of intransitive verbs denoting various mental
conditions; the noun in the ablative denotes the person/object/situation etc. which is
the reason/basis for the mental condition. Mental verbs: Ó³ÝÓñ³Ý³É janjranal “to be
bored”, ³Ù³ã»É amač’ el “to be ashamed” í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal “to be afraid of ”, ½³ñÑáõñ»É
zarhurel “to be horrified”, ëáëÏ³É soskal “to be terrified”, ½½í»É zzvel “to loathe”, Ñá·Ý»É
hognel “to get tired”, íÇñ³íáñí»É viravorvel “to be offended”, Ëéáí»É xr°ovel “to feel
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hurt”, ¹Ä·áÑ»É džgohel “to be dissatisfied; to complain”, ÑÇ³ëÃ³÷í»É hiast’ ap’vel “to be
disappointed”, íßï³Ý³É vštanal “to be sad, to grieve”, Ñ³·»Ý³É hagenal “to be satisfied”,
Ý»Õ³Ý³É nełanal “to take offence”, »ñÏÝã»É erknč’el “to fear”, µ³í³Ï³Ý³Ý³É bavakananal “to be enough, sufficient”, ßÝáñÑ³Ï³É ÉÇÝ»É šnorhakal linel “to be thankful, grateful”,
·áÑ ÙÝ³É goh mnal “to be content, satisfied”, ½·³É zgal “to feel” etc.
(106)
		

Ø»Ï ³Ý·³Ù Ù³ÝÏ³ï³ÝÁ Ù»Í³ó³Í ÍÝáÕÝ»ñÇó Ù»ÏÝ ³ë³ó, áñ
Ñá·Ý»É ¿ Çñ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ å³Ñ»Éáõó: (Hetk 26.02.2007)

		 mek angam mankat-an-ě

mecac’-ac

cnoł-ner-ic’

		 one time

grow up-ptcp.res.

parent-pl-abl

children’s home-dat-the

mek-n
one.nom-the
ir
her

as-ac’
say-aor.3.sg.

erexa-y-i-n
child-dat-the

or
conj

hogn-el		 ē
get tired-ptcp.perf.		 she is

pah-el-uc.
care-inf-abl

		 “At one point, one of the parents, having grown up in the children’s home, said
		 that she had got tired from caring for her child.”
(107)

Ü³ ãÇ ¹Å·áÑáõÙ Çñ µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÇ å³ÛÙ³ÝÝ»ñÇó: (Hetk 12.02.2007)

		 na

č’-i

džgoh-um         ir

bnakaran-i’

		 he.nom

neg-he is be dissatisfied-ptcp.pres.   his    apartment-dat

payman-ner-ic'.
condition-pl-abl
		 “He is not dissatisfied with the conditions of his apartment.”

Other semantic ablatives with rather restricted use are the equative ablative, the ablative of
manner and the ablative of complement of example.98

2.1.3.5 Locative
The locative is the prototypical case to convey primarily the place and secondarily the
time in which an action is performed. The locative is the only case that has only semantic
functions.
There is a range of nouns that cannot form the locative because of semantic constraints, such as personal names and, in general, (+human) nouns. In these cases, the locative is only used in literary style or with postpositional phrases.
The locative has the following functions:
a.

Local locative signifies the place in which an action is performed.

. The noun in the ablative denotes an object/peron which serves as an example or model for
another object/person, e.g. Ã³ñ·Ù³Ý»É µÝ³·ñÇó t’argmanel bnagric’ “to translate from the original”, ÝÏ³ñ»É ûñÇ·ÇÝ³ÉÇó nkarel ōriginalic’ “to draw from the original”.
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(108)

²ñ³ÙÁ å³ñ³åáõÙ ¿ Éë³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

		Aram-ě
parap-um
		Aram.nom-the study-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram studies in the auditorium.”

ē
he is

lsaran-um.
auditorium-loc

The locative in this function describes an object/person etc. as being located only in(side
of) a place.99 Because of this semantic restriction, the locative cannot be used with other
local positions (behind, near, on, under, in front of etc.) and is thus replaced by postpositional phrases with corresponding postpositions and nouns in the dative.
Very often two possible variants of expressing a person/object/action being located
in a place co-exist: the synthetic locative and the analytic postpositional phrase with the
postposition Ù»ç mej “in” and the noun in the dative.
Sometimes these variants express a stylistic difference: whereas the locative is mainly
used in written language, in scientific language, the postpositional phrase is usually found
in colloquial Armenian.100
(109)

Ð³Û»ñ»ÝáõÙ û·ï³·ñáÍáõÙ »Ý ÑÇÝ· ÑáÉáí:

Hayeren-um
ōgtagorc-um
en
hing
holov.
Armenian-loc
use-ptcp.pres.
they are five
case.nom
		 “Five cases are used in Armenian.” (Lit.: They use five cases in Armenian.)
(109)

a.

			
			
			

Ð³Û»ñ»ÝÇ Ù»ç û·ï³·áñÍáõÙ »Ý ÑÇÝ· ÑáÉáí:

Hayeren-i
mej
ōgtagorc-um
en
hing holov.
Armenian-dat post use-ptcp.pres.
they are five
case.nom
“Five cases are used in Armenian.” (Lit.: They use five cases in Armenian.)

The sentences (109) and (109a) are synonymous but different in style. (108) is rather
used in scientific texts and in written Armenian, (109a) can rather be found in colloquial
Armenian.
In other semantic contexts – apart from the use of the locative with (+human) nouns however, it is not possible to use the locative at all, as e.g.
(110)

Ø³ïÇïÁ ·ñùÇ Ù»ç ¿:

		 Matit-ě
grk’-i
meĵ
ē.
		 pencil.nom-the
book-dat
post
it is
		 “The pencil is in the book.” (In between the pages of the book)

. As such it rather reminds one of the function of the inessive case, which is defined as a case
confirming that an object is only located “in” a place.
. In Western Armenian a locative case does not exist, thus all utterances “in a place” are expressed
with this postpositional phrase. One might also regard the increasing use of postpositional phrases
in MEA as a gradually increasing influence of Western Armenian.
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(110)

a.

*Ø³ïÇïÁ ·ñùáõÙ ¿:

			
matit-ě
grk’-um
ě.
			
pencil.nom-the book-loc it is
			
“The pencil is in the book.”
			Note: this is ungrammatical; the real locative can only be used here in the sense
of “contents of the book”.

In colloquial Armenian, this strict meaning of the locative is sometimes replaced by the bare
nominative, particularly with place names and in co-occurrence with the copular verb.
(111)

²ñ³ÙÁ ºñ¨³Ý ¿:

		 Aram-ě
Erewan
		 Aram.nom-the Yerevan.nom
		 “Aram is in Yerevan.”

b.

ē.
he is

The temporal locative signals the period of time in which an action is performed.

(112)

Ø»Ï Å³ÙáõÙ ³Ýó³Ýù ùë³Ý ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñ:

Mek
žam-um		
anc’-ank’		
one
hour-loc
pass-aor.1.pl
		 “In one hour we covered 20 kilometres.”

c.

k’san
20

kilometr.
kilometre.nom

The locative of limiting or constraining complement can only be found in literary MEA;
it is an absolutely unproductive and obsolete function in colloquial and in written MEA.
Also here, the postpositional phrase with Ù»ç mej “in” is used to express this function.

(113)

¶áñÍ Ï³ï³ñ»ÉáõÙ Ý³ ³éáÕç ¿ ¨ ÄÇñ:

		 Gorc
katarel-um
na
ar°ołĵ
ē
ew
žir.
		 work.nom fulfil-inf-loc he.nom wealthy he is conj smart.
		 “In fulfilling (his) the work he is wealthy and smart.”
(113)

a.

¶áñÍ Ï³ï³»ñ»Éáõ Ù»ç Ý³ ³éáÕç ¿ ¨ ÄÇñ:

katarel-u
fulfil-inf-dat

mej
post

na
he.nom

ar°ołĵ
ē
wealthy he is

			
		

Gorc
work.nom

			
			

ew
conj

			

“In fulfilling (his) the work he is wealthy and smart.”

žir.
smart.

2.1.4. Definiteness of Nouns
MEA distinguishes definite and indefinite nouns. Definiteness is marked by suffixing the
definite article -Á -ĕ/-Ý -n to the noun. Indefiniteness appears unmarked by using the bare
noun and as marked by using the preposed indefinite article ÙÇ mi “a”.
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Unmarked Indefinite Nouns
The unmarked, i.e. bare or zero form of a noun denotes the general meaning of a noun
without determining it more closely or without constraining its meaning.
Uses of the zero indefinite form
a.

It is used if the speaker refers for the first time to a person/object, i.e. it is completely
unknown and unspecific to both speaker and hearer.
It is used in enumerations, lists etc.

b.

(114)

ÎÇÝÁ Ý³Ù³Ï µ»ñ»ó:

Kin-ě
namak
berec’.
woman.nom-the letter.nom bring-aor.3.sg
		 S			
O	   V
		 “The woman brought a letter.” (An unknown, unspecific letter)
(115)

ÐÇÙ³ ¾¹·³ñÝ ³ßË³ï³Ýù áõÝÇ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

Hima
now

Ēdgar-n		
Ēdgar.nom-the

ašxatank’		
work.nom

un-i.
have-pres.3.sg

		 “Now Ēdgar has a job.” (An unknown, unspecific job, i.e. he is working).

c.

It is used if a noun is only used in its partitive meaning, i.e. only a part of an object is
mentioned and not the whole object.

(116)

ÐáÕ ïí»ù Ù»½ Ó»ñ ï³ÝÇó:

Hoł		
tv-ek’		
mez
jer
soil.nom		
give-IMP-2.pl
we.dat your
		 “Give us (some) soil from your house!”

d.

tan-ic’.
house-abl

There is a range of determiners such as ³ÛÉ ayl “other”, áõñÇß uriš “other” áñáß oroš
“a certain one”, of quantifiers such as e.g. ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ mi k’ani “some”, and of indefinite
pronouns such as e.g. ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or “some”, ÇÝã inč’ “some”, áñ¨» orewē “any”, áÙÝ
omn “someone” etc., that assign indefiniteness because of the semantic contents.
These determiners, quantifiers and indefinite pronouns co-occur with bare indefinite nouns.

(117)

«ºÃ» ÇÙ³Ý³ÛÇ ³Ûëå»ë ¿, Ñ»ïë ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ í»ñÙ³Ï Ïµ»ñ»Ç»: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		Et’e iman-ayi
		conj know-subj.past.1.sg

ayspes ē
so
it is

het-s
mi k’ani
post-my some

vermak
blanket.nom

kber-ei.
bring-cond.past.1.sg
		 “If I knew that it was like this, I would have brought some blankets with me.”

e.

All plural forms being inherited from Classical Armenian, such as Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ mardik
“people”, Ï³Ý³Ûù kanayk’ “women”, as well as the nouns ending in -c’i in Nominative
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singluar and ending in the plural in -ik’ NEVER co-occur with the definite article, i.e.
these nouns are always morphologically indefinite.
(118) Ø»ñ ¹åñáóÝ»ñÇ 80 ïáÏáëáõÙ Ï³Ý³Ûù »Ý ³ßË³ïáõÙ:
		 (Armenpress 14.05.2006)
		
		

mer dproc’-ner-i
our school-pl-dat

80
80

tokos-um
per cent-loc

kan-ayk’
woman-pl.nom

en
they are

ašxat-um.
work-ptcp.pres.
“Women are working in 80 % of our schools.” (Morphologically and
semantically indefinite)
(119)
		

ê³Ï³ÛÝ ³Ûë ·ÛáõÕ³µÝ³Ï Ï³Ý³Ûù áõ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ
ïÝï»ëáõÃÛ³Ý ½·³ÉÇ Ù³ëÝ »Ý Ý»ñÏ³Û³óÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 28.05.2006)

		

sakayn ays gyułabnak

		

conj

this living in village

kan-ayk’

u

tłamard-ik

woman-pl.nom

conj

man-pl.nom

Hayastan-i

tntesut’y-an

zgali

mas-n

en

Armenia-dat

economy-dat

considerable

part.nom-the

they are

nerkaya-c’n-um.
present-caus-ptcp.pres.
		 “But these women and men living in villages represent a considerable part of
		 Armenia’s economy.” (Morphologically indefinite, but semantically definite)

f.

All case forms in the instrumental, ablative and locative are always morphologically
indefinite and never co-occur with a definite article.

(120) Î³ñ³å»ïÛ³Ý ³½·³ÝáõÝáí Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ï³ëÝÛ³Ï »Ý:
		 (Hetk 26.02.2007)
		 Karapetyan azganun-ov
		 Karapetyan family name-inst

mard-ik
mi k’ani tasnyak
person-pl.nom some decade

en.
they are

		 “There are some dozens of people with the family name Karapetyan.”
		 (Morphological indefinite noun in locative, but semantically definite)

g.

The vocative, nominal appositions and adnominal dative as well as all nouns combined
with adpositions are morphologically indefinite and NEVER co-occur with the definite
article.

(121)

Ð³Ù³ÛÝùÇ Õ»Ï³í³ñÇ ï³ÝÁ Ñ»é³Ëáë ãÏ³: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

		
		

hamaynk’-i
łekavar-i t-an-ě
community-dat leader-dat house-dat-the

		
		

her°axos		
č’-ka.
telephone.nom neg-exist-pres.3.sg.
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		 “There is no telephone in the house of the leader of the community.”
		 (Morphologically indefinite nouns in (adnominal) dative; semantically definite).

Marked Indefiniteness: the Use of the Indefinite Article
In general, the indefinite article ÙÇ mi “a” is used to denote an indefinite, specific and not
totally new or unknown object/person. This object/person is also known to the speaker,
but unknown to the hearer. ÙÇ mi occurs in all cases and can also be replaced by the
synonymous indefinite pronouns ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or “some”, ÙÇ áÙÝ mi omn “someone/ somebody” etc.
(122)

ØÇ å³ï³ÝÇ ï»ë³ ÙÇ ÏÝáç:

Mi
indef

patani
boy.nom

te-sa
see-aor.3.sg

mi
indef

kn-oj.
woman-dat

		 “A (specific) boy saw a (specific) woman.”
(122)

a.

			
			
			

ÆÝã-áñ å³ï³ÝÇ ï»ë³ ÇÝã-áñ ÏÝáç:

Inč’-or patani
tesa
some
boy.nom see-aor.3.sg
“Some boy saw some woman.”

inč’-or
some

kn-oj.
woman-dat

The main difference in the use of the unmarked or zero indefinite form and the use of the
indefinite article ÙÇ mi lies in the specificity of the noun.
––

A zero definite noun has to be regarded as indefinite and non-specific, whereas the
noun with an indefinite article ÙÇ mi as indefinite but specific.

(123)

ÐÝ³·»ïÝ»ñÁ å»ÕáõÙÝ»ñÇ í³ÛñáõÙ Ù³ñ¹áõ ÏÙ³Ëù ·ï³Ý:

			 Hnaget-ner-ĕ
pełum-ner-i		
			 archaeologist-pl.nom-the excavation-pl-dat		
		
		

kmaxk’		
skeleton.nom

vayr-um
site-loc

mard-u
person-dat

gt-an.
find-aor.3.pl

		 “The archaeologists found a skeleton of a man (= a human skeleton) in the
		 excavations’ site.” (Non-specific, thus not marked with an indefinite article).
(123)

a.

ÐÝ³·»ïÝ»ñÁ å»ÕáõÙÝ»ñÇ í³ÛñáõÙ µñáÝ½»¹³ñÛ³ ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹áõ ÏÙ³Ëù ·ï³Ý:

hnaget-ner-ě
archaeologist-pl.nom-the
bronzedarya
bronze age

mard-u
person-dat

pełum-ner-i
excavation-pl-dat
kmaxk’
skeleton.nom

vayr-um
site-loc

mi
indef

gt-an.
find-aor.3.pl

“The archaeologists found a skeleton of a Bronze Age man in the excavations’
site.” (Specific, since the person is characterised as from the Bronze Age, but still
indefinite)
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––

The zero indefinite noun in the singular often denotes generic and/or plural meaning.
The noun with ÙÇ mi, however, does only imply a singular meaning and does only
denote a single object/person.

(124)

¸áõñë »Ï³ ÷áÕáó° Ù³ñ¹ ï»ë³:

Durs ek-a
p’ołoc’		
mard		
tes-a.
go out-aor.1.sg street.nom
person.nom
see-aor.1.sg
		 “I went out on the street and saw persons (somebody).”
(125)

¸áõñë »Ï³ ÷áÕáó° ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹ ï»ë³:

		Durs ek-a
p’ołoc’
mi
mard
		go out-aor.1.sg street.nom indef
person.nom
		 “I went out on the street and saw a person.”

tes-a.
see-aor.1.sg

In recent years there has been a lively debate regarding the very existence and the functions
of the indefinite article. This discussion is based on the fact that particularly in colloquial
Armenian native speakers do not distinguish the numeral Ù»Ï mek “one” from the indefinite article ÙÇ mi “a”.
ÙÇ mi is used to indicate both functions; the cardinal number Ù»Ï mek “one” is only
emphatically used to stress the contrast between one or more. Even in written Armenian, hypergeneralised forms of the indefinite article ÙÇ mi occur, both functioning as the
numeral and as the indefinite article. However, it is clear that there is a semantic distinction
between the numeral and the indefinite article in certain contexts.
(126)

ØÇ ï³ñáõÙ Ý³ ÷³Ï³Ý³·áñÍ ¹³ñÓ³í ÙÇ Ù»Í ·áñÍ³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

		Mi tar-um
		ONE year-loc

na
p’akanagorc
he.nom locksmith.nom

darj-av
become-aor.3.sg

mi
indef

mec gorcaran-um.
big factory-loc
		 “In (the course of) one year he became a locksmith in a big factory.”
		 Comment: the first ÙÇ mi is used here instead of the numeral Ù»Ï mek “one”,
		 the second in its real function as an indefinite article.
(126)

a.

			

Ø»Ï ï³ñáõÙ Ý³ ÷³Ï³Ý³·áñÍ ¹³ñÓ³í ÇÝã-áñ Ù»Í
·áñÍ³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

	   
	  

Mek tar-um	   na	    p’akanagorc    darj-av
ONE year-loc   he.nom   locksmith.nom   become-aor.3.sg

	   inč’-or mec
	   some big

gorcaran-um.
factory-loc

		   “In one year he became a locksmith in some big factory.”

The numeral Ù»Ï mek is seldom used in colloquial Armenian, maybe only for enumeration
or when the numerical value is emphasised.
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Some Armenian grammarians explain the distinction between ÙÇ mi “a” as an indefinite article and ÙÇ mi “one” as a numeral only based in the differing intonation: if ÙÇ mi is
stressed it is used as numeral in the sense of “one”101.
(127)

²Ûëûñ ·Çñù ·Ý»óÇ:

Aysōr
girk’		
gnec’-i.
today
book.nom
buy-aor.1.sg
		 “Today I bought a book”. (Also possible: today I bought some books)
(127)

a.

			
			
			
			
(128)

²Ûëûñ Ù»Ï / ÙÇ ·Çñù ·Ý»óÇ:.

Aysōr
mek/mi
girk’
gnec’-i.
today
one/a
book.nom
buy-aor.1.sg.
“Today I bought one/a book.”
Comment: in this sentence Ù»Ï mek “one” would be stressed.

Üñ³Ý ï»ë³ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ÙÇ ³Ý·³Ù:

Nran
tes-a		
miayn
he.dat see-aor.1.sg
only
		 “I have seen him only once.”
(128)

a.

		
		
			
(129)

mi
a

angam.
time.

Üñ³Ý ï»ë³ ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ù»Ï ³Ý·³Ù:

Nran		
tes-a		
miayn
he.dat
see-aor.1.sg only		
“I have seen him only one single time.”

mek
one

angam.
time

ØÇ Ù³ñ¹ ¹³ßïáõÙ ³ßË³ïáõÙ ¿ñ:

		 Mi
mard
dašt-um
ašxat-um
ēr.
		 indef man.nom field-loc
work-ptcp.pres. he was
		 “A (specific) person worked in the field.” (Somebody)
(129)

a.

¸³ßïáõÙ Ù»Ï Ù³ñ¹ ¿ñ ³ßË³ïáõÙ:

	   Dašt-um
mek
mard ēr    ašxat-um.
	   Field-loc
one
person he was work-ptcp.pres.
		   “One person worked in the field.” (Only one person, not more)
(130)

ÆÝÓ ÙÇ ³Ãáé ïí»ù:

Inj
mi
at’or°
tv-ek’!
i.dat
indef chair.nom give-imp.2.pl
		 “Give me a chair! (Give me any chair!)

. Asatryan 2004: 99.
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(130)

a.

		
		
			

ÆÝÓ Ù»Ï ³Ãáé ïí»ù:

Inj
mek
at’or
tv-ek’!
i.dat
one
chair.nom give-imp.2.pl
“Give me one chair!” (And not more)

As can be seen from the examples above, it is mainly the context and the intonation that
decide upon the function of the word ÙÇ mi as the indefinite article “a” or the numeral “one”.
Marked, Definite Nouns
MEA has a definite article that is expressed by the suffix -ě/-n. This definite article typically
assigns definite reference to the noun and is suffixed to the noun’s stem, or to the plural
suffix or to the case ending.
noun-(plural suffix)-(case ending)-definite article suffix

The definite article has two allomorph variants -ě resp and -n that are attached to the noun
following the pronunciation rules.
–– If the noun has a final consonant, always with – Á ĕ.
–– If the noun has a final vowel and if the following word has an initial vowel and is spoken
without pause, the suffix -Ý n is attached. This is the case (1) if an auxiliary which follows,
marks the preceding noun with the definite article as being in preverbal focus and thus
in marked syntactic function and (2) if the following word begins with a vowel and bears
the phrasal stress. 102 I.e. if the there is no pause between the definite noun and the following word, the article -Ý n must be used. If the following word is heavily prosodically
contrasted from the definite noun, the definite article suffix -Á ĕ must be used.
The article is always unstressed.
(131)

²ÝÇÝ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿:

Ani-n		
Ani.nom-the
		 “Ani is reading.”
(132)

kard-um		
read-ptcp.pres.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿:

Aram-ě		
kard-um		
Aram.nom-the
read-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram is reading.”
(132)

ē.
she is

a.

		
			

ē.
he is

²ñ³ÙÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

Aram-n
ē
kard-um.
Aram.nom-the
he is
read-ptcp.pres.
It is Aram who is reading.” (Functional perspective: change of order verb+auxillary)

. Abrahamyan 1981: 160.
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(133)

²ñ³ÙÝ Çñ³íáõÝù áõÝÇ:

Aram-n		
Aram.nom-the
		 “Aram is right.”

iravunk’		
right.nom

un-i.
have-pres.3.sg

Although it is primarily the context which rules the use of the definite article, there are
also various semantic, morphological and syntactic constraints controlling the use of the
definite article.
The definite article is obligatorily used in a number of ways:
a.

With personal names. MEA exhibits an inherently definite group of nouns: personal
names. Thus, personal names are usually regarded as being definite, except from the
context in which a neutral, general, or even indefinite-specific person is indicated with
a personal name.

(134)

ä»ïñáëÁ Ù»ÏÝ»ó ØáëÏí³:

		Petros-ě
mekn-ec’
		Petros.nom-the
leave-aor.3.sg
		 “Petros left for Moscow.”
(135)

Moskva.
Moscow.nom

ØÇ (ÇÝã-áñ) ä»ïñáë Ù»ÏÝ»ó ØáëÏí³:

Mi (inč’-or)
Petros		
mekn-ec’		
		 a (some)		
Petros.nom
leave-aor.3.sg
		 “A (certain) Petros left for Moscow.”

Moskva.
Moscow.nom

The definite article is, however, only used with personal names if they appear in the nominative or dative case, and in the latter only with bare datives. The indefinite article never
occurs with other cases or with adpositions.
(136)

²ÝáõßÁ »ñ·áõÙ ¿:

		Anuš-ĕ
erg-um
		Anuš.nom-the sing-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anuš is singing.”
(137)

²ÝÇÝ ëÇñáõÙ ¿ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ:

Ani-n
sir-um
Ani.nom-the love-ptcp.pres.
		 “Ani loves Aram.”
(138)

ē.
she is

ē
she is

Aram-i-n.
Aram-dat-the

²ÝÇÝ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ ·Çñù ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

		Ani-n
Aram-i-n
		Ani.nom-the Aram-dat-the
		 “Ani gives a book to Aram.”

girk’
book.nom-the

ē
she is

tal-is.
give-ptcp.pres.
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b.

If the noun is modified by an adnominal dative attribute, the definite article is suffixed to
the head noun. The article, however, never occurs on the adnominal dative attribute.

(139)

²ÝáõßÇ »Õµ³ÛñÁ »ñ·áõÙ ¿:

Anuš-i
ełbayr-ě
Anuš-dat
brother.nom-the
		 “Anuš’s brother sings.”
(140)

erg-um
sing-ptcp.pres.

ē.
he is

ÇÙ ÁÝÏ»ñáõÑáõ »Õµ³ÛñÁ µÅÇßÏ ¿:

Im
ĕnkeruh-u
ełbayr-ĕ		
bžišk		
my
girlfriend-dat
brother.nom-the doctor.nom
		 “My girlfriend’s brother is (a) doctor.”

c.

ē.
he is

If the noun is modified by an adjective to any superlative degree.

(141)

²ÝáõßÁ ³Ù»Ý³·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

Anuš-ě		
amena-gełec’ik
Anuš.nom-the
most-beautiful
		 “Anuš is the most beautiful girl.”
(142)

ałjik-n		
girl.nom-the

ē.
she is

²ñ³ÙÁ Ù»ñ ÏáõñëáõÙ ³Ù»Ý³Ë»Éáù áõë³ÝáÕÝ ¿:

Aram-ě
mer kurs-um
amena-xelok’
usanoł-n
Aram.nom-the our course-loc most-intelligent student.nom-the
		 “Aram is the most intelligent student on our course.”

d.

If the noun is modified by an ordinal number.

(143)

ºñÏñáñ¹ ¹³ëÁ ëÏëíáõÙ ¿ ÑÇÙ³:

		Erkrord
das-ě
sks-v-um
		second
class.nom-the start-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “The second class is starting now.”

e.

ē.
he is

ē
it is

hima.
now.

If the noun is determined and modified by an attributive, demonstrative or possessive pronoun.

(144)

²Ûë ·ÇñùÁ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿:

Ays
girk’-ě		
šat
this
book.nom-the
int
		 “This book is very interesting.”
(145)

hetak’rk’ir
interesting

ē.
it is

Üñ³ ÷áùñ ùáõÛñÁ ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ ¹åñáóáõÙ:

Nra
p’ok’r
k’uyr-ě		
sovor-um		
ē
his/her little
sister.nom-the
learn-ptcp.pres. she is
		 “His/her little sister learns in (the) school.”

dproc’-um.
school-loc
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If the noun is modified by collective quantifiers such as e.g. ³ÙµáÕç ambolĵ, áÕç ołj,
Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ hamayn “whole” or µáÉáñ bolor “all” etc.

f.

(146)

²ÙµáÕç »ñÏÇñÁ ÝßáõÙ ¿ êáõñµ Ø»ëñáåÇ ïáÝÁ:

Ambołj erkir-ě
nš-um
whole country.nom-the celebrate-ptcp.pres.

ē
it is

Surb Mesrop-i
Holy Mesrop-dat

ton-ĕ.
feast.nom-the
		 “The whole country celebrates the feast of St. Mesrop.”
(147)

´áÉáñ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ áõñ³Ë³ÝáõÙ »Ý ÒÙé³Ý å³åÇÇ ·³Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ:

		Bolor erexa-ner-ě
uraxan-um
en
Jmr°an
papi-i
		all child-pl.nom-the rejoice-ptcp.pres they are Winter-dat grandpa-dat
	  gal-u		

	  come-inf-dat

hamar.
post

		 “All children rejoice about the coming of Santa Claus.”

g.

If the noun is part of a close apposition:

(148)

Üñ³Ýù ·Ý³Éáõ »Ý ØáëÏí³ ù³Õ³ùÁ:

Nrank’
gnal-u
en
Moskva
they.nom go-ptcp.fut. they are Moscow.nom
		 “They will go to (the town of) Moscow.”

h.

If the noun denotes the definite direct object of a transitive verb:

(149)

ºñ»Ï ²ñ³ÙÁ ï»ë³í Çñ ÁÝÏ»ñáçÁ:

Erek
Aram-ě		
tes-av
yesterday Aram.nom-the see-aor.3.sg
		 “Aram saw Vardan yesterday.”
(150)

ir
his

ěnkeroj-ě
friend.dat-the

ºñ»Ï ²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó³í ·ÇñùÁ:

Erek
Aram-ě
kardac’-av
yesterday Aram.nom-the read-aor.3.sg
		 “Aram read the book yesterday.”

i.

k’ałak’-ě.
town.nom-the

girk’-ě.
book.nom-the

Nouns may also show the definite article if expressing a general meaning:
(151)

´ÅÇßÏÁ åÇïÇ áõß³¹Çñ ÉÇÝÇ:

Bžišk-ě		
piti
ušadir
doctor.nom-the part
careful
		 “A doctor must be careful.”

lin-i.
be-deb.fut.3.sg
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Other Determination of Nouns

2.1.5

Nouns can also be determined by several means.
––
––
––

By the possessive suffixes -ë -s, -¹ -d
By the personal suffixes -ë -s, -¹ -d
By the demonstrative suffix-ë -s

Possessive Suffixes
The possessive suffixes -ë -s, -¹ -d are frequently used in both written and colloquial Armenian to express various functions. In principle, the possessive suffixes can be attached to
nouns, nominalised words and all words of nominal function. There are no constraints
caused by number or case, e.g. ·Çñù, ·Çñùë, ·ñù»ñë, ·ñùÇ, ·ñùÇë, ·ñùÇóë, ·ñùáí¹.
In addition to their primary function of denoting possession with nouns, as in ·Çñùë
girk’-s “my book”, possessive suffixes also fulfil the following functions with word classes
other than nouns.
––

They co-occur with the following pronouns, quantifiers and adverbs to denote possessive
meaning: ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã amen inč’ “everything”, áãÇÝã oč’inč’ “nothing”, ³Ûëï»Õ/³Û¹ï»Õ/
³ÛÝï»Õ aysteł/aydteł/aynteł “here/there”, ÇÝã inč’ “something”, áñï»Õ orteł “where etc.

(152)

²Ù»Ý ÇÝãáí¹ ï³ñµ»ñíáõÙ »ë áõñÇßÝ»ñÇó:

Amen inč’-ov-d
tarber-v-um
es
everything.inst-your
differ-refl-ptcp.pres. you are
		 “You differ with everything (in you) from the others.”

––

uriš-ner-ic’.
other-pl-abl

They co-occur with non-finite verbal forms such as the infinitive, resultative participle, future participle or subjective participle and denote an agentive rather than a
possessive meaning, as in e.g. ·Ý³Éë gnal-s “my going”, ³ë³Í¹ asac-d “the thing said
by you”, ÁÝÃ»ñóáÕ¹ ēnt’ erc’ oł-d “you (as) reader”.

(153) êï³ó³Íë ³é³ï Í³ÕÏ»÷Ýç»ñÇ Ù³ëÇÝ ³í»Éáñ¹ »Ù Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ Ýß»É.
		 (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)
stac’-ac-s
ar°at
całkap’nj-er-i
masin avelord
em
receive-ptcp.res-my abundant bouqet-pl-dat post superfluous I am
hamar-um
nš-el.
regard-ptcp.pres. note-inf
		 “I regard it superfluous to note the abundant bouquets I have received.”

––

They co-occur with postpositions in pseudo-possessive103 meaning identifying the
location in the first or second person: Ùáïë mots “with me/at me/near me”, íñ³ë

. This seems to be a common feature of possessive suffixes: to hypergeneralise their use as
synonyms not only of possessive pronouns, but also of the genitive of personal pronouns when
used to express agency or relation.
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vras “on me”, Ù»çë meĵs “in me”, ï³Ïë taks “under me” etc. (see Ch. 2.8. “Adpositions”,
p. 294f.)
(154)
		

«Â³ñëÇ å»ë ï³Ý µ³Ý³ÉÇÝ»ñÁ Ïáñóñ»É »Ù, µ³Ûó ¹³ÏáõÙ»ÝïÝ»ñÁ
Ùáïë »Ý, å³Ñ»É »Ù»: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007; quoted colloquial Arm.)

		 t’ars-i
pes
t-an
banali-ner-ě
		 contrast-dat post house-dat key-pl.nom-the
bayc dakument-ner-ě
mot-s
en
conj document-pl.nom-the post-my they are

korc’r-el
lose-ptcp.perf
pah-el
keep-ptcp.perf

em
I am
em.
I am

		 “As ill luck would have it, I have lost the keys of the house, but the documents
		 are with me, I have kept (them).”

––

In metalanguage, they can appear in every possible part of speech to refer to the 1st
or 2nd person:

(155)

ÇÝãáõ-Ç¹ ¹Åí³ñ ¿ å³ï³ëË³Ý»É:

inč’u-i-d
džvar
ē
patasxanel.
why-dat-your difficult it is answer-inf
		 “It is difficult to answer to your ‘Why?’”

As mentioned above, the primary use of the possessive suffix is to indicate possession. In
colloquial Armenian the double, and thus redundant, use of both attributive possessive
pronouns and possessive suffixes is quite frequent. This double use clearly breaks the rules
of SMEA. The possessive relation denoted by both possessive suffixes primarily refers to
the 1st and 2nd person in the singular, as in
·Çñùë girk’-s = ÇÙ ·ÇñùÁ im girk’-ě “my book”
·ñù»ñë grk-’er-s = ÇÙ ·ñù»ñÁ im grk’-er-ě “my books”
Ý³Ù³Ï¹ namak-d = ùá Ý³Ù³ÏÁ k’o namak-ě “your letter”
Ý³Ù³ÏÝ»ñ¹ namak-ner-d = ÇÙ Ý³Ù³ÏÝ»ñÁ im namak-ner-ě “your letters”

If one wants to refer to the 1st or 2nd person in the plural, then the plural suffix -Ý»ñ -ner
must be used on the noun – regardless of the number of syllables in the noun and
regardless of whether the possessed objects/person are in the singular or plural.
1st Person Singular
ëÇñï sirt “heart” : ëÇñïë – sirt-s “my heart”; ëñï»ñ srt-er “hearts”: ëñï»ñë srter-s “my
hearts”
1st Person Plural
ëÇñï sirt “heart” : ëñïÝ»ñë srtners “our heart OR our hearts” = Ù»ñ ëÇñïÁ mer sirtě “our
heart” or Ù»ñ ëñï»ñÁ mer srterě “our hearts”.
This means that the plural forms used with the plural suffix -ner are highly ambiguous; it is
only the context which can clarify whether the noun is semantically in the singular or plural.
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On the other hand, this means that the possessive suffix in the 1st or 2nd person plural
can only be overtly expressed on all monosyllabic words that, in principle, have a regular plural in -»ñ -er, such as ·áñÍÝ»ñë gorc-n-ers “our work(s)”, ³ãùÝ»ñë ač’k’-n-er-s “our
eye(s)”, ÏÛ³ÝùÝ»ñë kyank’-ne-rs “our life, our lives”, Ó»éùÝ»ñë jer°k’-ner-d “your hand(s)”.
All other polysyllabic words are morphologically ambiguous in this respect, but plural possessives often occur with certain semantic and morphological groups.
––

––

Words that describe human body parts, human features etc., such as: ·ÉáõËÝ»ñë gluxner-s “our head(s), µ»ñ³ÝÝ»ñë beran-ner-s “our mouth(s)”, ×³Ï³ïÝ»ñ¹ čakat-ner-d
“your front(s)” , ³ÝáõÝÝ»ñ¹ anun-ner-d “your name(s)” etc.
Non-finite verb forms such as the infinitive, resultative participle or future participle,
such as ·³ÉÝ»ñë gal-ner-s “our coming(s)”, ·ñ³ÍÝ»ñë grac-ner-d “the thing(s) you
have written” (Lit.: our written), etc.

An important syntactic function of the possessive suffixes is their agentive function (logical subject) with the infinitive, resultative participle and future participle in shortened or
deranked constructions. In this function they may be attached to their head noun but also
to the non-finite verbal forms. (See Ch. 3.4.1. “Participle constructions”, p. 499f.)
Personal Suffixes
The suffixes -ë -s und -¹ -d may also refer to the 1st and 2nd person as an agent. This use
is not as frequent as the use as possessive suffixes, but they can be found in many idioms
and constructions. The most frequent and productive use as personal suffixes can be found
with the emphatic pronoun ÆÝù-Á ink’-ě, as in
(156)
		

ºë ÇÝùë »ñÏ³ñ ï³ñÇÝ»ñ ÷áñÓáõÙ »Ù ·ïÝ»É ³ÛÝ Ñ³ñóÇ
å³ï³ëË³ÝÁ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

es
ink’-s
i.nom myself
ayn
that

erkar
long

harc’-i		
question-dat

tari-ner
year-pl.nom

p’orj-um
em
try-ptcp.pres. I am

gtn-el
find-inf

patasxan-ě.
answer.nom-the

		 “I myself have been trying to find the answer to that question for long years.”
(157)	ºë ° áõëáõóÇãë, ·Çï³ÏóáõÙ »Ù ÇÙ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇ å³ï³ëË³Ý³ïíáõÃÛáõÝÁ:
Es’
i.nom

usuc’ič’-s		
teacher.nom-my

im ašxatank’-i
my work-dat

gitakc’-um		
recognise-ptcp.pres.

em
I am

patasxanatvut’yun-ě.
responsibility.nom-the

		 “I, (as a) teacher, recognise the responsibility of my work.”

The personal suffixes also co-occur with the following indefinite pronouns and quantifiers,
³Ù»ÝùÁ amenk’-ě “all, everybody”, µáÉáñÁ bolor-ě “all”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ yurak’anč’yur “each”,
³Ù»Ý Ù»ÏÁ amen mek-ě “everybody” and áã Ù»ÏÁ oč’ mek-ě “nobody”.
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(158)

«Ø»Ýù µáÉáñë Ù»Ï ÁÝï³ÝÇù »Ýù: (Armenpress 03.05.2006)

menk’
bolor-s
we.nom all.nom-my
		 “We all are one family.”

mek
one

ěntanik’
family.nom

enk’.
we are

The personal suffixes are thus used:
––
––

with nouns and pronouns indicating a person and also with some nouns such as job
titles referring to a person (as above 158);
with words functioning like nouns and denoting features or characteristics of a person (159).

(159)

¸áõù° ³é³ç³íáñÝ»ñ¹, åÇïÇ û·Ý»ù Ù»½° »ï ÙÝ³óáÕÝ»ñÇë:

Duk’
ar°ajavor-ner-d
piti ōgnek’
mez’
you.nom advanced-pl.nom-your help-subj.fut.2.pl we.dat
et mna-c’o ł-ner-i-s.
backward-pl-dat-my
		 “You, the advanced ones, have to help us, the backward ones.”

Demonstrative Suffixes
The use as demonstrative suffix is limited to only the 1st person suffix -ë -s (i.e. the speaker)
and is also rigidly constrained to an immediate local or temporal vicinity to the speaker.
Purposes for use of -ë -s in demonstrative function
––

Some temporal expressions indicating a point of time being very close to the moment
of speech, such as e.g. ³Ù³éë amar°-s “this summer”, ÓÙ»éë jmer°-s “this winter”,
í»ñç»ñë verjer-s “lately” etc.

(160)

Ø»ñ ÇÝï»ñÝ»ï³ÛÇÝ ¿çÁ í»ñç»ñë ¿ Ã³ñÙ³óí»É: (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)

mer internetayin ēj-ě
verjers
our internet
page.nom-the lately
		 “Lately our website has been updated.”

––

ē
it is

t’armac’-v-el
update-pass-ptcp.perf.

Some expressions indicating a location very close (or even familiar) to the speaker.

(161)

î»ÕÇë µÝ³ÏÇãÝ»ñÁ Ñ³Û»ñ »Ý:

Tełi-s
bnakič’-ner-ě
hay-er
site-dat-this
inhabitant-PL.nom-the
Armenian-pl.nom
		 “The inhabitants of this (my) site are Armenians.”
(162)

´³ñµ³éáõÙë Ï³ 43 ÑÝãÛáõÝ:

Barbar°-um-s
ka		
43
dialect-loc-this exist-pres.3.sg
43
		 “There are 43 sounds in this dialect.”

hnč’yun.
sound.nom

en.
they are
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The double, and thus redundant, use of the attributive demonstrative pronoun ³Ûë ays
“this” (proximal to speaker) and the demonstrative suffix -ë -s is frequent in colloquial
Armenian, but irregular in terms of the rules in SMEA.

2.2

Adjectives

The class of adjectives can be separated in MEA as a separate part of speech, usually modifying the noun in its quality.
Adjectives, as parts of speech, show semantic as well as morphological and syntactical
features.
Generally MEA adjectives can be subdivided into three major groups:
a.
b.
c.

qualitative adjectives, which represent also the class of gradable adjectives, i.e. adjectives that can be compared in comparative and superlative degrees.
adjectives of relation or relational adjectives, which are usually derived from a noun,
with the general meaning “of, relating to or like (the noun)”.
quantifying adjectives, which are grouped with the part of speech of “Quantifiers” in
the present grammar.

In MEA, adjectives are also characterised by their word formation, by means of prefixes
or – more often - of suffixes. (For derivational affixes of adjectives in MEA see Ch. 4.1.2.3.
“Deriving adjectives and adjectivel suffixes”, p. 663f.)
Adjectives in attributive use usually precede their head nouns, not being congruent in
case and number. (see Ch.3.5.3. “Noun Phrase Constituents’ order”, p. 585f.).
Adjectives can be nominalised, following the productive i-declension, see Ch. 2.1.2.1.
“i-declension”, p. 69f.
Adjectives can be used in attributive and predicative functions. In both functions they
do not agree with the noun(s) in number and case.
(163) ²ñ³ÙÁ Çñ ÙáñÁ ÝíÇñáõÙ ¿ Ï³ñÙÇñ í³ñ¹»ñ
Aram-ĕ
ir mor-ĕ
nvir-um
ē
karmir vard-er.
Aram.nom-the his mother-dat-the give-ptcp.pres. he is red.nom rose-pl.nom
“Aram gives red roses to his mother.”
(164)

ì³ñ¹»ñÁ Ï³ñÙÇñ »Ý:

Varder-ě
karmir en.
rose-pl.nom-the red
they are
		 “The roses are red.”

The Comparison of Adjectives
Qualitative adjectives can be compared and have the following degrees in MEA:
––

Positive degree: denotes the quality in the basic level. The positive degree is expressed
by the bare adjective.
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––

––

––

Comparative: a quality is more or less available than the object of comparison. When
the adjective is used in attributive function, then the intensifier (or in syntactic terms
the marker) ³í»ÉÇ aveli is preposed to the positive degree of the adjective, e.g. ³í»ÉÇ
Ù»Í ïáõÝ aveli mec tun “a bigger house”
In predicative use, i.e. in comparative constructions the adjective is mainly used in
its positive degree without the preposed intensifier (marker) but with standard (=the
object of comparison) in ablative case or with the construction “than…” ù³Ý k’an
+ standard in nominative, see details in Ch. 3.4.3. “Comparative constructions”,
p. 531f.104
Superlative: indicates that a member of a set transcends the other members in some
way. The superlative is formed by means of the prefix ³Ù»Ý³- amena- and the positive degree of the adjective: ³Ù»Ý³Ù»Í ïáõÝÁ amena-mec tun-ĕ “the biggest house”.
Please note that in the attributive use the superlative degree of the adjective is always
combined with the definite article attached to the head noun in nominative or
dative (the later if not in the function of an adnominal attribute). A second way to
express a superlative meaning is by use of the suffix -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn: this superlative
form is limited to certain adjectives and is mainly used in the attributive function.
E.g. Ýáñ³·áõÛÝ noraguyn “the newest”. There is, however, a slight semantic difference between the prefix ³Ù»Ý³- amena- and the suffix -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn:105 The third
way to express a superlative meaning is to use the expression ³Ù»ÝÇó amenic’ or
µáÉáñÇó boloric’ followed by the positive degree of the adjective, in both attributive
and predicative use:

(165)

²ÝÇÝ ³Ù»Ý³·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

Ani-n		
amena-gełec’ik
Ani.nom-the
most-beautiful
		 “Ani is the most beautiful girl.”

ałjik-n		
girl.nom-the

ē.
she is

		 a.

²ÝÇÝ ·»Õ»óÇÏ³·áõÛÝ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

			

Ani-n
gełec’ika-guyn
ałjik-n
Ani.nom-the
most beautiful
girl.nom-the
“Ani is the most beautiful girl.” (Ani is a very beautiful girl)

ē.
she is

. (Łaragyulyan 1981:91) claims that the comparative constructions with standard in ablative
are more productive in colloquial Armenian, whereas the form with ù³Ý k’an and standard in
nominative is more wide-spread and productive in literary Armenian.
. (Abrahamyan 1975:83) ³Ù»Ý³- amena- is more frequently used than -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn.
–³·áõÛÝ -aguyn , however, expresses a high degree of a quality even without a comparison. This
would mean that -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn now has an elative rather than superlative meaning. (Łaragyulyan
1981:91) states that -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn is predominantly used in written Armenian; in colloquial
Armenian it does not sound “natural”.
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		 b.

²ÝÇÝ ³Ù»ÝÇó (µáÉáñÇó) ·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

			

Ani-n
amen-ic’ (bolor-ic’) gełec’ik
ałjik-n
ē.
Ani.nom-the all-abl (all-abl)
beautiful girl.nom-the she is
“Ani is the most beautiful girl (of all).

If the superlative is used in a predicative way, the standard (=object of comparison) is
expressed in the ablative case.
––

2.3

Elative: expresses a category of comparison similar to the superlative. Elative meaning can
be expressed (a) by using preposed intensifiers and the positive degree of the adjectives.
ß³ï Ù»Í ïáõÝ, šat mec tun “a very big house” (b) by reduplicating the positive degree
of the adjective: Ù»Í Ù»Í ïáõÝ mec-mec tun “a very big house” (c) as already mentioned
above, the suffix -³·áõÛÝ -aguyn has an elative rather than a superlative meaning in MEA.

Numerals

In MEA traditional grammars, numerals are also grouped as a separate part of speech.
Numerals traditionally comprise cardinal numbers, ordinal numbers, distributive and
fraction numbers. In modern linguistic grammars numerals are usually grouped together
with quantifying adjectives, quantifying (indefinite) pronouns, universal (definite) pronouns with the a part of speech “quantifiers”.
Armenian language uses the wide-spread decimal system, like most other IndoEuropean languages. Compound numbers are formed by first naming the tens column and
afterwards the ones column without any coordinating conjunction, i.e. MEA does not use
linkers between the individual digits:
e.g.
25 ùë³ÝÑÇÝ· k’sanhing 20 + 5 “twenty five”
351 »ñ»ùÑ³ñÛáõñ ÑÇëáõÝÙ»Ï erek’-haryur-hisun-mek (three-hundred-fifty-one) = 300 + 50 + 1
“threehundred fifty one”

2.3.1

Cardinal Numbers

Armenian distinguishes two compositional types of cardinal numbers according to their
word formation:
a.
b.

Simple cardinal numbers (1–10, 100, 1000, million, milliard etc.) consisting of one
numeral word
Compound cardinal numbers: cardinal numbers consisting of two or more separate
numeral words, such as ùë³ÝÑÇÝ· k’sanhing “25”, »ñ»ùÑ³ñÛáõñ ÑÇëáõÝÙ»Ï erek’haryur-hisun-mek 351.

Cardinal numbers never agree with the head noun in case, and always precede the head
noun. As shown in chapter 2.1.1.2. “ Number” p. 63f., a countable noun does not show
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plural marking when modified by cardinal numbers only, but it has to show plural marking
when additionally modified by other attributes.
The simple cardinal numbers:
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10

Ù»Ï
»ñÏáõ
»ñ»ù
ãáñë
ÑÇÝ·
í»ó
ÛáÃ
áõÃ
ÇÝÁ
ï³ë(Á)

100
1000
1.000.000
1.000.000.000

mek
erku
erek’
č’ors
hing
vec’
yot’
ut’
inĕ106
tas(ĕ)
Ñ³ñÛáõñ
Ñ³½³ñ
ÙÇÉÇáÝ
ÙÇÉÇ³ñ¹

haryur
hazar
million
milliard

The complex and compound cardinal numbers
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

ï³ëÝÙ»Ï
tasn[ĕ]mek
ï³ëÝ»ñÏáõ
tasnerku
ï³ëÝ»ñ»ù
tasnerek’
ï³ëÝãáñë
tasn[ĕ]č’ors
ï³ëÝÑÇÝ·
tasn[ĕ]hing
ï³ëÝí»ó
tasn[ĕ]vec’
ï³ëÝÛáÃ
tasn[ĕ]yot’
ï³ëÝáõÃ     tasnut’
ï³ëÝÇÝÁ     tasninĕ4
ùë³Ý       k’san
»ñ»ëáõÝ      eresun
ù³é³ëáõÝ     k’ar°asun
ÑÇëáõÝ      hisun
í³ÃëáõÝ     vat’sun
ÛáÃ³Ý³ëáõÝ    yot’anasun
áõÃëáõÝ    
ut’sun
ÇÝÝëáõÝ      inn[ĕ]sun

. For the forms of the numerals ÇÝÁ in-ě resp. ÇÝÝ in-n and ï³ëÁ tas-ĕ and ï³ëÝ tas-n see
Ch. 2.1.4. “Definiteness of Nouns”, p. 102f. These words, as well as as the intensive pronoun ÇÝùÁ
ink’ĕ and other lexemes e.g. Ë³éÁ xar°ĕ “mixed; entangled”, ¹³éÁ dar°ĕ “bitter”, ë³éÁ sar°ĕ “cold, icy”
etc. behave like the suffixed definite article across word/morpheme boundary.
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The combination with hundreds, thousands etc. without any linking word: 2,368 = »ñÏáõ
Ñ³½³ñ »ñ»ù Ñ³ñÛáõñ í³ÃëáõÝáõÃ erku hazar erek’ haryur vats’un ut’
Cardinal numbers can also be nominalised. When nominalised the cardinal numbers
inflect according to the i-declension, except the numeral 2.
Similar to other compound terms, in compound cardinals only the second part inflects
according to i-declension.
ºñÏáõë erkus “the two”

SG.
NOM
DAT
INST
ABL
LOC

2.3.2

»ñÏáõë
»ñÏáõëÇ(Ý)
»ñÏáõëáí
»ñÏáõëÇó
»ñÏáõëáõÙ

erku-s
erku-s-i(-n)
erku-s-ov
erku-s-ic’
erku-s-um

Ordinal Numbers

Ordinal numbers are numbers used to denote the position in an ordered sequence.
Ordinal numbers are derived from cardinal numbers and the suffix – »ñáñ¹ (e)rord:
the suffix is -ñáñ¹ -rord for the cardinal »ñÏáõ erku “two”, »ñ»ù erek’ “three” and ãáñë
č’ors “four”:
»ñÏáõ erku “two” < »ñÏñáñ¹ erk-rord “second”
»ñ»ù erek’ “three” < »ññáñ¹ er-rord “third”
ãáñë č’ors “four” < ãáññáñ¹ č’or-rord “fourth”

All other ordinals are formed from the cardinal and the suffix -»ñáñ¹ -erord.
ÑÇÝ· hing “five” < ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹ hing-erord “fifth”
ÇÝÁ ině “nine” < ÇÝÝ»ñáñ¹ inn-erord “ninth”
ï³ëÝÙ»Ï tasnmek “eleven” < ï³ÝëÙ»Ï»ñáñ¹ tasnmek-erord “eleventh” etc.

The cardinal Ù»Ï mek “one” has a suppletive form as its ordinal number: ³é³çÇÝ ar°ajin
“first”. This suppletive is only used in the cardinal Ù»Ï mek “one” and not in other numbers
with the unit Ù»Ï “mek”, as can be seen above in ï³ëÝÙ»Ï tasnmek “eleven”, ï³ÝëÙ»Ï»ñáñ¹
tasnmek-erord “eleventh”.
Ordinal numbers never agree with the head noun in attributive use, and always precede the head noun. Ordinal numbers also assign definiteness to the head noun.
Ordinal numbers can be nominalised. In the case of nominalisation they follow the
i-declension, see Ch. 2.1.2.1. “i-declension”, p. 69f.
There is also a range of “ordinal-like” adjectives that also show a position in a sequence
or a certain order in a sequence. They behave syntactically like ordinal numbers; they also
assign definiteness to their head nouns.
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These adjectives are í»ñçÇÝ, verjin “last”, Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord “next”, Ñ»ï¨Û³É hetewyal
“following” etc.

2.3.3

Distributive Numbers

A distributive numeral is a numeral which expresses a group of the number specified and
shows the quantitative distribution of objects.
Distributive numerals are formed from the cardinal number and the suffix -³Ï³Ý
-akan, as e.g. Ù»Ï³Ï³Ý mek-akan “one each”, »ñÏáõ³Ï³Ý erku-akan “two each”, ùë³Ý³Ï³Ý
k’san-akan “twenty each” etc.
As with other numerals, distributive numerals precede the head noun and never agree
in case and number:
(166)

î³ïÇÏÁ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ µ³Å³Ý»ó »ñÏáõ³Ï³Ý ËÝÓáñ:

Tatik-ĕ

erexa-ner-i-n

bažan-ec’

erku-akan

Grandmother.nom-the

child-pl-dat-the

distribute-aor.3.sg

two each

xnjor.
		 apple.nom
		 “The grandmother distributed two apples each to the children.”
(167)

´áÉáñÇó å³Ñ³ÝçíáõÙ ¿ ï³ë³Ï³Ý ¹Ñ³Ù:

Bolor-ic’
pahanj-v-um
all-abl
demand-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “10 Dram each are demanded from all.”

ē
it is

tas-akan
10 each

dram.
dram.nom

Distributive numerals are seldom nominalised. In the case of nominalisation they inflect
according to the i-declension.

2.3.4

Fraction Numbers

The numerator of the fraction is expressed by a cardinal number, and the denominator by
an ordinal number or from its distributive number, e.g.
Ù»Ï ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹
mek hing-erord
or Ù»Ï ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹³Ï³Ý
»ñÏáõ ÛáÃ»ñáñ¹
erku yot’-erord
or »ñÏáõ ÛáÃ»ñáñ¹³Ï³Ý
mek hing-erord-akan
erku yot’-erord-akan

1/5
2/7

Though the forms with ordinals as denominator are more frequently used, it seems that
there is a slight semantic difference between the two morphological forms:
a.
b.

Ù»Ï ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹ mek hing-erord, 1/5, refers to a part of a whole in general.
Ù»Ï ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹³Ï³Ý mek hing-erord-akan, 1/5, is a rather distributive meaning and

must thus be used in sentences with a distributive meaning.
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(168)

¶ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ ë.ï³ó³í Çñ ó³Ý³Í Ñ³ó³Ñ³ïÇÏÇ Ù»Ï ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹Á:

Gyułac’i-n

stac’av		

Farmer-nom-the receive-Aor.3.sg

ir

c’an-ac		

hac’ahatik-i

his

sow-ptcp.res.

grain-dat

mek hing-erord-ĕ.
one fifth.nom-the
		“The farmer received one fifth of his sowed grain.” (i.e. 1/5 of the grain that he has
sowed)
(168)

a.

Úáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ·ÛáõÕ³óáõ ïñí»ó Ñ³í³ùí³Í Ñ³ó³Ñ³ïÇÏÇ Ù»Ï
ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹³Ï³Ý Ù³ëÁ:
Yurak’anč’yur gyułac’-u
each
farmer-dat
hac’ahatiki 	
grain-dat

			

tr-v-ec’
give-pass-aor.3.sg

mek hingerordakan
one-fifth

havak’-v-ac
gather-pass-ptcp.res.

mas-ĕ.
part.nom-the

“The fifth part of the gathered grain was given to each farmer.”

Fraction numerals can also be nominalised; but note that for the nominalization of fraction numbers with overwhelming frequency, only fraction numbers are used formed
with the ordinal and not the ordinal-distributive number. The second part of the fraction
number is usually inflected according to the i-declension (see Ch. 2.1.2.1. “i-declension”,
p. 69f.):
MEA does not have an own subgroup of multiplicative numerals. Multiplicative meaning is expressed by the cardinal number and the word ³Ý·³Ù angam “time(s)”. This can be
used in both adverbial and attributive function:
(169)

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù:

Aram-ĕ
kardac’-el
ē
Aram.nom-the read-ptcp.perf. he is
		 “Aram has read this book three times.”
(169)

a.

		
		
			

ays girk’-ĕ
erek’
this book.nom-the three

angam.
time

²ñ³ÙÇ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù Ï³ñ¹³ÉÁ…

Aram-i
ays girk’-ĕ
erek’
Aram-dat this book.nom-the three
“Aram’s reading the book three times…”107

angam
time

kardal-ĕ
read-inf.nom-the

. In English, the translation of the SMEA shortened construction would sound odd; in
German it would be possible: “Arams dreimaliges Lesen des Buches”.
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Pronouns

2.4

Traditional grammars in SMEA present a huge class of pronouns.108 In this grammar, following modern linguistic approaches, the part of speech “pronoun” has been re-arranged
according to the semanto-syntactic properties of the “traditional pronouns”. The term pronoun only comprises pronoun in sensu stricto, a word class replacing and substituting a
noun; all other pronouns are better coined proforms, i.e. forms substituting adjectives,
adverbs, quantifiers or complements of manner.
Several pronouns can be regarded as pronouns in sensu stricto i.e. they remain in
the group of pronouns, whereas those “traditional” pronouns that express quantifying
properties have been grouped with the “quantifiers”; other pronouns are classified according to their semanto-syntactic value and functions, and not – as in traditional Armenian
grammars – according to their (historical) word formation.
Thus, MEA has the following pronouns:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

personal pronouns (including intensive and reflexive pronoun)
possessive pronouns (determiner pronouns)
demonstrative pronouns (determiner pronouns)
reciprocal pronouns
indefinite pronouns (including negative pronouns)
interrogative and relative pronouns

2.4.1

Personal Pronouns

The first and the second person personal pronouns are of Indo-European origin, the third
person personal pronoun was generated from the demonstrative pronoun Ý³ na.
The pers. pronouns in nominative are only used if they are emphasised or stressed. As
a pro-drop language, MEA can express number and person of the subject also in the finite
verbal form.
Compare:
(170)

â·Çï»Ù Ã» áñï»Õ »Ù ¹ñ»É µ³é³ñ³ÝÁ:

č’-git-em
t’e
orteł em
dr-el
bar°aran-ĕ.
neg-know-pres.1.sg conj where I am put-ptcp.perf. dictionary.nom-the
		 “I do not know where I have put the dictionary.”

. Traditional grammars of SMEA list eight subgroups: (1) personal pronouns (including possessive and emphatic prounouns) (2) demonstratives (but including various subtypes) (3) reciprocal pronouns (4) interrogative pronouns (5) relative pronouns (6) indefinite pronouns (7) definite
pronouns and (8) negative pronouns.
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(170)

a.

ºë ã·Çï»Ù Ã» áñï»Õ »Ù ¹ñ»É µ³é³ñ³ÝÁ:

Es č’-git-em
		 I
neg-know-pres.1.sg.
			
bar°aran-ĕ.
			
dictionary.nom-the
			

orteł
where

dr-el
put-ptcp.perf.

2. Person

I
»ë
ÇÙ
ÇÝÓ
ÇÝÓ(³)ÝÇó
ÇÝÓ(³)Ýáí
ÇÝÓ(³)ÝáõÙ
ÇÙ Ù»ç

you
es
im
inj
inj(a)nic’
inj(a)nov
inj(a)num
im mej

1. Person

¹áõ
ùá
ù»½
ù»½(³)ÝÇó
ù»½ (³)Ýáí
ù»½ (³)ÝáõÙ
ùá Ù»ç

du
k’o)
k’ez
k’ez(a)nic’
k’ez(a)nov
k’ez(a)num
k’o mej]

2. Person

NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
[LOC

Ù»Ýù
Ù»ñ
Ù»½
Ù»½(³)ÝÇó
Ù»½(³)Ýáí
Ù»½(³)ÝáõÙ
Ù»ñ Ù»ç

menk’
mer
mez
mez(a)nic’
mez(a)nov
mez(a)num
mer mej

¹áõÙ
Ó»ñ
Ó»½
Ó»½(³)ÝÇó
Ó»½(³)Ýáí
Ó»½(³)ÝáõÙ
Ó»ñ Ù»ç

	 

3. Person SG.		  
he/she/it
Ý³
na
Ýñ³
nra
Ýñ³Ý
nra-n
Ýñ³ÝÇó
nran-ic’
Ýñ³Ýáí
nran-ov
Ýñ³ÝáõÙ
nran-um
Ýñ³ Ù»ç
nra mej

3. Person PL.
they

NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
[LOC

em
I am

“I do not know where I have put the dictionary.”

1. Person
NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
[LOC109

t’e
conj

Ýñ³Ýù
Ýñ³Ýó
Ýñ³Ýó
Ýñ³ÝóÇó
ÝñÝ³óáí
Ýñ³ÝóáõÙ
Ýñ³Ýó Ù»ç

duk’
jer)
jez
jez(a)nic’
jez(a)nov
jez(a)num
jer mej]

nran-k’
nran-c’)
nran-c’
nranc-ic’
nranc’-ov
nranc’-um
nranc’ mej]

. Of course, the locative on personal pronouns can only be used in figurative sense. Both with
+human nouns and personal pronouns the synthethic locative is very rarely used, see examples
(174) and (175).
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Please note that the forms of the 1st and 2nd person singular and plural in ablative and
instrumental (and locative) with -³- -a- between the stem and ending are common in colloquial Armenian, whereas the forms without -³- -a- are considered as SMEA110.
(171)

Ý³ å³ïÙ»ó ÇÝÓ ùá Ù³ëÇÝ:

Na
patm-ec’
He.nom
tell-aor.3.sg.
		 “He told me about you.”
(172)

inj
i.dat

kiman-am		
hear-cond.fut.1.sg

(175)

ē
he is

mez-(a)nov.
we-inst

Æ±Ýã »ë ï»ëÝáõÙ Ýñ³ÝáõÙ:

		 Inč’
es
tesn-um
		 What you are see-ptcp.pres.
		 “What do you see in him?”
		

nranc’-ic’.
they-abl

Ð³ÛñÁ Ñå³ñï³ÝáõÙ ¿ Ù»½(³)Ýáí:

Hayr-ĕ		
hpartan-um		
Father.nom-the to be proud-ptcp.pres.
		 “The father is proud of us.”
(174)

masin.
post

²Ûë µ³ÝÁ ÏÇÙ³Ý³Ù Ýñ³ÝóÇó:

Ays		
ban-ĕ		
This.nom
thing.nom-the
		 “I will learn this thing from them.”
(173)

k’o
you.gen

nran-um?
he-loc

Ü³ Ï³ñáÕ³ó³í Çñ Ù»ç áõÅ ·ïÝ»É ³ÝÙÇç³å»ë Ññ³Å³ñ³Ï³Ý
ï³Éáõ: (Armenpress 13.01.2006)

na
karołac’-av
he.nom can-aor.3.sg.

ir
mej
he.gen post

už		
power.nom

gtn-el
find-inf

anmijapes
hražarkan t-al-u.
immediately
resign-inf-dat
		 “He could find power in him to immediately resign.”

In MEA, a genitive case is only separately expressed in the personal and demonstrative
pronouns.
The personal pronoun usually fulfils the following functions in MEA:
––
––
––

––

prototypical “personal pronoun” function: replacing a noun.
“possessive pronoun” function
The genitive of the personal pronouns, the emphatic pronoun and the demonstrative pronouns primarily express possessive meaning and are used as “possessive pronouns”, and as such are lexicalised. See below, Ch. 2.4.2 “Possessive pronouns”.
“reflexive pronoun” function:

. Łaragyulyan 1981: 93.
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––

The personal pronouns 1st and 2nd person SG. and PL. in dative also functions as
reflexive pronouns i.e. ÇÝÓ inj “myself ”, ù»½ k’ez “yourself ”, Ù»½ mez “ourselves”, Ó»½
jez “yourselves”.

The personal pronouns of 1st and 2nd person SG and PL are also used to function as reflexive pronouns. In MEA, reflexivity is also expressed by means of the verbal form (see Ch.
3.1.2.2.3. “Reflexivisation” p. 347f.), but sometimes the personal pronoun is used in the dative
case with transitive verbs expressing behaviour or feelings, such as å³Ñ»É pahel “to behave, to
act”, ½·³É zgal “to feel”, ½ëå»É zspel “to restrain oneself ” etc.
(176)

»ë Ñ³ÝÏ³ñÍ ÇÝÓ Ù»Õ³íáñ ½·³óÇ, áñ ïáõÝ áõÝ»Ù: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

es
hankarc
i.nom suddely

inj
i.dat (myself)

mełavor
guilty

zgac’-i
feel-aor.1.sg.

or
conj

tun
un-em.
house.nom have-pres.1.sg
		 “I suddenly felt myself guilty that I have a home.”

––

Various functions are in combination with pre- and postpositions.

In addition to the regular personal pronoun there also exists an emphatic pronoun with the basic
form ÇÝùÁ ink’ĕ. This pronoun, however, fulfils three various semanto-syntactic functions.
a. Intensive Pronoun
As an intensive pronoun it is used to emphasise its antecedent. The basic form ÇÝùÁ ink’ĕ
can be combined with all personal pronouns, meaning “myself, yourself, himself ” etc.111
In this meaning and use the intensive pronoun ÇÝùÁ ink’ĕ usually suffixes the possessive
suffixes -s,-d corresponding to the person, i.e. »ë ÇÝùë es ink’s, ¹áõ ÇÝù¹ du ink’d, Ù»Ýù
ÇÝùÝ»ñ¹ menk’ ink’nerd, ¹áõÙ ÇÝùÝ»ñ¹ duk’ ink’nerd
(177)

ºë ÇÝùë Ïå³ï³ëË³Ý»Ù Ýñ³Ý:

Es
ink’-s
kpatasxan-em
i.nom
myself-poss
answer-cond.fut.sg.
		 “I myself will answer him.”
(178)

nran.
him.dat

¸áõ ÇÝù¹ åÇïÇ Ëuë»ë ²ñ³ÙÇ Ñ»ï:

Du
ink’-d
piti xos-es
You.nom
yourself-poss
speak-deb.fut.2.sg.
		 “You yourself have to speak with Aram.”

Aram-i
Aram-dat

het.
post

. Please note that the intensive pronoun ÇÝùÁ/ÇÝùÝ ink’-ě/ink’-n behaves like the definite article
-Á/-Ý-ě/-n across word/morpheme boundary, e.g. (a) ÆÝùÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý: Ink’-ě gnum ē gradaran. “He (himself) goes to the library.” (b) ÆÝùÝ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý: Ink’-n ē gnum gradaran. “It
is he (himself) who goes to the library.”
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The intensive pronoun is also used to emphasise reflexive meaning in 1st and 2nd person,
i.e. in combination with the personal/reflexive pronoun 1st and 2nd person in the dative:
(179)

ºë ÙÇ ·Çñù áõÕ³ñÏ»óÇ (ÇÝùë) ÇÝÓ:

es
mi
girk’
i.nom indef book.nom
		 “I sent myself a book.”

ułarkec’-i
send-aor.1.sg

(ink’-s)
myself-poss

inj.
i.nom

b. Reflexive Pronoun
The intensive pronouns are also used in the function of a reflexive pronoun of the 3rd
Person SG. and PL.
(180)

ºñ»Ë³Ý»ñÝ Çñ»Ýó ³Ûëûñ É³í å³Ñ»óÇÝ:

Erexa-ner-n
irenc’
aysōr
lav
pahec’-in.
Child-pl.nom-the refl.3.pl today
well
behave-aor.3.pl
		 “The children behaved well today.” (lit: The children kept themselves well today)
(181)

Ì»ñáõÝÇÝ ³å³ùÇÝí»Éáõó Ñ»ïá Çñ»Ý ³ñ¹»Ý É³í ¿ ½·áõÙ:

Ceruni-n
Old man.nom-the

apak’in-v-el-uc’
recover-pass-inf-abl

heto
post

iren
refl.3.sg

arden
lav
ē
zg-um.
already well
he is
feel-ptcp.pres.
		 “The old man already feels well after (his) recovering.”

c.

In spoken Armenian the pronoun ÇÝùÁ ink’ĕ is commonly used instead of the
regular personal pronoun to express the third person. In this function it is also
inflected.

(182)

Ü³ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

Na
kard-um
He.nom read-ptcp.pres.
		 “He reads this book.”
(182)

a.

		
		
			
(183)

ē
he is

ays
this

girk’-ĕ.
book.nom-the

ÆÝùÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

Ink’ĕ
kard-um
he .nom read-ptcp.pres.
“He reads this book.”

ē
he is

ays
this

girk’-ĕ.
book.nom-the

ºñ»ù ²ñ³ÙÁ ï»ë»É ¿ Ýñ³Ý:

Erek’
Aram-ĕ
Yesterday Aram.nom-the s
		 “Aram saw him yesterday.”

tes-el
see-ptcp.perf.

ē
he is

nran.
he.dat
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(183)

a.

ºñ»ù ²ñ³ÙÁ ï»ë»É ¿ Çñ»Ý:

		 Erek’
		 Yesterday
			

Aram-ĕ
Aram.nom-the

ē
he is

iren.
he.dat

“Aram saw him yesterday.”

3.Person SG		
NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
[LOC

tes-el
see-ptcp.perf.

3. Person PL.

he/she/it	     they
ÇÝùÁ
ink’ĕ
Çñ»Ýù
Çñ
ir
Çñ»Ýó
Çñ»Ý
iren
Çñ»Ýó
Çñ»ÝÇó
iren-ic’
Çñ»ÝóÇó
Çñ»Ýáí
iren-ov
Çñ»Ýóáí
Çñ»ÝáõÙ
iren-um Çñ»ÝóáõÙ
Çñ Ù»ç
ir mej
Çñ»Ýó Ù»ç

irenk’
iren-c’)
iren-c’
irenc-ic’
irenc’-ov
irenc’-um
irenc’ mej]

In colloquial Armenian the intensive pronoun used as the personal pronoun 3rd person
is usually realised with the vowel -³- -a- instead of -»- -e- in dative, ablative, instrumental
[and locative] SG and PL, as well as in nominative PL, i.e. Çñ³Ý iran instead of written
Çñ»Ý iren. Moreover, the genitive form Çñ³ ira is commonly used in colloquial Armenian
instead of standard Çñ ir.112
(15)

Çñ³Ýù ÙÇ Ï»ñå Ñ³ëóñ»É »Ý Ù»ñ ïáõÝ. (Hetk’ 05.02.2007)

irank’
mi
kerp
hasc’r-el
en
mer
they.nom indef
way
reach-ptcp.perf.
they are our
		 “They have somehow reached our house.” (colloquial)

2.4.2

tun.
house.nom

Possessive Pronouns

As indicated above, the possessive pronoun is the genitive form of the personal pronouns,
and as such is used to express primarily possessive or (relational) meaning. In attribute
function it precedes its head nouns and assigns definiteness to it.
1.
2.
3.

SG.				

PL.

ÇÙ im “my”			
ùá k’o “your”			
Ýñ³ nra “his, her, its”		
or from intensive pronoun Çñ ir

Ù»ñ mer “our”
Ó»ñ jer “your”
Ýñ³Ýó nranc’ “their”

or from intensive pronoun Çñ»Ýó irenc’

The possessive generated from the genitive of the intensive pronoun must be used as a “reflexive” possessive pronoun if the attributive possessive pronoun of the third person singular
or plural refers to the subject of the sentence. If it refers to another person, the regular possessive pronouns of the third persons are used.

. Łaragyulyan 1981: 93.
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(185)

²ñ³ÙÁ í»ñóñ»ó Ýñ³ ·ÇñùÁ:

Aram-ĕ
verc’rec’
nra
girk’-ĕ.
Aram.nom-the take-aor.3.sg.
his.nom
book.nom-the
		 “Aram took his book.” (i.e. the book of another person)
(185)

a.

			

²ñ³ÙÁ í»ñóñ»ó Çñ ·ÇñùÁ:

Aram-ĕ
verc’rec’
Aram.nom-the take-aor.3.sg.
“Aram took his (own) book.”

ir
his own.nom

girk’-ĕ.
book.nom-the

Possessive pronouns can be nominalised and, as such, they follow the i-declension.
My		
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC
(186)

ÇÙÁ
ÇÙÇ(Ý)
ÇÙÇó
ÇÙáí
ÇÙáõÙ

im-ĕ
im-i(n)
im-ic’
im-ov
im-um

your		
ùáÝÁ
ùáÝÇ(Ý)
ùáÝÇó
ùáÝáí
ùáÝáõÙ

k’on-ĕ
k’on-in
k’on-ic’
k’on-ov
k’on-um

our		
Ù»ñÁ
Ù»ñÇ(Ý)
Ù»ñÇó
Ù»ñáí
Ù»ñáõÙ

your
mer-ĕ
mer-i(n)
mer-ic’
mer-ov
mer-um

Ó»ñÁ
Ó»ñÇ(Ý)
Ó»ñÇó
Ó»ñáí
Ó»ñáõÙ

jer-ĕ

jer-i(n)
jer-ic’
jer-ov
jer-um

´³é³ñ³Ý ãáõÝ»ù© áõ½áõÙ »Ù Ò»½ ï³É ÇÙÁ:

Bar°aran
č’-unek’.
Uz-um	  em	  jez	   t-al
dictionary.nom neg-have-pres.2.pl like-ptcp.pres.   I am you.dat   give-inf
im-ĕ.
mine.nom-the.
		 “You do not have a dictionary. I like to give you mine.”

2.4.3

Demonstrative Pronouns

Demonstratives are deictic words that indicate which entities a speaker refers to, and distinguish those entities from others. Demonstratives are usually employed for spatial deixis
(using the context of the physical surroundings), but they double as discourse deictics,
referring not to concrete objects but to words, phrases and propositions mentioned in
speech. Demonstratives belong to the group of determiners.
In MEA, as in Classical Armenian, there is a three-way deictic distinction:
a.
b.
c.

demonstratives in -ë- -s- are proximal to the speaker
demonstratives in -¹- -d- are proximal to the hearer
demonstratives in -Ý- -n- distal to both.

(187)

ê³ ÇÙ ·ÇñùÝ ¿:

Sa
im
This.nom my
		 “This is my book.”

girk’-n
book.nom-the

ē.
it is
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(188)

¸³ ùá ·ÇñùÝ ¿:

Da
k’o
girk’-n
That.nom your book.nom-the
		 “That is your book.”
(189)

ē.
it is

Ü³ Ýñ³ ·ÇñùÝ ¿:

Na
nra
That.nom his
		 “That is his book.”

girk’-n
book.nom-the

ē.
it is

MEA distinguishes three major types of demonstrative pronouns according to their morpho-syntactic use and their semantics:
According to their syntactic use MEA distinguishes
a.
b.

independent demonstratives (or demonstrative pronouns): these are “real” pronouns,
they are used to replace a noun: ë³ sa, ¹³ da, Ý³ na
determinative demonstratives (or demonstrative attributes): the demonstratives are
attributively used to modify and determine a noun: ³Ûë ays, ³Û¹ ayd, ³ÛÝ ayn.

(190)

êáõñ»ÝÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ í»ñóñ»ó:

Suren-ĕ
erexa-yi-n
Suren.nom-the
child-dat-the
		 “Suren took the child.”
(190)

a.

		
		
		
(191)

êáõñ»ÝÁ ëñ³Ý í»ñóñ»ó:

Suren-ĕ
sran
verc’rec’.
Suren.nom-the it.dat take-aor.3.sg.
“Suren took it.” (=the child, +human, thus dative)

êáõñ»ÝÁ ·ÇñùÁ í»ñóñ»ó:

Suren-ĕ
girk’-ĕ
Suren.nom-the book.nom-the
		 “Suren took the book.”
(191)

a.

		
		
			
(192)

verc’rec’.
take-aor.3.sg.

verc’rec’.
take-aor.3.sg

êáõñ»ÝÁ ë³ í»ñóñ»ó:

Suren-ĕ
sa
verc’rec’.
Suren.nom-the it.nom
take-aor.3.sg
“Suren took it.” (=the book, –human, thus nominative).

êñ³Ýù ÇÙ ï»ñ»ñÝ »Ý:

Srank’
im
tert-er-n
This.pl.nom my
textbook-pl.nom-the
		 “These are my textbooks.”

en.
they are
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(193)

²Ûë ù³Õ³ùÝ ÇÝÓ ß³ï ¿ ¹áõñ ·³ÉÇë:

Ays
k’ałak’-n
inj
This
town.nom-the i.dat
		 “I like this town very much.”
(194)

šat
very

ē
it is

dur gal-is.
like-ptcp.pres.

²Ûë ï³ÝÁ ÙÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý Ï³ñ:

Ays
tan-ĕ
mi
žamanak
This house-dat-the indef time.nom
		 “Once there was a library in this house.”

gradaran
library.nom

ka-r.
exist-past.3.sg

The real demonstrative pronouns are inflected similar to the personal pronouns of the 3rd
person, like personal pronouns they have a separate genitive:
SG.
1. series
NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ë³
ëñ³
ëñ³Ý
ëñ³ÝÇó
ëñ³Ýáí
ëñ³ÝáõÙ
(ëñ³ Ù»ç

2. series
sa
sra
sran
sranic’
sranov
sranum
sra mej

3. series

¹³
¹ñ³
¹ñ³Ý
¹ñ³ÝÇó
¹ñ³Ýáí
¹ñ³ÝáõÙ
¹ñ³ Ù»ç

da
dra
dran
dranic’
dranov
dranum
dra mej

¹ñ³Ýù   
¹ñ³Ýó
¹ñ³Ýó
¹ñ³ÝóÇó
¹ñ³Ýóáí
¹ñ³ÝóáõÙ
¹ñ³Ýó Ù»ç

drank’
dranc’
dranc’
dranc’ic’
dranc’ov
dranc’um
dranc’ mej

Ý³
Ýñ³
Ýñ³Ý
Ýñ³ÝÇó
Ýñ³Ýáí
Ýñ³ÝáõÙ
Ýñ³ Ù»ç

na
nra)
nran
nranic’
nranov
nranum
nra mej)

PL.
NOM
(GEN
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ëñ³Ýù
ëñ³Ýó
ëñ³Ýó
ëñ³ÝóÇó
ëñ³Ýóáí
ëñ³ÝóáõÙ
(ëñ³Ýó Ù»ç

srank’   
sranc’
sranc’
sranc’ic’
sranc’ov
sranc’um
sranc’ mej

Ýñ³Ýù    nrank’
Ýñ³Ýó
nranc’)
Ýñ³Ýó
nranc’
Ýñ³ÝóÇó
nranc’ic’
Ýñ³Ýóáí nranc’ov
Ýñ³óÝáõÙ nranc’um
Ýñ³Ýó Ù»ç nranc’ mej)

The attributive demonstratives always precede the head noun and assign definiteness.
A third semantic group, the group of identity demonstratives is used to express identity.
There is also a deictic distinction. This group has three semantic subgroups
a.
b.
c.

ëáõÛÝ suyn, ¹áõÛÝ duyn, ÝáõÛÝ nuyn dasselbe “identical, same”
³ÛëåÇëÇ ayspisi, ³Û¹åÇëÇ aydpisi, ³ÛÝåÇëÇ aynpisi “such a”
ÝáõÛÝåÇëÇ nuynpisi “the same”
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ad a.
The pronoun ëáõÛÝ suyn is very rarely used; it is used only in official documents and is a
typical feature of juridical style.
(195)

êáõÛÝ ÷³ëï³ÃáõÕÃÁ ß³ï Ï³ñ¨áñ ¿:

Suyn
p’astat’ułt’-ĕ
šat
karewor
Same
document.nom-the very
important
		 “The same (=this) document is very important.”
(196)

ē.
it is

êáõÛÝ ³ÝÓÝ ³ñ¹»Ý »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù Ñ³ÛïÝí»É ¿ Ù»Õ³¹ñÛ³ÉÇ ³ÃáéÇÝ:

Suyn
Same

anj-n
person.nom-the

meładryal-i
accused-dat

arden erek’ angam haytn-v-el		
ē
already three time appear-pass-ptcp.perf. it is

at’or°-i-n.
chair-dat-the

		 “The same (=this) person appeared already three times in the chair of the accused.”
(197)	ÆëÏ ëáõÛÝ Ñ³ïáñÁ ïå³·ñí»É ¾ «º¶º²» Ññ³ï³ñ³Ïã³ï³ÝÁª «Ð³Û³ëï³Ý»
Ññ³ï³ñ³ÏãáõÃÛ³Ý ýÇÝ³Ýë³íáñÙ³Ùµ:
(Armenpress 14.05.2006)
		 isk
suyn hator-ě
tpagr-v-el
ē
“EGEA”
		 conj same volume.nom-the print-pass-ptcp.perf. it is “EGEA”
		 hratarakč’atan-ě
“Hayastan” hratarakč’ut’y-an
finansavorm-amb.
		 publishing house-dat-the “Hayastan” publishing house-dat financing-inst
“And the same (=this) volume was printed in EGEA publishing house, with the
financing of “Hayastan” publishing house.”

The form of the third series, ÝáõÛÝ nuyn, is wide-spread. It is used to express the meaning
“the same, identical” both in attributive and pronominal (nominalised) uses.
(198) ´áÉáñÁ ËáëáõÙ »Ý ÝáõÛÝ Ñ³ñóÇ Ù³ëÇÝ:
Bolor-ĕ
xos-um
en
nuyn
All.nom-the speak-ptcp.pres. they are
same
“Everybody speaks about the same question.”

harc’-i
question-dat

masin.
post

(199) ÜáõÛÝ Ñ³ñÏÇ Ñ³ñ¨³ÝÝ»ñÇ µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÝ»ñÁ ÝáõÛÝ íÇ×³ÏáõÙ »Ý:
		 (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
nuyn hark-i

harewan-ner-i

bnakaran-ner-i	  nuyn   vičak-um

same floor-dat neighbour-pl-dat apartment.nom-pl-the

same

condition-loc

en.
they are
“The neighbouring apartments of the same floor are in the same condition.”
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The old (classical) genitive of the identity pronoun ÝáõÛÝ nuyn, ÝáñÇÝ norin, is still used
in addressing superior personalities, e.g. ÝáñÇÝ ëñµ³½³ÝáõïÃÛáõÝÁ norin srbazanut’yunĕ
“your holiness”.
A synonym of ÝáõÛÝ nuyn is ÙÇ¨ÝáõÝ miewnuyn, the expression however is emphasised, meaning “one and the same”:
(200)

ØÇ¨ÝáõÛÝ ù³Õ³ùáõÙ Ù»Ýù ÏÑ³Ý¹Çå»Ýù Ù»ñ ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï:

Miewnuyn

k’ałak’-um

menk’

One-same

town-loc

we.nom meet-subj.fut.1.pl

khandip-enk’

mer

ĕnker-ner-i

our

friend-pl-dat

het.
post
		 “In the one and same town we will meet with our friends.”

NOTE: All types of identity pronouns of this group obligatorily co-occur with the definite
article in both the nominative and dative case (expect adpositions + dative case).
Ad b.
These subgroups of identity pronouns are mainly used attributively to modify the noun. As
such, they precede the noun.
(201)

²ÛëåÇëÇ ë»ÝÛ³ÏáõÙ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ É³í ³ßË³ï»É:

Ayspisi
senyak-um
kareli
Such a
room-loc
possible
		 “In such a room one can work well”.
(202)

ē
it is

lav
well

ašxat-el.
work-inf

²Û¹åÇëÇ Ù³ñ¹ ×³Ý³ãáõÙ »±ë:

Aydpisi
mard
čanač’-um
such a
person.nom know-ptcp.pres.
		 “Do you know such a person?”

es?
you are?

The identity pronouns can be nominalised and follow the -i-declension.
Traditional grammars of SMEA also group the following pronouns with this class of
demonstrative pronouns –mainly because of their composition – using a demonstrative as
the first part of the word. These “demonstrative pronouns” can be distinguished according
to their ontological category:
a.

b.

amount/quantity (identity) pronouns, such as: ³Ûëù³Ý aysk’an “so many, so much”,
³Û¹ù³Ý aydk’an “that much”, ³ÛÝù³Ý aynk’an “that much”; ÝáõÛÝù³Ý nuynk’an “so
much, as much” as well as ³Ûëã³÷ aysč’ap, ³ÛÝã³÷ aynč’ap’. These identical quantifiers are grouped with the class of quantifiers. In attributive use they co-occur with
(countable) nouns in the plural.
place (identity) pronouns, such as: ³Ûëï»Õ aysteł “here”, ³Û¹ï»Õ aydteł “there”,
³ÛÝï»Õ aynteł “there”, and ÝáõÛÝï»Õ nuynteł “same place”. These “pronouns” are
grouped with place adverbs in this grammar.
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c.

Manner (identity) pronouns, such as ³ÛåÇëÇ ayspisi “such”, ³Û¹åÇëÇ aydpisi “such”,
³ÛÝåÇëÇ aynpisi “such”, ³Ûëå»ë ayspes “so, thus”, ³Û¹å»ë aydpes “so, like that”, ³ÛÝå»ë
aynpes “so, so long, so far”. The forms in -åÇëÇ -pisi are mainly used in attributive
function, the forms in -å»ë -pes are used in adverbial function and are syntactically
grouped with manner adverbs in this grammar.

(203)

²Ûëù³Ý ß»Ýù»ñ »Ý Ï³éáõóí»É Ù»ñ ÷áÕáóáõÙ:

Aysk’an
šenk’-er
en kar°uc’-v-el
So many building-pl.nom are build-pass-ptcp.perf.
		 “So many buildings have been built in our street.“

mer
our

p’ołoc’-um.
street-loc

(204) ²Ûëù³Ý ß³ï Ù³ñ¹ ¹»é ³Ûëï»Õ ã¿ñ Ñ³í³ùí»É:
Aysk’an šat
mard
der°
aysteł č’-ēr
So many many man.nom until now here neg-it was
		 “So many people had not gathered here until now.”
(205)
		

havak’-v-el.
gather-refl-ptcp.perf

»ë ï³ÝÝ ³Ý·³Ù Ñ³ó ãáõÝ»Ù áõï»Éáõ, ÇÝÓ³ÝÇó ³Û¹ù³Ý ÷áÕ »Ý
í»ñóÝáõÙ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

es
i.nom

tan-n
house-dat-the

ut-el-u
eat-inf-dat

injan-ic’
i-abl

angam
even
aydk’an
so much

hac’
bread.nom

č’-un-em
neg-have.pres.1.sg

p’oł
en
verc’n-um.
money.nom they are take-ptcp.pres

		 “I do not even have bread to eat at home, so much money do they take from me.”
(206)

¸áõ ÝáõÛÝù³Ý ÁÝÏáõÛ½ áõÝ»ë:

Du
nuynk’an ĕnkuyz
un-es …
You
as many
walnut.nom have-pres.2.sg….
		 “You have as many walnuts (as….)”
(207)
		

¶áñÍáõÙ »Ý 4 ÑÇí³Ý¹³Ýáó, ÝáõÛÝù³Ý åáÉÇÏÉÇÝÇÏ³, Ù»Ï ßï³å û·ÝáõÃÛ³Ý
Ù³ñ½³ÛÇÝ Ï³Û³Ý, 14 µÅßÏ³Ï³Ý ³ÙµáõÉ³ïáñÇ³: (Armenpress 13.05.2006)

Gorc-um
en
work-ptcp.pres. they are
štap ōgnut’y-an
first aid-dat

4 hivandanoc’
4 hospital.nom

marzayin kayan
provincial station.nom

nuynk’an
as many
14 bžškakan
14 medical

poliklinika
mek
polyclinic.nom 1
ambulatoria.
ambulatoria.nom

		 “Four hospitals, as many policlinics, one provinicial first aid-station and
		 14 medical ambulatoria function.”
(208)

ÜáõÛÝã³÷ ÷³Ûï å»ïù ¿ ç³ñ¹»É í³Õí³ Ñ³Ù³ñ:

Nuynč’ap’
p’ayt
petk’
ē
jard-el
Same quantity wood part
is-it chop-inf
		 “As much wood must be chopped for tomorrow.”

vał-va
hamar.
tomorrow-dat post
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Other “demonstrative pronouns”
In traditional grammars of SMEA the following lexemes are usually classified belonging to
the demonstrative pronouns:
a.

determiners such as ÙÛáõë myus “other; the next; the following”. This determiner is
very similar in meaning to adjectives like Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord “the next”, Ñ»ï¨Û³É hetewyal
“the following” etc., which can be regarded as a quantifying adjective. ÙÛáõë myus is
used to choose between two or more persons or objects, and it refers to a specific
person/object:

(209)

ì³ÕÁ ã»Ù ·³, ÙÛáõë ûñÁ Ï·³Ù:

Vałĕ
Tomorrow

č’-em ga
neg-come-cond.fut.1.sg

myus
next.nom

ōr-ĕ
day.nom-the

kg-am.
come-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “Tomorrow I will not come; I will come the next day.” (=day after tomorrow)
		 In this sentence: ÙÛáõë myus has the same meaning as Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord “the next”.

If ÙÛáõë myus is used with a noun in the plural, it expresses “the remaining, the other”,
as in:
(210)

ÆëÏ ÙÛáõë Ï³Ý³Ûù ³ÙáÃÇó Í³ÍÏ»óÇÝ µ»ñ³ÝÝ»ñÁ:

Isk myus kanayk’
amot’ic’
cackec’-in
beran-ner-ĕ.
And other woman-pl.nom shame-abl close-aor-3.pl mouth-pl.nom-the
		 “And the other women closed the(ir) mouths from shame.”

In attributive use ÙÛáõë myus usually precedes its noun and assigns definiteness to it. This
inherent definite meaning of ÙÛáõë myus was probably the main reason to group it with
the demonstratives in traditional grammars of SMEA. But this “fact” does not explain why
“adjectives” like Ñ³çáñ¹ hajord, Ñ»ï¨Û³É hetewyal, í»ñçÇÝ verjin etc. also assign definiteness to their head noun and why these words are not classified as demonstratives.
The indefinite and non-specific counterpart of ÙÛáõë myus, áõñÇß uriš “other, any other”
is usually traditionally classified as an indefinite pronoun.
(41)

a.

ì³ÕÁ ã»Ù ·³, ÙÇ áõñÇß ûñ Ï·³Ù:

			
			

Vałĕ
Tomorrow

č’-em ga
mi
uriš ōr
neg- I am come-ptcp.neg. indef other day.nom

			
			

kg-am.
come-cond.fut.1.sg.

			

“Tomorrow I will not come; I will come another day.”

áõñÇß uriš does not belong to the class of indefinite pronouns for several reasons. It is almost
synonymous with the adjectives ï³ñµ»ñ tarber “different, unlike” and ³ÛÉ ayl “other”.
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2.4.4 Reciprocal Pronouns
A reciprocal pronoun is a pronoun that expresses a mutual feeling or action among the
referents of a plural subject, i.e. an interchangeable or mutual action or relationship.
In MEA there are three synonymous reciprocal pronouns:
––

––
––

Çñ³ñ irar “each other, one another”. This seems to be the most wide-spread and productive reciprocal pronoun in both written and spoken Armenian. The form Çñ³ñáõ
iraru is particularly wide-spread in colloquial Armenian.113
ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó mimyanc’ “each other”. This form is mainly used in written Armenian.
Ù»ÏÙ»Ïáõ mekmeku “one another”. This is not a very productive form and less frequently used than the other reciprocal pronouns.

The reciprocal pronouns are inflected, but they have no nominative case for the subject and
usually do not have a synthetic locative.
DAT
ABL
INST
(211)

Çñ³ñ
Çñ³ñÇó
Çñ³ñáí

irar
iraric’
irarov

mekmeku
mekmekuc’
mekmekov

Ù»ÏÙ»Ïáõ
Ù»ÏÙ»Ïáõó
Ù»ÏÙ»Ïáí

ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó
ÙÇÙÛ³ÝóÇó
ÙÇÙÛ³Ýóáí

mimyanc’
mimyanc’ic’
mimyanc’ov

Üñ³Ýù ëÇñáõÙ »Ý Çñ³ñ:

Nrank’
sir-um
en
irar.
They.nom love-ptcp.pres. they are each other.dat
		 “They love each other.”
(212)

²ßáïÝ áõ ²ñ³ÙÁ Ñ»éáõ ³åñáõÙ »Ý Çñ³ñÇó:

Ašot-n   u
Ašot.nom-the and

Aram-ĕ
Aram.nom-the

her°u
far

apr-um
live-ptcp.pres.

en
they are

irar-ic’.
each other-abl
“Ašot and Aram live far away from each other.”
(213)
		

øÝÝ³ñÏáõÙÝ»ñÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ³í³·³Ýáõ ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñÁ ¨
ù³Õ³ù³å»ïÁ ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó ã»Ý ÉëáõÙ: (Hetk’ 05.02.2007)

k’nnarkum-ner-i
discussion-pl-dat
k’ałak’apet-ě
mayor.nom-the

žamanak
post

avagan-u
court-dat

mimyanc’
each-other.dat

č’-en
neg-they are

andam-ner-ě
member-pl.nom-the
ls-um.
listen-ptcp.pres.

		 “During the discussions the members of the court and the mayor do not
		 listen to each other.”

. Asatryan 200: 178.

ew
conj
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(214)

øáõÛñ áõ »Õµ³Ûñ Ñ³ñ·áõÙ »Ý Ù»ÏÙ»Ïáõ:

K’uyr
Sister.nom

u
conj

ełbayr
brother.nom

harg-um
appreciate-ptcp.pres.

en
they are

mekmeku.
one another.dat
		 “Sister and brother appreciate one another.”

2.4.5 Indefinite Pronouns114
In many traditional grammars of SMEA one can find a wide range of pronouns classified
as indefinite pronouns.
The following words are definitely indefinite pronouns.
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

³ÛëÇÝã aysinč’ “so-and-so”
³ÛÝÇÝã ayninč’ “ so-and-so “
»ñµ¨Á erbewē, »ñµ¨Çó¿ erbewic’ē “sometime, ever”
ÇÝã-ÇÝã inč’-inč’ “some, a kind of ”
ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or “a, an, some, a kind of ”
ÇÝã-áñ Ù»ÏÁ inč’-or mekē “someone”
Ù»ÏÁ mekĕ “someone”
Ù»ÏÝáõÙ»ÏÁ meknumekĕ “someone” (used above all in colloquial Armenian)
ÙÇ µ³Ý mi ban “something “
áÙÝ omn “anyone, anybody, someone, somebody”
áÙ³Ýù omank’ “some, some people”
áí¨», ovewe “somebody, anybody”
áñ»¨Á orewe, áñ¨Çó¿ orewic’ē “some; any”.

Traditionally, indefinite pronouns are subdivided into three “syntactic” groups – according
to their syntactic function in a clause:
a.

b.
c.

Pronominal including: áÙ³Ýù omank’ “some, some people”, Ù»ÏÁ mekě “someone”,
Ù»ÏÝáõÙ»ÏÁ mekumekě “someone”, áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÁ orewē mekě “anybody”, ÇÝã-áñ Ù»ÏÁ
inč’-or mekě “somebody”, ÇÝã-áñ µ³Ý inč’-or ban “something”, áñ¨¿ µ³Ý orewē ban
“anything”, as well as other nominalised indefinite pronouns
Attributive: áÙÝ omn “anyone, anybody”, ³ÛëÇÝã aysinč’ “so-and-so”, ³ÛÝÇÝã ayninč’ “soand-so”, ÙÇ mi “a”, ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or “some”, áñ¨¿ orewē “any”, áñ¨Çó¿ orewic’ē “any”etc.
Adverbial: »ñµ¨¿ erbewē “sometime, ever”, »ñµ¨Çó¿ erbewic’ē “sometime, ever” “sometime,
ever” etc.

. Following here the approach of Haspelmath, M. 1997. Indefinite pronouns. Oxford:
Clarendon Press.
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In this grammar only those indefinite pronouns which are grouped in the class “indefinite
pronouns” refer to “real” indefinite items. Indefinite pronouns are defined as pronouns,
which are used if the exact identity of the person, thing or fact is not specified, i.e. identity/
recognition indefiniteness. Thus lexemes expressing the indefinite number of persons or
things, i.e. quantitative indefiniteness, are excluded from the class of indefinite pronouns
and are grouped with quantifiers.
Thus, the currently used definition excludes the following “traditional indefinite pronouns” such as:
––

––
––

ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ mi k’ani “some”, ÙÇ ù³ÝÇëÁ mi k’anisĕ “some”, ÙÇ ß³ñù mi šark’ “a series, a
range of ”, ÙÇ ËáõÙµ mi xumb “a group of, a lot of…”, ÙÇ »ñÏáõ mi erku “some” (=non-

specific quantifiers)
áõñÇß uriš, ³ÛÉ ayl “other” (= non-specific determiners)
áñáß oroš, attributive áÙÝ omn. These expressions can be regarded as kinds of determiners, i.e. they assign a clearly specific reading to the nounphrase: i.e. as “a certain”
(= specific determiners)

but includes the negative pronouns.
(215)

Ø»Ýù åÇïÇ ùÝ³³ñÏ»Ýù áñáß Ñ³ñó»ñ:

Menk’
piti k’nnark-enk’
oroš
We
discuss-deb.fut-1.pl
certain
		 “We have to discuss certain questions.”
(216)

harc-er.
question-pl.nom

àÙÝ ÝÏ³ñÇã Å³Ù³Ý»É ¿ ù³Õ³ùÇó ¨ óáõó³Ñ³Ý¹»ë ¿ µ³ó»É:

Omn
A certain

nkarič’
painter.nom

c’uc’ahandes ē
exhibition.nom

bac’-el.
he is

žaman-el
arrive-ptcp.perf.

ē
he is

k’ałak’-ic’
town-abl

ew
conj

open-ptcp.perf.

		 “A certain painter has arrived from town and has opened an exhibition.”

The indefinite pronouns in this grammar are semantically distinguished on the basis of
their ontological categories:
––
––
––
––
––

person: áí¨» ovewē “somebody”, áÙÝ omn “anyone, anybody, someone, somebody”,
áÙ³Ýù omank’ “some, some people”, Ù»ÏÁ mekē “one”.
thing: µ³Ý ban, ÙÇ µ³Ý mi ban “something”.
time: »ñµ¨Á erbewē , »ñµ¨Çó¿ erbewic’ē “sometime, ever”.
place: áõñ¨¿ urewē, áõñ¨Çó¿ urewic’ē (are very seldomly used, almost obsolete).
manner: áñ¨¿ Ï»ñå orewē kerp “somehow”, ÇÝã-áñ Ï»ñå inč’-or kerp “somehow”, áã
ÙÇ Ï»ñå oč’ mi kerp “in no way”.

In addition to simple indefinites- consisting just of the indefinite pronoun- there are also
several compound indefinites: they have a word expressing an ontological category and a
preceding indefinite marker.
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e.g. áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÁ orewē mekē “somebody”, ÇÝã-áñ µ³Ý inč-or ban “something”, áã ÙÇ ï»Õ
oč mi teł “nowhere”
Thus, SMEA has three series of indefinite pronouns distinguished by means of the
above mentioned indefinite marker.
––
––
––

specific: ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or + stem
non-specific: áñ¨¿ orewē (orewic’ē) + stem
negative: áã oč’ + stem

These indefinite markers are combined with the “stems” for ontological categories to
express the various indefinite pronouns.
Additionally áñ¨¿ orewe, ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or, áã ÙÇ oč’ mi, can be used attributively with any
noun to give this noun indefinite meaning.
(217)

àÙ³Ýù ·ïÝáÙ »Ý, áñ Ýñ³ Ñ³ñóÁ å»ïù ¿ ùÝÝ»É:

		 Omank’ gtn-um
en
or
nra harc’-ĕ
		 indef
find-ptcp.pres. they are conj his question.nom-the
		 petk’ ē
k’nn-el.
		 part it is examine-inf
		 “Some people think that his question has to be examined.”
(218)

ø³Õ³ùáõÙ ÇÝã-áñ Éáõñ»ñ ¿ÇÝ åïïíáõÙ:

		 K’ałak’-um inč’-or lur-er
ēin
ptt-v-um.
		 Town-loc indef new-pl.nom they were circulate-antic-ptcp.pres.
		 “Some (specific) news was circulating in town.”
(219)

Ü³ ÇÝã-áñ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï µÝ³Ïí»É ¿ Èáë ²Ýç»É»ëáõÙ: (Armenpress 22.06.2006)

		 na
inč’-or žamanak bnak-v-el
ē
Los Anjeles-um.
		 he.nom indef time.nom live(refl)-ptcp.perf. he is Los Angeles-loc
		 “He has lived for some time in Los Angeles.”
(220)

àñ¨¿ ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝ»±ë ÇÙ ÁÝÏ»ñáçÇó:

		 Orewē tełekut’yun
un-es
im ĕnker-ojic’?
		 indef information.nom have-pres.2.sg. my friend-abl
		 “Do you have any news from my friend?” (non-specific)115

. This sentence has a specific context; in neutral context, this sentence would rather be expressed
without any indefinite pronoun, only with the indefinite noun:
(220)

a.

			
			
			

ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝ»±ë ÇÙ ÁÝÏ»ñáçÇó:

Tełekut’yun
un-es
im ĕnker-ojic’?
Information-nom have-pres.2.sg. my friend-abl
“Do you have (any) news from my friend?”
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(221)
		

â·Çï»Ù, Ã» ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùáõÙ ÇÝã-áñ µ³Ý ÷áËí»±É ¿ «¾ñ»µáõÝÇ»
µÅßÏ³Ï³Ý Ï»ÝïñáÝáõÙ: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)

č’-gi-tem
t’e
neg-know.pres.1.sg. conj
p’ox-v-el
change-pass-ptcp.perf.

ē
it is

ardyunk’-um
result-loc

inč’-or ban
something.nom

“Ērebuni” bžškakan
“Erebuni” medical

kentron-um.
centre-loc

		“I do not know, whether as a result something has changed in the medical
centre “Erebuni”.” (specific)

Some indefinite pronouns can only be used in a certain context. In many contexts, only
specific pronouns are possible. This is the case in affirmative declarative sentences in perfective past (= SMEA aorist) or in the ongoing present:116 the speaker is committed to the
existence and identifiability of the pronoun.
(222)

²ñ³ÙÁ ÑÇÙ³ ËáëáõÙ ¿ ÇÝã-áñ Ù»ÏÇ Ñ»ï:

Aram-ĕ
hima
xos-um
ē
Aram-the
now
speak-ptcp.pres.
he is
		 “Aram is speaking with somebody now.” (specific)
(223)

inč’-or mek-i
somebody-dat

²ÝÝ³Ý Ñ»Ýó ÑÇÙ³ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ÇÝã-áñ Ñá¹í³Í:

Anna-n
henc’ hima
kard-um
ē
inč’-or
Anna-the right
now
read-ptcp.pres. she is some
		 “Anna is reading some (a certain) paper right now.” (specific)
(224)

hodvac.
paper

²ñ³ÙÁ Ëáë»ó ÇÝã-áñ Ù»ÏÇ Ñ»ï:

Aram-ĕ
xosec’
inč’-or mek-i
Aram-the
speak-aor.3.sg. somebody-dat
		 “Aram spoke with somebody.” (specific)
(225)

het.
post

het.
post-with

Ø»ñ ³ßË³ï³ÝùáõÙ ÇÝã-áñ µ³Ý ëï³óí»ó. (Armenpress 12.01.2006)

mer ašxatank’-um inč’-or ban
stac’vec’.117
our work-loc
some thing.nom come out-aor.3.sg
		 “Something turned out in our work.” (specific)

In questions, however, both the specific and non-specific indefinite can be used, although
it seems that the non-specific is more commonly used in questions. It may also depend on
(slight!) semantic context (see below).

. Ongoing present: although grammarians consider the analytical SMEA present tense as continuous, ongoing present, real continuous or ongoing reading/understanding of an utterance can
only be stated by means of context or by means of time adverbs or temporal arguments like “now,
just now, in this moment” etc.
. Please note that this passive form derived from the transitive verb ëï³Ý³É stanal “to get” is
highly lexicalised in its meaning.
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(226)

¶áõó» ÇÝã-áñ ï»Õ ÁÝÏ»É áõ ·ÉáõëÁ Ë÷»±É ¿: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

guc’e
inč’-or teł
ěnk-el
u
perhaps some place.nom fall-ptcp.perf. conj
xp’el		
hit-ptcp.perf

glux-ě
head.nom

ē?
he is

		 “Perhaps he has fallen somewhere and hit his head?”
(227)
		

ÇëÏ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ Ïï»ëÝ»±Ýù áñ¨¿ »ñÏñÇ Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõóãÇ:

(Ar°avot 05.04.2006)

isk Hayastan-um ktesn-enk’
orewē erkr-i
nerkayac’uč’č’-i?
conj Armenia-loc see-cond.fut.1.pl. any country-dat representative-dat
		 “But shall we see a representative of any country in Armenia?”
(228)

ä³ï»ñ³½áõÙ Ë³Õ³óáÕ ÇÝã-áñ »ñ»Ë³(Ý»ñ)Ç ï»ë³±°ñ:

Partez-um xała-c’oł
inč’-or
erexa-(ner)-i
Park-loc
play-ptcp.sub some
child-pl-dat
		 “Have you seen some children playing in the park?”
(228)

a.

			

tes-ar?
see-aor.2.sg.

ä³ñï»½áõÙ Ë³Õ³óáÕ áñ¨¿ »ñ»Ë³(Ý»ñ)Ç ï»ë³±ñ:

Partez-um
xała-c’oł
orewē
erexa-(ner)-i
Park-loc
play-ptcp.sub some
child-pl-dat
“Have you seen any children playing in the park?”

tes-ar?
see-aor.2.sg.

COMMENT:
In (228) according to informants, the questioner already knows about the children in the
park, maybe he/she has already seen them, thus specific meaning, whereas in (228a) the
questioner asks a very general question, if, in general there have been children in the park,
and if they have been playing, thus non-specific meaning.
But there are contexts in which preferably non-specific indefinites, i.e. áñ¨¿ orewē may
occur. These are often irrealis contexts and conditional protases:
(229)

ºÃ» áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÁ ½³Ý·³Ñ³ñÇ, ÇÝÓ ³ë³:

Et’e
orewē mek-ĕ
zangahar-i
conj-if anybody.nom-the call-subj.fut.3.sg.
		 “If anyone calls, tell me!”
(230)
		

inj
i.dat

as-a!
tell-imp.2.sg.

ºÃ» ÏÉÇÝÇ áñ¨¿ åñáµÉ»Ù, Ù»Ýù ¿É Ù³ñ¹ »Ýù, Ñ³Û »Ýù, Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇó
»Ýù: (Armenpress 14.01.2006)

et’e klini
orewē problem
menk’ ēl
mard
enk’
conj be-cond.fut.3.sg any problem.nom we.nom also human.nom we are
hay
enk’
Armenian.nom we are

Hayastan-ic’
Armenia-abl

enk’.
we are

		“If there is any problem, we are also human, we are Armenian, we are from Armenia.”
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––

In imperatives, polite questions and negation both specific and non-specific indefinite
pronouns can be used – their use depends on the context and function (as mentioned
above).

(231)

ÊáëÇ°ñ áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÇ Ñ»ï, »Ã» É³í ã»ë ½·áõÙ:

Xos-ir
orewē mek-i het
et’e
lav č’-es
zg-um!
Talk-imp.2.sg anybody-dat post conj well neg-you are feel-ptcp.pres.
		 “Talk to somebody if you do not feel well!”

––

Free choice indefinites are semantically similar to universal quantifiers like “every”.
The SMEA free choice indefinites can be replaced by universal quantifiers; although
there is a slight semantic difference between the universal quantifiers and the indefinite pronoun:

(232)

²Ûë ËÝ¹ÇñÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÁ ÉáõÍ»É:

Ays xndir-ĕ
kar-oł
This problem.nom-the can-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anyone can solve this problem.”
(232)

a.

ē
it is

orewē mek-ĕ
luc-el.
anyone.nom-the solve-inf

²Ûë ËÝ¹ÇñÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ ³Ù»Ý Ù»ÏÁ ÉáõÍ»É:

Ays
This

xndir-ĕ
problem.nom-the

kar-oł
can-ptcp.pres.

ē
it is

amen mek-ĕ
everyone.nom-the

luc-el.
solve-inf
			

“Everyone can solve this problem.”

COMMENT: Whereas (232a) has a general/universal meaning, “Everybody can solve this
problem”, (232) refers to a concrete, but unknown person in an unspecific group of persons, whilst the free choice meaning is, “Anybody can solve this problem”.
This interpretation seems to involve the secondary semantic meaning of the indefinite
pronouns áñ¨¿ orewē: although it is to be understood as primarily non-specific, it has also
a kind of “partitive indefinite” meaning of one person/object etc. out of a group of persons/
objects etc.
Thus, the indefinite pronouns in this grammar are divided into the following semantosyntactic groups and can be used according to their content (specific, non-specific, negative) and in the given semantic-syntactic context:
––

––
––

Specific ÇÝã-áñ inč’-or + ontological stem; preferably used in affirmative statements
in the ongoing (continuous) present and aorist tense; in questions with affirmative
replies
Non-specific áñ¨¿ orewē + ontological stem; preferably used in questions; in protases
and as free choice indefinites
Direct negation áã áù oč’ ok’ “nobody”, áã Ù»ÏÁ oč’ mekĕ “no one”; áãÇÝã oč’inč’ “nothing”
and attributive áã ÙÇ oč’ mi
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Negative Indefinites
––
––
––

Person: áã áù oč’ ok’ “nobody”, áã Ù»ÏÁ oč’ mekĕ “no one”
Thing: áãÇÝã oč’inč’ “nothing”
The negated indefinite article áã ÙÇ oč’mi is only used attributively with all nouns.

The MEA negative indefinites are inherently negative and can also be used in elliptic
context. Haspelmath calls these elliptic negatives “free standing negatives” (Haspelmath
1997:194)
(233)

à±õÙ Ñ»ï »ë Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É: àã Ù»ÏÇ h»ï:

Um
het
es
handip-el?
Who.dat post
you are meet-ptcp.perf.?
		 “With whom have you met? With nobody.”

Oč’ mek-i
nobody-dat

het.
post

The MEA negative indefinites obligatorily co-occur with verbal negation.118
(234)

²Ûë ù³Õ³ùáõÙ áã Ù»ÏÇÝ ã»Ù ×³Ý³ãáõÙ:

Ays
k’ałak’-um oč’ mek-i-n
This
town-loc nobody-dat-the
		 “In this town I know nobody.”

č’-em
neg-I am

čanač’-um.
know-ptcp.pres.

(235) ä³ïÏ»ñ³óñ»ù, áã ÙÇ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹ ÇÝÓ ãû·Ý»ó ³Ûë Ñ³ñóáõÙ:
		 (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)
patkerac’r-ek’
oč’ mi tłamard
inj
imagine-imp.2.pl. neg a man.nom i.dat

č’-ōgnec’
neg-help-aor.3.sg

ays
this

harc’-um.
question-loc
		 “Imagine, not one man (nobody) helped me in this question.”
(236)

ºí Ï³ñïáýÇÉÇó µ³óÇ áãÇÝã ãÇ ³×áõÙ: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)

ev
kartofl-ic’
bac’i
oč’inč’
conj
potato-abl
post nothing
		 “And except potatoes nothing grows.”

č’-i
neg-it is

ač-um.
grow-ptcp.pres.

When the indefinite pronouns are used as nouns (nominalised), they can be inflected following the i-declension.

. Haspelmath’s subtype NV-NI (1997: 214), meaning obligatory co-occurrence of negative
indefinite pronouns with verbal negation.
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2.4.6 Traditional Definite Pronouns = Universal Quantifiers
In all traditional grammars of SMEA there is a pronouns subclass, called definite pronouns. Following the traditional definition, these definite pronouns express the object’s/
person’s quantitative completeness (unity) or the completeness (unity) of a single object/
person.
These traditional definite pronouns have been subdivided into three semantic groups:
––

––

––

definite pronouns, expressing the general completeness of subjects, without stressing
which objects are included into this completeness/unity: MEA ³Ù»ÝùÁ amenk’ĕ “all
people”, µáÉáñÁ bolor(ĕ) “all” .
definite pronouns, that show the quantitative completeness and stress which items are
one-by-one included in this completeness, ³Ù»Ý amen “every; each”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ
yurak’anč’yur “each, every”, ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn “all, every”, ³Ù»Ý áù amen ok’/mekĕ
“everybody”, ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã amen inč’ “everything”; ³Ù»Ý ÙÇ amen mi “each”, ³Ù»Ý Ù»ÏÁ
amen mekĕ “everyone”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ áù yurak’anč’yur ok’ “each one, every one”. (=distributive quantifiers)
definite pronouns that show the completeness of a single subject (collective or not collective), in MEA áÉç ołj “whole”, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj “all, whole, entire”, Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ hamayn
“all, whole”. (=collective quantifiers)

In modern linguistic grammars the group of definite pronouns is usually a subgroup of
quantifiers, which is also true in this grammar.
As a rule, universally quantified nouns are semantically definite, and in MEA nouns
are marked with the definite article if combined with universal quantifiers.
The universal quantifiers can be distinguished into two groups:
––
––

collective quantifiers, meaning all, whole.
distributive quantifiers, meaning each, every.

Apart from semantic differences they differ from each other within their syntax: whether
or not they can be the subject of a “collective” verb: i.e. collective quantifiers can be subjects
of collective verbs, but not distributive.
(237)

´áÉáñ áõë³ÝáõÝ»ñÁ Ñ³í³ùí»É »Ý ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

Bolor
usanoł-ner-ĕ
havak’-v-el
en
All.nom student-pl.nom-the gather-refl-ptcp.perf. they are
		 “All the students gathered in the library.”
(237)

a.

			

gradaran-um.
library-loc

*²Ù»Ý áõë³ÝáÕ Ñ³í³ùí»É ¿ ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

Amen
usanoł
havak’-v-el
ē
gradaran-um.
Every.nom student.nom
gather-refl-ptcp.perf. he is library-loc
*“Every student gathered in the library.”
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In MEA there are the two semanto-syntactic groups of universal quantifiers:
––
––

collective quantifiers: ³Ù»ÝùÁ amenk’ĕ “all people”, µáÉáñÁ bolor(ĕ) “all”; as well as MEA
áÉç ołj “whole”, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj “all, whole, entire” , Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ hamayn “all, whole”.
distributive quantifiers are those which stand for the names of persons or things considered singly: ³Ù»Ý amen “every; each”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ yurak’anč’yur “each, every”,
³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn “all, every”,119 ³Ù»Ý áù amen ok’/mekĕ “everybody”, ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã
amen inč “everything”; ³Ù»Ý ÙÇ amen mi “each”, ³Ù»Ý Ù»ÏÁ amen mekĕ “everyone”,
Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ áù yurak’anč’jur ok’ “each one, every one”.

The following universal quantifiers can be nominalised:
³Ù»ÝùÁ amenk’ĕ “all people”, µáÉáñÁ bolor(ĕ) “all; Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñÁ yurak’anč’yurĕ “each,
every”, ³Ù»Ý áù/Ù»ÏÁ amen ok’/mekĕ “everybody”, ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã amen inč’ “everything”; ³Ù»Ý
Ù»ÏÁ amen mekĕ “everyone”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ áù yurak’anč’yur ok’ “each one, every one”.
The collective quantifiers µáÉáñ bolor, áÉç ołj, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj, Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ hamayn and
the distributive quantifiers ³Ù»Ý amen, ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ yurak’anč’yur,
³Ù»Ý ÙÇ amen mi can also be used attributively.

Collective quantifiers always assign the plural to the verb, if used as the subject, and to
the noun, if used as the quantifying attribute:
(238)

¸ñ³ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùÝ»ñÁ ßáõïáí µáÉáñÁ Ïï»ëÝ»Ý : (Armenpress 19.05.2006)

dra
ardyunk’-ner-ě
šutov
that.gen result-pl.nom-the soon
		 “All will soon see the results of that.”
(239)
		

bolor-ě
all.nom-the

ktesn-en.
see-cond.fut.3.pl

ÆÝãå»ë ²¹³Ùáí µáÉáñÁ Ù»éÝáõÙ »Ý, ÝáõÛÝå»ë ¨ øñÇëïáëáí ³Ù»ÝùÁ
åÇïÇ Ï»Ý¹³Ý³Ý³Ý»: (Armenpress 09.04.2006)

inč’pes Adam-ov bolor-ě
mer°n-um
en
nuynpes ew K’ristos-ov
as
Adam-inst all.nom-the die-ptcp.pres. they are as well
Christ-inst
amenk’-ě
piti kendan-an.
all people.nom-the resurrect-deb.fut.3.pl.
		 “As all die with Adam, so all have to resurrect with Christ.”

The collective, attributive quantifiers µáÉáñ bolor and áÕç ołj, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj, Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ
hamayn assign definiteness to its head noun.
(240)

´áÉáñ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÁ Ñ³í³ùí»É »Ý ¹åñáóÇ ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝáõÙ:
Bolor
All

ašakert-ner-ĕ
havak’-v-el
pupil-pl.nom-the gather-refl-ptcp.perf.

en
they are

dproc’-i
school-dat

gradaran-um.
library-loc
		 “All pupils have gathered in the school’s library.”

. ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn is rarely used; it is more or less obsolete and can be used only in a few contexts.
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(241)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ï³ï³ñ»ó ³ÙµáÕç ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ:

Vardan-ĕ
katarec’
ambołj
Vardan-the
fulfill-aor.3.sg.
all.nom
		 “Vardan finished the whole work.”
(242)

ašxatank’-ĕ.
work.nom-the

Ð³Ù³ÛÝ Ñ³ÛáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ù»Í ßáõùáí ¿ ÝßáõÙ ³Û¹ ïáÝÁ:

Hamayn

hayut’yun-ĕ

mec šuk’-ov

ē

nš-um

Whole.nom Armenians.nom-the big luxury-inst it is celebrate- ptcp.pres
ayd
ton-ĕ.
that
festivity.nom-the.
		“All Armenians (lit. the whole Armenian people) celebrate that festivity with big
luxury.”

––

Distributive quantifiers always assign the singular to the verb, if used as the subject,
and to the noun, if used as the quantifying attribute:

(243)

²Ù»Ý Ù»ÏÁ Ýí»ñ ëï³ó³í:

Amen mek-ĕ
nver
Everyone.nom-the present.nom
		 “Everyone received a present.”
(244)

stac’av.
receive-aor.3.sg

²Ù»Ý ÇÝã Í³ÍÏí»ó ÓÛ³Ý ëåÇï³Ï ë³í³ÝÇ ï³Ï:

Amen inč’
cack-v-ec’
jyan
spitak
Everything.nom cover-pass-aor.3.sg snow-dat white
		 “Everything was covered under the white sheet of snow.”
(245)

(246)

tak.
post

²Ù»Ý ÙÇ »ñ»Ë³ ·ÇïÇ ³Û¹ Ñ³ñóÇ å³ï³ëË³ÝÁ:

Amen mi erexa git-i
ayd
harc’-i
Every
child know-pres.3.sg that question-dat
		 “Every child knows the answer to that question.”
		

savan-i
sheet-dat

patasxan-ĕ.
answer.nom-the.

Úáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ù³Õ³ù³óÇ å³ñï³íáñ ¿ Ï³ï³ñ»Éáõ Çñ
å³ñï³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ:

Yurak’anč’yur k’ałak’ac’i
partavor
Each
citizen.nom obliged

ē
he is

katarel-u
ir
fulfil-inf-dat his

partakanut’yun-ner-ě.
duty-pl.nom-the
“Each citizen is obliged to fulfil his duties.”

Those universal quantifiers that can also be nominalised or that are only used in a nominalised way can be inflected in singular following the i-declension.
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2.4.7

Interrogative and Relative Pronouns

The subgroup of MEA interrogative pronouns comprises the following ontological groups:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

person (human) á±í ov “who?”
subject/thing Ç±Ýã inč’? “what?”
quality á±ñ or “which?”; Ç±ÝãåÇëÇ inč’pisi/á±ñåÇëÇ orpisi? “what? what kind of?”
quantity ù³ÝÇ± k’ani “how many/much?” Ç±Ýãù³Ý inč’k’an/á±ñù³Ý ork’an “how many/
much?”, Ç±Ýãã³÷ inč’č’ap’/á±ñã³÷ orč’ap’
time »±ñµ erb “when?” »ñí³ÝÇ±ó erbvanic’ “since when?”
place á±ñï»Õ orteł, á±õñ ur “where?”, á±õñ ur “where to?”, á±ñï»ÕÇó ortełic’ “where from?”
manner: Ç±Ýãå»ë inč’pes “how?”
cause: ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why?”

The interrogative pronoun á±í ov refers exclusively to (+ human) nouns, and is only used as a
pronouns in sensu stricto. It can also be used in theplural, but only in the nominative plural.
(247)

à±í ¿ ·ÇñùÁ ¹ñ»É ë»Õ³ÝÇÝ:

Ov
ē
girk’-ĕ
dr-el
Wh-who.nom it is book.nom-the put-ptcp.perf
		 “Who has put the book on the table?”
(248)

²ÝÝ³Ý ï»ëÝáõÙ ¿ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ:

Anna-n
tesn-um
Anna.nom-the
see-ptcp.pres
		 “Anna sees Aram.”
(248)

sełan-i-n?
table-dat-the

a.

ē
she is

Aram-i-n.
Aram-dat-the

à±í ¿ ï»ëÝáõÙ ²Ñ³ÙÇÝ:

			

Ov
ē
tesn-um
Aram-i-n?
wh-who.nom is-it see-ptcp.pres Aram-dat-the
“Who sees Aram?”

		 b.

²ÝÝ³Ý – á±õÙ ¿ ï»ëÝáõÙ:

			

Anna-n
um
ē
tesn-um?
Anna.nom-the, wh-who.dat she is see-ptcp.pres.
“Whom does Anna see?”

(249)

à±íù»ñ »Ý å³ïñ³ëï»É ïÝ³ÛÇÝ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ:

Ov-k’er
en
patrast-el
tnayin
ašxatank’-ner-ĕ?
Wh-who-pl-nom they are prepare-ptcp.perf. home.nom work-pl.nom-the
		 “Who has prepared the homework?”
(250)

²ÝÝ³Ý ï»ëÝáõÙ ¿ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÇÝ:

Anna-n
tesn-um
ē
Anna.nom-the see-ptcp.pres she is
		 “Anna sees the pupils.”

ašakert-ner-i-n.
pupil-pl-dat-the
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(250)

a.

		
		
			

²ÝÝ³Ý – á±õÙ ¿ ï»ëÝáõÙ:

Anna-n
um
ē
tesn-um?
Anna.nom-the, wh-who.dat she is see-ptcp.pres.
“Whom does Anna see?”

As can be seen in the examples above, it is not possible to use a plural form of the interrogative pronoun áí ov in oblique cases.
SG			
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC
––

áí
áõÙ
áõÙÇó
áõÙáí
áõÙ Ù»ç

ov		
um
um-ic’
um-ov
um mej

PL.
áíù»ñ

ovk’er

The interrogative pronoun Ç±Ýã inč’ refers primarily to things/subjects (-human). It
also, however, secondarily refers to (+animate, –human) nouns, e.g. animals. It can
also be used in the plural, and is inflected following the i-declension.

(251)

Æ±Ýã ¿ÇÝ ËáëáõÙ ÇÙ Ù³ëÇÝ:

Inč’
ēin
xos-um
im
Wh-what.nom they were speak-ptcp.pres. i.gen
		 “What were they saying about me? “
(252)

²ÝáõßÁ ëáõÝÏ ¿ Ñ³í³ùáõÙ:

Anuš-ē
sunk
Anuš.nom-the mushroom.nom
		 “Anuš collects mushrooms.”
(252) a.
		
		
			
(253)

ē
she is

havak’-um.
collect-ptcp.pres.

Æ±Ýã ¿ Ñ³í³ùáõÙ ²ÝáõßÁ:

Inč’
ē
havak’-um
Anuš-ĕ?
Wh-what.nom she is
collect-ptcp.pres. Anuš.nom-the.
“What does Anuš collect?”

²ÝáõßÁ Ñ³í³ùáõÙ ¿ Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñ:

Anuš-ĕ
havak-’um
Anuš.nom-the pick-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anuš picks flowers.”
(253)

masin?
post?

a.

			

ē
she is

całik-ner.
flower-pl.nom

ÆÝã»±ñ ¿ Ñ³í³ùáõÙ ²ÝáõßÁ:

Inč’-er
ē
Wh-what-pl.nom
she is
“What does Anuš pick?”

havak’-um
Anuš-ĕ?
pick-ptcp.pres. Anuš.nom-the
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(254)

Ü³ñ³Ý ëÇñáõÙ ¿ ßÝ»ñ:

Nara-n
sir-um
Nara.nom-the love-ptcp.pres
		 “Nara loves dogs.”
(254)

a.

ÆÝã»±ñ ¿ ëÇñáõÙ Ü³ñ³Ý:
Inč’-er
ē
Wh-what.nom-pl she is
“What does Nara love?”

ē
she is

š-ner.
dog-pl.nom

sir-um
love-ptcp.pres.

Nara-n?
Nara.nom-the

Note: if the +animate/–human noun is not used in a general sense, it is primarily regarded
as +animate, and as such it behaves like other +animate nouns in the function of the direct
object of a transitive verb and it shows the dative case as direct object case:
(255)

Ü³ñ³Ý ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Çñ ß³ÝÁ:

Nara-n
sir-um
Nara.nom-the love-ptcp.pres.
		 “Nara loves her dog.”
(255)

a.

ē
she is

Ü³ñ³Ý – ÇÝãÇ±Ý ¿ ëÇñáõÙ:

Nara-n
inč’-i-n
Nara.nom-the wh-what-dat-the
“What (animal) does Nara love?”
			

ir
šan-ĕ.
her dog-dat-the

ē
she is

sir-um?
love-ptcp.pres.

In this sentence, “what?” refers to a +animate/–human noun.

Respectively
(256)

Ü³ñ³Ý ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Çñ ßÝ»ñÇÝ:

Nara-n
sir-um
ē
Nara.nom-the love-ptcp.pres. she is
		 “Nara loves her dogs.”
(256)

a.

ir
her.nom

š-ner-i-n.
dog-pl-dat-the

ÆÝã»ñÇ±Ý ¿ ëÇñáõÙ Ü³ñ³Ý:

Inč’-er-i-n
Wh-what-pl-dat-the

ē
she is

sir-um
Nara-n?
love-ptcp.pres. Nara.nom-the

			

“What does Nara love?”

			
			

In this sentence, “what?” in dative plural refers to +animate/–human
noun in plural.

Note: in (255) and (256a) in colloquial Armenian, speakers may even use the interrogative
for persons, i.e. á±í« ov “who”, respectively for the asking for the direct object á±õÙ um
“whom?”.
––

á±ñ or “which?” refers to a qualitative feature of a thing or person and is used to refer

to a certain person or thing in a group/collection, thus this pronoun is mainly used in
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the attributive function. If this interrogative pronoun is nominalised by means of the
definite article, it refers to both (+human) and (–human) nouns.120
(257)

Ð³Û á±ñ ·ñáÕÇÝ »ë ß³ï ëÇñáõÙ:

Hay
or
groł-i-n
es
šat
sir-um?
Armenian wh-which.nom author-dat-the you are much love-ptcp.pres.
		 “Which Armenian author do you like very much?”
(258)

à±ñ ù³Õ³ùÇó »Ï³í ²ñ³ÙÇ ¹³ë³ËáëÁ:

Or
k’ałak’-ic’ ek-av
Arami
Wh-which.nom town-abl come-aor.3.sg Aram-dat
		 “From which town did Aram’s lecturer come?”
(259)

à±ñÝ ¿ ³Ûë »ñÏáõëÇó Çï³É³óÇÝ:

Or-n
ays
Wh-which.nom-the
his
		 “Which of these two is Italian?”
(260)

dasaxos-ĕ?
lecturer.nom-the

erku-s-ic’
two-abl

italac’i-n?
Italian.nom-the

²Ûë ãáñë ýÇÙ»ñÇó á±ñÁ Ï³é³ç³ñÏ¿Çñ ÇÝÓ:

Ays č’ors film-er-ic’
or-ĕ
kar°ajark-ēir
inj?
This four film-pl-abl wh-which.nom-the recommend-cond.past.2.sg i.dat
		 “Which of these four films would you recommend to me?”

This pronoun is inflected following the i-declension:
SG.
NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC
––

áñÁ
áñÇ(Ý)
áñÇó
áñáí
áñáõÙ

PL
or-ĕ
or-i(n)
or-ic’
or-ov
or-um

oronk’
oronc’
oronc’-ic’
oronc’-ov
oronc’-um

áñáÝù		
áñáÝó		
áñáÝóÇó		
áñáÝóáí		
áñáÝóáõÙ

ÇÝãåÇëÇ± inč’pisi, áñåÇëÇ± orpisi? “what? what kind of?” are synonymous. áñåÇëÇ±

orpisi is almost obsolete, in colloquial MEA and it is rarely used in written MEA.
These interrogative pronouns of quality are mainly used attributively. The nominalised plural forms of the interrogative pronouns ÇÝãåÇëÇù inč’pisik’, áñåÇëÇù orpisik’
are almost obsolete and, if used, only in highly scientific texts.
(261)

ÆÝãåÇëÇ± Ù³ñ¹ ¿ ³Û¹ ²ñ³Ý:

Inč’pisi
mard
Wh-what kind of.nom person.nom
		 “What kind of person is that Ara?”

ē
he is

ayd
that.nom

Ara-n?
Ara.nom-the

. As contrast to Asatryan’s suggestions, that nominalised áñÁ or-ĕ only refers to things. (Asatryan
2004: 178f.)
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(262)

ÆÝãåÇëÇ± ·ñù»ñ ·Ý»óÇñ:

Inč’pisi
grk’-er
Wh-what kind of.nom
book-pl.nom
		 “What kind of books did you buy?”

gnec’-ir?
buy-aor.2.sg.

Note: the interrogative pronoun ÆÝãåÇëÇ± inč’pisi can be replaced by the interrogative pronoun
Ç±Ýã inč’ with the same meaning though ÆÝãåÇëÇ± inč’pisi is used in literary style.
(261)

a.

			
(262)

a.

			

––

Æ±Ýã Ù³ñ¹ ¿ ³Û¹ ²ñ³Ý:

Inč’
mard
ē
Wh-what .nom person.nom he is
“What kind of person is that Ara?”

ayd
Ara-n?
that.nom Ara.nom-the

Æ±Ýã ·ñù»ñ ·Ý»óÇñ:

Inč’
grk’-er
Wh-what .nom
book-pl.nom
“What kind of books did you buy?”

gnec’-ir?
buy-aor.2.sg.

The interrogative pronouns ù³ÝÇ± k’ani “how many/much?”, ÇÝãù³±Ý inč’k’an/áñù³±Ý
ork’an “how many/much?”, ÇÝãã³±÷ inč’č’ap’/áñã³±÷ orč’ap’ refer to a quantitative feature of a person or a thing/subject.

ù³ÝÇ±»ñáñ¹ k’anierord and its synonym á±ñ»ñáñ¹ orerord, “the how-manyeth121 “ask for

the position of a person/thing in a row. It is formed by means of the interrogative pronouns ù³ÝÇ± k’ani and áñ or and the “ordinal number”-suffix -»ñáñ¹ -erord. Because of the
meaning and the suffix, these pronouns always assign definiteness to its head noun. While
ù³ÝÇ±»ñáñ¹ k’anierord is used both in spoken and written Armenian, á±ñ»ñáñ¹ orerord is
mainly used in colloquial style.
(263)

ø³ÝÇ±»ñáñ¹ ·Ý³óùÝ ¿ ë³, áñ ³Ûëûñ áõß³ÝáõÙ ¿:

		 K’anierord
		 Wh-how-manyeth
		 ušan-um
		 be late-ptcp.pres.

gnac’k’-n
ē
train.nom-the it is

sa
this

or
aysōr
rel.nom today

ē?
it is

		 “The how-manyeth train is this, which arrives late today?”
(264)

à±ñ»ñáñ¹ ¹³ë³ñ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ³ÛÅÙ:

		 Orerord
dasaran-um ē
ayžm?
		 Wh-how manyeth class-loc
he is now?
		 “In the how-manyeth class is he now?” i.e. “In which class is he now?”

. This interrogative is very marginal in English.
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ù³ÝÇ± k’ani “how many/much?” is used to ask for the number of countable persons/subjects/things and is attributively used; its head noun appears in the singular.

(265)

ø³ÝÇ± ï³ñ»Ï³Ý »ë:

K’ani
tarekan
es?
Wh-how many.nom year-pl.nom you are
		 “How many years are you?” (= How old are you?)
(266)

ø³ÝÇ±ïáõÝ »Ý ³Ûó»É»É:

K’ani
tun
en
Wh-how many.nom house.nom they are
		 “How many houses have they visited?”

ayc’el-el?
visit-ptcp.perf.

If the pronoun is nominalised by means of the definite article it can also be used in the
plural and in inflected case forms.
(267)

ø³ÝÇ±ëÝ »Ý ³Û¹ Ñ³ó»ñÇó ëåÇï³Ï, ù³ÝÇ±ëÁ ë¨:

K’anis-n
Wh-how many-pl.nom-the

en
they are

ayd
that.nom

hac’eric’
bread-pl-abl

spitak
white

k’anis-ĕ sew?
		 wh-how many-pl.nom-the black
		 “How many of those breads are white, how many black?”

NOM
DAT
ABL
INST
LOC

ù³ÝÇëÁ
ù³ÝÇëÇÝ
ù³ÝÇëÇó
ù³ÝÇëáí
ù³ÝÇëáõÙ

k’anis-ĕ
k’anis-i(n)
k’anis-ic’
k’anis-ov
k’anis-um

ÇÝãù³±Ý inč’k’an/áñù³±Ý ork’an “how many/much?” are synonyms (counting measure), as
well as ÇÝãã³±÷ inč’č’ap’ and áñã³±÷ orč’ap’ (mass measure). They are used to ask for the

quantity of non-countable objects:
(268)

ÆÝãã³±÷ Ó»Ã ¿ ÙÝ³ó»É ßßÇ Ù»ç:

Inč’č’ap’
jet’
ē
Wh-how much.nom oil.nom it is
		 “How much oil is left in the bottle?”
(269)

àñã³±÷ Ñ³ó áõÝ»ë:

Orč’ap’
hac’
Wh-how much.nom bread.nom
		 “How much bread do you have?”

––

mnac’-el
šš-i
mej?
remain-ptcp.perf. bottle-dat post

un-es?
have-pres.2.sg.

The interrogative pronouns »±ñµ erb “when?” »ñí³ÝÇ±ó erbvanic’ “since when?” refer
to time and are adverbially used. The basic interrogative pronoun is »±ñµ erb “when?”,
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which can be inflected, but the most widespread forms are the basic form and the
ablative form:
(270)

º±ñµ í»ñ³¹³ñÓ³ñ ºñ¨³ÝÇó:

Erb
veradarj-ar
Erewan-ic’?
Wh-when.nom return-aor.2.sg
Yerevan-abl
		 “When did you return from Yerevan?”
(271)

ºñµí³ÝÇ±ó ·Çï»ë ¹ñ³ Ù³ëÇÝ:

Erb-vanic’
git-es
dra
Wh-when-abl
know-pres.2.sg.
that.gen
		 “Since when do you know about that?”

masin?
post

The interrogative pronouns áñï»±Õ orteł “where?”, á±õñ ur “where to?”, áñï»ÕÇ±ó ortełic’
“where from?” refer to a place and are adverbially used.
In colloquial MEA á±õñ ur, “where to”, is commonly used both as a basic interrogative
pronoun referring to place, meaning “where” and thus substitutes the literary á±ñï»Õ orteł
“where?” and as questioning for the direction of an action.
In written MEA, however, á±õñ ur, “where to” can only be used to ask for a direction
of an action.
(272)

¶ñù»ñë – áñï»±Õ »Ý ·ïÝíáõÙ:

Grk’-er-s
orteł
en
Book-pl.nom-my wh-where
they are
		 “Where are my books (located)?”
(272)

a.

			
			
			
(273)

¶ñù»ñë – á±õñ »Ý:

Grk’-er-s
ur
en?
Book-pl.nom-my wh-where to they are
“Where are my books?” Colloquial MEA.

à±õñ »ë ¹ñ»É ·ñù»ñë:

Ur
es
dr-el
Wh-where-to you are
put-ptcp.perf.
		 “Where have you put my books?”
(274)

gtn-v-um?
find-refl-ptcp.pres.

grk’-er-s?
book-pl.nom-my

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ – á±õñ ¿ ·Ý³ó»É:

Vardan-ĕ
ur
Vardan.nom-the
wh-where-to.nom
		 “Where has Vardan gone (to)?”

ē
he is

gnac’-el?
go-ptcp.perf.

Excursus
The adverbial place interrogative pronoun áñï»Õ orteł “where?” (etymologically consisting of áñ or “which” and ï»Õ teł “place”, lit. “which place”) occurs also combined with
possessive suffixes or even the definite article:
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(275)

²ë³, áñï»±Õ¹ ¿ ó³íáõÙ:

As-a
orteł-d
ē
c’av-um?
Say-imp.2.sg wh-where-your it is
hurt-ptcp.pres.
		 “Say, where does it hurt you?” (meaning: which part of you hurts you?)
(276)

àñï»±ÕÝ ¿ Ãñçí»É:

Orteł-n
ē
t’rj-v-el?
Wh-where-the it is
wet-pass-ptcp.perf.
		 “Where has he/she/it got wet?” (meaning: which part of him/her/it has got wet)

This use of the adverbial place interrogative pronoun is wide-spread in colloquial Armenian, but can also be found in written Armenian.
The interrogative pronoun ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “how?” refers to the manner of an action
and is adverbially used.
(277)

²ñÙ»ÝÇ ïÕ³Ý – ÇÝãå»±ë ¿ ëáíáñáõÙ:

Armen-i
tła-n
inč’pes
Armen-dat boy.nom-the wh-how
		 “How does Armen’s boy (son) learn?”

ē
he is

sovor-um?
learn-ptcp.pres.

In colloquial MEA the pronoun á±Ýó onc’ “how?” usually substitutes ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “how?”:
(277)

a.

			

²ñÙ»ÝÇ ïÕ³Ý – á±Ýó ¿ ëáíáñáõÙ:

Armen-i
tła-n
onc’
Armen-dat boy.nom-the wh-how
“How does Armen’s boy (son) learn?”

ē
he is

sovor-um?
learn-ptcp.pres.

The interrogative pronoun ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why?” refers to the reason or the cause of an action
and is adverbially used.
(278)

ÆÝãá±õ »ë ·Ý³ó»É ºñ¨³Ý:

Inč’u
es
gnac’-el
Erewan?
Wh-why you are go-ptcp.perf. Yerevan.nom
		 “Why have you gone to Yerevan?”

In colloquial Armenian ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why?” is commonly replaced by ÇÝãÇ± inč i’ “why?” or
even dialectal ËÇ xi “why?”.
(278)

a.

			

ÆÝãÇ± »ë ·Ý³ó»É ºñ¨³Ý:

Inč’i
es
gnac’-el
Wh-why you are go-ptcp.perf.
“Why have you gone to Yerevan?”

Erewan?
Yerevan.nom

Secondary Uses of Interrogative Pronouns
Interrogative pronouns may be used as relative pronouns in relative clauses.
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(279)

àí áñ Ï·³, ³ë³° ï³ÝÁ Ù³ñ¹ ãÏ³:

Ov
Wh-who.nom

or
rel.nom

tan-ĕ
mard
house-dat-the man.nom

kg-a
come-cond.fut.3.sg

as-a
say-imp.2.sg

č’-ka.
neg-exist-pres.3.sg

		 “Whoever comes, say, there is nobody at home.”
(280)

Ü³, áí ÏÉáõÍÇ ³Ûë Ñ³Ý»ÉáõÏÁ, Ïëï³Ý³ Ã³·³íáñáõÃÛ³Ý Ï»ëÁ:

Na
ov
kluc-i
That.nom wh-who.nom unravel-cond.fut.3.sg
kstan-a
receive-cond.fut.3.sg

t’agavorut’y-an
kingdom-dat

ays
this

haneluk-ĕ
riddle.nom-the

kes-ĕ.
half.nom-the

		 “The one who will unravel this mystery, will receive the half of the kingdom.”
(281)

²ÛÝ, ÇÝã Ù»½ ãÇ µ³í³ñ³ñáõÙ, å»ïù ¿ ù³Ý¹íÇ ¨ ÏñÏÇÝ Ï³éáõóíÇ:

Ayn
That.nom

inč’
mez
wh-what.nom we.dat

petk’ ē k’and-v-i		
ew
		 destroy-pass-deb.fut.3.sg conj

č’-i
neg-it is
krkin
again

bavarar-um
satisfy-ptcp.pres.

kar°uc’-v-i.
build-pass-deb.fut.3.sg

		 “That, which does not satisfy us, must be destroyed and again be built.”
(282)

øáõÛñë Ï·³ ³ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï, »ñµ ³ßË³ï³Ýùë ³í³ñï³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù:

K’uyr-s
Sister.nom-my
erb
wh-when

k-ga
come-cond.fut.3.sg.

ašxatank’-s
work.nom-my

ayn
that

žamanak
time.nom

avart-ac
finish-ptcp.pres.

klin-em.
be-cond.fut.1.sg

		 “My sister will come at that time, when I have finished my work.”
(283)

¶Ý³óÇÝù ³ÛÝ å³ñï»½Á, áñï»Õ ß³ï Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñ Ï³Ý:

Gnac’-ink’
Go-aor.1.pl

ayn
that

partez-ĕ
orteł
garden.nom-the wh-where

šat
many

całik-ner
flower-pl.nom

k-an.
		 exist-pres.3.pl
		 “We went to that garden, where there are many flowers.”

The pronoun áñ or is regarded as a “real” relative pronoun, or relative pronoun in sensu
stricto: it refers to an immediate preceding noun, noun phrase or sentence and serves to
introduce attributive subordinate (relative) clauses.
Regarding the reference of áñ or to nouns or noun phrases, it can be used for + and
–animate head nouns.
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(284)

²ÛÝ ·ÇñùÝ »Ù Ï³ñ¹³ó»É, áñ ÝíÇñ»É ¿Çñ ÇÝÓ:

Ayn girk’-n
em
kardac’-el
or
That book.nom-the I am read-ptcp.perf. rel.nom
ēir
you were

nvir-el
give-ptcp.perf.

inj.
i.dat

		 “I have read that book that you had given to me.”
(285)

î»ë³ ²ñ»ÙÝÇÝ, áñÁ ÇÙ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñÝ ¿ñ:

Tes-a
Armen-i-n
or-ĕ
im dasĕnker-n
ēr.
See-aor.1.sg Armen-dat-the rel.nom-the my schoolfriend.nom-the he was
		 “I saw Armen who used to be my classmate.”
(286)

îáõÝÁ, áñ ßÇÝ»É ¿ ¶ñÇ·áñÁ, ß³ï Ù»Í ¿:

Tun-ĕ
or
House.nom-the rel.nom
mec
big

šin-el
ē
build-ptcp.perf. it is

Grigor-ĕ
šat.
Grigor.nom-the very

ē.
it is

		 “The house that Grigor has built is very big.”
(287)

²ÛÝ ¹»ñ³ë³ÝÁ, áñÇ Ù³ëÇÝ ËáëáõÙ ¿ÇÝ, Ï·³ »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý:

Ayn
That actor.nom-the
kg-a
come-cond.fut.3.sg

derasan-ĕ
rel-dat

or-i
post

masin
talk-ptcp.pres.

xos-um
they

ēin
were

erekoyan.
evening.

		 “The actor, about whom they were talking, will come in the evening.”
(288)

Ð³Ý¹Çå»óÇ ïÕ³Ý»ñÇÝ, áñáÝù í»ñ³¹³ñÓ»É ¿ÇÝ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇó:

Handipec’-i
meet-aor.1.sg
ēin
		 they were

tła-ner-i-n
boy-pl-dat-the

or-onk’
rel-pl.nom

veradarj-el
return-ptcp.perf.

Hayastan-ic’.
Armenia-abl

		 “I met the boys that had returned from Armenia.”

In spoken, and with increasing frequency also in written, MEA the singular form áñ or is
commonly used to refer to a plural noun (phrase): the finite verb (or the auxiliary) of the
subordinate relative clause however has to appear in the plural. Also in colloquial MEA
very often the plural form of the verb is replaced by the singular form because of the overgeneralisation of the singular relative pronoun:
(289)

Ø³ñ¹ÇÏ Ï³Ý, áñ ³Ûë å³ñ½ µ³ÝÁ ã»Ý Ñ³ëÏ³ÝáõÙ:

Mard-ik
k-an
Man-pl.nom exist-pres.3.pl

or
ays
rel.nom this

parz
simple

ban-ĕ
thing.nom-the
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č’-en
haskan-um.
neg-they are understand-ptcp.pres.
		 “There are people that do not understand this simple thing.”
(290)	Ø³ñ¹Ï³Ýó Ñ»ï Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáõÙÝ»ñ »Ý ÉÇÝáõÙ, áñ ù»½ Ëáñ³å»ë ïå³íáñáõÙ ¿:
Mard-k-anc’
Man-pl-dat
or
rel.nom

het
post

k’ez
you.dat

handipum-ner
en
meeting-pl.nom they are
xorapes
deeply

lin-um
exist-ptcp.pres.

tpavor-um
impress-ptcp.pres.

ē.
it is

		 “There are meetings with people that deeply impress you.”

Paradigm of the relative pronoun see p. 150.
Sometimes the interrogative pronoun ÇÝã inč’ is used to replace áñ or, particularly in
those subordinate clauses which refer to an inanimate noun (phrase):
(291)

¸³ ³ÛÝ ã¿, ÇÝã »Ù áõ½áõÙ:

Da
That

ayn
that-dem

č’-ē
neg-it is

inč’
rel.nom

em
I am

uz-um.
want-ptcp.pres.

		 “This is not (that,) what I want.”

Note: the interrogative and relative pronoun áñ or should not be mistaken for the conjunction áñ or “that, in order to”, which is a synonym to the conjunction áñå»ë½Ç orpeszi, especially in spoken Armenian. However, it is not used in the beginning of the clause, where
áñå»ë½Ç orpeszi is preferably used.
(292)

àõïáõÙ »Ýù, áñ ³åñ»Ýù:

Ut-um
enk’
or
eat-ptcp.pres.
we are conj
		 “We eat in order to survive.”
(292)

a.

àõïáõÙ »Ýù, áñå»ë½Ç ³å»ñÝù:

	   Ut-um
enk
orpeszi
	   Eat-ptcp.pres.
we are
		   “We eat in order to survive.”
(293)

apr-enk’.
live-subj.fut.1.pl

apr-enk’.
conj
live-subj.fut.1.pl.

àñå»ë½Ç Ï³ñáÕÝ³Ý³Ýù Ù³ëÝ³Ïó»É ³Û¹ Ñ³Ù»ñ·ÇÝ,

Orpeszi karołan-ank’
masnakc’-el
conj
can-subj.fut.1.pl participate-inf

ayd
that

hamerg-i-n
concert-dat-the

åÇïÇ å³ïíÇñ»Ýù Ù»ñ ïáÙë»ñÁ:

piti patvir-enk’
mer
book-deb.fut.1.pl our

toms-er-ĕ.
ticket-pl.nom-the

		 “In order to be able to participate at that concert, we have to book our tickets. “
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ÆÝã inč’ can also be used in the function of a conjunction, meaning “that; after that; since
(that time); where” and thus often replaces the synonym conjunctions áñ or or »ñµ erb. As
such it is used in spoken and in written Armenian; seemingly with a noticeable preference
in written Armenian.

(294)

Ø»Ï ß³µ³Ã ¿, ÇÝã ³ÝÓñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë:

Mek šabat’
ē
inč’
anjrew ē
gal-is.
One week.nom it is
conj
rain.nom it is
come-ptcp.pres.
		 “ It has been raining for one week.” (lit: It is one week that rain is falling?)
(295)

ºñÏ³ñ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ¿, ÇÝã »ÕµáñÇó Éáõñ ãáõÝ»Ù:

Erkar žamanak ē
inč’ ełbor-ic’
lur
č’-unem.
Long time.nom it is conj brother-abl news.nom neg-have-pres.1.sg
		 “It is a long time, since I have had news from my brother.”
(296)

ÆÝã ùáõÛñë ï»Õ³÷áËí»É ¿ ºñ¨³Ý, Ñ³×³Ë Ï³ñáïáõÙ »Ù Ýñ³Ý:

Inč’
conj

k’uyr-s
tełap’ox-v-el
ē
sister.nom-my move-refl-ptcp.perf. she is

Erevan
Yerevan.nom

hačax
karot-um
em
nran.
often
miss-ptcp.pres. I am
she.dat
		 “Since my sister has moved to Yerevan, I often miss her.”

Such a sentence is more typical for colloquial Armenian; in written Armenian the
following synonymous sentences would be
(296)

a.

			

²ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇó, ÇÝã ùáõÛñë ï»Õ³÷áËí»É ¿ ºñ¨³Ý, Ñ³×³Ë
Ï³ñáïáõÙ»Ù Ýñ³Ý:

Ayn žamanak-ic’
That time-abl	 

inč’   k’uyr-s			  tełap’ox-v-el
conj   sister.nom-my   move-refl-ptcp.perf.

ē
she is
Erewan
hačax
Yerevan-nom often
			

––

karot-um
miss-ptcp.pres.

em
nran.
I am she.dat

“Since my sister has moved to Yerevan, I often miss her.”

Interrogative pronouns are also used as direct antecedents of the “real” relative pronoun áñ or, without any change in the meaning of these pronouns.

For example: ÇÝã áñ inč’ or, ÇÝãå»ë áñ inč’pes or, áí áñ ov or, áõñ áñ ur or, áñï»Õ áñ orteł
or, »ñµ áñ erb or etc.
(297)

¶ñÇ·áñÁ ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ÇÝã áñ áõ½áõÙ ¿:

Grigor-ĕ
Grigor-the

an-um
do-ptcp.pres.

ē
he is

inč’
wh-what.nom

or
rel.nom
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uz-um
want-ptcp.pres.

ē.
he is

		 “Grigor does what he likes.”

––

Interrogative pronouns may also be used in indirect questions, introduced by the conjunction Ã» t’e “what; whether”:

(298) â·Çï»Ù, Ã» ÇÝã ¿ Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÙ ³Ûë µ³éÁ:
Č’-git-em
t’e
inč’
ē
neg-know-pres.1.sg. conj wh-what it is
		 “I do not know what this word means.”
(299)

nšanak-um
ays bar°-ĕ.
mean-ptcp.pres. this word.nom-the

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ áõ½áõÙ ¿ ÇÙ³Ý³É, Ã» áí ¿ ³Ûë ÏÇÝÁ:

Vahan-ě
uz-um
ē
iman-al t’e
ov
ē
Vahan.nom-the want-ptcp.pres. he is know-inf conj wh-who she is
ays kin-ĕ.
this woman.nom-the
		 “Vahan wants to know who this woman is.”

––

The interrogative pronouns are also often used in exclamations, and can be called
“exclamative pronouns” in this function:

(300)

ÆÝãåÇëÇ¯ÁÝÏ»ñ ¿ñ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ:

Inč’pisi
ĕnker
ēr
Wh-what
a kind of friend.nom
he was
		 “What a (kind of) friend was Vardan!”

2.5
2.5.1

Vardan-ĕ!
Vardan.nom-the

Verbs
Classification of Verbs

Verbs can be classified according to:
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.

semantic types: semantic verb classes generalise over verbs according to their semantic properties, i.e. they capture large amounts of verb meaning without defining the
idiosyncratic details for each verb,
morphological types (synthetic : analytic; stem verbs; derived verbs),
clause types (“transitivity”),
aspect/Aktionsart types (perfective : imperfective, progressive : habitual),
diathesis type.
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2.5.1.1 Semantic verb classes
a.

Weather verbs

Weather verbs are weather indicating verbs, such as ³ÝÓñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë anjrew ē galis “it rains”,
ÓÛáõÝ ¿ ·³ÉÇë jyun ē galis “it snows”, Ï³ñÏáõï ¿ ·³ÉÇë karkut ē galis “it hails”, ÷ñ÷ññ»É
p’rp’rel “to froth”, ÙáÉ»·Ý»É molegnel “storm”, áñáï³É orotal “thunder”, ³Ùåñáå ¿ amprop
ē “it thunders”, ÷³ÛÉ³ï³Ï»É p’aylatakel “to lighten, be cold, be hot, be light, be dark”,
³Ùå»ñáí Í³ÍÏí»É amperov cackvel “to get cloudy”, ÙÃÝ»É mt’nel “to darken”, »ñ»Ïá³Û³Ý³É
erekoayanal “to dawn, to darken, to become evening”, Éáõë³Ý»É lusanel “to dawn”, etc.
Characteristics:
–
––
––

they are intransitive
they cannot be passivised or causativised.
they have no real subject, but represent “impersonal” constructions with exception of
the “precipitation” expressions, which are usually formed with the motion verb “to go”
and the “weather nouns” (rain, snow, hail etc.) as subject in nominative case.

(301)

²ÓÝñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë:

		 anjrew
ē
gal-is.
		 rain.nom it is go-ptcp.pres.
		 “It rains. It is raining.”

b. States/Stative Verbs
States or stative verbs are verbs that express a state or condition state rather than an action, such
as the auxiliary verb ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be”. They are used as predicate nominals or adjectives.
(302)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ áõë³ÝáÕ ¿:

		 Vardan-ě
usanoł
ē.
		 Vardan.nom-the student.nom he is
		 “Vardan is a student.”
(303)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ÍáõÛÉ ¿:

		 Vardan-ě
cuyl ē.
		 Vardan.nom-the lazy he is
		 “Vardan is lazy.”

c. Bodily Function Verbs
These denote the involuntary processes of one’s body; they do not however involve a change
of state, such as Ñ³½»É hazel “to cough”, ÷éßï³É p’r°štal “to sneeze”, ÷ëË»É p’sxel “to vomit”,
ùñïÝ»É k’rtnel “to sweat”, ÙÇ½»É mizel “to urinate”, ïù»É tk’el “to shit” etc.
Characteristics:
–– they are always intransitive and co-occur with (+human) subjects,
–– the passivisation is restricted mainly by the lexical entry of the verb; with some bodily
function verbs, passivisation is possible in metaphorical use,
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––

they can be causativised: depending on the verb semantics, they can be morphologically causativised by means of -óÝ- -c’n-, and analytically by means of ï³É tal and the
infinitive.

(304)	öéßïáõÙ »Ý Ã»° ÙáõÅÇÏÝ»ñÁ, Ã»° áëïÇÏ³Ý³å»ï»ñÁ ¨ Ã»° »ñµÙ»Ý ¿É ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ
·³ÕïÝÇ ËáñÑñ¹³Ï³ÝÝ»ñÁ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 103)
		 p’rštum
en
t’e
mužik-ner-ě
t’e
		 sneeze-ptcp.pres they are conj mužik-pl.nom-the conj
		 ostikanapet-er-ě
ew
		 police governor-pl.nom-the conj

t’e
conj

erbemn
ēl
nuynisk
sometimes also even

		 gałtni xorhrdakan-ner-ě.
		 secret service member-pl.nom-the
		“Both the muzhiks and the police governors sneeze, and sometimes even the members of secret service.”
(305)
		
		
		

àõÅ»Õ ù³ÙÇÝ Ñ³½»óÝáõÙ ¿ ÇÝÓ:

užeł
k’ami-n
haze-c’n-um
ē
inj.
strong wind.nom-the cough-caus-ptcp.pres. it is i.dat
“The strong wind makes me cough.”

d. Verbs of Motion or Locomotion
Motion verbs are the unmarked motion verbs “come-go” and all other verbs expressing a particular manner of movement. Locomotion verbs imply a change of place. Armenian exhibits no
morphological or syntactic differences between motion and locomotion verbs.
Motion verbs are usually intransitive; they can be causativised, but not passivised.
(306)

ºñ»ù »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñë ·ÝáõÙ »Ý Ñ³ñ¨³Ý ·ÛáõÕÇ ¹åñáó:

		 erek’ erexa-ner-s
gn-um
en
		 three child-pl.nom-my go-ptcp.pres. they are

harewan
neighbour

		 gyuł-i
dproc’.
		 village-dat school.nom
		 “My three children go to the school of the neighbouring village.”

e. Verbs of Position
describe the static position of an object, such as Ï³Ý·Ý»É kangnel “stand”, Ýëï»É nstel “sit”,
å³éÏ»É par°kel “lie”, Ï³Ë»É kaxel “hang”, ÍÝÏÇ ·³É cnki gal “to kneel down”, ãáÏ»É č’ok’el
“kneel”, Ïé³Ý³É kr°anal “to bend down, to crouch”, ËáÝ³ñÑí»É xonarhvel “to bend, to bow,
to crouch”, åå½»É ppzel “to cower” etc.
These verbs are usually intransitives; and can be morphologically causativised with the
suffix -óÝ- -c’n- (but only in the dynamic and not in the stative meaning).
For expressing a static position in Armenian, one must use the resultative participle of the
position verb and the auxiliary (plus locative to indicate the place of the position). If one wants to
express the dynamic position, one has to use the regular action forms of the verbs of position.
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(307)

²ÝáõßÁ ÝëïáõÙ ¿ ³íïáµáõë:

		 Anuš-ě
nst-um
ē
avtobus.
		 Anuš.nom-the sit down –ptcp.pres. she is bus.nom
		 “Anuš sits down in the bus. “= “Anuš takes the bus.”
(307)

a.

			
			
			

²ÝáõßÁ Ýëï³Í ¿ ³íïáµáõë:

Anuš-ě
nst-ac
ē
avtobus.
Anuš.nom-the sit-ptcp.res. she is bus.nom
“Anuš sits in the bus.”

f. Verbs of Action
These describe voluntary acts, which do not involve an overtly affected patient; such as e.g.
å³ñ»É parel “to dance”, »ñ·»É ergel “to sing”, Ëáë»É xosel “to speak”, ùÝ»É k’nel “to sleep”,
Ï³ñ¹³É kardal “to read”, ·ñ»É grel “to write”, etc.
In Armenian, also the semantic subgroup of factives122 such as ³Ý»É anel “to make”,
ëï»ÕÍ»É stełcel “to create”, Ï³éáõó»É kar°uc’el “to build”, ë³ñù»É sark’el “to manufacture; to fabricate”, ÑáñÇÝ»É horinel “to fabricate, to design” etc. belongs to the group of plain action verbs.
Action verbs can be dynamic, (i.e. they involve a change) or non-dynamic.
They are intransitive, transitive or ambitransitive; can be passivised and causativised
(depending on the basic in-transitivity and semantic constraints).
g. Action-process verbs
describe situations that involve both a voluntary actor and a distinct affected patient, e.g.
ëå³Ý»É spanel “to kill”, Ïñ³Ï»É krakel “to shoot”, Í»Í»É cecel “to hit”, ç³ñ¹»É jardel “to
break, to fracture”, Ñ³É»É halel “to melt” etc.
These verbs are transitive; they can be passivised and causativised, preferably by means
of the analytical ï³É tal + infinitive-construction.
(308)	Ø³ñ¹áõÝ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ Ïñ³Ï»Éáí ãëå³Ý»ë, µ³Ûó Ëáëùáíª ëå³Ý»ë: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		 mard-u-n
kar-oł
ē
krakel-ov
č’-span-es
		 person-dat-the can-ptcp.pres. it is shoot-inf-inst neg-kill.subj.fut.2.sg
		 bayc xosk’-ov
span-es.
		 conj word-inst kill.subj.fut.2.sg
		 “One cannot kill a human with shootings, but with words you kill him.”

h. Verbs of cognition
or cognitive verbs refer to mental processes, such as ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “to know”, Ï³ñÍ»É
karcel “to think, to believe”, áõë³Ý»É usanel “to learn”, ÑÇß»É hišel “to remember”, ùÝÝ»É k’nnel
“to examine” etc.
The subject of these verbs is often regarded as the experiencer. Verbs of cognition are intransitive or transitive; they can be morphologically causativised by means of -óÝ- -c’n-; but there
are some heavy semantic constraints on the passivisation on most of the verbs of cognition.
. Factive verbs denote the coming of existence of some entity.
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Verbs of cognition also occur with dependent, subordinate clauses introduced with
the subordinating conjunctions áñ or “that” and Ã» t’e “that; whether”.
(309)

Ø»ÏÁ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ÑÇß»ó Çñ Ý³ËÏÇÝ «ß»ýÇÝ»: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

		 mek-ě
nuynisk hišec’
ir naxkin šef-i-n.
		 one.nom-the even
remember-aor.3.sg his former boss-dat-the
		 “One even remembered his former boss.”
(310)	´Ý³Ï³í³ÛñÁ Óáñ³ÏÇ Ù»ç ¿ ¨ í»ñ¨Çó Ý³ÛáÕÇÝ ³÷ë» ¿ ÑÇß»óÝáõÙ:
(Hetk’19.02.2007)
		 Bnakavayr-ě
jorak-i
mej ē
ew verew-ic’
		 settlement.nom-the canyon-dat post it is conj above-abl
		 nayoł-i-n
ap’se
ē
		 look-ptcp.sub-dat-the plate.nom it is

hiše-c’n-um.
remember-caus-ptcp.pres.

		“The settlement is in a canyon and reminds the one looking from above of a plate.”

i. Verbs of perception
denote perception, such as Éë»É lsel “to hear; to listen”, ï»ëÝ»É tesnel “to see, to look”, ¹Çï»É
ditel “to observe, to watch”, ½·³É zgal “to feel”, etc. The subjects of these verbs are likely to
be agents or experiencers.
In general, one can distinguish between
– direct perception, i.e. a direct physical perception of the event-state (sensory)
– indirect perception, i.e. a conclusion the speaker arrived at on the basis of his/her
perception (cognitive).
Semantically one also distinguishes three different semantic types of perception verbs
–
–
–

non-agentive or cognitive
agentive or active
descriptive.

In MEA there is this semantic distinction, too, which does not affect the choice of the
complement (direct object, infinitive, dependent subordinate clause).
These verbs can be passivised; but impersonal passives clearly prevail.
The verbs can also be causativised, mainly by means of analytical ï³É tal+infinitive
construction, depending on context.
(311)	´áÉáñ Ã³Õ³å»ï»ñÁ ³ÝÓ³Ùµ ï»ë»É »Ý µ³óíáÕ ³Ûë Ë³Õ³¹³ßïÁ: (Ar̊avot
05.04.2006)
		 bolor t’ałapet-er-ě
anjamb
tes-el
en
		 all
district head-pl.nom-the personally see-ptcp.perf they are
		 bac’-v-oł
		 open-pass-ptcp.sub.

ays xaładašt-ĕ.
this field.nom

		 “All district leaders have personallyseen this being opened field”123

. Please note that this sentence does not denote that the leaders have seen the opening of this
field, but the field that was being opened.
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j. Verbs of emotion
or affective verbs express emotion or some kinds of opinions, such as ëÇñ»É sirel “to love”,
³ï»É atel “to hate”, í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal “to fear; to be afraid of ”, áõñ³Ë³Ý³É uraxanal “to
be happy”, µ³ñÏñ³Ý³É barkranal “to get excited” etc.
These verbs can be intransitive (mainly in inchoative emotion verbs) and transitive.
They can be passivised, but in contrast to other transitive verbs with human direct
objects, the verbs of emotion have a logical agent in bare ablative case.
They can also be causativised; if transitive predominantly with analytic tal+infinitive
construction, if intransitive with synthetic -c’n- suffixation.
Verbs of emotion may have various complements, as do objects but they may also have
dependent subordinate clauses.
(312)

ÎÇÝÝ ¿É ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³Ý Ñ³ñ³½³ïÇ å»ë.

		 kin-n
ēl
sir-um
ē
nran
harazat-i
pes.
		 woman.nom-the also love-ptcp.pres. she is he.dat relative-dat post
		 “The woman also loves him like a close relative.”
(312)

a.

			
			
			

Ü³ ëÇñíáõÙ ¿ Ñ³ñ³½³ïÇ å»ë:

na
sir-v-um
ē
harazat-i
pes.
he.nom love-pass-ptcp.pres. he is relative-dat post
“He is loved like a close relative.” (passivised)

(313)	Ø³ñ½ÇÏÝ»ñÁ Ïß³ñáõÝ³Ï»Ý Çñ»Ýó Ñ³ÕÃ³Ý³ÏÝ»ñáí áõñ³Ë³óÝ»É ÅáÕáíñ¹ÇÝ:
(Armenpress 29.12.2005)
		 marzik-ner-ě
kšarunak-en
		 sportsman-pl.nom-the continue-cond.fut.3.pl

irenc’
their

hałt’anak-ner-ov
victory-pl-inst

		 uraxa-c’n-el
žołovrd-i-n.
		 be happy-caus-inf people-dat-the
		“The sportsmen will continue to make the people happy with their victories.”
(causativised)

k. Verbs of utterance
or performative verbs, comprise verbs of speaking, such as, ³ë»É asel “to say”, Ëáë»É xosel
“to speak”, Ýß»É nšel “to note”, ÝÏ³ï»É nkatel “to notice, to note”, å³ïÙ»É patmel “to tell”,
å³ï³ëË³Ý»É patasxanel “to answer”, Ñ³ñóÝ»É harc’nel “to ask”, etc.
Verbs of utterance are often ambitransitive and transitive verbs, combined with direct and
indirect objects and the so-called narrative ablative, but they also occur with dependent subordinate clauses introduced with the conjunctions áñ or “that” or Ã» t’e “whether; that.”
Whilst verbs of utterance can be passivised, they can also be causativised by means of
analytic tal+infinitive construction.
(314)	Ð»ïá ¿É èáµ»ñïÇ Ñ»ï Ëáë»óÇ, ³ë³óÇ, áñ Ñ³ÛñÁ í³ï ¿: (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)
		 Heto ēl
R̊obert-i
		 after also R̊obert-dat

het
post

xosec’-i
speak-aor.1.sg

asac’-i
say-aor.1.sg

or
conj
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		 hayr-ě
		 father.nom-the

vat ē.
bad he is

		“Afterwards I also spoke with Robert and said that the father was not doing well.”
(315)	²Ûë Ù³ëÇÝ ³ëí»É ¿ áõñµ³Ã ûñÁ ï³ñ³Íí³Í Ù³ÙÉá Ñ³Õáñ¹³·ñáõÃÛ³Ý Ù»ç:
(Armenpress 14.01.2006)
		 ays masin as-v-el
ē urbat’ ōr-ě
tarac-v-ac
		 this post say-pass-ptcp.pres it is Friday day.nom-the spread-pass-ptcp.res
		 maml-o
		 press-dat

hałordagrut’y-an
message-dat

meĵ.
post

		 “On Friday’s press release it was said about this.”

l. Manipulation verbs
denote concepts that involve the use of a physical or rhetorical force to get someone else
to do something, such as ëïÇå»É stipel “to force”, Ññ³Ù³Û»É hramayel “to command”, Ñ³Ùá½»É
hamozel “to convince”, å³ï×³é»É patčar°el “to cause”, ÃáõÛÉ³¹ñ»É t’uyladrel “to permit” etc.
Manipulation verbs occur with the second verb in the infinitive or with a dependent
subordinate clause.
Manipulation verbs can be passivised and causativised with the analytical tal+infinitive
construction, although causativisation of manipulation verbs does not happen often. Note that
manipulation verbs are often used instead of causative constructions.
(316)	²é³íáïÛ³Ý ëïÇå»É »Ý Ýñ³Ý Ñ»é³Ý³É ÑÇí³Ý¹³ÝáóÇó:
(Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		 ar̊avotyan
stip-el
en
nran her̊an-al hivandanoc’-ic’.
		 morning-dat force-ptcp.pres. they are he.dat leave-inf hospital-abl
		 “In the morning they forced him to leave the hospital.”
(317)	ºë ÝÏ³ïÇ áõÝ»Ù Ñ³Û»ñÇÝ, áñáÝù ëïÇåí³Í ¾ÇÝ ³Ûëï»ÕÇó ·Ý³É:
(Armenpress 19.05.2006)
		 es
nkati un-em
		 i.nom mean-res.1.sg

hay-er-i-n
or-onk’
Armenian-pl-dat-the rel-pl.nom

		 stip-v-ac
ēin
aysteł-ic’ gn-al.
		 force-pass-ptcp.res. they were here-abl go-inf
		 “I mean the Armenians that were forced to go from here.”

m. Phase verbs
denote a phase of an event, i.e. a situation-event given at any point of time in its duration,
i.e. they point at the particular phase of another verb, such as ëÏë»É sksel “begin, start”,
í»ñç³Ý³É verĵanal “to stop, to finish” etc.
They are always combined with lexical verbs in the infinitive.
Phase verbs can be used in transitive and intransitive sentences; they can be passivised and
they can also be causativised, depending on the verb, by means of the morphological causative in -óÝ- -c’n- or analytically with ï³É tal and the infinitive.
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(318)

´³ÝíáñÝ»ñÁ ëÏë»É »Ý ù³Ý¹»É Ã³ïñáÝÇ µ»ÙÁ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

		 banvor-ner-ě
sks-el
en
k’and-el
		 worker-pl.nom -the begin-ptcp.perf they are destroy-inf
		 t’atron-i
bem-ě.
		 theatre-dat stage.nom-the
		 “The workers have started to destroy the theatre’s stage.”
(319)	Ø³ÛÇëÇ 20-Çó ÞÇñ³ÏÇ Ù³ñ½áõÙ ëÏëí»É ¾ áéá·Ù³Ý ë»½áÝÁ.
(Armenpress 21.05.2006)
		 Mayis-i 20-ic’ Širak-i
marz-um
sks-v-el
		 May-dat 20-abl Širak-dat province-loc begin-pass-ptcp.perf
		 ē or̊ogm-an
sezon-ě.
		 it is irrigation-dat season.nom-the
		 “The irrigation season started in the province of Širak after May 20th.”

n. Modal verbs124
A modal verb is a type of auxiliary verb that is used to indicate modality; they are often
defective verbs because of their incomplete verb forms. Modals are used to change the
mood of the main verb and they help to incorporate the element of necessity, obligation,
capability and permission.
MEA exhibits a rather restricted group of modal verbs,125 since it generally uses other
ways to express modality.
a.

Primarily, verbal moods express modality, as with the debitive deontic126 and
epistemic127 modality, the subjunctive as well as the deontic and dynamic modalities,
and conditional mood dynamic.128

. Traditional Armenian grammars do not have a separate class of modal verbs.
. Following Kozintseva, the modal verbs belong to the subgroup of aterminative, (static verbs
which do usually not admit adverbs) referring to an intensity with which the participants are
involved or the way in which the event is proceeding. States exist or persist for an indefinite period
of time; their features are homogeneity and lack of change, limits or agencies.
. Deontic modality connotes the speaker’s degree (a) of requirement (b) desire for, or (c) commitment to the realisation of the proposition expressed by the utterance.
. Epistemic modality connotes how much certainty or evidence a speaker has for the proposition expressed by his or her utterance. The speaker is expressing his attitude about whether it is
true or not, accepting that there is a possibility, but not being certain.
. Dynamic modality does not express the speaker’s opinion, rather it concerns the speaker’s
ability, volition, habit or futurity. Thus dynamic modals make factual statements.
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b.

“Modal” phrases consisting of an adverb and auxiliary (ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be” + main
verb in the infinitive or dependent subordinate clause with the verb preferably in the
subjunctive are very often used to express modality (e.g. possibility, ability, permission, necessity, obligation etc.). The most common are ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÉÇÝ»É hnaravor
linel “to be possible”, å³ñï³¹Çñ ÉÇÝ»É partadir linel “to be obligatory, compulsory”,
³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï ÉÇÝ»É anhražešt linel “to be essential”, å»ïù ÉÇÝ»É petk’ linel “to be necessary”, Ñ³ñÏ³íáñ ÉÇÝ»É harkavor linel “to be necessary”, Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ÉÇÝ»É kareli linel “to
be possible; to be allowed to” etc.

(320)	Ø³ÝÏ³ï³Ý ßñç³Ý³í³ñïÝ»ñÇÝ Ñ³ïÏ³óí³Í ïÝ»ñáõÙ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ã¿ ³åñ»É:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 mankat-an
šrjanavart-ner-i-n
hatkac’-v-ac
		 children’s home-dat graduate-pl-dat-the give-pass-ptcp.res
		 tn-er-um
hnaravor č’-ē
apr-el.
		 house-pl-loc possible neg-it is live-inf
		“It is impossible to live in the houses allocated to the graduates of the children’s
home.” (Expressing ability)
(321) Ð³ñóÇ ÉáõÍáõÙÁ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ ³ÛÉ ï»Õ ÷Ýïñ»É:
		 (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 Harc’-i
lucum-ě
kareli
ē
ayl
teł
		 problem.nom solution.nom-the possible it is other place.nom
		 p’ntrel.
		 search-inf
		“It is possible to look for the solution of the problem in another place.”
(Expressing possibility)
(322)	²é³çÇÝ ï»ÕÁ Ýí³×»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ ³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï ¿, áñ ³Ý·ÉÇ³óÇÝ»ñÁ ÝáõÛÝå»ë
³éÝí³½Ý Ù»Ï å³ñïáõÃÛáõÝ Ïñ»Ý: (Armenpress 25.03.2006)
		 ar°ajin teł-ě
nvač-el-u
		 first place.nom-the win-inf-dat
		 ē
		 it is

hamar anhražešt
post essential

or
conj

		 angliac’i-ner-ě
nuynpes ar°nvazn mek
		 Englishman-pl.nom-the also
at least one
		 partut’yun
		 defeat.nom

kr-en.
suffer-subj.fut.3.pl

		“To win the first place, it is essential that the Englishmen also suffer at least one
defeat.” (Expressing necessity)
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(323)

Î³ñ»ÉÇ± ¿ ³Ûë ³ÃáéÁ í»ñóÝ»É:

		 kareli
ē
ays at’or̊-ě
verc’n-el?
		 possible it is this chair.nom-the take-inf
		 “Is it possible to take this chair? = May I take this chair?” (Expressing permission.)
(324)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÝ ÇëÏ³å»ë å³ñï³íáñ ¿ ³ÛÝå»ë ³Ý»É, ÇÝãå»ë áñ ³ë³ó:

		 Vardan-n
iskapes partavor ē
aynpes an-el inč’pes   or
		 Vardan.nom-the really liable
he is so
do-inf as     conj
		 as-ac’.
		 say-aor.3.sg
		 “Vardan should really do as he said.” (Expressing obligation)

“Modal” words, such as modal adverbs, dubitative or parenthetic expressions e.g. ³ñ¹Ûáù
ardyok’ “whether”, ·áÝ» gone “if only; at least”, ·áõó» guc’e “perhaps, maybe”, »ñ¨Ç erewi
“probably”, ÇÑ³ñÏ» iharke “of course, certainly”, ÇëÏ³å»ë iskapes “really”, Çñáù irok’
“really”, ÉáÏ lok “only, simply”, µÝ³í bnav “not at all”, Ñ³í³Ý³µ³ñ havanabar “probably”,
Ñ³ëï³ï hastat “certainly, for sure” etc.
(325)

²Ûá, ·áõó» »ë ëË³ÉíáõÙ »Ù:

		 ayo guc’e
es
sxal-v-um
em.
		 yes perhaps i.nom make-mistake-refl-ptcp.pres. I am
		“Yes, perhaps I am wrong. Yes, I might be wrong.” (Expressing possibility/
probability)
(326)

Ð³ëï³ï Ñá·Ý³Í »ë:

		 hastat
hogn-ac
es.
		 certainly become tired-ptcp.res you are
		 “You are certainly tired. = You must be tired.” (Expressing necessity)
(327)	ìñ³ëï³ÝÇ ÝáñÁÝïÇñ ËáñÑñ¹³ñ³ÝÇ ³é³çÇÝ ÝÇëïÁ Ñ³í³Ý³µ³ñ ï»ÕÇ
ÏáõÝ»Ý³ ³åñÇÉÇ í»ñçÇÝ: (Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		 Vrastan-i
norěntir
xorhrdaran-i
ar°ajin nist-ě
		 Georgia-dat new elected parliament-dat first
session.nom-the
		 havanabar tełi kunen-a
		 probably
take place-cond.fut.3.sg

april-i
verj-i-n.
April-dat end-dat-the

		“The first session of the newly elected parliament of Georgia will probably take place
at the end of April.” (Expressing possibility/probability.)

Volitional verbs are an important subgroup of modal verbs in MEA. They denote the action
of willing something and thus convey a deontic modal meaning. Volitional verbs are e.g.
áõ½»Ý³É uzenal “to wish, want”, Ï³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to desire, to wish”, ó³ÝÏ³Ý³É c’ankanal
“to wish” etc. of which the first is the most frequently used volitional verb.
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Volitional verbs combine with the main verb in the infinitive, or with a dependent
subordinate clause with the finite verb in the subjunctive mood.
In colloquial Armenian, however, volitional verbs are used with the subjunctive
instead of the infinitive.
(328)	Ø³Ñ³ó³Í Ù³ñ¹Ç Ù³ëÇÝ í³ï µ³Ý ã»Ýù áõ½áõÙ ³ë»É:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 mahac’ac
mard-i
masin vat ban
č’-enk’
		 die-ptcp.res person-dat post bad thing.nom neg-we are
		 uz-um
as-el.
		 want-ptcp.pres. say-inf
		 “We do not want to say something bad about a dead person.”
(329)	»Ã» áõ½áõÙ ¾, áñ Çñ ·áñÍÝ ³é³ç ·Ý³, Çñ»Ý åÇïÇ 120 Ñ³½³ñ ¹áÉ³ñ ï³: (Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		 Et’e
uz-um
ē
or
ir gorc’-n
ar̊aĵ
		 conj want-ptcp.pres he is conj his work.nom-the ahead
		 gna
iren
piti 120 hazar
dolar
t-a.
		 go-subj.fut.3.sg he.dat part 120 thousand dollar.nom give-deb.fut.3.sg
		 “If he wants his work to goe ahead he must give him 120,000 dollars.”

Colloquial Armenian
(330)	àõ½áõÙ ¿ñ ïáõÝÁ ë³ñù»ñ Çñ³ ³ÝáõÝáí áõ ÇÝÓ ·ó»ñ ùáõã»ùÁ:
(Hetk’ 15.02.2007)
		 uz-um
ēr tun-ĕ
sark’-er
		 want-pctp.pres.
he was house.nom-the arrange-subj.past.3.sg
		 anun-ov
		 name-inst

u
conj

inj
gc’-er
i.dat throw-subj.past.3.sg.

ira
his

k’uč’ek’-ĕ.
street.nom-the

		“He wanted to arrange the house in his name and to turn me adrift. (lit. to throw me
on the street).”

Volitional verbs can be passivised, though it occurs quite seldom. Causativisation is also
rarely found because of semantic restrictions; but if it occurs, native speakers prefer to
express a causative-like meaning with manipulative verbs.
Another very frequent modal verb is Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³É karołanal “to be able, can”, a defective verb. It has a regular participle present Ï³ñáÕ³ÝáõÙ karołanum, which is used to
express habitual and repeated actions, particularly abilities. For single actions the shorter
form Ï³ñáÕ karoł is used. In colloquial Armenian, the participle present Ï³ñáõÙ karum is
used, which originates from the much less frequent modal verb Ï³ñ»Ý³É karenal “can, be
able to” together with the verb in the subjunctive.
This verb as three major meanings in MEA
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–

Possibility

(331)
		
		
		

ÜáõÛÝÇëÏ Ù³ëÝ³·»ïÝ»ñÁ Ï³ñáÕ »Ý ëË³Éí»É:

–

Ability

(332)

nuynisk masnaget-ner-ě
kar-oł
en
sxal-v-el.
even
expert-pl.nom-the can-ptcp.pres. they are make a mistake-refl-inf
“Even experts can make mistakes.”

Î³ñá±Õ »ë ÑÇß»É, Ã» áñï»Õ ¿ ÇÙ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 karoł
es
hiš-el
t’e
orteł
		 can-ptcp.pres you are remember-inf conj wh-where
		 ē im girk’-ě?
		 it is my book.nom-the
		 “Can you remember where my book is?”
(333)

ÆÙ »Õµ³ÛñÇÏÁ ³ñ¹»Ý Ï³ñáÕ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ·ñ»É:

		 im
ełbayrik-ě
arden karołan-um
ē
gr-el.
		 my little brother.nom-the already can-ptcp.pres. he is write-inf
		 “My little brother can already write.”129
		 a.

²å»ñÇÏë ³ñ¹»Ý Ï³ñáõÙ ³ ·ñÇ:

		
		

aperik-s
little brother.nom-my

arden
already

		
		

a
he is

gr-i.
write-subj.fut.3.sg

			

“My little brother can already write.” (Colloquial Armenian)

(334)

kar-um
be able-ptcp.pres.

â¿Ç±ù Ï³ñáÕ å³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ µ³ó»É, ËÝ¹ñ»Ù:

		 Č-’ēik’
kar-oł
patuhan-ě
bac’-el
xndrem?
		 neg-you are can-ptcp.pres. window.nom-the open-inf Please
		 “Could you please open the window?”

. Please note that in the case of (learnt) skills often the verb ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “to know” is used
instead of the modal verb.
(333)

b.

			
			
			

ÆÙ »Õµ³ÛñÇÏÁ ³ñ¹»Ý ·ñ»É ·ÇïÇ:

im   ełbayrik-ě	   arden   gr-el     git-i.
my   little brother.nom-the   already   write-inf   know-pres.3.sg
“My little brother can already write.”
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		Comment: to express a polite question, MEA very often uses negated forms. Here,
the affirmative form in the present would be interpreted as rude.

–

Permission

The modal verb Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³É karołanal may also denote permission, particularly in
questions.
(335)

Î³ñá±Õ »Ù ³Ûë ·ñù»ñÁ í»ñóÝ»É ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝÇó:

		 Kar-oł
em
ays grk’-er-ě
verc’n-el
gradaran-ic’?
		 can-ptcp.pres. I am this book-pl.nom-the borrow-inf library-abl
		 “Can (=May) I borrow these books from the library?”

2.5.1.2 Verb classes based on word formation
Verbs can also be classified according to their form (and word formation)
a. Simple or root verbs: a simple verb is constructed using just a single word
b. Suffixed verbs: simple verbs that are suffixed.
c. Compound verbs: one element is the single lexical verb, the other is another lexical
item, such as a noun and adposition.
a. Simple Verbs
Simple verbs are made up of a root stem. The infinitive endings in -»É-el, -³É -al are attached
to these roots to express the basic and neutral meanings of the verb. Thus, according to the
conjugation, there are
–
–

simple a-verbs as in Ï³ñ¹³É kard-al “read”, Ñ³í³ï³É havat-al “believe”, ÙÝ³É mn-al
“stay, remain” etc.
simple e- verbs as in ·ñ»É gr-el “write”, Éë»É ls-el “hear”, ËÙ»É xm-el “drink” etc.

b. Suffixed Verbs
Traditional Armenian grammars usually distinguish between so-called ëáëÏ³Í³Ýó³íáñ
soskacanc’avor “simply suffixed” verbs with the suffixes -³Ý- -an-, -»Ý- -en-, -Ý--n- and -ã-č’- and verbs that are suffixed with -óÝ- -c’n- (=causatives), -í- -v- (=passives, reflexives,
reciprocals, anti-causatives) and -áï- -ot-, -³ï- -at-, -ï- -t- (=iteratives).130

. Note: this kind of classification will not be used in this grammar since it mixes:
–	purely word-formation suffixes that have no semantic, no morphological and no syntactic
meaning and function at all and which do belong to the lexicon entry of the verbs in question and
form the verb’s infinitive form
–	suffixes that carry a strongly lexical/semantic meaning (-ot, -at, -t). By means of these suffixes
the meaning of the verb is changed and the verb does not represent the basic form.
–	suffixes that have a strongly morpho-syntactic function as -c’n-, -v-. By means of these suffixes
the verb either increases or reduces its valency, so these forms cannot be regarded as the basic
forms of a lexical verb.
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In this grammar the term “suffixed verbs” only refers to those verbs having suffixes
in their basic lexical form; i.e. these suffixes have no semantic, morphological or syntactic
meaning. Thus, suffixed verbs are
–
–
–
–

verbs with -»Ý³É -en(al), such as í³Ë»Ý³É vax-en-al “to fear”, áõ½»Ý³É uz-en-al “to
want, to wish” etc.
verbs with -³Ý³É -an(al), such as Ñ»é³Ý³É her°-an-al “to remove”, áõñ³Ë³Ý³É
urax-an-al “to be happy”, ë¨³Ý³É sew-an-al “to get black” etc.
verbs with -Ý»É -n(el), such as ï»ëÝ»É tes-n-el “to see”, ÙïÝ»É mt-n-el “to enter” etc.
verbs with -ã»É - č’(el), such as ÷³Ëã»É p’ax-č’-el “to flee”, Ãéã»É t’r-č’-el “to fly” etc.131

The other suffixes belong to
– verbal word-formations: in both the verbal aspect and Aktionsart, such as the iterative
suffix(es) -³ï -at-, -áï -ot-, -ï -t.132
– morphosyntactic inflection: as morphological means for valence decreasing or detransitivisation, such as -í- -v- in passivisation, reflexivisation, reciprocalisation, anticausativisation.
– morphosyntactic inflection: as morphological means for valence increasing and transitivisation, such as -óÝ- -c'n- in causativisation.
c. Compound Verbs
Compound verbs have two or more elements of which one element is a simple lexical verb,
the other(s) being another lexical item such as a noun, an adverb or an adposition.
E.g. ¹áõñë ·³É durs gal “to go out”, í³½ ï³É vaz tal “to run”, óáõÛó ï³É c’uyc’ tal “to
show”, É³ó ÉÇÝ»É lac’ linel “to cry”, Ù»ç ÁÝÏÝ»É mej ěnknel “to fall in” etc.

2.5.1.3 Clause types – Transitivity
Verbs can also be classified according to their clause type:
a.
b.
c.

intransitive verbs
transitive verbs
ambitransitive verbs.

–

Intransitive Verbs

In Armenian intransitive verbs are those verbs that have only one verbal argument, or in
other words, that are monovalent. The one and only argument of the verb is the grammatical subject, expressed in the nominative case.

. Note: in colloquial MEA , in suffixed verbs in -ã- -č’- the suffix -ã- -č’- is often replaced with
-Ý- -n-, as in ÷³ËÝ»É p’axnel instead of written ÷³Ëã»É p’ax-č’-el “to flee”, ÃéÝ»É t’r̊nel instead of
written Ãéã»É t’r-č’-el “to fly” etc.
. With some Armenian verbs iterative meaning can also be generated by means of
reduplication: e.g. í³½»É vazel “to run”, í³½í½»É vaz-vz-el “to run around, to run often”.
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Among this group of strictly intransitive verbs are e.g. the semantic groups of weather verbs,
motion verbs and the morphological group of suffixed verbs in ³Ý³É -anal, -»Ý³É - enal.
Intransitive verbs can also be subdivided into unaccusatives and unergatives.
The main characteristic of unaccusatives is that the surface subject is patient-like; i.e.
it is the object position in the underlying structure; it is telic.
A subgroup of the intransitive unaccusative verbs is the inchoative verbs. In MEA, the
verbs suffixed with ³Ý³É -anal, -»Ý³É -enal are inchoative, as well as some verbs in -»É -el.
Verbs can also receive an inchoative meaning by detransitivisation by means of the suffix
-í- -v-, in a process termed “anti-causativisation”; such intransitive verbs, marked with -í
-v- and conveying inchoative meaning are termed “anti-causatives.”
(336)

Ì³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ ãáñ³ÝáõÙ »Ý:

		 całik-ner-ě
čoran-um
en.
		 flower-pl.nom-the dry-ptcp.pres. they are
		 “The flowers are drying.” (Inchoative intransitive; verb in -³Ý³É -anal.)
(337)

ÒÛáõÝÁ Ñ³ÉíáõÙ ¿:

		 jyun-ě
hal-v-um
ē.
		 snow.nom-the melt-antic-ptcp.pres. it is
		“The snow is melting.” (Anti-causativised intransitive; basic verb Ñ³É»É hal-el
in -»É, -el )

Intransitive verbs can be transitivised by means of causative alternation by suffixing -óÝ-c’n- to the verbal stem. Some intransitive verbs – especially motion, cognition and weather
verbs – can however, not be synthetically causativised.
–

Transitive Verbs

Prototypically transitive verbs have two arguments; they require a direct object. Transitive
verbs can be detransitivised by passivisation, reflexivisation and reciprocalisation and anticausativisation by means of the suffix -í- -v-.
Usually strictly transitive verbs can not be morphologically causativised by means of
the suffix -óÝ- -c’n-, but have to use the analytic causative with the finite forms of the verb
ï³É tal and the infinitive (see 3.1.2.1. “Causative constructions”, p. 316f.).
Ambitransitive Verbs are those verbs, which can be used in the transitive and the
intransitive sense without any formality, i.e. morphological distinction. These verbs can
undergo all kinds of detransitivisation or transitivisation processes. The ambitransitive verbs
also contain inchoatives, where the alternation between the transitive and the intransitive forms
produces a change of the position of the patient role (the transitive form has a patientive direct
object, and this becomes the patientive subject in the intransitive).
(338)

ê³Ùí»ÉÁ Ù³ñ»ó ³Ýï³éÇ Ññ¹»ÑÁ:

		 Samvel-ě
marec’
antar°-i
hrdeh-ě.
		 Samvel.nom-the extinguish-aor.3.sg forest-dat fire.nom-the
		 “Samvel extinguished the forest fire.” (Transitive verb, active reading)
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(339)

²Ýï³éÇ Ññ¹»ÑÁ Ù³ñ»ó:

		 Antar°-i
hrdeh-ě
marec’.
		 forest-dat fire-nom-the extinguish-aor.3.sg.
		 “The forest fire extinguished.” (Intransitive verb, inchoative reading).

The subject of the intransitive variant (339) and the object of the transitive variant (338)
have the same thematic role:
– causer (=agent) –transitive V – undergoer (=patient)
– undergoer – intransitive V
When the subject of the intransitive form is a patient (like the direct object of the transitive
form), so that the verb aligns the syntactic roles S and O, then the ambitransitive verb has
an intransitive version as an unaccusative verb. This means that the subject of the intransitive form corresponds with the direct object of the transitive version, so the roles are
exchanged. Such a verb is called anti-causative.
The term “inchoative-anti-causative” derives from the fact that the intransitive form
of such a verb implies an omission of the agent of causation (the reverse of a causative construction), as if the event happened by itself. When the fire extinguishes, we know, in fact, that
it was extinguished (by some person, or by some physical alteration). The anti-causative form,
however, syntactically deletes the cause and also makes it impossible or difficult to refer to
it (as opposed to the passive voice, where the agent can usually be introduced back as an
adjunct, e.g. an ablative or postpositional phrase in MEA).
Forms of intransitive-transitive pairs can also be used in an anti-causative sense: if a
sentence conveys an anti-causative meaning, as given above (the subject of the intransitive
form is underlying patient; but the agent of the causation is deleted), then the transitive
verb can be anti-causativised by means of the multifunctional -í- -v- suffix:
(340)

²ÝáõßÁ ç³ñ¹»ó Í³ÕÏ³Ù³ÝÁ:

		 Anuš-ě
ĵardec’
całkaman-ě.
		 Anuš.nom-the break-aor.3.sg vase.nom-the
		 “Anuš broke the vase.”
(340)

a.

			
			
			

Ì³ÕÏ³Ù³ÝÁ ç³ñ¹í»ó:

Całkaman-ě    ĵard-v-ec’.
vase.nom-the   break-anticaus-aor.3.sg
“The vase broke.”

2.5.1.4 Aspectual/Aktionsart verb classes
As in other natural languages there is also a fundamental subcategorisation of aspect into
atelic (durative, aterminative) and telic (non-durative, terminative) verbs in Armenian.
Atelic (durative, aterminative) verbs describe processes that are temporally not delimited, in contrast to telic (non-durative, terminative) verbs, whose lexical meaning implies
temporal delimitation, an accomplishment, or a change in the process involved.
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a.

Atelic verbs generally refer to situations that do not imply a state predicted by the
action. They can further be subdivided into static and dynamic verbs.
b. Atelic (aterminative, durative) Armenian verbs have subcategory of iterative verbs.
Telic (non-durative, terminative) Armenian verbs can be divided into verbs of achievement
and accomplishment, depending on whether there is a process leading to the terminal point of
action (Kozintseva 1999:23).
– Resultative or accomplishment verbs, which imply that the terminal point is achieved
as a result of a process, e.g. Ï³éáõó»É kar°uc’el “to build”, Ýáñá·»É norogel “to repair,
renovate” etc.
– Punctual or achievement verbs, which indicate a sudden change in the situation. This does
not suggest a process leading to the terminal point; the beginning and end are merged,
e.g. å³ï³Ñ»É patahel “to occur”, Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É handipel “to meet”, etc.
– Transformative verbs, which connote a change from one state into the other
– Ingressive (beginning of an action) verbs. The aorist tense can also have an ingressive
meaning.
This distinction between telic and atelic determines the choice of temporal modifiers indicating the duration of the action.
In MEA there is also a third aspectual distinction between stative and dynamic, which
is mainly expressed by means of tense morphology. Armenian distinguishes between statives, (states, which do not involve a change in time and dynamics, i.e. actions, processes,
activities, which refer to an active situation). As can be seen below (see Tenses), Armenian
has a elaborate system of parallel tense forms, usually called “dynamic” and “stative” verb
forms133 (formed with the resultative participle and the actional tense forms of the auxiliary »Ù em “to be” and ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly”). Actional verb forms are dynamic
whilst resultative forms are stative in aspect.

2.5.1.5 Diathesis types
MEA verbs can show a diathetic distinction, depending both on the verb’s semantics, and
valences: active-passive diatheses, as well as verb voice reflexive, reciprocal and anti-causative.
Passive
Passive is not only a morphological term, but is also strongly characterised by syntax and
discourse functions. (See Ch. 3.1.2.2.1. “Passivisation”, p. 335f.)
In a morphosyntactic definition a passive is a semantically transitive verb with the
following properties:
–
–
–

the logical agent is either omitted or demoted to an oblique role,
the logical patient possesses all properties of a grammatical subject,
the verb possesses the language-specific formal properties of intransitive verbs.

. See Kozintseva 1995: 297ff.
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Referring here only to the language-specific formal property of the MEA verbs, one can see
that a verb is detransitivised by means of the suffix -í- -v-, which is attached to the (present and-or aorist) stem of the verb in question. From verbs suffixed with -³Ý -an-, and -»Ý
-en-, the passive can only be formed from the causativised form.
Table 1. General paradigm of Passive formation
Active infinitive

“causativised infinitive”

“passive” infinitive

Simple a-conjugation

Ï³ñ¹³É

Ï³ñ¹³óí»É

Simple e-conjugation

·ñ»É

·ñí»É

gr-el

gr-v-el

Suffixed -n-

ï»ëÝ»É

ï»ëÝí»É

Suffixed -č’-

Ãéã»É

Ãéãí»É

t’r̊-č’-el (intrans!)

t’r̊-č-v-el

kard-al

kardac’-v-el

tes-n-el

tes-n-v-el

Suffixed -an(inherently inchoative)

áõñ³Ë³Ý³É

áõñ³Ë³óÝ»É

áõñ³Ë³óí»É

Suffixed -en(inherently inchoative)

Ùáï»Ý³É

Ùáï»óÝ»É

Ùáï»óí»É

Causativised verbs

ÑÇß»óÝ»É

urax-an-al
mot-en-al
hiše-c’n-el

urax-ac’n-el
mot-ec’-nel

uraxa-c’-v-el
mote-c’-v-el
ÑÇß»óí»É

hišec’-v-el

Usually all real transitive verbs can be passivised. There are some exceptions: the verbs
áõÝ»Ý³É unenal “to have”, ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “to know”, ½Õç³É złĵal “to regret” etc. do not
have passive counterparts and thus cannot be passivised.
MEA has passive clauses and constructions, usually expressed by verbal morphology,
as mentioned above, with the suffix -í- -v-.
One must be aware, however, that verbs with the suffix -í- -v- do not exclusively
express the passive voice. In contrast, the suffix -í- -v- is a multifunctional suffix in MEA
verbs. It also expresses reflexivity, reciprocity and inchoative meaning.
Generally, the passivisation, reflexivisation, reciprocalisation, and/or anti-causativisation
of transitive verbs are important means of valence decreasing operations, i.e. detransitivisation processes of transitive verbs. (see Ch. 3.1.2.1. “Transitivisation”, p. 316f.)
In contrast to passive verbs and constructions, reflexive verbs and constructions
are prototypically expressing an action-state in which the subject (agent) and the object
(patient) are the same entity.
Additionally, there are only a few cases in which analytic reflexives have to be used, i.e.
regular “active” verb forms combined with the reflexive pronouns.
Reciprocal verbs and constructions being conceptually close to reflexive ones are
expressed identically – by means of the suffix -í- -v- on the verb. A prototypical, reciprocal
construction is one in which two participants act equally upon each other, they are both
subject (agent) and object (patient) at the same time.
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Thus, suffixing -í- -v- to the verb stem does not automatically passivise the verb only.
In traditional Armenian grammars, Eastern Armenian distinguished three voices:
active, passive and “neutral”. The latter is something of a cover term for detransitivised verbs
with a reflexive, reciprocal or inchoative meaning. In the present grammar, the cover term
“neutral voice” is not used; the distinctions between passive, reflexive, reciprocal and anticausative is retained to reveal the various functions of the suffix -í- -v-.
Reflexives134
As stated above the suffix -í- -v- is also used to mark reflexive verbs and to decrease the
valence of a transitive verb. Here it is not a part of real diathesis distinction in MEA. In general, subject and object are the same entity; through reducing the semantic valence of the
verb by specifying that there are not two separate semantic entities involved. One verbal
argument fulfils the semantic-syntactic role of agent-patient and subject-object.
In MEA one can distinguish
–
–
–

lexical reflexives: the reflexivity is tied to the lexical meaning of the verb itself
morphological reflexives: a transitive verb is reflexivised by means of the suffix -í- -vanalytic reflexives: with some verbs reflexive pronouns such as Çñ»Ý iren “himself, herself ”
are used.

Lexical reflexives of MEA can be found in the group of those verbs that have no “active”
transitive counterpart, but that have lexicalised the suffixed form in -v- only to reflexive
and never to passive meaning, such as ½µ³Õí»É zbałvel “to be occupied”, Ã³ùÝí»É t’ak’nvel
“to hide oneself ” etc.
Morphological reflexives, i.e. verbs reflexivised by means of the suffix -v-, can be
found in a range of verbs, particularly in grooming verbs, but also in other verb groups, as
in e.g.ë³Ýñ»É sanrel “to comb somebody” – ë³Ýñí»É sanrvel “to comb oneself ”
Ñ³Ý·Ý»É hagnel “to put on something” – Ñ³Ý·Ýí»É hagnvel “to dress oneself ”
ë³÷ñ»É sap’rel – ë³÷ñí»É sap’rvel “to shave oneself ”
Éí³Ý³É lvanal “to wash” – Éí³óí»É lvac’vel “to wash oneself ”
Reciprocals
In MEA one can distinguish:
– Morphological reciprocals formed by attaching the multifunctional suffix -í- -v- to
the verb
– Wide-spread and common form analytic reciprocals that express reciprocal meaning
in MEA are formed with transitive verbs and reciprocal pronouns such as Çñ³ñ irar«
ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó mimyanc’, Ù»Ï Ù»Ïáõ mek meku, etc.
Morphological reciprocals, such as morphological reflexives, are considered as detransitivised verbal forms and can only be formed from a specific group of verbs, depending on
the semantics.
. see Ch. 3.1.2.2. “Detransitivisation processes”, p. 334f..
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(341)

²ñ³ÙÙÝ áõ ¶³Û³Ý»Ý Ñ³ÙµáõñáõÙ »Ý Çñ³ñ:

		 Aram-n
u
Gayane-n
hambur-um
		 Aram.nom-the conj Gayane.nom-the kiss-ptcp.pres.
		 en		
irar.
		 they are each other
		 “Aam and Gayane kiss each other.”
(341)

a.

			
			
			

²ñ³ÙÝ áõ ¶³Û³Ý»Ý Ñ³ÙµáõñíáõÙ »Ý:

Aram-n
u
Gayane-n
hambur-v-um
en.
Aram.nom-the conj Gayane.nom-the kiss-rec-ptcp.pres. they are
“Aram and Gayane kiss each other.”

Some lexicalised-conventionalized “-v-forms”
There are several verbs in MEA which have lexicalised the -í- -v- detransitivised forms
mainly in reflexive meaning, but NEVER with passive meaning and those which no longer
have an unmarked transitive counterpart in MEA.
These verbs, the most frequent ones, are given in the following list: ½µ³Õí»É zbałvel
“to be occupied; to work on” (transitive: ½µ³Õ»óÝ»É zbałe-c’n-el); Ã³ùÝí»É t’ak’nvel “to hide
(oneself), “ (transitive Ã³ùóÝ»É t’ak’-c’n-el), Ñ³Ù³ñÓ³Ïí»É hamarjakvel “to dare” (transitive form Ñ³Ù³ñÓ³Ï»É hamajarkel is not used), Ñ³ßïí»É haštvel “to reconcile (oneself)”
(transitive: Ñ³ßï»óÝ»É haštec’nel), ëË³Éí»É sxalvel “to make a mistake; to be mistaken”
(no transitive form at all; must be paraphrased).
(342)

a.

²ÝÇÝ ½µ³ÕíáõÙ ¿ Çñ ë»ÝÛ³ÏáõÙ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
zbałv-um
ē		
senyak-um.
Ani.nom-the
study-ptcp.pres. she is room-loc
“Ani studies in her room. Ani is occupied in her room”

		 b.

²ÝÇÝ Çñ ÷áùñ »ÕµáñÇÝ ½µ³Õ»óÝáõÙ ¿

			
			
			

Ani-n
ir p’ok’r ełbor-n
zbałe-c’n-um
ē.
Ani.nom-the her little brother-dat-the occupy-caus-ptcp.pres. she is
“Ani occupies her little brother.”

(343)

a.

Ü³å³ëï³ÏÁ Ã³ùÝíáõÙ ¿ ³Ýï³éáõÙ:

			
			
			

Napastak-ě
t’ak’nv-um
ē
antar°-um.
rabbit.nom-the hide-ptcp.pres. it is forest-loc
“The rabbit hides in the forest.”

		 b.

²ÕçÇÏÁ Çñ Ý³å³ëï³ÏÇÝ Ã³ùóÝáõÙ ¿ Çñ Ù³Ñ×³Ï³ÉÇ ï³Ï:

			
			

Ałjik-ě
t’ak’-c’n-um
ē
ir napastak-ě
girl.nom-the hide-caus-ptcp.pres. she is her rabbit.nom-the

			
			

ir mahčakal-i tak.
her bed-dat post

			

“The girl hides her rabbit under her bed.”
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2.5.2 Tenses of Armenian verbs135
Tense is the grammatical expression of the relation of the time of the event to some reference point in time, most often the moment the sentence is uttered.
The MEA indicative generally conveys a distinction in the present, past and future. In
addition, various tense-aspect forms can express these distinctions.
–
–
–

Present time is expressed by present tense.
Past time is expressed by imperfect tense (habitual, imperfective aspect), present perfect and past perfect and aorist (perfective aspect).
Future tense is expressed by future and future-in-the-past, but as will be explained
below also by means of the conditional or debitive mood.

MEA tense forms are divided into dynamic, stative, processual and prospective forms.
Dynamic forms
Dynamic forms usually denote dynamic actions and processes, and are expressed analytically by means of compound verbal forms consisting of a participle and the inflected auxiliary »Ù em “to be” in present or imperfect tense or synthetically;
–
–
–
–

the participle present for present tense and imperfect tense;
the participle perfect for present perfect and past perfect tense;
the participle future for future and future-in-the-past tenses;
the synthetic aorist tense.

Stative forms
Stative forms136 usually denote a state, a situation which is the result of a process-action,137
and are usually expressed by means of the inflected auxiliary »Ù em “to be” in all tense forms
and the participle resultative in -³Í -ac.
The meaning of this proper (resultative) stative tense, as well as the correlation between
this tense and its actional opponent, depends primarily on the diathesis type of the verb in
the Ñ³ñ³Ï³ïáñ ¹»ñµ³Û harkakatar derbay “resultative participle”, which also expresses
an aspectual difference:
–
–

Active (or subjective): the participle is derived from an intransitive verb or from transitive verbs expressing possession.
Passive (or objective): the participle is derived from transitive verbs with or without
the passive suffix -v-; the last construction being rare and impossible with the agentive
complement. (Kozintseva 1995:287)

. Paradigms are given in the respective subchapters.
. This term corresponds to Kozintseva’s (1995 : 286): “resultative proper”.
. The basic meaning is that of the state that results from a previous action.
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(344)	æñ³·ñ³Ï³Ý ó³ÝóÝ ³é³í»É ½³ñ·³ó³Í ¿ µ³ñÓñ É»éÝ³ÛÇÝ ·áïÇÝ»ñáõÙ: (Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		 J̌ragrakan c’anc’-n
ar°avel
		 water
net.nom-the more
		 ler°nayin		
		 mountainuous

zargac’-ac
ē
develop-ptcp.res. it is

barjr
high

goti-ner-um.
zone-pl-loc

		 “The hydrographic net is more developed in high mountainous zones.”
(345)

²ÝÇÝ µ³ñÏ³ó³Í ¿ Çñ »Õµáñ íñ³:

		 Ani-n
barkac’-ac
ē
ir ełb-or
vra.
		 Ani.nom-the get angry-ptcp.res. she is her brother-dat post
		 “Ani is angry with her brother.”
(346)	Â»¨ ×ßïí³Í ã¿ ³Û·»ÉáõÃÛ³Ý ÏáÝÏñ»ï ³Ùë³ÃÇíÁ, µ³Ûó Ã»ñ¨ë ï»ÕÇ áõÝ»Ý³
³åñÇÉÇ »ññáñ¹ ï³ÝëûñÛ³ÏáõÙ: (Azg 08.04.2006)
		 T’eew čšt-v-ac
č’-ě
ayc’elut’y-an konkret amsat’iv-ě
		 even adjust-pass-ptcp.res. neg-it is visit-dat
concrete date.nom-the
		 bayc’ t’erews
tełi unena
april-i
errord tasnōrjakan-um.
		 conj probably take place-subj.fut.3.sg. April-dat third decade-loc
		“Even if the concrete date of the meeting is not adjusted, it will but probably take
place in the third decade of April.”

The semantic correlation between the stative and dynamic forms, however, often also
depends on the lexical meaning of the verb and even on the context.
The most distinct differences between dynamic and stative forms can be observed in
the following semantic verb classes:
a. difference between subjective resultative and intransitive perfect with achievement
verbs. Here, the resultative is used when not the beginning of the state is important,
but the result of the action. The present perfect, in contrast, is used when it is necessary to denote that the event took place at some time in the past.
(347)

ºÕµ³Ûñë ³ÙáõëÝ³ó³Í ¿:

		 Ełbayr-s
amusnac’-ac
ē.
		 brother.nom-my marry-ptcp.res. he is
		 “My brother is married.”
		The stative present tense (=subjective resultative) describes a situation in the present
tense, which is the result of an action in the past.
(347)

a.

Ø³ÛÇëÇÝ »Õµ³Ûñë ³ÙáõëÝ³ó»É ¿:

		   Mayis-i-n
ełbayr-s
		   May-dat-the brother.nom-the
		   “My brother has married in May.”

amusnac’-el
marry-ptcp.perf.

ē.
he is
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		  The present perfect describes an action, which has taken place sometime in the
past. We do not know the actual state – maybe my brother is still married,
or divorced …

b.

Difference between stative present tense and dynamic present perfect tense with
accomplishment verbs, which denote a gradual change of state. However, the semantic
difference is comparably small than with achievement verbs.

(348)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ³Ý·É»ñ»ÝÁ É³í³ó³Í ¿:

		 Vardan-i
angleren-e
lavac’-ac
ē.
		 Vardan-dat English.nom-the improve-ptcp.res. it is
		 “Vardan’s English is better.”
(348)

a.

			
			
			

c.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ³Ý·É»ñ»ÝÁ É³í³ó»É ¿:

Vardan-i
angleren-ě
lavac’-el
ē.
Vardan-dat English.nom-the improved-ptcp.perf. it is
“Vardan’s English has improved.”

Difference between stative and dynamic forms with position verbs:

(349)

²ñÙÇÝ»Ý ÝëïáõÙ ¿ ³íïáµáõë:

		 Armine-n
nst-um
ē
avtobus.
		 Armine.nom-the sit-ptcp.pres. she is bus.nom
		 “Armine takes a seat in the bus.”
(349)

a.

			
			
			

d.

²ñÙÇÝ»Ý Ýëï³Í ¿ ³íïáµáõë:

Armine-n
nst-ac
ē
avtobus.
Armine.nom-the sit-ptcp.res. she is bus.nom
“Armine sits in the bus.”

Difference between stative and dynamic forms with emotion verbs

(350)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ µ³ñÏñ³ÝáõÙ ¿ Çñ »Õµáñ íñ³:

		 Vardan-ě
barkran-um
e
ir
ełb-or
vra.
		 Vardan.nom-the get angry-ptcp.pres. he is his(own) brother-dat post
		 “Vardan gets angry about his brother.”
(350)

a.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ µ³ñÏñ³ó³Í ¿ Çñ »Õµáñ íñ³:

			
			

Vardan-ě
Vardan.nom-the

barkrac’-ac
get angry-ptcp.res.

			
			

vra.
post

			

“Vardan is angry about is brother.”

e
he is

ir	     ełb-or
his(own)   brother-dat
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Objective Resultatives
Objective resultatives, as mentioned above, usually contain the passive suffix -í- -v-. As
a rule, objective constructions are formed using transitive terminative verbs; the agent is
expressed as in regular passive clauses138 (351) (352) (353) (354)
The agent of such a passive-objective resultative may be expressed as in regular passive
clauses:
–
–
–

if the agent is +human by “analytic ablative” (=noun in DAT + POST ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’)
if the agent is –human (natural force, animal) by synthetic ablative
if the agent is an instrument agent by instrumental
(351)	ºäÐ-Ý Ù»Ïáõë³óí³Í ¿ Çñ é»ÏïáñÇ ÁÝïñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇó (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

		 EPH-n
mekusac’-v-ac
ē
ir r°ektor-i
ěntrut’yun-ner-ic’.
		 ysu.nom-the
isolate-pass-ptcp.res. it is its rector-dat election-pl-abl
		 “Yerevan State University is isolated by the rector’s elections.”
(352)	Láõë³ÝÏ³ñáõÙ å³ïÏ»ñí³ÍÁ ½ÇÝí³Í ¿ñ «Ø³Ï³ñáí» ïÇåÇ ³ïñ×³Ý³Ïáí:
(Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		 Lusankar-um patker-v-ac-ě
zin-v-ac
ēr
		 fotograf-loc portray-pass-ptcp.res.nom-the arm-pass-ptcp.res. he was
		 “Makarov” tip-i
atrčanak-ov.
		 “Makarov” type-dat gun-inst
		“The man portrayed in the photograph was armed with a gun of the type “Makarov”.”
(353)	´áÉáñ ·ÛáõÕ³Ï³Ý Ñ³Ù³ÛÝùÝ»ñÝ ³å³Ñáíí³Í »Ý ï»ËÝÇÏ³Ï³Ý ÙÇçáóÝ»ñáí:
(Armenpress 08.04.2006)
	     Bolor
	     all

gyułakan hamaynk’-ner-n
apahov-v-ac
en
rural
community-pl.nom-the equip-pass-ptcp.res. they are

		 texnikakan mijoc’-ner-ov.
		 technical
means-pl-inst
		 “All rural communities are equipped with technical means.”
(354)	ä»ïáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Õ»Ï³í³ñÝ»ñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó ÝÙ³Ý ËÝ¹Çñ ¿ ¹ñí³Í:
(Armenpress 18.06.2005)
		 Petut’yun-ner-i
łekavar-ner-i kołmic’ nman xndir
		 government-pl-dat leader-pl-dat post
similar question.nom
		 ē
dr-v-ac.
		 it is put-pass-ptcp.res.
		 “A similar question is put by leaders of governments.”

. see Ch. 3.1.2.2.1. “Passivisation”, p. 335f.
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Very often, objective resultatives are used agentless:
(355)	ì»ñç»ñë Ñ³ÛïÝ³µ»ñí³Í ³Û¹ ÏÕ½ÇÝ µáÉáñíÇÝ ³ÝÙ³ñ¹³µÝ³Ï ¿ »Õ»É:
		 verjers haytnaber-v-ac
ayd kłzi-n
bolorvin
		 recently discover-pass-ptcp.res. that island.nom-the absolutely
		 anmardabnak ē
eł-el.
		 uninhabited it is be-ptcp.perf.
		 “That recently discovered island has been absolutely uninhabited.”

Exceptions to this rule are emotion verbs suffixed with -»Ý³É -enal, -³Ý³É -anal, usually
use the resultative of its intransitive basis instead of the transitivised one with causative
suffix -óÝ- -c’n. E.g. ½³ñÙ³ó³Í »Ù zarmac’ac em not *½³ñÙ³óí³Í »Ù zarmac’v-ac em “I
am surprised”.
Of course, the suffix- -í- v- can also function as a marker of reflexivity or reciprocity
in resultative forms.
Objective resultative and present perfect passive are quite different. The present perfect passive has a strictly dynamic meaning and is used when actions are related in formal
style. It can co-occur with quantitative and iterativity adverbs and expressions. The objective resultative (see above (351) (352) (353) (354) (355)) denotes the state of the object, as
given at a certain moment and is mainly used for the description. It never co-occurs with
adverbs indicating the time of the preceding action.
Durative Statives
There are also stative forms that do not imply a previous action. The basic transitives
express durative actions and states, which usually correspond to the meaning of the present (imperfect) form. There is also a difference in iterative-habitual meaning.
This “durative stative”139 forms with habitual-iterative meaning can be regarded as an
additional distinction in aspect: which Armenian grammarians often refer to as “secondary tenses”. These statives are usually expressed by means of the resultative participle and
the inflected forms of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”.
These verbal forms denote an iterative or generalised situation that precedes some
reference point expressed by an adverbial of time or by another clause. If the resultative
refers to a continuous state then the form of the resultative can only be combined with the
auxiliary »Ù em in present-imperfect tense.
The “durative statives” refer to an action that:
–
–

precedes another action in the past,
belongs to the remote past and is inferred by the speaker.140

. Petrosyan 1987: 372.
. Kozintseva 1995: 290.
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The contrast between durative and non-durative states can, thus, can be expressed in MEA
by means of the two stative tenses. A main formal difference can only be seen in the present
and imperfect tenses.
(356)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ÙÇßï Ýëï³Í ¿ ³Ûëï»Õ:

		 Vardan-ě
mišt
nst-ac
ē
aysteł.
		 Vardan.nom-the always sit-ptcp.res. he is here
		 “Vardan is always sitting here.”
(357)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ñ³×³Ë Ýëï³Í ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ ³Ûëï»Õ:

		 Vardan-ě
hačax nst-ac
ē
lin-um
aysteł.
		 Vardan.nom-the often sit-ptcp.res. he is be-ptcp.pres. here
		 “Vardan is often sitting here.”
(358)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ¹»é Ýëï³Í ¿ ·ñ³ë»ÝÛ³ÏáõÙ:

		 Vardan-ě
der̊ nst-ac
ē
grasenyak-um.
		 Vardan.nom-the still sit-ptcp.res. he is office-loc
		 “Vardan is still sitting in his office.”

Experiential Forms
Furthermore, in colloquial Armenian there are so-called ‘experiential forms’, created by
means of the resultative participle and the inflected forms of the defective auxiliary Ï³Ù
kam “to be, to exist”. It conveys a general meaning of experience, i.e. if an action has, in
general, ever been performed.
(359)

àñ¨¿ Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ

ëå³Ý³Í Ï³±ë:

		 Orewē kendani
span-ac
k-as?
		 indef animal.nom kill-ptcp.res. exist-pres.2.sg.
		“Have you (ever) killed an animal?” Lit.: “Does any animal exist killed by you?”
		Note: this is a typical experiential meaning expressed by the resultative participle and
the auxiliary Ï³Ù kam “to exist”. This is experiential present tense.
(359)

a.

àñ¨¿ Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ ëå³Ý»±É »ë:

			
Orewē kendani
span-el
es?
			
any
animal.nom kill-ptcp.perf. you are
			
“Have you (ever) killed any animal?”
			Note: (359a) is the second way to express the experiential meaning, present
perfect indicative. It is mainly used in written language, but also seems to
convey a more specific meaning regarding the time period of the action: it has
an action which has been performed in a certain time, and not in general.141

. 86.87% of all informants (30 in total) clearly declared (359) as colloquial Armenian. 53.33%
of all informants, however, felt a clear semantic, not merely stylistic, (i.e. colloquial: written)
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Some more examples underlining the use of dynamic versus stative tense forms:
(360)

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³Ý·ÝáõÙ ¿ñ:

		 Aram-ě
kangn-um
ēr.
		 Aram.nom-the stand-ptcp.pres. he was
		 “Aram stood (stopped).”
(360)

a.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³Ý·Ý³Í ¿ñ:

			
Aram-ě
kangn-ac
ēr.
			
Aram.nom-the- stand-ptcp.res. he was.
			
“Aram was standing.”
			Note: (360) has a dynamic meaning; = dynamic imperfect. (360a) has a stative
meaning and shows the result of an action or the actual state at the moment of
speech. It is stative imperfect.
(361)

ºñµ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ñ³ë³í Ï³Û³ñ³Ý, Ü³ñÇÝ»Ý ³ñ¹»Ý Å³Ù³Ý³Í ¿ »Õ»É:

		 Erb
		 conj

Vardan-ě
has-av
kayaran
Narine-n
Vardan.nom-the reach-aor.3.sg station.nom Narine.nom-the

		 arden
žaman-ac
ē
eł-el.
		 Already arrive-ptcp.res. she is be-ptcp.perf.
		 “When Vardan reached the station, Narine had already arrived.”
		Note: the main clause shows stative present perfect indicative: at the moment, when
Vardan came to pick up Narine, she has already arrived, i.e. is already waiting for
Vardan at the station.
(362)

Ä³ÙÁ ÑÇÝ·ÇÝ ²ñ³ÙÁ

¹³ë»ñÁ ÙÇßï å³ïñ³ëï³Í ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ:

		 Žam-ě
hing-i-n
Aram-ě
das-er-ě
mišt
		 hour.nom-the 5-dat-the Aram.nom-the class-pl.nom-the always
		 patrast-ac
ē
lin-um.
		 prepare-ptcp.res. he is be repeatedly-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram has finished his classes always at five o’clock.”
		 Meaning: At five o’clock the classes are usually finished.
		 Note: this is a durative stative present indicative, which expresses a habitual state.

 ifference between (359) and (359a); but all of them unanimously agreed that the difference is an
d
aspectual one: the experiential form with the defective auxiliary Ï³Ù kam is the more common
form, a generally experienced action, independent of a certain time frame in which the action is
experienced.
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Processual forms
Processual forms142 usually denote an action
– which is in process at the moment of speech or at the reference point;
– simultaneous to another action (coincides with another action).
They are usually expressed by means of the processual participle in -Çë -is and the inflected
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually” in all tense forms.
(363)	àÕç ù³Õ³ùÁ ïáÝ³ËÙµáõÃÛ³ÝÁ Ù³ëÝ³Ïó»ÉÇë ¿ »Õ»É, »ñµ »ñÏñÇ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÁ
³Ûó»É»É ¿ ù³Õ³ù:
		 Ołj
k’ałak’-ě
tonaxmbut’y-an-ě
masnakc’el-is
		 whole town.nom-the celebration-dat-the participate-ptcp.proc.

ē
it is

		 eł-el
erb erkr-i
naxagah-ě
ayc’el-el
		 be-ptcp.perf. conj country-dat president.nom-the visit-ptcp.perf.
		 ē
k’ałak’.
		 he is town.nom.
		“The whole town was participating in the celebration, when the country’s president
visited the town.”
		Note: at the time when the president was in town, all inhabitants where in the process of celebrating his visit. This is a processual present perfect.

Prospective Forms
Prospective forms usually denote an action that is about to be done by the agent in reference to the moment of speech or to a reference point in the past or future.
They are usually expressed by means of the future participle in -áõ- -u and the inflected
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually” in all tense forms.

Formation of All Indicative Tenses
Except the aorist, all tense-aspect forms are analytical, formed by means of the corresponding participle and the auxiliary »Ù em “to be” or ÈÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”.
–

Dynamic Forms

Present tense:
participle present in -áõÙ -um + auxiliary in present tense
Imperfect tense:
participle present in -áõÙ -um + auxiliary in imperfect tense
Present perfect tense: participle perfect in - (³ó)»É (-ac’)-el + auxiliary in present tense
Past perfect tense:	participle perfect in - (³ó)»É (-ac’)-el + auxiliary in imperfect tense
Future tense:	participle future in - »Éáõ--³Éáõ -elu-alu + auxiliary in present tense
Future past:
participle future in - »Éáõ--³Éáõ -elu-alu + auxiliary in imperfect tense
The only synthetic tense is the aorist.

. This term corresponds to Kozintseva’s (1995:286): “resultative proper”.
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Table 2. Formation of Dynamic forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Analytic
1. SG

Synthetic

Present

Imperfect Pres. Perfect

Past Perfect Future

·ñáõÙ »Ù

·ñáõÙ ¿Ç

·ñ»É ¿Ç

grum em

grum ēi

·ñ»É »Ù

grel em

grel ēi

Future Past

Aorist

·ñ»Éáõ ¿Ç

·ñ»óÇ

·ñ»Éáõ »Ù

grelu em

grelu ēi

grec’i

– Stative Forms
Participle resultative and inflected forms of the auxiliary »Ù em “to be”.
a.

Durative (habitual) Stative Forms

Participle resultative (very seldom processual and/or future participle) and inflected forms
of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”.
b.

Experiential Forms

Participle resultative and inflected forms of the defective auxiliary Ï³Ù kam “to exist” in
present tense.
Table 3. Formation of Stative forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Stative (non-durative)

Durative stative

Present

·Ý³ó³Í »Ù

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Imperfect

·Ý³ó³Í ¿Ç

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

gnac’ac ēi

kardac’ac ēi linum

Pres. Perfect

·Ý³ó³Í »Ù »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í »Ù »Õ»É

Past Perfect

·Ý³ó³Í ¿Ç »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ¿Ç »Õ»É

Future

·Ý³ó³Í »Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í »Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Future Past

·Ý³ó³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Aorist

·Ý³ó³Í »Õ³

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í »Õ³

–

gnac’ac em

gnac’ac em ełel
gnac’ac ēi ełel

gnac’ac em linelu
gnac’ac ēi linelu
gnac’ac eła

kardac’ac em linum

kardac’ac em ełel
kardac’ac ēi ełel

kardac’ac em linelu
kardac’ac ēi linelu
kardac’ac eła

Experiential Forms

Table 4. Formation of Experiential forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Stative (non-durative)
Present

·Ý³ó³Í Ï³Ù gnac’ac kam

Imperfect

·Ý³ó³Í Ï³ÛÇ gnac’ac kayi

–

Processual and Prospective Forms
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Table 5. Formation of Processual and Prospective Forms, 1st Person Singular
Processual

Prospective

Present

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Imperfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

Pres. Perfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë »Ù »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ÉáÇõ »Ù »Õ»É

Past Perfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ¿Ç »Õ»É

Future

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë »Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Future Past

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Aorist

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë »Õ³

kardalis em linum
kardalis ēi linum
kardalis em ełel

kardalu em linum
kardalu ēi linum
kardalu em ełel

kardalis ēi ełel

kardalis em linelu
kardalis ēi linelu
kardalis eła

The prospective forms in Future, Future Past and Aorist are not productive.
For a detailed description of the morphological formation of the various morphological verbal classes and of the meaning of tenses and aspects see the corresponding chapters.
Negation of Armenian Tense Forms
Generally speaking, there are three ways of forming negative tense forms of verbs.
a.
b.

c.

By means of the prefixed, negative particle ã -č’- to the synthetic tense form (aorist); e.g.
·Ý³óÇ gnaci “ went”, ã·Ý³óÇ č’-gnac’i “I did not go”.
By means of the negative particle ã č’- prefixed, negated auxiliary and the participle for
dynamic verb forms. The word order of participles and auxiliary is inverse. In neutral,
affirmative forms it is regularly PART + AUX, whereas in negation it is regularly negAUX + PART, e.g. ·ÝáõÙ »Ù gnum em “I go” : ã»Ù ·ÝáõÙ č’-em gnum “I do not go”. The
negated form of the auxiliary as part of an analytic tense form is, however, in present
tense, 3.SG., ãÇ č’i.143
By means of the negative particle ã č’- prefixed, negated auxiliary and the participle
resultative for stative verb forms. For durative stative tenses, with the negative participle ã č’- negated auxiliary “em”, the participle of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel and the
participle of the main verb.

The word order is NOT inverse: both for neutral affirmative and negative sentences the
word-order of stative tenses is PART(res) + (neg)AUX. e.g. Ýëï³Í »Ù nstac em “I sit”,
Ýëï³Í ã»Ù nstac č’-em “I do not sit”

. In contrast to the negated auxiliary in copular use, present 3.SG. is ã¿ č’ē. In colloquial Armenian
for both functions very often only ãÇ č’i is used.
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Table 6. Negated Dynamic Forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Analytic
Present

Imperfect

Pres. Perfect

Past Perfect

Future

Synthetic
Future Past Aorist

ã»Ù ·ñáõÙ

ã¿Ç ·ñáõÙ

ã»Ù ·ñ»É

ã¿Ç ·ñ»É

ã»Ù ·ñ»Éáõ

ã¿Ç ·ñ»Éáõ

č’-em grum

č’-ēi grum

č’-em grel

č’-ēi grel

č’-em grelu

č’-ēi grelu

Table 7. Negated Stative forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Stative (non-durative)

Durative tenses

Present

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ù

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã»Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Imperfect

·Ý³ó³Í ã¿Ç

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

Pres. Perfect

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ù »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã»Ù »Õ»É

Past Perfect

·Ý³ó³Í ã¿Ç »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã¿Ç »Õ»É

Future

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã»Ù ÉÇÝ»Éá

Future Past

·Ý³ó³Í ã¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Aorist

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Õ³

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ã»Õ³

gnac’ac č’-em
gnac’ac č’-ēi

gnac’ac č’-em ełel
gnac’ac č’-ěi ełel

gnac’ac č’-em linelu
gnac’ac č’-ēi linelu
gnac’ac č’-eła

kardac’ac č’-em linum
kardac’ac č’-ēi linum
kardac’ac č’-em ełel
kardac’ac č’-ēi ełel

kardac’ac č’-em linelu
kardac’ac č’-ēi linelu
kardac’ac č’-eła

Table 8. Negated Experiential forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Stative (non-durative)
Present

·Ý³ó³Í ãÏ³Ù

gnac’ac č’-kam

Table 9. Negated Processual and Prospective Forms, e.g. 1st Person Singular
Processual

Prospective

Present

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã»Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã»Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ

Imperfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ

Pres. Perfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã»Ù »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã»Ù »Õ»É

Past Perfect

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã¿Ç »Õ»É

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã¿Ç »Õ»É

Future

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã»Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã»Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Future Past

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ

Aorist

Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ã»Õ³

Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ã»Õ³

kardalis č’-em linum
kardalis č’-ēi linum
kardalis č’-em ełel
kardalis č’-ēi ełel

kardalis č’-em linelu
kardalis č’-ēi linelu
kardalis č’-eła

kardalu č’-em linum
kardalu č’-ēi linum
kardalu č’-em ełel
kardalu č’-ēi ełel

kardalu č’-em linelu
kardalu č’-ēi linelu
kardalu č’-eła

ã·ñ»óÇ

č’-grec’i
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2.5.3

Moods of Armenian verbs144

The category mood describes the speaker’s attitude toward a situation, including the speaker’s belief in its reality or likelihood.
In MEA the following moods can be distinguished:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

indicative
subjunctive (in Armenian grammars and traditional grammars often called ‘optative’)
conditional
debitive
imperative

The subjunctive, conditional and debitive moods have two tense forms, one referring to
future, the second to past, which may be dynamic and stative.
Stative, processual and prospective forms of moods are wide-spread in both spoken and written Armenian. Stative mood forms are particularly common in spoken Armenian “conditional”
and the “debitive” moods. In newspaper style, “stative” tenses and moods are frequently used.
As in the tense paradigm, the mood paradigm has also a distinction as follows:
–
–
–
–

dynamic
stative (non-durative and durative)
processual
prospective
(364)

ºÃ» Å³Ù³Ý³Ï áõÝ»Ý³ë, Ù»Ýù ÙÇ³ëÇÝ Ï·Ý³Ýù Ã³ïñáÝ:

		 et’e
žamanak   unen-as		   menk’    miasin   kgn-ank’
		 conj time.nom	  have-subj.fut.2.sg   we.nom   together   go-cond.fut.1.pl
		 t’atron.
		 theatre.nom
		 “If you have time, we will go to theatre together.”
		Comment: this is a conditional sentence, in which the main clause contains a verb in
dynamic conditional future.
(365)

ºë åÇïÇ Ñ³·Ýí»Ù ÙÇÝã¨ Å³ÙÁ 4-Á :

		 es	  piti hang-v-em
minč’ew žam-ě	   4-ě.
		 i.nom dress-refl.-deb.fut.1.sg prep	  hour.nom	   4.nom-the
		 “I must dress until 4 o’clock.”
		Comment: this is a sentence, in which the verb denotes an obligatory action, i.e. a
dynamic debitive future.
(366)

ØÇÝã ùá ·³ÉÁ »ë µáÉáñ Çñ»ñÁ Ñ³í³ù³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù:

		 Minč’ k’o
		 prep your

gal-ě
es
bolor ir-er-ě
come-the i.nom all
thing-pl.nom-the

. Detailed paradigms are given in the respective subchapters.
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		 havak’-ac
klin-em.
		 collect-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.1sg.
		 “Until your arrival I will have collected all your things.”
		Comment: literally: “…. your stuff will be collected.” This is a stative conditional
future tense. The main semantic difference to a possible expression of an action in
the cond. future “I will collect” is the stress on the state. The use of a dynamic form
of the cond. pres. does not necessarily mean that the stuff will really be collected at
the arrival.
(367)

ºñµ ·³ë, ³ÛÉ áõë³ÝáõÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï Ã³ñ·Ù³Ý»ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ù:

Erb g-as
ayl
usanoł-ner-i
		 conj come-subj.fut.2.sg other student-pl-dat
		 t’argmanel-is
		 translate-ptcp.proc.

het
post

klin-em.
be-cond.fut.1.sg

		 “When you come, I will still be (in the action of) translating with other students.”
		Comment: the sentence expresses that when one comes, the other person will still be
in the action of translating with other students. The verb of the main clause expresses a progressive meaning: “at the moment you arrive, you will see me translating.”.
The verb in the main clause is a processual conditional (future).

The imperative occurs usually in two forms: 2.Sg and 2.Pl. There is also a hortative form and
meaning in the 1.Pl. The prohibitive is formed by means of the stressed prohibitive particle
ÙÇ mí and the regular imperative forms.
“Weaker” prohibitives can also be expressed by means of a negated subjunctive, which
is fairly common in spoken Armenian.
(368)

·Ý³ gna! Go! (2.sg)

·Ý³ó»ù Gnac’ek’ “go” (2-pl).

(369 )

·Ý³Ýù Gnank’ “let’s go!” (1.pl) (hortative)

(370)

ÙÇ ·Ý³ Mí gna! Don’t go! (2.sg.)

(371)

ã·Ý³ë č’gnas! “You shall not go! Do not go!”

ÙÇ ·Ý³ó»ù mí gnac’ek “Don’t go!” (2.pl)

Although scarcely used, there are also stative, processual and prospective imperatives.
For a detailed description of the meaning and use of moods and their formation see
the respective chapters.
Negation of Armenian Moods
In MEA “dynamic” moods are negated in the following way:
a.
b.

the subjunctive is negated by means of the prefixed negative particle ã- č’-, e.g. ·Ý³Ù
gnam “I want to go” ã·Ý³Ù č’-gnam “I do not want to go”.
The conditional mood has a special negative participle for negation; it is formed in -i of
e-conjugation verbs, e.g. ·ñ»É grel ·ñÇ gr-i, and -a of a-conjugation verbs, e.g. Ï³ñ¹³É
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c.

d.

kard-al, Ï³ñ¹³ kard-a. These negative participles are combined with the negated auxiliary “to be” to express a negated conditional. e.g. Ï·ñ»Ù kgrem “I shall write”, ã»Ù ·ñÇ
č’em gri “I shall not write”; ÏÏ³ñ¹³Ù kkardam “I shall read”, ã»Ù Ï³ñ¹³ č’em karda
“I shall not read”. The auxiliary appears in inverse order, i.e. neg-AUX + PTCP.NEG.
(=negated conditional mood)
The debitive is negated by means of the prefixed negative particle -ã č’- to the debitive
particle åÇïÇ piti. The word order remains the same as in affirmative clauses. E.g.
åÇïÇ ·Ý³Ù piti gnam, “I have to go” ãåÇïÇ ·Ý³Ù č’-piti gnam “I do not have to go”
The imperative is negated by means of the prosodically stressed prohibitive particle ÙÇ°
mi, e.g. ·Ý³ gna! “go!”ÙÇ ·Ý³ mi gna! “do not go!”

The “stative” mood forms are negated in the following way:
a.

b.

c.

the stative subjunctive is negated by means of the negative particle ã- č’ prefixed to the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in subjunctive mood; i.e. ·Ý³ó³Í ÉÇÝ»Ù gnac’ac linem, ·Ý³ó³Í ãÉÇÝ»Ù
gnac’ac č’-linem. There is no change in order, i.e. PTCP.RES. neg-AUX
the stative conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the auxiliary
ÉÇÝ»É linel and with the negative prefix ã- č’- negated auxiliary »Ù em, and the preposed
participle resultative: ·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù gnac’ac klinem, ·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ gnac’ac č’em
lini. The order is PTCP.RES + neg-AUX + PTCP.NEG.
the stative debitive, by means of the negative prefix ã- č’- to the Debitive particle piti,
the auxiliary and the participle, remain in the same form and order as in affirmative
clauses, e.g. åÇïÇ ·Ý³ó³Í ÉÇÝ»Ù piti gnac’ac linem, ãåÇïÇ ·Ý³ó³Í ÉÇÝ»Ù č’-piti
gnac’ac linem. There is no change in order in the negative form.

The processual mood forms are negated as follows:
a.

b.

c.

the processual subjunctive is negated with the negative particle ã- č’ prefixed auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É
linel in subjunctive mood; i.e. ·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalis linem, ·Ý³ÉÇë ãÉÇÝ»Ù gnalis č’linem.
There is no change in order.
the processual conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É lintel and with the negative prefix ã- č’-, negated auxiliary »Ù em, and the
preposed participle processual: ·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ù gnalis klinem, ·Ý³ÉÇë ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ gnalis
č’em lini. The order is PTCP.PROC. + neg-AUX + PTCP.NEG.
the processual debitive by means of the negative prefix ã- č’- to the debitive particle piti, the
auxiliary and the participle remain in the same form and order as in affirmative clauses,
e.g. ·Ý³ÉÇë åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalis piti linem, ·Ý³ÉÇë ãåÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalis č’piti linem.

The prospective forms are negated:
a.

b.

the processual subjunctive is negated by means of the negative particle ã- č’ prefixed
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in subjunctive mood; i.e. ·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalu linem, ·Ý³Éáõ ãÉÇÝ»Ù
gnalu č’linem. There is no change in order.
the processual conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel and the with the negative prefix ã- č’-, negated auxiliary »Ù em, and the
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c.

preposed participle processual: ·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Ù gnalu klinem, ·Ý³Éáõ ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ gnalu
č’em lini. The order is PTCP.FUT. + neg-AUX + PTCP.NEG.
the processual debitive by means of the negative prefix ã- č’- to the debitive particle piti, the
auxiliary and the participle remain in the same form and order as in affirmative clauses,
e.g. ·Ý³Éáõ åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalu piti linem, ·Ý³Éáõ ãåÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù gnalu č’piti linem.

2.5.4

Aspects-aktionsart of Armenian verbs

As stated above, MEA distinguishes various aspects in its verbal tenses.
The following aspectual distinctions exist in Armenian:
–
–
–

perfective (completed) versus imperfective (not completed) action
habitual-iterative versus processual
actional versus stative (durative versus non-durative)

The aspectual classification of verbs is based on semantical features of
– countability vs. non-countability;
– terminatives vs. non-terminatives;
– activities vs. States;
– accomplishments vs. achievements.
Countability145
–
–

Countable verbs refer to actions that take place at a certain point or interval.
Non-countable verbs refer to situations that are lasting without change and are
unbounded by any specific intervals. They cannot express habitual or iterative meaning
(if the agent is specific, they are incompatible with adverbials of iteration).

In MEA, a verb is considered to be non-countable if it is impossible to combine the present or imperfect form of the verb with an adverb expressing iterativity. Non-countable
verbs are inherently aterminative. Thus, non-countable verbs can be found in the following
semantic groups, denoting:146
–
–
–
–

constant properties of things (weight, size, orientation): ï³Ý»É tanel “to carry”, Ïßé»É
kšr°el “to weigh”, ³ñÄ»Ý³É arženal “to cost”, etc.
relations, e.g. »ÝÃ³ñÏí»É ent’arkvel “to obey”, í»ñ³µ»ñí»É verabervel “to regard”,
Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý»É hamapatasxanel “to agree with, to correspond”, etc.
skills, knowledge, e.g. ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “to know”, Ï³ñÍ»É karcel “to think”, Ñ³Ù³ñ»É
hamarel “to regard, to consider”, »ÝÃ³¹ñ»É ent’adrel “to suppose, to assume” etc.
residence, e.g. ³åñ»É aprel “to live; to dwell”, µÝ³Ïí»É bnakvel “to dwell, to inhabit”,
etc.

. see Kozintseva 1995:278.
. see Kozintseva 1995:278.
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–
–

possession, e.g. áõÝ»Ý³É unenal “to have”, å³ñáÝ³Ï»É parunakel “to contain, to
include”, ïÇñ³å»ï»É tirapetel “to possess, to dominate”, etc.
occupation, e.g. Õ»Ï³í³ñ»É łekavarel “to guide, to lead”, ³ßË³ï»É ašxatel “to work”,
áõëáõóãáõÃÛáõÝ ³Ý»É usuc’č’ut’yun anel “to make instruction; to teach” etc.

There is, however, a small group of uncountable verbs with countable counterparts in present
and imperfect. Such additional forms have their historic origin in Classical Armenian, they
are relics of the Classical Armenian subjunctive present and past (Abełyan 1974: 251), e.g.
(372)	»Ã» ÙÇÝã»õ í»ñç»ñë Ýñ³Ýù çáõñ ¾ÇÝ áõÝ»ÝáõÙ ûñ³Ï³Ý »ñÏáõ ³Ý·³Ù, ³å³ ßáõñç
20 ûñ ¾ ÇÝã ËÙ»Éáõ çáõñÁ ù³Õ³ù ¾ ÙïÝáõÙ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý: (Armenpress
02.04.2005)
		 Et’e

minčew

verjers

nrank’	    ĵur	      ēin	   

unen-um

		 If	   prep	   recent   they.nom   water.nom they were have-ptcp.pres.
		 ōrakan erku angam
		 daily
two time

apa šurj
then prep

20 ōr
ě
inč’ xmel-u
20 day. nom it is that drink-inf-dat

		 jur-ě
k’ałak’
ē
mtn-um
miayn ar°avotyan.
		 water.nom-the town.nom it is enter-ptcp.pres. only
morning.
		“If, until recently, they used to have water two times a day, then it is 20 days that the
drinking water enters the town only in the morning.”
(373)	î³ñ»Ï³Ý ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝÝ áõÝ»ÝáõÙ ¿ 750 Ñ³½³ñ ³Ûó»Éáõ, 200 Ñ³½³ñ ÁÝÃ»ñóáÕ:
(Armenpress 08.12.2005)
		 Tarekan gradaran-n
unen-um
ē
750 hazar
ayc’elu
		 yearly
library.nom-the have-ptcp.pres. itis 750 thousand visitor.nom
		 200 hazar
ěnt’erc’oł.147
		 200 thousand reader.nom
		 “Yearly the library has 750 000 visitors and 200 000 readers.”
		 Note: in both sentences (372) and (373) áõÝ»Ý»³É unenal expresses a habitual action.
(374)	Ð»ùÇ³ÃÝ»ñÝ áõÝ»ÝáõÙ »Ý Ûáõñ³Ñ³ïáÏ Ï³éáõóí³Íù: (Grakanut’yun 4: 40)
		 Hek’iat’ner-n
unen-um
en
yurahatuk kar°uc’vack’.
		 fairy-tale-pl.nom-the have-ptcp.pres. they are special
structure.nom.
		 “Fairy-tales (usually) have a special structure.”

The countable verbal lexemes are subdivided into terminative/telic (non-durative)148 and
aterminative/atelic (durative).

. The verbal form ÁÝÃ»ñóáÕ ěnt’erc’oł “reading”, a participle subjective of the verb ÁÝÃ»ñó»É
ěnt’erc’el “to read” has been lexicalised.
. Durative (aterminative) verbs describe processes which are temporally not delimited. In contrast to non-durative (terminative verbs), whose lexical meaning implies temporal
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The meaning of terminative verbs implies temporal delimitation, accomplishment or
a change in the process. Depending on whether the process leads to the terminal point of
the action, one can distinguish accomplishment (resultative) and achievement (punctual)
verbs.
Accomplishment verbs denote a process – which has some duration - and its final
result e.g. Ï³éáõó»É kar°uc’el “to build”, Ýáñá·»É norogel “to renovate”, ÉáõÍ»É lucel “to solve”
etc. Accomplishment can also be regarded as a process with a natural end-point [+telic,
+progressive], e.g. to read a book.
Achievement verbs imply a sudden change in the situation; the beginning and end
of the process are merged: ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly”, å³ï³Ñ»É patahel “to happen”,
Ï³ï³ñí»É katarvel “to go on”, Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É handipel “to meet”, ï»ëÝí»É tesnvel “to meet, to
see each other” etc. Achievement is thus a near-instantaneous event which is over as soon
as it has begun, e.g. to find. Both are [+telic, – progressive]
Aterminative (durative) verbs refer to situations that are not delimited temporally.
The aterminative verbs are further subdivided into static and dynamic verbs. Dynamic
aterminative verbs denote homogeneous processes including participants that play a relatively active role, e.g. Ëáë»É xosel “to speak”, ßÝã»É šnč’el “to breath” etc.
Static aterminative verbs do not usually admit adverbs referring to an intensity with
which the participants are involved or the way in which the event is proceeding. States exist
or persist for an indefinite period of time; they are characterised by homogeneity and lack
of change, limits or agency. Armenian static verbs may be subdivided into the following
groups:
a.
b.
c.

verbs of state, e.g. ·ïÝí»É gtnvel “to be located, to exist”, »ñ¨³É erewal “to be visible,
to appear”
modals, e.g. Ï³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to want, to wish”, áõ½»Ý³É uzenal “to want, to wish”,
Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³É karołanal “can, to be able to”
verbs of relation, e.g. Ýß³Ý³Ï»É nšanakel “to signify, to mean”, ï³ñµ»ñí»É tarbervel
“to differ” etc.

Activities are open-end processes [–telic; +progressive]. States are non-dynamic situations
[–telic, -progressive].
Among the derivate verbs, multiplicative and distributive Aktionsart are marked with
special suffixes -³ï- at-, -áï- ot-, -ï- t- that are attached to the verbal stem. Other verbs
also use reduplication.
delimitation, an accomplishment, or a change in the process involved. Non-durative verbs can
be recognised because their imperfective variants do not imply the perfective variant. Durative
verbs have subcategories (a) iterative verbs (b) diminutive verbs (intensity of action expressed by
verb). Non-durative verbs have (a) ingressive verbs, which indicate the beginning of an action (b)
resultative or accomplishment verbs, which denote a process and its final result (c) transformative
verbs, which indicate a change from one state into another and (d) punctual or achievement verbs,
which imply a sudden change in the situation.
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(375)	²ñ¹³ñáõÃÛáõÝ» ¹³ßÇÝùÇ Ñ³Ù³ËáÑÝ»ñÁ å³ï³éáï»É »Ý Ýñ³Ýó å³ëï³éÝ»ñÁ ¨
µéÝáõÃÛáõÝ ÏÇñ³é»É ¹ñ³Ýù µ³ñÓñ³óÝáõÝ»ñÇ ¹»Ù: (Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		 Ardarut’yun dašink’-i
hamaxoh-ner-ě
patar̊ot-el
		 “Justice”.nom treaty-dat partisan-pl.nom-the tear to pieces-ptcp.perf.
		 en
nranc’ pasta-ner-ě
ew
br̊nut’yun
		 they are their wallpaper-pl.nom-the conj violence.nom
		 kirar̊-el
drank’
barjra-c’n-oł-ner-i
use-ptcp.perf. those.nom fix-caus-ptcp.sub-pl-dat

dem.
post

		“The partisans of the “Justice” treaty have torn their wallpapers to pieces and have
used force against those that have fixed them.”
		Comment: the verb å³ï³éáï»É patar°-ot-el “to tear to pieces” is a multiplicative verb
with the suffix -áï- -ot-, formed from the verb å³ï³é»É patar°el “to tear”.

In all moods, the tenses have a system of actional, stative, processual and prospective
forms. For intransitive verbs this opposition may be regarded as aspectual (action/
state), for transitive verbs this opposition combines features of both aspect and
diathesis.
The oblique moods have two tenses: the future and the past. The aspectual distinction
in oblique moods is represented only by the opposition of dynamic and stative forms.

Aspect
The tense forms of the indicative are arranged according to their aspectual distinction into
three series: imperfective (present and imperfect), perfective (aorist) and perfect (present
and past perfect).
The features include
–
–

the presence of aspectual distinctions in the past tenses (imperfect vs. aorist)
the marking of evidentiality by means of perfect vs. aorist opposition.

a.

Perfective vs. imperfective

The perfective aspect usually indicates the view of a situation as a single whole, i.e. there
is no distinction between the separate phases of an action or situation. It is not a situation
with limited duration, but it certainly reduces the internal structure to a single point. It also
denotes a complete action or situation, with beginning, middle and end. It does not necessarily put an emphasis on the termination of the situation.
The imperfective aspect, however, denotes the internal structure of the situation and
also denotes uncompleted actions or situations. (Comrie 1976: 16ff.)
The imperfective aspect can also be subdivided into (a) habitual and (b) continuous,
(c) non-progressive (d) progressive) actions.
In MEA imperfective aspect is expressed in the past by the imperfect tense and the
perfective aspect by the aorist.
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The perfective aspect, i.e. aorist, does but also include terminativity: aorist may
relate to the beginning of an action (ingressive) or even to the termination of the action
(terminative).149
(376)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ëáíáñ³µ³ñ Ø³ñÇÇ Ñ»ï ¿ñ ·ÝáõÙ Íáí³÷:

		 Armen-ě
		 Armen.nom-the

sovorabar
usually

Mari-i
Mari-dat

het
post

ēr
he was

gn-um
covap’.
		 go-ptcp.pres. beach.nom
		 “Armen usually went to beach with Mary.”
(376)

a.

²ñÙ»ÝÁ Ø³ñÇÇ Ñ»ï »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù ¿ Íáí³÷ ·Ý³ó»É:

			
			

Armen-ě
Mari-i
Armen.nom-the Mari-dat

het
post

erek’ angam ē
three time
he is

			
			

covap’
gnac’-el.
beach.nom go-ptcp.perf.

			

“Armen has gone to beach with Mary three times.”

Ingressive:
(377)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ëÇñ»ó ²ÝáõßÇÝ:

		 Armen-ě
sirec’
Anuš-i-n.
		 Armen.nom love-aor.3.sg Anuš-dat-the
		 “Armen fell in love with Anuš. Armen started to love Anuš.”

Terminative
(378)

ºñµ »ë ë»ÝÛ³Ï Ùï³ÿ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·Çñù ¿ñ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

		 Erb
es
senyak
mt-a
Vardan-ě
girk’
		 when i.nom room.nom enter-aor.1.sg Vardan.nom-the book.nom
		 ēr
kard-um.
he was read-ptcp.pres.
		 “When I entered the room, Vardan was reading the book.”

b.

Evidentiality

Another aspectual distinction in MEA is between perfective aorist and perfective perfect:
the aorist expresses witnessed events in the past, whilst the perfect indicates unwitnessed
events in the past. (see Ch. 2.5.7.2.5. “Aorist”, p. 229f.)
The imperfective aspect may also be subdivided into another aspectual distinction
between habitual and progressive actions. (Comrie 1976:24)

. Petrosyan 1987: 305.
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c.

Progressive vs. Habitual

In general, the progressive aspect indicates an action that takes place over a long period
of time relative to an implicitly or explicitly stated time of reference; i.e. it shows an
action state in the present, past or future, that is, was or will be unfinished until the time
referred to.
The habitual aspect, by contrast, refers to a situation that is protracted over a long
period of time, or a situation that occurs frequently during a period of time, to the point
that the situation becomes the characteristic feature of the whole period.
In MEA the present and imperfect tenses are also used to describe both habitual and
progressive actions, depending on the context and adverbial arguments. There is an overt
difference neither in the morphological form nor in the syntactic ordering.
Progressive meaning is usually expressed by adverbs and is inherent to the participle
present and processual participle.
(379)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ËÝÓáñ ¿ áõïáõÙ:

		 Armen-ě
xnjor
ē
ut-um.
		 Armen.nom-the apple.nom he is eat-ptcp.pres.
		 “Armen eats an apple. -Armen is eating an apple.”
		Note: this isolated sentence is without any pragmatic context or modifying adverbs
so has two readings: (a) a rather habitual meaning (b) a rather progressive meaning.

The same is true for the imperfect tense:
(380)

²ÝÝ³Ý ËÝÓáñ ¿ñ áõïáÙ:

		 Anna-n
xnjor
ēr
ut-um.
		 Anna.nom-the apple-THE she was eat-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anna ate an apple. -Anna was eating an apple.”

Durative vs. non-durative - The Processual Forms
The processual participle in -Çë -is with the inflected forms of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to
be repeatedly/habitually” may be used to express an action that is/will be/was usually/
habitually in progress. Only accomplishment and active verbs can be used in this progressive aspect.
(381) Ð³ÛñÁ »ñµ »Ï³í ïáõÝ, »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ ïáÝ³Í³éÁ ½³ñ¹³ñ»ÉÇë »Ý »Õ»É:
		 Hayr-ě
erb
ek-av
tun
erexa-ner-ě
		 father.nom-the conj come-aor.3.sg house.nom child-pl.nom-the
		 tonacar°-ě
zardarel-is
		 Christmas tree.nom-the decorate-ptcp.proc.

en
they are

eł-el.
be-ptcp.perf.

		 “When the father came home, the children were decorating the Christmas tree.”
		Note: at the moment when the father came home, the children were in the process
of decorating the tree. This form is a processual simple perfect, formed with the
processual participle and the auxiliary in the simple perfect tense.
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(382)

ì³ÕÝ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý Ý³ ·ÇñùÁ ¹»é Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝÇ:

		 Vałn
ar̊avotyan na
girk’-ě
der̊
		 tomorrow morning he.nom book.nom-the still
		 kardal-is
		 read-ptcp.proc.

klin-i.
be-cond.fut.3.sg

		 “Tomorrow morning he will still be reading the book.”
		Note: tomorrow morning he will still be in the process of reading the book. The
form is a processual conditional future, formed with the processual participle and
the auxiliary in the conditional future.

There are also processual present and imperfect tenses. The processual forms of the present and imperfect tenses stress the fact that the actions are/were usually/habitually in
progress.
More often the semantic difference between the present tense (non-progressive) of a
verb and the “pseudo-progressive” form of the same verb with the processual participle
and the secondary auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel, is regarded as expressing the difference between
durative and non-durative aspect.150

2.5.5  Conjugation of Armenian verbs
The Morphological Forms of the Armenian Verbs
Verbs occur in finite or non-finite forms. Finite forms are all morphological forms
expressing number, person, tense and/or mood; non-finite forms are prototypically
participles.
All finite and non-finite forms of Armenian verbs are generated either from the present or the perfect aorist stem. In traditional Armenian grammars the “infinitive” stem is
often used instead of the present stem.
The present stem is the verb’s pure stem without the infinitive ending in -»É -el or -³É -al,
and includes the lexical suffixes -³Ý -an-, -»Ý- en-, -Ý- n-, -ã- č’ and the morphological suffixes
-óÝ- -c’n (causative) and -í- -v- (passive, reflexive, reciprocal, anticausative).
Thus the present stem is the following:
		

PRESENT STEM

examples

Simple verbs in -el
Stem·ñ-gr- (< ·ñ»É grel), Éë- ls-(< Éë»É lsel),
Simple verbs in -al
Stem-	Ï³ñ¹- kard- (< Ï³ñ¹³É kardal), Ë³Õ- xał		
(<Ë³Õ³É xałal),

. Petrosyan 1987: 305 writes about a durative: non-durative aspect distinction in Armenian as
expressed by the following pairs: ·ñáõÙ »Ù grum em “I write; I am writing” : ·ñ»ÉÇë »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ grelis
em linum “I am usually writing”; Ýëï³Í »Ù nstac em “I am sitting, I sit”: Ýëï³Í »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ nstac em
linum “I am usually sitting”. I do not really regard this as a durative/non-durative distinction but
rather as a progressive/habitual distinction primarily expressed by Armenian processual participles.
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Suffixed verbs in -č’el
Stem -č’- ÷³Ëã- p’axč’- (< ÷³Ëã»É p’axč’el), ïéã- tr°č’		
(< ïéã»É tr°č’el),
Suffixed verbs in -n-el
Stem -n- ï»ëÝ- tesn- (<ï»ëÝ»É tesnel),
Suffixed verbs in -an-al
Stem -an- Ùáé³Ý-mor°an- (< Ùáé³Ý³É mor°anal),
Suffixed verbs in -en-al
Stem-en- Ùáï»Ý- moten- (< Ùáï»Ý³É motenal),
Causativised verbs in -c’n-el Stem-c’n-	Ï³ñ¹³óÝ- kardac’n- (< Ï³ñ¹³óÝ»É kardac’nel
Passivised verbs in -v-el	  Stem-v- ï»ëÝí- tesn-v- (< ï»ëÝí»É tesnvel).
The following finite and non-finite verbal forms can be generated from the present stem:
Participles
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Infinitive: -»É -el, -³É -al. ·ñ»É gr-el “to write”, Ï³ñ¹³É kard-al “to read”
Present participle: of both conjugations: -um. ·ñáõÙ gr-um “writing”, Ï³ñ¹áõÙ kard-um
“reading”
Negative participle: e-conjugation verbs: -i ·ñÇ gr-i; a-conjugation verbs -a Ï³ñ¹³
kard-a.
Subject participle: (nomen agentis) of the e-conjugation -oł ·ñáÕ gr-oł “writer, the
writing one”
Resultative participle of the e-conjugation: -ac ·ñ³Í. gr-ac “written”
Participle perfect of the e-conjugation: -el ·ñ»É gr-el “written”
Future participle: e-conjugation verbs in -elu ·ñ»Éáõ gr-elu, a-conjugation verbs in -alu
Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ kard-alu
processual participle: e-conjugation verbs in »ÉÇë -elis ·ñ»ÉÇë gr-elis, a-conjugation verbs
in -³ÉÇë -alis, Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë kard-alis

Moods
–
–
–
–

Subjunctive of a- and e-conjugation Ï³ñ¹-³Ù kard-am, ·ñ-»Ù gr-em,
Conditional of a- and e-conjugation ÏÏ³ñ¹-³Ù k-kard-am, Ï·ñ-»Ù k-gr-em,
Debitive of a- and e-conjugation åÇïÇ Ï³ñ¹-³Ù piti kard-am, åÇïÇ ·ñ-»ë piti
gr-es,
Imperative singular of a- and e-conjugation: Ï³ñ¹-³ kard-a, ·ñ-Çñ gr-ir.

The aorist or perfect stem is formed in the following way:
AORIST STEM
Simple verbs in -el
Simple verbs in -al
Suffixed verbs in -č’el
Suffixed verbs in -n-el
Suffixed verbs in -an-al

examples
Pres.stem-	·ñ- gr- (< ·ñ»É grel), Éë- ls-(< Éë»É
lsel),
Pres.stem+-ac’-	Ï³ñ¹³ó- kardac’- (< Ï³ñ¹³É
kardal),
Pres.stem without -č’-	÷³Ë- p’ax- (< ÷³Ëã»É p’axč’el),
Pres.stem without -nï»ë- tes- (< ï»ëÝ»É tesnel),
Pres.stem without -an-+ac’ Ù áé³ó- mor°ac’- (< Ùáé³Ý³É
mor°anal),
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Pres.stem without -en-+ac’	Ùáï»ó- motec’- (< Ùáï»Ý³É
motenal),
Causativised verbs in -c’n-el Stem+ -c’r-	Ï³ñ¹³óñkardac’r(<
Ï³ñ¹³óÝ»É kardac’nel
Passivised verbs in -v-el
Pres.stem-v-	ï»ëÝí- tesn-v- (< ï»ëÝí»É
tesnvel).
This stem forms
Suffixed verbs in -en-al

a.
–
–
–

Participles
Resultative participle of the a-conjugation, as well as -n- and -č’- suffixed and causativised verbs Ï³ñ¹³ó-³Í kardac’-ac, ï»ë-³Í tes-ac, ÷³Ë-³Í pox-ac,
Perfect participle of the a-conjugation verbs, as well as -n- and -č’- suffixed and causativised verbs Ï³ñ¹³ó-»É kardac’-el, ï»ë-»É tes-el, ÷³Ë-»É p’ax-el.
Subject participle of the a-conjugation verbs Ï³ñ¹³ó-áÕ kardac’-oł.

b.
–

Tense
Aorist: e-conjugation verbs ·ñ»ó-Ç grec’-i, a-conjugation verbs kardac’- Ï³ñ¹³ó-Ç
kardac’-i,:

c.
–

Moods
Imperative singular of -Ý -n-, -ã -č’-, -³Ý -an- and -»Ý -en- suffixed verbs, as e.g. Ùï-Çñ
mt-ir, ÷³Ë-Çñ , p’ax-ir, Ùáé³ó-Çñ mor°ac’-ir, í³Ë»ó-Çñ vaxec’-ir as well as of causativised verbs Ï³ñ¹³óñáõ kardac’-ru etc.,
Imperative plural of all verbs, e.g. ·ñ»ó-¿ù grec’ek’, Ï³ñ¹³ó-¿ù kardac’-ek’, ï»ë»ù
tes-ek’, ÷³Ë»ù p’ax-ek’, Ùáé³ó»ù mor°ac’-ek’, í³Ë»ó»ù vaxec-’ek’, Ï³ñ¹³óñ»ù kardac-’ek’ etc.

–

2.5.6 Non-finite verbal forms
The MEA non-finite verb forms are
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Infinitive in -»É -el, or -³É -al
Processual participle in -Çë -is
Future participle in -áõ -u
Resultative participle in -³Í -ac
Subject participle in -áÕ -oł

The following participles as non-finite verbal forms can only be used as constituents of
analytical forms and cannot be used without an auxiliary in a clause.
6.
7.
8.

Present participle in -áõÙ -um
Perfect participle in -»É -el
Negative participle
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2.5.6.1 Infinitive151
The infinitive can be used in the following ways:
a. as the complement of a compound predicate, e.g.
– of modal verbs as e.g. áõ½»Ý³É uzenal “to want, to wish”, Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³É karołanal “can,
to be able to” etc.
– of phase verbs as e.g. sksel “to begin, to start”, ¹³¹³ñ»É dadarel “to finish, to end”,
í»ñç³óÝ»É verĵac’nel “to finish sth.” etc.
– of manipulation verbs as eg. ëïÇå»É stipel “to force”, ÃáõÛÉ³ïñ»É t’uylatrel “to allow”,
³ñ·»É»É argelel “to forbid”, Ë³Ý·³ñ»É xangarel “to disturb, to hinder from”, ¹ñ¹»É
drdel “to instigate”, Ñ³Ùá½»É hamozel “to convince” etc.
– in analytic causative constructions with ï³É tal, e.g. (388) (389).
(383)

²ÝáõßÁ áõ½áõÙ ¿ ³ßË³ï»É ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝáõÙ:

		 Anuš-ě
uz-um
		 Anuš.nom-the want-ptcp.pres.
		 “Anuš wants to work in a library.”
(384)

ē
ašxat-el
gradaran-um.
she is work-inf library-loc

Ð³ÛÏÁ Ï³ñáÕ³ó³í Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ í»ñç³óÝ»É ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ:

		 Hayk-ě
karołac’-av
žamanakin verja-c’n-el
ašxatank’-ě.
		 Hayk.nom-the can-aor.3.sg. in time
finish-caus-inf work.nom-the
		 “Hayk could finish the work in time.”
(385)

Ü³ Ñ³ÝÏ³ñÍ ëÏëáõÙ ¿ñ »ñ·»É:

		 Na
hankarc sks-um
ēr
erg-el.
		 He.nom suddenly begin-ptcp.pres. he was sing-inf
		 “He suddenly began to sing.”
(386)
		
		
		

ºë ëïÇåáõÙ »Ù ä»ïñáÇÝ Ï³ñ¹³É ·ÇñùÁ:

(387)

Ø³ÛñÁ Ñ³Ùá½»ó áñ¹áõÝ í³ÕÁ ï³ÝÁ ÙÝ³É:

Es
stip-um
em
Petros-i-n
kard-al girk’-ě.
i.nom force-ptcp.pres. I am Petros-dat-the read-inf book.nom-the
“I force Petros to read the book.”

		 Mayr-ě
hamozec’
ord-u-n
vałě
		 Mother.nom-the convince-aor.3.sg son-dat-the tomorrow
		 tan-ě
mn-al.
		 house-dat-the stay-inf
		 “The mother convinced the son (her son) to stay at home tomorrow.”

. See Petrosyan 1987: 45f.
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(388)

Ð³ÛñÁ ù³ñïáõÕ³ñÇÝ (ÙÇ) Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñ»É ï³ÉÇë:

		 Hayr-ě
k’artułar-i-n
(mi) namak
ē
		 Father.nom-the secretary-dat-the (a) letter.nom he is
		 gr-el
		 write-inf

tal-is.
give-ptcp.pres.

		 “Father makes the secretary write a letter.”
(389)

àõëáõóÇãÁ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ ÝÏ³ñ»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë ·ñùÇ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ å³ïÏ»ñÝ»ñ:

		 Usuc’ič’-ě
erexa-ner-i-n
nkar-el
ē
tal-is
		 Teacher.nom-the child-pl-dat-the draw-inf she is give-ptcp.pres.
		 grk’-i
mi k’ani patker-ner.
		 book-dat some
picture-pl.nom
		 “The teacher made the children draw some pictures of the book.”

b. With the auxiliary “to be” as a predicative complement e.g.:
(390)

ÆÙ Ï³ñÍÇùáí ë³ ³ßË³ï»É ã¿:

		 Im karcik’-ov
sa
ašxat-el č’-ē.
		 My opinion-inst this.nom work-inf neg-it is
		 “In my opinion this is not work.”

c.

As a predicative complement in impersonal clauses e.g:

(391)

ä»ïù ¿ ëÇñ»É Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÁ:

		 Petk’ ē
sir-el
hayrenik’-ě.
		 need it is love-inf fatherland.nom-the
		 “One should love the fatherland. lit: It is needed to love the fatherland.”
(392)

Ð³ñÏ³íáñ ¿ ×ßëïáñ»Ý Ï³ï³ñ»É Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ:

		 Harkavor ē
čštoren
katar-el hanjnararut’yun-ě.
		 necessary it is correctly fulfil-inf order.nom-the
		 “It is necessary to fulfil the order correctly.”
(393)

Ð³ñ·»É áõñÇßÇ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ:

		 Harg-el
uriš-i
ašxatank’-ě.
		 appreciate-ing other-dat work.nom-the
		 “One should appreciate the other’s work.” (Lit.: (to) appreciate the other’s work.)

d.	As a predicate in an imperative sentence, in combination with prosodic features of
imperative e.g.:
(394)

âÏñ³Ï»°É:

		 Č’-krak-el!
		 neg-shoot-inf
		 “Do not shoot! No shooting!”
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e.

The infinitive may also be nominalised (by means of the definite article) and/or
declined (u-declination) and combined with adpositions.

a.

Nominalised infinitive functioning as subject

(395)

ÌË»ÉÝ ³ñ·»ÉíáõÙ ¿:

		 Cx-el-n
argel-v-um
ē.
		 smoke-inf-the forbid-pass-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “Smoking is forbidden.”

b.

Infinitive as modal, causal, instrumental, final etc. complement:

Declined forms of the infinitive can be used as complements, adverbial modifiers, and
noun modifying attributes.
(396)

àõï»Éáõó Ñ»ïá Ï·Ý³Ù ù³Õ³ù ·ÝáõÙÝ»ñÇ:

		 Utel-uc’
heto kgn-am
k’ałak’
gnum-ner-i.
		 eat-inf-abl post go-cond.fut.1.sg
town.nom shopping-pl-dat
		 “After having eaten I will go shopping to town.”
(397)

Ð³Ý·ëï³Ý³Éáõ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ãáõÝ»Ù:

		 Hangstanal-u
žamanak č’-un-em.
		 relax-inf-dat time.nom neg-have-pres.1.sg
		 “I do not have time to relax.”
(398)

²ñ³ÙÁ ëå³ëáõÙ ¿ ùá ·³ÉáõÝ:

		 Aram-ě
spas-um
ē
k’o
gal-u-n.
		 Aram.nom-the wait-ptcp.pres. he is your come-inf-dat-the
		 “Aram expects your coming. (Aram waits for your coming)”
(399)

²ÝÇÝ ·Ý³ó ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý å³ñ³å»Éáõ:

		 Ani-n
gnac’
gradaran
parap-el-u.
		 Ani.nom-the go-aor.3.sg library.nom study-inf-dat
		 “Ani went to the library in order to study.”
(400)

êÇÉí³Ý ÍÇÍ³Õ»Éáí »Ï³í ÇÝÓ Ùáï:

		 Silva-n
cicał-el-ov
ek-av
inj
		 Silva.nom-the laugh-inf-inst come-aor.3.sg i.dat
		 “Silva came to me laughing (lit. with laughing).”

mot.
post

Some of these declined infinitives, particulary in the dative, have been lexicalised152 such
as e.g.
ËÙ»Éáõ çáõñ xmelu ĵur lit: water to drink = drinkable water
áõï»Éáõ ÙÇë utel-u mis, lit. meat to eat = eatable meat

. Compare Petrosyan 1987: 182.
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The declined infinitive, particularly in instrumental -áí -ov-, is often used to shorten constructions. For a more detailed description see the Ch. 3.4.5.1. “Nominalised infinitives”, p. 549f.

2.5.6.2 Processual participle153
Formation
The participle is formed using the verb’s infinitive and the suffix -Çë - is.
a.

Meaning and Functions

c.

As a head of a temporal non-finite clause, it expresses simultaneous action, but the
action expressed by the participle has to be regarded as being in progress – independent
of the tense of the main verb. As such it is often used to shorten clauses and to avoid
subordinated temporal .

(401)

²Ýï³éáõÙ ëáõÝÏ Ñ³í³ù»ÉÇë, Ø³¹É»ÝÁ Ïáñóñ»ó ï³Ý µ³Ý³ÉÇÝ:

		 Antar̊-um sunk
havak’el-is
		 forest-Loc mushroom.nom collect-ptcp.proc.

Madlen-ě
Madlen.nom-the

kor-c’r-ec’
t-an
banali-n.
		 lose-caus-aor.3.sg house-dat key.nom-the
		 “Collecting mushrooms in the forest, Madlen lost her front door key.”
		 (While she was collecting mushrooms in the forest, Madlen lost her front door key.)
(402)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ »ñ»Ï í³½»ÉÇë íÝ³ë»ó áïùÁ:

		 Armen-ě
erek vazel-is
vnasec’
otk’-ě.
		 Armen.nom-the adv run-ptcp.proc. hurt-aor.3.sg. foot.nom-the
		 “Armen hurt his foot when he was running yesterday.”

It is possible to substitute the meaning of the processual participle by the periphrastic
expression: verb in infinitive in dative + Å³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak, ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ěnt’ac’k’um,
meaning during the time of, in the course of etc.
(403)

²Ûë »ñ³ÅßïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Éë»ÉÇë ïñ³Ù³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝë µ³ñÓñ³ÝáõÙ¿:

		 Ays
		 dem

eražštut’un-ě
lsel-is
music.nom-the listen-ptcp.proc.

		 barjran-um
		 rise-ptcp.pres.

tramadrut’yun-s
mood.nom-my

ē.
it is

		“Listening (to) this music, my mood rises.”(When I listen to this music, my
mood rises.)”

. In a range of Armenian grammars this participle is regarded as a secondary present participle. The
separation into two present participles goes back to M. Abełyan’s (1906: 132) functional approach:
the simple present participle in -áõÙ -um can not occur alone in a sentence; by contrast the second
present participle in -Çë -is can occur in a sentence – in the function of a participial or verbal
adverb or as a kind of participial complement.
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(403)

a.	²Ûë »ñ³ÄßïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Éë»Éáõ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï ïñ³Ù³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝë µ³ñÓñ³ÝáõÙ ¿:

			
			

Ays
dem

eražštut’yun-ě lsel-u
music.nom-the listen-inf-dat

			
			

barjran-um
ē.
rise-ptcp.pres. it is.

žamanak tramadrut’yun-s
time.nom mood.nom-my

			“Listening (to) this music, my mood rises. (When I listen to this music, my
mood rises.)”

There is no major semantic difference between (403) and (403a), just a difference in style;
(403) is considered to be high or literary style. The periphrastic way to express a simultaneous action in progress occurs more frequently in spoken Armenian.
d.
As a constituent of a processual tense form, with the inflected forms of the auxiliary
verb ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly”. It expresses an action that is/will be/was usually/habitually in
progress.
(404)

²é³íáïÛ³Ý Ý³ ¹»é ·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝÇ:

		 ar̊avotyan
na
der̊ gnal-is
		 morning
he.nom still go-ptcp.proc.
		 “In the morning we will still be going.”
(405)

klin-i.
be-cond.fut.3.sg.

²Û¹ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï ²ÝÇÝ ëáíáñ»ÉÇë ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ:

		 ayd žamanak Ani-n
sovorel-is
		 that time.nom Ani.nom-the learn-ptcp.proc.
		 “At that time Anin is (usually) learning.”

ē
lin-um.
she is be-ptcp.pres.

2.5.6.3 Future participle
Formation
The participle is formed from the infinitive + suffix -áõ -u.
Meaning
It expresses a potential meaning, or that an action shall be performed after the moment
of speech.
Functions
a.
–
–

To shorten temporal clauses. Since this participle is formal, similar to the dative of the
infinitive, the following clauses may have two readings:
a potential meaning, expressed by the future participle
a final meaning, expressed by the dative of the infinitive

(406)

Ï³ï³ñ»Éáõ ·áñÍ

		 katar-el-u
gorc
		 fulfil-inf-dat work.nom
		 “the work to fulfil”
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(406)

a.

			
			
			

b.
c.

Ï³ï³ñ»Éáõ ·áñÍ

katarel-u
gorc
fulfil-ptcp.fut. work.nom
“the work which must be done”

The future participle is mainly used as a constituent of the regular compound future
tense(s) of the indicative.
The future participle is also used with the inflected auxiliary ÈÇÝ»É linel to be repeatedly/ habitually” to express prospective actions, particularly in subjunctive, conditional (and debitive) mood.

(407)

ºñµ Ë³ÝáõÃ ·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ë, ÇÝÓ ÝáõÛÝå»ë ³ë³° ÙÇ³ëÇÝ ·Ý³Ýù:

		 Erb
xanut’
gnalu
		 conj shop.nom go-ptcp.fut.

lines
inj
be-subj.fut.2.sg i.dat

nuynpes
also

		 asa
miasin
gn-ank’.
		 say-imp.2. sg together go-subj.fut.1pl154
		 “When you are about to go to the shop, tell me also, let us go together!”

2.5.6.4 Future participle II
There is also a secondary future participle in -Çù ik’.
Formation
It is derived from transitives and passives only; it is formed from these verbs’ infinitive +
suffix -Çù -ik’.
Meaning
It expresses an action that must be accomplished after the moment of speech.
Functions
It is highly object-oriented and functions syntactically as a noun modifier, shortening temporal clauses.
(408)

Â³ñ·Ù³Ýí»ÉÇù ¿ç»ñÁ Ýßí³Í »Ý Ï³ñÙÇñáí:

		 t’argman-v-el-ik’
		 translate-pass-ptcp.fut.2.
		 en
		 they are

ēj-er-ě
nš-v-ac
page-pl.nom-the mark-pass-ptcp.res.

karmir-ov.
red-inst

		 “The pages that must be translated are marked with red (colour).”

. The first person Plural of Subjunctive Future is here used in hortative function!
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(409)

²Ûëûñí³ ÅáÕáíÇÝ Ëáëí»ÉÇù ùÇã µ³Ý Ï³:

		 aysōr-va
žołov-i-n
xos-v-elik’
k’ič’
		 today-dat meeting-dat-the talk-pass-ptcp.fut.2. few
		 ban
k-a.
		 thing.nom exist-pres.3.sg.
		“There is not much to talk (about) in today’s meeting.” (lit. A few things exist that
have to betalked (about) in today’s meeting.)
(410)

Î³ñ¹³ÉÇù ·ñù»ñë µ»ñ»É »Ù ÇÝÓ Ñ»ï:

		 kardal-ik’
grk’-er-s
ber-el
em
inj
het.
		 read-ptcp.fut.2. book-pl.nom-my bring-ptcp.perf. I am i.dat post
		 “I have brought the books I have to read with me.”
		Note: the possessive suffix on the noun ‘book’ refers to the agent of the participle and
has no possessive meaning in sensu stricto: it does not mean “my books that have to
be read”, but the “books that I have to read.”

2.5.6.5 Resultative participle
Formation
The resultative participle is generated from the present stem of the e-conjugation verbs and
the aorist stem of the -a-conjugation verbs plus the suffix -³Í -ac.
Table 10. Formation of Resultative Participle155
Simple
in -el

Simple
in -al

Suffixed
in -n-

Suffixed
in – č’-

Suffixed
in-an-

Suffixed
in -en-

Inf.

·ñ»É

Ï³ñ¹³É

ï»ëÝ»É

÷³Ëã»É

áõñ³Ë³Ý³É

í³Ë»Ý³É

Aorist
stem
Part.
Res.

·ñ-

Ï³ñ¹³ó-

ï»ë-

÷³Ë-

áõñ³Ë³ó-

í³Ë»ó-

·ñ³Í

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í

ï»ë³Í

÷³Ë³Í

áõñ³Ë³ó³Í

í³Ë»ó³Í

gr-el

gr-ac
gr-ac

kard-al

kardac’-

kardac’-ac

tes-n-el
tes-

tes-ac

p’ax-č’-el

urax-an-al

p’ax-

uraxac’-

p’ax-ac

uraxac’-ac

Causativised in -c’n-el

Passivised in -vel155

Inf.

Ï³ñ¹³óÝ»É

·ñí»É

Aorist stem

Ï³ñ¹³óñ-

·ñí-

Part.
Res.

Ï³ñ¹³óñ³Í

·ñí³Í

karda-c’n-el
kardac’r-

kardac’r-ac

vax-en-al
vaxec’-

vaxec’-ac

gr-v-el
grv-

grv-ac

. Multifunctional -v- means not only passivised verbs, but also reflexivised, reciprocalised
and anticausativised verbs.
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Restriction: the resultative participle can not be formed from a group of intransitive verbs:
(Kozintseva 1988: 452)
–

–

non-terminative process verbs like ù³ÛÉ»É k’aylel “to step, to walk”, í³½»É vazel “to
run”, ß³ñáõÝ³Ï»É šarunakel “to continue”, ï¨»É tewel “to last”, ÙÉ³í»É mlavel “to
mew” etc.
non-terminative verbs of volition and possession: áõ½»Ý³É uzenal “to want, to wish”;
Ï³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to want, to wish”, áõÝ»Ý³É unenal “to have”, ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “to
know”.156

Meaning
This participle denotes a state that results from an action.
Functions
a. As the verbal head of a non-finite clause.
As such it can be used in an adverbial function:
(411 )

²ñ³ÙÁ ÑÇ³ó³Í ¿ ÉëáõÙ:

		 Aram-ě
hiac’-ac
ē
ls-um.
		 Aram.nom-the delight-ptcp.res. he is listen-ptcp.pres.
		 “Aram listens delightedly.”

b.

It is also frequently used as a noun attribute, particularly in shortened participial
constructions.

In this attributive function, the resultative participle can refer
–

To the same agent/subject as the finite verb of the main action, and thus the participle’s
agent-subject is not expressed.

(412 )
		
		
		

–

Ì³éÇ ï³Ï Ýëï³Í ³ÕçÇÏÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿:

Car̊-i
tak
nst-ac
ałjik-ě
kard-um
ē.
tree-dat post sit-ptcp.res. girl.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. she is
“The girl (who is) sitting under the tree is reading.”

To an agent/subject which does not coincide with the one of the finite verb of the main
action, thus its overt agent/subject must be expressed by means of a noun in the dative
(413) or pronoun genitive case (= possessive pronouns) as in (414); or in the case of
a 1st or 2nd person agent/subject, by means of the corresponding possessive suffix on
the noun, as in (415).

. These verbs are the extended, non-terminative and habitual forms of the corresponding
verbs áõ½»É uzel, áõÝ»É unel “to have”, ·Çï»É gitel “to know”.
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(413)

²ÝáõßÇ ïÝÏ³Í Í³ñÁ ³Ûë ï³ñÇ µ»ñù ïí»ó:

tnk-ac’
car̊-ě
ays tari
plant-ptcp.res. tree.nom-the this year.nom

		
		

Anuš-i
Anuš-dat

		
		

berk’
tv-ec’.
harvest.nom give-aor.3.sg.

		 “The tree that Anuš has planted gave fruits this year.”157
(414 )

ÆÙ Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ·ÇñùÁ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿ñ

		 im kardac’-ac
girk’-ě
šat hetak’rk’ir ēr.
		 my read-ptcp.res. book.nom-the int interesting was-it
		 “The book I have read was very interesting.”
(415)

Ï³ñ¹³ó³Íë ·ÇñùÁ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿ñ

		 kardac’ac-s
girk’-ě
šat hetak’rk’ir ēr.
		 read-ptcp.res-my book.nom-the int interesting was-it
		 “The book I have read was very interesting.”

The participle can also be nominalised by means of the definite article and can be inflected
following the i-declination:
(416)

øÝ³ÍÁ ³ñÃÝ³ó³í:

		 K’nac-ě
art’nac’-av.
		 sleep-ptcp.res-the wake-aor.3.sg.
		 “The asleep/sleeping (person) woke up.”
(417)

²ñ³ÙÇ ·ñ³ÍÇó áãÇÝã ã»Ù Ñ³ëÏ³ÝáõÙ:

		 Aram-i
grac-ic’
		 Aram-dat write-ptcp.res-abl

oč’inč’   č’-em
nothing neg-I am

haskan-um.
understand-ptcp.pres.

		“I understand nothing of what Aram has written. I understand nothing of Aram’s
writing.”

c.

As a constituent of the series of stative tenses (with the auxiliary “to be”) and the stative durative tenses (with the auxiliary “to be repeatedly”).

2.5.6.6 Subject participle158
Formation
The subject participle is generated from the present stem of verbs of the -e-conjugation
(including -Ý -n- and ã -č’- suffixed, as well as causativised and passivised) and from the
aorist stems of the verbs of the -a-conjugation (including -»Ý³É -enal and -³Ý³É -anal,
suffixed ) + suffix -áÕ -oł. This participle is a nomen agentis.

. In German such shortened participle constructions are quite common, but in contrast to MEA here
a passive form is used: compare: Der von Anuš gepflanzte Baum brachte dieses Jahr Früchte.
. Compare Petrosyan 1987: 159f.
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Table 11. Formation of the Subject Participle159
Simple
in -el
Present
Stem

·ñ

gr-

Suffixed
in -n-

Suffixed
in – č’-

ï»ë-»É

÷³Ëã-

tes-nkardac’-

·ñáÕ

gr-oł

Ï³ñ¹³óáÕ

kardac’- oł

Present Stem

Suffixed
in -an-

Suffixed
in -en-

áõñ³Ë³ó-

í³Ë»ó-

áõñ³Ë³óáÕ

í³Ë»óáÕ

p’ax-č’-

Ï³ñ¹³ó-

Aorist
stem
Part.
Sub.

Simple
in–al

uraxac’ï»ëÝáÕ

tesn- oł

÷³ËãáÕ

p’axč’- oł

uraxac’- oł

Causativised
in -c’n-el

Passivised
in -vel159

Ï³ñ¹³óÝ-

·ñí-

Ï³ñ¹³óÝáÕ

·ñíáÕ

karda-c’n-el

vaxec’-

vaxec’- oł

gr-v-

Aorist Stem
Part. Sub.

kardac’n- oł

grv- oł

Functions
It is strictly subject-oriented and functions most frequently as noun modifying attribute.
(418)

ê³ É³í Ï³ñ¹³óáÕ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ ¿:

		 Sa
lav
kardac’-oł
ašakert-n
ē.
		 dem good read-ptcp.sub. pupil.nom-the it is
		 “This is the pupil who reads well.”
(419)	¶Ý³Éáí ë³ëïÏ³óáÕ ù³ÙÇÝ ëïÇå»ó ÍÝáÕÝ»ñÇÝ ïáõÝ Ï³Ýã»Éáõ µ³ÏáõÙ Ë³Õ³óáÕ
Çñ»Ýó »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ£

		 gnal-ov160
sastkac’-oł
		 go-inf-inst intensify-ptcp.sub.

k’ami-n
stip-ec’
wind.nom-the force-aor.3.sg

		 cnoł-ner-i-n
tun
kanč’-el-u
bak-um
parent-pl-dat-the house.nom call-inf-dat courtyard-loc
		 xałac’-oł
irenc’ erexa-ner-i-n.
play-ptcp.sub. their child-pl-dat-the
		“The increasingly intensifying wind forced the parents to call their children, who
were playing in the courtyard, home.” (lit: The increasingly intensifying wind forced
the parents to call their in the courtyard playing children home.)

. Multifunctional -í- -v- means not only passivised verbs, but also reflexivised, reciprocalised
and anticausativised verbs.
. This instrumental infinitive of the motion verb ·Ý³É gnal “go” is lexicalised: ·Ý³Éáí gnalov
simply means “increasingly”, “by and by”, “little by little”.
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The participle can also be nominalised and inflected following the i-declination.
(420)

Þ³ï Ï³ñ¹³óáÕÁ Ë»Éáù ÏÉÇÝÇ.

		 Šat
kardac’-oł-ě
xelok’ klin-i.
		 much read-ptcp.sub.nom-the
clever be-cond.fut.3.sg.
		 “The one who reads a lot will be clever.”
(421)

ÆëÏáõÛÝ ï»ë³ ÇÝÓ ¹ÇÙ³íáñáÕÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 Iskuyn
tes-a
inj
dimavor-oł-ner-i-n.
		 immediately see-aor.1.sg I.dat welcome-ptcp.sub-pl-dat-the
		 “Immediately I saw the people welcoming me.”

Some of these participles have been lexicalised and show two different readings nowadays, e.g.
·ñáÕ groł
áõë³ÝáÕ usanoł
ÍÝáÕ cnoł

a. writing
b. writer
a. learning
b. student
a. giving birth b. parent

2.5.6.7 Present participle
Formation
The present participle is formed from the verb’s present stem and the suffix -áõÙ -um.
Meaning
The participle expresses an action in progress or a habitual action in the present time.
Function
–

The present participle is only used with the auxiliary “to be” or to be repeatedly/habitually” to express the present or imperfect tense.

(422 )

²Ù»Ý ÏÇñ³ÏÇ ûñÁ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ì»ñÝÇë³Å:

		 Amen kiraki ōr-ě
Vardan-ě
gn-um
		 every Sunday day.nom-the Vardan.nom-the go-ptcp.pres.
		 ē
Vernisaž.
		 he is Vernisage
		 “Every Sunday Vardan goes to Vernisage.”
(423)
		
		

²Ù»Ý ÏÇñ³ÏÇ ûñÁ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ñ ì»ñÝÇë³Å:

Amen kiraki ōr-ě
Vardan-ě
gn-um
every Sunday day.nom-the Vardan.nom-the go-ptcp.pres.
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ēr
Vernisaž.
he was Vernisage

		 “Vardan used to go to Vernisage every Sunday.”

The ending of the present participle is one of the main morphological features to distinguish Armenian dialects. The form in -áõÙ -um is a typical feature of all Eastern dialects
of Modern Armenian, whereas Western dialects form the present imperfect with typically
Ï- k-particle and synthetic verbal forms.161
In some Eastern dialects there still remains a third present form in a participle in
-Çë -is. Some of these forms are preserved as petrified forms also in current spoken and
written MEA: ·³É gal “to come”– ·³ÉÇë »Ù galis em “I come, I am coming” ï³É tal “to
give”– ï³ÉÇë »Ù talis em “I am giving; I give”, É³É lal “to cry”– É³ÉÇë »Ù lalis em “I am
crying; I cry”162. In colloquial MEA, these fossilised present participles in -Çë -is are often
pronounced without the final -s.

2.5.6.8 Perfect participle
Formation
The perfect participle is formed from the aorist stem to which the suffix -»É -el is attached.
Table 12. Formation of the Perfect Participle
Simple in
-el

Simple in
-al

Suffixed in Suffixed in
-n– č’-

Suffixed in
-an-

Suffixed in
-en-

Inf.

·ñ»É

Ï³ñ¹³É

ï»ëÝ»É

÷³Ëã»É

áõñ³Ë³Ý³É

í³Ë»Ý³É

AOR.
Stem
Part.
Perf.

·ñ-

Ï³ñ¹³ó-

ï»ë-

÷³Ë-

áõñ³Ë³ó-

í³Ë»ó-

·ñ»É

Ï³ñ¹³ó»É

ï»ë»É

÷³Ë»É

áõñ³Ë³ó»É

í³Ë»ó»É

gr-el
gr-

gr-el

kard-al

kardac’-

kardac’-el

tes-n-el
tes-

tes-el

p’ax-č’-el
p’ax-

p’ax-el

urax-an-al
uraxac’-

uraxac’-el

vax-en-al
vaxec’-

vaxec’-el

. This feature is one of the “oldest” features given in Armenian dialectology: already in
A. Aytěnian’s (1866) øÝÝ³Ï³Ý ù»ñ³Ï³ÝáõÃÇõÝ ³ßË³ñÑ³µ³ñ Ï³Ù ³ñ¹Ç Ñ³Û»ñ¿Ý É»½íÇ K’nnakan
k’erakanut’iwn ašxarhabar kam ardi hayerēn lezvi; in the first Armenian dialectology of H. Ačr̊ayan
(1911) Ð³Û µ³ñµ³é³·ÇïáõÃÛáõÝ Hay barbar̊agitut’yun; and the following S. Łaribyan (1953):
Ð³Û µ³ñµ³é³·ÇïáõÃÛáõÝ Hay barbar̊agitut’yun.; G. Jahukyan (1972) Ð³Û µ³ñµ³é³·ÇïáõÃÛ³Ý
Ý»ñ³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ Hay barbar̊agitut’yan neracut’yun.
e.g. “I write”: MEA ·ñáõÙ »Ù grum em, MWA: ÏÁ ·ñ»Ù kě grem.
. Note: the verb É³É lal is increasingly less used in MEA; it can only be found in written Armenian.
In spoken Armenian the verbs É³ó»É lacel and É³ó ÉÇÝ»É lac linel have totally replaced É³É lal in the
meaning of to cry”. e.g. The meaning of ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ É³ÉÇë ¿ Vardaně lalis ē. “Vardan cries” is expressed
by ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ É³óáõÙ ¿ Vardane lac’um ē or ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ É³ó ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ: Vardaně lac’ ē linum in spoken
Armenian. There is no semantic difference between these three verbs.
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Causativised in -c’n-el

Passivised in -vel163

Inf.

Ï³ñ¹³óÝ»É

·ñí»É

Aorist Stem

Ï³ñ¹³óñ-

·ñí-

Part. Perf.

Ï³ñ¹³óñ»É

·ñí»É

karda-c’n-el
kardac’r-

kardac’r-el

gr-v-el
grv-

grv-el

Meaning
The perfect participle expresses a general action that has been accomplished and/or completed in the past. It is also an action which the speaker himself has not witnessed.163
Function
The perfect participle is used to form the present perfect and past perfect (pluquamperfect)
tenses with the inflected auxiliary.
(424 )	êÇñ³ÝáõßÁ 22 ï³ñÇ ³ßË³ï»É ¿ Î³åÇ ¨ ïñ³ÝëåáñïÇ Ý³Ë³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝáõÙ:
		 Siranuš-ě
22 tari
ašxat-el
ē
		 Siranuš.nom-the 22 year.nom work-ptcp.perf. she is
		 kap-i
ew
transport-i
naxararut’yun-um.
		 communication-dat conj transport-dat ministry-loc
		“Siranuš has worked 22 years in the Ministry of Communication and Transport.”

2.5.6.9 Negative participle
Formation
The participle is formed from the infinitive stem and the suffix -Ç -i for verbs of the
e-conjugation and with the suffix -³ -a for verbs of the a-conjugation.
Meaning and Function
It negates the subjunctive mood and is exclusively used in this function.

2.5.7

Finite verbal forms

A finite verb is a verb that is inflected for person, number, and for tense and mood.
Regarding tenses, MEA forms all tenses – except the aorist – analytically with participles
and the inflected forms of the auxiliary.
Regarding moods, MEA forms all moods – except the indicative – synthetically.

. Multifunctional -í- -v- means not only passivised verbs, but also reflexivised, reciprocalised
and anticausativised verbs.
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2.5.7.1 Auxiliary
MEA has one major auxiliary »Ù em “to be” with a restricted inventory to express tenses
and copular meaning.
This auxiliary has the following forms in present tense and imperfect tense:
Present tense
1. SG. »Ù em “I am”
2. SG. »ë es “you are”
3. SG. ¿ ē “he-she-it is”

Imperfect tense
¿Ç ēi “I was”
¿Çñ ēir “you were”
¿ñ ēr “he-she-it was”

1. PL. »Ýù enk’ “we are”
2. PL. »ù ek’ “you are”
3. PL. »Ý en “they are”

¿ÇÝù ēink’ “we were”
¿Çù ēik’ “you were”
¿ÇÝ ēin “they were”

The auxiliary usually follows the participle in neutral and unmarked sentences, e.g. ·ñáõÙ »Ù grum
em “I write”, ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ·ÇñùÁ: Vardaně kardum ē girk’ě. “Vardan reads the book”
The auxiliary is negated by prefixing the negative particle ã- č’- to the inflected auxiliary
that usually precedes the participle in analytic forms, e.g. ã»Ù ·ñáõÙ č’em grum “I do not write”.
Note: there are two forms of the negated 3. SG. present tense: ãÇ č’i and ã¿ č’ē.
ãÇ č’i is exclusively used in analytic tenses, whereas ã¿ č’ē is used in copular function.
(425)

²ÝáõßÁ ·ñáõÙ ¿:

		 Anuš-ě
		 Anuš.nom-the
		 “Anuš is writing.”
(425)

a.

			
			
			
(426)

gr-um
ē.
write-ptcp.pres. she is

²ÝáõßÁ ãÇ ·ñáõÙ:

Anuš-ě
č’-i
gr-um.
Anuš.nom-the neg-she is write-ptcp.pres.
“Anuš is not writing.”

²ÝáõßÁ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏ ¿:

		 Anuš-ě
gełec’ik
		 Anuš.nom-the beautiful
		 “Anuš is a beautiful girl.”
(426)

a.

			
			
			

ałjik
ē.
girl.nom she is.

²ÝáõßÁ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏ ã¿:

Anuš-ě
gelec’ik
ałjik
č’-ě.
Anuš.nom-the beautiful girl.nom neg-she is
“Anuš is not a beautiful girl.”

Note: in colloquial MEA speakers frequently use the negative 3. SG. ãÇ č’i for both the
analytic tense and copular use.164

. Łaragyulyan 1981:101. Zak’aryan 1981:211.
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The secondary auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually” can be used in the following functions:
– as a copular verb it expresses a habitual state
(427)	¸Ç½í³é»ÉÇùÇ Ý»ñÏñÙ³Ý Í³í³ÉÝ»ñÁ ³í»ÉÇ Ù»Í »Ý ÉÇÝáõÙ ³ßÝ³Ý³ÛÇÝ ¨ ÓÙ»é³ÛÇÝ
³ÙÇëÝ»ñÇÝ: (Armenpress 02.05.2005)
		 Dizvar°elik’-i nerkm-an
caval-ner-ě
aveli mec
		 diesel oil-dat import-dat extent-pl.nom-the int big

en
they are

		 lin-um
ašnanayin ew
jmer°ayin amis-ner-i-n.
		 be-ptcp.pres. autumn conj winter
month-pl-dat-the
		“The volume of diesel oil import is (usually) higher in the autumn and winter months.”

–

In compound tenses, it is used in its inflected forms to express:

a.

the auxiliary in all those tenses that the defective auxiliary »Ù “em” does not have: perfect (»Õ»É »Ù ełel em), past perfect (»Õ»É ¿Ç ełel ēi), aorist (»É³ eła), future (õÇÝ»Éáõ »Ù
linelu em), future-in-the-past (õÇÝ»Éáõ ¿Ç linelu ēi) etc;
stative forms (perfect, past perfect, aorist, future, future-in-the-past) with the participle resultative;
to express a durative stative (=habitual) form with resultative participles;
to express a repeated/habitual action with processual participles.

b.
c.
d.

(428)	Ð³Ýñ³ÏñÃáõÃÛ³Ý áÉáñïÇ ÑÇÙÝ³Ï³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇó ¾ »Õ»É Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·Ç
ûåïÇÙ³É³óáõÙÁ: (Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 Hanrakrt’ut’y-an
olort-i
himnakan xndir-ner-ic’
		 general education-dat field-dat basic
question-pl-abl

ē
it is

		 eł-el
hamakarg-i ōptimalic’um-ě.
		 be-ptcp.perf. system-dat optimalisation.nom-the
		“The basic question of the general education’s area (domain) has been the optimalisation of the system.”
(429)	îáÝ³í³×³éÇ ³é³çÇÝ ûñÁ ÝíÇñí³Í ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ ³í³Ý¹³µ³ñ ·áñ· ³ñï³¹ñáÕ
áñ¨¿ å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý: (Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		 Tonavačar°-i ar°ajin
		 fair-dat
first

ōr-ě
nvir-v-ac
ē
day.nom-the dedicate-pass-ptcp.res. it is

		 lin-um
avandabar gorg
artadr-oł
		 be-ptcp.pres. traditionally carpet –nom produce-ptcp.sub.
		 orewē petut’y-an.
		 any
state-dat
		“The first day of the fair is (usually) dedicated to any traditional carpet-producing state.”
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2.5.7.2 Tense forms
2.5.7.2.1 Present tense
Formation
a.
b.

c.

d.

The dynamic (i.e. “regular” present tense) is formed with the present participle in -áõÙ -um
and the auxiliary “to be” in the present tense, e.g. ·ñáõÙ »Ù grum em “I write”.
The stative present tense is formed with the resultative participle in – ³Í -ac and the
auxiliary “to be” in the present tense for durative and with the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to
be repeatedly/habitually” in the present tense for non-durative statives, e.g. ·ñ³Í »Ù
grac em, ·ñ³Í »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ grac em linum
The processual present tense is formed with the processual participle in Çë -is and the
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly/habitually” in the present tense, e.g. ·ñ»ÉÇë »Ù
ÉÇÝáõÙ grelis em linum.
The prospective present tense is formed with the future participle in -áõ -u and the auxiliary “to be repeatedly/habitually” in the present tense, e.g. ·ñ»Éáõ »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ grelu em
linum. These prospective forms are not productive any more; they are practically obsolete
and are so scarcely used that the average native speaker doesn’t know them.

Meaning
In general, the present tense can refer to general situations or to situations localised anywhere in time:165
In temporally localised situations,
a.
b.
c.

the dynamic present tense denotes an action that is in progress at the point of speech,
i.e. the point of references coincides with the moment of speech.
The dynamic present tense has a narrative function as the “historical present” and
denotes sequences of past events from a retrospective point of view.
The dynamic present tense also denotes future actions; if the performance of the action
is regarded as sure or as if the action is already performed in the moment of speech.
This is very common in spoken Armenian.

In general situations,
d. The dynamic present tense denotes the agent’s ability to perform an action.
e. The dynamic present tense denotes a habitual or iterative action. This meaning can be
stressed by a range of adverbs expressing:
– cyclical time such as ûñ»Ï³Ý ōrekan “daily”, ï³ñ»Ï³Ý tarekan “yearly”, ³Ùë³Ï³Ý
amsakan “monthly”, ·Çß»ñÝ»ñáí gišerov “at night”, ³Ù»Ý ûñ amen ōr “every day” etc.
– frequency or interval as Ñ³×³Ë hačax “often”, Ñ³½í³¹»å hazvadep “seldom”, ë³Ï³í
sakav “rarely”, »ñµÙ»Ý erbemn “sometimes”, Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ³é Å³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak ar°

. Comp.: Konzintseva 1995: 280.
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–

žamanak “from time to time, occasionally” , Ù»Ï-Ù»Ï mek-mek “sometimes, from time
to time” etc.
habituality, as ëáíáñ³µ³ñ sovorabar “usually”, ÙÇßï mišt “always”, Ù»Í Ù³ë³Ùµ mec
masamb “mostly” etc. (Kozintseva 1995:281)
(430)

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

		 Hasmik-ě
namak
ē
gr-um.
		 Hasmik.nom-the letter.nom she is write-ptcp.pres.
		 “Hasmik writes a letter. Hasmik is writing a letter.” (Action in progress)
(431)
		
		
		
		

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ ÝëïáõÙ ¿, ·ñÇãÁ í»ñóÝáõÙ áõ ·ñáõÙ Ý³Ù³ÏÁ:

Hasmik-ě
Hasmik.nom-the
gr-um
write-ptcp.pres.

nst-um
ē
grič’-ě
verc’n-um
u
sit-ptcp.pres. she is pen.nom-the take-ptcp.pres. conj
namak-ě.
letter.nom-the

		 “Hasmik sits down, takes the pen and writes the letter.”
(432)

Ð»Ýó í³ÕÁ ïáÙë »Ù í»ñóÝáõÙ, ÃáõÝáõÙ »Ù ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã ¨ ÃéãáõÙ ö³ñÇ½:

		 henc’
		 just

vałě
toms
em
tomorrow ticket.nom I am

verc’n-um
tołn-um
take-ptcp.pres. leave-ptcp.pres

		 em amen inč’
ew
t’r°č’-um
P’ariz.
		 I am everything.nom conj fly-ptcp.pres. Paris.nom
		 “Just tomorrow I take a ticket, leave everything and fly to Paris.
		 (Just tomorrow I will take a ticket, will leave everything and will fly to Paris).”
(433)

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ ËáëáõÙ ¿ Çï³É»ñ»Ý:

		 Hasmik-ě
xos-um
ē
italeren.
		 Hasmik.nom-the speak-ptcp.pres. she is Italian.nom
		 “Hasmik speaks Italian.” (Agent’s ability to perform an action)
(434)

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ Ñ³×³Ë Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

		 Hasmik-ě
hačax namak
ē
gr-um.
		 Hasmik.nom-the often letter.nom she is write-ptcp.pres.
		 “Hasmik often writes letters.” (Habitual, iterative action)

Stative Present Tense
a. Denotes a one-time state in the present tense (with the auxiliary “em” and the resultative participle), e.g. Ýëï³Í »Ù nstac em “I sit”, “I am sitting”
b. Denotes a habitual state in the present tense (with the auxiliary linel in the present tense and the resultative participle) e.g. nstac em linum “I am habitually, usually
sitting”
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(435)

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ Ýëï³Í ¿ ·ñ³ë»ÝÛ³ÏáõÙ:

		 Hasmik-ě
nst-ac
ē
grasenyak-um.
		 Hasmik.nom-the sit-ptcp.res. she is office-loc
		 “Hasmik is sitting in the office.”
		Note: the stative tense form, expressing a state and not an action. With the auxiliary
“em” it more closely refers to a state at the moment of speech, i.e. Hasmik is sitting
in the office NOW.
(436)
		
		
		
		

Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ ³Ù»Ý ûñ ·ñ³ë»ÝÛ³ÏáõÙ Ýëï³Í ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ:

Hasmik-ě
amen ōr
grasenyak-um nst-ac
Hasmik.nom-the every day.nom office-loc
sit-ptcp.res.
ē
lin-um.
she is be-ptcp.pres.

		 “Hasmik sits in the office every day.”
		Note: the stative present tense form, expressing a habitual state of the agent by
means of the inflected form of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel: Hasmik sits in the office, not
[just] now (at the moment of speech), but every day.

Processual Present Tense
Denotes an action that is usually/habitually in progress; the processual participle in -is and
the present tense of the auxiliary linel: Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ kardalis em linum “I am usually reading”.
(437)
		
		
		
		

²Û¹ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ ëáíáñ»ÉÇë ¿ ÉÇÝáõÙ:

ayd žamanak Hasmik-ě
sovorel-is
that time.nom Hasmik.nom-the learn-ptcp.proc.
ē
lin-um.
she is be habitually-ptcp.pres.

		 “(Usually) At this time Hasmik is learning.”
		Note: a habitual action in progress: usually at a certain time Hasmik is learning. The
action in progress is expressed by the processual participle, the habitual
action by the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel.

2.5.7.2.2 Imperfect (or Past) tense
Formation
a.
b.

The dynamic i.e. “regular” imperfect tense is formed with the present participle in -áõÙ
-um and the auxiliary “to be” in the imperfect tense, e.g. ·ñáõÙ ¿Ç grum ēi “I wrote”
The stative imperfect tense is formed with the resultative participle in -³Í -ac and
the auxiliary “to be” in the imperfect tense for durative and with the auxiliary “to be
repeatedly habitually” in the imperfect tense for non-durative statives, e.g. ·ñ³Í ¿Ç
grac ēi, ·ñ³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ grac ēi linum
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c.

The processual tense is formed with the processual participle in -Çë -is and the auxiliary “to be repeatedly/habitually” in the imperfect tense, e.g. ·ñ»ÉÇë ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ grelis ēi
linum.166

Meaning
The primary characteristic of the imperfect tense is that it denotes an action which started
in the past and which is not completed. Thus, the imperfect tense always expresses the
imperfective aspect.
As with the present tense, the imperfect tense can refer to temporally localised situations or to general situations.
In temporally localized situations,
a.
b.

c.

if the expression refers to a single situation in the past, the dynamic imperfect tense
conveys the meaning of an ongoing process. (See (438) below)
The dynamic imperfect tense denotes an action that was in progress at the reference
point i.e. the situation is viewed from the synchronic reference point. The imperfect
conveys the meaning of an ongoing process. This synchronic point of reference can be
additionally expressed by deictic adverbs like ÑÇÙ³ hima “now”, ³Ûë å³ÑÇÝ ays pahin
“at this moment”, ³ÛÄÙ ayžm “now” etc. (439)
If the reference point is retrospective, the imperfect conveys a situation included in
the progression of events. The marker of this usage is usually a time adverbial of
limited duration and/or other elements, indicating that the situation referred to is
part of the succession of events; e.g. constructions with the postposition Ñ»ïá heto
“after”. (440)

(438)
		
		
		
(439)

ºñ»Ï Ý³Ù³Ï ¿Ç ·ñáõÙ ÇÙ »ÕµáñÁ:

Erek
namak
ēi
gr-um
im ełbor-ě.
yesterday letter.nom-the I was write-ptcp.pres. my brother-dat-the
“Yesterday I wrote a letter to my brother.”
ØÇ·áõó» Ý³ ÑÇÙ³ Ñ³Ýñ³Ñ³Ûï å³ñáÕ ¿ñ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 miguc’e na
hima hanrahayt par-oł
		 perhaps he.nom now popular
dance-ptcp.sub.nom
		 “Perhaps he was a popular dancer now.”
(440)

ēr.
he was

Ö³ß»Éáõó Ñ»áá ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ÝëïáõÙ ¿ñ° ³ßË³ï»Éáõ:

		 Čaš-el-uc’
heto Vardan-ě
nst-um
ēr
ašxat-el-u.
		 eat-inf-abl past Vardan.nom-the sit-ptcp.pres. he was work-inf-dat
		 “After eating Vardan sat down to work.”

. The prospective forms are not productive in this tense. They are formed with the future
participle in -áõ-u and the auxiliary “to be repeatedly/habitually” in the imperfect tense, e.g. ·ñ»Éáõ
¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ grelu ēi linum.
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In general situations,
d.

e.
f.

the dynamic imperfect tense denotes a habitual action in the past. This meaning can
be stressed by a range of adverbs conveying habitual meaning, as given above. (See
(441) below)
The dynamic imperfect denotes an iterative action in the past, also marked by adverbial modifiers, as given above. (442 )
The dynamic imperfect may also: (i.) characterise the result of the action, or (ii.) relate
to the beginning of an action or state, or (iii.) relate to the final moment of the action.
These meanings are usually marked by complements or adverbial modifiers which
imply that the action has reached its limit or the result has been obtained.167 (443)

(441)

¶ÛáõÕáõÙ Â»ÝÇÝ ÙÇßï Ñ³Ý·Çëï ¿ñ ùÝáõÙ:

		 Gyuł-um
T’eni-n
mišt
hangist ēr
k’n-um.
		 village-loc T’eni.nom-the always quiet
she was sleep-ptcp.pres.
		 “In the village T’eni always slept quietly.”
(442) àñáß »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇ Ùáï Ù³Ûñ»ñÝ ³í»ÉÇ Ñ³×³Ë ¿ÇÝ ·³ÉÇë: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 oroš		
erexa-ner-i
mot
mayr-er-n	  aveli hačax
		 certain child-pl-dat post
mother-pl.nom-the	  more often
		 ēin     gal-is.
		 they were   come-ptcp.pres.
		 “Certain children the mothers visited more often.”
(443)
		
		
		

àõëáõóÇãÁ Ñ³ÝÏ³ñÍ ëÏëáõÙ ¿ñ ·áé³É:

Usuc’ič’-ě
hankarc sks-um
ēr
gor̊-al.
teacher.nom-the suddenly start-ptcp.pres. he was yell-inf
“The teacher suddenly started to yell.”

Stative Imperfect Tenses
a.
b.

The stative imperfect denotes a one-time state in the past (with the auxiliary “em” and resultative participle), e.g. Ýëï³Í ¿Ç nstac ēi “I sit”, “I was sitting”. (See (444) and (445) below)
The stative imperfect denotes a durative and/or habitual state in the past (with the auxiliary “linel” in the imperfect tense and the resultative participle) e.g. Ýëï³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ
nstac ēi linum “I was usually sitting; I was sitting for a long time”. (See (446) below)

(444) ²ÝÇÝ Ï³ÝóÝ³Í ¿ñ å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇ ³é³ç ¨ Ý³ÛáõÙ ¿ñ ¹»åÇ ÷áÕáó:
		 Ani-n
kangn-ac
ēr
patuhan-i
ar°aj
		 Ani.nom-the stand-ptcp.res. she was window-dat post
		 ew
		 conj

nay-um
ēr
depi
look-ptcp.pres. she was prep

p’ołoc’.
street.nom

		 “Ani stood in front of the window and looked on to the street.”

. see Kozintseva 1995: 26; Kozintseva 1995b: 282f.
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(445)	ìÇñ³Ñ³ïáõÃÛáõÝÇó ³é³ç ëïÇåí³Í ¿Ç ÆÝï»ñÝ»ïáõÙ ÷Ýïñ»É ÇÝÓ
Ñ»ï³ùñùñáÕ ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		 virahatut’yun-ic
		 surgery-abl

ar̊aj stip-v-ac
ēi
post force-pass-ptcp.res. I was

		 internet-um
		 internet-loc

p’ntr-el
search-inf

		 inj
hetak’rk’r-oł
tełekut’yun-ner.
		 i.dat interest-ptcp.sub. information-pl.nom
		“Before the surgery I was forced to search the internet for information
interesting me.”
(446 )	Ü³ËÏÇÝáõÙ ÑÇÙÝ³¹ñ³ÙÁ ëïÇåí³Í ¿ñ ÉÇÝáõÙ ³ñÓ³·³Ýù»É ÑáõÙ³ÝÇï³ñ
µÝáõÛÃÇ Ññ³ï³å ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇÝ:
(Armenpress 19.05.2006)
		 naxkin-um
himnadram-ě
stip-v-ac
ēr
		 former days-loc foundation.nom-the force-pass-ptcp.res. it was
		 lin-um
arjagank’el humanitar
bnuyt’-i
		 be-ptcp.pres. respond-inf humanitarian character-dat
		 hratap xndir-ner-i-n.
		 urgent problem-pl-dat-the
		“In former days the foundation used to be forced to respond to urgent issues of
humanitarian character.”

Processual Imperfect Tense
Denotes an action that was usually/habitually in progress in the past; processual participle
in -Çë -is and the imperfect tense of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel: Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇë ¿Ç ÉÇÝáõÙ kardalis
ēi linum “I was usually reading”
(447)	²Ù»Ý ³Ý·³Ù »ñµ Ñ³í»ëáí ¿ñ å³ïÙ»ÉÇë ÉÇÝáõÙ« ³ëáõÙ ¿ñ […] :
(Grakanut’yun 4–50.)
		 Amen angam
erb haves-ov
ēr
patmel-is
		 every time.nom conj relish-inst he was narrate-ptcp.proc.
		 lin-um
as-um
ēr.
		 be-ptcp.pres. say-ptcp.pres. he was
		 “Every time, when he was narrating with relish, he used to say. […]”

2.5.7.2.3 Simple perfect tense
Formation
a.

The dynamic perfect tense is formed from the verb’s perfect participle and the inflected
auxiliary »Ù em in the present tense. e.g. ·Ý³ó»É »Ù gnac’el em “I have gone”.
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b.

c.

The stative perfect tense, although it scarcely occurs, is formed from the verb’s participle resultative and the inflected auxiliary “linel” in the perfect tense, e.g. Ï³Ý·Ý³Í
»Ù »Õ»É kangnac em ełel “I have stood”.
The rarely seen processual perfect tense is formed from the processual participle and
the inflected auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É “linel” in present perfect tense, e.g. ·Ý³ÉÇë »Ù »Õ»É gnalis
em ełel “I have been going.”168

In colloquial MEA, the final - É -l of the perfect participle is often omitted when using the perfect or pluquamperfect tense, as in e.g. »ë Ýñ³Ý ã»Ù ï»ë»: es nran č’em tese[l]. “I have not seen
him.”169
Functions and meanings170
The meaning and the function of the perfect depends highly on the aspectual class and
valency of a verb: (a) resultative, (b) perfective and (c) inclusive.
a.

b.
c.

The resultative meaning refers to the resulting state of an action and is mainly expressed
using intransitive/terminative (telic) verbs such as ¹³éÝ³É dar̊ nal “to become”, ·³É gal
“to go”« Ñá·Ý»É hognel “to tire, to become tired”, by verbs of acquisition such as ·Ý»É gnel
“to buy”, í»ñóÝ»É verc’nel “to take; to get”, ³éÝ»É ar̊ nel “to take, to buy” and by dynamic
verbs affecting the possessive object, e.g. ³ãù»ñÁ ÷³Ï»É ač’k’erě p’akel “to close the eyes”.
Other terminative verbs express the “perfective” meaning implying that the consequence or the result of the past action is relevant for the subsequent period.
Aterminative verbs often express durative (“inclusive”) meaning in the perfect tense,
i.e. an activity or state whose duration comprises the period from a given moment in
the past, up to and including the moment of speech or some other reference point in
the past.

a.

The dynamic present perfect is used in three major contexts: (1) in conversations
referring to isolated actions in the past, (2) in accounts of unwitnessed actions in the
past and (3) in narration.

1.

In conversations, the dynamic present perfect denotes the experimental meaning that
a situation existed at least once at some time in the past (Comrie 1976: 58)
The dynamic perfect is used in accounts of unwitnessed or inferred events; as such it is
compatible with dubitative adverbs and parenthetic words, such as Ï³ñÍ»ë karces “as
if ”, »ñ¨Ç erewi “probably”, ·áõó» guc’e “maybe, likely” etc.
In narration and in fiction, past events are expressed by the perfect, if they are
understood as digressions from the main event.

2.

3.

. Please note that prospective forms are also not productive and are obsolete in the perfect
tense.
. Łaragyulyan 1981: 101.
. Kozintseva 1995: 284f.
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–

Note: the dynamic perfect is used in colloquial Armenian in conditional sentences to
denote an action, which shall be performed in future. This is usually expressed by aorist in written Armenian.171

b.
c.
d.

The stative present perfect is used in accounts of past events and denotes a state in the
remote past, which is not taking place at the moment of speech.
The processual present perfect denotes an iterative action in progress in the past.
The prospective present perfect denotes a prospective action in the past.

–

Resultative Functions of the Present Perfect

a.

With Intransitive/ Terminative Verbs

(448)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ¹áõñë ¿ »Ï»É:

		 Armen-ě
durs ē
ek-el.
		 Armen.nom-the out he is come-ptcp.perf.
		 “Armen has gone out.” (I.e. he is not here any more)
(449)

Ü³ ³í³ñï»É ¿ Çñ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ:

		 Na
avart-el
ē
ir ašxatank’-ě.
		 he.nom complete-ptcp.perf. he is his work.nom-the
		 “He has completed his work.” (I.e. the work is finished)
(450)

î»ÝÇë Ë³Õ³Éáõó Ñá·Ý»É »Ù:

		 Tenis
xał-al-uc’
hogn-el
em.
		 Tenis.nom play-inf-abl become tired-ptcp.perf. I am
		 “I have become tired from playing tennis.”

b.

With Verbs of Acquisition

(451)

êï³ó»É »Ù ùá Ý³Ù³ÏÁ:

		 Stac’-el
em k’o
namak-ě.
		 receive-ptcp.perf. I am your letter.nom-the
		 “I have received your letter.” (It is in my hands now)
(452)

²ÝÇÝ ·Ý»É ¿ Ýáñ Ù»ù»Ý³:

		 Ani-n
gn-el
ē
nor mek’ena.
		 Ani.nom-the buy-ptcp.perf. she is new car.nom
		 “Ani has bought a new car.” (It is in her garage now)

–

Perfective Meaning with Terminative Verbs
(453)

Ð³ÛÏÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ¿ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Hayk-ě
kardac’-el
ē
ays girk’-ě.
		 Hayk.nom-the read-ptcp.perf. he is this book.nom-the
		 “Hayk has read this book.” (Now he can tell you the contents)

. Asatryan 2004: 281ff.
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–

Inclusive Meaning with Aterminative Verbs

(454 )	»ñµ¨¿ ãÇ ¿É Ùï³Í»É, áñ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùáõÙ ¿É Ï³ñáÕ ¿ ³ÝïáõÝ ÙÝ³É:
(Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 erbewē č’-i		 ēl
		 ever
neg-he is also

mtac-el
or
think-ptcp.perf. conj

hayrenik’-um ēl
fatherland-loc also

		 kar-oł
ē
antun
mn-al.
		 can-ptcp.pres. he is homeless stay-inf
		 “He has never even thought that he could stay homeless also in the fatherland.”
		 (But now he sees that he is mistaken)

–

Perfect in the Function of Denoting an Unwitnessed Event
(455)

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ »ñ¨Ç Ñ³ëÏ³ó»É ¿ Ý³Ù³Ï¹:

		 Vahan-ě
erevi
haskac’-el
ē
namak-d.
		 Vahan.nom-the probably understand-ptcp.perf. he is letter.nom-your
		 “Vahan has probably understood your letter.”

–

Perfect in Narrative Function
(456)

		
		
		
		
		

–

Ð³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ³Ûµáõµ»ÝÁ ëï»ÕÍí»É ¿ ÑÇ·»ñáñ¹ ¹³ñáõÙ:

Haykakan aybuben-ě
stełc-v-el
ē
Armenian alphabet.nom-the create-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
hingerord dar-um.
5th
century-loc
“The Armenian alphabet was created in the 5th century.”

Stative Present Perfect

(457 )	….³é¨³Ý·íáÕÁ »Õ»É ¿ Ýñ³ áñ¹ÇÝ, ÇëÏ ÁÝï³ÝÇùÇ Ñ»ï ËÝ¹ÇñÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ¹ñ³ÝÇó
³é³ç ¿ ÉáõÍí³Í »Õ»É», -Ýß»É ¿ ¶.ÎÇñ³ÏáëÛ³ÝÁ:
( Armenpress)
		 ar°ewang-v-oł-ě
eł-el
ē
nra ordi-n
isk
		 kidnapped-nom-the be-ptcp.perf. he is his son.nom-the conj
		 ěntanik’-i het xndir-n
arden dranic’
ar°aĵ ē
		 family-dat post question.nom-the already that-abl post it is
		 luc-v-ac
eł-el
nš-el
		 solve-pass-ptcp.res. be-ptcp.perf. remark-ptcp.perf.
		 ē
		 he is

G. Kirakosyan-ě.
G. Kirakosyan.nom-the

		“[…]the kidnapped one was his son, but the problem with the family has already
been resolved before that,” “ remarked G. Kirakosyan.”

–

Processual Present Perfect
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(458)

ºñµ h³Ûñë »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý »Ï»É ¿, »ë ·ñ»ÉÇë »Ù »Õ»É:

		 erb
hayr-s
erekoyan ek-el
ē
es
		 when father.nom-my evening come-ptcp.perf. he is i.nom
		 grel-is
		 write-ptcp.proc.

em eł-el.
I am be-ptcp.perf.

		 “When my father came in the evening, I have been writing.”

–

Use of Perfect Tense in Conditional Clauses in Colloquial Armenian:
(459)

ºÃ» ï»ë»É »Ù Ýñ³Ý, ù»½ Ï³ë»Ù:

		 et’e
tes-el
em nran
k’ez
kas-em.
		 conj see-ptcp.perf. I am he.dat you.dat say-cond.fut.1.sg.
		 “If I see him, I will tell you.”

…instead of more common aorist in “written” Armenian:
(459)

a.

			
			
			
(460)

ºÃ» ï»ë³ Ýñ³Ý, ù»½ Ï³ë»Ù:

et’e
tesa nran
k’ez
kas-em.
conj
see-aor.1.sg. he.dat you.dat say-cond.fut.1.sg.
“If is see him, I will tell you.”

ºÃ» ·Ý³ó»É »ë, ¿É ù»½ Ñ»ï ã»Ù Ëáë»Éáõ:

		 Et’e gnac’-el
es
ēl
		 conj go-ptcp.perf. you are anymore

k’ez
you.dat

het
post

		 č’-em
xosel-u.
		 neg-I am speak-ptcp.fut.
		 “If you go, I will not talk to you any longer.”

2.5.7.2.4 Past perfect tense (Pluquamperfekt)
Formation
a.

b.

c.

The dynamic forms of the past perfect tense are formed with the perfect participle in
-»É -el and the auxiliary »Ù em “to be” in the imperfect tense. i.e. Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ¿Ç kardac’el
ēi “I had read”.
The stative forms of the past perfect tense are formed with the resultative participle in
-³Í -ac and the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly, habitually” in the past perfect tense,
i.e. å³éÏ³Í ¿Ç »Õ»É par̊kac ēi ełel “I had lied down”. These forms occur very seldom.
The processual forms of the past perfect tense are formed with the processual participle -Çë
-is and the the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly,habitually” in the past perfect tense, i.e.
·Ý³ÉÇë ¿Ç »Õ»É gnalis ēi ełel “I had been going”. These forms occur very seldom.172

. Prospective forms do not occur.
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Meaning and Function
According to Comrie, MEA past perfect can cover the meaning of the past of the second degree of remoteness (Comrie 1985:68); i.e. the past perfect is directly related to the
moment of speech in the deictic centre.
In MEA, the past perfect is used in two functions, also in independent clauses and
dialogues:
–
–

it relates to a reference point in the past;
it relates to the moment of speech and designates the remote past.

As in other languages, the past perfect denotes an action/situation that precedes the main
action (expressed by aorist or imperfect) and it denotes:
a.

actions that have been performed in the past, and have been completed to a certain
point in the past (461);
b. actions that have been performed in the remote past. Such a reference to an interval preceding to the reference point is sometimes explicitly expressed by adverbs such as í³Õáõó
vałuc’ “long ago”, ³ñ¹»Ý arden “already” or the preposition ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until” or
the postposition ³é³ç ar̊ aĵ “before; ago”; (462) (463) (464)
c. experiential actions in the past;
d. A kind of resultative state as a background for another action, constituting a narrative
sequence. (466)
The dynamic past perfect functions also as a remote past, if:
– the reference point coincides with the moment of speech; in such a case the past perfect is directly related to the present;
– sequences of the past perfect are used in narration to express a past action that occurred
prior to the events in the main clause denoted by the aorist or the imperfect. It may
but also denote successive events in the remote past. In such a context past perfect is
usually combined with adverbs like Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ žamanakin “timely”« ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇÝ
tarinerin “yearly”, see (467)
– in conversational discourse the past perfect may refer to a remote past action with a
cancelled result.
Pragmatically, this form is used in utterances expressing apology. Situations denoted by the
forms Ùáé³ó»É ¿ÇÝù mor°ac’el ēink’ “we had forgotten” and Ùïù»ñáí ¿Ç ï³ñí»É mtk’erov
ēi tarvel “I had let my mind wander” are no longer relevant at the moment of speech (the
result is cancelled). (Kozintseva 1999:217)
(461)

2005 Ã© ë»åï»Ùµ»ñÇ 15-ÇÝ Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ²ÑÙ»¹ Ü»ç¹»Ã ê»Ë»ñÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ñ ÑÕ»É
ÐéáÙÇ å³å ´»Ý»¹ÇÏïáë 16-ñ¹ÇÝª Ññ³íÇñ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ ÂáõñùÇ³: (Azg 10.01.2006)

		 2005 t’.
September-i
15-in
		 2005 year-dat september-dat 15-dat-the

naxagah
Ahmed Neĵdet
president.nom Ahmed Neĵdet-

		 Sezer-ě
namak
ēr
hł-el
Hr°om-i
pap
		 Sezer.nom-the letter.nom he was send-ptcp.perf. Rome-dat pope.nom
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		 Benediktos
16-rd-i-n’ hravir-el-u
hamar T’urk’ia.
		 Benedict.nom 16th-dat-the invite-inf-dat post
Turkey.nom.
		“On September 15th, 2005 President Ahmed Nejdet Sezer had sent a letter to the
pope Benedict 16th in Rome to invite (him) to Turkey.”
(462)
		
		
		
		

ºñµ »Ï³ñ ÇÝÓ Ùáïÿ Ý³Ù³ÏÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ·ñ»É ¿Ç:

Erb
ek-ar
inj
mot
when come-aor.2.sg i.dat post
gr-el
ēi.
write-ptcp. perf. I was

namak-n
arden
letter.nom-the already

		 “When you came to me, I had already written the letter.”
(463)

ºñµ Ñ³ë³í Ï³Û³ñ³Ýÿ·Ý³óùÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ß³ñÄí»É ¿ñ:

		
		
		
		

Erb has-av
kayaran
gnac’k’-n
when reach-aor.3.sg station.nom train.nom-the
arden šarž-v-el
ēr.
already move-antic-ptcp.perf. it was

		 “When he reached the station, the train had already departed.”
(464)

ºë ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ í³Õáõó ¿Ç Éë»É:

		 Es
ayd
masin vałuc’
ēi
ls-el.
		 i.nom this.nom post long ago I was hear-ptcp.perf.
		 “I had heard about that long ago.”
(465)	Ü³Ë³·³Ñ È¨áÝ î»ñ-ä»ïñáëÛ³ÝÁ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ»É ¿ñ Ñ»Ýó Ñ³çáñ¹ ûñÝ ÇÝÓ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		
		
		

naxagah Lewon Ter-Petrosyan-ě
hamajayn-el
ēr
president Lewon Ter-Petrosyan.nom-the agree-ptcp.perf. he was
henc’ hajord ōr-n
inj
ěndun-el.
just next
day.nom-the i.dat receive-inf

		 “President Lewon Ter-Petrosyan had agreedo receive me just the next day.”
(466)

²Ùé³Ý ÙÇ ûñ ³·é³íÁ ËÇëï Í³ñ³í»É ¿ñ: (Grakanut’yun 4: 81)

		 amr̊an
mi
ōr
agr°av-ě
xist
		 summer-dat indef day.nom crow.nom-the int
		 carav-el
ēr.
		 become-thirsty-ptcp.perf. it was
		 “One day in summer the crow had become deeply thirsty.”
(467)	ºë ß³ï ³Ý·³Ù ¿Ç »Õ»É ³Ýï³éáõÙ« µ³Ûó ³é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù ¿ñ« áñ åÇïÇ ·Çß»ñÇ
³ÛÝï»Õ: (Grakanut’yun 4:170)
		 Es
šat
angam
ēi
eł-el
antar°-um bayc’ ar̊aĵin
		 i.nom many time.nom I was be-ptcp.perf. forest-loc conj first
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		 angam
ēr
or
piti gišer-i
		 time.nom it was conj spend the night-deb.fut.1.sg

aynteł.
there.

		“Many times I had been in the forest, but it was the first time, that I had to spend the
night there.”

Stative Past Perfect
The stative past perfect refers to the results of actions or states that precede the reference
point in the past. It is not very productively used, but may occur in certain contexts.
E.g. The speaker refers to a situation which happened one month ago; he says: “A month
ago I saw him. He told me that he had been offended, since I had not visited him.”
(468)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ¹ñ³Ý Ý³Ëáñ¹³Í ß³µ³ïí³ ÁÝï³óùáõÙ »ë å³éÏ³Í ¿Ç »Õ»É, áõëïÇ
Ýñ³Ý ³ÛÍ»É»É ã¿Ç Ï³ñáÕ:
		 sakayn dran naxord-ac
šabat’-va
		 conj that.dat precede-ptcp.res week-dat
		 par°k-ac
ēi
eł-el
usti
lie down-ptcp.res. I was be-ptcp.perf conj
		 č’-ēi
kar-oł.
		 neg-I was can-ptcp.pres.

ěnt’ac’k’um es
post
i.nom
nran
aycel-el
he.dat visit-inf

		“But in the course of the week preceding that I had lain (sick), thus I could not
visit him.”

2.5.7.2.5 Aorist
Formation
The aorist is the only synthetic tense in Armenian. It is formed from the aorist stem of the
verb and
a.

primary endings for simple verbs in -»É -el and -³É -al, including verbs suffixed with
-í- -v- (passives, reflexives, reciprocals, anticausatives) and -óñ- -c’r- (causatives).

		
		 1.		
		 2.		
		 3.		

Singular		

Plural

-Ç
-i
-Çñ
-ir
-ú
/		

-Çù
-Çù
-ÇÝ

-ink’
-ik’
-in

b. secondary endings for verbs suffixed with -»Ý³É -enal, -³Ý³É -anal, -Ý- -n-, -ã- -č’-.
		
		 1.		
		 2.		
		 3.		

Singular		
-a
-ar
-av

-³
- ³ñ
- ³í

Plural
- ³Ýù
-³ù
-³Ý

-ank’
-ak’
-an

There are, however, very scarcely, also forms of a stative, processual and prospective aorist.
These forms are produced with the respective participles and the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel to be
repeatedly, habitually in aorist.
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–
–

Stative aorist, mainly from verbs of position e.g. Ï³Ý·Ý³Í »Õ³ kangnac eła “I stood”
Processual aorist, e.g. ·Ý³ÉÇë »Õ³ gnalis eła “I was going”173

Some deviating aorist forms of frequently used verbs often occur in colloquial
Armenian.174
–

The standard written MEA aorist forms of the verbs µ»ñ»É berel “to bring”, ï³É tal “to
give”, ÃáÕÝ»É t’ołnel “to let, to leave”, ³Ý»É anel “to do, to make”, ¹Ý»É dnel “to put”, are
replaced by the following forms in colloquial Armenian (these forms are often historical forms of Classical Armenian):

Example Aorist 1.SG
µ»ñÇ ber-i
ïíÇ tv-i
ÃáÕÇ t’oł-i
³ñÇ ar-i
¹ñÇ dr-i
³ëÇ as-i175

–

instead of standard µ»ñ»óÇ berec’-i
instead of standard ïí»óÇ tvec’-i
instead of standard ÃáÕ»óÇ t’ołec’-i
instead of standard ³ñ»óÇ arec’-i
instead of standard ¹ñ»óÇ drec’i
instead of standard ³ë³óÇ asac’-i etc.

Sometimes, there are more deviating forms with secondary endings, such as the colloquial forms of the following verbs:

Example aorist 3.SG.
Ýëï³í nstav
µ»ñ³í berav
ïí³í tvav
³ë³í asav
ëÏë³í sksav

instead of Ýëï³ó nstac’ “He sat down”
instead of µ»ñ»ó berec’ “He brought”
instead of ïí»ó tvec’ “He gave”
instead of ³ë³ó asac’ “He said”
instead of ëÏë»ó sksec’ “He started”

Meaning and Function
The aorist is the tense to denote a completed action in the past and thus expresses the
perfective aspect.
The Dynamic Aorist
a.

This denotes, almost exclusively, a single action in the past in an independent
sentence: it relates to a situation at a certain point in the past. Therefore it often

. Prospective forms are not productive in the aorist.
. Abrahamyan 1974: 426–430; Łaragyulyan 1981: 97–98; Zak’aryan 1981: 207.
. Even more frequently than this deviating form, the also deviating form ³ë»óÇ asec’i
is used, i.e. the aorist stem of the utterance verb ³ë»É asel “to say” in Colloquial Armenian is
³ë»ó- asec’–and not as in Standard written Armenian ³ë³ó- asac’-. see Ch. 2.5.8. “Irregular verbs”,
p. 277f.
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b.
c.

d.

e.

c o-occurs with terminative verbs, definite temporal adverbs such as ³ÛÝ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï
ayn zamank “then”, expression of time (e.g. Å³ÙÁ í»óÇÝ žamě vec’in “at 6 o’clock”)
and weakly definite time adverbials as ÙÇ ûñ mi ōr “one day”. The aorist is non compatible with adverbs or phrases denoting indefinite time, such as »ñµ¨¿ erbewē, áñ¨¿
Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï orewě zamanak “ever”, Ñ³×³Ë hačax “often” etc.
It is used as the main form of narration, especially if several actions/situations succeed
and only if the narrator is a witness of the actions.
With aterminative verbs it pinpoints the action/situation at a specific moment or
interval on the time axis, (1) ingressive (2) limited duration. Particularly motion verbs
are often used in the ingressive sense, especially in colloquial Armenian.
In direct speech it refers to the action that had occurred immediately before the
moment of speech. The result of this action must be observable at the moment of
speech.
In subordinate conditional clauses the aorist is often used to denote a single, unexpected action in the future or an iterative unexpected action.

Single Event in the Past
(469)

²Ûë ï³ñÇ ³é³ï µ»ñù ëï³ó³Ýù:

		 Ays tari
ar°at berk’
stac’-ank’.
		 This year.nom rich harvest.nom receive-aor.1.pl.
		 “This year we had a rich harvest.”
(470)

Ø»Ýù ß³ï ëå³ë»óÇÝù Ó»½ÿ µ³Ûó ã»Ï³ù:

		 Menk’
šat
spasec’-ink’
jez
bayc’ č’-ek-ak’.
		 we.nom much wait-aor.1.pl you.dat but
neg-come-aor.2.pl.
		 “We waited for you much (long), but you didn’t come.”
(471)

²ÝÇÝ í»ñç³å»ë Ñ³ë³í:

		 Ani-n
verjapes has-av.
		 Ani.nom-the finally
arrive-aor.3.sg.
		 “Ani arrived finally.”

Successive Actions in a Narration
(472)	Ð³ÛÏÁ ïáõÝ »Ï³í« µ³Ý³ÉÇÝ ·ñå³ÝÁ ¹ñ»ó ¨ ßï³å ù³ÛÉ»ñáí ¹áõñë ·Ý³ó:
		 Hayk-ě
tun
ek-av
banali-n
grpan-ě
		 Hayk.nom-the house.nom come-aor.3.sg key.nom-the pocket.nom-the
dr-ec’
ew
		 put-aor.3.sg conj

štap
quick

k’ayl-er-ov
durs gn-ac’.
step-pl-inst out go-aor.3.sg.

		 “Hayk came home, put the key into the pocket, and went out with quick steps.”

Ingressive Meaning of Aorist with Verbs of Emotion
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(473)

ÈÇÉÇÃÝ ³ï»ó ³ÛÝ Ýáñ áõë³ÝáÕÇÝ:

		 Lilit’-n
atec’
ayn nor usanoł-i-n.
		 Lilit’.nom-the hate-aor.3.sg. that new student-dat-the
		 “Lilit’ started to hate that new student.”

Ingressive Meaning with Motion Verbs
(474)
		
		
		
		
(475)

»ë ·Ý³óÇ:

es
gnac’-i.
i.nom go-aor.1.sg.
(lit : I went). “I am gone!”
In Subordinate Conditional Clauses, (particularly in written MEA)
ºÃ» ÓÛáõÝ »Ï³í« íñ³ÝÝ»ñÁ ÏÍ³ÍÏí»Ý ÙÇÝã¨ ·³·³ÃÝ»ñÁ:

		 Et’e jyun
ek-av
		 if
snow.nom come-aor.3.sg

vran-ner-ě
tent-pl.nom-the

kcack-v-en
cover-pass-cond.fut.3.pl

		 minč’ew gagat’-ner-ě.
		 prep
top-pl.nom-the
		 “If it snows, the tents will be covered to the roofs”

Stative Aorist
The stative aorist occurs very rarely. It is formed with the resultative participle and the
aorist of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel, e.g. ëïÇåí³Í »Õ³ stipvac eła “I was forced”. It is usually
restricted to some manipulation verbs in their passive forms, such as ëïÇå»É stipel “compel”, Ñ³ñÏ³¹ñ»É harkadrel “oblige” etc. and to position verbs.
(476)

 ³Ï³ÛÝ ³ÝÑ³í³ë³ñ áõÅ»ñÇ å³ï×³éáí ëïÇåí³Í »Õ³í ÃáÕÝ»É Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ
ê
µÝ³Ï³í³Ûñ»ñÝ áõ Ñ³ëï³ïí»É ÐÐ176-áõÙ:

(Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		 sakayn anhavasar už-er-i
patčar°-ov
		 conj
unequal
force-pl-dat reason-inst

stip-v-ac
force-pass-ptcp.res.

		 eł-av
t’oł-nel
hayreni bnakavayr-er-n
		 be-aor.3.SG leave-inf native place-pl.nom-the

u
conj

		 hastat-v-el
hh-um.
		 install-refl-inf ra-loc
		“But because of unequal forcers he was forced to leave his native places and to settle
in the Republic of Armenia.”

. Abbreviation for Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ Hayastani Hanrapetut’yun “Republic
of Armenia”.
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(477)	ÜÏ³ï»Ýù, áñ ¹³ï³ñ³ÝÁ ëïÇåí³Í »Õ³í ¹³ï³í×ÇéÁ Ññ³å³ñ³Ï»É ³ÕÙáõÏÇ
Ù»ç: (Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 Nkatenk’
		 remark-subj.fut.1.pl

or
dataran-ě
stip-v-ac
conj court.nom-the force-pass-ptcp.res.

		 eł-av
datavč’ir°-ě
hrapartak-el ałmuk-i
mej.
		 be-aor.3.sg verdict.nom-the publish-inf noise-dat post
		 “Let us remark, that the court was forced to publish the verdict in a riot.”

Processual Aorist
The processual forms of the aorist are scarcely used and can be considered as
unproductive.

2.5.7.2.6 Simple future tense177
Future tense can be regarded as a tense rarely used in MEA; this is mainly due to the fact that
future meaning is also expressed with the subjunctive and the debitive moods.
Formation
a.
b.

c.

The dynamic future tense is formed with the future participle in -áõ -u and the auxiliary »Ù em in the present tense. i.e. ·Ý³Éáõ »Ù gnalu em “I will go”
The stative future tense is formed with the resultative participle in -³Í -ac and the
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the future tense, i.e. å³éÏ³Í »Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ par̊ kac em linelu “I will
be lied down”.
The processual future tense is formed with the processual participle in -Çë -is and the
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the future tense, i.e. ·Ý³ÉÇë »Ù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ gnalis em linelu “I will be
going”.

Meaning and function
The simple dynamic future tense denotes:
–

an action, which will be performed after the moment of speech. This action can be
performed immediately after the moment of speech but also after a while in the future.
Furthermore, it is not important, if the action will be completed in future or not;
(478) (479)

–
–

planned action which is expected or intended by the agent; (480) (481)
prescriptive use in utterances with directive form. (482)
(478)

Üñ³Ý í³ÕÁ ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý ï»ëÝ»Éáõ »Ù:

		 Nran
vałĕ
anpayman tesnel-u
em.
		 he.dat tomorrow certainly
see-ptcp.fut I am
		 “I will certainly see him tomorrow.”

. Kozintseva 1995: 286. Asatryan 2004: 281ff.
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(479)	àñ ÑÇÙÇ µáÉáñáí í»ñ Ï»Ý³Ýù áõ ·Ý³Ýù ¿ëï»ÕÇó, ¿Ý ½ÇÝíáñÝ á±õÙ Ñ³Ù³ñ ¿
Ï³Ý·Ý»Éáõ ¹Çñù»ñáõÙ»: (Hetk’ 19.02.2006. Colloquial Armenian)
		 or
himi bolor-ov ver ken-ank’
u
gn-ank’
		 conj now all-inst stand up-subj.fut.1.pl conj go-subj.fut.1.pl.
		 ēsteł-ic’
ēn
zinvor-n
um
hamar ē
		 here-abl that soldier-nom-the who-dat post he is
		 kangnel-u
		 stand-ptcp.fut.

dirk’-er-um?
position-pl-loc.

		“If we all together stand up now and go from here, for whom will the soldier hold
the fort?”
(480)

¶Çß»ñÁ Ñ³í³Ý³µ³ñ ³ÝÓñ¨ ¿ ·³Éáõ:

		 gišer-ě
havanabar anjrew ē
		 night.nom-the probably
rain
it is
		 “It will probably rain in the night.”

gal-u.
come-ptcp.fut.

(481)	¸³ï³ñ³ÝÝ Çñ í×ÇéÁ Ï³Û³óÝ»Éáõ ¿ ³åñÇÉÇ 13-ÇÝ:
(Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
včir°-ě
decision–nom-the

		 dataran-n
		 court.nom-the

ir
its

		 ē
april-i
		 it is April-dat

13-i-n.
13-dat-the

kaya-c’n-el-u
establish-caus-ptcp.fut

		 “The court will come to a decision on April 13th.”
(482)

Î³ñ¹³°, ýáõïµáÉ ã»ë Ë³Õ³Éáõ:

		 Karda
futbol
č’-es
xałal-u.
		 read-imp.2.sg soccer.nom neg-you are play-ptcp.fut.
		 “Read! You will not play soccer!”

Stative Future Tense
The stative future tense occurs very rarely. Like the stative aorist, it preferably occurs with
manipulation and position verbs.
(483) . . . Çñ ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛáõÝÁ ëÏë»Éáõó ³é³ç ëïÇåí³Í ¿ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ Í³Ýñ³ÏßÇé áñáßáõÙ
ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É ¨ ÙÇßï Ñ³ßíÇ ³éÝ»É Ñ³Ï³é³Ï ÏáÕÙÇ Çñ³íáõÝùÝ»ñÁ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

    

		 ir gorcuneut’yun-ě sks-el-uc’
		 his activity.nom-the begin-inf-abl
		 linel-u
		 be-ptcp.fut.

ar°aĵ stip-v-ac	  ē
post force-pass-ptcp.res. he is

canrakšir° orošum
endun-el
ew
heavy
decision.nom accept-inf conj

		 hašvi ar°n-el
		 take into account-inf

hakar°ak kołm-i
opposite side-dat

mišt
always

iravunk’-ner-ě.
right-pl.nom-the

		“…and before starting his activity, he will be forced to accept a heavy decision and to
always take into account the rights of the opposite side.”
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(484)	Üñ³ Ëáëù»ñáí, áõëáõóÇãÝ»ñÇ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÇ ³×Ç ã³÷Á Ñ³çáñ¹ ï³ñí³ÝÇó
ß³ÕÏ³åí³Í ¿ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ï³ñ»Ï³Ý ÐÜ²-Ç ³×Ç ï»Ùå»ñÇ Ñ»ï:
(Armenpress 28.03.2006)
		 Nra xosk’-er-ov
		 his word-pl-inst
		
		
		
		

usucič’-ner-i
ašxatavarj-i ač-i
č’ap-ě
teacher-pl-dat salary-dat growth-dat rate.nom-the

hajord tar-vanic’ šałkap-v-ac
ē linel-u
Hayastani
next year-abl connect-pass-ptcp.res. it is be-ptcp.fut. Armenia-dat
tarekan hna178-i
ač-i
temp-er-i
het.
yearly
hna-dat
growth-dat tempo-pl-dat post

		“In his words, the expansion rate of the teachers’ salary will be connected with
the speed of the growth of Armenia’s yearly gross domestic product from next
year on.”

Processual Future Tense
The use of processual future tense is very restricted, and almost unproductive.

2.5.7.2.7 Future in the past tense
This is the least of all used tenses in MEA.
Formation
a.
b.

c.

The dynamic future in the past is formed with the future participle in -áõ -u and the
auxiliary »Ù em in the past tense, i.e. ·Ý³Éáõ ¿Ç gnalu ēi “I will have gone”
The stative future in the past is formed with the resultative participle in -³Í -ac and
the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the future past, i.e. å³éÏ³Í ¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ par̊ kac ēi linelu “I
will have laid down”.
The processual future in the past is formed with the processual participle in -Çë -is and
the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the future past, i.e. ·Ý³ÉÇë ¿Ç ÉÇÝ»Éáõ gnalis ēi linelu “I will
have been going”

Meaning and Function
In general future in the past denotes an action/state, which is in the future when seen from
a viewpoint in the past.
Dynamic future in the past denotes:
a.
b.
c.

an action that will have already taken place at a certain reference point in future;
a planned action that would have occurred in future, as seen from the viewpoint
in the past, i.e. future in the past denotes anteriority relative to a future event;
an action, whose performance in the future is unsure, i.e. assumptions about past
actions.

. The Armenian abbreviation ÐÜ² HNA stands for Ð³Ù³Ë³éÝ Ü»ñùÇÝ ²ñï³¹ñ³Ýù
Hamaxarn Nerk'in Artadrank' "gross domestic product".
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(485)

²ÝÇÝ ·Ý³Éáõ ¿ñ ØáëÏí³ µ³Ûó ÑÇí³Ý¹³ó³í:

		 Ani-n
gnal-u
ēr
Moskva
		 Ani.nom-the go-ptcp.fut. she was Moscow.nom
		 bayc’
hivandac’-av.
		 conj
fall ill-aor.3.SG.
		“Ani had planned to go to Moscow, but she fell ill.” (Lit.: Ani would have gone to
Moscow, but she fell ill.)
(486)

àñù³Ý ·Çï»Ù ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ Ï³ï³ñ»Éáõ ¿ñ êáõñ»ÝÁ:

		 Ork’an git-em
ašxatank’-ě
katarel-u
		 as far know-pres.1.sg work.nom-the do-ptcp.fut
		 “As far as I know, Suren was to do this work.”
(487)
		
		
		
		

ēr
Suren-ě.
he was Suren.nom-the

ºÕµ³Ûñë ·³Éáõ ¿ñ« ã·Çï»Ù ÇÝãáõ ã»Ï³í:

Ełbayr-s
gal-u
brother.nom-my come-ptcp.fut.
inč’u č’-ek-av.
why neg-come-aor.3.sg.

ēr
č’-git-em
he was neg-know-pres.1.sg

		 “My brother should have come, I do not know, why he didn’t come.”
		 “My brother was going to come, I do not know why he didn’t.”
(488)	òáõó³Ñ³Ý¹»»ëáõÙ Ý»ñÏ³Û³óí³Í ¿ÇÝ Ý³¨ Ñ³ßÙ³Ý¹³ÙáõÃÛ³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇÝ
í»ñ³µ»ñáÕ É³½»ñ³ÛÇÝ ëÏ³í³é³ÏÝ»ñ, áñáÝù ïñí»Éáõ ¿ÇÝ ²½·³ÛÇÝ ÅáÕáíÇ
å³ï·³Ù³íáñÝ»ñÇÝ: (Armenpress, 27.12.2005)

		 C’uc’ahandes-um nerkayac’-v-ac
ēin
naew hašmandamut’y-an
		 exposition-loc present-pass-ptcp.res. they were also disability-dat
		 xndir-ner-i-n
veraber-oł
		 question-pl-dat-the refer-ptcp.sub.
		 or-onk’
		 rel-pl.nom

tr-v-elu
give-pass-ptcp.fut.

lazerayin skavar°ak-ner
Laser-disc-pl.nom
ēin
they were

		 Azgayin žołov-i
patgamavor-ner-i-n.
		 National Assembly-dat deputy-pl-dat-the.
		“In the exposition there were also presented Laser-Discs regarding disability questions, which were to be given to the Deputies of the National Assembly.”

The stative future in the past occurs rarely, and is almost restricted to manipulation and
position verbs.
The processual and prospective future in the past can be regarded as unproductive
and obsolete.

2.5.7.3 Moods
MEA has five moods
a.
b.

Indicative
Subjunctive
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c.
d.
e.

Conditional
Imperative
Debitive

The indicative portrays the state of affairs as real. It is also considered the most basic mood
and usually expresses neutral, objective statements.

2.5.7.3.1 Subjunctive
Generally, the subjunctive, in contrast to the indicative, describes the state of affairs as
subjectively evaluated by the speaker as wish, doubt, hypothesis, recommendation, probability etc.
In MEA the subjunctive has many functions and is used in simple sentences and subordinate clauses. In subordinate conditional clauses, final clauses as well as in comparative
constructions it denotes a hypothetical action.
Formation
The subjunctive is expressed by synthetic verbal forms in two tenses: in the future and the
past. It also distinguishes dynamic and stative forms, as with indicative tenses.
It is formed using the present stem of the verb, the verb’s conjugation vowel and the
personal endings.
–
–
–

–

Dynamic subjunctives are formed with the present stem and the personal
endings.179
Stative subjunctives are formed with the resultative participle and the subjunctive
future/past of the auxiliary linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”.
Processual subjunctives are formed with the processual participle and the subjunctive
future/past of the auxiliary linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”. The processual subjunctive is unproductive.
Prospective subjunctives are formed with the future participle and the subjunctive
future/past of the auxiliary linel “to be repeatedly/habitually”. Prospective subjunctives
occur but scarcely and are unproductive.

. Please note that the two defective verbs áõÝ»É un-el "to have" and gÇï»É gi-tel "to know" form
their present and imperfect indicate subjunctive-like, i.e. synthetically, not by using the present
participle and auxiliary: áõÝ»Ù unem "I have", áõÝ»Ç unei "I had" and gÇï»Ù gitem "I know", gÇï»Ç
gitei "I knew" do convey present meaning/imperfect meaning. To express and to form other tenses
and moods, the expanded forms áõÝ»Ý³É un-en-al and gÇïÝ»³É git-en-al are used; if these suffixed
and expanded stems are used to form present or imperfect indicative they convey a strongly habitual
and iterative action.
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Table 13, 14. Formation of Subjunctive
DYNAMIC

STATIVE

Future

Past

1.SG

·Ý³Ù

·Ý³ÛÇ

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ç

2. SG

·Ý³ë

·Ý³ÛÇñ

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Çñ

3. SG

·Ý³

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ñ

1. PL

·Ý³Ýù

·Ý³ÛÇÝù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

2. PL

·Ý³ù

·Ý³ÛÇù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Çù

3. PL

·Ý³Ý

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

gnam
gnas
gna

gnank’
gnak’
gnan

gnayi

gnayir
·Ý³ñ

gnar

‘gnayink’
gnayik’

·Ý³ÛÇÝ

gnayin

PROCESSUAL
Future

gnac’ac linenk’

gnac’ac linei

gnac’ac lineir
gnac’ac liner

gnac’ac lineink’

gnac’ac linek’

gnac’ac lineik’

gnac’ac linen

gnac’ac linein

gnalis linei

gnalu linem

2. SG

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Çñ

3. SG

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ñ

1. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

2. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Çù

3. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

gnalis linenk’

gnac’ac lini

Future

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ç

gnalis lini

gnac’ac lines

Past

·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»Ù

gnalis lines

gnac’ac linem

Past

PROSPECTIVE

1.SG

gnalis linem

Future

gnalis lineir
gnalis liner

gnalis lineink’

gnalis linek’

gnalis lineik’

gnalis linen

gnalis linein

Past

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ç

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Çñ

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ñ

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Çù

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

gnalu lines
gnalu lini

gnalu linenk’

gnalu linei

gnalu lineir
gnalu liner

gnalu lineink’

gnalu linek’

gnalu lineik’

gnalu linen

gnalu linein

All forms of the subjunctive are negated in a very simple way:
–
–
–
–

the dynamic subjunctive by means of the prefixed negative particle ã- č’- to the verb
in the subjunctive
the stative subjunctive by means of the prefixed negative particle ã- č’- to the auxiliary
ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive
the processual subjunctive by means of the prefixed negative particle ã- č’- to the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive
the prospective subjunctive by means of the prefixed negative particle ã- č’- to the
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive
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Table 15. Formation of Negated Subjunctive
DYNAMIC
1.SG

STATIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

ã·Ý³Ù

ã·Ý³ÛÇ

·Ý³ó³Í ãÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ó³Í ãÉÇÝ»Ç

č’-gna-m

č’-gna-yi

PROCESSUAL
1. SG.

gnac’ac č’-lin-em

gnac’ac č’-lin-ei

PROSPECTIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

·Ý³ÉÇë ãÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ãÉÇÝ»Ç

·Ý³Éáõ ãÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³Éáõ ãÉÇÝ»Ç

gnalis č’-lin-em

gnalis č-’lin-ei

gnalu č-’lin-em

gnalu č-’lin-ei

Meaning and Functions
Generally speaking, the subjunctive denotes an action/state that is desired by the speaker
(optative meaning) or an action/state that takes place under a certain condition. Besides, it
also conveys an intentional, hypothetical, imperative and experiential meaning.

2.5.7.3.1.1 Subjunctive future
Dynamic Forms
a.

Simple sentences

–

In simple sentences the subjunctive future primarily denotes an action that shall be performed immediately after the point of speech, or that is desired by the speaker. In optative meaning and function the subjunctive is often used for idioms expressing wishes.
(489)

´»ñ»Ù ¨ë Ù»Ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ûñÇÝ³Ï: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 berem
ews mek
hetak’rk’ir
ōrinak.
		 bring-subj.fut.1.sg yet another     interesting
example.nom
		“I want to bring yet another interesting example. I shall bring yet another interesting example.”

–

–

Secondarily, the subjunctive future denotes an action that is possible to be performed
in the future from the speaker’s point of view or via an indirect request; i.e. if the
speaker wants to have the action performed.
The subjunctive can be used in hortative meaning.

(490)
		
		
		

–
–

¶Ý³Ýù ïáõÝ:

gn-ank’
go-subj.fut.1.pl
“Let’s go home!”

tun!
house.nom

The subjunctive future is also used for polite requests, meaning that the action
requested by the speaker shall be performed at a certain point in time.
Only agentive verbs may contain an imperative meaning in the subjunctive: if the
clause contains modal words that express doubt or a desire. Overt markers are often
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in real imperative forms. The use of the subjunctive instead of the imperative is very
common in colloquial Armenian: here the unstressed particle ÙÇ mi is used with the
subjunctive to express a wish or soft directive of the speaker. 180
(491)

ØÇ ß³ñÄ»ë ³Ûë ³ÃáéÁ:

		 Mi šarž-es
ays at’or°-ě?
		 part move-subj.fut.2.sg this chair.nom-the
		 “Move this chair, please! Would you please move this chair?”

Often one can even hear the combination of the unstressed particle ÙÇ mi with the qualifier
Ñ³ï hat and the subjunctive:
(492)

ØÇ Ñ³ï ß³ñ»ë ³Ûë ³ÃáéÁ:

		 mi hat
šarž-es
ays at’or°-ě?
		 part qual move-subj.fut.2.sg this chair.nom-the
		 “Move this chair, please! Would you please move this chair?”

–

Negated subjunctive denotes prevention – a polite form of a negated imperative (prohibitive), which is very popular in colloquial Eastern Armenian.
(493)

Ð»éáõ ã·Ý³ë:

		 Her̊u č’-gn-as.
		 far
neg-go-subj.fut.2.sg.
		 “Do not go far away (please)!”

–

Subjunctive can be used with a general subject for slogans, appeals and in proverbs.
(494)

àí Ï³ñ¹³ÿ Ý³ Ù³ñ¹ ³:181

		 Ov kard-a
na
mard
a.
		 rel read-subj.fut.3.sg he.nom human.nom he is
		 “Whoever reads, he/she is a human.”

–

The subjunctive is obligatorily used in the function of an “analytic imperative”: it is
formed with the 2.SG. imperative of the verb ÃáÕÝ»É t’ołnel “let”, and the subjunctive
future. (See Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, p. 271f.)
(495)

ÂáÕ ²ñÙ»ÝÁ ·Ý³ ïáõÝ:

		 T’oł
Armen-ě
gn-a
tun.
		 let-imp.2s.g Armen.nom-the go-subj.fut.3.sg house.nom
		 “Let Armen go home!”

. Łaragyulyan 1981: 98.
. This is the colloquial or even dialectal form of ¿ ē he/she/it is, Present 3.SG.
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b. Subordinate Clauses
The subjunctive is obligatorily used in subordinate clauses of condition, concession and
purpose.
Typical subjunctive triggers are
–

–
–
–

volitional verbs such as ËÝ¹ñ»É xndrel “to ask”« Ñ³ñóÝ»É harc’nel “to ask”« áõ½»Ý³É
uzenal “to wish, to want”, Ï³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to will, to wish”« ó³ÝÏ³Ý³É c’ankanal
“to wish, to desire” etc.; (496) (497)
non-factive mental verbs such as í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal “to fear, to be afraid”; áõñ³Ë³Ý³É
uraxanal “to be glad” etc.; (498)
phrases such as ³í»ÉÇ É³í ¿ aveli lav ē “it is better”, Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ kareli ē “it is possible, is
it possible? “with or without the conjunction áñ or “that”; (499) (500)
conjunction áñ(å»ë½Ç) or(pesz)i “in order to, that”. (501)

If the subordinate clause is governed by such a verb or expression and is introduced by the
conjunction áñ or “that”, the subjunctive future must be used referring to an action that is
wished/requested by the agent.
(496)

²ÝÇÝ áõ½áõÙ ¿ áñ ù»½ û·»ÝÙ:

		 Ani-n
uz-um
ē
or
k’ez
ōgn-em.
		 Ani.nom-the wish-ptcp.pres. she is conj you.dat help-subj.fut.1.sg.
		 “Ani wants me to help you.”
(497)	ºÃ» Ù»Ýù ó³ÝÏ³ÝáõÙ »Ýù, áñ 21-ñ¹ ¹³ñÁ ÉÇÝÇ ³í»ÉÇ Ù³ñ¹Ï³ÛÇÝ, Ù»Ýù ã»Ýù
Ï³ñáÕ Ùáé³Ý³É 20-ñ¹ ¹³ñÇ ë³ñë³÷Ý»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 15.12.2005)
		 Et’e
menk’
c’ankan-um
enk’
or
21-rd
		 conj we.nom desire-ptcp.pres. we are conj 21st

dar-ě
century.nom-the

		 lini
aveli mardkayin menk’
č’-enk’
kar-oł
		 be-subj.fut.3.sg int human
we.nom neg-we are can-ptcp.pres.
		 mor°a-nal 20-rd dari
sarsap’-ner-ě.
		 forget-inf 20th century-dat horror–pl.nom-the
		“If we wish the 21st century to be more human, we can not forget the horrors of the
20th century.”
(498)	….ù³ÝÇ áñ í³Ë»ÝáõÙ »Ý, Ã» ÝáõÛÝÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ ÏñÏÝí»É ³Ù»Ý í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý:
(Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		 k’ani or vaxen-um
en
t’e
nuyn-ě
kar-oł
		 conj
afraid of-ptcp.pres. they are conj same.nom-the can-ptcp.pres.
		 ē krkn-v-el
amen vayrkyan.
		 it repeat-antic-inf every second.nom
		 “…since they are afraid that the same can recur every second.”
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(499)

²í»ÉÇ É³í ¿ ²ÝáõßÇÝ Ñ³ñóÝ»ë:

		 Aveli lav
ē
Anuš-i-n
harc’n-es.
		 int good it is Anuš-dat-the ask-subj.fut.2.sg
		 “It is better to ask Anuš.”
(500)

Î³ñ»ÉÇ± ¿ Ýëï»Ù:

		 Kareli
ē
ns-tem?
		 possible it is sit-subj.fut.1.sg.
		 “May I take a seat?” (Lit.: is it possible that I sit down?)
(501)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ å»ïù ¿ ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã ³ÝÇ, áñå»ë½Ç ³Û¹ ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³ÝÁ ¹ñ³Ï³Ý ÉÇÝÇ:
(Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		 Hayastan-ě
petk’
		 Armenia.nom-the part
		 orpeszi
		 conj

ayd
that

ē
it is

gnahatakan-ě
mark.nom-the

amen inč’
an-i
everything.nom make-deb.fut.3.sg
drakan lin-i.
positive be-subj.fut.3.sg.

		 “Armenia must do everything that this mark would be positive.”

Please note that there is no sequence of time: independent from the tense of the
subjunctive trigger verb, the subjunctive future has to be used, e.g.
(502)

ÊÝ¹ñ»óÇ ì³ñ¹³ÝÇÝ áñ ÇÝÓ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ý³Ù³ÏÁ Ã³ñ·Ù³ÝÇ éáõë»ñ»Ý:

		 Xnrdec’-i
Vardan-i-n
or
		 ask-aor.1.sg. Vardan-dat-the conj

inj
i.dat

hamar
post

namak-ě
letter.nom-the

		 t’argman-i
r°useren.
		 translate-subj.fut.2.sg Russian.nom
		“I asked Vardan to translate the letter into Russian.” (Lit.: I asked Vardan that he
would translate the letter into Russian.)

Note: it is common in spoken Armenian to use volitional and modal verbs with the main
verb in the subjunctive (503) (504) (505) (506) instead of the infinitive in written Standard
Armenian (503a) (504a) (505a) (506a). Both spoken and written Armenian use volitional
and modal verbs with a dependent subordinate clause with the conjunction áñ or “that” and
the verb in the subjunctive (505b) (506b).
(503)
		
		
		
(504)

²ÝÇÝ áõ½áõÙ ¿ ù»½ û·ÝÇ:

Ani-n
uz-um
ē
k’ez
ōgn-i.
Ani.nom-the want-ptcp.pres. she is you.dat help-subj.fut.3.sg
“Ani wants to help you.” (Colloquial)
a.

			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ áõ½áõÙ ¿ ù»½ û·Ý»É:

Ani-n
uz-um
ē
k’ez
ōgn-el.
Ani.nom-the want-ptcp.pres. she is you.dat help-inf
“Ani wants to help you.” (Standard)
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(505)
		
		
		
(506)

²ÝÇ, Ï³ñ³±Ù182 ù»½ Ùáï ·³Ù:

Ani
kara-m
k’ez
mot g-am?
Ani, can-pres.1.sg you.dat post come-subj.fut.1.sg
“Ani, can I visit you?” (Colloquial)
a.

			
			
			
(507)
		
		
		
(508)

²ÝÇ« Ï³ñáÕ »Ù ù»½ Ùáï ·³É:

Ani kar-oł
em
k’ez
mot
Ani, able to-ptcp.pres. I am you.dat post
“Ani, can I visit you?”(Standard)

g-al.
come-inf

ÊÝ¹ñáõÙ »Ù ÇÝÓ Ñ³ó ï³ë:

Xndr-um
em inj
hac’
t-as.
ask-ptcp.pres. I am i.dat bread.nom give-subj.fut.2.sg.
“I ask you to give me bread.” (Colloquial)
a.

ÊÝ¹ñáõÙ »Ù ÇÝÓ Ñ³ó ï³É:

			
			
			

Xndr-um
em inj
hac’
t-al.
ask-ptcp.pres. I am i.dat bread.nom give-inf
“I ask to give me bread.” (WrittenStandard but also impersonal, neutral)

		 b.

ÊÝ¹ñáõÙ »Ù áñ ÇÝÓ Ñ³ó ï³ë:

			
xndr-um
em or
inj
hac’
t-as.
			
ask-ptcp.pres. I am conj I.dat bread.nom give-subj.fut.2.sg
			“I ask to give me bread.” (Lit: I ask you that you give me bread. (If addressing a
certain person))
(504)

ÂáõÛÉ ïí»ù Ýëï»Ù:

		 t’uyl tv-ek’
nst-em.
		 allow-imp.2.pl sit-subj.fut.1.sg
		 “Allow (me) to sit down!” (Colloquial)
(504)

a.

ÂáõÛÉ ïí»°ù Ýëï»É:

			
			
			

t’uyl tv-ek’
nst-el!
allow-imp.2.pl sit-inf
“Allow (me) to sit down!”( Standard)

		 b.

ÂáõÛÉ ïí»°ù áñ Ýëï»Ù:

			
			
			

T’uyl tv-ek’
or
nst-em.
allow-imp.2.pl conj sit-subj.fut.1.sg
“Allow me that I sit down!”

This use of the subjunctive is so wide-spread and common, that it has also begun to enter
the unofficial written language.

. Please note this is the wide-spread colloquial present tense form of the modal verb
Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³É karołanal. The corresponding written (normative) form is Ï³ñáÕ »Ù karoł em.
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If the clause is governed by an utterance verb, the subjunctive future renders the future
action that is desired by the agent of the matrix verb and the main verb conveys causative
meaning:
(505)

²ë³óÇ »Õµáñë áñ ÇÝùÁ ½³Ý·³Ñ³ñÇ ÇÝÓ ³í»ÉÇ áõß:

		
		

Asac’i
ełb-or-s
or
say-aor.1.sg brother-dat-my conj

		
		

inj
aveli uš.
i.dat int late.

ink’ě
he.nom

zangahar-i
call-subj.fut.3.sg

		“I told my brother to call me later.” (Lit: I told my brother that he should call
me later.)
(506)

ºë Ñ³Ùá½»óÇ Ýñ³Ý, áñ ÃáÕÝÇ Çñ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ:

		
		

Es
hamozec-’i
nran
or
i.nom persuade-aor.1.sg he.dat conj

		
		

ir ašxatank’ě.
his job.nom-the

t ‘ołn-i
quit-subj.fut.3.sg

		 “I persuaded him to quit his job.”
(507)

²ÝáõßÝ Çñ ³ÙáõëÝáõÝ ³ë³ó, áñ Å³ÙÁ 6-ÇÝ ï³ÝÁ ÉÇÝÇ:

		
		

Anuš-n
ir amus-nu-n
asac’
or
žam-ě
Anuš.nom-the her husband-dat-the say-aor.3.sg conj hour.nom-the

		
		

vec’-i-n
tan-ě
lin-i.
six-dat-the house-dat-the be-subj.fut.3.sg.

		 “Anuš told her husband to be at home at 6 o’clock.”

The subjunctive future is also used in subordinate clauses of purpose, which is put by the
agent of the matrix verb. In such a clause, the subjunctive future expresses also dependence
from the will of the agent of the main action:
(508)	²ñÑ»ëï³Ï³Ýáñ»Ý ³ÛÝå»ë ³ñ»óÇÝ, áñ ÏáñÍ³ÝíÇ, áõ í³×³é»óÇÝ:
(Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

arhestakanoren
artificially

aynpes arec’-in
or
korcan-v-i
so
make-aor.3.pl conj destroy-pass-subj.fut.3.sg

		
		

u
vačar°ec’-in.
conj sell-aor.3.pl.

		“Artificially, they made it go to ruin, and they sold (it).” (Lit.: They did (it) artificially
in such a way, that it would be destroyed…)

In the conditional clause, the future subjunctive expresses a hypothetical action that is possible from the speaker’s point of view:
(509)
		
		

²ÝÇÝ áñ ·³« Ù»Ýù ß³ï Ïáõñ³Ë³Ý³Ýù:

Ani-n
or
g-a
menk’
Ani.nom-the conj come-subj.fut.3.sg we.nom
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šat
much

kuraxan-ank’.
happy-cond.fut.1.pl.

		 “If Ani comes, we will be very happy.”
(510)	ÆëÏ »Ã» Ã»ñ³óáÕÝ»ñ ÉÇÝ»Ý, Ù»Ýù Ýñ³ÝóÇó Ïí»ñóÝ»Ýù ¹³ßï»ñÁ áõ Ïï³Ýù
³í»ÉÇ å³ñï³×³Ý³ãÝ»ñÇÝ: (Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

Isk
conj

et’e
conj

t’erac’oł-ner
loser-pl.nom

lin-en
be-subj.fut.3.pl.

		
		

kverc’n-enk’
take-cond.fut.1.pl

		
		

aveli partačanač’-ner-i-n.
INT conscientious-pl-dat-the

menk’
we.nom

nranc’ic’
they-abl

dašt-er-ě
u
kt-ank’
field-pl.nom-the conj give-cond.fut.1.pl

		“But if (there) are losers, we will take the fields from them and will give (them) to
more conscientious (people).”

Stative Subjunctive Future
The resultative i.e. stative forms of the subjunctive futures can be used
– if the induced action has to be performed before the reference point in the future.
– to express the result/state of a hypothetical experiential state
(511)	Ø»Ýù ó³ÝÏ³ÝáõÙ »Ýù, áñ Ð³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¹³éÝ³ ³í»ÉÇ ×ÏáõÝ,
Ýå³ï³Ï³ÙÕí³Í ÉÇÝÇ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇ áõ Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó Ï³ñÇùÝ»ñÇÝ:
(Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		
		

Menk’
we.nom

cankan-um
desire-ptcp.pres.

		

dar°na
become-subj.fut.3.sg

		
		

lin-i
be-subj.fut.3.sg

enk’
or
we are conj

Hamagorcakc’ut’yun-ě
cooperation.nom-the

aveli čkun npatakamł-v-ac
int flexible put-pass-ptcp.res.

erkr-ner-i
u
mardkanc’
karik’-ner-i-n.
country-pl-dat conj man-pl-dat need-pl-dat-the

		“We wish that the Cooperation would be more flexible, would be put for the needs
of the countries and the people.”
(512)		 ´áÉáñÇë ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÁ ÏÉáõÍí»Ý« »Ã» å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ ÉáõÍí³Í ÉÇÝÇ«
		 »Ã» ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÁ ÉáõÍí³Í ÉÇÝ»Ý: (Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		
		

bolor-i-s
xndir-ner-ě
kluc-v-en
et’e
all-dat-our problem-pl.nom-the solve-pass-cond.fut.3.pl conj

		
		

petut’y-an xndir-ě
luc-v-ac
lin-i
state-dat problem.nom-the solve-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.fut.3.sg

		
		

et’e žołovrd-i
xndir-ner-ě
conj people-dat problem-pl.nom-the
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luc-v-ac
lin-en.
solve-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.fut.3.pl

		 “The problems of all of us will be solved, if the state’s problem is solved,
		 if the peoples’s problems are solved.”

Hypothetical experiential action or a state can also be expressed with the stative subjunctive future:
this subjunctive future refers to hypothetical experiential actions in the future or in
the past in non-assertive contexts, particularly with adverbs of hesitation, such as ·áõó»
guce “perhaps, maybe”, ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ hnaravor ē “it is possible” etc. If the same meaning is
expressed by the simple perfect, it sounds more natural or perhaps neutral. 183
(513)

¶áõó» Ù³ñ³· ÙïÝ»ÉÇë ÙÏ³ÝÁ ï»ë³Í ÉÇÝ»ë:

		
		

guc’e marag
mtnel-is
mk-an-ě
maybe barn.nom enter-ptcp.proc. mouse-dat-the

		

tes-ac
lin-es.
see-ptcp.res. be-subj.fut.2.sg.

		 “Maybe you saw the mouse when you entered the barn.”
(514)

a.

¶áõó» Ù³ñ³· ÙïÝ»ÉÇë ÙÏ³ÝÁ ï»ë»É »ë:

			
			

Guc’e marag
mtnel-is
mk-an-ě
maybe barn.nom enter-ptcp.proc. mouse-dat-the

			
			

tes-el
es.
see-ptcp.perf. you are

			

“Maybe you saw the mouse when you entered the barn.”

(515)

ÐÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿, áñ å³Ñ³ñ³Ý Ù³ùñ»ÉÇë í³½³Ý ç³ñ¹³Í ÉÇÝ»ë:

		
		

hnaravor ē
or
paharan
mak’rel-is
vaza-n
possible it is conj cupboard.nom clean-ptcp.proc. vase.nom-the

		
		

jard-ac

lin-es.
break-ptcp.res. be-subj.fut.2.sg.

		 “It is possible that you broke the vase when you were cleaning the cupboard.”

. Only 40 % of the informants (total number 30) argued for a semantic difference between
(515) and (515a); the difference again is explained by the aspectual distinction between the participle perfect and resultative. Some informants claimed that the use of the aorist would seem most
natural to them in this context. 80% of the informants declared a difference in style between (515)
and (515a); of which 70.83 % said that (515) is colloquial Armenian. It is interesting to note that
43.33% of all informants regarded (515) as an antiquated form; and 46.67% of all informants said
that they would not use (515) at all to express such a meaning.
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(516)

a.

ÐÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿, áñ å³ñ³ñ³Ý Ù³ùñ»ÉÇë í³½³Ý ç³ñ¹»É »ë:

		
		

hnaravor ē or
paharan
mak’rel-is
possible it is conj cupboard.nom clean-ptcp.proc.

vaza-n
vase.nom-the

			
			

jard-el
es.
break-ptcp.perf. you are

			

“It is possible that you broke the vase when you were cleaning the cupboard.”

In a non-assertive context it is usually used with verbs like ãÏ³ñÍ»É č’karcel “to not think,
to not believe”, ãÑÇß»É č’hišel “to not believe”« Ï³ëÏ³Í»É kaskacel “to doubt” etc.
(517)

â»Ù Ï³ñÍáõÙ, áñ ²ñ³ÙÁ »ñµ¨¿ Ñ³Ùá½í³Í ÉÇÝÇ Çñ ÏÝáçÇó:

		
		

č’-em
karc-um
or
Aram-ě
erbewē
neg-I am believe-ptcp.pres conj Aram.nom-the ever

		
		

hamoz-v-ac
lin-i
ir knoj-ic’.
convince-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.fut.3.sg his wife-abl.

		 “I do not believe that Aram has ever been convinced by his wife.”
(518)

²ñ³ÙÁ ãÇ ÑÇßáõÙ« áñ ²ÝáõßÁ »ñµ¨¿ ·Ý³ÉÇë ÉÇÝÇ ØáëÏí³

		
		

Aram-ě
č’-i
hiš-um
or
Anuš-ě
Aram.nom-the neg-he is remember-ptcp.pres. conj Anuš.nom-the

		
		

erbewē gnac’-ac
lin-i
Moskva.
ever
go-ptcp.res be-subj.fut.3.sg Moscow.nom

		 “Aram does not remember that Anuš has ever gone to Moscow.”
(519)
		
		
		

Î³ñÍáõÙ ¿Ç« Ã» ·Çß»ñí³ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ó³Í ÁÝÏ³Í ÏÉÇÝÇ:

		
		

c’ac
ěnk-ac
klin-i.
down fall-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.3.sg

(Grakanut’yun 6:149)
Karc-um
ēi
t’e
gišer-va
ěnt’ac’k’-um
think-ptcp.pres. I was conj night-dat course-loc

		 “I thought that it will be fallen down in the course of the night.”

Processual Subjunctive Future
The processual, i.e. progressive, forms of the subjunctive future can be used if the induced
action is in progress before the reference point in the future.
(520)
		

²ñ³ñ³ïÇ å³ïÏ»ñÁ Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ Ñ³Ûáñ¹Ç ÏñáõÙ ¿ Çñ Ñá·áõÙ,
áñï»Õ ¿É Ý³ ³åñ»ÉÇë ÉÇÝÇ: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)

Ararat-i
patker-ě
yurak’anč’yur hayord
kr-um
Ararat-dat image.nom-the each
Armenian.nom bear–ptcp.pres. is
ē
ir hog-um orteł ēl
na
aprel-is
lini.
it is his soul-loc where ever it.nom live-ptcp.pres. be-subj.fut.3.sg.
		 “Each Armenian bears the picture of the Ararat in his soul, whereverhe shall be living.”
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Prospective Subjunctive Future
The prospective subjunctive future is used to indicate that the action is about to start or
that the agent is about to perform the action. This subjunctive form emphasises the beginning of an action; it can also denote that the action has already started. There is a very
strong pragmatic relation between the action and the condition.
(521)

ºÃ» »ë ·Ý³Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ù, ù»½ ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý Ï½³ÝÑ³Ñ³ñ»Ù:

		 Et’e
		 conj

es
i.nom

anpayman
certainly

gnal-u
lin-em
k’ez
go-ptcp.fut. be-subj.fut.1sg you.dat
kzangahar-em.
call-cond.fut.1.sg.

		 “If I am about to go, I will certainly call you.”
(522)

ºñµ áñ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ Ï³ñ¹³ÉáÕ ÉÇÝ»ë, ÙÛáõëÁ Ïï³ë »Õµáñ¹:

Erb or
ays girk’-ě
kardal-u
lin-es
conj conj this book.nom-the read-ptcp.fut. be-subj.fut.2.sg
myus-ě
other.nom-the

kt-as
give-cond-fut.2.sg

ełbor-d.
brother-dat-your

		 “When you are about to read this book, you shall give the other to your brother.”
(523)
		

ºÃ» »ï Ý³Û»Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ù, ã»Ù Ï³ñáÕ ³ë»É, Ã» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ³Ûëûñ áõñ184
ÏÉÇÝ»ñ ³é³Ýó ê÷ÛáõéùÇ: (Armenpress 28.03.2006)

et’e
conj look
		
		

et nayel-u
lin-em
č’-em
back-ptcp.fut. be-subj.fut.1.sg. neg-I am

kar-oł
can-ptcp.pres.

as-el
t’e
Hayastan-n
aysōr ur
klin-er
say-inf conj Armenia.nom-the today where be-cond.past.3.sg
ar°anc'
prep

Sp'yur°k'-i.
Diaspora-dat

		 “If I am about to look back, I can not say, where Armenia would be without
		 the Diaspora.”
(524)
		
		
		
		

²ÝóÛ³É ï³ñí³ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ëáñ³ó»É ¿ ØÇ³óÛ³É Ü³Ñ³Ý·Ý»ñÇ ¨
Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ µÇ½Ý»ëÇ ½³ñ·³óÙ³Ý,
Çñ³í³å³Ñ Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý, ë³ÑÙ³ÝÝ»ñÇ ³Ýíï³Ý·áõÃÛ³Ý,
·ÛáõÕ³ïÝï»ëáõÃÛ³Ý ³ëå³ñ»½Ý»ñáõÙ, »Ã» Ãí³ñÏ»Éáõ ÉÇÝ»Ýù ëáëÏ
ÙÇ ù³ÝÇëÁ: (Armenpress 28.12.2005)

		
		

Anc’yal tar-va
ěnt’ac’k’um xorac’-el
ē
Miac’yal Nahangneri ew
last
year-dat post
deep-ptcp.perf. it is United States-dat
conj

. Note: this is a quotation of a spoken utterance. The use of áõñ ur« meaning “where” is not
standard, but colloquial Armenian. The standard form should be áñï»Õ orteł, but in many contexts
this form is accepted as a correct written and standard Armenian.
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Hayastan-i
hamagorcakc’ut’yun-ě biznes-i
zargac’m-an
Armenia-dat cooperation.nom-the business-dat development-dat

		
		

iravapah
hamagorcakc’ut’y-an sahman-ner-i anvtangut’y-an
law-keeping cooperation-dat
border-pl-dat safety-dat

		
		

gyułatntesut’y-an asparez-ner-um, et’e t’varkel-u
agriculture-dat field-pl-loc
conj enumerate-ptcp.fut.

lin-enk’
sosk mi qani-s-ě.
		be-subj.fut.1.pl only a few-pl.nom-the
		 “In the course of the last year the cooperation between the US and Armenia
		 has deepened in business development, law-keeping cooperation, border safety
		 and in agricultural fields, if we are about to enumerate only a few (of them).”

2.5.7.3.1.2 Subjunctive past
In general, the subjunctive past denotes the desired, but unreal, action or irrealis actions
in the past.
Dynamic Subjunctive Past
a. Simple Sentences
In simple sentences the reference point coincides with the moment of speech. In such a
context, the subjunctive past expresses the unreal action.
(525)

È³í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ áñ ¹áõ ÇÝù¹ ·Ý³ÛÇñ ØáëÏí³:

		
		

Lav klin-er
or
du
ink’-d
good be-cond.past.3.sg conj you.nom yourself

		
		

gnay-ir
Moskva.
go-subj.past.2.sg Moscow.nom

		 “It would have been good if you yourself had gone to Moscow.”

In simple sentences addressed to the hearer (second person), the subjunctive past expresses
a suggestion or request.
b. Subordinate Clauses
In conditional or concessive clauses the reference point can also belong to the present
or past.
If it belongs to the present, the subjunctive past denotes an unlikely action in the past,
present or future.
(526)

ºÃ» ÙÇ ùÇã ßáõï ·³ÛÇñÿ ÏÑÝ³¹Çå»Çñ Ýñ³Ý:

		 Et’e
mik’ič’ šut
gay-ir
khandip-eir
		 conj a bit
early come-subj.past.2.sg meet-cond.past.2.sg
		 “If you had come a bit earlier, you would have met him.”

nran.
he.dat
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(527)

ºÃ» Ññ³í»ñ ëï³Ý³ÛÇ, Ï·Ý³ÛÇ ·Çï³ÄáÕáíÇÝ:

		
		

Et’e
conj

hraver
invitation.nom

stana-yi
receive-subj.past.1.sg

		
		

kgna-yi
gitažołov-i-n.
go-cond.past.1.sg conference-dat-the

		 “If I had received an invitation, I would have gone to the conference.”
(528) Þ³ï Ïó³ÝÏ³Ý³ÛÇ, áñ ³Ûëå»ë ÉÇÝ»ñ ï³ñÇÝ 12 ³ÙÇë:
		 (Ar°avot 08.03.2006)
		
		

šat
kc’ankan-ayi
or
ayspes lin-er
much desire-cond.past.1.sg conj so
be-subj.past.3.sg
tari-n
12 amis.
year.nom-the 12 month.nom

		 “I would much desire it, that it were that way 12 months in the year.”

If utterance verbs are used in a causative meaning, subjunctive past usually expresses a
desired action belonging to the past - especially in narrations.
(529)
		
		

ºë ³ë³óÇ, áñ ÈÇÉÇÃÁ ·³ñ ãáñëÇÝ:

		
		

g-ar
č’ors-i-n.
come-subj.past.3.sg four-dat-the

es
asac-’i
i.nom say-aor.1.sg

or
Lilit’ě
conj Lilit’.nom-the

		 “I said that Lilit’ should come at four (o’ clock).”

Stative Subjunctive Past
In subordinate clauses, the stative subjunctive past can be used
a. in conditional clauses, if it refers to an unlikely state, and if the reference point is not
shifted to the past;
(530)
		

»Ã» ³ÛÝ ëïáñ³·ñí³Í ÉÇÝ»ñ, ³å³ ³Ûëûñ È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ
Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ï³ñ·³íáñí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ: :(Armenpress 22.03.2006)

		
		

Et’e ayn storagr-v-ac
lin-er
apa aysōr
conj that sign-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.past.3.sg then today

		
		

Ler°nayin Łarabał-i
hakamartut’yun-ě
Mountainous Karabach-dat conflict.nom-the

		
		

kargavor-v-ac
klin-er.
settle-pass-ptcp.res. be-cond.past.3.sg.

		“If that had been signed, then today the Mountainous Karabach conflict wouldhave
been settled.”

b.

in complement clauses, if they are governed by a negative mental non-factive verb,
such as not believe, not think, not remember etc. In such a context, the stative subjunctive (past) rather conveys experiential meaning, as above (214) (215).
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2.5.7.3.2 Conditional
Conditional mood has two tense forms, the future and the past as well as also two aspects:
dynamic and stative. The conditional of MEA is used in many functions, particularly
in denoting future actions or states. It can be used in simple sentences, in main clauses
of complex conditional sentences of condition or concession and in asyndetic complex
sentences.
Formation
The suffix Ï- k- is the prototypical marker of the conditional mood, which is always prefixed to the finite verb form. In compound verbs, the main verb form shows the particle, as
e.g. óáõÛó ï³É c’uyc tal “to show”, óáõÛó Ïï³Ù c’uyc k-tam “I shall show, I will show.”185
––
––
––

––

The dynamic conditional is formed from the present stem of all verbs plus the modal
prefix k- and the primary ending of the present or past tense.
The stative conditional is formed with the resultative participle in -³Í -ac plus the
auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the conditional.
In some contexts, processual forms of the conditional in the future and the past
are also used. This processual conditional is formed by means of the processual
participle in -Çë -is and the conditional of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be”.
Prospective conditionals do occur, but not frequently. These forms are formed with
the future participle in -áõ -u and the conditional forms of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be”.

Table 16, 17. Formation of the Conditional
DYNAMIC

STATIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

1.SG

Ï·Ý³Ù

Ï·Ý³ÛÇ

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ç

2. SG

Ï·Ý³ë

Ï·Ý³ÛÇñ

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Çñ

gnac ’ac k-lin-es

gnac’ ac k-lin-eir

3. SG

Ï·Ý³

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ

gnac’ ac k-lin-i

gnac ’ac k-lin-er

1. PL

Ï·Ý³Ýù

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

gnac’ ac k-lin-enk’

gnac’ ac k-lin-eink’

2. PL

Ï·Ý³ù

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Çù

gnac’ ac k-lin-ek’

gnac’ ac k-lin-eik’

3. PL

Ï·Ý³Ý

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

k-gn-am
k-gn-as
k-gn-a
k-gn-ank’
k-gn-ak’
k-gn-an

k-gn-ayi
k-gn-ayir
Ï·Ý³ñ

k-gn-ar
Ï·Ý³ÛÇÝù

k-’gn-ayink’
Ï·Ý³ÛÇù

k-gn-ayik’
Ï·Ý³ÛÇÝ

k-gn-ayin

gnac’ ac k-lin-em

gnac ’ac k-lin-en

gnac’ ac k-lin-ei

gnac ’ac k-lin-ein

. Please note that in colloquial Armenian one can also hear the modal particle Ï- k- not prefixed to the verb but to the noun or other verb component of the compound verb, as e.g. ÏóáõÛó
ï³Ù k-c’uyc’ tam instead of given above written Standard óáõÛó Ïï³Ù c’yuc k-tam “I will/shall give”.
Łaragyulyan 1981: 99.
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PROCESSUAL

PROSPECTIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

1.SG

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ç

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Ç

2. SG

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Çñ

gnalis k-lin-eir

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ë

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Çñ

gnalis k-lin-es

gnalu k-lin-es

gnalu k-lin-eir

3. SG

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»ñ

gnalis k-lin-er

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ñ

gnalis k-lin-i

gnalu k-lin-i

gnalu k-lin-er

1. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

gnalis k-lin-eink’

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Ýù

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝù

gnalis k-lin-enk’

gnalu k-lin-enk’

gnalu k-lin-eink’

2. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Çù

gnalis k-lin-eik’

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ù

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Çù

gnalis k-lin-ek’

gnalu k-lin-ek’

gnalu k-lin-eik’

3. PL

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»Ý

·Ý³Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝ

gnalis k-lin-em

gnalis k-lin-en

gnalis k-lin-ei

gnalis k-lin-ein

gnalu k-lin-em

gnalu k-lin-en

gnalu k-lin-ei

gnalu k-lin-ein

Negation
The conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the verb and the negated
auxiliary. The negative participle is formed using the present stem of all verbs and the ending -Ç-i for verbs in -»É -el and -³É -a for verbs in -³É -al as ending.
––
––

––

––

The dynamic conditional is negated by means of the negative participle and the ãč’-prefixed auxiliary »Ù em in the present or the imperfect tense.
The stative conditional is negated by means of negative participle and the auxiliary
ÉÇÝ»É linel i.e. ÉÇÝÇ lini plus the ã- č’- prefixed negative particle on the auxiliary »Ù em
in the present and imperfect tense. In neutral utterances the order is the following:
resultative participle – negated auxiliary – negative participle of ÉÇÝÇ lini.
The processual conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel i.e. ÉÇÝÇ lini plus the ã- č’- prefixed negative particle on the auxiliary
»Ù em in the present and imperfect tense and the preceding processual participle. In
neutral utterances the order is the following: processual participle– negated auxiliary
– negative participle of ÉÇÝÇ lini.
The immanent conditional is negated by means of the negative participle of the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel i.e. ÉÇÝÇ lini plus the ã- č’- prefixed negative particle on the auxiliary
»Ù em in the present and past tense and the preceding future participle. In neutral
utterances the order is the following: future participle– negated auxiliary – negative
participle of ÉÇÝÇ lini.
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Table 18. Formation of negative Conditional, e.g. 1st Person Singular
DYNAMIC

1.SG

STATIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

ã»Ù ·Ý³

ã»Ç ·Ý³

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ó³Í ã»Ç ÉÇÝÇ

č ’em gna

č’ ei gna

PROCESSUAL

1.SG

gnac’ac č’ em lini

gnac’ac č’ ei lini

PROSPECTIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

·Ý³ÉÇë ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³ÉÇë ã»Ç ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³Éáõ ã»Ù ÉÇÝÇ

·Ý³Éáõ ã»Ç ÉÇÝÇ

gnalis č ’em lini

gnalis č’ ei lini

gnalu č’ em lini

gnalu č’ ei lini

2.5.7.3.2.1 Conditional future (Conditional I)
Dynamic forms
a.

Simple sentences

The conditional future originally denotes an action that shall be performed in the future
under certain conditions.
Future Meaning (or “meaning of a confirming mood186” Asatryan 2004:303)
In MEA, however, it is more often used to express simple actions in the future and as
such has no major semantic differences to the future tense and is even more often used as
the future tense.187
(531)

ì³ÕÁ Ý³Ù³Ï Ï·ñÙ:

Vałě
namak
kgr-em.
tomorrow letter.nom write-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “Tomorrow I will (shall) write a letter.”
(531)

a.

			

ì³ÕÁ Ý³Ù³Ï »Ù ·ñ»Éáõ:

Vałě
namak
em
tomorrow
letter.nom I am
“Tomorrow I will write a letter.”

grel-u.
write-ptcp.fut.

. In Armenian Ñ³ëï³ïáÕ³Ï³Ý »Õ³Ý³ÏÇ ÇÙ³ëï hastatołakan ełanaki imast; this term is
used to express the future meaning of the conditional future which also “confirms” that the action
will certainly be performed in (a nearer) future.
. This common use of the conditional to denote the future indicative meaning has also led
to a broader discussion of the term for this verbal form. Still, in all traditional grammars the term
“conditional” is used.
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There is a subtle semantic difference, however: if the future action is expressed in the conditional future, the objective relation of the speaker to the action is expressed: the speaker
is quite certain that this action will really be performed in future. It is also referring to a
“nearer” future than the future tense.
(532)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ Ïí»ñ³¹³éÝ³ ÑáõÝí³ñÇ ÑÇÝ·ÇÝ:

		 Armen-ě
kverdar°n-a
hunvar-i
hing-i-n.
		 Armen.nom-the return-cond.fut.3.sg January-dat five-dat-the
		 “Armen will return on January 5th.”

Moreover, the conditional future also denotes an action that is either in progress at the
point of speech or that will be performed in the nearest future.
(533)
		
		

ÐÇÙ³ ÏÏ³ñ¹³Ù Ñá¹í³Í¹:

hima
now

kkard-am
read-cond.fut.1.sg

hodvac-d.
paper.nom-your

		 “I will read your paper now.”Means: I have already started to read; soon I will
		 have read your paper.
(533)

a.

ÐÇÙ³ Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ »Ù Ñá¹í³Í¹:

		
		

Hima
now

kardal-u
read-ptcp.fut

em
I am

hodvac-d.
paper.nom-your

			
			

“I will read your paper now.” Means: I will read your paper, but I have not
yet started to read it. It is also not sure that I will read it soon.

Conditional future also conveys potential meaning, if the context does not refer to future.
Potential meaning or indicative meaning188
––

––

in iterative or generalised constructions: the conditional future denotes iterative
actions, that are either a typical property of the agent or that are generalised. Such a
reading is usually triggered by iterative adverbs.
This function of the conditional can mainly be found in written Armenian, and is also
considered as a type of narrative tense.189

(534)
		
		

ø³ÙÇÝ Ï÷ãÇ« ³ÝÓñ¨Á Ïï»Õ³ÿ µ³Ûó É»éÁ ÏÙÝ³ Ï³Ý·áõÝ:

K’ami-n
kp’č-’i
anjrew-ě
kteł-a
wind.nom-the blow-cond.fut.3.sg rain.nom-the fall-cond.fut.3.sg

. In Armenian grammars this function of the conditional to express habitual or iterative
actions of the present (or past tense for the conditional past) is called the ë³ÑÙ³Ý³Ï³Ý »Õ³Ý³ÏÇ
ÇÙ³ëï, the indicative meaning. (Asatryan 2004: 304).
. Informants mentioned that this use of the conditional future can be regarded as antiquated
and restricted especially to “literary” SMEA.
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bayc’ ler°-ě
kmn-a
kangun.
conj mountain.nom-the stay-cond.fut.3.sg standing.

		 “The wind blows, the rain falls down, but (only) the mountain stands still.”
(535)
		
		
		

²Ù»Ý ûñ Ý³ Ï·Ý³ Ë³ÝáõÃ Ñ³ó ·Ý»Éáõ:

Amen ōr
na
kgn-a
xanut’
hac’
gnel-u.
every day.nom he.nom go-cond.fut.3.sg shop.nom bread.nom buy-inf-dat
“Every day he goes to the shop to buy bread.”

– Objective potential meaning
Generalised constructions with the 2nd person SG. in the conditional future denote an
objective potentiality of the action.
(536)

²Ûë ÑÇÝ å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¹»é ÏÉë»ë ·ÛáõÕÇ ï³ñ»Í Ù³ñ¹Ï³ÝóÇó:

		
		

Ays hin patmut’yun-ě der° kls-es
gyuł-i
this old story.nom-the still hear-cond.fut.2.sg village-dat

		 tarec mardkanc’-ic’.
		 aged man-pl-abl
		 “This old story you may still hear from aged village people.”
(537)

Ø»ñ ÏáÕÙ»ñáõÙ ¹³Ý³Ï-ÙÏñ³ï ëñáÕÝ»ñÇ ³ÛÉ¨ë ã»ë ï»ëÝÇ:

		 Mer
		 our

kołm-er-um
side-pl-loc

č’-es
neg-you are

danak-mkrat
sroł-ner-i
aylews
knife-scissors.nom grinder-pl-dat no more

tesn-i.
see-ptcp.neg.190

		 “Hereabout you will not see knife-scissors-grinders any more.”

– Assumptive meaning191
Conditional Future also expresses the objective meaning of the speaker about an action (or
state) in the present tense192

. This is the negated conditional, formed by means of the preposed negated auxiliary ã»ë 'č’es
and the negative participle of the verb ï»ëÝ»É tesnel “to see”, ï»ëÝÇ tesni.
. in Armenian grammars: »ÝÃ³¹ñ³Ï³Ý »Õ³Ý³ÏÇ ÇÙ³ëï ent’adrakan ełanaki imast: not
referring to an action in the future, but expressing a potential action in the present tense (or past
tense for the conditional past).
.

or past tense for the conditional past.
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(538)

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ ÙÇ Ù»Í ·áñÍ³ñ³ÝÇ Ï³é³í³ñÇã ¿ »Õ»É« É³í Ãáß³Ï Ïëï³Ý³:

		

Vahan-ě
mi mec gorcaran-i
kar°avarič’
ē
Vahan.nom-the a big factory-dat manager.nom he is

		
		

lav
good

		

“Vahan has been manager of a big factory; he shall receive a high pension.”

		

(539)
		
		

t’ošak
pension

eł-el
be-ptcp.perf.

kstan-a.
receive-cond.fut.3.sg.

²ÝÇÝ ÑÇÙ³ Ñ³ëï³ï ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã ÏÇÙ³Ý³ Çñ ³å³·³ÛÇ Ù³ëÇÝ:

Ani-n
hima
Ani.nom-the now

hastat amen inch kiman-a
sure everything learn-cond.fut.3.sg

		 ir
apaga-yi
masin.
		 her future-dat post
		 “Now Ani will learn everything about her future for sure.”

––

The conditional future can also express an assumption of the speaker referring to an
action or a state in the future.

(540)

²Ûëûñ ·Çß»ñÁ óáõñï ÏÉÇÝÇ:

Aysōr gišer-ě
today night.nom-the
		 “It will be cold tonight.”

c’urt
cold

klin-i.
be-cond.fut.3.sg

Other functions
–– In direct speech the conditional future may also express a strict order or demand. The
hearer has no right to refuse the action:
(541)

¸áõ Ïí»ñç³Ý³ë ùá ·áñÍÁ:

		 Du
kverjan-as
k’o
gorc-ě.
		 you.nom finish-cond.fut.2.sg. your work.nom-the
		 “You will finish your work.”

––

The conditional future can also be used to express a binding promise to the hearer, to
perform the action in the nearest future.

(542)

È³í« í³ÕÁ Ï·³Ù ù»½ Ùáï:

		 Lav
vałē
k-gam
k’ez
mot.
		 okay, tomorrow come-cond.fut.1.sg you.dat post
		 “Okay, tomorrow I will seek you out.”

––

The conditional future is also used to formulate a polite request or a polite order:

(543)

ÆÝÓ Ñ³ó Ïï³±ë:

Inj
hac’
kt-as?
i.dat
bread.nom give-cond.fut.2.sg
		 “Please give me some bread do?”
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b. Complex sentences
In conditional clauses, the conditional future is used in the main clause to denote a hypothetical potential action that will be performed in future under certain conditions, as
expressed by the subordinate clause.
(544)
		

Ø³ñ¹áõ Çñ³íáõÝùÝ»ñÇ Ë³ËïáõÙ ÏÉÇÝÇ, »Ã» ûñ»Ýùáí ãÏ³ñ·³íáñíÇ
³Ûë Ñ³ñóÁ: (Aravot 07.04.2006)

		
		

Mard-u
iravunk’-ner-i xaxtum
klin-i
et’e
Person-dat right-pl-dat violation.nom be-cond.fut.3.sg conj

		
		

ōrenk’-ov č’-kargavor-v-i
ays harc’-ĕ.
law-inst neg-regulate-pass-subj.fut.3.sg this question.nom-the

		 “It will be a violation of human rights, if this question is not regulated with law.”
		
		

(545)

»Ã» Ñ³Û ÓÛáõ¹áÇëïÝ»ñÁ Ï³ñáÕ³Ý³Ý Ù»¹³ÉÝ»ñ Ýí³×»É 2
ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ ÙñóáõÙÝ»ñáõÙ, ³å³ ³ñ¹»Ý Ï³å³ÑáííÇ Ýñ³Ýó
ûÉÇÙåÇ³Ï³Ý »ÉáõÛÃÁ: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)

		
		

et’e hay
jyudoist-ner-ĕ
karołan-an
medal-ner
conj Armenian judoka-pl.nom-the can-subj.fut.3.pl medal-pl.nom

		
		

nvač-el 2 mi jazgayin mrc’um-ner-um
apa arden
win-inf 2 international competition-pl-loc then already

		
		

kapahov-v-i
nranc’ ōlimpiakan eluyt’-ĕ.
guarantee-pass-cond.fut.3.sg their Olympic appearance.nom-the

		 “If the Armenian judokas can win medals at the two international competitions,
		 then their Olympic appearance will be already guaranteed.”

In contrast, in concessives clauses, the conditional future denotes the future action that will
be fulfilled despite the state of affairs expressed in the subordinated clause:
(546)
		

»Ã» ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ æáÝ ø»ñÇÝ ÁÝïñíÇ ²ØÜ-Ç Ý³Ë³·³Ñ, ÎáÝ·ñ»ëÁ ÏÙÝ³
Ñ³Ýñ³å»ï³Ï³Ý ¨ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ·Éáµ³É Ñ³ñó»ñáõÙ` (Armenpress 17.01.2006)

Et’e
nuynisk Jon K’eri-n
ĕntr-v-i
AMN-i
conj even
John Kerry.nom-the elect-pass-subj.fut.3.sg us-dat
naxagah
president.nom
ew
conj

miayn
only

Kongres-ĕ
kmn-a
hanrapetakan
Congress.nom-the remain-cond.fut.3.sg Republican
global
global

harc-er-um.
question-pl-loc

		 “Even if John Kerry is elected President of the United States, Congress will
		 remain Republican only in global questions.”

Asyndetic complex clauses
The conditional future is also used in asyndetic complex clauses, in which the prepositive
clause expresses the conditional meaning:
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(547)

²ë³Íë Ä³ÙÇÝ Ï·³ë, ÏÑ³Ý¹Çå»Ýù:

Asac-s
žam-i-n
kg-as
khandip-enk’.
say-ptcp.res-my hour-dat-the come-cond.fut.2.sg meet-cond.fut.1.pl
		 “If you come at the time said by me, we will meet.”

Stative Conditional Future
The stative conditional future may function in the following contexts:
–– if a future perfective action (a result from this future action) precedes a reference point
in future:
(548)
		

		

ì³ÕÝ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ý³Ù³ÏÁ ·ñ³Í ÏÉÇÝÇ:

vałn
ar°avotyan Vardan-ě
namak-ě
gr-ac
tomorrow morning Vardan.nom-the letter.nom-the write-ptcp.res.
klin-i.
be-cond.fut.3.sg

		 “Tomorrow morning Vardan will have written the letter.”
		 I.e. tomorrow morning Vardan will have finished writing the letter. The letter
		 will be written.
(549)

ÀÝÃñÇùÁ å³ïñ³ëï³±Í ÏÉÇÝ»ë« »ñµ ·³Ù »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý Ä³ÙÁ 7-ÇÝ:

		
		

ěnt’rik’-ě
patrast-ac
klin-es
erb
dinner.nom-the prepare-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.2.sg conj

		
		

g-am
erekoyan žam-ě
yot’-i-n?
come-subj.fut.1.sg evening hour.nom-the seven-dat-the

		 “Will you have prepared the dinner, when I come at seven o’ clock in the
		 evening?” I.e. will the dinner be prepared at 7’ o’clock in the evening.

––

If it expresses a highly probable hypothetical action whose result is important at the
moment of speech.

(550)

Î³ñ¹³ó»±É »ë ³Û¹ ·ÇñùÁ: ²Ýßáõßï Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ë:

		
		

kardac’-el
es
ayd girk’-ě?
Anšust
read-ptcp.perf. you are that book.nom-the doubtless
kardac’-ac
read-ptcp.res.

klin-es.
be-cond.fut.2.sg

		 “Have you read this book? Of course, you should have read it.”

––

To a manifold hypothetical action, which result is summarised at the moment of
speech.

(551)
		
		

ÎÛ³ÝùáõÙ¹ ù³ÝÇ± ³Ý·³Ù ï»ëëÍ ÏÉÇÝ»ë ³Ûë ÏÇÝáÝ:

kyank’-um-d k’ani
angam
tes-ac
klin-es
life-loc-your wh-how many time see-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.2.sg
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ays kino-n?
this movie.nom-the

		 “How many times have you (approximately) seen this film in your life?”

Note: if the manifold action is not hypothetical, and if the result of the manifold action is
exactly countable, the present perfect is used.
(551)

a.

ÎÛ³ÝùáõÙ¹ ù³ÝÇ± ³Ý·³Ù »ë ï»ë»É ³Ûë ÏÇÝáÝ:

			
			

Kyank’-um
k’ani
angam
es
tes-el
life-loc-your wh-how many time you are see-ptcp.perf.

			
			

ays kino-n?
this movie.nom-the

			

How many times have you seen this movie in your life?”

––

If the speaker thinks or supposes that an action has been performed in the past. (The
state as a result of this action refers but to the moment of speech)

(552)
		
		

ºÕµ³Ûñ¹ áñï»±Õ ¿: ¶Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝÇ:

Ełbayr-d
orteł
ē?
Gnac’-ac
klin-i.
brother-your wh-where he is? go-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.3.sg

		 “Where is your brother? He must be gone. (i.e. he has certainly gone)”
(553)
		
		
(554)

Üñ³Ýù ÑÇÙ³ ³ñ¹»Ý ï»Õ Ñ³ë³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ý:

Nrank’
hima arden teł
has-ac
klin-en.
they.nom now already place.nom arrive-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.3.pl
“They will have already arrived at the place now.”
Ø»Ýù Ç½áõñ »Ýù ßï³åáõÙÿ ·Ý³óùÝ ³ñ¹»Ý Ù»ÏÝ³Í ÏÉÇÝÇ:

Menk’
izur
enk’
štap-um.
gnac’k’-n
arden
we.nom for nothing we are hurry-ptcp.res. train.nom-the already
		
		

mekn-ac
klin-i.
depart-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.3.sg.

		 “We are hurrying for nothing: the train will have already departed.”

Processual Conditional Future
The processual conditional is preferably used with a strict future meaning: it refers to an
action that will be in progress (at a certain point) in the future:
(555)

ì³ÕÝ ³Ûë Ä³ÙÇÝ ·Ý³ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ýù ¹»åÇ Ã³Ý·³ñ³Ý:

Vałn
ays žam-i-n
gnal-is
klin-enk’
tomorrow this hour-dat-the go-ptcp.proc. be-cond.fut.1.pl
depi
prep

t’angaran.
museum.nom

		 “Tomorrow at this time we will be going towards the museum.”
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(556)

¸áõ ¹³ë»ñ¹ ¹»é ëáíáñ»ÉÇ±ë ÏÉÇÝ»ë« »ñµ ù»½ »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý ½³Ý·»Ù:

Du
das-er-d
der° sovorel-is
klin-es
you.nom lesson-pl.nom-your still learn-ptcp.proc. be-cond.fut.2.sg
erb
k’ez
erekoyan zang-em.
conj you.dat evening call-subj.fut.1.sg.
		 “Will you still be learning your lessons, when I call you in the evening?”
(557)

ºñµ ¹áõù Ý»ñë ÙïÝ»ù, Ù»Ýù å³ñ»ÉÇë ÏÉÇÝ»Ýù:

		
		

Erb duk’
ners mtn-ek’
menk’
conj you.nom come in-subj.fut.2.pl we.nom

		
		

parel-is
klin-enk’.
dance-ptcp.proc. be-cond.fut.1pl

		 “When you come in, we will be dancing.”

Prospective Conditional Future
The prospective form of the conditional future is used to indicate that a potential action is
about to be performed at a certain point of time in the future, and that this action is governing or triggering a second action.
(558)

ºñµ áñ ×³Ý³å³ñÑáñ¹áõÃÛ³Ý Ù»ÏÝ»Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ë« êáÝ³ÛÇÝ ÝáõÛÝå»ë Ñ»ï¹ Ïï³Ý»ë:

		
		

Erb or
čanaparhordut’y-an meknel-u
lin-es
conj conj journey-dat
depart-ptcp.fut. be-cond.fut.2.sg

		
		

Sona-yi-n
nuynpes het-d
ktan-es.
Sona-dat-the also
with-your take-cond.fut.2.sg

		 “When you will be about to leave for your trip, you will take Sona also with you.”

2.5.7.3.2.2 Conditional past
The conditional past is generally used to express an action which should have been
performed in past, but which was not performed due to certain conditions and
circumstances.
Dynamic Conditional Past
If the reference point coincides with the moment of speech, the conditional past usually
denotes
–– an unlikely possibility
–– polite questions, requests or advices
If the reference point, however, refers to a moment in the past, the conditional past denotes
––
––

a possible prospective action in the past
habitual actions in the past (indicative meaning): as with the conditional future, the
conditional past can also be used in the function of a narrative tense to express iterative or habitual actions in the past.193

. compare functions of the conditional future, p. 254; “potential or indicative meaning”.
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(559)

Üñ³Ý Ý³Ù³Ï Ï·ñ»Ç, »Ã» ÇÙ³Ý³ÛÇ Ýñ³ Ñ³ëó»Ý:

		
		

Nran namak
kg-rei
et’e imana-yi
he.dat letter.nom write-cond.past.1.sg conj know-subj.past.1.sg

		

nra hasc’e-n.
his address.nom-the

		

		 “I would have written to him, if I had known his address.”
(560)
		
		

úÉÇÙåÇ³Ï³Ý ã»ÙåÇáÝ È¨áÝ æáõÉý³É³ÏÛ³ÝÝ ³ë³ó, áñ
ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛ³Ý ¹»åùáõÙ ³í»ÉÇ ß³ï Ñ³Û ÁÙµÇßÝ»ñ ÏÙ»ÏÝ»ÇÝ
üñ³ÝëÇ³: (Armenpress 16.11.2005)

		
		

ōlimpiakan č’empion
Lewon Ĵulfalakyan-n
asac’
Olympic
champion.nom Lewon Ĵulfalakyan.nom-the say-aor.3.sg
or
hnaravorut’y-an depk’-um aveli šat
hay
ěmbiš-ner
conj possibility-dat case-loc much more Armenian wrestler-pl.nom

		
		

kmekn-ein
Fransia.
go-cond.past.3.pl France.nom

		“The Olympic champion Lewon Julfalakyan said, that if it had been possible”(Lit:
in the case of possibility), many more Armenian wrestlers would have gone to
France.)
(561)
		
		

ºÃ» Ñ³ñÓ³ÏíáõÝ»ñÁ ÇëÏ³Ï³Ý ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹ ÉÇÝ»ÇÝ, Ýñ³Ýù
ÏÑ³ñÓ³Ïí»ÇÝ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó, ³ÛÉ áã Ã» Ë»Õ× Ï³Ý³Ýó íñ³:

(Armenpress 22.01.2006)

		 et’e
harjakvoł-ner-ě
		 conj attacker-pl.nom-the

iskakan tłamard
real
man.nom

lin-ein
be-subj.past.3.pl

nrank’
kharjak-v-ein
tłamardk-anc’
they.nom attack-refl-cond.past.3.pl man-pl-dat
ayl
oč’ t’e
xełč kananc’
vra.
conj neg conj poor woman-pl-dat post
		“If the attackers were real men, they would have attacked men and not poor women.”
(562)
		

»Ã» Ù»Ýù Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ»ÇÝù èáõë³ëï³ÝÇ å³ñï³¹ñ³Í ë³Ï³·ÝÇ Ñ»ï, ·áÝ» 1
ï³ñÇ ³Ýó ÏÏ³ñáÕ³Ý³ÛÇÝù û·ïí»É Çñ³Ý³Ï³Ý ·³½Çó: (Ar°avot 07.04.2006)

		Et’e menk’ hamajayn-eink’
R° usastan-i partadr-ac
sakagni
		conj we.nom agree-subj.past.1.pl Russia-dat compel-ptcp.res. tariff-dat
		

		

het gone
1
tari
anc’
post at least one year.nom later

kkarołanay-ink’
can-cond.past.1.pl

ōgt-v-el
iranakan gaz-ic’.
profit-refl-inf Iranian
gas-abl
		 “If we had agreed with the tariff compelled by Russia, we would have been able
		 at least to profit one year later from the Iranian gas.” (Lit. “….agreed with the of
		 Russia compelled tariff ”)
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In the function of expressing a habitual action in the past and in the function of a narrative tense:
(563)
		

Ø»ñ Ñ³¨³ÝÁ Ä³Ù»ñáí Ï³ßË³ï»ñ Çñ ³Û·áÙ ¨ ÏËÝ³Ù»ñ Çñ
ïÝÏ³Í Í³é»ñÁ:

		
		

Mer harewan-ě
žam-er-ov
kašxat-er
ir
our neighbour.nom-the hour-pl-inst work-cond.past.3.sg his
ayg-um
ew kxnam-er
ir tnk-ac
car°-er-ě.
garden-loc conj take care-cond.past.3.sg his plant-ptcp.res. tree-pl.nom-the.

		 “Our neighbour used to work for hours in his garden and take care of the trees
		 planted by him.”
(564)
		

¶ÛáõÕÇ ³Ù»Ý³ï³ñ»Í ÏÇÝÁ Çñ Ùáï ÏÏ³Ýã»ñ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ ¨ Ýñ³Ýó
Ïå³ïÙ»ñ ½³Ý³½³Ý Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ áõ Ñ»ùÇ³ÃÝ»ñ:

Gyuł-i
amena-tarec kin-ě
ir mot kkanč’-er
village-dat most-aged woman.nom-the her post call-cond.past.3.sg
erexa-ner-i-n
ew
nranc’
kpatm-er
zanazan
child-pl-dat-the conj they.dat tell-cond.past.3.sg various
hetak’rk’ir

patmut’yun-ner

Interesting story-pl.nom

u

hek’iat’-ner.

conj

fairy-tale-pl.nom

		 “The most aged woman of the village used to call the children and tell them
		 various interesting stories and fairy-tales.”

Stative Conditional Past
The stative conditional past refers to a hypothetical perfective action’s result or a state that
precedes the reference point in the past.
(565) »Ã» ¹³ Ñ»ßï ÉÇÝ»ñ, ³å³ ËÝ¹ÇñÁ í³Õáõó ÉáõÍí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ:
	     (Armenpress, 27.03.2006)
et’e
conj

da
that

vałuc’
long ago

hešt
easy

lin-er
be-subj.past.3.sg

apa
then

xndir-ě
problem.nom-the

luc-v-ac
klin-er.
solve-pass-ptcp.res. be-cond.past.3.sg

		 “If that had been easy, then the problem would have been solved long ago.”
(566)
		

»Ã» ³ÛÝ ëïáñ³·ñí³Í ÉÇÝ»ñ, ³å³ ³Ûëûñ È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ
Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ï³ñ·³íáñí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 22.03.2006)

		
		

Et’e ayn storagr-v-ac
lin-er
apa aysōr
conj that sign-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.past.3.sg. then today

		
		

Ler°nayin
Łarabał-i
hakamartut’yun-ě kargavor-v-ac
Mountainous Karabach-dat conflict.nom-the settle-pass-ptcp.res.

klin-er.
		 be-cond.past.3.sg
		 “If that had been signed, then the conflict of Mountainous Karabach would have
been settled today.”
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(567)
		

ºë í³Õáõó Çç³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ç ÇÙ ·³ÑÇó, »Ã» Ï³ï³ñí³Í ï»ëÝ»Ç ³ÛÝ
ÙÇïùÁ: (Grakanut’yun 4:186)

		
		

Es
vałuc’
ij-ac
klin-ei
im gah-ic’
i.nom long ago descend-ptcp.res. be-cond.past.1.sg my throne-abl
et’e
katar-v-ac
conj carry-out-pass-ptcp.res.

tesn-ei
ayn
see-subj.past.1.sg that

mitk’-ě.
thought.nom-the

		 “I would have descended from my throne long ago, if I had only seen this
		 thought carried out.”

Processual Conditional Past
The processual conditional past refers to a hypothetical action in progress that precedes the
reference point in the past.
(568)

¸áõ ·ÝÉ³Çë ÏÉÇÝ»Çñ Ã³Ý·³ñ³Ý« »Ã» ãÇÙ³Ý³ÛÇñ ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ:

		
		

Du
du.nom

gnal-is
klin-eir
t’angaran
go-ptcp.proc. be-cond.past.2.sg museum.nom

		
		

ete
č’-imanay-ir
ayd masin.
conj neg-hear-subj.past.2.sg that post

		 “You would have been going to the museum, if you had not heard about that.”

Prospective Conditional Past
The prospective conditional past denotes a hypothetical action that was about to be performed in the past.
(569)
		

ºñ»ù ûñ ³é³ç Ð³ëÙÇÏÁ ³Ûë ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ Ñ³ÝÓÝ»Éáõ ÏÉÇÝ»ñ« »Ã»
Ë³Ý·³ñÇã Ñ³Ý·³Ù³ÝùÝ»ñ ãÉÇÝ»ÇÝ:

erek’ ōr
ar°aj Hasmik-ě
ays ašxatank’-ě
hanjnel-u
three day.nom post Hasmik.nom-the this work.nom-the deliver-ptcp.fut.
klin-er
et’e
be-cond.past.3.sg conj

xangarič’
disturbing

hangamank’-ner
circumstance-pl.nom

č’-lin-ein.
neg-be-subj.past.3.pl
		“Three days before, Hasmik would have been about to deliver this work, if there
hadn’t been disturbing circumstances.” (Meaning: would have started todeliver this
work…)

2.5.7.3.3 Debitive
The debitive is a specific deontic mood of Eastern Armenian. As a deontic mood, it
expresses the subject’s obligation to perform an action, as shown by the verb. This means,
that primarily the debitive mood indicates an “obligative action”. The debitive mood in
SMEA has also an epistemic meaning, i.e. it communicates the speaker’s degree of commitment to the truth of the propositions and furthermore the debitive mood signals the
speaker’s estimation of the necessity to perform an action.
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The debitive mood is marked by the particle åÇïÇ piti or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē and the verb
in the subjunctive mood. åÇïÇ piti is the form that is more common in spoken Armenian,
å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē, however, it is more common in written Armenian.194 Thus it has two general tense forms, future and past and can also distinguish an aspectual meaning in actional,
stative, processual and prospective forms. The debitive is regarded as an analytic mood, but
the particle piti can not be used separately, it is strictly related to the debitive.
–
–

–

–

The dynamic debitive is formed with åÇïÇ piti or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē and the subjunctive
future (debitive future) or the subjunctive past (debitive past).
The stative debitive is formed with the particle åÇïÇ piti or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē + the
resultative participle in -³Í -ac and the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive future
(stative debitive future) or the subjunctive past (stative debitive past).
The processual debitive is formed with the particle åÇïÇ piti or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē + the processual participle in -Çë -is and the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive future (processual debitive future) or the subjunctive past (processual debitive past).
The prospective debitive is formed with the particle åÇïÇ piti or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē + the
future participle in -áõ -u and the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel in the subjunctive future (prospective debitivefFuture) or the subjunctive past (prospective debitive past).

The order of the constituents of the analytic stative, processual and prospective forms
can vary. The most common order is åÇïÇ piti (or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē) + participle + ÉÇÝ»É
linel in the subjunctive, but participle + pÇïÇ piti (or å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē) + ÉÇÝ»É linel in
the subjunctive is also wide-spread. There is no semantic difference between these two
orders.
Table 19. Formation of Debitive, e.g. 1st Person Singular
DYNAMIC

1.SG

STATIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

åÇïÇ ·Ý³Ù

åÇïÇ ·Ý³ÛÇ

·Ý³ó³Í åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ó³Í åÇïÇ
ÉÇÝ»Ç

piti gnam

piti gnayi

PROCESSUAL

1.SG

gnac’ ac piti linei

PROSPECTIVE

Future

Past

Future

Past

·Ý³ÉÇë åÇïÇ
ÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³ÉÇë åÇïÇ
ÉÇÝ»Ç

·Ý³Éáõ åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù

·Ý³Éáõ åÇïÇ
ÉÇÝ»Ç

gnalis piti linem

.

gnac’ ac piti linem

Łaragyulyan 1981: 99.

gnalis piti linei

gnalu piti linem

gnalu piti linei
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The Negation of the Debitive
The negation of all debitive forms is simple: the negative particle ã- č’- is prefixed to åÇïÇ
piti i.e. ãåÇïÇ č’-piti or å»ïù petk’ i.e. ãå»ïù č’-petk’.
Note: the periphrastic form å»ïù ¿ petk’ ē is also used in other functions and
constructions:
a.

In the function of a simple predicate with a dependent subordinate clause with the
finite verb in the subjunctive mood.

(570)

ä»ïù ¿, áñ ëË³É ÉÇÝÇ:

		 Petk’ ē
or
sxal
lin-i.
		 Part it is conj mistake.nom be-subj.fut.3.sg.
		 “There must be a mistake.”

b.

In impersonal functions to express a general debitive action. The lexical verb obligatorily appears in the infinitive:

(571)
		

ä»ïù ¿ å³Ûù³ñ»É ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ ¹»Ù ¨ ³Û¹ áÉáñïáõÙ
Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý»É »íñáå³Ï³Ý ã³÷³ÝÇßÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 (Armenpress 23.03.2006)
Petk’ ē
Part it is

payk’arel kor°upc’ia-yi
dem ew
ayd olort-um
fight-inf corruption-dat post conj that field-loc

hamapatasxan-el
meet-inf

evropakan
European

č’ap’aniš-ner-i-n.
standard-pl-dat-the

		 “One must fight against corruption and meet the European standards inthat field.”

Please note that in this generalised function, the auxiliary is negated by means of the prefixed negative particle -ã -č’; e.g. å»ïù ¿ ·Ý³É petk’ ē gnal “one has to go”« å»ïù ãÇ ·Ý³É
petk’ č’i gnal “one does not have to go”.

2.5.7.3.3.1 Debitive future
Dynamic Debitive Future
a.

The debitive future refers to the near future and denotes the present intention to perform an action in the near future.

(572)

¶Çï»ë, ù»½ Ç±Ýã åÇïÇ å³ïÙ»Ù:

			 git-es
k’ez
inč’
piti patm-em?
			 know-pres.2.sg you.dat wh-what tell-deb.fut.1sg
		 “Do you know what I am going to tell you?”

b.

The debitive declares that the action has to be performed in the (near) future; this is
stressed with special markers (adverbs e.g.).
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(573)

ì³ÕÁ åÇïÇ ·Ý³Ù Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³Ý:

Vałě
piti gn-am
hamalsaran.
tomorrow go-deb.fut.1sg. university.nom
		 “Tomorrow I have to go to the university.”

c.
––

The debitive conveys objective or subjective necessity, epistemic necessity and expectedness, depending on the context and verb meaning.
Objective necessity

When the agent of the verb regards the future action as obligatory according to his own will,
needs, intentions or duties, then objective necessity exists. It means that the agent and the modal
subject coincide. Usually, objective necessity is typically conveyed by the following contexts
––
––

in utterances in the 1. SG,
in narration, when the position of the speaker is eliminated and the subject of the verb
is also the agent.

(574)
		

ä»ïù ¿ ³ë»Ù, áñ Ù»ñ ÙÇÝã ³Ûë ¿É É³í Ñ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ í»ñçÇÝ
Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ»ñë ¹ÇÝ³ÙÇÏ »õ ³é³çÁÝÃ³ó ½³ñ·³óáõÙ »Ý ³åñáõÙ:

		 (Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		
		

Petk’ ē asem
or
mer minč ays ēl lav haraberut’yun-nerě
part say-deb.fut.1sg conj our prep this still good relation-pl.nom-the

		
		

verjin žamanak-ner-s
dinamik ew
ar°ajĕnt’ac’ zargac’um
last
time-pl.nom-these dynamic conj progressive development.nom
en
they are

apr-um.
live-ptcp.pres.

		 “I have to say, that our so far good relations undergo a dynamic and progressive
		 development “recently.”

–– Subjective necessity
By contrast, subjective necessity is characterised by occurring in dialogues, in which the
obligation to perform an action is imposed by the speaker or the addressee.
The second person often expresses the explicit wish or order of the speaker to the
addressee to perform an action:
(575)
		

¸áõù å»ïù ¿ Ñ³ßïí»ù Ó»ñ å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ»ï ¨ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»ù Ð³Ûáó
ó»Õ³ëå³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý ÷³ëïÁ: (Azg 08.04.2006)

		
		

Duk’
petk’ ē hašt-v-ek’
jer patmut’y-an het ew
you.nom reconcile-pass-deb.fut.2.pl your history-dat post conj
ěndun-ek’
Hayoc’
accept-deb.fut.2.pl. Armenians’

c’ełaspanut’y-an
genocide-dat

p’ast-ě.
fact.nom-the.

		 “You have to reconcile with your history and accept the fact of the Armenian Genocide.”

In interrogation, however, the hearer functions as the modal subject, whereas the speaker
operates as the agent:
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(576)

Ð»Ýó åÇïÇ ³Ûëû±ñ Ù»ÏÝ»Ù:

henc’
piti
aysōr
mekn-em?
just
part
today
leave-deb.fut.1sg.
		 “DO I really have to leave today?”

–– Expectedness
The action or situation is regarded as highly probable by the speaker, predetermined – even
by destiny (and inescapable) – and as such expected.
(577) ÎÛ³Ýùë Ã»ùí»É ³: ´³Ûó ãåÇïÇ Ñ³ÝÓÝí»Ù, åÇïÇ å³Ûù³ñ»Ù:
		 (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
kyank’-s
t’ek’-v-el
a
bayc’ č’-piti hanjn-v-em
life.nom-my turn-antic-ptcp.perf. it is. conj neg-yield-refl-deb.fut.1.sg
piti payk’ar-em.
fight-deb.fut.1.sg.
		 “My life has changed. But I should not lump it, I should fight.”

–– Epistemic Necessity
When the speaker expresses his own degree of commitment to the truth of the propositions and evaluates the situation as hypothetically true. The certitude of the speaker about
the action is usually additionally expressed by epistemic adverbs, such as ³Ýßáõßï anšušt
“doubtless, without doubt”,³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý anpayman “absolutely” etc.
(578)	Þ³Ý ï³ñ»ñùÁ Ïñ³ÏÝ ¿ ¨ ³Û¹ å³ï×³éáí ïáÝ³Ï³Ý ë»Õ³Ý ÇÝ å»ïù
¿ ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý ÙáÙ í³éíÇ: (Armenpress 30.12.2005)
Š-an
tarerk’-ě
krak-n
ē
dog-dat element.nom-the fire.nom-the it is
tonakan sełan-i-n
petk’ ē
festive table-dat-the part

anpayman
absolutely

ew ayd patčar°-ov
conj that reason-inst
mom
candle.nom

		 var°-v-i.
		 burn-antic-deb.fut.3.sg
		 “The dog’s element is fire and for that reason a candle absolutely must burn
		 on the festive table.”

Debitive future may but also denote general actions (or results of actions) that must be
performed.
(579)

Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ ËÝ¹ÇñÁ åÇïÇ ÉáõÍíÇ Ë³Õ³Õ ×³Ý³å³ñÑáí: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)

Łarabał-i
Karabach-dat

xndir-ě
problem.nom-the

piti luc-v-i
xałał
solve-pass-deb.fut.3.sg. pieceful

čanaparh-ov.
way-inst
		 “The problem of Karabach must be solved in a peaceful way.”
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Stative Debitive Future
The stative debitive future expresses the result of a specific or general action that must be
performed (after the moment of speech).
(580)
		

Ê³ÝáõÃÝ»ñáõÙ í³×³éíáÕ Ñ³íÏÇÃÇ íñ³ å»ïù ¿ Ýßí³Í ÉÇÝÇ
³ñï³¹ñÙ³Ý ûñÁ: (Armenpress 24.10.2005)

		

xanut’-ner-um vačar°-v-oł
havkit’-i
vra (petk’ ē nš-v-ac
shop-pl-loc sell-pass-ptcp.sub. egg-dat post part. mark-pass-ptcp.res.

		
		

lini)
artadrm-an
ōr-ě.
be-deb.fut.3.sg production-dat day.nom-the

		

		 “On the eggs being sold in shops the production date must be given.”
(581)
		

»ñÏáõ ÏñáÝÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç¨ ÷áË·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ å»ïù ¿ ÑÇÙÝí³Í ÉÇÝÇ
÷áË³¹³ñÓ Ñ³ñ·³ÝùÇ áõ íëï³ÑáõÃÛ³Ý ëÏ½µáõÝùÝ»ñÇ íñ³:

		 (Armenpress 22.05.2006)
		
		

Erku kron-ner-i
mijew p‘oxagorcakc’ut’yun-ě (petk’ ē himn-v-ac
two religion-dat post cooperation.nom-the part base-pass-ptcp.res.

		
		

lin-i)
p’oxadarj hargank’-i u
vstahut’y-an
deb.fut.3.sg mutual respect-dat conj trust-dat
skzbunk’-ner-i
vra.
principle-pl-dat post

		 “The cooperation between the two religions must be based on the principles of
		 mutual respect and trust.”
(582)
		
		

Î³ñ·³íáñáõÙÁ å»ïù ¿ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óíÇ ÷áõÉ ³é ÷áõÉ ¨
³é³çÇÝ Ñ»ñÃÇÝ åÇïÇ ³å³Ñáíí³Í ÉÇÝÇ ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ ï³ñ³Íù³ÛÇÝ
³ÙµáÕç³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 23.03.2006)

		
		

kargavorum-ě
petk’ ē irakanc’-v-i
p’ul ar°
p’ul ew
ar°ajin
regulation.nom-the fulfil-pass-deb.fut.3.sg stage prep stage conj first

		
		

hert’-i-n
(piti apahov-v-ac
row-dat-the part guarantee-pass-ptcp.res.
tarack’ayin
territorial

lini)
Adrbejan-i
be-deb.fut.3.sg Azerbaijan-dat

ambołjakanut’yun-ē.
completeness.nom-the

		“The regulation must be fulfilled step by step and in the first instance Azerbaijan’s
territorial completeness must be guaranteed.”

It also conveys a situation or a state that is evaluated as trustworthy by the speaker (epistemic
necessity).
(583)
		

²Ûë å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ å»ïù ¿ Ñ³ë³Í ÉÇÝ»Ý Ù»½ Ù»Ï ³Ý³ÝáõÝ
Ó»é³·ñÇ ÙÇçáóáí:

Ays patmut’yun-ner-ě
This story-pl.nom-the

(petk’ ē hasac
(reach-ptcp.res.

lin-en)
be-deb.fut.3.pl)

mez
we.dat
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mek
one

ananun
anonymous

jer°agr-i
manuscript-dat

mijoc’ov.
post

		 “These stories must have reached us by means of one anonymous manuscript.”
(584)

Ðñ¹»ÑÁ å»ïù ¿ µéÝÏí³Í ÉÇÝÇ ãÝ³·óí³Í ÍË³ËáïÇó:

Hrdeh-ě
fire.nom-the

(petk’ ē
(part

br°nk-v-ac
ignite-pass-ptcp.res.

lin-i)
be-deb.fut.3.sg )

č’-hagc’-v-ac
cxaxot-ic’.
neg-extinguish-pass-ptcp.res. cigarette-abl
		 “The fire must have been ignited by (from) a not-extinguished cigarette.”

Processual Debitive Future
The processual debitive future signals an obligatory action that is in progress at a certain
reference time in future or at the moment of speech.
(585)
		

Üñ³Ýù ÑÇÙ³ ³ÝóÝ»ÉÇë å»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝ»Ý ³Û¹ Ï³Ùáõñçáí© ÇÝã áñ Ù»ÏÁ
å»ïù ¿ ½·áõß³óÝÇ Ýñ³Ýó Ï³ÙáõñçÇ ³Ýë³ñùáõÃÛ³Ý Ù³ëÇÝ:

Nrank’
they.nom

hima anc’nel-is
petk’ ē lin-en
now cross-ptcp.proc. be-deb.fut.3.pl

inč’-or mek-ě
somebody.nom-the
kamurj-i		
bridge-dat

ayd
that

kamurj-ov
bridge-inst

petk’ ē zguša-c’n-i
nranc’
warn-caus-deb.fut.3.sg they.dat

ansark’ut’y-an
defect-dat

masin.
post

		 “They must be passing that bridge (right) now, somebody must warn them of
		 the bridge’s defect.”

Prospective Debitive Future
The prospective debitive future indicates an obligatory action, that is about to be performed
at a certain reference point in the future (or at the moment of speech).
(586)

¸áõù ³Ûë Ä³ÙÇÝ í³½»Éáõ å»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝ»ù:

Duk’
ays žam-i-n
vazel-u
petk’ ē lin-ek’.
you.nom this time-dat-the run-ptcp.fut. be-deb.fut.2.pl
		 “You should (be about to) hurry at this time of the day.”

2.5.7.3.3.2 Debitive past
Dynamic Debitive Past
The debitive past marks an action that had to be performed in the past, if the reference
point coincides with the moment of speech.
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(587)

¸áõéÁ åÇïÇ µ³ó»ñ ³Ûë µ³Ý³ÉÇáí:

Dur°-ě
piti bac’-er
ays
banali-ov.
door.nom-the open-deb.past.3.sg. this key-inst
		 “He should have opened the door with this key.”
(588)
		

ÜÏ³ñ³Ñ³ÝáõÙÝ»ñÁ å»ïù ¿ ëÏëí»ÇÝ ³ÝóÛ³É ï³ñÇ, ù³ÝÇ áñ
Ý³Ë³·ÇÍÁ Ý»ñ³éí³Í ¿ »Õ»É «Ð³ÛýÇÉÙ»»: (Ar°avot 07.04.2006)

Nkarahanum-ner-ě
Shooting-pl.nom-the

petk’ ē sks-v-ein
begin-antic-deb.past.3.pl

k’ani or naxagic’-ě
nerar°-v-ac
conj
project.nom-the include-pass-ptcp.res.

anc’yal
last
ē
it is

tari
year.nom
eł-el
be-ptcp.perf.

“Hayfilm”.
“Hayfilm”.nom.
		“The shooting should have begun last year, since the project has been included in
“Hayfilm”.”

The debitive past however denotes an obligatory action in the future seen from a point in
the past, if the reference point is in the past.
The debitive past can also describe a not-performed action, which would have been
unavoidable if the situation had not changed. Such meaning is often emphasised by conditional adjuncts such as e.g. ÙÇ ñáå» ¨ë mi rope ews “one more minute and…”.195
(589)

Ø»Ï ñáå» ¨ë ¨ éáõÙµÁ åÇïÇ å³Ûï»ñ ³é¨ïñÇ Ï»ÝïñáÝáõÙ:

Mek
one

rope
ews
minute more

ar°ewtr-i
commerce-dat

ew
conj

r°umb-ě
bomb.nom-the

piti payt-er
explode-deb.past.3.sg

kentron-um.
centre-loc

		 “One more minute and the bomb would explode in the shopping centre.

The Stative Debitive Past
The stative debitive past indicates an epistemic necessity concerning the past.
(590)
		
		
		

…ù³ÝÇ áñ ³ñ¹»Ý ï³ëÁ ï³ñáõó ³í»ÉÇ ¿ ï³ñ³ÍùÇ Ù»Í Ù³ëÁ
½µ³Õ»óÝáõÙ ¿ ë÷Ûáõéù³Ñ³Û Ø³ñÏáë ¶ñÇ·áñÛ³ÝÇ Ñ³í³ù³ÍáõÝ,
áñÁ í³Õáõó å»ïù ¿ ëï³ó³Í ÉÇÝ»ñ ³é³ÝÓÇÝ Ã³Ý·³ñ³ÝÇ
Ï³ñ·³íÇ×³Ï` ï»Õ³÷áËí»Éáí ³ÛÉ í³Ûñ: (Armenpress 27.03.2006)

		 (k’ani or arden tasě tar-uc’ aveli ē tarack’i mec mas-ē zbałe-c’n-um ē sp’yur°k’ahay
		 Markos Grigorjan-i havak’acu-n),

. This use of the dynamic debitive past is regarded as high literary style. The same meaning
can also be expressed by the dynamic conditional past, i.e. Ïå³Ûï»ñ kpayter.
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or-ě
rel.nom-the

vałuc’
long ago

t’angaran-i
kargavičak
museum-dat status.nom

petk’ ē stac-ac’
lin-er
ar°anjin
part receive-ptcp.res. be-deb.past.3.sg separate
tełap’ox-v-elov
ayl
move-pass-inf-inst other

vayr.
place.nom.

		 “Since it is already more than ten years that the majority of the region occupies
		 Diaspora-Armenian Markos Grigoryan’s collection, which should have received
		 the status of a separate museum long ago, by moving it to another place.”

Processual Debitive Past
The processual debitive past expresses an obligatory action that was in progress at a certain
reference point in the past.
(591)
		

»ñ»ù Ù»Ýù å»ïù ¿ ³ÝóÝ»ÉÇë ÉÇÝ»ÇÝù ³Û¹ Ï³Ùáõñçáí, »Ã» Ù»½ ×Çßï
Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ ã½·áõß³óÝ»ÇÝ:

erek’
menk’
petk’ ē anc’nel-is
lin-eink’
ayd kamurj-ov
yesterday we.nom part pass-ptcp.proc. be-deb.past.1.pl that bridge-inst
et’e
conj

mez
čišt
we.dat right

žamanak-i-n
time-dat-the

č’-zguša-c’n-ein.
neg-warn-caus-subj.past.3.pl

		 “Yesterday we would be passing that bridge, if they had not warned us at theright time.”

Prospective Debitive Past
The prospective debitive past represents an obligatory action that was about to be performed at a certain moment in the past.
(592)
		

Ø»Ýù Ó»½ í³ï Ãí³Ýß³Ý å»ïù ¿ ¹Ý»Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ÇÝù, »Ã» Ó»ñ áõëáõóÇãÁ
ãµ³ñ»Ëáë»ñ Ó»ñ Ù³ëÇÝ:

Menk’
we.nom

jez
you.dat

lin-eink’
deb.past.1.pl

et’e
conj

vat
bad

t’vanšan
mark.nom
jer
your

č’-barexoser
neg-speak well-subj.past.3.sg

petk’
part

ē dnel-u
put-ptcp.fut.

usuc’ič’-ě
teacher.nom-the
jer
you.gen

masin.
post

		 “We would have had to give you a bad mark, had your teacher not spokenwell of you.”

2.5.7.3.4 Imperative196
Formation
The imperative 2nd person SG. is formed with the present stem for verbs in -»É -el and -³É
-al as well as -í -v-suffixed verbs, from the aorist stem for -Ý- -n-, -ã- -č’-, -³Ý³É anal, -»Ý³É
-enal suffixed verbs as well as for causativised verbs in -óÝ-»É -c’n-el.
. Gareginyan 1973: 296ff. Abrahamyan 1974: 415–416;. Łaragyulyan 1981: 94 and Zak’aryan
1981: 205.
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––
––

––
––
––

-³É -al verbs is -³ -a
-»É -el verbs it is -Çñ -ir.
verbs with suffixes -Ý- -n-, -ã-č’-, -³Ý³É -anal, -»Ý³É -enal have -Çñ -ir
causativised verbs with -óÝ- -c’n- have *óñáõ -’cru
-í v-suffixed verbs have -íÇñ -v-ir.

The imperative 2nd person PL. of all verbs is usually formed from the aorist/perfect stem
and the ending -»ù -ek’: ·ñ»ó-»ù grec’-ek’, Ï³ñ¹³ó-»ù kardac’-ek’, ï»ë-»ù tes-ek’, ÷³Ë-»ù
p’ax-ek’, Ùáé³ó-»ù mor°ac’-ek’, í³Ë»ó-»ù vaxec-’ek’, Ï³ñ¹³óñ-»ù kardac’r-ek’ etc.
Negation
The imperative is negated by means of the stressed particle ÙÇ° mi. In strict normative
Armenian grammars the prohibitive is said to be formed exclusively from the present stem
and the prohibitive particle mi.197 However, the linguistic reality shows that the prohibitive
forms today totally coincide with their positive forms (=imperative). The forms generated from
the present stem are regarded as antiquated and are no longer productive.
Thus the productive forms:
2nd Person SG.
Coincides with positive forms
––
––
––
––
––
––

simple verbs in -»É -el from the present stem + ending -Çñ -ir: ÙÇ° ·ñÇñ mi grir!
simple verbs in -³É -al from the present stem + ending -³ -a: ÙÇ° Ï³ñ¹³ mi karda!
suffixed verbs in -Ý-»É -n-el and -ã-»É -č’-el from the aorist stem + ending -Çñ -ir: ÙÇ°
ÙïÇñ mi mtir! ÙÇ° ÷³ËÇñ mi p’axir!
suffixed verbs in -³Ý-³É -an-al and -»Ý-³É -en-al from the aorist stem + ending -Çñ
-ir: ÙÇ° áõñ³Ë³óÇñ mi uraxac’ir! ÙÇ° í³Ë»óÇñ mi vaxec’ir!
causativised, suffixed verbs in -óÝ-»É -c’n-el from the aorist stem + ending -áõ -u: ÙÇ°
Ñ»é³óñáõ mi her°ac’ru!
suffixed verbs in -í-»É -v-el from the present stem + ending -Çñ -ir: ÙÇ° ·ñíÇñ mi grvir!

2nd person PL.
Coincides with positive forms:
––
––
––

.

simple verbs in -»É -el from the aorist stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ° ·ñ»ó»ù mi grec’ek’!
simple verbs in -³É -al from the aorist stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ° Ï³ñ¹³ó»ù mi
kardac’ek’!
suffixed verbs in -Ý-»É -n-el and -ã-»É -č’-el from the aorist stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ°
Ùï»ù mi mtek’! ÙÇ° ÷³Ë»ù mi p’axek’!

Barsełyan 1980: 318.
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––
––
––

suffixed verbs in -³Ý-³É -an-al and -»Ý-³É -en-al from the aorist stem+ending -»ù -ek’:
ÙÇ° áõñ³Ë³ó»ù mi uraxac’ek’! ÙÇ° í³Ë»ó»ù mi vaxec’ek’!
causativised, suffixed verbs in -óÝ-»É -c’n-el from the aorist stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ°
Ñ»é³óñ»ù mi her°ac’rek’!
suffixed verbs in -í-»É -v-el from the aorist stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ° ·ñí»ó»ù mi
grvec’ek’!

Normative, however unproductive, antiquated forms from the present stem:
2nd person SG.
––
––

––

simple verbs in -»É -el and -³É -al have the same form as the positives: ÙÇ° ·ñÇñ mi grir!
ÙÇ Ï³ñ¹³ mi karda!
suffixed verbs with -Ý-»É -n-el-, -ã-»É -č’-el as well as the causativised verbs with -óÝ-»É
-c’n-el attach the general ending -Çñ -ir to their present stem: ÙÇ° ÙïÝÇñ mi mtnir! ÙÇ°
÷³ËãÇñ mi paxč’ir! ÙÇ° Ñ»é³óÝÇñ mi her°ac’nir!
suffixed verbs with -»Ý-³É -en-al and -³Ý-³É -an-al attach the ending -³ -a to their
present stem: ÙÇ° áõñ³Ë³Ý³ mi uraxana! ÙÇ° í³Ë»Ý³ mi vaxena!

2nd person PL.
––
––
––

––

simple verbs in-»É -el from the present stem + ending -»ù -ek’: ÙÇ° ·ñ»ù mi grek’!
simple verbs in -³É -al from the present stem + ending -³ù -ak’: ÙÇ° Ï³ñ¹³ù mi
kardak’!
suffixed verbs with -Ý-»É -n-el-, -ã-»É -č’-el as well as the causativised verbs with -óÝ-»É
-c’n-el attach the general ending -ek’ to their present stem: ÙÇ° ÙïÝ»ù mi mtnek’! ÙÇ°
÷³Ëã»ù mi p’axč’ek’! ÙÇ° Ñ»é³óÝ»ù mi her°ac’nek’!
suffixed verbs with -»Ý-³É -en-al and -³Ý-³É -an-al attach the ending -³ù -ak’ to their
present stem: ÙÇ° áõñ³Ë³Ý³ù mi uraxanak’! ÙÇ° í³Ë»Ý³ù mi vaxenak’!

The coinciding forms of the prohibitive are preferred forms in written and colloquial
Armenian; many Armenian grammars already regard them as the conventionalised forms
of the prohibitive in MEA.
In colloquial Armenian the imperative 2nd person SG ending -Çñ ir is usually reduced
to -Ç -i.198
(593)

²Ýáõß, ÇÝÓ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñÇ:

Anuš
inj
namak
Anuš.nom, i.dat
letter.nom
		 “Anuš, write me a letter!”

.

gr-i!
write-imp.2.sg.

comp. Abrahamyan 1974: 415–416. Łaragyulyan 1981: 96. Zak’aryan 1981: 201.
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In colloquial Armenian the imperative 2nd person PL. of simple verbs in -el/-vel is preferably formed from the present stem, i.e. instead of the normative written form of the aorist
stem. i.e. colloquial ·ñ»ù grek’ versus written Standard ·ñ»ó»ù grec’ek’.199
The 1st Person PL. is used in hortative function; the form is the subjunctive future 1st
person PL.
(594)

¶Ý³Ýù ëáõñ× ËÙ»Éáõ:

Gn-ank’
surč
go-subj.fut.1.pl coffee.nom
		 “Let’s go to drink coffee!”

xmel-u!
drink-inf-dat

There is also a secondary imperative, an “analytic” imperative formed from the particle ÃáÕ
t’oł and the verb in the 3rd person SG. or PL of the subjunctive future. Such sentences do
not necessarily imply that the hearer is the transmitter of the prescription. This analytical
form can be understood as being more prescriptive for the deficient person in the Imperative
paradigm.
(595) ÜáñÙ³É ¿, ÇÝãå»ë Ñ³Ûï³ñ³ñ»É »Ý, ÃáÕ ³Û¹å»ë ¿É ³Ý»Ý:
		 (Armenpress 27.11.2005)
normal ē
normal it is

inč’pes haytnaber-el
en
t’oł
how
find out-ptcp.perf. they are part

aydpes ēl
so
also

an-en.
do-subj.fut.3.pl
		 “It is normal, how they have found out; let them also do it in that way.”

Meaning and Function
The general meaning of the imperative is a reference to the directive of an illocutionary
act. It always represents a direct speech act. Other meaning and functions: appeal, advice,
suggestion, invitation etc.
(596)

¶Ý³° ïáõÝ« å³ïñ³ëïÇ°ñ ¹³ë»ñ¹:

Gn-a
tun
patrast-ir
das-er-d!
go-imp.2.sg. home.nom prepare-imp.2.sg lesson-pl.nom-your
		 “Go home and prepare your lessons!”
(597)

²ßË³ï³ÝùÁ ³í³ñï»ó»°ù Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ:

Ašxatank’-ě
avartec’-ek’
work.nom-the complete-imp.2.pl
		 “Complete the work in time!”

žamanak-i-n.
time-dat-the

. Abrahamyan 1974: 416; Gareginyan 1973: 286; Łaragyulyan 1981: 95; Zak’aryan 1981: 202;
Asatryan 2004: 311. etc.
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The grammatical subject (=agent) of a regular Imperative clause is usually inherent in verbal form, the corresponding personal pronouns ¹áõ du “you”, ¹áõù duk’ “you” are only used
if the subject is emphasized. The intensive personal pronouns ÇÝù¹ ink’d “you yourself ”
ÇÝùÝ»ñ¹ ink’nerd “you yourselves” can also be used for emphasis.
(598)

¸áõ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ·Ý³° ïáõÝ« »ë ¹»é ÏÙÝ³Ù ³Ûëï»Õ:

Du
hangist gn-a
tun
es
der° kmn-am
you.nom quietly go-imp.2.sg house.nom i.nom still stay-cond.fut.1.sg
aysteł!
here
		 “You quietly go home, I will still stay here!”
(599)

(¸áõù) ÇÝùÝ»ñ¹ Ï³ï³ñ»°ù ³ñ³ç³¹ñ³ÝùÁ:

(duk’)
ink’n-er-d
katar-ek’
ar°aĵadrank’-ě.
you.nom yourself-pl.nom-you perform-imp.2.pl task.nom-the
		 “You yourselves perform the task!”

If the agent of the “analytic” (i.e.ÃáÕ toł) imperative clause is a third person, it must be
expressed by the personal name, the personal pronoun or a noun phrase.
(600)

ÂáÕ ²ñ³ÙÁ ï»Õ³÷áËíÇ ¶ÛáõÙñÇ:

Toł
Aram-ě
let-imp.2.sg. Aram.nom-the
		 “Let Aram move to Gyumri!”

tełap’ox-v-i	  Gyumri.
move-refl-subj.fut.3.sg	  Gyumri.nom

In neutral analytic imperative clauses the subject (agent) is usually placed between the lexicalised particle toł and the verb in the subjunctive future. If the subject/agent is emphasised
or accentuated, it is usually placed in front of the imperative particle ÃáÕ t’oł. (Kozintseva
1995:51).200
(601)

ÂáÕ ²ñÙ»ÝÁ ½³Ý·³Ñ³ñÇ ³ÛÝ ³ÕçÏ³Ý:

Toł
Armen-ě
zangahar-i
ayn
let-imp.2.sg. Armen.nom-the call-subj.fut.3sg that
		 “Let Armen call that girl!”

ałĵka-n.
girl-dat-the

. Kozintseva’s argument could not definitely been proved by my questioning informants.
About 2/3 of the informants (40 informants in total) do not see any semantic difference between
these two sentences. About 1/3 however feel a semantic difference, but can not definitely explain
in which of these two sentences the subject/agent is emphasised. The emphasised word order
with the subject before the verbal particle would however correspond to the syntactic phenomenon preverbal focus.
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(601)

a.

			
			
			
			

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ÃáÕ ½³Ý·³Ñ³ñÇ ³ÛÝ ³ÕçÏ³Ý:

Armen-ě
toł
zangahar-i
ayn ałĵka-n.
Armen.nom-the let-imp.2.sg. call-subj.fut.3sg that girl-dat-the
“Let Armen call that girl!”
Note: it is Armen who shall call the girl! i.e. the subject is marked!

This marked word order also fits in the syntactic phenomenon of focusing on the preverbal
order. (See Ch. 3.6.2. “Focus”, p. 629f.).
Imperative 2nd Person may also be used in conditional and concessive clauses without
a “pure” imperative meaning, if they have a generalised agent.
Pragmatic meaning201
Some verbs in the imperative convey a special pragmatic meaning to the clause. This meaning is often related to the speakers’ evaluation of the action of the main verb.
a.

The imperative of the verb ÇÙ³Ý³É imanal “to know, to learn” often points out that the
following content of the main clause or the sentential complement is very significant
and important.

(602)

´³Ûó ÇÙ³óÇ°ñ ÏÛ³ÝùÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ íï³Ý·³íáñ ¿: (Grakanut’yun 4:191)

Bayc’
imac’-ir
kyank’-i hamar
vtangavor
conj
know-imp.2.sg life-dat post
dangerous
		 “But (you should) know: it is dangerous for (your) life!”
(603)

ē.
it is

ÆÙ³ó³Í »ÕÇñ, áñ Ù»Ýù ë³ ³Ýå³ï³ëË³Ý ã»Ýù ÃáõÝÇ:

Imac’-ac
eł-ir
know-ptcp.res. be-imp.2.sg
č’-enk’
neg-we are

or
menk’
sa
conj we.nom this.nom

anpatasxan
unanswered

t’ołn-i!
leave-ptcp.neg.

		 “You should have learnt that we will not leave this unanswered!”

b.

The imperative of the verb ï»ëÝ»É tesnel “to see, to look” means prevention:

(604)

î»ë ÷áñÓ³ÝùÇ ã·³ë:

Tes
p’orjank’-i
see-imp.2.sg temptation-dat
		 “Look, don’t take the bait!”

c.

.

č’-g-as!
neg-come-subj.fut.2.sg

The imperative of the verb ÷áñÓ»É p’orjel “to try” convey the impossibility of the
embedded action.

Kozintseva 1995: 52.
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(605)

¸» ÷áñÓÇñ ã»ÝÃ³ñÏí»É ÇÙ ÏáõÙÇó.

de
p’orj-ir
č’-ent’ark-v-el
Well, try-imp.2.sg neg-subject-pass-inf
		 “Well, try not to be subjected by me!”

2.5.8

im
my

kołm-ic’!
side-abl

Irregular verbs

The range of irregular verbs in Eastern Armenian is characterised by using two stems, the
perfect and the present stem.
Usually the present stem is used to generate the following forms:
––
––
––
––

present participle in -áõÙ -um resp. processual participle in -Çë -is
future participle in -áõ -u
the negative participle
as well as the forms of the subjunctive, conditional and compulsive.

The perfect stem is used to generate:
–– the perfect participle and the resultative participle
–– the aorist
–– sometimes the imperative
–– The subjective participle in -áÕ-oł can be formed using either perfect or present
stem.
List of irregular Verbs
––

ï³É tal “to give”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive

.

ï³É tal
ï³ÉÇë talis
ï³Éáõ talu
ïí»É tvel
ïí³Í tvac
ïíáÕ tvoł
ï³ ta
ïí»óÇ« ïí»óÇñ« ïí»ó tvec’i, tvec’ir, tvec’…202
ïá°õñ, ïí»°ù tur, tvek’
ï³Ù« ï³ë, ï³ tam, tas, ta…
Ïï³Ù« Ïï³ë« Ïï³ ktam, ktas, kta...
åÇïÇ ï³Ù, åÇïÇ ï³ë, åÇïÇ ï³ piti tam, piti tas, piti ta...

Note the colloquial Armenian form ïíÇ tvi , ïíÇñ tvir…etc.
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––

·³É gal “to come”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg.part
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive
––

É³É lal “to cry, to weep”203

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive
––

·³É gal
·³ÉÇë galis
·³Éáõ galu
»Ï»É ekel
»Ï³Í ekac
»ÏáÕ ekoł
·³ ga
»Ï³« »Ï³ñ« »Ï³í… eka, ekar, ekav…
³ñÇ° (»°Ï) ari (ek), »Ï»°ù ekek’
·³Ù« ·³ë, ·³ gam, gas, ga...
Ï·³Ù« Ï·³ë« Ï·³ kgam, kgas, kga...
åïÇ ·³Ù, åÇïÇ ·³ë, åÇïÇ ·³ … piti gam, piti gas, piti ga...

É³É lal
É³ÉÇë lalis
É³Éáõ lalu
É³ó»É lac’el
É³ó³Í lac’ac
É³óáÕ lac’oł
É³ la
É³ó»óÇ, É³ó»óÇñ« É³ó»ó lac’ec’i, lac’ec’ir, lac’ec’…
É³°ó« É³ó»°ù lac’, lac’ek’
É³Ù« É³ë, É³ lam, las, la...
ÏÉ³Ù« ÏÉ³ë« ÏÉ³ë klam, klas, kla...
åÇïÇ É³Ù, åÇïÇ É³ë, åÇïÇ É³ piti lam, piti las, piti la...

ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be (habitually, repeatedly)”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.

ÉÇÝ»É linel
ÉÇÝáõÙ linum
ÉÇÝ»Éáõ linelu
»Õ»É ełel
»Õ³Í ełac

. In spoken Armenian usually the verb É³ó»É lac’el or the compound verb É³ó ÉÇÝ»É lac’ linel
are used instead of the irregular É³É lal: e.g. É³óáõÙ »Ù lac’um em = É³ó »Ù ÉÇÝáõÙ lac’ em linum
= É³ÉÇë »Ù lalis em “I am weeping; I weep”. If the irregular verb is used in colloquial Armenian,
usually the final -s- of the present participle is omitted, i.e. É³ÉÇ »Ù lali em.
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Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive
––

(»ÕáÕ) ÉÇÝáÕ (ełoł), linoł
ÉÇÝÇ lini
»Õ³« »Õ³ñ« »Õ³í eła, ełar, ełav…
»ÕÇ°ñ ełir, »Õ»°ù ełek’
ÉÇÝ»Ù« ÉÇÝ»ë, ÉÇÝÇ linem, lines, lini…
ÏÉÇÝ»Ù« ÏÉÇÝ»ë« ÏÉÇÝÇ klinem, klines, klini…
åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù, åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»ë, åÇïÇ ÉÇÝÇ piti linem, piti lines, piti lini…

áõï»É utel “eat”

Infinitive
áõï»É utel
Part. present
áõïáõÙ utum
Part. future
áõï»Éáõ utelu
Part. perfect
Ï»ñ»É kerel
Part. result.
Ï»ñ³Í kerac
Part. subj.
Ï»ñáÕ keroł
neg. Part.
áõïÇ uti
Part. proc.
Áõï»ÉÇë utelis
Aorist
Ï»ñ³, Ï»ñ³ñ« Ï»ñ³í … kera, kerar, kerav…
Imperative
Ï»°ñ ker, Ï»ñ»°ù kerek’
Subjunctive
áõï»Ù« áõï»ë, áõïÇ … utem, utes, uti…
Conditional
Ïáõï»Ù« Ïáõï»ë« ÏáõïÇ … kutem, kutes, kuti…
Debitive	åÇïÇ áõï»Ù, åÇïÇ áõï»ë, åÇïÇ áõïÇ … piti utem, piti utes, piti
uti…
––

¹Ý»É dnel “to put”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Part. proc.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive

.

¹Ý»É dnel
¹ÝáõÙ dnum
¹Ý»Éáõ dnelu
¹ñ»É drel
¹ñ³Í drac
¹ÝáÕ dnoł
¹ÝÇ dni
¹Ý»ÉÇë dnelis
¹ñ»óÇ« ¹ñ»óÇñ« ¹ñ»ó… drec’i, drec’ir, drec’…204
¹Ç°ñ dir, ¹ñ»°ù drek’
¹Ý»Ù, ¹Ý»ë, ¹ÝÇ…dnem, dnes, dni…
Ï¹Ý»Ù, Ï¹Ý»ë« Ï¹ÝÇ kdnem, kdnes, kdni…
åÇïÇ ¹Ý»Ù« åÇïÇ ¹Ý»ë« åÇïÇ ¹ÝÇ piti dnem, piti dnes, piti dni…

Note the colloquial Armenian Aorist forms in ¹ñÇ dri, ¹ñÇñ drir etc.
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––

³Ý»É anel “to do, to make”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Part.proc.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive
––

³Ý»É anel
³ÝáõÙ anum
³Ý»Éáõ anelu
³ñ»É arel
³ñ³Í arac
³ÝáÕ anoł
³ÝÇ ani
³Ý»ÉÇë anelis
³ñ»óÇ« ³ñ»óÇñ« ³ñ»ó arec’i, arec’ir, arec’…
³ñ³° ara, ³ñ»°ù arek’
³Ý»Ù, ³Ý»ë, ³ÝÇ… anem, anes, ani…
Ï³Ý»Ù, Ï³Ý»ë« Ï³ÝÇ…kanem, kanes, kani…
åÇïÇ ³Ý»Ù« åÇïÇ ³Ý»ë« åÇïÇ ³ÝÇ… piti anem, piti anes, piti ani…

ï³Ý»É tanel “to carry, to bear”

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. part
Part. proc.
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Conditional
Debitive

ï³Ý»É tanel
ï³ÝáõÙ tanum
ï³Ý»Éáõ tanelu
ï³ñ»É tarel
ï³ñ³Í tarac
ï³ÝáÕ tanoł
ï³ÝÇ tani
ï³Ý»ÉÇë tanelis
ï³ñ³, ï³ñ³ñ« ï³ñ³í … tara, tarar, tarav…
ï³°ñ tar, ï³ñ»°ù tarek’
ï³Ý»Ù« ï³Ý»ë, ï³ÝÇ … tanem, tanes, tani…
Ïï³Ý»Ù« Ïï³Ý»ë« Ïï³ÝÇ… ktanem, ktanes, ktani…
åÇïÇ ï³Ý»Ù, åÇïÇ ï³Ý»ë, åÇïÇ ï³ÝÇ piti tanem,

piti tanes, piti tani…
––

¹³éÝ³É dar°nal “to become”

Infinitive	 
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Part. proc.

¹³éÝ³É dar°nal
¹³éÝáõÙ dar°num
¹³éÝ³Éáõ dar°nalu
¹³éÓ»É darjel
¹³éÓ³Í darjac
¹³éÝáÕ dar°noł
¹³éÝ³ dar°na
¹³éÝ³ÉÇë dar°nalis
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Aorist
¹³éÓ³« ¹³ñÓ³ñ« ¹³ñÓ³í darja, darjar, darjav…
Imperative
¹³éÓÇ°ñ darjir, ¹³ñÓ»°ù darjek’
Subjunctive
¹³éÝ³Ù, ¹³éÝ³ë, ¹³éÝ³… dar°nam, dar°nas, dar°na…
Conditional
Ï¹³éÝ³Ù, Ï¹³éÝ³ë« Ï¹³éÝ³… kdar°nam, kdar°nas, kdar°na…
Debitive	åÇïÇ ¹³éÝ³Ù« åÇïÇ ¹³éÝ³ë« åÇïÇ ¹³éÝ³ …piti dar°nam,
piti dar°nas, piti dar°na…
––

³éÝ»É ar°nel “to take, to buy”

Infinitive
³éÝ»É ar°nel
Part. present
³éÝáõÙ ar°num
Part. future
³éÝ»Éáõ ar°nelu
Part. perfect
³é»É ar°el
Part. result.
³é³Í ar°ac
Part. subj.
³éÝáÕ ar°noł
neg. Part.
³éÝÇ ar°ni
Part. proc.
³éÝ»ÉÇë ar°nelis
Aorist
³é³« ³é³ñ« ³é³í«… ar°a, ar°ar, ar°av…
Imperative
³°é ar°, ³é»°ù ar°ek’
Subjunctive
³éÝ»Ù« ³éÝ»ë, ³éÝÇ… ar°nem, ar°nes, ar°ni…
Conditional
Ï³éÝ»Ù« Ï³éÝ»ë« Ï³éÝÇ… kar°nem, kar°nes, kar°ni…
Debitive	åÇïÇ ³éÝ»Ù, ååÇïÇ ³éÝ»ë, åÇïÇ ³éÝÇ …piti ar°nem, piti
ar°nes, piti ar°ni…
––

µ³Ý³É banal “to open”205

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Part. proc.
Part. fut.II
Aorist

µ³Ý³É banal
µ³ÝáõÙ banum
µ³Ý³Éáõ banalu
µ³ó»É bac’el
µ³ó³Í bac’ac
µ³óáÕ bac’oł
µ³Ý³ bana
µ³Ý³ÉÇë banalis
µ³Ý³ÉÇù banalik’
µ³ó»óÇ, µ³ó»óÇñ« µ³ó»ó bac’ec’i, bac’ec’ir, bac’ec’ …206

. In spoken Armenian, also increasingly in written, the verb µ³Ý³É banal is usually substituted
by the regular verb µ³ó»É bac’el and the compound verb µ³ó ³Ý»É bac’ anel. e.g. µ³ÝáõÙ »Ù banum
em, µ³óáõÙ »Ù bacum em, µ³ó »Ù ³ÝáõÙ bac’ em anum “I open, I am opening”.
. Please note that there are older Aorist forms that are still productively used in Colloquial
Armenian: µ³óÇ bac’i, µ³óÇñ bac’ir…
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Imperative
µ³°ó bac’, µ³ó»°ù bac’ek’
Subjunctive
µ³Ý³Ù, µ³Ý³ë« µ³Ý³ …banam, banas, bana…
Conditional
Ïµ³Ý³Ù« Ïµ³Ý³ë« Ïµ³Ý³ … banam, banas, bana …
Debitive	åÇïÇ µ³Ý³Ù, åÇïÇ µ³Ý³ë, åÇïÇ µ³Ý³ … piti banam, piti
banas, piti bana…
––

Ï»Ý³É kenal “to stay, to remain”
Ï»Ý³É kenal
Ï»ÝáõÙ kenum
Ï»Ý³Éáõ kenalu
Ï³ó»É kac’el
Ï³ó³Í kac’ac
Ï³óáÕ kac’oł
Ï»Ý³ kena
Ï»Ý³ÉÇë kenalis
Ï»Ý³ÉÇù kenalik’
Ï³ó³, Ï³ó³ñ« Ï³ó³í kac’a, kac’ar, kac’av …
Ï³°ó kac’, Ï³ó»°ù kac’ek’
Ï»Ý³Ù, Ï»Ý³ë« Ï»Ý³…kenam, kenas, kena …
åÇïÇ Ï»Ý³Ù, åÇïÇ Ï»Ý³ë, åÇïÇ Ï»Ý³ … piti kenam,

Infinitive
Part. present
Part. future
Part. perfect
Part. result.
Part. subj.
neg. Part.
Part. proc.
Part. fut.II
Aorist
Imperative
Subjunctive
Debitive

piti kenas, piti kena
This verb is usually used with adpositions, such as í»ñ Ï»Ý³É ver kenal “to stand up”.
––

³ë»É asel “to say”

Though being a simple verb in -»É -el, it shows irregular formation of the Aorist, the aorist
stem is ³ë³ó- asac’-, and of the Imperative.
Aorist
Imperative

³ë³óÇ, ³ë³óÇñ, ³ë³ó asac’i, asac’ir, asac’…207
³ë³° asa, ³ë³ó»°ù asac’ek’

Defective Verbs
1. Ï³Ù kam “to exist”
This verb exists only in two tenses:
––
––

Present tense: Ï³Ù, Ï³ë« Ï³« Ï³Ýù« Ï³ù, Ï³Ý kam, kas, ka, kank’, kak’, kan
Imperfect tense: Ï³ÛÇ« Ï³ÛÇñ, Ï³ñ, Ï³ÛÇÝù, Ï³ÛÇù, Ï³ÛÇÝ kayi, kayir, kar, kayink’,
kayik’, kayin

. Please note that in Colloquial Armenian the Aorist is formed like a regular simple -»É -el stem,
i.e. ³ë»óÇ asec’i, ³ë»óÇñ asec’ir, ³ë»ó asec’ etc.
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Defective Verbs with Secondary Expanded Stems
MEA has some defective verbs of which only the present and imperfect tenses can be formed.
For the formation of other tenses and moods, secondary stems – in the form of another stem
(as for the auxiliary/copular »Ù em “I am”) - or an expanded stem are used.
These secondary stems, if used in the present and imperfect tenses convey a habitual
or iterative meaning.
(606)
		

¸»åù»ñ ¿ÇÝ ÉÇÝáõÙ, áñ áõï»Éáõ áãÇÝã ã¿Ç áõÝ»ÝáõÙ, Ñ³ÝáõÙ ¿Ç
³ï³ÙÝ»ñÇë áëÏ» ß³åÇÏÝ»ñÝ áõ í³×³éáõÙ, áñ Ñ³ó ·Ý»Ù:

		 (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)
depk’-er
ēin
lin-um
or
ut-el-u
case-pl.nom they were be-ptcp.pres. conj eat-inf-dat
č’-ēi

unen-um

han-um

neg-I was

have-ptcp.pres. take out –ptcp.pres. I was

oč’inč’
nothing.nom

ēi

atam-ner-i-s
tooth-pl-dat-my

oske šapik-ner-n

u

° um		
vačar-

or

hac’

golden crown-pl.nom-the

conj

sell-ptcp.pres.

conj

bread.nom

gn-em.
buy-subj.fut.1.sg.
		 “There used to be periods when I had nothing to eat, and I took the golden
		 crowns from my teeth, and sold them to buy bread (lit.: that I may buy bread).”

2. »Ù em “to be”
The auxiliary only exists in two tenses, the present and the imperfect. All other tenses and
moods must be formed using the auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be (repeatedly/habitually)”.
––
––

Present tense: »Ù« »ë« ¿, »Ýù, »ù, »Ý em, es, ē, enk’, ek’, en
Imperfect tense: ¿Ç« ¿Çñ, ¿ñ, ¿ÇÝù, ¿Çù, ¿ÇÝ ēi, ēir, ēr, ēink’, ēik’, ēin

Secondary verb stem ÉÇÝ»É linel is a regular -»É -el stem.
3. áõÝ»Ù unem “have”
This verb exists only in the present and imperfect tenses. All other tenses and moods have
to be formed from the expanded verb áõÝ»Ý³É unenal.
––
––

Present tense: áõÝ»Ù, áõÝ»ë, áõÝÇ, áõÝ»Ýù, áõÝ»ù, áõÝ»Ý unem, unes, uni, unenk’, unek’,
unen
Imperfect tense: áõÝ»Ç, áõÝ»Çñ, áõÝ»ñ, áõÝ»ÇÝù, áõÝ»Çù, áõÝ»ÇÝ unei, uneir, uner,
uneink’, uneik’, unein

The expanded verb stem áõÝ-»Ý³É un-enal is a regular -»Ý³É -enal stem:
––

Infinitive, future participle, future participle II, processual participle, negative participle; subjunctive, conditional and the debitive are formed from the present stem
áõÝ»Ý- unen-.
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––

Perfect participle, resulative participle, aorist, subjective participle and the imperative
are formed from the aorist stem áõÝ»ó- unec’-;

4.

·Çï»Ù gitem “ know”

This verb exists only in the present and imperfect tenses. All other tenses and moods have
to be formed from the extended verb ·Çï»Ý³É git-enal.
––
––

Present tense: ·Çï»Ù, ·Çï»ë, ·ÇïÇ, ·Çï»Ýù, ·Çï»Ý, ·Çï»Ý gitem, gites, giti, gitenk’,
gitek’, giten
Imperfect tense: ·Çï»Ç, ·Çï»Çñ, ·Çï»ñ, ·Çï»ÇÝù, ·Çï»Çù, ·Çï»ÇÝ gitei, giteir,
giter, giteink’, giteik’, gitein

The expanded verb stem ·Çï-»Ý³É git-enal is a regular -»Ý³É -enal stem:
––

––

2.6

Infinitive, future participle, future participle II, processual participle, negative participle; subjunctive, conditional and the debitive are formed using the present stem
·Çï»Ý- giten-.
Perfect participle, resultative participle, aorist, subjective participle and the imperative
are formed with the aorist stem ·Çï»ó – gitec’-;

Adverbs

Adverbs are a part of speech in MEA; they usually serve to modify verbs, but also adjectives, other adverbs and whole clauses. Adverbs are usually not declined.
In MEA adverbs can be grouped into the following word-formation groups:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Simple or root adverbs
Suffixed adverbs
Complex
Petrified forms from Classical Armenian inflected nouns (=adverbalisation).

––

Many simple or root adverbs formally coincide with qualitative adjectives and can
only be differentiated by their syntactic position and function such as È³í lav “good”«
í³ï vat “bad”, ·»Õ»óÇÏ gełec’ik “beautiful”« Ñå³ñï hpart “proud”« ³½³ï azat
“free”« µ³ñÓñ barjr “high”« Í³Íñ cacr “low” etc.

(607)

ÜÛáõÃÁ ß³ï í³ï íÇ×³ÏáõÙ ¿: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

nyut’-ě
šat vat vičak-um
ē.
material.nom-the int bad condition-loc it is
		 “The material is in very bad condition.” (í³ï vat “bad” used as attributive adjective)
(607)

a.

		
		
			

¶ÛáõÕ³Ï³Ý ßñç³ÝáõÙ í³ï »Ý ³åñáõÙ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)

Gyułakan šrjan-um
vat en
apr-um.
Rural
region-loc bad they are live-ptcp.pres.
“Bad they live in the rural region.” (í³ï vat “bad” used as adverb)
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––
––
a.
b.

c.
d.
––

For formation of adverbs by means of affixes, see Ch. 4.1.2.4. “Derving adverbs and
adverb suffixes”, p. 667f.
Complex adverbs comprise the following subgroups
Compositional adverbs, combining two or more words: e.g. ÙÇ³µ»ñ³Ý miaberan
“unanimously” > ÙÇ-³-µ»ñ³Ý mi-a-beran “one” + “mouth”
Reduplicated adverbs. In this group there is a distinction between real reduplicated
adverbs written with a hyphen and those reduplicated adverbs with a conjunction
or an adposition between the reduplicated words e.g. ßáõï-ßáõï šut-šut “(very)
quickly”, Ù»Ï-Ù»Ï mek-mek “sometimes”, ³ñ³·-³ñ³· arag-arag “quickly” and µ³é
³é µ³é bar° ar° bar° “word by word”, í³ÝÏ ³é í³ÝÏ vank ar° vank “syllable by syllable” etc.
Other compound adverbs (mostly with antonyms) e.g. ·Çß»ñ-ó»ñ»ù gišer-c’erek’ “day
and night”
Adverbial phrases, such as e.g. Ù»ë Ù³ë³Ùµ mec masamb lit. big part-INST = “mostly”;
ã³÷Çó ¹áõñë lit. measure-ABL out č’ap-’ic’ durs “exceedingly”.
Petrified and lexicalised forms mainly originating from inflected nouns or adjectives
from Classical Armenian, such as e.g. í³Õáõó vałuc’ (etymologically the Ablative of
í³Õ vał “early”) “long ago; lit: since early”, or ÑÝáõÙ hnum (etymologically the Locative of ÑÇÝ hin “old”), “in old times; in former times” etc.

In MEA adverbs can be distinguished by their semantic meaning (and function) into the
following groups:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Temporal
Locative
Manner
Measure/quantity
Intensifiers.

a. Temporal adverbs
Temporal adverbs express time, duration or repetition. They are usually divided into the
following subgroups:
––

––
––

Adverbs denoting a time span relating to the moment of speech, such as ³é³ç
“before”, ³ÛÄÙ ayžm “now”, ÑÇÙ³ hima “now”, Ý»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë nerkayums “at present”,
í»ñç»ñë verĵers “lately”, Ñ»ï³·³ÛáõÙ “in the future”, ßáõïáí šutov “soon”, Ñ»ïá heto
“after”, etc.
Adverbs denoting the initial or the final point of an action: í³Õáõó vałuc “long ago;
since long time”, Ù³ÝÏáõó mankuc’ “since childhood” etc.
Adverbs denoting times of the day: ³é³íáïÛ³Ý ar°avotyan “in the morning”, »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý
erekoyan “in the evening”, ó»ñ»Ïáí c’erekov “in/during daytime” etc.
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––

Adverbs of durativity and iterativity. They may express cyclic time such as ûñ»Ï³Ý
orekan “daily”, ³Ù»Ý ·Çß»ñ amen gišer “every night”, ï³ñ»Ï³Ý tarekan “yearly” etc.
or a certain frequency or interval such as Ñ³×³Ë hačax “often”, Ñ³½í³¹»å hazvadep “seldom”, »ñµ»ÙÝ erbemn “sometimes”, etc. or a habituality such as ëáíáñ³µ³ñ
sovorabar “usually”, ÙÇßï mišt “always” etc.

(608)
		

ê¨³Ý³ ÉÇ×Á ÍáíÇ Ù³Ï»ñ¨áõÛÃÇó Ý»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ·ïÝíáõÙ ¾ 1897,86Ù
µ³ñÓñáõÃÛ³Ý íñ³: (Armenpress 16.05.2006)

		
		

Sewana
lič-ě
cov-i
makerewuyt’-ic’ nerkayums
Sewan-dat lake.nom-the sea-dat level-abl
at present

		

gtn-v-um
ē
find-refl-ptcp.pres. it is

		

1897.86 m barjrut’y-an vra.
1897.86 m altitude-dat post

		 “Lake Sevan is at present located at an altitude of 189786 m above sea level.”

		

(609)

²Ûëûñ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý Å³ÙÁ 8-ÇÝ ²ñ³·³ÍáïÝÇ Ù³ñ½áõÙ µ³óí»É »Ý
µáÉáñ` 150 ÁÝïñ³ï»Õ³Ù³ë»ñÁ: (Armenpress 27.11.2005)

		
		

aysōr ar°avotyan žam-ě
8-in
Aragacotn-i
marz-um
today morning hour.nom-the 8-dat-the Aragacotn-dat province-loc
bac’-v-el
open-pass-ptcp.perf.

en
they-are

bolor
all

150 ěntratełamas-er-ě.
150 electoral office-pl-nom-the

		 “This morning at 8 o’clock all 150 electoral offices have been opened in the
		 province of Aragacotn.”
(610)
		

èáõë³Ï³Ý ßáõÏ³Ý íñ³ó³Ï³Ý ·ÇÝÇÝ»ñ í³Õáõó ³ñ¹»Ý ãÇ ÁÝ¹áõÝáõÙ:

(Ar°avot, 07.04.2006)
R° usakan šuka-n
vrac’akan
Russian market.nom-the Georgian
č’i
neg-it is

gini-ner
vałuc’
arden
wine-pl.nom since long already

ĕndun-um.
accept-ptcp.pres.

		 “The Russian market has not accepted Georgian wines already for a
		 long time. “
(611) ²ñ¨»ÉùáõÙ Ù»Ýù ÙÇßï Ë³Õ³Õ ³åñ»É »Ýù ÏáÕù-ÏáÕùÇ:
		 (Azg 03.03.2006)
arewelk’-um menk’
East-loc
we.nom
enk
we are

mišt
always

xałał
peacefully

apr-el
live-ptcp.perf.

kołk’-kołk’i.
side by side

		 “In the East we have always lived peacefully side by side.”
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b. Local Adverbs
Local adverbs usually express place or direction. Adverbs of direction are usually combined with
verbs of motion, e.g. ³Ûëï»Õ aysteł “here”, ³é³ç ar°aj “before”« ¹áõñë durs “outside”« Ý»ñë ners
“inside”« »ï et “back”« í»ñ¨ verew “upside”« Ùáï mot “near, close” etc.
(612)
		

ºîÐ åñáé»Ïïáñ ØÇÑñ¹³ï Ð³ñáõÃÛáõÝÛ³ÝÁ ÷³ëï»ó, áñ ³Ûëï»Õ
ÁÝ¹³Ù»ÝÁ Ù»Ï ëÇñÇ³óÇ ¿ ëáíáñáõÙ: (Ar°avot 08.04.2006)

ETH208 pror°ektor
Mihrdat
Harut’yunyan-ě
p’astec’
ETH prorector.nom Mihrdat.nom Harut’yunyan.nom-the approve-aor.3.sg
or
aysteł
conj here

ěndameně mek siriac’i
ē
only
one Syrian.nom he is

sovorum.
study-ptcp.pres.

		 “Mihrdat Harutyunan, prorector of the Yerevan Technical University,
		 approved that only one Syrian is studying here.”
(613)
		

ºñµ Ý»ñë Ùï³ Ýñ³ ³ßË³ï³ë»ÝÛ³Ï, Ý³ ³ÝÙÇç³å»ë ï»ÕÇó í»ñ
Ï³ó³í, Ùáï»ó³í ÇÝÓ, ³é³ç³ñÏ»ó Ýëï»É: (Hetk 26.02.2007)

		
		

erb ners
mt-a
nra ašxatasenyak na
anmijapes
conj in(side) enter-aor.3.sg his office.nom
he.nom immediately
teł-ic’
ver kac’-av
place-abl part stand up-aor.3.sg
ar°ajarkec’
offer-aor.3.sg.

motec’-av
inj
approach-aor.3.sg i.dat

nst-el.
sit-inf

		 “When I went into his office, he stood up immediately from his seat,
		 approached me and offered (me) to sit down.”

c. Manner Adverbs
Manner adverbs modify the verb and denote how an action is/was or will/should be
performed.  
(614)
		

²ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÝ ³é³í»É ³ñ³· »Ý ÁÝÃ³ÝáõÙ Ø»ÕñÇÇ
ï³ñ³Í³ßñç³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 28.01.2006)

Ašxatank’-ner-n
ar°avel arag
en
ěnt’an-um
Work-pl.nom-the more quickly they are go-ptcp.pres.
Mełri-i
Mełri-dat

taracašrjan-um.
region-loc

		 “The works go more quickly in the region of Mełri.”

. This is the abbreviation of ºñ¨³ÝÇ î»ËÝÇÏ³Ï³Ý Ð³Ù³Éë³ñ³Ý Erevani Texnikakan
Hamalsaran “Yerevan Technical University”.
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(615)
		

´³Ûó Ï³é³í³ñáõÃÛ³Ý í»ñçÇÝ áñáßáõÙÁ Ýñ³Ý ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ Éñçáñ»Ý
Ùï³Ñá·í»É »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇ ÏñÃáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		
		

bayc’ kar°avarut’y-an
verjin orošum-ě
conj government-dat last
decision.nom-the
lrjoren
mtahog-v-el
seriously worry-refl-inf

nran
stip-um
ē
he.dat force-ptcp.pres. it is

erexa-ner-i
krt’ut’y-an
child-pl-dat education-dat

hamar.
post

		 “But the government’s last decision forces him to worry seriously about the
		 education of the children.”

d. Measure (and Quantity) Adverbs
This group of adverbs denotes the measure or the quantificational features of an action;
e.g. ³ÙµáÕçáíÇÝ ambołĵovin “wholly, completely, entirely”« µ³½Ù³ÏÇ bazmaki “repeatedly (not in temporal sense)”, Ñ³½Çí haziv “scarely, hardly”« Ñ³Ù³ñÛ³ hamarya “almost,
nearly”« ß³ï šat “much, many”« ùÇã k’ič “little, a few” etc.
(616) Â³Õ³Ù³ëÇ µÝ³ÏãáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³ÙµáÕçáíÇÝ çñ³½ñÏí»É ¿:
		 (Armenpress 15.01.2006)
		 T’ałamas-i bnakč’ut’yun-n
ambołjovin jrazrk-v-el
ē.
		 quarter-dat population.nom-the completely dewater-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
		 “The quarter’s population has been completely out of water supply.”

e. Intensifiers
Adverbs that are used to modify other adverbs or adjectives usually intensify the meaning and
particularly the emotional content. In MEA they are commonly used, especially for expressing
the comparison of adjectives (. Frequently used intensifiers are: ß³ï šat “very”, ³í»ÉÇ aveli
“more”, ËÇëï xist “strictly; seriously”, µ³í³Ï³Ý(ÇÝ) bavakan(in) “sufficiently, reasonably”, “bit” ³Ñ³íáñ ahavor “awfully;extremely” etc.
(617)
		

Ð³í»É»ó, Ã» ³Ûë Ý³Ë³·ÇÍÁ ß³ï Éáõñç ÷³ëï³ÃáõÕÃ ¿:

(Ar°avot 08.04.2006)

		 Havelec’
t’e
ays naxagic’-ě
šat lurj
		 add-aor.3.sg conj this draft.nom-the int serious
		 “He added that this draft is a very serious document.”
(618)
		

p’astat’ułt’
document.nom

ē.
it is

³·ÇÏ Ø³ñïÇñáëÛ³ÝÇ Ï³ñÍÇùáí, ÝÙ³Ý ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ ËÇëï
³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï »Ý […]: (Armenpress 23.03.2006)

Gagik
Martirosyan-i
karcik’-ov
Gagik.nom Martirosyan-dat opinion-INST
		 xist anhražešt
		 int essential

nman
similar

ayc’elut’yun-ner-ě
visit-pl.nom -the

en.
they are

		 “In the opinion of Gagik Martirosyan, similar visits are strictly essential.”

The use of intensifiers is common, but the range of adverbs used in intensifying functions
is greater in colloquial Armenian (including fashionable intensifiers, such as ëáõå»ñ super«
Ù»·³ mega).
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2.7

Conjunctions

Conjunctions are indeclinable words that connect words, phrases or sentences syntactically while characterising the semantic relations between those elements.
Regarding their syntactic function MEA distinguishes coordinating and subordinating conjunctions.
Coordinating conjunctions connect elements – both words and clauses that are equally
ranked with each other- i.e. they connect two or more identifiable constituents having the same
semantic role and forming together a larger constituent. (Haspelmath 2005) On the other hand,
subordinating conjunctions introduce (a) clausal subordination, i.e. dependent clauses that
can express a causal, modal or temporal relation or (b) verbal subordination.209
Semantically, there are the following groups of coordinating conjunctions:
a.

b.

c.

Conjoining conjunctions connect words, word groups or clauses without denoting any
other specific type of relation between them, such as ¨ ew “and”« áõ u “and”« á°ã ©©©á°ã oč’…
oč’ “neither…nor” « ¨° ©©©¨° ew…ew “as well …as”, Ý³¨ naew “also, too, as well”« ¨ë ews
“ “« ¿É ēl “also”« ³ÛÉ¨ aylew “also, too”« ÇÝãå»ë …Ý³¨ inč’pes… naew “as also, as well”«
ÝáõÛÝå»ë Ý³¨ nuynpes naew “also, too, as well”, ÝÙ³Ý³å»ë nmanapes “likewise”« áã
ÙÇ³ÛÝ©©©³ÛÉ¨ oč’ miayn…aylew “not only…but also”, etc.
Disjunctive conjunctions express an opposition or separation inherent in the notions or
thoughts, i.e. they express that the connected elements are mutually exclusive possibilities: such as Ï³Ù kam “or”« Ï³Ù Ã»« Ï³Ù©©©Ï³Ù Ã»« Ï³Ù©©©Ï³Ù kam…kam “either….or”2
Adversative conjunctions relate units that express the opposition of their meanings: µ³Ûó
bayc’ “but”« ÇëÏ isk “but, and”« ë³Ï³ÛÝ sakayn “but, however”« ³ÛÉ ayl “but”« ÙÇÝã¹»é minč’der°
“while, whereas”« ³å³ apa “then, afterwards”« Ã» áã t’e oč’ “either, whether, otherwise”« ³ÛÝá
õÙ»Ý³ÛÝÇí aynumenayniv “however, nevertheless “, áã Ã» ©©©³ÛÉ oč’ t’e…ayl “not…., but” etc.

As can be seen, correlative conjunctions are included in all three semantic groups. Correlative conjunctions usually consist of two parts or pairs of conjunctions, both of which
have to be included in the sentence. Usually one part is in the first clause, the other in the
second clause, as e.g. Ï³Ù©©©Ï³Ù kam…kam “either….or”, á°ã ©©©á°ã oč’…oč’ “neither…nor” « ¨°
©©©¨° ew…ew “as well …as”. In colloquial Armenian the conjoining correlative conjunction ¨°
©©©¨° ew…ew “as well …as” is often replaced by the synonymous Ñ³Ù… Ñ³Ù ham…ham.
(619)
		

«ØÇ ë»ÝÛ³Ï ³ª Ñ³Ù ×³ß³ñ³Ý ³, Ñ³Ù ÝÝç³ñ³Ý ³, Ñ³Ù ½áõ·³ñ³Ý
³»,- µáÕáùáõÙ ¿ ï³ñ»ó ÏÇÝÁ: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
mi
senyak
a ham čašaran
a
ham nnjaran
indef room.nom it is conj dining room.nom it is conj sleeping room.nom
a
ham zugaran a	  bołok’-um
ē
tarec’ kin-ě.
it is conj toilet it is complain-ptcp.pres. she is aged woman.nom-the

		 “It is one room. It is dining room, and it is sleeping room and it is toilet as well.”
		 Complains the aged woman.

. Haspelmath 2005: 262–265; Haspelmath 1998: 3–39.
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The wide-spread conjoining conjunction ¨ ew “and” refers to a connection of coordinate
objects or qualities etc. The conjoining conjunction áõ u “and”, however, expresses a closer
range between the connected objects, qualities etc. and is commonly used to connect coordinate parts of a sentence belonging to the same part of speech.
(620)

êï³ó³ ùá Ý³Ù³ÏÁ ¨ Ñ»é³·ÇñÁ:

		 Stac’a
k’o namak-ě
ew her°agir-ě.
		 receive-aor.1.sg. your letter.nom-the conj cable.nom-the
		 “I received your letter and cable.”
(621)

Ð³Ûñ áõ áñ¹Ç ³ßË³ïáõÙ »Ý ß»ÝùÇ íñ³:

Hayr
u
ordi
ašxat-um
en
šenk’-i
vra.
father.nom conj son.nom work-ptcp.pres they are building-dat post
		 “Father and son (both) work on the building.”
(622)

ì³½·»ÝÁ í»ñóÝáõÙ ¿ ÃáõÕÃ áõ ·ñÇã:

		 Vazgen-ě
verc’num
ē
		 Vazgen.nom-the take-ptcp.pres. he is
		 “Vazgen takes paper and a pen.”

t’ułt’
u
grič’.
paper.nom conj pen.nom

Disjunctives
(623)
		

²Û¹ ËÙµáõÙ ÁÝ¹·ñÏí³Í ¿ 25 Ñá·Ç, ÇëÏ ý³Ý³ïÝ»ñÁ Ï³Ù
ó³ÝÏ³óáõÝ»ñÁ Ï³ñáÕ »Ý ·³É Çñ»Ýó Í³Ëë»ñáí: (Ar°avot 05.04.2006)

Ayd xmb-um ĕndrk-v-ac
ē
25 hogi
isk fanat-ner-ě
That group-loc include-pass-ptcp.res. it is 25 soul.nom conj fan.nom-pl-the
kam
conj
irenc’
their

c’ankac’oł-ner-ě
kar-oł
en
wishing-pl.nom-the can-ptcp.pres. they are

g-al
come-inf

caxs-er-ov.
expense-pl-inst

		 “Twenty-five people are included in that group, but fans or people wishing to,
		 can come on their own expenses.”

Adversatives:
(624)

¶ÝáõÙ »Ù Ã³ïñáÝ« ÇëÏ ¹áõÿ ÏÇÝá:

		 Gn-um
em t’atron
isk
du
kino.
		 go-ptcp.pres I-m theatre.nom, conj you.nom cinema.nom
		 “I go to the theatre, and (but) you to the cinema.”
(625)

²ñ³ÙÁ áã Ã¿ ³ñï³ë³ÝáõÙ« ³ÛÉ »ñ·áõÙ ¿ ÞÇñ³½Ç µ³Ý³ëï»ÕÍáõÃÛáõÝÁ:

Aram-ě
oč’ t’e artisan-um
ayl
erg-um	  ē
Aram.nom-the conj read out-ptcp.pres conj sing-ptcp.pres.	  he is
Siraz-i
banastełcut’yun-ě.
Širaz-dat poem.nom-the
		 “Aram does not read out the poem of Širaz, but sings it.”
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Conjoining – correlatives
(626)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ áã ÙÇ³ÛÝ É³í ¿ ëáíáñáõÙ« ³ÛÉ¨ û·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇÝ:

		 Armen-ě
oč’ miayn
		 Armen.nom-the neg only
aylew
conj

ōgn-um
help-ptcp.pres.

lav
ē
sovor-um
good he is learn-ptcp.pres.

ē
dasěnker-ner-i-n.
he is schoolmate-pl-dat-the

		 “Armen does not only learn well, he also helps his schoolmates.”
(627)

à°ã ²ñ³ÙÁ »Ï³í« á°ã ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ:

		 Oč’ Aram-ě
ek-av
oč’
Vardan-ě.
		 conj Aram.nom-the come-aor.3.sg conj Vardan.nom-the
		 “Neither Aram came, nor Vardan.”
(628)

²ÝáõßÁ ¨° ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿« ¨° Ë»É³óÇ:

		 Anuš-ě
ew
gełecik
ē
ew
xelac’i.
		 Anuš.nom-the conj beautiful she is conj intelligent
		 “Anuš is beautiful as well as clever.”

Subordinating conjunctions introduce dependent (subordinate) clauses and indicate the
nature of the relationship among the independent clause(s) and the dependent clause(s).
According to their semantic contents they can be subgrouped into:
a.
b.

c.

d.

e.

f.
g.

Explicative conjunctions such as: áñ or “that”, Ã» t’e “that, if ”, ÇÝã inč’ “that, what”« Çµñ
Ã» ibr t’e “as if ”; Ã» Çµñ t’e ibr “as if ” etc.
Conditional conjunctions such as: »Ã» et’e “if, when”« Ã» áñ« áñ t’e or, or “if, that”,
ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miayn t’e “only if ” « Ý³Û³Í nayac “if, in case”« ù³ÝÇ ¹»é k’ani der° “meanwhile”« »Ã» ©©©³å³« »Ã» ©©©áõñ»ÙÝ “if…then” etc.
Concessive conjunctions, such as: Ã»¨ t’eew “although, even if, while”« Ã»Ïáõ½ t’ekuz
“even, though”« Ã»å»ï t’epet “though”« ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “inspite of, despite”« ÷áË³Ý³Ï
p’oxanak “instead of ” etc.
Temporal subordinate conjunctions, denoting time (point in time, duration, iterativity,
referring to previous or to impending events): áñ or “that, when”« »ñµ áñ erb or “when”;
ÙÇÝã minč’ “until”, Ñ»Ýó henc’ “just”, Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an “before, until”« ÙÇÝã¨ áñ minč’ew
or “until that”, Ñ»Ýó áñ henc’ or “as soon as”« ù³ÝÇ ¹»é k’ani der° “meanwhile, in the meantime” etc.
Causal subordinate conjunctions, denoting a cause or giving a base: áñáíÑ»ï¨ orovhetew “because”« ù³ÝÇ áñ k’ani or “as, because, since”« áñ or “that”« Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ áñ
manavand or “particularly because” = Ý³Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ áñ namanavand or etc.
Final subordinate conjunctions, denoting purpose or goal: áñå»½ëÇ orpeszi “that, in
order to”« áñ or “that, in order to”« ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miayn t’e “if only” etc.
Manner subordinate conjunctions, denoting manner, subdivided into comparative
conjunctions: ³ë»ë Ã» ases t’e “as if ”« Ï³ñÍ»ë Ã» karces t’e “it seems, as if ”« á»¹ó áñ
denc’ or “so that”« ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “as, such as” etc.
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h.

i.

Consecutive subordinate conjunctions, denoting consequences or effects: áõëïÇ usti
“so, therefore, whence”, áõñ»ÙÝ uremn “consequently, therefore”; Ñ»ï¨³µ³ñ hetewabar “consequently”etc.
Explicative subordinate conjunctions: ³ÛëÇÝùÝ aysink’n« ³ÛÝ ¿ ayn ē “that is, in other
words”.

Explicative
(629)

ä³ñ½í»ó« áñ Ý³ Ù»Õ³íáñ ¿:

Parz-v-ec’
or
na
mełavor ē.
turn out-antic-aor3.sg conj he.nom guilty he is
		 “It turned out that he is guilty.”
(630)

Ð³ÛïÝÇ ã¿« Ã» Ý³ »ñµ Ïí»ñ³¹³éÝ³ ºñ¨³ÝÇó:

Haytni č’-ē
t’e
na
erb
kveradar°n-a
known neg-it is conj he.nom when return-cond.fut.3.sg
		 “It is not known when he will return from Yerevan.”

Erevan-ic’.
Yerevan-abl

Conditional
(631)

ºÃ» í³ÕÁ ³ÝÓñ¨ ã·³« ³Ýï³é Ï·Ý³Ýù:

Et’e vałě
anjrew č-ga	  antar°	   kgn-ank’.
conj tomorrow rain.nom neg-come-subj.fut.3.sg	  forest.nom	  go-cond.fut.1.pl
		 “If it does not rain tomorrow, we will go to the forest.”

Final
(632)

Þï³å»óÇ ïáõÝ« áñå»ë½Ç ï»ëÝ»Ù Ýñ³Ý:

štapec’i
tun
orpeszi tesn-em
nran.
hurry-aor.1.sg house.nom conj
see-subj.fut.1.sg he.dat
		 “I hurried home that I see him”. (I hurried home to see him)

Causal
(633)
		

ºí ù³ÝÇ áñ ³Ûë Ñ³ñóÁ ãÇ ÉáõÍí³Í, ã»Ù Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ, áñ ÑÇÙÝ³ËÝ¹ÇñÁ
Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ Ñ³Ù³ñ»É ÉáõÍí³Í: (Ar°avot 07.04.2006)

Ev k’ani or ays
conj conj this

harc’-ě
question.nom-the

č’-i
luc-v-ac
č’-em
neg-it is solve-pass-ptcp.res neg-I am

hamarum
or
himnaxndir-ě
kareli
consider-ptcp.pres conj problem.nom-the possible
		
		

ē
it is

hamar-el
luc-v-ac.
consider-inf solve-pass-ptcp.res.

		 “And since this question is not solved, I do not think that it is possible to
		 consider the problem (as) solved.”
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(634)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ã»Ù Ï³ñÍáõÙ, Ã» ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÝ ³Ûëûñ å³ïñ³ëï ¿ é³½Ù³Ï³Ý·áñÍáÕáõÃÛáõÝ
Ý»ñ ëÏë»Éáõ, Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ áñ áõÅ»ñÇ Ñ³ñ³µ»ñ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ù»½ Ñ³çáÕíáõÙ
¿ å³ Ñå ³Ý»É»: (Armenpress 07.04.2006)

Sakayn č’-em
karc-um
t’e
Adrbejan-n
aysōr patrast
conj
neg-I am think-ptcp.pres. conj Azerbaijan.nom-the today ready
ē
r°azmakan gorcołut’yun-ner
it is military activity-pl-nom
haraberakc’ut’yun-ě mez
proportion.nom-the we.dat

sksel-u
manavand or už-er-i
begin-inf-dat conj
force-pl-dat

hajoł-v-um
ē
succeed-antic-ptcp.pres. it is

pahpan-el.
protect-inf

		 “I do not think, however, that Azerbaijan is ready today to start military
		 activities, particularly because we succeed in keeping the forces’ proportion.

Concessive
(635)

Â»¨ ù»½ Ññ³íÇñ»óÇÝù« µ³Ûó ¹áõ ã»Ï³ñ:

		 T’eew k’ez
hravirec’ink’
bayc’ du
č’-ek-ar.
		 conj you.dat invite-aor.1.pl conj you.nom neg-come-aor.2.sg
		 “Although we invited you, you did not come.”

Explaining:
(636)
		
		

²åñÇÉÇÝ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÏÉÇÝÇ Ñ³ëÝ»É Ý³Ë³·Í³ÛÇÝ Ñ½áñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇÝ,
³ÛëÇÝùÝ 800–900 ïáÝÝ³ Ï³áõãáõÏÇ ³ñï³¹ñáõÃÛ³ÝÁ:

(Armenpress 01.04.2006)
April-i-n
hnaravor klini
hasn-el naxagcayin
April-dat-the possible be-cond.fut.3.sg reach-inf planning
hzorut’yun-ner-i-n aysink’n 800–900 tonna
kaučuk-i
artadrut’y-an-ě.
capacity-pl-dat-the conj 800–900 ton.nom rubber-dat production-dat-the

		 “In April it will be possible to reach the planned capacities; that is the
		 production of 800–900 tons of rubber.”

Consecutive:
(637)
		
		

Ø»ñ Ù³ñ½Ç ³Û·ÇÝ»ñÁ Í»ñ³ó»É »Ý, Ýáëñ³óÙ³Ý ïáÏáëÁ ß³ï
µ³ñÓñ ¿, áõëïÇ å»ïù ¿ í»ñ³Ï³Ý·Ý»É ¨ ÙÇ³Å³Ù³Ý³Ï áõÝ»Ý³É
Å³Ù³Ý³Ï³ÏÇó Ýáñ ï»ë³ÏÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)

Mer marz-i
our region-dat

aygi-ner-ě
cerac’-el
garden-pl.nom-the get old-ptcp.perf.

nosrac’m-an tokos-ě
thinning-dat percent.nom-the

šat
int

barjr
high

ē
it is

en
they are

usti
conj

petk’ ē verakangn-el ew miažamanak unen-al žamanakaki’ nor tesak-ner.
part restore-inf conj same time
have-inf modern
new species-pl.nom
		 “The gardens of our region have got old, the percentage of thinning is very high, there
		 fore one must restore (them) and at the same time have modern, new species.”
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2.8

Adpositions

Adpositions are functional words that prototypically relate two linguistic elements to each
other. They are used with noun phrases to indicate various meanings, but also appear as
complementation of verbs and adjectives.
Both prepositions and postpositions are used in MEA, however postpositions are
more frequent.
Referring to their form, one can distinguish the following formation-groups of SMEA
adpositions:
––

––

Pure adpositions, i.e. they can exclusively be used as adpositions: Ç i “for the sake of ”«
Áëï ěst “according to”« ³é ar° “up to”« Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”« ³é³Ýó ar°anc’ “without”«
µ³óÇ bac’i “except”« ¹»åÇ depi “towards”« Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for”« Ñ³ÝáõÝ hanun “for the
sake of ”« Ñ³Ý¹ñ»Ó handerj “with”« ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv “thanks to”« Ñ³ßÇí hašiv “considering, given”« ÝÏ³ïÙ³Ùµ nkatmamb “with respect to”« í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “regarding”« ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead of ”« ï»Õ³Ï tełak “instead of ”, ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until”«
Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an “before;not until”, Ý»ñùá nerk’o “under”« ÙÇç¨ mijew “between”« Ñ»ï
het “with”« ÁÝ¹¹»Ù ěnddem “in defiance of ”« Ñ³Ý¹ÇåÙ³Ý handipman “concerning”,
Ñ³Ý¹»å handep “in front of; with regard to”, å»ë pes “as”« Ñ³ÝÓÇÝë hanjins “in the person of “« Çµñ¨ ibrew “as”« áñå»ë orpes “as”« Ç ¹»Ùë i dems “facing, given”«Ç ÷³éë i p’ar°s
“to the fame”, Ç Ñ»×áõÏë i hečuks “in defiance of ”« Ç ¹»å i dep “besides, again”, Ç Ñ³ßÇí
i hašiv “considering, given”« ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ himan vra “on the grounds of ”.
Impure adpositions, i.e. those words that are primarily used as adpositions but can be
secondarily used in the functions of other parts of speech: Ùáï mot “at”« íñ³ vra “on”«
Ù»ç mej “in”« ï³Ï tak “under”« ßáõñç šurĵ “around”« ¹»Ù dem “against” « ÷áË³ñ»Ý
p’oxaren “instead of ”« ¹ÇÙ³ó dimac’ “opposite”« ³éç¨ ar°jew “in front of ”« Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï
hamemat “compared with”« Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn “in accordance with”« Ñ³Ï³é³Ï
hakar°ak “in contradiction with”« ã³÷ č’ap’ “about”« Ý³Û³Í nayac “if ”« ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac
“despite”« ï»Õ teł “instead of ”« ÝÙ³Ý nman “like”« ½³ï zat “except”« ³Ýó anc’ “after”«
³é³ç ar°aj “in front of ”« Ñ»ïá heto “after”. Adpositional words, i.e. words that can
secondarily be used in adpositional function are considered a subgroup of impure
adpositions. These adpositional words are often petrified forms of inflected nouns
(mainly instrumental, ablative), as in Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï ³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “while”« í»ñ¨
verew “above, up”« Ý»ù¨ nerk’ew “below, beneath”« Ý»ñë ners “inside, within”« ¹áõñë
durs “outside”« Ñ»éáõ her°u “far from”« ÏÇó kic’ “attached to”« å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov
“because of ”« ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means of ”« Ó»éùáí jer°k’ov “by”« ³ÝáõÝáí anunov
“in the name of”« Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí hetewank’ov “due to” etc.

Semantically they can be classified into groups referring to the following meaning:
––

Locative including direction: Ù»ç mej “in”« íñ³ vra “on”« ï³Ï tak “under”« Ùáï mot
“at”« Ý»ñùá nerk’o “under”« ÙÇç¨ mijew “between”« Ñ³Ý¹»å handep “in front of ”«
¹ÇÙ³ó dimac’ “opposite”« ßáõñç šurj “around”« ¹»åÇ depi “towards”« Ñ»éáõ her°u “far
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––

––
––

––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

––

from”« í»ñ¨ verew “above, up”« í»ñ ver “up, over”« í³ñ var “down”« ¹áõñë durs “out of,
outside”« ³é³ç ar°ǎj “in front of ”« ³éç¨ ar°jew “in front of ” etc.
Temporal: ûñáù ōrok’ “« Ñ»ïá heto “after”« ³Ýó anc’ “after, past”« Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an
“before”« ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until”, ³é³ç ar°aj “before”« ³é« ëÏë³Í sksac “starting from,
with”, Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “while” etc.
Manner: å»ë pes« ÝÙ³Ý nman, ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “as, like” etc.
Causal: ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv “thank to”« Ó»éùÇó jerk’ic’ “because of somebody”, »ñ»ëÇó
eresic’ “because of somebody”« å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov “because of ”« Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí
hetewank’ov “due to” etc.
Purpose: Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for”, Ñû·áõï hōgut “for the sake of ”« ³ÝáõÝ anun “in the
name of ”« Ç i “for, to”« û·ïÇÝ ōgtin “for the favor of ” etc.
Basis: Áëï ěst “according to”, ³éÃÇí ar°t’iv “concerning”« Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn
“according to, in accordance with”« ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ himan vra “on grounds of ”, etc.
Instrument means: Ó»éùáí jer°kov “by”« ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means of ” etc.
Measure: ã³÷ č’ap’ “about”« ³í»É avel “except”« å³Ï³ë pakas “less than”« ³í»ÉÇ ù³Ý
aveli k’an “more than”, ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until” etc.
Opposition: ¹»Ù« ÁÝ¹¹»Ù dem, ēnddem “against”.
Accompaniment: Ñ»ï het« Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “with”.
Limitation: Ñ»ï het« Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “with” etc.
Reference (relation): Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”« í»ñ»³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “concerning”«
í»ñ³µ»ñÙ³Ùµ verabermamb “concerning”« ÝÏ³ïÙ³Ùµ “referring to”« ³éÃÇí ar°tiv “concerning”« Ï³å³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ùµ kapakc’ut’yamb “with concern” etc.
Explication, exception: µ³óÇ bac’i “except”« ³é³Ýó ar°anc’ “without”« ½³ï zat “except”«
÷áË³ñ»Ý p’oxaren “instead of ” ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead”, ï»Õ teł, ï»Õ³Ï tełak
“instead”« ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “despite”« Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar°ak “despite of ”« µ³ó³éáõÃÛ³Ùµ
bac’arut’yamb “with the exception”, etc.

Syntactically adpositions are grouped relating to their position to the noun: if preceding,
they are prepositions, if following they are postpositions.
There is a small group of adpositions that can be used as pre- and postposition, without any semantic distinction.
These adpositions are: µ³óÇ bac’i« ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak« ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv« ÁÝ¹¹»Ù ěnddem«
Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn« ³ÝÏ³Ë ankax« ëÏë³Í sksac« Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj« Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar°ak.
Some of the adpositions used as pre- or postposition appear but in different forms,
such as e.g. Ç Ñ³ßÇí i hašiv + N/N + Ñ³ßíÇÝ hašvin “on account of ”, Ç å³ïÇí i pativ +
N/N å³ïíÇÝ patvin “for/in the honour of ”.
Pre- and postpositions usually govern different cases.
a. Nominative
The following prepositions govern the nominative:
––
––

Ç i “for the sake of ”,
³é ar° “up to; until”,
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––
––
––
––
––
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¹»åÇ depi “towards”
½»ñ¹ zerd “as, like”
ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until”
ó c’ “until” (temporal reading only)
Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an “before, until”
Çµñ¨« áñå»ë« ÇÝãå»ë ibrew, orpes, inč’pes “as”

Postpositions
––
––
––
––
––
––

³é³ç ar°aj “before”
Ç í»ñ i ver “since”
Ç í³ñ i var “down”
³Ýó anc’ “after”
Ñ»ïá heto “after”
ù³Ý k’an “than” (in comparative constructions)

and in colloquial Armenian also the postpositions
––

áÝó onc’; áÝó áñ onc’ or as colloquial synonyms to Çµñ¨ ibrew« ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes« áñå»ë

––

orpes “as; like”
ù³Ýó k’anc’« Ñ³Ýó hanc’ as colloquial synonyms to ù³Ý k’an “than”.

(638)

Ø»ù»Ý³Ý ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹»åÇ Ññ³å³ñ³Ï:

		 Mek’ena-n gn-um
ē
depi hraparak.
		 car.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. it is prep square.nom
		 “The car goes towards (the) square.”
(639)

î³ÝÁ ÏÉÇÝ»Ù ÙÇÝã¨ Ä³ÙÁ »ñ»ùÁ:

Tan-ě
klin-em
minč’ev
house-loc-the be-cond.fut.1.sg prep
		 “I will be home until three o’clock.”

žam-ě
erek’-ě.
hour.nom-the three.nom-the

Note:
–– The postpositions ³é³ç ar°aj “before” and Ñ»ïá heto “after” and ³Ýó anc’ “after” are only
used with the nominative case if they are used with temporal expressions, such as Ù»Ï
ß³µ³Ã Ñ»ïá mek šabat’ heto “after one week, one week later”« Ù»Ï ß³µ³Ã ³é³ç mek
šabat’ ar°aj “one week before”. By contrast, in other expressions they govern the ablative.
(640)
		

ØÇ ù³ÝÇ ³ÙÇë ³é³ç å³ñáÝ ØáíëÇëÛ³ÝÁ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É ¿ñ, áñ
Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ¿É Í³Ë»Éáõ áãÇÝã ãáõÝÇ, µ³Ûó å³ñ½í»óª áõÝÇ:

		 (Ar°avot, 07.04.2006)
Mi k’ani amis
ar°aj paron Mosisyan-ě
haytn-el
ēr
a few month.nom post Mr. Movsisyan.nom-the declare-ptcp.perf. he was
or
Hayastan-n
conj Armenia.nom-the

ēl
caxel-u
oč’inč’
more sell-inf-dat nothing

č’-un-i.
neg-have-pres.3.sg
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bayc’
conj

parz-v-ec’
come out-antic-aor.3.sg

un-i.
have-pres.3.sg

		 “A few months ago Mr. Movsisyan had declared that Armenia has nothing
		 more to sell, but it turned out – it has.”
(641)

«¶áñÍáÕ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÇ Ññ³Å³ñ³Ï³ÝÁ å³Ñ³Ýç»Éáõó ³é³ç å»ïù ¿
		 Ý»ñÏ³Û³óÝ»É ë»÷³Ï³Ý Íñ³·ñ»ñÁ», (Armenpress 06.05.2006)
Gorc-oł
naxagah-i
hražarakan-ě
pahanjel-uc’
work-ptcp.sub. president-dat resignation.nom-the claim-inf-abl
petk’ ē
part

nerkaya-c’n-el
present-caus-inf

sep’akan
proper

ar°aj.
post

cragr-er-ě.
plan-pl.nom-the

		 “Before claiming the resignation of the acting president the proper plans
		 have to be presented.”

If the adpositions governing nominative are used with the 1st and 2nd person of the
personal pronouns, the same adpositions govern the dative case, e.g. ¹»åÇ ÇÝÓ depi inj
“towards me”« ÙÇÝã¨ Ó»½ minč’ew jez “until you”.
––

––

In spoken and written Armenian two other prepositions are also used with the nominative, but only if combined with demonstrative pronouns: ³é³Ýó ar°anc’ “without” and
µ³óÇ bac’i “except”. These forms, however, can be regarded as lexicalised: µ³óÇ ³Û¹
bac’i ayd “besides; moreover; furthermore”, ³é³Ýó ³Û¹ ar°anc’ ayd “already; anyway”.
In written and normative Armenian, as can be seen below, ³é³Ýó ar°anc’ usually governs the dative, whereas µ³óÇ bac’i governs the ablative.

b. Dative
Prepositions governing the dative of nouns and genitive of pronouns 3rd person
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

³é³Ýó ar°anc’ “without”
Áëï ěst “according to, in accordance with”
Ç ¹»Ùë i dems “in front, before”g
Ñ³ÝáõÝ hanun “for the sake of ”
Ñû·áõï hōgut “in favour of ”
û·ïÇÝ ōgtin “to the profit of ”
Ç ÷³éë i p’ar°s “to the glory of ”

Postpositions governing the dative of nouns, and genitive of pronouns 3rd person
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

³é³ç ar°aj “in front of ”
³éÃÇí ar°t’iv “concerning”
³éç¨ ar°jew “in front of ”
¹»Ù dem “against”
¹ÇÙ³ó dimac’ “opposite”
»ñ»ëÇó eresic’ “because of ”
½áõ·ÁÝÃ³ó zugěnt’ac “parallel to, simultaneously”
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––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

ÁÝ¹³é³ç ěndar°aj “towards”
ÁÝ¹¹»Ù ěnddem “in defiance of ”
ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ěnt’ac’k’um “during, in the course of ”
Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “while”
ÏÇó kic’ “attached to”
ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’ “from the side of ”
Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar°ak “opposite to, despite”
Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn “according to”
Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for” dat
Ñ³Ý¹»å handep “with regard to”
Ñ³ëó»ÇÝ hasc’ein “about”
Ñ³í³ë³ñ havasar “evenly; equal with”
Ñ»ï het “with”
Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí hetewank’ov “due to”
ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ himan vra “on grounds of ”
Ó»ñùÇó jer°k’ic’ “because of ”
Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”
Ù»ç mej “in”
ÙÇç¨ mijew “between”
ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means of ”
Ùáï mot “at; by”
Ý»ñùá nerk’o “within”
ÝÏ³ïÙ³Ùµ nkatmamb “with respect to”
ÝÙ³Ý nman “like”
Ýå³ï³Ïáí npatakov “in order to”
ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv “thanks to”
ßáõñç šurj “around”
ã³÷ č’ap’ “about”
ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “despite “
å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov “because of ”
å»ë pes “as”
í»ñ³µ»ñÙ³Ùµ verabermamb “with regard to”
í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “with regard to”
íñ³ vra “on”
ï³Ï tak “under”
ï»Õ teł “instead of ”
÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead of ”
÷áË³ñ»Ý p’oxaren “instead of ”

Note:
In combination with the 1st and 2nd person of personal pronouns the following postpositions and prepositions govern the dative case:
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––

––

Postpositions: Ùáï mot« íñ³ vra« Ñ»ï het« å»ë pes« ã³÷ č’ap’« Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar«
½áõ·ÁÝÃ³ó zugěnt’ac’, ÁÝ¹³é³ç ěndar°aj, ÝÙ³Ý nman, Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar°ak, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ
hamajayn; e.g. ÇÝÓ Ùáï inj mot “with me, at my side”« ù»½ íñ³ k’ez vra “on you”« Ù»½
Ñ»ï mez het “with us”« Ó»½ å»ë jez pes “like you”« ÇÝÓ ã³÷ inj čap’ “about me”« ù»½
Ñ³Ù³ñ k’ez hamar “for you”.
Prepositions: ³é³Ýó ar°anc’, Ñ³ÝÓÇÝë hanjins, Ç ¹»Ùë i dems« Ñ³ÝáõÝ hanun, Ñû·áõï
hōgut, Ñû·áõï Ù»½ hōgut mez “in favor of us”, Ñ³ÝÓÇÝë Ó»½ hanjins jez “in the person
of you”, Ñ³ÝáõÝ ÇÝÓ« hanun inj “for the sake of me”.

In colloquial Armenian the genitive case is hypergeneralised for the 1st and 2nd person
personal pronouns and is usually used with the postpositions and prepositions given
above. This is a hypergeneralised and conventionalised rule in colloquial Armenian for
adpositions governing the dative of nouns, but the genitive of all persons of personal and
demonstrative pronouns.
(642)
		

îñ³Ù³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ ß³ï å³ñ½ ¿ñ, »Ã» Çñ»Ýó Ùáï ëï³óí»ó, ³å³
ÇÝãáõ Ù»ñ Ùáï ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ ëï³óí»É: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)

Tramabanut’yun-ě šat parz ēr
et’e irenc’
mot stac’v-ec’
logic.nom-the
int clear it was conj they-gen post workout-aor.3.sg
apa
then

inč’u
mer
mot
wh-why we.gen post

č-’i
neg-it is

kar-oł
can-ptcp.pres.

stac’v-el.
work out-inf

		 “The logic was clear: if it worked out with them, then why can it not work
		 out with us?”

This hypergeneralisation of the genitive also for 1st and 2nd person of the personal pronouns may have also triggered some “pseudopossessive” forms with postpositions mainly
expressing local meaning such as Ù»ç mej« ï³Ï tak« íñ³ vra« Ùáï mot« etc.: some of
the given postpositions can be used with the possessive suffixes -s for 1st person, and -d
for 2nd person SG and PL instead of the colloquial genitive (=possessive) form of these
pronouns and instead of the normative, written dative of the pronouns in question. Interestingly enough, these forms have been conventionalised and can also be used in written
Armenian – which is impossible for the genitive forms given above. In many instances the
“pseudopossesive” forms even seem more natural to speakers than the form with personal
pronouns and postpositions.
(643)

ìñ³ë Ù»Ï Í³ÍÏáó ·ÍÇñ:

		 Vra-s mek cackoc’
gc-ir!
		 on-my one blanket.nom draw-imp.2.sg.
		 “Draw one blanket on (over) me!”
(644)

Üëï»ÉÇë ³Ûë µ³ÓáõÏÁ ï³Ï¹ ¹Çñ:

		 Nstel-is
ays barjuk-ě
tak-d
d-ir!
		 sit down-ptcp.proc. this pad.nom-the under-your put-imp.2.sg
		 “When you sit down, put this pad under you!”
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(645)
		
		

ÆÙ ÁÝÏ»ñáç Ñ»ï ÙÇßï Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý »Ù ËáëáõÙ:

im ěnkeroj
het
my friend-dat post

mišt
hayeren
em xos-um.
always Armenian I am speak-ptcp.pres.

		 “I always speak Armenian with my friend.” (Note: postposition governing
		 noun in dative)
		 a.

Üñ³ Ñ»ï ÙÇßï Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý »Ù ËáëáõÙ:

			
			
			
			

nra
het mišt
hayeren
em xos-um.
he.gen post always Armenian I am speak-ptcp.pres.
“I always speak Armenian with him.” (Note: postposition governing 3rd
person of personal pronouns in genitive; written and standard Armenian)

		 b.

ÆÝÓ Ñ»ï ÙÇßï Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý ¿ ËáëáõÙ:

			
			
			

inj
het mišt
hayeren
ē
xos-um.
i.dat post always Armenian he is speak-ptcp.pres.
“He always speaks Armenian with me.”

			
			

(Note: postposition governing 1st and 2nd person of personal pronouns
in dative; written and standard, as opposed to (34ba):)

		 c.

ÆÙ Ñ»ï ÙÇßï Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý ¿ ËáëáõÙ:

			
			

Im
het mišt
hayeren
ē
xos-um.
i.gen(=my) post always Armenian he is speak-ptcp.pres.

			

“He always speaks Armenian with me.”

			
			

(Note: colloquial Armenian: genitive for personal pronouns and
demonstratives is hypergeneralised also to 1st and 2nd person)

		 d.
			
			

Ð»ïë ÙÇßï Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý ¿ ËáëáõÙ:

			
			
			

“He always speaks Armenian with me.” (Note: colloquial Armenian:
instead of the personal pronoun in hypergeneralised genitive the possessive
suffix is used in “pseudopossessive” meaning.)

het-s
mišt
hayeren
ē
xos-um.
post-my always Armenian he is speak-ptcp.pres.

Some Armenian grammarians210 argue that the case governed by the adposition h³Ý¹»å
handep “with regard to” for personal pronouns depends on its use as a preposition or
postposition: if used as postposition, it governs the dative for nouns, but the genitive for
pronouns. The use as a postposition is overwhelming.

. (Abrahamyan 1981: 243) lists Ñ³Ý¹»å handep among the postpositions only (Asatryan 2004:
377) observes a totally different use of this adposition.
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If used as a preposition, which occurs rather seldom and is considered an antiquated style, it governs the nominative for nouns. Use as a preposition with pronouns
is actually avoided; it may happen only with personal pronouns of 3rd person.
(646)

øá Ñ³Ý¹»å ³Ûëï»Õ Ù»Í Ñ³ñ·³Ýù Ï³:

k’o
handep aysteł mec
you-gen(Your) post
here big
		 “There is big esteem for you here.”
(647)
		

hargank’
ka.
esteem.nom exist-pres.3.sg

²Ù»Ý³ÛÝ Ð³Ûáó Ð³Ûñ³å»ïÁ ßÝáñÑ³Ï³ÉáõÃÛáõÝ ¾ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É Çñ
Ñ³Ý¹»å óáõó³µ»ñ³Í ÅáÕáíñ¹³Ï³Ý ëÇñá áõ Ù»Í³ñ³ÝùÇ Ñ³Ù³ñª

		 (Armenpress 17.05.2006)
		 Amenayn Hayoc’
Hayrapet-ě
šnorhakalut’yun ē
		 all
Armenians patriarch.nom-the thank.nom
he is
haytn-el
ir
express-ptcp.pres. he.gen
		

handep
post

c’uc’aber-ac
žołovrdakan
demonstrate-ptcp.res popular

sir-o
u
mecarank’-i hamar.
love-dat conj homage-dat post

		 “The Patriarch of all Armenians has expressed gratitude for the people’s love
		 and homage demonstrated with respect to him.”
(648)

Ð³Ý¹»å Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÁ Ýñ³ ë»ñÝ ³Ýã³÷»ÉÇ ¿:

		 Handep hayrenik’-ě
nra ser-n
anč’ap’eli
ē.
		 prep
fatherland.nom-the his love.nom-the immeasurable it is.
		 “His love for his fatherland is immeasurable.”

The following adpositions, however, always govern the genitive case of personal and
demonstrative pronouns, independent from the person:
a.

Prepositions governing the genitive of personal and demonstrative pronouns:

––

Áëï ěst “according to, in accordance with”. Áëï ěst is also used with the old, petrified
accusative form of Classical Armenian, especially in a high style, e.g. Áëï Çë ěst is

––

û·ïÇÝ ōgtin “to the favour of ”

b.

Postpositions governing the genitive of personal (i.e. ÇÙ im« ùá k’o« Ýñ³/Çñ nra/ir, Ù»ñ
mer« Ó»ñ jer« Ýñ³Ýó/Çñ»Ýó nranc’/irenc’) and demonstrative pronouns (ëñ³ sra« ¹ñ³
dra« Ýñ³ nra):

––
––
––
––

³é³ç ar°aj “in front of ”
³éÃÇí ar°t’iv “concerning”
³éç¨ ar°jew “in front of ”
¹»Ù dem “against”

“according to me”.
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––
––

¹ÇÙ³ó dimac’ “opposite”
»ñ»ëÇó eresic’ “because of (somebody)”
ÁÝ¹¹»Ù ěnddem “in defiance of ”
ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ěnt’ac’k’um “during, in the course of ”
Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “while”
ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’ “from the side of ”
Ñ³ëó»ÇÝ hasc’ein “about”
Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí hetewank’ov “due to”
ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ himan vra “on grounds of ”
Ó»ñùÇó jer°k’ic’ “because of ”
Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”
Ù»ç mej “in”
ÙÇç¨ mijew “between”
ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means of ”
Ý»ñùá nerk’o “within”
ÝÏ³ïÙ³Ùµ nkatmamb “with respect to”
Ýå³ï³Ïáí npatakov “in order to”
ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv “thanks to”
ßáõñç šurj “around”
ã³÷ č’ap’ “about”
å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov “because of ”
í»ñ³µ»ñÙ³Ùµ verabermamb “with regard to”
í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “with regard to”
ï³Ï tak “under”
ï»Õ teł “instead of ”
÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead of ”
÷áË³ñ»Ý p’oxaren “instead of ”

c. Ablative
Adpositions govern the ablative, if they denote a certain relation.
Prepositions governing ablative
µ³óÇ bac’i “except”
As mentioned before, this preposition is usually used with the nominative case in colloquial Armenian.

––

Postpositions governing ablative
––
––
––
––
––

³é³ç ar°aj “before”
¹áõñë durs “out”
½³ï zat “except, free from”
Ç í»ñ i ver “since”
Ñ»éáõ her°u “far from”
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––
––
––
––
––
––

Ñ»ïá heto “after”
Ý»ñù¨ nerk’ew “under”
ëÏë³Í sksac “starting from”
í³ñ var “down”
í»ñ ver “more than; up”
í»ñ¨ verew “above”

Note again, that the postpositions ³é³ç ar°aj and Ñ»ïá heto govern the nominative case,
if used with temporal expressions.
d.

Instrumental

––
––

There is only one postposition that governs the instrumental: Ð³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “with”.
The postposition ã³÷ č’ap’ “about” that usually governs the dative of nouns and the
genitive of pronouns is used in two petrified, not very productive, expressions also
with the instrumental case

Some Special Features of MEA Adpositions
–– Case, Adpositions and Demonstrative Pronouns
Although the case of the demonstrative pronouns is generally governed by adpositions,
demonstratives are also commonly used with demonstratives in the nominative case, particularly with the following postpositions:
––
––
––
––

³éÃÇí ar°t’iv “concerning”
Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”
Ýå³ï³Ïáí npatakov “in order to”
å³ï×³éáí patčar°ov “because of ”

e.g. ³Ûë ³éÃÇí ays ar°t’iv “concerning this”« ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ ayd masin “about that”, ³ÛÝ Ýå³ï³Ïáí
ayn npatakov “in order to that”« ³Ûë å³ï×³éáí ays patčar°ov “because of this”.
In colloquial Armenian, the prepositions ³é³Ýó ar°anc’ “without” and µ³óÇ bac’i
“except” are also used with the nominative, i.e. ³é³Ýó ³Ûë ar°anc’ ays “without this”« µ³óÇ
³Û¹ bac’i ayd “except that”.
(649)
		

ÐÐ í³ñã³å»ï ²Ýñ¹³ÝÇÏ Ø³ñ·³ñÛ³ÝÁ ¨ë Í³ÝáÃ ¾ í³ñãáõÃÛ³Ý Íñ³·ñ»ñÇÝ ¨
ïí»É ¾ ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ Çñ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)

HH varčapet
Andranik Margaryan-ě
ews canot’ ē
ra prime minister Andranik Margaryan.nom-the also familiar he is
varč’ut’y-an
cragr-er-i-n
ew tv-el
ē
ayd masin
authority-dat program-pl-dat-the conj give-ptcp.perf. he is that.nom post
		
		

ir hamajaynut’yun-ě.
his agreement.nom-the

		 “The prime minister of the Republic of Armenia, Andranik Margaryan, also
		 knows the authority’s programs and has given his agreement concerning that.”
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–– “Inflected Adpositions”
The main feature of adpositions, in general, is that they are not inflectional function
words. However, there are some adpositions, which show inflected forms in ablative and instrumental, as well as dative, such as: íñ³ - íñ³ÛÇó« íñ³Ûáí vra-vrayic’vrayov; ï³Ï-ï³ÏÇó- ï³Ïáí tak-takic’-takov; Ù»ç-ÙÇçÇó-ÙÇçáí měj-mijic’-mijov;
³é³ç-³é³çÇó-³é³çáí ar°aj-ar°ajic’-ar°ajov; Ùáï-ÙáïÇó-Ùáïáí mot-motic’-motov;
³ñç¨-³éç¨Çó-³éç¨áí arjew-arjewic’-arjewov; etc.
In MEA, such adpositions can be used “inflected” if
––
––

they express local meaning
the main verb of the clause is a motion verb and the local adposition conveys “directional” meaning.

The ablative on the adposition is used if
a.
b.

c.

the adpositional phrase expresses a direction “off ” a certain place
the starting point of the movement of the clause’s subject coincides with the position of the object/person given in the postpositional phrase, i.e. if the movement of
the clause’s subject begins from this starting point towards a certain direction. That
means, there is a certain direction from the starting point of the movement of the
clause’ subject to a point far from the object/person given in the positional phrase,
i.e. subject and person/object in postpositional phrase have the same direction
if the movement of the agent/subject starts from a certain starting point and is
directed towards the person/object expressed in the postpositional phrase.

(650)

a.

Ø»ñ ³éç¨Çó Ù»ù»Ý³ ¿ ·³ÉÇë:

			
			

Mer
ar°jew-ic’ mek’ena ē
gal-is.
we-gen post-abl car.nom it is come-ptcp.pres.

			
			

“In front of us a car is coming.” i.e. the coming car is directed towards us,
an oncoming car.

		 b.

Ø»ñ ³éç¨Çó Ù»ù»Ý³ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ:

			
			

Mer
ar°jew-ic’ mek’ena ē
gn-um.
we-gen post-abl car.nom it is go-ptcp.pres.

			
			

“In front of us a car is going.” i.e. the car in front of us is moving in the
same direction as we are; we have the same starting point direction.

––

The instrumental on the adposition is used if

a.
b.

the adpositional phrase expresses a direction “through” a certain place
the movement is not directed from a certain starting point towards a certain direction,
but is performed without any certain direction away from the object/person given in
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c.
d.

the postpositional phrase. That means, the instrumental expresses an uncertain, not
specific direction.
the direction of the object/person in the postpositional phrase is different from the
one of the clause’s subject (or agent).
the direction of the movement is not important for the reading of the clause.

(651)

a.

ØÏÝ»ñÁ í³½áõÙ ¿ÇÝ Ï³ïíÇ ³éç¨áí:

			

Mkn-er-ě
vaz-um
ēin
kat-vi
mouse-pl.nom-the run-ptcp.pres. they were cat-dat
“The mice were running in front of the cat.”

			
			
			

(I.e. the mice were running somehow in front of the cat. Probably the cat
was not moving, was sitting or lying and watching the mice running in
front of it. It was not running in the same direction as the mice.)

		 b.

ØÏÝ»ñÁ í³½áõÙ ¿ÇÝ Ï³ïíÇ ³éç¨Çó:

			

Mkner-ě
vaz-um
ēin
kat-vi ar°jew-ic’.
Mouse-pl.nom-the run-ptcp.pres. they were cat-dat post-abl
“The mice were running in front of the cat.”

			
			
			
			

(I.e. the mice and the cat were running in the same direction that the cat
was running after them, i.e. chasing the mice. The starting point of the
mice’s movement was the cat. The cat was running in the same directions
as the mice.)

(652)
		

ar°jew-ov.
post-inst

Ê³ÝáõÃÇ ÙáïÇó ÏÃ»ùí»ë ³ç áõ ÷áÕáóÝ ³ÝóÝ»Éáí« ³ÝÙÇç³å»ë
ÏÑ³ÛïÝí»ë Ù»ñ ß»ÝùÇ ¹ÇÙ³ó:

Xanut’-i mot-ic’
ktek’-v-es
aj
shop-dat post-abl turn-refl-cond.fut.2.sg right

u
conj

p’ołoc’-n
street.nom-the

anc’nel-ov
anmijapes
khaytn-v-es
mer šenk’-i
dimac’.
cross-inf-inst immediately appear-refl-cond.fut.sg our building-dat post
		 “At the shop you should turn right and, crossing the street, you will immediately
		 appear opposite our building.” (I.e. from the starting point of the shop, turnright…)
(653)
		

ºÃ» ³Û¹ Ë³ÝáõÃÇ Ùáïáí ³ÝóÝ»ë« ËÝ¹ñáõÙ »Ù ÙïÇñ áõ ÇÝÓ Ñ³Ù³ñ
»ñÏáõ Ñ³ï ï»ïñ ·ÝÇñ:

Et’e ayd xanut’-i
mot-ov
anc’n-es
conj that shop-dat post-inst pass-subj.fut.2.sg

xndr-um
ask-ptcp.pres.

em mt-ir
u
inj
hamar erku hat tetr
gn-ir!
I am enter-imp.2.sg conj me.dat post two piece notebook.nom buy-imp.2.sg
		 “If you pass that shop, I ask you, enter and buy two notebooks for me.”
		(I.e. the direction of the “passing” is not given, and the shop is not the startingpoint
of the action. It is not important, from which direction the agent passes the shop.)
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(654)

î³Ý íñ³Ûáí ¿É»Ïïñ³Ï³Ý Ñ³Õáñ¹³É³ñ»ñ ¿ÇÝ ³ÝóÝáõÙ:

		 T-an
vra-yov
ēlektrakan hałordalar-er ēin
anc’n-um.
		 house-dat post-inst electric
wire-pl.nom they were pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “Power supply lines passed over the house.”
		 (I.e. there is no starting point and no direction given.)
(655)

ºñ»Ë³Ý ë»Õ³ÝÇ ï³ÏÇó Ùáï»ó³í ÙáñÁ:

		 Erexa-n
sełan-i
tak-ic’
motec’-av
mor-ě.
		 child.nom-the table-dat post-abl approach-aor.3.sg. mother-dat-the
		 “The child approached the mother from under the table.”
		 (I.e. the starting point of the action is under the table, in the direction of
		 the mother.)
(656)

¶»ïÝÇ ï³Ïáí ÙÇ Ù»Í ·»ï ¿ ÑáëáõÙ:

		 Getn-i
tak-ov
mi
mec get
ē
hos-um.
		 ground-dat post-inst indef big river.nom it is flow-ptcp.pres.
		 “Under the ground a big river flows.”
		 (I.e. there is no starting point and no direction given.)

The dative case on the adposition is used, if the adposition modifies nouns, i.e. is attributively used:
(657) ØÑ»ñÇÝ ³ë»É »Ý, áñ ï³Ý ¹ÇÙ³óÇ ÷áùñÇÏ ÑáÕ³Ù³ëÝ Çñ»ÝÝ ¿:
		 (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		
		

Mher-i-n
as-el
en
or
tan
dimac’-i
Mher-dat-the say-ptcp.perf. they are conj house-dat post-dat

		

p’ok’rik hołamas-n
iren-n
ē.
small strip.nom-the his.nom-the it is

		 “They have told Mher that the small strip opposite the house is his.”
		 Comment: the basic form is ï³Ý ¹ÇÙ³ó tan dimac’ house-dat post;
		 the postpositional phrase is used attributively, thus the postposition appears in
		 dative case.

–– Adpositions with Definite Articles or Possessive Suffixes
In colloquial Armenian, the definite article is commonly used with postpositions before
the verb “to be” particularly if the postposition occurs at the end of the utterance and if the
postposition appears in the nominative i.e. unmarked form.211

.

This feature is even more wide-spread in dialectal Eastern Armenian.
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(658)

Ö³ßÁ ë»Õ³ÝÇ íñ³Ý ³:

		 čaš-ě
sełan-i
vra-n
a.
		 food.nom-the table-dat post.nom-the it is
		 “The food is on the table.”
(659)

Î³ïáõÝ ³ÃáéÇ ï³ÏÝ ³:

		 katu-n
at’or°-i
tak-n
a.
		 cat.nom-the chair-dat post.nom-the it is
		 “The cat is under the chair.”

–– Adpositions with Possessive Suffix 1st and 2nd Person
As explained above, p. 299, possessive suffixes for 1st and 2nd person appear with postpositions mainly expressing local meaning such as Ù»ç mej« ï³Ï tak« íñ³ vra« Ùáï mot. This
is particularly a feature of colloquial Armenian.
(660) «ºÃ» ÇÙ³Ý³ÛÇ ³Ûëå»ë ¿, Ñ»ïë ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ í»ñÙ³Ï Ïµ»ñ»Ç»
		 (Hetk’ 15.02.2007)
		
		

et’e imanay-i
ayspes ē
het-s
mi k’ani
conj know-subj.past.1.sg so
it is post-poss some

		
		

vermak
kber-ei.
blanket.nom bring-cond.past.1.sg

		 “If I knew that it was so, I would have brought some blankets with me.”

2.9

Interjections

Interjections are purely emotive words that do not enter into syntactic relations. They are
included in a sentence usually at the start to express a sentiment such as surprise, disgust,
joy, excitement, enthusiasm etc. Interjections are more frequently used in spoken language. If
occurring in written language, they are marked with the exclamation mark.
Many interjections may be associated with nonsystematic features such as vowel
lengthening and extended pitch range.
Interjections can be grouped into the following semantic groups expressing various
feelings.212
––
––

Joy, happiness, pleasure, ç³¯Ý jan, áõË³Û uxay, áõé³¯ ur°a, í³¯Û vay, áõÿÛ uy, û¯Ñ ōh,
Ï³¯Ë ax, û¯Û ōy, ³¯ a etc.
Surprise, ûÑá¯ ōho, û¯ ō, û¯Ñ ōh, µ³¯ ba, ³¯ a, å³¯Ñ pah, Ñá¯ ho, í³¯ va, í³¯Û vay,
í³¯Ñ vah etc.

. This is certainly not a complete list of all interjections used in SMEA. Compare: Abrahamyan
1981:266–268; Minassian 1980:256–259; Asatryan 2004:421–423 etc.
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––
––
––
––
––
––

Pain, fear, grief, ³¯ a, ³¯Û ay, ³¯Û-³¯Û-³¯Û ay-ay-ay, ³Ù³¯Ý aman, ³¯Ë ax, ³í³¯Õ avał,
í³¯Û vay, íáõ¯Û vuy, íÇ¯ vi, í³¯ß vaš, íÇ¯ß viš, û¯ ō, û¯Ñ ōh, û¯Û ōy, etc.
Displeasure, nuisance, disgust, û¯ ō, Ç¯ i, Ç¯Ñ ih, Ãáõ¯Ñ t’uh, Ãá¯õ t’u, í³¯Ñ vah, áõ¯Ñ uh,
¿¯Ë ēx, ýá¯õ fu, ýÇ¯ fi, ýá¯Ñ foh etc.
Complaint, dissatisfaction, û¯ ō, û¯Ñ ōh, ¿¯Ñ ēh, ³¯Ñ ah, û¯ý ōf, ³¯Ë ax, ÑÁ¯ hě, Û³¯ ya,
etc.
Rebuke, reproach, as ³¯Û-³¯Û ay-ay, í³¯Û vay, ³¯Ë ax, Á¯Ñ ěh, á¯Ñ oh, ¿¯Ë ēx, ¿Ñ»¯Û ēhey,
ãá¯õ č’u, ïá¯ to, etc.
Regret, pity, ³¯Ë ax, ¿¯Ë ēx, ³í³¯Õ avał, û¯Ñ ōh, í³¯Û vay, í³¯Ë vax, etc.
Indifference, confirmation, as ¿¯ ē, ¿ÿÑ ēh, ³¯Ñ ah, Á¯Ñ ěh, etc.

The following interjections are used to address the interlocutor, ³¯a, ³¯Û ay, Ñ»¯Û hey, ¿Ñ»¯Û
ēhey, Ñ³¯Û hay, Ñ³ñ³¯Û haray, ïáÿ to, Ñ»ÿ he etc.
There are also some interjections used to call animals, such as ùÁÿë-ùÁÿë k’ěs-k’ěs or
ùáõãÇ-ùáõãÇ k’uč’i-k’uč’i for dogs, ÷Çë(Ç)-÷Çë(Ç) p’is(i)-p’is(i) or ÷ÇßÇÿ-÷ÇßÇÿ p’iši-p’iši for
cats, çáõÿ-çáõÿ ju-ju or ùß³ÿ k’ša for hens (poultry) or other birds.
(661)

- ÐÁ°, ³ÕçÇ°Ïë, ÇÝãåÁ±ë »Ý ·áñÍ»ñ¹: (Grakanut’yun 4:49)

		 Hě
ałjik-s
inč’pes en
gorc-er-d.
		 interj girl.nom-my wh-how they are work-pl.nom-your
		 “Hey, my girl, how are your affairs?”
(662)

- ²°Ë, Ù³ÛñÇÏë ÇÝÓ íéÝ¹»É ¿ ïÝÇó: (Grakanut’yun 4:49)

		 ax
mayrik-s
inj
vr°nd-el
ē
tn-ic’.
		 interj mother.nom-the i.dat expel-ptcp.perf. she is house-abl
		 “Oh, my mother has expelled me from the house.”
(663) -àñï»±Õ »ë, ¿°Û, – ³ëáõÙ ¿ ³ÙáõñÇÝ ¨ Ï³ÝãáõÙ© – ÷ÇëÇ°, ÷ÇëÇ°, ÷ÇëÇ°…
		 (Grakanuty’un 7:203)
		
		

orteł
es
ēy
as-um
ē
amuri-n
wh-where you are interj say-ptcp.pres. he is widower.nom-the

		
		

ew kanč’-um
p’isi p’isi p’isi.
conj call-ptcp.pres. puss puss puss

		 “Where are you, hey?” says the widower and calls: “Puss puss puss”

2.10 Overview of parts of speech in this grammar of Modern Eastern Armenian
Traditional grammars		

The present grammar

1.
2.

1.
2.
a.
b.

Noun			
Adjectives		
a.
Qualifying
b.
Quantifying

Noun
Adjectives
Qualifying
Æ
Æ Quantifiers
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c.
3.

Relational

c.

Relational

Numerals		

3.

Æ Quantifiers

Pronouns		

4.

Pronouns

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

Personal
Possessive
Æ Determiners
Demonstratives Æ Determiners
Part of 2. or 3.
Reciprocal
Indefinite    Æ Various quantifiers
Æ Definite= Æ Universal quantifiers
Part of 5.    Æ Belongs to indefinites
Interrogative, Æ Relative

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Verbs
Adverbs
Conjunctions
Adpositions
Interjections

a.
b.
c.
d.
4.

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

ÆQuantifiers

Cardinals
Ordinals
Distributive
Fractions
Personal		
Possessive
Demonstrativ
Reflexive
Reciprocal
Indefinite
Definite		
Negative		
Interrogative
Relative

Verbs			
Adverbs			
Conjunctions		
Adpositions		
Interjections		

COMMENT:
Because of a new organization and re-ordering of the group of adjectives, numerals and
pronouns, the following groups of modifiers have been introduced into this grammar.
a. Determiners
A determiner is a modifier that expresses what kind of reference a noun or noun phrase
has in the context; whether it is definite or indefinite, partitive or universal. It also includes
quantity.
––
––
––
––
––

Definite article
Pure demonstratives
Possessive pronouns and suffixes in determining functions
Quantifiers
“Other” determiners (specific determiner: traditionally demonstratives such as ÙÛáõë
myus; non-specific determiners: traditionally indefinite pronouns such as ³ÛÉ ayl,
áõñÇß uriš)
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b. Quantifiers
The class of quantifiers comprises lexemes that express a referent‘s definite or indefinite number or amount. Quantifiers are usually regarded as a subgroup of the class of
determiners.
The class “quantifier” in the present grammar comprises:
––
––
––
––

quantitative adjectives
numerals
indefinite quantifiers (traditionally indefinite pronouns)
universal quantifiers subdivided into collective (traditionally collective definite pronouns) and distributive quantifiers (traditionally distributive definite pronouns)
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Syntax
MEA, as other languages, classifies clauses by syntactic structure or by purpose (=semanto-pragmatic types).
Based on the various degrees of complexity of the syntactic structure, MEA distinguishes the following clause patterns
––
––
––

––

––

Simple sentences: containing only one finite verb plus obligatory or optional constituents; i.e. consisting of a single independent clause.
Multiple sentences: containing one or more clauses as its immediate constituents.
Compound sentences: containing at least two finite verbs, whose clauses are joined
through co-ordination, i.e. in a compound sentence the immediate constituents are
two or more coordinate clauses.
Complex sentences: containing at least two finite verbs, with dependent clauses being
joined to the main clause via subordination, i.e. in a complex sentence one or more of
its elements are realised by a subordinate clause.
There are also so-called compound/complex clauses, in which a compound and a
complex sentence join together. They should contain two or more independent clauses
and one more dependent clause.

Sentences are also classified by discourse function into the following:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.1

Declarative sentences, which commonly make a statement
Interrogative sentences, which are used to request information, though are also used
in rhetorical questions
Exclamatory sentences, which are generally more emphatic forms of statements
Imperative sentences (or directives), which are ordinarily used to make a demand or
request.

Clause elements

Usually each complete sentence is regarded having at least a subject and a predicate.
Semantic roles are expressed by grammatical relations of subject, direct object and indirect
object and usually depend on the transitivity (valence) of the verb. Other semantic roles are
more likely to be expressed by adverbials – in oblique phrases or in adpositional phrases
– though even these can sometimes be expressed by subjects and objects; such as location,
direction, setting, purpose, time, manner etc.

 Armenian

In MEA, a complete sentence may have the following elements:
a.
b.
c.
d.

3.1.1

subject
predicate
object
adverbial complements

Subject

The term subject usually refers to a syntactic function; the most prominent grammatical
relation that a noun phrase may bear in a sentence. In MEA, the subject agrees with the
finite verb in person/number. The most specific semantic role of the subject in MEA is that
of the agent of an action, but the subject can take different roles. In such cases, one has to
distinguish formal and semantic criteria, in which subjects occur: grammatical subject
(syntactic) and logical (semantic or underlying) subject.
In MEA, the grammatical subject usually expresses the following semantic roles:
a.
b.
c.
d.

agent: prototypically the animate instigator of an action. A prototypical agent acts with
volition and also controls the event;
(natural) force: denotes an entity – mainly natural forces – that instigates the action,
but not consciously or voluntarily;
instrument: denotes an entity that instigates an action indirectly;
experiencer: normally denotes an entity that receives a sensory impression, or in some
other way is neither the locus of some event or activity that involves neither volition
nor change of a state.

Force, instrument and experiencer are clearly distinct from agent, but MEA treats them
grammatically in the same way as the agent. In MEA only the semantic roles of agent and of
natural force, however, can also be understood as the logical subject, but never the instrument. A grammatical subject expressed by the semantic role of an instrument is usually
not regarded as the logical agent in MEA: normally there has to be an agent that acts upon
the instrument.213
The grammatical subject of an active, transitive or intransitive verb is usually expressed
in the unmarked Nominative case, and usually the verb agrees in number and person with
this subject. The subject may be expressed with nouns, pronouns and all kinds of nominalised adjectives, quantifiers, pronouns and verbs.

. The use of agent and natural force as the logical subject of a construction can easily be seen
in passive constructions, in which the agent and the natural force appears in the prototypical case
of the logical agent/subject: in ablative (or in an adpositional ablative construction), whereas the
instrument can only appear in the prototypical instrument case – the instrumental with passive
verbs.
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In MEA, which is a pro-drop language, subjects can also be inherently expressed by
the finite verbal form or the auxiliary in compound tenses and moods – in its number and
person conjugation.
(1)

Î³ñ¹áõÙ »Ù ´³É³ÏÛ³ÝÇ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 kard-um
em Balakyan-i
nor girk’-ě.
		 read-ptcp.pres. I am Balakyan-dat new book.nom-the
		 “I am reading Balakyan’s new book.”
(2)

Î³ñ¹³óÇ ´³É³ÏÛ³ÝÇ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 kardac’-i
Balakyan-i
nor girk’-ě.
		 read-aor.1.sg Balakyan-dat new book.nom-the
		 “I read Balakyan’s new book.”

The subject can also be expressed with personal/demonstrative pronouns. In general, the
use of the personal pronoun is optional with finite verb forms; when used, the personal
pronoun weakly stresses the pronominal subject.
(1)

a.

			
			
			

ºë Ï³ñ¹áõÙ »Ù ´³É³ÏÛ³ÝÇ Ýáñ ·ÇñÏÁ:

es
kard-um
em Balakyan-i
nor girk’-ě.
i.nom read-ptcp.pres. I am Balakyan-dat new book.nom-the
“I am reading Balakyan’s new book.”

In addition to the prototypical nominative case for the subject, the subject can also be
expressed with the ablative or dative case.
The grammatical subject in the ablative case is usually labelled “partitive subject”.214
The partitive subject denotes the grammatical subject of passive verbs (= the logical object
of an active verb) and shows that the action is only carried out on one part, or partially this
grammatical subject (logical object).
There are some syntactical and semantic constraints regarding this partitive subject:
a.
b.

it only co-occurs with passive verbs;
it only refers to (–human) entities.
(3)	è³¹ÇÛáí Ñ»é³ñÓ³ÏíáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ÐáíÑ³ÝÝ»ë ÞáõÙ³ÝÛ³ÝÇ å³ïÙí³ÍùÝ»ñÇó:

		 R˚adio-y-ov her̊arjak-v-um
ēin
Hovhannes
		 radio-inst broadcast-pass-ptcp.pres. they were Hovhannes
		 T’umanyan-i
patmvack’-ner-ic’.
		 T’umanyan-dat story-pl-abl
		 “Some of Hovhannes T’umanyan’s stories were broadcasted on the radio.”

. See Abrahamyan 2004: 40; Papoyan 2003: 142–143. In Armenian this subject is called
“Ù³ëÝ³Ï³Ý »ÝÃ³Ï³ masnakan ent’aka”, i.e. partitive subject.
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(4) *ºñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇó ï»ëí»É »Ý ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ:
		 erexa-ner-ic’ tes-v-el
en
Erewan-um.
		 child-pl-abl see-pass-ptcp.perf. they are Yerevan-loc
		 “Some children have been seen in Yerevan.”

The logical subject of a participle or infinitive construction is usually expressed with the
dative, or, in the case of personal pronouns, with the 1st and 2nd person by means of the
possessive suffixes -ë -s and -¹ -d. (see Ch. 3.4.1. “Participle” constructions, p. 499f.)215

The predicate

3.1.2

The predicate, as expressed by the finite form of a verb, is another main constituent of a
complete sentence. By definition, the predicate expresses actions, processes and states that
refer to the subject. It consists of
a.
b.
c.

simple finite verb forms
compound finite verb forms
copular verb and predicative complement. The predicative complement216 can be subdivided into several types:217

––

Predicative Nominal
(5)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ Ù³ÛñÁ Éñ³·ñáÕ ¿:

		 Vardan-i
mayr-ě
lragroł
ē.
		 Vardan-dat mother.nom-the journalist.nom she is.
		 “Vardan’s mother is a journalist.”

––

Predicative Pronominal
(6)

ì»ñçÝ³Ï³Ý Ñ³ÕÃáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ù»ñÝ ¿:

		 verjnakan hałt’ut’yun-ě
mer-n ē.
		 final
victory.nom-the our-the it is
		 “The final victory is ours.”

. In Armenian grammars this subject in the dative is usually termed as a “secondary subject”,
ÏáÕÙÝ³ÏÇ »ÝÃ³Ï³ kołmnaki ent’aka. comp. Abrahamyan 2004: 25; Papoyan 2003: 95; Petrosyan
1987: 199.
. Here I refer only to subject complements; i.e. by definition “a complement that is used to
predicate a description of the subject of a clause”. Subject complements do not only combine with
copular verbs, but also with “linking verbs” such as “to become, to turn, to seem” etc.
. Compare Armenian grammars, such as Abrahamyan 1981: 286.
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––

Predicative Adjective
(7)

²Ûë ß»ÝùÁ µ³½Ù³Ñ³ñÏ ¿:

		 Ays šenk’-ě
bazmahark ē.
		 this building.nom-the multi-storey it is
		 “This building is multi-storey.”

––

Predicative Numeral
(8)

²Ûë ¹³ë³ñ³ÝÇ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÇ ù³Ý³ùÁ ùë³Ý ¿:

		 Ays dasaran-i
ašakertn-er-i k’anak’-ě
k’san ē.
		 this class-room-dat pupil-pl-dat number.nom-the twenty it is
		 “The number of this classroom’s pupils is twenty.”

––

Predicative Adverb
(9)

²Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ Ùï³Í»ÉÁ ³ñ¹»Ý áõß ¿:

		 Ayd masin mtac-el-ě
arden uš ē.
		 That post think-inf.nom-the already late it is
		 “It is already late to think about that.”

––

Predicative Adpositional Phrases
(10)

²Ûë »ñÏÇñÁ Ñ»ùÇ³ÃÇ ÝÙ³Ý ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿:

		 ays erkir-ě
hek’iat’-i
nman ē.
		 this country.nom-the fairytale-dat post it is
		 “This country is like a fairy-tale.”

The predicate is usually linked to the grammatical subject of a sentence through an agreement (in person and number) and through the valence/transitivity of the verb it determines – the kind and number of obligatory or optional complements.
In agreement, the number of the verb agrees with the morphologically expressed
number of the subject. This means that if the subject noun appears in the singular, the
verb also has to appear in the singular; independent of whether it has singular or plural
meaning. That is particularly for morphologically unmarked “singular” subject nouns with
quantifying modifiers only:218

. If a noun has a quantifying and qualifying or determining attributes, it is marked as a plural.
Thus, in case that these nouns function as a subject, the finite verb has to also appear in the plural.
(11) a.
			
			
			

²ÛÝ »ñ»ù ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÁ ·ÝáõÙ »Ý ïáõÝ:

ayn erek’ ašakert-ner-ě
gn-um
en
tun.
that three pupil-pl.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. they are house.nom
“Those three pupils are going home.”

 Armenian

(11)

ºñ»ù ³ß³Ï»ñï ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ïáõÝ:

		 Erek’ ašakert
gn-um
ē
tun.
		 three pupil.nom go-ptcp.pres. it is house.nom
		 “Three pupils are going home.”
(12)	²Û¹ µ³é³ñ³ÝÇ íñ³ ³ßË³ï»É ¿ ÑÇÝ· ë»ñáõÝ¹: (Gyurjinayan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 81)
		 ayd bar̊aran-i
vra ašxat-el
ē
hingˉ serund.
		 that dictionary-dat post work-ptcp.perf. itˉis five generation.nom
		 “Five generations have worked on that dictionary.”

Intransitive verbs usually describe a property, state or situation involving only one participant, i.e. intransitive verbs do not have a direct object:
(13)
		
		
		
		
(14)
		
		
		
		

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹åñáó:

Vardan-ě
gn-um
ē
dproc’.
Vardan.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is school.nom
S
V
“Vardan goes to school.”
²ÝÇÝ ÅåïáõÙ ¿:

Ani-n
žpt-um
ē.
Ani.nom-the smile-ptcp.pres. she is
S
V
“Ani is smiling.”

Transitive verbs, by contrast, describe a relation between at least two participants, i.e. transitive verbs have a direct object.
(15)
		
		
		
		

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ëï³ó»É:

Vardan-ě
namak
ē
stac’el.
Vardan.nom-the letter.nom he is receive-ptcp.perf.
S
O
V
“Vardan has received a letter.”

In MEA, there are also ambitransitive verbs, i.e. verbs that can be used both as intransitive
and as transitive without requiring a morphological change. That is, the same verb form
may or may not require a direct object.
(16)
		
		
		
		

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ¹³Ý¹³Õ ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

Armen-ě
dandał ē
gr-um.
Armen.nom-the slow
he is write-ptcp.pres.
S
V
“Armen writes slowly.” (Intransitive)
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(16)

a.

			
			
			
			

²ñÙ»ÝÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

Armen-ě
namak
ē
gr-um.
Armen.nom-the letter.nom he is write-ptcp.pres.
S
O
V
“Armen is writing a letter.” (Transitive)

The valence or transitivity of a verb can be altered by various operations which adjust the
relationship between semantic roles and grammatical relations:
a.

b.

transitive verbs can be detransitivized by passivisation, reflexivation, reciprocisation
and anticausativisation. In MEA these alternations are usually formed with the multifunctional suffix -í- -v-.
intransitive verbs can be transitivised by causativisation, by means of the morphological
suffix -óÝ- -c’n- or the analytic causative with ï³É tal.

3.1.2.1 Transitivisation – Causative constructions
A causative, in general, is an expression of an agent causing or forcing a patient to perform
an action (or to be in a certain state). Thus, a causative verb is expected to have one more
argument than the corresponding non-causative verb: in addition to the subject and direct
object (in case of a basically transitive verb), there is an additional argument that expresses
the person or thing, which causes or instigates the action.
In MEA, one has, however, to distinguish between
a.

b.
c.

semantically or inherently “causative” verbs, which are mainly represented in the
group of manipulation verbs and which are lexicalised direct causations (manipulation verb + main verb in the infinitive in the nominative), (17)
morphologically causativised verbs (showing the suffix -óÝ- -c’n-) (18), and
analytical causative paraphrases (ï³É tal + Infinitive) (19).
(17)	Üñ³ µ³Ý³ëï»ÕÍ³Ï³Ý ËáëùÁ ·»ñ»É ¿ ß³ï»ñÇÝ ¨ ëïÇå»É ³ÛÉ ³ãù»ñáí Ý³Û»É
³ßË³ñÑÇÝ: (Armenpress 25.10.2005)

		 nra banastełcakan xosk’-ě
ger-el
		 his poetic
speech.nom-the fascinate–ptcp.perf.
		 ē šat-er-i-n
ew stip-el
ayl
		 it is many-pl-dat-the conj force-ptcp.perf. other
ač’k’-er-ov nay-el
ašxarh-i-n.
		 eye-pl-inst look-inf world-dat-the
		“His poetic speech has fascinated many and has forced (them) to see the world with
other eyes.”

 Armenian

(18)	²ÛÝ ÑÇß»óÝáõÙ ¿ ²ýÕ³Ýëï³ÝáõÙ ´áõ¹¹³ÛÇ ³ñÓ³ÝÝ»ñÁ áãÝã³óñ³Í Ã³ÉÇµ
Ë³í³ñ³ÙáÉÝ»ñÇ ·áñÍáÕáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ: (AZG 10.01.2006)
		 ayn hiše-c’n-um
ē Afłanstan-um
Budda-y-i
		 that remember-caus-ptcp.pres it is Afghanistan-loc Buddha-dat
arjan-ner-ě
oč’nč’a-c’r-ac
t’alib
		 statue-pl.nom-the destroy-caus-ptcp.res. Taliban
xavaramol-ner-i
gorcołut’yun-ner-ě.
reactionist-pl-dat action-pl.nom-the
		“This reminds (one) of the Buddha statues in Afghanistan destroyed by
Taliban reactionists.”
(19)

²ÝÝ³Ý ²ñ³ÙÇÝ Ï³ñ¹³É ïí»ó Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Anna-n
Aram-i-n
kard-al tv-ec
nor girk’-ě.
		 Anna.nom-the Aram-dat-the read-inf give-aor.3.sg new book.nom-the
		 “Anna made Aram read the new book.”

–– Intransitive Verbs
Intransitive verbs can be transitivised by means of causativisation by suffixing -óÝ- -c’n- to the
verbal present stem (for morphological forms see Ch. 2.5.1.3. p. 172f.)
(20)	àí ãÇ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝÇ å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Íñ³·ÇñÁª Ý³ ¹áõñë ÏÙÝ³ ³Û¹ ·áñÍÁÝÃ³óÇó:
(Aravot 07.04.2006)
		 Ov č’-i
irakana-c’n-i
petut’y-an cragir-ě
		 Who neg- he is fulfil-caus-cond.fut.3.sg state-dat program.nom-the
		 na
durs
kmn-a
ayd gorcěnt’ac’-ic’.
		 he.nom outside stay-cond.fut.3.sg that process-abl
		 “Who does not fulfil the state’s program, will remain outside of that process.”
(21)	ºÃ» ÝÙ³Ý ÙÇç³¹»å»ñÁ Ý³ËÏÇÝáõÙ «Üáñ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ»ñáõÙ» ÍÇÍ³Õ»ÉÇ ¿ÇÝ
áñ³ÏíáõÙ« ³å³ ³ÛÅÙ ¹³ µ³ñÏ³óÝáõÙ ¿ ²© Î³ñ³å»ïÛ³ÝÇ Ïáõë³ÏÇóÝ»ñÇÝ:

(Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 Et’e nman mijadep-er-ě
naxkinum “Nor žamanakner-um” cicałeli
		 conj similar incident-pl.nom-the former
“New time-pl-loc”
funny
ēin
orak-v-um
apa ayžm da barka-c’n-um
they were qualify-pass-ptcp.pres. then now that become angry-caus-ptcp.pres.
		 ē A. Karaptyan-i
kusakic’-ner-i-n.
it is A. Karapetyan-dat party member-pl-dat-the
		“If similar incidents were regarded as funny by the former (political party) “New
times”, then now that is making A. Karapetyan’s party members angry.”
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(22)	Üå³ï³ÏÝ ¿ Ù»Í³óÝ»É »½ñ³Ï³óáõÃÛ³Ý ³½¹»óáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¨ Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÃÛáõÝÁ,
ÇëÏ ¹ñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ñ³ñÏ³íáñ ¿ ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý µáÉáñ áõÅ»ñÇ ³ç³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ:
(Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)
		 npatak-n
ē
meca-c’n-el
ezrakac’uty’an azdec’uty’un-ě
ew
		 task.nom-the it is grow-caus-inf conclusion-dat influence.nom-the conj
nšanakut’yun-ě
isk dra hamar harkavor ē k’ałak’akan
		 importance.nom-the conj it.gen post obligatory it is civil
bolor už-er-i
ajakc’ut’yun-ě.
		 all
force-pl-dat support.nom-the
		“The task is to increase the influence and the importance of the conclusion, but
therefore the support of all civil forces is obligatory.”

There is a semantic constraint to some intransitive verbs for morphological causativisation,
comprising especially some verbs of cognition and the weather verbs. They can only be
synthetically causativised with the ï³É tal + infinitive construction or with manipulative
verbs + infinitive.
(23)

Üñ³ ÁÝÏ»ñáõÑÇÝ Ýñ³Ý Ï³ñÍ»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë, Ã» ÇÝùÁ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿:

		 Nra ěnkeruhi-n
nran karc-el
ē
tal-is
		 his girlfriend.nom-the he.dat think-inf she is give-ptcp.pres.
t’e
ink’ě gełec’ik ē.
		 conj he beautiful he is
		 “His girlfriend makes him think, (that) he is beautiful.”
(24)

àõëáõóÇãÁ Çñ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÇÝ Éë»É ïí»ó Çñ ËáëùÁ:

		 usuc’ič’-ě
ir ašakert-ner-i-n ls-el
tv-ec’
ir xosk’-ě.
		 teacher.nom-the his pupil-pl-dat-the listen-inf give-aor.3.sg his speech.nom-the
		 “The teacher made his pupils listen to his speech.”
(25)

ºë ÏëïÇå»Ù ù»½ ÇÝÓ Éë»É:

		 es
kstipe-m
k’ez
inj
ls-el.
		 i.nom force-cond.fut.1.sg you.dat i.dat listen-inf
		 “I will force you to listen to me!”

Motion verbs, in general, can be morphologically causativised, with the exception of the
motion verbs ·Ý³É gnal “to go”, ·³É gal “to come”, etc.
(26)

´³Ý³ÏáõÙ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇÝ ³Ù»Ý ûñ í³½»óÝáõÙ »Ý:

		 Banak-um zinvor-ner-i-n
amen ōr
vaze-c’n-um
en.
		 armee-loc soldier-pl-dat-the every day.nom run-caus-ptcp.pres. they are
		 “In the army they make (the) soldiers run every day.”

 Armenian

(26) a.
			
			

*´³Ý³ÏõÙ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇÝ ³Ù»Ý ûñ ·Ý³óÝáõÙ »Ý:

Banak-um zinvor-ner-i-n
amen ōr
armee-loc soldier-pl-dat-the every day.nom

		
			

gna-c’n-um
en.
walk-caus-ptcp.pres. they are

			

“In the army they make (the) soldiers walk every day.”

Some motion verbs, however, seem to underlie other semantic/pragmatic constraints for
the morphological or analytical causativisation:
(27)	´³Ûó ÇÙ ÃßÝ³ÙÇÝ»ñÝ ÇÝÓ ÙáÉáñ»óñÇÝ« ù»½³ÝÇó í³Ë»óñÇÝ ¨ ÷³Ëã»É ïíÇÝ:
(Grakanuty’un 7:7)
		 Bayc’ im tšnami-ner-n
inj
molore-c’r-in
		 conj my enemy-pl.nom-the i.dat misguide-caus-aor.3.pl.
		 k’ez-anic’ vaxe-c’r-in
ew p’axč’-el tv-in.
		 you-abl fear-caus-aor.3.pl conj flee-inf give-aor.3.pl219
		 “But my enemies misguided me, made [me] fear you, and made me flee.”
		Comment: the verb ÙáÉáñ»óÝ»É molorec’nel “to misguide, to mislead” is a lexicalised
causativised intransitive, whose basic intransitive form does not exist anymore in
MEA. The second existing form of this verb is the detransitivised, lexicalised, reflexive form ÙáÉáñí»É molor-v-el “to stray; to get lost”.
		The emotion verb í³Ë»óÝ»É vaxe-c’n-el “to frighten, to scare” is a regularly morphologically causativised intransitive verb, from the basic from í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal
“to fear, to be afraid”.
		The motion verb ÷³Ëã»É p’axč’el can be only analytically causativised, since its
morphologically causativised form is lexicalised with another meaning, ÷³ËóÝ»É
p’ax-c’n-el to “take away, to kidnap”.

–– Transitives
Transitive verbs can only be analytically causativised.
(28)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ µáÉáñÇÝ ï»ëÝ»É ïí»ó Çñ Ýáñ Ù»ù»Ý³Ý:

		 Vardan-ě
bolor-i-n
tesn-el tv-ec’
ir nor mek’enan.
		 Vardan.nom-the all-dat-the see-inf give-aor.3.sg his new car.nom-the
		 “Vardan made everybody see his new car.”

–– Ambitransitives
Ambitransitive verbs can be morphologically or analytically causativised, depending on
whether the causative form is based on the intransitive or transitive meaning of the verb.

. This is colloquial, somewhat antiquated form of the Aorist of ï³É tal “to give”; the form in
written and more modern colloquial Armenian is ïí»óÇÝ tvec’in “they gave”.
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(29)	È¨áÝÇÝ ß³ËÙ³ï ¾ ëáíáñ»óñ»É Ë³Õ³É Çñ ³í³· ùáõÛñÁ:
(Armenpress 14.12.2005)
		 Lewon-i-n
šaxmat
ē
sovore-c’r-el
xał-al ir
		 Lewon-dat-the chess.nom she is learn-caus-ptcp.perf. play-inf his
avag k’uyr-ě.
		 older sister.nom-the
		 “His older sister has taught Lewon to play chess.”
(30)

Üñ³ Ñ³ÛñÁ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ áõï»É ïí»ó ËÝÓáñÁ:

		 Nra hayr-ě
Aram-i-n
ut-el
tvec’
xnjor-ě.
		 his father.nom-the Aram-dat-the eat-inf give-aor.3.sg apple.nom-the
		 “His father made Aram eat the apple.”

In most cases, there is a subtle semantic difference between the use of the suffix -óÝ--c’n- and
the paraphrase with ï³É tal + infinitive.
a.

b.

In constructions with the morphological causative, the grammatical subject of the
sentence is not only the instigator/causer of the action but usually also performs the
action itself. (31a, 32a)
In analytical causative constructions, the grammatical subject never performs the
action itself; it is only the causer of the action.(31b, 32b)
(31)

a.

Ø³ÛñÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ Ï³Ã ¿ ËÙ»óÝáõÙ:

			
			
			
			

Mayr-ě
erexa-y-i-n
kat’
ē
xme-c’n-um.
mother.nom-the child-dat-the milk.nom she is drink-caus-ptcp.pres.
“The mother makes the child drink milk.”
i.e. “the mother” is also the agent; she, herself, gives milk to the child.

		 b.

Ø³ÛñÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ Ï³Ã ËÙ»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

			
			
			
			

Mayr-ě
erexa-y-i-n
kat’
xm-el
ē
tal-is.
mother.nom-the child-dat-the milk.nom drink-inf she is give-ptcp.pres.
“The mother makes the child drink milk.”
i.e. the mother, herself, does not give the milk.

The same semantic difference can also be observed in the choice of the causativisation
method with some motion verbs.
(32)

a.

			
			
			
			

¶»Ý»ñ³ÉÁ í³½»óáÝáÙ ¿ Çñ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇÝ:

General-ě
vaze-c’n-um
ē
ir zinvor-ner-i-n.
General.nom-the run-caus-ptcp.pres. he is his soldier-pl-dat-the
“The general (himself) makes his soldiers run.”
i.e. the general is also the agent, he does something to make his soldiers run.

 Armenian

		 b.

¶»Ý»ñ»³ÉÁ í³½»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë Çñ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇÝ:

			
General-ě
vaz-el ē
tal-is
ir zinvor-ner-i-n.
			
General.nom-the run-inf he is give-ptcp.pres. his soldier-pl-dat-the
			
“The general makes his soldiers run.”
			i.e. the general himself does not act on the soldiers to make them run, but he
gives an order to the soldiers or he gives an order to somebody else to make the
soldiers run.

–– Reflexive verbs
There seem to also be semantic constraints on reflexive constructions being causativised:
a.
b.

morphologically, lexicalised reflexivised verbs with -í- -v-, especially grooming verbs,
can be analytically causativised with the ï³É tal-paraphrases (33) (34);
the more common and even more “natural” causative construction is, however, the
construction with manipulation verbs (35) (36).
(33)

Ø³ÛñÁ Çñ áñ¹áõÝ ë³÷ñí»É ïí»ó:

		 Mayr-ě
ir ord-u-n
sap’r-v-el
tv-ec’.
		 mother.nom-the her son-dat-the shave-refl-inf give-aor.3.sg
		 “The mother made her son shave (himself).”
(34)

ÎÇÝÝ ³ÙáõëÝáõÝ Ñ³Ýí»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

		 Kin-n
amusn-u-n
han-v-el
ē
tal-is.
		 wife.nom-the husband-dat-the undress-refl-inf she is give-ptcp.pres.
		 “The wife makes her husband undress.”
(35)

Ð³ÛñÝ Çñ ÷áùñ ïÕ³ÛÇÝ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ Éí³óí»É:

		 Hayr-n
ir p’ok’r tła-y-i-n
stip-um
ē
lvac’-v-el.
		 father.nom-the his little boy-dat-the force-ptcp.pres. he is wash-refl-inf
		 “The father forces his little son to wash himself.”
(36)

²ñ³ÙÝ ²ñÙ»ÝÇÝ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ å³ßïå³Ýí»É:

		 Aram-n
Armen-i-n
stip-um
ē
paštpan-v-el.
		 Aram.nom-the Armen-dat-the force-ptcp.pres. he is defend-refl-inf
		 “Aram forces Armen to defend himself.”

c.

Lexicalised morphological reflexives, with mainly non-reflexive meaning, co-occur
with analytical causatives or with manipulation verbs:
(37)

ÐáíÇíÝ»ñÁ Çñ»Ýó ·³ÙåéÝ»ñÇÝ Ñ³ñÓ³Ïí»É ïí»óÇÝ ·³ÛÉ»ñÇ íñ³:

		 Hoviv-ner-ě
irenc’ gampr̊-ner-i-n
harjak-v-el
		 Shepherd-pl.nom-the their sheepdog-pl-dat-the set on-refl-inf
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		 tvec’-in
gayl-er-i
vra.
		 give-aor.3.pl wolf-pl-dat post
		 “The shepherds made their sheepdogs set on the wolves.”
		Comment: this reflexivised form is a strongly lexicalised with even a non-reflexive
meaning, of “to attack, to assault”. There is no basic, i.e. no “v-suffixed” form
(*Ñ³ñÓ³Ï»É harjakel) preserved in Modern Eastern Armenian.

d.

Analytical reflexives with transitive verbs and “reflexive” pronouns can only appear in
causative constructions with manipulation verbs.
(38)

ºë ÏëïÇå»Ù Ýñ³Ý Çñ»Ý É³í å³Ñ»É:

		 es
kstipe-m
nran iren
lav pah-el.
		 i.nom force-cond.fut.1.sg. he.dat he himself-dat good behave-inf
		 “I will make him behave himself well.”
(39)	ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ Çñ åñáý»ëáñÇÝ ×³Ý³ã»É Çñ»Ý áñå»ë Ï³ñ¨áñ ·ÇïÝ³Ï³Ý:
		 Vardan-ě
stip-um
ē
ir professor-i-n
čanač’-el
		 Vardan.nom-the force-ptcp.pres. he is his professor-dat-the recognise-inf
		 iren
orpes karewor gitnakan.
		 he himself-dat as
important scholar.nom.
		 “Vardan makes his professor recognise him as an important scholar.”

The structure of causative sentences
As mentioned above, the primary characteristic of causative constructions is that the causativised verb receives an additional argument that usually expresses the causer/instigator
of the action.
Thus, a causative sentence has major semantic roles, which are expressed as follows
(Draye 1998: 75)
a.
b.
c.

the causer (agent), the entity causing the event = the grammatical subject of the
sentence
the causee (recipient), i.e. the entity responding to the causation and implementing
the action expressed by the main verb
the affectee (patient), the entity that is subjected to the causative element.

In MEA, the causer as agent is usually expressed with nominative case. There seems to be
semantic constraints on the expression of the causer:
a.

natural forces can occur as causers, but they may only be combined with morphological causatives or – more often, more natural and wide-spread – with manipulation verbs. Natural force causers usually do not co-occur with analytical causative
constructions.

 Armenian

(40)

àõÄ»Õ ù³ÙÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ñ³½³óÝáõÙ ¿:

		 Užeł k’ami-n
inj
haza-c’n-um
ē.
		 Strong wind.nom-the i.dat cough-caus-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “The strong wind makes me cough.”
(41)

öáÃáñÇÏÝ ÇÝÓ ëïÇå»ó å³ïáõÑ³ÝÝ»ñÁ ÷³Ï»É:

		 P’ot’orik-n inj
stip-ec’
patuhan-ner-ě
p’ak-el.
		 storm-the i.dat force-aor.3.sg window-pl.nom-the close-inf
		“The storm forced me to close the windows. The storm made me close
the windows.”
(42)	î»Õ³ó³Í ÓÛáõÝÁ ¨ óáõñï »Õ³Ý³ÏÁ ëïÇå»É »Ý Ù³ñ½Ç ·ÛáõÕ³óÇ³Ï³Ý
ïÝï»ëáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇÝ ¹³¹³ñ»óÝ»É ·³ñÝ³Ý³ó³ÝÇ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ, áñÁ ëÏëí»É
¾ñ Ù³ñïÇ 20-Çó: (Armenpress 04.04.2006)

		 tełac’ac
jyun-ě
ew c’urt ełanak-ě
stip-el
		 fall-ptcp.res. snow.nom-the conj cold weather.nom-the force-ptcp.perf.
en
marzi
gyułac’iakan tntesut’yun-ner-i-n
dadare-c’n-el
		 they are province-dat peasant
economy-pl-dat-the slow-caus-inf
garnanac’ani
ašxatank’-ner-ě or-ě
sks-v-el
spring wheat-dat work.pl.nom-the rel-the begin-refl-ptcp.perf.
ēr
marti
20-ic’.
		 it was March-dat 20-abl
		“The fallen snow and the cold weather have forced the province’s peasant economy
to slow down the spring-wheat works, which had started on (lit. from) March 20th”

b.

(–human) entities occur as causer; they may be combined with the morphological causative or analytical causative. They usually do not co-occur with manipulation verbs.
(43)

a.

¸³éÁ ¹»ÕÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ Ñ³½³óÝáõÙ ¿:

			
			
			

Dar̊ě deł-ě
erexa-y-in
haza-c’n-um
ē.
bitter medicine.nom-the child-dat-the cough-caus-ptcp.pres. it is
“The bitter medicine makes the child cough.”

		 b.

¸³éÁ ¹»ÕÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ Ñ³½³É ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

			
			
			

Dar̊ě deł-ě
erexa-y-i-n
haz-al
ē
tal-is.
bitter medicine.nom-the child-dat-the cough-inf it is give-ptcp.pres.
“The bitter medicine makes the child cough.”

		 c. *¸³éÁ ¹»ÕÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ Ñ³½³É:
			
			
			

Dar̊ě deł-ě
erexa-y-i-n
stip-um
ē haz-al.
bitter medicine.nom-the child-dat-the force-ptcp.pres it is cough-inf
“The bitter medicine forces the child to cough.”

The causee is usually expressed with the dative case. The causee is usually +human; –human
entities as well as natural force or instruments do not usually function as the causee; but if
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they occur in this function e.g. in metaphorical use, then they are preferably in the nominative case.220 See above examples (29) (30).
Causatives of Intransitive Verbs
Causative structures derived from intransitives should have the former, embedded subject as direct object, i.e. the causer appears in the nominative, the direct object, i.e. the
causee in the dative.
The structure of such a clause is very similar to a basic transitive sentence. This fact has
caused raised extensive discussion in Armenian traditional grammars about the semantic
meaning of such intransitive causatives: as (a) all other regular transitive verbs or as (b)
transitive verbs with a special causative meaning.221
Causativised intransitives are usually believed to share the main syntactic features
with “regular” transitive verbs, in having two arguments: a subject in the nominative and a
direct object in the dative (+human) or nominative (–human).
(44)
		
		
		
		

²ñë»ÝÁ ÷³ÛÉ»óÝáõÙ ¿ Çñ Ù»ù»Ý³ÛÇ ³å³ÏÇÝ»ñÁ:

Arsen-ě
p’ayle-c’n-um
ē
ir mek’ena-y-i apaki-ner-ě.
Arsen.nom-the shine-caus-ptcp.pres. he is his car-dat
glass-pl.nom-the
S
V (caus. intransitive=transitive)		
O
“Arsen makes his car’s panes shine.” (Lit: Arsen polishes his car’s panes.)

Semantically, however, “normal” transitives and causatives derived from intransitives
(causativised intransitives) are distinguished from each other: while in normal transitive
sentences, the subject is considered as the agent of an action, in causativised intransitive sentences the subject is not only the agent, but also the causer of an action.
(45)

Î³ñ»ÝÁ ½³ñÙ³óñ»ó µáÉáñÇÝ Çñ ÷³ÛÉáõÝ Ï³ï³ñÙ³Ùµ:

		 Karen-ě
zarma-c’r-ec’
bolor-i-n
ir
		 Karen.nom-the surprise-caus-aor.3.sg all-dat-the his
p’aylun katarm-amb.
brilliant performance-inst
		 “Karen surprised all with his brilliant performance.”
(46)

²Ûë ÙÇ³ïáÝ »ñ³ÄßïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ñá·Ý»óÝáõÙ ¿ ÇÝÓ:

		 Ays miaton
eražštut’yun-ě hogne-c’n-um
ē inj.
		 this monotone music.nom-the tire-caus-ptcp.pres. it is i.dat
		 “This monotone music makes me tired (become tired).”

. There are also cases in which –human causee also occurs in the dative (in case of animals).
. Abrahamyan 1962: 534; Barsełyan 1953: 122–123; Abrahamyan 1981: 190.
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(47)	ì»ñçÇÝ Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ»ñë Ç íÝ³ë ÂáõñùÇ³ÛÇ ²ØÜ-Á ³Ùñ³óÝáõÙ ¿
Ñ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ ìñ³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ»ï: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		 Verjin žamanak-ner-s i
vnas
T’urk’ia-yi AMN-ě
		 last time.pl.nom-this prep harm.nom Turkey-dat USA-the
amra-c’n-um
ē haraberut’yun-ner-ě Vrastan-i
het.
get stronger-caus-ptcp.pres. it is relation-pl.nom-the Georgia-dat post.
		“Recently the United States is strengthening its relations with Georgia to the disadvantage of Turkey.”
		Comment: ³Ùñ³óÝ»É amra-c’n-el is the regular causative form to the intransitive
³Ùñ³Ý³É amranal “to get stronger”.
(48)	ºñ¨³ÝÇ æ¾Î-Ý ³Ûë ï³ñÇ ç»éáõóáõÙ ãÇ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝÇ. Ý³Ëáñ¹ ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇÝ
Ï³Û³ÝÁ ï³ù³óÝáõÙ ¿ñ Þ»Ý·³íÇÃ ¨ ¾ñ»µáõÝÇ Ñ³Ù³ÛÝùÝ»ñÇ ß»Ýù»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 16.12.2005)
		
		

Erewan-i
J̌ēK-n
ays tari
jer̊uc’um
Yerevan-dat J̌EK.nom-the this year.nom heating.nom
č’-i
irakana-c’n-i.
neg-it is fulfil-caus-cond.fut.3.sg.

Naxord tari-ner-i-n
kayan-ě
tak’a-c’n-um
ēr
		 previous year-pl-dat-the station.nom-the warm-caus-ptcp.pres. it was
		 Šengavit’
ew Erebuni
hamaynk’ner-i
šenk’-er-ě.
		 Šengavit’.nom conj Erebuni.nom community-pl-dat building-pl.nom-the
		“The thermal power plant of Yerevan will not carry out heating this year. In the previous
years the station was heating the buildings of the Šengavit’ and Erebuni communities.”
		 Comment:
		 – Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»É irakana-c’n-el is the morphological causative of the
intransitive verb Çñ³Ï³Ý³É irakanal.
		 – ï³ù³óÝ»É tak’a-c’n-el is the morphological causative of the intransitive verb
ï³ù³Ý³É tak’anal “to warm oneself, to warm up”, and literally means “to make
something warm up” = to heat.
(49)	Ø³ñ¹ÇÏ Ù»Õ³íáñÝ»ñ »Ý ÷ÝïñáõÙ, á°ã Ù»Õ³íáñÝ»ñÝ »Ý Ù»Õ³íáñÝ»ñ ÷ÝïñáõÙª
Çñ»Ýó ÇëÏ Ù»Õù»ñÁ Ã³ùóÝ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Aravot 08.04.2006)
		 Mard-ik
mełavor-ner en
p’ntr-um
č’- mełavor-ner-n
		 Man-pl.nom guilty-pl.nom they are seek-ptcp.pres neg-guilty-pl.nom-the
en
mełavor-ner p’ntr-um
irenc’ isk mełk’-er-ě
		 they are guilty-pl.nom seek-ptcp.pres. their conj sin-pl.nom-the
t’ak’-c’n-el-u
hamar.
		 hide-caus-inf-dat post
		 “People do seek culprits; innocents seek culprits, to hide their own sins.”
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		Comment: Ã³ùóÝ»É t’ak’-c’nel is the lexicalised causative form; it is absolutely
regarded as the regular transitive form. No intransitive form exists, only the reflexive
form Ã³ùÝí»É t’ak’n-v-el “to hide oneself ”.

Thus, native speakers of MEA quite often regard transitive structures originating from
causativised intransitives as the normal transitive structure.
One reason for this may be the rather vast group of lexicalised causativised intransitives, which sometimes do not even have a regular intransitive form in MEA anymore,
such as:
––
––
––
––
––

½µ³Õ»óÝ»É zbałec’nel “to occupy, to engage; to interest” < no intransitive form existent
in MEA222
ÉóÝ»É lc’nel “to fill; to poor out” < no intransitive form existent in MEA223
Ï³ë»óÝ»É kasec’nel “to avert; to suspend; to disable; to constrain” < no intransitive
form existent in MEA224
Ûáõñ³óÝ»É yurac’nel “to appropriate; to adopt, to acquire; to assimilate” < no intransitive form existent in MEA225
í»ñóÝ»É verc’nel “to take, to pick” < no intransitive form existent; etc.

(50)	Ü³ ³ÛÝ Ï³ñÍÇùÁ Ñ³ÛïÝ»ó« áñ ³Ûë ï³ñí³ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùáí Ù»ñ »ñÏÇñÝ ³ÛÉ ¹Çñù
Ï½µ³Õ»óÝÇ: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		 Na
ayn karcik’-ě
haytnec’
or
ays
		 He.nom that meaning.nom-the declare-aor.3.sg conj this
tar-va
ardyunk’-ov mer erkir-n
ayl
year-dat result-inst our country.nom-the other
dirk’
kzbałe-c’n-i.
position.nom occupy-caus-cond.fut.3.sg
		“He expressed the opinion, that our country would occupy another position as the
result of this year.”

. Ačar̊yan 1973: 2: 86: the basic form ½µ³ÕÇÉ zbałil is represented as a “passive” form in Classical
Armenian (which is actually represented by the v-suffixed reflexive and heavily lexicalised form
½µ³Õí»É zbał-v-el “to be occupied with; to study” in MEA.
. Ačar̊yan 1973: 2: 279: the basic transitive form ÉÝáõÉ lnul “to fill” is attested in Classical
Armenian, as well as its causative, Éóáõó³Ý»É lc’uc’anel “to fill; to make fill”.
. Ačar̊yan 1973: 2: 531: the intransitive forms Ï³ëÇÉ« Ï³ë»É kasil, kasel “to stop, to cease etc.”
are attested in classical Armenian as well as their causative form with the Classical Armenian causativising suffix -áõó³Ý»É -uc’anel, i.e. Ï³ë»óáõó³Ý»É kasec’uc’anel.
. Malxasyanc’ explains a verbal form Ûáõñ³Ý³É yuranal as being the same as Ûûñ³Ý³É
yōranal 3: 424:

 Armenian

This wide group also includes those where meaning is specific and differs from the basic
meaning of the intransitive, i.e. they represent heavily lexicalised causatives.
––

å³ïÏ»ñ³óÝ»É patkerac’nel “to imagine”< å³ïÏ»ñ»É patkerel in the meaning “to

imagine”
––

÷³ÏóÝ»É p’akc’nel “to stick, to paste, to attach to” < ÷³Ï»É p’akel “to close”, etc.

Causatives of Transitive Verbs
The former, embedded subject stands as the indirect object in the derived structure.
The causer is expressed as the grammatical subject in the nominative case, the causee
(embedded subject) as the indirect object in the dative and the direct object of the underlying transitive verb appears as the direct object in the nominative (if –human), (51) (52)
or in also in the dative (if +animate, + human) (53).
(51)
		
		
		
		
(52)
		
		
		
		
(53)

Ð³ÛñÁ ù³ñïáõÕ³ñÇÝ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñ»É ï³ÉÇë:

Hayr-ě
k’artułar-i-n
namak
ē
gr-el
tal-is.
father-the secretary-dat-the letter.nom he is write-inf give-ptcp.res.
S/causer IO/causee
direct O		
V
“Father makes the secretary write a letter.”
²ñ³Ý ²ñ³ÙÇÝ ¹áõéÁ µ³Ý³É ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

Ara-n
Aram-i-n
dur̊-ě
ban-al
ē
ta-lis.
Ara.nom-the Aram-dat-the door.nom-the open-inf he is give-ptcp.pres.
S/causer
IO/causee
direct O
V
“Ara makes Aram open the door.”
¶»Ý»ñ³ÉÁ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇÝ ëå³Ý»É ïí»ó ·ÛáõÕÇ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó:

		 general-ě
zinvor-ner-i-n
span-el tvec’
		 general.nom-the soldier-pl-dat-the kill-inf give-aor.3.sg
gyuł-i
tłamardk-anc’.
		 village-dat man-pl-dat
		 “The general made the soldiers kill the men of the village.”
		Comment: although this sentence is acceptable and grammatically correct, native
speakers would prefer to use a manipulation verb here instead of the analytic
causative construction, i.e. …ëïÇå»ó ëå³Ý»É stipec’ spanel “forced to kill”,…
Ññ³Ù³Û»ó ëå³Ý»É hramayec’ spanel “ordered to kill” etc.

Causatives of Transitive Verbs with an Indirect Object
If the transitive verb has both direct and indirect objects, its derived causative is expected
to have the embedded subject in an oblique case other than the subject, direct object or
indirect object. In MEA such double indirect constructions are usually avoided with analytical causatives, instead manipulation verbs are preferably used. In spoken Armenian,
exclusively manipulation verbs are used.
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(54)

a.

Ð³ÛñÁ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ ù³ñïáõÕ³ñÇÝ áõëáõóãÇÝ ÙÇ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñ»É:

			
			
			

Hayr-ě
stip-um
ē
k’artułar-i-n
usuc’č’-i-n
father.nom-the force-ptcp.pres. he is secretary-dat-the teacher-dat-the
S/causer
V		
IO/Causee
IO

		
		
		

mi
namak
gr-el.
indef letter.nom write-inf
O

			

“Father makes the secretary write a letter to the teacher.”

		 b.

Ð³ÛñÁ ù³ñïáõÕ³ñÇÝ áõëáóãÇÝ ÙÇ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñ»É ¿ ï³ÉÇë:

			
			
			

Hayr-ě
kartułar-i-n
usuc’č’-i-n
mi
father.nom-the secretary-dat-the teacher-dat-the indef
S/causer
IO/causee
IO

		
			
			

namak
gr-el
ē
tal-is.
letter.nom write-inf he is give-ptcp.pres.
O

			
“Father makes the secretary write a letter to the teacher.”
			This sentence sounds very odd to Armenian native speakers, and it is highly
ambiguous.

Passive Causatives
In MEA, passive causatives do occur, though seldom; meaning that passive clauses such
as (55) may also be causativised. The grammatical subject of the passive verb becomes the
direct object under causativization through “object demotion” (55a).
(55)

²ñÏÕÁ µ³óí»ó ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ »Õµáñ ÏáÕÙÇó:

		 Arkł-ě
bac’-v-ec
Vardan-i
ełb-or
kołmic’.
		 box.nom-the open-pass-aor3.sg. Vardan-dat brother-dat post
		 S
V
(logical agent)
		 “The box was opened by Vardan’s brother.”
(55)

a.

? ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ µ³ó»É ïí»ó ³ñÏÕÁ Çñ »Õµáñ ÏáÕÙÇó:

			
			
			

Vardan-ě
bac’-el
tv-ec’
arkł’-ě
Vardan.nom-the open-inf give-aor3.sg box.nom-the
S/causer
V		
O

		
		
		

ir ełb-or
kołmic’.
his brother-dat post
(causee)

			

“Vardan had the box opened by his brother.”

In Armenian, structures like (55a) are allowed, though not really wide-spread. Usually
such complex passive/causative structures are avoided both in written and spoken Arme-

 Armenian

nian, because of their “unnatural” character. “Active” causative constructions are highly
preferred and used instead of passive causative constructions (55b).
(55)

b.

			
			
			

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Çñ »ÕµáñÁ µ³ó»É ïí»ó ³ñÏÕÁ:

Vardan-ě
ir ełbor-ě
bac’-el
Vardan.nom-the his brother-dat-the open-inf
S/causer
IO/causee
V

		
tv-ec’
arkł-ě.
		
give-aor.3.sg box.nom-the
				
O
			

“Vardan had his brother open the box.”

Syntactic Doubling
–– Doubling of the Indirect Object
In general, indirect object doubling as in (54a) is possible in MEA with sentences using
analytical causatives; informants, however, reject such doubling with overwhelming frequency. Instead of using two indirect objects in the dative case and in order to avoid ambiguity, they prefer to substitute the analytical causative construction with a manipulation
verb and a dependent infinitive construction, in which the second indirect object appears
as a regular indirect object of the verb in the infinitive. In such a case the causee’s indirect
object usually precedes the indirect object of the main verb in neutral sentences (56).
(54)

a.

Ð³ÛñÁ ëïÇåáõÙ ¿ ù³ñïáõÕ³ñÇÝ áõëáõóãÇÝ ÙÇ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñ»É:

			
			
			

Hayr-ě
stip-um
ē
k’artułar-i-n
father.nom-the force-ptcp.pres. he is secretary-dat-the
S/causer
V
IO/causee

			
		
			

usuc’č’-i-n
mi
teacher-dat-the indef
IO		

			

“Father makes the secretary write a letter to the teacher (double indirect).”

(56)

namak
gr-el.
letter.nom write-inf
IO

²ÝÝ³Ý ²ñ³ÙÇÝ ëïÇå»ó Çñ ·ÇñùÁ ÜÇÝ³ÛÇÝ ï³É:

		 Anna-n
Aram-i-n
stip-ec’
ir girk’-ě
		 Anna.nom-the Aram-dat-the force-aor.3.sg her book.nom-the
		 S/causer
IO/causee
V
O
		 Nina-y-i-n
t-al.
Nina-dat-the give-inf
IO
		 “Anna made Aram give her book to Nina.”
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Another possibility, which is commonly used both in spoken and written Armenian, is
usually regarded as not elegant or lower style: the use of a manipulation verb with a subordinate clause with the verb in the subjunctive.
(56)

a.

²ÝÝ³Ý ²ñ³ÙÇÝ ëïÇå»ó, áñ Çñ ·ÇñùÁ ï³ ÜÇÝ³ÛÇÝ:

			
			
			

Anna-n
Aram-i-n
stip-ec’
or
ir girk’-ě
Anna.nom-the Aram-dat-the force-aor.3.sg conj her book.nom-the
S/causer
IO (causee)			
O

			
			
			

ta
Nina-y-in.
give-subj.fut.3.sg Nina-dat-the
IO

			“Anna made Aram give her book to Nina.” (Lit: Anna forced Aram that he shall
give her book to Nina).

There are many individual variations to observe on this point in MEA.
––
––

Doubling of Direct Objects does not occur in MEA.
Doubling of Causative Verbs

Though rarely, double causativisation may occur in Armenian
a.
b.

in some pragmatic/semantic contexts as in (57) (58) below
if the speakers are unsure of which causative form to use (analytical or morphological) and thus they use the morphologically and analytically causative verbs at the same
time to express a simple causative sentence (59) (60).
Double causativization is usually expressed with a manipulation verb (main verb) and the
second causativised verb either morphologically or analytically causativised.
(57)

Ð³ÛñÁ ëïÇå»ó ÙáñÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ ËÙ»óÝ»É Ï³ÃÁ:

		 Hayr-ě
stip-ec’
mor-ě
erexa-y-i-n
		 Father.nom-the force-aor.3.sg mother-dat-the child-dat-the
		 xme-c’n-el
kat’-ě.
		 drink-caus-inf milk.nom-the
		 “The father made the mother make the child drink milk.”
(58)

ºë ëïÇå»óÇ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ êáÝ³ÛÇÝ ·ñ»É ï³É ³Ûë Ý³Ù³ÏÁ:

		 es
stipec’i
Aram-i-n
Sona-y-i-n
gr-el
tal
		 i.nom force-aor1.sg Aram-dat-the Sona-dat-the write-inf give-inf
		 ays namak-ě.
		 this letter.nom-the
		 “I made Aram make Sona write this letter.”

 Armenian

More commonly, however, such complex structures are expressed by means of subordinate
clauses, resulting from manipulation verbs as in (56a) and (58a).
(58)

a.

ºë ëïÇå»óÇ ²ñ³ÙÇÝ áñ êáÝ³ÛÇÝ ·ñ»É ï³ ³Ûë Ý³Ù³ÏÁ:

			
			

es
stip-ec’i
Aram-i-n
or
Sona-y-i-n
i.nom force-aor.1.sg Aram-dat-the conj Sona-dat-the

			
			

gr-el
ta
write-inf give-subj.fut.3.sg

			

“I made (forced) Aram make Sona write this letter.”

ays
this

namak-ě.
letter.nom-the

Excursus: Causative Meaning Expressing Sentences without Causativised Verbs
In MEA it is possible, and even rather common, to express causative meaning not through
the morphological or analytical causativisation of the verbs or by using manipulation verbs
with the main verb in the infinitive, but by using simple structures. In these structures
the causer is expressed by the prototypical case of causer/causation – the ablative – or by
adpositional phrases with postpositions with a causative meaning, here labelled “nominal
causatives”.
There is no semantic difference between sentences containing a verbal causative and a
nominal causative. The difference lies in the style and very often also in linguistic economy.
Particularly in spoken Armenian, nominal causatives are more commonly used.
Such nominal causatives are synonymous with verbal causatives when the “causer” or
instigator of an action or situation is not a prototypical agent (+animate, + human) but a
natural force or (–animate) entity.
(59)

a.

àõÄ»Õ ù³ÙÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ñ³½³óñ»ó:

			
			
			

Užeł k’ami-n
inj
haza-c’r-ec’.
strong wind.nom-the i.dat cough-caus-aor3.sg
“The strong wind made me cough.”

		 b.

àõÄ»Õ ù³Ùáõó »ë Ñ³½»óÇ:

			
			
			

užeł
k’am-uc’
es
haz-ec’-i.
strong wind-abl i.nom cough-aor1.sg
“I coughed from the strong wind.”

		 c.

àõÄ»Õ ù³Ùáõ å³ï×³ñáí »ë Ñ³½»óÇ:

			
			
			

užeł
k’am-u
patčar̊ov es
haz-ec’-i.
strong wind-dat post
i.nom cough-aor.1.sg
“Because of the strong wind, I coughed.”

(60)

Î³ÛÍ³ÏÇ å³ï×³éáí Í»ñ Ù³ñ¹Á ³Ýç³ï»ó é³¹ÇáÝ:

		 kajcak-i
patčar̊ov cer mard-ě
anjat-ec’
r̊adio-n.
		 lightning-dat post
old person.nom-the switch off-aor.3.sg radio.nom-the
		 “The old man switched off the radio because of the lightning.”
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Sentences in which a natural force or a (–human) noun (causer) is combined with intransitive verbs (a) expressing emotions (b) changes in the physical state or (c) belonging to the
inchoative -³Ý³É -anal and - »Ý³É -enal group express an inchoative rather than a causative meaning. Thus, they cannot be regarded as synonyms of the verbal causatives:
––
––

sentences with causativised intransitive verbs are causative constructions;
sentences with intransitive verbs (either inchoatives or anticausatives) and nominal
causatives (made from natural force and/or (–animate) nouns) are inchoative/anticausative constructions.

In traditional Armenian grammars, however, such nominal causative sentences are regarded
as causative and as semantic synonyms to the corresponding verbal causatives without
any exception.
(61)

²ßÝ³ÝÁ ù³Ùáõó Í³é»ñÁ Ù»ñÏ³ó»É ¿ÇÝ.226

		 ašnan-ě
k’am-uc’ car̊-er-ě
merkac’-el
ēin.
		 autumn-dat-the wind-abl tree-pl.nom-the undress-ptcp.perf. they were
		 “In autumn, the trees get bare from the wind.”
		Comment: the verb Ù»ñÏ³Ý³É merkanal is an inchoative intransitive. The causer – a
natural force – is wind, so is expressed with the ablative.
(62)

Ì³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ Ã³é³Ù»É ¿ÇÝ óñïÇó:

		 Całik-ner-ě
t’ar̊am-el
ēin
c’rt-ic’.
		 Flower-pl.nom-the fade-ptcp.perf. they were cold-abl
		 “The flowers had faded from the cold.”
		Comment: the intransitive verb Ã³é³Ù»É t’ar̊amel is inchoative “to fade”. The causer,
a natural force, is expressed with the ablative.
		 a.

òáõñïÁ Ã³é³Ù»óñ»É ¿ñ Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ:

			
c’urt-ě
t’ar̊ame-c’r-el
ēr
całik-ner-ě.
			
cold.nom-the fade-caus-ptcp.perf. it was flower-pl.nom-the
			
“The cold had made the flowers fade.”
			Comment: the intransitive verb is morphologically causativised, the causer – a
natural force – appears in the nominative.
(63)

Ð³ÛñÁ íßï³ó»É ¿ñ áñ¹áõ í³ñÙáõÝùÇó:

		 Hayr-ě
vštac’-el
ēr
ord-u
varmunk’-ic’.
		 Father.nom-the be sad-ptcp.perf. he was son-dat behaviour-abl
		 “The father had been sad from (because of) the son’s behaviour.”
		Comment: the intransitive emotion verb íßï³Ý³É vštanal “to be sad, to grief ” is
inchoative.

. The sentences were recorded visiting the class of Armenian language in Yerevan’s school
No 8, named after Puškin, in the classroom 7a. The topic of the class was causative constructions.

 Armenian

(63)

a.

ÐáñÁ íßï³óñ»É ¿ñ áññ¹áõ í³ñÙáõÝùÁ:

			
Hor-ě
všta-c’r-el
ēr
ord-u
varmunk-ě.
			
Father-dat-the be sad-caus-ptcp.perf. he was son-dat behaviour.nom-the
			
“The son’s behaviour had made the father sad (saddened the father).”
			Comment: the intransitive verb is causativised; the causer appears as the sentential subject in the nominative.
(64)

ºë áã ïËñ»óÇ ³ÛÉ áõñ³Ë³ó³ ³Û¹ ¹»åùÇó:

		 es
oč’
txrec’-i
ayl
uraxac’-a
ayd depk’-ic’.
		 i.nom neg grow sad-aor1.sg conj be glad-aor1.sg that case-abl
		 “I did not grow sad, but became glad from that case.” (because of that case)
		Comment: the emotion verbs ïËñ»É txrel and áõñ³Ë³Ý³É uraxanal are
inchoative intransitives.
(64)

a.

²Û¹ ¹»åùÁ áã Ã» ïËñ»óñ»ó« ³ÛÉ áõñ³Ë³óñ»ó ÇÝÓ:

			
			

Ayd depk’-ě
oč’ t’e
txre-c’r-ec’
ayl
that case.nom-the neg conj grow sad-caus-aor.3.sg conj

			
			

uraxa-c’r-ec’
inj.
be glad-caus-aor.3.sg i.dat

			
“That case did not make me sad, but made me glad.”
			Comment: both intransitive verbs are causativised; the causer appears as the
sentential subject in the nominative.

3.1.2.2 Detransitivisation processes
In MEA, transitive verbs can be detransitivised by the following processes:
––
––
––
––

passivisation
anticausativisation
reflexivisation
reciprocalisation

The main means of these detransitivisation processes is the multifunctional suffix -í-v-, which is attached to the verb stems. Because of this homonymous suffix, ambiguous
sentences and various semantic interpretations may arise so that it is may sometimes be
difficult to distinguish passives from reflexives, reciprocals and even anticausatives. Such
morpho-syntactic doublets make clear the rather high occurrence of lexicalised -í- -v- suffixed verb forms on the one hand, and the importance of the animacy and even humanness
distinction within the agentive (subject) noun phrase on the other. The discussion about
doublets will follow after the description of the three detransitivisation processes below.
In MEA transitive verbs are detransitivised with the suffix -í- -v-, which is attached to
the verbal stems as follows:
a.

to the present stem of simple verbs in – »É el, of verbs in -Ý»É -n-el, ã»É -č’-el, such as ·ñí»É
grel -gr-v-el “write-be written”« ï»ëÝ»É – ï»ëÝí»É tesnel – tesn-v-el “see – be seen, see
each other” etc.
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b.

to the aorist stem of simple verbs in -³É -al and of suffixed verbs in ³Ý³É« -an-al, »Ý³É-enal such as Ï³ñ¹³É – Ï³ñ¹³óí»É kardal – kardac’-v-el “read – being read”, áõñ³Ë³Ý³É
– áõñ³Ë³óí»É uraxanal – uraxac’-v-el “to be happy; to be gladdened”, í³Ë»Ý³É –
í³Ë»óí»É vaxenal – vaxec’-v-el “to fear, to be afraid of – to be frightened” etc.

3.1.2.2.1 Passivisation
The Passive in Semantic Verb Groups
The use and function of the passive suffix also depends on the semantics of the various
verb types.
––

The passive form of perception verbs such as Éë»É lsel “to hear, listen”, ½·³É zgal “to
feel”, ÝÏ³ï»É nkatel “to notice; to observe” etc. may also express the possibility of an
action/state.227
(65)	Àëï Ýñ³, ³ßËáõÅáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ ÝÏ³ïíáõÙ Ý³¨ ³Ý³í³ñï ßÇÝ³ñ³ñáõÃÛ³Ý
ûµÛ»ÏïÝ»ñÇ Ù³ëÝ³íáñ»óÙ³Ý áõÕÕáõÃÛ³Ùµ` Ñ³ïÏ³å»ë ·ÛáõÕ»ñáõÙ:
(Armenpress 24.01.2006)

		 ěst
nra ašxužut’yun
ē
nkat-v-um
naew anavart
		 prep his briskness.nom it is notice-pass-ptcp.pres also unfinished
		 šinararut’y-an ōbjekt-ner-i
masnavorec’m-an ułłuty-amb
hatkapes
		 building-dat object-pl-dat establishment-dat direction-inst particularly
		 gyuł-er-um.
		 village-pl-loc
		“According to him, the liveliness can be also observed in the tendency of
privatizing of unfinished construction sites, particularly in the villages.”

––

The passive form of verbs of utterance usually refers to a text or a speech.
(66)	ÊáñÑñ¹³ñ³ÝÇ áñáßÙ³Ý Ù»ç ³ëíáõÙ ¿, áñ Ø»ÉùáÝÛ³Ý í³ñÅ³ñ³ÝÁ áã ÙÇ³ÛÝ
Ñ³Û»ñÇ, ³ÛÉ¨ ÎÇåñáëÇ Ùß³ÏáõÃ³ÛÇÝ áõ å³ïÙ³Ï³Ý Å³é³Ý·áõÃÛáõÝÝ ¿:
(Armenpress 28.03.2006)

		 Xorhrdaran-i orošm-an
mej as-v-um
ē
or
		 council-dat decision-dat post say-pass-ptcp.pres. it is conj
		
		

Melk’onyan
varžaran-ě
oč’ miayn hay-er-i
aylew
Melk’onyan.nom college.nom-the negˉ only Armenian-pl-dat also

		 Kipros-i
mšakut’ayin u
patmakan žar̊angut’yun-n
ē.
		 Cyprus-dat cultural
conj historical heritage.nom-the it is.
		“In the council’s decision it is said, that the Melk’onyan College is not only a cultural
and historical heritage of the Armenians, but also of Cyprus.”

. Kozintseva 1984: 82.

 Armenian

––

Verbs triggering a change of position or change of state like ß³ñÄ»É šaržel “to move”,
ûñáñ»É ōrorel “to swing, to rock”, ³í»ñ»É averel “to destroy”, ¹³ï³ñÏ»É datarkel “to
empty” etc. are preferably used in impersonal constructions – and as such also often
express an inchoative meaning. The difference between passive and inchoative interpretation can only be found in the context:
(67)	Àëï ÐÐ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÇ, «Ù»Ýù Ù»Í Ùñó³Ý³Ï³ÛÇÝ ýáÝ¹ áõÝ»Ýù, ¨ ³ÛÝå»ë å»ïù ¿
³Ý»Ýù, áñ ³ÛÝ ¹³ï³ñÏíÇ»: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)

		 ēst
H.H.naxagah-i
		 prep R.A. president-dat

“menk’ mec mrc’akayain
fond
we.nom big price-winning fund.nom

		 un-enk’
ew
aynpes petk’ ē an-enk’
or
ayn
		 have-pres.1.pl conj so
do-deb.fut.1.pl conj that.nom
		 datark-v-i.
		 empty-antic/pass-subj.fut.3.sg
		“According to the president of the Republic of Armenia, “We have a big price-winning
fund, and we have to act in such a way that that (fund) is emptied (becomes empty).”
		Note: Without context this sentence has a passive or anticausative reading of the
verb ¹³ï³ñÏíÇ datarkvi “is emptied/becomes empty”.
(68)	Þ»ÝùÇ ßáõñçÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ëÏëí»É »Ý Ï³Ý³ã³å³ïÙ³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress
31.03.2006)
		 šenk’-i
šurjn sks-v-el
en
kanač’apatm-an
		 building-dat post begin-antic-ptcp.perf. they are planting vegation-dat
		 ašxatank’-ner-ě.
		 work-pl.nom-the
		 “The planting vegetation works have started around the building.”

Modal verbs can also be passivised, except the verbs ³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to wish”«
áõ½»Ý³É uze(na)l “to want, to wish”« ·Çï»(Ý³)É gite(na)l “to know”« ¹Äí³ñ³Ý³É
džvaranal “to become difficult”etc.
In passive constructions the passivised modal verb combines with the bare infinitive of
the main verb.
––

(69)	¸ÇåÉáÙ³ÛÇÝ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ Ý³Ë³ï»ëíáõÙ ¿ í»ñç³óÝ»É É»½í³µ³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý
áõë³ÝáÕÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:
		 Diplomayin ašxatank-ě naxates-v-um
ē
verja-c’n-el
		 diplom work.nom-the intend-pass-ptcp.pres. it is finish-caus-inf
		 lezvabanut’yan
		 linguistics-dat

usanoł-i
student-dat

kołmic’.
post

		“The student of linguistics intends to finish his MA thesis.” (Lit: “The MA thesis is
intended to be finished by the student of linguistics.”)
		Comment: as stated above, in MEA – in contrast to English- it is the modal verb
which is passivised and not the main verb.
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––
a.

Phase verbs can also be passivised. In passive constructions there are two possibilities
to express the passive:
The phase verb is not passivised; only the main verb in the infinitive is passivised:
(70)

a.

¸³ë»ñÁ ëÏëáõÙ »Ý Ï³ñ¹³óí»É áõë³ÝáÕÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:

			
			

das-er-ě
sks-um
en
kardac’-v-el
class-pl.nom-the begin-ptcp.pres. they are read-pass-inf

			
		

usanoł-i
kołmic’.
student-dat post

			
“The classes begin to be read by the student.”
			Comment: here not the phase verb is passivised, but the main verb in the infinitive.

b.

Both the main verb in the infinitive and the finite phase verb are passivised
(70)

b.

¸³ë»ñÁ ëÏëíáõÙ »Ý Ï³ñ¹³óí»É áõë³ÝáÕÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:

			
das-er-ě
sks-v-um
en
kardac’-v-el
			class-pl.nom-the begin-pass-ptcp.pres. they are read-pass-inf
			
			

usanoł-i
kołmic’.
student-dat post

			

“The classes begin to be read by the student.”

The second form with passivisation of both the phase verb and main verb in the infinitive
is more frequently used.
––

Manipulative verbs that are also usually combined with the main verb in the infinitive
can also be passivised. In such cases, only the manipulative verb is passivised; and very
commonly the agentive phrase is omitted. The infinitive is used as the grammatical
subject of the passive clause.
(71)

²ëå»ïÇÝ Ññ³Ù³ÛíáõÙ ¿ (Ã³·³íáñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó)Ýñ³ ÓÇáõÝ ãÍ»Í»É:

		 aspet-i-n
hramay-v-um
ē
(t’agavor-i kołmic’)
		 knight-dat-the command-pass-ptcp.pres. it is (king-dat post)
		 nra ji-u-n
		 his horse-dat-the

č’-cecel.
neg-hit-inf

		 “The knight was commanded (by the king) not to hit his horse.”

Lexicalised Passives
Very often, the multifunctional suffix -v- may be interpreted as passive vs. reflexive vs. anticausative. The following verb groups are lexicalised in their interpretation as passives.
––

The modal meaning of v-suffixed forms (quasi-passive reflexives228) may also denote a
necessity or instruction. In MEA, these are regarded as impersonal passives.

. Term of Genusiene 1987: 257. She regards these verbs as a semantic type of object
reflexive, also occurring in Armenian. She is right in noting that there are no impersonal reflexives

 Armenian

(72)

ÇÙ ³½·³ÝáõÝÁ ·ñíáõÙ ¿ ³é³Ýó Ñ-Ç:

		 im azganun-ě
gr-v-um
ē
ar̊anc’ h-i.
		 my family name.nom-the write-pass-ptcp.pres. it is prep h-dat
		 “My family name is written without an “h”.”
(73)

(²íïá)Ù»ù»Ý³Ý ³Ûëå»ë ãÇ ùßíáõÙ:

		 (avto)mek’ena-n ayspes č’-i
k’š-v-um.
		 car.nom-the
so
neg-it is drive-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “One cannot drive the car in such a way.”
		Comment: this sentence represents the spoken, very common variant of this clause,
which uses the passive of the verb ùß»É k’šel “drive” found in written Armenian
or a higher spoken style, an active variant of the higher style verb ì³ñ»É varel
“drive” is preferred:
(73)

a.

			
			
			

––

²Ûëå»ë ³íïáÙ»Ï»Ý³ ã»Ý í³ñáõÙ:

ayspes avtomek’ena č’-en
var-um.
so
car.nom
neg-they are drive-ptcp.pres.
“One cannot drive a car in such a way.”

Resultative passives229 convey a meaning “by chance, against will, inadvertently” and
are less common. This meaning is rendered by passive forms in MEA.
(74)

²Ûë ÏáßÇÏÝ»ñÁ ßáõï Ù³ßí»óÇÝ:

		 ays košik-ner-ě
šut
maš-v-ec’in.
		 this shoe-pl.nom-the quickly wear-pass-aor.3.pl
		 “These shoes have worn (off) quickly.”

––

Reflexive passives, in which an agentive object is usually optional and is seldom overtly
expressed. In MEA the suffix -v- is also used to mark the agentive passive with an optional
agentive object (Kozinceva 1976: 5; Abrahamyan 1963: 74–78). In MEA, these sentences are regarded as regular agentive passive with or without an agent.
(75)

¶ÇñùÁ Ï³ñ¹³óíáõÙ ¿ (²ÝáßÇ ÏáÕÙÇó):

		 girk’-ě
kardac-v-um
ē
(Anuš-i
kołmic’)
		 book.nom-the read-pass-ptcp.pres. it is (Anuš-dat post)
		 “The book is read (by Anuš). The book is being read (by Anuš)”.

––

Reflexive impersonal: if derived from a transitive verb, having the equal meaning as impersonal constructions. In Armenian these are regarded as impersonal
passives.

in Armenian – impersonal forms with the suffix -v- are interpreted rather as impersonal passives
(see above).
. comp. Geniušiene 1987: 257.
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Passive Construction
The complements of a passivised verb are the grammatical subject (the logical direct object)
and the grammatical object (the logical subject and agent).
A construction is regarded as personal passive if:230
––
––
––

there is an overt subject with semantic content;
there is a corresponding active construction;
the subject of the passive corresponds to the direct object of the active sentence.

An impersonal passive, however, is characterised by an agentless construction and a -vpassivised verb, i.e. there is no grammatical object and no overt agent.
–– Subject (Logical Direct Object)
The grammatical subject of the passive construction is usually expressed with the nominative case in personal passive constructions.
In some passive constructions with non-specific agents and manipulation verbs such as
ëïÇå»É stipel “to force”« Ññ³Ù³Ý ï³É hraman tal “to order, to command”« ³ñ·»É»É argelel
“to forbid, to prohibite”« ÃáõÛÉ ï³É t’uyl tal “to allow, to permit”« ËáñÑáñ¹ ï³É xorhurd tal
“to advise” etc. or verbs of intention such as áñáß»É orošel “to decide”« Íñ³·ñ»É cragrel “to
plan, to schedule”« Ý³Ë³ï»ë»É naxatesel “to intend”etc. the infinitive of the main verb functions as the grammatical subject of the sentence.
(76)	«¶áí³½¹Ç Ù³ëÇÝ» ÐÐ ûñ»ÝùÇ 9-ñ¹ Ñá¹í³ÍÇ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ, ³ñ·»ÉíáõÙ ¿
é³¹ÇáÑ»éáõëï³ï»ë³ÛÇÝ Ñ³Õáñ¹Ù³Ý ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ñ»é³ñÓ³Ï»É ·áí³½¹:

(Armenpress 08.12.2005)
		 “Govazd-i
masin” H.H. ōrenk’-i 9rd hodvac-i
hamajayn
		 “Advertising-dat post” R.A. law-dat 9th article-dat post
		 argel-v-um
ē
r̊adioher̊ustatesayin hałord-man
forbid-pass-ptcp.pres. it is Radio/Televison
broadcasting-dat
		 ěnt’ac’k’-um her̊arjak-el
govazd.
post
broadcast-inf advertisement
		“According to the 9th article of the “advertising” law of the Republic of Armenia, it is
forbidden to broadcast advertisement during radio/TV broadcasting.”

–– Object (Agentive Phrase, Logical Subject)
The logical agent of the passive construction is often omitted. Such agentless passives occur
in impersonal passive sentences in MEA. They usually convey a general meaning, and are
semantically synonymous with active clauses in the 3rd person plural of finite verbs/auxiliary. The impersonal passive is, however, preferred in written language, whereas the active
3rd person plural forms are preferred in spoken Armenian.

. Siewierska 1984: 28.

 Armenian

(77)

Ð³Ù³Éë³ñ³ÝÇ ÄáÕáíáõÙ é»ÏïáñÇ ³é³ç³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ù»ñÄí»ó:

		 hamalsaran-i žołov-um
r̊ektor-i
ar̊ajarkut’yun-ě
		 university-dat meeting-loc rector-dat proposal.nom-the
		 merž-v-ec’.
		 reject-pass-aor.3.sg.
		 “The proposal of the rector was rejected at the university’s meeting.”
(77)

a.

Ð³Ù³Éë³ñ³ÝÇ ÄáÕáíáÙ é»ÏïáñÇ ³é³ç³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ù»ñÄ»óÇÝ:

			
			

hamalsaran-i žołov-um
r̊ektor-i
ar̊ajarkut’yun-ě
university-dat meeting-loc rector-dat proposal.nom-the

			
			

merž-ecin’.
reject-aor.3.pl.

			

“They rejected the proposal of the rector at the university’s meeting.”

(78)	²Ûëûñ ¿É ¹ñ³Ýù Ï³ñ¹³óíáõÙ »Ý Ù»Í Ñ»ï³ùñùñáõÃÛ³Ùµ:
(Grakanutyun 7: 51)
		 Aysōr ēl drank’
kardac’-v-um
en
mec hetak’rk’rut’y-amb.
		 today still they.nom read-pass-ptcp.pres. they are big interest-inst
		 “Today they are still read with great interest.”

If the agentive phrase is overtly expressed, it is represented by the noun in the dative and the
postposition ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’, if the noun expresses a prototypical agent (+human).
(79)	²ÛÝ ·áñÍ³¹ÇñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó ·Ý³Ñ³ïí»É ¿ µ³í³ñ³ñ: (Armenpress 10.01.2006)
		 ayn
gorcadir-i
kołmic’ gnahat-v-el
ē
bavarar.
		 That.nom executive-dat post
appraise-pass-ptcp.perf. it is sufficient
		 “It has been appraised by the executive as sufficient.”
(80)	²é ²ëïí³Í áõÝ»ó³Í Çñ»Ýó Ñ³í³ïùÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ñ³É³ÍíáõÙ »Ý
¸»Ïáë Ï³Ûë»ñ ÏáÕÙÇó ¨ Ã³ùÝíáõÙ Ùáï³Ï³ àÕùáë É»é³Ý ³ÛñáõÙ: (Armenpress

09.01.2006)
		 Ar̊
Astvac
unec’-ac
irenc’ havatk’-i hamar
		 prep God.nom have-ptcp.res. their belief-dat post
		
		

halac-v-um
en
Dekosˉkays-er
kołmic’ ew
persecute-pass-ptcp.pres.ˉ they are Dekos emporer-dat post conj

		 t’ak’n-v-um
motaka Ołkos ler̊-an
ayr-um.
hide-refl-ptcp.pres. close
Ołk’os mountain-dat cave-loc
		“They are persecuted for their belief (they have) to God by Emperor Dekos, and they
hide in a cave in the close Mountain Ołkos.”

––

By the personal pronoun in the genitive and the postposition ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’ (except
in co-occurrence with emotion verbs).
(81)	ÜÙ³Ý ÙÇç³¹»å ãÇ »Õ»É, ¨ Ù»ñ ÏáÕÙÇó Ññ³¹³¹³ñÇ é»ÅÇÙÇ Ë³ËïáõÙ ãÇ
³ñÓ³Ý³·ñí»É: (Armenpress 23.03.2006)
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		 Nman mijadep
		 similar incident.nom

č’-i
ełel
ew
mer
neg-it is be-ptcp.perf. conj we-gen

kołmic’
post

		 hradadar-i
r̊ežim-i
xaxtum
č’-i
arjanagr-v-el.
ceasefire-dat regime-dat disturbance.nom neg-it is register-pass-ptcp.perf.
		“A similar incident has not happened, and no transgression of ceasefire has been
registered by us.”

––

By the noun in ablative, if the (+human) noun co-occurs with emotion verbs, or by the
personal pronoun in the ablative co-occurring with emotion verbs.
(82)

²ÝÝ³Ý ëÇñíáõÙ ¿ Çñ µáÉáñ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇó:

		 Anna-n
sir-v-um
ē
ir bolor dasĕnker-ner-ic’.
		 Anna.nom-the love-pass-ptcp.pres. she is her all
classmate-pl-abl
		 “Anna is loved by all her classmates.”

––

By the noun in the ablative, if the noun expresses a natural force-agent (–animate)
(83)

È»éÝ³É³ÝçÇ Ëñ×ÇÃÝ»ñÝ ³í»ñí»óÇÝ ÓÛáõÝ³ÑáëùÇó:

		 Ler̊nalanj-i
xrčit’-ner-n
aver-v-ec’in
jyunahosk’-ic’.
		 mountainside-datˉ hut-pl.nom-the destroy-pass-aor.3.pl avalanche-abl
		 “The mountainside huts were destroyed by the avalanche.”
(84)

²ñ³ÙÁ ëå³Ýí»ó Ï³ÛÍ³ÏÇó:

		 Aram-ě
span-v-ec’
kaycak-ic’.
		 Aram.nom-the kill-pass-aor.3.sg lightning-abl
		 “Aram was killed by lightning”.
(85)

î»ñ¨Ý»ñÁ ß³ñÄíáõÙ »Ý ù³Ùáõó:

		 Terew-ner-ě
šarž-v-um
en
k’amu-c’.
		 leave-pl.nom-the move-pass -ptcp.pres. they are wind-abl
		 “The leaves are moved by the wind.”

Note, that the inchoative verb has the same morphological marking as the passive. It islikely,
that sentences are understood as anticausative and not as passive, and the (–human) noun
in Ablative is regarded as causer and not as agent.
(86)	Ü³ÛÇ°ñ å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇó ¹áõñë µ³Õ»ÕÇ í»ñçÇÝ ï»ñ¨ÇÝ: â»±ë ½³ñÙ³ÝáõÙ, áñ Ü³
ù³Ùáõó ãÇ ¹áÕáõÙ áõ ãÇ ß³ñÅíáõÙ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 150)
		 nayir
patuhan-ic’ durs bałeł-i verjin terew-i-n.
č’-es
		 look-imp.2.sg window-abl post ivy-dat last leave-dat-the. neg-you
		 zarman-um
or
na k’amu-c’ č’-i
doł-um
		 are be surprised-ptcp.pres. conj it wind-abl neg-it is shiver-ptcp.pres.
u
č’-i
šarž-v-um.
		 conj neg-it is move-antic-ptcp.pres.
		“Look out of the window at the last leaf of the ivy! Are you not surprised that it
doesn’t shiver and does not move in (lit.:from) the wind?”
		Note: This sentence has definitely an inchoative interpretation, the noun in Ablative
is regarded as causer.

 Armenian

Some Armenian grammarians argue that all ablative arguments being (–human) are causal
arguments and not passive agentive phrases.231
(–Human) ablative arguments of -v- anticausativised verbs indeed have to be understood as causal arguments (causers), but not exclusively: verb semantics and the pragmatic
context are very important in deciding.232
––

by the noun in the ablative, if the noun is (+animate, –human), i.e. an animal
(87)

ºñ»Ë³Ý Ë³ÛÃí»ó ûÓÇó:

		 Erexa-n
xayt’-v-ec’
ōj-ic’.
		 Child.nom-the bite-pass-aor3.sg snake-abl
		 “The child was bitten by a snake.”

Please note that – particularly in the case of animals – there is a strong tendency in spoken,
but also in written, Armenian to treat (+animate, –human) as if they were (+animate, +
human). Therefore one can find the use of the respective noun in the dative with the postpositions ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’:
(87)

a.

			
			
			

––

ºñ»Ë³Ý Ë³ÛÃí»ó ûÓÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:

Erexa-n
xayt’-v-ec’
ōj-i
kołmic’.
Child.nom-the bite-pass-aor3.sg snake-dat post
“The child was bitten by a snake.”

By the noun in the dative and the postposition ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’, if a non-human or
abstract agent is conveyed through personification.

. e.g. Asatryan 1959: 118ff.
. There is a simple test to distinguish passive constructions with (-human) nouns in ablative
expressing the agentive phrase (logical subject) from anticausative constructions with (–human)
nouns in the ablative expressing the causer of an action: one should only try to form the basic active
form or the causative form from this sentence: when it is possible to “activise” the sentence, it is more
likely to be a passive, and if it can be causativised, more likely to be an anticausativised structure.
Sentence (84) can only be interpreted as passive clause: the clause can be activised but not
causativised: Î³ÛÍ³ÏÁ ëå³Ý»ó ²ñ³ÙÇÝ£ Kaycak-ě spanec’ Aram-i-n thus giving a passive interpretation.
Sentences like (85) with a natural force object that may be interpreted as either agent or
causer can only be interpreted according to the context. Speakers tend to use the prototypical
passive construction with the noun in the ablative and postposition ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic to emphasise
the passive and not inchoative meaning.
From (86) only a causative (basic) and not a passive form is acceptable:
ø³ÙÇÝ ãÇ ¹áÕ³óÝáõÙ áõ ãÇ ß³ñÅáõÙ ï»ñ¨Á£ K’amin č’i doła-c’n-um u č’i šarzum terew-ě. “The
wind does not make the leaf shiver and does not move it.” i.e. basic forms of verbs: dołal “to shiver”,
inherently inchoative; causativised dołacn’el. šarzel trans. verb “to move sth.” – šarž-v-el = (a) passive
“to be moved” (b) anticausative “to move” thus delivering an inchoative meaning.
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(88)	2003 Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ ÐÐ µÝ³å³Ñå³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³ñ³ñáõÃÛ³Ý ÏáÕÙÇó
í»ñ³Ï³Ý·Ýí»É ¨ Éñ³óí»É ¿ Ùáï 436 Ñ»Ïï³ñ ³Ýï³é³ï³ñ³Íù:
(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 2003 t’vakan-i-n
H.H. bnapahpanut’y-an
naxararut’y-an kołmic’
		 2003 year-dat-the R.A. environmental protection-dat ministry-dat post
		 verakangn-v-el
ew
lrac’-v-el
ē
mot
436
restore-pass-ptcp.perf conj fill-pass-ptcp.perf. it is approximately 436
hektar
antar̊atarack’.
		 hectare.nom forest area.nom
		“In the year 2003 approximately 346 hectares of forest area have been afforested and
filled by the ministry for environmental protection of the Republic of Armenia.”

––

by the noun in the instrumental, if the noun expresses an instrument-agent and sometimes a natural-force agent
(89)

²ßáïÁ ëå³Ýí»ó ³ïñ×³Ý³Ïáí:

		 Ašot-ě
span-v-ec’
atrč’anak-ov.
		 Ašot.nom-the kill-pass-aor.3.sg gun-inst
		 “Ašot was killed with a gun.”
(90)

¶»ïÇÝÁ Í³ÍÏí»ó ÓÛáõÝáí:

		 Getin-ě
cack-v-ec’
jyun-ov.
		 ground.nom-the cover-pass-aor.3.sg snow-inst
		 “The ground was covered with snow.”

3.1.2.2.2 Anticausativisation
Anticausativisation is an detransitivisation process, through which transitive verbs
become intransitive. The semanto-syntactic relation between the anticausativ(ise)d
and its transitive verb is the same as that of an intransitive and a causativised verb: the
anticausativised does not have a grammatical object, the object (undergoer) of the corresponding transitive verb becomes the grammatical subject of the anticausative (such
as the subject of the intransitive becomes the object (undergoer) of the causative.
(91)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ç³ñ¹»ó å³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ:

		 Armen-ě
jard-ec’
patuhan-ě.
		 Armen.nom-the break-aor.3.sg window.nom-the
		 “Armen broke the window.”
(92)

ä³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ ç³ñ¹í»ó:

		 Patuhan-ě
jard-v-ec’.
		 window.nom-the break-antic-aor.3.sg
		 “The window broke.”

 Armenian

In an anticausative structure, the undergoer becomes the sentential subject. That means
that the anticausativised and intransitive inchoative verb shows an event affecting its
subject. The causer of the event/state may be expressed or not (if expressed, with the
ablative case).
If the causer is not expressed, the structure may also have – without context – a passive reading.
(92)

a.

			
			
			

ä³ïáõÑ³ÝÁ ç³ñ¹í»ó:

Patuhan-ě
jard-v-ec’.
window.nom-the break-pass-aor3.sg
“The window was broken.”

In general, one has to distinguish an anticausative sentence without an overt cause/r (92)
from an impersonal passive (92a), (i.e. a passive sentence with an omitted agent – usually
termed “indefinite object deletion”) although they look superficially, i.e. structurally the
same. The semantic interpretation, as mentioned above, can only be identified from the
context.
In MEA there are two different morphological kinds of inchoative verbs
a.

inherently inchoative verbs, which are not overtly marked. Usually intransitive verbs
of the -enal, -anal conjugation belong to this group, such as Ñ»é³Ý³É her̊anal “to
remove, to go way”« áõñ³Ë³Ý³É uraxanal “to be happy”« Ùáï»Ý³É motenal “to
approach, to approximate”, í³Ë»³ÝÉ vaxenal “to be afraid of ” etc.
(93)

ÐÇí³Ý¹Ç íÇ×³ÏÁ É³í³ó»É ¿:

		 hivand-i vičak-ě
lavac’-el
ē.
		 sick-dat situation.nom-the improve-ptcp.perf. it is
		“The sick person’s condition has improved.” (From the inchoative verb É³í³Ý³É lavanal)
(94)

²ÝáõßÁ ½³ñÙ³ÝáõÙ ¿ Çñ »Õµáñ íñ³:

		 Anuš-ě
zarman-um
ē
ir ełb-or
vra.
		 Anuš.nom-the be-surprised-ptcp.pres. she is her brother-dat post
		“Anuš is surprised about her brother.” (From the inchoative verb ½³ñÙ³Ý³É zarmanal)
(95)

äáÕáóÁ É³ÛÝ³ÝáõÙ ¿:

		 P’ołoc’-ě
laynan-um
ē.
		 street.nom-the widen-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “The street widens.”
(96)

²Ýï³éÇ Ññ¹»ÑÁ Ù³ñ»ó:

		 Antar̊-i
hrdeh-ě
mar-ec’.
		 forest-dat fire.nom-the extinguish-aor.3.sg
		 “The forest fire extinguished.”
(97)

æáõñÁ ë³éãáõÙ ¿ ò»ÉëÇáõëÇ 0 ³ëïÇ×³ÝáõÙ:

		 jur-ě
sar̊č’-um
ē
		 water.nom-the freeze-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “Water freezes at zero degrees Celsius.”

C’elsius-i
zro astičan-um.
Celsius-dat zero degree-loc
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(98)

ê»Õ³ÝÇÝ Ã³÷í³Í ûÕÇÝ ³ñ³· óÝ¹»ó:

		 Sełan-i-n
t’ap’-v-ac
ōłi-n
arag
		 table-dat-the spill-pass-ptcp.res. vodka.nom-the quick
		 c’nd-ec’.
		 evaporate-aor.3.sg
		 “The vodka spilt on the table evaporated quickly.”
(99)

Ì³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ Ã³é³ÙáõÙ »Ý ³ßÝ³ÝÁ:

		 całik-ner-ě
t’ar̊am-um
en
ašnan-ě.
		 Flower-pl.nom-the fade-ptcp.pres. they are autumn-dat-the
		 “The flowers fade in autumn.”

b.

Anticausativised verbs, which are anticausativised by means of the multifunctional
suffix -í- -v-.

(100)

Ì³ÕÏ³Ù³ÝÁ ç³ñ¹í»ó:

		 całkaman-ě jard-v-ec’.
		 vase.nom-the break-antic-aor.3.sg
		 “The vase broke.”
(101)

ö³ÛïÁ í³éí»ó:

		 P’ayt-ě
var̊-v-ec’.
		 wood.nom-the burn-antic-aor.3.sg
		 “The wood burnt.”

c.

Semantic groups of -í- -v- suffixed verbs with preferable inchoative meaning.

In MEA there are many -í- v-suffixed verbs whose classifications are difficult to decipher
as either reflexives or inchoatives. This distinction is mainly a consequence of the native
speakers’ sometimes subjective interpretation of a verb as reflexive or inchoative, but in
some instances the meaning is also lexicalised.
Anticausativised verbs with a modal meaning that denote that something is potentially possible or easy to perform due to the properties of the subject’s referent.233
(102)

²Ûë Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ É³í ¿ í³×³éíáõÙ:

		 ays nor girk’-ě
lav
ē
vačar̊-v-um.
		 this new book.nom-the good it is sell-antic-ptcp.pres.
		 “This new book sells well.”
(103)

ÞáÏáÉ³¹Á Ñ»ßï ¿ Ñ³ÉíáõÙ:

		 šokolad-ě
hešt ē
hal-v-um.
		 chocolate.nom-the easily it is melt-antic-ptcp.pres.
		 “Chocolate melts easily.”

. Such verbs have been grouped as a subgroup of “quasi-passive-reflexives” as “potential
passive reflexives” in Genuisiene’s classification of reflexives, see Genusiene 1987: 289.
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Anticausativised verbs denoting psychological and emotional states, having a (+human)
subject.234
a.

Verbs having only one valence and a facultative oblique object showing the causer
(usually in the ablative),235 such as the following verbs denoting emotional states
µ³Ëï³íáñí»É baxtavorvel “to become lucky, to succeed in”« Ñáõë³¹ñí»É husadrvel
“to reassure”, Ë³Ý¹³í³éí»É xandavar̊vel “to be inspired”« ËÕ×³Ñ³ñí»É xłčaharvel to
commiserate, to “take pity”« Ñáõ½í»É huzvel “to be disturbed, to be agitated”« ·ñ·éí»É
grgr̊vel “to get excited”« Ëáóí»É xoc’vel “to be hurt; to be injured”, µáñµáùí»É borbok’vel
“to blaze; to inflame”« Ë»É³·³ñí»É xelagarvel “to go mad”« ÑÇ³ëï³÷í»É hiastap’vel
“to be disappointed” etc.

(104)	äñáÙ»Ã¨ëÁ Ñ³ÛïÝ»ó, ûñ ¼¨ëÇ ³ï»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ Çñ ÝÏ³ïÙ³Ùµ ³é³í»É µáñµáùí»ó
³ÛÝ µ³ÝÇó Ñ»ïá: (Grakanut’yun 6:21)
		 Promet’ews-ě
haytnec’
or
Jews-i
atelut’yun-n
		 Prometheus.nom-the declare-aor.3.sg conj Zeus-dat hate.nom-the
		 ir
nkatmamb ar̊avel
		 he.gen post
more

borbok’-v-ec’
ayn ban-ic’
heto.
inflame-(antic)-aor.3.sg that thing-abl post

		“Prometheus said, that the hate of Zeus towards him inflamed even more after that.”
(105)	ÆëÏ Ýñ³ ÁÝÏ»ñáõÑÇÝ` Ü³ËÇç¨³ÝÇ Þ³ùÇÝ ù³Õ³ùÇó »Ï³Í
²ñ÷ÇÏ ï³ïÁ, Ëáóí³Í ¿ñ µ³ñáÛ³å»ë. (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 Isk
nra ěnkeruhi-n
Naxijewan-i
Šak’in k’ałak’-ic ek-ac
		 conj his friend.nom-the Naxijewan-dat Šak’in town-abl come-ptcp.res.
Arp’ik tat-ě
xoc’-v-ac
ēr
baroyapes.
		 Arp’ik granny-nom-the hurt-antic-ptcp.res. she was morally
		“And his friend, Granny Arp’ik having come from the town of Šak’in from
Nakhichevan, was (felt) morally hurt.”

The Anticausative Structure
The subject of the inchoative/anticausativised verb appears in the nominative. The
(–human) causer, if overt, is usually expressed in the ablative.
(106)

ÊáïÁ ãáñ³ó³í ÏÇ½Çã ³ñ¨Çó:

		 xot-ě
č’orac’-av
kizič’
arew-ic’.
		 grass.nom-the dry-aor.3.sg burning sun-abl
		 “The grass dried in (lit. from) the burning sun.”

. This group of verbs is termed (intentional) converse reflexives in the classification following
Genusiene 1987: 257.
. Kozintseva 1981: 94.
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(107)

ê³ñáõÛóÁ Ñ³Éí»ó ï³ùÇó:

		 saruyc’-ě
hal-v-ec’
tak’-ic’.
		 ice.nom-the melt-antic-aor.3.sg heat-abl
		 “The ice melted from the heat.”
(108)

ØÇ ûñ ·áñÍ³ñ³ÝÇ ïÝûñ»ÝÁ Ï·ÄíÇ ß³ï ³ßË³ï»Éáõó:

		 mi
ōr gorcaran-i
tnōren-ě
kgž-v-i
		 indef day factory-dat director.nom-the crazy-antic-cond.fut.3.sg
		 šat
ašxatel-uc’.
much work-abl
		 “One day the factory’s director will become crazy from so much working.”

Note: in the literature on Armenian grammar anticausative verbs are commonly categorised as being “neutral”, and are grouped with reflexivised or even passivised verbs in one
group.

3.1.2.2.3 Reflexivisation
Reflexivisation is a detransitivising process; as such it involves valence recession by
decreasing the number of valences, lowering the syntactic status of the noun phrase in the
hierarchy and changing an obligatory syntactic function (that of the direct object) into an
optional one. (Geniušiene 1987: 50).
–– Formation
MEA has two types of reflexive constructions:
a.
b.

morphological reflexivisation, by means of the verbal suffix -v- which is attached to
the verbal stems, and
syntactic reflexivisation, with the bare form of the verb and the personal pronoun in
the dative for 1st (ÇÝÓ inj, Ù»½ mez) and 2nd persons (ù»½ k’ez« Ó»½ jez), and the intensive pronoun in the dative Çñ»Ý iren (see Ch. 2.4.1. “Personal pronouns”, p. 123f.).

(109)	²Ûë ³Ù»ÝÁ µ»ñ»ó ÙÇ íÇ×³ÏÇ, »ñµ ÁÝ¹¹ÇÙáõÃÛáõÝÝ ÇÝùÝ Çñ»Ý Ý»ñù³ß»ó ³ÛÝåÇëÇ
÷³ÏáõÕáõ Ù»ç, áñÇó »Éù ÇÝùÝ ³Ûëûñ ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ³ÝáõÙ ·ïÝ»É: (Armenpress
08.04.2005)
		 Ays amen-ě
berec’
mi
vičak-i
erb
		 this all.nom-the bring-aor3.sg indef situation-dat conj
ěnddimut’yun-n
ink’n iren nerk’ašec’
aynpisǐ p’akuł-u
opposition.nom-the he-refl implicate-aor3.sg such
blind alley-dat
mej or-ic’
elk’
ink’n
aysōr č’-i
karołan-um
gtn-el.
		 post rel-abl exit.nom he.nom today neg-he is can-ptcp.pres. find-inf
		“All this brought a situation, when the opposition implicated itself in such a blind
alley, from which it can not find an exit today.”

 Armenian

(110)	Èñ³·ñáÕÝ»ñÇ ³ÛÝ Ñ³ñóÇÝ, Ã» ÇÝùÝ Çñ»Ý ×³Ý³ãáõÙ ¿ áñå»ë ³Ñ³µ»ÏÇã,
Ð³ñáõÃÛáõÝÛ³ÝÁ å³ï³ëË³Ý»É ¿. «ºë å³ñ½³å»ë Ù³ñ¹ »Ù»:
(Armenpress 12.05.2005)
		 Lragroł-ner-i
ayn harc’-i-n
t’e
ink’n iren
		 journalist-pl-dat that question-dat-the conj he-refl
		 č’anač’-um
ē
		 know-ptcp.pres. he is

orpes ahabekič’
Harut’yunyan-ě
as
terrorist.nom Harut’yunyan.nom-the

		 patasxan-el
ē.
Es
parzapes mard
em.
		 answer-ptcp.perf. he is i.nom simply human.nom I am.
		“Harut’yunyan answered to the question of the journalists, whether he recognises
himself as terrorist,” I am simply a human”. “
(111)	²éÝ»ïÝ»ñÁ« »ñµ ëáí³Í »Ý ÙÝáõÙ« ËÄéáõÙ »Ý Çñ»Ýó Ó³·»ñÇÝ« ÇëÏ Ù³ñ¹Ý Çñ»Ý
½áÑ³µ»ñáõÙ ¿ Ñ³ÝáõÝ ½³í³ÏÝ»ñÇ: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		 ar̊net-ner-ĕ
erb sov-ac en
mn-um
xžr̊-um
		 rat-pl.nom-the conj hungry they are stay-ptcp.pres eat up-ptcp.pres.
		 en
irenc’ jag-er-i-n
isk mard-n
iren
		 they are their young-pl-dat-the conj man.nom-the refl
		 zohaber-um
ē
hanun zavak-ner-i.
		 sacrifice-ptcp.pres. he is prep child-pl-dat
		“Rats eat up their younglings, when they are hungry, but the human sacrifices himself for the sake of (his) children.”

––

Types of MEA Reflexives

In general, one has to distinguish various types of reflexive verb on the basis of the relation
between the valences of the reflexivised and its corresponding transitive verb: subjective
and objective reflexives.236
One has to note, however, that the reflexive meaning is conveyed by verbs suffixed
with -v- only with (+animate) subjects. Otherwise the reflexive meaning also depends on
the context: if it has to be read reflexively, inchoatively or even in the passive.
a. Subjective Reflexives
Subjective reflexives are represented by those reflexive verbs whose first semantic valence
(i.e. the subject) relates to the first semantic valence of the non-reflexive verb (i.e. the
subject), and are usually characterised by the elimination of the direct object.
Depending on the semantic relations to the basic transitive verb, the subjective reflexive can be divided into three major groups:

. Geniušiene 1987: 244; Kozintseva 1981: 81.
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a.

Semantic reflexives: usually in the primary meaning of reflexive pronouns in the combination with simple verbs or with reflexive verbs belonging to certain semantic verb
groups (grooming verbs, emotion verbs etc. see below). 237

In MEA there is also a large group of lexicalised reflexive verbs:
––

Grooming verbs: Éí³óí»É lvac’vel “to wash oneself ”, Ù³ùñí»É mak’rvel “to clean oneself ”, ëñµí»É srbvel “to clean oneself ”, ½áõ·í»É zugvel “to get dressed”, Ñ³·Ýí»É hagnvel
“to get dressed”« Ñ³Ýí»É hanvel “to get undressed”, ½³ñ¹³ñí»É zardarvel “to adorn
(oneself)”, ÏáÏí»É kokvel “to dress up”, å×Ý³½³ñ¹í»É pčnazardvel “to dress up”, å×Ýí»É
pčnvel “to doll oneself ”, ½·»ëï³íáñí»É zgestavorvel “to get dressed”, ë³÷ñí»É sap’rvel
“to shave oneself ”, ³ÍÇÉí»É acilvel “to shave (oneself), ¹ÇÙ³Ï³íáñí»É dimakavorvel
“to mask; to disguise” , Ý»ñÏí»É nerkvel “to get coloured”, ë³Ýñí»É sanrvel “to comb
oneself ” etc.

(112)

öáùñÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÁ Éí³óíáõÙ ¿:

		 p’ok’rik ałjik-ě
lvac’-v-um
ē.
		 little girl.nom-the wash-refl-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “The little girl washes (herself).”

––

Some emotional verbs: ½ëåí»É zspel “to restrain; to calm down; to tame”, É³ñí»É
larvel “to exert oneself ”, ïñÙ³¹ñí»É tramadrvel “to be prepared for”, å³ïñ³ë
ïí»É patrastvel “to prepare, to get ready”, Ý³Ë³å³ïñ³ëïí»É naxapatrastvel “to prepare, to get ready”, háõ½í»É huzvel “to be disturbed, to be agitated”, Ý»Õí»É nełvel “to
take offense”, Ùï³Ñá·í»É mtahogvel “to care of, to worry” etc.

(113)	èáõë³ëï³ÝÁ å³ïñ³ëïíáõÙ ¿ Çñ ½áñù»ñÁ ¹áõñë Ñ³Ý»É î³çÇÏëï³ÝÇó:
(Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		
		

R̊usastan-ě
patrast-v-um
ē
ir zork’-er-ě
Russia.nom-the get-ready-refl-ptcp.pres. it is its troop-pl.nom-the

		 durs hanel Tajikstan-ic’.
		 remove-inf Tajikistan-abl
		 “Russia is preparing to remove its troops from Tajikistan.”

––

Verbs indicating the reason for a loss or damage e.g. ³Ûñí»É ayrvel “to burn out”,
ÃáõÝ³íáñí»É t’unavorvel “to poison, to intoxicate”, Ë»Õ¹í»É xełdvel “to drown”,
Ï»Õïáïí»É kełtotvel “to dirty, to stain”, í³ñ³Ïí»É varakvel “to be infected”, ½áÑí»É
zohvel “to be sacrificed” etc.

. Since it is not always possible to definitely distinguish reflexives from anticausatives, the following
classification of semantic reflexives follows the established grouping by traditional Armenian grammarians. Meaning, that here the verbs’ conventionalised reading by native speakers is used.

 Armenian

(114)	ÆÝÓ ß³ï ¿ ³ÝÑ³Ý·ëï³óÝáõÙ ³ÛÝ, áñ Ù»Í Ãíáí Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ »Ý ½áÑíáõÙ:
(Armenpress, 16. 12.2005)
		
		

inj
šat ē
anhangsta-c’n-um
aynˉor
mec
i.datˉ int it is make-uneasy-caus-ptcp.pres. that conj big

		 t’v-ov
mard-ik
en
zoh-v-um.
		 number-inst person-pl.nom they are be sacrificed-refl-ptcp.pres.
		 “It makes me very uneasy that people sacrifice themselves in huge numbers.”
(115)	²Ûë ÑÇí³Ý¹áõÃÛáõÝáí í³ñ³Ïí»É ¾ ³Ý·³Ù Ù»Ï ³Ùë³Ï³Ý ÙÇ ÷áùñÇÏ:
(Armenpress 15.06.2006)
		 Ays hivandut’yun-ov varak-v-el
ē
angam mek amsakan
		 this illness-inst
infect-refl-ptcp.perf. it is even one month
		 mi
p’ok’rik.
		 indef little.nom
		 “Even a one-month old child has contracted this illness.”

––

Verbs indicating a change in location; translocation, such as Ã³ùÝí»É t’ak’nvel “to hide
(oneself)”, ÏáÕåí»É kołpvel “to be locked”, å³Ñí»É pahvel “to repose”, ï»Õ³íáñí»É
tełavorvel “to find room, to be placed” etc.

(116)	Î³É³Ýí³Í µ»éÁ ï»Õ³íáñí»É ¿ ÂµÇÉÇëÇÇ ë³éó³ñ³Ý³ÛÇÝ å³Ñ»ëïÝ»ñáõÙ:
(Armenpress 30.10.2005)
		 Kalan-v-ac
ber̊-ě
tełavor-v-el
ē
		 confiscate-pass-ptcp.res. freight.nom-the find room-refl-ptcp.perf. it is
T’bilisi-i
sar̊c’aranayin pahest-ner-um.
		 Tbilisi-dat refrigerating storage-house-pl-loc
		“The confiscated freight found its place in the refrigerating storage houses of Tbilisi.”

––

Verbs indicating a logical relation between the agent and other participants at the action
expressed by verbs such as Ñ³Ï³¹ñí»É hakadrvel “to contrast with”, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝí»É
hamajaynvel “to agree with” etc.

(117)	ØÇ ËáõÙµ Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó Ñ³Ûï³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ ãå»ïù ¾ Ñ³Ï³¹ñí»Ý ÑÇÙÝ³Ï³Ý
½³Ý·í³ÍÇ, ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç ß³Ñ»ñÇÝ: (Armenpress 31.3.2006)
		 mi
xumb
mard-k-anc’ haytarat’yun-ner-ě
		 indef group.nom man-pl-dat statement-pl.nom-the
		 č’-petk’ ē hakadr-v-en
himnakan zangvac-i žołovrd-i
		 neg-contrast-refl-deb.fut.3.pl basic
pile-dat nation-dat
		 šah-er-i-n.
		 interest-pl-dat-the.
		“The statement of a group of people shall not contrast with the interst of the main
masses, or with the nation’s interests.”
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––

Verbs denoting actions performed on body parts or actions on body parts as well
as uncontrolled movements of human body parts or organs238 such as ·³É³ñí»É
galar-v-el “to coil, to twist, to crinkle”« ÏÏáóí»É kkoc’-v-el “to squint, to narrow”, ãéí»É
č’r̊ -v-el “to spread wide”, “to stare”; Ã³ñÃí»É t’art-v-el “to wink, to blink”« åñÏí»É prkv-el “to tighten”, ëáõ½í»É suz-v-el “to sink, to drown, to plunge, to dive”« ËáÄáéí»É
xožor̊ -v-el “to frown”, ÏÝ×éáïí»É knčr̊ ot-v-el “to crinke, to wrinkle”« Í³Éí»É cal-v-el
“to fold, to bend”« ×á×í»É čoč-v-el “to rock, to swing” etc. The grammatical subject
of these verbs is always (–human) (118a) (119a); the corresponding transitive verbs
denotes that the (+human) subject moves a body part, i.e. a body movement of the
subject (118), (119).

(118)

²ñ³ÙÁ ÏÏáó»ó Çñ ³ãù»ñÁ:

		 Aram-ě
kkoc’-ec’
ir ač’k’-er-ě.
		 Aram.nom-the narrow-aor.3.sg his eye-pl.nom-the
		 “Aram narrowed his eyes.”
(118)

a.

			
			
			
(119)

²ñ³ÙÇ ³ãù»ñÁ ÏÏáóí»óÇÝ:

Aram-i
ač’k’-er-ě
kkoc’-v-ec’in.
Aram-dat eye-pl.nom-the narrow-refl-aor.3.pl
“Aram’s eyes narrowed.”

ºñ»Ë³Ý ÏÝ×éáïïáõÙ ¿ ùÇÃÁ:

		 Erexa-n
knč’r̊ot-um
ē
k’it’-ě.
		 child.nom-the wrinkle-ptcp.pres. it is nose.nom-the
		 “The child wrinkles its nose.”
(119)

a.

			
			
			

Üñ³ ùÇÃÁ ÏÝ×éáïíáõÙ ¿:

Nra kit’-ě
knčr̊ot-v-um
ē.
his nose.nom-the wrinkle-refl-ptcp.pres. it is
“His nose wrinkles.”

In some contexts, these body movement verbs with suffix -í- -v- have an inchoative interpretation, particularly with an expressed causer:
(118)

b.

			
			
			

²ñ³ÙÇ ³ãù»ñÁ ÏÏáóí»óÇÝ ³ñ¨Çó:

Aram-i
ač’k’-er-ě
kkoc’-v-ec’in
arew-ic’.
Aram-dat eye-pl.nom-the narrow-antic-aor.3.pl sun-abl
“Aram’s eyes narrowed from the sun.”

. Compare Kozintseva’s (1981: 90) group of “autocausative verbs” and Genusiene’s “partitive
object reflexives” (Genusiene 1987: 244). Both refer to actions affecting the body or parts of the
body of the subject.
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(119) b.
			
			
			

b.

Üñ³ ùÇÃÁ ÏÝ×éáïíáõÙ ¿ í³ï ÑáïÇó:
Nra kit’-ě
knčr̊ot-v-um
ē
vat hot-ic’.
his nose.nom-the wrinkle-antic-ptcp.pres. it is bad smell-abl
“His nose wrinkles from the bad smell.”

Causative reflexive verbs:239 the first valence-actant (agent/causer) and the recipient of
the action coincide, i.e. the action instigated by the subject passes over to another. The
agent (subject) of such a causative/reflexive construction may be overt in the function
of a locative argument. (Kozinceva 1981: 86). Usually these verbs do not have a reflexive meaning expressed by the marker -í- -v-, only in some emphasised contexts. And
thus the lexical entry of such -v- marked verbs in traditional Armenian grammars
would be (1) passive (2) reflexive.240

The following sentences exemplify and explain this group of reflexives.
(120)
		
		
		
		
(120)

î³ñ»ó Ù³ñ¹Á µáõÄí»ó ãÇÝ³óÇ µÄßÏÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:

Tarec’ mard-ě
buž-v-ec’
č’inac’i bžšk-i
kołmic’.
aged man.nom-the heal-pass-aor.3.sg Chinese doctor-dat post
“The aged man was healed by the Chinese doctor”
Comment: this is a typical passive sentence with an overtly expressed agent.
a.

î³ñ»ó Ù³ñ¹Ý ÇÝùÝ Çñ»Ý µáõÄ»ó ãÇÝ³Ï³Ý ¹»Õ»ñáí:

			
Tarec’ mard-n
(ink’n) iren bužec’
č’inakan deł-er-ov.
			
aged man.nom-the (he) refl heal-aor.3.sg Chinese drug-pl-inst
			
“The aged man healed himself with Chinese drugs.”
			Comment: this is a typical reflexive sentence. The reflexivity is, however, not
expressed in the verbal form but it is analytically expressed with a reflexive
pronoun and the transitive form of the verb. This is the most natural form
to express a reflexive meaning with this verb, both in literary and colloquial
Armenian.

. This is a term used by Kozintseva 1981: 86; Nedjalkov 1975: 24.
.

Kozintseva’s example:
ºë ³Ûëï»Õ »Ù ³åñ»Éáõ ¨« å³ñ½ ¿« Ï»ñ³Ïñí»Éáõ »Ù ù»½ Ùáï:

es
aysteł em
aprel-u
ew parz ē
kerakr-v-el-u
em
I. nom here I am live-ptcp.fut. conj clear it is feed-pass-ptcp.fut. I am

k’ez
mot.
you.dat post
“I will live here, and it is clear, I will be fed at (=by) you.”
Here again, this is more a passive than reflexive meaning.
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(120)

b.

			
			
			
			

––

––
––
c.
d.

î³ñ»ó Ù³ñ¹Á µáõÄí»ó ãÇÝ³Ï³Ý ¹»Õ»ñáí:

Tarec’ mard-ě
buž-v-ec’
č’inakan deł-er-ov.
aged man.nom-the heal-pass/refl-aor.3.sg Chinese drug-pl-inst
“The aged man was healed/healed himself with Chinese drugs.
Comment: the interpretation of this sentence depends highly on the context.

The passive reading seems to be the preferable one: the doctor has given/prescribed
Chinese drugs to the old man in order to heal him. Thus, the old man was healed with
Chinese drugs (by the doctor).”
The reflexive reading is possible in the context that the old man has decided on his own to
try Chinese drugs, and by means of these Chinese drugs he succeeded in healing himself.
Without context, the sentence would be interpreted as a passive one.
Absolute reflexives, implying a (+animate, +human) patient, which does not have a
possessive relationship with the agent, do not exist in MEA.241
Reciprocal reflexive verbs, i.e. verbs suffixed with -v- and conveying reciprocal meaning are regarded as reciprocalised verbs in this grammar.242

2. Objective Reflexives
In objective reflexive verbs, the first semantic valence of the reflexive verb relates to the
second semantic valence of the not-reflexivised, basic transitive verb.
The following subgroups can be distinguished in MEA.
a.

Decausative reflexives243 usually comprise a group of v-suffixed verbs denoting the
general change of the place, translocation, such as ËÙí»É xmbvel “to accumulate”«
Ñ³í³ùí»É havak’vel “to gather, to collect”« Ïáï³Ïí»É kotakvel “to gather”« ËéÝí»É
xr̊nvel “to swarm, to gather, to collect”« Ñ³Ù³ËÙµí»É hamaxmbvel “to gather, to align
with”« µ³Ä³Ý³í»É bažanvel “to separate; to divide” etc.244

. Geniušiene 1987: 244.
. In contrast to Geniušiene 1987: 257; Kozinceva 1981: 87–88 regards these reciprocal verbs
as reciprocal reflexives and not as bare reciprocals. Kozinceva’s example is clearly reciprocal: ²ßáïÝ áõ
²ñ³ÙÁ ·ñÏí»óÇÝ Ašot-n u Aram-ě grkvec’in. “Asot and Aram embraced (each other)”. Kozinceva argues
that there is a difference between a sentence, (a) in which A=B (only one actant), thus a reciprocal verb;
and (b) in which A and B are different (two or more octants), thus a reflexive verb. i.e.
(a) Üñ³Ýù ·ñÏí»óÇÝ£ Nrank’ grk-v-ec’in. They embraced (each other).
(b) ²ßáïÝ áõ ²ñ³ÙÁ ·ñÏí»óÇÝ£ Ašot-n u Aram-ě grk-v-ec’in. Ašot and Aram embraced (each other.)
. Term is from Genusiene 1987: 257. (Kozintseva 1981: 90) uses the term “autocausative” for
this group of objective reflexives.
. Kozinceva 1981: 94. The basic verbs are regular transitives with direct object, expressed by
+animate/+-human or –animate nouns.

 Armenian

(121)	²é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù ê÷ÛáõéùÇ ¨ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ù³ëÝ³·»ïÝ»ñÁ Ñ³í³ùí»óÇÝ. (Armenpress 07.04.2006):
		
		

Ar̊ajin angam
Sp’yur̊k’-i
ew Hayastan-i
masnaget-ner-ě
first
time.nom Diaspora-dat conj Armenia-dat specialist-pl.nom-the

		 havak’-v-ec’in.
		 gather-refl-aor.3.pl
		 “Diasporan and Armenian specialists gathered for the first time.”

b.

(Intentional) converse reflexives mark psychological and emotional states, but use two
valences with an obligatory object.245 These are verbs denoting emotional or thought
reactions to a certain object, such as µ³í³ñ³ñí»É bavararvel “to be satisfied, content”
Ñ»ï³ùñùñí»É hetak’rk’rvel “to be interested”« ½Ù³ÛÉí»É zmaylvel “to be delighted”«
Ñ³Ùá½í»É hamozvel “to ascertain; to be convinced”, ·ñ³íí»É gravvel “to be occupied”
etc. The subject is (+human). The oblique objects, i.e. the second obligatory complement, can be expressed with a noun or the infinitive in the instrumental, with a noun
in the locative or even with a subordinated clause.

(122)	100 Ù í³½ù³ï³ñ³ÍáõÃÛáõÝáõÙ 11.8 íñÏ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùáí Ø³ñÇÝ» Ô³½³ñÛ³ÝÁ
µ³í³ñ³ñí»ó µñáÝ½» Ù»¹³Éáí: (Armenpress 15.01.2006)
		 100 m vazk’ataracut’yun-um 11.8 vrk
ardyunk’-ov Marine
		 100 m sprint–loc
11.8 second.nom result-inst Marine.nom
		 Łazaryan-ě
bavarar-v-ec’
bronze medal-ov.
Łazaryan.nom-the satisfy-refl-aor.3.sg bronze medal-inst
		“For a result of 11.8 seconds in the 100 m sprint, Marine Łazaryan was satisfied
(content) with a bronze medal.”
(123)	î.ä»ïñáëÛ³Ýáí ß³ñáõÝ³ÏáõÙ »Ý Ñ»ï³ùñùñí»É µ³½Ù³ÃÇí Ñ»ï³½áïáÕÝ»ñ,
·ÇïÝ³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ, ß³ËÙ³ïÇ Ù³ëÝ³·»ïÝ»ñ ¨ ß³ËÙ³ï³ë»ñÝ»ñ:
(Armenpress 17.01.2006)
		 T. Petrosyan-ov šarunak-um
en
hetak’rk’r-v-el
		 T. Petrosyan-inst continue-ptcp.pres. they are interest-refl-inf

bazmat’iv
numerous

		 hetazotoł-ner
gitnakan-ner
šaxmat-i masnaget-ner
ew
		 researcher-pl.nom scientist-pl.nom chess-dat specialist-pl.nom conj
		 šaxmataser-ner.
chess amateur-pl.nom
		“Numerous researchers, scholars, chess professionals and chess amateurs continue to
be interested in T. Petrosyan.”

. Note that (intentional) converse reflexives having only one valence are grouped with anticausatives, p. 346.
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c.

“Absolute reflexives”246 Kozintseva’s “absolute” reflexives refer to a group of objective
reflexives, such as ï³ñµ»ñí»É tarbervel “to differ”, ½³Ý³½³Ýí»É zanazanvel “to differ”« Ï³åí³Í ÉÇÝ»É kapvac linel “to be connected, related”, Ñ³í³ë³ñí»É havasarvel “to
equal, to be equal to, to match”, ³ñï³Ñ³Ûïí»É artahaytvel “to express oneself ”. Most
of these verbs need more than one complement to form a complete sentence; some of
them are heavily lexicalised as seen in (103).

These groups of verbs can be interpreted in two ways.
––

––

If they can be replaced with the verb “to be” and a corresponding adjective, they are
interpreted as reflexive; i.e. the grammatical subject of the reflexive verb and the copular verb are, in general, the same.
If the subject is a (–human) agent, it is interpreted as passive.

(124)

àñ¹ÇÝ»ñÇóë ³Ù»Ý³ß³ïÁ Ýñ³ Ñ»ï »Ù Ï³åí³Í: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 ordi-ner-ic’-s
amena-šat-ě
nra
		 son-pl-abl-my most-much-the he.gen
		 “Of my sons I am most attached to him.”

het em kap-v-ac.
post I am connect-refl-ptcp.res

(125)	ä³ï×³éÁ Ï³åí³Í ¿ñ ù³éÛ³ÏÇ Ýáñ Ñ³Ù»ñ·³ÛÇÝ Íñ³·ñÇ Ñ»ï: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 Patčar̊-ě
kap-v-ac
ēr
k’ar̊jak-i
		 reason.nom-the connect-pass-ptcp.res it was quarter-dat

nor
new

		 hamergayin cragr-i
het.
		 concert
program-dat post
		 “The reason was related to the new concert program of the quarter.”
		 Comment: (–human) subject, thus passive reading.
(126)	ÆëÏ í»ñ³Ï³éáõó»ÉÁ Ï³Ù í»ñ³Ýáñá·»ÉÁ, Ýñ³ Ëáëù»ñáí, ¿³å»ë ï³ñµ»ñíáõÙ ¿
Ýáñ ß»ÝùÇ Ï³éáõóáõÙÇó: (Armenpress 11.05.2006)
		 Isk
verakar̊uc’-el-ě kam veranorog-el-ě nra xosk’-er-ov
		 conj rebuild.nom-the conj renew.nom-the his word-pl-inst
ēapes
really

tarber-v-um
ē
nor šenk’-i
differ-refl-ptcp.pres. it is new building-dat

kar̊uc’um-ic’.
construction-abl

		“But the rebuilding or renewing, in his words, really differs from the
construction of a new building.”
		Comment: the verbal form with -v- can be replaced by a copular verb and adjective
ï³ñµ»ñ tarber “different”, as in sentence (129) below; it thus has a reflexive reading.

. Note that “absolute reflexives” refers here to the term and definition used by Kozintseva and
definitely differ from absolute reflexives as defined by Geniušiene. Geniušiene (1987: 244) defines
absolute reflexives as verbs that need no other complement than the subject to form a complete
sentence. They imply a human patient, which does not have any possessive relationship with the
agent. Geniušiene indicates that Armenian has no absolute reflexives in her definition. Usually this
group is often restricted by lexical distribution and the possibility of combination with certain
tenses and aspects. (Nedjalkov 1969: 23).

 Armenian

(127)	ÇëÏ Ýñ³Ýó ýÇÉÙÁ ï³ñµ»ñ ¿ ÙÛáõë ËÙµÇ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇó` Ã» ·áõÛÝ»ñáí, Ã»
ÏáÉáñÇïáí: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 Isk
nranc’ film-ě
tarber
ē
myus xmb-i
ašxatank’-ic’
		 conj their film.nom-the different it is other group-dat work-abl
t’e
guyn-er-ov
t’e
kolorit-ov.
conj colour-pl-inst conj colorit-inst
		“And their film differs (=is different) from the work of the other group, both in
colours and in colourit.”
(128)	Ü³Ë³ñ³ñÇ Ëáëù»ñáí, Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ·³½Ç ·Ý»ñÁ í³Õ Ã» áõß å»ïù ¿
Ñ³í³ë³ñí»Ý Ñ³Ù³ßË³ñÑ³ÛÇÝ ·Ý»ñÇÝ,…. (Armenpress 29.09.2005)
		 Naxarar-i
xosk’-er-ov
Hayastan-um gaz-i
gn-er-ě
vał
		 minister-dat word-pl-inst Armenia-loc gas-dat price-pl.nom early
		 t’e
uš petk’ ē havasar-v-el
hamašxarhayin gn-er-i-n….
		 conj late part it is equal-refl-inf global
price-pl-dat-the
		“In the minister’s word, sooner or later the gas prices in Armenia have to equal the
global prices…”
		Comment: The reflexive verb of this sentence can be replaced by a copular verb
+ adjective expression, Ñ³í³ë³ñ ÉÇÝ»É havasar linel “to be equal”; i.e. å»ïù ¿
Ñ³í³ë³ñ ÉÇÝ»É… petk’ ē havasar linel… “have to be equal with the global prices”;
thus creating a reflexive reading.

3.
a.

Other Reflexives
“Reflexive causatives” – a group defined by Geniušiene – occurs in Armenian, and
usually relates to verbs of professional activities that can be performed by barbers,
hairdressers, physicians and the like. Of course, this cross-refers also to the semantic
group of grooming verbs (see p. 349).

(129)

Ð³Ûñë ë³÷ñÇãÇ Ùáï ë³÷ñí»ó:

		 hayr-s
sap’rič’-i
mot sap’r-v-ec’.
		 father.nom-my barber-dat post shave-refl-aor.3.sg
		 “My father had (himself) shaved at the barber’s.”

This sentence has clear reflexive meaning. In contrast, the sentence below conveys a passive
meaning because of the overt expression of the agent.
(129)

a.

			
			
			

b.

Ð³Ûñë ë³÷ñí»ó ë³÷åñÇãÇ ÏáÕÙÇó:

hayr-s
sap’r-v-ec’
sap’rič’-i
kołmic’.
father.nom-my shave-pass-aor.3.sg barber-dat post
“My father was shaved by the barber.”

Dative transitive reflexives, with the meaning of benefactive, recipient or possessive/
objective reflexive verbs do not occur in MEA.
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(130)

Ü³ Çñ Ñ³Ù³ñ »ñ»Ï ÙÇ ·Çñù ·Ý»ó:

		 na
ir
hamar erek
mi
girk’
gnec’.
		 he.nom he.gen post yesterday indef book.nom buy-aor.3.sg
		“He bought himself a book yesterday.” (Lit.: he bought for him(self) a book
yesterday)

The use of a morphological reflexive is not possible in MEA in such a function/
meaning.
c.

Reflexive/possessives do not occur in MEA. A quasi-possessive relationship between the
referents of a direct object (body part or other inalienable or quasi –inalienable possession) and indirect object (human referent) expresses a possessive relationship between
the direct object referent and the human subject.
In MEA this is never morphologically expressed with reflexive verbs. It is expressed
with transitive verbs and uses the body part as the direct object.

(131)
		
		
		
(132)

Ü³ Ïáïñ»ó Çñ ³ç áïùÁ:

na
kotrec’
ir
he.nom break-aor.3.sg his
“He broke his right leg.”

aj
otk’-ě.
right leg.nom-the

²ñÙ»ÝÁ íÇñ³Ï³å»ó Çñ íÝ³ëí³Í Ó»éùÁ:

		 Armen-ě
virakapec’
ir vnas-v-ac
jer̊k’-ĕ.
		 Armen.nom-the bandage-aor.3.sg his injure-pass-ptcp.res. hand.nom-the
		 “Armen bandaged his injured hand.”

In general, reflexive/possessive structures are not possible in Armenian, as can be proved
by the absence of an ethical dative.
d. Endoreflexives
So-called endoreflexives (Haspelmath 1987: 27) signal actions, that one does with oneself
or with one’s own body, where the actions does not get outside, but remains completely
within the agent, in reflexive use.
The intransitive verbs used in such constructions with body motion verbs are marked
with -í- -v-.
(133)	²½Ý³íáõñÝ ³ë³ó, áñ ÇÝùÁ ËáÝ³ñÑíáõÙ ¾ Ýñ³ ³é³ç:
(Armenpress 22.03.2006)
		 Aznavur-n
asac’
or
ink-ě xonarh-v-um
ē
		 Aznavur.nom-the say-aor.3.sg conj he
bow-refl-ptcp.pres. he is
		 nra
ar̊aj.
		 he.gen post
		 “Aznavur said, that he bowed before him.”

 Armenian

3.1.2.2.4 Reciprocalisation
Reciprocal constructions occur in MEA in two forms:
a. morphological reciprocalisation by means of the multifunctional suffix -í- -v-. Morphological reciprocals, however, appear quite seldom and are restricted to a few verbs,
such as Ñ³Ùµáõñí»É hamburvel “to kiss, embrace each other”, ï»ëÝí»É tesnvel “to see
each other”, áÕç³·áõñí»É ołjagurvel “to kiss, to embrace each other”. These reciprocal verbs seem to be lexicalised. There is no productive reciprocalisation and thus no
detransitivisation process with -í- -v- to observe in MEA.
b. analytical reciprocalisation by means of a transitive verb and the reciprocal pronouns
Çñ³ñ irar« ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó mimyanc’« Ù»ÏÝÙ»Ï meknmek etc. (compare Ch. 2.4.4. “Reciprocal
Pronouns”, p. 136).
These two constructions are almost synonymous, where both can be applied.
The morphological construction, with an intransitivised reciprocal verb, however,
must denote a necessarily symmetric event – i.e. an event that expresses a binary relationship whose participants have necessarily identical participation (134). The analytical
construction with a transitive verb and a reciprocal pronoun, however, refers also to an
exchange of a non-symmetric event (134b).247
(134)

a.

²ÝáõßÝ áõ ²ñ³ÙÁ Ñ³ÙµáõñíáõÙ »Ý:

			
			
			

Anuš-n
u
Aram-ě
hambur-v-um
en.
Anuš.nom-the conj Aram.nom-the kiss-rec-ptcp.pres. they are
“Anuš and Aram kiss.”

		 b.

²ÝáõßÝ áõ ²ñ³ÙÁ Ñ³ÙµáõñáõÙ »Ý Çñ³ñ:

			
			
			

Anuš-n
u
Aram-ě
hambur-um
en
irar.
Anuš.nom-the conj Aram.nom-the kiss-ptcp.pres. they are rec
“Anuš and Aram kiss each other.”

Usually analytical reciprocal structures are common both in written and spoken Armenian.
(135)	«ÐÇÝ Î³ÙáõñçÁ» Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ »Õ»É ¿ ø³ë³Ë ·»ïÇ »½ñ»ñÝ Çñ³ñ Ï³åáÕ ÙÇ³Ï
Ï³ÙáõñçÁ: (Armenpress 07.04.2006)
		 “Hin kamurj-ĕ
žamanakin eł-el
ē
K’asax get-i
		 old bridge.nom-the once
be-ptcp.perf. it is K’asax river-dat
		 ezr-er-n
irar
edge-pl.nom-the rec

kap-oł
miak kamurj-ě.
connect-ptcp.sub. only bridge.nom-the

		“The Old Bridge” was once the only bridge, connecting the edges of the river K’asax
(to each other).

. Gleitman et al. 1996: 321–376.
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(136)	êáíáñ³µ³ñ å»ïáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÝ Çñ³ñ Ñ»ï ³é¨ïáõñ »Ý ³ÝáõÙ é³½Ù³í³ñ³Ï³Ý
ÝÛáõÃ»ñáí: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		 Sovorabar petut’yun-ner-n
irar
		 usually
state-pl.nom-the rec
		 an-um
r̊azmavarakan
		 do-ptcp.pres. strategic

het ar̊ewtur
en
post commerce.nom they are

nyut’-er-ov.
material-pl-inst

		 “States usually do merchandise (with each other) with strategic materials.”
(137)	ê. Ð³ñáõÃÛ³Ý ïáÝÇÝ Ñ³í³ï³óÛ³ÉÝ»ñÇ ÙÇÙÛ³Ýó ¹ÇÙáõÙ »Ý Ñ»ï¨Û³É Ï»ñå…:
(Armenpress 09.04.2006)
		 Surb Harut’yan
ton-i-n
havatac’yal-ner-i mimyanc’
		 Holy Resurrection-dat festive day-dat-the believer-pl-dat rec
		 dim-um
en
hetewyal kerp.
		 address-ptcp.pres. they are following form.nom
		“On the festive day of Holy Resurrection, believers address each other in the
following way…”

3.1.2.3 Doublets
Because of the multifunctional morphological suffix -í- -v- being used to mark passives,
anticausatives, reflexives and reciprocals, syntactic with semantic ambiguity doublets may
occur:
In general, there is no explicit “rule” whose application results in a clear interpretation of a sentence with detransitivised verbal forms and omitted agents/causers. As having
explained and exemplified several times in this chapter on detransitivised verbal forms,
there are several factors that decide on their interpretation
––

––
––

Factor lexicalisation/conventionalised meaning: the verbs are very often lexicalised/
conventionalised in their meaning as passive or reflexive or reciprocal or anticausative. This lexicalised or conventionalised function of a certain verb is often not really
explicable in terms of linguistics.
Factor context: the context in which an utterance is embedded is the most decisive
factor for the interpretation.
Factor humanness of the subject: the humanness of the grammatical subject may also influence the interpretation. Humanness is however not to be understood as a universal rule.

a. Passive/Anticausative248
Armenian grammarians relate this doublet to factitive verbs that cause the state of an entity.
If the object of the action of the causative/transitive verb is the causer/instigator or even the
agent of the detransitivised verbal action, the verb and the sentence have to be interpreted
. see Kozintseva 1974: 88.

 Armenian

as anticausative. i.e. the main difference is, with the passive agent, implied and this agent
can also be expressed overtly.
If there is no agent given in a passive, and also no causer in an anticausative expression, the expression is, in general, ambiguous and may be interpreted as either passive or
anticausative.
(138)

²íïáÙ»ù»³Ý³Ý ³íïáïÝ³ÏÇó ³ñ³·áñ»Ý ß³ñÄí»ó ¹»åÇ ÷áÕáó:

		 avtomek’ena-n avtotnak-ic’ aragoren šarž-v-ec’
		 car.nom-the garage-abl quickly move-antic/pass-aor.3.sg
		 depi p’ołoc’.
		 prep street.nom
		“The car moved quickly from the garage to the street.” (Or: The car was moved
quickly from the garage to the street.)

It seems however, that the humanness of the grammatical subject may affect the interpretation of the verbal form.
––
––

If the subject of an anticausative/passive sentence is (+)human, the sentence is interpreted as anticausative.
If the subject of an anticausative/passive sentence is (–)human, the sentence is more
likely to be interpreted as passive.

This would imply that the example (138) above, should be interpreted as passive. Indeed,
it is more likely that the car was moved by somebody than it moved without any human
action.249
The interpretation of the following – isolated – sentences following the animacy
approach is highly plausible:
(139)

²Ûë ³ÕçÇÏÁ ß³ï ¹³Ý¹³Õ ¿ ß³ñÄíáõÙ:

		 ays ałjik-ě
šat dandał ē
šarž-v-um.
		 this girl.nom-the int slow
she is move-antic-ptcp.pres.
		 “This girl moves very slowly. “ (Anticausative)
(140)

ø³ñ»ñÁ Ñ»é³óí»óÇÝ ×³Ý³å³ñÑÇó:

		 k’ar-er-ě
her̊ac’-v-ec’in
čanaparh-ic’.
		 Boulder-.nom-the move away-pass-aor.3.pl street-abl
		 “The boulders were moved from the street.” (Passive)

. Unlikely though it may be, cars may of course move without any human action – e.g. without
a pulled handbrake on a steep street.
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b. Passive/Reflexive250
A doublet passive/reflexive may happen with verbs, expressing situations, in which the
subject and object may appear as identical.
Again, one could argue with the animacy factor here
––
––

If the subject is (+animate, +human) the sentence must be interpreted as reflexive
as in (141)
If the subject is (–animate) as passive (142).

(141)

Ü³ËÏÇÝáõÙ ·ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ»ñÁ Éí³óíáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ß³µ³Ã ûñÁ:

		 Naxkin-um
gyułac’i-ner-ě
lvac-v-um
ēin
		 former days-loc farmer-pl.nom-the wash-refl-ptcp.pres. they were
		 miayn šabat’
ōr-ě.
		 only
Saturday day.nom-the
		 “In former days farmers washed (themselves) only on Saturdays.”
(142)

Î»Õïáï ßáñ»ñÁ Éí³óíáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ³Ù»Ý ß³µ³Ã:

		 Kełtot’ šor-er-ě
lvac’-v-um
ēin
amen šabat’.
		 dirty cloth-pl.nom-the wash-pass-ptcp.pres. they were every week.nom
		 “The dirty clothes were washed every week.”
		Comment: in this sentence the interpretation as passive is also clear because of the
context: clothes cannot wash (themselves).

c. Passive/Reciprocal251
Passive/reciprocal doublets occur extremely seldom. In MEA, reciprocalised verbs
are unproductive.
d.

Reflexives and Anticausatives

–– Decausative reflexives and passives.
As Decausative reflexives usually comprise verbs denoting the general change of the place
or translocation.252
The sentences may be distinguished by the help of the animacy distinction of the
subject
––
––

If the grammatical subject is (+animate, +human) or even (–animate), the sentence
has to be interpreted as reflexive
If the grammatical subject is (–human; –animate), the sentence has to be interpreted
as passive

. see Kozintseva 1974: 88.
. see Kozintseva 1974: 88.
. Kozinceva 1981: 94. The basic verbs are regular transitives with a direct object, expressed by
+animate/+-human or –animate nouns.
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(143)	²ñ³·³ÍáïÝáõÙ Ñ³í³ùí»É ¿ ßáõñç 40000 ïáÝÝ³ Ñ³ó³Ñ³ïÇÏ:
(Armenpress 15.11.2005)
		 Aragacotn-um havak’-v-el
ē
šurj
		 Aragacotn-loc collect-pass-ptcp.perf. it is approximately
		 40000 tonna
hac’ahatik.
40000 ton.nom grain.nom
		“Approximately 40,000 tons of grain have been collected in Aragacotn.” (Passive)
(144)	²Ñ³ Ã» ÇÝãáõ »Ý ³Ûëûñ ³Ûëï»Õ Ñ³í³ùí»É ùë³ÝÇó ³í»ÉÇ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇ
Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõóÇãÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 14.11.2005)
		 aha
t’e
inč’u en
aysōr aysteł
		 behold conj why theyare today here

havak’-v-el
gather-refl-ptcp.perf.

		 k’san-ic’
aveli erkr-ner-i
nerkayac’uc’ič’-ner.
		 twenty-abl more country-pl-dat representative-pl.nom
		“That is why representatives of more than 20 countries have gathered today here.”

e. Converse Reflexives
Verbs denoting emotional or thought reactions to a certain object, such as µ³í³ñ³ñí»É
bavararvel “to be satisfied, content” Ñ»ï³ùñùñí»É hetak’rk’rvel “to be interested”« ½Ù³ÛÉí»É«
Ñ³Ùá½í»É hamozvel “to ascertain; to be convinced”, ·ñ³íí»É gravvel “to be occupied”etc.
The animacy/humanness distinction in the grammatical subject of the sentence may
again serve as crucial criterion for a reflexive or passive reading
––
––

If the grammatical subject is (+human), (+animate) or even (–animate), the sentence
has to be interpreted as reflexive, see above example (124).
If the grammatical subject is (–human, –animate), the sentence has to be interpreted
as passive, see (147).

(145)	¶áõ·³ñùÇ ï³ñ³Í³ßñç³ÝáõÙ 12 ·áñÍÇó µ³í³ñ³ñí»É ¿ 5-Á, Ù»ÏÁ Ù»ñÅí»É:
(Armenpress 22.03.2006)
		 Gugark’-i
taracašrjan-um tasnerku gorc-ic’ bavarar-v-el
ē
		 Gugark’-dat region-loc
twelve case-abl fulfil-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
hing-ě
mek-ě
		 five.nom-the one.nom-the

merž-v-el.
reject-pass-ptcp.perf.

		 “In the region of Gugark’ five of twelve cases have been fulfilled, one rejected.”

In (122) is the verb µ³í³ñ³ñí»É bavararvel is used in the reflexive sense with a (+human)
grammatical subject and in (145) in the passive sense, with a (–human) grammatical subject, and omitted agent.
f. Endoreflexives and anticausatives
Endoreflexives as explained above can be distinguished from anticausatives.
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The difference between an endoreflexive and an anticausative reading is expressed by
the agentivity of the subject: only if the subject is (+animate, +human) the verbal form can
be interpreted as (endoreflexive).
(146)

ÞáõÝÁ åïïíáõÙ ¿ñ:

		 šun-ě
ptt-v-um
ēr.
		 dog-the spin round-refl-ptcp.pres. it was
		 “The dog spun around.”
(147)

ÐáÉÁ åïïíáõÙ ¿ñ »ñÏáõ ñáå»:

		 hol-ě
ptt-v-um
ēr
erku rope.
		 top.nom-the spin round-antic-ptcp.pres. it was two minute.nom
		 “The top spun around for two minutes.”

3.1.3

Nominal attributes

A noun in its various grammatical functions may have several modifiers. Noun modifiers
specify or determine more closely the meaning of the noun. In MEA, a noun can have the
following modifiers:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

determiners
adjectives
quantifiers
nouns
possessives (including possessive genitive attributes)
participles
appositions
relative clauses

a. Determiners
As given in this grammar, the group of determiners comprises the following parts of
speech:
––
––
––
––
––

the suffixed definite article -Á-ě/-Ý-n
the possessive suffixes -ë« -¹« -Ý« -s-, -d-, -n
the attributive demonstrative pronouns such as ³Ûë ³Û¹ ³ÛÝ ays, ayd, ayn etc. as well
as the attributive identity pronouns such as ÝáõÛÝ nuyn “the same”, etc.
the indefinite article ÙÇ mi
non-specific determiners such as áõñÇß uriš “other, any other” etc.

b. Adjectives
As discussed in Ch. 2.2, in MEA one distinguishes qualitative from relational adjectives.
Quantitative adjectives are grouped with quantifiers.
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(148)	ºí Ù»Ýù ³ÛÝï»Õ ÝÛáõÃ³Ï³Ý Ñ³ñáõëï áõÝ»óí³Íù áõÝ»Ýù:
(Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		 ev
menk’
aynteł nyut’akan harust unec’vack’
un-enk’.
		 conj we.nom there material rich
property.nom have-pres.1.pl
		“And we have there rich material property.” Note: there are two kinds of attributive
adjective in this example: nyutakan a relational adjective and harust a qualitative
adjective.

Adjectives and words functioning like adjectives usually precede the noun they modify,
without any agreement in case/number.
c. Quantifying Attributes
The group of quantifying attributes comprises:
––
––
––
––

quantitative adjectives
numerals
indefinite quantifiers such as ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ mi k’ani “some”, ÙÇ ß³ñù mi šark’ “a series, a
range of ”, ÙÇ ËáõÙµ mi xumb “a group of, a lot of…”, ÙÇ »ñÏáõ mi erku “some” etc.
universal quantifiers subdivided into collective quantifiers such as µáÉáñÁ bolor “all”;
áÉç ołj “whole”, ³ÙµáÕç ambołj “all, whole, entire”, Ñ³Ù³ÛÝ hamayn “all, whole” etc. and
distributive quantifiers such as ³Ù»Ý amen “every; each”, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ yurak’anč’yur
“each, every”, ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn “all, every”,253 ³Ù»Ý ÙÇ amen mi “each” etc.

(149)	ØÇÝã¹»é »ñ»ù ³ÙÇëÁ µ³í³ñ³ñ ã¿ ¿ùëÏáõñë³í³ñ ¹³éÝ³Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ«…
(Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 Minč’der̊ erek’ amis-ě
bavarar č’-ē
ēk’skursavar
		 conj
three month.nom-the enough neg-it is tour guide.nom
		 dar̊n-al-u
hamar…
become-inf-dat post
		 “Whereas the(se) three months are not enough to become a tour guide…”
(150)	²Ûëûñ »ñÏñáõÙ µ³½Ù³ÃÇí ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñ Ï³Ý« ë³Ï³ÛÝ ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý
Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛ³Ùµ ¹ñ³Ýù ã»Ý ÉáõÍíÇ: (Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		 Aysōr
		 today

erkr-um
country-lok

bazmat’iv xndir-ner
k-an
sakayn
numerous problem-pl.nom exist-pres.3.pl conj

		 k’ałak’akan hakamartut’y-amb drank’ č’-en
luc-v-i.
		 political
conflict-inst
they
neg-they are solve-pass-part.neg
		“Today there are numerous problems in the country, but they will not be solved with
a political conflict.”

. ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ amenayn is rarely used; it is more or less obsolete and can be used only in a few
contexts.
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(151)	Ü³Ë³ñ³ñÝ»ñÁ Ïëïáñ³·ñ»Ý ÙÇ ß³ñù ÷³ëï³ÃÕÃ»ñ: (Armenpress 25.03.2006)
		 naxarar-ner-ě
kstoragr-en
mi šark’ p’astat’łt’-er.
		 minister-pl.nom-the sign-cond.fut.3.pl a series document-pl.nom
		 “The ministers will sign a series of documents.”
(152)	ÎáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ ¹»Ù ³ÙµáÕç ³ßË³ñÑÝ ¿ å³Ûù³ñáõÙ… (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 Kor̊upc’ia-yi
dem ambołj ašxarh-n
ē
payk’ar-um.
		 corruption-dat post whole world.nom-the it is fight-ptcp.pres.
		 “The whole world is fighting against corruption.”
(153)	²ßË³ñÑáõÙ ³Ù»Ý ï³ñÇ ïáõµ»ñÏáõÉÛá½Çó Ù³Ñ³ÝáõÙ ¿ 2 ÙÉÝ Ù³ñ¹
(Armenpress 24.04.2006)
		 Ašxarh-um amen tari
tuberkulyoz-ic’
mahan-um
ē
		 world-loc every year.nom tuberculosis-abl die-ptcp.pres. it is
		 2 milion mard.
		 2 million person.nom
		 “Every year two million people die from tuberculosis.”

d. Nouns
It is quite common in MEA for a noun to modify the meaning of another noun. These attributive nouns occur in all cases, but especially in dative, instrumental and ablative.
These attributive nouns must be distinguished from close appositions because of their
weaker syntactic relationship to the head noun. Attributive nouns precede the head noun.254
(154)	Î³ñáÕ »Ý ÉÇÝ»É Ã»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ« µ³Ûó Ï»ÕÍÇùÝ»ñáí ÁÝïñ³óáõó³ÏÝ»ñÁ
µ³ó³éíáõÙ »Ý: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		 Kar-oł
en
		 an-ptcp.pres they are

lin-el
t’erut’yun-ner
be-inf shortcoming-pl.nom

bayc’
conj

		 kełcik’-ner-ov
ěntrac’uc’ak-ner-ě bac’ar̊-v-um
en.
falsification-pl-inst poll-pl.nom-the exclude-pass-ptcp.pres. they are
		 “There may be shortcomings, but polls with falsifications are excluded.”

e. Pronouns
Only a limited number of pronouns can also be used attributively:
––
––

indefinite pronouns such as ³ÛëÇÝã aysinč’ “so-and-so, ³ÛÝÇÝã ayninč’ “so-and-so”, ÇÝã-áñ
inč’-or “some”, áñ¨¿ orewē “any”, áñ¨Çó¿ orewic’ē “any”; áã ÙÇ oč’ mi “no” etc
interrogative pronouns such as ù³ÝÇ± k’ani “how many/much?”, á±ñ or “which?”,
Ç±ÝãåÇëÇ inč’pisi/á±ñåÇëÇ orpisi? “what? what kind of?” etc.

. In fact, many inflected nouns in the attributive function have been lexicalised to regular
adjectives, particularly nouns with the classical ablative case-suffix -e, e.g. áëÏ» oske < osk-e “(made)
from gold” = golden, also ³ñÍ³Ã» arcat’e “lit. from silver = silvern”, ÷³Ûï» p’ayte “made from
wood, wooden” etc.

 Armenian

Refer to examples from Ch. 2.4.5 “Indefinite Pronouns”, ex. (51) (52) (65), Ch. 2.4.7. “Interrogative Pronouns”, examples (93) (97)
f. Possessives
In MEA possessive meaning is expressed in four ways:
––

––
––
––

attributive possessive pronouns, i.e. the genitive forms of the personal pronouns, (i.e.
ÇÙ im “my”, ùá k’o “your”, Ýñ³ nra “his, her, its”, Ù»ñ mer “our”, Ó»ñ jer “your”, Ýñ³Ýó
nranc’ “their”) as well as the genitives of the intensive pronoun functioning as attributive reflexive possessive pronouns Çñ ir “his, her, its own”, Çñ»Ýó irenc’ “their own”
attributive nouns in the dative, expressing a possessive relation to the head noun (“GEN”)
possessive suffixes -ë -s, -¹ -d
possessivised elements are expressed by means of the suffix -ÇÝ -in, which is attached
to nouns, adjectives or pronouns. This is very commonly used in spoken Armenian,
but more in predictive rather than in attributive use (see example (11) below).

(155)	²ñ³ñ³ï ·ÛáõÕáõÙ ß³ï ÁÝï³ÝÇùÝ»ñ áõÝ»Ý Çñ»Ýó ûÓ»ñÁ: (Mayreni 3: 22)
		 Ararat
gyuł-um
šat
ěntanik’-ner-ě
un-en
		 Ararat.nom village-loc many family-pl.nom-the have.pres.3.pl
		 irenc’ ōj-er-ě.
		 their snake-pl.nom-the
		 “In Ararat village (the) many families have their own snakes.”
(156)	Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ ³ÛÝ Ùáñ ïÕ³Ý ¿É Ñ»éáõ ï»Õ ¿« áõ »ë Ýñ³Ý ÇÙ áñ¹áõ µ³ÄÇÝÝ »Ù ï³ÉÇë:
(Mayreni 3: 65)
		 Kareli
ē
ayn mor
tła-n
ēl her̊u teł
ē
		 possible it is that mother-dat boy.nom-the still far place.nom he is
		 u
es
		 conj i.nom

nran
im ordu
bažin-n
em tal-is.
he.dat my son-dat part.nom-the I am give-ptcp.pres.

		“It is possible that that mother’s son is still far away, and I am giving him my son’s
part.”
(157)

Ø»Í ùáõÛñë ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ ÇÝÝ»ñáñ¹ ¹³ë³ñ³ÝáõÙ: (Mayreni 3: 47)

		 Mec k’uyr-s
sovor-um
ē
innerord dasaran-um.
		 big sister-my learn-ptcp.pres. she is ninth
class-loc
		 “My big (=older) sister is (learns) in the ninth class.”
(158) ØÇçÝ³¹³ñáõÙ ·ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ»ñÇ µ»ñùÇ Ù»Ï »ññáñ¹Á ý»á¹³ÉÇÝÝ ¿ñ:
		 Mijnadar-um
gyułac’i-ner-i berk’-i
mek errord-ě
		 middle age-loc farmer-pl-dat harvest-dat one third.nom-the
		 feodal-in-n
		 lord-poss.nom-the

ēr.
it was

		 “In the Middle Ages two third of the farmers’ harvest was the lord’s.”
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Possessive attributes, except possessive suffixes, precede their head noun.
g. Participles
In Armenian, a limited number of participles can be used in attributive function
––
––
––

the resultative participle in -³Í -ac
the subject participle in -áÕ -oł
the future participle in -Çù -ik’

Attributive participles precede their head-noun.
(159)	Ð³ñóí³Í »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹Ý»ñÁ ËÇëï ¹Ä·áÑ »Ý µáõÑ»ñáõÙ ïÇñáÕ
Ï³ß³é³Ï»ñáõÃÛ³Ý ÙÃÝáÉáñïÇó©©©© (Azg 06.04.2006)
		 Harc’-v-ac
eritasard-ner-ě
xist džgoh
en
		 ask-pass-ptcp.res young-pl.nom-the int dissatisfied they are
		 buh-er-um
tir-oł
kašar̊akerut’y-an
		 inst.higher education-pl-loc reign-ptcp.sub. corruption-dat
		 mt’nolort-ic’…
		 atmosphere-abl
		“The interviewed youngsters are extremely dissatisfied with the atmosphere of corruption dominating in the institutes of higher education.”
(160)	Þ»ÝùÇÝ Ñ³ñáÕ ï³ñ³ÍùáõÙ Ù»ù»Ý³Ý»ñÇ ÃÇíÁ ¹Åí³ñ ¿ñ Ñ³ßí»É: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 šenk’-i-n
har-oł
tarack’-um mek’ena-ner-i
		 building-dat-the adjoin-ptcp.sub. area-loc
car-pl-dat
		 t’iv-ě
		 number.nom-the

džvar
ēr
difficult it was

hašv-el.
count-ptcp.perf.

		“It was difficult to count the number of cars in the area adjoining (i.e. adjacent to)
the building.”
(161)	2004-ÇÝ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óí»ÉÇù ßÇÝ³ñ³ñ³Ï³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ
Ý³Ë³ï»ëí³Í ¿ 100 ÙÇÉÇáÝ ¹ñ³Ù: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 2004-in
		 2004-dat-the

irakanac’-v-elik’
šinararakan ašxatank’-ner-i
realize-pass-ptcp.fut.II building
work-pl-dat

		 hamar naxates-v-ac
post plan-pass-ptcp.res.

ē
100
it is 100

milion
million

dram.
dram.nom

		“In (the year) 2004, 100 million drams are planned for building works that have to
be realised.”

h. Appositions
Appositions are typically adnominal attributes in the form of nouns or noun phrases,
although they are not limited to these categories. They are usually closely connected with the
noun, often through morphological agreement, and might be pre- or postposed.
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In general, the head constituent being qualified by the apposition can be expressed
with the following categories:
––
––
––

nouns
personal or nominalised pronouns
other nominalised words.

The apposition can be expressed with:
––
––

nouns
other nominalised words

There a two types of apposition in Armenian:255
––
––

Close appositions
Loose appositions

In close appositions two nouns are combined, usually a proper and a common noun. This
type of apposition refers to a very close relationship between the apposition and its antecedent, and it is usually expressed by means of titles, addresses, kinship terms, etc.
Proper nouns may occur pre- and postposed to the common noun, depending on
whether an individual (proper noun) is specified.
––

––

by means of a type (common noun) as in Ý³Ë³·³Ñ øáã³ñÛ³Ý naxagah K’oč’aryan256
“K’oč’aryan, the president” (asking “which K’oč’aryan?”). Here the apposition is the
common noun. CN+PN
if a certain type (common noun) is specified by means of an individual (proper
noun) as in øáã³ñÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³Ñ K’oč’aryan naxagah “President K’oč’aryan” (asking
“which president?”). Here the apposition is the proper noun. PN+CN

Close appositions expressed by personal or geographical proper nouns usually precede the
common noun, which is the head of the construction.
Proper nouns are regularly found following certain common nouns such as addresses,
titles, kinship names such as (ï»ñ ter “Lord”, å³ñáÝ paron “Mister”, ïÇÏÇÝ tikin “madam,
Lady”, Ñ³Ûñ hayr “father” etc.).
(162)	ê³ñ³ïáíÇ Ù³ñ½Ç ´³Éï³Û ù³Õ³ùáõÙ éáõë ¨ Ñ³Û ¹åñáó³Ï³ÝÝ»ñÇ Í»ÍÏéïáõù
¿ ï»ÕÇ áõÝ»ó»É: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)
		 Saratov-i
marz-i
Baltay
k’ałak’-um r̊us
ew
		 Saratov-dat province-dat Baltay.nom town-loc Russian conj

. Please note that in traditional Armenian grammar terminology the term µ³ó³Ñ³ÛïÇã
bac’ahaytič’, i.e. appositions, does only refer to loose appositions. Close appositions are grouped
with (modifying) attributes.
. This order of CN+PN is also commonly used in direct address to persons in Armenian.
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		 Hay
dproc’akan-ner-i ceckr̊tuk’
ē
tełi unec’-el.
Armenian pupil-pl-dat
affray–nom it is take place -ptcp.perf.
		“In the town Baltay, of the Saratov province, an affray between Russian and Armenian pupils has taken place.”
(163)	ØÇ ù³ÝÇ ³ÙÇë ³é³ç å³ñáÝ ØáíëÇëÛ³ÝÁ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É ¿ñ, áñ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ¿É
Í³Ë»Éáõ áãÇÝã ãáõÝÇ, µ³Ûó å³ñ½í»óª áõÝÇ. (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 Mi k’ani amis
ar̊aj paron Movsisyan-ě
haytn-el
		 a few
month.nom post Mr.
Movsisyan.nom-the report-ptcp.pres.
		 ēr
or
Hayastan-n
ēl
cax-el-u
oč’inč’
		 he was conj Armenia.nom-the anymore sell-inf-dat nothing
		 č’-un-i

bayc’

		 neg-have-pres.3.sg conj

parz-v-ec’

un-i.

turn-out-pass-aor.3.sg have-pres.3.sg

		“A few months ago, Mr. Movsisyan had reported that Armenia had nothing to sell
anymore, but it turned out, it has.”
(164)	“êå³éáÕÝ»ñÇ ÙÇáõÃÛáõÝ” Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ²ñÙ»Ý
äáÕáëÛ³ÝÁ »ñ¨áõÛÃÁ áñ³ÏáõÙ ¿ áñå»ë “÷áÃáñÇÏ Ù»Ï µ³Ä³Ï çñáõÙ”:
(Azg 08.04.2006)
		 Spar̊oł-ner-i
miut’yun
		 consumer-pl-dat union.nom

hasarakakan kazmakerput’yan
public
organization-dat

		 naxagah Armen Połosyan-ĕ
erewuyt’-ě
orak-um
		 president Armen Połosyan.nom-the event.nom-the characterise-ptcp.pres.
		 ē
orpes p’ot’orik
mek bažak
jr-um.
		 he is conj storm.nom one glass.nom water-loc
		“Armen Połosyan, the president of the public organization “Consumers’ Union”,
characterises the event as “storm in a tea-cup.”257

Close appositions are wide-spread in both spoken and written Armenian.
Loose Appositions
In loose appositions, the syntactic relation between the head noun and its appositions is
not as close as in close appositions. Loose appositions usually follow the head noun. They
agree with their head noun in person, case and number and they- also attach the definite
article or determining suffixes. They are usually separated from the head noun with the
punctuation mark short stop ( ª ).258

. Please note that in the English translation there is a postposed loose apposition; by contrast
to the Armenian close apposition.
. For details see Ch. 5.2.4. “Short Stop”, p. 705f.
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Loose appositions are common in written Armenian. In spoken Armenian particularly, longer and complex loose appositions are often substituted by subordinated
clauses.
(165)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁª ÇÙ »Õµ³ÛñÁ« É³í ¿ ëáíáñáõÙ:

		 Vardan-ě
im ełbayr-ě
lav ē
sovor-um.
		 Vardan.nom-the my brother.nom-the well he is learn-ptcp.pres.
		 “Vardan, my brother, learns well.”
(166)	àôÙµ»ñïá ¾ÏáÛÇ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁª ·ñáÕÇ »ñÏ»ñÇó ³Ù»Ý³Ñ»ï³ùñùñ³Ï³ÝÁ« »ñÏñáñ¹
³Ý·³Ù Ï³ñ¹³óÇ:
		
		

Umberto Eko-y-i
Umberto Eco-dat

ays girk’-ě
groł-i
erk-er-ic’
this book.nom-the author-dat work-pl-abl

		 amenahetak’rk’rakan-ě erkrord
most interesting-the
second

angam
kard-ac’-i.
time.nom read-aor.1.sg

		“I read this book of Umberto Eco, the most interesting of the author’s works, a second time.”

Also exemplifying, explaining or illustrating constructions using conjunctions such as
áñå»ë orpes« Çµñ¨ ibrew« ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes or ûñÇÝ³Ï ōrinak “such as, as, for example” are
regarded as belonging to the group of loose appositions if not functioning as predicatives
or complements of manner or basis.259
(167)	ê³ Ýñ³ª áñå»ë å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Õ»Ï³í³ñÇ, ³é³çÇÝ å³ßïáÝ³Ï³Ý ³ÛóÝ ¿:
(Armenpress 22.01.2005)
		 Sa
nra orpes petut’y-an łekavar-i
ar̊ajin paštonakan
		 This his conj state-dat leader-dat first official
		 ayc’-n
		 visit.nom-the

ē.
it is

		 “This is his first official visit as Head of State.”

i.

Relative Clauses 260

Relative clauses are generally defined as clauses modifying a noun phrase or embedded
modifiers of a noun phrase. There are two major semantic types of relative clauses: restrictive (adnominal) and non-restrictive.

. Such appositions are termed Ù³ëÝ³Ï³Ý µ³ó³Ñ³ÛïÇã masnakan bac’ahaytič’ “appositions
with particles” by Armenian Grammarians, e.g. S. Abrahamyan 1981: 35; Petrosyan 1975: 142.
. A detailed description of the various formation and functions of relative clauses see
Ch. 3.3.2.3.1, p. 487f.
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––
––

Restrictive relative clauses are those relative expressions which aid the understanding
of the referent of the noun-phrase (168)
Non-restrictive relative clauses are expressions that add further information to the
noun phrase but are not required for the identification of the referent. (169)

(168)	ÜáíáëÇµÇñëÏáõÙ áëïÇÏ³ÝÝ»ñÁ Ó»ñµ³Ï³É»É »Ý 10-³ÙÛ³ ³ÕçÏ³, áñÁ
ÃÙñ³ÝÛáõÃ»ñÇ í³×³éùáí ¿ñ ½µ³ÕíáõÙ: (Ar
˚ avot, 08.04.2006)
		 Novosibirsk-um ostikan-ner-ě
jerbakalel
en
		 Novosibirsk-loc policeman-pl.nom-the arrest-ptcp.perf. they are
		 10-amya ałjk-a
or-ě
t’mranyut’-er-i
		 10 year girl-dat rel.nom-the drug-dat-pl

vačar̊k’-ov ēr
sell-inst she was

		 zbałv-um.
		 work-ptcp.pres.
		“In Novosibirsk (the) policemen arrested a ten-year old girl who was involved in
drug-selling.”
(169)	ºñ¨³ÝÁ« áñ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ù³Ûñ³ù³Õ³ùÏÝ ¿« ·ïÝíáõÙ ¿ ²ñ³ñ³ïÛ³Ý
¹³ßï³í³ÛñáõÙ:
		 Erewan-ě
or
Hayastan-i
mayrak’ałak’-n ē
		 Yerevan.nom-the rel.nom Armenia-dat capital.nom-the it is
		 gtn-v-um
		 locate-refl-ptcp.pres.

ē
Araratyan daštavayr-um.
it is Ararat
plain-loc

		 “Yerevan, which is the capital of Armenia, is located in the Ararat plain.”

Syntactically, Armenian distinguishes three types of relative clauses:
––
––
––

“real” relative clauses, which appear as modifiers of the head noun using relative pronouns and finite verb forms (subordinated relative clause),
“participial” deranked relative clauses,
correlative relative clauses: they usually precede the main clause with an overt marking on both.

–– Subordinated Relative Clause
A real or subordinated relative clause refers to the head noun in the main clause by using
a relative pronoun and a finite verb form; these relative clauses, regardless of whether they
are restrictive or not, follow the head noun.
(170)

î»ë³ ²ñ»ÙÝÇÝ, áñÁ ÇÙ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñÝ ¿ñ:

		 Tes-a
Armen-i-n
or-ĕ
im
		 See-aor.1.sg Armen-dat-the rel.nom-the my
		 dasĕnker-n
ēr.
		 schoolfriend.nom-the he was
		 “I saw Armen who was my school friend.”

 Armenian

(171)	¸ñ³Ýù ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ÷³ëï³ÃÕÃ»ñ »Ý, áñáÝù Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý É»½íáí
Ññ³ï³ñ³ÏíáõÙ »Ý ³é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		 Drank’ šat hetak’rk’ir p’astat’łt’-er
en
or-onk’
		 They
int interesting document-pl.nom they are rel-pl.nom
		 hayeren
lezv-ov
hratark-v-um
en
ar̊ajin angam.
		 Armenian language-inst publish-pass-ptcp.pres. they are first time.nom.
		“Those are very interesting documents which are published for the first time in
Armenian.”

––

Shortened Relative Clauses

In Armenian, deranked or shortened relative clauses are often used and expressed with a
participle and are exclusively preposed to the noun they modify.
Two kinds of such relative clauses are distinguished depending on whether the
shortened preposed clause has a subject of its own or not. More frequently, the subject
of the main and the relative clause are the same. The subject of deranked relative clauses,
other than the subject of the main clause, is expressed in the dative case. (For details see
Ch. 3.3.2.3. “Relative Clauses”, p. 478f.).
The resultative participle in -³Í -ac as well as the future participle II in -Çù -ik’ are
commonly used for such preposed shortened relative clauses, both in written and spoken
Armenian.
(172)

²ñ³ÛÇ Ï³ï³ñ³Í ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇó ·áÑ ÙÝ³óÇÝµáÉáñÁ:

		 Ara-yi
katar-ac
ašxatank’-ic’ goh
mnac’in
		 Ara-dat fulfil-ptcp.res. work-abl
satisfied remain-aor3.pl
		 bolor-ĕ.
all.nom-the
		“Everybody (lit. all) was satisfied with the work fulfilled by Ara.” (Lit: all was satisfied with Ara’s fulfilled work.)
(173)

Â³ñ·Ù³Ýí»ÉÇù ¿ç»ñÁ Ýßí³Í »Ý Ï³ñÙÇñáí:

		 T’argman-v-elik’
ēj-er-ě
nš-v-ac
en
		 translate-pass-ptcp.fut.II. page-pl.nom-the mark-pass-ptcp.res they are
		 karmir-ov.
		 red-inst
		 “The pages that shall be translated are marked with red.”

––

Correlative Relative Clauses

As mentioned above, correlative clauses in Armenian are characterised by overt marking both the main clause and its preceding correlative clause. This means the relationship
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between the two clauses is usually expressed by a relative pronoun, which references to the
prominent constituent of the first clause.
(174)

àí ß³ï ¿ ³ßË³ïáõÙ« Ý³ ß³ï ¿ ëï³ÝáõÙ:

		 ov
šat
ē
ašxat-um
na
šat
ē
stan-um.
		 wh.nom much he is work-ptcp.pres he.nom much he is earn-ptcp.pres.
		 “(The one) who works much, will earn much”

3.1.4

Verb complements

Syntactic verb complements are words/phrases that appear in a syntactic relationship with
a verb in a clause, such as the subject and direct object. One, generally, distinguishes obligatory complements such as subjects (excluding subject-inherent finite verbal forms) and
objects from optional adjuncts.
Adverbials characterising a verbal action, process or state of affairs with respect to
time, place, kind, manner or measure can be both obligatory and optional.
An object is a noun (phrase) occupying an argument position of a verb other than
the subject. In MEA, objects are conventionally divided into direct, indirect and oblique
objects. Oblique objects are more describable in semantic terms and usually fulfil specific semantic functions to describe semantic categories that are not directly related to the
action expressed in the predicate. They are usually expressed by oblique cases other than
the nominative or dative, and often by adpositional phrases.

3.1.4.1 Objects
In traditional Armenian grammars the following objects are usually listed:
1.
2.

direct object
indirect – dative object

and as 3. oblique objects:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.

object of agency
object of separation
object of means
object of comparison
object of relation
object of composition
object of limitation

3.1.4.1.1 Direct object
The direct object is one of the main syntactic functions of transitive verbs in a nominativeaccusative language such as MEA. It usually expresses the semantic role of the patient, i.e.
the entity that is directly affected by the action of the verb.
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The morphological marking of the direct object in MEA depends on the animacy,
the humanness and – obviously- also on the definiteness of the patient. (See Ch. 2.1.1.1.
“Humanness”, p. 60.)261
––

Nominative Direct Object

The direct object is morphologically marked with the nominative if it is:
––
––
––

(–human)/(– animate), definite (176)
(–human)/(–animate), indefinite (177)
as well as objectified (+human)/(+animate) nouns, regardless of them being definite
or indefinite (178):

(175)	ºë ³ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ÇÙ ³ãù»ñáí »Ù ï»ë»É ³Û¹ ÙáïÇÏ ÅáÕáíáõñ¹Ý»ñÇ
¹Åµ³ËïáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 05.12.2005)
		 Es
ayn žamanak im ač’k’-er-ov
em tes-el
ayd
		 i.nom that time.nom my eye-pl-inst I am see-ptcp.perf. that
		 motik žołovurd-ner-i
		 close people-pl-dat

džbaxtut’yun-ě.
misfortune.nom-the

		“At that time I have seen with my (own) eyes the misfortune of those close peoples.”
(176)	²ÝÓ³Ùµ ÇÝÓ ÝíÇñ»óÇÝ ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ ÷Ýç»ñ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 anj-amb
inj
nvir-ec’-in
hianali
p’nj-er.
		 person-inst i.dat give-aor.3.pl wonderful bouqet-pl.nom
		 “They have personally given me wonderful bouquets.”
(177)

ºñ»Ï »Õµ³Ûñë µÄÇßÏ Ï³Ýã»ó ï³ïÇÏÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ:

		 erek
ełbayr-s
bžišk
kanč’-ec’
tatik-i
hamar.
		 yesterday brother.nom-my doctor.nom call-aor.3.sg grandma-dat post
		 “Yesterday my brother called a doctor for Grandma.”

––

Dative Direct Object

The direct object is morphologically marked with the dative if it is
––
––
––

(+human), (+ animate), definite (179)
(+human), (+animate), indefinite (180)
as well as personificated (–animate/–human) nouns regardless of whether they are
definite or indefinite (181)

. comp. Papoyan 2003: 11.
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(178)	Âáõñù»ñÁ Çñ»Ýó ³Ù»Ý³Ã³ÝÏ µ³ÝÁª »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ íëï³ÑáõÙ »Ý
Ñ³Û³ëï³ÝóÇÝ»ñÇÝ: (Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)
		 T’urk’-er-ě
irenc’ amena-t’ank
		 turk-pl.nom-the their most expensive

ban-ě
erexa-ner-i-n
thing.nom-the child-pl-dat-the

		 vstah-um
en
hayastanc’i-ner-i-n.
		 entrust–ptcp.pres. they are Armenian-pl-dat-the
		 “The Turks entrust their most precious thing, the(ir) children, to Armenians.”
(179)	ºí Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³ÑÇ óáõóáõÙáí Ù»Ýù Ó»éÝ³ÙáõË »Ýù »Õ»É ß³ï
«»é³Ý¹ óáõó³µ»ñ³Í» Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó ·ïÝ»É: (Armenpress 13.01.2005)
		 Ev
hanrapetut’y-an naxagah-i
c’uc’um-ov
menk’
jer̊namux
		 conj republic-dat
president-dat instruction-inst we.nom disposed we
		 enk’ eł-el
šat
“er̊and
c’uc’aber-ac”
mardk-anc’
gtn-el.
		 are be-ptcp.perf. many “energy.nom show-ptcp.res.” person-pl.dat find-inf
		“And with the Republic’s president’s instruction we have disposed ourselves to find
many persons ‘having shown energy’”.
(180)

²ÝÇÝ ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Çñ Ñáñ ß³ÝÁ:

		 Ani-n
sir-um
ē
ir hor
šan-ě.
		 Ani.nom-the love-ptcp.pres. she is her father-dat dog-dat-the
		“Ani loves her father’s dog”. (i.e. a specific, definite dog: the animal is regarded animate and as a “person”)

Some discrepancies seem to exist in case assignment to direct objects expressing +animate,
+ human but indefinite: they can be expressed in the dative, but also in the nominative.
In spoken MEA, many native speakers face difficulties in deciding whether to use the
nominative or dative for animals. It seems, however, that they prefer to use the dative to
refer to animate and definite262 animals.
(181)
		
		
		
		

––

²ÝÇÝ ßÝ»ñ ¿ ëÇñáÙ:

Ani-n
šn-er
ē
sir-um.
Ani.nom-the dog-pl.nom she is love-ptcp.pres.
“Ani loves dogs.” (I.e. a non-specific, indefinite dog: dogs in general,
as animals)

Partitive Direct Object

There is also a partitive direct object, which is usually only used for –animate, – human
nouns and is often expressed by active verbs denoting an object, on a part of which the
subject executes the action. These partitive direct objects are expressed with the ablative

. Definite here means not only definite in the sense of articles or determiners, but also more
closely specified by other modifiers, particularly GEN-attributes or possessives.
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and usually co-occur with the following verbs:263 áõï»É utel “to eat”, ËÙ»É xmel “to
drink”« ×³ß³Ï»É čašakel “to taste; to partake”« Í³Ë»É caxel “to sell”, ï³É tal “to give”«
ï³Ý»É tanel “to carry, to take”« Ï³ï³ñ»É katarel “to fulfil, to complete”« Ï³ñ¹³É kardal
“to read”« Ã³ñ·Ù³»É t’argmanel “to translate”« Ñ³Õáñ¹»É hałordel “to communicate, to
broadcast”« Éë»É lsel “to hear”« Ýí³½»É nvazel “to decrease”, etc.

3.1.4.1.2 Indirect object
The indirect object is a syntactic function which depends on the valence of the verb. Its
semantic function is usually that of the benefactive or recipient.
In MEA the indirect object is used to denote the benefactive, i.e. the entity for which
an action is carried out; for whose advantage or benefit. Thus it is usually assigned by verbs
that commonly involve giving something to someone or making something for someone.
The indirect object, expressed with the bare dative, is thus used to denote:
––

––

––

the entity to which another object passes over or is given;264 e.g. with verbs such as
ï³É tal “to give”« Ñ³ÝÓÝ»É hanjnel “to hand (over), to deliver”, Ù³ïáõó»É matuc’el
“to present; to offer” « ÝíÇñ»É nvirel “to give, to donate” and other verbs with similar
meaning, see example (180) above.
the entity, which something is communicated to, e.g. with verbs such as ³ë»É asel
“say”« Ñ³Õáñ¹»É hałordel “to communicate”« µ³ó³ïñ»É bac’atrel “to explain”« Ïï³Ï»É
ktakel “to will” etc., see (183) below
the cause of causative constructions, see (184) below.

(182)	²Ûë Ù³ëÇÝ ³Ûëûñ Éñ³·ñáÕÝ»ñÇÝ ³ë³ó ÐÐ ³ñï·áñÍÝ³Ë³ñ³ñ ì³ñ¹³Ý
úëÏ³ÝÛ³ÝÁ: (Armenpress 18.06.2006)
		 Ays masin aysōr lragroł-ner-i-n
asac’
HH
		 this post today journalist-pl-dat-the say-aor.3.sg RA
		 artagorcnaxarar.nom Vardan Ōskanyan-ě.
		 Foreign Minister.nom Vardan Ōskanyan.nom-the
		“The Foreign Minister of the Republic of Armenia, Vardan Ōskanyan, spoke to the
journalists about that…”
(183)

î³ïÇÏÁ Çñ ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ áõï»É ïí»ó ËÝÓáñÁ:

		 Tatik-ě
ir t’or̊nik-i-n
ut-el
tv-ec’
		 Tatik.nom-the her grandchild-dat-the eat-inf give-aor.3.sg
		 xnjor-ě.
		 apple.nom-the
		 “The grandmother made her (little) grandchild eat the apple.”

. Comp. Ch. 2.1.3.4. “Ablative”, p. 98f.
. In Armenian grammars this indirect dative object is usually labelled Ù³ïáõóÙ³Ý ËÝ¹Çñ
matuc’man xndir “object of offering”.
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Dative objects can but also depend on the semantics of the verbs which assign dative to
its argument, other than the subject,265 i.e. verbs that express the approaching to a person/
object, such as e.g. Ùáï»Ý»³É motenal “to approach, to draw near”« Ñ³ëÝ»É hasnel “to
reach, to arrive” etc.
(184)	2003Ã.û·áëïáëÇÝ ëÏëí³Í Èáéáõ Ù³ñ½Ç ø³ñÇÝç ·ÛáõÕÇ çñ³ï³ñÇ
í»ñ³Ï³éáõóÙ³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ Ùáï»ÝáõÙ »Ý ³í³ñïÇÝ:
(Armenpress 13.06.2006)
		 2003t. ōgostos-i-n
sks-v-ac
Lor̊-u
marz-i
		 2003 August-dat-the begin-pass-ptcp.res. Lor
˚ i-dat province-dat
		 K’arinj
gyuł-i
jratar-i
verakar̊uc’m-an
K’arinj.nom village-dat conduit-dat rebuilding-dat

ašxatank’-ner-ě
work-pl.nom-the

		 moten-um
en
avart-i-n.
		 approach-ptcp.pres. they are termination-dat-the
		“The rebuilding works of the conduit in the village of K’arinj or Lor̊i province that
have been started in August 2003 are near completion.”

Dative objects also commonly occur in the meaning of an object of purpose or final object,
particularly in combination with movement verbs.
(185)

ÈÇÉÇÃÁ ·Ý³ó Ñ³óÇ:

		 Lilit’-ě
gnac’
hac’-i.
		 Lilit’.nom-the go-aor.3.sg bread-dat
		 “Lilit’ went for bread.” (i.e. Lilit’ went to buy bread)

3.1.4.1.3 Oblique objects
Oblique objects, as mentioned above, are not considered to be among the primary syntactic functions of a language and are not usually dependent on the valence of the verb.
Instead, they express specific semantic functions and semantic categories, which are not
directly related to the action expressed by the verb (predicate) locative, such as the agent
(logical subject) in passive constructions.
a.

The Agentive Object (Agent of the Passive Sentence)266

This oblique object denotes the person/entity whose activity or action passes over to the
subject. It stands for the logical agent of a passive clause, but is grammatically expressed as
an oblique object of a passivised verb with

. In Armenian grammars this “indirect object” is labelled Ñ³Ý·Ù³Ý ËÝ¹Çñ hangman xndir
“object of approach”.
. see Abrahamyan 2004: 43–44; Papoyan 2003: 144–5.
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––
––

––

the bare ablative
the synthetical ablative in a postpositional phrase with the postposition ÏáÕÙÇó
kołmic’ and the noun in the dative, and the personal pronouns in the genitive (=possessive pronouns).
In the case of instruments being used as pseudo-agent – the instrumental.

b.

Object of Separation267

The object of separation signifies
––
––
––

that a component or part of an object is taken/separated/moved away etc.
the entity from which another constituent comes from
the entity from which another constituent originates/derives/descends.

The object of separation/origin is expressed with the morphological ablative case.
(186)	àñáß Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ³Ýó Ý³ Ñ»é³ÝáõÙ ¿ Çñ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇ ·ÛáõÕÇó:
(Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		 oroš
žamanak anc’ na
her̊an-um
ē
ir hayreni
		 certain time
post he.nom depart-ptcp.pres. he is his native
		 gyuł-ic’.
		 village-abl
		 “After a certain time, he departs from his native village.”
(187)	Ü³ ï»Õ»Ï³óñ»ó, áñ Ã³ïñáÝÁ å»ïáõÃÛáõÝÇó áã ÙÇ Ïáå»Ï ãÇ ëï³ó»É:
(Ar
˚ avot 08.04.06)
		 Na
tełekac’rec’
or
t’atron-ě
petut’yun-ic’ oč’ mi
		 he.nom inform-aor.3.sg conj theatre.nom-the state-abl
neg indef
		 kopek č’-i
stac’-el.
		 kopek neg-it is receive-ptcp.perf.
		 “He informed that the theatre did not receive a penny from the state.”
(188)	ÜÏ³ïÇ áõÝ»Ù ³ÛÝ ÑÇÙÝ³Ï³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ, áñÇó Í³·»É ¿ ³Ûë ³ÙµáÕç ÏéÇíÁ:
(Ar
˚ avot 04.04.2006)
		 Nkati
un-em
ayn himnakan xndir-ě
or-ic’
		 account have-pres.1.sg that basic
problem.nom-the rel-abl
		 cag-el
ē
ays
result-ptcp.perf. it is this

ambołj kr̊iv-ě.
whole quarrel.nom-the.

		 “I take this basic problem, which the whole quarrel resulted from, into account.”

. see Abrahamyan 2004.42; Papoyan 2003: 148-49. In Armenian grammars this object is
termed ³Ýç³ïÙ³Ý ËÝ¹Çñ anjatman xndir “Object of separation”.
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c. Object of Instrument/Means
This object indicates the entity, the event and the method by which means something is
completed or by which the action is carried out. It is usually expressed with the instrumental case, but sometimes also with adpositional phrases with ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means
of ”« ßÝáñÑÇí šnorhiv “thanks to”268+ noun in dative.
(189)	ÆëÏ Ù»ñ³Í É»½íáí ãÇ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ßáõÝã Ý»ñ³ñÏ»É Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇ Çñ³Ï³ÝáõïÃÛ³ÝÁ:
(Grakanut’yun 10: 75)
		 isk
mer-ac
lezv-ov
		 conj die-ptcp.res. language-instr
		 nerark-el kendani
infuse-inf living

č’-i
kareli
šunč’
neg-it is possible breath.nom

irakanut’y-an-ě.
reality-dat-the

		 “And it is not possible to infuse life to the living reality with a dead language.”
(190)	ÊÝ¹ÇñÁ Ñ»ï¨Û³ÉÝ ¿© ÇÝÓÝÇó ß³Ýï³ÅÇ ¨ ³Ñ³µ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÙÇçáóáí ·áõÙ³ñÝ»ñ
»Ý Ïáñ½í»É: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		 Xndir-ě
hetewyal-n
ē
injn-ic’ šantaž-i
ew
		 problem.nom-the following.nom-the it is i-abl blackmail-dat conj
		 ahabekut’yun-ner-i mijoc’ov gumar-ner
en
korz-v-el.
terror-pl-dat
post
amount-pl.nom they are defraud-pass-ptcp.perf.
		“The problem is the following: amounts have been defrauded from me by means of
blackmail and terror.”
(191)	Æñ ÁÝÏ»ñáç ßÝáñÑÇí ¹³ñÓÇ ¿ ·³ÉÇë ¨ ÁÝ¹áõÝáõÙ ùñÇëïáÝ»³Ï³Ý Ñ³í³ïùÁ:
(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 im ěnker-oj
šnorhiv darj-i
ē
gal-is
ew
		 my friend-dat post
conversion-dat he is come-ptcp.pres.3.sg conj
		 ěndun-um
k’ristoneakan havatk’-ě.
adopt-ptcp.pres. Christian
belief.nom-the
		 “Thanks to my friend, he converts and adopts the Christian belief.”

d.

Object of Relation

This oblique object connotes the person/entity, to whom/which the action relates.
It is expressed with the ablative case and/or postpositional phrases with the postpositions Ù³ëÇÝ masin “about”« í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É veraberyal “referring to, regarding”«
ÝÏ³ÙïÙ³Ùµ nktamamb “with respect to”« Ñ³Ý¹»å handep “with regard to” etc.
The object of relation is also assigned by verbs of saying and thinking (compare
Ch. 2.1.3.4. Ablative: so-called narrative ablative) such as e.g. ³ë»É asel “to say”« Ëáë»É

. I, personally, see no function of “means, instrument” expressed with the postposition ßÝáñÑÇí
šnorhiv “thanks to”, as in the example (192) . This belongs instead to objects of reason.
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xosel “to speak”« å³ïÙ»É patmel “to tell”« óñáõó»É zruc’el “to talk”« ·³Ý·³ïí»É gangatvel “to complain”« µ³Ùµ³ë»É bambasel “to gossip”« Ï³ñÍÇù Ñ³ÛïÝ»É karcik’ haytnel “to
declare one’s opinion”« ¹³ï»É datel “to think; to judge” etc.
(192)	²ÝÑñ³Å»ßï ¿, áñ ÏáÕÙ»ñÁ Ññ³Å³ñí»Ý Ëáë»É áõÅÇ ¹Çñù»ñÇó:
(Armenpress 14.12.2005)
		 Anhražešt ē
or
kołm-er-ě
hražar-v-en
		 necessary it is conj side-pl.nom-the refuse-antic-subj.fut.3. pl
		 xos-el
už-i
dirk’-er-ic’.
speak-inf power-dat situation-pl-abl
		 “It is necessary that the sides refuse to speak about the situation of the power.”
(193)	ÊáñÑñ¹³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ëáëí»É ¿ í³ñÏ³ÛÇÝ Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ
·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛ³Ý ÁÝ¹É³ÛÝÙ³Ý Ù³ëÇÝ: (Armenpress 22.01.2006)
		 xorhrdakc’ut’y-an ěnt’ac’k’um xos-v-el
ē
varkayin
		 meeting-dat
post
speak-pass-ptcp.perf. it is credit
		 kazmakerput’yun-ner-i gorcuneut’y-an ěndlaynm-an
masin.
		 organization-pl-dat activity-dat
expansion-dat post
		“During the meeting they spoke about the expansion of the activity of credit
organisations.”(lit. it was spoken about….)
(194)	²Õµ³Ñ³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ý¹»å ³Ýï³ñµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ »Ý óáõó³µ»ñáõÙ Ý³¨
ïÝï»ëí³ñáÕ ëáõµÛ»ÏïÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 15.12.2005)
		 Ałbahanut’y-an
xndir-ner-i
handep antarberut’yun
en
		 waste disposal-dat problem-pl-dat post indifference.nom they are
		 c’uc’aber-um
naew tntesavar-oł
subyekt-ner-ě.
		 show-ptcp.pres. also economically-govern-ptcp.sub. subject-pl.nom-the
		“Regarding the problems of waste disposal, economically governing subjects also
show indifference”.

e.

Object of Comparison

This oblique object signifies an entity, which is distinguished by some features from another
entity. Thus, this object is mainly used to express the standard in comparative constructions (for
details on comparative constructions see Ch. 3.4.3. “Comparative Construction”, p. 531f.).
It is usually expressed in the ablative case if it refers to the subject of the clause. It
may also be “analytically” expressed by means of the conjunction ù³Ý k’an “than” and the
standard in the nominative.
(195)

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ ÇÙ ïÕ³ÛÇó Ù»Í ¿:

		 Ełbor
ałjik-ě
im tła-y-ic’ mec ē.
		 brother-dat girl.nom-the my boy-abl old she is
		 “My brother’s daughter is older than my son.”
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(196)	ÇÙ ³éáÕçáõÃÛáõÝÁ ß³ï É³í ¿ ¨ ³í»ÉÇ ³éáÕç »Ù« ù³Ý µáÉáñ ³ÛÝ Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ« áíù»ñ
÷áñÓáõÙ »Ý ß³Ñ³ñÏ»É ¹³: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 im arołjut’yun-ě
šat lav
ē
ew
aveli ar̊ołj
em k’an bolor
		 my health.nom-the int good it is conj more healthy I am comp all
ayn mard-ik
ov-k’er
p’orj-um
en
šahark-el da.
		 that person-pl.nom who-pl.nom try-ptcp.pres. they are profit-inf that.nom
		“My health is very good and I am healthier than all those people, who try to profit fromit.”

If the object of comparison, however, does not refer back to the subject, only a construction
with the conjunction ù³Ý k’an and the standard in the nominative is possible.
(197)	´³ËßÛ³ÝÁ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³ë³ó, áñ ³Ûëûñ Çñ Ñáõë³Ñ³ïáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³í»ÉÇ ËáñÝ ¿, ù³Ý
ÑáÏï»Ùµ»ñÇ 27-ÇÝ ¿ñ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 Baxšyan-ě
nuynisk as-ac’
or
aysōr ir husahatut’yun-n
		 Baxšyan.nom-the even
say-aor.3.sg conj today his despair.nom-the
		 aveli xor-n
ē
k’an
		 more deep-the it is comp

hoktember-i 27-i-n
ēr.
October-dat 27-dat-the it was

		“Baxšyan even said that today his despair is deeper than it was on October 27th.”

f.

Object of Composition

It denotes the material, or the entity, of which another entity consists or is made. It is usually expressed with the ablative.
(198)	Þí»Ûó³ñÇ³ÛÇó Ð³Û³ëï³Ý ¿ í»ñ³¹³ñÓ»É 9 ÁÝï³ÝÇùª 24 ³ÝÓÇó µ³ÕÏ³ó³Í:
(Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		 Šveyc’aria-y-ic’
Hayastan
ē
veradarj-el
9 ěntanik’
		 Switzerland-abl Armenia.nom it is return-ptcp.perf. 9 family.nom
		 24 anj-ic’
bałkac’-ac.
24 person-abl consist-ptcp.res.
		“Nine families consisting of 24 persons have returned from Switzerland to Armenia.”

g.

Object of Limitation

It implies the entity by which the activity/state of the subject is specialised, more detailed,
described or limited to a certain part. This entity appears also limited in measure, size etc.
This object can be expressed with
––
––
––
––

ablative
instrumental
locative
with adpositional phrases

The choice of the case/adpositional phrase mainly depends on the verb used and on (often
fossilised) idiomatic use.

 Armenian

(199)

²Ý³ÑÇïÁ ÃáõÛÉ ¿ ûï³ñ É»½íÇó:

		 Anahit-ě
t’uyl ē
ōtar
lezv-ic’.
		 Anahit.nom-the weak she is foreign language-abl
		 “Anahit is weak in foreign languages.”
(200)

²Û¹ ïÕ³Ù³ñ¹Á ³½·áõÃÛ³Ùµ Ñ³Û ¿:

		 ayd tłamard-ě
azgut’y-amb
hay
ē.
		 that man.nom-the nationality-inst Armenian he is
		 “That man is Armenian by nationality.”
(201)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ëË³É ¿ñ Çñ Ñ³ßÇíÝ»ñáõÙ:

		 Vardan-ě
sxal
ēr
ir hašiv-ner-um.
		 Vardan.nom-the wrong he was his calculation-pl-loc
		 “Vardan was wrong in his calculations.”
(202)	ø³ÝÇ áñ Ù³ëÝ³·ÇïáõÃÛ³Ùµ µ»Ù³¹ñÇã ¿Ç, µ»ÙÇ ÝÏ³ñãáõÃÛáõÝÝ ÇÝÓ ·ñ³íáõÙ ¿ñ
Ëáñùáí, ï³ñ³½áí, ÇÙ³ëïáí ¨ ³Ù»Ý³Ï³ñ»õáñÁ` ÉáõÛë áõ ëïí»ñáí: (Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		 k’ani or masnatitut’y-amb bemadrič’
ēi
bem-i
nkarčut’yun-n
		 conj profession-inst performer.nom I was stage-dat painting.nom-the
inj
grav-um
ēr
xork’-ov
taraz-ov
imasto-ov
		 i.dat seize-ptcp.pres. it was depth-inst costumes-inst meaning-inst
ew
amena-karewor-ě
luys
u
stver-ov.
conj most important.nom-the light.nom conj shadow-inst
		“Since I was a performer by profession, the painting of a stage seized me with depth,
costume, meaning and the most important, with light and shadow.”

3.1.4.2 Adverbials
An adverbial usually modifies the verb, but also the sentence as a whole. One can distinguish between adverbial adjuncts and complements. Adverbial adjuncts can be removed
and a well-formed sentence remains (203). If, however, an adverbial is a necessary sentence
element, then it is an adverbial complement. Adverbial complements are usually formed
with the copular (204).
(203)

ÆÙ Ñ³ÛñÁ ³ßË³ïáõÙ ¿ ²ÝÇ ÑÛáõñ³ÝáóáõÙ:

		 Im hayr-ě
ašxat-um
ē
Ani
hyuranoc’-um.
		 my father.nom-the work-ptcp.pres. he is Ani.nom hotel-loc
		 “My father works in the Hotel Ani.”
(204)

ÆÙ Ñ³ÛñÁ ²ÝÇ ÑÛáõñ³ÝáóáõÙ ¿:

		 Im hayr-ě
Ani
hyuranoc’-um ē.
		 my father.nom-the Ani.nom hotel-loc
he is
		 “My father is in the Hotel Ani.”
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The most common categories of adverbial adjuncts and complements are:
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

place
time
manner
purpose
cause
reason
concession
condition
measure/quantity
comitative

Adverbial adjuncts and complements can be expressed with single adverbs, but also with
adpositional phrases or even subordinate clauses.
a.

Complement/Adjunct of Place

This complement/adjunct generally describes the place, where the action/state takes place.
In MEA, one can distinguish the following subtypes of complements/adjuncts of place.
––
––
––
––

It connotes the place where the action takes place. It answers the question áñï»±Õ
orteł “where?”
It denotes the place in which direction the action is directed. It answers the question
á±õñ ur “where to?”
It signifies the place from where the action/movement of the subject starts. It answers
the question áñï»ÕÇ±ó ortełic’ “where from?”.
It indicates the place through/on/over/under etc. which the action/movement of the
subject passes. It answers the question áñÇ± íñ³Ûáí ori vrayov “on/upon what?”, áñ±Ç
ÙÇçáóáí ori mijoc’ov “through what?”, áñÇ± Ùáïáí ori mot “close to/near what?”« etc.

The complement/adjunct can be expressed
a.
b.
––
––
––

with local adverbs, including forms like ³Ûëï»Õ aysteł “here”, ³ÛÝï»Õ aynteł “there”
etc. (206)
with the following cases:
NOMinative: for indicating the direction of the action. (206)
DATive: for indicating the place of the action.269 It is particularly used to indicate body
parts of humans and animals as the place of the action. (207)
ABLative: for indicating the local origin or the starting point of the action. (208)

. comp. Ch. 2.1.3.2. “Dative”, p. 86 about the difference in use of dative and locative for
expressing the local position of an entity.

 Armenian

––
––
c.
d.

INSTrumental: for indicating the place, through/on/over/under etc. the action passes.
(209)
LOCative: the most frequent case used to indicate the place of the action. (210)
with interrogative/relative pronouns, particularly if introducing/connecting a subordinate clause (211)
with adpositional phrases using adpositions of place such as Ù»ç mej “in”, íñ³ vra
“on”, ï³Ï tak “under”, etc. (212)

(205)	Üß»Ýù, áñ ³Ûë ï³ñÇ êáõñµ ÌÝáõÝ¹Ý ³Ûëï»Õ ÝáõÛÝå»ë Ýßí»É ¿ñ Ýáñ
ïáÙ³ñáí:(Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		 nšenk’
or
ays
		 note-subj.fut.1.pl. conj this

tari
Surb Cnund-n
aysteł
year.nom Christmas.nom-the here

		 nuynpes nš-v-el
ēr
nor tomar-ov.
		 also
celebrate-pass-ptcp.perf. it was new calendar-inst
		“Let us note that this year Christmas had also been celebrated here with a new calendar.”
(206)

ä³ïñ³ëïíáõÙ ¿Ç Ù»ÏÝ»É ¶ÛáõÙñÇ: (Mayreni 3: 128)

		 patrast-v-um
ēi
mekn-el
Gyumri
		 prepare-refl-ptcp.pres. I was depart-inf Gyumri.nom
		 “I prepared (myself) to depart to Gyumri.”
(207)

ØÇ å³ñ³Ý ÷³Ã³Ã»óÇÝù ÑáííÇ Ù»çùÇÝ: (Mayreni 2: 43)

		 mi
paran
p’at’at’-ec’ink’
hovv-i
mejk’-i-n.
		 indef rope.nom wrap up-aor.1.pl shepherd-dat back-dat-the
		 “We wrapped up a rope on the shepherd’s back.”
(208)	ÆÙ µ³ñ»Ï³Ù ÎáñÛáõÝ ÎáñÛáõÝÛ³ÝÁ ÂµÇÉÇëÇó »Ï³í ºñ¨³Ý …
(Grakanut’yun 5: 207)
		 im barekam
Koryun Koryunyan-ě
T’bilisi’-c ek-av
		my friend.nom Koryun Koryunyan.nom-the Tiflis-abl come-aor.3.sg
		 Erewan.
		 Yerevan.nom
		 “My friend Koryun Koryunyan came from Tiflis to Yerevan.”
(209)	¶ñÇ·áñÇ ï³Ý å³ï»ñÇ ¨ ³é³ëï³ÕÇ íñ³Ûáí, ã·Çï»ë ÇÝãáõ, ï³ñµ»ñ
Ñ³ëïáõÃÛ³Ý ËáÕáí³ÏÝ»ñ »Ý ³ÝóÝáõÙ: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 Grigor-i
t-an
pat-er-i
ew
ar̊astał-i
vra-y-ov
		 Grigor-dat house-dat wall-pl-dat conj ceiling-dat post-inst
		 č’-git-es
inč’u
tarber hastut’y-an
xołovak-ner
		 neg-know-pres.2.sg wh-why various thickness-dat pipe-pl.nom
		 en
anc’n-um.
they are pass-ptcp.pres.
		“Pipes of various widths run over the walls and the ceiling of Grigor’s house, you
don’t know why.”
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(210)	²Ûëûñ ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝáõÙµÝ³ÏíáõÙ ¿ ßáõñç 30 Ñ³½³ñ Ñ³Û:
(Ar
˚ avot 13.01.2006)
		
		

Aysōr Ardrbejan-um bnak-v-um
today Azerbaijan-loc dwell-refl-ptcp.pres.

		
		

30 hazar
hay.
30 thousand Armenian.nom

ē
šurj
it is approximately

		 “Today approximately 30,000 Armenians live in Azerbaijan.”
(211)	Ø»ñ ·»ñ»½Ù³ÝÝ»ñÁ ÙÝ³ó»É »Ý ³ÛÝï»Õ, áõñ Ù»Ýù ³ÛÉ»õë »ñµ»ù ã»Ýù ·Ý³:
(Hetk’ 08.01.2007),
		
		

mer gerazman-ner-ě
mnac’-el
en
aynteł ur
ourˉ grave-pl.nom-the remain-ptcp.perf. they are there wh-where

		 menk’ aylews erbek’
		 we
no more never

č’-enk’
gn-a.
neg-we are go-ptcp.neg

		 “Our graves remained there, where we will never go again.”
(212)	¸³ Ñ³Û»ñÇ Ë³Õ³ó³Í ¹»ñÝ ¿ Ù³ñ¹ÏáõÃÛ³Ý å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý Ù»ç:
(Grakanut’yun 10: 77)
		 da hay-er-i
xałac’-ac
der-n
ē
mardkut’y-an
		 that Armenian-pl-dat play-ptcp.res. role.nom-the it is mankind-dat
		 patmut’y-an
history-dat

mej.
post

		 “That is the role Armenians played in the history of mankind.”

b.

Adverbial Complement/Adjunct of Time270

It generally denotes the time/duration of an action or event. In detail, it indicates
––

––
––

the time of the execution of an action/event (=duration of an action/event). It answers
the questions »±ñµ erb “when?”; ÇÝãù³±Ý Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï inč’k’an žamanak “how long?”,
ù³ÝÇ± Ä³Ùáí …k’ani žamov “for how many hours?” etc.
the starting point of an action/event. It answers the question »ñµí³ÝÇ±ó erbvanic’
“from when?”
the end point of an action/event. It answers the question ÙÇÝã¨ »±ñµ minč’ew erb “until
when?”.

It can expressed
a.
b.

with time adverbs.
with nouns in the following cases:

. In Armenian Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ å³ñ³·³ žamanaki paraga “complement of time”. See: Abrahamyan
2004: 48; Papoyan 2003: 158–160.

 Armenian

––
––
––
––
––

NOMinative: for the time of the day, months, season (214)
DATive: for the time when the action takes place (125)
ABLative: for the starting point of the action (216)
INSTRumental: for the duration of the action (217)
LOCative: for the time in which course the action takes place (218)

c.
d.

with the infinitive in INSTR (219)
with adpositional phrases with time adpositions (220).

(213)

Ü³ ³Û¹ ·Çß»ñ áõñ³ËáõÃÛáõÝÇó ãùÝ»ó: (Mayreni 3: 109)

		 Na ayd gišer
uraxut’yun-ic’ č’-k’nec’.
		 he that night.nom joy-abl
neg-sleep-aor.3.sg
		 “That night he did not sleep for joy.”
(214)	¶ñÇ·áñ ¼áÑñ³åÁ ÍÝí»É ¿ 1861 Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ Îáëï³Ý¹ÝáõåáÉëáõÙ:
(Grakanut’yun 10: 130)
		 Grigor Zohrap-ě
cn-v-el
ē
1861 t’vakan-i-n
		 Grigor Zohrap.nom-the bear-pass-ptcp.perf. he is 1861 date-dat-the
		 Kostandnupols-um.
		 Constantinople-loc
		 “Grigor Zohrap was born in 1861 in Constantinople.”
(215)

²Û¹ ûñí³ÝÇó Ð³ÛÏÇ Ñ»ïÝ³áñ¹Ý»ñÁ Ïáãí»óÇÝ Ñ³Û»ñ: (Mayreni 3: 151)

		 ayd ōr-vanic’ Hayk-i
hetnaord-ner-ě
koč’-v-ec’in
		 that day-abl Hayk-dat descendent-pl.nom call-pass-aor.3.pl
		 hay-er.
Armenian-pl.nom
		 “Since that day Hayk’s descendents have been called Armenians.”
(216)	úï³ñ³Ï³Ý »Ù« ÙÇ ·Çß»ñáí ÑÛáõñ ã»±ë ÁÝ¹áõÝÇ: (Mayreni 3: 237)
		 ōtarakan
em, mi
gišer-ov
hyur
č’-es
ěndun-i?
		stranger.nom I am indef night-inst guest.nom neg-you are receive-ptcp.neg.
		 “I am a stranger; would you not receive a guest for a night?”
(217)	üñ³ÝëÇ³ÛÇó »Ï³Í µÅÇßÏÝ»ñÁ ÁÝ¹³Ù»ÝÁ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ûñáõÙ ¹ñ»óÇÝ ÏáÝùÇ 9 åñáÃ»½:
(Armenpress 18.05.2006)
		 Fransia-y-ic’ ek-ac
bžišk-ner-ě
ěndameně mi k’ani
		 France-abl come-ptcp.res. doctor-pl.nom-the all-in-all some
		 ōr-um
dr-ec’in
konk’-i
9 prot’ez.
		 day-loc put-aor.3.pl pelvis-dat 9 prothesis
		“The doctors, having come from France, have put nine pelvis protheses all in all in
some days.”
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(218)	Èë»Éáí Ýñ³ ëñµ³Ï»óáõÃÛ³Ý Ù³ëÇÝª ß³ï»ñÁ ÃáÕÝáõÙ »Ý Çñ»Ýó ïÝ»ñÝ áõ
Ñ»é³ÝáõÙ ³Ý³å³ï ×·Ý»Éáõ: (Armenpress 10.01.2005)
		 lsel-ov
		 hear-inf-inst

nra srbakec’ut’y-an
masin šat-er-ě
his holy way of life-dat post many-pl.nom-the

		 t’ołn-um
en
irenc’ tn-er-n
u
her̊an-um
		 leave-ptcp.pres. they are their house-pl.nom-the conj depart-ptcp.pres.
		 anapat
čgn-el-u.
		 desert.nom endeavour-inf-dat
		“Hearing about his holy way of living, many leave their houses and depart for
hermitage.”
(219)	èáÉ³Ý¹ Þ³éáÛ³ÝÇó Ñ»ïá Ùß³ÏáõÛÃÇ Ý³Ë³ñ³ñ ¿ Ýß³Ý³Ïí»É Â³Ù³ñ³
äáÕáëÛ³ÝÁ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 R̊oland Šar̊oyan-ic’ heto mšakuyt’-i naxarar
ē
		 R̊oland Šar
˚ oyan-abl post culture-dat minister.nom she is
		 nšanak-v-el
T’amara Połosyan-ě.
		 appoint-pass-ptcp.perf. T’amara Połosyan.nom-the
		 “After R̊oland Šar
˚ oyan, T’amara Połosyan was appointed Minister of Culture.”

e.

Adjunct/Complement of Manner

It usually describes in what way or how the action is taking place. It is usually expressed
with
––
––
––
––
––

manner adverbs (220)
nouns in INSTrumental or, more rarely, in LOCative (221)
infinites in INSTrumental
resultative participles functioning as manner adverbs (222)
with adpositional phrases expressing manner such as å»ë pes “as, like”« ÝÙ³Ý nman
“like, as”, ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “as”« áñå»ë orpes “as” etc. (223)

(220)	ºí »Ã» ³Ûëå»ë ·Ý³Ýù, Ù»Ýù µ³í³Ï³Ý ß³Ñ»Ï³Ý íÇ×³ÏáõÙ »Ýù ÉÇÝ»Éáõ:
(Armenpress 31.10.2005)
		 Ev
et’e
ayspes gn-ank’
menk’ bavakan
		 conj conj so
go-subj.fut.1.pl we.nom sufficiently
		 šahekan vičak-um
enk’
lin-elu.
		 useful
situation-loc we are be-ptcp.fut.
		 “And if we go like this, we will be in a sufficiently useful situation.”

 Armenian

(221)	Üñ³ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÁ Ù»Í ëÇñáí áõ Ñ³×áõÛùáí ¿ÇÝ ëáíáñáõÙ Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý ï³é»ñÁ:
(Mayreni 3: 108)
		 Nra ašakert-ner-ě
mec sir-ov
u
hačuyk’-ov
ēin
		 his pupil-pl.nom-the big love-inst conj pleasure-inst they were
		 sovor-um
hayeren
tar̊-er-ě.
		 learn-ptcp.pres. Armenian letter-pl.nom-the.
		 “His pupils learnt the Armenian letters with great love and pleasure.”
(222)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ É³ñí³Í ¿ ëå³ëáõÙ Çñ »Õµáñ ·³ÉáõÝ:

		 Armen-ě
lar-v-ac
ē
spas-um
ir ełbor
		 Armen.nom-the stress-refl-ptcp.res he is wait-ptcp.pres. his brother-dat
		 gal-u-n.
come-inf-dat-the
		 “Armen is waiting for his brother’s arrival in a strained condition.”
(223)	²Ûëûñ Ññ³íÇñ³Í ùÝÝ³ñÏÙ³ÝÁ ÝÙ³Ý ï»ë³Ï»ï Ñ³ÛïÝ»ó ºñÇï³ë³ñ¹
ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý ·áñÍÇãÝ»ñÇ ³ÏáõÙµÇ Ý³Ë³·³Ñ
²ñÙ³Ý ì³ñ¹³ÝÛ³ÝÁ: (Ar
˚ avot 28.03.2006)

		 aysōr hravir-ac
k’nnarkman-ě
nman tesaket
		 today convene-ptcp.res. discussion-dat-the post view.nom
		 haytn-ec’
Eritasard k’ałak’akan gorcič-ner-i
akumb-i
		 report-aor.3.sg Young
political
agent-pl-dat club-dat
		 naxagah
Arman Vardanyan-ě.
		 president.nom Arman Vardanyan.nom-the
		“The president of the “Young Political Agents’ Club”, Arman Vardanyan, has expressed a similar view at the discussion held today.”

f.

Complement/Adjunct of Cause

These adjunct/complements describe the cause of the action/event, and also denote the
condition which is the cause for the action. It is usually expressed with the ablative and
very occasionally with the instrumental and answers the question: ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why?”«
ÇÝãÇ±ó inč’ic’ “why, by which (reason)?”« Ç±Ýã å³ï×³éáí inč’ patčar̊ov “by what reason?”.
It can be expressed in the following way:
––
––
––

with nouns in the ablative (229)
with infinitives in the ablative (230)
with postpositional phrases using the postpositions å³ï×³éáí patčar̊ov “because
of ”« Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí hetewank’ov “due to”« Ó»éùÇó jer̊k’ic’ “because of ”« »ñ»ñëÇó eresic’
“because of ”. (231)
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(224)	ØÇ Ï³ñ×³ï¨ å³Ñ ³ñÃÝ³ó³í å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇ ÏÇë³µ³ó ÷»ÕÏÇó ÷ãáÕ ë³éÁ
ù³Ùáõó: (Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 180)
		 mi
karčatew pah
art’n-ac’av
patuhan-i
kisabac
		 indef short
moment.nom wake-up-aor.3.sg window-dat half-opened
		 p’ełk-ic’
p’č’-oł
sar-ě k’am-uc’.
		 shutter-abl blow-ptcp.sub. cold wind-abl.
		“He woke up a short moment from (=because of) the cold wind blowing through
the shutter of the half-open window.”
(225)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ³ñÃÝ³ó³í Çñ Ñ³ñ¨³ÝÇ ß³Ý Ñ³ã»Éáõó:

		 Vardan-ě
art’n-ac’av
ir harewan-i
š-an
hač’-el-uc’.
		 Vardan.nom-the wake up-aor.3.sg his neighbour-dat dog-dat bark-inf-abl
		 “Vardan woke up from the barking of his neighbour’s dog.”
(226)	ì»ñçÇÝ ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇÝ ³Ýï³é³Ñ³ïáõÙÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí áãÝã³óí»É
¿ Ù³ñ½Ç ³Ýï³é³å³ï ï³ñ³ÍùÝ»ñÇ ³í»ÉÇ ù³Ý 70 ïáÏáëÁ:
(Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		 Verjin tari-ner-i-n
antar̊ahatum-ner-i hetewank’ov
		 last
year-pl-dat-the clearing-pl-dat
post
		 oč’nč’ac’-v-el
ē
marz-i
antar̊apat tarack’-ner-i
		 destroy-pass-ptcp.perf. it is province-dat forested
territory-pl-dat
		 aveli k’an
more comp

70 tokos-ě.
70 percent.nom-the

		“In the last year more than 70 percent of the province’s forested territories have been
destroyed due to clearing.”

g.

Complement/Adjunct of Basis

It usually indicates the basis, reason or background of an action or state. It is different from
the complement/adjunct of a cause: by contrast to the latter, the complement/adjunct of
the basis denotes the traditional, legal, scientific, natural etc. origin or pre-requisite of an
action/state. It usually answers the questions ÆÝãÇ±ó inč’ic’”which from?”« Ç±Ýã ÑÇÙáõÝùáí
inč’ himunk’ov “with which basis?/on which basis?”« ÇÝãÇ± ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ inč’i himan vra “on
which basis?” etc.
It is usually expressed with
––
––

nouns in either the ablative or the instrumental
adpositional phrases with the following adpositions: Áëï ěst “according to, in accordance with”« ßÝáÑÇí šnorhiv “thanks to”« ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ himan vra “on the basis of/on
grounds of ”« ³éÇÃáí ar̊it’ov “on the opportunity”« Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn “in accordance
with”« Ï³ñÍÇùáí karcik’ov “of the opinion” etc. and in colloquial Armenian also often
with Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for”.

 Armenian

(227)	². úÑ³ÝÛ³ÝÇ ³ÝÓÝ³Ï³Ý Ï³å»ñÇ ßÝáñÑÇí 1993–94ÃÃ. Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåí»É ¿
«Ü»ÛïñáÝ» ·áñÍ³ñ³ÝáõÙ Ñáëù³·Í»ñÇ ï»Õ³¹ñáõÙÁ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 A. Ōhanyan-i
anjnakan kap-er-i
šnorhiv 1993–95 t’t’.
		 A. Ōhanyan-dat personal relation-pl-dat post
1993–94 year
		 kazmakerp-v-el
ē
“Neytron” gorcaran-um
		 organise-pass-ptcp.perf. it is “Neytron” factory-loc
		 hosk’agc-er-i
teładrum-ě.
		 power supply line-pl-dat installation.nom-the
		“Thanks to the private relationships of A. Ōhanyan the installation of a power supply line was organised in the “Neytron” factory.”
(228)	²ÛÝ ëï»ÕÍí»É ¾ »ñÏáõ ³ÏáõÙµÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç¨ Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý å³ÛÙ³Ý³·ñÇ ÑÇÙ³Ý
íñ³: (Armenpress 05.04.2006)
		 Ayn stełc-v-el
ē
erku akumb-ner-i mijew hamapastaxan
		 that found-pass-ptcp.perf. it is two club-pl-dat post corresponding
		 paymanagr-i himan vra.
		 contract-dat post
		“That has been founded on the basis of a corresponding contract between two
clubs.”
(229)	Ø»Ï ¹ÇÙáõÙ Ù»ñÅí»É ¿ª ÁÝïñ³óáõó³ÏáõÙ ù³Õ³ù³óáõ ³Ýí³Ý ³éÏ³ÛáõÃÛ³Ý
å³ï×³éáí: (Armenpress 27.11.2005)
		 mek dimum
merž-v-el
ē
ěntrac’uc’ak-um
		 one application.nom deny-pass.ptcp.perf. it is electoral register-loc
		 k’ałakac’-u anv-an
ar̊kayut’y-an patčar̊ov.
citizen-dat name-dat presence-dat post
		“One application has been denied because of the presence of the name of a (the)
citizen in the electoral register.”

h.

Complement/Adjunct of Condition271

It signifies the condition for the action/state of the subject. It is usually expressed with
––
––

the infinitive in the instrumental
postpositional phrases with the postposition ¹»åùáõÙ depk’um “in case of ”«
å³ñ³·³ÛáõÙ« paragayum “under the condition of ”, å³ÛÙ³Ýáí paymanov “under
the condition of, that” and the dative of the noun or infinitive.

. In Armenian å³ÛÙ³ÝÇ å³ñ³·³ paymani paraga “complement of conditon”. See Abrahamyan
2004: 49; Papoyan 2003: 165.
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(230)	²ÝÑñ³Å»ßïáõÃÛ³Ý ¹»åùáõÙ ³Û¹ Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáõÙÝ»ñÝ ³å³·³ÛáõÙ Ïß³ñáõÝ³Ïí»Ý:
(Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 Anhražeštut’y-an depk’um ayd handipum-ner-n
apaga-y-um
		 necessity-dat
post
that meeting-pl.nom-the future-loc
		 kšarunak-v-en.
		 continue-pass-cond.fut.3.pl
		 “In case of necessity those meetings will be continued in future.”
(231)	ÂáõñùÇ³ÛáõÙ ÷áùñ³Ù³ëÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÝ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»ÉÇ »Ý Ýñ³Ýó ÇÝãù³Ý ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿
÷áùñ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ å³ÛÙ³Ýáí: (Armenpress 12.12.2005)
		 T’urk’ia-y-um p’ok’ramasnut’yun-ner-n ěnduneli
en
nranc’
		 Turkey-loc minority-pl.nom-the acceptable they are their
		 inč’k’an
hnaravor ē
p’ok’r linel-u
paymanov.
		 how much possible it is small be-inf-dat post
		“The minorities in Turkey are acceptable under the condition, that they are as small
(in number) as possible.”
(232)	¶³½áí ç»éáõóÙ³Ý å³ñ³·³ÛáõÙ, 1Ïíï/Å³Ù-Ç ¹ÇÙ³ó µÝ³ÏÇãÁ í×³ñáõÙ ¿ áã Ã»
25 ¹ñ³Ù, ³ÛÉª 6,5–7 ¹ñ³Ù:(Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		 Gaz-ov
		 gaz-inst

jer̊uc’m-an
heating-dat

paragayum 1 Kvt/žam-i
post
1 KW/hour-dat

dimac’ bnakič’-ě
opposite inhabitant.nom-the

		 včar-um
ē
oč’ t’e
25 dram
ayl 6,5–7 dram.
		 pay-ptcp.pres. he is not conj 25 dram.nom, conj 6.5–7 dram.nom.
		“Under the condition of heating with gas, the inhabitant does not pay 25 dram for a
KW/h but 6.5–7 dram.”

i.

Complement/Adjunct of Purpose272

These complements/adjuncts describe for what reason the action is taking place. It usually
answers the question ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why/what for?”« ÇÝãÇ± Ñ³Ù³ñ inč’i hamar “what for?”«
Ç±Ýã Ýå³ï³Ïáí inč’ npatakov “for what purpose?”.
It is usually expressed with
––
––
––
––

a noun in the dative
an infinitive in the dative
infinitive constructions (separated from the rest of the sentence by a ‘but’ accent)
postpositional phrases with Ñ³ÝáõÝ hanun “for the sake of ”« Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for”,
Ýå³ï³Ïáí npatakov “in order to” and nouns and infinitives in the dative.

. In Armenian Üå³ï³ÏÇ å³ñ³·³ npataki paraga “complement of purpose”. See Abrahamyan
2004: 49; Papoyan 2003: 162. This is a “final” complement/adjunct.

 Armenian

(233)

Ø³ÛÁ ËÝ¹ñ»ó Çñ ïÕ³ÛÇÝ ·Ý³É Ñ³óÇ:

		 Mayr-ě
xndr-ec’
ir
tła-yi-n
gn-al hac’-i.
		 mother.nom-the ask-aor3.sg her son-dat-the go-inf bread-dat
		 “The mother asked her son to get bread. (Lit.: to go for bread)
(234)

àõë³ÝáÕÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ýª ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ.

		 Usanoł-ě
gn-um
ē
gradaran
girk’
kardal-u.
		 student.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is library.nom book.nom read-inf-dat
		 “The student goes to the university’s library to read a book.”
(235)	ÐÇí³Ý¹ÇÝ ¹»Õ ·ïÝ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ È»ÝÏ-Â»ÙáñÇ Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ë³ñ áõ Óáñ ÁÝÏ³Ý« ß³ï
ï»Õ»ñáõÙ »Õ³Ý: (Mayreni 3: 164)
		 Hivand-i-n deł
		 sick-dat-the medicine

gtnel-u
hamar Lenk-T’emor-i
mard-ik
find-inf-dat post Lenk-T’emor-dat man-pl.nom

sar
u
jor
ěnk-an
šat
teł-er-um
eł-an.
mountain.nom conj valley.nom fall-aor.3.pl many place-pl-loc be-aor.3.pl
		“In order to find a medicine for the sick, the people of Timor Lenk went to mountains and valleys, they (i.e. the people) were in many places.”
(236)	Ð³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ù³ñ½»ñÝ ³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï µÅÇßÏÝ»ñáí ³å³Ñáí»Éáõ Ýå³ï³Ïáí
ëï»ÕÍí»É ¿ «´ÅßÏ³Ï³Ý Ï³¹ñ»ñ» ï»Õ»Ï³ïí³Ï³Ý µ³½³:
(Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		
		

Hanrapetut’y-an marz-er-n
anhražešt bžišk-ner-ov
republic-dat
province-pl.nom-the necessary doctor-pl-inst

		
		

apahovel-u
npatakov stełc-v-el
ē “Bžškakan
provide-inf-dat post
found-pass-ptcp.perf. it is “Medical

		 kadr-er”
tełekatvakan baza.
		 employee-pl.nom” information base.nom
		“The information centre ‘Medical Employees’ was founded in order to provide the
Republic’s provinces with necessary doctors.”

j.

Complement/Adjunct of Measure/Quantity273

It describes the action in some features regarding measure, quantity and duration. It usually answers the questions ÇÝãù³±Ý inč’k’an “how much/how many?”, áñù³±Ý ork’an “how
much/how many?”« Ç±Ýã ã³÷áí inč’ č’ap’ov “with which size/how much?”« ù³ÝÇ± ³Ý·³Ù
k’ani angam “how often/ how many times?” etc.
It is usually expressed with
––
––

adverbs of measurement and quantity (intensifiers),
interrogative/relative pronouns,

. In Armenian ã³åÇ áõ ù³Ý³ùÇ å³ñ³·³ č’ap’i u k’anak’i paraga “Complement of measure
and quantity”. See Abrahamyan 2004: 51; Papoyan 2003: 165–166.
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––
––

quantifying noun phrases with nouns in various cases,
quantifiers in various cases.

(237)

²Ûëûñ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý µ³í³Ï³Ý óáõñï ¿ñ:

		 Aysōr aravotyan bavakan c’urt ēr.
		 today morning rather
cold it was
		 “This morning it was rather cold.”
(238)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ »ñÏáõ ³Ý·³Ù Ï³ñ¹³ó ³Û¹ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
erkuˉangam kard-ac’
ayd girk’-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the two time.nom read-aor.3.sg this book.nom-the
		 “Vardan read this book twice.”
(239)	ºí ÇÝãù³Ý ßáõï Çñ»Ýù áñáß»Ý áí ¿, ³ÛÝù³Ý ßáõï ÏÑ³Ý·ëï³Ý³Ý ¨ Çñ»Ýù, ¨
Çñ³íÇ×³ÏÁ: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		
		

Ev
inč’k’an
conj how much

šut irenk’ oroš-en
ov
ē
aynk’an
soon they decide-subj.fut.3.pl who.nom it is asomuch

		 šut khangstan-an
ew irenk’
ew iravičak-ě.
		 soon calm down-cond.fut.3.pl. conj they.nom conj situation.nom-the
		“And the sooner they decide who it is, the sooner they also will calm down, and so
will the situation.”

k.

Complement/Adjunct of Concession and Substitution274

It indicates that an action is carried out against certain conditions, reasons or causes. It also
shows that an action is carried out instead of another action. It can also be grouped with
the complements/adjuncts of contingency, comprising adjuncts of cause and concession.
It is usually expressed with postpositional phrases using e.g. Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar̊ak “in
contradiction with”« ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “despite of ”« ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak, ÷áË³ñ»Ý p’oxaren
“instead of ” and the noun or infinitive in the dative. It is also commonly separated from the
rest of the sentence by the punctuation mark short stop ( ª ).
(240)	Ð³Ï³é³Ï áñáß Í³·áÕ ÑáõÛë»ñÇ, ë³ÑÙ³ÝÝ»ñÇ µ³óÙ³Ý Ñ»ï Ï³åí³Í ï»Õ³ß³ñÅ
ãÇ »Õ»É: (Armenpress 17.01.2006)
		
		

hakar̊akˉ oroš
cag-oł
huys-er-i
sahman-ner-i bac’m-an
prep
certainˉ rise-ptcp.sub. hope-pl-datˉ border-pl-dat opening-dat

		

het
kap-v-ac
tełašarž
č’-i
eł-el.
post connect-pass-ptcp.res. migration.nom neg-it is be-ptcp.perf:

		“Against certain rising hopes, there was no migration connected with the
opening of the borders.”

. In Armenian ½ÇçÙ³Ý å³ñ³·³ zijman paraga “complement of concession”. See Abrahamyan
2004: 50; Papoyan 2003: 164–5.

 Armenian

(241)	ÜÏ³ñãáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¹³ ÙÇ åá»½Ç³ ¾, áñÁ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¾ ï»ëÝ»Éª ½·³Éáõ ÷áË³ñ»Ý,
ÇëÏåá»½Ç³Ý ¹³ ÙÇ ÝÏ³ñãáõÃÛáõÝ ¾, áñÁ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ½·³Éª ï»ëÝ»Éáõ ÷áË³ñ»Ý:

(Armenpress 14.05.2006)
		 Nkarč’ut’yun-ě
da mi
poezia
ē
or-ě
kareli
ē
tesn-el
		 Painting.nom-the that indef poetry.nom it is which-the possible it is see-inf
zgal-u
p’oxaren isk
poezia-n
da mi
nkarč’ut’yun
		 feel-inf-dat post
conj poetry.nom-the that indef painting.nom
ē
or-ě
kareli
ē
zg-al
tesn-el-u
p’oxaren.
it is rel.nom-the possible it is feel-inf see-inf-dat post
		“Painting, that is a poetry, which one can see instead of feel, and poetry, that is a painting, which one can feel instead of see.”

Sociative Complement/Adjunct275

l.

It shows that the subject does not carry out the action alone, but (together) with other
objects/persons.
It is usually expressed with
––
––

nouns in the instrumental
postpositional phrases with the postpositions Ñ»ï het “with” and the noun in the
dative; Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “with” and the noun in the instrumental; and to additionally
mark the comitative meaning also with Ñ»ï ÙÇ³ëÇÝ het miasin “together with” and
the nouns in the dative.

(242)	Ð³Ý¹áõ·Ý áõ ³Ý×áéÝÇ ´»ÉÁ ÑëÏ³Û³Ï³Ý µ³Ý³Ïáí ·³ÉÇë ¿ ¹»åÇ Ð³ÛÏÇ
µÝ³Ï³í³ÛñÁ: (Mayreni 3: 150)
		 Handugn
u
ančor̊ni
Bel-ě
hskayakan banak-ov
		 impertinent conj abhorrent Bel.nom-the huge
army-inst
		 gal-is
		 come-ptcp.pres.

ē
depi Hayk-i
bnakavayr-ě.
he is prep Hayk-dat domicile.nom-the

		 “Impertinent and abhorrent Bel comes with a huge army to Hayk’s domicile.”
(243)	ºñµ ëÏëíáõÙ »Ý ùñÇëïáÝÛ³Ý»ñÇ ¹»Ù Ñ³É³Í³ÝùÝ»ñÁ, ÐáõÕÇï³Ý áñ¹áõ Ñ»ï
÷³ËãáõÙ ¿ î³ñëáÝ: (Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		 Erb sks-v-um
en
k’ristonya-ner-i dem halacank’-ner-ě
		 When start-antic-ptcp.pres. they are Christian-pl-dat post persecution-pl.nom-the
Hułitan
ord-u
het p’axč’-um
ē
Tarson.
		 Hułitan.nom son-dat post flee-ptcp.pres. she is Tarson-nom.
		“When the persecutions of (lit. against) the Christians started, Hułitan fled with her
son to Tarson.”

. In Armenian: ÙÇ³ëÝáõÃÛ³Ý å³ñ³·³ miasnut’yan paraga “complement of unity”. See
Abrahamyan 2004: 50; Papoyan 2003: 166.
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(244)	ÎñÃáõÃÛ³Ý µÝ³·³í³éáõÙ Ð³Ù³ßË³ñÑ³ÛÇÝ µ³ÝÏÇ Ñ»ï ÙÇ³ëÇÝ ÷áñÓ ¿ ³ñíáõÙ
Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»É í³ñÏ³íáñÙ³Ý Íñ³·Çñ:
(Armenpress, 26.12.2005)
		
		

Krt’ut’y-an
bnagavar̊-um Hamašxarhayin bank-i
het
education-dat field-loc
World
Bank-dat post

		
		

miasin p’orj
ē
ar-v-um
irakana-c’n-el
together experiment.nom it is make-pass-ptcp.pres realise-caus-inf

		
		

varkavorm-an cragir.
credit-dat
program.nom

		“An attempt was made together with the World Bank to realise the credit program in
the field of education.”

3.2

Semanto-pragmatic sentence types

3.2.1

Declarative sentences

The declarative sentence is the most common and most frequently used sentence type in
MEA. It generally makes a statement. A declarative sentence usually has neutral prosody,
without any emphasis and without a special pitch. In unmarked, neutral word order the
logical stress lies on the predicate.
(245)

²Ùé³Ý ÙÇ ûñ ³·é³íÁ ËÇëï Í³ñ³í»É ¿ñ: (Grakanut’yun 4: 81)

		 Amr̊-an
mi
ōr
agr̊av-ě
xist carav-el
ēr.
		 summer-dat indef day.nom crow.nom-the int be thirsty-ptcp.perf. it was
		 “In summer, one day the crow became heavily thirsty.”

In the case of inverse or marked orders, in which the marked constituent is put in the preverbal focus position, the logical stress lies on this marked constituent.
(245)

a.

²Ùé³Ý ÙÇ ûñ ³·é³íÝ ¿ñ ËÇëï Í³ñ³í»É:

			
Amr̊-an
mi
ōr
agr̊av-n
ēr
xist carav-el.
			
summer-dat indef day.nom crow.nom-the it was int be thirsty-ptcp.perf.
			
“In summer, one day the crow became heavily thirsty.”
			Note: in this sentence the subject is marked. It was the crow that became heavily thirsty in summer one day.

Declarative sentences also have secondary non-default pragmatic uses in directives, i.e. in
indirect speech acts, such as
(246)

ÆÙ ³ë³Í ·ÇñùÁ ã»ë Ï³ñ¹³ó»É:

		 Im as-ac
girk’-ě
č’-es
kardac’-el.
		 my say-ptcp.res. book.nom-the neg-you are read-ptcp.perf.
		“You have not read the book I told you to.” (Directive: you should read the book)

 Armenian

Declarative sentences can be affirmative and negative.276 Regarding the number of constituents, declarative sentences can be simple, one-constituent or complex sentences.

3.2.2

Interrogative sentences

As in other natural languages, interrogative sentences in MEA use specific devices for
marking interrogative sentences and thus distinguishing them from “neutral” declarative
sentences.
––
––
––

A different tonal pattern with raised tone
A marked word order with some interrogative pronouns (wh-movement)
Distinctive punctuation: a question mark on the last full syllable of the constituent in
question

Semantically MEA distinguishes four types of interrogative sentences:
1.
2.
3.

yes/no (=polar) questions
wh-questions (=content questions)
rhetorical questions: these type questions are posed for effect rather than for the
purpose of getting an answer. They encourage reflection within the listener: what
has to be the answer to the question, or at least how does the questioner imply the
answer.
Syntactically, MEA distinguishes two main types of interrogative sentences
a.
b.

polar interrogatives sentences
content sentences

Intonation patterns
––

––

Polar interrogative sentences in Armenian have a typical rising-falling intonation. The
constituent, which is in question, is stressed with the highest intonation on its stressed
vowel (the last syllable).
Content questions sentences have the logical stress on the wh-pronoun.

3.2.2.1 Polar interrogatives (Yes/No questions)
In general, each constituent of a sentence, or even a constituent of a phrase, can be questioned in MEA. By questioning, the logical stress falls on the word/constituent in question
with a rising intonation (which is marked by the question mark on the stressed vowel in
written language). Questioning, however, does not automatically trigger a change of the
word order of the declarative sentence.

. see Ch. 3.4.2. “Negation”, p. 522f.
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(247)

²ñ³ÙÁ Ýñ³ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÝ ¿:

		 Aram-ě
nra p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē.
		 Aram.nom-the his little brother.nom-the he is
		 “Aram is his little brother.”
(247)

a.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ýñ³ ÷áùñ »Õµ³Û±ñÝ ¿:

			
Aram-ě
nra p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē?
			
Aram.nom-the his little brother.nom-the he is
			“Is Aram his little brother?” (No change in order, intonational stress
on ‘brother’.)
		 b.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ýñ³ ÷á±ùñ »Õµ³ÛñÝ ¿:

			
Aram-ě
nra p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē?
			
Aram.nom-the his little brother.nom-the he is
			“Is Aram his little brother?” (No change in order, intonational stress on ‘little’.)
		 c.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ýñ³± ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÝ ¿:

			
Aram-ě
nra p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē?
			
Aram.nom-the his little brother.nom-the he is
			“Is Aram his little brother?” (No change in order, intonational stress on ‘his’.)
		 d.

²ñ³±ÙÝ ¿ Ýñ³ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÁ:

			
Aram-n
ē
nra p’ok’r ełbayr-ě?
			
Aram.nom-the he is his little brother.nom-the
			“Is Aram his little brother?” (Change of subject into preverbal focus, intonational stress on ‘Aram’.)
(248)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹åñáó:

		 Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-ě
gn-um
ē
dproc’.
		 Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is school.nom
		 “Vardan’s little brother goes to school.”
(248)

a.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ± ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÝ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ¹åñáó:

			
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē gn-um
dproc’?
			
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the he is go-ptcp.pres. school.nom
			“Vardan’s little brother goes to school? Does Vardan’s brother go to
school?”(Change in verbal order, intonational stress on ‘Vardan’,
the gen in the subject-NP)
		 b.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ±»Õµ³ÛñÝ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ¹åñáó:

			
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē
gn-um
dproc’?
			
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the he is go-ptcp.pres. school.nom
			“Vardan’s little brother goes to school? Does Vardan’s little brother go to
school?” (Intonational stress of the adjective ‘little’ in the subject-NP and movement of whole NP into the focus position. )

 Armenian

		 c.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ »Õµ³±ÛñÝ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ¹åñáó:

		
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-n
ē
gn-um
dproc’?
			
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-theˉ he is go-ptcp.pres. school.nom
			“Vardan’s little brother goes to school? Does Vardan’s little brother go to
school?” (Movement of the whole NP into the preverbal focus, and the intonational stress on the head noun ‘brother’.)
		 d.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ·Ýá±õÙ ¿ ¹åñáó:

			
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-ě
gnu-m
ē
dproc’?
			
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is school.nom
			“Does Vardan’s little brother go to school?” (Participle is already in focus,
intonational stress of the participle as the main verb meaning ‘go’.)
		 e.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ¹åñá±ó:

			
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-ě
gnu-m
ē
dproc’?
			
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is school.nom
			“Does Vardan’s little brother go to school?” (No movement of the adverbial into
the focus position, intonational stress on ‘school’.)
		 f.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ÷áùñ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ¹åñá±ó ¿ ·ÝáõÙ:

			
Vardan-i
p’ok’r ełbayr-ě
dproc’
ē
gn-um?
		
Vardan.nom-the little brother.nom-the school.nom he is go-ptcp.pres.
			“Does Vardan’s little brother go to school?” (Movement of the adverbial into the
focus position, with intonational stress on ‘school’.)

Even though Armenian grammarians state that there are no imperative changes in word
order, rather that the position of the auxiliary or of the finite verb is free to change, obviously there are some changes triggered by pragmatic focus in questions depending on the
syntactic function of the sentence constituent in question. (Compare Ch. 3.6.2.1. “Neutral
syntactic focus”, p. 631f.)
The constituent expressing subjects, compound verbs, objects and adverbials (also
expressed with adpositional phrases), is preferably moved into the prototypical MEA preverbal position. Constituent here also means the constituent as a whole, the head including
subconstituents such as modifiers, intensifiers, etc. ex. (249).
(249)

²ñ³ÙÁ äáõßÏÇÝÇ ³Ýí³Ý ¹åñá±ó ¿ ·ÝáõÙ:

		 Aram-ě
Puškin-i
anv-an
dproc’
ē
gn-um?
		 Aram.nom-the Puškin-dat name-dat
school.nom he is go-ptcp.pres.
		 “Does Aram go to the school named after Puškin?”

But it is also wide-spread and accepted by native speakers to not move the constituent into
the preverbal focus position, and just mark it with the interrogative punctuation mark
in written, or the interrogative rising intonation in spoken MEA – without any semantic
difference.
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(249)

a.

			
			
			

²ñ³ÙÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ äáõßÏÇÝÇ ³Ýí³Ý ¹åñá±ó:

Aram-ě
gn-um
ē
Puškin-i
an-van
dproc’?
Aram.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is Puškin-dat name-dat school.nom
“Does Aram go to the school named after Puškin?”

The adjunct of place may also be moved in preverbal focus and into the sentence’s initial
position for more emphasis.
		 b.

äáõßÏÇÝÇ ³Ýí³Ý ¹åñá±ó ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
Puškin-i
an-van
dproc’
ē
gn-um
Aram-ě?
			
Puškin-dat name-dat school.nom he is go-ptcp.pres. Aram.nom-the
			“Does Aram go to the school named after Puškin?” (Meaning: is it the school
named after Puškin Aram goes to?)

Subconstituents of phrases such as noun phrase modifiers, intensifiers in adjective phrases
etc. in question can also trigger this change in word order. However, they have to be
moved as a whole phrase into the preverbal, focus position;a single subconstituent may
not move.
It is highly ungrammatical to split such phrases in real interrogatives and to move the
subconstituent of a phrase into preverbal focus.
(249)

c.

*²ñ³ÙÁ äáßÏÇÝÇ± ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ³Ýí³Ý ¹åñáó:

			
Aram-ě
Puškin-i
ē
gn-um
an-van
dproc’?
			
Aram.nom-the Puškin-dat he is go-ptcp.pres. name-dat school.nom
			“Does Aram go to the school named after Puškin?” (I.e. not to the school
named after Saxarov, T’umanyan, Saryan…etc)

Disjunctive Questions
A subtype of the polar question is the disjunctive questions, i.e. a polar question connected
by “or”, in MEA Ã» t’e “or”.
If a sentence contains the disjunctive conjunction Ã» t’e “or”, the intonational stress,
and thus the question mark, can lie on this conjunction and/or on all preceding, coordinating constituents, but not the constituents following the disjunctive conjunction.
(250)

¸áõ ¹åñáó »ë ·Ýá±õÙ Ã» »Ï»Õ»óÇ:

		 du
dproc’
es
gn-um
t’e
ekełec’i?
		 you.nom school.nom you are go.ptcp.pres. conj church.nom
		 “Are you going to school or to church?”
(251)

à±õñ »ë ·ÝáõÙ« »Ï»Õ»óÇ±« Ã»± ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý:

		 ur
es
gn-um
ekełec’i
t’e
gradaran?
		 wh-where you are go-ptcp.pres. church.nom conj library.nom
		 “Where are you going? To church or to (the) library?”

 Armenian

(252)

à±ñ ½·»ëïÝ ¿ ÇÝÓ ³í»ÉÇ ë³½áõÙ« Ï³±ñ×Á« Ã»± »ñÏ³ñÁ:

		
		

or
zgest-n
ē
inj
aveli saz-um
karč-ě
wh-which dress.nom-the it is i.dat more suit-ptcp.pres. short.nom-the

		
		

t’e
erkar-ě?
conj long.nom-the

		 “Which dress suits me better, the short or the long one?”
(253)	â·Çï»Ù« Ã» áñ Ã»ÛÁ Ïí»ñóÝ»Ù© ë¨±Á« Ï³Ý³±ãÁ« Ùñ·³ÛÇ±ÝÁ« Ã»± µáõë³Ï³ÝÁ:
		
		

č’-git-em
t’e
or
t’ey-ě
kverc’n-em.
neg-know-pres.1.sgˉ conjˉ wh-which tea.nom-the take-cond.fut.1.sg

		
		

sew-ě
kanač’-ě
mrgayin-ě
t’e
busakan-ě?
black.nom-the green.nom-the fruit.nom-the conj herbal.nom-the

		“I do not know which tea I shall take: the black, the green, the fruit or the
herbal one.”

3.2.2.2 Content (wh-interrogative) sentences
Wh-interrogatives, i.e. content questions, are generally used to request information, i.e.
to specify the value(s) of the variable bound by the wh-pronoun. MEA has a range of
wh-interrogatives.
Semantically, one distinguishes the following ontological groups of wh-pronouns
in Armenian:
The subgroup of MEA’s interrogative pronouns comprises the following ontological
groups:
––
––
––
––
––
––
––
––

person (human) á±í ov “who?”
subject/thing Ç±Ýã inč’? “what?”
quality, á±ñ or “which?”; Ç±ÝãåÇëÇ inč’pisi/á±ñåÇëÇ orpisi? “what/ what kind of?”
quantity ù³ÝÇ± k’ani “how many/much?” Ç±Ýãù³Ý inč’k’an/á±ñù³Ý ork’an “how many/
much?”, Ç±Ýãã³÷ inč’č’ap’/á±ñã³÷ orč’ap’
time »±ñµ erb “when?” »ñí³ÝÇ±ó erbvanic’ “since when?”
place á±ñï»Õ orteł, á±õñ ur “where?”, á±õñ ur “where to?”, á±ñï»ÕÇó ortełic’ “where
from?”
manner: Ç±Ýãå»ë inč’pes “how?”
cause: ÇÝãá±õ inč’u “why?”

Syntactically, one distinguishes two major groups,
––
––

wh-interrogatives proper
attributive wh-pronouns (qualifying, quantifying wh-pronouns)

The prosody of the sentence is centred on the wh-pronoun, which is preferably moved
into the focus position of the sentence, also taking the logical emphasis of the sentence. Wh-pronouns usually appear at the beginning of the sentence, particularly if
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the wh-pronoun asks for the subject of the sentence.277 The logical stress is syntactically expressed by a preferred movement of the wh-pronoun into focus, i.e. preverbal
position.
(254)
		
		

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñáç ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÁ:

Aram-ě
kard-um
ē
dasěnk-eroj
gr-ac
Aram.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. he is schoolmate-dat write-ptcp.res.

		 hodvac-ě.
		 essay.nom-the
		 “Aram reads the essay which a schoolmate has written.”
(254)

a.

à±í ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñáç ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÁ:

			
			

Ov
ē
wh-who he is

			
			

hodvac-ě?
essay.nom-the

kard-um
dasěnk-eroj
gr-ac
read-ptcp.pres. schoolmate-dat write-ptcp.res.

			“Who reads the essay which a schoolmate has written?” (Asking for the subject)
		 b.

Æ±Ýã ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
			
			

inč’
ē
kard-um
Aram-ě?
wh-what he is read-ptcp.pres. Aram.nom-the
“What does Aram read?” (Asking for the direct object)

As exemplified below, wh-pronouns, even in subject-function, may also appear embedded, but
never at the end of the sentence (if being the sole wh-pronoun in an interrogative sentence).
Wh-movement to the sentence’s initial position is optional, whereas wh-movement into the
preverbal focus position is highly preferred (except for attributively used wh-pronouns):
(254)

c.

¸³ëÁÝÏ»ñáç ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÁÿ á±í ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
Dasěnker-oj
gr-ac
hodvac’-ě
ov
ē
kard-um?
			schoolmate-dat write-ptcp.res. essay.nom-the wh-who he is read-ptcp.pres.
			
“Who reads the essay which a schoolmate has written?”
		 d.

²ñ³ÙÁÿ Ç±Ýã ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
			
			

Aram-ě
inč’
ē
kard-um?
Aram.nom-the wh-what he is read-ptcp.pres.
“What does Aram read?”

. Sentence initial position as prototypical position of the subject, see Ch. 3.5.1.1. “Subject
order”, p. 555f.

 Armenian

		 e.

à±õÙ ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
			

Um
gr-ac
hodvac-ě
kard-um
wh-who-dat write-ptcp.pres. essay.nom-the read-ptcp.pres.

			
			

ē
Aram-ě?
he is Aram.nom-the

			“Who has written the essay which Aram reads?” (Lit. Whose written essay does
Aram read?)

With attributive wh-pronouns, the order of the other constituents in the interrogative sentence remains, (a) either unchanged or (b) undergoes movements:
		 f.

²ñ³ÙÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ á±õÙ ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÁ:

			
			

Aram-ě
kard-um
ē
um
gr-ac
Aram.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. he is wh-who-dat write-ptcp.res.

			
			

hodvac-ě?
essay.nom-the

			“Who has written the essay which Aram reads?”(Lit. Whose written essay does
Aram read?)

Preferably, the whole phrase containing the attributive wh-pronoun is moved to the preverbal focus position or even to the sentence’s initial position:
		 g.

à±õÙ ·ñ³Í Ñá¹í³ÍÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
			

um
gr-ac
hodvac-n
ē
kard-um
wh-who-dat write-ptcp.res. essay.nom-the he is read-ptcp.pres.

			
			

Aram-ě?
Aram.nom-the

			

“Who has written the essay which Aram reads?”

To summarise:
––

––
––

the wh-pronoun appears in general in the focus position (in the case of attributive wh-pronouns, the whole phrase containing the wh-pronoun as a modifier), i.e. in the preverbal
position; i.e. the order of the verb and the auxiliary appears inverse as auxiliary + verb;
wh-movement to the sentence’s initial position is optional;
in particular, wh-pronouns asking for a subject and object occur preferably in the
sentence’s initial position.

Multiple Wh-Questions
MEA multiple wh-questions do not exhibit categorial order constraints, and only a slight
preference for superiority of the wh-pronoun when asking for the subject.
Generally speaking, the order of the wh-pronouns in a sentence with multiple questions is rather free because of clear case marking, general order preferences of constituents
and functional sentence perspective.
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(255)

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ »ñÏ³ñ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

		 Ełb-or
ałjik-ě
erkar namak
ē
gr-um.
		 brother-dat girl.nom-the long letter.nom she is write-ptcp.pres.
		 “My brother’s daughter writes a long letter.”

––

Asking for both subject and direct object:

(255) a.
			
			
			

à±í Ç±Ýã ¿ ·ñáõÙ:
Ov
inč’
ē
gr-um?
wh-who.nom wh-what.nom it is write-ptcp.pres.
“Who writes what?” (Neutral)

		 b.

à±í ¿ Ç±Ýã ·ñáõÙ:

			
Ov
ē
inč’
gr-um?
			
wh-who.nom it is wh-what.nom write-ptcp.pres.
			“Who writes what?” (The subject wh-pronoun is more marked and thus more
in focus than the direct object wh-pronoun.)
		 c.

Æ±Ýã ¿ ·ñáõÙ á±í:

			
inč’
ē
gr-um
ov?
			
wh-what.nom it is write-ptcp.pres. wh-who.nom?
			“What does who write?”278 (The direct object wh-pronoun is more marked and
thus in the focus position.)
(256)

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ ÇÝÓ »ñÏ³ñ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

		 Ełb-or
ałjik-ě
inj
erkar namak
ē
gr-um.
		 brother-dat girl.nom-the i.dat long letter.nom sheˉis write-ptcp.pres.
		 “My brother’s daughter writes a long letter to me.”

––

Asking for subject and indirect object

(256)

a.

			
			
			

à±í á±õÙ ¿ »ñÏ³ñ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñáõÙ:

ov
um
ē
erkar namak
gr-um?
wh-who.nom wh-who-dat it is long letter.nom write-ptcp.pres.
“Who writes whom a long letter?”

		 b.

à±í ¿ á±õÙ »ñÏ³ñ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñáõÙ:

			
			
			

ov
ē
um
erkar namak
gr-um?
wh-who.nom it is wh-who-dat long letter.nom write-ptcp.pres.
“Who writes whom a long letter?”

. Please note that this question is not grammatical in English.

 Armenian

		 c.

à±õÙ á±í ¿ ·ñáõÙ »ñÏ³ñ Ý³Ù³Ï:

			
			
			

um
ov
ē
gr-um
erkar namak?
wh-who-dat wh-who.nom it is write-ptcp.pres. long letter.nom
“Who writes whom a long letter?” (Lit.: Whom who writes a long letter?)

––

Asking for indirect object and direct object

(256)

d.

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ á±õÙ Ç±Ýã ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

			
			

Ełb-or
ałjik-ě
um
inč’
ē
brother-dat girl.nom-the wh-who-dat wh-what.nom she is

			
			

gr-um?
write-ptcp.pres.

			
			

“Whom does my brother’s girl write what?”279
Unmarked order, both wh-s are, however, in the preverbal focus position.

		 e.

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ á±õÙ ¿ Ç±Ýã ·ñáõÙ:

			
			

Ełb-or
ałjik-ě
um
ē
inč’
brother-dat girl.nom-the wh-who-dat she is wh-what.nom

			
			

gr-um?
write-ptcp.pres.

			
“Whom does my brother’s girl write what?”
			The wh-pronoun asking for the indirect object is marked, being in the preverbal focus position.
(256)

f.

ºÕµáñ ³ÕçÇÏÁ Ç±Ýã ¿ á±õÙ ·ñáõÙ:

			
			

Ełb-or
ałjik-ě
inč’
brother-dat girl.nom-the wh-what.nom

			
		

gr-um?
write-ptcp.pres.

ē
um
she is wh-who-dat

			
“What does my brother’s girl write whom?”
			The wh-pronoun asking for the direct object is marked, being in the
preverbal focus position.

––

Asking for subject, direct and indirect object

(256)

g.

			
			
			

à±í á±õÙ Ç±Ýã ¿ ·ñáõÙ:

Ov
um
inč’
ē
gr-um?
wh-who.nom wh-who-dat wh-what.nom it is write-ptcp.pres
“Who writes what to whom?” (Lit.: Who writes whom what?)

. Please note that this question is not grammatical in English.
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This is the expected order in the interrogative sentence, i.e. subject – indirect object – direct
object.This is an unmarked interrogative sentence, asking for all three constituents with
the same emphasis. Thus, in such a case, a change in the order of the three wh-pronouns,
which are all in the focus position, would cause ungrammatical utterances. If one of the
wh-pronouns should be marked or moved into the preverbal focus position, the order has
to be changed, as below:
(256)

h.

			
			
			

à±í Ç±Ýã ¿ á±õÙ ·ñáõÙ:

Ov
inč’
ē
um
gr-um?
wh-who.nom wh-what.nom it is wh-who-dat write-ptcp.pres.
“Who writes what to whom?”

In this order the wh-pronouns asking for the subject and the direct object are “higher” in
focus and thus more marked than the wh-pronoun asking for the indirect object.
It seems that the order of the wh-pronouns in MEA is generally determined by pragmatic context and by which constituent asked for is more in the centre of the speaker’s
interest. This fact can easily be seen by the movement into the preverbal focus position.
If none of the wh-pronouns are marked, i.e. if they appear in a string followed by the
finite verb, the order of the wh-pronouns in the interrogative sentence reflects the preferred order of a regular declarative sentence, as e.g. subject–wh (á±í ov who?« Ç±Ýã inč’
“what?”) + object-wh (á±õÙ um “whom?”, Ç±Ýã inč’ “what?”, ÇÝãÇ±Ý inč’in “what?”); indirect
object-wh (á±õÙ um “(to) whom?”« ÇÝãÇ±Ý inč’in “(to) what?”) – direct object-wh (á±õÙ um
“who(m)?”« Ç±Ýã inč’ ÇÝãÇ±Ý inč’in “what?”) etc.
Re-Confirming Interrogative Sentence280
In general a reconfirming question is a kind of question in which the speaker wants to
get a confirmation for the uttered question, or he wants to stress his opinion. Usually
such additional questions function as a type of request or command, but can also express
envy or jealousy; they can use wh-pronouns or not.
(257)

¸á±õ åÇïÇ ÇÝÓ û·Ý»ë:

		 Du
piti inj
ōgn-es?
		 you.nom part i.dat help-deb.pres.2.sg
		 “You must help me?” (Meaning: You? – how can somebody like you help me?)
(258)

²×³éÛ³ÝÁ ö³ñÇ½áõÙ ¿ ëáíáñ»É« (³ÛÝå»ë) ã±¿:

		 Ačar̊yan-ě
P’ariz-um ē
sovor-el
(aynpes) č’-ē?
		 Ačar̊yan.nom-the Paris-loc he is study-ptcp.perf. (so)
neg-it is
		 “Ačar̊yan has studied in Paris?” (Lit.: is it not so?).

In MEA, re-confirming interrogative sentences can also take the form of leading questions
and of echo utterances.

. See Papoyan, Badikyan 2003: 73; Abrahamyan 1975: 347ff.

 Armenian

A leading question is one that suggests an answer that implies that there is a proper answer.
(259)

êáí³±Í ã»ë:

		 sovac
č’-es?
		 hungry neg-you are
		 “Aren’t you hungry?”

Echo questions
An echo question is simply a question, which repeats part or all of a message as a way of
having its content confirmed. As can also be seen from the examples above, the intonation
of an echo question using wh-pronouns differs from that of regular content interrogatives with wh-pronouns. Whereas in regular content questions the wh-pronoun bears the
interrogative rising intonation, in echo questions it is not on the wh-pronoun, but on the
constituent which is echo questioned (and thus in focus), and the finite verb (i.e. also the
auxiliary in compound tense and mood forms).
There are various kinds of echo questions in MEA.
There is (a) the recapitulatory echo question which repeats a part (or all) of the message. This type of echo question simply confirms the content.
(260)

A. ºë ÓáõÏÁ ãÑ³í³Ý»óÇ: B. ¬ ¸áõ ³ÛÝ ãÑ³í³Ý»óÇ±ñ:

			
es juk-ě
č’-havan-ec’i.
B: Du ayn
č’-havan-ec’-ir?
			
I fish.nom-the neg-like-aor.1.sg B: you that.nom neg-like-aor.2.sg
		 A: I didn’t like the fish.
B: You didn’t LIKE it?

There are also echo questions in which wh-pronouns are used to ask for a certain part of
the previous utterance that the speaker did not hear or understand:
(261)

A. ºë Ïí×³ñ»Ù ¥¹ñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ¤:

B. - ¸áõ ÇÝã Ï³Ý»±ë:

			
es kvčar-em
(dra hamar)
Du inč’
kan-ês?
			
I pay-cond.fut.1.sg it-gen post
you wh-what do-cond.fut.1.sg
		 A: “I will pay for it.”
B:
“You will WHAT?”
			Note: preferably the interrogative intonation in the echo question is again on
the finite verb (if used) and not, as usually found in interrogative
sentences, on the wh-pronoun.
(262)

A. ÆÙ »Õµ³ÛñÁ ÑÝ³·»ï ¿:

B. - øá »Õµ³ÛñÝ ÇÝã ¿±:

		 A. im ełbayr-ě
hnaget
ē.
			
my brother.nom-the archaeologist.nom he is
		 B. K’o
ełbayrn
inč’
ē̂?
			
your brother.nom-the wh-what he is?
		 A: “My brother is an archaeologist.”
B: “WHAT is your brother?”
			Note: the interrogative intonation is on the finite verb form (auxiliary) and not
on the wh-pronoun.

Echo question can also be (b) questions about questions.
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(263)

A. ºë ³Ûëûñ ²ÝáõßÇÝ ï»ë³:

			
			

B. - ¸áõ áõÙ ï»ë³±ñ:

es aysōr Anuš-i-n
tes-a.
I today Anuš-dat-the see-aor.1.sg

Du um
you wh-who-dat
tes-âr?
see-aor.2.sg

			
			

		 A. “I saw Anush today.”
B: “You saw WHO?”
			Note: again, the interrogative intonation in the echo question is on the finite verb.
(264)

A. ¸áõ í»ñóñ» »±ë ·Çñùë:

B.-

ºë í»ñóñ»É »Ù ùá ·ñÇ±ã¹:

		 A. du verc’r-el
ês
girk’-s?
			
you take-ptcp.perf. you are book.nom-my
		 B. es verc’r-el
em
gr îč’-d?
			
I take-ptcp.perf I am pen.nom-your
		 A. “Have you borrowed my book?” B: “Have I borrowed your PEN?”
			Note: for stronger emphasis, it is also possible to move the object of the echo
question, i.e. “pen”, into the preverbal focus position. i.e. ¶ñÇã¹ »±Ù í»ñóñ»É.
grîč’-d em vercrel? In this case, again, the final verbal form, i.e. the auxiliary, has
the interrogative intonation.
(265)

A.	Æ±Ýã »ë Ùï³ÍáõÙ ³Û¹ ·ñùÇ Ù³ëÇÝ: B. - ÆÝã »Ù Ùï³Íáõ±Ù ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ:

		 A. înč’
es
mtac-um
ayd grk’-i
masin?
			
wh-what you are think-ptcp.pres that book-dat post
		 B. inč’
em mtac-uˆm
ayd masin?
			
wh-what I am think-ptcp.pres. that post
		 A. “What do you think of the book?” B: “What do I THINK of it?”
			Note: as above, in the echo question the constituent, i.e. Ùï³ÍáõÙ mtacum
“think” has the interrogative intonation.

There are also (c) explicatory echo questions that ask for clarification of the first speaker’s utterance. They always use a wh-pronoun and are identical to the wh-question, except for the substitution of the falling exclamatory tone for the rising interrogative tone on the wh-pronoun.
(266)

A. Ü³ÛÇñ ³ÛÝ ³ÕçÏ³¯Ý:

B.- Ü³ÛÇñ á±õÙ:

		 A. Nay-ir
ayn ałjk-a-n!
B. Nay-ir
ǔm?
			
look-imp.2.sg that girl-dat-the		 look-imp.2.sg wh-who-dat?
		 A. “Look at that girl!”		
B: “Look at who?”

3.2.3

Imperative sentences

Most commonly an imperative sentence is used to express
––
––
––

order, commands or instructions
reproaches, which are usually expressed with prohibitive and hortative sentences
calls or appeals

 Armenian

––
––
––
––
––

tasks
wishes
requests
advice
invitations or proposals

The main features of the Eastern Armenian imperative sentence are the verbal form and the
prosody, i.e. the logical stress. The logical stress coincides with the imperative stress and is
usually put on the verb’s last full vowel. In some contexts, however, the stress can also lie on
other constituents of the sentence. In such cases the intonation differs a little bit from a regular imperative intonation: it is higher and stronger. Only in the prohibitive is the prohibitive
particle ÙÇ° mi and not the verbal form strongly stressed.
Generally, imperative sentences may be intonated in two ways, depending on their
function and the context. The real imperative intonation is high-strong, and the weak
intonation for imperative sentences with the function of uttering wishes, beggings etc.
a. Regular Imperative Sentences
A regular imperative sentence is characterised by the use of the imperative mood, most
frequently in 2nd person SG and PL (see Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, p. 271f.).
Hortative use is also possible in the 1st person PL of the subjunctive mood.
The grammatical subject (agent) of the imperative sentence is usually inherent in the
imperative verbal forms. Sometimes the subject is marked by the use of the personal pronouns in 2nd person SG or PL ¹áõ du “you”, ¹áõù duk’ “you”, or the intensive pronouns in
2nd person SG or PL. ÇÝù¹ ink’d “you yourself ” ÇÝùÝ»ñ¹ ink’nerd “you yourselves”, or by
the use of a vocative.
Imperative 2nd person may also be used in conditional and concessive clauses without
a “pure” imperative meaning, if they have a generalised agent.
(267)	ºÃ» Ï³Ù»ÝáõÙ »ë Ï³ï³ñÛ³É ÉÇÝ»É, ·Ý³ í³×³éÇ°ñ ÇÝã-áñ áõÝ»ë áõ ³Õù³ïÝ»ñÇÝ
ïáõñ ¨ »ñÏÝùáõÙ ·³ÝÓ»ñ ÏáõÝ»Ý³ë: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		 et’e kamen-um
es
kataryal lin-el gn-a
vačar̊-ir
		 conj wish-ptcp.pres you are perfect be-inf go-imp.2.sg sell-imp.2.sg
		 inč’-or
un-es
u
ałk’at-ner-i-n
t-ur
ew
		 what-rel have-pres.2.sg conj poor-pl-dat-the give-imp.2.sg conj
		
		

erknk’-um ganj-er
kunen-as.
heaven-loc treasure-pl.nom have-cond.fut.2.sg

		“If you wish to be perfect, go, sell what you have and give it to the poor and you will have
treasures in heaven!” (Here, 2nd person stands for a generalised agent: ‘if one wishes’.)

b.

Analytic Imperative Sentences

An analytic imperative sentence refers to an agent in the 3rd person. The imperative is
expressed by means of the particle ÃáÕ toł “let” and the verb in the 3rd person SG or PL
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of the subjunctive future. Such sentences do not necessarily imply that the hearer is the
transmitter of the prescription. This analytical form can be understood as being more prescriptive for the deficient person in the imperative paradigm.
Remember ex. (595), Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, p. 274:
(595)	ÜáñÙ³É ¿, ÇÝãå»ë Ñ³Ûï³ñ³ñ»É »Ý, Ãá°Õ ³Û¹å»ë ¿É ³Ý»Ý:
(Armenpress 27.11.2005)
		 normal ē
inč’pesˉ haytnaberel
en
t’oł aydpesˉ ēl
		 normal itˉisˉ how find out-ptcp.perf. they are part so
also
		
		

anen.
do-subj.fut.3.pl

		 “It is normal, how they have found out; let them also do in that way.”

In such a case the agent must be expressed by a personal name, the personal or intensive
pronoun or a noun phrase.
In analytic imperative clauses the subject (agent) is usually placed before the particle
t’oł or between the lexicalised particle toł and the verb in the subjunctive future. According
to Kozintseva,281 in the case of a marked subject/agent, this is usually placed in front of the
imperative particle ÃáÕ t’oł (599a). In neutral order, the subject occurs after the particle
(599). (See also Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, p. 275, footnote 200)
Pragmatic Meaning282
Some verbs in the imperative convey a special pragmatic meaning to the clause. This
meaning is often related to the speakers’ evaluation of the action of the main verb.
––

––
––
c.

The imperative of the verb ÇÙ³Ý³É imanal “to know/to learn” often points out that the
following content of the main clause or the sentential complement is particularly significant and important. (See Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, examples (601), (602), p. 275)
The imperative of the verb ï»ëÝ»É tesnel “to see/to look” means ‘prevention’, see Ch.
2.5.7.3.4. example (604), p. 276):
The imperative of the verb ÷áñÓ»É p’orjel “to try” conveys the impossibility of the
embedded action, see Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. example (605), p. 277).
Prohibitive Sentences

Prohibitive is a directive expression that signals a prohibition. It is formed with the stressed
negative marker ÙÇ° mi and the imperative verb form.
The prohibitive has a strong directive function with a strong intonation. Prohibitive
meaning can also be expressed in the negated subjunctive, which is fairly common in spoken Armenian. This variant is much softer and more polite than the regular prohibitive.

. Kozintseva 1995: 51.
.

Kozintseva 1995: 52.

 Armenian

(268)

ØÇ° ·Ý³ ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý:

		 Mi’ gn-a
gradaran!
		 neg go-imp.2.sg library.nom
		 “Do not go to the library!”
(268)

a.

			
			
			

d.

â·Ý³°ë ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý:

č’-gn-as
gradaran!
neg-subj.fut.2.sg library.nom
“You shall not go to the library!”

Directives Without Imperative Verb Forms

In Armenian, verbal forms other than the imperative mood can also convey the function of
the imperative forms to communicate a directive, command, request etc.:
––
––
––

infinitive
subjunctive
Generalised or Impersonal Directives

Generalised or impersonal directives are expressed with the bare infinitive form of the
verb.
(269)

âÍË»°É:

		 č’-cxel
		 neg-smoke-inf
		 “No smoking!”

––

Softened command

Sentences communicating calls, appeals, wishes, pleas, advice, invitations, proposals etc.
are usually characterised by a weaker prosody rather than the highly stressed imperative
forms and by:
––
––
––

negated subjunctive future, particularly 2nd person SG
conditional future 2nd person SG or PL
present indicative 2nd person SG or PL.

As already mentioned above, the negated subjunctive future is commonly used for a softened prohibitive.
(270)

âß³ñÄí»°ë ³Û¹ï»ÕÇó:

		 č’-šarž-v-es
aydteł-ic’!
		 neg-move-refl-subj.fut.2.sg. there-abl
		 “Do not move from there!” (Will you not move from there?)

Conditional future 2nd person is used for “polite” directives, usually only in affirmative use.
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(271)

¸¹õù µáÉáñ¹ Ï·³°ù Ù»ñ ïáõÝÁ:

		 Duk’
bolor-d kg-ak’
mer tun-ě!
		 You.nom all-you come-cond.fut.2.pl our house.nom-the
		 “You all come to our house!” (Will you all come to our house?)

Present 2nd person has a very similar meaning to an affirmative sentence, the main difference lies in the imperative intonation on the verb; this is very common in spoken
Armenian.
(272)

ÐÇÙ³ ·Ýá°õÙ »ë ÇÝÓ Ùáï:

		 hima gn-um
es
inj
mot.
		 now go-ptcp.pres. you are i.dat post
		 “Now you come to me!”

3.2.4

Exclamatory sentences

Exclamatory sentences in MEA convey the speaker’s subjective feelings about the sentence
he says i.e.
––
––
––
––
––
––

the speaker’s opinion on a certain person/object/situations/action
a wish, demand
a pleasant memory
despair, discontent and dissatisfaction
mockery, irony, scorn
call or invitation for an action

They differ from other sentence types primarily in their intonation; they are characterised by a typical rise-fall intonation (and often also by a longer pronunciation
of vowels).
Two prototypical functions of exclamatory sentences are greetings or wishing formulas used in social settings and utterances of negative opinion or attitude such as vows,
abuses and vulgarisms.
(273)
		
		
		

²åñ»¯ë:

Apr-es.
live-subj.fut.2.sg
“You shall live.” (Meaning: Well done!)

The main characteristics of an exclamatory sentence in SMEA are its intonational and syntactic features.
––
––

A high and strong intonation, which stress can, in principle, lie on each constituent of
the sentence, but mainly on interjections or relative/interrogative pronouns.
Usually a regular declarative sentence is used, just with an exclamatory intonation.
The use of interjections is very common. There is no change in word order.

 Armenian

––
––

Usually the verbs of an exclamatory sentence appear in the indicative, imperative or
conditional.
In written MEA, the exclamatory intonation is indicated by the “exclamatory sign” on
the stressed vowel of the word.

(274)

ú¯« ÇÝã ßù»Õ ¹ÕÛ³Ï áõÝ»¯ù« – ³ë³ó Ã³·³íáñÁ: (Grakanut’yun 4: 200)

		
		

O, inč’
šk’eł
dłyak
un-ek’
asac’
oh, wh-what luxurious fortress.nom have-pres.2.pl say-aor.3.sg

		 t’agavor-ě.
		 king.nom-the
		 “‘Oh, what a luxurious fortress you have!’ said the king.”
(275)

ì³¯Û« ³Ûë ÇÝãù³¯Ý Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñ Ï³Ý: (Mayreni 3: 231)

		 Vay, ays inč’k’an
całik-ner
k-an!
		 Vay, that wh-how many flower-pl.nom exist-pres.3.pl
		 “Wow, how many flowers there are!”
(276)

äñÇÙÇïÇí ·áñÍ ¾ñ, µ³Ûó ÇÝãåÇëÇ¯ ×³ß³Ï: (Armenpress 17.06.2006)

		 Primitiv gorc
ēr
bayc’ inč’pisi
čašak!
		 primitive work.nom it was conj wh-which taste.nom
		 “It was a primitive work, but what a taste!”
(277)	îÇñáçª ºñáõë³Õ»ÙÇ ï³×³ñ ÙïÝ»Éáõ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï Ù³ÝáõÏÝ»ñÝ ³Õ³Õ³ÏáõÙ ¿ÇÝª
³ë»Éáí. «úñÑÝáõÃÛá¯õÝ ¸³íÃÇ áñ¹áõÝ»:
(Armenpress 03.04.2006)
		
		

Tir-oj
Erusałem-i
tačar
mtn-el-u
Lord-dat Jerusalem-dat temple.nom enter-inf-dat

		

manuk-ner-n
ałałak-um
ēin
asel-ov
child-pl.nom-the shout-ptcp.pres. they were say-inf-inst

		

žamanak
time.nom

Ōrhnut’yun Davt’-i
ord-u-n.
blessing.nom David-dat son-dat-the

		“On the Lord’s entry into Jerusalem, the children were crying (saying) ‘Hosanna to
the son of David!’”

3.3
3.3.1

Clause patterns
Simple sentences

Distinguishing the three structural types of sentences has previously been explored.
The simple sentence is regarded as the most basic type of a sentence, containing only one
independent clause.
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A simple sentence can be as short as one single word in “one-constituent” sentences,
but usually it has a (finite) verb plus obligatory or optional constituents such as subjects,
objects, adverbials, modifiers etc. The latter type is considered the more frequently used
and regular type of simple sentence.

3.3.1.1 One-constituent sentences
The main characteristics of a MEA one-constituent sentence are that they consist of a single constituent, which is neither subject or predicate, but preferably a single noun, a finite
verb (without overt subject) or a verb in the infinitive.
One-constituent sentences are usually used to shorten sentences, particularly in spoken Armenian, but also to provide an utterance with a special style both in spoken and
written Armenian. Thus, prosody is also an essential feature of one-constituent sentences.
One-constituent sentences can be subdivided into two major groups
––
––

Non-finite, without grammatical categories of person/number
Finite, with an overtly expressed grammatical category of person/number

3.3.1.1.1 Non-finite one-constituent sentences283
Impersonal one-constituent sentences do not contain finite verbs, thus also no copular or
auxiliary verbs.
The central constituent of the sentence can be expressed by an infinite verb or a by noun.
A non-finite sentence expressed with a verb in the infinitive, usually expresses orders,
proposals, questions, messages, wishes or utterances of surprise. As such they commonly
have imperative or interrogative intonation patterns in spoken language. In written language they are often used in all kinds of prohibition signs.
The non-finite one-constituent sentence may also be expressed with only a noun or
noun phrase.
a.
b.
c.
d.

A noun in the nominative
A quantifying noun-phrase consisting of numeral and head-noun
Proper nouns, such as person names, place names etc.
A qualifying noun-phrase consisting of an adjective and head-noun, commonly
expressing formulae used in social situations

(278)

´³ñÇ° ×³Ý³å³ñÑ:

		 Bari čanaparh
		 good journey.nom
		 “Have a nice journey!”

e.

A noun with or without a modifier used as an exclamation of surprise, anger, fear etc.

. comp. Abrahamyan 2004: 69 ff.; Papoyan-Badikyan 2003: 83ff.

 Armenian

(279)

ºñÏ³¯ñ ½·»ëï:

		 erkar zgest
		 long dress.nom
		 “A long dress!”

f.

With a personal name or a noun designating a person as vocative with specific vocative (exclamatory) intonation (in spoken) and punctuation (in written).
(280)

²ßá¯ï:

		 “Ašot!”

Depending on the function, nominal infinite one-constituent sentences are commonly
used as a stylistic device in written, even poetic, language or in spoken, colloquial
languages.

3.3.1.1.2 Finite one-constituent sentences
The main characteristic of finite one-constituent sentences is the existence of a finite verb,
i.e. a morphologically overt person. Usually this type of sentence is also labelled “subjectless” sentence, since there is no overt subject. They differ, however, from sentences with an
omitted subject (zero-subject clauses), in which the subject (a) expresses a concrete and
not a neutral or general subject and (b) might be re-introduced.
Depending on the semantic-pragmatic function of the expressed person of the oneconstituent sentence, one distinguishes the following sub-types:
––
––
––

subjectless finite one-constituent sentences
indefinite finite one-constituent sentences
general finite one-constituent sentences

––

Subjectless finite one-constituent sentences can usually be found in expressions
denoting
Natural events: such as weather, climate, weather conditions

a.

(281)

²ÝÓñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë:

		 anjrew
ē
gal-is.
		 rain.nom it is go-ptcp.pres.
		 “It is raining.”
(282)

ØÃÝ»ó:

		 mt’nec’.
		 grow dark-aor.3.sg
		 “It was growing dark. It began to darken.”

b.

Time: times of day, months, seasons
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(283)

²Ù³é ¿:

		 Amar̊
ē.
		 summer.nom it is
		 “It is summer.”

c.

General states and conditions.

(284)

Ê³Õ³ÕáõÃÛáõÝ ¿:

		 Xałałut’yun ē.
		 peace.nom it is
		 “There is peace. It is peaceful.”

––

Indefinite finite one-constituent sentences are structurally sentences in which verbs
express an indefinite, or non-concrete subject: the agent of the action – the grammatical subject – is unknown. To give a more general and indefinite impression of the
contents of the sentence, the verb often exhibits in the plural.

The following verb forms are commonly used in one-constituent sentences to convey
indefinite meaning:
––
––
––
––

Present tense, 2nd SG.
Present tense, 3rd PL.
Present perfect, 3rd PL.
Aorist, 3rd PL.

(285)

Âáß³Ï »Ý ï³ÉÇë:

		 T’ošak
en
tal-is.
		 pension.nom they are give-ptcp.pres.
		 “Retirement is paid.” (Lit. They give pension)
(286)

¸é³Ý ½³Ý·Á ïí»óÇÝ:

		 Dr̊-an
zang-ě
tv-ec’in.
		 door-dat bell.nom-the give-aor.3.pl
		 “They rang the doorbell”. (Somebody rang the doorbell. The doorbell rang).

General finite one-constituent sentences are used in both spoken and written language, but
are less wide-spread than regular sentences with more than one constituent.
They have a general meaning, expressing general actions and states, but also broad advice,
and very often sayings, proverbs and familiar quotations; that means that the verbal form can
express all persons, moods and tenses, with its grammatical subject not concrete, but general.

3.3.1.1.3 One-word sentences
One-word sentences represent a special type of simple, one-constituent sentence. A oneword sentence is expressed, rather predicatably, by a single word.

 Armenian

Such sentences are a feature of conversation: they occur commonly in spoken language,
but also in written dialogues as one-word-replies, affirmation, negation or question.
According to their pragmatic function, three sub-groups are distinguished.
––

––

––

Affirmative one-word sentences: the speaker answers the question of his conversational
partner with affirmative words, such as ²Ûá: Ayo. “Yes”. ÆÑ³ñÏ»: Iharke. “Of course”
²Ýßáõßï: Anšušt. “Certainly. Of course.” ²Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý Anpayman. “Absolutely!”
Negative one-word sentences: the speaker answers the question of his partner with
negative replies, using one-word sentences such as: àã: Oč’. “No.” ´Ý³í: Bnav. “Never.
Not at all.” ºñµ»ù: Erbek’. “Never” etc.
Interrogative one-word sentences: one-word questions occur commonly in spoken
and written conversation. Not only interrogative pronouns may express one-word
questions, but also affirmative or negative verbs with the interrogative intonation
respectively question marked. ÆÝãá±õ: Inč’u? “Why?” ÆëÏ³å±ë: Iskapes? “Really?”
²Ûá±: Ayo? “Yes?” à±ã Oč’? “No?” etc.

3.3.1.2 Ellipsis
The term ellipsis here refers to incomplete sentences or sentence fragments: in questions
and answers previously mentioned linguistic material is often omitted due to economic
reasons.
Ellipses occur in MEA with the following structural characteristics:
a.
b.

c.

the grammatical subject is omitted: usually with finite verbs – since the category’s
person/number are expressed by the verb;
the predicate (finite verb) is omitted: the predicate may be omitted if it has already
occurred in the same sentence, or it is clear from the context.284 An omitted predicate
is a main feature of folk sayings in Armenian;
other constituents, if they have already occurred in the same sentence, or it is clear
from the context.

(287) - Æ±Ýã ¿ ³Ûë« - Ñ³ñóñ»ó øë³ÝÃáëÁ ½³ñÙ³ó³Í: - È»½áõ« ï»°ñ ÇÙ:
(Mayreni 3: 111)
		 Inč’
ē
ays? harc’rec
K’sant’os-ě
zarmac’-ac.
		 wh-what.nom it is this? ask-aor.3.sg K’sant’os.nom-the surprise-ptcp.res.
		
		

Lezu
ter
im.
Tongue.nom lord.nom my.

		 “What is this?” asked Xanthos surprised. “A tongue, my Lord.”
		Ellipsis in the answer to the question, the predicate – in this case the copular- is
omitted.

. See more on ellipses in Ch. 3.3.2.1. “Coordinated Clauses”, p. 417f.
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(288)

ÆÙ³óáÕÇÝª ÙÇÝ« ãÇÙ³óáÕÇÝª Ñ³½³ñ áõ ÙÇÝ: (Armenian saying)

		
		

imac’oł-i-n
mi-n
č’-imac’oł-i-n
know-ptcp.sub-dat-the one.nom-the neg-know-ptcp.sub-dat-the

		
		

hazar u
mi-n.
1000 conj one.nom-the

		 “For the bright say it once; for the dumb one thousand and one times.”
		 Ellipsis of the finite verb.

3.3.1.3 Impersonal sentences
As mentioned above, MEA has the possibility to express impersonal sentences. The subject
of such sentences is (a) unknown, not concrete, or (b) general.
MEA has two methods to express impersonal or general meaning.
––
––

active sentences with verbs in the 3rd PL.
passive sentences with the omitted agent (=grammatical subject).

(289)
		
		
		

Ø³ñ¹áõÝ ÁÝÏ»ñáí »Ý ×³Ý³ãáõÙ:

Mard-u-n
ěnker-ov
en
person-dat-the friend-inst they are
“You know a person from his friend.”

čanač’-um.
know-ptcp.pres.

(290)	²Ûëûñ ¿É ¹ñ³Ýù Ï³ñ¹³óíáõÙ »Ý Ù»Í Ñ»ï³ùñùñáõÃÛ³Ùµ:
(Grakanutyun 7: 51)
		 Aysōr ēl drank’
kardac’-v-um
en
mec hetak’rk’rut’y-amb.
		 today still they.nom read-pass-ptcp.pres. they are big interest-inst
		 “Today they are still read with great interest.”

There is no semantic difference between these two methods, but there is a difference
in style and in use. Whereas active verbs in the 3rd person plural are more preferably
used in spoken language, the impersonal passive more frequently occurs in written
language. (see Ch. 3.1.2.2.1. “Passivisation”, p. 340, examples (77) and (77a)).

3.3.2

The complex sentence

3.3.2.1 Coordinate clauses285
Coordinated clauses are syntactic constructions combining two or more units of the same
type to a larger unit by maintaining the same semantic relations; these units are usually
clauses.
In MEA, the units to combine are linked in form of asyndetic and syndetic
coordination.

. See Payne 1985: 3–41.

 Armenian

3.3.2.1.1 Asyndetic coordinate clauses
In asyndetic coordination the clauses are combined without an overt linker, i.e. in spoken
MEA intonation is the only means to indicate the coordinate in the structure; in written
MEA it is punctuated with comma or point.
(291)	ºñ¨³ó Éáõë³ëïÕÁ« í»ñ Ï³ó³í í³Õáñ¹Û³Ý ½»÷ÛáõéÁ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 21)
		 erewac’
lusastł-ě
ver kac’av
vałordyan
		 appear-aor.3.sg bright star.nom-the stand-up-aor.3.sg of tomorrow
		 zep’yur̊-ě.
		 breeze.nom-the
		 “The bright star appeared, tomorrow’s breeze stood up.”

Semantically, the relationship between asyndetic coordinated clauses can be:
––
––
––

temporal, i.e. simultaneous or successive actions, events, states are coordinated;
causal;
enumerate, i.e. enumeration of actions, events, states etc.

3.3.2.1.2 Syndetic coordinate clauses
Syndetic coordinate clauses use conjunctions to link the clauses. Depending on the semantics of the conjunction, one can distinguish the following semantic types of syndetic coordinated sentences in MEA:286
––
––
––
––
––
––

Conjoined coordinated sentences, i.e. “and”-sentences, using ¨ ew, áõ u;
Disjunctive coordinated sentences, i.e. “or”-sentences, using Ï³Ù kam, Ã» t’e;
Adversative coordinated sentences, i.e. “but”-sentences, using µ³Ûó bayc’« ë³Ï³ÛÝ
sakayn« ÇëÏ isk ÙÇÝã¹»é minč’der̊ “while, whereas” etc.
There is also a range of correlative conjunctions, conveying
copulative meaning, such as áã ÙÇ³ÛÝ ©©©©©³ÛÉ¨ oč’ miayn…aylew “not only…. but also”;
adversative meaning such as áã Ã»©©©©³ÛÉ oč’ t’e…ayl “ (with additional negative meaning) “not…., but”, et’e….apa….

(292)	²í³ÝáõÙ áõÝ¨áñ ·ÕçáõÏ ¿ñ Ý³« ¨ µáÉáñÁ Ý³Ë³ÝÓáõÙ ¿ÇÝ Ýñ³Ý:
(Hayoc’ lezu 8: 23)
		
		

Avan-um
unewor gełjuk
ēr
na
ew
bolor-ě
settlement-locˉ wealthyˉ farmer.nom heˉwas he.nom conj all.nom-the

		
		

naxanj-um
ēin
nran.
envy-ptcp.pres. they were he.dat

		 “He was a wealthy farmer in the settlement, and everybody envied him.”

. All these conjunctions are used for both phrasal and sentential coordination.
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(293)	2003Ã© ÷»ïñí³ñÇÝ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ·»ñ»½Ù³Ý³ï³Ý ½·³ÉÇ Ù³ëÁ áãÝã³óí³Í ¿ñ, ÇëÏ
·»ñ»½Ù³ÝÝ»ñÁ Ñ³ñÃ»óí³Í ¿ÇÝ µáõÉ¹á½»ñáí: (Azg 10.01.2006)
		
		

2003 t’. p’etrvar-i-n
2003 y. February-dat-the

hayakakan gerezmanat-an zgali
Armenian cemetery-dat considerable

		
		

mas-ě
oč’nč’ac’-v-ac
ēr
isk gerezman-ner-ě
part.nom-the destroy-pass-ptcp.res. it was conj tombstone-pl.nom-the

		
		

hart’ec’-v-ac
ēin buldozer-ov.
level-pass-ptcp.res. they were bulldozer-inst

		“A considerable part of the Armenian cemetery was destroyed in February 2003, and
the tombstones were levelled with a bulldozer.”
(294)	Æñ»Ýù ÙÇ³ÛÝ µáÕáù Ï³ñáÕ »Ý Ý»ñÏ³Û³óÝ»É, µ³Ûó ¹³ Ñ³Û»ó³Ï³ñ· ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ
Ñ³Ù³ñí»É: (Ar
˚ avot 06.04.2006)
		
		

irenk’
miayn bołok’
kar-oł
en
nerkaya-c’n-el
they.nom only complaint.nom can-ptcp.pres they are present-caus-inf

		

bayc’ˉ da hayec’akarg
č’-i
ka-roł
hamar-v-el.
conj that doctrine.nom neg-it is can-ptcp.pres. regard-pass-inf

		 “They can only present complaint(s), but one cannot regard that a doctrine.”
(295)	Î³ñ»ÝÁ ·ñ³Ýóí³Í ¿ñ ´áõ½³Ý¹Ç 101 Ñ³ëó»áõÙ, ë³Ï³ÛÝ ÷³ëï³óÇ µÝ³ÏíáõÙ ¿
³ÛÉ Ñ³ëó»áõÙ: (Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

Karen-ě
granc’-v-ac
ēr
Buzand-i
101 hasc’e-um
Karen.nom-the register-pass-ptcp.res he was Buzand-dat 101 address-loc

		
		

sakayn p’astac’i bnak-v-um
ē
ayl
hasc’e-um.
conj really reside-refl-ptcp.pres. he is other address-loc

		“Karen was registered under the address Buzand 101, but in reality he resides at
another address.”
(296)	²·³Ñ Ù»Í³Ñ³ñáõëïÝ ³ÛñíáõÙ ¿ñ ¹ÄáËùÇ Ïñ³ÏÝ»ñÇ Ù»ç« ÙÇÝã¹»é ²Õù³ï
Ô³½³ñáëÁ µ³½Ù»É ¿ñ Ñ³Ûñ ²µñ³Ñ³ÙÇ ÏáÕùÇÝ:
(Nazaryan 2006: 170)
		 Agah
mecaharust-n
ayr-v-um
ēr
džoxk’-i
		 greedy very rich.nom-the burn-antic-ptcp.pres. he was hell-dat
		 krak-ner-i
mej minč’der̊ Ałk’at Łazaros-ě
bazm-el
		 fire-pl-dat post conj
poor Łazaros.nom-the sit-ptcp.pres.
		 ēr
hayr Abraham-i
kołk’-i-n.
		 he was father Abraham-dat side-dat-the
		“The greedy rich man burnt in the fires of hell, whereas poor Lazarus sat at the side
of father Abraham.”

 Armenian

(297)	Ü³ Ý³¨ ÁÝ¹·Í»É ¾, áñ Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ï³ñáÕ »Ý ÉáõÍ»É áã
Ã»ÙÇçÝáñ¹Ý»ñÁ, ³ÛÉ ÏáÕÙ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 25.03.2006)
		 Na
naew ěndgc-el
ē
or
hakamartut’yun-ě
		 he.nom also underline-ptcp.perf. he is conj conflict.nom-the
		
		

kar-oł
en
can-ptcp.pres they are

luc-el
oč’ t’e
solve-inf conj

mijnord-ner-ě
ayl
mediator.nom-the conj

kołm-er-ě.
party-pl.nom-the
		“He also highlighted that not the mediators could solve the conflict, but the parties.”
(298)	Ü³ »Õ»É ¿ áã ÙÇ³ÛÝ ³Ýí³ÝÇ É»½í³µ³Ý, Ù»Í Ù³ñ¹, ³ÛÉ¨` Ù»Í Ù³ÝÏ³í³ñÅ:
(Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		 Na
eł-el
ē
oč’ miayn anvani lezvaban
mec
		 He.nom be-ptcp.perf. he is conj
famous linguist.nom great
		
		

mard
aylew mec mankavarž.
person.nom conj great pedagogue

		“He was not only a famous linguist and great person, but also a great pedagogue.”

As in many other languages, both conjunctive and disjunctive conjunctions may be used
for multiple coordinations, whereas adversative (and causals) are strictly binary.
(299)	â»Ù Ï³ñÍáõÙ, áñ ³Ûë Ï³Ù ³ÛÝ »ñÏÇñÁ, Ï³Ù ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ Ï³éáõÛóÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¿
å³ñï³¹ñ»É Ù»½ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É Ë³Õ³Õ³å³Ñ áõÅ»ñÇÝ:
(Armenpress 25.01.2006)
		 č’-em
karc-um
or
ays kam ayn erkir-ě
		 neg-I am believe-ptcp.pres. conj this conj that country.nom-the
		
		

kam mijazgayin
conj international

kar̊uyc’-ě
kar-oł
ē
partadr-el
structure.nom-the can-ptcp.pres. it is compel-inf

		
		

mez
ěndun-el xałałapah
už-er-i-n.
we.dat accept-inf peace-keeping force-pl-dat-the

		“I do not believe, that this or that country, or the international organisation can
compel us to accept peace-keeping troops.”

Common in MEA are conjunctive and disjunctive conjunctions, which, if used for multiple coordinations in a certain order, may also convey a correlative meaning.
In MEA the following frequently used conjunctions convey the following meanings:
––
––
––

correlative conjunction: °¨©©©©©°¨ ew….ew....; °Ã» ©©©©©°Ã» t’e….t’e; “and…and; both…and”;
correlative disjunction: Ï³Ù ©©©©©Ï³Ù kam….kam “either ….or”;
negative correlation disjunction: áã©©©©©áã oč’….oč’…”neither …nor”.

(300)	Âáõñù»ñÁ ÏáÝý»ñ³ÝëÇ ëÏ½µáõÙ ¨° ÝÏ³ñ»É »Ý, ¨° ï»ëÝÛáõÃ »Ý í»ñóñ»É:
(Armenpress 19.11.2006)
		 t’urk’-er-ě
konferans-i
skzb-um ew nkar-el
		 turk-pl.nom-the conference-dat start-loc conj draw-ptcp.perf.
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		 en
ew
		 they are conj

tesnyut’
demo material.nom

en
verc’r-el.
they are take-ptcp.perf.

		“At the beginning of the conference the Turks have both drawn and taken demonstration material.”
(301)	Î³Ù Çñ»Ýù ê³ÑÙ³Ý³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ ¨ ·áñÍáÕ ûñ»ÝùÝ»ñÁ É³í ã·Çï»Ý« Ï³Ù
å³ñ½³å»ë ½µ³ÕíáõÙ »Ý ³ãù³Ï³åáõÃÛ³Ùµ:
(Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		 kam irenk’
		 conj they

Sahmanadrut’yun-ě ew
gorc-oł
ōrenk-ner-ě
constitution.nom-the conj work-ptcp.sub. law-pl.nom-the

		 lav č’-git-en
kam parzapes zbałv-um
en
		 well neg-know.pres.3.pl conj simply work on-ptcp.pres. they are
		 ač’k’akaput’y-amb.
		 glossing things over-inst
		“Either they do not know the Constitution or the laws in effect well, or they simply
work on glossing things over.”

Coordination Reduction or Coordination Ellipsis
MEA also allows non-constituent coordination. In such sentences, not each coordinand is a
regular full syntactic constituent; this is called coordination reduction or ellipsis. The ellipsis
may happen with verbal and noun phrases. The main function of such non-constituent
coordination is that identical material should not be repeated in one sentence.
Ellipsis is very common in coordinated sentences. The most common ellipsis is that of
the verb (gapping) and that of the right periphery of the first clause – usually direct objects.
Being a pro-drop language, ellipsis of the subject is wide-spread in MEA; i.e. personal pronouns are not necessarily used in the second clause of a coordinated sentence.
The ellipsis regarding the verb might be full or partial in MEA. In the case of a synthetic verb form, the verb is totally deleted. In the case of an analytic verb form, the finite
auxiliary has to be deleted (in case of the same subject).
(302)
		
		

øáõÛñÁ Ï·Ý³ ¹åñáó« ÇëÏ ÇÝùÁ° Ù³ÝÏ³å³ñï»½: (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 31)

K’uyr-ě
kgn-a
dproc’
isk
ink’ě
sister.nom-the go-cond.fut.3.sg.ˉ school.nom conj he.nom

		 mankapartez.
		 kindergarten.nom
		 “The sister will go to school, but he to kindergarten.” (S [V] adv. + S [ ] adv.)
(303)

Ò»éù»ñÁ ¹ñ»É ¿ñ ³ÛïÇÝ áõ ³ãù»ñÁ ÷³Ï»É: (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 31)

		 jer̊k-er-ě
dr-el
ēr
ayt-i-n
u
		 hand-pl.nom-the put-ptcp.perf. he was cheek-dat-the conj
		 ačk’-er-ě
p’ak-el.
		 eye-pl.nom-the close-ptcp.perf
		“He had put his hands on the cheek and had closed his eyes.”
(O V[+AUX] adv. + O [ ]+V)

 Armenian

If the verb of the second – the coordinated – clause is negated, the negative element is
maintained in ellipsis as a particle áã oč’ “not”:
(304 )

²Û¹ ÏÇÝáÝÏ³ñÁ ùáõÛñë ¹Çï»É ¿« ÇëÏ »ë° áã: (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 31)

		 ayd kinonkar-ě
k’uyr-s
dit-el
ē
isk es
oč’.
		 that film.nom-the sister.nom-my watch-ptcp.perf. she is conj i.nom not
		“My sister has watched that film, but I (have) not.” (O S [V + Aux] conj S [ ] neg)

In MEA, the forward ellipsis, in which the ellipsis is in the second clause, is more common than
the backward ellipsis, in which the ellipsis is in the first clause. The forward ellipsis usually consists in the ellipsis of the verb,287 but in fact other elements can be omitted, as in (305) (306).
MEA allows medial and final forward ellipses; initial ellipsis, however, is highly
unusual and would represent a marked order of V or NP.
(305)
		
		

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ëÇñáõÙ ¿ ²ÝÇÇÝ« ÇëÏ ²ÝÇÝª ì³ñ¹³ÝÇÝ:

Vardan-ě
sir-um
ē
Ani-i-n
isk
Ani-n
Vardan.nom-the love-ptcp.pres. he is Ani-dat-the conj Ani.nom-the

		 Vardan-i-n.
		 Vardan-dat-the
		 “Vardan loves Ani, and Ani Vardan.”
		 Forward medial ellipsis of the verb: S [V] O + S [ ] O
(306)
		
		

²ÝÇÝ áõëáõóãÇÝ µ³óÇÏ áõÕ³ñÏ»ó« ÇëÏ ²ñ³ÙÁª Ý³Ù³Ï:

Ani-n
usuc’č’-i-n
bac’ik
ułark-ec’
isk
Ani.nom-the teacher-dat-the postcard.nom send-aor.3.sg conj

		 Aram-ě
namak.
		 Aram.nom-the letter.nom
		 “Ani sent a postcard to the teacher, and Aram a letter.”
		Forward ellipsis; for verb forward final ellipsis, for indirect object forward
medial ellipsis: S [IO] O [V] + S [ ] O [ ]
(307)

î³ïÇÏÁ É³í³ß ¿ ÃËáõÙ« ÇëÏ Ù»Ýù áõïáõÙ »Ýù (³ÛÝ):

		
		

Tatik-ě
lavaš
ē
t’x-um
isk
menk’
grandmother.nom-the lavash.nom she is bake-ptcp.pres conj we.nom

		

ut-um
enk’
(ayn).
eat-ptcp.pres. we are (that)

		 “Grandmother bakes lavash, and we eat (it).”
		 Forward medial ellipsis of the direct object: S [O] V + S [ ] V

. In linguistics usually referred to as gapping, since ellipsis of the verb leaves a gap between
the remaining verbal constituents, mainly S and O.
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(308)

Ð³Ûñë ·Ý»É ¿ñ ·ÇñùÁ« ÇëÏ Ù³Ûñëª Ï³ñ¹³ó»É:

		
		

hayr-s
gn-el
ēr
father.nom-my buy-ptcp.perf. he was

		
		

mayr-s
kardac’-el.
mother-my read-ptcp.perf.

girk’-ě
isk
book.nom-the conj

		“My father had bought the book and my mother had read (it).” (Better translated as:
the book had been bought by my father and read by my mother.)
		Forward medial ellipsis of the auxillary (finite) and forward final ellipsis of the direct
object, S [V+AUX] [O] + S [V ] [ ]

Forward ellipsis of the verb (“gapping”) does not automatically require identical inflection
of the ellipted verbal element.
(309)

²ñ³ÙÁ ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Ê³ã³ïñÛ³Ý, ÇëÏ Ýñ³ ÍÝáÕÝ»ñÁ` ÎáÙÇï³ë:

		
		

Aram-ě
Aram.nom-the

sir-um
ē
Xač’atryan
isk
like-ptcp.pres. he is Xač’atryan.nom conj

		
		

nraˉcnoł-ner-ě
Komitas.
his parent-pl.nom-the Komitas.nom

		 “Aram likes Xač’atryan, and his parents Komitas.” S [V3.sg] O + S [3.Pl] O.

There is no restriction on the number of remnant constituents left after gapping in MEA.
Backward ellipsis is also acceptable, it usually occurs with the ellipsis of direct objects
(right periphery ellipsis).
(310)
		
		
		
		
(311)

îÕ³Ý ï»ë³í« ÇëÏ ³ÕçÇÏÁ Éë»ó ß³ÝÁ:

Tła-n
tes-av
isk
ałjik-ě
ls-ec’
šan-ě.
boy.nom-theˉ see-aor.3.sg conj girl.nom-the hear-aor.3.sg dog-dat-the
“The boy saw and the girl heard the dog.”
Backward final ellipsis; right periphery ellipsis of the direct object: S V [ ] + S V [O]
ÐáíÇÏÁ ëÇñáõÙ« ÇëÏ ²ÝÝ³Ý ³ïáõÙ ¿ ³ñÏ³Í³ÛÇÝ ýÇÉÙ»ñÁ:

		
		

Hovik-ě
sir-um
isk
Anna-n
at-um
Hovik.nom-the love-ptcp.pres. conj Anna.nom-the hate-ptcp.pres.

		
		

ē
arkacayin film-er-ě.
she is adventure film-pl.nom-the

		 “Hovik loves, but Anna hates action films.”
		Backward final ellipsis; right periphery ellipsis of the direct object S V [ ] +
S V [O] and also backward medial ellipsis of the AUX: S V [ ] [ ] + conj S V[+AUX]
[O] .

3.3.2.2 Subordinate clauses
Subordinate clauses are usually defined as clauses that are syntactically, semantically and
pragmatically dependent from a main clause (or even another subordinate clause). The most

 Armenian

important aspects in classifying a clause as independent are formal markers of subordination, such as subordinating conjunction, relative or interrogative pronouns or adverbs, the
function of the independent clause in relation to the main clause (subject, object, adverbial)
as well as various semantic aspects (in adverbials: temporal, spatial, causal etc.).
As in many other natural languages, MEA distinguishes formally the following subgroups of subordinate clauses with an introducing element.
––
––

Clauses that are introduced with subordinators (=subordinating conjunctions; mainly
adverbial and conditional clauses).
Clauses that are introduced with relative pronouns or interrogative pronouns (relative
clauses).

Indirect speech in MEA is obligatorily linked to the main clause by means of a
conjunction.
Conjunctionless, i.e. unintroduced subordinated clauses are usually found in
––
––

infinitive constructions
participle constructions

In MEA a subordinate clause may function as a/an
––
––
––
––
––

subject clause
object clause
attributive clause referring to an antecedent in the main clause
adverbial clause
clause that does not refer to specific elements in the main clause, but to the main
clause as a whole

The semantics of the subordinate clause depends, particularly in adverbial clauses, on the
semantics of the subordinating conjunction.
Syntactically, subordinate clauses may appear
––
––
––

preceding the main clause
following the main clause
center-embedded.

In MEA, specific semantics of some verb groups may also generate subordinate clauses;
usually, these are verbs that need a complement, such as
––
––
––
––
––
––

manipulation verbs
desiderative and volitional verbs
perception verbs
knowledge verbs
verbs expressing propositional attitude
utterance verbs. (Cristofaro 2003: 99)
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––

Manipulation verbs usually co-occur with their dependent complements in two-ways,
(a) with the zero-infinitive; (b) with the subordinating conjunction áñ or “that” and
the verb in the subjunctive.

(312)	Ø³ëÝ³ÏÇóÝ»ñÁ ëïÇåí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ý Ï³Ý· ³éÝ»É ¨ ·Çß»ñ»É ×³Ý³å³ñÑÇÝ:
(Armenpress 09.04.2006)
		
		

Masnakic’-ner-ě
stip-v-ac
klin-en
kang ar̊n-el
participant-pl.nom-the force-pass-ptcp.res. be-cond.fut.3.pl stop-inf

		
		

ew
gišer-el
čanaparh-i-n.
conj overnight-inf way-dat-the

		 “The participants will be forced to stop and to overnight on the way.”
(313)	Üñ³Ý Ó»ñµ³Ï³ÉáõÙ »Ý ¨ ëïÇåáõÙ, áñ ½áÑ»ñ Ù³ïáõóÇ Ïáõéù»ñÇÝ:
(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		
		

nran
jerbakal-um
en
ew
stip-um
or
he.dat arrest-ptcp.pres. they are conj force-ptcp.pres. conj

		

zoh-er
matuc’-i
kur̊k-er-i-n.
sacrifice-pl.nom offer-subj.fut.3.sg idol-pl-dat-the

		“They arrest and force him that he brings sacrifices to the idols.” (They arrest and
force him to bring sacrifes to the idols.)

Although there is no difference in meaning between these two constructions with manipulation verbs, speakers prefer the infinitive construction in both spoken and written Armenian. It seems to be the higher stylistic construction.
––

Desiderative and Volitional Verbs

The Armenian verbs áõ½»Ý³É uzenal “to wish”, ó³Ý³Ï³É c’ankanal “to wish/to desire”,
Ï³Ù»Ý³É kamenal “to wish/to desire”« etc. can also be used in two ways:
a.

with the infinitive of its dependent verb

(314)	Üñ³Ýù áõ½áõÙ »Ý ÇÙ ùÇÃÁ ó»ËÇ Ù»ç ÙïóÝ»É, µ³Ûó »ë åÝ¹»Éáõ »Ù ÇÙ
×ßÙ³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 24.10.2005)
		
		
		
		

nrank’
they.nom
c’ex-i
mud-dat

uz-um
en
im k’it’-ě
want-ptcp.pres. they are my nose.nom-the
mej mt-c’n-el
bayc’ es
pndel-u
em im
post enter-caus-inf conj I.nom affirm-ptcp.fut. I am my

		 čšmartut’yun-ě.
		 veracity.nom-the
		 “They want to put my nose into mud, but I will affirm my veracity.”

b.

with a subordinate clause, introduced with the conjunction áñ or “that” and the verb
of the subordinate clause in the subjunctive.

 Armenian

(315)
		
		

ì³ñ¹³ÝÝ áõ½áõÙ ¿, áñ ìñ³ëï³Ý ·Ý³ë:

Vardan-n
uz-um
ē
or
Vrastan
Vardan.nom-the want-ptcp.pres. he is conj Georgia.nom

		 gn-as.
		 go-subj.fut.2.sg
		 “Vardan wants you go to Georgia”
(316)	Æ·¹ÇñÇ ù³Õ³ù³å»ïÁ ãÇ áõ½áõÙ, áñ Ñ³Û-Ãáõñù³Ï³Ý ë³ÑÙ³ÝÁ µ³óíÇ: (Armenpress 17.05.2006)
		
		

Igdir-i
k’ałak’apet-ě
č’-i
Igdir-dat mayor.nom-the neg-he is

uz-um
or
want-ptcp.pres conj

		
		

hay-t’urk’akan
sahman-ě
bac’-v-i.
Armenian-Turkish border.nom-the open-pass-subj.fut.3.sg

		 “The mayor of Igdir does not want that the Armenian-Turkish border is opened”

In spoken Armenian a third version is wide-spread and usually used. This form is so pervasive in colloquial Armenian, that it is even gradually entering literary Armenian:
c.

Without a subordinating conjunction but with the verb in the subjunctive

(315)

a.

			
			
			

ì³ñ¹³ÝÝ áõ½áõÙ ¿ ìñ³ëï³Ý ·Ý³ë:

Vardan-n
uzum
ē
Vrastan
gn-as.
Vardan.nom-the want-ptcp.pres. he is Georgia.nom go-subj.fut.2.sg
“Vardan wants you go to Georgia.”

(317)	àõ½áõÙ ¿ñ ïáõÝÁ ë³ñù»ñ Çñ³ ³ÝáõÝáí áõ ÇÝÓ ·ó»ñ ùáõã»ùÁ: (Hetk’ 15.02.2007)
		
		

uz-um
ēr
tun-ě
want-ptcp.pres. he was house.nom-the

		
		

ira
his

sark’-er
repair-subj.past.3.sg

anun-ov
u
inj
gc’-er
name-inst conj i.dat throw-subj.past.3.sg

k’uč’ek’-ě.
street.nom-the

		“He wanted to repair the house in his name and to turn me adrift.
(Lit.: to throw me on the street).”

––

Perception Verbs

Neither the semantic distinction of perception verbs into two main types, sensory and cognitive interpretation nor the interpretation of the perception as direct or indirect,288 seem
to affect the admission of the ‘that’ complement (=subordinate clause) and infinitive for all

. Several natural languages, including English, distinguish between the use of the subordinate
clause or the infinitive in the interpretation of the perception, i.e. whether the perception is direct
or indirect. Direct perception means a direct physical perception of the event and also a requirement of temporal simultaneity between the act of perception and the situation perceived.
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types of perception verbs. It seems that there are only stylistic – and no semantic- differences between the use of infinitive and subordinate clauses.
Perception verbs thus combine with the direct object (asking “who?” “what”?) (318),
with the infinitive (319) (320) and with a subordinate clause introduced with the conjunctions áñ or “that” (319 b). In cases where interrogative pronouns are used in the subordinate clause, they tend to co-occur with the conjunction Ã» t’e “that” as preceding the
interrogative pronoun.289
(318)

Ø³ÉÇÝÏ³Ý »ñµ»ù ãÇ ï»ë»É Çñ ÙáñÁ: (Hetk’ 17. 02.2007)

		 Malinka-n
erbek’ č’-i
tes-el
ir mor-ě.
		 Malinka.nom-the never neg-sheˉis see-ptcp.perf. her mother-dat-the
		 “Malinka has never seen her mother.”
(319)

ºë Éë»óÇ ì³ñ¹³ÝÇ ·³ÉÁ:

		 es
ls-ec’i
Vardan-i
gal-ě.
		 i.nom hear-aor.1.sg Vardan-dat come-inf.nom-the
		 “I heard Vardan coming.”
(319) b.
			
			
			

ºë Éë»óÇ áñ ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ·³ÉÇë ¿:

es
ls-ec’i
or
Vardan-ě
gal-is
ē.
i.nomˉ hear-aor.1.sg conj Vardan.nom-the come-ptcp.pres. he is
“I heard that Vardan was coming.”

(320)	´³Ûó ³Ñ³, ³Ûë í»ñç»ñë ÍÝáÕÝ»ñÇ ·»ñ»½Ù³ÝÇÝ ³ÛóÇ ·³Éáí,
½·³ó áñ Çñ»Ý ÑÇßáõÙ »Ý: (Armenpress 11.05.2006)
		
		

Bayc’ aha ays verjers cnoł-ner-i
gerezman-i-n ayc’-i
conj look this recently parent-pl-dat grave-dat-the visit-dat

		
		

gal-ov
zg-ac’
or
iren
hiš-um
en.
come-inst feel-aor.3.sg conj he.dat remember-ptcp.pres. they are

		“But, look, recently coming to visit the parents’ grave, he felt that they remember him.”
(321)	ºñµ ßÕÃ³Ý ù³Ý¹áõÙ »ë áõ ï»ëÝáõÙ, Ã» ÇÝãå»ë »Ý Ë××»É, Ñ»ïù»ñÁ Ïáñóñ»Éª
³åßáõÙ »ë: (Aravot 08.04.2006)
		
		

erb
šłt’a-n
k’and-um
es
u
tesn-um
wh-when chain.nom-theˉ break-ptcp.pres. youˉareˉ conjˉ see-ptcp.pres.

		
		

t’e
inč’pes en
xčč-el
hetk’-er-ě
korc’r-el
conj wh-how they are tangle-ptcp.perf trace-pl.nom-the lost-ptcp.perf.

		
		

apš-um
es.
be surprised-ptcp.pres. you are

		“When you break the chain and see (that) how they are tangled and the traces are
lost, you are surprised.”

. Felser 1999: 15f; Rogers 1971: 202–222.

 Armenian

Cognition verbs signify a state of knowledge or a process of acquisition of knowledge that can
also co-occur with a dependent clause, e.g. ·Çï»Ý³É gitenal “know”, ÇÙ³Ý³É imanal “to know/
to learn”, Ñ³ëÏ³Ý³É haskanal “understand/perceive etc.”, etc. This clause is usually linked to
the verb with the subordinators, áñ or “that”, Ã» t’e “that” and/or interrogative pronouns.
(322)	Î³ ·»Ý»ïÇÏáñ»Ý Ó¨³÷áËí³Í ëÝáõÝ¹, µ³Ûó Ù»ñ Ï»ÝïñáÝ³Ï³Û³ÝÁ ·ÇïÇ, áñ
Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ã»Ýù ÁÝ¹áõÝáõÙ ³Û¹ å³ñ»ÝÇ ï»ë³ÏÁ:
(Armenpress 31.10.2006)
		 Ka
genetikoren jewap’ox-v-ac
snund
bayc’
		 exist-pres.3.sg genetically modify-pass-ptcp.res. food.nom conj
		 mer kentronakayan-ě giti
or
Hayastan-um č’-enk’
our centre.nom-the know-pres.3.sg conj Armenia-loc neg-we are
		
		

ěndun-um
ayd paren-i
tesak-ě.
accept-ptcp.pres. that victuals-dat kind.nom-the

		“There is genetically modified food, but our centre knows that we do not accept that
kind of victuals in Armenia.”
(323)	ºí Çñ»Ýùª ¹»ñ³ë³ÝÝ»ñÁ »ñµ»ù ã»Ý ÇÙ³ó»É, Ã» Çñ»Ýó ÝÏ³ñáÕ Ï³ Ë³ÕÇ å³ÑÇÝ:
(Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		
		

Ev
irenk’
derasan-ner-ě
erbek’ č’-en
imac’-el
conj they.nom actor-pl.nom-the never neg-they are know-ptcp.perf.

		
		

t’e
irenc’
nkar-oł
ka
xał-i
conj they.dat photograph-ptcp.sub. exist-pres.3.sg play-dat

		
		

pah-i-n.
moment-dat-the

		“And the actors never knew (recognised), that there was a person
photographing them during the moment of the play.”

––

Verbs Expressing Propositional Attitudes.

There are two ways of expressing propositional attitudes.
a.
b.

Directly with expressions such as Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ kareli ē “it is possible that”, Ñ³í³Ý³Ï³Ý
havanakan ē “it is probable that”, Ñ³ëï³ï ¿ hastat ē “it is certain that”, etc.
Indirectly with cognition verbs such as ÙÍ³ï»É mtacel, Ï³ñÍ»É karcel “to think/ to
believe; to suppose” Ï³ëÏ³Í»É kaskacel “to doubt”, í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal “to fear” etc.290

In the direct expressions, infinitive constructions are highly preferred, as below:

. Please note that in MEA the subordinated clauses that depend on verbs expressing propositional values – even in negation – the verbs do not appear in the subjunctive mood.
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(324)	ºí ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ ½³ñ·³óÝ»É ÷áËÑ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ Ý³¨ Ý»ñ¹ñáõÙ³ÛÇÝ
ÇÙ³ëïáí: (Armenpress 01.04.2006)
		 Ev
hnaravorˉ ē
zarga-c’n-el
p’oxaharaberut’yun-ner-ě naew
		 conjˉ probableˉ itˉisˉ develop-caus-inf interrelation-pl.nom-the also
		 nerdrumayin imast-ov.
		 investing
sense-inst
		 “It is possible to develop interrelations also in the area of investment.”

Verbs of cognition commonly have dependent clauses that can occur without a subordinator or with the subordinators áñ or “that” or Ã» t’e “that” (often with following interrogative
pronouns).
(325)	Î³ñÍáõÙ »Ù, ¹»é¨ë ×³Ý³å³ñÑÇ ëÏ½µÇÝ »Ýù ¨ ³Ù»Ý³Ñ»ßï Ù³ëÝ »Ýù ³Ýó»É
ÙÇ³ÛÝ: (Armenpress 18.06.2006)
		
		

Karc-um
em der̊ews čanaparh-i skzb-i-n
enk’
believe-ptcp.pres. I am still
way-dat
beginning-dat-the we are

		
		

ew
amenahešt mas-n
enk’
anc’-el
miayn.
conj easiest
part.nom-the we are pass-ptcp.perf. only

		“I believe (that) we are still at the beginning of the journey and (that) we have only
passed the easiest part.”
(326)	ÂáÕ Çñ»Ýù Ùï³Í»Ý, Ã» ÇÝã ÉáõÍáõÙÝ»ñ å»ïù ¿ ï³Ý: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

t’oł
irenk’
mtac-en
t’e
inč’
let-imp.2.sg they.nom think-subj.fut.3.pl conj what.nom

		
		

lucum-ner
petk’ˉē t-an.
solution-pl.nom give-deb.fut.3.pl

		 “Let them think what solutions they have to offer.”
(327)

ºë Ï³ñÍáõÙ »Ù« áñ Ù»ñ ¹ÇñùáñáßáÙÁ É³í Ñ³ÛïÝÇ ¿: (Azg 10.01.2006)

		
		

Es
karc-um
em or
mer dirk’orošum-ě
lav
i.nom suppose-ptcp.pres. I am conj our position.nom-the int

		 haytni ē.
		 known it is
		 “I suppose that our position is well-known.”
(328)	´³Ûó »ë ËÇëï Ï³ëÏ³ÍáõÙ »Ù, áñ Ýñ³Ýù ùÝÝ³ñÏ»É »Ý ÇÝã-áñ Ýáñ
³é³ç³ñÏÝ»ñ:(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		
		

Bayc’ es
xist
kaskac-um
em or
nrank’
conj i.nom heavy doubt-ptcp.pres. I am conj they.nom

		
		

k’nnark-el
en
inč’-or nor ar̊ajark-ner.
discuss-ptcp.perf. they are any
new proposal-pl.nom.

		 “But I heavily doubt that they have discussed any new proposals.”

 Armenian

––

Verbs of utterance

These verbs such as ³ë»É asel “to say”, å³ïÙ»É patmel “to report/to tell”, Ñ³ñóÝ»É harc’nel
“to ask”, å³ï³ëË³Ý»É patasxanel “to answer”, Ýß»É nšel “to annotate”, ÝÏ³ï»É nkatel “to
notice/to remark” etc. may be used for both direct and indirect speech to convey the content of somebody’s utterance.
If used in indirect speech the reported speech is regarded as a subordinated clause,
introduced with the subordinators áñ or “that”, Ã» t’e “that/whether”. The detailed description of indirect speech, as well as the required morphosyntactic transformations of directly
reported speech into indirect speech, can be found in the Ch. 3.4.4. “Indirect Speech”,
p. 542f.
(329)	«ò³íáù, Çñ³íáõÝù ãáõÝ»ÇÝù Ýñ³Ýó ÃáõÛÉ³ïñ»Éáõ, áñå»ë½Ç ùí»³ñÏ»Ý»,- ³ë³ó
².êÙµ³ïÛ³ÝÁ: (Armenpress 27.11.2005)
		
		

c’avok’
iravunk’ č’-un-eink’
nranc’
t’uylatrel-u
unfortunately right
neg-have-past.1.pl they.dat permit-inf-dat

		

orpeszi k’veark-en
as-ac’
A.ˉSmbatyan-ě.
conj
vote-subj.fut.3.pl say-aor.3.sg A. Smbatyan.nom-the

		 “A. Smbatyan said, ‘Unfortunately we had no right to permit them to vote.’”
(330)	Ô»Ï³í³ñÁ ÝÏ³ïáõÙ ¿« áñ ùÇã-ùÇã í»ñ³ÝáõÙ »Ý Ý³¨ ù³Õ³ù³ÛÇÝ
¨ ·ÛáõÕ³Ï³Ý µÝ³ÏÇãÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç¨ »Õ³Í ï³ñµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ:
(Azg 07.04.2006)
		
		

Łekavar-ě
nkat-um
ē
or
k’ič’-k’ič’
Leader.nom-the remark-ptcp.pres. he is conj bit-bit

		
		

veran-um
en
naew k’ałak’ayin ew
gyułakan
disappear-ptcp. pres. they are also urban
conj rural

		
		

bnakič’-ner-i
mijew eł-ac
tarberut’yun-ner-ě.
inhabitant-pl-dat post be-ptcp.res. difference-pl.nom-the

		“The leader remarks that the established differences between urban and rural inhabitants are also vanishing bit by bit.”
(331)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõóÇãÝ ³ë³ó« áñ ¹³ áã Çñ Çñ³í³ëáõÃÛ³Ý«
áã ¿É ùÝÝ³ñÏíáÕ Ã»Ù³ÛÇ Ñ»ï áñ¨¿ Ï³å ãáõÝÇ: (Azg 03.03.2006)
		
		

Hayastan-i
nerkayac’uc’ič’-n
asac’
or
da oč’
ir
Armenia-dat representative.nom-the say-aor.3.sg conj that conj his

		
		

iravasut’y-an
oč’
ēl
compentence-dat conj also

		
		

orewēˉ kap
č’-uni.
any
relation.nom neg-have-pres.3.sg

k’nnark-v-oł
t’ema-yi het
discuss-pass-ptcp.sub. issue-dat post

		“Armenia’s representative said that this had not any relation either with his competence or with the issue being discussed.”
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3.3.2.2.1 Adverbial subordinate clauses
Adverbial subordinate clauses correspond to the circumstances under which the main clause
takes place. (Cristofaro 2003: 155). Thus the subordinate clause may represent the following
types of interclausal relations with the main clause (Kortmann 1997: 80):
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.

time
place/location
reason
purpose
manner
measure and degree
consecutive
explicative
conditional
concessive
comparative

a.

Time Adverbials

Depending on the semantics of the conjunctions, adverbials expressing time relations may
describe the following interclausal relations:
––
––
––
––
––

simultaneity
anteriority
posteriority
terminus
contigency

The following subordinators are used to express temporal meaning »ñµ erb “when”« »ñµ
áñ erb or “when”« Ñ»Ýó henc’ “just”, Ñ»Ýó áñ henc’ or “as soon as”, ù³ÝÇ ¹»é k’ani der̊
“meanwhile”.
The interrogative pronoun »ñµ erb “when” is often used to articulate not
only simultaneity, anteriority and posteriority of actions/events but also temporal
relative clauses.
(332)	²ÝÓñ¨Ý ëÏëí»ó ³ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï, »ñµ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ ¹»é ã¿ÇÝ Ñ³ë»É å³ïëå³ñ³ÝÇÝ:
		 Anjrew-n
sks-v-ec’
ayn žamanak erb erexa-ner-ě
		 rain.nom-the start-antic-aor.3.sg that time.nom rel child-pl.nom-the
		
		

der č’-ēin
has-el
patsparan-i-n.
yet neg-they were arrive-ptcp.perf. shelter-dat-the

		“The rain started at the time, when the children had not yet arrived
at the shelter.”

 Armenian

(333)

ºë å³ï³Ñ³ñ áõÝ»ó³, »ñµ ³ÝóÝáõÙ ¿Ç ÏÇñ×Ç Ùáïáí:

		
		

es
i.nom

patahar
unec’-a
erb anc’n-um
ēi
accident.nom have-aor.1.sg conj pass-ptcp.pres. I were

		
		

kirč-i
mot-ov.
canyon-dat post-inst

		 “I had an accident, while I was passing near the canyon.”
(334)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ í³Ë»ó³, »ñµ Ý³Û»óÇ å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý ÏáÕÙÁ, Éáõë³ÝÏ³ñáõÙ å³ïÏ»ñí³ÍÁ
½ÇÝí³Í ¿ñ «Ø³Ï³ñáí» ïÇåÇ ³ïñ×³Ý³Ïáí: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

sakayn vax-ec’-a
erb nay-ec’-i
petut’y-an
kołm-ě
conj fear-aor.1.sg conj see-aor.1.sg government-dat side.nom-the

		
		

lusankar-um patker-v-ac-ě
zin-v-ac
ēr
foto-loc
portray-pass-ptcp.res.nom-the arm-pass-ptcp.res. he was

		
		

“Makarov” tip-i
atrčanak-ov.
“Makarov” type-dat gun-inst

		“I was scared to see aperson portrayed at the side of the government armed with a
gun of the ‘Makarov’ type.”
(335)	Üß»Ýù, áñ ³ñ·»ÉùÁ ëÏë»É ¿ ·áñÍ»É 2002-Ç ¹»Ïï»Ùµ»ñÇó, »ñµ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ
³é·ñ³íí»ó ßáõñç 200 ³åûñÇÝÇ Ñ³ïí³Í ëá×Ç:(Armenpress 26.12.05)
		 nšenk’
or
argelk’-ě
sks-el
ē gorc-el
		 note-subj.fut.1.pl conj ban.nom-the start-ptcp.perf. it is work-inf
		 2002-i
2002-dat
		
		

dektember-ic’
erb miayn Erewan-um
December-abl conj only Yerevan-loc

ar̊grav-v-ec’
šurj 200ˉapōrini hat-v-ac’
soči.
confiscate-pass-aor.3.sg about 200 illegal cut-pass.ptcp.res. pine.nom

		“We shall note that the ban started to become effective from December
2002, when only in Yerevan about 200 illegally cut down pine trees had been
confiscated.”
(336)

ºñµ Ù»Í »Õµ³Ûñë ³Ýó»É ¿ñ ÷áÕáóáí, ï»ë³í Çñ ÁÝÏ»ñáçÁ:

		
		

erb mec ełbayr-s
anc’-el
ēr
p’ołoc’-ov
conj big brother.nom-my pass-ptcp.perf. he was street-inst

		
		

tes-av
ir ěnker-oj-ě.
see-aor.3.sg his friend-dat.

		 “When my big (older) brother had passed the street, he saw his friend.”

Particularly in written Armenian, subordinate temporal clauses expressing anteriority, posteriority and simultaneity are frequently expressed not by means of a subordinate clause
introduced by »ñµ erb “when”, but by means of infinitive constructions.
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Thus, anteriority is expressed by means of infinitive constructions, usually with the
postposition Ñ»ïá heto “after” and the infinitive in the ablative.
Posteriority is expressed with the infinitive in the ablative and the postposition ³é³ç
ar̊aj “before”. Simultaneity can be articulated with the infinitive in the instrumental, but
more often with the processual participle -Çë -is.291
(337)	´Ý³Ï³ñ³ÝÁ ëï³Ý³Éáõó Ñ»ïá Ù»Ýù ³ç³ÏóáõÙ »Ýù Ý³¨ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇ
ï»Õ³íáñÙ³Ý Ñ³ñóáõÙ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

bnakaran-ě
stanal-uc’
heto menk’ ajakc’-um
enk’
apartment.nom-the receive-inf-abl post we.nom assist-ptcp.pres. we are

		
		

naew ašxatank’-i tełavorm-an harc’um.
also work-dat disposal-dat question-loc

		“After having received the apartment we also assisted in the question of disposal of
work.”
(338)	îáõÝ ·Ý³Éáõó ³é³ç ÝÏ³ñ³Ï³ÉÇ íñ³ ÙÇ Ù³ùáõñ Ïï³í ¾Ç ¹ñ»É:
(Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

Tun
gnal-uc’
ar̊aj nkarakal-i vra
mi
mak’ur ktav
house go-inf-abl post easel -dat post indef clean canvas.nom

		
		

ēi
I was

dr-el.
put-ptcp.perf.

		 “Before I went home I had put a clean canvas on the easel.”
(339)

²Ýï³éáõÙ ëáõÝÏ Ñ³í³ù»ÉÇë, Ø³¹É»ÝÁ Ïáñóñ»ó ï³Ý µ³Ý³ÉÇÝ:

		
		

Antar̊-um sunk
havak’el-is
forest-loc mushroom.nom collect-ptcp.proc.

		
		

korc’r-ec’
t-an
banali-n.
lose-aor.3.sg house-dat key.nom-the

Madlen-ě
Madlen.nom-the

		“Madlen lost her front door key when (during) she was collecting mushrooms in the
forest”

Note: the subordinator ù³ÝÇ ¹»é k’ani der̊ “meanwhile; because; as long as” denotes both
time and cause in subordinate clauses. In temporal clauses it usually expresses duration or
co-extensiveness.

. Please note, that in MEA the function of subordinating conjunctions denoting “before” or
“after” is fulfilled either by the postpositions Ñ»ïá heto “after” and ³é³ç ar̊aj “before” (with infinitive constructions) or by means of the subordinator Ñ»Ýó áñ henc’ or “as soon as” (anteriority), the
subordinator ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew “until, before” and the adverb Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an “before” (posteriority)
used as subordinating conjunction.

 Armenian

(340)	Âáõñù-Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ë³ÑÙ³ÝÁ ãÇ µ³óíÇ, ù³ÝÇ ¹»é Õ³ñ³µ³ÕÛ³Ý Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ
ãÇ ÉáõÍí»É ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ û·ïÇÝ: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		
		

T’urk’-haykakan
sahman-ě
č’-i
bac’-v-i
k’ani der̊
Turkish-Armenian border.nom-the neg-it is open-pass-ptcp.neg. conj

		
		

łarabałyan hakamartut’yun-ě č’-i
luc’-v-el
Karabakh conflict.nom-the neg-it is solve-pass-ptcp.perf.

		
		

Adrbejan-i
ōgt-i-n.
Azerbaijan-dat favour-dat-the

		“The Turkish-Armenian border will not be opened as long as the Karabakh conflict
has not been solved in favour of Azerbaijan.”
(341)	ø³ÝÇ ¹»é »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ ¹³ëÁ ã»Ý ëáíáñ»É, µ³Ï ÇçÝ»É ã»Ý Ï³ñáÕ:
		
		

K’aniˉder̊ˉ erexa-ner-ě
das-ě
č’-en
sovor-el
conj
child-pl.nom-the lesson.nom neg-they are learn-ptcp.perf.

		
		

bak
ijn-el
č’-en
kar-oł.
courtyard.nom descend-inf neg-they are can-ptcp.pres.

		“As long as the children have not learnt their lessons, they may not go down
to the courtyard. (i.e. to play)”

The subordinator Ñ»Ýó áñ henc’ or “as soon as” usually expresses immediate anteriority, and
sometimes also the contingency “whenever”.
(342)
		
		

Ð»Ýó áñ Ñ³ëÝ»Ù ïáõÝÁ« ù»½ Ï½³Ý·³Ñ³ñ»Ù:

henc’ or hasn-em
tun-ě
k’ez
conj
arrive-subj.fut.1.sg house.nom-the you.dat

		 kzangahar-em.
phone-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “As soon as I arrive at home, I will phone you.”
(343)

Ð»Ýó áñ áñáß»ë ³Ý¹³Ù³·ñí»É Ù»ñ ³ÏáõÙµÇÝ, µ³ñÇ ·³Éáõëï ù»½:

		
		

Henc’ or oroš-es
andamagr-v-el
mer akumb-i-n
conj decide-subj.fut.2.sg member become-refl-inf our club-dat-the

		
		

bari galust
k’ez.
good arrival.nom you.dat

		 “Whenever you decide to join our club, you are welcome.”

The subordinator Ý³Ëù³Ý naxk’an “before” expresses posteriority.
(344)	²Ûë ³ñ³· ï»Ùå»ñÇ ¹»åùáõÙ ï³ëÝ³ÙÛ³ÏÝ»ñ Ïå³Ñ³Ýçí»Ý, Ý³Ëù³Ý Ù»Ýù
ÏÑ³ëÝ»Ýù ÙÇçÇÝ »íñáå³óáõ µ³ñ»Ï»óáõÃÛ³Ý ³ëïÇ×³ÝÇ: (Armenpress
28.03.2006)
		
		

Ays arag temp-er-i
depk’-um tasnamyak-ner
this quick tempo-pl-dat case-loc decade-pl.nom
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kpahanj-v-en
naxk’an menk’
khasn-enk’
require-pass-cond.fut.3.pl conj
we.nom arrive-cond.fut.1.pl

		
		

mijin
evropac’-u
barekec’ut’y-an astičan-i.
average European-dat welfare-dat
level-dat

		“In the case of these quick tempos, decades will be necessary before we will
arrive at the level of the welfare of an average European.”

The starting point of an action/event/state (“terminus a quo”) is expressed by a subordinate clause introduced by the subordinating phrase ³ÛÝ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ïí³ÝÇó ÇÝã (»ñµ) ayn
žamanakvanic’, inč’ (erb) “from that time, that (when)…”
(345)	²Ûëûñ Éñ³ÝáõÙ ¾ 33 ï³ñÇÝ ³ÛÝ ûñÇó, ÇÝã ÏÛ³ÝùÇó Ñ»é³ó³í »ñÏñÇ íñ³
ÁÝ¹³Ù»ÝÁ 47 ï³ñÇ ³åñ³Í åá»½Ç³ÛÇ Ù»Í í³ñå»ï ä³ñáõÛñ ê¨³ÏÁ.
(Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		 Aysōr lran-um
ē 33 tari-n
ayn ōr-ic’
		 today be completed-ptcp.pres. it is 33 year.nom-the that day-inst
		
		

inč’
kyank’-ic’ her̊-ac’av
erkr-i
vra ěndameně
wh-what life-abl leave-aor.3.sg country-dat post in all

		
		

47 tari
apr-ac
poezia-y-i varpet
47 year.nom live-ptcp.res. poetry-dat master.nom

		 Paruyr Sewak-ě.
		 Paruyr Sewak.nom-the
		“Today, 33 years have passed since the day that poetry’s master Paruyr Sewak,
having lived on this earth 47 years in all, had departed from this world (lit.:
from life).”

Utterances with this meaning are, however, preferably expressed by means of infinitive
constructions (see Ch. 3.4.5.1. “Nominalised infinitives”, p. 549f.).
The terminal point of an action/event/state (“terminus ad quem”) is expressed with
the subordinating conjunctions ÙÇÝã¨ (áñ) minč’ew (or) “until”, ÙÇÝã minč’ “until”.
(346)	ºñÏÇñÁ Ïß³ñáõÝ³ÏÇ ³Û¹å»ë ³åñ»É ³ÛÝù³Ý Å³Ù³Ý³Ï, ÙÇÝã¨ Ýáñ ÁÝ¹¹ÇÙáõÃÛáõÝ
Ó¨³íáñíÇ: (Armenpress 07.12.2005)
		
		

Erkir-ě
kšarunak-i
aydpes apr-el aynk’an
country.nom-the continue-cond.fut.3.sg so
live-inf so much

		
		

žamanak minč’ew nor ěnddimut’yun
jewavor-v-i.
time.nom conj
new opposition.nom form-pass-subj.fut.3.sg

		“The country will continue to live in that way such a long time, until a
new opposition is formed.”

 Armenian

(347)	²Ù»Ý »ñ»Ïá »Ï»Õ»óáõÝ ÏÇó ïÝ³ÏÝ»ñÇó Ù»ÏáõÙ Ñ³í³ï³óÛ³ÉÝ»ñÇ Ñ³í³ùÝ»ñ ¿
Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÙª ÙÇÝã¨ Ï³í³ñïí»Ý ßÇÝ³ñ³ñ³Ï³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 28.03.2006)
		
		

amen ereko
ekełec’u-n
kic’ tnak-ner-ic’
mek-um
every evening church-dat-the close house-pl-abl one-loc

		
		

havatac’yal-ner-i havak’-ner
ē
kazmakerp-um
believer-pl-dat meeting-pl.nom he is organize-ptcp.pres.

		
		

minč’ew kavart-v-en
šinarakan ašxatank’-ner-ě.
conj
complete-pass-ond.fut.3.pl building work-pl.nom-the.

		“Every evening he organises meetings of the believers in one of the small houses
close to the church, and will do so until the construction works are completed.”
ÙÇÝã¨ minč’ew can also be used to express posteriority, i.e. “before”

(348)
		
		

ØÇÝã¨ Ýñ³Ýù Ï·³Ý, å»ïù ¿ ³Ûë ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ Ï³ï³ñíÇ:

minč’ewˉ nrank’ˉ kg-an
petk’ ē
conj
they
come-cond.fut.3.pl part

ays ašxatank’-ě
this work.nom-the

		 katar-v-i.
		 fulfil-pass-deb.fut.3.sg
		 “Until (=Before) they come, this work must be fulfilled.”
ÙÇÝã minč’ is also used to express (a) simultaneity of actions, i.e. “in the meantime/ when/

during/while” (b) posteriority of action “before”.
(349)

Ð³ñ¨³ÝÇ ßáõÝÁ Ñ³ãáõÙ ¿ñ, ÙÇÝã »ë ÷áñÓáõÙ ¿Ç ùáõÝ ÙïÝ»É:

		
		

harewan-i
šun-ē
hač’-um
ēr
minč’ es
neighbour-dat dog.nom-the bark-ptcp.pres. it was conj i.nom

		

p’orjum
ēi
k’un
mtn-el.
try-ptcp.pres. I was sleep.nom enter-inf

		 “The neighbour’s dog was barking, while I was trying to fall asleep.”
(350)

ØÇÝã ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñë ëñ×áõÙ ¿ÇÝ, »ë Ñ³ëóñ»óÇ Ñá¹í³ÍÁ Ï³ñ¹³É:

		
		

minč’ ěnker-ner-s
srč-um
ēin
es
conj friend-pl.nom-my drink coffee-ptcp.pres. they where i.nom

		

hasc’r-ec’i
hodvac-ě
kard-al.
succeed-aor.1.sg essay.nom-the read-inf

		 “While my friends were drinking coffee; I succeeded in reading the essay.”

b.

Place Adverbials

The place adverbial subordinate clauses relate to the place, where the action takes place, to
the local starting point of an action and to the local end point of an action/event.
Usually MEA uses constructions with:
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––
––

interrogative pronouns communicating location, place etc. used as relative pronouns;
deictic adverbials in the main and interrogative pronouns with place meaning used as
relative pronouns.

These constructions can be regarded as a sub-group of relative subordinate clauses because
of their “subordinating markers” (i.e. relative pronouns).
(351)	Ø³ñ¹áõÝ ãÇ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ³ñï³ùë»É ÙÇ »ñÏÇñ« áõñ Ýñ³Ý ëå³éÝáõÙ »Ý Ïïï³ÝùÝ»ñ:
(Ar
˚ avot 08.04.06)
		
		

Mard-u-n
č’-i
person-dat-the neg-it is

kareli
artak’s-el
mi
erkir
possible deport-inf indefˉ country.nomˉ

		
		

ur
nran
spar̊n-um
en
kttank’-ner.
wh-where he.dat threaten-ptcp.pres. they are torture-pl.nom.

		 “You can not deport a person to a country, where torture threaten him.”
(352)	ÆëÏ Ù»Ýù ß³ñáõÝ³Ï»Éáõ »Ýù Ù³ñï³Ï³Ý Ñ»ñÃ³å³ÑáõÃÛáõÝÁ ï³Ý»É ³ÛÝï»Õ,
áñï»Õ Ñ³ë»É »Ýù: (Armenpress 08.04.06)
		
		

Isk
menk’
šarunakel-u
enk’
martakan hert’apahut’yun-ě
conj we.nom continue-ptcp.fut. we are fighting
duty.nom-the

		
		

tan-el
aynteł orteł
has-el
enk’.
carry-inf there wh-where arrive-ptcp.perf. we are

		 “But we will continue to carry out fighting duties there, where we arrived.”
(353)	¶»ïÁ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇ Ù³ñÙÇÝÁ ùß»É ¿ ÙÇÝã»õ ÌáíÇÝ³ñ ÉÇ×Á, áñï»ÕÇó ³ÛÝ ¹áõñë ¿
µ»ñí»É çñ³ëáõ½³ÏÝ»ñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)
		
		

get-ě
erexa-y-i marmin-ě
k’š-el
ē
minč’ew
river.nom-the child-dat body.nom-the drive-ptcp.perf. it is prep

		
		

Covinar lič-ě
orteł-ic’
ayn
durs ē
Covinar lake.nom-the wh-where from that.nom out it is

		
		

ber-v-el
jrasuzak-ner-i kołmic’.
bring-pass-ptcp.perf. diver-pl-dat post

		“The river carried the child’s body until the Lake of Covinar, from where it was
pulled out by divers.”

c.

Reason/Causal Adverbials

A subordinate causal clause is one which gives either the cause or the reason for the fact/
action stated in the matrix clause.
The following subordinators usually introduce causal subordinate clauses: áñáíÑ»ï¨
orovhetew “because”« áñ or “that”« ù³ÝÇ áñ k’ani or “since”« ù³Ý½Ç k’anzi “because; for; as”.
Another subordination marker is the postpositional phrase ³ÛÝ å³ï×³éáí ayn patčar̊ov
“with that reason” in the main clause, followed by CONJ áñ or “that” in the subordinate clause.

 Armenian

(354)	ºí ù³ÝÇ áñ ³Ûë Ñ³ñóÁ ãÇ ÉáõÍí³Í, ã»Ù Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ, áñ ÑÇÙÝ³ËÝ¹ÇñÁ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿
Ñ³Ù³ñ»É ÉáõÍí³Í: (Ar
˚ avot 04.04.2006)
		
		

Ev k’ani or ays harc’-ě
č’-i
luc-v-ac
č’-em
conjˉconj thisˉproblem.nom-theˉ neg-itˉis solve-pass-ptcp.res. neg-I am

		
		

hamar-um
or
himnaxndir-ě
kareli ē
consider-ptcp.pres conj basic problem.nom-the possible it is

		
		

hamar-el
consider-inf

luc-v-ac.
solve-pass-ptcp.pres.

		“And since this problem is not solved, I do not think that it is possible to
consider the basic problem (as) solved.”
(355)	îáÝ ¿ ÑáõÛëÇ áõ Ñ³í³ïÇ Ýáñá·áõÃÛ³Ý, ù³Ý½Ç ³í»ï³íáñ
Ññ»ßï³ÏÇ ßáõñÃ»ñáí ³Ù»Ýùë ÉëáõÙ »Ýù. «î»ñÁ ù»½ Ñ»ï ¿»:
(Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		
		

Ton
ē
huysi
u
havati
norogut’y-an k’anzi
feast.nom it is hope-dat conj belief-dat renewal-dat conj

		
		

avetavor
hreštak-i šurt’-er-ov amenk’-s
ls-um
news bringing angel-dat lip-pl-inst all.nom-my listen-ptcp.pres.

		
		

enk’
“Ter-ě
k’ez
het ē”.
we are Lord.nom-the you.dat post he is”.

		“It is the feast of the renewal of hope and belief, for we all hear from the lips of the
good news-bringing angel: ‘The Lord is with you’.”
(356)	Ð³Ý¹ÇåáõÙÁ Ñ»ï³Ó·í»É ¿ ³ÛÝ å³ï×³éáí, áñ ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ
Ñá·¨áñ ³é³çÝáñ¹ ²ÉÉ³ÑßáõùÛáõñ ö³ß³½³¹»Ý »ñÏñÇ
Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ÆÉÑ³Ù ²ÉÇ¨Ç Ñ»ï Ù»ÏÝ»É ¿ ê³áõ¹Û³Ý ²ñ³µÇ³:

(Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

Handipum-ě
hetajg-el
ē
ayn patčar̊ov or
meeting.nom-the delay-ptcp.perf. it is that reason conj

		
		

Adrbejani
hogevorˉ ar̊ajnord
Azerbaijan-dat spiritual leader.nom

Allahšuk’yurˉ P’ašazade-n
Allahšuk’yur P’azade.nom-the

		 erkr-i
naxagah
Ilham Aliew-i
het mekn-el
		 country-dat president.nom Ilham Aliew-dat post depart-ptcp.perf.
		
		

ē
Saudyan Arabia.
he is Saudi Arabia.

		“The meeting was delayed for the reason that the spiritual leader of Azerbaijan, Allahshukyur Pasha-Zade has departed with the country’s president, Ilham Aliew for
Saudi-Arabia.”
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d.

Purpose Adverbials (Final Adverbials)

The ‘purpose clause’ is used to show the purpose or intention of the action/state of the
main verb in the matrix clause.
Purpose (or final) clauses are usually introduced with the conjunctions áñ or “that”
or áñå»ë½Ç orpeszi “in order to”. The constructions with the postpositional phrase ³ÛÝ
Ýå³ï³Ïáí ayn npatakov “with that aim” in the matrix and with the conjunction áñ or
“that” in the subordinate clause is also used.
A special feature of subordinate purpose clauses is the exclusive and obligatory use of
the subjunctive mood as the verbal form.
(357)	Â»ñ¨ë ×Çßï ÏÉÇÝÇ ³ÛÝ ³í»ÉÇ áõß ùÝÝ³ñÏ»É, áñå»ë½Ç áñ¨¾ Ù»ÏÁ ãÏ³åÇ
ÁÝïñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï: (Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

T’erews
čišt klini
ayn aveli uš
k’nnark-el orpeszi
Probably right be-cond.fut.3.sg that more later discuss-inf conj

		
		

orewē mekě
č’-kap-i
ěntrut’yun-ner-i het.
anyone.nom-the neg-connect-subj.fut.3.sg election-pl-dat post

		“It would probably be right to discuss that later, in order that no one relates (it) to
the elections.”
(358)	²ÕçÏ³ Ñ»ï Ùï»ñÙ³ó»É ¿ñ ³ÛÝ Ýå³ï³Ïáí« áñ ³ÙáõëÝáõÃÛ³Ý ³é³ç³ñÏ ³ÝÇ:
(Hayoc Lezu 8: 62)
		
		

Ałjk-a het mtermac’-el
ēr
aynˉ npatakov
girl-dat post becomeˉfriends-ptcp.perf. he was that reason-with

		
		

or
amusnut’y-an ar̊ajark
an-i.
conj marriage-dat proposal.nom make-subj.fut.3.sg

		“He had become friends with the girl with the purpose of making a marriage proposal.” (Lit.: that he makes a marriage proposal.)

The shorter form áñ or is more frequently found in both spoken and written MEA to
express the meaning of “in order to”.
(359)	Ð³çáñ¹ ûñÝ Ù»ÏÝ»óÇ Þ»ùëåÇñÇ ÍÝÝ¹³í³ÛñÁ áñ ËáÝ³ñÑí»Ù Ñ³Ý×³ñ»Õ ·ñáÕÇ
³×ÛáõÝÇÝ:
		
		

hajord ōr-n
mekn-ec’-i
Šek’spir-i
cnndavayr-ě
next day.nom-the depart-aor.1.sg Shakespeare-dat birthplace.nom-the

		

or
xonarh-v-em
hančareł groł-i
ačyun-i-n.
conj bow-refl-subj.fut.1.sg genius author-dat tomb-dat-the

		“The next day I departed for Shakespeare’s birthplace in order to bow before the
tomb of the genius playwright.”

 Armenian

e.

Manner Adverbials

Manner subordinate clauses are usually introduced with the following conjunctions and
conjunctional words:
ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “as, such as”« áñ or “as, that”« ÇÝãå»ë áñ« áÝó áñ onc’ or “as if ”, ³ë»ë
ases “as if ”« ³ë»ë Ã» ases t’e “as if ”« Ï³ñÍ»ë karces “it seems, as if ”« Ï³ñÍ»ë Ã» karces t’e
“it seems, as if”.
Manner subordinators quite often co-occur with the manner adverb ³ÛÝå»ë aynpes
“so” in the matrix clause.
(360)	Ü³Ë³·³Ñ èáµ»ñï øáã³ñÛ³ÝÁ Ïß³ñáõÝ³ÏÇ ³ßË³ï»É ³ÛÝå»ë, ÇÝãå»ë ÙÇÝã
³ÛÅÙ: (Armenpress 24.11.2006)
		
		

naxagah
R̊obert K’oč’aryan-ě
kšarunak-i
president.nom Robert K’oč’aryan.nom-the continue-cond.fut.3.sg

		
		

ašxat-el aynpes inč’pes minč’ ayžm.
work-inf so
conj prep now

		 “President Robert K’oč’aryan will continue to work so, as he did until now.”
(361)	. . . .¨ ³í»É³óñ»ó, áñ Ï³ñÍ»ë Ã» Ñ³Ï³í³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ Ï³ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ
ß³ñáõÝ³Ï»Éáõ: (Armenpress 04.06.2006)
		
		

ew
avelac’r-ec
or
karces t’e hakavacut’yun ka
conj add-aor.3.sg conj conj
tendency.nom exist-pres.3.sg

		
		

ašxatank’-ner-ě
šarunakel-u.
work-pl.nom-the continue-inf-dat

		 “And he added that as if there were a tendency to continue the works.

f.

Measure and Degree Adverbials

These adverbial clauses are commonly introduced with the following conjunctions and also
with interrogative pronouns of measure and degree, which function, in this case, as relative
pronouns: áñù³Ý ork’an “how much/as much”« áñù³Ý áñ ork’an or “so much that”, ÇÝãù³Ý
inč’k’an “so much”« áñ or “that”« ÙÇÝã¨ áñ minč’ew or “until that”.
A very common construction is the measure/degree adverb ³ÛÝù³Ý aynk’an “so
much” in the matrix and the subordinators áñù³Ý ork’an “how much/ as much” or áñ or
in the subordinate clause.
(362)	êë³Ï³ÛÝ ¹³ ³ÛÝù³Ý ë³ñë³÷»ÉÇ ãÇ ÉÇÝÇ, áñù³Ý Ý»ñÏ³Û³óíáõÙ ¿:
(Armenpress 23.03.20069)
		
		

Sakayn da aynk’an sarsap’eli č’-i
lini
conj
that so much horrible neg-it is be-ptcp.neg

		
		

nerkayac’-v-um
ē.
present-pass-ptcp.pres. it is

		 “However, that will not be as horrible, as it is presented.”

ork’an
conj
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g. Consecutive Adverbials
The subordinating consecutive clause denotes the consequences or effects of the action/state
of the matrix clause, i.e. the situation being described follows on from some previously mentioned situation. It is usually introduced by the following conjunctions áõëïÇ usti “so/therefore/
whence”, áõñ»ÙÝ uremn “consequently/therefore”, h»ï¨³µ³ñ hetewabar “consequently”.292
Note that consecutive or “consequence” clauses appear exclusively following the main
clause.
(363)	Ø»ñ »ñÏñáõÙ ·ñ³ùÝÝáõÃÛáõÝ ãÏ³, áõëïÇ ¨ ³Û¹ µÝ³·³í³éáõÙ åñáµÉ»Ù ·áÛáõÃÛáõÝ
ãáõÝÇ. (Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		
		

mer
our

erkr-um
grak’nnut’yun č’-ka
usti ew
ayd
country-loc auditing.nom neg-exist-pres.3.sg. conj conj that

		
		

bnagawar̊-um
field-loc

problem
goyutyun
č’-un-i.
problem.nom existence.nom neg-have-pres.3.sg

		 “There is no auditing in our country; so a problem does not exist in this field.”
(364)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ å³ïñ³ëï ã¿ ³ïáÙ³Ï³Û³ÝÇ ÷³ÏÙ³ÝÁ, Ñ»ï¨³µ³ñ ³Û¹
³é³ç³ñÏÁ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»ÉÇ ã¿: (Armenpress 13.05.2006)
		
		

Hayastan-ě
patrast č’-ē
atomakayan-i
Armenia.nom-the ready neg-it is nuclear power plant-dat

		
		

p’akm-an-ě
hetewabar
ayd ar̊ajark-ě
ěnduneli č’-ē.
closure-dat-the consequently that proposal.nom-the acceptable neg-itˉis.

		“Armenia is not ready for a closure of the nuclear power plant; consequently that
proposal is not acceptable.”

h.

Explicative Adverbials

Explicative subordinate clauses explain the contents of the main clause. The explicative subordinators are the conjunctions ³ÛëÇÝùÝ aysink’n and ³ÛÝ ¿ ayn ē “that is/in other words”.
These subordinate clauses regularly follow their main clauses.
(365)	ºñÏáõëÝ ¿É Çñ³óí»ÉÇáõÃÛáõÝ »Ý ï³ÉÇë ýÇÝ³Ýë³Ï³Ý ßáõÏ³ÛÇÝ, ³ÛëÇÝùÝ
³í»É³óÝáõÙ »Ý ¹ñ³ÙÇ ù³Ý³ÏÁ: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)
		
		

Erku-s-n
ēl
irac’veliut’yun
en
tal-is
two-pl.nom-the also realization–nom they are give-ptcp.pres.

		
		

finansakan šuka-y-i-n
aysink’n avela-c’n-um
en
financial
market-dat-the conj
raise–caus-ptcp.pres. they are

		
		

dram-i
k’anak-ě.
money-dat amount.nom-the

		“Both also give realisation to the financial market; in other words they are
raising the amount of the money.”

. Please note that these consecutive and explicative words are also used in real conditional
sentences to convey the meaning of a logical conclusion. Consecutive and explicative subordinated
clauses also occur without introducing conjunctions, as asyndetic clauses.

 Armenian

i.

Concessive Adverbials

Concessive subordinate clauses usually make a concession, against which the propositions
in the matrix clause are contrasted; are introduced with concessive conjunctions such as
Ã»¨ t’ew “although, even if, while”, Ã»Ïáõ½ t’ekuz “even, though”, Ã»å»ï t’epet “though”,
ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “inspite of, despite”, ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead of ” etc.
(366)	¶áñÍáõÕíáÕÝ»ñÁ Ã»å»ï ³å³Ñáíí»Éáõ »Ý µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÝ»ñáí, ëï³Ý³Éáõ »Ý
ÙÇ³Ýí³· ¨ ³Ùë³Ï³Ý ¹ñ³Ù³Ï³Ý ÷áËÑ³ïáõóáõÙ: (Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		
		

Gorcuł-v-oł-ner-ě
t’epet
business trip send-pass-ptcp.sub-pl.nom-the conj

apahov-v-elu
provide-pass-ptcp.fut.

		
		

en
bnakaran-ner-ov
stanal-u
en
mianvag ew
they are apartment-pl-inst receive-ptcp.fut they are once-only conj

		

amsakan dramakan p’ oxhatuc’um.
monthly financial compensation.nom

		

“Although they will be provided with apartments, travellers on business trips will
receive a once-only monthly financial compensation.”

(367)	Ü³ Ýß»ó, áñ ãÝ³Û³Í ½³ñ·³óÙ³Ý ï»Ùå»ñÁ µ³í³Ï³Ý ¹³Ý¹³Õ »Ý, ³× Ï³, Ã»¨
³ßË³ïáõÙ »Ý áã ÉñÇí Í³Ýñ³µ»éÝí³ÍáõÃÛ³Ùµ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		
		

na
nš-ec’
he.nom mark-aor.3.sg

or
č’nayac zargac’m-an
conj conj
development-dat

		 temp-er-ě
bavakanˉ dandałˉ en
		 tempo-pl.nom-the int
slow they are
		
		

ač
ka
growth.nom exist-pres.3.sg

t’eew ašxat-um
en
oč’ lriv canraber̊nvacut’y-amb.
conj work-ptcp.pres. they are not full workload-inst

		“He marked that although the pace of the development is fairly slow; there is
growth, although they do not work with a full workload.”

Concessive conjunctions are often used in combination with placeholder elements in
the matrix clause, such as adversative conjunctions such as ë³Ï³ÛÝ sakayn or µ³Ûó bayc’
“but”.
(368)	Â»¨ ³ÛÅÙ ï»ëãáõÃÛáõÝÝ áõÝÇ É³µáñ³ïáñÇ³, ë³Ï³ÛÝ ³ÛÝ Ñ³í³ëï³·ñí³Í ã¿ ¨
ãáõÝÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï³ÏÇó ë³ñù³íáñáõÙÝ»ñ:
(Armenpress 23.03.2006)
		
		

T’eew ayžm tesčut’yun-n
uni
laboratoria
sakayn
conjˉ nowˉ supervisory.nom-the have-pres.3.sg laboratory.nom conj

		
		

ayn havastagr-v-ac
č’-ē
ew
č’-un-i
that legalize-pass-ptcp.res neg-it is conj neg-have-pres.3.sg

		
		

žamanakakic’ sark’avorum-ner.
modern
equipment-pl.nom

		“Although the supervisory has a laboratory now, (but) it is not legalised and has no
modern equipment.”
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3.3.2.2.2 Conditional clauses293
Conditional clauses are actually subtypes of adverbial clauses and usually express circumstances or a condition upon whose fulfilment the proposition expressed in the main clause
depends.
These circumstances, or conditions, as will be explained below, can have already been
fulfilled in the past, are fulfilled in the present or will be/must be/can be fulfilled in the
future, (i.e. time reference in the protasis: past/present/future). The action/state depending
on this past/present/future fulfilment is given in the form of the verb of the matrix clause.
Conditionals can also be regarded as the most flexible or ambiguous of all adverbials
clauses; they are open to various interpretations, as will be exemplified below.
Types of MEA Conditionals
Before analysing conditional clauses in detail, the general types of semantic and syntactic
conditionals shall be outlined.
a.

Semantic Types

As other natural languages, basically MEA distinguishes between open and hypothetical
conditionals.
Open conditionals usually refer to situations in the present, habitual (generic) or past.
They can also be regarded as statements of fact or of actions, which may happen or not.
A prototypical open conditional clause shows the subjunctive future in the subordinate
clause and the conditional future in the main clause – this is also the most common form
of Armenian conditional sentence.
(369) ºÃ» ³í»ÉÇ É³í ëáíáñ»ë, ³í»ÉÇ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ Ïëï³Ý³ë:
		 et’e aveli lav
sovor-es
aveli lav
gnahatakan-ner
		 conj more good learn-subj.fut.2.sg more good mark-pl.nom
		 kstan-as.
receive-cond.fut.2.sg.
		 “If you study better, you will get better marks.”

Hypothetical conditional, by contrast, conveys the speaker’s belief that the condition is
not fulfilled (present), will not be fulfilled (future) or was not fulfilled (past). The low
probability,or even certain falsity, of the proposition is expressed in the main clause.
Unreal situations may be viewed from an imaginative and predictive viewpoint. The
imaginative viewpoint expresses the thoughts of the speaker about (a) what is hypothetical (i.e. what might be or happen if the action/situation takes place) and about (b) what is
counterfactual (i.e. what might have been or happened, if the action/situation had taken

. Shopen 1985: II:190 ff; Comrie 1986: 77–102; König 1986: 229–246; Cristofaro 2003: 160ff;
Kozintseva 2005: 168–194.
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place). Whereas, the predictive viewpoint predicts what will be or will happen, if the action/
situation takes place.
The degree of hypothetically of the probability of the realisation of an action or situation is indicated by the choice of the verb forms (mood and tense) both in the protasis and
the apodosis .
(370)	ºÃ» ³í»ÉÇ É³í ëáíáñ»Çñ, ³í»ÉÇ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ Ïëï³Ý³ÛÇñ:
		 et’e aveli lav
sovor-eir
aveli lav
		 conj more good learn-subj.past.2.sg more good

gnahatakan-ner
mark-pl.nom

		 kstan-ayir.
		 receive-cond.past.2sg
		 “If you studied better, you would have better marks.”
		= a future action, which is considered to be of very low probability, or will be absolutely excluded.
(371)	»Ã» ³ÝóÛ³É ï³ñÇ É³í ëáíáñ»Çñ, ³í»ÉÇ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ Ïëï³Ý³ÛÇñ:
		
		

Et’e anc’yal tari lav
sovor-eir
aveli lav
gnahatakan-ner
conj last
year good learn-subj.past.2.sg more good mark-pl.nom

		 kstan-ayir.
		 receive-cond.past.2.sg
		“If you had studied hard last year, you would have had better marks.”
= a desirable action not performed in the past

b.

Formal Types

MEA distinguishes four formal types of conditional clauses.294
––

Prototypical conditionals within a conditional subordinate clause, introduced with
conditional conjunctions and optional correlatives in the apodosis. This is the most
frequent type of conditional clause.

(372)

ºÃ» ²ÝáõßÁ ·³, Ù»Ýù Ï·Ý³Ýù ÙÇ³ëÇÝ Ã³ïñáÝ:

		
		

et’e Anuš-ě
ga
menk’ kgn-ank’
conj Anuš.nom-the come-subj.fut.3.sg we.nom go-cond.fut.1.pl

		
		

miasin
t’atron.
together theatre.nom

		 “If Anuš comes, we will go to the theatre together.”

––

Asyndetic conditional sentences, without any conditional conjunction.

. Kozintseva 2005: 170.
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(373)	ÆÝã »Õ³Ý³Ï ¿É ÉÇÝÇ ³ßË³ñÑáõÙ« ù»½« ÇÙ ºñ¨³°Ý« ã»Ù ¹³í³×³ÝÇ:
(Nazaryan 2006: 170)
		 Inč’
ełanak
ēl
lin-i
ašxarh-um k’ez
		 wh-whatˉseason.nomˉ everˉ be-subj.fut.3.sg world-loc you.dat
		

im Erewan
č’-em
davačan-i.
myˉ Yerevan.nom neg-Iˉam betray-ptcp.neg

		 “Whatever the weather is in the world, you, my Yerevan, I will never betray.”

––

Conditional-like sentences with infinitive constructions. In such sentences the infinitive appears in the instrumental case. The meaning of the sentence is not exclusively
conditional; it can also be read in the instrumental i.e. modal meaning.

(374)

ºñÏ³ÃÁ ãû·ï³·áñÍ»Éáí Ä³Ý·áïíáõÙ ¿:

		 Erkat’-ě
č’-ōgtagorcel-ov
žangot-v-um
ē.
		 iron.nom-the neg-use-inf-inst rust-antic-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “Iron becomes rusty if not being used.”
(375)	Ø³ñ¹áõ áÕ»ÕÇ ÑÝ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ ãÏÇñ³ñí»Éáí »ï »Ý ½³ñ·³ÝáõÙ:
		
		

Mard-u
ułeł-i
hnaravorut’yun-ner-ě č’-kirar-v-el-ov
et
human-dat brain-dat possibility-pl.nom-the neg-use-pass-inf-inst back

		
		

en
zargan-um.
they are develop-ptcp.pres.

		 “The capacities of a human brain regress if not being applied.”

––

Simple sentences with conditional adverbials introduced by ¹»åùáõÙ depk’um “in case”,
å³ñ³·³ÛáõÙ paragayum “under the circumstance” or å³ÛÙ³Ýáí paymanov “provided
that” with the noun or nominalised infinitive in the dative case. These sentences usually
refer to generalised, i.e. real conditional situations. They are exclusively used in written
MEA, in spoken Armenian they seem to be too complex.

(376)	Üßí³Í Å³ÙÏ»ïÝ»ñÁ Ë³Ëï»Éáõ ¹»åùáõÙ ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ Ï·ñ³ÝóíÇ í³ñÏ³ÛÇÝ
µÛáõñáÛáõÙ: (Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		
		

nš-v-ac
žamket-ner-ě
xaxt-el-u
dep’k-um
note-pass-ptcp.res term-pl.nom-the break-inf-dat case-loc

		
		

ayd masin kgranc’-v-i
varkayin byuro-y-um.
that post register-pass-cond.fut.3.sg credit
bureau-loc

		“In case of exceeding the noted terms, (lit.: about) that will be registered in the credit
bureau.”

 Armenian

(377)	²Ûë Íñ³·ñÇ Çñ³·áñÍÙ³Ý å³ñ³·³ÛáõÙ áñáß ã³÷áí ÏÉáõÍíÇ Ñ³ßÙ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñ
½µ³Õí³ÍáõÃÛ³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ: (Armenpress 09.04.2006)
		
		

ays cragr-i
iragorcm-an
this program-dat realisation-dat

paragayum oroš
č’ap’-ov
ADV
certain extent-inst

		

kluc-v-i
hašmandam-ner
zbałvacut’y-an
solve-pass-cond.fut.3.sg disabled person-pl.nom employment-dat

		

xndir-ě.
problem.nom-the

		“Under the circumstances of the realisation of this program, the problem of the
employment of disabled persons will be solved to a certain extent.”

c.

Order Types

The protasis commonly precedes the apodosis (if p, q). Inverse order is also possible, but in
general is marked: the protasis is marked and in the pragmatic focus of the whole sentence.
The subordinate clause may also follow its matrix clause (q, if p) if:
––
––
––

the verb of the main clause is an emotional state verb;
the conditional clause is introduced with the restrictive conjunction ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miayn
t’e or with the adverbial subordinator ³ÛÝ å³ÛÙ³Ýáí ayn paymanov;
in the case of a de-emphasized afterthought.

(378)	ºë áõñ³Ë ÏÉÇÝ»Ç, »Ã» Ù»ñ Ñ³ñ¨³ÝÝ»ñÇ Ï³é³í³ñáÕ í»ñÝ³Ë³í»ñÁ ³í»ÉÇ ßáõï
¹³ ·Çï³Ïó»ÇÝ: (Armenpress 12.05.2006)
		
		

Es
uraxˉ klin-ei
i.nomˉ happyˉ be-cond.past.1.sgˉ

et’e merˉ harewan-ner-i
conj ourˉ neighbour-pl-dat

		
		

kar̊avar-oł
vernaxav-er-ě aveli šut
da
govern-ptcp.sub. elite-pl.nom more quick that.nom

		
		

gitakc’-ein.
recognise-subj.past.3.pl

		“I would be happy, if the elites ruling our neighbours recognised that more quickly.”
(379)	«¶³½åñáÙÁ» å³ïñ³ëï ¾ í×³ñ»Éáõ Ý³¨ µ³ñÓñ³óí³Í ·Ý»ñáíª Ç íÝ³ë Çñ»Ý,
ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» »ñ³ßË³íáñÇ ºíñáå³ÛáõÙ ÑáõÙùÇ ·Ýáñ¹Ý»ñÇ ß³Ñ»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 29.11.2005)
		
		

GAZPROM-ě
patrast ē
včarel-u
naew barjrac’-v-ac
GAZPROM.nom-the ready it is sell-inf-dat also rise-pass-ptcp.res.

		
		

gn-er-ov
i vnas iren
miayn t’e erašxavor-i
Ewropa-y-um
price-pl-inst prep it.dat conj
guarantee-subj.fut.3.sg Europe-loc

		

humk’-i
gnord-ner-i
šah-er-ě.
raw material-dat buyer-pl-dat benefit-pl.nom-the

		“GAZPROM is also disposed to sell with raised prices to its own disadvantage, only
if it guarantees the profits of the raw material buyers in Europe.”
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(380)

ºë »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý ³½³ï ÏÉÇÝ»Ù« »Ã» ÇëÏ³å»ë ÇÙ Ï³ñÇùÝ áõÝ»ë:

		
		

es
i.nom

erekoyan
azatˉklin-em
et’e
iskapesˉ im
evening-dat free be-cond.fut.1.sg conj really my

		
		

karik’-n
un-es.
need.nom-the have-pres.2.sg

		 “I am free in the evening. If you really need me.”
		This conditional clause may also be interpreted as an after-thought conditional,
depending on the intonation and the pause between the protasis and apodosis.

Embedded protasis occurs particularly in spoken Armenian. In written Armenian, it can
be found in sentences in which the subject has alternatives of action/state i.e. the same
subject has two different verbs in protasis and apodosis.
(381)	ÂßÝ³ÙÇÝ »Ã» ó³ÝÏ³Ý³ñ ÝÙ³Ý Ñ³ëÏ³óáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ Ý»ñÙáõÍ»É,
»ñ¨Ç ãÏ³ñáÕ³Ý³ñ: (Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		
		

T’snami-n
et’e c’ankan-ar
nman haskac’ut’yun-ner
enemy.nom-the conj wish-subj.past.3.sg similar understanding-pl.nom

		
		

nermuc-el
erewi
č’-karołan-ar.
introduce-inf probably neg-can-subj.past.3.sg

		“If the enemy wished to introduce similar understandings, he probably would not be
able to.”

Time Reference
Any proposition can refer to the future, present or past. As mentioned above, this time
reference is a common means to distinguish between degrees of hypotheticality.
Generally, low hypotheticality with a future reference is expressed (a) with the present
tense indicative and more commonly – particularly in written Armenian – (b) with the subjunctive future in the protasis. The main verb of the apodosis usually shows a future time reference, either in the simple future indicative or the conditional future. (For details see below).
High hypotheticality is usually articulated with a past time reference with the simple
perfect indicative and more commonly – particularly in counterfactive conditionals – with
the subjunctive past in the protasis. The main verb of the apodosis, if showing the past time
reference, too, appears most frequently (a) in the conditional past, (b) in the debitive past,
or (c) in the subjunctive past. (For details see below).
Subordinating Conjunctions in Conditional Clauses
Conditional clauses are usually marked with the conjunctions »Ã» et’e “if/when”, Ã» t’e
“if ”,295 Ã» áñ t’e or “if ”,296 áñ or “if ”, ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miayn t’e “only if ” (for restrictive conditionals),

. This conjunction is frequently used in spoken MEA in conditional sentences with an imperative function. comp. Kozintseva 2005: 171.
. Please note that one should not confuse the combined conjunction Ã» áñ t’e or < Ã» t’e
and interrogative/relative pronouns áñ or as used in explicative non-assertive clauses that contain
questions, advice or doubt (see example below) with the conditional conjunction Ã» áñ t’e or. The
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but also »ñµ erb “when” and the conjunctional phrase ³ÛÝ å³ÛÙ³Ýáí ayn paymanov
“under the condition”.
»Ã» et’e “if/when” is the most frequently used conditional subordinator; it is neutral in

j.

its meaning.
(382)	¸ñ³ ¹»Ù ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ å³Ûù³ñ»É, »Ã» ³éÏ³ ¿ ÇßË³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý ó³ÝÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ áõ
Ï³ÙùÁ: (Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		
		

Dra
dem hnaravor ē
payk’ar-el et’e
ar̊ka
ē
this-gen post possible it is fight-inf conj available it is

		
		

išxanut’y-an c’ankut’yun-n u
kamk’-ě.
authority-dat wish.nom-the conj will.nom-the

		“It is possible to fight against that, if the wish and will of the authority is available.”

k.

Both Ã» t’e “if ” and particularly áñ or “if ” are preferably used in spoken MEA as conditional subordinators; áñ or “if ” is usually found clause-initially.

(383)
		
		

ØáëÏí³ áñ ·Ý³ë« »Õµáñë ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý ½³Ý· Ïï³ë:

Moskva
or
gn-as
ełbor-s
anpayman
Moscow.nom conj go-subj.fut.2.sg brother-dat-my certainly

		 zang kt-as.
		 phone-cond.fut.2sg
		 “If you go to Moscow, you should certainly phone my brother.”
(384)

ºë áñ Ù»éÝ»Ù« ÇÝÓ ÏÃ³Õ»ù ²ñ³ñ³ïÇ É³Ýç»ñáõÙ:

		
		

es
or
mer̊n-em
inj
kt’ał-ek’
Ararat-i
i.nom conj die-subj.fut.1.sg i.dat bury-cond.fut.2.pl Ararat-dat

		
		

lanj-er-um.
slope-pl-loc

		 “If/when I die, will you bury me on the slopes of Mt. Ararat?”

latter – the conditional subordinator – is not very commonly used in written language, it occurs
sometimes in literature within direct speech to express colloquial dialogue. Ã» áñ t’e or is a feature
of conditional clauses in colloquial Armenian.
(381) a.	ÎáÕÙ»ñÁ ùÝÝ³ñÏ»É »Ý, Ã» áñ ³ïÛ³ÝáõÙ å»ïù ¿ ÉáõÍíÇ Ñ³ñóÁ:
(Armenpress 26.03.2006)
			
kołm-er-ě
k’nnark-el
en
t’e
or
			
side.nom-pl-the discuss-ptcp.perf. they are conj wh-which
			
			

atyan-um
petk’ ě luc-v-i
institution-loc solve-pass-deb.fut.3.sg

harc’-ě.
question.nom-the

“The parties have discussed (that) in which institution the problem must be solved.”
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In written Armenian, the conjunction áñ or is also used as a conditional subordinator in
proverbs and sayings:
(385)

¾ßÁ áñ ½é³ó« ·³ñáõÝ ¿: (Armenian saying)

		 ēš-ě
or
zr̊-ac’
garun
ē.
		 donkey.nom-the conj roar-aor.3.sg spring.nom it is
		 “If the donkey brays, it’s spring.”

Colloquially, the two conjunctions may also be used together in the form of Ã» áñ t’e or “if ”,
when expressing pure conditional meaning.297
(386)	Â» áñ ¿¹ù³Ý Ñ³Ù³ñÓ³Ï »ë« Ñ»Ýó ïÝûñ»ÝÇ ×³Ï³ïÇÝ ³ë³ ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã:
		
		

t’eˉor ēdk’an hamarjak es
henc’ˉ tnōren-i
čakat-i-n
conjˉ so
courageous youˉare just
principal-dat forehead-dat-the

		
		

as-a
amen inč’.
say-imp.2.sg everything.nom

		“If you are so courageous, just say everything to the principal’s face!”
(Colloquial)

In the case that the colloquial conditional subordinator áñ or is used in combination with
¿É ēl it conveys a concessive meaning.
(387)
		
		

¾¹ ¥³Û¹¤ ¿É áñ ã³ÝÇ Çñ Ñ³ñ³½³ï ³ÕçÏ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ« ¿É Ýñ³ Ñ³ÛñÝ ¿:

Ēd
ēl
or
č’-ani
ir harazatˉ ałjk-a
hamar
Thatˉ even conj neg-do-cond.fut.3.sg his close
girl-dat post

		 ēl
nra hayr-n ē.
even her father.nom-the he is
		 “Even if/though he does not do that for his close daughter, he still is her father.”

The colloquial conditional subordinator áñ or is also often combined with modal particles
or interjections, such as ¹» de “well”, µ³ ba “well, that’s it”. These modal expressions usually
occur at the beginning of the sentence, immediately followed by the conditional clause introduced by áñ or. Such sentences convey agreement or intention.
(388)

¸»« áñ ·³ë« Ù³Ýñ³Ù³ëÝ ÏËáë»Ýù:

		 de or
g-as
manramasn kxos-enk’.
		 well conj come-subj.fut.2.sg in detail
speak-cond.fut.1.pl
		 “Well, if you come we will talk in detail.”

l.

å³ÛÙ³Ýáí paymanov “under the condition” is mainly used in literary Armenian and
usually co-occurs with the multifunctional conjunction áñ or “that” introducing the

matrix clause.

. Łaragyulyan 1981: 111.

 Armenian

(389 )	Î·³Ù ³ÛÝ å³ÛÙ³Ýáí« áñ »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý ³å³Ñáí»ë í»ñ³¹³ñÓë:
(Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 63)
		
		

kg-am
aynˉpayman-ov
or
erekoyan
come-cond.fut.1.sg that conditon-inst conj evening

		
		

apahov-es
veradarj-s.
ensure-subj.fut.2.sg return.nom-my

		 “I will come under the condition, that you ensure my return in the evening.”

The conditional subordinating conjunction ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ã» miayn t’e “only if ” offers a contrastive
conditional meaning. However, one has to note, that using this conjunction with the subjunctive in the protasis, the sentence may have either a conditional or purpose, i.e. a final
meaning. Instead, the final meaning is expressed with a postposed protasis in the subjunctive. See example (379) above, p. 446.
Particularly in spoken MEA, the wh-pronoun »ñµ erb “when” is also used to introduce conditional clauses. Sometimes it is difficult to distinguish between a conditional
clause and a subordinated adverbial clause of time, introduced with “when”. This is
usually avoided by preposing the place holder ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ ayn depk’um “in that case”
to the conditional clause, either independently or in the matrix clause.
(390)	»ñµ Ü²îú-Ý ýÇÝ³Ýë³íáñáõÙ ¿ ³Û¹åÇëÇ í³ñÅ³ÝùÝ»ñ, ³å³ Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÝ
³½³ï ÉÇÝÇ Íñ³·ñáõÙ Ý»ñ·ñ³íí³Í µáÉáñ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ:
(Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

Erb
NATŌ-n
finansavor-um
ē
aydpisi
wh-when NATO.nom-the fund-ptcp.pres. it is such a

		

varžank’-ner
apa masnakc’ut’yun-n
azat
training–pl.nom then participation.nom-the free

		
		

cragr-um
nergrav-v-ac
bolor erkr-ner-i
hamar.
program-loc include-pass-ptcp.res. all
country-pl-dat post

lin-i
be-subj.fut.3.sg

		“When (If) NATO funds such training, then the participation shall be free for all
countries included in the program.”
(391)	ÆëÏ »ñµ å³ßïáÝ³å»ë Çñ»Ýù ëï³Ý³Ý ³ÛÝ, Ïå³ï³ëË³Ý»Ý µáÉáñ
¹ÇïáÕáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇÝ: (Armenpress 01.04.2006)
		
		

Isk
con

erb paštonapes irenk’
stan-an
ayn
conj officially
they.nom receive-subj.fut.3.pl that

		
		

kpatasxan-en
bolor ditołut’yun-ner-in.
answer-cond.fut.3.pl all
observation-pl-dat-the

		“But when/if they will officially receive that, they will answer to all
observations.”
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(392)	ê³ ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ, »ñµ «²ßÉÇ¹» ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ áõÝÇ µ³Å³Ýáñ¹Ý»ñ, áõÙ Ñ»ï 3
ï³ñí³ å³ÛÙ³Ý³·Çñ áõÝÇ: (Armenpress 19.11.2005)
		
		

sa ayn depk’-umˉ erb
“Ašlid”ˉ ěnkerut’yun-n
un-i
this that case-loc wh-when “Ašlid” company.nom-the have-pres.3.sg

		

bažanord-ner
um
het 3 tar-va
paymanagir
subscriber-pl.nom wh-who-dat post 3 year-dat contract.nom

		 uni.
		 have-pres.3.sg
		“This (is) the case, when the company “Ašlid” has subscribers with whom it has a
three years contract.”
(393)	Êáõ½³ñÏáõÃÛ³Ý ³ÝÓÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¾ »ÝÃ³ñÏí»É ÙÇ³ÛÝ ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ, »ñµ ³ñ¹»Ý Ï³
Ñ³ñáõóí³Í ùñ»³Ï³Ý ·áñÍ: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

xuzarkut’y-an
anj-ě
karoł
ē
ent’ark-v-el
house search-dat person.nom-the can-ptcp.pres. it is subject-pass- inf

		

miayn ayn depk’-um erb
arden ka
only that case-loc wh-when already exist-pres.3.sg

		
		

haruc’-v-ac
k’reakan gorc.
prosecute-pass-ptcp.res. criminal act.nom

		“The person can be subjected to a house search only when there is already a prosecutable criminal offense.”

The matrix clauses of conditional subordinated phrase may contain correlatives such as:
––
––
––
––

the correlative ³å³ apa “then”;
the adverbial phrase ³ÛÝ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï ayn žamanak “then”, sometimes also combined
with ³å³ apa “then”;
consecutive elements such as áõñ»ÙÝ uremn “consequently/ therefore”, h»ï¨³µ³ñ hetewabar “consequently”, also in possible combination with ³å³ apa “then”.
³å³ apa “then” can be used in all types of conditional clauses together with the conditional conjunction »Ã» et’e “if ”. It is natural to have both in common utterances and
business/newspaper style.

(394)	ºÃ» 90-³Ï³Ý ÃÃ. ëÏ½µÇÝ ·»ñ³ÏßéáõÙ ¿ñ ³é¨ïñ³ÛÇÝ Ï³åÇï³ÉÁ, ³å³ ³ÛÅÙ
³ñ¹»Ý ³ÛÝ í»ñ³÷áËíáõÙ ¿ ³ñï³¹ñ³Ï³Ý Ï³åÇï³ÉÇ: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		
		

Et’e
90-akan t’t’. skzb-i-n
gerakšr̊-um
ēr
ar̊ewtrayin
conj 90-ies
beginning-dat-the prevail-ptcp.pres. it was commercial

		
		

kapital-ĕ
apa ayžm ardenˉ ayn verap’ox-v-um
ē
capital.nom-the then now already that transform-pass-ptcp.pres. it is

		
		

artadrakan kapital-i.
productive capital-dat

		“If the commercial capital prevailed at the beginning of the 90s, then today it is
already transformed into productive capital.”

 Armenian

Only in contrastive conditional sentences, the use of ³å³ apa “then” is obligatory in the
apodosis.

3.3.2.2.2.1 Open conditionals
Open conditionals state general habits or facts that are always true and never change, thus
they also include present or past habitual respectively recurrent activities that are or were
true.
Open conditionals expressing generalisations or habitual activities/situations usually
appear in the same tense/mood in both clauses.
(395)	ºÃ» áñ¨¿ ³Ý¹³Ù ãÇ Ï³ï³ñáõÙ Çñ ëï³ÝÓÝ³Í å³ñï³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ, ³å³
ÙÝ³ó³Í ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñÁ å³ï³ëË³Ý³ïáõ »Ý ¹ñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		
		

et’e
orewēˉ andam
č’-i
katar-um
ir stanjn-ac
conjˉ any
member.nom neg-it is fulfil-ptcp.pres. its take-ptcp.res.

		
		

partavorut’yun-ner-ě apa mnac’-ac
andam-ner-ě
duty-pl.nom-the
then remain-ptcp.pres. member-pl.nom-the

		
		

patasxanatu en
dra
hamar.
responsible they are that-gen post

		“If any member does not attend to the duties he has taken upon himself,
then the remaining members are responsible for that.”
(396)	ºÃ» ÂáõñùÇ³Ý ãÇ ×³Ý³ãáõÙ Çñ á×ÇñÁ, áõñ»ÙÝ Ï³ ¹ñ³ ÏñÏÝáõÃÛ³Ý íï³Ý·Á:
(Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		
		

et’e T’urk’ia-n
č’-i
čanač’-um
ir očir-ě
conj Turkey.nom-the neg-it is know-ptcp.pres. its crime.nom-the

		
		

uremn
ka
dra krknut’y-an
vtang-ě.
consequently exist-pres.3.sg its repetition-dat danger.nom-the

		“If Turkey does not know its crime, consequently there exists the danger of recurrence (of that.)”

Habitual or recurrent actions with a present tense reference from the condition usually
denote general truth, scientific statements, as well as proverbs. Descriptions of the features of
persons/things/situations etc. may also be included in a present time narration.
Proverbs and general assertions often appear in the conditional future in matrix
clauses, conveying categorical – or general – meaning.
(397)
		
		

ÐÛáõñÁ áñ Ñ³Ùµ»ñÇ« ï³Ýï»ñÁ Ñ³ó Ïµ»ñÇ: (Armenian saying)

Hyur-ĕ
or
hamber-i
tanter-ĕ
Guest.nom-the rel-nom wait-subj.fut.3.sg host.nom-the

		 hac’
kber-i.
		 bread.nom bring-cond.fut.3.sg.
		 “If the guest can wait, the host will bring bread.”
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If habitual or iterative actions or situations are expressed with a past time reference, then
usually, by means of the prototypical habitual/iterative imperfect tense in protasis and
apodosis.
Spontaneous or unexpected iterative actions are often represented with the aorist in
the protasis.

3.3.2.2.2.2 Hypothetical conditionals
Hypothetical utterances can be expressed with various time references.
1.

Hypothetical Conditionals with Present Time Reference

Hypothetical conditionals with present time reference may occur in the following forms:
a.
b.

Present time reference in protasis and apodosis
Present time reference in protasis and future time reference in apodosis

a.

Present Time Reference in Protasis and Apodosis

The condition, as given in the protasis, is regarded as a potential situation. The action in the
matrix clause can be performed in the present.
Hypothetical conditionals with a present time reference are semantically restricted to
situations that are not obvious or observed by the speaker i.e. the speaker himself is not
participant of the given situation or the situation describes the subject’s mental processes
that can not be observed overtly.
m. Protasis in the Present Indicative and Modal Phrases in Apodosis
The potentiality of the present situation as given in the matrix clause is commonly expressed
with modal phrases such as Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ kareli ē, Ï³ñáÕ ¿ karoł ē. These modal phrases convey
the meaning of the possibility of a permission to perform the action.
(398)	àñ¨¿ ÷³ëï³ÃáõÕÃ ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ µ³ó³ñÓ³Ï ¹ñ³Ï³Ý Ï³Ù µ³ó³ë³Ï³Ý ÉÇÝ»É,
Ñ³ïÏ³å»ë, »Ã» ËÝ¹ÇñÁ ê³ÑÙ³Ý³¹ñáõÃÛ³ÝÝ ¿ í»ñ³µ»ñáõÙ:
(Armenpress 17.11.2005)
		
		

Orewē p’astat’ułt’
č’-i
any
document.nom neg-it is

kar-oł
bac’arjak drakan kam
can-ptcp.pres. absolutely positive conj

		

bac’asakan lin-el hatkapes et’e xndir-ě
Sahmanadrut’yan-n
negative be-inf especially conj problem.nom-the Constitution-dat-the

		 ē
veraber-um.
		 it is concern-ptcp.pres.
		“Any document can not be absolutely positive or negative, particularly if the problem concerns the Constitution.”

 Armenian

(399)	Àëï ¸ñ³·á ÎáëÇ` Ý»ñ¹ñáõÙ»ñÁ ã»Ý Ï³ñáÕ ³í»É³óÝ»É »ñÏñáõÙ ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ
Ù³Ï³ñ¹³ÏÁ, »Ã» ³ÛÝï»Õ ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ Ù³Ï³ñ¹³ÏÁ µ³ñÓñ ã¿:
(Armenpress 30.11.2005)
		 ěst
Drago Kos-i
nerdrum-er-ě
č’-en
karoł
		 prep Drago Kos-dat investment.nom-the neg-they are can-ptcp.pres
		
		

avela-c’n-el
erkr-um
kor̊upc’ia-y-i
increase-caus-inf country-loc corruption-dat

makardak-ě
level.nom-the

		
		

et’e aynteł kor̊upc’ia-yi
makardak-ě barjrˉ č’-ē.
conj there corruption-dat level.nom-the high neg-it is

		“According to Drago Kos, the investments can not raise the level of the
corruption in the country if the level of corruption is not high there.”
(400)	»Ã» ´© ºë³Û³ÝÝ áõÝÇ áñ¨Çó¿ ³é³ç³ñÏ« Ý³ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ ¹ÇÙ»É ²Ä-ÇÝ:
(Azg 07.04.2006)
		
		

et’e B. Esayan-n
un-i
orewic’ē ar̊ajark
na
conj B. Esayan.nom-the have-pres.3.sg any
proposal.nom he

		
		

kar-oł
ē
dim-el
AŽ-i-n.
can-ptcp.pres. he is address-inf National Assembly-dat-the

		 “If B. Esayan has any proposal, he may/can address the National Assembly.”

1.

Protasis in the Present Indicative and Apodosis in the Present Indicative

The present time reference in the matrix clause can be localised in the moment of speech
(=present) with attitudinal utterances of the speaker, i.e. any utterance which either conveys a negative or positive assessment or which can be interpreted as inviting the listener/
reader to supply their own negative or positive assessments.
(401)

ºÃ» Ï³ñÇùë áõÝ»ë, »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý ³½³ï »Ù:

		 Ete karik’s
un-es
erekoyan
azat em.
		 conj need.nom-my have-pres.3.sg evening-dat free I am
		 “If you need me, I am free in the evening.”

n.

Protasis in the Present Indicative and Apodosis in the Imperative Present time reference in the matrix clause can also be expressed with the imperative.

(402)	Â» áõ½áõÙ »ë »ñ·¹ Éë»Ý« Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ¹ ßáõÝãÁ ¹³ñÓÇ°ñ:
(Nazaryan 2006: 170)
		
		

t’e
uzum
es
erg-d
conj wish-ptcp.pres. you are song.nom-your

		
		

žamanak-i-d
šunc’-ě
darj-ir.
time-dat-your breath.nom-the make-imp.2.sg

ls-en
listen-subj.fut.3.pl

		 “If you wish that they listen to your song, draw breath in (your) time!”
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(403)

ºÃ» ¹áõ á½ÝÇ »ë« á½Ýáõ Ñ»ï ³ÙáõëÝ³óÇ°ñ: (Armenian proverb)

		
		

et’e du
ozni
es
ozn-u
het
conj you.nom hedgehog.nom you areˉ hedgehog-dat post

		 amusna-ac’ir!
		 marry-imp.2.sg
		 “If you are a hedgehog, marry a hedgehog!”

o.

Protasis in the Present Tense and Apodosis in the Future

Actions and states in the present tense can be regarded as hypothetical when the speaker
does not witness them or does not have complete knowledge about them. The future reference in the matrix clause is conveyed by the conditional future, imperative and debitive
future.
(404)	²å³ï»Õ»Ï³ïíáõÃÛáõÝÁ »Ã» ë³ñùáõÙ »ë, ·áÝ» ×ßÙ³ñï³ÝÙ³Ý å»ïù ¿ ë³ñù»ë:
(Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

Apatełekatvut’yun-ě
et’e
sark’-um
es
gone
Falseˉinformation.nom-the conjˉ make-ptcp.pres. you are at least

		
		

čšmartanman petk’ ē sark’-es.
credible
make-deb.fut.2.sg

		 “If you generate false information, you have to make it at least credibly.”

2.

Hypothetical conditionals with Future Time Reference

Future reference is the most common time reference in hypothetical conditionals. It can
occur both in subordinate and matrix clauses but only explicitly in the matrix clause.
––

Future reference in protasis and apodosis

One can find the following distribution of moods, tenses and phrases containing future
reference in both protasis and apodosis:
Table 20. Distribution of tenses and moods containing future time reference

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

Protasis

Apodosis

Subj. future
Subj. future
Subj. future
Subj. future
Subj. future
Subj. future
Fut. indicative
Cond. future

Cond. future
Future indicative
Present indicative with potential meaning
Imperative; emphatic prohibitive
Modal “can/be able to” with infinitive in the present
Debitive future
Imperative
One of the forms given above

 Armenian

a.

Subj. Future in protasis + Cond. Future in apodosis

The most frequently used conditional sentence with a future reference in both protasis
and apodosis shows the subjunctive future of the protasis and the conditional future of the
apodosis verb.Conditional future is used in the matrix clause and refers to a hypothetical
or potential action in the future, depending on the truth of the protasis:
(405)	»Ã» Ù³ñ½ÇãÝ»ñÁ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ µ³ñÓñ³Ï³ñ· Ù³ñ½ÇÏÝ»ñ Ý³Ë³å³ïñ³ëï»Ý, ³å³
µáÉáñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý í×³ñáõÙ Ïëï³Ý³Ý: (Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		
		

et’e marzič’-ner-ě
conj trainer-pl.nom

mi k’ani barjrakarg
some
high-class

marzik-ner
sportsman-pl.nom

		
		

naxapatrast-en
apa bolor-i hamar hamapatasxan včarum
prepare-subj.fut.3.pl then all-dat post adequate
payment.nom

		

kstan-an.
receive-cond.fut.3.pl

		“If the trainers prepare some high-class sportsmen, then they will receive payments
(being) adequate for all.”

b.

Subj. Future in protasis + Ind. Future in apodosis

Future indicative is used in the matrix clause to signify that the future action is expected
or intended by the agent of the condition of the if-clause. The slight semantic difference
in the protasis to the use of the conditional future in the protasis might be that the conditional future usually conveys that the action of the matrix clause is already in progress
or will be performed and terminated in the immediate future (and is regarded as such by
the speaker). Native speakers do often not differ between the future meaning of the future
indicative and the conditional future, for some native speakers it is rather a question of
style (use of the conditional future seems more natural and common to them) than of any
real semantic difference, as explained before.
(406)	»Ã» ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÉÇÝÇ ³Ûë Ï³ÛáõÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³Ñ»É, Ï³ñÍáõÙ »Ù 4–5 ï³ñÇ Ñ»ïá
³ñ¹»Ý ³Ûëûñí³ ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇó ã»Ýù Ëáë»Éáõ: (Armenpress 31.10.2005)
		
		

et’e
hnaravor lini
ays
conj possible be-subj.fut.3.sg t his

kayunut’yun-ě
pah-el
stability.nom-the keep-inf

		
		

karc-um
em
believe-ptcp.pres. Iˉam

		
		

xndir-ner-ic’
č’-enk’
xosel-u.
problem-pl-abl neg-we are speak-ptcp.fut.

4–5 tari
heto arden aysōrva
4–5 year.nom post already today-dat

		“If it is possible to keep this stability, I believe, after 4–5 years we will already not
speak about today’s problems.”
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(406)

a.	»Ã» ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÉÇÝÇ ³Ûë Ï³ÛáõÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³Ñ»É, 4–5 ï³ñÇ Ñ»ïá ³ñ¹»Ý
³Ûëûñí³ ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÇó ã»Ýù ËáëÇ:

			
			

et’e
hnaravor lini
ays kayunut’yun-ě
pah-el
conj possible be-subj.fut.3.sg this stability.nom-the keep-inf

			
		

karc-um
em 4–5 tari
heto arden aysōrva
believe-ptcp.pres. I am 4–5 year.nom post already today-dat

			
			

xndir-ner-ic’
č’-enk’
problem-pl-abl neg-we are

xos-i.
speak-ptcp.neg.

			“If it is possible to keep this stability, I believe, after 4–5 years we will
(certainly) already not speak about today’s problems.”

c.

Subj. Future in protasis + Present Ind. with Potential Meaning in apodosis

(407)	»Ã» ³é³çÝáñ¹í»Ý ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ íÇ×³Ï³·ñ³Ï³Ý Ù»Ãá¹áí, ³å³ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ 3
ÙÉÝ µÝ³ÏãáõÃÛ³ÝÁ µ³ÅÇÝ ¿ ÁÝÏÝáõÙ Ùáï 300–400 ÑÇí³Ý¹:
(Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

Et’e ar̊ajnord-v-en
mijazgayin
vičakagrakan met’od-ov
conj guide-pass-subj.fut.3.pl international statistical
method-inst

		
		

apa Hayastan-i
3 mln
bnakč’ut’y-an-ě
bažin
ē
then Armenia-dat 3 million population-dat-the part.nom it is

		
		

ěnkn-um
mot 300–400 hivand.
fall-ptcp.pres. about 300–400 sick.nom

		“If they follow up with an international statistical method, then about 300–400 sick
people are allotted to Armenia’s three million inhabitants.”

d.

Subj. Future in protasis + Imperative (emphatic prohibitive) in apodosis

A matrix clause with a future reference may also denote that the speaker/writer urges the
action of the listener/reader. In these cases the imperative or the emphatic prohibitive (i.e.
the negative subjunctive future) is preferably used.
(408)	»Ã» Ñ³Ý¹Çå»Ý ûï³ñ É»½íáí ËáëáÕ Ù»ÏÇÝ, ³å³ ÃáÕ ãÑ³å³Õ»Ý, ù³ÝÇ áñ Ý³
Ñ»Ýó Çñ»Ýó ÷Ýïñ³Í ³ÝÓÝ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ ¿: (Armenpress 29.12.2005)
		
		

Et’e handip-en
ōtar
lezv-ov
xos-oł
conj meet-subj.fut.3.pl foreign language-inst speak-ptcp.sub.

		
		

mek-i-n
apa t’oł
č’-hapał-en
k’ani or na
one-dat-the then let-imp.2.sg neg-be late-subj fut.3.pl conj
he

		
		

henc’ irenc’ p’ntr-ac
anjnavorut’yun-n ē.
just their search-ptcp.res. person.nom-the it is

		“If they meet someone talking a foreign language, let them not delay, since he is just
the person (they) looked for.”

 Armenian

e.

Subj. Fut. in protasis + modal phrase in apodosis

The modal phrases Ï³ñáÕ ¿ karoł ē, Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ kareli ē “can/to be able to; may” are used in
the matrix sentence to convey the meaning that the action/situation can happen, depending on the truth in the protasis.
(409)	Î³ñáÕ ¾ ×³Ý³ã»É í³ÕÁ ã¾ ÙÛáõë ûñÁ, »Ã» í³ÕÁ Ð³Ûáó ó»Õ³ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ
×³Ý³ãÇ ²ØÜ-Á: (Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

Karoł
ē
čanač’-el
vałe
č’-ē
myus ōr-ě
Can-ptcp.pres. it is recognise-inf tomorrow neg-it is other day.nom-the,

		
		

et’e vałē
Hayoc’
c’ełaspanut’yun-ě čanač’-i
conj tomorrow Armenian genocide.nom-the recognise-subj.fut.3.sg

		
		

AMN-ě.
USA.nom-the

		“Not tomorrow but the day after tomorrow it can recognise (it), if tomorrow the
USA recognises the Armenian genocide.”
(410)	ÇëÏ »Ã» ¹Çï³ñÏíÇ Ý³¨ ÷áË³ñÅ»ùÇ ³ÝÏáõÙÁ, ³å³ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ ³ë»É, áñ
Ï³ÛáõÝ³óáõÙ ¿ ï»ÕÇ áõÝ»ó»É: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)
		
		

isk
et’e ditark-v-i
naew p’oxaržek’-i
conj conj consider-pass-subj.fut.3.sg also exchange rate-dat

		

ankum-ě
apa kareli ē
as-el
or
kayunac’um
ē
fall.nom-theˉ then able itˉis say-inf conj stabilzation.nom it is

		 tełiˉunec’-el.
		 take place-ptcp.perf.
		“But if also the exchange rate’s fall is considered, then one can say that a stabilsation
has taken place.”

f.

Subj. Future in protasis + Deb. Future in apodosis

The debitive future is used in the matrix sentence to convey the meaning that the action/
situation must be performed after the moment of speech, i.e. in near future, in case of truth
in the protasis.
(411)	ºë ·Çï»Ù, Ã» ÇÝã åÇïÇ ³ë»Ù, »Ã» ·Ý³Ù ³ÛÝï»Õ:
(Armenpress 06.03.2006)
		
		

es
git-em
t’e
inč’
piti as-em
et’e
I.nom know-pres.1.sg conj wh-what say-deb.fut.1.sg conj

		
		

gn-am
aynteł.
go-subj.fut1.sg there.

		 “I know what I have to say if I go there.”
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(412)	»Ã» ÁÝïñ³Ï³Ý ÷áõÉÇ ³ñ·»ÉùÁ ãÏ³ñáÕ³Ý³ù Ñ³ÕÃ³Ñ³ñ»É, ¹³ ³ÛÝù³Ý ¿É
ïËñ»óÝáÕ ÷³ëï ãå»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝÇ: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

et’e ěntrakan p’ul-i
argelk’-ě
č’-karołan-ak’
conj electoral phase-dat prohibition.nom-the neg-can-subj.fut.2.pl

		

hałt’ahar-el
da aynk’an ēl
txre-c’n-oł
p’ast
overcome-inf that so much also grow sad-caus-ptcp.sub. fact.nom

		 č’-petk’ˉēˉlin-i.
neg-be-deb.fut.3.sg
		“If you can not overcame the prohibition of the electoral stage,
that is not necessarily such a saddening fact.”

g.

Cond. Future in protasis

The use of the conditional future in the protasis is often described as obsolete.298 However,
the conditional future is still used in the if-clause to convey – it seems – the same meaning as the subjunctive future in a protasis with a future reference, i.e. a future hypothetical
action that is possible from the speaker’s point of view.299
(413)	ÐÇí³Ý¹³ÝáóÁ å³ïñ³ëï ¿ µáõÅû·ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ïñ³Ù³¹ñ»É, »Ã» ÏÉÇÝ»Ý
ÃéãÝ³·ñÇåáí í³ñ³Ïí³Í ÑÇí³Ý¹Ý»ñ: (Armenpress 09.01.2006)
		
		

Hivandanoc’-ě
patrast ē
bužōgnut’yun
tramadr-el et’e
hospital.nom-the ready it is medical help.nom provide-inf conj

		
		

klin-en
tʹr̊č’nagrip-ov varak-v-ac
hivand-ner.
be-cond.fut.3pl. bird flu-inst contract-pass-ptcp.res. patient-pl.nom.

		“The hospital is disposed to provide medical help, if there are patients
contracted with bird flu.”

. comp. Gareginyan 1991: 264; Kozintseva 2005: 176. (Bediryan 1999: 102) even decidedly
states that “if ” clauses have to be k-less (i.e. it is only right to use verbal forms without k-, i.e.
the subjunctive, in conditional clauses). He also mentions that the use of the conditional in the
protasis was wide-spread and accepted even in written language in the first quarter of the 20th
century. According to Bediryan the use of the conditional future in the protasis is highly unacceptable and “wrong” from the point of view of standard written Armenian; only the fossilised form
“»Ã» Ïáá½»ë et’e kuzes “if you want” can be accepted as a relict of the former use of k-forms with a
present indicative meaning.
. According to informants there is no semantic difference between the use of the conditional
future and the subjunctive future in the hypothetical protasis with a future reference. Some native
speakers also regard the use of conditional future in this function as grammatically problematic,
if not even as wrong, but state that the conditional future in this function is conventionalised and
thus accepted.

 Armenian

(414)	»Ã» ³Û¹åÇëÇù ÏÉÇÝ»Ý, Ï³ñáÕ »Ý ÁÝ¹·ñÏí»É 2004 Ã.-ÇÝ Ý³Ë³ï»ëí³Í
³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÇ ó³ÝÏáõÙ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

Et’e
aydpisi-k’
klin-en
kar-oł
en
conj such-pl.nom be-cond.fut.3.pl can-ptcp.pres they are

		
		

ěndgrk-v-el
2004 t’-i-n
naxates-v-ac
ašxatank’-ner-i
include-pass-inf 2004 year-dat-the plan-pass-ptcp.res. work-pl-dat

		
		

c’ank-um.
list-loc

		 “If there are such, they can be included in the list of works planned for 2004.”
(415)	»Ã» ÏÉÇÝ»Ý ó³ÝÏ³óáÕÝ»ñ, áíù»ñ ÏÏ³ñáÕ³Ý³Ý Ñá·³É Çñ»Ýó µáÉáñ Í³Ëë»ñÁ,
³å³ Ýñ³Ýù ¨ë ÏÙ³ëÝ³Ïó»Ý Ñ³Ù³ßË³ñÑ³ÛÇÝ ³Û¹ Çñ³¹³ñÓáõÃÛ³ÝÁ:
(Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		
		

Et’e
conj

klin-en
c’ankac’oł-ner
ovk’-er
be-cond.fut.3.pl wish-ptcp.sub-pl.nom wh-who-pl.nom

		

kkarołan-an
hogal
irenc’ˉ bolorˉ caxs-er-ě
apa
can-cond.fut.3.pl care-inf their all
expense-pl.nom-the then

		
		

nrank’ˉ ewsˉ kmasnakc’-en
they
also participate-cond.fut.3.pl

hamašxarhayin ayd
global
that

		 iradarjut’yan-ě.
		 event-dat-the
		“If there are interested people that will also be able to cover all their own
expenses, then they will also participate at that worldwide event.”
(416)	ºÃ» ÏÉÇÝÇ áñ¨¿ åñáµÉ»Ù, Ù»Ýù ¿É Ù³ñ¹ »Ýù, Ñ³Û »Ýù, Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇó »Ýù:
(Armenpress 14.01.2006)
		
		

Et’e klin-i
orewēˉ problem
menk’ˉ ēl mard
conj be-cond.fut.3.sgˉ any
problem.nomˉ we
also human.nom

		

enk’
hay
enk’
hayastan-ic’ enk’.
we are Armenian we are Armenia-abl we are.

		“If there will be any problem, we are still human beings, we are Armenians, we are
from Armenia.”

––

Hypothetical conditionals with Future time reference in apodosis

It is possible to express a sequence of tenses, in which the conditional subordinate clause
temporally precedes the matrix clause. Such a conditional sentence refers to the speaker’s
opinion about an action rather than to the true fulfilment of an action as the condition
for another action/state. The speaker (only) regards this action, which shall or must be
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performed in the future or which had been performed in past, as the condition for the following action/state (Abrahamyan 2004: 182).
Hypothetical events in the future are expressed by the tense/mood of the verb in
the matrix clause. The selection of the tense/mood of the verb of the subordinate clause
depends on the taxis relation between protasis and apodosis. (Kozintseva 2005: 176)
The following table shows the sequence of tenses/moods as usually and frequently used
in MEA. Other combinations are also possible, particularly with the debitive future in the
apodosis.
Table 21. Distribution of tenses and moods containing future hypothetical meaning

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

a.

Protasis

Apodosis

Future. ind.
Deb. fut.
Deb. fut.
Aorist
Aorist
Aorist
Perfect
Pres. indicative
Pres. indicative

Cond. fut.
Present ind.
Cond.future
Subj. future
Cond. fut.
Present ind.
Cond. future; deb. fut.
Imperative
Pres. indicative with potential meaning

Future Ind. in Protasis and Cond. Fut. in Apodosis

The future indicative in the protasis denotes actions/states absolutely localised in the
future and which have no connection with the present tense. It expresses commonly
indented actions by a +human subject or expected states of (–human) subjects.
(417)	ÆëÏ »Ã» Ù»ñ ßáõÏ³ÛÇÝ Ã»É³¹ñáÕÁ áã Ã» Ù»Ýù« ³ÛÉ áõñÇß »ñÏÇñ ¿ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ,
Ñ»ï¨³µ³ñ áã Ý»ñùÇÝ, áã ³ñï³ùÇÝ ù³Õ³ù³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ Ã»É³¹ñáÕÝ ¿É Ù»Ýù ã»Ýù
ÉÇÝ»Éáõ: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)

		
		

Isk
et’e
mer šukayin t’eladr-oł-ě
conj conj our market dictate-ptcp.sub.nom-the

		
		

ayl
uriš erkir
ē
linel-u
hetewabar
oč’ nerk’in
conj other country.nom it is be-ptcp.fut. consequently neg inner

		
		

oč’
neg

		

č’-enk’
linel-u.
neg-we are be-ptcp.fut.

artak’in k’ałak’akanut’yun
outer
politics

oč’ t’e menk’
conj we

t’eladroł-n
ēl menk’
dictate-ptcp.sub.nom-the also we.nom

		“And if not we, but another country is going to be dictating our market, we are
consequently going to be dictating neither the internal nor the foreign politics.”

 Armenian

(418)	ºÃ» ³Ûë ³Ý·³Ù ¾É Ý³ ë³¹ñ»Éáõ ¾ ³ñÛáõÝ³Ñ»ÕáõÃÛáõÝ ¨ ·Ý³Éáõ ¾ Ã³ùÝíÇª áãÇÝã
ã»Ù Ï³ñáÕ ³ë»É: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

Et’e ays angam ēl
na
sardrel-u
ē
aryunahełut’yun
conj this time
also he.nom commit-ptcp.fut. he is bloodshed.nom

		
		

ew
gnal-u
ē
t’akn-v-i
oč’inč’
č’-em
conj go-ptcp.fut. he is hide-refl-subj.fut.3.sg nothing.nom neg-I am

		
		

kar-oł
as-el.
can-ptcp.pres say-inf.

		“If this time he is also going to commit bloodshed and is going to go and hide himself, I can say nothing.”
(419)	ºÃ» áõëáõÙÝ³ëÇñ»Éáõ ÉÇÝ»ù å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ« Ïï»ëÝ»ù« áñ Ð³Ûáó ó»Õ³ëå³ÝáõßÛáõÝ
ãÇ »Õ»É: (Azg 08.04.2006)
		
		

et’e
usumansirel-u
lin-ek’
patmut’yun-ě
conj investigate-ptcp.fut. be-pres.2.pl history.nom-the

		 ktesn-ek’
or
Hayoc’
c’ełaspanut’yun č’-i
eł-el.
		 see-cond.fut.2.pl conj Armenian genocide.nom neg-it is be-ptcp.perf.
		“If you are going to repeatedly investigate the history, you will see that there has not
been an Armenian genocide.”

b.

Debitive Future in protasis and Present Indicative or Conditional Future in apodosis

A conditional clause in the debitive future denotes that the speaker regards the conditions
as inevitable.
A protasis in the debitive future can, however, also convey the debitive’s pure meaning,
i.e. an action that must be performed in the near future. In the latter case, the verb of the
matrix clause appears in the conditional future.
(420)	»Ã» Ïá³ÉÇóÇ³ÛÇ Ï³ñÍÇùáí ½ÇÝí³Í áõÅ»ñÁ å»ïù ¿ ã»½áùáõÃÛáõÝ å³Ñå³Ý»Ý,
Çñ»Ýù Ñ³Ùá½í³Í »Ý, áñ Ñá¹í³Í 11.5-Á å»ïù ¿ ß³ñ³¹ñíÇ Ñ»ï¨Û³É Ï»ñå`
½ÇÝí³Í áõÅ»ñÁ ³å³ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý³óí³Í »Ý ¨ ·ïÝíáõÙ »Ý ù³Õ³ù³óÇ³Ï³Ý
í»ñ³ÑëÏáÕáõÃÛ³Ý Ý»ñùá:

(Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		
		

et’e
koalic’ia-yi
karcik’-ov
zin-v-ac
už-er-ě
conj coalition-dat opinion-inst arm-pass-ptcp.res. force-pl.nom-the

		
		

petk’ ē
č’ezok’ut’yun
pahpan-en
irenk’ hamozv-ac
part it is neutrality.nom preserve-deb.fut.3.pl they convince-ptcp.res.

		
		

en
or
hodvac 11.5-ě
petk’ ě šaradr-v-i
hetewyal
they are conj article 11.5.nom-the state-pass-deb.fut.3.sg following

		
		

kerp
zin-v-ac
už-er-ě
manner.nom arm-pass-ptcp.res. force-pl.nom-the

		
		

apak’ałak’anac’-v-ac
en
ew
gnt-v-um
en
depolitisize-pass-ptcp.res. they are conj locate-refl-ptcp.pres. they are
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k’ałak’ac’iakan verahskołut’y-an nerk’o.
civil
supervision-dat post

		“If the armed forces have to preserve neutrality in the opinion of the coalition, they
are convinced that article 11.5 has to be stated in the following manner: the armed
forces are depoliticised and are under civil supervision.”
(421)	ºÃ» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ, áñ ïáõÝÝ ¿ ³ßË³ñÑ³ë÷Ûáõé µáÉáñ Ñ³Û»ñÇ, åÇïÇ ¹³éÝ³
Í³ÕÏáõÝ, ½³ñ·³ó³Í ¨ ÅáÕáíñ¹³í³ñ³Ï³Ý »ñÏÇñ, ³å³ ë÷ÛáõéùÁ ß³ï ³í»ÉÇÝ
å»ïù ¿ ³ÝÇ, ù³Ý ³Ûëûñ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

et’e Hayastan-ě
or
tun-n
ē
conj Armenia.nom-the wh-that home.nom-the it is

ašxarhasp’yur̊
diaspora

		
		

bolor hayer-i
piti dar̊n-a
całkun
zargac’-ac ew
all
Armenian-pl-dat become-deb.fut.3.sg flowering developed conj

		
		

žołovrdavarakan erkir
apa sp’yur̊k’-ě
šat aveli-n
democratic
country.nomˉ then diaspora.nom-the int more.nom-the

		
		

petkʹ ē an-i
k’an
do-deb.fut.3.sg comp

aysōr.
today

		“If Armenia, which is the home of all world-wide Diasporan Armenians, has to
become a flowering, developed and democratic country, then the Diaspora has to do
much more than today.”

c.

Aorist and Simple Perfect in Protasis

Aorist and the simple perfect seem to lose their function as aspectual markers and as original
tense marking function when they are used in conditional subordinate clauses.
The simple perfect in the protasis refers to an action or event as a fact that had been
completed at a point in time in the past, which is not specified. The use of the perfect in the
protasis marks the whole sentence stylistically as marked.
Perfect in Protasis, Debitive Fut. in Apodosis
(422)	ä³ÛÙ³Ý³·ñáí Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ã³ßË³ï³Í ³Ùëí³ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ý»ñ¹ñáÕÁ å»ïù ¿
å»ïáõÃÛ³ÝÁ í×³ñÇ 100 Ñ³½³ñ ¹áÉ³ñ, Ý³¨ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓª »Ã» ³Û¹ ¹³¹³ñÁ
ï»ÕÇ ãÇ áõÝ»ó»É ï³ñ»ñ³ÛÇÝ ³Õ»ïÇ Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		
		

paymanagr-ov yurak’anč’yur č’-ašxat-ac
ams-va
hamar
contract-inst each
neg-work-ptcp.res. month-dat post

		
		

nerdoł-ě
petk’ˉēˉ petut’y-an-ě
včar-i
100ˉhazar
investor.nom-the part
government-dat pay-deb.fut.3.sg 100,000

		
		

dolar
naew ašxatavarj et’e
dollar.nom also salary.nom conj

		
		

unec’-el
tarerayin ałet-i hetewank’ov.
take place-ptcp.perf. disaster-dat
post

ayd dadar-ě
tełi č’-i
that break.nom-the neg-it is

		“By contract the investor has to pay 100,000 dollars for each not-worked month to the
government, also salary, if that break has not taken place because of force majeure.”

 Armenian

(423)	¶ñ³ÝóÙ³Ý ¹ÇÙáõÙÁ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ Ù»ñÅ»É ÙÇ³ÛÝ ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ, »Ã» ÁÝïñáõÃÛ³ÝÁ
ÙÝ³ó»É ¿ ùë³ÝÙ»Ï ûñ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

granc’m-an
dimum-ě
kareli ē
merž-el
miayn
registration-dat application.nom-the able it is reject-inf only

		
		

ayn depk’-um et’e ěntrut’y-an-ě
mnac’-el
ē k’sanmek ōr.
that case-loc conj election-dat-the stay-ptcp.perf. it is 21
day.nom

		“One can only reject the application for registration in the case, that (lit: if) 21 days
have remained for the election.”

In subordinate conditional clauses the aorist is often used in the protasis to represent a
single, unexpected action in the future or an iterative unexpected action. In such a case, the
protasis verb in the aorist commonly does not refer to a real action in the past, but refers to
an action or situation in the future (see translations).300
The future reference of the aorist is influenced by the mood of the verb used in the
matrix clause, most frequently the conditional future.
––

Aorist in Protasis and Conditional Fut. in Apodosis

(424)	»Ã» ÝáñÇó µ³ËáõÙÝ»ñ ï»ÕÇ áõÝ»ó³Ý ß÷Ù³Ý ·ÍáõÙ, ³å³ ³Û¹
å³ïÅ³ÙÇçáóÝ»ñÁ Ïí»ñ³Ï³Ý·Ýí»Ý: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

Et’e noric’ baxum-ner
tełi unec’-an
šp’m-an
gc-um
conj again conflict-pl.nom take place-aor.3.pl contact-dat line-loc

		
		

apa ayd patžamijoc’-ner-ě
kverakangn-v-en.
then that punishment-means-pl.nom-the regenerate-pass-cond.fut.3.pl

		“If again the conflicts take place in the line of contact, then those means of punishment will be regenerated.”
(425)	»Ã» ³ñ¹³ñ ÁÝïñáõÃÛáõÝ ã»Õ³í, ³Û, ¿ëå»ë Ï³Ý·Ý³Í »Ýù, ÷³Ï»Éáõ »Ýù
ÁÝïñ³Ï³Ý ï»Õ³Ù³ëÇ ¹áõéÁ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

et’e ardar ěntrut’yun
č’-eł-av
ay, ēspes kangn-ac
enk’
conj fair election.nom neg-be-aor.3.sg ay so
stand-ptcp.res. we are

		
		

p’akel-u
enk’
ěntrakan tełamas-i
dur̊-ě.
close-ptcp.fut. we are electoral section-dat door.nom-the

		“If this is not a fair election, here, we stand, we are going to close the door of this
electoral electoral office.” (Coll.)

Sentences, in which the protasis is in the aorist and the apodosis in the present tense, are
very common. The present indicative in the apodosis expresses the speaker’s firm intention
to perform the action. The future meaning of such clauses can be marked with adverbs,
such as ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý« anpayman “certainly/by all means”, ³Ýßáõßï anšust “undoubtedly/
without doubt” etc.

. comp. Gareginyan 1991: 264; Kozintseva 2005: 177.
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(426)	îñ³Ù³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ ß³ï å³ñ½ ¿ñ, »Ã» Çñ»Ýó Ùáï ëï³óí»ó, ³å³ ÇÝãáõ Ù»ñ
Ùáï ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ ëï³óí»É: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		 Tramabanut’yun-ě šat parz ēr
et’e irenc’
mot
		 logic.nom-the
int simple it was conj they.dat post
		
		

stac’-v-ec’
apa inč’u
mer
mot č’-i
turn out-antic-aor.3.sg then wh-why we.gen post neg-itˉis

		
		

kar-oł
stac’-v-el.
can-ptcp.pres. turn out-antic-inf

		“The logic is very simple. If it turned out with them, then why can it not turn out
with us?” (Written colloquial dialogue.)

3.

Past Time Reference

Past time reference in hypothetical conditional sentences appears in three different forms:
a.
b.
c.
a.

past time reference in both clauses
past time reference only in conditional clauses and the present tense in the matrix
clause
past time reference only in conditional clauses and the future tense in the matrix
clause
Past Time Reference in Protasis and Apodosis

Such sentences usually indicate the speaker’s assumptions about possible actions/states in
the past. This type of conditional clause occurs rarely in real conditional meaning.
In protasis the simple perfect and imperfect may be used.
The simple perfect conveys the usual perfect meaning: it describes past events with an
unspecified past reference and non-evidential past time actions and state.
Imperfect, however, describes an action/state in the past having taken place at a specific point in time.
(427)	Ü³ Ýß»ó, áñ »Ã» 1990Ã. Ï³ñ 14 Ñ³½³ñ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óí³Í ·áñÍ³ñù, ³å³ 2003Ã.
Ï³ï³ñí»É ¿ ßáõñç 74 Ñ³½³ñ ·áñÍ³ñù:
(Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		
		

na
nšec’
or
et’e
he.nom note-aor.3.sg conj conj

1990 t.
ka-r
14 hazar
1990 year exist-imperf.3.sg. 14,000

		
		

irakanac’-v-ac
gorcark’
apa 2003 t’.
realize-pass-ptcp.res transaction.nom then 2003 year

		
		

katar-v-el
ē
šurj 74 hazar gorcark’.
perform-pass-ptcp.perf. it is about 74,000 transaction.nom

		“He noted that if in 1990 there were 14,000 realised transactions, and then in 2003
about 74,000 transactions had been performed.”

 Armenian

The matrix clause also contains the perfect tense if combined with the simple perfect in
protasis.
If the protasis contains the imperfect, the matrix clause may use either the aorist or debitive (past). The aorist, in this case, denotes real facts from the past and the
debitive (past) conveys its most common meaning: that the action had to be realised
in the past.301
(428)	»Ã» Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇÝ áñ¨¿ Ù»ÏÁ ãÇ ×³Ý³ã»É, ÇÝãá±õ ëï»ÕÍí»ó ØÇÝëÏÇ ËáõÙµÁ:
(Armenpress 28.10.2006)
		
		

et’e
Łarabał-i-n
orewēˉmek-ě
č’-i
čanač’-el
conjˉ Karabach-dat-the anybody.nom-the neg-he is recognise-ptcp.perf.

		
		

inč’u
stełc-v-ec’
Minsk-i
xumb-ě.
wh-why found-pass-aor.3.sg. Minsk-dat group.nom-the

		 “If nobody has recognised Karabakh, why was the Minsk group founded?”
(429)	ºÃ» 2005Ã-Ç ëÏ½µÇÝ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ñ áñáß³ÏÇ ·áõÙ³ñ í×³ñ»É, ¨ áÕç
³Ùëí³ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ ³½³ï ÙÇ³Ý³É ÇÝï»ñÝ»ïÇÝ, ³å³ ï³ñ»í»ñçÇÝ ³Û¹
ë³ÑÙ³Ý³÷³ÏáõÙÁ ¹áõñë ¿ »Ï»É ¨ Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ñáå»Ç Ñ³Ù³ñ å»ïù ¿ñ í×³ñ»É:

(Armenpress 09.01.2006)
		
		

Et’e
conj 2005

2005 t’.-i skzb-i-n
hnaravor
year-dat beginning-dat-the possible

ēr
it was

orošaki
certain

		
		

gumar
včar-el ew
ołj
ams-va
ěnt’ac’k’um azat
amount.nom pay-inf conj whole month-dat post
free

		

mian-al
internet-i-n
apa taraverj-i-n
connect-inf internet-dat-the then end of year-dat-the

		
		

ayd sahmanap’akum-ě durs ē ek-el
ew yurak’anč’yur
that limitation.nom-the go out-ptcp.perf. it is conj each

		
		

rope-i
hamar petkʹ ēr
včar-el.
minute-dat post part it was pay-inf

		“If (whereas) in the beginning of 2005 it was possible to pay a certain amount and
to connect freely with the internet in the course of a month, then why at the end
of the year had this limitation run out and one had to pay for each minute.”

b.

Protasis in the Past and Apodosis in the Present Reference

The perfect verb form of the protasis points to the relevance of the result of the action/state
in the past tense for the following action/state.
The potential meaning of the present reference in the matrix clause is commonly
expressed by modal phrases, such as Ï³ñáÕ ¿ karoł ē, Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ kareli ē.

. see functions of Debitive Past, Ch. 2.5.7.3.3.2. “Debitive Past”, p. 269.
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(430)	âÇ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ û·ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ³ÏÝÏ³É»É ¹ñëÇó, »Ã» ¹»é¨ë ã»ë ëå³é»É ë»÷³Ï³Ý
ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ¹: (Armenpress 11.01.2006)
		 č’-i
kareli ōgnut’yun aknkal-el drs-ic’
et’e der̊ews
		 neg-it is able help.nom expect-inf outside-abl conj still
		
		

č’-es
spar̊-el
sep’akan hnaravorut’yun-ner-d.
neg-you are use-ptcp.perf. private possibility-pl.nom-your

		“One cannot expect help from outside, if you have not yet used up your own
possibilities.”
(431)	»Ã» ÏÇåñáëÛ³Ý Ñ³ñóáõÙ ³Û¹ »ñÏÇñÁ ½ÇçáõÙÝ»ñÇ ¿ ·Ý³ó»É, ³å³ ÇÝãáõ Ý³ ãå»ïù
¿ ÉáõÍÇ Ãáõñù-Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ë³ÑÙ³ÝÇ µ³óÙ³Ý Ñ³ñóÁ: (Armenpress 09.04.2006)
erkir-ě
zijum-ner-i
country.nom-the concession-pl-dat
na
č’-petk’ ē luc-i
it.nom neg-solve-deb.fut.3.sg

		
		
		
		

Et’e kiprosyan harc’-um
ayd
conj Cypriote question-loc that
ē
gnac’-el
apa inč’u
it is go-ptcp.perf. then wh-why

		

t’urk’-haykakan
sahman-i
bac’m-an
harc’-ě.
Turkish-Armenian border-dat opening-dat question.nom-the

		“If that country has made concessions in the Cyprus question, then why does it not
have to solve the question of the opening of the Turkish-Armenian border?”

c.

Protasis with Past and Apodosis with Future Reference

The future reference of the matrix clause is expressed by the conditional future. This verbal
form conveys hypothetical meaning.
(432)	ºÃ» Ý»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ³Ûë Ï³Ù ³ÛÝ µÝ³Ï³í³ÛñÇ ÁÝïñ³óáõó³ÏÝ»ñÁ ïå³·ñíáõÙ ¿ÇÝ
ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ, ³å³ Ýáñ Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·Á ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ Ïï³ ¹³ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»É
ï»Õ»ñáõÙ: (AZG 07.04.2006)

		
		

Et’e
nerkayumsˉ aysˉ kam ayn bnakavayr-i
conjˉ now
thisˉ conj that settlement-dat

		
		

ěntrac’uc’ak-ner-ě
tpagr-v-um
ēin
Erewan-um
electoral register-pl.nom-the print-pass-ptcp.pres they were Yerevan-loc

		
		

apa nor hamakarg-ě
hnaravorut’yun kt-a
da
then new order.nom-the possibility.nom give-cond.fut.3.sg that

		

irakana-c’n-el
teł-er-um.
realize-caus-inf place-pl-loc.

		“If nowadays the electoral registers of this or that settlement were printed
in Yerevan, the new order will give the possibility to realise this in (various) places.”
		 Note: the meaning is also contrastive here.

3.3.2.2.2.3 Counterfactual or irrealis conditionals
Counterfactual conditional sentences express an unrealisable condition, or what might
have happened if the event had taken place.

 Armenian

As mentioned before irrealis or high hypotheticality is usually expressed with a past
time reference.
The prototypical verb form of the protasis is the subjunctive past.
––

Protasis and Apodosis with a Past Time Reference

The various degrees of the speaker’s opinion in the realisability of the condition in the past
time are usually expressed by (a) the conditional past, (b) the subjunctive past and (c) the
debitive past.
––

Conditional Past in Apodosis.

The most frequent counterfactual sentence consists of a subjunctive past in the protasis and
the conditional past in the apodosis. The conditional past can be considered as unmarked
and neutral regarding the speaker’s opinion.
(433)	ÆÝã Ïå³ï³Ñ»ñ ÇÝÓ Ñ»ï, »Ã» ß³Ñ»Ç: Ü³ ÏÏñ³Ï»ñ:
(Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

inč’
kpatah-er
wh-what happen-cond.past.3.sg

		
		

Na kkrak-er.
He shoot-cond.past.3.sg

inj
het et’e šah-ei.
i.dat post conj win-subj.past.1.sg

		 “What would have happened to me, if I had won? He would have shot.”
(434)	»Ã» ³ÛÝ ëïáñ³·ñí³Í ÉÇÝ»ñ, ³å³ ³Ûëûñ È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ
Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ï³ñ·³íáñí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 22.03.2006)
		
		

et’e
ayn storagr-va-c
lin-er
apa aysōr
conjˉ that sign-pass-ptcp.res. be-subj.past.3.sg then today

		
		

Ler̊nayin
Łarabał-i
hakamartut’yun-ě kargavor-v-ac
Mountainuous Karabach-dat conflict.nom-the settle-pass-ptcp.res.

		 klin-er.
		 be-cond.past.3.sg
		“If that had been signed, then today the conflict of M. Karabach would have been
settled.”
(435)	Ð³Ùá½í³Í »Ù« áñ »Ã» Ñ³ñÏ ÉÇÝ»ñ« Ý³ áõñ³ËáõÃÛ³Ùµ Çñ ÏÛ³ÝùÁ Ï½áÑ»ñ ÇÝÓ
Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 65)
		
		

hamoz-v-ac
em or
et’e hark
lin-er
convince-antic-ptcp.res. Iˉam conj conj need.nom be-subj.past.3.sg

		
		

na uraxut’y-amb ir kyank’-ě
kzoh-er
he joy-inst
his life.nom-the sacrifice-cond.past.3.sg

		
		

inj
hamar.
I.dat post

		“I am convinced that if it had been necessary, he would have joyfully sacrificed his
life for me.”
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(436)	ºë í³Õáõó Çç³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ç ÇÙ ·³ÑÇó« »Ã» Ï³ïñí³Í ï»ëÝ»Ç ³ÛÝ ÙÇïùÁ:
(Grakanut’yun 4: 186)
		
		

Es
vałuc’
ij-ac
klin-ei
im gah-ic’
i.nomˉ long ago descend-ptcp.res. be-cond.past.1.sg my throne-abl

		
		

et’e katr-v-ac
tesn-ei
ayn mitk’-ě.
conj fulfil-pass-ptcp.res. see-subj.past.1.sg that thought.nom-the

		“I would have descended from my throne long ago, if I had seen that thought
fulfilled.”
(437)	ä³ñ½ ¿ñ« áñ »Ã» Ý³ ¿ÉÇ ÙÇ Ï»ë Ä³Ù í³½»ñ ³Û¹åÇëÇ ³ñ³·áõÃÛ³Ùµ« Ýñ³Ýù áã ÙÇ
¹»åùáõÙ µéÝ»É ã¿ÇÝ Ï³ñáÕ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 61)
		
		

parz
clear

ēr
or
et’e
na
ēli
mi kes žam
it was conj conj he.nom more a half hour.nom

		
		

vaz-er
aydpisi aragut’y-amb nrank’
oč’ mi depk’-um
run-subj.past.3.sg such a velocity-inst they.nom neg a case-loc

		
		

br̊n-el
č’-ěin
kar-oł.
catch-inf neg-they were can-ptcp.pres.

		“It was clear that if he had run a half hour more at such a velocity, they would in no
case have been able to catch (him).”

The combination of the subjunctive past in protasis and the conditional past in apodosis
may convey a present tense reference, if the context provides present reference markers. This
means that it is possible, but very unlikely, that the condition will be fulfilled.
(438)	»Ã» Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ë÷ÛáõéùÁ ãÉÇÝ»ñ, ³å³ Ãáõñù-Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý Ñ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ
ß³ï ³í»ÉÇ É³í ÏÉÇÝ»ÇÝ: (Armenpress 27.03.2006)
		
		

et’e
haykakan sp’yur̊k’-ě
č’-lin-er
apa
conjˉ Armenianˉ diaspora.nom-the neg-be-subj.past.3.sg then

		
		

haykakan haraberut’yun-ner-ě
Armenianˉ relation-pl.nom-the

t’urk’Turkish-

šat aveli lav klin-ein.
int more good be-cond.past.3.pl.

		“If there were no Armenian Diaspora, then the Armenian-Turkish relations would
be much better.”
		 Note: the Armenian Diaspora still exists so this does not refer to the past.
(439)	¸³ ¹³ï³Ï³Ý ·áñÍ ¿, Ý³Ë³ñ³ñÇ ·áñÍ ã¿, »Ã» »ë Ý³Ë³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝáõÙ ÙÝ³ÛÇª
³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý ¹³ïÇ Ïï³ÛÇ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

da datakan gorc
ē
naxarar-i
gorc
č’-ě
et’e
that juridical matter.nom it is minister-dat matter.nom neg-it is conj

		
		

es
naxararut’yun-um mna-yi
anpayman dat-i
I.nom ministry-loc
stay-subj.past.1.sg certainly court-dat

		 kta-yi.
		 give-cond.past.1.sg
		“This is a juridical matter, not the matter of a minister. If I were to stay at the
ministry, I would certainly give (it) to court.”

 Armenian

––

Subjunctive Past in Apodosis

The subjunctive occurs quite seldom in the apodosis and conveys a more subjective
(from the viewpoint of the speaker) degree – a wish or desire. In the case of counterfactual conditionals, the subjunctive past in the apodosis is often combined with
markers like ÙÇ ·áõó» mi guc’e« »ñ¨Ç erevi “maybe”, “probably” etc. and suggests that
the hypothetical action/state is hardly realisable but desired by the speaker.
(440)	ÂßÝ³ÙÇÝ »Ã» ó³ÝÏ³Ý³ñ ÝÙ³Ý Ñ³ëÏ³óáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ Ý»ñÙáõÍ»É, »ñ¨Ç ãÏ³ñáÕ³Ý³ñ:
(Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		
		

T’šnami-n
et’e c’ankan-ar
enemy.nom-the conj wish-subj.past.3.sg

nman haskac’ut’yun-ner
similar concept-pl.nom

		

nermuc-el
erewi č’-karołan-ar.
introduce-inf maybe neg-can-subj.past.3.sg

		“If the enemy had wished to introduce similar concepts, he maybe would not have
been able to.”

––

Debitive Past in Apodosis

The debitive past in the matrix clause denotes the highest degree of realisability from the
viewpoint of the speaker: an action that had to be realised under a certain condition. Such
sentences occur comparatively seldom.
(441)	ºÃ» ²ñÙ»ÝÁ Ï³ñ¹³ñ ³Û¹ Ù³ëÇÝ Ã»ñÃáõÙ« Ý³ ãå»ïù ¿ ³ÝÑñ³Ä»ßï ù³ÛÉ»ñ
Ó»éÝ³Ï»ñ:
		
		

Et’e Armen-ě
kard-ar
ayd masin t’ert’-um
conj Armen.nom-the read-subj.past.3.sg. that post newspaper-loc

		
		

na
č’-petk’ ē anhražešt k’ayl-er
jer̊nark-er.
he.nom neg-part. essential step-pl.nom undertake-deb.past.3.sg

		“If Armen had read about this in the newspaper, he would not have had to take essential steps.”

b.

Counterfactual Conditional with Past Time Reference in Protasis and Present Time
Reference in Apodosis

These types of counterfactual conditionals denote different time references of events. Usually the stative forms of the subj. past are used in the protasis and the future-in-the past
or conditional past in the main clause. Future-in-the past is used in the apodosis, if this
action/state follows the one of the protasis.
Temporal adverbials may additionally mark the past time reference in the protasis.

3.3.2.2.2.4 Pseudo-conditional and non-conditional clauses
Many subordinated clauses which look structurally like conditional clauses do not really convey a conditional meaning, i.e. the category conditional clause can also be viewed from a
semantic level. This kind of clause is termed a pseudo-conditional here.
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On the other hand, there are clauses structurally unlike conditional clauses, but which
convey a conditional meaning. This kind of clause is termed “non-conditional” here. The
basic assumption – that form and meaning of the clause do not correspond – is true for both
clause types.
Such sentences may be regarded as subordinate adverbial clauses with consecutive,
causal, contrastive, concessive meaning, and often it is not easy to distinguish conditional
clauses from related adverbial clauses, particularly since the same conjunctions are often
used in these semantic types of clauses.
There are also conditional clauses that can not be regarded as conditional at all. Here,
conditional constructions serve as stylistic means to express “metatext” constructions, or
to mark an utterance by putting it in a topic position.
There are various semantic groups of pseudo-conditionals and non-conditional
clauses.302
a.
b.
c.
d.

Consecutive conditionals, or conditionals of logical conclusion
Causal conditionals
Contrastive conditionals
Concessive conditionals

a.

Consecutive Conditionals303

The conditional relationship between the state of affairs – as given in the conditional clause
– and a logical conclusion – as given in the matrix clause – is a logical conclusion: if q,
(then consequently) p.
The situations may appear in any possible temporal sequence; very often the protasis
temporally precedes the apodosis.
Such conditional sentences are usually marked with indicative tenses in both clauses,
and additionally with explicative or consecutive words, such as áõñÙ»Ý uremn, Ñ»ï¨³µ³ñ
hetewabar “consequently”, or Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÙ ¿ nšanakum ē “that means” etc.
Usually the verbs appear in the indicative present or simple perfect tense; in the subordinate clause these indicatives also convey their usual aspectual meaning.
(442)	ºÃ» ¹áõù ã·Çï»ù Ó»ñ Çñ³íáõÝùÝ»ñÁ, áõñ»ÙÝ ¹áõù Çñ³íáõÝùÝ»ñ ãáõÝ»ù:
(Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

Et’e
duk’ č’-git-ek’
jer iravunk’-ner-ě
uremn duk’
conj you neg-know-pres.2.pl your right-pl.nom-the conj you.nom

		
		

iravunk’-ner
right-pl.nom

č’-un-ek’.
neg-have-pres.2.pl

		 “If you do not know your rights, consequently you do not have rights.”

. See Kozintseva 2005: 191ff.
.

See Gareginyan 1991: 265.

 Armenian

(443)	ºÃ» Ñ³ÕÃáõÙ ¿ ÁÝ¹¹ÇÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ, Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÙ ¿ ÁÝïñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ »Õ»É »Ý
ûñÇÝ³Ï³Ý: (Armenpress 16.12.2005),
		
		

Et’e
hałt’-um
ē
ěnddimut’yun-ě
nšanak-um
ē
conjˉ win-ptcp.pres. it is opposition.nom-the mean-ptcp.pres. it is

		
		

ěntrut’yun-ner-ě
eł-el
en
ōrinakan.
election-pl.nom-the be-ptcp.perf. they are legal

		 “If the opposition wins that means that the elections have been valid.”
(444)	»Ã» ëÏë»É »Ýù ·áñÍÁÝÃ³ó, áõñ»ÙÝ ¹³ ¹ñ³Ï³Ý ù³ÛÉ ¾: (Armenpress 13.05.2006)
		
		

Et’e sks-el
enk’
gorcēnt’ac’
uremn
da drakan
conj start-ptcp.perf. we are process.nom consequently that positive

		
		

k’ayl
ē.
step.nom it is

		 “If we have started the process, it is consequently a positive step.”

If the perfect is used in both clauses, it indicates that the speaker has not evidenced the
actions with an unspecified past tense reference.
(445)	ºÃ» ï»ÕáõÙ Ñ³Û»ñ ã»Ý ³åñ»É, Ñ»ï¨³µ³ñ Ý³¨ ³Û¹ ßñç³ÝÝ»ñáõÙ
ò»Õ³ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ãÇ »Õ»É: (Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

Et’e
teł-um
hay-er
č’-en
apr-el
conj place-loc Armenian-pl.nom neg-they are live-ptcp.perf.

		 hetewabar
naew ayd šrjan-ner-um C’ełaspanut’yun č’-i
		 consequently also that region-pl-loc Genocide.nom neg-it is
		 eł-el.
		 be-ptcp.perf.
		“If Armenians have not lived there, consequently there has also not been
Genocide in these regions.”

A specific consecutive meaning is conveyed in the case of a postposed protasis, but only
if this protasis denotes a contradicting condition, on which the negation of the question
expressed in the apodosis is based (Gareginyan 1991: 266).
(446)	ÇÝãå»±ë ³ßË³ñÑÁ ×³Ý³ãÇ ²ñó³ËÇ ³ÝÏ³ËáõÃÛáõÝÁ, »Ã» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ÇÝùÁ ¹³
ãÇ ³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 28.10.2005)
		 inč’pes ašxarh-ě
čanač’-i
Arc’ax-i
		 wh-how world.nom-the recognise-subj.fut.3.sg Arc’ax-dat
		
		

ankaxut’yun-ě
et’e Hayastan-n
ink’ě da č’-i
independence.nom-the conj Armenia.nom-the itself that neg-it is

		 an-um.
		 do-ptcp.pres.
		“How shall the world recognise Arc’ax’s (= Mountainous Karabach’s) independence,
if Armenia itself does not do it?”
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(447)	ÆëÏ ÇÝãå»±ë å»ïù ¿ Ñ³Ù³ËÙµíÇ, »Ã» áã Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý Ù»Ë³ÝÇ½ÙÝ»ñ
ëï»ÕÍ»Éáí ¨ ¹ñ³Ýù ûñ»ÝùÝ»ñÇ Ù»ç Ý»ñ³é»Éáí: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 isk
inč’pes
petk’ˉěˉhamaxmb-v-i
et’e oč’ hamapatasxan
		 conj wh-how consolidate-antic-deb.fut.3.sg conj neg adequate
		 mexanizm-ner
stełcel-ov
ew
drank’ ōrenk’ner-i mej
		 mechanism-pl.nom create-inf-inst conj they law-pl-dat post
		 nerar̊el-ov?
		 include-inf-inst
		“But how do we have to consolidate, if not by creating adequate mechanisms and
including those in the laws?”

b.

Causal Conditionals

The subordinate clause provides the basis or the cause for explaining past actions, logical
conclusions or even questions expressed in the matrix clause.
Causal conditional sentences are usually marked with indicative verbs in both clauses
preferably with the correlative word ³å³ apa “then” in the matrix clause.
(448)	»Ã» ³åûñÇÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ »Ý »Õ»É, ³å³ »‘õ ù³Õ³ù³å»ï³ñ³ÝÁ, »‘õ
ù³Õ³ù³ßÇÝáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³ñï³íáñ »Ý í»ñ³óÝ»É
³åûñÇÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ` ù³Ý¹»Éáí Ï³Ù ¹³ï³Ï³Ý Ï³ñ·áí:

		
		

(Armenpress 26.Oktober 2006)
Et’e apōrinut’yun-ner en
eł-el
apa ew
conj illegality-pl.nom they are be-ptcp.perf. then conj

		

k’alak’apetaran-ě
ew
k’ałak’ašinut’y-an
naxararut’yun-ě
mayor’s office.nom-the conj urban development-dat ministry.nom-the

		
		

partavor en
obliged they are

		
		

k’andel-ov
kam datakan karg-ov.
destroy-inf-inst conj juridical order-inst

vera-c’n-el
apōrinut’yun-ě
dissappear-caus-inf illegality.nom-the

		“If there have been illegalities, then both the office of the Mayor and the Ministry of
Urban Development are obliged to abolish the illegality, by destroying (it) or with
juridical order.”
(449)	»Ã» ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ íÝ³ë»É ¿ µ³Å³Ýáñ¹ÇÝ, ³å³ í»ñçÇÝë ÷áËÑ³ïáõóáõÙ ¿
ëï³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 09.12.2005)
		
		
		
		

Et’e
conj
apa
thenˉ

ěnkerut’yun-ě
vnas-el
ē
bažanord-i-n
company–nom-the harm-ptcp.perf. it is subscriber-dat-the
verjin-š
p’oxahatuc’um
ē
stan-um.
latter.nom-this compensation.nom he is receive-ptcp.pres.

		“If the company has harmed the subscriber, then the latter receives
compensation.”

 Armenian

(450)	ºÃ» ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛ³Ý ³ñï³¹ñ³ÝùÁ ëå³éíáõÙ ¿, ³å³ ³ÛÝ Çñ ï»ÕÁ ßáõÏ³ÛáõÙ ·ï»É
¿: (Armenpress 28.12.2005)
		 et’e
ěnkerut’y-an
artadrank’-ě
spar̊-v-um
ē apa
		 conjˉ company-datˉ product.nom-the consume-pass-ptcp.pres. it is then
		
		

ayn ir teł-ě
šuka-y-um gt-el
ē.
that its place.nom-the market-loc find-ptcp.perf. it is

		“If the product of a company is consumed, then it has found its place in the market.”

c.

Contrastive Conditionals

The subordinate clause presents not a hypothesis, but a fact in the past. This fact in the past
is contrasted with a fact in the present, i.e. in the matrix clause.
Contrastive sentences look like conditional sentences, but they contrast various elements of the situation, such as subjects, objects, time adverbials etc. In this case, the use of
the adverb ³å³ apa “then” is obligatory in the matrix clause.
The meaning of the conditional subordinator »Ã» et’e “if ” is to understand rather as
the contrastive “whereas”.
Both the protasis and the apodosis use indicative verbs. The correlative word ³å³
apa “then” must appear in the matrix clause.
(451)	»Ã» ³ÝóÛ³ÉáõÙ ÏñÃáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³ÙµáÕçáíÇÝ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óíáõÙ ¿ñ å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³ßíÇÝ,
³å³ ³Ûëûñ í×³ñáíÇ Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·áõÙ ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇ 75–76 ïáÏáëÁ,
å»ï³Ï³Ý Ñ³ïí³ÍáõÙª 24–25 ïáÏáëÁ: (Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		
		

et’e
anc’yal-um krt’ut’yun-n
ambołjovin irakanc’-v-um
conj past-loc education.nom-the completely realize-pass-ptcp.pres.

		
		

ēr
petut’y-an hašv-i-n
apa aysōr včarovi
it was state-dat account-dat-the then today tuition fee

		
		

hamakarg-um sovor-um
ē
usanoł-ner-i
75–76
system-loc
study-ptcp.pres. it is student-pl-dat 7 5–76

		
		

tokos-ě
petakan hatvac-um 24–25 tokos-ě.
per cent.nom-the state
sector-loc 24–25 percent.nom-the.

		“If (=Whereas; while) in the past education was completely realised on account of
the state, then today 75–76 per cent of the students study in the tuition fee system,
and 24–25 per cent in the state sector.”
(452)	»Ã» ï³ëÝÛ³Ï ï³ñÇÝ»ñ ³é³ç Ù»Í Ãíáí »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹Ý»ñ ¿ÇÝ ·³ÉÇë Ð³Û³ëï³Ý
ëáíáñ»Éáõ Ý³¨ »íñáå³Ï³Ý »ñÏñÝ»ñÇó, ³å³ ³Ûëûñ Ýñ³Ýó ÃÇíÁ ÏïñáõÏ Ýí³½»É
¿…: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)

		
		

Et’e
tasnyakˉ tari-ner
ar̊aj mecˉ t’v-ov
eritasard-ner
conj decade year-pl.nom post big number-inst youngster-pl.nom

		
		

ēin
gal-is
Hayastan
sovorel-u
naewˉ evropakan
theyˉwere come-ptcp.pres. Armenia.nom study-inf-dat also European

		
		

erkr-ner-ic’
apa aysōr nranc’ t’iv-ě
ktruk
country-pl-abl then today their number.nom-the sharply
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nvaz-el
ē.
decrease-ptcp.perf. it is

		“If (whereas) decades ago youngsters came in great numbers to Armenia to study, also
from European countries, then today their number has sharply decreased.”

d.

Concessive Conditionals

In concessive conditionals a set of antecedent conditions is related to a consequent (König
1986: 230). Such clauses are usually marked either with (a) concessive conjunctions or with
(b) particles like ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ nuynisk, ÙÇÝã¨ ÇëÏ minč’ew isk , ÙÇÝã¨ ³Ý·³Ù (minč’ew) angam,
¿É ēl all “even”, etc. that immediately follow the prototypical conditional subordinator »Ã»
et’e “if ”.
(453)	Ð³ë»É »Ýù ³ÛÝåÇëÇ íÇ×³ÏÇ, áñ »Ã» ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³ÝÓ»ñÁ ÷áËí»Ý,
áãÇÝã ãÇ ÷áËí»Éáõ: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		
		
		
		

has-el
enk’
aynpisi vičak-i
or
et’e nuynisk
reach-ptcp.perf. we are such a situation-dat conj conj even
anj-er-ě
p’ox-v-en
oč’inč’
č’-i
person-pl.nom-the change-antic-subj.fut.3.pl nothing.nom neg-itˉis

		
		

p’ox-v-el-u.
change-antic-ptcp.fut.

		“We have reached such a situation that even if the persons change,
nothing will change.”
(454)	»Ã» ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ æáÝ ø»ñÇÝ ÁÝïñíÇ ²ØÜ-Ç Ý³Ë³·³Ñ, ÎáÝ·ñ»ëÁ ÏÙÝ³
Ñ³Ýñ³å»ï³Ï³Ý ¨ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ·Éáµ³É Ñ³ñó»ñáõÙ: (Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

Et’e nuynisk jon K’eri-n
ěntr-v-i
AMN-i
conj even
John Kerry.nom-the elect-pass-subj.fut.3.sg USA-dat

		

naxagah
Kongres-ě
kmn-a
hanrapetakan
president.nom Congress.nom-the stay-cond.fut.3.sg republican

		
		

ew
miaynˉ global harc’-er-um.
conj only
global question-pl-loc

		“Even if John Kerry will be elected president of the USA, the Congress will remain
Republican only in global questions.”
(455)	´áÉáñ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ»ñÇ ½³íÃÇãÝ»ñÁ ÝÙ³Ý »Ý Çñ³ñ, »Ã» Ýñ³Ýù ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ »É³Í »Ý
ùá ÅáÕáíñ¹Ç ÍáóÇó: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

Bolor žamanak-ner-i zavt’ič’-ner-ě
nman en
irar et’e
all
time-pl-dat invader-pl.nom-the similar they are rec conj

		
		

nrank’
nuynisk el-ac
en
k’o
žołovrd-i
coc’-ic’.
they.nom even
rise-ptcp.res. they are your people-dat bosom-abl

		“The invaders of all ages are similar to each other, if they even are raised from your
people’s bosom.”
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(456)	ºë áõëáõÙÝ³ëÇñ»É »Ù ¨ å»ïù ¿ ³ë»Ù, áñ, ó³íáù ëñïÇ, ¹»é¨ë ÉÇ³ñÅ»ù »ñç³ÝÇÏ
ÁÝï³ÝÇù ã»Ù ï»ë»É, »Ã» ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ½áõÛ·»ñÁ Ù³ÝÏ³ï³Ý ßñç³Ý³í³ñïÝ»ñ »Ý:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

Es
usumnasir-el
em
i.nom investige-ptcp.pres. I am

ew
petk’ ē as-em
or
conj say-deb.fut.1.sg conj

		
		

c’avok’ srt-i
der̊ews liaržek’ erjanik ěntanik’
č’-em
tes-el
unfortunately still
of value lucky family.nom neg-I am see-ptcp.perf.

		
		

et’e nuynisk zuyg-er-ě
mankat-an
šrjanavort-ner
conj even
couple-pl.nom-the children’s home-dat graduate-pl.nom

en.
		 they are
		“I have investigated (this) and I have to say, that, unfortunately, I have not seen a
valuable lucky family yet, even if the couples are graduates of the children’s home.”
(457)	öáñÓ»Éáõ »Ýù ûµÛ»ÏïÇí ÷³ëï»ñÇ ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ Ñ³ëÝ»É ËÝ¹ñÇ ÉáõÍÙ³ÝÁ
ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ Çñ³íáõÝùÇ ßñç³Ý³ÏÝ»ñáõÙ` »Ã» ³Ý·³Ù å³Ñ³ÝçíÇ
ï³ëÝ³ÙÛ³ÏÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 06.05.2006)

		
		

P’orjel-u
enk’
ōbyektiv p’ast-er-i
himan
vra hasn-el
try-ptcp.fut. we are objective fact-pl-dat basis-dat post reach-inf

		

xndr-i
lucman-ě
mijazgayin iravunk’-i šrjanak-ner-um
problem-dat solution-dat-the international law-dat frame-pl-loc

		
		

et’e angam pahanj-v-i
tasnamjak-ner.
conj even
require-antic-subj.fut.3.sg decade-pl.nom

		“We will try to reach the solution of the problem on the basis of objective facts in the
frame of international law, even if that requires decades.”

Concessive meaning of conditional clauses is also conveyed, if the postposed matrix clause
expresses a negation or a restriction of the contents of the preposed subordinate clause.
(Gareginyan 1991: 267) Such clauses can only be found in colloquial Armenian.
(458)	»Ã» ³ÝÓñ¨ ·³ÉÇë ¿« ³å³ µ³í³Ï³Ý³ã³÷ ãÇ ÉÇÝáõÙ ³ñï»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ:
		
		

Et’e
anjrew gal-is
ē
apa bavakanač’ap’ č’-i
conj rain
come-ptcp.pres. it is then sufficiently
neg-it is

		
		

lin-um
art-er-i
hamar.
be-ptcp.pres. field-pl-dat post

		“Although it rains, it is not sufficient for the fields.” (Lit.: If it rains, then
it is not sufficient for the fields.)
(459)	ºÃ» Ýñ³Ýù áõß³¹Çñ ÉëáõÙ »Ý« ³å³ µ³Ý ã»Ý Ñ³ëÏ³ÝáõÙ:
		
		

Et’e nrank’
ušadir
lsu-m
en
apa ban
conj they.nom attentively listen-ptcp.pres. they are then thing.nom

		

č’-en
haskan-um.
neg-they are understand-ptcp.pres.
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		“Although they listen attentively, they understand nothing.” (Lit.: If they listen attentively, then they understand nothing.)

3.3.2.2.2.5 Metatext construction
In such a function conditional clauses appear either preposed to the matrix clause or embedded, and they express the speaker’s attitude to the contents of the matrix clause.
If following the matrix clause, however, the conditional clause can be regarded as adding additional information regarding the truth of the matrix clause.
(460)	ºÃ» ×Çßï ³ë»Ù« ³å³ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ÄáÕáíÝ ³ÛÝù³Ý ¿É ·áÑ ã¿ñ ÙÇçáó³éáõÙÇó:
		
		

Et’e čišt as-em
apa hanjnažołov-n
aynk’an goh
conj true say-subj.fut.1.sg then committee.nom-the so much satisfied

		
		

č’-ēr
mijoc’ar̊um-ic’.
neg-it was measure-abl

		“If I tell the truth, then the committee would not be very satisfied with the
measure.”
(461)	ÆÝã¨Çó»« ã»Ýù ëË³ÉíÇ« »Ã» ³ë»Ýùÿ Ñ³ÛáõÑáõ ³Û¹åÇëÇ Ëáë»É³á×Á Ñ³Ù³ñÄ»ù ¿
ïÕ³Ý»ñÇ Ñ³ÛÑáÛ»ÉáõÝ: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		
		

inč’ewic’e č’-enk’
sxal-v-i	  et’e	   as-enk’
anyway neg-we are mistake-refl-ptcp.neg. conj   say-subj.fut.1.pl

		

hayuh-u
aydpisi xoselaoč-ě
hamaržek’
female Armenian-dat such
manner of speaking.nom-the equivalent

		
		

ē
tła-ner-i
hayhoyel-u-n.
it is boy-pl-dat curse-inf-dat-the

		“Anyway, we are not mistaken, if we say such a manner of speaking by a female
Armenian is equivalent to the boys’ cursing.”
(462)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ²ñ¨»ÉùÇ å³ïÏ»ñ³óáõÙÝ»ñÁ, »Ã» ã³ë»Ù ³Õ³í³Õí³Í, ³å³
ÏñÏÝûñÇÝ³Ïí³Í »Ý ³Ù»Ý³³Ý×³ß³Ï Ó¨áí ¨ ï»ëùáí: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		
		

Hayastan-um Arewelk’-i patkerac’um-ner-ě
et’e
Armenia-loc West-dat imagination-pl.nom-the conj

		
		

č’-as-em
ałavał-v-ac
apa krknōrinak-v-ac
neg-say-sub.fut.1.sg distort–pass-ptcp.res. then copy-pass-ptcp.res.

		
		

en
amena-ančašak jew-ov
ew
tesk’-ov.
they are most-tasteless manner-inst conj look-inst

		“The concepts about the West in Armenia, are, if I do not say distorted, and then
copied in the most tasteless way and look.”

c.

“Topicalized” Conditional Construction

The form of conditional constructions can be used as a means to mark the functional
perspective of a sentence. In such a sentence, the subordinate pseudo-conditional clause
contains the topic, the matrix clause the focus.
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(463)	Üñ³Ý »Ã» ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ëÇñ³Ñ³ñíÇ« ³å³ ÏëÇñ³Ñ³ñíÇ Ýñ³ ·³ÛÃ³ÏÕÇã ÄåÇïÇ
å³ï×³ñáí:
		
		

Nran
et’e Vardan-ě
sirahar-v-i
apa
She.dat conj Vardan.nom-the fall in love-refl-subj.fut.3.sg then

		
		

ksirahar-v-i
nra gayt’akłič’ žpit-i
patčar̊-ov.
fall in love-refl-cond.fut.3.sg her enchanting smile-dat post

		“If it is she Vardan falls in love with, then he will fall in love because of her enchanting smile.”

3.3.2.3 Relative clauses304
General Facts about Relative Clauses
The main distinguishing parameters for relative clauses are usually grouped according to
a variety of features.
––
––
––

––
––

Semantic characteristics of the modifying relative (restrictive vs. non-restrictive relative clause)
Structural characteristics of the relative clause (adjoined vs. correlative vs. shortened
participial relative clause)
Syntactic characteristics i.e. where expressions can be relativised (subject, direct object,
indirect object, oblique object, possessor; the whole matrix clause; i.e. adnominal :
nominal)
The mode of expression of the relativised noun phrase (relative pronoun vs. relativiser
and gap vs. no relativiser and gap strategies)
The position of the relative clause with respect to the head noun (pronominal, postnominal, internally headed relative clauses)

MEA has both restrictive and non-restrictive relative clauses. There is no morphological or
syntactic distinction between these two semantic types.
There are four various structural types of relative clauses
a.

Adnominal relative clauses contain a relative pronoun, which introduces the relative
clause and a finite verb. The relative clause relates to a domain nominal in the main
clause. A subtype is a relative clause construction, in which both the matrix and the
relative clause are overtly marked: the relative clause by a wh-item and the main clause
by a demonstrative pronoun or deictic adverb.

. Cristofaro, 2003: 195 ff.; Keenan 1985: 141–170; Keenan, Comrie 1977: 63.99; Andrews 2007:
206–236; Gareginyan 1991: 210–218.
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(464)	Ô³ñ³µ³ÕóÇÝ»ñ ¿É Ï³Ý, áñáÝó Ñ³Ù³ñ ê³Ùí»ÉÁ Ñ»ñáë ¿:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

łarabałc’i-ner
ēl
k-an
or-onc’
hamar
Karabakhian-pl.nom also exist-ptcp.pres. rel-pl.dat post

		

Samvel-ě
heros
ē.
Samvel.nom-the hero.nom he is

		 “There are also Karabakhians for whom Samvel is a hero.”
(465)	²ÝÑñ³Å»ßï í³é»É³ÝÛáõÃáí ³å³Ñáíí³Í »Ý ³ÛÝ ¹åñáóÝ»ñÁ, áñáÝù ç»éáõóíáõÙ
»Ý Ñ»ÕáõÏ í³é»ÉÇùáí: (Armenpress 22.01.2006)
		
		

anhražešt var̊elanyut’-ov
apahov-v-ac
en
ayn
necessary heating material-inst provide-pass-ptcp.res. they are that

		
		

dproc’-ner-ě
or-onk’
jer̊uc’-v-um
en
school-pl.nom-the rel-pl.nom heat-pass-ptcp.pres. they are

		
		

hełuk var̊elik’-ov.
liquid fuel-inst

		“Those schools are provided with necessary heating material, are heated with
liquid fuel.”

b.

Free or nominal relative clauses, which lack a domain nominal in the main clause.

(466)
		
		

ºë ·ï³ ÇÝã áñ ¹áõ ÷ÝïñáõÙ ¿Çñ:

Es
gt-a
inč’
or
du
p’ntr-um
i.nom find-aor.1.sg. wh-what.nom rel.nom you.nom look for-ptcp.pres

		 ēir.
		 you were
		 “I found what you were looking for.”

Free or nominal relative clauses may also have a correlative-like construction. There is no
semantic difference between these syntactic variants of free relative clauses.
(466)

a.

ºë ·ï³ ³ÛÝ, ÇÝã ¹áõ ÷ÝïñáõÙ ¿Çñ:

			
			

es
gt-a
ayn
inč’
du
i.nom find-aor.1.sg. that.nom wh-pronoun you. nom

		
		

p’ntr-um
ēir.
look for-ptcp.pres. you were

			

“I found (that) what you were looking for.”

c.

Sentential relative clauses, which do not modify a noun but refer back to a part of a
sentence, a whole sentence or even more than one sentence. The antecedent is thus not
nominal but clausal.
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(467)	Ü³ ÇÝÓ ³ë³ó, áñ Ýñ³Ýù ³Ûëï»Õ ³åñ»Éáõ »Ý, ÇÝãÇÝ »ë ¹»Ù ¿Ç:
(Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		
		

na
inj
as-ac’
or
nrank’
aysteł aprel-u
he.nom i.dat say-aor.3.sg. conj they.nom here live-ptcp.fut.

		
		

en
inč’-i-n
es
dem
ēi.
they are rel.dat-the i.nom against I was

		 “He told me that they would live here, something I was against.”

d.

Participial relative clauses, i.e. clauses without a relative subordinator and with the
verb in the participle.305

(468)

²ñ³ÙÇ ·ñ³Í Ý³Ù³ÏÁ ¹»é ã»Ù ëï³ó»É:

		 Aram-i
gr-ac
namak-ě
der̊ č’-em
stac’-el.
		 Aram-dat write-ptcp.pres. letter.nom-the yet neg-I am receive-ptcp.perf.
		 “I have not yet received the letter written by Aram.”

There are four structural types which are also characterised by a preferred, or even fixed,
order:
a.
b.
c.
d.

Adnominal relative clauses predominantly follow the head noun (NP + REL) or (dem
NP + wh REL)
Free relative clauses predominantly precede the main clause in subject function, but
predominantly follow in object function (RELsubj + S), (S + RELobj)
Sentential relative clauses preferably and predominantly follow the main clause.
Participial relative clauses obligatorily precede their head noun (rel + N).

Adnominal relative clauses may realise the following syntactic functions:
––
––
––
––
––
––

relativisation of grammatical subject
relativisation of direct object
relativisation of indirect object
relativisation of oblique objects
relativisation of possessor
relativisation of object of comparison.

A free relative clause, not modifying an external noun phrase but having instead a nominal
function fused to it, is exclusively restrictive relative clauses, with
––
––
––

subject function
direct object function
adverbial relative clauses also modify an entire clause and are usually introduced with
the interrogative pronouns denoting place, time, manner or reason. Only non-restrictive relative clauses can be used adverbially.

. for details see Ch. 3.4.1 “Participle Constructions”, p. 499f.
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Sentential relative clauses modify parts of a sentence, a whole sentence or many sentences.
These are non-restrictive relative clauses with the matrix clause as their antecedents.
Participial relative clauses are syntactic variants of adnominal, nominal and even sentential relative clauses and can thus occur with subject and direct object function as well as
in adjectival or genitive attribute function.
Subordinated relative clauses are introduced by relative or interrogative pronouns. The
relative pronouns and the wh-pronouns áí ov “who?” and ÇÝã inč’ “what?” are inflected for
case and number (the latter only the relative pronoun áñ or “that”) and show a humanness
distinction.
The General Structure of Relative Clauses
The subordinate relative clause is introduced with a relative/interrogative pronoun. In
some adnominal relative clauses, this pronoun co-occurs with demonstrative pronouns
or deictic adverbs such as Ý³ na “he/she/it”, ³ÛÝ ayn “that”« ³ÛÝåÇëÇ aynpisi “such a”,
³Ûëù³Ý aysk’an “as much” etc. in the main clause, which emphasise the semantic and
syntactic relationship between the relative clause and specified element in the main
clause.
There is no syntactic or morphological difference between adnominal and free relative
clauses.
The verb of the relative clause may appear in all tenses and moods.
Ontological groups of relative/interrogative pronouns
––
––
––
––
––
––

person (human), i.e. (+ human) áí ov “who”, áñ or “that”
subject/thing, i.e. (–human) áñ or “that”; ÇÝã inč’ “which”
time »ñµ erb “when”, »ñµí³ÝÇó erbvanic’ “since when”
place áñï»Õ orteł, áõñ ur “where”, áõñ ur “where to”, áñï»ÕÇó ortełic’
“from where”
manner ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “how”
cause ÇÝãáõ inč’u “why”

For the use of the relative pronouns given above, see Ch. 2.4.7. “Interrogative/Relative
Pronouns”, p. 147f.
Only the pronoun áñ or can be regarded as a “real” relative pronoun, or a relative pronoun in sensu stricto: it refers to an immediate preceding noun, noun phrase or sentence
and serves to introduce attributive subordinate (relative) clauses. This relative pronoun can
refer both to (+)human and (–)human head nouns. It can also refer in its singular form to
head nouns in the singular and/or plural.
The definite article may also be attached to the nominative of the relative pronoun
áñ or (subject and (–human) direct object function) and to bare dative forms of the relative pronoun áñ or (with verbs assigning the bare dative306). The relative pronoun áñ or
. To express the (+human) direct object in the bare dative in a relative subordinator, the
wh-interrogative pronoun áí ov “who” is used in its dative form áõÙ um “who(m)”.
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also appears in inflected plural forms, but more often, particularly in colloquial Armenian,
the singular forms are used even if they convey the plural meaning, especially in the subject
function.
(469)	Ð»ñÃ³å³ÑÁ« áñÝ ³ñÃÝ³óñ»É ¿ Ù»½« ¹»é ß³ñáõÝ³ÏáõÙ ¿ í³½í½»É íñ³ÝÝ»ñÇ
³ñ³Ýùáí: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 41)
		
		

Hert’apah-ě
or-n
art’na-c’r-el
ē
mez
der̊
on duty.nom-the rel.nom-the wake-caus-ptcp.perf. he is we.dat still

		
		

šarunak-um
ē
vazvz-el
vran-ner-i arank’-ov.
continue-ptcp.pres. he is run around-inf tent-pl-dat gap-inst

		“The boy on duty, who has woken us up, is still running around in the gaps of the
tents.” (Subject relative clause)
(470)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ Ýñ³Ýó Ñ³Ù³ñ ³Ù»Ý³É³í, ³Ù»Ý³Ã³ÝÏ Ë³Õ³ÉÇùÝ»ñÁ Ýñ³Ýù »Ý, áñáÝù
Ù³ÛñÇÏÝ ¿ µ»ñ»É: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		
		

Sakayn nranc’
hamar amena-lav amena-t’ank
xałalik’-ner-ě
conj they.dat post most-good most-expensive toy-pl.nom-the

		
		

nrank’
en
or-onk’
mayrik-n
ē
ber-el.
they.nom they are rel-pl.nom mother.nom-the she is bring-ptcp.perf.

		“But for them the best and most expensive toys are those that their mother has
brought.” (Object relative clause; direct object is in the unmarked nominative)
(471)	²Ûë Ùñó³ß³ñÁ, áñÇÝ Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÙ »Ý ºñ¨³ÝÇ, ²ñ³ñ³ïÇ, ¾çÙÇ³ÍÝÇ ¨ ÂµÇÉÇëÇÇ
å³ï³ÝÇ Ù³ñ½ÇÏÝ»ñÁ, Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñå»É ¾ ºäÐ ýÇ½ÇÏ³Ï³Ý ¹³ëïÇ³ñ³ÏáõÃÛ³Ý
³ÙµÇáÝÁ: (Armenpress 22.01.2006)

		
		

ays mrc’ašar-ě
or-i-n
masnakc’-um
-en
this tournament.nom-the rel-dat-the participate-ptcp.pres. they are

		
		

Erewan-i
Ararat-i
Ējmiacn-i
ew
T’bilisi-i
patani
Yerevan-dat Ararat-dat Ejmiacin-dat conj Tbilisi.dat adolescent

		
		

marzik-ner-ě
kazmakerp-el
ē
EPHˉ fizikakan
sportsman-pl.nom-the organise-ptcp.perf. it is YSU physical

		
		

dastiarakut’y-an ambion-ě.
education-dat chair.nom-the

		“This tournament, at which participate adolescent sportsmen from Yerevan, Ararat,
Ejmiacin and Tbilisi, has organised the Chair of Physical Education of Yerevan State
University.”
áñ or is also used in sentential relative clauses in colloquial Armenian.

(472)

²Ûë ³ÕçÇÏÁ ëÇñáõÙ ¿ ûÓ»ñ, áñÝ (= ÇÝãÝ) ÇÝÓ ½³ñÙ³óÝáõÙ ¿:

		 ays ałjik-ě
sir-um
ē
ōj-er
or-nˉ(=inč’-n)
		 thisˉ girl.nom-the love-ptcp.pres she is snake-pl.nom rel.nom-the
			
(what.nom-the)
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inj
zarma-c’n-um
ē.
i.dat surprise-caus-ptcp.pres. it is

		 “This girl likes snakes, which surprises me.”
ÇÝã inč’

The prototypical relative pronoun áñ or however is often replaced by the interrogative
pronoun ÇÝã inč’
––
––

if referring to a (–) animate noun (phrase)
in free relative clauses.

This pronoun is also inflected and obtains the definite article in the function of a definite
grammatical subject, direct object and indirect object.
(473)	ÆÝï»ñÝ»ï µ³Å³Ýáñ¹Ý»ñÇ ÃÇíÁ ãÇ ³ÝóÝáõÙ 11 Ñ³½³ñÇó, ÇÝã µ³í³Ï³Ý ó³Íñ ¿:
(Armenpress 13.05.2006)
		
		

Internet
bažanord-ner-i
t’iv-ě
č’-i
Internet.nom subscriber-pl-dat number.nom-the neg-it is

		
		

anc’n-umˉ
11ˉhazar-ic’
inč’
bavakan c’acr ē.
pass-ptcp.pres. 11ˉthousand-abl rel.nom int
low itˉis

		

“The number of internet subscribers does not exceed 11,000, which is fairly low.”

(474) Ü
 ñ³ Ëáëù»ñáí, ³ñ¹»Ý ãáññáñ¹ ï³ñÇÝ ¾, ÇÝã ÇÝùÁ ³ßË³ïáõÙ ¨
µ»Ù³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ ¾ ³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 23.03.2006)
		
		

nra xosk’-er-ov
arden č’orrord tari-n
ē
inč’
his word-pl-inst alreadyˉ fourth year.nom-the itˉis rel
ink’ě
ašxat-um
ew
bemadrut’yun-ner
ē
an-um.
		 he.nom work-ptcp.pres. conj performance-pl.nom he is do-ptcp.pres.
		“In his words it is already the fourth year that he has been working and performing.”
(475)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ¹»é¨ë ÙÝáõÙ »Ý µ³ñ¹ Ñ³ñó»ñ, áñáÝó í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ¨
²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ Ï³ñÍÇùÝ»ñÁ ï³ñµ»ñ »Ý, ÇÝãÁ ¹ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ëå³ë»ÉÇùÝ»ñÇ ³éáõÙáí
½·áõß³íáñ ÉÇÝ»É: (Azg 02.02.2006)

		
		

sakayn der̊ews mn-um
en
conj still
stay-ptcp.pres. they are

bard
harc’-er
complex question-pl.nom

		
		

or-onc’
veraberyal Hayastan-i
ew
Adrbejan-i
rel-pl-dat post
Armenia-dat conj Azerbaijan-dat

		
		

karcik’-ner-ě
tarber
en
inč’-ě
drd-um
opinion-pl.nom-the different they are rel.nom-the motivate-ptcp.pres.

		
		

ē
spaselik’-ner-i
ar̊um-ov
zgušavor lin-el.
it is expectations-pl-dat capture-inst cautious be-inf

		“But there still remain complex questions, about which the opinions of Armenia
and Azerbaijan are different, which motivates caution regarding expectations.”
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ÇÝã inč’ is predominantly used in combination with demonstrative pronouns in adnominal

and free relative clauses.
(476)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ã¿ÇÝ å³ïÏ»ñ³óÝáõÙ ³ÛÝ, ÇÝã Ýñ³Ýù ï»ë³Ý Ù»ñ ³Ûó»É³Í ·ÛáõÕ»ñáõÙ:
(Hetk’ 07.01.2007)
		
		

sakayn č’-ēin
patkerac’n-um
ayn inč’
conj
neg-they were imagine-ptcp.pres. that rel.nom

		
		

tes-an
mer
ayc’el-ac
gyuł-er-um.
see-aor.3.pl we.gen visit-ptcp.res. village-pl-loc

nrank’
they.nom

		“But they were not imagining that, which they saw in the villages we have visited.”
(477)	²Û¹ ÷á÷áËáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÝ ³ÛÝ µ³ÝÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ »Ý, ÇÝãÇ Ù³ëÇÝ ¹áõù Ùï³ÍáõÙ »ù:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

ayd p’op’uxut’yun-ner-n ayn ban-i
hamar en
inč’-i
thatˉ change-pl.nom-the thatˉ thing-dat post theyˉare rel-dat

		
		

masin duk’
mtac-um
ek’.
post you.nom think-ptcp.pres. you are

		 “Those changes are for the thing, which you are thinking about.”

The interrogative pronouns listed above are also used directly preceding the “real” relative
pronoun áñ or, without changing the meaning of the pronouns, such as ÇÝã áñ inč’ or, ÇÝãå»ë
áñ inč’pes or, áí áñ ov or, áõñ áñ ur or, áñï»Õ áñ orteł or, »ñµ áñ erb or etc. The pause in
intonation between the main and relative clause marks their border.
(478)

¶ñÇ·áñÁ ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ÇÝã áñ áõ½áõÙ ¿:

		 Grigor-ĕ
an-um
ē
inč’
or
uz-um
ē.
		 Grigor-the do-ptcp.pres. he is wh-what rel.nom want-ptcp.pres. he is
		 “Grigor does what he likes.”

This combined use of the interrogative pronoun and the real relative pronoun in free relative clauses is a synonymous variant to the use of correlating the demonstrative pronoun in
the main clause and the wh-pronoun functioning as a relative subordinator in the relative
clause, as in ex. (467) above.
Signals of Adverbial Interrogative Pronouns
––
––
––
––

Time »ñµ erb “when” »ñµí³ÝÇó erbvanic’ “since when”
Place áñï»Õ orteł, áõñ ur “where”, áõñ ur “where to”, áñï»ÕÇó ortełic’ “where from”
Manner: ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “how”
Cause ÇÝãáõ inč’u “why”

These are also used in the function of relative clause subordinators.
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(479)	¸»ñ³ë³ÝÝ»ñÁ åÝ¹áõÙ »Ý, áñ Çñ»Ýù ³Û¹ í³×³éùÇ Ù³ëÇÝ ÇÙ³ó»É »Ý ³ßÝ³ÝÁ,
»ñµ ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹Çó Ñ»ïá »Ï»É »Ý Ã³ïñáÝ: (Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

derasan-ner-ě
pnd-um
en
or
irenk’ ayd vačar̊k’-i
actor-pl.nom-the affirm-ptcp.pres. they are conj they that sale-dat

		
		

masin imac’-el
en
ašn-an-ě
erb
arjakurd-ic’
post learn-ptcp.perf. they are autumn-dat-the wh-when vacation-abl

		
		

heto ek-el
en
t’atron.
post come-ptcp.perf. theyˉare theatre.nom

		“The actors affirm that they have learned about that sale in autumn, when they have
come to the theatre after the vacation.”
(480)	Ð³ñ³í³ÛÇÝ ÎáíÏ³ëÇ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇó Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ³é³çÇÝÝ ¿, áñï»Õ Ø»Í
´ñÇï³ÝÇ³ÛÇ ¹»ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ áõÝÇ ³é³ÝÓÇÝ ß»Ýù:
(Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		
		

haravayin kovkas-i
erkr-ner-ic’
Hayastan-n
ar̊ajin-n
south
Caucasus-dat country-pl-abl Armenia.nom-the first.nom-the

		
		

ē
orteł
Mec Britania-yi
despanut’yun-n
un-i
it is wh-where Great Britain-dat embassy.nom-the have-pres.3.sg

		

ar̊anjin šenk’.
separate building.nom

		“Armenia is the first of the South Caucasian countries, where Great Britain’s embassy
has a separate building.”
(481)	Ø»ñ ·»ñ»½Ù³ÝÝ»ñÁ ÙÝ³ó»É »Ý ³ÛÝï»Õ, áõñ Ù»Ýù ³ÛÉ¨ë »ñµ»ù ã»Ýù ·Ý³:
(Hetk’ 08.01.2007)
		
		

Mer gerezman-ner-ě
mnac’-el
en
aynteł ur
our tomb-pl.nom-the remain-ptcp.perf. they are there wh-where-to

		
		

menk’ aylews erbek’ č’-enk’
gn-a.
we.nom now
never neg-we are go-ptcp.neg

		 “Our tombs have remained there where we will now never go (to).”

Adnominal clauses with main clauses containing a demonstrative pronoun, identity
pronoun or deictic adverb occur often both in written and spoken Armenian. These
clause types are functionally equivalent to relative clauses, but also appear similar to
comparative (equative) constructions. In the case of such a relative clause, the noun in
the main clause is normally accompanied by a distinctive marker. Usually the demonstrative and identity pronouns or deictic adverbs serve as correlative markers in the
main clause, such as ³ÛÝ ayn “that”, ÝáõÛÝ nuyn “the same”, ³ÛÝåÇëÇ aynpisi “such a”,
³ÛÝù³Ý aynk’an “that much”, ³ÛÝã³å aynč’ap’ “that much” etc. Only the presence of
these correlative markers in the main clause is responsible for the subordinate status
of the clause, introduced by a wh- or a relative pronoun.
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(482)

Ð³ÕÃáÕÁ Ý³ ¿ñ áí µáÉáñÇó ßáõï ¿ñ ï»Õ Ñ³ë»É: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 49)

		
		

Hałt’oł-ě
na
ēr
ov
bolor-ic’ šut
ēr
win-ptcp.sub.nom-the he.nom it was rel.nom all-abl quick he was

		

teł
has-el.
place arrive-ptcp.perf

		 “The winner was (the one) who had more quickly arrived than all others.”
(483)	Ü³Ë³ï»ëíáõÙ ¿ ûñ»ÝùÇ ÙÇçáóáí Ï³ñ·³íáñ»É ³ÛÝåÇëÇ ¹ñáõÛÃÝ»ñ, áñáÝù, Áëï
¿áõÃÛ³Ý, ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ã¿ Ï³ñ·³íáñ»É ûñ»Ýùáí:
(Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

naxates-v-um
ē
ōrenk’-i mijoc’ov kargavor-el aynpisi druyt’-ner
plan-pass-ptcp.pres. itˉis law-dat post
regulate-inf such
idea-pl.nom

		

or-onk’
ěst ēut’y-an
hnaravor č’-ē
kargavor-el ōrenk’-ov.
rel-pl.nom prep substance-dat possible neg-it is regulate-inf law-inst

		“It is planned to regulate such ideas by means of the law, which, according to their
substance, one can not regulate with law.”
(484)	Üñ³Ýù Ã³ÕíáõÙ »Ý ÝáõÛÝ ù³ñ³ÛñáõÙ, áñÇ íñ³ Ñ»ï³·³ÛáõÙ Ï³éáõóíáõÙ ¿
÷³é³Ñ»Õ ÙÇ »Ï»Õ»óÇ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

nrank’
t’ał-v-um
en
nuyn k’arayr-um or-i
they.pl.nom bury-pass-ptcp.pres. they are same cave-loc
rel-dat

		
		

vra hetagayum
kar̊uc’-v-um
ē
p’ar̊aheł mi
ekełec’i.
post subsequently build-pass-ptcp.pres. itˉis grand indef church.nom

		“They will be buried in the cave above which afterwards a grand church
will be built.”

Adnominal relative clauses with identity expressions denoting “as much/as” are functionally similar to equative constructions. In this case the correlative marker in the main clause
is an identity expression and the subordinator of the correlative clause is a relative-based
expression, i.e. ÝáõÛÝù³Ý – áñù³Ý nuynk’an – ork’an, ÝáõÛÝå»ë – áñå»ë nuynpes – orpes,
ÝáõÛÝã³÷ – áñã³÷ nuynč’ap’ – orč’ap’.
(485)	²ÛÝ ¨ë ÉáõÍáõÙ ¿ Ñ³½³ñ Ñ³ ï³ñ³ÍùÇ áéá·Ù³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ` ËÝ³Û»Éáí ÝáõÛÝù³Ý
¿É»Ïïñ³¿Ý»ñ·Ç³, áñù³Ý ²ÛñáõÙáõÙ: (Armenpress 21.05.2006)
		
		

ayn ews luc-um
ē hazar ha tarack’-i
that also solve-ptcp.pres. it is 1000 ha area-dat

		

xndir-ě
xnayel-ov
nuynk’an
problem.nom-the spare-inf-inst as much

		
		

ēlektraēnergia
ork’an
Ayrum-um.
electric energy.nom as much Ayrum-loc

or̊ogm-an
irrigation-dat

		“That also solves the problem of irrigating an area of 1,000 hectares, by sparing as
much electric energy as in Ayrum.”
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(486)	Üáñ ë»ñáõÝ¹Á ÝáõÛÝù³Ý ù³ç³Í³ÝáÃ ÉÇÝÇ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý Ùß³ÏáõÛÃÇÝ, áñù³Ý Ýñ³Ýó
ÍÝáÕÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		
		

nor serund-ě
nuynk’an k’ajacanot’ lini
haykakan
new generation.nom-the as much familiar
be-subj.fut.3.pl Armenian

		
		

mšakuyt’-i-n
ork’an
nranc’ cnoł-ner-ě.
culture-dat-the as much their parent-pl.nom-the

		“The new generation shall be as much familiar with the Armenian culture as their
parents.”

3.3.2.3.1 The types of relative clauses according to the grammatical relations
relativised
1.

Adnominal Relative Clauses

a.

Subject Relative Clause

In a subject relative clause, the relative subordinator functions as the subject in the relative
clause.
As such it appears in the nominative case, either definite or indefinite.
In subject relative clauses, the relative subordinator can function as the grammatical subject of both an active sentence (= agent) and passive sentence (=patient).
(487)	ä³åÇÏÁ, áñ ï»Õ³ß³ñÅíáõÙ ¿ Ñ»Ý³ÏÝ»ñáí, ³Ûó»ÉáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³Ý ï³ñÇÝ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ
³Ý·³Ù: (Hetk’ 17.02.2007)
		
		

Papik-ě
or
tełašarž-v-um
ē
henak-ner-ov
Grandpa.nom-the rel.nom move-refl-ptcp.pres. he is crutch-pl-inst

		
		

ayc’el-um
ē
nran
tari-n
mi k’ani angam.
visit-ptcp.pres. he is he.dat year.nom-the a few
time.nom

		 “The grandfather, who moves with crutches, visits him a few times in the year.”
(488)	²ÛÝ ËÝ¹ÇñÝ»ñÝ áõ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ñ³ñ³Ï³ÝÝ»ñÁ, áñáÝù ¹ñí³Í ¿ÇÝ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ÅáÕáíÇ
³éç¨, ³Ûë ÷áõÉáõÙ Ï³ï³ñí³Í »Ý:
(Armenpress 21.05.2006)
		
		

ayn xndir-ner-n
u
hanjnararakan-ner-ě
or-onk’
that problem-pl.nom-the conj recommendation-pl.nom-the rel-pl.nom

		
		

dr-v-ac
ēin
hanjažołov-i
ar̊jew ays p’ul-um
put-pass-ptcp.res. they were committee-dat post this stage-loc

		

katar-v-ac
en.
fulfil-pass-ptcp.res. they are

		“Those problems and recommendations that were submitted to the committee are
fulfilled in this stage.”

The definite article is attached to the relative subordinator in subject functions, i.e. in the
nominative case, if the subject of the underlying clause, which is subordinated, is definite and specific. Logically, the definiteness or indefiniteness of the domain noun (phrase)

 Armenian

is not important for marking the relative pronoun in its subject function as definite or
indefinite.
(489)	¸³ï³í³ñáõÃÛ³Ý Å³Ù³Ý³Ï å³ñ½í»É ¿, áñ µáõÅùáõÛñÁ áñáß»É ¿ ³½³ïí»É
Ñ³ñµ»óáÕ ³ÙáõëÝáõó, áñÁ ³ÝÁÝ¹Ñ³ï ëïáñ³óñ»É, Í»Í»É ¿ Çñ»Ý ¨ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇÝ:

(Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

Datavarut’y-an žamanak
process-dat
time.nom

parz-v-el
ē
or
bužk’uyr-ě
clear-antic-ptcp.perf. it is conj nurse.nom-the

		
		

oroš-el
ē
azat-v-el
harbec’-oł
amusn-uc’
decide-ptcp.perf. sheˉisˉ free-refl-infˉ drink-ptcp.sub. husband-abl

		
		

or-ě
aněndhat
storac’r-el
cec-el
ē
rel.nom-the continuously humiliate-ptcp.perf. beat-ptcp.perf. he is

		
		

iren
ew
erexa-ner-i-n.
she.dat conj child-pl-dat-the

		“Over the course of the trial it became clear that the nurse had decided to get rid
from her alcoholic husband, who had continuously humiliated and beaten her and
the children.”
		Comment: relative pronoun functioning as the definite subject in the relative clause.
(490)	Ø»½ ³ÛÝåÇëÇ Ù³ñ¹ ¿ å»ïù, áñ Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó Ù³ëÇÝ Ùï³ÍÇ. (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

mez
aynpisi mard
ē
petk’
or
mard-k-anc’
we.dat such
person.nom it is necessary rel.nom person-pl-dat

		
		

masin
post

mtac-i.
think-subj.fut.3.sg

		 “We need such a person who shall think about people.”
		Comment: relative pronoun functioning as the indefinite subject in the relative
clause.
(491)	à±í ·áÕ³ó³í ³Û¹ ·áõÙ³ñÁ, áñÁ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ñ Ý»ñ¹ñí»É ÝáõÛÝ ³Û¹ ¿Ý»ñ·»ïÇÏ
Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·áõÙ: (Ar
˚ avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

ov
gołac’av
ayd gumar-ě
or-ě
karoł
wh-who steal-aor.3.sg that amount.nom-the rel.nom-the can-ptcp.pres

		
		

ēr
it was

nerd-v-el
nuyn ayd ēnergetik hamakarg-um?
invest-pass-inf same that energetic system-loc

		 “Who stole that amount that could be invested in the same energetic system?”
		Comment: relative pronoun functioning as the definite subject in the relative clause.
(492)	ÐÇÙÝ³Ï³ÝáõÙ å³Ñ³ÝçíáõÙ ¿ Ññß»ç ï»ËÝÇÏ³, áñÁ ãÇ Ã³ñÙ³óí»É í»ñçÇÝ 20
ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

himnakan-um pahanj-v-um
ē
hršej
principle-loc require-pass-ptcp.pres. it is fire extinguishing

		
		

texnika
or-ě
č’-i
t’armac’-v-el
verjin 20
technique.nom rel.nom-the neg-it is refresh-pass-ptcp.perf. last
20
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tari-ner-i
year-pl-dat

ěntac’k’um.
post

		“In principle a fire–extinguishing technique is required that has not been
up-dated in the course of the last 20 years.”
		Comment: relative pronoun functioning as the definite subject in the relative clause)

b.

Direct Object Relative Clause

In direct object relative clauses, the relative subordinator appears in the function of the
direct object.
The subordinators are obligatorily marked with the definitive article and occur in the
following cases depending on the humanness of the head noun in the matrix clause to
which the subordinator refers to.
––
––

Nominative for (–human)
Dative for (+human).

The subordinator áñ or “that” is used in the nominative for indicating (–human) direct
objects. The definite article is attached to the pronoun.
(493)	ÆÝï»ñÝ»ïáõÙ ·ï³ ÙÇ ÷³ëï³ÃáõÕÃ, áñÁ ëïáñ³·ñáõÙ ¿ ÑÇí³Ý¹Á
íÇñ³Ñ³ïí»Éáõó ³é³ç: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		
		

internet-um gt-a
mi
p’astat’ułt’
or-ě
internet-loc find-aor.1.sg indef document.nom rel.nom-the

		
		

storagr-um
ē
hivand-ě
virahat-v-el-uc’
ar̊aj.
sign-ptcp.pres. it is patient.nom-the operate-pass-inf-abl post

		“I found a document on the internet that the patient signs before being operated on.”
(494)	ÐÇÙ³ ÑÇÙÝ³Ï³Ý å³ï×³éÁ, áñÁ Ù³Ûñ»ñÁ ÝßáõÙ »Ý Çñ»Ýó ¹ÇÙáõÙÇ
Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý µ³ÅÝáõÙ, ëáóÇ³É³Ï³ÝÝ ¿: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 hima himnakan patčar-ě
or-ě
mayr-er-ě
		 now basic
reason.nom-the rel.nom-the mother-pl.nom-the
		
		

nš-um
en
irenc’ dimum-i
hamapatasxan
the state-ptcp.pres. they are their application-dat corresponding

		
		

bažn-um soc’ialakan-n ē.
part-loc social.nom-the it is

		“Now the basic reason that the mothers state in the corresponding part of their application is the social one.”

The subordinators áñ or “that” and áí ov “who” are used in the dative for marking (+human)
direct objects. Whereas the definite article is obligatorily attached to the relative pronoun
áñ or “that” in the function of a (+human) direct object, it is never attached to the interrogative pronoun áí ov “who” when used in this function.
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(495)	´ñÇï³Ý³Ï³Ý áëïÇÏ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ µ³ó³Ñ³Ûï»É ¾ ³ÛÝ Ù³ñ¹áõ ÇÝùÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ,
áñÇÝ Ù»Ï ï³ñÇ ³é³ç ¹³Ý³Ï³Ñ³ñ»É ¨ ÑñÏÇ½»É »Ý ä»ï»ñµáñá ù³Õ³ùÇ
Ùáï³Ï³ÛùáõÙ: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)

		
		

britanakan ostikanut’yun-ě bac’ahaytel
British
police.nom-the reveal-ptcp.perf.

		

ink’nut’yun-ě
or-i-n
identity.nom-the rel-dat-the

		
		

ew
hrkiz-el
conj torch-ptcp.perf.

ē
ayn mard-u
it is that person-dat

mek tari
one year.nom

ar̊aj
post

danakahar-el
knife-ptcp.perf.

en
Peterboro
k’ałak’-i
otakayk’-um.
they are Peterborough town-dat vicinity-loc

		“The British police has revealed the identity of the person who was knifed and
torched one year ago in the vicinity of the town of Peterborough.”
(496)	ÜÏ³ñÇã Ð»ÝñÇÏ ¶áõÉ³ÝÛ³ÝÝ ¿É Ýß»ó, áñ ÁÝ¹áõÝáõÙ ¿ ³ÛÝ Ý³Ë³ñ³ñÇÝ, áõÙ
ÁÝïñáõÙ ¿ ÇßË³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 11.01.2006)
		
		

nkarič’
painter.nom

Henrik Gulanyan-n
ēl
nš-ec’
Henrik Gulanyan.nom-the also remark-aor.3.sg

		
		

ěndun-um
ē
ayn naxarar-in
um
accept-ptcp.pres. he is that minister-dat-the rel-dat

		
		

ē
išxanut’yun-ě.
it is government.nom-the

or
conj

ěntr-um
elect-ptcp.pres.

		“The painter, Henrik Gulanyan, also remarked that he accepts the minister who(m)
the government elects.”

The dative of the relative pronoun áñ or is also used to mark the direct object of (–human)
nouns if they are used in a “personalised” sense.
(497)	Ð³ñÏ ¿ Ýß»É, áñ ë³ ³ÛÝ ÃÇÙÁ ã¿, áñÇÝ 1995 Ã.-ÇÝ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³í³ù³Ï³ÝÁ 2:1
Ñ³ßíáí Ñ³ÕÃ»ó êÏáåÇ»ÛáõÙ:
(Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

hark
ē
nš-el
or
saˉ
necessary it is state-inf conj this

ayn t’im-ě
č’-ē
that team.nom-the neg-it is

		
		

or-i-n
1995 t’.-i-n
Hayastan-i
havak’akan-ě
2:1
rel-dat-the 1995 year-dat-the Armenia-dat collective.nom-the 2:1

		
		

hašv-ov
hałt’-ec’
Skopie-yum.
result-inst defeat-aor.3.sg Skopje-loc

		“One must note that it is not the team (that) the Armenian collective defeated with a
result of 2:1 in 1995 in Skopje.”
(498)	²Ûëï»Õ ¹áõ å³ñ½³å»ë Ñáëù³·ÍÇ ³ÝßáõÝã, ëï³Ý¹³ñï ÙÇ ³é³ñÏ³ »ë, áñÇÝ
íÇñ³Ñ³ï»Éáõó ³ÝÙÇç³å»ë Ñ»ïá Ùáé³ÝáõÙ »Ý. (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		
		

aysteł
here

du
parzapes hosk’agc-i
anšunč’ standart
you.nom simply
power supply line-dat dead
standard
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mi
ar̊arka
es
or-i-n
virahatel-uc’
anmijapes
indef thing.nom you are rel-dat-the operate-inf-abl immediately

		
		

heto mor̊an-um
en.
post forget-ptcp.pres. they are

		“Here you are simply a dead, standard part of the power supply line that they forget
immediately after the operation.”

c.

Indirect Object Relative Clause

In indirect object relative clauses the relative subordinator fulfils the function of the indirect object.The subordinators áñ or, áí ov, ÇÝã inč’ appear in the dative case and with
an attached definite article, regardless of whether the head noun in the matrix clause is
(+human) or (–human).
(499)	Ð³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÁ º²ÐÎ ØÇÝëÏÇ ËÙµÇ »é³Ý³Ë³·³ÑÝ»ñÇó ëï³ó»É ¿ ÝÙ³Ý
Ñ³Ý¹ÇåÙ³Ý Ññ³í»ñ, áñÇÝ ³ñÓ³·³Ýù»É ¿ ¹ñ³Ï³Ýáñ»Ý: (Armenpress
23.03.2006)
		
		

haykakan kołm-ě
EAHK Minsk-i
xmb-i
er̊anaxagah-ner-ic’
Armenian side.nom-the OSCE Minsk-dat group-dat triumvirate-abl

		
		

stac’-el
ē
nman handipm-an hraver
receive-ptcp.perf. it is similar meeting-dat invitation.nom

		
		

or-i-n
arjagank’-el
ē
drakanoren.
rel-dat-the respond-ptcp.perf. it is positively

		“The Armenian side has received an invitation for a similar meeting from the triumvirate of the OSCE Minsk group, (to) which it responded positively.”
(500)	²Ûë Ùñó³Ù³ñïÁ, áñÇÝ Ñ³ïáõÏ Ñ»ï³ùñùñáõÃÛáõÝ Ñ³Õáñ¹»ó ¶³ññÇ Î³ëå³ñáíÇ
Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ, Çñáù Ù»Í Çñ³¹³ñÓáõÃÛáõÝ ¹³ñÓ³í: (Armenpress 16.01.2006)
		
		

ays mrc’amart-ě
or-i-n
hatuk hetak’rk’rut’yun
this competition.nom-the rel-dat-the special interest.nom
hałord-ec’ˉ
Garri Kasparov-i
masnakc’ut’yun-ě
irok’
impart-ptcp.perf. Garri Kasparov-dat participation.nom-the really

		
		

mec iradarjut’yun darj-av.
big event.nom
become-aor.3.sg

		“This competition, for which the participation of Gari Kasparov produced
special interest, has become a really big event.”

d.

Oblique Objects

Relative clauses may also serve as oblique objects when the relative pronoun or relative
subordinator appears in all bare cases and with adpositions. Such relative clauses are very
common both in written and spoken Armenian.

 Armenian

Dative Object
(501)	Ð»ï³½áïáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³ïíÇñ»É ¿ ÅáÕáíñ¹³í³ñáõÃÛ³Ý ¨ ÁÝïñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ
³ç³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý ÙÇç³½·³ÛÇÝ ÇÝëïÇïáïÁ, áñÇÝ ³Ý¹³Ù³ÏóáõÙ »Ý 56 »ñÏñÝ»ñÁ:
(Azg 06.04.2006)
		
		

hetazotut’yun-ě
patvir-el
ē
žołovrdavarut’y-an ew
investigation.nom-the order-ptcp.perf. it is democracy-dat
conj

		

ěntrut’yun-ner-i ajakc’ut’y-an mijazgayin institute-ě
or-i-n
election-pl-dat support-dat international institute.nom-the rel-dat-the

		
		

andamakc’-um
en
56 erkr-ner-ě.
associate-ptcp.pres. they are 56 country-pl.nom

		“The International Institute for the Support of Democracy and Elections, with which
56 countries associate, has ordered this investigation.”
(502)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÁ Ýß»É ¿, áñ ¹³ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ÅáÕáíÇ ËÝ¹ÇñÁ ã¿, ÇÝãÇÝ
»íñáå³óÇ ·áñÍÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÁ ã»Ý ³é³ñÏ»É: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		
		

Sakayn haykakan kołm-ě
nš-el
ē
or
da
conj
Armenian side.nom-the state-ptcp.perf. it is conj this

		
		

hanjažołov-i
xndir-ě
č’-ē
inč’-i-n
evropac’i
committee-dat problem.nom-the neg-it is rel-dat-the European

		
		

gorcěnker-ner-ě
č’-en
ar̊ark-el.
partner-pl.nom-the neg-they are object-ptcp.perf.

		“The Armenian side stated, however, that this is not the problem of the committee to
which the European partners have not objected.”

Instrumental Object
(503)	î. ê³ñ·ëÛ³ÝÁ ï»Õ»Ï³óñ»ó, áñ ÏÝ»ñÏ³Û³óíÇ Ý³¨ Ýáñ ûñ»ÝùÇ Ý³Ë³·ÇÍ, áñáí
å»ïù ¿ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ Ï³ÝáÝ³Ï³ñ·íÇ ³Û¹ ¹³ßïÁ: (Armenpress 22.01.2005)
		
		

T. Sargsyan-ě
tełeka-c’r-ec’
or
T. Sargsyan.nom-the inform-caus-aor.3.sg conj

		
		

knerkayac’-v-i
naew nor ōrenk’-i naxagic
or-ov
present-pass-cond.fut.3.sg also new law-dat draft.nom rel-inst

		
		

petk’ē Hayastan-um kanonakarg-v-i
ayd dašt-ě.
part Armenia-loc regulate-pass-deb.fut.3.sg that field.nom-the

		“T. Sargsyan informed the group that the new draft law would also be presented
with which that field had to be regulated in Armenia.”

Locative Object
(504)	²ÛÅÙ ùÝÝ³ñÏíáõÙ ¿ ²äÐ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ Ñ³Ù³ï»Õ ³ñµ³ÝÛ³Ï áõÝ»Ý³Éáõ
Íñ³·ÇñÁ, áñáõÙ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÁ ÏÏ³½ÙÇ ³é³í»É³·áõÛÝÁ 7%:
(Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

ayžm k’nnark-v-um
ē
now examine-pass-ptcp.pres. it is

APH erkr-ner-i
hamar
APH country-pl-dat post
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hamateł arbanyak
unenal-u
cragir-ě
or-um
Hayastan-i
joint
satellite.nom have-inf-dat program.nom-the rel-loc Armenia-dat

		

masnakc’ut’yun-ě
kkazm-i
ar̊avelaguyn-ě
7 %.
participation.nom-the make-cond.fut.3.sg. maximal.nom-the 7 %
		“The joint satellite program is actually examined for the APH countries, in which
Armenia’s participation will be 7 per cent at most.”
(505)	Ê³ã³ïñÛ³ÝÇ ·áñÍ»ñÇÝ Í³ÝáÃ³ó»É ¿ ßÝáñÑÇí Çñ áõëáõóãÇª
Ü³Ã³Ý ØÇÉßï»ÛÝÇ, áõÙ Ùáï áõë³Ý»É ¿ 10 ï³ñÇ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		
		

Xač’atryan-i
gorc-er-i-n
canot’ac’-el
ē
Xač’atryan-dat work-pl-dat-the get acquainted-ptcp.perf. he is

		
		

šnorhiv ir usuc’č’-i
Nat’an Milšteyn-i
um
prep
his teacher-dat Nat’an Milšteyn-dat rel-dat

		

usan-el
ē
10 tari.
learn-ptcp.perf. he is 10 year.nom

mot
post

		“He became acquainted with the works of Xač’atryan thanks to his teacher, Nathan
Milstein, with whom he has for studied 10 years.”

Other Oblique Objects
(506)	¼áù³ÝãÇ Ñ»ï Ñ³ñ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÝ ûñ-ûñÇ ëñí»É »Ý, ÇÝãÇ å³ï×³éáí ¿É ïÝÇó
Ñ»é³ó»É ¿: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		
		

zok’anč’-i
het haraberut’yun-ner-n ōr-ōr-i
mother-in law-dat post relation-pl.nom-the day-day-dat

		

sr-v-el
en
inč’-i
patčar̊ov ēl tn-ic’
sharpen-antic-ptcp.perf. they are rel-dat post
also house-abl

		

her̊ac’-el
ē.
leave-ptcp.perf. he is

		“The relationship with his mother in law has worsened by the day, because of which
he has also left the house.”
(507)	²Û¹ ï³ñ³ÍùáõÙ Ùáï 160 Ñ³ µ»ññÇ ÑáÕ»ñ »Ý, áñÇ ¹ÇÙ³ó ·ÛáõÕ³óÇÝ å³Ñ³ÝçáõÙ
¿ ÷áËÑ³ïáõóáõÙ, ÇÝãÇ Ù³ëÇÝ áñ¨¿ Ï»ï ãÏ³ Íñ³·ñáõÙ: (Armenpress 16.01.2006)
		
		

Ayd tarack’-um mot 160 ha berri
hoł-er
en
or-i
that area-loc almost 160 ha cultivable land-pl.nom they are rel-dat

		
		

dimac’ gyułac’i-n
pahanj-um
ē
p’oxahatuc’um
post farmer.nom-the claim-ptcp.pres. he is compensation.nom

		

inč’-i
masin orewē ket
č’-ka
cragr-um.
rel-dat post any item.nom neg-exist-pres.3.sg. program-loc.

		“In that area there is almost 160 hectare of cultivable land, for which the farmer
claims compensation, about which not any item exists in the program.”

 Armenian

(508)	ì»ñ»É³ÏÁ åÇïÇ ß³Ñ³·áñÍíÇ 20–25 ï³ñÇ, ÇÝãÇó Ñ»ïá ³ÛÝ å»ïù ¿ ù³Ý¹íÇ
Ï³Ù í»ñ³ë³ñù³íáñíÇ: (Armenpress 07.06.2005)
		
		

verelak-ě
piti šahagorc-v-i
20–25 tari
inč’-ic’
heto
elevator.nom-the use-pass-deb.fut.3.sg 20–25 year.nom rel-abl post

		

ayn petk’ ē k’and-v-i
that destroy-pass-deb.fut.3.sg

kam verasark’avor-v-i.
conj repair-pass-deb.fut.3.sg

		“The elevator must be used for 20–25 years, after which it must be destroyed or
repaired.”

e.

Possessor relative clauses

Possessor relative clauses use the relative subordinator which functions as the possessor
attribute to the head noun in the matrix clause.
The possessor attribute is usually expressed in the dative case, i.e. the relative subordinators áñ
or, áí ov, ÇÝã inč appear in the dative case. The definite article is never attached to relative
subordinators in this function.
(509)	ÐÇÙ³ ·ÛáõÕÇ µÝ³ÏÇãÝ»ñÇ Ù»Í³Ù³ëÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ ÷³Ëëï³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ »Ý, áõÙ ÏÛ³ÝùÝ
áõ Ï»Ýó³ÕÁ ß³ï µ³Ýáí ãÇ ï³ñµ»ñíáõÙ êí»ïÉ³Ý³ ²éáõëï³Ùáí³ÛÇ íÇ×³ÏÇó:

(Hetk’ 08.01.2007)
		 hima gyuł-i
bnakič’-ner-i
mecamasnut’yun-ě p’axstakan-ner
		 now village-dat inhabitant-pl-dat majority.nom-the refugee-pl.nom
		 en
um
kyank’-n
u
kenc’ał-ě
šat
		 they are rel-dat life.nom-the conj way of life.nom-the many
		 ban-ov
č’-i
tarber-v-um
		 thing-inst neg-it is distinguish-pass-ptcp.pres.
		
		

Svetlana Ar̊ustamova-yi
vičak-ic’.
Svetlana Aršustamova-dat situation-abl

		“Now the majority of the village’s inhabitants are refugees whose lives and way of life
do not differ much from the situation of Svetlana Ar̊ustamova.”
(510)	ÅáÕáíáõñ¹Á, áñÇ áñ¹ÇÝ»ñÁ Ñ³í³ë³ñ ã»Ý ûñ»ÝùÇ ¨ Ù³Ñí³Ý ³éç¨, Ñ³ÕÃ³Ï³Ý
Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇù ãÇ áõÝ»Ý³: (Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)
		 žołovurd-ě
		 people.nom-the
		
		

ew
conj

mah-van
death-dat

or-i
ordi-ner
havasar č’-en
ōrenk-i
rel-dat son-pl.nom equal
neg-they are law-dat
ar̊jew hałt’akan
post victorious

hayrenik’
č’-i
fatherland.nom neg-itˉis

		 unen-a.
		 have-ptcp.neg.
		“The nation, whose sons are not equal before law and the death will not have a victorious fatherland.”
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(511)	Ü»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ùÝÝ³ñÏíáõÙ »Ý ÙÇ ß³ñù óáõó³¹ñ³Ï³Ý Íñ³·ñ»ñ, áñáÝó
Çñ³Ï³ÝóáõÙÁ ÏëÏëíÇ ÷»ïñí³ñÇÝ: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		
		

nerkayums k’nnark-v-um
en
mi šark’ c’uc’adrakan
now
discuss-pass-ptcp.pres. they are a series model

		 cragr-er
or-onc’
irakanc’um-ě
ksks-v-i
		 program-pl.nom rel-pl.dat realization.nom-the start-pass-cond.fut.3.sg
		 p’etrvar-i-n.
		 February-dat-the
		“Now a series of model programs is discussed, the realisation of which will be
started in February.”
(512)	î»Õ³¹ñí»É »Ý ë³ñù³íáñáõÙÝ»ñ, ÇÝãÇ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝùáõÙ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ Ã³÷áÝÝ»ñÇ
í»ñ³Ùß³ÏÙ³Ùµ ³ñï³¹ñ³Ýù ëï³Ý³É:
(Armenpress 16. 11.2005)
		

teładr-v-el
en
sark’avorum-ner inč’-i
ardyunk’-um
place-pass-ptcp.perf. theyˉare plant-pl.nom
rel-dat result-loc

		
		

hnaravor
possible

		
		

artadrank’ stan-al.
output.nom receive-inf

ē
t’ap’on-ner-i
veramšakm-amb
it is waste-pl-dat recycling-inst

		“Plants have been placed, as result it is possible to receive an output from the recycling of waste.”

f.

Object of Comparison

Relativisation of the object of comparison also occurs, even if not very frequently. As with
other relativisation, Armenian speakers tend to avoid complex subordinated clauses by using
participial constructions. (For details see Ch. 3.4.1. “Participle constructions”, p. 499f.)
(513)

²ÛÝ ³ÕçÇÏÁ« áñÇó (¹áõ) Ë»É³óÇ ¿Çñ« Ñ³ÕÃ»ó ÙñóáõÃÛáõÝÁ:

		 Ayn ałjik-ě
or-ic’
(du) xelac’i
ēir
hałt’-ec’
		 that girl.nom-the rel-abl (you) smart you were win-aor.3.sg
		 mrc’ut’yun-ě.
		 competition.nom-the
		 “The girl, who you were smarter than, won the competition.”

2.

Free or Nominal Relative Clauses

Free relative or headless relative clauses arguably lack a domain nominal in the main clause;
such clauses are common in MEA. The relative pronouns and relative subordinators serve
either as subject or direct objects. Particularly in these free relative clauses the combination
of the interrogative pronouns áí ov and ÇÝã inč’ with the relative pronoun áñ or are commonly used as relative subordinators.

 Armenian

The basic structure of headless/free relative clauses is the same as well for correlative
constructions. In fact, correlative constructions are preferably and more commonly used
to denote headless relative clauses.
a.

Subject Function

The relative subordinator, preferably an interrogative pronoun, introduces the relative
clause, which serves as the subject of the main clause.
(514)	àí ·³ÉÇë ³, ½³ñÙ³ÝáõÙ ³, Ã» áÝó »Ýù ÙÝ³ó»É ëï»Õ:
(Hetk’ 19.02.2007; colloquial)
		 ov
gal-is
a
zarman-um
a
		 wh-who.nom come-ptcp.pres. he is surprise-ptcp.pres. he is
t’e
onc’
enk’
mnac’-el
steł307.
conj wh-how we are stay-ptcp.perf. here

		
		

		 “Who(ever) comes, is surprised how we could stay here.”
(515)
		
		

àí ã·ÇïÇ ³Ûë ·ÇñùÁ« å»ïù ¿ Ï³ñ¹³ ³ÛÝ:

ov
č’-giti
ays girk’-ě
wh-who.nom neg-know-pres.3.sg this book.nom-the

		 petk’ˉēˉkard-a
		 read-deb.fut.3.sg

ayn.
that.nom

		 “Who(ever) does not know this book must read it.”

b.

Object Function

The relative subordinator, preferably an interrogative pronoun, introduces the relative
clause, which serves as the direct object of the main clause.
(516)

ÂáÕ ¼³ñ³Ý ³ÝÇ« ÇÝã Ï³Ù»ÝáõÙ ¿:

		 Toł
Zara-n
an-i
inč
		 let-imp.2.sg Zara.nom-the do-subj.fut.3.sg rel.nom
		
		

kamen-um
ē.
wish-ptcp.pres she is

		 “Let Zara do what she wants (to do)!”

3.

Free Relative Clauses with Correlative-like Constructions

a.

Subject Function

. Please note that this sentence is the written reproduction of a colloquial utterance. In written
Standard Armenian it would be: àí ·³ÉÇë ¿, ½³ñÙ³ÝáõÙ ¿, Ã» ÇÝãå»ë »Ýù ÙÝ³ó»É ³Ûëï»Õ£ Ov
galis ē, zarmanum ē, t’e inč’pes enk’ mnac’el aysteł.
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(517)	àí ßáõï ¿ ùÝáõÙ, Ý³ ³ÝÏáÕÝáõÙ ¿ å³éÏáõÙ, ÙÛáõëÝ»ñÁª ·»ïÝÇÝ:
(Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 ov
šut
		 wh-who quickly

ē
he is

k’n-um
na
ankołn-um ē
sleep-ptcp.pres. he.nom bed-loc
he is

		 par̊k-um
myus-ner-ě
getn-i-n.
		 lie-ptcp.pres. other-pl.nom-the floor-dat-the
		 “The person who falls asleep quickly sleeps in the bed; the others – on the floor.”
(518) a.
			
			

Ü³« áí ³Ý»Ù³Õ ¿« ÃáÕ Ý»ïÇ ³é³çÇÝ ù³ñÁ:

na
ov
anmeł
ē
t’oł
he.nom wh-who.nom without sin he is let-imp.2.sg

			
			

net-i
ar̊ajin k’ar-ě.
throw-subj.fut.3.sg first stone.nom-the

			

“He, who is without sin, shall cast the first stone.”

		 b.
			
			

àí áñ ³ÝÙ»Õ ¿, ÃáÕ Ý»ïÇ ³é³çÇÝ ù³ñÁ:

ov
or
anmeł
ē
t’oł
wh-who.nom rel.nom without sin he is let-imp.2.sg.

			
			

net-i
ar̊ajin k’ar-ě.
throw-subj.fut.3.sg first
stone.nom-the

			“Who(ever) is without sin, shall cast the first stone.” (lit. Who that is without sin,
let him throw the first stone!)
(519)

ÆÝã áñ ·ñí³Í ¿ ·ñÇãáí« ãÇ çÝçíÇ µñÇãáí: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 50)

		 inč’
or
gr-v-ac
ē
grič’-ov
		 wh-what rel write-pass-ptcp.res. it is pen-inst
		 č’-i
jnj-v-i
brič’-ov.
		 neg-it is erase-pass-ptcp.neg. pick-inst
		 “What is written with a pen can not be erased with a pick.”
(520)

Î³ï³ñí»ó ³ÛÝ« ÇÝã í³Õáõó ¿ñ ëå³ëíáõÙ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:42)

		 katar-v-ec’
ayn inč’
vałuc’
ēr
spas-v-um
		 fulfil-pass-aor.3.sg that rel.nom for a long time it was wait-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “What was fulfilled has been expected for a long time.”
b.

Direct Object Function

(521)

»ë Ñ³ëÏ³ÝáõÙ »Ù ³ÛÝ, ÇÝã Ù»Ýù »Ýù ëï»ÕÍáõÙ: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)

		 es
haskan-um
em ayn inč’
menk’
enk’
		 i.nom understand-ptcp.pres. I am that rel.nom we.nom weare
		 stełc-um.
		 create-ptcp.pres.
		 “I understand (that) what(ever) we create.”

 Armenian

(522)

ØÇ° ÉëÇñ ³ÛÝ« ÇÝã Ý³ ³ëáõÙ ¿:

		 mi lsir
ayn
inč’
na
as-um
ē.
		 neg listen-imp.2.sg. that.nom wh-what.nom he.nom say-ptcp.pres. he is
		 “Do not listen to whatever he says!”
(523)

ÞáõÝÁ Ï»ñ³í ³ÛÝ« ÇÝã (áñ) Ï³ïáõÝ ÃáÕ»É ¿ñ:

		 šun-ě
ker-av
ayn
inč’
(or) katu-n
		 dog.nom-the eat-aor.3.sg that.nom wh-what.nom (rel) cat.nom-the
		 t’oł-el
ēr.
		 leave-ptcp.perf. she was
		 “The dog ate whatever the cat left.”

4.

Adverbial Relative Clauses

An interrogative pronoun is used to introduce a subordinate relative clause, which modifies either a noun/pronoun of the main clause or the main clause as a whole.
Only non-restrictive clauses can be used as adverbial clauses.
Adverbial relative clauses of place are introduced by the interrogative áñï»Õ orteł
“where”, áõñ ur “where to”, áñï»ÕÇó ortełic’ “where from”.
Adverbial relative clauses of time are introduced by interrogative pronouns as relative
subordinators such as »ñµ erb “when”, »ñµí³ÝÇó erbvanic’ “since when”.
Adverbial relative clauses of reason are introduced with a postpositional phrase
consisting of a relative pronoun and the postposition, as in å³ï×³éáí patčar̊ov
“because of….”.
5. Sentential Relative Clauses.
Sentential relative clauses have a semantic affinity with coordinate clauses.
6. Participial Relative Clauses
Participial relative clauses are very productive both in colloquial and written Armenian. They
replace adnominal and free relative clauses with various functions, as given above. For a
detailed description please see the following chapter on special syntactic constructions.

3.4

Special constructions

In MEA there are several constructions which deserve a separate description and detailed
explanation. Such “special” constructions are usually regarded as significant parameters
or features from a typological point of view. Some of these special constructions, such as
participle constructions, are undeniable features MEA shares with its geographical and
linguistic neighbours. Some of the features may also be extremely innovative and are obviously contrary to the expected typological characteristics of Indo-European languages.
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3.4.1

Participle constructions308

Participle constructions are non-finite sentential expressions composed of modifiers
and a participle. They may function as attributive or adverbial complements; as such
they can be paraphrased by corresponding subordinate clauses (or vice versa): in their
attributive function they are synonymous with relative clauses, in their adverbial function to adverbial clauses with various meanings (temporal, causal, modal, conditional,
concessive, etc).
In traditional grammars of SMEA, participle constructions including infinitive constructions are usually regarded as being semantically equal to but structurally different
from subordinate clauses with finite verbs and subordinating conjunctions, interrogative
or relative pronouns. Thus, they are often regarded as depending on a regular subordinate
clause. Participle constructions, however, should be regarded as independent syntactic
constructions, following their own morpho-syntactic rules, which sometimes make them
difficult to deduce from the corresponding subordinate clauses.
There are some semantic or syntactic constraints on using participle constructions or
on turning subordinate clauses into participle constructions.
a.

Subordinated clauses convey local meaning, either as local relative clauses or as local
adverbials, being introduced with the interrogative pronouns áõñ ur and áñï»Õ orteł
“where/where to”, cannot be turned into participle constructions. Or vice versa: participle constructions never convey local meaning, neither in local adnominal nor in
local adverbial function.

(524)	¶ñ³¹³ñ³ÝÇó, áñï»Õ ï»Õ³¹ñí³Í ¾ Ý³¨ Ø»ëñáå ³ñù»åÇëÏáåáë ²ß×Û³ÝÇ
³ÝÓÝ³Ï³Ý Ï³ÑáõÛùÁ, Ï³ñáÕ »Ý û·ïí»É µáÉáñ ó³ÝÏ³óáÕÝ»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		
		

gradaran-ic’ orteł
teładr-v-ac
ē
naew Mesrop
library-abl wh-where place-pass-ptcp.res. it is also Mesrop

		 ark’espiskopos Aščyan-i
anjnakan kahuyk'-ě
kar-oł
		 archbishop Aščyan-dat personal furniture-nom-the can-ptcp.pres.
		
		

en
ōgt-v-el
bolor c’ankac’oł-ner-ě.
they are use-refl-inf all
desire-ptcp.sub-pl.nom-the

		 “All those who desire can use the library, in which there is also placed the personal
furniture of Archbishop Mesrop Aščyan.”

. Papoyan, Badikyan: 2003: 309ff.; Markosyan 2002: 28ff.; Davt’yan 2005: 6 ff.

 Armenian

(525)	ÇëÏ Þ³ÙÇñ³ÙáõÙ í»ñ³Ýáñá·íáõÙ ¾ ·ÛáõÕ³å»ï³ñ³ÝÇ ß»ÝùÁ, áõñ ¨
Ïï»Õ³÷áËíÇ ¹åñáóÁ: (Armenpress15.01.2006)
		 isk
Šamiram-um veranorog-v-um
ē
		 conj Šamiram-loc renovate-pass-ptcp.pres. it is
		 gyułapetaran-i
šenk’-ě
ur
ew
		 village-mayor’s office-dat building-nom-the wh-where conj
		 ktełapox-v-i
dproc’-ě.
		 move-refl-cond.fut.3.sg school-nom-the
		“And in Šamiram the building of the village mayor’s office is also renovated, which
(where) the school will move to.”

Adnominal participle constructions are only acceptable and possible as alternative expressions to relative subordinate clauses, if the relative clause functions as
––
––
––

Subject (relative pronoun in the nominative) or
Direct object (relative pronoun in the nominative or the dative) or
Or in adjectival or genitive attribute functions (if the relative pronoun is used in an
attributive or genitive attribute function).

(526)	²ÛÝ ïÕ³Ý« áñÁ ëáíáñáõÙ ¿ ºñ¨³ÝÇ å»ï³Ï³Ý Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³ÝáõÙ« êÇÉí³ÛÇ Ïñïë»ñ
áñ¹ÇÝ ¿:
		 ayn tła-n
or-ě
sovor-um
ē
Erewan-i
		 that boy.nom-the rel.nom-the study-ptcp.pres. he is Yerevan-dat
		 petakan hamalsaran-um Silva-y-i krtser
		 state
university-loc Silva-dat youngest

ordi-n
ē.
son.nom-the he is

		 “That boy, who studies at the Yerevan State University, is Silva’s youngest son.”
		The subordinate relative clause modifies the NP “that boy”, and functions as the
subject.
(527)

²ñ³ÙÁ í³×³ñ»ó ³ÛÝ ïáõÝÁ« áñÝ Çñ Ñ³ÛñÝ ¿ Ï³éáõó»É:

		 Aram-ě
vačar-ec’
ayn tun-ě
or-n
ir
		 Aram.nom sell-aor.3.sg that house.nom-the rel.nom-the his
		 hayr-n
ē
kar̊uc’-el.
father.nom-the he is build-ptcp.perf.
		 “Aram sold that house, which his father built.”
		The subordinate relative clause modifies the NP “that house”, and functions as the
direct object.
(528)

²ÛÉ µ³Ý ¿ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ, áõÙ ·ï»É »Ý ÷áÕáóáõÙ: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		 ayl
ban
ē
erexa-ner-ě
um
gt-el
		 other thing.nom it is child-pl.nom-the wh-who-dat find-ptcp.perf.
		 en
p’ołoc’-um.
		 they are street-loc
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		 “Another issue is the children, whom they have found in the street.”
		The subordinate relative clause modifies the NP “the children”, and functions as the
direct object.
(529)	²ÛÝ ¹åñáóÁ ÏñáõÙ ¿ Ø»ëñáå Ø³ßïáóÇ ³ÝáõÝÁ, áñÇ 32 ³ß³Ï»ñï ïÝûñ»ÝÇ
·ÉË³íáñáõÃÛ³Ùµ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ûñáí ³Ûó»É»ó ²ñ³·³ÍáïÝÇ Ù³ñ½: (Armenpress
06.05.2006)
		 ayn drpoc’-ě
kr-um
ē
Mesrop Maštoc’-i
		 that school.nom-the bear-ptcp.pres. it is Mesrop Maštoc-dat
		 anun-ě
or-i
32 ašakert
tnōren-i
glxavorut’y-amb
		 name.nom-the rel-dat 32 pupil.nom director-dat guidance-inst
mi k’ani ōr-ov
ayc’el-ec’
Aragacotn-i
marz.
		 some
day-inst visit-aor.3.sg Aragacotn-dat province.nom
		“That school bears the name of Mesrop Maštoc’ from which 32 pupils visited the
province of Aragacotn for a few days under the guidance of the director.”
(530)

¶áñÍÁ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ñ³ñí»ó ³ÛÝ ëå³ÛÇÝ« áñÁ ÏáãáõÙáí ³Ù»Ý³Ïñïë»ñÁ ã¿ñ:

		 gorc-ě
hanjnarar-v-ec’
ayn spa-yi-n
or-ě
		 work.nom-the entrust-pass-aor.3.sg that officer-dat-the rel.nom-the
		
		

koč’um-ov amena-krtser-ě
č’-ēr.
rank-inst most-minor.nom-the neg-he was

		 “This work was entrusted to that officer who was not the most minor in rank.”

These sentences can be alternatively expressed with participle constructions:
(526)

a.	ºñ¨³ÝÇ å»ï³Ï³Ý Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³ÝáõÙ ëáíáñáÕ ïÕ³Ý êÇÉí³ÛÇ
Ïñïë»ñ áñ¹ÇÝ ¿:

			
			

Erewan-i
petakan hamalsaran-um sovor-oł
tła-n
Yerevan-dat state
university-loc study-ptcp.sub. boy.nom-the

			
			

Silva-yi
krtser
ordi-n
ē.
Silva-dat youngest son.nom-the he is

			

“The boy studying at Yerevan State University is Silva’s youngest son.”

(527)

a.

²ñ³ÙÁ í³×³é»ó Çñ Ñáñ Ï³éáõó³Í ïáõÝÁ:

			
			

Aram-ě
vačar̊-ec’
ir hor
kar̊uc’-ac
Aram.nom-the sell-aor.3.sg his father-dat build-ptcp.res.

			
			

tun-ě.
house.nom-the

			

“Aram sold the house built by his father.”

(528)

a.

²ÛÉ µ³Ý ÷áÕáóáõÙ ·ïÝí³Í »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÝ ¿:

			
			

Ayl ban
p’ołoc’-um gtn-v-ac
erexa-ner-n
ē.
other issue.nom street-loc find-pass-ptcp.res. child-pl.nom-the it is

			

“Another issue is the children found in the street.”

 Armenian

(529)

a.	Ø»ëñáñ Ø³ßïáóÇ ³ÝáõÝÁ ÏñáÕ ¹åñáóÇ 32 ³ß³Ï»ñï ïÝûñ»ÝÇ
·ÉË³íáñáõÃÛ³Ùµ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ûñáí ³Ûó»É»óÇÝ ²ñ³·³ÍáïÝÇ Ù³ñ½:

			
			

Mesrop Maštoc’-i
anun-ě
kr-oł
dproc’-i
32
Mesrop Maštoc-dat name.nom-the bear-ptcp.sub. school-dat 32

			
			

ašakert
tnōren-i
glxavorut’y-amb mi k’ani ōr-ov
pupil.nom director-dat guidance-inst some
day-inst

		
			

ayc’el-ec’-in
Aragacotn-i
marz.
visit-aor.3.pl Aragacotn-dat province.nom

			“Thirty-two pupils of the school bearing the name of Mesrop Maštoc’ visited the
province of Aragacotn for a few days under the guidance of the director.”

If the finite relative clause is a predicative with the copular verb “to be”, it cannot be substituted by a participle construction, except if the copular is negated; then the negative
prefix ã- č’- is attached to the corresponding participle of the verb ÉÇÝ»É linel.
(530)

a.	¶áñÍÁ Ñ³ÝÓÝ³ñ³ñí»ó ÏáãáõÙáí ³Ù»Ý³Ïñëï»ñÁ ãÉÇÝáÕ ëå³ÛÇÝ:

			
			

gorc-ě
hanjnarar-v-ec’
koč’um-ov amena-krtser-ě
work.nom-the entrust-pass-aor.3.sg rank-inst most-minor.nom-the

			
			

č’-lin-oł
spa-yi-n.
neg-be-ptcp.sub. officer-dat-the

			

“The work is entrusted to the officer not being the most minor in rank.”

That means, that those subordinate relative clauses introduced with an inflected relative
pronoun that do not denote subject, direct object, or genitive attribute, as well as those
inflected relative pronouns combined with adpositions, are excluded from the possibility of
being turned into corresponding participle constructions.
(531)	Î³ñÇÝ»Ý ³é³ÝÓÇÝ í³×³é»É ¿ ÃÇí 26 ³ µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÁ, áñÇó áã ÙÇ ÉáõÙ³,
µÝ³Ï³Ý³µ³ñ, ²É»ùë³Ý¹ñÇÝ ãÇ Ñ³ë»É: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 Karine-n
ar̊anjin vačar̊-el
ē
t’iv 26a bnakaran-ĕ
		 Karine.nom-the alone sell-ptcp.perf. she is No. 26a appartment.nom-the
		 or-ic
oč mi luma
bnakanabar Alek’sandr-i-n
č’-i
		 rel-abl no
luma.nom naturally
Alek’sandr-dat-the neg-it is
		 has-el.
		 reach-ptcp.perf.
		“Karine sold the apartment No. 26a alone, of which not a luma has reached Aleksandr.”
(532)	ØÇ³ÛÝ ûñ»ÝùÇ ¨ Çñ³íáõÝùÇ ßÝáñÑÇí ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÏÉÇÝÇ Ï³éáõó»É
³ÛÝ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ, áñÇ Ù³ëÇÝ »ñ³½»É »Ýù µáÉáñ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÝ»ñáõÙ:

(Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		 Miayn ōrenk’-i ew
iravunk’-i šnorhiv hnaravor klin-i
		 only
law-dat conj order-dat post
possible be-cond.fut.3.sg
		 kar̊uc’-el ayn Hayastan-ě
or-i
		 build-inf that Armenia.nom-the rel-dat

masin eraz-el
post dream-inf we
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		 enk’ bolor žamanak-ner-um.
		 are all
time-pl-loc
		“Only thanks to law and order will it be possible to build that Armenia about which
we have dreamed the whole time.”

b.

The subordinate clause also cannot be turned into a participle or infinitive construction
for a simple semantic reason: the meaning expressed by the subordinate clause cannot be
“reproduced” in the same multifunctional reading in participle constructions. This often
happens with subordinate clauses functioning as adverbials of consequence, adverbials of
goal (=final adverbials), as well as modal adverbials or adverbials of measure. This is due to
slight semantic distinctions and thus ambiguous readings between these adverbials, which
might be easily misinterpreted in participle constructions.

(533)	´³Ûó Ù»Ýù ÇÑ³ñÏ» ³ÛÝù³Ý ÙÇ³ÙÇï ã¿ÇÝù« áñ Ñ³í³ï³ÛÇÝù Ýñ³ ëáõï
ËáëïáõÙÝ»ñÇÝ:
		 Bayc’ menk’
iharke
aynk’an miamit
		 conj we.nom of course that
naive

č’-ēink’
or
neg-we were conj

havata-yink’
nra sut xostum-ner-i-n.
		 believe-subj.past.1.pl his false promise-pl-dat-the
		 “But we, of course, would not be so naive that we would believe his false promises.”
		This subordinate clause (533) may be interpreted as an adverbial of measure, but
also as an adverbial of consequence or even as a final adverbial.
(533)

a.	´³Ûó Ù»Ýù ÇÑ³ñÏ» Ýñ³ ëáõï ËáëïáõÙÝ»ñÇÝ h³í³ï³Éáõ ã³÷
ÙÇ³ÙÇï ã¿ÇÝù:

			
			

Bayc’ menk’
iharke
nra sut
xostum-ner-i-n
conj we.nom of course his false promise-pl-dat-the

			
			

havatal-u
č’ap’ miamit č’-eink’.
believe-inf-dat post naive neg-we were

			
“We would, of course, not be so much naive to believe his false promises.”
			This participle construction (533a) can only be interpreted as an adverbial of
measure.
(534)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ³ÛÝù³Ý ³Ùáõñ ÑÇÙù ¿ ëï»ÕÍí»É, áñ Ý³¨ ·ÛáõÕ³Ï³Ý ßñç³ÝÝ»ñÇ
½³ñ·³óáõÙÝ ³å³Ñáí»ÉÁ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¿ ¹³ñÓ»É:
(Armenpress 15.11.2005)
		 Hayastan-um aynk’an
amur himk’
ē
stełc-v-el
		 Armenia-loc that much stable basis.nom it is found-pass-ptcp.perf.
		 or
naew gyułakan šrjan-ner-i
zargac’um-n
		 conj also rural
region-pl-dat development.nom-the
apahovel-ě
hnaravor ē
darj-el.
guarantee-inf.nom-the possible it is become-ptcp.perf.
		“In Armenia such a stable basis has been founded, that it has also become
possible to guarantee the development of rural regions.”

 Armenian

Some participle utterances do not seem acceptable to native speakers for stylistic reasons.
The latter stylistic constraint is particularly true for those modifying the subject of the
clause, or subordinate clauses governed by the verb Ãí³É t’val “to seem”.
General Features of Participle and Infinitive Constructions
Methods to Shorten a Subordinate Clause309
a.

The whole subordinate clause is “reduced” to a single word, commonly a nominalised
participle.

(535)

ò³Ý³Í¹ ÏÑÝÓ»ë: (Armenian saying)

		 c’anac’-d
khnj-es.
		 sow-ptcp.res-your harvest-cond.fut.2.sg
		 “You will harvest what you have sowed.”
(535)

a.

			
			
			
(536)
		
		
		

Inč’
or c’an-es
ayn khnj-es.
wh-what rel sow-subj.fut.2.sg that harvest-cond.fut.2.sg
“You will harvest what you have sowed.”

àí ³ßË³ïÇ« Ý³ ÏáõïÇ: (Armenian saying)

ov
ašxat-i
na
kut-i.
wh-who work-subj.fut.3.sg he.nom eat-cond.fut.3.sg
“He who works, will eat.” (Lit:. Who works, he will eat.)

(536) a.
			
			
			

b.

ÆÝã áñ ó³Ý»ë« ³ÛÝ ÏÑÝÓ»ë:

²ßË³ïáÕÁ ÏáõïÇ:

ašxat-oł-ě
kut-i.
work-ptcp.sub.nom-the eat-cond.fut.3.sg
“He who works, will eat.” (Lit.: The working one will eat.)

The subordinate clause is replaced by a participial or infinitive construction (modifying function).

(537)	ºñ»³Ë³Ý« áñ ùÝ³Í ¿ñ µ³½ÙáóÇÝ« »ñ³½ ¿ñ ï»ëÝáõÙ:
(Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 88)
		 erexa-n
or
k’n-ac
ēr
bazmoc’-i-n eraz
		 child.nom-the rel.nom sleep-ptcp.res. it was sofa-dat-the dream.nom
		 ēr
tesn-um.
		 it was see-ptcp.pres.
		 “The child that was sleeping on the sofa had a dream.”
(537)

a.

			
			

´³½ÙáóÇÝ ùÝ³Í »ñ»Ë³Ý »ñ³½ ¿ñ ï»ëÝáõÙ:

Bazmoc’-i-n k’n-ac
erexa-n
eraz
sofa-dat-the sleep-ptcp.res. child.nom-the dream.nom

. Papoyan, Badikyan 2003: 414.
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ēr
tesn-um.
it was see-ptcp.pres.

			

“The child sleeping on the sofa had a dream.”

Though in traditional grammars, participle and infinitive constructions are merged in
the term “participle construction”, there are semantic and morphosyntactic differences
between participle and infinitive constructions, which makes it reasonably easy to distinguish between participle (mainly adnominal functions) and infinitive (exclusively adverbial functions) constructions.
Thus, regarding syntactic order:
––

––

––
a.

participle constructions with the resultative participle in -³Í -ac, the future participle II
in -Çù -ik’ and the subjective participle in -áÕ -oł, functioning exclusively as adnominal
modifiers, obligatorily precede their head noun.
Participle constructions with processual participle in -Çë -is, functioning exclusively
as temporal adverbs expressing simultaneity, usually appear at the beginning of the
sentence.
Infinitive constructions functioning as various kinds of adverbials appear in the beginning or in the end of the sentence, depending on the function.
Adnominal Constructions

If the subordinate clause is adnominal, it has an attributive function, i.e. if it is introduced
with a relative pronoun, in the corresponding participle construction:
––
––
––
––

the relative pronoun is omitted;
the finite verb is changed to a resultative participle, future participle II or subjective
participle;
the positive copular verb is omitted;
the negative copular verb in the predicative is substituted by the corresponding negative participles of ÉÇÝ»É linel according to the sequence of tenses.

The particular meaning of the participles given above determines the possible function of
the participle constructions.
The resultative participle in -³Í -ac refers to states as the result of an action in the
past and is usually used in participial constructions functioning as an adnominal attribute,
modifying and determining a nominal constituent of a sentence. In this function it resembles a relative clause. The resultative participle construction thus refers to states/actions in
the past, and resembles the finite verb forms in past tenses (perfect, aorist, pluquamperfect) in the corresponding relative clause.
(538)

²ß³Ï»ñïÇ Ï³ñ¹³ó³Í ·ÇñùÁ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿:

		 Ašakert-i kardac’-ac
girk’-ě
šat hetak’rk’ir ē.
		 pupil-dat read-ptcp.res. book.nom-the int interesting it is
		 “The book read by the pupil is very interesting.”

 Armenian

(538)

a.

¶ÇñùÁ, áñÁ Ï³ñ¹³ó»É ¿ ³ß³Ï»ñïÁ, ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿:

			
			

Girk’-ě
or-ě
kardac’-el
ē
ašakert-ě
book.nom-the rel.nom-the read-ptcp.perf. he is pupil.nom-the

			
			

šat hetak’rk’ir ē.
int interesting it is.

			

“The book, that the pupil has read, is very interesting.”

The future participle in -Çù-ik’ refers to an action, that will be fulfilled in near the future
and is usually used in participial constructions functioning as an adnominal attribute,
modifying and determining a nominal constituent of a sentence. In this function it also
resembles a finite relative clause. Thus the future participle II as expression of a future
action resembles the finite verb forms in future tense meanings (future, conditional future)
in the corresponding relative clause.
(539)

²ß³Ï»ñïÇ Ï³ñ¹³ÉÇù ·ÇñùÁ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿:

		 Ašakert-i kardal-ik’
girk’-ě
šat hetak’rk’ir ē.
		 pupil-dat read-ptcp.fut.II. book.nom-the int interesting it is
		 “The book the pupil shall read is very interesting.”
(539)

a.

¶ÇñùÁ, áñÁ Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ ¿ ³ß³Ï»ñïÁ, ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿:

			
			

girk’-ě
or-ě
kardal-u
ē
ašakert-ě
book.nom-the rel.nom-the read-ptcp.fut. it is pupil.nom-the

		
		

šat hetak’rk’ir ē.
int interesting it is

			

“The book the pupil shall read is very interesting.”

The subject participle in -áÕ -oł is generally used in participial constructions functioning as
an adnominal attribute, modifying and determining a nominal constituent of a sentence.
In this function is also resembles a finite relative clause. The subject participle construction as an expression of a present action thus resembles the finite verb forms in the present
tense in the corresponding relative clause. Consequently it is used to convey a simultaneous action or even an action in process.
(540)

Ü³ ËáëáõÙ ¿ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ·ÇñùÁ Ï³ñ¹³óáÕ áõë³ÝáÕÇ Ñ»ï:

		 na
xos-um
ē
šat hetak’rk’ir girk’-ě
		 he.nom speak-ptcp.pres. he is int interesting book.nom-the
		
		

kardac’-oł
usanoł-i
het.
read-ptcp.sub. student-dat post

		 “He speaks with the student who is reading the very interesting book.”
(540)
			
			

a.	Ý³ ËáëáõÙ ¿ ³ÛÝ áõë³ÝáÕÇ Ñ»ï« áñÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ·ÇñùÁ:
na
xos-um
ē
ayn usanoł-i
het or-ě
he.nom speak-ptcp.pres. he is that student-dat post rel.nom-the
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kard-um
ē
šat hetak’rk’ir girk’-ě.
read-ptcp.pres. he is int interesting book.nom-the

			

“He speaks with the student who is reading the very interesting book.”

By contrast, the processual participle in -Çë -is referring to an action in progress, is exclusively used in participial constructions functioning as a temporal adverbial, denoting
that the action expressed by the participle is simultaneous to the main action, the action
expressed by the finite verb.
(541) ²Ýï³éáõÙ ëáõÝÏ Ñ³í³ù»ÉÇë, Ø³¹É»ÝÁ Ïáñóñ»ó Çñ µ³Ý³ÉÇÝ:
		 Antar̊-um sunk
havak’el-is
Madlen-ě
		 forest-loc mushroom.nom collect-ptcp.proc. Madlen.nom-the
		 korc’r-ec’
ir banali-n.
		 lose-aor.3.sg her key-dat-the
		“Collecting mushrooms in the forest, Madlen lost her key.” Lit.: when she was collecting mushrooms in the forest, Madlen lost her key.)

b.

Adverbial Constructions

If the subordinate clause is introduced with a conjunction and contains a finite verb, (i.e.
if the subordinate clause has an adverbial function) the corresponding infinitive constructions show the following features:
––
––
––

the conjunction is omitted or substituted by a semantically corresponding adposition;
the finite verb is changed to its corresponding infinitive and is often marked with case;
the copular verb is changed to its corresponding infinitive ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be”.

(542)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ï»Õ³ÝùÇ µ³ñ¹ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ å³ï×³éáí çñ³Ù³ï³Ï³ñ³ñáõÙÁ Ïí»ñ³ëÏëíÇ
ÙÇ³ÛÝ 1–2 ûñÇó: (Armenpress 16.01.2006)
		 sakayn tełank’-i
bard
linel-u
patčar̊ov jramatakarum-ě
		 conj locality-dat complicated be-inf-dat post
water-supply.nom-the
		 kverasks-v-i
miayn 1–2 ōr-ic’.
		 restart-pass-cond.fut.3.sg. only 1–2 day-abl
		“But, because the locality is complicated, the water supply will restart only after one
or two days.”
This sentence can be easily changed to a causal subordinate clause:
(542)

a.	æñ³Ù³ï³Ï³ñ³ñáõÙÁ Ïí»ñëÏëíÇ ÙÇ³ÛÝ 1–2 ûñÇó« ù³ÝÇ áñ ï»Õ³ÝùÁ
µ³ñ¹ ¿:

			
			

J̊ramatakararum-ě
kversks-v-i
miayn 1–2 or-ic’
water-supply.nom-the restart-pass-cond.fut.3.sg only 1–2 day-abl

			
			

k’ani vor tełank’-ě
bard
ē.
conj
locality.nom-the complicated it is

			“The water supply will restart only after one or two days, since the locality is
complicated.”

 Armenian

This type of construction is possible:
––
––

with the (inflected) infinitive and thus usually functions as an adverbial with various
meanings
with the processual participle in -Çë -is and thus usually functions as a temporal
adverbial denoting simultaneity.

In addition to the semantic-functional contrasts between the four participle constructions, one
also has to note the morphosyntactic differences.
––
––
––

In participle constructions with the resultative participle and future II., the logical
subject and object(s) can be expressed.
In constructions with a subject participle, the noun it modifies also governs the participle as the subject.
In constructions with a processual participle, the non-finite verb forms co-refer exclusively to the main subject of the clause.

The Expression of the Subject of the Non-finite Verb Forms
The (logical) subject of the resultative and future II active participle is expressed with:
––
––
––

nouns in the nominative case, if (–human) and the dative case if (+human);310
personal pronouns in the genitive case (= lexicalised possessive pronouns);
possessive suffixes in the 1st and 2nd person attached either to the head noun of the
participle construction or even to the participle itself.

(543)

²ñ³ÛÇ Ï³ï³ñ³Í ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇó ·áÑ ÙÝ³óÇÝ µáÉáñÁ:

		 Ara-yi katar-ac
ašxatank’-ic’ goh
mnac’-in
bolor-ě.
		 Ara-dat fulfill-ptcp.res. work-abl content remain-aor.3.pl all.nom-the
		 “Everybody (lit.: all) was content with the work done by Ara.”
(544)

øá ëïáñ³·ñ»ÉÇù ÷³ëï³ÃáõÕÃÁ ß³ï Ù»Í Ï³ñ¨áñáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝÇ:

		
		

K’o storagrelik’
p’astat’ułt’-d
šat mec
your sign-ptcp.fut.ii document.nom-your int big

		
		

kareworut’yun
un-i.
importance.nom have-pres.3.sg

		 “The document you shall sign is of very great importance.”
(545)

²Ûëûñ Éë³Íë å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ ß³ï ïËáõñ ¿ñ:

		 aysōr ls-ac-s
patumut’yun-ě šat txur ēr.
		 today listen-ptcp.res-my story.nom-the int sad it was
		 “The story I heard today was very sad.”

. Obviously resultative and future II participle can only be used in participle constructions
with an expressed subject, in case it is a real agent (i.e. +human) and not a natural force or instrument agent.
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The accepted and conventionalised use of possessive suffixes to express agency of the 1st
and 2nd person directly on the non-finite participle form is a rather recent development.
In the Armenian grammars of the Soviet period, there is very little knowledge about this
unusual use of the possessive suffix. In post-Soviet grammars, some grammarians refer to
the existence of such constructions particularly in spoken language. Nowadays, however,
attaching “possessive suffixes” directly to participles, thus functioning as “agentive” suffixes, has also entered written language.
The possessive suffix used in participle constructions may cause ambiguity, regarding its possessive or agentive reading, particularly if it is only attached to the head-noun,
as below.
(546)

ä³ñï»½áõÙ ³×»óñ³Í Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñ¹ Í³ÕÏ»É »Ý:

		
		

Partez-um ačec’r-ac
całik-ner-d
garden-loc grow-caus-ptcp.res. flower-pl.nom-your

		
		

całk-el
en.
blossom-ptcp.perf. they are

		“Your flowers that have been growing in the garden have blossomed.”
(Possessive reading)
		 or: “The flowers you have grown in the garden have blossomed.” (Agentive reading)

If it is, however, attached to the participle, its agentive reading is clear. The possessive suffix
attached to the participle definitely expresses the agent in the 1st or 2nd person.
(546)

a.

ä³ñï»½áõÙ ³×»óñ³Í¹ Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñÁ Í³ÕÏ»É »Ý:

			
			

Partez-um ačec’r-ac-d
całik-ner-ě
garden-loc grow-caus-ptcp.res.-your flower-pl.nom-the

			
			

całk-el
en.
blossom-ptcp.perf. they are

			“The flowers you have grown in the garden have blossomed.” (Only an agentive
reading possible)

That means when there is a co-occurrence of possessive suffixes both on the head noun and
the participle, only the one on the participle can be read as an agent.
(547)

ÜÏ³ñ³Í¹ ¹ÇÙ³ÝÏ³ñë ³ÛÅÙ óáõó³¹ñíáõÙ ¿ å³ïÏ»ñ³ëñ³ÑáõÙ:

		 Nkar-ac-d
dimankar-s
c’uc’adr-v-um
		 paint-ptcp.res-your portrait.nom-my exhibit-pass-ptcp.pres.
		
		

ē
it is

patkerasrah-um.
gallery-loc

		 “My portrait, that you have painted, is exhibited in the gallery.”

 Armenian

If the non-finite resultative or future II participle is passive, the (logical) agent is preferably
expressed with:
––
––
––

the postpositional phrase ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’ + noun/pronoun in the dative, in cases of
(+human) agent;
the noun/pronoun in the ablative, in cases of (+human) agent and affective/emotional
verbs or in cases of (–human, natural force) agent;
the noun in the instrumental, in case of (–human) agent.

(548)	´áÉáñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó Ñ³×³Ë å³ïÙí³Í ³Ûë å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ ³Ù»Ý ï»Õ í³Õáõó Ñ³ÛïÝÇ ¿:
		 bolor-i kołmic’ hačax patm-v-ac
ays patmut’yun-ě amen
		 all-dat post often tell-pass-ptcp.res. this story.nom-the every
		 teł
vałuc’
haytni ē.
		 place.nom for a long time known it is
		“This story which has been often told all people is known everywhere for a
long time.”
(549)	Ðñ³ï³ñ³Ïí»ÉÇù ·Çñùë Ý³Ë³å»ë Ñ»ï³ùñùñáõÃÛ³Ý Ù»Í ³ÉÇù ¿
³é³ç³óñ»É:
		 Hratarak-v-el-ik’
girk’-s
naxapes
hetak’rk’rut’y-an
		 publish-pass-ptcp.fut.ii book.nom-my in advance interest-dat
		 mec alik’
ē
ar̊aja-c’r-el.
		 big wave.nom it is cause-caus-ptcp.perf.
		 “Lit.: My book, that will be published, has caused a wave of interest in advance.”
		Note: the future participle II is in the passive, so that the possessive suffix on the
noun “book” can not be read in an agentive but a possessive sense. It is my book,
which will be published (by somebody).
(550)

²ñ³ÙÝ ³åñáõÙ ¿ ÷áïáñùÇó ù³Ý¹í³Í ·ÛáõÕáõÙ:

		 Aram-n
aprum
ē
p’otork’-ic’
		 Aram.nom-the live-ptcp.pres. he is storm-abl
		
		

k’and-v-ac
destroy-pass-ptcp. res.

gyuł-um.
village-loc

		 “Aram lives in the village destroyed by the storm.”
(551)	²Ûë Ã³Õ³Ù³ëáõÙ ¿ ·ïÝíáõÙ Ý³¨ Í»ñ»ñáí µÝ³Ï»óí³Í »ñÏáõ ùáÃ»ç:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

ays t’ałamas-um ē
gtn-v-um
naew cer-er-ov
this quarter-loc it is find-refl-ptcp.pres. also old-pl-inst

		 bnakec’-v-ac
erku k’ot’ej.
		 populate-pass-ptcp.res. two cottage.nom
		 “In this quarter there are two cottages also occupied by old people.”
		 As with other passive verb forms, the agent may also be unexpressed.
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(552)	Ø»ñ Ýå³ï³ÏÝ ¿ ÉëáõÙÝ»ñÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï Ñ³ëï³ïí³Í Ùáï»óáõÙÝ»ñÁ Ñ³ëóÝ»É
ïñ³Ù³µ³Ý³Ï³Ý ³í³ñïÇ: (Ar
˚avot 05.04.2006)
		 mer npatak-n
ē
lsum-ner-i
žamanak hastat-v-ac
		 our aim.nom-the it is hearing-pl-dat time.nom fix-pass-ptcp.res.
		 motec’um-ner-ě
has-c’n-el
tramabanakan avart-i.
		 approach-pl.nom-the deliver-caus-inf logical
termination-dat
		“Our aim is to bring the approaches which have been affirmed in the time of the
hearings to a termination.”

The (logical) direct object of a transitive non-finite participle is expressed with:
––
––

nouns in the dative if (+human) and in the nominative case if (–human).
pronouns in the dative (if referring to a (+human) noun) or in the nominative (if
referring to an (–human) noun).

In cases of a co-occurrence of an explicit nominal dative or pronominal genitive agent with
(a) nominal or pronominal direct object in dative or (b) nominal or pronominal indirect
object in dative ambiguity is usually avoided.
––
––
––

This can be achieved by
conventionalised word order of relative sentence-like participle constructions i.e.
agent noun in the dative (agent pronoun in the genitive) – object – participle
by attaching the possessive suffix to the participle in cases where the agent is in the 1st
and 2nd person
by punctuation marks in written language (i.e. putting the but’ between agent and object).

(553)

ºë áõÕ³ñÏ»É »Ù ùáÿ ùñáçë ·ñ³Í Ý³Ù³ÏÁ:

		 es
ułark-el
em k’o k’roj-s
		 i.nom send-ptcp.perf. I am your sister-dat-my
		
		

gr-ac
namak-ě.
write-ptcp. res. letter.nom-the

		 “I have sent the letter you have written to my sister.”
(554)

ê³ Ó»ñª ÇÝÓ å³ñ·¨³Í ÙÇ ³Ý·Ý³Ñ³ï»ÉÇ ·³ÝÓ ¿: (Markosyan 2002:39)

		 Sa
jer inj
pargew-ac
mi
angnahateli ganj
ē.
		 this.nom your i.dat give-ptcp.res. indef invaluable treasure.nom it is
		 “This is an invaluable treasure, which you have given to me.”

c.

Participial Relative Clauses

As already explained in detail, relative clauses may also be expressed by means of participle
constructions using the resultative (for past time reference), future II (for future time reference) and even subject participles (for present time reference).

 Armenian

Such participial relative clauses exclusively precede the noun they modify (rel+N).
(555)	ØÇÝã¨ áõß »ñ»Ïá ï¨³Í ×³Ï³ï³Ù³ñïáõÙ ½áÑí»óÇÝ Ñ³½³ñ »ñ»ëáõÝí»ó Ñ³Û»ñ:
(Grakanut’yun 4:15)
		 Minč’ew uš ereko
tew-ac
čakatamart-um
		 prep
late evening.nom last-ptcp.res. battle-loc
		 zoh-v-ec’in
hazar eresunvec’ hay-er.
		 sacrifice -refl-aor.3.pl 1036
Armenian-pl.nom.
		“In the battle that lasted until late evening 1036 Armenians had sacrificed
themselves.”
(556)

ê³ ùñáç¹ ³ñ³Í ·áñÍ»ñÝ »Ý: (Grakanut’yun 4:15)

		 Sa k’roj-d
ar-ac
gorc-er-n
en.
		 this sister-dat-your do-ptcp.res. work-pl.nom-the they are
		 “These are the works that your sister has done.”
(557)	´ñÛáõë»ÉáõÙ Ñ»ï³Ó·í»É ¿ Ð³ñ³í³ÛÇÝ ÎáíÏ³ëÇ Ñ³ñóáí ºíñ³ËáñÑñ¹³ñ³ÝÇ
Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõóãÇ ÑáõÝí³ñÇ 22-ÇÝ ëå³ëí»ÉÇù ½»ÏáõóáõÙÁ: (Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		 Bryusel-um hetajg-v-el
ē Haravayin Kovkas-i
		 Brussels-loc delay-pass-ptcp.perf. it is Southern Caucasus-dat
		 harc’-ov
Evraxorhrdaran-i nerkayac’uc’č’-i
hunvar-i
		 question-inst Euro-Council-dat representative-dat January-dat
		 22-i-n
spas-v-elik’
zekucum-ě
		 22-dat-the expect-pass-ptcp.fut.ii paper.nom-the
		“The paper, that was expected on January 22nd from the representative of the European
Council about the questions of the South Caucasus, was delayed in Brussels.”
(558)	ø³Õ³ù³å»ï³ñ³ÝÇ ÏáÕÙÇó Çñ³Ï³Ý³óí»ÉÇù í»ñ³Ï³Ý·ÝÙ³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÇ
Í³í³ÉÁ 350ÙÉÝ ¹ñ³Ù ¿: (Armenpress 01.04.2006)
		 k’ałak’apetaran-i
kołmic’ irakanc’-v-elik’
verakangnm-an
		 mayor’s office-dat post realize-pass-ptcp.fut.II. resumption-dat
		 ašxatank’-ner-i caval-ě
350 mln
dram
ē.
		 work-pl-dat extent–nom-the 350 milion dram.nom it is
		“The extent of the resumption of works, which shall be realised by the mayor’s office,
is (costs) 350 million dram.”
(559)	æáõñÁ µ»ñáõÙ »Ý 250–300 Ù»ïñ Ñ»éáõ ·ïÝíáÕ ÙÇ çñÑáñÇó:
(Hetk’ 05.02.2007)
		 jur-ě
ber-um
en
250–300 metr
her̊u
		 water.nom-the bring-ptcp.pres. they are 250–300 metre.nom far
		 gtn-v-oł
mi
jrhor-ic’.
		 find-refl-ptcp.sub. indef well-abl
		 “They bring the water from a well, which is located 250–300 metres away.”
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Temporal Adverbials with Processual Participle
As previously mentioned, the processual participle can be used in temporal adverbials, in
participial subordinate temporal constructions, for expressing simultaneity to the main
action of the sentence.
The subject of the main verb is also the subject of the processual participle, only in
cases of impersonal, general utterances the subjects may be different (563).
The processual participle construction usually precedes the main clause with the finite
verb.
(560)

àõï»ÉÇë ãÇ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ Ëáë»É:

		 Utel-is
č’-i
kareli
xos-el.
		 eat-ptcp.proc. neg-it is possible speak-inf
		 “When one eats, he shall not speak.” (Lit.: Eating, one shall not speak.)
(561)	²é³íáïÛ³Ý ¹åñáó ·Ý³ÉÇë ï»ëÝáõÙ ¿Ç Ù³ÛÃÇ íñ³ ÏÇë³å³éÏ³õ ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹áõ:
(Grakanutyun 4:82)
		 Ar̊avotyan dproc’
gnal-is
		 morning school.nom go-ptcp.proc
		 vra kisapar̊kac
mi
		 post half-lie-ptcp.res. indef

tesn-um
ēi
mayt’-i
see-ptcp.pres. I was pavement-dat

mard-u.
person-dat

		“(When I was) going to school in the morning, I saw a person almost lying on the
pavement.”
(562)	ò³ÝÏ³ó³Í ù³ÛÉ Ï³ï³ñ»ÉÇë å»ïù ¿ ×Çßï Ñ³ßí³ñÏí»Ý Ñ»ï¨³ÝùÝ»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 05.04.2006)
		 c’ankanc’-ac
k’ayl
katarel-is
petk’ ē čišt
		 want-ptcp.res. step.nom take-ptcp.proc. part it is correctly
		 hašvark-v-en
hetewank’-ner-ě.
		 calculate-pass.deb.fut.3.pl consequence-pl.nom-the
		 “Taking the desired step, the consequences have to be calculated.”

These processual participle constructions expressing simultaneity may also be articulated
by means of an infinitive construction: the infinitive in the dative case combined with the
postposition Å³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “time/in the time/during”. (See also below)
Adverbials Expressed By Infinitive Constructions
As with participle constructions, infinitive constructions are usually regarded as shortened alternatives to subordinate sentences, i.e. having the same meaning but a different
structure.
Infinitive constructions are commonly used to denote the following meanings:
a.
b.
c.

measure/degree
purpose
cause/reason

 Armenian

d.
e.
f.
g.
h.

condition
concession
temporal meaning
substitute meaning
modal meaning.

The infinitive is nominalised by attaching the definite article to its zero form and by declining it according to the u-declination.
If the infinitive refers to the same subject as the main finite verb, the subject is not
expressed in the infinitive construction. If, however, the infinitive construction refers to a
subject different from the one of the main verb, this infinitive subject must be expressed
in the dative case.
If the copular verb occurs in a subordinate clause with a predicative, the auxiliary
ÉÇÝ»É linel usually appears in the infinitive construction (inflected and often co-occurring
with adpostions). This rule relates only to such predicative subordinate clauses that are
introduced with a conjunction and not with a relative pronoun, i.e. such predicative subordinate clauses do not function as a subordinate relative clause.
(563)

ºë ã»Ù áõ½áõÙ Ñ³í³ï³É« áñ ²¹³Ù ¨ ºí³Ý ³é³çÇÝ Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ »Ý »Õ»É:

		 Es
č’-em
uz-um
havat-al
or
Adam
ew
		 I.nom neg-I am want-ptcp.pres. believe-inf conj Adam.nom conj
		 Eva-n
ar̊ajin mard-ik
en
eł-el.
		 Eva.nom-the first man-pl.nom they are be-ptcp.perf.
		 “I do not want to believe that Adam and Eve were the first human beings.”
(563)

a.	ºë ã»Ù áõ½áõÙ Ñ³í³ï³É ²¹³ÙÇ ¨ ºí³ÛÇ ³é³çÇÝ Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ÉÇÝ»ÉáõÝ:

			
			

es
č’-em
uz-um
havat-al
Adam-i
ew
i.nom neg-I am want-ptcp.pres. believe-inf Adam-dat conj

			
			

Eva-yi ar̊ajin mard-ik
linel-u-n.
Eva-dat first man-pl.nom be-inf-dat-the

			

“I do not want to believe in Adam’s and Eve’s being the first human beings.”

(564)

ºë ½·áõÙ »Ù« áñ ³Ûëï»Õ ÇÙ ï»ÕÁ ã¿: (Davt’yan 2005:17)

		 es
zg-um
em or
aysteł im teł-ě
č’-ē.
		 i.nom feel-ptcp.pres. I am conj here my place.nom-the neg-it is
		 “I feel that here is not my place.”
(564)

a.

			
			
			

ºë ½·áõÙ »Ù ³Ûëï»Õ ÇÙ ï»ÕÁ ãÉÇÝ»ÉÁ:

es
zg-um
em aysteł im teł-ě
č’-linel-ě.
i.nom feel-ptcp.pres. I am here my place.nom-the neg-be-inf.nom-the
“I feel that here is not my place.”

a. Infinitive Constructions of Measure/Degree
Nominalised infinitives are used in combination with the postposition ã³÷ č’ap’ to express
a subordinate clause, with a correlating demonstrative pronoun, identity pronoun or deictic
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adverb in the matrix clause and the conjunction introducing the subordinate clause of
measure/degree.
(565)

úñÝ Óáñ³ÏÝ»ñÁ Ñ³Ùñ»É Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ ã³÷ å³ñ½ ¿ñ: (Davt’yan 2005:15)

		
		

ōr-n
jorak-ner-ě
hamr-el
kareli
linel-u
day.nom-the ravine-pl.nom-the count-inf possible be-inf-dat

		
		

č’ap’ parz ēr.
post clear it was

		 “The day was so clear that one could count the ravines.”
(565)

a.

úñÝ ³ÛÝù³Ý å³ñ½ ¿ñ« áñ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ñ Ñ³Ùñ»É Óáñ³ÏÝ»ñÁ:

			
			

ōr-n
aynk’an parz ēr
or
kareli
ēr
day.nom-the so
clear it was conj possible it was

			
			

hamr-el
jorak-ner-ě.
count-inf ravine-pl.nom-the

			

“The day was so clear that one could count the ravines.”

b. Infinitive Constructions of Purpose
Infinitive constructions of purpose are very frequently used in both spoken and written
MEA. One of the prototypical functions of the dative case is to denote purpose; thus the
infinitive is used either in the pure dative case or in the dative case co-occurring with the
postpositions Ñ³Ù³ñ hamar “for, in order to” or Ýå³ï³Ïáí npatakov “in order to”.
This infinitive construction of purpose appears usually at the end of the sentence and
is separated from the main clause by the punctuation mark short stop [ ª ]. If the infinitive of
purpose, however, appears at the beginning of the sentence it may only be used with the
postpositions mentioned above and – in written Armenian – always without the punctuation mark short stop.
(566)	ºë ·áñÍ³ñù ã»Ù ³ñ»É å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ»ïª ÷áÕ ³ßË³ï»Éáõ Ýå³ï³Ïáí:
(Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		 es
gorcark’ č’-em
ar-el
petut’y-an
het
		 i.nom deal.nom neg-I am make-ptcp.perf. government-dat post
		 p’oł
ašxatel-u
npatakov.
		 money.nom work-inf-dat post
		 “I have made no deal with the government in order to earn money.”
(567)	Ìñ³·ÇñÝ Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»Éáõ Ýå³ï³Ïáí ëï»ÕÍí»É ¿ µ³½Ù³×ÛáõÕ
Ù³ëÝ³·Çï³Ï³Ý ³ç³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý ËáõÙµ: (Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		 Cragir-n
irakanac’nel-u npatakov stełc-v-el
ē
		 program.nom-the realize-inf-dat post
found-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
		 bazmač’yuł masnagitakan ajakc’ut’y-an xumb.
		 multi-branch professional support-dat group.nom
		“In order to realise the program, a group for the multi-branch professional
support has been founded.”

 Armenian

(568)
		
		
		

êÝÝ¹³ÙÃ»ñù ·Ý»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ åÇïÇ 55 ÏÙ ·Ý³Ýù: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

snndamterk’
gnel-u
hamar piti 55ˉkm
gn-ank’.
foodstuff.nom buy-inf-dat post part 55ˉkm.nom go-deb.fut.1.pl.
“In order to buy foodstuff we must walk 55 kilometres.”

These infinitive constructions of purpose are synonymous with subordinate clauses of purpose introduced with the conjunctions áñ or or áñå»ë½Ç orpeszi “in order to”.
c.

Causal Infinitive Constructions

Causal meaning is conveyed by using the dative on the infinitive in combination with the
postposition å³ï×³éáí patčar̊ov. This is a synonymous construction with causal subordinate clauses introduced with the conjunctions áñáíÑ»ï¨ orovhetew or ù³ÝÇ áñ k’ani or
“since, because, as”.
(569)	1 ï³ñ»Ï³Ý ÈÇ³ÝÝ³ÛÇÝ Ñ³·áõëï ãáõÝ»Ý³Éáõ å³ï×³éáí ³ÝÏáÕÝáõÙ »Ý å³ÑáõÙ:
(Hetk’ 05.02.2007)
		 mek tarekan Lianna-y-i-n
hagust
č’-unenal-u
patčar̊ov
		 one year
Lianna-dat-the cloth.nom neg-have-inf-dat post
		 ankołn-um en
pah-um.
		 bed-loc
they are keep-ptcp.pres.
		 “Because they have no clothes, they keep the one-year-old Lianna in bed.”

This causal meaning can also be expressed by means of a “real” infinitive construction with
the infinitive in the instrumental.311
(570)	ä³ÛÙ³ÝÝ»ñÇÝ ãÑ³ñÙ³ñí»Éáí` »ñÏáõ áñ¹ÇÝ»ñÁ ï»Õ³÷áËí»É »Ý èáõë³ëï³Ý:
(Hetk’ 29.01.2007; Colloquial Armenian)
		 payman-ner-i-n
č’-harmar-v-el-ov
erku ordi-ner-ě
		 condition-pl-dat-the neg-accommodate-refl-inf-inst two son-pl.nom-the
		 tełap’ox-v-el
en
R̊usastan.
		 move-refl-ptcp.perf. they are Russia.nom
		“Since they have not acclimatised themselves to the conditions, the two sons have
moved to Russia.”

d.

Conditional Infinitive Constructions

Conditional meaning is conveyed by using the dative on the infinitive in combination with
the postposition ¹»åùáõÙ depk’um. This is a synonymous construction with the conditional subordinate clauses introduced with the conjunctions »Ã» et’e or Ã» t’e “if ”.
. In written language, the punctuation mark short stop separates this causal infinitive construction in instrumental if it appears in the beginning or in the end of the sentence. If it is embedded, it
is separated from the other constituents of the sentences with a comma. In spoken Armenian there
are clearly perceptible pauses between infinitive construction and rest of the sentence.
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(571)	Ð³ÕÃ»Éáõ ¹»åùáõÙ Ýñ³Ýù Ïëï³Ý³Ý ¹ñ³Ù³Ï³Ý å³ñ·¨:
(Armenpress 31.05.2006)
		 hałt’el-u
depk’um nrank’
kstan-an
		 win-inf-dat ˉpost
they.nom receive-cond.fut.3.pl.
		 “If they win, they will receive a monetary gift.”

dramakan pargew.
monetary gift.nom

(572)	5–6 ³Ý·³Ù ½áõ·³ñ³ÝÇó ¨ Éí³ó³ñ³ÝÇó û·ïí»Éáõ ¹»åùáõÙ ³Ùëí³ Ù»ç ßáõÏ³ÛÇÝ
å»ïù ¿ í×³ñÇ ßáõñç 9 Ñ³½³ñ ¹ñ³Ù: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		
		

5–6ˉangam
zugaran-ic’ ew
lvac’aran-ic
ōgt-v-elu
depk’um
5–6ˉtime.nom toilet-abl conj washroom-abl use-inf-dat post

		
		

ams-va
mej šuka-yi-n
petk’ ē včar-i
month-dat post market-dat-the pay-DEB.fut.3.sg.

		
		

šurj 9 hazar dram.
about 9,000 dram.nom

		“If he uses the toilet and the washroom 5–6 times, he has to pay about 9,000 dram to
the market.” (Lit.: in the case of using the toilet and the washroom 5–6 times...)

e. Concessive Infinitive Constructions
Concessive meaning is conveyed by using the instrumental on the infinitive alone, or in
combination with the postposition Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “together with”. This is a synonymous
construction with the concessive subordinate clauses introduced with the conjunctions
Ã»¨ t’eew, Ã»å»ï t’epet, ãÝ³Û³Í áñ č’nayac or “even if/although”.
(573)	ÜÄáõÛ·Ç Ñá·Ý³Í ÉÇÝ»Éáí Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓª Ý³ ßï³å»óÝáõÙ ¿ñ Ë»Õ× Ï»Ý¹³ÝáõÝ:
		 nžuyg-i
hogn-ac
linel-ov
handerj na
		 palfrey-dat to became tired-ptcp.res. be-inf-inst post
he.nom
		 štape-c’n-um
ēr
xełĉ kendan-u-n.
		 hurry-caus-ptcp.pres. he was poor animal-dat-the
		 “Even though the palfrey was tired, he made the poor animal hurry.”
(574)	´ÝáõÃÛáõÝÇó ·»Õ»óÇù ãÉÇÝ»Éáíª ³Ýã³÷ ÑÙ³ÛÇã áõ ³éÇÝùÝáÕ ¿ñ ³Û¹ ÏÇÝÁ: (Gyurjinyan 2002:180)
		
		

bnut’yun-ic’ gełec’ik č’-linel-ov
anč’ap
hmayic’ u
nature-abl beautiful neg-be-inf-inst immeasurably charming conj

		 ar̊ink’noł ēr
ayd kin-ě.
		 compelling she was that woman.nom-the
		“Although she was not beautiful by nature, that woman was immeasurably charming
and compelling.”

 Armenian

(575)	Ð³óÇ ÏïñáõÏ Ã³ÝÏ³óáõÙÁ ûµ»ÏïÇí å³ï×³éÝ»ñ áõÝ»Ý³Éáí Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ,
³ñÑ»ëï³Ï³Ý ¿: (Armenpress 15.06.2005)
		
		

hac’-i
ktruk t’ankac’um-ě
ōbyektiv patčar̊-ner
bread-dat sharp price increase.nom-the objective reason-pl.nom

		 unenal-ov
handerj arhestakan ē.
		 have-inf-inst post
artificial
it is
		 “Even if the sharp increase of the price of bread has objective reasons, it is artificial.”

f.

Temporal Infinitive Constructions

Infinitive constructions conveying temporal meaning are synonymous with temporal subordinate clauses introduced mainly with the temporal interrogative pronoun »ñµ erb “when”.
––
––

––

––

The pure instrumental of the infinitive also conveys a temporal meaning.
The dative of the infinitive combined with the postposition Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï žamanak “during/in the time of ” denotes a simultaneous action to the main action. The same sense
is often expressed by means of the processual participle.
The dative of the infinitive combined with the postposition å»ë pes “as” denotes the
sequence of an instant or immediate action in the actual time. The same sense is usually expressed by means of a subordinate clause introduced with the conjunctions
Ñ»Ýó henc’« Ñ»Ýó áñ henc’ or« Ã» ã» t’e č’e “as soon as/ just as/ just”.
The ablative of the infinitive combined with the postposition ³é³ç ar̊aj “before” and
Ñ»ïá heto “after” denotes anteriority and posteriority.

The logical agent, if other than the sentence’s subject, appears in the dative.
(576)

ÎñÏ»ëÇ Ù³ëÇÝ Éë»Éáí µáÉáñ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÁ í³½»óÇÝ ¹áõñë:

		 Krkes-i
masin lsel-ov
bolor erexa-ner-ě
		 circus-dat post hear-inf-inst all
children-pl.nom-the
		
		

vaz-ec’in
durs.
run-aor.3.pl out

		 “When they heard about the circus, all the children ran outside”
(577)	â³ñËãÛ³ÝÁ, ³í³ñï»Éáí ºñ¨³ÝÇ å»ï³Ï³Ý Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³ÝÇ µ³Ý³ëÇñ³Ï³Ý
ý³ÏáõÉï»ïÁ, Ùßï³å»ë Í³í³É»É ¿ ÅáõéÝ³ÉÇëï³Ï³Ý ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛáõÝ:
(Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		 Č’arxč’yan -ě
avartel-ov
Erewan-i
petakan hamalsaran-i
		 Č’arxč’yan.nom-the graduate-inf-inst Yerevan-dat state
university-dat
		
		

banasirakan fakultet-ě
mštapes caval-el
ē
žur̊nalistakan
philological faculty.nom-the always extend-ptcp.perf. heˉis journalistic

		 gorcuneut’yun.
		 activity.nom
		“Č’arxč’yan, after having graduated at the philological faculty of Yerevan State University, has always pursued a journalist activity.”
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(578)

ÈáõÛëÇ µ³óí»Éáõ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï ÙßáõßÝ ³ñ¹»Ý óñíáõÙ ¿ñ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:90)

		 luys-i
bac’-v-el-u
žamanak mšuš-n
arden
		 light-dat open-antic-inf-dat post
fog.nom-the already
		 c’r-v-um
ēr.
		 scatter-antic-ptcp.pres. it was
		 “When the daylight dawned, the fog had already scattered.”
(579)	¸³ñå³ëÇ ï³å³Éí»ÉáõÝ å»ë ÃßÝ³ÙÇ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÁ Ý»ñë ËáõÄ»óÇÝ:
(Hayoc’ Lezu 8:90)
		 darapas-i tapal-v-el-u-n
pes t’šnami zinvor-ner-ě
		 gate-dat throw-down-pass-inf-dat-the post enemy soldier-pl.nom-the
		 ners xuž-ec’in.
		 inside rush-aor.3.pl
		 “Just as the gate was thrown down, the hostile soldiers rushed inside.”
(580)	Ø»ÏÝ»Éáõó ³é³ç ¹»ëå³ÝÁ ÑáõÝí³ñÇ 6-ÇÝ Ï³Ûó»ÉÇ Ø³Ûñ ³Ãáé êáõñµ¾çÙÇ³ÍÇÝ:
(Armenpress 05.01.2005)
		 meknel-uc’
ar̊aj despan-ě
hunvar-i
6-i-n
		 depart-inf-abl post ambassador.nom-the January-dat 6-dat-the
		
		

kayc’el-i
Mayr At’or̊ Surb Ējmiacin.
visit-cond.fut.3.sg. Mother See Holy Ējmiacin.nom

		“Before he will depart the ambassador will visit the Mother See of Holy Ejmiacin
on January 6th.”
(581)	üñ³ÝÏýáõñïáõÙ Ùñó³Ý³ÏÁ ëï³Ý³Éáõó ³é³ç Ãáõñù ·ñáÕÁ Ë³Ëï»É ¿ ³í»ÉÇ
ù³Ý í»ó³ÙëÛ³ ÉéáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 25.10.2005)
		 Frankfurt-um mrc’anak-ě
stanal-uc’
ar̊aj t’urk’
groł-ě
		 Frankfurt-loc award.nom-the receive-inf-abl post Turkish writer.nom-the
		
		

xaxt-el
ē
aveli k’an vec’amsya
lr̂ut’yun-ě.
break-ptcp.perf. he is more comp six month long silence.nom-the

		“Before he had received the award at Frankfurt, the Turkish writer had broken the
silence – having lasted more than six months.”
(582)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ »ñÏ³ñ ÷Ýïñ»Éáõó Ñ»ïá ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ï³ñáÕ³ó»É ¿ ·ïÝ»É µ³Ý³ÏÇó
½áñ³óñí³Í áñ¹áõÝ: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		 Hayastan-um erkar p’ntrel-uc’
heto miayn karołac’-el
ē
		 Armenia-loc long search-inf-abl post only can-ptcp.perf. he is
		
		

gtn-el banak-ic’ zorac’r-v-ac
ord-u-n.
find-inf armee-abl strengthen-pass-ptcp.res. son-dat-the.

		“After he had searched a long time in Armenia, he could only find his son being
strengthened by the army.”

 Armenian

(583)	àñáß Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ×·ÝáÕ³Ï³Ý ÏÛ³Ýùáí ³åñ»Éáõó Ñ»ïá ¶ñÇ·áñÁ í»ñ³¹³éÝáõÙ ¿
Ü³½Ç³Ý½: (Armenpress 29.01.2006)
		 oroš
žamanak čgnołakan kyank’-ov aprel-uc’
heto Grigor-ě
		 certain time.nom eremit
life-inst live-inf-abl post Grigor.nom-the
		 veradar̊n-um
ē
Nazianz.
		 return-ptcp.pres. he is Nazianz.nom
		“After having lived a certain time with an eremite life, Grigor returns to Nazianz.”

g.

Comparative Infinitive Constructions

Infinitive constructions conveying comparative meaning are synonymous with comparative subordinate clauses introduced mainly with the adverb ù³Ý k’an “than...”. They are
formed with the infinitive in the dative and the postposition ÷áË³ñ»Ý p’oxaren “instead
of ”. In written language, this comparative infinitive construction is also separated from the
main clause with a short stop.
(584)

²í»ÉÇ É³í ëáí³Í ÙÝ³Ùª Ýñ³ »ñ¹áõÙÇÝ Ñ³í³ï³Éáõ ÷áË³ñ»Ý:

		 Aveli lav sovac mn-am
nra erdum-i-n
		 int good hungry stay-subj.fut.1.sg his oath-dat-the
		 havatal-u
p’oxaren.
		 believe-inf-dat post
		 “It is better I stay hungry instead of believing his oath.”

or
(584)

a.	²í»ÉÇ É³í ëáí³Í ÙÝ³Ù« ù³Ý Ã» Ñ³í³ï³Ù Ýñ³ »ñ¹áõÙÇÝ:

			
			

aveli lav sovac mn-am
k’an t’e havat-am
nra
int good hungry stay-subj.fut.1.sg comp believe-subj.fut.1.sg his

			
			

erdum-i-n.
oath-dat-the

			“It is better I stay hungry than I believe his oath.” (I would better stay hungry than
I believe in his oath.)

h.

Modal Infinitive Constructions

Modal infinitive constructions with the pure instrumental of the infinitive are synonymous
with modal subordinate clauses mainly introduced with the conjunctions áñ or “that”.
Again, the infinitive construction is separated from the main clause with short stop in written and with a suprasegmental pause in spoken MEA.
(585)	öáñÓ»Éáí ³½³ïí»É ¹³ï³íáñÇ Ó»éùÇóª Ù³ÝáõÏÝ áõÅ·ÇÝ Ñ³ñí³ÍáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³Ý:
(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 p’orjel-ov
azat-v-el
datavor-i jer̊k’-ic’ manuk’-n
užgin
		 try-inf-inst free-refl-inf judge-dat hand-abl child.nom-the strongly
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		 harvac-um
ē
nran.
		 hit-ptcp.pres. it is he.dat
		 “Trying to free himself from the judge’s hand, the boy strongly hits him.”
(586)

a.	Ø³ÝáõÏÝ áõÅ·ÇÝ Ñ³ñí³ÍáõÙ ¿ ¹³ï³íáñÇÝ, áñ ³½³ïíÇ Ýñ³ Ó»éùÇó:

			
			

Manuk-n
užgin
harvac-um
ē
datavor-i-n
boy.nom-the strongly hit-ptcp.pres. he is judge-dat-the

			
			

or azat-v-i
nra jer̊k’-ic’.
conj free-refl-subj.fut.3.sg. his hand-abl

			“The boy strongly hits the judge to free himself from his hand.” (Lit.: that he
frees himself…)

Verb Dependent Infinitive Constructions
Infinitive constructions that depend on the main verb and are a complement to this verb
are synonymous to those subordinate clauses depending on these verb groups and usually
introduced with the conjunction áñ or “that”.
These verb groups contain:
––
––
––
––
––

desiderative and volitional verbs
perception verbs
knowledge verbs
verbs expressing propositional attitude
utterance verbs.

Usually the infinitive constructions appear at the end of the sentence, the case of the infinitive depends on the main verb.
(586)

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ ·Çï»ñ ÁÝÏ»ñáç Ñáñ Í³Ýñ ÑÇí³Ý¹ ÉÇÝ»ÉÁ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:90)

		 Vahan-ě
git-er
ěnker-oj
hor
canr
hivand
		 Vahan.nom-the know-impf.3.sg friend-dat father-dat seriously ill
		 linel-ě.
		 be-inf.nom-the
		 “Vahan knew that his friend’s father was seriously ill.”

This infinitive construction can be replaced by a subordinate clause introduced with
or “that”.
(586)

a.

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ ·Çï»ñ áñ ÁÝÏ»ñáç Ñ³ÛñÁ Í³Ýñ ÑÇí³Ý¹ ¿ñ:

			
			

Vahan-ě
giter
or
ěnker-oj
hayr-ě
Vahan.nom-the know-imp.3.sg conj friend-dat father.nom-the

			
			

canr
hivand ēr.
seriously ill
he was

			

“Vahan knew that his friend’s father was seriously ill.”

 Armenian

(587)	Ü³ å³ïÙáõÙ ¿ñ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ûñ ³é³ç Çñ Ý³ËÏÇÝ ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇó Ù»ÏÇÝÿ ¶Çñ·áñÇÝ«
ï»ë³Í ÉÇÝ»Éáõ Ù³ëÇÝ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 9:156)
		
		

na
patm-um
ēr
mi k’ani ōr
ar̊aj ir naxkin
he.nom tell-ptcp.pres. he was some
day.nom post his former

		 ěnker-ner-ic’ mek-i-n
Grigor-i-n
tes-ac
linel-u
masin.
		 friend-pl-abl one-dat-the Grigor-dat-the see-ptcp.res. be-inf-dat post
		 “He mentioned that a he saw one of his former friends, Grigor, a few days ago.”
(588)	ºñÏûñÛ³ ùÝÝ³ñÏáõÙÝ»ñÇ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ù³ëÝ³ÏÇóÝ»ñÇó áã áù ãËáë»ó
ë³ÑÙ³Ý³¹ñ³Ï³Ý µ³ñ»÷áËáõÙÝ»ñÇ ³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï ãÉÇÝ»Éáõ Ù³ëÇÝ:
(Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 erkōrya k’nnarkum-ner-i ěnt’ac’k’um masnakic’-ner-ic’
oč’ ok’
		 two day debate-pl-dat post
participant-pl-abl nobody.nom
		 č’-xosec’
sahmanadrakan barep’oxum-ner-i anhražešt
		 neg-speak-aor.3.sg constitutional reform-pl-dat necessary
		 č’-linel-u
masin.
		 neg-be-inf-dat post
		“In the course of the two-day debates none of the participants spoke about the unnecessary constitutional reforms. (…that constitutional reforms were not necessary).”

3.4.2

Negation312

In general, negation is a pragmatically marked structure. Whereas clausal negation has the
scope over the entire clause, constituent negation has its scope over a particular constituent
of the clause.
In general, clausal negation negates the entire proposition. Clausal negation is
expressed by means of analytic negation, i.e. negative prefix ã- č’- attached to finite, analytic
verb forms or to the auxiliary or particles of finite, synthetic verb forms, except the negation of imperative clauses (prohibitive).
In constituent negation the negative scope is over a particular constituent of a clause.
Constituent negation is expressed by means of the negative particle áã oč, which is immediately preposed to the constituent in negative scope.
Clausal and constituent negation may also interact to cause variation in negative scope.
There is also non-clausal negation, which is mainly expressed in word-formation by
means of derivational negation and “negative” prefixes.
Negation Types
a.
b.

Clausal negation
Constituent negation

. Bernini, Payne 1985: 197–242; Dahl 1979: 79-106; Croft 1991: 1–27; Dryer 1988: 93–124;
Payne 1997: 282–294.
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c.
d.

Combined clausal and constituent
Non-clausal negation derivational negation

3.4.2.1 Clausal negation
Clausal negation comprises:
a.
b.
c.

pro-sentences
simple negative sentences
prohibitive sentences.

3.4.2.1.1 Pro-sentences
A pro-sentence is a function word or expression that substitutes a whole sentence. In the
case of negation, pro-sentence is more properly defined as the answer to a yes/no question
consisting of an entire sentence with the same content as the clause before.
For yes/no questions MEA uses the negative particle áã oč’ “no”. Only rarely is the
whole sentence repeated, particularly in spoken Armenian. The more frequently used form
of the negative particle in colloquial Armenian is ã¿ č’ē “no”.
3.4.2.1.2 Simple negative sentences
A simple sentence is negated by means of the negation of its predicate. Depending on the
morphological form of the predicate, i.e. analytic or synthetic, there are the following morphological negation rules.
––

The infinitive is negated by means of the prefix ã- č’-. (neg-V)

(589)	ÎáÕÙ»ñÁ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛ³Ý ¿ÇÝ »Ï»É ß»ÝùÇó Ù³ñ¹ ãÓ»ñµ³Ï³É»É: (Ar
˚avot
07.04.2006)
		
		

kołm-er-ě
hamajaynut’yan ēin
ek-el
šenk’-ic’
side-pl.nom-the agreement-dat theyˉwere come-ptcp.perf. building-abl

		
		

mard
č’-jerbakal-el.
person.nom neg-arrest-inf

		“The sides have reached an agreement not to arrest a person (anybody) from this
building.”

––

Finite analytic verb forms, such as aorist, subjunctive future and past forms are negated
by means of the prefix ã- č’-. (neg-V)

(590)	¶áÉ»ñÁ Ë÷»É »Ý ¶ñÇ·áñÛ³ÝÁ ¨ Â³¹¨áëÛ³ÝÁ, µ³Ûó ³Û¹ Ñ³ÕÃ³Ý³ÏÁ, ë³Ï³ÛÝ,
ã÷áË»ó «öÛáõÝÏÇ» íÇ×³ÏÁ: (Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 gol-er-ě
xp’-el
en
Grigoryan-ě
ew
		 goal-pl.nom-the hit-ptcp.perf. they are Grigoryan.nom-the conj
		 T’adewosyan-ě
bayc’ ayd hałt’anak-ě
sakayn
		 T’adewosyan.nom-the conj that victory.nom-the conj
		 č-’p’ox-ec’
“P’yunki” vičak-ě.
		 neg-change-aor.3.sg “P’yunki” situation.nom-the
		“Grigoryan and T’adewosyan scored the goals, but this victory, has not, however,
changed the situation of “P’yunki”.”

 Armenian

––

Synthetic finite verb forms of present, imperfect, future, perfect, and pluquamperfect
indicative are negated by means of the negated auxiliary and the participle. The order
of auxiliary and participle is inverse in negation, because of the syntactic negation
focus (see below). (neg-AUX PART). The only exception is the compound tense with
the resultative participle: here the order of the negated auxiliary and the participle is
the same as in the affirmative form (PTCP.RES. + neg-AUX)

(591)	àõëïÇ ïíÛ³É »ñÏñ³Ù³ëáõÙ ³Û¹ Å³Ù³Ý³Ïí³ÝÇó Ñ³Û»ñ ã¿ÇÝ ³åñáõÙ:
(Azg 10.01.2006)
		 usti tvyal
erkramas-um
ayd žamanak-vanic’ hay-er
		 conj give-ptcp.perf. world’s part-loc that time-abl
Armenian-pl.nom
		 č’-ēin
apr-um.
		 neg-they were live-ptcp.pres.
		“Therefore since that time Armenians did not live in the given part of the world.”
(592)	ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ ¿É ã»Ù Ï³ñáÕ ³ÛÝåÇëÇ ·áñÍ ·ïÝ»É, áñ ·áÝ» ×³Ý³å³ñÑ³Í³ËëÇ
·áõÙ³ñÇ Ñ³ñóÁ ÉáõÍ»Ù: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		
		

Erewan-um ēl
č’-em
karoł
aynpisi gorc
gtn-el
Yerevan-loc also neg-Iˉam can-ptcp.pres. such
work.nom find-inf

		 or
gone čanaparhacaxs-i
gumar-i
harc’-ě
		 conj at least travel expense-dat amount-dat question.nom-the
		 luc-em.
		 solve-subj.fut.1.sg
		“In Yerevan I can also not find such a job, that I may at least solve the problem of the
travel expense’s amount.”
(593)

2004-Çó ÏÝáçë Ñ»ï ã»Ù, µ³Ûó µ³Å³Ýí³Í ã»Ù: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 2004-ic’ knoj-s
het č’-em
bayc’ bažan-v-ac
č’-em.
		 2004-abl wife-dat-my post neg-I am conj divorce-pass-ptcp.res. neg-I am
		 “Since 2004 I have not been with my wife, but I am not divorced.”

––
––

The imperative is negated by means of the stressed prohibitive particle ØÇ° mi that
immediately precedes the imperative forms. (neg IMP)
The debitive is negated by means of the negative prefix, which is usually directly
attached to the partitive particle åÇïÇ or å»ïù without any order change of the
particle and the verb form. (neg-piti + V). In colloquial Armenian, however, the
negative prefix may also be attached directly to the main verb. (piti + neg-V)

(594)

´³Ûó ãåÇïÇ Ñ³ÝÓÝí»Ù, åÇïÇ å³Ûù³ñ»Ù: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 Bayc’ č’-piti
handjn-v-em
piti payk’ar-em.
		 conj neg-(part) hand-pass-deb.fut.1.sg fight-deb.fut.1.sg
		 “But I do not have to surrender, I have to fight.”
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(595)	´áÉáñÁ å»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝ»Ý ³Õù³ï ¨ Ñ³í³ë³ñ³å»ë ³Õù³ï, ¨ »ñÏñáõÙ Ñ³ñáõëïÝ»ñ
ãå»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝ»Ý: (Ar
˚avot 07.04.2006)
		 Bolor-ě
petk’ ē lin-en
ałk’at ew
havasarapes ałk’at ew
		 all.nom-the be-deb.fut.3.pl poor conj equally
poor conj
		 erkr-um
harust-ner č’-petk’ ē lin-en.
		 country-loc rich-pl.nom neg-(part) be-deb.fut.3.pl
		“All (people) have to be poor or equally poor, and in the country there have to be no
rich.” (Lit.: ..there have not to be rich)

––

The conditional has a separate negative form: with the negated auxiliary and the negative participle. (neg-AUX + PTCP.NEG).

(596)	ºÃ» Ýñ³Ýó Ñ³çáÕíÇ ÉáõÍ»É Õ³ñ³µ³ÕÛ³Ý Ñ³ñóÁ, ³å³ ²ØÜ-Ý ¨ Ü²îú-Ý ³éÇÃ
ã»Ý áõÝ»Ý³ ²¹ñµ»ç³Ý Ã³÷³Ýó»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ:
(Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		 Et’e nranc’
hajoł-v-i
luc-el
łarabałyan
		 conj they.dat succeed-pass-subj.fut.3.sg solve-inf Karabakh
		
		

harc’-ĕ
apa AMN-n
ew NATŌ-n
ar̊it
problem.nom-the then USA.nom-the conj NATO.nom-the opportunity.nom

		

č’-en

unen-a

Adrbejan

t’apanc’el-u

hamar.

neg-they are have-ptcp.neg Azerbaijan.nom penetrate-inf-dat post
		“If they succeed in solving the problem of Karabakh, then USA and NATO will not
have an opportunity to penetrate Azerbaijan.”

In general, the word order of the constituents of a sentence does not change if the entire
sentence is negated, with exception of the order of the auxiliary and participle in compound tense forms.
This change of position of the auxiliary from V + AUX to neg-AUX + V is triggered by
syntactic focus: the negation is in the syntactic focus of the sentence, i.e. in the immediate
preverbal position.
(597)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ²¼¶ Ã»ñÃÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
kard-um
ē
AZG t’ert’-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. he is AZG newspaper.nom-the
			
V
+
AUX
		 “Vardan reads the newspaper AZG.” (Vardan is reading the newspaper AZG.)
(597)

a.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ²¼¶ Ã»ñÃÁ ãÇ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
Vardan-ě
AZG t’ert’-ě
č’-i
kard-um.
			
Vardan.nom-the AZG newspaper-the neg-he is read-ptcp.pres.
				
neg-AUX V
			“Vardan does not read the newspaper AZG.”(Vardan is not reading
the newspaper AZG.)

 Armenian

3.4.2.1.3 Prohibitive
The prohibitive is the negative form of the imperative and conveys directive meaning. This
negative form negates the entire directive proposition.
As mentioned in Ch. 2.5.7.3.4. “Imperative”, p. 271f.), the prohibitive uses the separate
and stressed prohibitive particle ÙÇ mi. The verbal form following this prohibitive particle is
preferably the imperative form.
(598)

àõï»ÉÇë ÙÇ° ËáëÇñ:

		 Utel-is
mi xos-ir!
		 eat-ptcp.proc. neg speak-imp.2.sg
		 “Do not speak when you eat!”
(599)
		
		
		

ØÇ° ³ÝÑ³Ý·ëï³óÇñ:

mi anhangst-ac’ir!
neg worry-imp.2.sg
“Do not worry!”

3.4.2.2 Constituent negation
Any constituent of a sentence can be negated by means of the preposed particle áã oč’; i.e.
the particle immediately precedes the constituent to be negated.
The negation of a constituent does not trigger change in word order.
(600)	ÆëÏ Ç±ÝãÝ ¿ ëïÇå»É øáã³ñÛ³ÝÇÝ ·Ý³É ³Ûë ³ÏÝÑ³Ûïáñ»Ý áã ³Ù»Ý³É³í ÉáõÍÙ³ÝÁ:
(Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)
		
isk inč’-n
ē
stip-el
K’oč’aryan-i-n
gn-al
		conj wh-what-the it is force-ptcp.perf. K’oč’aryan-dat-the go-inf
		
		

ays aknahaytoren oč’ amenalav lucman-ě?
this obviously
neg best
solution-dat-the

		“And what has forced K’oč’aryan to follow this obviously not-best solution?” (Negative
scope on the modifying adjective in the superlative)
(601)	Ð³ñóáõÙÝ»ñÝ ³ÝóÏ³óí»É »Ý 18–30 ï³ñ»Ï³Ý, ï³ñµ»ñ µáõÑ»ñáõÙ ëáíáñáÕ 1000
áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇ ¨ ¨ë 100 áã áõë³ÝáÕÝ»ñÇ ßñç³ÝáõÙ: (Azg 06.04.2006)
		 harc’um-ner-n
anc’kac’-v-el
en
18–30 tarekan
		 interview-pl.nom-the conduct-pass-ptcp.perf. they are 18–30 year
		 tarber
buh-er-um
sovor-oł
1000
		 different institution of higher education-loc study-ptcp.sub. 1000
		
		

usanoł-ner-i
ew
ews 100 oč’ usanoł-ner-i
šrjan-um.
student-pl-dat conj also 100 neg student-pl-dat circle-loc

		“The interviews were conducted in the circle of 18–30- year- old people,
of 1000 students in different institutes of higher education and also of
100 non-students.” (Negative scope on the dative attribute)
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(602)	´³Ûó Ñ³ñóÝ ³ÛÝ ¿, áñ áã µ³ñÓñ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÁ Ýå³ëïáõÙ ¿ ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ
½³ñ·³óÙ³ÝÁ:
		
		

bayc’ harc’-n
ayn ē
or
oč’ barjr ašxatavarj-ě
conj question.nom-the that it is conj neg high salary.nom-the

		 npast-um
ē kor̊upc’ia-yi
zargac’man-ě.
		 promote-ptcp.pres. it is corruption-dat development-dat-the
		“But the question is whether the not high salary promotes the development of corruption.” (Negative scope on the attributive adjective)
(603)	¶ÛáõÕ³å»ïÁ ·ÛáõÕÇ »ñ³Åßï³Ï³Ý ¹åñáóáõÙ Ù»Ãá¹Çëï ¿ Ýß³Ý³Ï»É áã
Ù³ëÝ³·»ï Çñ ÏÝáçÁ: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 gyułapet-ě
gyuł-i
eražštakan dproc’-um met’odist
		 village’s mayor.nom-the village-dat music school.nom
methodician.nom
		 ē
nšanak-el
oč’ masnaget
ir knoj-ě.
		 he is appoint-ptcp.perf. neg specialist.nom his wife-dat-the
		“The village’s mayor has appointed in the village’s music school a non specialist, his
wife, as methodician.” (Negative scope on the attributive noun; not a prototypical constituent negation)

Special Types of Constituent Negation
a. Contrastive Negation
In a contrastive negation usually two constituents, having the same syntactic function,
are contrasted, e.g. nouns in subject or direct object functions, verbs in predicate function etc.
Nowadays, there are two ways to express contrastive negation: in written Armenian, contrastive negation is usually expressed by means of clausal negation: the verb is negated, and
the contrasted constituents remain affirmative, but are distinguished by means of intonation and the movement of the first contrasted constituent into the preverbal focus position.
By contrast, the adversative conjunctions µ³Ûó bayc’, ³ÛÉ ayl (the latter more frequently
used in spoken Armenian) “but” are used.
(604)

²ÝÇÝ ÓáõÏ ãÇ áõïáõÙ« (µ³Ûó)/³ÛÉª ÙÇë:

		 Ani-n
juk
č’-i
ut-um
bayc’/ayl mis.
		 Ani.nom-the fish.nom neg-she is eat-ptcp.pres. conj
meat.nom
		 “Ani does not eat fish, but meat.”
(605)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ·ñ»É ãÇ ëÇñáõÙ« ³ÛÉª Ï³ñ¹³É:

		 Vardan-ě
namak
gr-el
č’-i
sir-um
		 Vardan.nom-the letter.nom write-inf neg-he is love-ptcp.pres.
		 ayl kard-al.
		 conj read-inf
		 “Vardan does not like to write letters, but to read.”

 Armenian

(606)

Þáõß³ÝÁ ãÇ ·ÝáõÙ ¹åñáó« ³ÛÉª Çñ ùáõÛñÁ:

		 Šušan-ě
č’-i
gn-um
dproc’ ayl ir k’uyr-ě.
		 Šušan.nom-the neg-she is go-ptcp.pres. school conj her sister.nom-the
		 “Not Šušan goes to school, but her sister.”

This way to express contrastive negation is usually used in written Armenian. In colloquial
Armenian and, with increasing frequency, in written Armenian too, contrastive negation
is expressed in another way: the first constituent is preceded by the negative particle áã Ã»
oč’ t’e, the second is put into contrast by means of an adversative conjunction ³ÛÉ ayl. The
verb is not negated.
(604)

a.

			
			
			

b.

²ÝÇÝ áã Ã» ÓáõÏ ¿ áõïáõÙ « ³ÛÉª ÙÇë:

Ani-n
oč’ t’e juk
ē
ut-um
ayl mis.
Ani.nom-the neg fish.nom she is eat-ptcp.pres. conj meat.nom
“Ani does not eat fish, but meat.”

Coordinated Negation

Coordinated negation can also be regarded as belonging to constituent negation: the
coordinated constituent(s) of a sentence are negated.
Coordinated negation uses the same syntactic structure and means to negate coordinated nouns or verbs: the negative particle áã oč’ precedes each of the affirmative coordinated constituents. Double negation does not occur here.
(607)	àñ ³åñáõÙ ¿ñ ÇÅ»ñÇ ¨ ù³ñµ»ñÇ Ù»ç, áñï»Õ á°ã ½ñáõó³ÏÇó Ï³ñ, á°ã íßï³ÏóáÕ
µ³ñ»Ï³Ù, á°ã û·Ý³Ï³Ý, á°ã ÙËÇÃ³ñáÕ ¨ á°ã Í³é³ÛáÕ: (Armenpress 26.03.2006)
		 or
apr-um
ēr
iž-er-i
ew k’arb-er-i
mej
		 rel.nom live-ptcp.pres. he was donkey-pl-dat conj viper-pl-dat post
		 orteł
oč’ zruc’akic k-ar
oč’ vštakc-’oł
barekam
		 wh-where neg mate.nom exist-imp.3.sg neg care–ptcp.sub. friend.nom
		
		

oč’ ōgnakan
oč’ mxit’ar-oł
ew
oč’ car̊a-y-oł.
neg assistant.nom neg comfort-ptcp.sub. conj neg serve-ptcp.sub.

		“Who lived among donkeys and vipers, where there was neither a mate, nor a caring
friend, nor an assistant, nor a comforting nor a serving (person)?”
		(Coordinated negative nouns in the subject function in the subordinated
relative clause)
(608)	ÐÇÙ³ ÇÙ Ù³ëÇÝ ï»Õ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝ ãáõÝÇ, ³ñ¹»Ý ù³ÝÇ ï³ñÇ ¿ Çñ³ñ Ñ»ï Ï³å
ãáõÝ»Ýù` á°ã ·ñáõÙ »Ýù, á°ã ½³Ý·áõÙ: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		 Hima im
masin tełekut’yun
č’-un-i
arden
		 now i.gen post information.nom neg-have-pres.1.sg already
		 k’ani
tari
ē
irar
het kap
		 wh-how many year.nom it is each other post connection.nom
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		 č’-un-enk’
oč’ gr-um
enk’
oč’ zang-um.
		 neg-have-pres.1.pl neg write-ptcp.pres. we are neg phone-ptcp.pres.
		“Now he has no information about me, how many years it is already since we have
not had any connection with each other, we neither write nor phone
(each other).”
		 (Coordinated negation of finite verbs, i.e. predicates)

3.4.2.3 Combined clausal and constituent negation
MEA, as with other natural languages, employs quantifiers or pronouns that are inherently negative. In traditional grammars, negative pronouns appear as a separate subgroup
of pronouns. In modern grammars, however, some of these pronouns are grouped with
quantifiers (such as the negative quantifier áã ÙÇ oč’ mi “no”) or with indefinite pronouns.
Ontological Groups
––
––
––
––

person: áã áù oč’ ok’ “nobody”; áã Ù»ÏÁ oč’ mekě “no one”
thing: áãÇÝã oč’inč’ “nothing”; áã Ù»ÏÁ oč’ mekě “not one/nothing”
place: áã ÙÇ ï»Õ oč’ mi teł “nowhere”313
time: »ñµ»ù erbek’ “never”

The pronouns denoting person and thing are used in the primary pronominal function,
the negative quantifier áã ÙÇ oč’ mi “no” as an adnominal attribute, and those denoting
place and time as adverbs.
Negative pronouns and quantifiers are required to obligatorily co-occur with clausal
negation, i.e. with negated verb forms. This multiple, or double, negation is a special feature of Eastern Armenian and does not occur in Western Armenian.
(609)	ò³ÝÏ³ó³Í ÷³Ëëï³Ï³ÝÇ Ñ³ñóñ»ù, áã áù ãÇ ³ëÇ, Ã» í³ï ¿ ³åñ»É: (Hetk’
08.01.2007)
		 c’ankac’-ac
p’axstakan-i harc’r-ek’
oč’ ok’
č’-i
as-i
		 ish-ptcp.res. refugee-dat ask-imp.2.pl nobody.nom neg-he is say-ptcp.neg
		 t’e
vat
ē
apr-el.
		 conj badly he is live-ptcp.perf.
		 “Ask any refugee, nobody will say that he has lived badly.”

. It is obvious that the negative place adverb is formed by means of the negative quantifier áã
ÙÇ oč’ mi “no” and the noun ï»Õ teł “place”. This noun phrase has been lexicalised to the meaning
“nowhere”. If there co-occurs, however, another modifier with the noun, then the original and literary meaning of the noun phrase as “no place” is maintained. (see example (614) below)

 Armenian

(610)	²é³ÛÅÙ ÅÛáõñÇÇ ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñÁ ã»Ý Í³ÝáÃ³ó»É áõÕ³ñÏí³Í ëï»ÕÍ³·áñÍáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ
¨ áã Ù»ÏÇ Ñ»ï: (Armenpress 12.12.2005)
		 ar̊ayžm žyuri-i andam-ner-ě
č’-en
canot’ac’-el
		 at present jury-dat member-pl.nom-the neg-they are acquainted-ptcp.perf.
		 ułark-v-ac
stełcagorcut’yun-ner-i ew oč mek-i
het.
		 send-pass-ptcp.res. creation-pl-dat
conj nobody-dat post
		“At present the members of the jury have not got acquainted with creations
submitted and with anybody.”
(611)	¶ñùáõÙ ½»ï»Õí³Í ÝÛáõÃ»ñÇó áã Ù»ÏÁ ãÇ Ñ»ñùí»É: (Armenpress 17.11.2005)
		 Grk’-um zeteł-v-ac
nyut’-er-ic’
oč’ mek-ě
		 book-loc insert-pass-ptcp.res. material-pl-abl nothing.nom-the
		 č’-i
herk’-v-el.
		 neg-it is deny-pass-ptcp.perf.
		 “Nothing (none) of the materials inserted in the book has been denied.”
(612)	²Ûë Ñ³ñóáõÙ »ë ã»Ù ï»ëÝáõÙ áã ÙÇ ¹ñ³Ï³Ý ÷á÷áËáõÃÛáõÝ:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 Ays harc’-um es
č’-em
tesn-um
oč’ mi drakan p’op’uxut’yun.
		 this issue-loc i.nom neg-I am see-ptcp.pres. no
positive change.nom
		 “In this issue I don’t see positive change.”
(613)	²ÛÝ ·ïÝíáõÙ ¿ ù³Õ³ùÇ Í³Ûñ³Ù³ëáõÙ, áñï»Õ áã ÙÇ ³ßË³ï³Ýù ãÏ³:
(Hetk’ 12.02.200/7)
		 ayn
gtn-v-um
ē k’ałak-i
cayramas-um orteł
oč’ mi
		 that.nom find-refl-ptcp.pres. it is town-dat outskirts-lok wh-where no
		 ašxatank’ č’-ka.
		 work.nom neg-exist- pres.3.sg.
		 “That is located in the outskirts of the town, where there is no work.”
(614)

²Ûëï»Õ Ï³ ³ÛÝ, ÇÝã ãÏ³ áõñÇß áã ÙÇ ï»Õ: (Armenpress 16.12.2005)

		 aysteł ka
ayn inč’
č’-ka
uriš oč’ mi teł.
		 here exist-pres.3.sg. that wh-what neg-exist-pres.3.sg other neg indef place.nom
		 “Here there exists that which does not exist in another place.”
(615)	²ßË³ñÑáõÙ áã ÙÇ ï»Õ Ã»ñÃ»ñÁ ã»Ý ·áÛ³ï¨áõÙ ïå³ù³Ý³ÏÇ Ñ³ßíÇÝ, ³ÛÉ ª
·áí³½¹Ç: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		 ašxarh-um oč’ mi teł t’ert’-er-ě
č’-en
goyatew-um
		 world-loc nowhere newspaper-pl.nom-the neg-they are survive-ptcp.pres.
		 tpak’anak-i
hašv-i-n
ayl govazd-i.
		 circulation-dat account-dat-the conj advertisment-dat
		“The newspapers survive nowhere in the world not on the account of their circulation, but of advertisement.”
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(616)	ö³÷áõÉ å³åÝ ³ëáõÙ ¿, áñ ·ÇñùÁ »ñµ»ù ïÝÇó ¹áõñë ãÇ Ñ³Ý»É:
(Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		
		

P’ap’ulˉ pap-n
as-um
ē
or
girk’-ě
erbek’
P’ap’ul ˉgrandpa.nom-the say-ptcp.pres. heˉis conj book.nom-the never

		 tn-ic’
durs č’-i
han-el.
		 house-abl out neg-he is take-ptcp.perf.
		 “P’ap’ul’s grandpa says that he has never taken this book out of the house.”

3.4.2.4 Derivational negation
MEA allows some words to be transformed into their negative or opposite using derivational morphology.
Adjectives are most frequently “negated” by means of derivational negation. For this
purpose “negative” prefixes are usually used. Such negative prefixes for adjectival (adverbial) stems are ï- t-, ³Ý- an-, ¹Å- dž-, of which ³Ý- an- is the most productive one.
For nouns usually ³Ý- an- is used, particularly for abstract nouns. (For details see
Ch. 4.1.1. “Prefixes”, p. 647)
(617)	ÆëÏ ïÑ³× Çñ³íÇ×³ÏÇó »ÉùÁ ·ïÝí»É ¾ ´»É³éáõëÇ ßÝáñÑÇí:
(Armenpress 20.05.2006)
		 isk t-hač
iravič’ak-ič’
elk’-ě
gnt-v-el
ē
		 conj un-pleasant situation-abl exit.nom-the find-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
		 Belar̊us-i
šnorhiv.
		 Belarus-dat post
		 “And the resort from this unpleasant situation was found thanks to Belarus.”
(618)	²Ûë ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ïáñáß»Ùª ÙÝ³É ³ÝÏáõë³Ïó³Ï³±Ý, Ã»± ³Ý¹³Ù³Ïó»É áñ¨¿
Ïáõë³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý: (Ar
˚avot 07.04.2006)
		 ays ěnt’ac’k’-um koroš-em
mn-al
an-kusakc’akan
t’e
		 this course-loc decide-cond.fut.1.sg remain-inf un-party member conj
		 andamakc’-el
orewē kusakc’ut’y-an.
		 become member-inf any
party-dat
		“In this course I will decide to remain a non-party member or to become a member
of any party.”

3.4.3

Comparative constructions

In general, comparative constructions compare two items according to some quality. They
can also be regarded as referring to a degree and thus being a morphological category of
adjectives and adverbs.
The expression of degree (positive, comparative, superlative, elative) is expressed by
means of morphology and syntax.

 Armenian

The crucial elements of a comparative construction are:
a.
b.
c.

standard (S), i.e. the element to which some other element is compared
marker (M), i.e. the element expressing the degree of the adjective/adverb and
quality (A), i.e. the element by which the elements are compared, usually adjectives or
adverbs.

MEA adjectives have three degrees of comparison: positive (basic, neutral form), comparative and superlative.
1.

Comparative

The comparative degree is expressed in various ways depending on whether the comparative degree is part of a predicative or an attributive construction.
a.

Predicative Use

If the adjective is part of a comparative construction, two different constructions
are applied:
––

––

The marker-adjective-standard (MAS) construction: the marker ³í»ÉÇ aveli precedes the
adjective’s positive form and co-occurs with the comparative conjunction ù³Ý k’an
and the standard in the nominative case
The standard-(marker) adjective construction (SMA): the bare positive form of the
adjective is used with the standard in the ablative preceding it. The marker is optional
in such a construction.

The object of comparison determines the comparative construction:
––

if two different items are compared, either constructions may be used, i.e. if the object
of comparison co-refers with the subject of the sentence. There is no difference in meaning between the two possible comparative constructions.

(619)

²ñ³ñ³ïÁ ³í»ÉÇ µ³ñÓñ ¿ ù³Ý ²ñ³·³ÍÁ:

		 Ararat-ě
aveli barjr ē
k’an
Aragac-ě.
		 Ararat.nom-the more high it is comp Aragac-ě
			
M
ADJ
Standard
		 “Ararat is higher than Aragac.” (M-A-S)
(619) a. ²ñ³ñ³ïÁ ²ñ³·³ÍÇó (³í»ÉÇ) µ³ñÓñ ¿:
			
Ararat-ě
Aragac’-ic’ (aveli)
barjr ē.
			
Ararat.nom-the Aragac-abl (comp) high it is
				
Standard
(M)
ADJ
			

“Ararat is higher than Aragac.” (S- (M) -A)
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It seems, however, that with complex, (i.e. multi-sub constituent) noun-phrases as standard the MAS or ù³Ý k’an-construction is used with overwhelming frequency because of
easier language processing and due to heavy noun phrase shift:
(620)	Ø³ÝÏ³ï³ÝÁ »ñ»Ë³Ý »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù ³í»ÉÇ ùÇã ¿ ÉëáõÙ Çñ ³ÝáõÝÁ, ù³Ý
ÁÝï³ÝÇùáõÙ Ù»Í³ó³Í »ñ»Ë³Ý: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 mankat-an-ě
erexa-n
erek’ angam aveli k’ič ē
		 children’s home-dat-the child.nom-the three time more few it is
			
M
ADJ
		 ls-um
ir anun-ě
k’an
		 hear-ptcp.pres. its name.nom-the comp
		 mecac’-ac
		 grow up-ptcp.res.
		 Standard

ěntanik’-um
family-loc

erexa-n.
child.nom-the

		“The child in the children’s home hears its name three times fewer than the child
growing up in a family.” (MAS)

This sentence would also be accepted as an S(M)A –construction.
(620)

a.	Ø³ÝÏ³ï³ÝÁ »ñ»Ë³Ý ÁÝï³ÝÇùáõÙ Ù»Í³ó³Í »ñ»Ë³Ûçó »ñ»ù ³Ý·³Ù
(³í»ÉÇ) ùÇã ¿ ÉëáõÙ Çñ ³ÝáõÝÁ:

			
			

Mankat-an-ě
erexa-n
ěntanik’-um
children’s home-dat-the child.nom-the family-loc

		
mecac’-ac
erexa-yic’ erek’ angam (aveli) k’ič’ ē
			
grow up-ptcp.res. child-abl three time (more) few it is
				
Standard
M
ADJ
			
			

ls-um
ir anun-ě.
hear-ptcp.pres. its name.nom-the

	“The child in the children’s home hears its name three times fewer than the
child growing up in a family.” (S (M) A)
Other examples for preferred (MAS)-constructions because of heavy noun phrases:
(621)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ïñ³Ýëåáñï³ÛÇÝ ÙÇçáóÝ»ñÇ Ñ³í³ùáõÙÁ ß³ï ³í»ÉÇ ß³Ñ³í»ï
¿, ù³Ý ¹ñ³Ýó Ý»ñÙáõÍáõÙÁ: (Armenpress 07.04.2006)
		 Hayastan-um transportayin mijoc’-ner-i
havak’um-ě
šat
		 Armenia-loc transport
means-pl-dat collection.nom-the int
			
M
		 aveli šahavet
ē
k’an
		 more profitable it is comp
			
ADJ

dranc’ nermuc’um-ě.
their import.nom-the
Standard

		 “In Armenia, the collection of vehicles is much more profitable than import.”

 Armenian

(622)	²ÛëÇÝùÝ, áëïÇÏ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³í»ÉÇ Ñ½áñ Ù³ñÙÇÝ ¿, ù³Ý ¹³ï³ñ³ÝÁ, áñ »ññáñ¹
ÇßË³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ Ñ³Ù³ñíáõÙ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 aysink’n ostikanut’yun-n aveli hzor
marmin ē
k’an
		 i.e.
police.nom-the more mighty body.nom it is comp
			
M
ADJ
N
		 dataran-ě
or
errord išxanut’yun ē
hamar-v-um.
		 court.nom-the rel.nom third power-nom it is regard-pass-ptcp.pres.
		 Standard
		“That means the police is a mightier body than the court, which is regarded as the
third power.”

––

If the object of comparison does not co-refer to the subject of the sentence, only the
syntactic constructions with ù³Ý k’an is acceptable.

(623)	Î³åÇ áÉáñïÁ ÏÉÇÝ»ñ ³í»ÉÇ É³íÁ, ù³Ý ÐáõÝ³ëï³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 13.05.2006)
		 kap-i
olort-ě
klin-er
aveli lav-ě
		 connection-dat domain.nom-the be-cond.past.3.sg more good.nom-the
			
M
ADJ
		 k’an
Hunastan-um.
		 comp Greece-loc
		 Standard
		 “The connection’s domain would be better than in Greece.”

b. Attributive Use
Usually, if the adjective in a comparative degree is used in an attributive function without
an overt standard, the marker ³í»ÉÇ aveli “more” immediately precedes the positive adjective. (marker – adjective – noun)
(624)

²ÝÇÝ ³í»ÉÇ É³í ³ß³Ï»ñï ¿:

		 Ani-n
aveli
lav ašakert
ē.
		 Ani.nom-the more good pupil.nom she is
			
marker adj N
		 “Ani is a better pupil.”
(625)	Ìñ³·ÇñÝ ³í»ÉÇ Ù»Í ã³÷»ñáí ëÏëí»ó ¶ÛáõÙñÇáõÙ: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)
		 cragir-n
aveli
mec č’ap’-er-ov’
		 program.nom-the more big extent-pl-inst
			
marker ADJ N
		
		

sks-v-ec
Gyumri-um.
begin-pass-aor.3.sg Gyumri-loc

		 “The program was started with bigger extents in Gyumri.”
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If the adjective in a comparative degree is used in an attributive function and the standard
is overtly expressed, the marker immediately precedes the positive adjective. The standard
appears in the ablative case and is preposed to the adjective. (S-ABL marker ADJ + N)
(624) a.
			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ ²ñ³ÙÇó ³í»ÉÇ É³í ³ß³Ï»ñï ¿:
Ani-n
Aram-ic’ aveli
lav
ašakert
ē.
Ani.nom-the Aram-abl more good pupil.nom she is
S
marker ADJ N

			

“Ani is a better pupil than Aram.”

(626)	Üñ³ Ï³ñÍÇùáí, ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ã¿ ³é³ç³ñÏ»É º²ÐÎ ØÇÝëÏÇ ËÙµÇó ³í»ÉÇ
³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ï Ó¨³ã³÷: (Armenpress 17.01.2006)
		 nra karcik’-ov
hnaravor č’-ě
ar̊ajark-el
EAHK Minski-i
		 his opinion-inst possible neg-it is propose-inf OSCE Minsk-dat
		 xmb-ic’
aveli
ardyunavet jewač’ap’.
		 group-abl more effective
form.nom
		 S
marker ADJ
N
		“In his opinion, it is not possible to propose a more effective form than (that of) the
OSCE Minsk group.”

c.

Other Comparative Constructions

In addition to the prototypical comparative constructions with subject-nouns and adjectives, comparative constructions may also apply to other sentence constituents belonging
to another part of speech and fulfilling another syntactic function than just subject.
––

Comparative constructions can also apply to comparisons of entire clauses. The ù³Ý
k’an construction is exclusively accepted in such constructions.

(627)	²Ýó³Í »ñÏáõ ³ÙÇëÝ»ñÇ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ 27 ïáÏáëáí ³í»ÉÇ ·áñÍ³ñùÝ»ñ »Ý
Ï³ï³ñí»É, ù³Ý Ý³Ëáñ¹ ï³ñí³ ÝáõÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï³Ñ³ïí³ÍáõÙ:
(Ar
˚ avot 06.04.2006)
		 ancac’
erku amis-ner-i
ěnt’ac’k’-um 27 tokos-ov
aveli
		 pass-ptcp.res. two month-pl-dat course-loc 27 percent-inst more
		 gorcark’-ner
en
katar-v-el
k’an
		 transaction-pl.nom they are perform-pass-ptcp.perf. comp

naxord
previous

		 tar-va
nuyn žamanakahatvac-um.
		 year-dat same period-loc
		“Over the course of the past two months, 27 percent more transactions have been
performed than in the same period of the previous year.”

 Armenian

(628)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ·ÇïáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ý»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ß³ï ³í»ÉÇ ï³ñáÕáõÝ³Ï ¿, ù³Ý Ï³ñáÕ ¿
«Ù³ñë»É» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³µ»ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		 Hayastan-i
gitut’yun-ě
nerkayums šat aveli tarołunak ē
		 Armenia-dat science.nom-the now
int more capacious it is
		 k’an
		 comp

kar-oł
ē
mars-el
Hayastan-i
ardyunaberut’yun-ě.
can-ptcp.pres. it is digest-inf Armenia-dat industry.nom-the

		“Armenia’s science is nowadays much more capacious than Armenia’s industry
can “digest”.”

2.

Correlative Comparatives

Correlative comparatives are formed by using correlative expressions, and are very similar
to correlative relatives.
(629)	Üñ³Ýó í³Ë»óÝáõÙ ¿ áã ³ÛÝù³Ý ×³Ý³ãÙ³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ, áñù³Ý ¹ñ³ Ñ»ï¨³ÝùÝ»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		 nranc’
vaxe-c’n-um
ē
oč’ aynk’an čanač’m-an
		 they.dat fear-caus-ptcp.pres. it is neg as much recognition-dat
		 xndir-ĕ
ork’an
dra hetewank’-ner-ě.
		 question.nom-the as much its consequence-pl.nom-the
		“It is not the question of recognition but rather its consequences that make
them fear.”
(630)	Ü»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ÂáõñùÇ³ÛáõÙ ³åñáõÙ ¿ ³ÛÝù³Ý íñ³óÇ, áñù³Ý µáõÝ ìñ³ëï³ÝáõÙ:
(Armenpress 23.05.2006)
		 nerkayums T’urk’ia-yum apr-um
ē
aynk’an vrac’i
		 nowadays Turkey-loc live-ptcp.pres. it is as much Georgian.nom
		 ork’an
bun Vrastan-um.
		 as much real Georgia-loc
		 “Nowadays as many Georgians live in Turkey as in Georgia itself.”
(631)	Üñ³Ýó Ñ³Ù³ñ Ïë³ÑÙ³ÝíÇ ÝáõÛÝù³Ý ëáóí×³ñ, áñù³Ý ³Ûëûñ í×³ñáõÙ ¿ ³ÝÑ³ï
Ó»éÝ³ñÏ³ï»ñÁ: (Armenpress 17.12.2005)
		 nranc’
hamar ksahman-v-i
nuynk’an
		 they.dat post limit-pass-cond.fut.3.sg same much
		 soc’včar
ork’an
aysōr včar-um
ē
		 social contribution.nom as much today pay-ptcp.pres. he is
		
		

anhat
jer̊narkater-ě.
individual employer.nom-the

		“The social contribution will be limited for them to the amount the individual
employer pays today.”
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2. Superlative
The superlative degree is usually expressed with the prefixing element ³Ù»Ý³- amena- to
the adjective which serves as a morphological superlative marker combined with the standard of the superlative in the ablative case and preposed to the adjective in the superlative
degree. This S-M-A structure is similar to that of comparative constructions. This is the
most productive superlative construction.
(632)

a.

			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ ³Ù»Ý³·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

Ani-n
amena-gełec’ik ałjik-n
ē.
Ani.nom-the most-beautiful girl.nom-the she is
“Ani is the most beautiful girl.”

Another variant of superlative construction is to prepose the expression ³Ù»ÝÇó amenic’
i.e. of all to the positive form of the adjective.
(632)

b.

			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ ³Ù»ÝÇó ·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿:

Ani-n
amenic’ gełec’ik alłjik-n
ē.
Ani.nom-the all-abl beautiful girl.nom-the she is
“Ani is the most beautiful girl.”

The main difference between these two constructions is purely stylistic; (633b) is more
literary.
An important feature of the nominal standard of superlative construction is that it is
obligatorily definite.
(633)

²ØÜ-Ý ÐÐ-Ý Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ ¿ ï³ñ³Í³ßñç³ÝÇ ³Ù»Ý³Ï³ÛáõÝ »ñÏÇñÁ:

		 AMN-n
HH-n
hamar-um
ē
taracašrjan-i
		 USA.nom-the RA.nom-the regard-ptcp.pres. it is region-dat
		 amena-kayun erkir-ě.
		 most stable
country.nom-the
		“The US regards the Republic of Armenia as the most stable country of the region.”
(634)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ³Ù»Ý³Ù»Í ³½·³ÛÇÝ ÷áùñ³Ù³ëÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ »½¹ÇÝ»ñÝ »Ý.
(Hetk’ 19.02.2006)
		 Hayastan-um amena-mec azgayin p’ok’ramasnut’yun-ě
		 Armenia-loc most-big
ethnic minority.nom-the
		
		

ezdi-ner-n
en.
yesidi-pl.nom-the they are

		 “In Armenia, the Yesidis are the biggest ethnic minority.”

 Armenian

(635)	Àëï Ñ³Û ³Ï³¹»ÙÇÏáëÝ»ñÇ áõ å³ïÙ³µ³ÝÝ»ñÇ` ³Ûë ï»ë³Ï»ïÝ ³Ù»ÝÇó ÝáñÝ áõ
ÍÇÍ³Õ»ÉÇÝ ¿: (Armenpress 27.12.2005)
		 ěst
hay
akademikos-ner-i
u
patmaban-ner-i ays
		 prep Armenian academician-pl-dat conj historian-pl-dat this
		 tesaket-n
amenic’ nor-n
u
cicałeli-n
ē.
		 viewpoint.nom-the all-abl new.nom-the conj risible.nom-the it is
		“According to Armenian academicians and historians that viewpoint is the newest
and most risible.”

3. Equatives314
Equatives are generally defined as constructions in which one entity is characterised by
having the same property to the same extent as another entity (i.e. the equal extent of a
quality is attributed to two or more entities). Equative constructions are similar to comparative constructions. Real equatives, expressing sameness of extent have to be distinguished
from similative constructions that express the sameness of manner and usually involve
expressions denoting “like”.
Equative constructions are characterised by the co-occurrence of the following constituents: comparative constructions and equative constructions consist of two entities,
one being the basis of the equative construction, the comparee, and the other being the
standard. The adjective or adverb as a basis for the equation (same extent) is the parameter,
and there are usually two markers involved: a parameter marker (PAM) and a standard
marker (STM).
The lexical expression of both the parameter and standard marker depends on the
type of equative construction. The parameter marker usually precedes the adjective; the
standard marker precedes the standard. Usually, both comparee and the standard appear
in the nominative case.
(636)
		
		
		
		

øáõÛñë ³ÛÝå»ë ·»Õ»óÇù ¿ ÇÝãå»ë ¹áõ:

k’-uyr-s
aynpes gełec’ik’ ē
inč’pes du.
sister.nom-the as
beautiful she is as
you.nom
Comparee
PAM beautiful
STM
Standard
“My sister is as beautiful as you.”

In specific equative constructions MEA uses the relative-based, canonical construction
with a separate parameter and standard marker, i.e. ³ÛÝå»ë ….ÇÝãå»ë aynpes….inč’pes
“as….as”. These markers are preferably used with qualitative adjectives.
In equatives denoting quantity, ³ÛÝù³Ý aynk’an is used as the parameter and ÇÝãù³Ý
inč’k’an as the standard marker. These markers are usually combined with quantitative
expressions but also with qualitative adjectives expressing dimension.
. Haspelmath, Buchholz 1998: 277–334; Henkelmann 2006:370–398.
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(637)

²ñÙ»ÝÁ ³ÛÝù³Ý ·ñù»ñ áõÝÇ« áñù³Ý (ÇÝãù³Ý)` »ë:

		 Armen-ě
aynk’an grk’-er
un-i
ork’an (inč’pes) es.
		 Armen.nom-the as much book-pl.nom have-pres.3.sg as much
I.nom
		 Comparee
PAM			
STM
Standard
		 “Armen has as many books as I (have).”
(638)

ºÕµáñ Ù»Í ³ÕçÇÏÁ ³ñ¹»Ý ³ÛÝù³Ý µáÛáí ¿ ÇÝãù³Ý Çñ Ù³ÛñÁ:

		 Ełbor
ałjik-ě
arden
aynk’an boyov ē
		 brother-dat daughter.nom-the already as much tall
she is
		 Comparee
PAM

inč’k’an
as much
STM

		 ir mayr-ě.
		 her mother.nom-the
		 Standard
		 “My brother’s daughter is already as tall as her mother.”

Quantity or measure can also be expressed by means of the parameter marker ³ÛÝã³÷
aynč’ap’ and the standard marker ÇÝãã³÷ inč’č’ap’.
This kind of equative construction is a high-literary style, which is not used in spoken
language, and with increasing frequency also not in written language. A common construction, only using the standard markers ÝÙ³Ý nman or å»ë pes “like” and the standard in the
dative case. This is the same construction as in similatives (see below).
(639)
		
		
		
		

øáõÛñë ù»½ ÝÙ³Ý ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿:

K’uyr-s
k’ez
nman gełec’ik ē.
sister.nom-my you.dat like beautiful she is
Comparee
Standard STM ADJ
“My sister is as beautiful as you.”

In colloquial Armenian there is another construction for copular (or verbal predicate)
equative constructions.
(637)

a.

			
			
			
			
(639)

a.

			
			
			
			

²ñÙÝ»ÝÁ ÇÙ ã³÷ ·ñù»ñ áõÝÇ:

Armen-ě
im
č’ap’
grk’-er
un-i.
Armen.nom-the i.gen
measure.nom book-pl.nom have-pres.3.sg
Comparee
Standard STM
Armen has as many books as I (have).”
øáõÛñë ùá ã³÷ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ¿:

k’uyr-s
k’o
č’ap’
gełec’ik
ē.
sister.nom-my you.gen degree.nom beautiful she is
Comparee
Standard STM
“My sister is as pretty as you.”

 Armenian

In this unusual structure, the STM is the postposition ã³÷ č’ap’, the standard has moved
into the prototypical position of the standard in comparison (pre-adjectival position) and
is morphologically marked with the genitive (pronouns) or dative (nouns).315
––

In generic equative constructions the postpositions å»ë pes or ã³÷ č’ap are used as
markers. In generic equatives the standards do not have a specific reference, but refers
to a class generically.

(640)

²Ûë ÉáÉÇÏÁ ÓÇÃ³åïáõÕÇ å»ë ÷áùñ ¿:

		 ays lolik-ě
jit’aptuł-i pes p’ok’r ē.
		 this tomato.nom-the olive-dat post small it is
		 “This tomato is (as) small as an olive.”

––

Equative clauses express a comparison in which the verb is part of the standard. Here,
the standard marker is simply used as a subordinating conjunction in an equative
clause, i.e. ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes “as, like”.

(641)

²Ûë ïÕ³Ý ·ñáõÙ ¿ ³ÛÝå»ë, ÇÝãå»ë Çñ Ù³ÛñÝ ¿ ËáëáõÙ:

		 ays tła-n
gr-um
ě
aynpes inč’pes ir mayr-n
		 this boy.nom-the write-ptcp.pres. he is like
as
his mother.nom-the
			
PAM STM
		 ē
xos-um.
		 she is speak-ptcp.pres.
		 “This boy writes like his mother talks.”

4.

Similatives

Similative phrases usually consist of a similative marker meaning “like” and a standard,
which together function as a kind of manner adverbial of the verb, answering the question “in
what way?”
Similative markers are the postpositions å»ë pes and ÝÙ³Ý nman, both cooccurring with the dative on nouns and pronouns; å»ë pes is more often used in colloquial
MEA. The similative marker can also be used predicatively.
(642)	ÎÇÝÝ ¿É ëÇñáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³Ý Ñ³ñ³½³ïÇ å»ë ¨ áõñ³ËáõÃÛ³Ùµ Ïáñ¹»·ñ»ñ Ýñ³Ý:
(Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 kin-n
ēl
sir-um
ē
nran
harazat-i
pes ew
		 wife.nom-the also love-ptcp.pres. she is he.dat relative-dat post conj

. This structure is most probably a calque of the corresponding Turkish equative construction: (see
Kornfilt 1997: 182 example (665a)
(665) a.
			
			

sen ben-im kadar
iyi
bir
insan-sın
you i-gen asˉmuchˉas good indef person-2.sg
“You are a person as good as me.”
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		 uraxut’y-amb kordegr-er
		 joy-inst
adopt-cond.past.3.sg.

nran.
he.dat

		 “The wife loves him like a relative and would adopt him with joy.”
(643)	ýñÇáõÉ³óÇÝ»ñÝ ¿É Ñ³Û»ñÇ ÝÙ³Ý Ù»Í ¹»ñ »Ý í»ñ³å³ÑáõÙ Çñ»Ýó ÁÝï³ÝÇùÇÝ ¨
ï³ÝÁ: (Armenpress 21.01.2006)
		
		

Friulac’i-ner-n
ēl
hay-er-i
nman mec derˉen
Friulian-pl.nom-the also Armenian-pl-dat post big roleˉtheyˉare

		 verapah-um
irenc’ ěntanik’-i-n
ew
t-an-ě.
		 reserve-ptcp.pres. their family-dat-the conj house-dat-the
		“The Friulians, like the Armenians, also attach big importance to their family and
home.”

The same postpositions are also used in other types of similative constructions: in simile
construction, i.e. in an explicit comparison of two unlike things. Similes do not express
exclusively the manner adverb(ial)s as similative phrases, but as propositional adverbials.
(644)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ ËÄéáõÙ ¿ ÓÇáõ ÝÙ³Ý:

		 Vardan-ě
xžr̊-um
ē
ji-u
nman.
		 Vardan.nom-the munch-ptcp.pres. he is horse-dat post
		 “Vardan eats like a horse.”

5.

Role Phrases

Semantically distinct from all kinds of comparative phrases are role phrases, which express
the role or the function in which a participant appears. Such sentences are marked by the
particle áñå»ë orpes or Çµñ¨ ibrew “as, like”.
(645)	»ë` áñå»ë Ý³Ë³·³Ñ, Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñÇ¹ Ñ³ÕÃ³Ý³ÏÁ Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ »Ù ÇÙ ³ÝÓÝ³Ï³Ý
Ñ³ÕÃ³Ý³ÏÁ: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)
		 es
orpes naxagah
yurak’anč’yur-i-d hałt’anak-ě
		 i.nom as
president.nom each-dat-your victory.nom-the
		 hamar-um
em im anjnakan hałt’anak-ě.
		 regard-ptcp.pres. I am my personal victory.nom-the
		 “I, as president, regard the victory of each of you as my personal victory.”
(646)	Ø»Ýù ×³Ý³ãáõÙ »Ýù Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ Çµñ¨ ÇÝùÝÇßË³Ý å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ:
(Aravot 06.04.2006)
		 menk’ čanač’-um
enk’
Hayastan-n
ibrew
		 we.nom know-ptcp.pres. we are Armenia.nom-the as
		
		

ink’naišxan petut’yun.
self-rule
state.nom

		 “We know Armenia as a self-ruling state.”

 Armenian

3.4.4

Indirect speech

Indirect speech is a specific form of recounting speech through paraphrasing in a subordinate clause, which depends usually on verbs of utterance such as ³ë»É asel “to say”, Ëáë»É
xosel “to speak”, Ñ³ñóÝ»É harc’nel “to ask”, å³ï³ëË³Ý»É patasxanel “to answer”, ³é³ñÏ»É
ar̊arkel “to argue”, Ùï³Í»É mtacel “to think”, ÝÏ³ï»É nkatel “to notice; to remark”, ·áé³É
gor̊al “to shout” etc.
As in other natural languages, the change of direct into indirect speech is often accompanied with other changes.
In MEA these alterations comprise:
––
––

a change of the personal pronoun: from 1st or 2nd person to the corresponding 3rd
person SG. or PL.
a change of deictic elements.

The change of direct into reported speech does not trigger an amendment to verbal tense
or mood, with a single exception: the imperative of direct speech is changed to subjunctive
Future in reported speech.
The Structure of Indirect Speech Clauses
The main clauses contain the verb of utterance, which governs the subordinate indirect
speech clause. The indirect speech clause is introduced either with the subordinating conjunction áñ or in case of affirmative sentences or with the subordinating conjunction Ã»
t’e in case of interrogative sentences. Ã» t’e is particularly often used introducing interrogative sentences with interrogative pronouns but it also serves to introduce reported speech
clauses governed by certain verbs.
(647)	²ëáõÙ »Ý, áñ Ý³ ¿É ·ÛáõÕáõÙ ãÇ µÝ³ÏíáõÙ, ³åñáõÙ ¨ ³ßË³ïáõÙ ¿ ì³ñ¹»ÝÇëáõÙ:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 As-um
en
or
na
ēl
gyuł-um
č’-i
		 say-ptcp.pres. they are conj he.nom also village-loc neg-he is
		 bnak-v-um
apr-um
ew ašxat-um
ē
Vardenis-um.
		 live-refl-ptcp.pres. live-ptcp.pres. conj work-ptcp.pres. he is Vardenis-loc
		“They say that he also does not live in the village; he lives and works in Vardenis.”
(648)	ì»ñçáõÙ Ýñ³Ýù ËÙµÇ Õ»Ï³í³ñÇÝ Ñ³ñóñ»É »Ý, Ã» ÑÝ³ñ³íá±ñ ¿ ïÕ³ÛÇÝ
áñ¹»·ñ»É: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 Verjum nrank’
xmb-i
łekavar-i-n
harc’r-el
en
		 finally they.nom group-dat leader-dat-the ask-ptcp.perf. they are
		 t’e
hnaravor ē
tła-yi-n
ordegr-el.
		 conj possible it is boy-dat-the adopt-inf
		“Finally they asked the group leader whether it was possible to adopt the boy.”
(Lit.: whether it is possible…)
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(649)	²ñÙ»Ý èáõëï³ÙÛ³ÝÇ Ñ»ï ½ñáõÛóáõÙ ÷áñÓ»óÇÝù å³ñ½»É, Ã» Ç±Ýã Ýå³ï³Ï ¿
Ñ»ï³åÝ¹áõÙ ³Û¹ ù³ÛÉÁ: (Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)
		 Armen R̊ustamyan-i
het zruyc’-um
p’orjec’ink’
		 Armen R̊ustamyan-dat post conversation-loc try-aor.1.pl
		 parz-el
t’e
inč’
npatak ē
hetapnd-um
		 clear up-inf conj wh-which aim.nom he is pursue-ptcp.pres.
		 ayd k’ayl-ě.
		 that step.nom-the
		“We tried to clear up in the talk with Armen R˚ustamyan, which aim pursues that step.”

Indirect speech clauses show the following syntactic specifities:
––
––

the subordinate indirect speech clause always follows the main clause.
the order of a prototypical sentence with reported speech: usually the subject of the
main clause precedes the predicate (the verb of utterance), then follows the indirect
speech clause.

The Change of the Person
As mentioned above, the person has to be changed into the 3rd person SG. or PL. if the
direct speech uses the 1st or 2nd person SG. or PL. This change in person affects both of
the personal pronouns in all cases and inflected verb forms.
(650)	-ºë ù»½ ëï»ÕÍ»óÇ Ïñ³ÏÇó« ÇëÏ ²¹³ÙÇÝª ÑáÕÇó, – ³ë³ó ²ëïí³Í ÈÇÉÇÃÇÝ:
		 es
k’ez
stełc-e’c’i
krak-ic’ isk Adam-i-n
hoł-ic’
		 i.nom you.dat create-aor.1.sg. fire-abl conj Adam-dat-the earth-abl
		 as-ac’
Astvac
Lilit’-in.
		 say-aor.3.sg God.nom Lilit’-dat-the
		 “I created you from fire, but Adam from earth.” said God to Lilith.
(650)

a.	²ëïí³Í ÈÇÉÇÃÇÝ ³ë³ó« áñ ÇÝùÁ Ýñ³Ý ëï»ÕÍ»É ¿ Ïñ³ÏÇó« ÇëÏ ²¹³ÙÇÝª
ÑáÕÇó: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:110)

			
			

Astvac
Lilit’-i-n
as-ac’
or
ink’ě
God.nom Lilit’-dat-the say-aor.3.sg. conj he.nom

			
			

nran
stełc-el
ē
krak-ic’ isk
she.dat create-ptcp.perf. he is fire-abl conj

		
		

Adam-i-n
hoł-ic’.
Adam-dat-the earth-abl

			

“God said to Lilith that he had created her from fire, but Adam from earth.

 Armenian

(651)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ í»ñçÇÝ ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛ³Ý Å³Ù³Ý³Ï Ù³ÛñÇÏÝ ³ë³ó, áñ Ýñ³Ý ï»Õ³÷áËáõÙ
»Ý ¶³í³éÇ Ù³ÝÏ³ïáõÝ, ù³ÝÇ áñ Ý³ áõÝÇ Ù»Ï ³ÛÉ Ýáñ³ÍÇÝ »ñ»Ë³ ¨ ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ
å³Ñ»É Çñ»Ýó »ñÏáõëÇÝ: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		 Sakayn verjin ayc’elut’yan žamanak mayrik-n
as-ac’
		 conj
last vist-dat
time.nom mother-dim.nom-the say-aor.3.sg
		 or
nran
tełap’ox-um
en
Gavar̊-i
mankatun
		 conj he.dat move-ptcp.pres. they are Gavar̊-dat children’shome.nom
		 k’ani or na
un-i
mek ayl noracin
erexa
ew
		 conj she.nom have-pres.3.sg another new-born child.nom conj
		 č’-i
kar-oł
pah-el
irenc’
erku-s-i-n.
		 neg-she is can-ptcp.pres. keep-inf they.dat two-dat-the
		“But during the last visit the dear mother said that they moved him to the
children’s home of Gavar˚, since she had another new-born child and could not
keep both of them.”

Another change in person occurs in formal (polite) forms of address, i.e. 2nd person PL., in
direct speech: it has also to be changed to the 3rd person SG. in reported speech:
(652)

«ºë ÏÛ³Ýùáíë Ò»½ »Ù å³ñï³Ï³Ý, »- ³ë³ó ½ÇÝíáñÁ:

		 es
kyank’-ov-s jez
em partakan as-ac’
zinvor-ě.
		 i.nom life-inst-my you.dat I am obliged say-aor.3.sg soldier.nom-the
		 “I am obliged to you with my life”, said the soldier.
(652)

a.

¼ÇÝíáñÁ ³ë³ó, áñ ÇÝùÁ Çñ ÏÛ³ÝùáíÁ Ýñ³Ý ¿ å³ñï³Ï³Ý:

			
			
			
			

Zinvor-ě
as-ac’
or
ink’ě
ir kyank’-ov-ě nran
soldier.nom-the say-aor.3.sg conj he.nom his life-inst-the he.dat
ē
partakan.
he is obliged.

			

“The soldier said that he was obliged to him with his life.”

(653)

îÇ·ñ³ÝÝ ³ë³ó© «ºë ß³ï »Ù áõ½áõÙ ÇÙ³Ý³É, Ã» ¸áõù ÇÝã ·Çï»ù:»

		 Tigran-n
as-ac’
Es
šat
em uz-um
		 Tigran.nom-the say-aor.3.sg i.nom much I am want-ptcp.pres.
		 iman-al t’e
Duk’
inč’
git-ek’.
		 know-inf conj you.nom wh-what.nom know-pres.2.pl
		 “Tigran said: “I want to know much of what you know”.”
(653)

a.

îÇ·ñ³ÝÝ ³ë³ó, áñ ÇÝùÁ ß³ï ¿ áõ½áõÙ ÇÙ³Ý³É Ã» Ý³ ÇÝã ·ÇïÇ:

			
			

Tigran-n
as-ac’
or
ink’ě
šat
ē
Tigran.nom-the say-aor.3.sg conj he.nom much he is

			
			

uz-um
iman-al t’e
na
inč
git-i.
want-ptcp.pres. know-inf conj he.nom wh-what.nom know-pres.3.sg.

			

“Tigran said that he wanted to know much of what he knows.”
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The 1st or 2nd person does not change, however, if the agent of the main clause and of the
subordinate reported speech clause coincide.
(654)

- Üáñ Ù»ù»Ý³ Ï·Ý»Ù« – ³ë³óÇ ù»½:

		 nor mek’ena kgn-em
as-ac’i
k’ez.
		 new car.nom buy-cond.fut.1.sg. say-aor.1.sg. you.dat
		 “I will buy a new car, I told you.”
(654)

a.

			
			
			
(655)

ºë ù»½ ³ë³óÇ, áñ Ï·Ý»Ù Ýáñ Ù»ù»Ý³:

es
k’ez
as-ac’i
or
kgn-em
nor mek’ena.
i.nom you.dat say-aor.3.sg conj buy-cond.fut.1.sg new car.nom
“I told you that I would buy a new car.”

– ºë ù»½ »ñµ»ù ã»Ù Ùáé³Ý³«- Ñ³×³Ë ¿Çñ ÇÝÓ ³ëáõÙ:

		 es
k’ez
erbek’ č’-em
mor̊an-a
		 i.nom you.dat never neg-I am forget-ptcp.neg

hačax ēir
often you were

		 inj
as-um.
		 i.dat say-ptcp.pres.
		 “‘I will never forget you’, you told me often.”
(655)

a.

ÆÝÓ Ñ³×³Ë ¿Çñ ³ëáõÙ áñ ÇÝÓ »ñµ»ù ã»ë Ùáé³Ý³:

			

inj

hačax ēir

as-um

or

inj

erbek’

			

i.dat often

youwere say-ptcp.pres. conj i.dat never

			
			

č’-es
neg-you are

mor̊an-a.
forget-ptcp.neg.

			

“You often told me that you would never forget me.”

The Change of Deictic Elements
Deictic elements such as demonstrative or identity pronouns as well as deictic adverbs
have to change their deictic too. Thus ³Ûë ays “this”« ³ÛëåÇëÇ ayspisi “such a”« ³Ûëù³Ý
aysk’an “so much”« ³Ûëï»Õ aysteł “here”« ëáõÛÝ suyn “same” (proximal deixis) of the direct
speech clause turn into ³Û¹ ayd “that”« ³Û¹åÇëÇ aydpisi “such a”« ³Û¹ù³Ý aydk’an “that
much”« ³Û¹ï»Õ aydteł “there”« ÝáõÛÝ nuyn “same” (distal deixis) in reported speech clause.
(656)	-²Ûëï»Õ« ³Ûë Ä³ÙÇÝ ¿ í×éíáõÙ Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÇ µ³ËïÁ« - ³ë³ó ½áñ³í³ñÁ
é³½ÙÇÏÝ»ñÇÝ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:111)
		 aysteł ays žam-i-n
ē
včr̊-v-um
hayrenik’-i
		 here this hour-dat-the it is decide-pass-ptcp.pres. fatherland-dat
		 baxt-ě
as-ac’
zoravar-ě
r̊azmik-ner-i-n.
		 destiny.nom-the say-aor.3.sg. commander.nom-the soldier-pl-dat-the
		“Here, at this hour the destiny of (our) fatherland is decided” told the commander to
the soldiers.”

 Armenian

(656)

a.	¼áñ³í³ñÁ é³½ÙÇÏÝ»ñÇÝ ³ë³ó« áñ ³Û¹ï»Õ« ³Û¹ Ä³ÙÇÝ ¿ í×éíáõÙ
Ñ³Ûñ»ÝÇùÇ µ³ËïÁ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8: 111)

			
			

zoravar-ě
r̊azmik-ner-i-n
as-ac’
or
aydteł
commander.nom-the soldier-pl-dat-the say-aor.3.sg. conj there

			
			

ayd žam-i-n
ē
včr̊-v-um
hayrenik’-i
that time-dat-the it is decide-pass-ptcp.pres. fatherland-dat

			
			

baxt-ě.
destiny.nom-the

			“The commander told the soldiers that (exactly) there, at that hour, the destiny
of the fatherland was decided.”

The Change of the Verbal Form in Mood/Tense
In general, the mood and the tense do not change if direct speech is changed to reported
speech – except in two cases.
––

Case 1

A change in tense/aspect is triggered when the aorist 1st person is used in direct speech,
if the agent of the direct speech clause does not coincide with the agent of the main clause
(the utterance verb). Since aorist 1st person denotes prototypical evidential meaning, it has
to be changed in reported speech into simple perfect 3rd person. See this chapter, examples
(650) and (650a), p. 543.
––

Case 2

A change in mood is triggered when the imperative mood is used in direct speech. In
reported speech the imperative has to be changed into the subjunctive. This is also true for
the prohibitive: it is changed to a negated subjunctive in reported speech.
(657)

- ´áÉáñ¹ ÙÇ³ëÇÝ ÇÝÓ Ñ»ï »ñ·»ó»°ù« – ·áã»ó áõëáõóÇãÁ: (Hayoc’ lezu 8:113)

		 bolor-d
miasin inj
het ergec’-ek’
		 all.nom-you together I.dat post sing-imp.2.pl
		
		

goč’-ec’
usuc’ič’-ě.
shout-aor.3.sg teacher.nom-the

		 “You all sing together with me!” shouted the teacher.
(657)

a.

àõëáõóÇãÁ ·áã»ó áñ µáÉáñÁ ÙÇ³ëÇÝ »ñ·»Ý Çñ Ñ»ï:

			
			

usic’ič’-ě
goč’-ec’
or
bolor-ě
miasin
teacher.nom-the shout-aor.3.sg conj all.nom-the together

			
			

erg-en
ir
het.
sing-subj.fut.3.pl she.gen post

			

“The teacher shouted that all should sing together with her.”
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(658)

– ØÇ° ½³ñÙ³Ý³ù«- ³ë³ó Í»ñ Íáí³ÛÇÝÁ:

		 Mi
zarman-ak’
as-ac’
cer covayin-ě.
		 neg be surprised-imp.2.pl say-aor.3.sg old sailor.nom-the
		 “Do not be surprised!” said the old sailor.
(658)

a.

Ì»ñ Íáí³ÛÇÝÁ ³ë³ó áñ ã½³ñÙ³Ý³Ý: (Hayoc’ lezu 8:113)

			
			

cer covayin-ě
as-ac
or
č’-zarman-an.
old sailor.nom-the say-aor.3.sg conj neg-subj.fut.3.pl

			

“The old sailor said they should not be surprised.”

Other Changes
––

Vocative

If proper names, nouns or pronouns occur in a vocative function in an imperative clause
in direct speech, this vocative element can trigger changes.
a. The vocative element is kept even in reported speech, in the function of the subject of
the indirect speech clause or as an apposition.
(659)	²ë³óÇ© «Æ±Ýã Ï³ë»ë, Ù³°Ûñ, »ñµ ï»ëÝ»ë, Ã» áñù³Ý ß³ï Ñ³ï³åïáõÕ »Ù µ»ñ»É»:
		 Asac’-i
Inč’
kas-es
mayr
erb
		 say-aor.1.sg wh-what say-cond.fut.2.sg mother.nom wh-when
		 tesn-es
t’e
ork’an
šat
hataptuł
		 see-subj.fut.2.sg conj wh-how many many berry.nom
		
		

em ber-el?
I am bring-ptcp.perf.

		I said: “What will you say, Mother, when you see, how many berries I have brought?”
(659)

a.	²ë³óÇ, Ã» ÇÝã Ï³ëÇ Ù³Ûñë, »ñµ ï»ëÝÇ, Ã» áñù³Ý ß³ï Ñ³ï³åïáõÕ »Ù
µ»ñ»É:

			
			

asac’i
t’e
inč’
kas-i
mayr-s
say-aor.1.sg conj wh-what say-cond.fut.3.sg mother.nom-my

			
			

erb
tesn-i
t’e
ork’an
šat
hataptuł
wh-when see-subj.fut.3.sg conj wh-how many many berry.nom

			
			

em ber-el.
I am bring-ptcp.perf.

			“I asked what would my mother say when she saw how many berries
I had brought.”

b.

If the vocative element does not function as the agent of the action or if there is a pronominal subject in direct speech, the vocative element may function as the object in
the main clause of the indirect speech sentence.

 Armenian

(660)

Ð³ñóñ»ó© «²ñù³°, á±õñ ¿ ÇÙ áëÏÇÝ»

		 harc’r-ec’
Ark’a
ur
ē im oski-n?
		 ask-aor.3.sg king.nom wh-where it is my gold.nom-the
		 He asked: “King, where is my gold?”
(660)

a.

			
			
			

Ð³ñóñ»ó ³ñù³ÛÇÝ, Ã» á°õñ ¿ Çñ áëÏÇÝ:

harc’r-ec
ark’ayin
t’e
ur
ē
ir oski-n.
ask-aor.3.sg king-dat-the conj wh-where it is his gold.nom-the
“He asked the king where his gold was.”

c.	If the vocative element occurs separated, i.e. preceding or following the direct
speech, it is usually omitted in indirect speech clauses.
(661)

- ¸áõ á±õñ »ë ·ÝáõÙ, ³ÕçÇ°Ïë, - Ñ³ñóñ»ó Ñ³ÛñÁ:

		 Du
ur
es
gn-um
ałjik-s
		 you.nom wh-where you are go-ptcp.pres. girl.nom-my
		
		

harc’r-ec’
hayr-ě.
ask-aor.3.sg father.nom-the

		 “(You) Where are you going to, my girl?” asked the father.
(661)

a.

Ð³ÛñÁ Ñ³ñóñ»ó, Ã» Ý³ áõñ ¿ ·ÝáõÙ:

			
			

Hayr-ě
harc’r-ec’
t’e
na
ur
father.nom-the ask-aor.3.sg conj she.nom wh-where

			
			

ē
gn-um.
she is go-ptcp.pres.

			

“The father asked where she was going to.”

(662)	Ø³ÛñÁ áñ¹áõÝ ·ñáõÙ ¿ñ©«îÕ³°ë, ùá ·³ÉáõÝ »Ù »ë ³ÝÑ³Ùµ»ñ ëå³ëáõÙ:»
		 Mayr-ě
ord-u-n
gr-um
ēr.
Tła-s
k’o
		 mother.nom-the son-dat-the write-ptcp.pres. she was boy.nom-my your
		 gal-u-n
em es
anhamber spas-um.
		 come-inf-dat-the I am i.nom impatiently wait-ptcp.pres.
		The mother wrote to her son: “My boy, I am waiting impatiently on your arrival.”
(662)

a.

Ø³ÛñÁ áñ¹áõÝ ·ñáõÙ ¿ñ, áñ Ýñ³ ·³ÉáõÝ ³ÝÑ³Ùµ»ñ ëå³ëáõÙ ¿:

			
			

Mayr-ě
ord-u-n
gr-um
ēr
or
nra
mother.nom-the son-dat-the write-ptcp.pres. she was conj his

			
			

gal-u-n
anhamber spas-um
ē.
come-inf-dat-the impatiently wait-ptcp.pres. she is

			“The mother wrote to her son, that she was impatiently waiting on his arrival.”

d.

The vocative element of direct speech is also usually omitted in reported speech if
conveying a very emotional meaning.
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––

If the interrogative sentence in direct speech is a rhetoric interrogative sentence, the
adverbs ³ñ¹Ûáù ardyok’ “really/whether” or ÙÇ±Ã» mit’e? “really?” are preposed immediately to the asked constituent in indirect speech.

(663)	¸áõ ã·Çï»±ë, áñ »ë ²Ý¹ñ³ÝÇÏÇ ½ÇÝíáñÝ»Çó Ù»ÏÝ »Ù »Õ»É,- ½³ñÙ³ó³Í Ñ³ñóñ»ó
å³åÁ:
		 Du
č’-git-es
or
es
Andranik-i
zinvor-ner-ic’
		 you.nom neg-know-ptcp.pres. conj i.nom Andranik-dat soldier-pl-abl
		 mek-n
em eł-el
zarmac’-ac
		 one.nom-the I am be-ptcp.perf. surprise-ptcp.res.
		
		

harc’r-ec’
pap-ě.
ask-aor.3.sg grandfather.nom-the

		“‘You do not know that I was one of the soldiers of Andranik?’ the grandfather
asked, surprised.”
(663)

a.	ä³åÁ ½³ñÙ³ó³Í Ñ³ñóñ»ó, Ã» Ý³ ³ñ¹Ûáù ã·ÇïÇ, áñ ÇÝùÁ ²Ý¹ñ³ÝÇÏÇ
½ÇÝíáñÝ»ñÇó Ù»ÝÏÝ ¿ »Õ»É:

			
			

Pap-ě
zarmac’-ac
harc’r-ec’
t’e
na
grandfather.nom-the surprise-ptcp.res. ask-aor.3.sg conj he.nom

			
			

ardyok’ č’-git-i
or
ink’ě
Andranik-i
zinvor-ner-ic’
really neg-know-pres.3.sg conj he.nom Andranik-dat soldier-pl-abl

			
			

mek-n
ē
ełel.
one.nom-the he is be-ptcp.perf.

			“The grandfather asked in surprise whether he really did not know that he had
been one of Andranik’s soldiers.”
ÙÇ±Ã» mit’e? “really?” used in direct speech remains unchanged – even in intonation – in
reported speech.
All kinds of interjections used in direct speech are usually omitted in indirect speech.

3.4.5

Miscellaneous

3.4.5.1 Nominalised infinitives
Nominalised infinitives are commonly used both in spoken and written MEA. These nominalised infinitives appear in all cases and also with adpositions.
a.

Subject of nominalised infinitive

With nominalised infinitives, the prototypical (+human) agent of the nominalised verbal
form usually appears in the dative case with nouns and with the genitive case for personal and demonstrative pronouns. The same is always true for (–human) grammatical
subjects; the grammatical subject of a nominalised infinitive appears obligatorily in the
dative (nouns) or the genitive (personal or demonstrative pronouns).

 Armenian

(664)

øñÇëïáëÇ ·³ÉÁ

		 K’ristos-i
gal-ě
		 Christ-dat come-inf.nom-the
		 “The coming of Christ”
(665)

Ñ³çáñ¹ ·Ý³óùÇ Ä³Ù³Ý»ÉÁ

		 hajord gnac’k’-i žaman-el-ě
		 next train-dat arrive-inf.nom-the
		 “The arrival (arriving) of the next train”
(666)

ß³Ý Ñ³ã³ÉÁ

		 š-an
hač’-al-ě
		 dog-dat bark-inf.nom-the
		 “The barking of the dog”
(667)

÷áÃáñùÇ ³í»ñ»ÉÁ

		 p’ot’ork’-i aver-el-ě
		 storm-dat destroy-inf.nom-the
		 “The destruction created by the storm”
(668)	Üñ³ Ù³ëÇÝ ÙÇÝã Ó»ñ ³Ûëï»Õ ·³ÉÁ ß³ï ¿ÇÝ ËáëáõÙ:
(Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		 nra
masin minč’ jer
aysteł g-al-ě
šat
		 he.gen post prep you.gen here come-inf.nom-the much
		
		

ēin
xos-um.
they were speak-ptcp.pres.

		 “They were speaking a lot about him until your arrival here.”
(669)	Ø»ñ ³ÛÝï»Õ ãÉÇÝ»ÉÁ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ß³Ñ»ñÇ ¹»Ù Ï³ßË³ïÇ:
(Armenpress 15.12.2005)
		 mer
aynteł č’-lin-el-ě
Hayastan-i
šah-er-i
		 we.gen here neg-be-inf.nom-the Armenia-dat interest-pl-dat
		
		

dem kašxat-i.
post work-cond.fut.3.sg

		 “Our not being here will work against Armenia’s interests.”

b.

Direct object of nominalised infinitive

The direct object of the nominalised infinitive, however, appears in two ways and thus follows the general humanness criterion:
––

if the direct object of the infinitive is a person (+human), it has to appear in the dative
with nouns and pronouns.
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(670)	»ñÏáõ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÇ ÑáñÁ í³ñÏ³µ»Ï»ÉÁ áã µ³ñáÛ³å»ë, áã ÝÛáõÃ³å»ë ãÇ
÷áËÑ³ïáõóí»É: (Ar
˚avot 07.04.2006)
		 erku erexa-ner-i hor-ě
varkabek-el-ě
oč’ baroyapes oč’
		 two child-pl-dat father-dat-the discredit-inf.nom-the neg morally neg
		 nyut’apes č’-i
p’oxahatuc’-v-el.
		 physically neg-it is compensate-pass-ptcp.perf.
		“Discrediting the father of two children has not been compensated, neither morally
nor physically.”

––

if the direct object of the infinitive is (–human), it has to appear in the nominative with
nouns and pronouns. Exceptions are possible with personified expressions and with
animals (676).

(671)

·Çñù Ï³ñ¹³ÉÁ

		 girk’
kard-al-ě
		 book.nom read-inf.nom-the
		 “The reading of a book”
(672)

Ïñ³ÏÁ Ñ³Ý·óÝ»ÉÁ

		 krak-ě
hang-c’n-el-ě
		 fire.nom-the extinguish-caus-inf.nom-the
		 “The extinguishing (of) the fire”
(673)

¹³Ý³ÏÝ û·ï³·áñÍ»ÉÁ

		 danak-n
ōgtagorc-el-ě
		 knife.nom-the use-inf.nom-the
		 “The using (of) the knife.”
(674)	Øï³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝë Ãáõñù»ñÇ ¨ Ñ³Û»ñÇ å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É µ³Ý³í»× ëÏë»ÉÁ
ã¿: (Armenpress 18.11.2005)
		 Mtadrut’yun-s t’urk’-er-i
ew hay-er-i
patmut’y-an
		 intention-this Turk-pl-dat conj Armenian-pl-dat history-dat
		 veraberyal banaveč
sks-el-ě
č’-ē.
		 post
discussion.nom begin-inf.nom-the neg-it is
		“The intention here is not to begin a discussion about the history of Turks
and Armenians.”
(675)	ø³Õ³ù³óÇáõÃÛáõÝ ãÁÝ¹áõÝ»ÉÁ ÙÇ ï»ë³Ï ÁÝ¹í½áõÙ ¿ Ï»ÕÍÇùÇ ¹»Ù:
(Hetk’ 05.02.2007)
		 k’ałak’ac’iut’yun č’-ěndun-el-ě
mi
tesak
ěndvzum ē
		 citizenship.nom neg-accept-inf.nom-the indef kind.nom revolt.nom it is
		 kełcik’-i dem.
		 lie-dat post
		 “Not accepting citizenship is one kind of revolt against a lie.”

 Armenian

(676)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ÏáÕÙÇó È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ Ð³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý ã×³Ý³ã»ÉÁ
Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÇ ÷áË½ÇçáõÙÝ ¿: (Armenpress 14.12.2005)
		 Hayastan-i
kołmic’ Ler̊nayin
Łarabał-i
Hanrapetut’y-an
		 Armenia-dat post Mountainous Łarabał-dat Republic-dat
		 č’-čanač’-el-ě
haykakan kołm-i
p’oxzijum-n
ē.
		 neg-accept-inf.nom-the Armenian side-dat compromise.nom-the it is
		“Not accepting of the Republic of Mountainous Karabakh by Armenia is the compromise of the Armenian side.”

c.

Oblique Objects

Nominalised infinitives also combine with oblique objects, i.e. indirect object (dat), object
of agency (passive object) (ABL), object of separation (ABL), object of means (INST),
object of comparison (ABL), object of relation (ABL), object of composition (ABL), object
of limitation (ABL, INST) etc. The nominalised infinitives also combine with adpositional
phrases denoting all kinds of oblique objects or adverbials.
(677)	Ðñ³½¹³ÝÇ æ¾Î-Ç 5-ñ¹ ¿Ý»ñ·³µÉáÏÁ éáõë³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÇÝ í³×³é»ÉÁ µËáõÙ ¿
Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ³½·³ÛÇÝ ß³Ñ»ñÇó: (Ar̊avot 06.04.2006)
		 Hrazdan-i
J̌ĒK-i
5-ord ēnergablok-ě
		 Hrazdan-dat HP plant-dat fifth energy block.nom-the
		 r̊usakan kołm-i-n
vačar̊-el-ě
bx-um
ē
Hayastan-i
		 Russian side-dat-the sell.nom-the result-ptcp.pres. it is Armenia-dat
		 azgayin šah-er-ic’.
		 national interest-pl-abl.
		“Selling the fifth energy block of the Hrazdan hydropower plant to the Russian side,
results from Armenia’s national interests.” (indirect object in dative)
(678)	´éÝ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝÇó ³½³ïí»ÉÁ ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ýáñ»Ý ãå»ïù ¿ áõÕ»ÏóíÇ å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý
÷Éáõ½Ù³Ùµ: (Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		 br̊napetut’yun-ic’ azat-v-el-ě
anpaymanoren
		 dictatorship-abl free-refl-inf.nom-the necessarily
		 č’-petk’ ē ułekc’-v-i
		 neg-accompany-pass-deb.fut.3.sg

petut’y-an p’luzm-amb.
state-dat destruction-inst

		“Freeing (oneself) from dictatorship must not necessarily be accompanied by the
destruction of the state.” (Object of separation in ablative)
(679)	²Ûëï»Õ ¨ ³ñï³ë³ÑÙ³ÝáõÙ óáõó³Ñ³Ý¹»ëÝ»ñÇÝ Ù³ëÝ³Ïó»ÉÁ ß³ï û·ï³Ï³ñ ¿:
(Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		 aysteł ew artasahman-um c’uc’ahandes-ner-i-n
masnakc’el-ě
		 here conj abroad-loc
exhibition-pl-dat-the participate-inf.nom-the
		 šat ōgtakar ē.
		 int useful it is
		“Participation at exhibitions here and abroad is very useful.” (Dative object; the verb
“participate” assigns the dative case)
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(680)	²Û¹ å³ï×³éáí ëË³ÉÝ»ñÇó Ëáõë³÷»ÉÝ ³ÝÑÝ³ñ ¾ñ:
(Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		 ayd patčar̊-ov
sxal-ner-ic’
xusap’-el-n
anhnar
ēr.
		 that reason-inst mistake-pl-abl escape-inf.nom-the impossible it was
		 “Therefore the escape from mistakes was impossible.”
(681)

Î³ñÍáõÙ »Ù, áñ ¹ñ³ Ù³ëÇÝ Ëáë»ÉÁ í³Õ³Å³Ù ¿: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)

		 karc-um
em or
dra
masin xos-el-ě
vałažam ē.
		 think-ptcp.pres. I am conj it-gen post speak-inf.nom-the precipitate it is
		 “I think that talking about this is precipitate.”

3.4.5.2 Attribute nominalisation and pseudo-double-definiteness
Attribute nominalisation is a widespread phenomenon in MEA; although the nominalisation belongs in part to morphology and the morphological derivation of adjectives,
numerals etc., this kind of nominalisation also triggers a definiteness marking, and thus a
specific syntactic construction.
The regular attribute nominalisation marker is -ÇÝ -in;316 this marker is used to convey
the meaning “belonging to/ of ”.
(682)	§¾ë ·ÇñùÁ Üáñ³í³ÝùÇÝÝ ³ »Õ»É, Üáñ³í³ÝùÁ 1373Ã.-ÇÝ ³ Ï³éáõóí»É:
(Hetk’ 29.01.2007)317
		 ēs girk’-ě
Noravank’-in-n
a
eł-el
		 this book.nom-the Noravank’-attr-the it is be-ptcp.perf.
		 Noravank’-ě
1373 t’-in
a
kar̊uc’-v-el.
		 Noravank’.nom-the 1373 year-dat-the it is build-pass-ptcp.perf.
		“This book was (the) one from(lit. belonging to) Noravank’, Noravank’ was built in
the year 1373.”
(683)	È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ Ô³ñ³µ³ÕÇ ËÝ¹ñÇ Ï³ñ·³íáñÙ³Ý Ñ³ñóÁ §ÙÇ³ÛÝ ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇÝÁ áõ
Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇÝÁ ã¿, ³ÛÉ Ý³¨ ºíñáå³ÛÇÝÝ ¿É ¿: (Ar̊menpress 07.04.2006)
		 Ler̊nayin
Łarabał-i
xndr-i
kargavorman harc’-ě
		 Mountainous Karabakh-dat problem-dat settlement-dat question.nom-the
		 miayn Adrbejan-in-ě
u
Hayastan-in-ě
č’-ē
ayl naew
		 only Azerbaijan-attr-the conj Armenia-attr-the neg-it is conj also
		 Ewropa-yin-n ēl
ē.
		 Europe-attr-the also it is
		“The question of the settlement of the Mountainous Karabakh problem is not only
one of Azerbaijan and of Armenia, but it is also (the) one of Europe.”

. Diachronically the suffix -in consists of the genitive/dative case marker -i and the suffix -n
which is one of the allomorphs of the definite article.
. This is the written reproduction of an utterance of colloquial Armenian.

 Armenian

(684)	´³Ûó ³Û¹ ÁÝ¹Ñ³ÝñáõÃÛáõÝÁ å»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝÇ Ý³¨ Ù»ñ Ù³ëÝ³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ùµ,
¨ áã Ã» áõñÇßÇÝÁ í»ñóÝ»Éáõ ¨ Ù»ñÁ ¹³ñÓÝ»Éáõ ×³Ý³å³ñháí:
(Armenpress 12.05.2006)
		 bayc’ ayd ěndhanrut’yun-ě
petk’ ē lin-i
naew mer
		 conj that association.nom-the be-deb.fut.3.sg also our
		 masnakc’ut’yamb

ew

oč’ t’e uriš-in-ē

		 participation-inst conj not

verc’nel-u

ew

other-attr-the take-inf-dat conj

		 mer-ě
darjn-el-u
čanaparh-ov.
		 our.nom-the turn into-inf-dat way-inst
		“But that association must also happen with our participation and not by way of taking theirs and turning it into ours.”

Since it seems that the attribute nominalisation suffix -ÇÝ -in has been conventionalised
and grammaticalised with the bare meaning of “belonging to/of ” without the original diachronic reflex of the definiteness in this suffix, double definiteness marking occurs regularly both in spoken and written MEA.
These suffixed forms may, of course, also be used in various cases, and they morphologically follow the i-declension.
Attribute nominalisation, particularly in spoken Armenian, highly depends on the
linguistic context and the apperception basis shared by the interlocutors.
(685)

ê»Õ³ÝÇÝ ¹ñí³Í ÝÏ³ñÝ»ñÁ Î³ñÇÝ»ÇÝÝ »Ý:

		 sełan-i-n
dr-v-ac
nkar-ner-ě
		 table-dat-the put-pass.ptcp.res. photo-pl.nom-the
		 Karine-in-n
en.
		 Karine-attr.nom-the they are
		 “The pictures put on the table are Karine’s.”
(686)

Î³ñÇÝ»ÇÝÇó ÙÇ Ñ³ï óáõÛó Ïï³±ë:

		 Karine-in-ic’
mi
hat
c’uyc’ kt-as?
		 Karine-attr-abl indef piece.nom show-cond.fut.2.sg
		 “Would you show one of Karine’s?”

Attribute nominalisation is also possible with the instrumental case (in proprietive function), instead of using the attribute nominalisation suffix.
(687)

ØáñáõùáíÇÝ ï»ë³±ñ:

		 Moruk’-ov-i-n
tes-ar?
		 beard-inst-dat-the see-aor.2.sg
		 “Did you see the one with a beard?”
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3.5

Word order – A general overview

The word order of Eastern Armenian is very often described as ‘non rigid’ or as ‘relatively
free’; but this description obviously only relates to the superficially free, basic word order.
In the following chapters this grammar will illustrate that this “freedom” of Modern Eastern Armenian word order is not boundless.
Thus, one has to distinguish the canonical rigidness of sub-constituent order rules in
noun phrases from frequent order preferences with secondary constituents and from order
“freedom” in the basic word order that are subject both to conventionalised order rules and
to the functional focus principle in the case of non-neutral utterances.
One also has to differentiate between order rules of spoken and written MEA.
Whereas in spoken Armenian syntactic word order is usually intensified and even substituted with prosodic means particularly in a constituent order, written Armenian can
be regarded as more strongly influenced by more or less canonical syntactic rules.
However, the main distinction is between neutral and marked word order. Whereas
neutral word order observes syntactic order rules, marked word order is mainly defined
by syntactic inversion, i.e. movement from a default syntactic position into a non typical
syntactic position and by the functional focus principle.
Furthermore, the following chapters will show that the alleged OV-order of Modern
Eastern Armenian basically shares many word order features with OV-languages, but particularly in basic word order itself Modern Eastern Armenian is both OV and VO.

3.5.1

Main constituents order

The common order of MEA basic sentences is (S)OV or (S)VO.

3.5.1.1 Subject order318
As already mentioned in this grammar, SMEA is a pro-drop language, and thus the grammatical subject of a neutral sentence is usually only expressed with lexical nouns or nominalised items. As the grammatical subject of a finite verb, it is usually marked with the
nominative case.
The neutral position of the sentence’s expressed subject, regardless of whether it is
definite or indefinite, is preposed to the finite verb and usually at the beginning of the
sentence, i.e. S V O, respectively S O V. The canonical position of the grammatical subject
preceding its predicate verb is not constrained by the semantic properties of the various
parts of speech that may function as subjects, such as noun, pronoun, as well as nominalised adjectives, quantifiers, participles and infinitives or even participle constructions.
That means that the preverbal position of the grammatical subject of a neutral sentence
may be regarded as rigid. (S V)
. comp.: Badikyan 1976: 44f; Badikyan, Papoyan 2203: §§ 1140–1141; Abrahamyan 1975: 313f.

 Armenian

This rigid position of ‘S’ preceding the verb and also at the beginning of the sentence
avoids possible ambiguities, caused by the possibly identical morphological marking of the
subject and the (–human) direct object with the nominative case, which may happen in
general statements, like:
(688)

²ñï³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ å³ÛÙ³Ý³íáñáõÙ ¿ ëå³éáõÙÁ:

		 artadrut’yun-ě
paymanavor-um ē
spar̊um-ě.
		 productivity.nom-the cause-ptcp.pres. it is consumption.nom-the
		 “Productivity causes consumption.”
(688)

a.

			
			
			

êå³éáõÙÁ å³ÛÙ³Ý³íáñáõÙ ¿ ³ñï³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ:

spar̊um-ě
paymanavor-um ē
artadrut’yun-ě.
consumption.nom-the cause-ptcp.pres. itˉis productivity.nom-the
“Consumption causes productivity.”

Due of stylistic (poetic) or emphatic reasons, ‘S’ may also follow the verb, particularly if:
––
––
––

the subject is marked by an inverse order (particularly in literary Armenian) (689)
the action and thus the finite verb is marked by an inverse order (690)
verbal complements (objects or adverbials) are marked by an inverse order and by a
preverbal focus position; compare (689) and (689a)

It is mainly the context and intonation that decides upon which element is really marked
in a sentence; in isolated sentences there are various readings.
(689)

ø³Õ³ù ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ³íïáµáõëÁ:

		 kałak’
gn-um
ē
avtobus-ě.
		 town.nom go-ptcp.pres. it is bus.nom-the
		“The bus goes to town.” (Subject is moved to the sentence’s final position and is thus
marked.)
(689) a.
			
			
			

ø³Õ³ù ¿ ·ÝáõÙ ³íïáµáõëÁ:
k’ałak’
ē
gn-um
avtobus-ě.
town.nom it is go-ptcp.pres. bus.nom-the
“The bus goes to town.” (Lit.: it is to town the bus goes.)

			The verbal complement, the place, is marked by means of the preverbal focus
position. Due to the inversed order of the subject, the place complement also
appears in the sentence’s initial position.
(690)

ÌËáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ¨ Ù»Í³ß»Ý ù³Õ³ùÝ»ñÁ: (Grakanut’yun 4: 151)

		 cx-um
ēin
ew mec’ašen k’ałak’-ner-ě.
		 smoke-ptcp.pres. they were conj splendid town-pl.nom-the
		“There was also smoke in the splendid towns.” (Lit.: the splendid towns were also
smoking.”)
		 The verb is marked by its inversed position preceding the subject.
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In cases of multiple verbal complements being marked and if all these marked complements appear in immediate preverbal (focus) and are sometimes moved to the beginning
of the sentence, the finite V usually immediately follows its complements and is also followed by the subject: COMPL COMPL V S
(691)	Ð³ÝÏ³ñÍ »ñÏÝùÇó í³Ûñ ÁÝÏ³í ÙÇ ß³ï å³ÛÍ³é ¨ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ³ëïÕ:
(Mayreni 5: 95)
		 hankarc erknk’-ic’
vayr ěnk-av
mi
šat paycar̊
		 suddenly heaven-abl fall down-aor.3sg. indef int bright
		 ew gełec’ik astł.
		 conj beautiful star.nom
		 “Suddenly from Heaven fell a very bright and beautiful star.”

If, however, only a part of the marked verbal complement is moved to the sentence’s initial
position, and the other appears in the neutral postverbal position, the ‘S’ obligatorily precedes the finite V: COMPL – S – V – VCOMPL
(692)

ÆñÇÏáõÝÁ ¶ÇùáñÁ Ïáõã ¿ñ »Ï»É ËáÑ³ÝáóáõÙ: (Grakanut’yun 4: 133)

		 irikun-ě
Gik’or-ě
kuč ēr
		 evening.nom-the Gik’or.nom-the part he was
		
		

ek-el
xohanoc’-um.
huddle-ptcp.perf. kitchen-loc

		 “In the evening Gik’or huddled in the kitchen.”

The same is true, if, although verbal complements appear in inverse order i.e. at the beginning of the sentence, it is the subject that is marked, particularly if it appears in the preverbal focus position as seen below:
(693)

ØÇ ûñ ³Û¹ ·ÛáõÕáí ÙÇ Ë»Õ×« ³Õù³ï ÏÇÝ ¿ñ ³ÝóÝáõÙ: (Mayreni 5: 96)

		 mi
ōr
ayd gyuł-ov
mi
xełč
ałk’at kin
		 indef day.nom that village-inst indef wretched poor woman.nom
		 ēr
anc’n-um.
		 she was pass-ptcp.pres.
		 “It was a wretched, poor woman that passed one day through that village.”
		Comment: in this case the subject is typically marked with the inversed order of
V+AUX, i.e. the subject appears in the preverbal focus position.

3.5.1.2 Verb Order319
As explained in the previous chapter on subject order, the finite verb usually follows the ‘S’
in neutral and basic sentences. S V

. see Badikyan, Papoyan 2003: 463 ff.

 Armenian

This unmarked order of the ‘V’ following its overtly expressed subject320 occurs without any exception with transitive, intransitive (both unaccusative and unergative verbs)
and presentative/existential verbs.
Before speaking of the basic and neutral order of the ‘V’, first one has to closely look at
the order of the various parts of a verbal form.
Analytic verbal forms, particularly in the indicative tense paradigm, and in some
mood forms obviously prevail. This is particularly true for the so-called secondary forms.
The only synthetic forms are the indicative aorist, the imperative 2nd SG. and PL. as
well as the subjunctive and the conditional.
Thus, analytic tense forms usually consist of the non-finite participle and the inflected
auxiliary »Ù em “I am”. The basic and neutral order is V + AUX, eg. ·Ý³ó»É »Ù gnac’el em
“I have gone”.
The analytic forms of the debitive mood consist of a verbal particle and the finite
verbal form, i.e. the basic and neutral order is part + V, e.g. åÇïÇ ·Ý³Ù piti gnam “I have
to go”.
The analytic secondary forms consist of a participle of the main verb and the inflected
forms of the secondary auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly”; the basic and neutral order
is V + sec.AUX, e.g. ·Ý³ó³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù gnac’ac klinem “I will be gone….”
Analytic secondary forms may but also consist of the participle of the main verb, the
participle of the secondary auxiliary ÉÇÝ»É linel “to be repeatedly”, and the inflected auxiliary em “I am”; the basic and neutral order V + AUX + sec.AUX (participle); ·Ý³ó³Í ¿
»Õ»É gnac’ac ē ełel “he has usually gone (?)”
Analytic secondary forms of the debitive mood may also consist of the particle + V in
the participle form + inflected sec. auxiliary, the order is V + part + sec.AUX, e.g. ·Ý³ó³Í
åÇïÇ É»Ý»Ù gnac’ac piti linem “I will have been gone.”
Compound verbs consisting of a nominal part (or particle) and the main verb show
the following basic order of the particle (or nominal part) and the verb:
––

––

––

––

in synthetic verb forms, the nominal part/particle precedes the inflected main verb,
part + V, e.g. óáõÛó ïí»óÇ c’uyc’ tvec’i “I showed”, óáõÛó Ïï³Ù c’uyc’ ktam “I will show/I
would like to show”.
in analytic tense forms, the nominal part/particle precedes the inflected auxiliary followed by a participle of the main verb, the neutral order is thus: part + AUX + V, as e.g.
óáõÛó »Ù ï³ÉÇë c’uyc’ em talis “I show”.
in analytic debitive mood forms, the debitive particle precedes the compound verb’s
particle/ nominal part followed by the inflected verbal form, the neutral order is thus:
dpart + part + V, as e.g. åÇïÇ óáõÛó ï³Ù piti c’uyc’ tam “I have to show”.
in analytic secondary forms, the inflected secondary auxiliary co-occurs with the particle/nominal part and the participle of the verb, the neutral order is: part + V + sec.
AUX, as e.g. ¹áõñë »Ï³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ù durs ekac klinem “I will have been brought out”

. The pronominal subject is only expressed if marked; in unmarked utterances the pronominal
subjects drop.
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––

in analytic secondary forms of the debitive mood, compound verbs show the following neutral order of the compound verb’s particle/nominal part, verb in participle,
debitive particle and inflected sec. auxiliary: part + V(participle) + dpart + sec.AUX,
as in e.g. ¹áõñë »Ï³Í åÇïÇ ÉÇÝ»Ù: durs ekac piti linem “lit.: I will have to have been
brought out”.

These rules for basic order show an overwhelming preference for left-adjacent order of
verbal particles, and a fixed right-adjacent basic order of for the auxiliary, which would
support the arguement for a preferable basic word order of OV.
What about the order of the main verb and its dependent verbs like modal, volitional,
phrasal etc. verbs e.g.?
In such constructions, the inflected verb is considered to be the governing verb; the
governed or dependent verb appears usually in the infinitive (or in some constructions
in colloquial Armenian in the subjunctive) and follows the governing verb in basic,
neutral order.
(694)

´³ÝíáñÝ»ñÁ ëÏë»É »Ý ù³Ý¹»É Ã³ïñáÝÇ µ»ÙÁ: (Ar̊avot 06.04.2006)

		 banvor-ner-ě
sks-el
en
k’and-el
		 worker-pl.nom-the begin-ptcp.perf. they are destroy-inf
		
		

t’atron-i
bem-ě.
theatre-dat stage.nom-the

		 “The workers have started to destroy the theatre’s stage.”
(695)	Ü³Ë »ë áõ½áõÙ »Ù ßÝáñÑ³Ï³ÉáõÃÛáõÝ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É Ññ³í»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ:
(Armenpress 28.03.2006)
		 nax es
uz-um
em šnorhakalut’yun haytnel
		 first i.nom want-ptcp.pres. I am gratitude.nom express-inf
		 hraver-i
hamar.
		 invitation-dat post
		 “First I want to express (my) gratitude for the invitation.”

The regular order of such constructions with modal, volitional, phase etc. verbs is V1 + V2.
The V2, mainly the second verb in the infinitive, either immediately follows its governing
verb or may be separated from its preceding governing verb by other constituents.
(696)	Ø»Ýù áõÕÕ³ÏÇ ëïÇåí³Í ¿ÇÝù Ù»½ Ùáï å³Ñ»É Ýñ³ÝóÇó Ù»ÏÇÝ:
(Hetk’ 1 4.01.2007)
		 menk’
ułłaki stip-v-ac
ēink’
mez
mot pah-el
		 we.nom simply force-pass-ptcp.res. we were we.dat post keep-inf
					
V1
V2
		 nranc’-ic’ mek-i-n.
		 they-abl one-dat-the
		 “We were simply forced to keep one of them with us.”

 Armenian

This regular order, is however, not consistent with the preferred order of such verb series in
OV-language, where the basic order is V2 + V1 instead.
The functional focus principle heavily influences word order: the marked part of the
sentence appears in the immediate preverbal position. Preverbal position is the position
immediately preceding the inflected part of the whole verbal form. This may also be called
focus-related constituent order variation.321
Marked focus order can easily be identified with the changed order of the verb and the
auxiliary from basic V + AUX to AUX + V in compound tense forms.
Serving the focus position, the auxiliary may also be separated from the participle and
occur immediately following the part of the sentence that is marked.
Apart from the changed order of the auxiliary and the verb in content questions,
another typical order change triggered by syntactic focus is the negation of compound
tense forms: in negative sentences, the negated inflected auxiliary invariably precedes the
verb in the participle form, i.e. neg AUX + V.322
(697)

¸»é ã»Ù Ñ³ëóñ»É Ëáñ³Ý³É ³Û¹ ËÝ¹ñÇ Ù»ç: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)

		 der̊ č’-em
hasc’r-el
xoran-al
ayd xndr-i
mej.
		 still neg-I am manage-ptcp.perf. go deep-inf that problem-dat post
		 “I have not yet managed to go deep into that problem.”

The negated auxiliary appears in the preverbal position; an example of a syntactic focus
in MEA.
(698)	²é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù »Ý ï»ëÝáõÙ ï³ù¹»ÕÁ« ³é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù »Ý ÉëáõÙ ³ÝáõÝÁ:
(Mayreni 5: 79)
		 Ar̊ajin angam
en
tesn-um
tak’deł-ě
ar̊ajin
		 first time.nom they are see-ptcp.pres. pepper.nom-the first
		 angam
en
ls-um
anun-ě.
		 time.nom they are hear-ptcp.pres. name.nom-the
		 “It is the first time they see pepper, it is the first time they hear the name.”
		Here, the time adverbial “first time” is marked, and is thus directly followed by the
inflected auxiliary. This is an example of a marked (pragmatic) focus.

. comp. Ch. 3.4.2.1. “Clausal Negation”, p. 523f.
. Please note that the negation of analytic verbal forms with verbal particles, such as in
Debitive, does not trigger a change in the order of the elements; the negative suffix is just attached
to the debitive particle. More on the various functions of focus and focus types see Ch. 3.6.2.
“Focus”, p. 629f.
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3.5.1.3 Nominal predicate order323
The nominal predicate describes the state of the subject of the sentence, typically using
the inflected forms of copular verbs, such as »Ù em “I am”, ÙÝ³É mnal “to stay”, ¹³éÝ³É
dar̊nal “to become”, Ãí»É t’vel “to seem”, Ñ³Ù³ñ»É hamarel “to hold for, to regard as”« »ñ¨³É
erewal”to seem?”, Ïáãí»É koč’vel “to be called” etc.
In neutral sentences, the nominal predicate usually follows the subject i.e. S – nominal
predicate.
With the auxiliary verbs »Ù em ÉÇÝ»Ù linem, the nominal predicate regularly precedes
these copular verbs, i.e. S – nominal predicate – AUX
(699)	ºë ëáí»ï³Ï³Ý å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ù³ñ¹Ý »Ù »Õ»É: ºë ¿ë å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñ¹Ý »Ù:
(Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		 es
sovetakan petut’y-an mard-n
em eł-el.
Es
		 i.nom soviet
state-dat human.nom-the I am be-ptcp.perf. i.nom
		
		

ēs petut’y-an hakamard-n
em.
this state-dat against human.nom-the I am

		 “I have been a person of the Soviet State. I am person against this state.”

The order of the nominal predicate is subject to the syntactic phenomenon of heavy nominal predicate shift, i.e. the shift of long and complex noun phrases to the left periphery.
Syntactically heavy nominal predicates tend to appear at the very end of the sentence, also
following the auxiliary verb.
(700)	Ü³ »Õ»É ¿ ºñ¨³ÝÇ ì.´ñÛáõëáíÇ ³Ýí³Ý å»ï³Ï³Ý Ù³ÝÏ³í³ñÅ³Ï³Ý
ÇÝëïÇïáõïÇ ÷ÇÉÇëá÷³ÛáõÃÛ³Ý ¨ ºäÐ ÷ÇÉÇëá÷³ÛáõÃÛ³Ý ¨ ïñ³Ù³µ³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý
³ÙµÇáÝÝ»ñÇ í³ñÇã: (Armenpress 28.03.2006)

		 na
eł-el
ē
Erewan-i
V. Bryusov-i
anvan
		 he.nom be-ptcp.perf. he is Yerevan-dat V. Bryusov-dat named
		 petakan mankavaržakan institute-i
p’ilisop’ayut’y-an ew
EPH
		 state
pedagogical
institute-dat philosophy-dat conj YSU
		 p’ilisop’ayut’y-an ew tramabanut’y-an ambion-ner-i varič’.
		 philosophy-dat conj logic-dat
chair-pl-dat head.nom
		“He has been (the) Head of the Chairs of Philosophy of the State pedagogical institute named after V. Bryusov and of (the chair of) Philosophy and Logic of Yerevan
State University.”

With other copular verbs, the predicative preferably follows the inflected copular verb
forms in basic sentences, i.e. S – V – nominal predicate.

. Papoyan, Badikyan 2003: 469 ff.
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3.5.1.4 Direct object order
The order of the direct object, ‘O’, seems to be the most discussed and also controversial,
since it may appear as SVO or SOV – depending on the definiteness of the direct object.
Definiteness of the Direct Object
Although there is obviously a strong interaction of definiteness and word order, the neutral
word order SOV, as given in many Armenian grammars, gives no further information on
the semantic and syntactic features of the direct object.
Both in written and spoken MEA, native speakers, with overwhelming frequency, prefer the word order SVO for definite direct objects and SOV for indefinite or non-specific
direct objects.
If the direct object is expressed by a definite noun, it usually appears in SVO-order.
The same is also true for personal pronouns if used to express direct objects.
(701)

²ÝÇÝ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ Çñ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Ani-n
kard-um
ē
ir nor girk’-ě.
		 Ani.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. she is her new book.nom-the
		 “Ani is reading her new book.”
(702)

Î³ÛëñÁ Ññ³Ù³Û»ó Ï³Ýã»É å³É³ï³Ï³Ý µÄßÏÇÝ: (Mayreni 5: 68)

		 kaysr-ě
hramay-ec’
kanč’-el palatakan bžšk-i-n.
		 emperor.nom-the order-aor.3.sg call-inf palace
doctor-dat-the
		 “The emperor summoned to call the palace doctor.”
(703 )	²ÕçÇÏÁ ÙáÉáñ Ñ³Û³óùáí Ñ»ï¨áõÙ ¿ñ Ýñ³Ý: (Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 211)
		 ałjik-ě
molor hayac’k’-ov hetew-um
ēr
nran.
		 girl.nom-the stray gaze-inst follow-ptcp.pres. she was he.dat
		 “The girl was following him with a stray gaze.”

If the direct object is expressed by an indefinite/and or non-specific noun, it usually appears
in SOV-order. With verbal forms in compound tenses, this order is also characterised by
an inverse order of participle and auxiliary, i.e. AUX + V. (704) This inverse order, AUX +
V does not present a marked order: it must be regarded as the basic and neutral order of a
sentence with an indefinite direct object.
Here, the order V + AUX would sound odd to native speakers (*704a).
(704)

²ÝÇÝ ·Çñù ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

		 Ani-n
girk’
ē
kard-um.
		 Ani.nom-the book.nom she is read-ptcp.pres
		 “Ani is reading a book.” (Lit.: Ani reads books.)
(704)

a.

* ²ÝÇÝ ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿:

			  Ani-n
girk’
kard-um
ē
			  Ani.nom-the book.nom read-ptcp.pres. she is
			
*“Ani is reading a book”
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(705)

²ÝÏÛáõÝáÙ ë³ñ¹Á áëï³ÛÝ ¿ ÑÛáõë»É: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 57)

		 ankyun-um sard-ě
ostayn
ē
hyus-el.
		 corner-loc spider.nom-the spider’s web.nom it is knit-ptcp.perf.
		 “In the corner, the spider has woven a spider’s web.”
(706)

ØÇ Ù³ñ¹ »ñÏáõ áñ¹Ç áõÝ»ñ: (Gyurjanyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 213)

		 mi
mard
erku ordi
un-er.
		 indef man.nom two son.nom have-imper.3.sg.
		 “A man had two sons.”
(707)

»ë Ï³Ûë»ñ ³ãù»ñáõÙ ³ñóáõÝù ï»ë³: (Mayreni 5: 67)

		 es kays-er
ačk’-er-um arc’unk’
tes-a.
		 I emperor-dat eye-pl-loc tears.nom see-aor.1.sg.
		 “I saw tears in the eyes of the emperor.”

There can be several reasons for a direct object to appear in the beginning of the sentence:
(a) inverse, non-neutral order usually due to a stylistic variation; (b) the sentence’s initial
order of the direct object may also be caused by the inverse order of the subject, as in (708);
(c) The sentence’s initial order of the object is definitely marked if it coincides with the
preverbal focus position of the direct object (709).
(708)

ÇÝùÝ³ÃÇéÁ í³ñáõÙ ¿ ÑÙáõï û¹³ãáõÝ: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 56)

		 ink’nat’ir̊-ě
var-um
ē
hmut
ōdač’u-n.
		 aeroplane.nom-the drive-ptcp.pres. he is experienced pilot.nom-the
		 “The experienced pilot flies the aeroplane.”
		Comment: this sentence shows a marked order caused by inversion of the subject to
the sentence’s final position; thus the object had to move to the initial position. Again,
this order exhibits stylistic variation rather than a real marked order.
(709)	²¯Ë, ³Ûë óáõñï ûñí³ ³åñáõëïÝ ¿ Ïáñóñ»É:
(Gyurjinayn, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 209)
		 ax ays c’urt ōr-va
aprust-n
ē
kor-c’r-el.
		 alas this cold day-dat living.nom-the he is lose-caus-ptcp.perf.
		 “Alas, this cold day’s living he has lost!”
		Comment: the order of the definite direct object here is marked in the preverbal
focus position. (O V).

One has to note, that the order SVO for definite and SOV for indefinite direct objects is
not a rigid rule, but has to be regarded a highly frequent preference rule, particularly with
short basic sentences.
This preferred order rule may easily be changed in favour of SVO in the case of
more complex sentences with a range of various verbal objects and complements and
particularly with direct objects consisting of several subconstituents. The latter change
from SOV to SVO even for indefinite direct objects is probably due to heavy noun
phrase shift.

 Armenian

(710)	ÈÇµ³Ý³ÝÝ ³ñ³µ³Ï³Ý ÙÇ³Ï »ñÏÇñÝ ¿, áñÇ Ñ»ï Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ ëïáñ³·ñ»É
¿ µ³ñ»Ï³ÙáõÃÛ³Ý ¨ Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ³·Çñ:
(Armenpress 11.05.2006)
		
		

Libanan-n
arabakan miak erkir-n
ē
or-i
Lebanon.nom-the Arabic
only country.nom-the it is rel-dat

		
		

het Hayastan-ě
storagr-el
ē
barekamut’y-an ew
post Armenia.nom-the sign-ptcp.perf. it is friendship.dat conj

		 hamagorcakc’uty-an hamajaynagir.
		 cooperation-dat
contract.nom
		“Lebanon is the only Arabic country with which Armenia has signed a contract of
friendship and cooperation.” (S V Oindef)
(711)	Ð»ïá Ý³ ÑÇß»ó ù³Õó³Í áõ ÏÇë³ù³Õó ³ÝóÏ³óñ³Í ¿ÉÇ ûñ»ñ:
(Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 210)
		
		
		
		

heto na
hiš-ec’
k’ałc’ac u
kisak’ałc’
then he.nom remember-aor.3.sg hungry conj half-hungry
anc’ka-c’r-ac
ēli
ōr-er.
pass-caus-ptcp.res. more day-pl.nom

		“Then he remembered more days passed, hungry and half-starved.” (S V indefO)
(712)	Üñ³ Ùáï µ»ñ»óÇÝ ï³ëÁ Ñ³½³ñ ù³Ýù³ñÇ å³ñïù áõÝ»óáÕ ÙÇ å³ñï³å³ÝÇ:
(Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 213)
		 Nra
mot ber-ec’in
tasě hazar
k’ank’ar-i
partk’
		 he.gen post bring-aor.3.pl ten thousand k’ank’ar-dat debt.nom
		 unec’-oł
mi
partapan-i.
		 have-ptcp.sub. indef debitor-dat
		 “They brought him a debtor with a debt of 10,000 k’ank’ar.” (V indefO)
(713)	²ÕçÇÏÁ Ù³ïáí óáõÛó ïí»ó Í³éÇ µ³ñÓñ ×ÛáõÕÇÝ Ýëï³Í ÃéãÝ³ÏÇÝ:
(Mayreni 5: 66)
		 ałjik-ě
mat-ov
c’uyc’ tv-ec’
car̊-i
barjr čyuł-i-n
		 girl.nom-the finger-inst show-aor.3.sg tree-dat high branch-dat-the
		 nst-ac
t’r̊č’nak-i-n.
		 sit-ptcp.res. birdie-dat-the
		“The girl pointed a finger at the birdie sitting on a tree’s high branch.” (Lit.: the girl
showed with a finger the birdie…)

The partitive direct object expressed in the ablative case usually appears postposed to the
verb. (S V partO).

3.5.1.5 Indirect object order
Some Armenian verbs also govern an indirect object, expressed with the dative case.
When there is a co-occurrence of direct and indirect object in a neutral sentence, the usual
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orders are the following (this is particularly important to avoid possible ambiguity caused
by a marking of direct and indirect object with the same case (i.e. the dative in cases of
(+human) direct object and (+human) indirect object; as in (715) :
a.

The indirect object usually follows the direct object, if the indirect object is definite. O – def IO

(714)

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ Ñ³ÝÓÝ»ó Çñ ·Ý³Í Çñ»ñÁ Çñ ÁÝÏ»ñáõÑáõÝ:

		 Vahan-ě
hanjn-ec’
ir
gn-ac
ir-er-ě
		 Vahan.nom-the hand over-aor.3.sg he.gen buy-ptcp.res. thing-pl.nom-the
		 ir ěnkeruh-u-n.
		 his girlfriend-dat-the
		 “Vahan handed the things he bought over to his girlfriend.” (S V O def-IO)
(715)

ºñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ í»ñ³¹³ñÓñ»°ù Çñ ÙáñÁ:

		 Erexa-yi-n
veradarjr-ek’
ir mor-ě!
		 child-dat-the return-imp.2.sg its mother-dat-the
		 “Return the child to its mother!” (O V def-IO).
(716)	´Ý³Ï³ñ³Ý ØÑ»ñÇÝ Ñ³ïÏ³óñ»É »Ý 2005 Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ Ø³ëÇëáõÙ:
(Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 bnakaran
Mher-i-n
hatka-c’r-el
en
2005
		 apartment.nom Mher-dat-the assign-caus-ptcp.perf they are 2005
		 t’vakan-i-n Masis-um.
		 year-dat-the Masis-loc
		 “They assigned an apartment to Mher in Masis in the year 2005.” (O iO-def V)
(717)

Çñ ÏÛ³ÝùÁ ÝíÇñ»É ¿ Ãáõñù³Ï³Ý Ùß³ÏáõÛÃÇÝ: (Armenpress 24.10.2005)

		 ir kyank’-ě
nvir-el
ē
t’urk’akan mšakuyt’-i-n.
		 his life.nom-the dedicate-ptcp.perf. he is Turkish culture-dat-the
		 “He dedicated his life to the Turkish culture.” (O V iO-def)
(718)	ü»¹»ñ³óÇ³ÛÇ ÷áËÝ³Ë³·³ÑÁ Ñ³í³ù³Ï³ÝÇ ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñÇ
ëïáñ³·ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñáí µéÝóù³Ù³ñïÇÏÇ Ó»éÝáóÝ»ñ ÝíÇñ»ó è.øáã³ñÛ³ÝÇÝ:

(Armenpress 24.03.2006)
		 federac’ia-y-i p’oxnaxagah-ě
havak’an-i
andam-ner-i
		 federation-dat vice-president.nom-the collective-dat member-pl-dat
		 storagrut’yun-ner-ov br̊nc’kamartik’-i jer̊noc’-ner
		 signature-pl-inst
boxer-dat
glove-pl.nom
		
		

nvir-ec’
R̊. K’oč’aryan-i-n.
give-aor.3.sg R. K’oč’aryan-dat-the

		“The Federation’s vice-president presented boxing gloves with the signatures of the
national team to R. K’oč’aryan.”

 Armenian

b.

The indirect object obligatorily follows the direct object, if the indirect object is indefinite. This strict order rule is required to avoid ambiguities with a possible possessive
attribute: O – indef-IO

(719)
		
		
		
		

¸³ë³ËáëÁ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ ÙÇ áõë³ÝáÕÇ ï³ÉÇë ¿:

dasaxos-ě
lecturer.nom-the
tal-is
give-ptcp.pres.

nor girk’-ě
mi
usanoł-i
new book.nom-the indef student-dat
ē.
he is

		 “The lecturer gives the new book to a student.” (S O indef-IO V)
(719)

a.

?¸³ë³ËáëÁ ï³ÉÇë ¿ ÙÇ áõë³ÝáÕÇ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ :

			
			

dasaxos-ě
tal-is
ē
mi
usanoł-i
lecturer.nom-the give-ptcp.pres. he is indef student-dat

			
			

nor girk’-ě.
new book.nom-the

			
Lit.: “The lecturer gives a student’s new book.”
			“a student” in Dative is here not used to denote an indefinite direct object, but a
dative (possessor) attribute of “new book”.
(720)
		
		

ì³ñ¹³ÝÝ Çñ áñ¹Û³Ï îÇ·ñ³ÝÇÝ íëï³ÑáõÙ ¿ ÙÇ ¹³Û³ÏÇ:

		
		

ē
mi
dayak-i.
he is indef nanny-dat

		

“Vardan entrusts his little son, Tigran, to a nanny.” (S O V indef-IO)

c.

Vardan-n
ir ordyak
Tigran-i-n
vstah-um
Vardan.nom-the his little son.nom Tigran-dat-the trust-ptcp.pres.

The indirect object usually precedes the direct object, if the indirect object is expressed
with a pronoun. pronIO + O

(721)

²ÝÓ³Ùµ ÇÝÓ ÝíÇñ»óÇÝ ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ ÷Ýç»ñ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

		 anjamb
inj
nvir-ec’in
hianali
p’nj-er.
		 personally i.dat give-aor.3.pl wonderful bouqet-pl.nom
		 “They give me, personally, wonderful bouquets.”
(722)

²Û¹ å³ï³ëË³ÝÇ¹ Ñ³Ù³ñ »ë ù»½ ÏÝíÇñ»Ù ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã: (Mayreni 5:89)

		
		

Ayd patasxan-i-d
that answer-dat-your

		

knvir-em
amen inč’.
give-cond.fut.1.sg everything.nom

		

hamar es
k’ez
post I.nom you.dat

		 “For that, your answer, I will give you everything.”

d.

The indirect object generally follows the direct object, if both direct and indirect object
are expressed with pronouns; pronO + pronIO.
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(719)

b.

			
			
			
(720)

a.

¸³ë³ËáëÁ ¹³ (³Û¹) ï³ÉÇë ¿ Ýñ³Ý:

dasaxos-ě
da (ayd) tal-is
ē
nran.
teacher.nom-the it.nom give-ptcp.pres. he is he.dat
“The teacher gives it to him.”
ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ Ýñ³Ý íëï³ÑáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³Ý:

			
Vardan-ě
nran
vstah-um
ē
nran.
			
Vardan.nom-the he.dat trust-ptcp.pres. he is her.dat
			
“Vardan entrusts him to her.”
			Comment: although this sentence is grammatically accepted, speakers will
avoid using two pronouns of the same number/person in one sentence: using,
instead, a noun for one of the objects.

A sentence with two pronouns, functioning as the direct and indirect object, sounds more natural if there are two different person/numbers of the personal pronouns involved.
(723)

²ÝÇÝ ù»½ ÏÑ³ÝÓÝÇ Ýñ³Ý© ØÝ³ó³ÍÁ ùá ·áñÍÝ ¿:

		 Ani-n
k’ez
khanjn-i
nran.
		 Ani.nom you.dat deliver-cond.fut.3.sg he.dat
		 S
O
V
IO
		
		

mnac’ac-ě
k’o gorc-n
ē.
rest.nom-the you work.nom-the it is

		 “Ani will deliver you to him; the rest is up to you.”

The order of the indirect object and direct object regarding the finite verb seems not to
underlie word order rules; the verb may appear in between the two objects or may precede
both objects – without any semantic difference;324 the direct object typically precedes the
indirect object.
(723)

a

î³ïÇÏÁ Ë³Õ³ÉÇÏÁ ïí»ó ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ:

			
			
			
			

tatik-ě
xałalik-ě
tv-ec’
t’or̊nik-i-n.
grandma.nom-the toy.nom-the give-aor.3.sg grandchild-dat-the
S
O
V
IO
“The grandma gave the toy to the grandchild.”

		 b.
			
			
			
			

î³ïÇÏÁ ïí»ó Ë³Õ³ÉÇÏÁ ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ:

Tatik’ě
tvec’
xałalik-ě
t’or̊nik-i-n.
grandma.nom-the give-aor.3.sg toy.nom-the grandchild-dat-the
S
V
O
IO
“The grandma gave the toy to the grandchild.”

. Comp. Badikyan 1976: 158.

 Armenian

(724)	ºñÏ³ñ µ³Ý³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇó Ñ»ïá ÃßÝ³ÙÇÝ í»ñç³å»ë å³ï³Ý¹Ý»ñÇÝ Ñ³ÝÓÝ»ó
Ù»ñ ëå³Ý»ñÇÝ:
		
		

erkar banakc’ut’yun-ner-ic’ heto t’šnami-n
verjapes
long negotiation-pl-abl post enemy.nom-the finally

					

S

		 patand-ner-i-n
hanjn-ec’
mer spa-ner-i-n.
		 hostage-pl-dat-the deliver-aor.3.sg our officer-pl-dat-the
			O
V
IO
		“After long negotiations, the enemy finally delivered the hostages to our
officers”
(725)	èáõµ»ÝÇ ïÕ³Ý Ý»ñÏ³Û³óÝáõÙ ¿ ÑáñÁ Çñ»Ýó ïáõÝ »Ï³Í Ñ³ñ·³ñÅ³Ý Çñ
ÁÝÏ»ñáçÁ: (Geworgyan 1999:166a)325
		 Ruben-i
tła-n
nerkaya-c’n-um
ē
		 Ruben-dat son.nom-the introduce-caus-ptcp.pres. heˉis
			
S
V		

hor-ě
father-dat-theˉ
def-IO

		 irenc’ tun
ek-ac
hargaržan ir ěnker-oj-ě.
		 their house.nom come-ptcp.res. respectable his friend-dat-the
						
O
		“Ruben’s son introduces to his father his respectable friend, having come
to their house.”
		Comment: in this sentence the definite indirect object precedes the direct object. This
is not the preferred order of the direct object; the IO at the end of the sentence may
be due to the syntactic heaviness and complexity of the direct object noun phrase.

If the verb follows both objects, the object standing in the immediate preverbal (focus)
position is interpreted as marked:
(723) c.
			
			
			
			

î³ïÇÏÁ Ë³Õ³ÉÇÏÁ ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ ïí»ó:
Tatik-ě
xałalik-ě
t’or̊nik-i-n
tvec’.
grandmother.nom-the toy.nom-the grandchild-dat-the give-aor.3.sg
S
O
iO
V
“The grandmother gave the toy to the grandchild.”

Thus there are the following order preferences for indirect objects expressed with a lexical
noun in neutral sentences:
–
–

the indirect object follows the direct object, O IO
in sentences with both direct and indirect object, the verb usually appears in between
both; O V IO-def.

. Geworgyan 1999: Lor̊i, short story 238.
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––

if the direct object appears preposed to the verb, then the indirect object follows the
verb.

Other orders can be regarded as non-neutral, inverse or marked.
(726)

Î³ñÇÝ»Ý ï³ñµ»ñ Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó ¿ñ ï³ÉÇë ë»ÝÛ³ÏÁ: (Hetk’ 17.02.2007)

		 Karine-n
tarberˉmardk-anc’
ēr
tal-is
senyak-ĕ.
		 Karine.nom-the variousˉman-pl.dat sheˉwas give-ptcp.pres. room.nom-the
		Comment: In this sentence there is an inverse order of the indefinite indirect object
and the direct object, the emphasis is additionally strengthened by means of the
obvious preverbal focus position the indirect object.

Other Indirect (Dative) Objects
The indirect object closely related to verbs of “approaching” is postposed to the V with
overwhelming frequency.
(727)	Ð³Û-Çï³É³Ï³Ý µ³ñ»Ï³ÙáõÃÛ³Ý ûñ»ñÁ Ùáï»ÝáõÙ »Ý ³í³ñïÇÝ:
(Armenpress 31.10.2005)
		
		

hay-italakan
barekamut’y-an ōr-er-ě
moten-um
Armenian-Italian friendship-dat day-pl.nom-the approach-ptcp.pres.

		
		

en
they are

avart-i-n.
end-dat-the

		 “The days of Armenian-Italian friendship are approaching their end.”

3.5.2
3.5.2.1

Secondary constituents order
Oblique objects order

MEA has a range of oblique objects:
a. object of agency
b. object of separation
c. object of means
d. object of comparison
e. object of relation
f. object of composition
g. object of limitation
In comparison to the direct object and the real indirect object, the order of oblique objects
is relatively free and is just subject to preferences.
a.

Object of Agency

The agency object, or passive object, is usually expressed with the bare ablative or postpositional phrase with the POST ÏáÕÙÇó kołmic’; it generally follows the verb and frequently
appears at the end of the sentence.

 Armenian

(728)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ µÝ³ÏãáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï³µ³ñ µ³í³ñ³ñ Ï³Ù µ³ñÓñ í³ëï³ÏÁ
ëï»ÕÍíáõÙ ¾ ³ñï³·Ý³ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇó: (Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

sakayn bnakč’ut’y-an
hamematabar bavarar kam barjr
conj population-dat relatively
sufficient conj high

		
		

vastak-ě
stełc-v-um
ē
artagna ašxatank’-ic’.
profit.nom-the create-pass-ptcp.pres. it is outside work-abl

		“But the relatively sufficient or high profit of the population is created through
labour migration.”

This postposed position V – object of agency is also preferred for those objects expressed
with the postpositional phrase:
(729)	´³ÝÏÇ µ³ÅÝ»ïáÙë»ñÇ 45 ïáÏáëÁ ³é³çÇÏ³ 3–5 ï³ñáõÙ Ï³ñáÕ ¿ Çñ³óí»É ³ÛÉ
Ý»ñ¹ñáÕÇ ÏáÕÙÇó: (Armenpress 25.03.2006)
		
		

bank-i
bažnetoms-er-i 45ˉtokos-ě
ar̊ajikaˉ3–5 tar-um
bank-dat security-pl-dat 45ˉperˉcent.nom-the comingˉ3–5 year-loc

		
		

kar-oł
ē
irac’-v-el
ayl
nerdoł-i
kołmic’.
can-ptcp.pres. it is sell-pass-inf other investor-dat post

		“45 % of the bank’s securities can be sold in the coming 3–5 years by another investor.”

b.

Object of Separation

In principle, the object of separation occurs both preposed and postposed to the verb;
though it appears more frequently preposed to the verb. Object of separation – V
(730)	²ÝÅ³Ù³Ý³Ï ÏÛ³ÝùÇó Ñ»é³ó³Ý »ñÏáõ ³ñÅ³Ý³íáñ »Ï»Õ»ó³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ:
(Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		 anžamanak kyank’-ic her̊ac’an
erkuˉ aržanavor ekełec’akan-ner.
		 unseasonable life-abl leave-aor.3.pl ˉtwo worthy
ecclesiastic-pl.nom
		 “Unseasonably two worthy ecclesiastics passed away (Lit.: have departed from life).”

c.

Object of Means

In general, both pre- and postverbal order is possible for the object of means usually
expressed with the instrumental or with postpositional phrases. The postpositional phrase
is mainly applied to (–human) objects with the noun in the dative and the postposition
ÙÇçáóáí mijoc’ov “by means of ”. For (+human) nouns this postpositional phrase is more
seldom used; it can also be expressed – depending on the verb – with the postposition
Ó»éùáí jer̊k’ov “by the hands of ”.326

. Par̊nasyan 1970: 245.
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The more frequent and apparently preferred order is the postverbal, particularly if the
object of means co-occurs with other objects or adverbials.
(731)	Ð³Ýñ³Ñ³Ûï »ñ·ãáõÑÇÝ »ÉáõÛÃ ¿ áõÝ»ÝáõÙ Ñ»éáëï³óáõÛóáí:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 50)
		
		

hanrahayt ergč’uhi-n eluyt’
ē
Popular
singer
performance.nom she is

		
		

unen-um
her̊ustac’uyc’-ov.
have-ptcp.pres. television-inst

		 “The popular (female) singer performs on TV.”
(732)	Ðáõß³·ñáõÙ ÷á÷áËáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Ï³ï³ñáõÙÁ Ý³Ë³ï»ëíáõÙ ¿
Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»É É»Ñ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÇ Ñ»ï Ýáï³Ý»ñÇ ÷áË³Ý³ÏÙ³Ý ÙÇçáóáí:

(Armenpress 08.12.2005)
		
		

hušagr-um
p’op’oxut’yun-ner-i katarum-ě
memorandum-loc change-pl-dat
fulfilment.nom-the

		
		

naxates-v-um
ē
irakanc’n-el lehakan kołm-i
het
foresee-pass-ptcp.pres it is pursue-inf Polish
side-dat post

		
		

nota-ner-i
p’oxanamak-man mijoc’ov.
note-pl-dat exchange-dat
post

		“The fulfilment of changes in the memorandum is planned to pursue with the Polish
side by means of the exchange of (diplomatic) notes.”

d.

Object of Comparison

The object of comparison usually precedes the copular verb, if the noun/pronoun is
expressed with the ablative case. If the object of comparision is expressed with the ablative
case, it also precedes its standard noun phrase, mostly the subject.
(733)

Ðñ»³Ý»ñÇ ÃÇíÁ Ñ³½³ñÇó å³Ï³ë ¿: (Hetk’ 14.02.2007)

		 Hrea-ner-i t’iv-ě
hazar-ic’ pakas ē.
		 jew-pl-dat number.nom-the 1,000-abl less it is
		 “The number of Jews is less than 1,000.”

If this object is expressed by means of the conjunction ù³Ý k’an, it appears after the verb,
mainly at the end of a basic sentence.
(734)	îÕ³Ý»ñÇ Ùáï ÑÇí³Ý¹áõÃÛáõÝÁ Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáõÙ ¿ 3–4 ³Ý·³Ù ³í»ÉÇ, ù³Ý ³ÕçÇÏÝ»ñÇ
Ùáï: (Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

tła-ner-i
mot hivandut’yun-ě
handip-um
ē
3–4ˉangam
boy-pl-dat post sickness.nom-the occur-ptcp.pres. itˉis 3–4ˉtime.nom

		
		

aveli k’an
more comp

ałjik-ner-i mot.
girl-pl-dat post

		 “The sickness occurs 3–4 times more (often) in boys than in girls.”

 Armenian

All other oblique objects, namely:
–
–
–

object of relation
object of composition
object of limitation

ordinarily follow the verb and commonly appear at the end of the sentence.

3.5.2.2 The order of adverbials
Adverbials (adverbs or adverbial phrases) modify either (a) the verb or (b) the whole sentence. Thus the order of adverbials must primarily be discussed in relation to the verb and
only secondarily regarding their position in the sentence.
All adverbials can occur either in the preverbal or the postverbal position in basic sentences, as will be explained and exemplified below; but the order of adverbials relating both
to the verb and the sentence as a whole is also subject to constraints of syntactic heaviness
and the co-occurrence of various adverbials in one sentence.
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.
j.

place
time
manner
purpose
cause
basis
concession
condition
measure/quantity
comitative

a.

Adverbials of Place

In general, the adverbial of place has a rather free order relating to the verb. This rather free
order, however, correlates with the general and basic order of the whole sentence. Furthermore,
it is also subject to semantic constraints depending on the semantic contents of the adverbial
of place: whether it denotes the place of origin of action, place of action or the direction
of an action.
–

Unmarked order

In a neutral, basic sentence with the order SV, the adverbial of place usually follows the
verb, S + V + adverbial of place
(735)

ä³ïñ³ëïíáõÙ ¿Ç Ù»ÏÝ»É ¶ÛáõÙñÇ: (Mayreni 3: 128)

		 patrast-v-um
ēi
mekn-el
Gyumri.
		 prepare-refl-ptcp.pres. I was depart-inf Gyumri-nom
		 “I prepared (myself) to depart for Gyumri”.
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(736)

ÌÝí»É ¿ Èáéáõ ¸ë»Õ ·ÛáõÕáõÙ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 125)

		 cn-v-el
ē
Lor̊-u
Dseł
gyuł-um.
		 bear-pass-ptcp.perf. he is Lor̊I.dat Dseł.nom village-loc
		 “He was born in the village Dseł in (lit: of) Lor̊i.”
(737)	¸³ Ñ³Û»ñÇ Ë³Õ³ó³Í ¹»ñÝ ¿ Ù³ñ¹ÏáõÃÛ³Ý å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý Ù»ç:
(Grakanut’yun 10: 77)
		

da hay-er-i
xałac’-ac
der-n
ē
that Armenian-pl-dat play-ptcp.res. role.nom-the it is

		
		

mardkut’y-an patmut’y-an mej.
mankind-dat history-dat post

		 “That is the role Armenians played in the history of mankind.”

Adverbials of place expressed only with a place adverb or with an interrogative pronoun
denoting place generally occur in the sentence-initial position:
(738)	²Ûëï»Õ ëÝÝ¹³ÙÃ»ñùÝ áõ µ³Ýç³ñ»Õ»ÝÁ í³×³éíáõÙ »Ý Ñ»Ýó ·»ïÝÇ íñ³: (Hetk’
15.01.2007)
		
		

aystełˉ snndamt’erk’-n
u
banjarełen-ě
vačar̊-v-um
here
foodstuffs.nom-the conj vegetables.nom-the sell-pass-ptcp.pres.

		
		

en
they are

henc’ getn-i
vra.
just soil-dat post

		 “Foodstuffs and vegetables are sold here directly on the soil.”

In many utterances and sentences, the adverbial of place appears at the beginning of the
sentence, particularly in written Armenian, as a form of stylistic variation.
(739)	´Ûáõñ³Ï³ÝÇ ³ëïÕ³¹Çï³ñ³ÝÇó »ñ¨áÙ »Ý ³Ù»Ý³Ñ»é³íáñ ³ëïÕ»ñÁ:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 50)
		
		

Byurakan-i
astładitaran-ic’
erew-um
en
Byurakan-dat observatory-abl be visible-ptcp.pres. they are

		
		

amena-her̊avor astł-er-ě.
most-far
star-pl.nom-the

		 “The farthest stars are visible from Byurakan’s observatory.”
(740)
		
		

ø³Õ³ùÇ ¹³ñå³ëÇ Ùáï ÙÇ µáñáï Í»ñáõÝÇ ¿ñ Ýëï³Í: (Mayreni 5: 105)

k’ałak’-i
darpas-i mot mi
borot ceruni
ēr
nst-ac.
town-dat gate-dat post indef leper old man.nom he was sit-ptcp.res.

		“It was an old, leper man that was sitting near the town’s gate.”
		Comment: in this sentence (a) the subject appears in the marked preverbal focus
position (b) the adverbial of place appears in an inverse order in the beginning of
the sentence. This is a highly marked sentence.

 Armenian

–

Marked order (focus)

If the adverbial precedes the verb and appears in the preverbal (focus) position, its order is
usually interpreted as marked. This is true for all semantic variants of place adverbials.
(741)	²Ûëï»Õ »Ý ·Çß»ñÝ»ñÝ ³ÝóÏ³óÝáõÙ îáÝÇÝ áõ ØÛ³ëÝÇÏÁ:
(Hetk’ 15.02.2007)
		
		

aysteł en
gišer-ner-n
anc’ka-c’n-um
Toni-n
here theyˉare night-pl.nom-the pass-caus-ptcp.pres. Toni.nom-the

		
		

u
Myasnik-ě.
conj Myasnik.nom-the

		“It is here Toni and Myasnik pass the nights.” (Lit.: Here Toni and Myasnik
pass the nights.)
		Comment: the place adverb appears in the immediate preverbal focus,
ADV + AUX…

Cooccurrence of Place Adverbials
When there is a co-occurrence of place adverbials denoting the place of origin of the action
and adverbials denoting the direction of the action, the adverbial denoting the place of
origin logically precedes the place of termination of the action. These two adverbials may
also be separated from each other by other complements.
(742)	ÆÙ µ³ñ»Ï³Ù ÎáñÛáõÝ ÎáñÛáõÝÛ³ÝÁ ÂµÇÉÇëÇó »Ï³í ºñ¨³Ý …(Grakanut’yun 5: 207)
		
		

im barekam Koryun Koryunyan-ě
T’bilisi’-c
my friend
Koryun Koryunyan.nom-the Tiflis-abl

		
		

ek-av
Erewan.
come-aor.3.sg Yerevan.nom

		 “My friend Koryun Koryunyan came from Tiflis to Yerevan.”
(743)	Þ³Ñ-²µ³ëÇ Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï Ñ»éáõ ³ßË³ñÑÇó ¹»ñíÇßÇ Ñ³·áõëïáí ÙÇ Ù³ñ¹ ¿ ·³ÉÇë
êå³Ñ³Ý ù³Õ³ùÁ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 95)
		
		

Šah-Abas-i
žamanak her̊u ašxarh-ic’ derviš-i
hagust-ov
Šah-Abas-dat time.nom far world-abl dervish-dat clothe-inst

		
		

mi
mard
ē
gal-is
Spahan
k’ałak’-ě.
indef man.nom he is come-ptcp.pres. Spahan.nom town.nom-the

		“In the time of Shah Abbas, a man in dervish clothes came from a far world to the
town (of) Isfahan.”327

Any order differing from this conventional neutral order is regarded as marked; particularly if appearing in the preverbal focus position, see (740) above.
. Please note that in this sentence the subject “a man in dervish clothes” is marked.
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b.

Adverbials of Time

–

Unmarked, neutral order

Adverbials of time usually occur in the sentence’s initial position; thus they are also usually
preposed to the verb.
This order is the most frequent and also most productive order of adverbials of time in
both written and spoken Armenian. timeADV + S + V….
(744)	¸³ë»ñÇó Ñ»ïá ïÕ³Ý»ñÁ µ³ÏáõÙ ýáõïµáÉ ¿ÇÝ Ë³ÕáõÙ:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2:50)
		
		

das-er-ic’
heto tła-ner-ě
bak-um
futbol
class-pl-abl post boy-pl.nom-the courtyard-loc futbol.nom

		
		

ēin
xal-um.
they were play-ptcp.pres.

		 “After school the boys used to play soccer in the courtyard.”
(745)	ÐáõÝí³ñÇ 26-ÇÝ ³Õµ³ï³ñ Ù»ù»Ý³Ý ï³ñ»É ¿ñ ú·³ÝáíÇ 64 ß»ÝùÇ ³ÕµÁ:
(Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		
		

hunvar-i
26-i-n
ałbatar
mek’ena-n
tar-el
January-dat 26-dat-the refuseˉcollection car.nom-the take-ptcp.perf.

		
		

ēr
Ōganov-i
64 šenk’-i
ałb-ě.
it was Ōganov-dat 64 building-dat refuse.nom-the

		“On January 26th the garbage truck took the refuse of the building of Ōganov
(street) (No) 64.”

If the adverbial of time it expressed with a single time adverb, it ordinarily appears at the
beginning of the sentence.
(746)

ÐÇÙ³ ¾¹·³ñÝ ³ßË³ï³Ýù áõÝÇ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 Hima Ēdgar-n
ašxatank’ un-i.
		 now Ēdgar.nom-the work.nom have-pres.3.sg.
		 “Ēdgar has a job now.”
(747)	ì³ÕÁ È¨áÝ âÇÉÇÝ·ÇñÛ³ÝÁ Õ»Ï³í³ñ»Éáõ ¿ Ýí³·³ËáõÙµÁ:
(Armenpress 03.05.06)
		
		

vał-ě
Lewon Č’ilingiryan-ě
łekavarel-u
tomorrow Lewon Č’ilingiryan.nom-the conduct-ptcp.fut

		
		

ē
nvagaxumb-ě.
he is orchestra.nom-the

		 “Lewon Č’ilingiryan will conduct the orchestra tomorrow.”

If the subject of the sentence occupies the sentence’s initial position, the adverbial of time
usually immediately follows it, and thus still precedes the verb. S + time ADV + V.

 Armenian

(748)	²¹ñµ»ç³ÝÇ Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ÆÉÑ³Ù ²ÉÇ¨Á »ñ»Ï »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý »éûñÛ³ å³ßïáÝ³Ï³Ý ³Ûóáí
Ù»ÏÝ»É ¾ ´ñÛáõë»É: (Armenpress 18.05.2006)
		
		

Adrbejan-i
naxagah
IlhamˉAliew-ě
erek
erekoyan
Azerbaijan-dat president.nomˉ IlhamˉAliew.nom-theˉ yesterdayˉ evening

		
		

er̊ōrya
paštonakan ayc’-ov
mekn-el
ē
Bryusel.
three-day official
visit-inst depart-ptcp.perf. heˉis Brussels.nom

		“Azerbaijan’s president Ilham Aliew departed yesterday evening for a three-day official visit to Brussels.”
(749)	ÐÇí³Ý¹Ý»ñÇó ÙÇ ù³ÝÇëÝ ³Ûëûñ ¹áõñë Ï·ñí»Ý ÑÇí³Ý¹³ÝáóÇó:
(Armenpress 14.06.2006)
		
		

hivand-ner-ic’
mi k’ani-s-n
aysōr durs
sick person-pl-abl some-pl.nom-the today check

		
		

kgr-v-en
hivandanoc’-ic’.
out-pass-cond.fut.3.pl. hospital-abl

		 “Today some sick people will be checked out from the hospital.”

Co-occurrence
If various semantic variants of time adverbials co-occur in a sentence, the most general one
commonly precedes the more concrete ones.
(750)	2005 Ã© ë»åï»Ùµ»ñÇ 15-ÇÝ Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ²ÑÙ»¹ Ü»ç¹»Ã ê»½»ñÁ Ý³Ù³Ï ¿ñ ÑÕ»É
ÐéáÙÇ å³å ´»Ý»¹ÇÏïáë 16-ñ¹ÇÝ: (Azg 10.01.2006)
		
		

2005ˉt’.
September-i
15-i-n
naxagah
AhmedˉNejdet’
2005ˉyear-dat September-dat 15-dat-the president.nom AhmedˉNejdet’

		
		

Sezer-ě
namak
ēr
hł-el
Hr̊om-i
Sezer.nom-the letter.nom he was send-ptcp.perf Rome-dat

		
		

pap
Benediktos 16-rd-i-n.
pope.nom Benediktos 16th-dat-the

		“On September 15th 2005, President Ahmet Necdet Sezer had sent a letter to Rome’s
Pope Benedict 16th.”
(751)	²Ûëûñ ³é³íáïÛ³Ý Ø»ÕñÇáõÙ û¹Ç ç»ñÙ³ëïÇ×³ÝÁ ³ñÓ³Ý³·ñí»É -3:
(Armenpress 06.04.2006)
		

aysōr ar̊avotyan Mełri-um ōd-i
jermastičan-ě
today morning Mełri-loc air-dat temperature.nom-the

		
		

arjanagr-v-el
ē
–3.
register-pass-ptcp.perf it is –3

		 “This morning the air temperature in Mełri was registered as minus three.”

For a co-occurrence of adverbials of time and place, the adverbials of time usually precede
the place adverbial. The latter may immediately follow the time adverbial in the sentence’s
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initial position or may also appear at the end of the sentence. The opposite order is possible, but seems to be a typical feature of journalistic style.328
(752)	²åñÇÉÇÝ µÝáõÙ »ñ¨³óÇÝ ³ñ³·ÇÉÇ Ï³ñÙñ³Ý³Ïïáõó Ó³·áõÏÝ»ñÁ:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 50)
		 april-i-n
bn-um erewac’in
aragil-i
April-dat-the nest-loc bevisible-aor.3.pl stork-dat
		
		

karmraktuc’
jaguk-ner-ě.
red beak-having youngling-pl.nom-the

		“In April the stork’s younglings, having red beaks, became visible in the net.”
(timeADV placeADV V S)
(753)	²Ûëûñ ²¹ñµ»ç³ÝáõÙ µÝ³ÏíáõÙ ¿ ßáõñç 30 Ñ³½³ñ Ñ³Û:
(Ar̊avot 13.01.2006)
		
		

Aysōr ˉArdrbejan-um bnakv-um
ē
šurj 30
today ˉAzerbaijan-loc liveˉ-ptcp.pres. itˉis circa 30

		

hazar
hay.
thousand Armenian.nom

		

		“Today approximately 30,000 Armenians live in Azerbaijan.”
(timeADV placeADV V S)
(754)

²Ùé³ÝÁ ÑáïÁ µ³ñÓñ³ÝáõÙ ¿ ë³ñÁ: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 54)

		 amr̊an-ě
hot-ě
barjranum
ē
sar-ě.
		 summer-dat-the smell.nom-the rise-ptcp.pres. itˉis mountain.nom-the
		 “In summer the smell rises to the mountain.” (timeADV S V placeADV)

If the adverbial of time appears at the end of the sentence, this order can be regarded as
inverse according to some Armenian grammarians.329
(755)	ºØ Ñ³ïáõÏ Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõóÇãÁ ºñ¨³Ý ÏÅ³Ù³ÝÇ ìñ³ëï³Ý ³Ûó»É»Éáõó Ñ»ïá:
(Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		
		

EM hatuk nerkayac’uc’ič-ě
Erewan
kžamani
EU special representative.nom-the Yerevan.nom arrive-cond.fut.3.sg

		

Vrastan
ayc’-el-uc’
heto.
Georgia.nom visit-inf-abl post

		“The special representative of the European Union will arrive in Yerevan after
having visited Georgia.”

. Badikyan 1976: 170. In the newspaper used as text corpus here, this preference could not
really be proved.
. comp. Ar̊ak’elyan 1958: 487; Badikyan, Papoyan 2003: §1226; Badikyan 1976: 177; This
inverse order is due to a stylistic variation.

 Armenian

Badikyan (1967: 171–172) argues that the position of the time adverbial is also subject to
semantic constraints. According to him, the time adverbial appears in the sentence-final
position, and thus follows the verb, if:
–

the utterance refers to official actions or events such as birth, death, publications, lectures etc.
(756)	²é³çÇÝ ÝÙ³Ý ·ñùáõÛÏÁ Ññ³å³ñ³Ïí»É ¿ 1999 Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ:
(Armenpress 28.03.2006)

		
		

ar̊ajin nman grk’uyk-ě
hraparak-v-el
ē
first similar booklet.nom-the publish-pass-ptcp.perf. it is

		
		

1999 t’vakan-i-n.
1999 year-dat-the

		 “The first similar booklet was published in 1999.”

–

The verb belongs to the group of unaccusative intransitives.

Whereas the semantic constraint (a) seems to be proved by many examples, the alleged
morpho-semantic constraint (b) cannot be proved here.330
c.

Word Order of Adverbials of Manner

In unmarked, neutral order adverbials of manner are generally (directly) preposed to the verb:
–
–
–
–

Manner adverbials expressed by a single manner adverb ordinarily precede the verb;
this is also true for reduplicated adverbs (757)
Manner adverbials expressed by nouns in the instumental usually precede the verb;
this is also true for reduplicated nouns. (758)
Manner adverbials expressed by participles or participle constructions also typically
precede the verb (759).
Manner adverbials expressed with adpositional phrases for the most part precede the
verb. (760)
(757)	ì³×³é³ë»Õ³ÝÇ ³éç¨ å³ïñ³ëï³Ï³Ù Ï³Ý·Ý»É ¿ í³×³éáÕÁ:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 50)

		 vačar̊asełan-i ar̊jew patrastakam kangn-el
ē
vačar̊oł-ě.
		 stand-dat
post readily
stand-ptcp.perf. heˉis seller.nom-the
		 “The seller has readily stood in front of the stand.”
(758)

Ø»Í Ñ³×áõÛùáí Ï·³Ù:

		 Mec hačuyk’-ov
kg-am.
		 Big pleasure-inst come-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “I will come with great pleasure.”

. There is no limitation for this inversion to unaccusative verbs; there are too many counter
examples, which show that also unergative and even transitive verbs are used in the inversion of
adverbials of time to the end of the sentence.
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(759)

²Û¹ ï³Ëï³ÏÝ»ñÁ í³é»Éáí ¹ÇÙ³ó³: (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)

		 ayd taxtak-ner-ě
var̊el-ov
dim-ac’a.
		 that plank-pl.nom-the burn-inf-inst endure-aor.1.sg.
		 “By burning those planks I endured.”
(760)

àõ½áõÙ »Ù µáÙÅÇ å»ë ã³åñ»Ù: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)331

		 uzum
em bomž-i
pes č’-apr-em.
		 want-ptcp.pres. I am bum-dat post neg-live-subj.fut.1.sg.
		 “I do not want to live like a bum.” (Lit.: I want to live not like a bum.)

Co-occurence
Manner adverbials have a stronger adjacency to the verb than other adverbials; therefore
they usually appear immediately adjacent (preposed) to the verb. In cases of any cooccurrence of various adverbials, the manner adverbial is always the closest to the verb.
(761)	¸ñ³ÝÇó Ñ»ïá ·áñÍÁÝÃ³óÝ ³é³í»É ³ñ³· ÏÁÝÃ³Ý³:
(Armenpress 24.10.2006)
		 dranic’ heto gorcěnt’ac’-n
ar̊avel arag
kěnt’an-a.
		 that-abl post process.nom-the COMP quickly go-cond.fut.3.sg.
		 “After that (Afterwards) the process will go more quickly.”
(762)	Æñ Ñ»ñÃÇÝ Æñ³ÝÇ ¹»ëå³ÝÁ É³ÛÝáñ»Ý ³Ý¹ñ³¹³ñÓ»É ¿ Æñ³ÝÇ
¹»ñ³Ï³ï³ñáõÃÛ³ÝÁ ÈÇµ³Ý³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 26.12.2005)
		
		

ir hert’-i-n
Iran-i
despan-ě
laynoren
his turn-dat-the Iran-dat ambassador.nom-the widely

		 andradarj-el
ē
Iran-i
derakatarut’y-an-ĕ
Libanan-um.
		 reflect-ptcp.perf. he is Iran-dat performance-dat-the Lebanon-loc
		“On his turn the ambassador of Iran widely reflected the performance of Iran in
Lebanon.”
(763)	ºñ»ù ÑÇÙÝ³íáñ³å»ë ï³ñµ»ñ Ù»Õ³¹ñ³ÝùÝ»ñáí ÝáõÛÝ ÁÝï³ÝÇùÇ ³Ý¹³ÙÝ»ñÁ
Ñ»ñÃáí Ñ³ÛïÝí»É »Ý µ³ÝïáõÙ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		
		

erek’ himnavorapes tarber
meładrank’-ner-ov nuyn ěntanik’-i
3
basically
different charge-pl-inst
same family-dat

		

andam-ner-ě
hert’ov
haytn-v-el
en
bant-um.
member-pl.nom-the queue-inst appear-refl-ptcp.perf. theyˉare prison-loc

		“The members of the same family with three different charges have, in turn served
time in prison.”

. Please note this is a written reproduction of a spoken utterance in colloquial Armenian.

 Armenian

Manner adverbials may follow the verb in cases of syntactic heaviness, which often occurs
with infinitive constructions (the infinitive in the instrumental).
(764)

ºí »ë ÙÇßï ·³ÉÇë »Ù ÝáñáõÃÛ³Ý ëå³ë»Éáí: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)

		 ev
es
mišt
gal-is
em norut’y-an spasel-ov.
		 conj I.nom alwaysˉ come-ptcp.pres. Iˉam news-dat wait-inf-inst
		 “And I always come waiting for news.”
(765)	îáÝ»ñÁ Ï³í³ñïí»Ý ÐÇëáõë øñÇëïáëÇ Ññ³ß³÷³é Ñ³ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ýß»Éáí:
(Armenpress 10.07.2006)
		
		

ton-er-ě
kavart-v-en
Hisus K’ristos-i
festivity-pl.nom-the terminate-pass-cond.fut.3.pl Hisusˉ K’ristos-dat

		

hrašap’ar̊ harut’yun-ě
nš-el-ov.
glorious resurrection.nom-the celebrate-inf-inst

		“The festivities will be terminated celebrating the glorious resurrection
of Jesus Christ.”

If the manner adverbial occurs following the verb, it is either inverse or does not relate to
the verb proper but to the sentence as a whole.
(766)	Ü³ Ñ³ñÏ³ÛÇÝ ¨ Ù³ùë³ÛÇÝ å³ñï³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ Ï³ï³ñ»É ¿ µ³ñ»ËÕ×áñ»Ý
¨ Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇÝ: (Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		

na
harkayin ew
mak’sayin partavorut’yun-ner-ě
he.nom tax
conj customs obligation-pl.nom-the

		
		

katar-el
ē
barexłčoren
ew
žamanakin.
fulfill-ptcp.perf. he is conscientiously conj punctually

		 “Conscientiously and punctually he has fulfilled his tax and customs obligations.”

d.

Adverbial of Cause

The adverbial of cause seems to have a rather free order: it both appears preposed and postposed to the verb, both in the initial and final positions in the sentence. The order seems
also to productively depend on the “syntactic heaviness” of the adverbial of cause.
–
–

If the adverbial of cause is expressed with a single noun in the ablative or an infinitive
in the ablative, it typically precedes the verb.
If it is syntactically heavier (i.e. a whole noun phrase with attributes, an infinitive construction with infinitive in the ablative) or expressed with an adpositional phrase, it
seems ordinarily to follow the verb:
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(767)	¸ñ³Ýù ³Ý³í³ñï »Ý ÙÝ³ó»É ÑÇÙÝ³Ï³ÝáõÙ ýÇÝ³ÝëÝ»ñÇ µ³ó³Ï³ÛáõÃÛ³Ý
å³ï×³éáí: (Armenpress 14.05.2006)
		
		

drank’ˉanavart en
mnac’-el
himnakanum finans-ner-i
theyˉunfinished theyˉareˉ remain-ptcp.perf. inˉprinciple finance-pl-dat

		

bac’akayut’y-an patčar̊ov.
lack-dat
post

		 “They have remained unfinished, principally because of the lack of finances.”
(768)	ì»ñçÇÝ ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇÝ ³Ýï³é³Ñ³ïáõÙÝ»ñÇ Ñ»ï¨³Ýùáí áãÝã³óí»É ¿ Ù³ñ½Ç
³Ýï³é³å³ï ï³ñ³ÍùÝ»ñÇ ³í»ÉÇ ù³Ý 70 ïáÏáëÁ:
(Armenpress 29.03.2006)
		
		

Verjin tari-ner-i-n
antar̊ahatum-ner-i hetewank’ov
last
year-pl-dat-the clearing-pl-dat
post

		
		

oč’nč’ac’-v-el
ē
marz-i
antar̊apat tarack’-ner-i
destroy-pass-ptcp.perf. itˉis province-datˉ forested territory-pl-dat

		 aveli k’anˉ 70ˉtokos-ě.
		 more COM 70ˉpercent.nom-the
		“In the last year more than 70 percent of the province’s forested territories have been
destroyed due to clearing.”

e.

Adverbials of Goal (Final Adverbials)

Final adverbials are productively subject to order preferences due to the form in which they
are expressed: inflected noun, inflected infinitive (construction), adpositional phrase.
If the final adverbial is expressed with a single noun (in the dative), it may occur preceding, but it generally follows the verb.
(769)

î³ïÇÏÁ ËÝ¹ñ»ó Çñ ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ ·Ý³É Ñ³óÇ:

		
		

Tatik-ĕ
xndrec’
ir t’or̊nik-i-n
Grandmother.nom-the ask-aor.3.sg. her grandchild-dat-the

		
		

gn-al hac’-i.
go-inf bread-dat

		 “The grandmother asked her grandchild to get bread.” (Lit.: to go for bread)

If the final adverbial is expressed with an infinitive in the dative, it follows the verb and
usually stands at the end of the sentence. A sentence-initial position is regarded as marked,
particularly because of its preverbal focus position.
(770)

àõë³ÝáÕÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ýª ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹³Éáõ.

		 Usanoł-ě
gn-um
ē
gradaran
girk’
kardal-u.
		 student.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. he is library.nom book.nom read-inf-dat
		 “The student goes to the university’s library to read a book.”

 Armenian

Adpositional final adverbials, which are productively used, precede the verb and usually
occur at the beginning of the sentence.
(771)	ÐÇí³Ý¹ÇÝ ¹»Õ ·ïÝ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ È»ÝÏ-Â»ÙáñÇ Ù³ñ¹ÇÏ ë³ñ áõ Óáñ ÁÝÏ³Ý« ß³ï
ï»Õ»ñáõÙ »Õ³Ý: (Mayreni 3: 164)
		
		

[Hivand-i-n deł
gtnel-u
hamar] Lenk-T’emor-i
sick-dat-the medicine find-inf-dat post
Lenk-T’emor-dat

		
		

mard-ik
sar
u
jor
ěnk-an
šat
man-pl.nom mountain.nom conj valley.nom fall-aor.3.pl many

		
		

teł-er-um
eł-an.
place-pl-loc be-aor.3.pl.

		“The people of Timor Lenk went to mountains and valleys; they were in many places
to find a medicine for the sick.”
(772)	Ð³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ù³ñ½»ñÝ ³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï µÅÇßÏÝ»ñáí ³å³Ñáí»Éáõ Ýå³ï³Ïáí
ëï»ÕÍí»É ¿ «´ÅßÏ³Ï³Ý Ï³¹ñ»ñ» ï»Õ»Ï³ïí³Ï³Ý µ³½³:
(Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		
		

[Hanrapetut’yan marz-er-n
anhražešt bžišk-ner-ov
republic-dat
province-pl.nom-the necessaryˉdoctor-pl-inst

		
		

apahovel-uˉ
npatakov] stełc-v-el
ē
provide-inf-dat post
found-pass-ptcp.perf. itˉis

		
		

Bžškakan kadr-er”
tełekatvakan baza.
“Medical employee-pl.nom” information base.nom

		“The information centre “Medical Employees” was founded in order to provide the
Republic’s provinces with necessary doctors.”
(773)	Ð³ñ³½³ïÝ»ñÁ ²ñÃáõñÇÝ ·»ñáõÃÛáõÝÇó ³½³ï»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ í³×³é»É ¿ÇÝ ÙÇ³Ï
µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÁ: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		

harazat-ner-ě
[Art’ur-i-n
gerut’yun-ic’
close friend-pl.nom-the Art’ur-dat-the captivity-abl

azatel-u
free-inf-dat

		
		

hamar] vačar̊-el
ēin
miak bnakaran-ě.
post
sell-ptcp.perf theyˉwere sole apartment.nom-the

		 “The close friends had sold the sole apartment in order to free Art’ur from captivity.”

If in the same sentence a final adverbial co-occurs with adverbials of place, then the final
adverbial must obligatorily follow the adverbial of place.
(774)	Üñ³ÝóÇó 311-Á ï³ñµ»ñ ÑÇí³Ý¹áõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ å³ï×³éáí ·ïÝí»É
»ÝÙ³ëÝ³·Çï³óí³Í Ù³ÝÏ³ïÝ»ñáõÙ: (Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		
		

nranc’-ic’ 311-ě
tarber hivandut’yun-ner-i patčar̊ov
they-abl 311.nom-the various sickness-pl-dat post
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gtn-v-el
en
masnagitac’-v-ac
mankatn-er-um.
find-refl-ptcp.perfˉ theyˉare specialize-pass-ptcp.res. children’sˉhome-pl-loc

		“Three hundred and eleven of them resided in specialised children’s homes because
of various sicknesses.”

f.

Adverbials of Basis

Adverbials denoting the basis of an action with bare nouns in the ablative or the instrumental or with adpositional phrases, typically appear preposed to the verb and therefore
often at the beginning of the sentence. Without a doubt, the order also depends on the
syntactic heaviness of the adverbial of basis.
Remember example (228) in Ch. 3.1.3.1.3. “Oblique Objects”, p. 390.
(228)	²ÛÝ ëï»ÕÍí»É ¾ »ñÏáõ ³ÏáõÙµÝ»ñÇ ÙÇç¨ Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý å³ÛÙ³Ý³·ñÇ ÑÇÙ³Ý
íñ³: (Armenpress 05.04.2006)
		
		

Ayn stełc-v-el
ē
[erkuˉ akumb-ner-i mijewˉ hamapastaxan
that found-pass-ptcp.perf. itˉis two
club-pl-dat post corresponding

		
		

paymanagr-i himan vra.]
contract-dat post

		“That has been founded on the basis of a corresponding contract between
two clubs.”

g.

Adverbials of Condition and Concession

The order of these adverbials shows no real preferences and also depends on the syntactic
heaviness. “Light” adverbials of condition and concession generally occur at the beginning of
sentences and, thus, also preposed to the verb, whereas heavy adverbials typically occur in
the sentence-final position and consequently following the verb.
(775)	¶³½áí ç»éáõóÙ³Ý å³ñ³·³ÛáõÙ, 1Ïíï/Å³Ù-Ç ¹ÇÙ³ó µÝ³ÏÇãÁ í×³ñáõÙ ¿ áã Ã»
25 ¹ñ³Ù, ³ÛÉª 6,5–7 ¹ñ³Ù:(Armenpress 24.01.2006)
		
		

Gaz-ov jer̊uc’m-an paragayum 1 kwt/žam-i
Gas-inst heating-dat post
1 KW/h-dat

dimac’ bnakič’-ĕ
post
inhabitant-nom-the

		
		

včar-um
ē
oč’ t’e 25 dram ayl 6,5–7 dram.
pay-ptcp.pres. he is neg 25 dram conj 6.5–7 dram.

		“When (Lit.: under the condition of…) heating with gas, the inhabitant does not pay
25 dram for a KW/h but 6.5–7 dram.”
(776)	Üáñ³µ³ÏáõÙ ß³ï»ñÁ ºñ¨³Ý ³ë»Éáõ ÷áË³ñ»Ý Ð³Û³ëï³Ý »Ý ³ëáõÙ:
(Hetk’26.02.2007)
		
		

Norabak-um šat-er-ě
Erewan
asel-u
p’oxaren
Norabak-loc many-pl.nom-the Yerevan.nom say-inf-dat post

		
		

Hayastan
en
as-um.
Armenia.nom they are say-ptcp.pres.

		 “In Norabak many (people) say ‘Armenia’ instead of ‘Yerevan’.”

 Armenian

h.

Adverbials of Measure/Quantity

The adverbials of measure and quantity are ordinarily preposed to the verb, thus they also
appear at the beginning of the sentence.
(777)

ê³Ùí»ÉÁ ãáñë ³Ý·³Ù Ï³ñ¹³ó ³Û¹ Ã»ñÃÁ:

		 Samvel-ĕ
č’ors angam
kardac’
ayd t’ert’-ĕ.
		 Samvel.nom-the four time.nom read-aor.3.sg this newspaper.nom-the
		 “Samvel read this newspaper four times.”

If this adverb is placed following the verb at the end of the sentence it also receives the logical stress and is thus marked:
(778)	ÆëÏ í»ñçÇÝ 10 ï³ñáõÙ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ïáõµ»ñÏáõÉÛá½áí ÑÇí³Ý¹³óáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³×»É
¿ 2.5 ³Ý·³Ù: (Armenpress 23.03.2006)
		
		

isk
verjin 10ˉtar-um Hayastan-um tuberkulyoz-ov
hivandac’utyun-n
conj last
10ˉyear-loc Armenia-loc tuberculosis-inst infection.nom-the

		 ač-el
ē
2.5 angam.
		 grow-ptcp.perf. it is 2.5 time
		“And in the last 10 years the infection with tuberculosis has grown 2.5 times
in Armenia.”

i.

Comitative Adverbials

If the comitative adverbial is expressed with a noun in the instrumental, it usually precedes
the verb and appears in the beginning of the sentence.
Remember example (242) from Ch. 3.1.4.1.3. ”Oblique Objects”, p. 394.
(242)	Ð³Ý¹áõ·Ý áõ ³Ý×áéÝÇ ´»ÉÁ ÑëÏ³Û³Ï³Ý µ³Ý³Ïáí ·³ÉÇë ¿ ¹»åÇ Ð³ÛÏÇ
µ³Ý³Ï³í³ÛñÁ: (Mayreni 3:150)
		
		

Handugn
u
ančor̊ni
Bel-ě
hskayakan banak-ov
Impertinent conj abhorrent Bel.nom-the huge
army-inst

		
		

gal-is
ē
depi Hayk-i
banakavayr-ě.
come-ptcp.pres. he is prep Hayk-dat domicile.nom-the

		 “Impertinent and abhorrent Bel comes with a huge army to Hayk’s domicile.”
(779)	ÎñÃáõÃÛ³Ý µÝ³·³í³éáõÙ Ð³Ù³ßË³ñÑ³ÛÇÝ µ³ÝÏÇ Ñ»ï ÙÇ³ëÇÝ ÷áñÓ ¿ ³ñíáõÙ
Çñ³Ï³Ý³óÝ»É í³ñÏ³íáñÙ³Ý Íñ³·Çñ: (Armenpress, 26.12.2005)
		
		

Krt’ut’y-an
bnagavar̊-um Hamašxarhayin bank-i het miasin
Education-dat field-loc
World Bank-dat
post together

		
		

p’orj
ē
ar-v-um
irakana-c’n-el
experiment.nom it is make-pass-ptcp.pres. realise-caus-inf
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varkavorm-an cragir.
Credit-dat
program.nom

		“The experiment is conducted together with the World Bank to realise the credit
prog]ram in the field of education.”

If the comitative adverbial is expressed with adpositional phrases, it appears preposed or postposed to the verb – depending on the syntactic heaviness of the adpositional phrase.
(780)	êÇñ³Ýáõß Ø³ñ·³ñÛ³ÝÝ ³åñáõÙ ¿ ºñ¨³ÝÇ ²ç³÷ÝÛ³Ï Ñ³Ù³ÛÝùÇ êÇë³ÏÛ³Ý 4
Ñ³ëó»áõÙ ·ïÝíáÕ íÃ³ñ³ÛÇÝ Ñ³Ýñ³Ï³ó³ñ³ÝáõÙ Çñ ÑÇÝ· áñ¹ÇÝ»ñÇ, Ñ³ñëÇ ¨
Ãáé³Ý Ñ»ï: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		

Siranuš Margaryan-n
Siranuš Margaryan.nom-the

apr-um
ē
Erewan-i
Ajap’nyak
live-ptcp.pres. sheˉis Yerevan-dat Ajap’nyak

		
		

hamaynk’-i
Sisakyan ˉ4ˉhasc’e-um
gnt-v-oł
vt’arayin
community-dat Sisakyan ˉ4ˉaddress-loc find-refl-ptcp.sub. emergency

		
		

hanrakac’aran-um ir hing ordi-ner-i
hars-i
ew
dormitory-loc
her five son-pl-dat daughter-in-law-dat conj

		
		

t’or̊-an
het.
grandchild-dat post

		“Siranuš Margaryan lives in the emergency dormitory located in Yerevan’s
Ajap’nyak’s community ‘Sisakyan 4’ with her five sons, her daughter-in-law and her
grandchild.”

3.5.3

Noun-phrase constituents’ order

The order of the modifying or determining constituents of a noun-phrase is surprisingly
canonical and thus rigid.
A noun phrase can have a range of modifiers and determiners:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

attributive adjective
attributive numerals and quantifiers
attributive pronouns, such as determining demonstratives or lexicalised possessive
pronouns etc.
attributive inflected nouns functioning as adjectives
attributive nouns functioning as close appositions
genitive attributes (expressed with the dative case)
loose appositions
relative clauses
determinating suffixed articles and determinating possessive/agentive suffixes
indefinite articles

In general, modifiers and determiners obligatorily precede their head noun. In cases of the
definite article and the possessive/agentive suffix, the order is determined by the suffixing
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character of the determiners. Both loose appositions and relative clauses, however, obligatorily follow their head noun.
Thus, one can adhere to the following general rules:
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

ADJ + N
NUM/QNT + N
DEM + N
POSS + N
GEN + N
INDEF + N
N + APPOS
N + REL
N-def
N-poss

In the following subchapters these order rules will be discussed in more detail and
exemplified.

3.5.3.1 The order of simple noun phrase constituents’
a.

The Order of Adjectives

As mentioned above, adjectives are rigidly preposed to the noun. An exception to this rigid
rule can only be found in poetic language.
This strict order rule is equally true for all semantic groups of adjectives, i.e. qualitative, relative and quantitative adjectives (the latter are grouped with quantifiers), and
also for all parts of speech that may be used in attributive adjective function, particularly
participles.
With qualifying adjectives:
(781)

²Ý×áéÝÇ ×áõïÇÏÁ ëÇñáõÝ Ï³ñ³å Ï¹³éÝ³: (Armenian folk saying)

		 ančor̊ni čutik-n
sirun karap
kdar̊n-a.
		 unsightly chick.nom-the pretty swan.nom become-cond.fut.3.sg.
		 “The ugly duckling will turn into a beautiful swan.”
(782)	Ø»ñ ýáõïµáÉ³ÛÇÝ ÃÇÙÁ Ñ³ÕÃ»ó áõÄ»Õ Ùñó³ÏÇóÝ»ñÇÝ:
(Patkerazard K’erakanut’yun2: 41)
		 merˉ futbolayin t’im-ě
hałt’-ec’
užeł
mrc’akic’-ner-i-n.
		 our soccer
team.nom-the win-aor.3.sgˉ strong competitor-pl-dat-the
		 “Our soccer team beat the strong competitors.”

With relational adjectives:
(783)

ÌÕáï» ·ÉË³ñÏÁ ³ÕçÏ³Ý ß³ï ¿ ë³½áõÙ:

		 cłote glxark-ě
ałjk-an
šat ē
saz-um.
		 straw hat.nom-the girl-dat-the int it is suit-ptcp.pres.
		 “The straw hat suits the girl very well.”
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(784)	È»éÝ³ÛÇÝ ÉÇ×Á ½³ñÃÝ»ó ÓÙ»é³ÛÇÝ ùÝÇó: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 3: 4)
		 ler̊nayin
lič-ē
zart’n-ec’
jmer̊ayin k’n-ic’.
		 mountainuous lake.nom-the wake up-aor.3.sg. winterly sleep-abl
		 “The mountain lake woke up from its winter sleep.”

With participles in attributive function:
(785)

ÂËí³Í Ñ³óÁ å³ÑáõÙ »Ý: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 33)

		 t’x-v-ac
hac’-ě
pah-um
en.
		 bake-pass-ptcp.res. bread.nom-the keep-ptcp.pres. they are
		 “They keep the baked bread.”
(786)	àõß³ó³Í áõÕ¨áñÁ í³½»ó ß³ñÄíáÕ ·Ý³óùÇ »ï¨Çó:
(Patkerzard k’erakanut’yun 2:41)
		
		

ušac’-ac
ułewor-ě
vaz-ec’
šarž-v-oł
beˉlate-ptcp.res. passenger.nom-the run-aor.3.sg move-pass-ptcp.sub

		

gnac’k’-i etew-ic’.
train-dat post-abl

		 “The belated passenger ran after the moving train.”

–

The co-occurrence of various types of adjectives in one noun-phrase

A noun-phrase may contain more than one adjective and naturally also more than one
semantic type of adjective.
In general, the order of various semantic types of adjectives is subject to major rule
of objectiveness: usually the more objective and undisputable qualifications appear closer
to the noun, and the more subjective, opinion like ones farther away. (Hetzron 1978: 178).
Which means, in other words, that generally the order of various adjectives preposed to the
noun is determined by semantic criteria and the speaker’s objective meaning.
a.

Co-occurrence of Various Qualifying Adjectives

It has not been studied so far, whether MEA shows order preferences regarding the cooccurrence of qualifying adjectives belonging to various semantic subtypes such as colour,
size, age, evaluation etc.
The order of various qualifying adjectives generally depends on the context and on the
emphasis the speaker/writer puts on one of these qualities. That means, the qualitative adjective closest to the noun usually also expresses the main qualitative feature of the noun.
(787)	ÆÙ ½³ñÙÇÏ Øáõñ³¹Á Ýëï»É ¿ñ ÙÇ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ëåÇï³Ï ÓÇ: (Grakanut’yun 5: 202).
		
		

im zarmik
Murad-ě
nst-el
ēr
mi
gełec’ik
my nephew.nom Murad.nom-the seat-ptcp.perf. heˉwasˉ indef beautiful

		
		

spitak ji.
white horse.nom

		 “My nephew, Murad has mounted a beautiful white horse.”

 Armenian

There seems to be, however, a preference for the order size-colour, size-age and agecolour and thus for size-age-colour in neutral utterances, in which not a certain quality
is marked.332
(788)

a.

			
			
			

Ù»Í ëåÇï³Ï ïáõÝ

mec spitak tun
big white house.nom
“a big white house”

		 b.

Ù»Í ÑÇÝ ïáõÝ

			
			
			

mec hin tun
big old house
“a big old house”

		 c.

ÑÇÝ ëåÇï³Ï ïáõÝ

			
			
			

hin spitak tun
old white house
“an old white house”

		 d.
			
			
			

mec hin spitak tun
big old white house
“a big old white house”

b.

Ù»Í ÑÇÝ ëåÇï³Ï ïáõÝ

Co-occurrence of Various Relational Adjectives

There are no real order rules or preferences regarding the order of various semantic subgroups of relational adjectives. Again, the order depends on the semantic context and the
objectiveness of the speaker.
Adjectives denoting nationality, however, are preferably preposed to all other relational adjectives.
(789)	²Ù»ñÇÏ³óÇ µ³ñÓñ³ëïÇ×³Ý ½ÇÝíáñ³Ï³ÝÁ Ï³Ûó»ÉÇ Ý³¨ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý
Ë³Õ³Õ³å³Ñ ·áõÙ³ñï³Ï: (Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		

amerikac’i barjrastičan zinvorakan-ě
kayc’el-i
naew
American high-level soldier.nom-the visit-cond.fut.3.sg also

		 haykakan xałałapah
gumartak.
		 Armenian peace-keeping battalion.nom
		“The American high-level soldier will also visit an Armenian peace-keeping battalion.”

. A sample of 30 native speakers has given the orders of (788a) (788b) (788c) (788d) as the
most frequent and most natural in a co-occurrence of various adjectives denoting size, age and
colour. It is interesting that the order of (788a) was given with 100%, of (788b) and (788c) both
with 81.82% and in the more complex order of (788d) the native speakers seemed to disagree
about the preferred and most neutral order, only 54.55 % for (789d).
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(790)	ºíñáå³Ï³Ý, ³Ù»ñÇÏÛ³Ý ¨ éáõë³Ï³Ý Ñ»ÕÇÝ³Ï³íáñ ³Ùë³·ñ»ñáõÙ ³½¹»óÇÏ
ÏÇÝá·áñÍÇãÝ»ñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó ß³ï µ³ñÓñ ³ñÓ³·³ÝùÝ»ñ »Ý »Õ»É ÷³é³ïáÝÇ
í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É: (Armenpress 13.12.2005)

		
		

evropakan amerikyan ew
r̊usakan hełinakavor amsagr-er-um
European American conj Russian authoritative monthly magazine-pl-loc

		
		

azdec’ik
kinogorcič’-ner-i
kołmic’ šat barjr arjagank’-ner
influential filmmaker--pl-dat post int high response-pl.nom

		
		

en
eł-el
p’ar̊aton-i
veraberyal.
they are be-ptcp.perf. festival-dat post

		“There have been very high responses from influential filmmakers regarding the
festival in authoritative European, American and Russian monthly magazines.”

c.

Co-occurrence of Qualifying and Relational Adjectives

In case of a co-occurrence of qualifying and relational adjectives, the relational adjective usually precedes the qualifying one. rADJ + qADJ + N333
(791)	¶³ñÝ³Ý³ÛÇÝ å³ÛÍ³é ³ñ¨Á Ñ³É»óñ»ó ÓÛáõÝÁ: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 3:8)
		 garnanayin paycar̊ arew-ě
hale-c’r-ec’
jyun-ě.
		 spring
bright sun.nom-the melt-caus-aor.3.sg snow.nom-the
		 “The bright spring sun made the snow melt.”
(792)	²ñ¹»Ý Ýáñá·í³Í ¿ ·Ùµ»Ã³íáñ ÷áùñ »Ï»Õ»óÇÝ:
(Armenpress 28.03.2006)
		 arden norog-v-ac
ē
gmbet’avor p’ok’r ekełec’i-n.
		 already renovate-pass-ptcp.res. itˉis domed
small church.nom-the
		 “The small domed church is already renovated.”
(793)	²ñ³·³ÍáïÝÇ Ù³ñ½áõÙ ïÝï»ë³Ï³Ý Ù»Í Ý»ñáõÅ áõÝ»Ý Ï³Ý³Ûù:
(Armenpress 07.04.2006)
		
		

Aragacotn-i
marz-um
tntesakan mec neruž
Aragacotn-dat province-loc economic big potential.nom

		
		

un-en
kanayk’.
have-pres.3.pl woman.pl.nom

		 “In the province of Aragacotn women have a big economic potential.”

Again, one has to note that this order is subject to semantic context and emphasis. Additionally,
adjectives and nouns often form a conventionalised expression, such as e.g. áõëáõÙÝ³Ï³Ý
ï³ñÇ usumnakan tari (Lit.: “educational year”) “academic year”« Üáñ î³ñÇ Nor tari “New
Year”, êáõñµ ÌÝáõÝ¹ Surb Cnund (Lit.: “Holy Birth”) “Christmas” etc.
. comp.: Badikyan 1976: 147; Badikyan.Papoyan 2003: 471ff; Abrahamyan 1975: 313ff.; etc.
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(794)	ÐÇÝ ÑáõÛÝ ³é³Ï³·Çñ º½áåáëÁ ³åñ»É ¿ øñÇëïáëÇó ³é³ç 6-ñ¹
¹³ñáõÙ: (Grakanut’yun 5:63)
		
		

hin huyn ar̊akagir Ezopos-ě
apr-el
ē
old Greek fabulist Aesop.nom-the live-ptcp.perf. he is

		
		

ar̊aj 6-rd dar-um.
post 6th century-loc

K’ristos-ic’
Christ-abl

		 “The Old Greek fabulist Aesop lived in 600 B.C.”
(795)	Üáñ áõëáõÙÝ³Ï³Ý ï³ñáõÙ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý µáõÑ»ñÁ
Ï³ÝóÝ»Ý áõëáõóÙ³Ý »ñÏ³ëïÇ×³Ý Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·Ç: (Armenpress 19.06.2006)
		
		

nor usumnakan tar-um hanrapetut’y-an buh-er-ě
new academic
year-loc government-dat I.H.E.-pl.nom-the

		
		

kanc’n-en
usuc’m-an erkastičan hamakarg-i.
pass-cond.fut.3.pl study-dat two-level system-dat

		“In the new academic year the government’s Institute for Higher Education will pass
into a two-level system of studies.”
(796)	ÐÐ å³ïÙáõÃÛ³Ý ¨ Ùß³ÏáõÛÃÇ Ñáõß³ñÓ³ÝÝ»ñÇ å³Ñå³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý
·áñÍ³Ï³ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ ûñ»ñë ëï³ó»É ¿ Ñ»ñÃ³Ï³Ý ï»Õ»Ï³ïíáõÃÛáõÝÁª Ýáñ
×³ñï³ñ³å»ï³Ï³Ý Ï³éáõÛóÇ Ñ³ÛïÝ³µ»ñÙ³Ý í»ñ³µ»ñÛ³É:

(Armenpress 09.04.2006)
		
		

HH patmuty’an ew
mšakuyt’-i hušarjan-ner-i
pahpanut’y-an
RA history-dat conj culture-dat momument-pl-dat preservation-dat

		
		

gorcakalut’yun-n ōr-er-s
stac’-el
ē
hert’akan
agency.nom-the day-pl.nom-this receive-ptcp.perf.ˉ itˉis periodical

		
		

tełekatvut’yun-ě
nor čartarapetakan kar̊uyc’-i
information.nom-the new architectural
building-dat

		 haytnaber-man veraberyal.
		 discovery-dat post
		“These days RA’s Preservation Agency for Historical and Cultural Monuments has
received the periodical information regarding the discovery of new
architectural buildings.”

The adverbs or adjectives used in the function of an intensifier canonically precede the
adjective they intensify. INT + ADJ
(797)	ø»éÇ èáõµ»ÝÁ áõÝÇ Ý³Ù³Ï³ÝÇßÝ»ñÇ ß³ï Ù»Í Ñ³í³ù³Íáõ:
(Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2: 41)
		
		

K’er̊i R̊uben-ě
un-i
namakaniš-ner-i šat
Uncle Ruben.nom-the have-pres.3.sg stamp-pl-dat int
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mec havak’acu.
big collection.nom

		 “Uncle (mother’s brother) Ruben has a very big stamp-collection.”
(798)	²Ûëï»Õ ³éÏ³ »Ý ßÝã³é³Ï³Ý ûñ·³ÝÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ ËÇëï íï³Ý·³íáñ
åáÉÇóÇÏÉÇÏ ³ÍË³çñ³ïÝ»ñ ¨ å»Ý½ÇåÇñÇÝÝ»ñ:
(Armenpress 19.06.2006)
		

aysteł ar̊ka
en
šnč’ar̊akan ōrgan-ner-i
hamar xist vtangavor
here available theyˉareˉ breathing organ-pl-dat post int dangerous

		
		

polic’iklik acxajrat-ner
ew
penzipirin-ner.
polycyclic hydrocarbon-pl.nom conj penzipirin-pl.nom

		 “Severely dangerous polycyclic hydrocarbons and penzipirin are available here.”

b.

The Order of Quantifiers and Numerals

As other nominal attributes, quantifiers (including quantifying adjectives, numerals and
several quantifying pronouns) invariably precede their noun. An inverse order is regarded
as highly marked and poetic in style. NUM + N, QNT + N
(799)	Ð³Û ÄáÕáíáõñ¹Á áõÝÇ 5000 ï³ñí³ å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝ:
(Patkerzard k’erakanut’yun 3: 58)
		 hay
žołovurd-ě
un-i
5000 tar-va
patmut’yun.
		 Armenian people.nom-the have-pres.3.sg 5,000 year-dat history.nom
		 “The Armenian people have a 5,000 year (old) history.”
(800)	Ø³ÝÏ³ï³ÝÁ Ù»Í³ó³Í µáÉáñ »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÝ ³ÝËïÇñ áõÝ»Ý Ñá·»Ï³Ý óÝóáõÙÝ»ñ:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		
		

Mankatan-ě
mecac’-ac
bolor erexa-ner-n
Children’s home-dat-the grow-up-ptcp.res. all
child-pl.nom-the

		
		

anxtir
un-en
hogekan c’nc’um-ner.
indiscriminately have-pres.3.pl psychic disturbance-pl.nom

		“All children who have grown up in the children’s home indiscriminately have mental health problems.”
(801)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ·áñÍáõÙ »Ý µ³½Ù³ÃÇí Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ:
(Hetk’ 05.02.2007)
		

Hayastan-um gorc-um
en
bazmat’iv
Armenia-loc work-ptcp.pres. they are many

		
		

hasarakakan kazmakerput’yun-ner.
public
organisation-pl.nom

		 “Many public organisations work in Armenia.”

In the case of a co-occurrence of various quantifiers, the order usually depends on the semantic context and the emphasis of the speaker. In general, however, cardinal numbers appear
closest to the noun.
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(802)	øí»³ñÏáõÃÛ³ÝÁ Ù³ëÝ³Ïó³Í µáÉáñ 86 ÁÝïñáÕÝ»ñÝ Çñ»Ýó Ó³ÛÝ»ñÁ ïí»É »Ý
Ýñ³Ý: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

k’vearkut’y-an-ě masnakc-’ac
bolor 86 ěntroł-ner-n
ballot-dat-the participate-ptcp.res. all
86 voter-pl.nom-the

		
		

irenc’ jayn-er-ě
tv-el
en
nran.
their voice-pl.nom-the give-ptcp.perf. they are he.dat

		 “All 86 voters having participated at the ballot have given their vote to him.”

c.

The order of Nominal Attributes334

Nouns in various cases also function in attributive, often qualitative functions. These nominal attributes are usually expressed in the locative, ablative and instrumental cases (see
examples below).
Attributive nouns in the instrumental and the ablative productively precede the noun.
This preposed order has also become productive for attributive nouns in the locative.
(803)	²É³í»ñ¹áõ »ñÏ³Ã·Íáí ·Ý³óùÝ»ñ ·ñ»Ã» ã»Ý ³ßË³ïáõÙ:
(Hetk’ 05.02.2007)
		 Alaverd-u
erkat’gc-ov
gnac’k’-ner
gret’e
		 Alaverdi-dat railway-inst train-pl.nom almost
		 č’-en
ašxat-um.
		 neg-they are work-ptcp.pres.
		 “The railway trains of Alaverdi almost do not function.”

Recall example (100) Ch. 2.1.3.4. “Ablative”, p. 98 of the ablative in the attributive function
(100)

Ü³ µñ¹Çó ßáñÁ ãÇ ëÇñáõÙ:

		 Na
brd-ic’
šor-ě
č’-i
sir-um.
		 he.nom wool-abl cloth.nom-the neg-he is love-ptcp.pres.
		 “He doesn’t like the woollen cloth.”

d.

The Order of Attributive Demonstratives

The attributive demonstratives ³Ûë« ³Û¹« ³ÛÝ ays, ayd, ayn as well as the attributive identity
demonstratives ³ÛëåÇëÇ ayspisi« ³Û¹åÇëÇ aypisi« ³ÛÝåÇëÇ aynpisi “such a”, ÝáõÛÝåÇëÇ
nuynpisi, ÝáõÛÝ nuyn “the same” canonically precede the noun. (DEM + N)
(804)	Ð³Û Ï³Ý³Ûù ¨ë Çñ»Ýó Ý»ñ¹ñáõÙÁ åÇïÇ áõÝ»Ý³Ý ³Ûë ·áñÍáõÙ:
(Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

hay
kanayk’
ews irenc’ nerdum-ě
Armenian woman.pl.nom also their contribution-nom-the

		
		

piti unen-an
have-deb.fut.3.pl

ays gorc-um.
this matter-loc

		 “Armenian women must also have their contribution in this matter.”

. comp. Badikyan 1976: 142.
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(805)

²ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ¹ñ³ ·ÇÝÁ ß³ï ³í»ÉÇ Ù»Í ¿ñ: (Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)

		 ayn žamanak dra gin-ě
šat aveli mec ēr.
		 that time.nom its price.nom-the int more big it was
		 “At that time its price was much higher.”
(806)
		
		

Ð³Ù³ÛÝùÇ ß»Ýù»ñÇ ½·³ÉÇ Ù³ëÁ ÝáõÛÝ íÇ×³ÏáõÙ »Ý: (Hetk’ 09.01.2007)

hamaynk’-i
šenk’-er-i
zgali
mas-ě
nuyn
community-dat building-pl-dat perceptible part.nom-the same

		 vičak-um
en.
		 condition-loc
they are
		 “The perceptible part of the community’s building is in the same condition.”

In case of a co-occurrence of DEM and identity pronouns, the DEM invariably precedes the
identity demonstrative.
(807)	²Ûë ÝáõÛÝ ëÏ½µáõÝùáí Ï÷áËí»Ý Ý³¨ 10 Ù³ñ½³ÛÇÝ ÷áëï³ÛÇÝ Ù³ëÝ³×ÛáõÕ»ñÇ
¹³ëÇãÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		

ays nuyn skzbunk’-ov
kp’ox-v-en
naew 10
this same principle-inst change-pass-cond.fut.3.pl also 10

		
		

marzayin postayin masnačyuł-er-i
dasič’-ner-ě.
regional postal
department-pl-dat index-pl.nom-the

		“With the same principle 10 indexes of regional postal departments will also
be changed.”

e.

The Order of Possessives

The order of both possessive genitives (expressed with the dative case) and attributive possessive pronouns (lexicalised genitive of personal or intensity pronouns) is rigidly preposed to the noun.
Generally speaking, all semantic types of genitive are strictly preposed to the noun.
GEN + N, POSS + N
(808)	Î³ñ³åÇ ÷»ïáõñÝ»ñÁ ½³ñÙ³Ý³ÉÇáñ»Ý ÓÛáõÝ³×»ñÙ³Ï ¿ÇÝ: (Mayreni 5:50)
		
		

karap-i
p’etur-ner-ě
zarmanalioren jyunačermak ēin.
swan-dat feather-pl.nom-the wonderfully
snow-white theyˉwere

		 “The swan’s feathers were wonderfully snow-white.”
(809)	Ð³ÝÏ³ñÍ Ï³Ûë»ñ å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇ ï³Ï ÙÇ Ññ³ß³ÉÇ »ñ· ÑÝã»ó: (Mayreni 5:68)
		
		
		
		

hankarc kays-er
patuhan-i
tak mi
hrašali
suddenly emperor-dat window-dat post indef wonderful
erg
hnč’-ec’.
song.nom sound-aor.3.sg

		 “Suddenly a wonderful song sounded under the emperor’s window.”
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(810)	ä³ñáõÑÇÝ Çñ Ý³½»ÉÇ å³áñí ÑÇ³óñ»ó µáÉáñÇÝ: (Patkerazard k’erakanut’yun 2:44)
		 Paruhi-n
ir nazeli
par-ov
hia-c’r-ec’
bolor-i-n.
		 dancer.nom-the her graceful dance-inst admire-caus-aor.3.sg all-dat-the
		 “The dancer delighted all with her graceful dance.”
(811)

Ø³ÛñÁ ãÇ Ñ³ëÏ³ÝáõÙ Ýñ³ ïËñáõÃÛ³Ý å³ï×³éÁ. (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

Mayr-ě
č’-i
mother.nom-the neg-she is

		
		

txrut’y-an
patčar̊-ě.
sadness-dat reason.nom-the

haskan-um
nra
understand-ptcp.pres his

		 “The mother does not understand the reason for his sadness.”

The postposed genitive appears in an antiquated, poetic style.
If the non-possessive genitive attributes relate to a predicative noun/pronoun, they
are also more frequently postposed to the noun; they are usually not interpreted as inverse
genitive attributes but rather as oblique objects, often with a final meaning. This order is
more a means of stylistics than of emphasis:
(812)	ê³ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝù ¾ Ý³¨ »ñÏáõ »ñÏñÝ»ñÇ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÝ»ñÇ,
í³ñã³å»ïÝ»ñÇ,Ï³é³í³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ë»ñï Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý:

(Armenpress 04.05.2006)
		

Sa ardyunk’
ē
naew erku erkr-ner-i
naxagah-ner-i
this result.nom it is also two country–pl-dat president-pl-dat

		
		

varčapet-ner-i
kar̊avarut’yun-ner-i sert hamagorcakc’ut’y-an.
primeˉminister-pl-dat government-pl-dat close cooperation-dat

		This is also a result of the close cooperation between the presidents, prime ministers and
governments of the two countries.”

Multiple genitive attributes are all preposed to the noun and follow each other according to
their semantic meaning and semanto-syntactic relations, see example (806) above.
f.

The Order of Appositions

There are two kinds of appositions in Armenian:
–
–

close appositions
loose appositions

In close appositions with two nouns (proper and common noun), the noun in apposition is
always preposed to the head noun. This noun in apposition may be a proper noun.
(813)

a.

			
			

øáã³ñÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³Ñ

K’oč’aryan naxagah
“President K’oč’aryan” (PN + CN)
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but also a common noun, as in
(813)

b.

			
			

Ý³Ë³·³Ñ øáã³ñÛ³Ý

naxagah K’oč’aryan335
“K’oč’aryan, the president”(CN + PN)

Close appositions expressed by proper nouns denoting personal or geographical names
usually precede the common noun, which is the head of the construction. (close apposition + N)
(814)	“êå³éáÕÝ»ñÇ ÙÇáõÃÛáõÝ” Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³Ñ ²ñÙ»Ý
äáÕáëÛ³ÝÁ »ñ¨áõÛÃÁ áñ³ÏáõÙ ¿ áñå»ë “÷áÃáñÇÏ Ù»Ï µ³Ä³Ï çñáõÙ”:
(Azg 08.04.2006)
		
		

Spar̊oł-ner-i
miut’yun
hasarakakan kazmakerput’y-an
consumer-pl-dat union.nom public
organisation-dat

		
		

naxagah Armen
president Armen

		
		

ē
orpes “p’ot’orik
mek bažak
jr-um”.
he is conj “storm.nom one glass.nom water-loc”

Połosyan-ě
erewuyt’-ě
orak-um
Połosyan.nom-the event.nom-the characterise-ptcp. pres.

		“Armen Połosyan, the president of the public organisation ‘Consumers’ Union’, characterises the event as “storm in a tea-cup.336”

Loose Appositions
Loose appositions invariably follow the head noun, with which they agree in person,
case and number, sometimes also in the suffixation of the definite article or determining
suffixes. In written Armenian, they are additionally separated from the head noun with the
punctuation mark short stop.337 (N + loose apposition)
Longer, complex loose appositions frequently appear at the end of the sentence; but
appositions can also be found embedded.
(815)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁª ÇÙ »Õµ³ÛñÁ« ³åñáõÙ ¿ ØáëÏí³ÛáõÙ:

		 Vardan-ĕ
im ełbayr-ĕ
apr-um
ē
Moskva-y-um.
		 Vardan.nom-the my brother.nom-the live-ptcp.pres. heˉis Moscow.loc
		 “Vardan, my brother, lives in Moscow.”

g.

The Order of Relative Clauses

Subordinated relative clauses with finite verbs which are introduced with relative or interrogative pronouns invariably follow their head noun. N + REL

. This order of CN+PN is also commonly used in direct address to people in Armenian.
. Please note that in the English translation there is a postposed loose apposition; by contrast
to the Armenian close apposition.
. For details see Ch. 5.2.4. “Grave accent”, p. 705f.

 Armenian

(816)	Ìñ³·ñíáõÙ ¿ ³ÝóÏ³óÝ»É 15 µ³óûÃÛ³ ³Ýí×³ñ Ñ³Ù»ñ·, áñáÝó Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ÏÑÝãÇ
¹³ë³Ï³Ý, ç³½³ÛÇÝ ¨ ÅáÕáíñ¹³Ï³Ý »ñ³ÅßïáõÃÛáõÝ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		
		

Cragr-v-um
ē
anc’ka-c’n-el 15 bac’ōt’ya anvčar
plan-pass-ptcp.pres. it is organise-inf 15 open-air free

		
		

hamerg
oronc’
žamanak khnč’-i
dasakan
concert.nom rel-pl-dat time.nom sound-cond.fut.3.sg Classical

		

jazayin ew

		

Jazz

žołovrdakan eražštut’yun.
conj folk
music.nom

		“Fifteen free, open-air concerts are being planned, where Classical, Jazz and Folk
music will be played.”
(817)	öáÕáóáõÙ Ñ³ÛïÝí»Éáõó Ñ»ïá îáÝÇÝ Í³ÝáÃ³ó»É ¿ Ïáñ»³óÇ ÎÉ³ñ³ ìáÝ ¸»Ý
ÚáõÝÇ Ñ»ï, áõÙ Ù³ÛñÁ Ñ³ÛáõÑÇ ¿: (Hetk’ 19.01.2007)
		

p’ołoc’-um haytn-v-el-uc’
heto Toni-n
canot’ac-el
ē
street-loc appear-refl-inf-abl post Toni.nom-the meet-ptcp.perf. heˉis

		

koreac’iˉ KlaraˉVonˉDenˉYun-i
het um
mayr-ě
Korean KlaraˉVonˉDenˉYun-dat post wh-who-dat mother.nom-the

		
		

hayuhi
ē.
Armenian.nom she is

		“After appearing in the street, Toni became acquainted with the Korean Klara Von
den Yun, whose mother is an Armenian.”

The relative clause itself occurs at the end of the sentence but also embedded in the middle
of the sentence.
(818)	¶ñ»Ý³ÛÇ áñ¹ÇÝ»ñÁ, áñáÝóÇó »ñÏáõëÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ÇëÏ Í³é³Û»É »Ý ²½·³ÛÇÝ µ³Ý³ÏáõÙ,
ã»Ý ÉùÇ Çñ»Ýó ·ÛáõÕÁ: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		
		

Grena-y-i ordi-ner-ě
or-onc’-ic’ erkus-n
arden isk
Grena-dat son-pl.nom-the rel-pl-abl two.nom-the already but

		
		

car̊ay-el
en
Azgayin banak-um č’-en
serve-ptcp.perf. they are National Army-loc neg-they are

		
		

lk’-i
irenc’ gyuł-ě.
abandon-ptcp.neg. their village.nom-the

		“Grena’s sons, of whom two have already served in the National Army, will not
abandon their village.”

The relative clause does often not immediately follow the head noun; in this case of extraposition338 it appears at the end of the sentence.

. see extraposition/discontinuous noun-phrases Ch. 3.6.1. “Inversion vs. dislocation and
extraposition”, p. 623f.
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(819)	Üñ³Ýù »ñÏáõ ë»ÝÛ³Ï »Ý ½µ³Õ»óÝáõÙ, áñáÝóÇó Ù»ÏÁ Í³é³ÛáõÙ ¿ áñå»ë
ÑÛáõñ³ë»ÝÛ³Ï, ÝÝç³ñ³Ý ¨ ÉáÕ³ñ³Ý, ÇëÏ ÙÛáõëÁª å³Ñ»ëï áõ Ëáñ¹³Ýáó:

(Hetk’15.02.2007)
		
		

nrank’
erku senyak
en
zbałe-c’n-um
or-onc’-ic
they.nom two room.nom theyˉare occupy-caus-ptcp.pres. rel-pl-abl

		

mek-ě
car̊ay-um
ē
orpes hyurasenyakˉ nnjaran
one.nom-the serve-ptcp.pres. itˉis as
livingˉroomˉ sleepingˉroom

		
		

ew
lołaran
isk
myus-ě
pahest
u
xordanoc’.
conj bathroom conj other.nom-the depot.nom conj storeroom.nom

		“They occupy two rooms, of which one serves as living room, sleeping room and
bathroom, and the other as depot and storeroom.”

h.

Order of the Indefinite Article

The indefinite article ÙÇ mi is invariably preposed to the noun. INDEF + N.
(820)	ì»ñç»ñë ÙÇ å³ßïáÝÛ³ ¹³ï³å³ñïí»É ¿ ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ:
(Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)
		
		

verjers mi
paštonya datapart-v-el
ē
recently indef ˉofficial convict-pass-ptcp.perf. heˉis

		
		

kor̊upc’ia-yi
hamar.
corruption-dat post

		 “Recently an official was convicted for corruption.”

3.5.3.2 Complex noun phrase orders
Complex noun phrases occur commonly both in written and spoken Armenian. That is, a
noun has more than one modifying attribute, a complex genitive attribute or modifiers and
determiners at the same time.
The rather rigid order rules for subconstituents of the noun phrase have to be followed
also in complex noun phrases. There is also a semantically motivated order of the various
modifying and determining elements of the noun phrase.
–
–
–
–
–

The adjective usually occurs closest to its head noun and immediately preposed.
Immediately preposed is the genitive attribute when its head noun has no other
attributes.
Quantifiers usually appear preposed to attributive adjectives.
Determiners usually stand furthest left in order to the head noun.
Qualifying adjectives and quantifying attributes usually appear in the order NUM
(QNT) + ADJ + N.

 Armenian

(821)	Ð³Ý¹»ë »Ï³Ý Ý³¨ µ³½Ù³ÃÇí »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹ »ñ³ÅÇßïÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 02.05.2006)
		 handes ek-an
naew bazmat’iv eritasard eražišt-ner.
		 perform-aor.3.pl also numerous young
musician-pl.nom
		 “Numerous young musicians also performed.”
(822)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ ÅáÕáíÝ áõÝ»ó»É ¿ »ñÏáõ Ï³ñ¨áñ ³ñ¹ÛáõÝù:
(Armenpress 04.05.2006)
		
		

Hayastan-i
hamar žołov-n
unec’-el
ē
Armenia-dat post meeting.nom-the have-ptcp.perf. it is

		
		

erku karewor
ardyunk’.
two important result.nom

		 “For Armenia, the meeting had two important results.”
(823)

¸ÇÙ»É »Ù µáÉáñ ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý áõÅ»ñÇÝ: (Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)

		 dim-el
em bolor k’ałak’akan už-er-i-n.
		 address-ptcp.perf. I am QNT political
force-pl-dat-the
		 “I have addressed all political forces.”

–

With relational adjectives, quantifying attributes may also occur in the order relADJ
+ NUM (QNT) + N, but only for stylistic purposes and in which case the quantifier is
particularly marked.339
(824)	Üñ³Ýù »Ý ëïáñ³·ñ»É »Ï»Õ»óáõ ýÇÝ³Ýë³Ï³Ý µáÉáñ ÷³ëï³ÃÕÃ»ñÁ:
(Armenpress 22.03.2006)

		
		

nrank’
en
they.nom they are

storagr-el
ekełec’-u
finansakan
sign-ptcp.perf. church-dat financial

		
		

bolor p’astat’łt’-er-ě.
QNT document-pl.nom-the

		 “They have signed all of the financial documents of the church.” (relADJ+QNT+N)
(825)	1969-ÇÝ ÉáõÛë ¿ ï»ë»É »ñÏñáñ¹ ï³ñµ»ñ³ÏÁ, áõñ Ñ»ÕÇÝ³ÏÁ Ï³ï³ñ»É ¿
µ³Ý³ëÇñ³Ï³Ý µ³½Ù³ÃÇí ×ßïáõÙÝ»ñ, É»½í³á×³Ï³Ý ËÙµ³·ñáõÙÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		

1969-i-n
luys ē
tes-el
erkrord tarberak-ě
1969-dat-the light it is see-ptcp.perf. second version.nom-the

		
		

ur
hełinak-ě
katar-el
ē
banasirakan bazmat’iv
wh-where author.nom-the fulfill-ptcp.perf. heˉis philologicalˉ QNT

		
		

čštum-ner
lezvaočakan xmbagrum-ner.
correction-pl.nom stylistic
editorial work-pl.nom

		“In 1969, the second version was published, in which the author has made numerous
philological corrections and stylistic editorial alterations.” (relADJ+QNT+N)

. Badikyan 1976: 147.
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–

Demonstratives and Adjectives and/or Quantifiers

The determining demonstratives usually appear furthest left of the noun, immediately preposed to other modifiers relating to the head noun, i.e. DEM + ADJ + N; DEM + QNT +
N and thus DEM + QNT + ADJ.
(826)	²Ûë ÷áñÓÝ³Ï³Ý Íñ³·ÇñÁ ÏÇñ³Ï³Ý³óíÇ Ý³¨ ÙÛáõë Ñ³Ù³ÛÝùÝ»ñáõÙ:
(Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		

ays p’orjnakan cragir-ě
kirakanc’-v-i
naew ˉmyus
this trial
program.nom-the realize-pass-cond.fut.3.sg also other

		 hamaynk’-ner-um.
		 community-pl-loc
		 “This test program shall also be realised in other communities.” (DEM ADJ N)
(827)	²Ûë »ñ»ù ³Ýã³÷³Ñ³ë »ñ»Ë³Ý»ñÝ Çñ»Ýó Ùáñ Ñ»ï ³åñáõÙ »Ý ºñ¨³ÝÇ Üáñ-²ñ»ß
127/2 Ñ³ëó»áõÙ ·ïÝíáÕ Ñ³Ýñ³Ï³ó³ñ³ÝÇ 8-ñ¹ Ñ³ñÏáõÙ: (Hetk’05.02.2007)
		
		

ays erek’ anč’ap’ahas erexa-ner-n
irenc’ mor
het
this three under age child.pl.nom-the their mother-dat post

		
		

apr-um
en
Erewan-i
Nor-Areš 127/2 hasc’e-um
live-ptcp.pres they are Yerevan-dat Nor-Areš 127/2 address-loc

		
		

gnt-v-oł
hanrakac’aran-i 8-rd hark-um.
locate-refl-ptcp.sub. dormitory-dat 8th floor-loc

		“These three under-age children live with their mother on the 8th floor of the dormitory located at the address 127/2 of Nor-Areš of Yerevan.” (DEM NUM ADJ N)

Quantifiers, particularly universal quantifiers may also precede the demonstrative in stylistic deviations:
(828)	´áÉáñ ³Ûë Ã³ï»ñ³ËÙµ»ñÁ ýÇÝ³Ýë³Ï³Ý Éáõñç ¹Åí³ñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ áõÝ»Ý:
(Armenpress 08.04.2006)
		
		

bolor ays t’ateraxmb-er-ě
finansakan lurj
all
this troupe-pl.nom-the financial
serious

		
		

džvarut’yun-ner un-en.
problem-pl.nom have-pres.3.pl

		 “All these troupes have serious financial problems.” (QNT DEM N)

–

Various Quantifiers in Complex Noun Phrases

In MEA numerals (cardinals) and universal quantifiers in particular co-occur quite
frequently.
Universal quantifiers usually precede numerals, QNT+NUM+N

 Armenian

(829)	ÐÐ¶²² µáÉáñ 32 ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝÝ»ñÇ ³í»ÉÇ ù³Ý 4 ÙÉÝ Ïïáñ ·ñ³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÇó 2003
Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ û·ïí»É ¿ 21.902 ÁÝÃ»ñóáÕ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

HH GAA bolor 32 gradaran-ner-i aveli k’an
4 mln
ktor
RA AS
all
32 library-pl-dat more COMP 4 million piece

		
		

grakanut’yun-ic’ 2003 t’vakan-i-n
ōgtv- el
ē
literature-abl
2003 year-dat-the make use of-ptcp.pres. it is

		
		

21,901 ěnt’erc’oł.
21,902 reader.nom

		“In the year 2003, 21,902 readers made use of the more than 4 million pieces of
literature of all 32 libraries of the Academy of Sciences of the Republic of Armenia.”
(QNT NUM N)

–

The Indefinite Article in Complex Noun Phrases

The indefinite article, in general, precedes both adjectives and quantifiers in complex noun
phrases. In co-occurences with (particularly relational) adjectives it may also follow this
adjective and thus immediately precedes its head-noun – for stylistic variations, which are
so far inexplicable.340
(830)	â¿ áñ ³×»É ¿ ÙÇ ³ÙµáÕç ë»ñáõÝ¹, áñÝ ëÏë»É ¿ Ùáé³Ý³É éáõë³ó É»½áõÝ:
(Armenpress 13.12.2005)
		
		

č’-ě
or
ač-el
ē
mi
ambołj serund
neg-it is conj grow-ptcp.perf. it is indef whole generation

		
		
		
		

or-n
sks-el
ē
mor̊an-al
rel.nom-the start-ptcp.perf. it is forget-inf
r̊usac’ lezu-n.
Russian language.nom-the

		“Is it not (true) that a whole generation has grown-up, which has begun to forget the
Russian language?”(indef + QNT + N)
(831)	…ó»Õ³Ï³Ý ÙÇ ßáõÝ Çñ ëáõñ ¹áõÝãÁ Ñ³Ý»ó Ýñ³Ýó ÙÇçÇó:
(Grakanut’yun 6: 205)
		
		

cełakan mi
šun
ir sur
dunč’-ě
han-ec’
pedigree indef dog.nom its sharp snout.nom-the drawˉout-aor.3.sg

		
		

nranc’
mijic’.
they.dat post-abl

		“A pedigree dog drew out its pointed nose from in between them.” (relADJ + indef + N)

. It seems that this inverse order relADJ + INDEF + N marks the adjective.
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(832)	ü. ê³ñ·ëÛ³ÝÁ ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝÇÝ Ñ³ÝÓÝ»ó Ü.ê.ú.î.î. ¶³ñ»·ÇÝ ´-Ç ÝíÇñ³ÍÑÝ³·áõÛÝ
ÙÇ Ó»é³·Çñ: (Armenpress 15.12.2005)
		
		

F. Sargsyan-ě
gradaran-i-n
hanjn-ec’
N.S.Ō.T.T.
F. Sargsyan.nom-the library-dat-the hand over-aor.3.sg H.E.

		
		

Garegin
B.-i
nvir-ac
hnaguyn mi
jer̊agir.
Garegin.nom 2nd-dat give-ptcp.res. veryˉold indef manuscript.nom

		“F. Sargsyan handed over a very old manuscript given by H.E. Garegin 2nd to the
library.” (adj + indef + N)

–

Genitive Attributes and Adnominal Possessor Attributes

In complex noun phrases, both the genitive and the possessor appear in the furthest left
position to their head noun, particularly if the head noun also has other modifying or
determining attributes. GEN + DEM + QNT + ADJ + N
The genitive attribute itself may be expressed by a complex noun phrase. In this case
all the attributes modifying or determining the head noun of the genitive attribute phrase
appear preposed to this head noun. (DEM + QNT + ADJ + genN) + ……+ N
(833)	ÊÝÓáñ»Ýáõ ¹³É³ñ ×ÛáõÕ»ñÁ ×Ïí»É ¿ÇÝ µ»ñùÇ Ó³ÝñáõÃÛáõÝÇó:
(Patkerazard K’erakanut’yun 2: 41)
		
		

xnjoren-u
dalar čyuł-er-ě
čk-v-el
apple tree-dat (young branch-pl.nom-the) bend-refl-ptcp.perf.

		
		

ēin
berk’-i
canrut’yun-ic’.
they were fruit-dat weight-abl

		“The young branches of the apple tree had bent from the fruit’s weight.” (gen) (adj+N)
(834)	²ßË³ñÑÇ µáÉáñ Í³·»ñÇó ×³Ý³å³ñÑáñ¹Ý»ñ ¿ÇÝ ·³ÉÇë ³Û¹ Ï³Ûë»ñ
Ù³Ûñ³ù³Õ³ùÁ: (Mayreni 5: 65)
		
		
		
		

Ašxarh-i
bolor
World-dat all
gal-is
come-ptcp.pres.

cag-er-ic’
čanaparhord-ner ēin
corner-pl-abl traveller-pl.nom they were
ayd kays-er
mayrak’ałak’-ĕ.
that emperor-dat capital.nom-the

		“Travellers from all corners of the world came to that emperor’s capital.”
(gen)+(qnt+abl)+N
(835)	Ø³ÛÇëÇ »ñÏñáñ¹ Ï»ëÇÝ ÏëÏëíÇ Íñ³·ñ³íáñáÕÝ»ñÇ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý »ñÏñáñ¹ ÙñóáõÛÃÇ
³é³çÇÝ ÷áõÉÁ: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		
		
		

(Mayis-i erkrord kes-i-n)
ksks-v-i
May-dat 2nd
half-dat-the begin-pass-cond.fut.3.sg
cragravoroł-ner-i
(haykakan erkrord mrc’uyt’-i) (ar̊ajin p’ul-ě).
programmer-pl-dat Armenian 2nd
contest-dat 1st
phase.nom-the

		“In the second half of May the first phase of the second Armenian ‘Contest of Programmers’ will start.” (gen) (num+N); (radj + num + gen) + (num+N)

 Armenian

In general, the adnominal possessor pronouns behave like genitive attributes, with one
major exception: in co-occurrence with demonstratives, the possessor follows the demonstrative while preceding all other modifiers. (DEM +) POSS + QNT + ADJ + N
(836)	Ð»ï¨Û³É ûñÁ â»ñíÛ³ÏáíÁ Ñ³·³í Çñ Ýáñ íÇóÙáõÝ¹ÇñÁ: (Grakanut’yun 6: 103)
		

hetevyal ōr-ě
Č’ervyakov-ě
hag-av
ir
next
day.nom-the Č’ervyakov.nom-the put on-aor.3.sg his

		
		

nor vic’mundir-ě.
new service clothing.nom-the

		 “Next day Č’ervyakov put on his new service clothing.”
(837)	²ßáïÇ ßáõÝÁ Ï³ï³ñáõÙ ¿ Ýñ³ µáÉáñ Ññ³Ù³ÝÝ»ñÁ:
(Patkerazard K’erakanut’yun 2: 41)
		 Ašot-i
šun-ě
katar-um
ē
nra bolor hraman-ner-ě.
		 Ašot-dat dog.nom-the fulfill-ptcp.pres. itˉis his all
order-pl.nom-the
		 “Ašot’s dog fulfils all his commands.”
(838)	…Ð³Û³ëï³Ý Ï³ï³ñ³Í Çñ ³Ûë ³é³çÇÝ ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³Û¹ ³éáõÙáí Çñ»Ý É³ÛÝ
ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ ÏÁÝÓ»éÇ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		

Hayastan
katar-ac
ir
ays ar̊ajin ayc’elut’yun-n ayd
Armenia.nom fulfil-ptcp.res. his this first visit.nom-the that

		
		

ar̊um-ov
iren
layn hnaravorut’yun-ner kěnjer̊-i.
respect-inst he.dat broad possibility-pl.nom leave-cond.fut.3.sg

		“This, his first visit fulfilled in Armenia, shall leave him with broad possibilities in
that respect.” (N + participle + poss + dem + num + headN)

–

The Order of Adnominal Participial Constructions

Participial constructions functioning as deranked, shortened relative clauses invariably
precede the head noun. rel + N
The whole participial construction (rel), however, obligatorily precedes the other
modifying attributes of the head noun. rel + attributes + N
(839)	ÇëÏ Ýñ³ ï³ÝÝ ³ÛÅÙ ³åñáõÙ ¿ àõã»ñ ·ÛáõÕÇó ï»Õ³÷áËí³Í êáõÉ·áõÝ ÁÝï³ÝÇùÁ:
(Armenpress 05.05.2006)
		

isk
nra t-an-n
ayžm apr-um
ē
Uč’er
conj his house-dat-the now live-ptcp.pres. it is Uč’er.nom

		
		

gyuł-ic’
tełap’ox-v-ac
Sulgun
ěntanik’-ě.
village-abl move-refl-ptcp.res. Sulgun.nom family.nom-the

		“And in his house now lives the Sulgun family, which moved from the
village Uč’er.”
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(840)	²ÛëÇÝùÝª Çñ íñ³ ÁÝ¹áõÝÇ ¨ Ù»ÕÙÇ ÇßË³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý ¹»Ù áõÕÕí³Í Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý
½³ÛñáõÛÃÁ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		

aysink’nˉ ir
vra ěndun-i
ew
mełm-i
thatˉis
he.gen post accept-subj.fut.3.sg conj soften-subj.fut.3.sg

		
		

išxanut’y-an
dem ułł-v-ac
hasarakakan zayrut’-ě.
government-dat post direct-pass-ptcp.res. public
wrath.nom-the

		“That means, he would take him on and would soften the public wrath directed
against the government.”

3.5.4

Word order in complex clauses

In general, there is no difference between the order of the constituents in a main and subordinate clause, basically the finite verb follows the subject both in neutral main and neutral subordinate clauses.
The order of main and subordinated sentence seems to be more or less free.

3.5.4.1 The order of main and subordinated clauses
3.5.4.1.1 The order of the finite verb in subordinated relative clauses341
If the subject of the subordinate clause is expressed with a relative pronoun, it always precedes the verb and occurs in the beginning of the subordinate clause, i.e. the relative pronoun must be early in the relative clause.
This also holds for interrogative pronouns used as subjects in relative clauses. In
contrast to the relative pronouns, interrogative pronouns in subject function can also be
embedded in a sentence and thus not stand in the beginning of a sentence, but they still
remain in the preposed position to the verb (842).
(841)	Þ³µ³Ãí³ Íñ³·ñáõÙ ÁÝ¹·ñÏí³Í ¿ íñ³ó ¹»ñ³ë³ÝáõÑÇ êáýÇÏá ÖÇ³áõñ»ÉÇÇ
ëï»ÕÍ³·áñÍ³Ï³Ý »ñ»ÏáÝ, áñÁ Ë³Õ³ó»É ¿ ö³ñ³ç³ÝáíÇ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ýÇÉÙ»ñáõÙ:

(Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		
		

šabat’-va cragr-um
ěndgrk-v-ac
week-dat program-loc include-pass-ptcp.res.ˉ

ē
vrac’
derasanuhi
itˉis Georgian actress.nom

		
		

Sofiko Čiaureli-i
stełcagorcakan ereko-n
or-ě
Sofiko Čiaureli.dat creative
evening.nom-the rel.nom-the

		
		

xałac’-el
ē
P’arajanov-i
mi k’ani film-er-um.
play-ptcp.perf. she is P’arajanov-dat several film-pl-loc

		“In the week’s program a creative evening by the Georgian actress Sofiko Čiaureli,
who has played in several films of P’arajanov, is also included.”

. Badikyan 1976: 57ff.
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(842)	ºë ³ÛÝ »ñç³ÝÇÏÝ»ñÇó »Ù, áí µ³Ëï ¾ áõÝ»ó»É ï»ëÝ»Éáõ ÝÙ³Ý ³ÝÏñÏÝ»ÉÇ
¹³ñå³ë³å³ÑÇ Ë³ÕÁ: (Armenpress 30.03.2006)
		

es
i.nom

ayn erjanik-ner-ic’ em ov
baxt ē
unec’-el
that lucky-pl-abl Iˉam wh.nom luck itˉis have-ptcp.perf.

		
		

tesn-el-u
nman ankrkneli darpasapah-i xał-ě.
see-inf-dat similar unique
goalie-dat
game.nom-the

		“I am one of the lucky ones who have had the chance to see the game of a similarly
unique goalie.”

If the subordinate relative clause refers to other functions than modifying the subject or
in the subject function, the order in the subordinate clause corresponds to the order of a
neutral simple sentence, i.e. (S) V O resp. (S) O V.
(843)	øÝÝ³ñÏáõÙÝ»ñÁ Ïï¨»Ý 2,5 ³ÙÇë, áñáÝó ÏÙ³ëÝ³Ïó»Ý áõëáõóÇãÝ»ñ, ÍÝáÕÝ»ñ ¨
Ñ³ë³ñ³ÏáõÃÛ³Ý É³ÛÝ Ë³í»ñ: (Armenpress 20.01.2006)
		
		

k’nnarkum-ner-ě
ktew-en
2,5 amis
or-onc
Debate-pl.nom-the last-cond.fut.3.pl 2.5 month.nom rel-pl.dat

		
		

kmasnakc’-en
usuc’ič-ner
cnoł-ner
ew
participate-cond.fut.3.pl teacher-pl.nom parent-pl.nom conj

		
		

hasarakut’y-an layn xav-er.
society-dat broad stratum-pl.nom

		“The debates, in which teachers, parents and broad strata of the society will participate, will last 2.5 months.”
(844)	ä³ñ½í»É ¿, áñ ³Û¹åÇëÇ ß»Ýù»ñÁ 545-Ý »Ý, áñáÝóÇó 87-Á ·ïÝíáõÙ »Ý ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ:
(Armenpress 23.01.2006)
		
		

parz-v-el
ē
or
aydpisi šenk’-er-ě
becomeˉclear-antic-ptcp.perf. itˉis conj such
building-pl.nom-the

		 545-n en
or-onc’ic’
87-ě
gtn-v-um
		 545-the they are rel-pl-abl 87-the locate-refl-ptcp.pres
		
		

en
they are

Erewan-um.
Yerevan-loc

		“It turned out that there are 545 such buildings of which 87 are located in Yerevan.”
(845)	Ø»Í ´ñÇï³ÝÇ³ÛÇ ûñ»ÝùÝ»ñÇ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝª Ù³ñ¹áõÝ ãÇ Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ³ñï³ùë»É ÙÇ
»ñÏÇñ« áõñ Ýñ³Ý ëå³éÝáõÙ »Ý Ïïï³ÝùÝ»ñ:
(Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		

Mec Britania-yi ōrenk’-ner-i hamajayn mard-u-n
č’-i
kareli
Great Britain-dat law-pl-dat post
man-dat-theˉ neg-itˉis possible

		
		

artak’s-el
mi
erkir
ur
nran
spar̊n-um
deport-inf indef country.nom wh-where he.dat threaten-ptcp.pres.
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en
kttank’-ner.
they are torture-pl.nom

		“According to the laws of Great Britain, it is not allowed to deport a person to a
country where he/she will be threatened with torture.”
(846)	²Ûë Ù»Ï ³Ùëí³ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ, »ñµ ï»ëÝáõÙ »ë »ñÇï³ë³ñ¹áõÃÛ³ÝÁ Í³ÕÇÏÝ»ñáí
áÕáÕí³Í, ÙÇ ³Ýµ³ó³ïñ»ÉÇ Ññ×í³Ýù »ë ³åñáõÙ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)
		 ays mek ams-va
ěnt’ac’k’um erb
tesn-um
es
		 this one month-dat post
wh-when see-ptcp.pres. you are
		

eritasardut’y-an-ě całik-ner-ov
ołoł-v-ac
mi
youth-dat-the
flower-pl-inst overwhelm-pass-ptcp.res. indef

		

anbac’atreli hrčvank’
es
apr-um.
inexplicable delight.nom you are live-ptcp.pres

		“In the course of this one month, when you see the youth overwhelmed with flowers
you experience an inexplicable delight.”

3.5.4.1.2 The order of other subordinated clauses and main clauses
a.

Subordinated Clauses of Place

The subordinated clause of place may appear before or after the main clause. If the main
clause contains the place adverb ³ÛÝï»Õ aynteł, the subordinated clause invariably follows
the main clause.
(847)	ÎáñáõëïÝ»ñÇ Ù³Ï³ñ¹³ÏÁ µ³ñÓñ ¿ ³ÛÝï»Õ, áñï»Õ Ñ³ßí³éÙ³Ý Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·
»ñ¹ñí³Í ¿: (Armenpress 15.11.2005)
		

korust-ner-i makardak-ě barjr ē
aynteł orteł
hašvar̊m-an
Loss--pl-dat level.nom-the high itˉis there wh-where registration-dat

		
		

hamakarg erdr-v-ac
ē.
system.nom install-pass-ptcp.res. it is

		 “The level of losses is high there, where the registration system is installed.”

b.

Subordinated Clauses of Time

Although the order of the subordinated clause of time is comparatively free, the order is
subject to some constraints.342
–

If there is a temporal adverb such as ÑÇÙ³ hima “now”, ³ÛÅÙ ayžm “now”, »ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý
erekoyan “in the evening”, ³é³íáïÛ³Ý ar̊avotyan “in the morning”, »ñµ»ÙÝ erbemn
“sometimes”, or postpositional phrase with Ñ»ïá heto “after(wards)”. etc. in the main
clause, the subordinated clause invariably follows the main clause.

. Gareginyan G.L. 1991: 223–224.
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(848)	ØÛ³ëÝÇÏÁ ÷áÕáóáõÙ ¿ Ñ³ÛïÝí»É ³ÛÝ µ³ÝÇó Ñ»ïá, »ñµ í³×³é»É »Ý Ý³ËÏÇÝ
µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÁ: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		
		

Myasnik-ě
p’ołoc’-um ē
haytn-v-el
ayn ban-ic’
Myasnik.nom-the street-loc itˉis appear-refl-ptcp.perf. that thing-abl

		
		

heto erb vačar̊-el
en
naxkin bnakaran-ě.
post conj sell-ptcp.perf. they are former apartment.nom-the

		 “Myasnik appeared on the street after that, when they sold the former apartment.”

If the main clause contains temporal expressions closely relating to the subordinated clause,
like ³å³ apa “then”, ³Û¹ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ayd žamanak “at that time”, ³Û¹ å³ÑÇÝ ayd pahin “at
that moment”, ³Û¹ ÝáõÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï ayd nuyn žamanak “at the same time” etc., the subordinated clause invariably follows the main clause.
(849)	Çñ «´³ñ»õ, »ë »Ù» ýÇÉÙÇ Ãí³Ýß³ÛÝ³óñ³Í ï³ñµ»ñ³ÏÁ ï»ë»É ¿ ³ÛÝ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï,
»ñµ Çñ»Ý Ï³Ýã»É »Ý «ØÇ ýÇÉÙÇ å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝ» Ñ³Õáñ¹Ù³Ý Ù»ç Ï³ñÍÇù
Ñ³ÛïÝ»Éáõ: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 ir “barew,ˉesˉem”ˉfilm-i
t’vanšayana-c’r-ac
tarberak-ě
		 his “hello,ˉit’sˉme”ˉfilm-dat digitalise-caus-ptcp.res. version.nom-the
		
		

tes-el
ē
aynˉžamanak erb iren
kanč’-el
seeˉptcp.perf. heˉis thatˉtime.nomˉ conj he.dat call-ptcp.perf.ˉ

		
		

en
“mi
film-i
patmut’yun” hałordm-an
mej
theyˉareˉ “indef film-dat story.nom”ˉ broadcast-dat post

		
		

karcik’
haytn-el-u.
opinion.nom announce-inf-dat

		“He had seen the digitalised version of his film “Hello, It’s Me” at that time, when he
was called to give (his) opinion on the broadcast show “The Story of a Film”.”
(850)	ØÇÝã áõßùÇ Ï·³ñ ¸ñ³ëï³Ù³ñÁ, ²ñß³ÏÁ í»ñóÝáõÙ ¿ ËÝÓáñ Ï×å»Éáõ ¹³Ý³ÏÁ:
(Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002:188).
		
		

Minč’ ušk’i kgar
prep regain consciousness-cond.past.3.sg

Drastamat-ě
Drastamat.nom-the

		
		

Aršak-ě
verc’n-um
ē
xnjor
Aršak.nom-the take-ptcp.pres. heˉis apple.nom

		
		

kčp-el-u
danak-ě.
peel-inf-dat knife.nom-the

		“Until Drastamat regained consciousness, Aršak takes the knife (used) to
peel apples.”

c.

The Order of Subordinated Clauses of Manner

The order of the subordinated clause is most frequently postposed to the main clause.
The subordinated clause of manner obligatorily follows its main clause, if ³ÛÝå»ë aynpes
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“like that” is in the main clause and the conjunction áñ or introduces the subordinated
clause.343
(851)	îÇÏÇÝ ¾ÙÙ³ÛÇ »ñ»ù ë»ÝÛ³Ï³ÝáóÇ ÝÝç³ë»ÝÛ³ÏÇ ³é³ëï³ÕÁ ÏáÛáõÕ³çñ»ñÇó
³ÛÝå»ë ¿ Ãñçí»É, áñ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³å³Ï» ç³ÑÝ ¿ Éóí»É çñáí: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		
		

Tikin Ēmma-yi
erek’ senyakanoc’ -i
nnjasenyak-i
Mrs. Ēmma-dat-the three room-apartment-dat sleeping room-dat

		
		

ar̊astał
koyułajr-er-ic’
aynpes ē
t’rj-v-el
or
ceiling.nom-the drainage-pl-abl so
itˉis wet-pass-ptcp.perf. conj

		
		

nyunisk apake jah-n
ē
lc’-v-el
jr-ov.
even
glass luster.nom-the it is filled-pass-ptcp.perf. water-ins

		“The ceiling of the bedroom of the three-room-apartment of Mrs. Ēmma’s has been
so (much) wetted by the drainages that even the lustre was filled with water”.

The same postposed order of the subordinated clause introduced with the conjunction
ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes can be found in constructions in which the main clause also contains the
relational expression ³ÛÝå»ë aynpes:
(852)	Ð³ñóÁ ¹áõñ ãÇ »Ï»É ùÙ³Ñ³× »ñ·ãÇÝ, ¨ Ý³ Ç å³ï³ëË³Ý Ñ³ÛÑáÛ»É ¾ ³ÛÝå»ë,
ÇÝãå»ë Ï³ñáÕ ¾ Ñ³ÛÑáÛ»É. (Armenpress 15.01.2006)
		
		

harc’-ě
durˉč’-i
ek-el
k’mahač
ergč’-i-n
question.nom-the partˉneg-itˉis come-ptcp.perf. capricious singer-dat-the

		
		

ew
na
i
patasxan
hayhoy-el
ē
aynpesˉ inčpes
conj he.nom pre answer.nom curse-ptcp.perf. heˉisˉ so
conj

		
		

kar-oł
ē
hayhoy-el.
be able-ptcp.pres he is curse-inf

		“The capricious singer did not like the question, and he cursed in reply as (much), as
he is able to curse.”

If the subordinated clause occurs preposed to the main clause, the meaning of it is regarded
as stressed (i.e. the meaning of the manner of the action/state or of comparing the action/
state to another):
(853)	ÆÝãå»ë ²¹³Ùáí µáÉáñÁ Ù»éÝáõÙ »Ý, ÝáõÛÝå»ë ¨ øñÇëïáëáí ³Ù»ÝùÁ åÇïÇ
Ï»Ý¹³Ý³Ý³Ý: (Armenpress 09.04.2006)
		
		

inč’pes Adam-ov
bolor-ě
mer̊n-um
en
nuynpesˉ ew
con
Adam-inst all.nom-the die-ptcp.pres.ˉ they are also
conj

		
		

K’ristos-ov a menk’-ě
piti kendanan-an.
Christ-inst all.nom-the come to life-deb.fut.3.pl

		 “As all die with Adam, they also have to come to life with Jesus.”

. Gareginyan 1991: 238.
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d.

The Order of the Subordinated Clauses of Measure

The subordinated clause of measure introduced with the conjunctions áñ or, ÇÝãù³Ý
inč’k’an, áñù³Ý ork’an, ÇÝãã³÷ inč’č’ap’ and áñã³÷ orč’ap’ more often follows its main
clause. This postposed position is almost canonical, if the main clause contains relational
expressions like ³ÛÝù³Ý aynk’an, ³ÛÝã³÷ aynč’ap.
(854)	ì»ñçÇÝ ßñç³ÝáõÙ Ã³ïñáÝáõÙ ³ÛÝù³Ý ß³ï ó»ñ»Ï³ÛÇÝ Ý»ñÏ³Û³óáõÙÝ»ñ
¿ÇÝµ»Ù³¹ñíáõÙ, áñ ·ÛáõÙñ»óÇÝ»ñÝ
³é³ç³ñÏáõÙ »Ý Ã³ïñáÝÝ ³Ýí³Ý»É «Ð»ùÇ³ÃÝ ¿ Ï³ÝãáõÙ»:

(Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

verjinˉ šrjan-um t’atron-um aynk’an ˉšat c’erekayin nerkayac’um-ner
last
time-loc theatre-loc soˉmuch many day’s
performance-pl.nom

		

ēin
bemadr-v-um
or
they were perform-pass-ptcp.pres. conj

		
		

gyumrec’i-ner-n
inhabitant of Gyumri-pl.nom- the

		
		

t’atron-n
anvan-el “hek’iat’n
ē
kanč’-um”.
theatre.nom-the name-inf “fairytale.nom-the it is call-ptcp.pres.”

ar̊ajark-um
en
propose-ptcp.pres they are

		“In the last time (recently) so many afternoon performances were performed in the
theatre that the inhabitants of Gyumri propose to name the theatre “The Fairytale
is Calling”.”
(855)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÝ ³ÛÝù³Ý Ý»ñ¹ñáõÙÝ»ñ ãÇ ëï³Ý³, áñù³Ý Ï³ñáÕ ¿ñ ëï³Ý³É
ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇó ½»ñÍ »ñÏÇñ ÉÇÝ»Éáí: (Armenpress 30.10.2005)
		
		

Hayastan-n
Armenia.nom-the

aynk’an nerdrum-ner
so much investment-pl.nom

č’-i
neg-it is

stan-a
receive-ptcp.neg.

		

ork’an
kar-oł
ēr
stan-al
kor̊upc’ia-yic
thatˉmuch beˉable-ptcp.pres. itˉwas receive-inf corruption-ablˉ

		
		

zerc’ erkir
lin-el-ov.
free country.nom be-inf-inst

		“Armenia will not receive as many investments as it could receive being a country
free from corruption.”

If the subordinated clause of measure appears preposed to its main clause it can be regarded
as marked.
(856)	ø³Õ³ùÇ íÇ×³ÏÝ ³é³í»É ³ÝÙËÇÃ³ñ ¿ Ñ³Ù³ÛÝùÝ»ñáõÙ. áñù³Ý Ï»ÝïñáÝÇó
Ñ»éáõ, ³ÛÝù³Ý í³ï: (Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		
		

k’ałak’-i vičak-n
ar̊avel anmxit’ar
ē
hamaynk’-ner-um.
city-dat situation.nom-the more uncomfortableˉ itˉis community-pl-loc
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ork’an
kentron-ic’ her̊u aynk’an vat.
that much centre-abl far
so much bad

		“The situation of the city is more uncomfortable in the communities. The further it
is from the centre, the worse it is.”

e.

Subordinated Clauses of Cause

In general, the subordinated clause of cause follows its main clause, independent from the
causal conjunction introducing the subordinated clause.
(857)	²Ûë ³éáõÙáí Íñ³·ÇñÝ ÁÝ¹·ñÏáõÝ ¿, ù³ÝÇ áñ Çñ Ù»ç Ý»ñ³éáõÙ ¿ µ³½Ù³ÃÇí
áÉáñïÝ»ñ: (Armenpress 01.04.2006)
		 ays ar̊um-ov
cragir-n
ěndgrkun
ē
k’ani or
this aspect-inst program.nom-the comprehensive it is conj
		
		

ir
mej nerar̊-um
ē
bazmat’iv olort-ner.
it.gen post include-ptcp.pres it is several
area-pl.nom

		“In this aspect the program is comprehensive because it includes in it several areas.”
(858)	Ø»Ýù å»ïù ¿ ß³ï É³í ½»ÏáõÛó Ý»ñÏ³Û³óÝ»Ýù, áñáíÑ»ï¨ ¹³ ÇÝã-áñ ï»Õ Ù»ñ
»ñÏñÇ ¹»ÙùÝ ¿: (Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

menk’ petk’ ē
šatˉlav
zekuyc’
nerkayac’n-enk’
orovhetew
we.nom part itˉis veryˉgood report.nom present-deb.fut.1.pl conj

		
		

da
inč’-or teł mer erkr-i
demk’n
ē.
it.nom somewhere our country-dat face.nom-the it is

		“We will have to present a very good report, because this is in a way the face of our
country.”

In connection with some conjunctions, such as (Ý³)Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ áñ, (na)manavand or,
í³ëÝ ½Ç vasn zi, ù³Ý½Ç k’anzi, ½Ç zi etc., the subordinate clause obligatorily follows the
main clause.
(859)	¾çÙÇ³ÍÇÝ ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÁ Ï³ñ¨áñ ¿ñ µáÉáñÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ, ù³Ý½Ç ³ÛÝ
í»ñ³Ï»Ý¹³Ý³óÝ»Éáõ ¿ Ù»ñ ³½·³ÛÇÝ ÝíÇñ³Ï³Ý ½·³óáõÙÝ»ñÁ:

(Armenpress 03.05.2006)
		
		

Ējmiacin
ayc’elut’yun-ě karewor
ēr
bolor-i hamar
Ējmiacin.nom visit.nom-the important it was all-dat post

		
		

k’anzi ayn verakendana-c’n-elu
ē
mer azgayin
conj that reanimate-caus-inf-dat it is our national

		
		

nvirakan zgac’um-ner-ě.
sacred
feeling-pl.nom-the

		“The visit of Ējmiacin was important for all, to reanimate it is our sacred,
national feeling.”

 Armenian

(860)	Ø»Ýù å³ñï³íáñ »Ýù å³ßïå³Ý»É Ù»ñ ßáõÏ³Ýª Ð³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛ³Ý
»ñÏñÝ»ñÇ ßáõÏ³Ý, Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ áñ ³ñ¨ÙïÛ³Ý ßáõÏ³ÛáõÙ Ù»½ áã áù ãÇ
ëå³ëáõÙ»: (Armenpress26.10.2006)

menk’ partavor enk’ paštpan-el mer šuka-n
Hamagorcakc’ut’yan
we.nom obliged weare protect-inf our market.nom-the cooperation-dat
erkr-ner-i
šuka-n
manavandˉor arewmtyan šuka-y-um
country-pl-dat market.nom-the conj
western
market-loc
		
		

mez
oč’ˉok’
č’-i
spas-um.
we.dat nobody.nom neg-itˉis wait-ptcp.pres.

		 “We are obliged to protect our market – the market of the cooperating
		 countries – because nobody is waiting for us in the western market.”

If the main clause contains explicative expressions such as áõëïÇ usti, áõñ»ÙÝ uremn,
¹ñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ dra hamar etc., the subordinate clause ordinarily precedes the main clause.
(861)
		
		
		
		

ø³ÝÇ áñ ãí»ñ³·ñ³Ýóí»Éáõ ¹»åùáõÙ ûñ»ÝùÁ Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý
Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ·áñÍáõÝ»áõÃÛ³Ý ¹³¹³ñ»óáõÙ ãÇ
Ý³Ë³ï»ëáõÙ, áõëïÇ Ý»ñÏ³ÛáõÙë ÐÐ-áõÙ ·áñÍáõÙ ¿ 508
í»ñ³·ñ³Ýóí³Í ¨ ÷³ëï³óÇ ·ñ³Ýóí³Í 4223 Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý
Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛáõÝ: (Armenpress 25.12.2005)

K’aniˉor č’-veragranc’-v-el-u
depk’um ōrenk’-ě
conj
neg-re-regrister-pass-inf-dat post
law.nom-the

hasarakakan
public

kazmakerput’yun-ner-i gorcuneut’y-an dadarec’um č’-i
naxatesum
usti
organization-pl-dat activity-dat closure.nom neg-it plan-ptcp.pres. conj
nerkayums HH-um
presently
RA-loc

gorc-um
ē
work-ptcp.pres it is

508 veragranc-v-ac
ew
508 re-register-pass-ptcp.res. conj

p’astac’i granc’-v-ac
4223 hasarakakan kazmakerput’yun.
really
register-pass-ptcp.res. 4223 public
organization.nom
		 “Since the law does not plan the closure of the activity of public organisations
		 in case of not re-registering, (therefore) presently 508 re-registered and 4223
		 newly registered public organisations work in the Republic of Armenia.”

If a subordinated clause introduced with áñáíÑ»ï¨ orovhetew or ù³ÝÇ áñ k’ani or precedes the main clause, the cause/consequence relation between the subordinated and main
clauses is additionally stressed:
(862)	ø³ÝÇ áñ Ù»Ï ï³ñ»Ï³Ý »ñ»Ë³ Ï³ ï³ÝÁ, ¿ë íÇ×³ÏáõÙ ãÏ³ñáÕ³ó³Ýù
³åñ»É:(Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		
		

k’ani or mek tarekan erexa
ka
t-an-ě
conj
one year
child.nom exist-pres.3.sg house-dat-the
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ēs vičak-um
č’-karołac’ank’
apr-el.
that situation-loc neg-be able-aor.1.pl live-inf

		 “Since there is a one- year- old child at home, we could not live in that situation.”

f.

Subordinated Conditional Clauses

In general, the order of the subordinated conditional clause is free, but there is a high preference to put it at the beginning of the sentence preceding the main clause, particularly if
the subordinated clause is introduced with the conditional conjunctions »Ã» et’e and »ñµ
erb.
This preferred preposed position of the conditional clause is additionally strengthened
if the main clause contains the relational expressions of ³å³ apa,áõñ»ÙÝ uremn, ·áõó»
guc’e, Ã»ñ¨ë t’erews, ÃáÕ toł etc.
(863)

ºÃ» í³½áÕÝ»ñ áõÝ»Ý³Ýùª ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý ÏÙ³ëÝ³Ïó»Ýù: (Ar
˚ avot 05.04.2006)

et’e
vazoł-ner
unen-ank’
anpayman kmasnakc’-enk’.
conj runner-pl.nom have-subj.fut.1.pl certainly participate-cond.fut.3.pl.
		 “If we have runners, we will certainly participate.”
(864)
		

ºÃ» ·³, ³å³ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý åÝ¹áõÙÝ»ñÇ Ñ³ñóáõÙ ³Ýå³ÛÙ³Ý Ï÷áËÇ
Çñ Ï³ñÍÇùÁ: (Armenpress 05.05.2006)

		
		

et’e ga
apa haykakan pndum-ner-i
conj come-subj.fut.3.sg then Armenian allegation-pl-dat

		
		

harc’-um
anpayman kp’ox-i
ir karcik’-ě.
question-loc certainly change-cond.fut.3.sg his opinion.nom-the

		 “If he comes, then he will certainly change his opinion in the question of
		 Armenian allegations.”

Conditional clauses introduced with »Ã» et’e or »ñµ erb usually follow the main clause, if
the main clause contains the phrase ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ ayn depk’um “in that case”:
(865)
		

ê³Ï³ÛÝ, ³é³çË³Õ³óáõÙÁ ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ÏÉÇÝÇ ³ÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ, »Ã» ³Û¹
ÑÝ³ñ³íáñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÁ û·ï³·áñÍí»Ý: (Armenpress 13.12.2005)

		
		

sakayn ar̊ajxałac’um-ě
hnaravor klin-i
ayn depk’-um
conj advance.nom-the possible be-cond.fut.3.sg that case-loc

		
		

et’e ayd hnaravorut’yun-ner-ě
conj that possibility-pl.nom-the

ōgtagorc-v-en.
use-Pass-subj.fut.3.pl

		 “But the advance will be achievable in that case, if those possibilities are used.”

In spoken Armenian, the conjunctions Ã» t’e and áñ or are more frequently used in conditional clauses. Also in spoken Armenian, the conditional clauses typically precede their
main clause.

 Armenian

(866)
		
		
		
		
(867)

àñ ³ëáõÙ »Ýù ³Ýï»ñ »Ýù, ëË³±É »Ýù ³ëáõÙ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007;

colloquial speech)
or
as-um
enk’ anter
enk’ sxal
enk’ as-um?
conj say-ptcp.pres. we are homeless we are mistake.nom we are say-ptcp.pres.
“If we say we are homeless, do we say wrong?”

		

àñ ÑÇÙÇ µáÉáñáí í»ñ Ï»Ý³Ýù áõ ·Ý³Ýù ¿ëï»ÕÇó, ¿Ý ½ÇÝíáñÝ á±õÙ
Ñ³Ù³ñ ¿ Ï³Ý·Ý»Éáõ ¹Çñù»ñáõÙ» (Hetk’ 18.02.2007, colloqiual speech)

		
		

or
himi bolor-ov ver ken-ank’
u
gn-ank’
ēsteł-ic
conj now all-inst stand up-subj.fut.1.pl conj go-subj.fut.1.pl here-abl

		
		

ēn zinvor-n
um
hamar ē
kangn-el-u
dirk’-er-um.
that soldier.nom-the who-dat post he is stand-ptcp.fut. location-pl-loc

		 “If we all stand up together and go from here now, for whom will the soldier
		 hold the fort (Lit.: stand in the positions)?”

The conditional subordinated clause can also be found embedded in the main clause.
(868)
		
		

Üáñ ëáóÇ³É³Ï³Ý ù³ñï ëï³Ý³Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ, »Ã» Ý³ËÏÇÝÁ Ïáñ»É ¿
Ï³Ù ³ÛÉ¨ë ·áñÍ³ÍáõÃÛ³Ý »ÝÃ³Ï³ ã¿, ù³Õ³ù³óáõ Éñ³óñ³Í Ýáñ
Ñ³ÛïÇ ÑÇÙ³Ý íñ³ Ýñ³Ý ïñíáõÙ ¿ Ýáñ ù³ñï` ÝáõÛÝ Ñ³Ù³ñáí:

		 (Armenpress 21.03.2006)
		
		

nor soc’ialakan k’art
stanal-u
hamar et’e naxkin-ě
new social
card.nom receive-inf-dat post conj former.nom-the

		
		

kor-el
ē
kam aylews
gorcacut’y-an ent’aka
disappear-ptcp.perf. it is conj no more usage-dat
subject.nom
č’-ē
k’ałak’ac’u
lra-c’r-ac
nor hayt-i
himanˉvra nran
neg-itˉis citizen-dat fillˉin–caus-ptcp.res. new order-dat post he.dat

		
		

tr-v-um
ē
nor k’art
nuyn hamar-ov.
give-pass-ptcp.pres it is new card.nom same number-inst

		 “To receive a new social card, if the former is lost or (it) is no more subject to
		 use, on the basis of the new order filled in by the citizen, the new card is given
		 to him, with the same number.”

g.

Subordinated Clauses of Purpose (Subordinated Final Clause)

Whereas subordinated final clauses introduced with the conjunction áñå»ë½Ç orpeszi “(in
order) to” usually appear postposed to the main clause, subordinated final clauses introduced with the conjunction áñ or “that” obligatorily follow the main clause.344

. Gareginyan 1991: 271.
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(869)
		

Ü³ ÁÝ¹·Í»É ¿, áñ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÝ ³Ù»Ý ÇÝã Ï³ÝÇ, áñå»ë½Ç ³Û¹
·³Õ³÷³ñÝ Çñ³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ¹³éÝ³: (Armenpress 14.05.2006)

		
		

na
ěndgc-el
ē
or
haykakan kołm-n
he.nom stress-ptcp.perf. he is conj Armenian side.nom-the

		
		

amen inč’
kan-i
orpeszi ayd gałap’ar-n
everything.nom do-cond.fut.3.sg conj that idea.nom-the

		
		

irakanut’yun dar̊n-a.
reality.nom become-subj.fut.3.sg.

		 “He stressed that the Armenian side will do everything so this idea shall
		 become reality.”
(870)
		
		

àÙ³Ýù ³Ù³ãáõÙ »Ý ·ñ³·»ï Ëáë»É, áñå»ë½Ç ÍÇÍ³Õ»ÉÇ ¹ñáõÃÛ³Ý
Ù»ç ãÁÝÏÝ»Ý Ï³Ù ¿É, É³í³·áõÛÝ ¹»åùáõÙ, ëïÇåí³Í ãÉÇÝÁÝ ¹ÇÙ³óÇÝÇ
Ñ³Ù³ñ Ã³ñ·Ù³Ý»É ³ë³ÍÁ: (Azg 07.04.2006)

		
		

omank’ amač’-um
en
graget xos-el
some beˉashamed-ptcp.pres. theyˉare literate speak-inf

		

orpeszi cicałeli ˉ drut’y-an
mej č’-ěnknen
conj ridiculous situation-dat post neg-fall-subj.fut.3.pl

		
		

kam ēl
lavaguyn depk’-um stip-vac
conj even best
case-loc force-pass-ptcp.res.

		

č’-linen
dimac’in-i
hamar
neg-be-subj.fut.3.pl interlocutor-dat post

		
		

t’argman-el as-ac-ě.
translate-inf say-ptcp.res.nom-the

		 “Some are ashamed to speak literate, wanting to not get into a ridiculous
		 situation or, in the best case, (that) they are not forced to translate the said
		 for their interlocutor.”
(871)
		

Üñ³Ýù ³Ù»Ý ³ÙÇë Çñ»Ýó Ãáß³ÏÝ»ñÇó ÙÇ ùÇã í×³ñáõÙ »Ý, áñ
ã³Ýç³ï»Ý:(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

nrank’
amen amis
irenc’ t’ošak-ner-ic’
mi k’ič’
they.nom every month.nom their pension-pl-abl a bit

		
		

včar-um
en
or
č’-anjat-en.
pay-ptcp.pres. they are conj neg-switch off-subj.fut.3.pl.

		 “Every month they pay a little bit from their pensions (in order) that they do
		 not switch (it) off.”

 Armenian

Preposed final clauses are rather seldom and can be regarded as stressed.
(872)	àñå»ë½Ç ×³Ý³å³ñÑÁ ÝáñÙ³É ·áñÍÇ, ¶áõëïáíÝ ³é³ç³ñÏáõÙ ¿ ¹ñ³
å³Ñå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ íëï³Ñ»É Ë³Õ³Õ³å³ÑÝ»ñÇÝ:
(Armenpress 14.05.2006)
		
		

Orpeszi čanaparh-ě
normal gorc-i
Gustov-n
conj
street.nom-the normal work-subj.fut.3.sg Gustov.nom-the

		

ar̊ajark-um
ē
dra pahpanut’yun-ě
propose-ptcp.pres. he is its preservation.nom-the

		

vstah-el
xałałapah-ner-i-n.
entrust-inf peace-keeper-pl-dat-the

		 “(In order) that the street works normally, Gustov proposes to entrust
		 its preservation to the peace-keepers.”

Sometimes the expressions Ýñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ nra hamar, ³ÛÝ µ³ÝÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ ayn bani hamar,
³ÛÝ Ýå³ï³Ïáí ayn npatakov, ³ÛÝ Ñ³ßíáí ayn hašvov in the main clause stress the final
meaning of the following subordinated clause:
(873)
		

ºíñ³ËáñÑáõñ¹Á ¹³ É³í ·Çï³ÏóáõÙ ¾ ¨ ¹ñ³ Ñ³Ù³ñ ¾É Ïáã ¾ ³ÝáõÙ,
áñå»ë½Ç ÁÝ¹¹ÇÙáõÃÛáõÝÁ ³ÝÑ³å³Õ í»ñ³¹³éÝ³ ËáñÑñ¹³ñ³Ý:

		 (Armenpress 17.05.2006)
		
		

evroxorhurd-ě
da
lav gitakc’-um
ē
ew
EuropeanˉCouncil.nom-the it.nom well recognise-ptcp.pres. itˉis conj

		

dra
hamar ēl
koč’ ē
an-um
orpeszi ěnddimut’yun-ě
it.gen post more call itˉis make-ptcp.pres. conj opposition.nom-the

		
		

anhapał
veradar̊n-a
xorhrdaran.
immediately return-subj.fut.3.sg parliament.nom

		 “The European Council recognises that well and therefore it even appeals,
		 (in order) so that the opposition immediately returns to Parliament.”

h.

Subordinated Clauses of Concession

The subordinated clause of concession introduced with the conjunctions ãÝ³Û³Í (áñ)
čnayac or, Ã»¨ t’eew, Ã»å»ï t’epet, Ã»Ïáõ½ t’ekuz, Ñ³Ï³é³Ï áñ hakar̊ak or is usually and
dominantly preposed to the main clause.
(874)	âÝ³Û³Í »Õ»É »Ý ß³ï Ññ³í»ñùÝ»ñ, ë³Ï³ÛÝ Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý ÏáÕÙÁ ·»ñ³¹³ë»ÉÇ ¿
Ñ³Ù³ñáõÙ ÝÇëï»ñÝ ³ÝóÏ³óÝ»É Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		
		
		

č’nayac eł-el
en
šat
hraverk’-ner
sakayn hayakakan
conj be-ptcp.perf. theyˉare many invitation-pl.nom conj Armenian
kołm-ě
geradaseli ē
hamar-um
nist-er-n
side.nom-the preferable itˉis consider-ptcp.pres. session-pl.nom-the
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ancka-c’n-el Hayastan-um.
pass-caus-inf Armenia-loc

		 “Even though there have been many invitations, (but) the Armenian side
		 considers it preferable to hold the session in Armenia.”
(875)
		

Â»¨ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ ãáõÝÇ Çñ ë»÷³Ï³Ý ³ñµ³ÝÛ³ÏÁ, ë³Ï³ÛÝ áõÝÇ
³ÛÝ ß³Ñ³·áñÍ»Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ ³ÝÑñ³Å»ßï ï³ñ³ÍùÝ»ñ:

		 (Ar̊avot 05.04.2006)
		
		

t’eew Hayastan-ě
č’-un-i
ir sep’akan abanyak-ě
conj Armenia.nom-the neg-have-pres.3.sg its own
satellite.nom-the

		
		

sakayn un-i
ayn
šahagorcel-u hamar anhražešt tarack’-ner.
conj have-pres.3.sg that.nom run-inf-dat post necessary territory-pl.nom

		 “Although Armenia does not have its own satellite, it has the necessary
		 territories to run one.”
(876)
		
		

Â»å»ï Ýáñ³Ó¨áõÃÛáõÝÁ ï³ëÝÛ³Ï ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇ å³ïÙáõÃÛáõÝ áõÝÇ,
µ³Ûó ÙÇÝã¨ ÑÇÙ³ Ýáñ³Ó¨ Ñ³·áõëïÇ ÙÇ³Ï ã³÷³ÝÇßÝ»ñÝ »Ý ×Çßï
Ï³ñí³Í ¨ Ñ³ñÙ³ñ Ñ³·áõëïÁ: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)

		
		

t’epet norajewut’yun-ě tasnyak tari-ner-i
patmut’yun un-i
conj fashion.nom-the decade year-pl-dat history.nom have-pres.3.sg

		
		

bayc’ minč’ew hima norajew hagust-i
miak č’ap’aniš-ner-n
conj prep
now modern clothes-dat only standard-pl.nom-the

		

en
čišt kar-v-ac
ew
harmar
hagust-ě.
theyˉare exact sew-pass-ptcp.res. conj comfortable clothes.nom-the

		 “Although fashion has a decades’ history, (but) until now the only standards
		 of modern clothes are sewn and comfortable.”

If the subordinated clause of concession follows the main clause, its concessive meaning
is weaker.
		
		

(877)

²Ù»Ý ï³ñÇ Íñ³·ñÇ ßñç³Ý³ÏÝ»ñáõÙ Ùáï 40–50 Ñá·Ç ëï³ÝáõÙ ¿
µÝ³Ï³ñ³Ý, Ã»å»ï Ù³ÝÏ³ïÝ»ñÇ ßñç³Ý³í³ñïÝ»ñÇ ÃÇíÝ ³Ù»Ý
ï³ñÇ Ùáï³íáñ³å»ë 30 ¿: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

		
		

amen tari
cragr-i
šrjanak-ner-um mot
40–50 hogi
every year.nom program-dat frame-pl-loc approximately 40–50 person.nom

		
		

stan-um
ē bnakaran
t’epet mankatn-er-i
receive-ptcp.pres. it is apartment.nom conj children’sˉhome-pl-dat

		
		

šrjanavart-ner-i t’iv-n
amen tari
motavorapes 30 ē.
graduate-pl-dat number.nom-the every year.nom almost
30 it is

		“Every year approximately forty to fifty people receive an apartment within the
program, although every year the number of graduates of the children’s home is
about thirty.”

 Armenian

3.5.4.2 The order of main and indirect speech clauses
Whereas direct speech clauses usually occur either in the beginning and or in the end of a
sentence, i.e. preceding or following the main clause; indirect speech obligatorily follows
its main clause. The finite verb of utterance invariably occurs at the end of the main clause,
immediately followed by the indirect speech clause introduced with the conjunctions áñ
or or Ã» t’e.345
(878)
		

´³ËßÛ³ÝÁ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³ë³ó, áñ ³Ûëûñ Çñ Ñáõë³Ñ³ïáõÃÛáõÝÝ ³í»ÉÇ
ËáñÝ ¿, ù³Ý ÑáÏï»Ùµ»ñÇ 27-ÇÝ ¿ñ: (Ar̊avot 08.04.2006)

		
		

Baxšyan-ě
nuynisk asac’
or
aysōr ir husahatu’yun-n
Baxšyan.nom-the even
say-aor.3.sg conj today his despair.nom-the

		

aveli xorn ē
k’an hoktember-i 27-i-n
ēr.
more deep it is comp October-dat 27-dat-the it was

		 “Baxšyan even said that his despair was deeper today than it was on October 27th.”
(879)
		

ì. úëÏ³ÝÛ³ÝÁ å³ï³ëË³Ý»ó, áñ ÇÝã-áñ ÷áõÉáõÙ Ñ³ñóÁ å»ïù ¿
¹ñíÇ Ñ³ë³ñ³Ï³Ï³Ý ùÝÝ³ñÏÙ³Ý: (Armenpress 15.12.2005)

		
		

V Ōskanyan-ě
patasxan-ec’
or
inč’-or p’ul-um
V.Ōskanyan.nom-the answer-aor.3.sg conj some phase-loc
harc’-ě
petk’ ē dr-v-i
hasarakakan k’nnarkm-an.
question.nom-the put-pass.deb.fut.3.sg public
discussion-dat

		 “V. Ōskanyan answered that at some stage the question must be put up for
		 public discussion.”
(880)
		
		

ÆñÝ³ ²ñáÛ³ÝÁ üÇÉÇå ´»¹ñáëáíÇãÇÝ Ñ³ñóñ»É ¾, Ã» ÇÝãáõ »Ý Ýñ³
Íñ³·ñ»ñáõÙ Ù»Í ï»Õ ·ñ³íáõÙ ûï³ñ Ñ»ÕÇÝ³ÏÝ»ñÇ »ñ·»ñÇ
Ùß³ÏáõÙÝ»ñÁ: (Armenpress 15.06.2006)

		

Irna Aroyan-ě
Filip Bedrostovič’-i-n
harc’r-el
ē
Irna Aroyan.nom-the Filip Bedrostovič’-dat-the ask-ptcp.perf. she is

		
		

t’e
inč’u en
nra cragr-er-um
mec teł
conj why they are his program-pl-loc big place.nom

		
		

grav-um
ōtar
hełinak-ner-i
occupy-ptcp.pres. foreign author-pl-dat

		
		

erg-er-i
song-pl-dat

mšakum-ner-ě.
elaboration-pl.nom-the

		“Irna Aroyan asked Filip Bedrostovič why the cover versions of songs by foreign
writers occupied a big space in his program.”

. Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004: 155f; Badikyan 1976: 66f.
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In direct speech clauses, if the direct speech clause precedes the main clause, the finite
verb of the main clause obligatorily precedes its subject and immediately follows the direct
speech clause.
(881) ºë ÝáõÛÝå»ë ³Û¹ ½áÑ»ñÇó Ù»ÏÇ ÃáéÝ »Ù», ³ë³ó Ý³:
		 (Armenpress 15.11.2005)
		
		

es
nuynpes ayd zoh-er-ic’
mek-i
t’or̊-n
em
i.nom also
that victim-pl-abl one-dat grandchild.nom-the Iˉam

		
		

as-ac’
na.
say-aor.3.sg he.nom

		 “I am also the grandchild of one of the victims”, he said.

3.6

Marked word order346

In Modern Eastern Armenian, two kinds of word order are commonly distinguished: basic
or neutral word order and marked word order.
Basic, unmarked word order is characterised by a conventionalised neutral order of
the constituents and by neutral sentence intonation.
The marked word order is used to highlight or contrast various constituents of a sentence or to connote importance, prominence or specialness to these constituents and is
strictly connected to the logical (prosodical) stress. Word order variation may also have the
pragmatic effect of focusing constituents of a sentence. In marked order, marked elements
are moved into:
––

––

a typical uncommon, marked position of a constituent, i.e. the exact syntactic contrast
position of a more or less rigidly conventionalised position of a certain constituent, such
as the subject S or noun phrase constituents, here referred to as “ inversion”
immediate preverbal position, which will be referred to as “focusing”.

Foci take up a particular syntactic position: the preverbal position. This preverbal position
refers only to finite verb forms, i.e. the inflected auxiliary in compound tenses, the aorist
tense as well as the finite mood forms.
In an inversion, the default position of a constituent in a neutral, basic utterance is
changed to its contrast position to mark this element, particularly for stylistic variation.

. Harlig, Bardovi-Harlig 1988: 125–146; Kim 1988: 147–169; Herring, Paolillo 1995: 163–198;
Kiss 1998: 241–268.
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This inversion particularly applies to the subject, to noun phrase constituents and some
verbal complements that have more or less rigid order rules. The most common inversion is the subject inversion and the inversion of place and time adverbials. An inversion
never co-occurs with focusing. Such inversions are mainly used as a popular stylistic
means in literary Armenian, and only secondarily convey the meaning of highlighting,
contrasting etc.
(882)

²ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹ÝˉëÏëíáõÙˉ¿ˉÙ»Ïˉß³µ³ÃÇó:

		 Arjakurd-n
sks-v-um
ē
mek šabat’-ic’.
		 holidays.nom-the start-antic-ptcp.pres. it is one week-abl
		 S
V
		 “The holidays start in one week.”
		 Comment: a neutral, unmarked sentence, with the prototypical unmarked
		 position of the subject in the sentence’s initial position.
(883)

Ø»Ï ß³µ³ÃÇó ëÏëíáõÙ ¿ ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹Á:

		 mek šabat’-ic’ sks-v-um
ē
arjakurd-ě.
		 one week-abl start-antic-ptcp.pres. it is holidays.nom-the
				
V		
S
		 “The holidays start in one week.”
		 Comment: the inverse order of the subject appears in the sentence’s final
		 position. This unusual position marks the subject in a stylistic variation.
(884)
		

¸³ëÇ ³í³ñïÁ ³½¹³ñ³ñáÕ ½³Ý·ÇÝ ÷áË³ñÇÝáõÙ ¿ ÷áùñÇÏÝ»ñÇ
ïñïáõÝçÁ: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

		 das-i
avart-ě
azdarar-oł
zang-i-n
p’oxarin-um
		 class-dat end.nom-the notify-ptcp.sub. bell-dat-the substitute-ptcp.pres.
		 				
iO
V
		 ē
p’ok’rik-ner-i trtunj-ě.
		 it is child-pl-dat murmur.nom-the
				
S
		 “The murmur of the children replaces the bell which signals the end of the class.”
		 Comment: the subject, again, appears in the inverse, sentence’s final position, as
		 a stylistic variation.
(885)

ØÝ³ó»É ¿ÇÝ ÙÇ³ÛÝ ³ÝËáë ï³å³Ý³ù³ñ»ñÁ: (Azg 10.01.2006)

		 Mnac’el
ēin
miayn anxos tapanak'ar-er-ĕ
		 remain-ptcp.perf. they were only dumb grave stone-pl.nom-the
		 V						
S
		 “Only dumb grave stones had remained.”
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Focusing into a preverbal position is a common approach (a) for the syntactic focus347 as
normally used in questions, negations and compound verbs (865) (866) (867) and (b) for
functional pragmatic focus348 (867), i.e. to mark a certain element of the sentence by putting it into preverbal function.
If speaking of a marked order and relating it to the term “marked focus”, only the functional pragmatic focus is meant. The element in focus always bears the logical stress.
There is no formal difference between syntactic and functional pragmatic focus, i.e.
the main difference between the focus types is the function. There is also no formal difference between the various types of pragmatic foci, such as contrastive, exhaustive or
emphatic.
(886)
		
		
		

Æ±Ýã »ë Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

inč’
es
kard-um?
wh-what
are you read-pctp.pres.
wh-pronoun aux
V

		 “What are you reading?”
(887)

ºë ã»Ù ÍËáõÙ:

		 es
		 i.nom
		 S

č’-em
cx-um.
neg-I am smoke-ptcp.pres.
negˉaux V

		 “I do not smoke.”
(888)
		
		
		

²ÝÇÝ ¹áõñë ¿ »Ï»É:

Ani-n
durs ē
ek-el.
Ani.nom-the out she is go-ptcp.pres.
S
part aux V

		 “Ani has gone out.”
(889)

Üáñ ³ß³Ï»ñïÁ ìñ³ëï³ÝÇó ¿ »Ï»É:

		 nor ašakert-ě
Vrastan-ic’ ē
ek-el.
		 new pupil.nom-the Georgia-abl it is come-ptcp.perf.
		 S place adverbial
aux
V
		“The new pupil comes from Georgia.” (Lit.: it is from Georgia the new pupil
comes from.)
		Comment: this is a marked word order; the adverbial of place appears in the
preverbal focus.

. This term corresponds to Kiss’ “informational focus”, Dik’s “assertive focus” and Lambrecht’s
“sentence focus”.
. This term corresponds to Kiss’ “identificational focus” and Lambrecht’s “argument focus”,
and it comprises different types of pragmatic foci such as contrastive and exhaustive foci.
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Marked Order and Intonation
Marked syntactic order obligatorily accompanies prosodic intonation, i.e. marked word
order is additionally stressed by means of a prosodic intonation.
Pitch prominence on a certain constituent alone, i.e. without syntactic movements, is sufficient to indicate a deviation from a neutral meaning and to stress certain
constituents.
(890)

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ áõïáõÙ ¿ Ï³ñÙÇñ ËÝÓáñÁ:

		 Vardan-ě
ut-um
ě
karmir xnjor-ě.
		 Vardan.nom-the eat-ptcp.pres. he is red
apple.nom-the
		 “Vardan is eating the red apple.”
		 Comment: a neutral, unmarked sentence, with a neutral intonation.
(890)

a.

			
			
			

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ áõïáõÙ ¿ Ï³ñÙÇñ ËÝÓá°ñÁ :

Vardan-ě
ut-um
ē
karmir xnjór-ě.
Vardan.nom eat-ptcp.pres. he is red
apple.nom-the
“It is the red apple that Vardan is eating.”

			Comment: a phonologically marked utterance in which the logical stress is
put on the direct object, “the red apple”, but the sentence’s syntactical order is
neutral and unmarked.
		 b.

ì³ñ¹³ÝÁ áõïáõÙ ¿ Ï³ñÙÇ°ñ ËÝÓáñÁ :

			
			
			

Vardan-ě
ut-um
ē
karmír xnjor-ě.
Vardan.nom eat-ptcp.pres. he is red
apple.nom-the
“It is the red apple that Vardan is eating.”

			Comment: a phonologically marked utterance in which the logical stress is
put on the adjective “red”; but the sentence’s syntactical order is neutral and
unmarked.

Thus, in Modern Eastern Armenian there is a strong interrelation of prosodic stress, word
order variation and pragmatic function.
Productive Marked Word Order in Modern Eastern Armenian

––

––
––
––

Syntactic Position				

Pragmatic Function

Unmarked position but prosodically stressed
						
						
Inversion into contrast prototypical syntactic
position
Immediate preverbal position			
Marked hanging topic (with topic
introducing expressions)

Contrastive/exhaustive/emphatic
marking or identification of
discourse entities
Primarily stylistic variation
Focus(ing)
Promoting discourse entities
to topic status
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Extraposition from a noun phrase, which is productive in Armenian, is only applied to
relative clauses and adpositional phrases as attributes of a noun and serve only the pragmatic function of style variation.
Not Productive or Not Existent in MEA:

––
––
––
––
––
––

Syntactic Movement			

Pragmatic Function

Right dislocation			
					
Left dislocation			
					
Cleft sentences as a special type of
left dislocation
Un-marked hanging topic		
					
Discontinuous noun phrase		
Quantifier floating			

Expression of emphasis/contrast;		
afterthought; postponed identification
Defining/contrasting topic; anticipated
identification
Defining/contrasting topic			
Promoting discourse entities to topic
status
Stylistic variation
Stylistic variation

It seems that no formal topicalisation exists in MEA. If a sentence constituent other than
the subject appears in sentence’s initial position, this is mainly due to inversion: if the subject is postposed to the end of the sentence, anything else must be preposed and appear in
the sentence’s initial position.
That means that the occurrence of verbal complements at the beginning of the sentence and thus the position of the subject at the end of the sentence does not necessarily
imply topicalisation of a verbal complement.
Remember example from Ch. 3.5.1.1. “Subject order”, p. 556f.
(689)

ø³Õ³ù ·ÝáõÙ ¿ ³íïáµáõëÁ:

		 kałak’
gn-um
ē
avtobus-ě.
		 town.nom go-ptcp.pres. it is bus.nom-the
		 “The bus goes to town.”

In this sentence, although the complement of place is in the initial position, the inverse
order of subject in the sentence marks the subject at the end of the sentence and not the
complement of place in the sentence’s initial position. This is primarily a stylistic variation;
secondarily it may also denote contrast/exhaustiveness or highlighting of the subject as
being prominent or very important, i.e. “It is the bus that goes to town”.
Marked Hanging Topic as a special type of topicalisation
Modern Eastern Armenian exhibits “marked hanging topics”, i.e. sentences in which the
topic expression is juxtaposed to a clause-like component.

 Armenian

Sentences with unmarked hanging topics are not conventionalised and are therefore
avoided, as in (891).349
(891)

*ì³Ñ»Ý, »ë ³Ûëûñ Ýñ³Ý ã»Ù Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É:

		  Vahe-n
es
aysōr nran
č’-em
handip-el.
		  Vahe.nom-the i.nom today he.dat neg-I am meet-ptcp.perf:
		  “Vahe, I have not met him today.”

Very productive topic introducing expressions are found in the meaning “what concerns/
regards T (+DAT)” etc. The hanging topic is also set apart from the sentence by a pause in
intonation.
(892)

ÆÝã í»ñ³µ»ñáõÙ ¿ ëÝÝ¹ÇÝ áõ Í»ÍÇÝ, ëáõï ¿: (Hetk’ 09.01.2007)

		
		

inč’
veraber-um
ē
snnd-i-n
u
cec-i-n
wh-what concern-ptcp.pres. itˉis food-dat-the conj beating-dat-the

		
		

sut ē.
false it is

		 “What concerns the food and the beating; it is a lie.”
(893)
		
		

ÆÝã í»ñ³µ»ñáõÙ ¿ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ é³¹ÇáÏ³Û³ÝÝ»ñÇÝ, ³å³ ¹ñ³Ýù
·ñ»Ã» ³ÙµáÕçáíÇÝ ÏáÙ»ñóÇ³É³óí³Í »Ý Ï³Ù áõÝ»Ý Ùß³ÏáõÃ³ÛÇÝ
µÝáõÛÃ: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)

		
		

inč’
veraber-um
ē
Hayastan-i
r̊adiokayan-ner-i-n
apa
wh-what concern-ptcp.pres. itˉis Armenia-dat radioˉstation-pl-dat-the then

		
		

drank’
gret’e ambołjovin komerc’ialac’-v-ac
en
they.nom almost totally
commercialize-pass-ptcp.res. they are

		
		

kam un-en
mšakut’ayin bnuyt’.
conj have-pres.3.pl cultural
character.nom

		 “Concerning Armenia’s radio stations, (then) they are either almost completely
		 commercialised, or they have a cultural character.”

Although the various productive methods of marked word order in Modern Eastern Armenian are considered as semantic equivalents, they are used as various stylistic devices to contrast or to mark certain constituents of a sentence as being prominent, important.
These methods often coincide, (as seen with focusing and inversion) and thus it is
often not necessary to decide which syntactic strategy is used to mark a constituent for
contrast, exhaustiveness, prominence etc.
The following examples shall illustrate the methods of marking.

. I.e. Unmarked hanging topics are treated in the same way as left dislocations (cleft sentences):
they are not accepted.
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(894)

²ñ³ÙÁ ·Ý»É ¿ ³Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý:

		 Aram-ě
gn-el
ē
ays mek’ena-n.
		 Aram.nom-the buy-ptcp.perf. he is this car.nom-the
		 “Aram bought this car.”
		 An unmarked, neutral sentence. S V+AUX O
(895)

a.

²Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý ·Ý»É ¿ ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
			
			

ays mek’ena-n
gn-el
ē
Aram-ě.
this car.nom-the buy-ptcp.perf. he is Aram.nom-the
“Aram bought this car.”

			

A marked sentence. There is an inversion of the subject. O V+AUX S.

		 b.

²ñ³ÙÝ ¿ ·Ý»É ³Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý:

			
			
			

Arám-n
ē
gn-el
ays mek’ena-n.
Aram.nom-the he is buy-ptcp.perf. this car.nom-the
“It is Aram, who bought this car. “ (Lit.: Aram bought this car.)

			
			
			

A marked sentence. There is a marked focus: the subject appears in the
preverbal position and additionally carries the sentence’s intonational
nucleus; s aux+v o

		 c.

²Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý ¿ ·Ý»É ²ñ³ÙÁ:

			
			
			

Ays mek’ena-n
ē
gn-el
Aram-ě.
this car.nom-the he is buy-ptcp.perf. Aram.nom-the
“It is this car Aram bought.”

			
			
			
			
			

A marked sentence. The direct object appears in marked focus and because
of the stylistic variation of postposing of the subject (subject inversion)
in the sentence’s initial position; the direct object appears additionally and
carries the sentence’s intonational nucleus. Pragmatic focus and subject
inversion. o aux + v s

3.6.1

“Inversion” vs. Dislocation and extraposition

As already explained above, in inversion the default position of a constituent is changed to
its contrast position to mark this element or for a stylistic reason.
Inversion often happens in the form of subject inversion and inversion of adverbials
of place and time – whereas the subject inversion can both convey contrast/exhaustive/
emphatic/prominent etc. meaning (depending on the context) and be used for stylistic
variation; the inversion of place and time adverbials is only used for stylistic variations.
The inversion of place and time adverbials is independent of the type of verb. Inversion is acceptable with both unaccusative and unergative intransitives and also with
transitives.

 Armenian

Example for place adverbial (inversion to the sentence’s first position):
(896)

ºñ¨³ÝáõÙ ²ñÙ»ÝÁ Ñ³Ý¹Çå»É ¿ Çñ ¹³ëÁÝÏ»ñáçÁ:

		 Erewan-um Armen-ě
handip-el
ē
ir dasěnker-oj-ě.
		 Yerevan-loc Armen.nom-the meet-ptcp.pres. heˉis his schoolmate-dat-the
		 “Armen met his schoolmate in Yerevan.” (Transitive verb)

Examples for time adverbials (inversion to the sentence’s final position):
(897)

Ðáõß³ñÓ³ÝÇ Ñ³Ý¹Çë³íáñ µ³óáõÙÁ ÏÏ³Û³Ý³ ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ³ÙÇë Ñ»ïá:

		

(Armenpress 20.05.2006)

		
		

hušarjan-i
handisavor bac’um-ě
kkayan-a
miˉk’ani
monument-dat ceremonial opening.nom-the be-cond.fut.3.sg some

		
		

amis
heto.
month.nom post

		“The ceremonial opening of the monument will be after some months.”
(Unaccusative verb)
(898)

îÕ³Ý»ñÁ Ë³ÕáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ¹³ë»ñÇó Ñ»ïá:

		 Tła-ner-ě
xał-um
ēin
das-er-ic’
heto.
		 boy-pl.nom-the play-ptcp.pres. they were class-pl-abl post
		 “The boys used to play after the classes.” (= after school). (Unergative verb)
		

(899)

ÇëÏ Ñ³ñ¨³Ý »ñÏñÝ»ñÁ ÏñÃ³Ï³Ý Ýáñ Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·»ñÇ ³Ýó»É »Ý 2
ï³ñÇ ³é³ç: (Armenpress 28.12.2005)

		
		

isk harewan
erkr-ner-ě
krt’akan
nor hamakarg-er-i
and neighbour country-pl.nom-the educational new system-pl-dat

		
		

anc’-el
en
2 tari
ar̊aj.
pass-ptcp.perf they are 2 year.nom post

		 “And the neighbouring countries passed the new educational systems two
		 years ago.” (Transitive verb)

Inversion cannot however be regarded as a form of dislocation, in which a constituent is
moved outside the clause boundaries either to its left or to its right. The dislocated element
is separated by a suprasegmental pause (a comma in written language) from the rest of the
sentence. Its place within the clause is often occupied by a pronoun.
The very productive inversion of the subject noun phrase from its prototypical sentence
initial position to sentence final position is not a right dislocation since neither the subject is
moved outside the sentence boundaries nor is its original position marked with a pronominal
element. Such a right dislocation is not acceptable and is unproductive.
(900)

*Ü³ Ù»Ï ß³µ³ÃÇó ëÏëíáõÙ ¿, ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹Á:

		  na
mek šabat’ic’ sks-v-um
ē
arjakurd-ě.
		  it.nom one week-abl start-antic-ptcp.pres. it is holiday.nom-the
		  “They start in one week, the holidays.”
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Clefting as a type of left dislocation is not exhibited.
Inversion as means of marking a sentential element primarily for a stylistic variation
must also be distinguished from the phenomenon of extraposition from the noun phrase
and discontinuous noun phrases, in which the deviating order also serves as a stylistic
means.
Extraposition from Noun phrase
Extraposition from noun phrases, in which subordinated relative clauses and adpositional
phrases as part of a noun phrase are separated from the rest of this noun phrase by intervening material, move the given elements to the end of the sentence. These are not inversions of the word order.
In MEA, such extrapositions from noun phrases occur both with relative clauses and
adpositional phrases.
Remember example (819), p. 597
(819)
		
		

Üñ³Ýù »ñÏáõ ë»ÝÛ³Ï »Ý ½µ³Õ»óÝáõÙ, áñáÝóÇó Ù»ÏÁ Í³é³ÛáõÙ ¿
áñå»ë ÑÛáõñ³ë»ÝÛ³Ï, ÝÝç³ñ³Ý ¨ ÉáÕ³ñ³Ý, ÇëÏ ÙÛáõëÁª å³Ñ»ëï áõ
Ëáñ¹³Ýáó: (Hetk’ 15.02.2007)

		
		

nrank’
erku senyak
en
zbałe-c’n-um
or-onc’-ic
they.nom two room.nom theyˉare occupy-caus-ptcp.pres. rel-pl-abl
mek-ě
car̊ay-um
ēˉ orpes hyurasenyak nnjaran
ew
one.nom-the serve-ptcp.pres. itˉis as
livingˉroom sleepingˉroom conj
lołaran,
isk
myus-ě
pahest
u
xordanoc’.
bathroom conj other.nom-the depot.nom conj storeroom.nom

		 “They occupy two rooms, of which one serves as living room, sleeping room
		 and bathroom, and the other as depot and storeroom.”
		 Comment: the relative clause is extraposed to the end of the clause, following
		 the verbal form and typically not as the head noun phrase.
(901)
		
		

êå³Ý»ñÁ Ù³ëÝ³·Çïáñ»Ý Ï³ï³ñáõÙ »Ý Çñ»Ýó Í³é³ÛáÕ³Ï³Ý
å³ñïùÁ ¨ å³ïÏ»ñ³óáõÙ áõÝ»Ý å³ïíÇ ¨ ³ñÅ³Ý³å³ïíáõÃÛ³Ý
Ù³ëÇÝ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

Spa-ner-ě
masnagitoren katar-um
en
irenc’ car̊ayołakan
officer-pl.nom-the professionally fulfil-ptcp.pres. theyˉare their official

		

partk’-ě
ew
patkerac’um
un-en
patv-i
duty.nom-the conj imagination.nom have-pres.3.pl honour-dat

		
		

ew
aržanapatvut’y-an masin.
conj dignity-dat
post

		 “The officers professionally fulfil their official duty and they have an idea about
		 honour and dignity.” (N V attributive postpositional phrase)
		Comment: The adpositional phrase, which serves as an attribute to the head noun
“idea” is extraposed.

 Armenian

(902)

ºñ»Ï ì³ñ¹áõÑÇÝ ÙÇ ·Çñù ·Ý»ó ÓÇ»ñÇ Ù³ëÇÝ:

		
		

Erek
Varduhi-n
mi
girk’
gn-ec’
yesterday Varduhi.nom-the indef book.nom buy-aor.3.sg

		
		

ji-er-i
masin.
horse-pl-dat post

		 “Varduhi bought a book yesterday about horses.”
		 Comment: The adpositional phrase, which serves as an attribute to the head
		 noun “book”, is extraposed.

Discontinuous Noun Phrases
Discontinuous noun phrases are, in general, not productive and never a means of pragmatic emphatic, contrastive, exhaustive etc. meaning. The invariably preposed attributes
such as adjectives, quantifiers, determiners only rarely occur: in discontinuous order found
in poetic and somewhat antiquated language. In colloquial MEA they occur, but again not
really productively.
A head noun can, in principle, appear in a position that is separated from the rest of
the noun phrase.
(903) Üñ³ Ñá·ÇÝª ÷³÷áõÏ áõ µ³ñÇ, ¹áõñë ¿ñ Ñáñ¹áõÙ Ýñ³ ¿áõÃÛáõÝÇó:
		 (Abrahamyan 2004:33)
		
		

nra hogi-n
p’ap’uk u
bari durs ēr
hord-um
his soul.nom-the soft
conj good out it was rush-ptcp.pres.

		 nra ēut’yun-ic’.
		 his nature-abl
		 “His soul, soft and good, rushed out of his nature.”
		 Comment: the adjectives, usually in a rigid order preposed to the noun, appear
		 discontinuously. This form of discontinuous noun phrase is used as a stylistic
		 means in literature.
(904) ²Ù»Ý Í³ÕÏáõÙ ãùÝ³Õ ¹»ÙùÝ »Ù ùá ï»ëÝáõÙ…. (“Nights of Yerevan”
		 poem, written MEA )
		 amen całk-um
č’k’nał
demk’-n
em k’o
tesn-um.
		 every flower-loc admirable face.nom-the Iˉam your see-ptcp.pres.
					
(poss+ adj+N-def) …
poss
		 “In every flower I see your admirable face…”. (k’o č’knał demk’-ě “your
		 admirable face.”)
		Comment: in this quotation from Armenian literature, the attributive possessive pronoun appears in discontinuous order, i.e. postposed and separated from its head noun.
(905)

ºë ·ñù»ñ áõÝ»Ù Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ© Ïáõ½»ë ï³Ùª Ï³ñ¹³ë: (colloquial MEA)

		 es
grk’-er
un-em
hetak’rk’ir kuz-es
		 i.nom book-pl.nom have-pres.1.sg interesting want-cond.fut.2.sg
			
(ADJ + N)
V		
ADJ
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t-am
kard-as.
give-subj.1.sg read-subj.2.sg.

		 “I have interesting books.(Lit: (Books I have interesting). Do you want that
		 I give you that you read (them)?” (hetak’rk’ir grk’er “interesting books”)

Quantifier Floating
Quantifier floating is not really productive There is a rather limited group of quantifiers that can
float in MEA: only a group of quantitative adjectives such as ß³ï šat “much/ many”, ³ÝÃÇí
ant’iv “numerous” have the property to allow them to float. The quantifier floating with this
subgroup of quantifiers most frequently occurs in existential sentences.
(906) ´³Ûó Ï³ñÇù³íáñ »ñÏñÝ»ñ ß³ï Ï³Ý ³ßË³ñÑáõÙ:
		 (Armenpress 28.03.2006)
		 bayc’ karik’avor erkr-ner
šat
k-an
ašxarh-um.
		 conj poor
country-pl.nom many exist-pres.3.pl world-loc
		 “But there are many poor countries in the world.”
(907)

ÆëÏ å³Ñ³Ýç»Éáõ µ³Ý Ýáñ³µ³ÏóÇÝ»ñÁ ß³ï áõÝ»Ý: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

isk
pahanjel-u
ban
norabakc’i-ner-ě
conj require-inf-dat thing.nom inhabitant of Norabak-pl.nom-the

		
		

šat
un-en.
many have-pres.3.pl

		 “And the inhabitants of Norabak have many things to require.”

The placement of other quantifiers such as e.g. universal “all”, distributive “each” or “both”
at a distance so that they are separated by other sentential elements from their source noun
phrase is not an accepted syntactic phenomenon.
Quantifiers usually precede their head noun and do not agree with it in number or
person. A change in the syntactic position of the quantifier from left of the head-noun (in
attributive function) to right of the head noun, also triggers a change in morphology (case
and definiteness marking).
(908)

´áÉáñ ³ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÝ ³Ûëûñ ·Ý³óÇÝ ¹åñáó:

		 bolor ašakert-ner-n
aysōr gnac’-in
dproc’.
		 QNT pupil-pl.nom-the today go-aor.3.pl school.nom
		 “All the pupils went to school today.”
		 Comment: A regular sentence with a neutral order of quantifier and noun.
(908)

a.

*²ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÁ µáÉáñ ³Ûëûñ ·Ý³óÇÝ ¹åñáó:

			  ašakert-ner-ě
bolor aysōr gnac-’in
dproc’.
			  pupil-pl.nom-the QNT today go-aor.3.pl. school.nom
			  “The pupils all went to school today.”

 Armenian

Quantifier floating of universal quantifiers, as in the English translation, is not accepted
in MEA.
(908)

b.

²ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÁ ³Ûëûñ µáÉáñáí ·Ý³óÇÝ ¹åñáó:

			
			

ašakert-ner-ě
aysōr bolor-ov gnac’-in
dproc’.
pupil-pl.nom-the today qnt-inst go-aor.3.pl school.nom

			

“The pupils altogether went to school today.”

			
			
			

Comment: This utterance is structurally not synonymous, but semantically
synonymous with (908); it is also not as a form that is widely accepted in
written MEA.

(909)

Úáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ ³ß³Ï»ñï Ïëï³Ý³ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³Ý:

		 yurak’anč’yur ašakert
kstan-a
lav gnahatakan.
		 qnt
pupil.nom receive-cond.fut.3.sg. high mark.nom
		 “Each pupil will receive high marks”.
		 Comment: A regular, neutral order QNT + N
(909)

a.

*²ß³Ï»ñï Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñ Ïëï³Ý³ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³Ý:

			  ašakert yurak’anč’yur kstan-a
lav gnahatakan.
			  pupil.nom each
receive-cond.fut.3.sg high mark.nom
			  “The pupils will each receive high marks.”
			  Comment:This sentence is not accepted in MEA. Quantifier floating with
			  distributive quantifiers is ungrammatical.
		 b.

²ß³Ï»ñïÝ»ñÇó Ûáõñ³ù³ÝãÛáõñÁ Ïëï³Ý³ É³í ·Ý³Ñ³ï³Ï³Ý:

			
			

ašakert-ner-ic’ yurak’anč’yur-ě kstan-a
lav gnahatakan.
pupil-pl-abl QNT.nom-the receive-cond.fut.3.sg high mark.nom

			

“Each of the pupils will receive high marks.”

			
			
			
			
			

Comment: This sentence is structurally not synonymous with (909); it
does not exhibit quantifier floating as in the English “The students will
each receive high marks”. Here the quantifier has turned into the sentence’s
subject and the noun is a partitive attribute to it. There is no difference in
meaning between (909) and (909b).

With the quantifier »ñÏáõëÁ erkusě “both”,350 dislocation of the quantifier is superficially
possible, but only with a morphological, and thus heavy, functional change.

. This is simply the lexicalised definite nominative plural of the cardinal number »ñÏáõ erku
“two”. As such it cannot be used attributively to render the meaning of “both”.
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(910)
		
		

ºñÏáõ ³ÕçÇÏÝ ¿É ¹»é Ë³ÕáõÙ ¿ ïÇÏÝÇÏÝ»ñáí:

erku ałjik-n
ēlˉder̊ xał-um
ē
tiknik-ner-ov.
qnt girl.nom-the still play-ptcp.pres she is doll-pl-inst

		 “Both girls still play with dolls.”

Note: in MEA simply the cardinal number two is used, but with a definiteness marker on
the head noun, literally ‘the two girls…’
(910)

a.

*²ÕçÇÏÁ »ñÏáõ ¿É ¹»é Ë³ÕáõÙ ¿ ïÇÏÝÇÏÝ»ñáí:

			  ałjik-ě
erku
ēlˉder̊ xał-um
ē
tiknik-ner-ov.
			  girl.nom-the two.nom still play-ptcp.pres. sheˉit doll-pl-inst
			  “The girls both still play with dolls.”

Quantifier floating as in the corresponding English sentence (N + “both” …) is impossible
and not accepted in MEA.
(910)

b.

²ÕçÇÏÝ»ñÁ` »ñÏáõëÝ ¿É ¹»é Ë³ÕáõÙ »Ý ïÇÏÝÇÏÝ»ñáí:

			
			

ałjik-ner-ě
erkus-n
ēl der̊ xał-um
girl-pl.nom-the both.nom-the still play-ptcp.pres.

			
			
			
			

en
tiknik-ner-ov.
they are doll-pl-inst
“The girls both still play with dolls.” (Lit.: the girls, the two, still play
with dolls.)

			
			
			

Comment: In this sentence, the position of the quantifier is used as an
apposition; it is thus not structurally synonymous with (910), however has
the same meaning as (910).

3.6.2

Focus

In a neutral and unmarked function, the verb functions mainly as a comment and refers
semantically to the part of utterance which contains the new information – usually called
focus.
One has to distinguish between three kinds of structural foci:
a.
b.

the neutral or predicate focus, which refers to those elements that convey new information in a sentence with unmarked order351
the syntactic focus, which is used in questions, negation and compound verbs

. Kiss’ “informational focus”, Lambrecht’s 1994: 222 “predicate focus”.

 Armenian

c.

the functional pragmatic or marked focus, which highlights or contrasts a certain element of the sentence by putting it into the preverbal focus position in a sentence with
marked, non-neutral order.352

Marked focusing is primarily used in Armenian to express exhaustiveness and/or contrast.
This focusing in Armenian is both expressed by means of suprasegmental features such
as stress and structure by moving the contrast/exhaustive/element into the preverbal
position.
Generally, in Eastern Armenian the syntactic and functional focus types do not differ
structurally: both appear in the immediate preverbal position.353 The constituent in focus
in both syntactic and functional focus is also strongly stressed and thus is also the intonation nucleus of a whole utterance.
(911)

à±í ¿ ·ñ»É ³Ûë Ñá¹í³ÍÁ:

		 ôv
ē
gr-el
ays hodvac-ě?
		 wh-who he/she is write-ptcp.perf. this paper.nom-the
		 “Who has written this paper”?” (wh + AUX + V + O)
		 Comment: syntactic focus of wh-question: the element in preverbal focus is
		 the wh-pronoun, which also functions as the intonation nucleus of the
		 whole sentence.
(912)

²ÝÝ³Ý ¿ ·ñ»É ³Ûë Ñá¹í³ÍÁ:

		
		
		
		

Anna-n
ē
grel
ays hodvac-ě.
Anna.nom-the she is write-ptcp.perf. this paper.nom-the
“Anna has written this paper.”(Lit.: it was Anna who has written this paper.)
(S AUX V O)

		
		
		
		
		
		
		

Comment: this sentence can be regarded both as a reply to the question above
(911) and as an isolated marked sentence. As a reply to the question it has to be
understood as the syntactic focus, since its content questions the syntactic
position of the wh-constituent, which corresponds to the presumed focus
constituent in the answer.354 As regular declarative sentence it has to be
understood as a functional focus. In both interpretations, the constituent in the
focus position also represents the intonation nucleus.

. Syntactic and functional pragmatic foci are covered by Kiss’ term “identificational focus”.
Lambrecht uses the term “argument focus” for functional pragmatic focus.
. Whereas the neutral and syntactic focus also occurs in Western Armenian, the functional
pragmatic focus is a specific feature only of Eastern Armenian.
. Comrie 1981: 57.
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The various marked focus types, contrastive vs. exhaustive, which to not exhibit any formal distinction, can usually only be distinguished from each other in a clear pragmatic
context.
The preverbal focus position is explicitly obvious in compound tenses and moods with
the auxiliary:
––
––

the order of the participle and the auxiliary changes from neutral order V + AUX to
the order AUX +V and
the element in focus appears immediately in front of the auxillary.355

3.6.2.1 Neutral “syntactic” focus
The syntactic focus is expressed by putting a certain element (in this case interrogative
pronouns, negation words (negative particles) or the first constituent of compound verbs)
into the preverbal position.356
It is thus the focus, which is typically used in content questions, in negations and with
compound verbs.
a. Content Questions
(913)

à±í ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 ov
ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě?
		 wh-who it is read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the
		 “Who reads the new book?/Who is reading the new book?” (wh AUX V O)
(914)

²ÝÇÝ Ç±Ýã ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

		 Ani-n
inč’
ē
kard-um?
		 Ani.nom-the wh-what she is read-ptcp.pres.
		 “What does Ani read? / What is Ani reading?” (S wh AUX V)
(915)
		
		
		
		

²ÝÇÝ áñï»±Õ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

Ani-n
orteł
ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě?
Ani.nom-the wh-where she is read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom
“Where does Ani read the new book?/ Where is Ani reading the new book?”
(S wh AUX V O)

. Ar
˚ ak’elyan 1958:457 ff; Abrahamyan 1975:154ff; Minassian 1996: 270; Parnasyan 1989:30;
Kozintseva 1995:8; Abełyan 1965: 532f. etc.
. Please note that the wh-pronouns do not obligatorily occur in the sentence’s initial position:
only subject-wh-pronouns appear with overwhelming frequency in this position; in other cases
also in the place where they are supposed to appear in the answer.

 Armenian

(916)

ÆÝãá±í ÏÉóÝ»ë ³Ûë ³Ñ³·ÇÝ ßï»Ù³ñ³Ýë: (Grakanut’yun 4:187)

		 inč’-ov
klc’n-es
ays ahagin štemaran-s?
		 wh-what-inst fill-cond.fut.2.sg this huge barn.nom-this
		 “With what will you fill this huge barn here?” (wh V O)

As already stated above, the answers to the content questions must also appear in the preverbal focus position, independent from the syntactic function of the element in question.
A deviating order, i.e. where the element in question does not appear in the focus position –
as in (917b= ) (918b) – would sound odd and ungrammatical to native speakers.357
These are the answers to the questions (917) (918) (919) (920):
(917)

a.

²ÝÇÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
ē
kard-um
nor girk-’ě.
Ani.nom-the she is read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the
“Ani reads the new book./Ani is reading the new book.” (S AUX V O)

			
			
			

Comment: the content question is asking for the subject (wh AUX V O).
In the answer the subject (=Ani) appears also in the focus position,
i.e. S AUX V O

		 b.

*²ÝÇÝ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
kard-um
ē
nor girk’-ĕ.
Ani.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. she is new book.nom-the
“Ani reads the new book./Ani is reading the new book. (*S V AUX O)

			
			

Comment: this sentence is not accepted as the answer to question (913).
It is ungrammatical.

(918)

a.

(²ÝÇÝ) Ýáñ ·ÇñùÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
			
			

(Ani-n)
nor girk’-n
ē
kard-um.
(Ani.nom-the) new book.nom-the she is read-ptcp.pres.
“Ani reads the new book./Ani is reading the new book.”

			
			
			

Comment: the content question asked for the direct object (S wh AUX V).
In the answer the direct object (book) is also in the focus position,
i.e. (S) O AUX V.

		 b.

* ²ÝÇÝ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿:

			  Ani-n
nor girk’-ĕ
kard-um
ē.
			  Ani.nom-the new book.nom-the read-ptcp.pres. she is

. In this case Eastern Armenian resembles Hungarian.
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			  “Ani reads the new book./Ani is reading the new book) (S O V AUX)
			
			
(919)

a.

Comment: this sentence is not accepted as the answer to question (914).
It is ungrammatical.
(²ÝÇÝ) ·ñ³¹³ñ³ÝáõÙ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

			
			

(Ani-n)
gradaran-um ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě.
(Ani.nom-the) library-loc sheˉis read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the

			
			

“Ani reads the new book in the library. Ani is reading the new book
in the library”

			
			
			

Comment: the content question asked for the place (S wh AUX V O).
In the answer the place (library) is also in the focus position, i.e. (S)
place AUX V (O).

(920)

a.

ÐáÕáí ÏÉóÝ»Ù ³Ûë ³Ñ³·ÇÝ ßï»Ù³ñ³ÝÁ:

			
			
			

Hoł-ov
klc’n-em
ays ahagin štemaran-ě.
earth-inst fill-cond.fut.1.sg this huge barn.nom-the
“I will fill this huge barn with earth.”

			
			
			

Comment: the content question asked for the instrument (wh AUX V O).
In the answer the instrument (earth) also appears in the focus position,
i.e. (S) instrument AUX V O.

b.

Negation

In simple clausal negation, the negated compound verbal tense or mood form is subject
to a syntactic focus: the negative particle is directly prefixed to the inflected auxiliary; the
auxiliary appears before the verb (neg-AUX + V).
(921)
		

Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ý³Ë³·³Ñ èáµ»ñï øáã³ñÛ³ÝÁ ãÇ ëï³ó»É ²ØÜ
³Ûó»É»Éáõ Ññ³í»ñ: (Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)

		
		

Hayastan-i
naxagah
Robert K’oč’aryan-ě
č’-i
Armenia-dat president.nom Robert K’oč’aryan.nom-the neg-he is

		
		

stac’-el.
AMN aycelel-u
hraver.
receive-ptcp.perf. USA visit-inf-dat invitation.nom

		 “Armenia’s president, Robert K’oč’aryan, has not received a invitation to
		 visit the United States.”

c.

Compound Verbs

Compound verbs are created using one element, which is a simple lexical verb and further
elements, which are from other lexical groupings (such as a noun an adverb or an adposition). In the formation of compound tenses, the inflected auxiliary always appears before
the main verb (participle), or in other words between the verb’s first part and its main verb.
(Vpart AUX V)

 Armenian

(922)
		

Î³ï³ñí³Í Ñ³ßí³ñÏÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý ï³ÉÇë, áñ íÝ³ëÇ ã³÷Á Ñ³ë»É ¾
1 ÙÉñ¹ ¹ñ³ÙÇ: (Armenpress 01.04.2006)

		
		

katar-v-ac
hašvark-ner-ě
c’uyc’ en
tal-is
perform-pass-ptcp.res. calculation.-pl.nom-the Vpart theyˉare show-ptcp.pres.

		
		

or vnas-i
č’ap’-ě
has-el
ē 1 mlrd
dram-i.
conj damage-dat measure.nom-the reach-ptcp.perf. it is 1milliard dram-dat

		 “The performed calculations show that the damage’s extent has reached one
		 milliard dram.”

In finite compound verbs, the verb’s first part immediately precedes its main verb (i.e.
also in preverbal focus position). Vpart V
(923) ºë ÝÏ³ïÇ áõÝ»Ù Ñ³Ï³û¹³ÛÇÝ å³ßïå³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ù³Ï³ñ·Á:
		 (Armenpress 30.11.2006)
		
		

es
nkatiˉun-em
hakaōdayain paštapanut’y-an
i.nom Vpartˉtakeˉintoˉaccount-pres.1.sg. air raid
defence-dat

		 hamakarg-ě.
		 system.nom-the
		 “I am taking the air raid defences’ system into account.”
(924)
		

Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ·»Õ³ë³Ñáñ¹Ý»ñÁ ¹áõñë Ï·³Ý ÑáõÝ·³ñ³Ï³Ý
ë³éó³¹³ßï (Armenpress 23.01.2006)

		
		

Hayastan-i
gełasahord-ner-ě
durs kg-an
Armenia-dat figure skater.pl.nom-the Vpart come-cond.fut.3.pl

		 hungarakan
		 Hungarian

sar̊c’adašt.
rink.nom

		 “Armenia’s figure skaters will come out on a Hungarian skating rink.”
(925) Ø»ñ Ùñó³ÏÇóÁ Éáõñç ¹ÇÙ³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ óáõÛó ïí»ó:
		 (Armenpress 31.03.2006)
		
		

mer mrc’akic’-ě
lurj
dimadrut’yun c’uyc’ tv-ec’.
our rival.nom-the serious resistance.nom Vpart show-aor.3.sg.

		 “Our rival showed serious resistance.”

In combinations of content questions, negation and compound verbs, the following orders
occur:
–– Negated Questions
In negated content questions, the negative prefixed auxiliary (or negative prefixed finite
verb) appears in the preverbal focus position directly following the wh-pronoun, i.e. wh
neg-AUX V? wh neg-V?
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(926)
		
		

²ñ³ÙÝ Ç±Ýã ãÇ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

Aram-n
inč’
č’-i
kard-um?
Aram.nom-the wh-what neg-he is read-ptcp.pres.

		 “What does Aram not read?” (wh neg-AUX V?)
(927)

Ð³ñó ¿ ³é³ç³ÝáõÙª ÇÝãá±õ ã¿ÇÝ ëï³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 24.03.2006)

		
		

harc’
ē
ar̊ajanum
inč’u
question.nom it is come up-ptcp.pres. wh-why

		
		

č’-ēin
stan-um?
neg-they were receive-ptcp.pres.

		 “The question comes up why they did not receive (it).” (wh neg-AUX V?)
(928)
		
		

ÆÝãá±õ ãÏ³ñáÕ³ó³í å³ï³ëË³Ý»É: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

inč’u
č’-karołac’-av
patasxan-el?
wh-why neg-can-aor.3.sg answer-inf.

		 “Why could he not answer?”

––

Negated Compound Verbs

With negated compound verbs, the negative prefixed inflected auxiliary appears before the
main verb (participle), or, in other words, between the verb’s first part and its main verb.
Vpart neg-AUX V.
(929)

²ñ³ÙÝ ÇÝÓ óáõÛó ãÇ ï³ÉÇë ´³É³ÏÛ³ÝÇ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		
		

Aram-n
inj
c’uyc’ č’-i
tal-is
Aram.nom-the i.dat Vpart neg-he is show-ptcp.pres.

		
		

Balakyan-i
nor girk’-ě.
Balakyan-dat new book.nom-the

		 “Aram does not show me Balakyan’s new book.”
(930)	àñå»ë Ý³ËÁÝïñ³Ï³Ý µÉáÏ« Ïá³ÉÇó³Ý ÝÏ³ïÇ ã¿ñ ³éÝíáõÙ:
(Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		
		

orpes naxěntrakan blok
koalic’a-n
as
pre-electorial block.nom coalition.nom-the

		
		

nkati č’-ēr
ar̊n-v-um.
Vpart neg-it was consider-pass.ptcp.pres

		 “The coalition was not being taken into consideration as pre-electoral block.”

With finite verb forms, the verb’s first part immediately precedes the negative prefixed
finite verb. Vpart neg-V

 Armenian

(931)
		

àñáß ÙÇ³íáñÝ»ñÇ ÏáñáõëïÁ ÃáõÛÉ ãïí»ó ÃÇÙÇÝ ³í»ÉÇ Ñ³çáÕ
»ÉáõÛÃ áõÝ»Ý³É: (Armenpress 18.06.2006)

		
		

oroš
miavor-ner-i korust-ě
t’uyl č’-tv-ec’
certain point-pl-dat loss.nom-the Vpart neg-allow-aor.3.sg

		
		

aveli hajoł
eluyt’
un-enal.
more successful appearance.nom have-inf

t’im-i-n
team-dat-the

		 “The loss of certain points did not allow the team to have a more
		 successful appearance.”

––

Compound Verbs in Questions

The inflected auxiliary immediately follows the wh-pronoun and appears in the preverbal
position; followed by the compound verb’s first part and the main verb. wh AUX Vpart V?
(932)

²ñ³ÙÝ Ç±Ýã ¿ óáõÛó ï³ÉÇë:

		 Aram-n
inč’
ē
c’uyc’ tal-is?
		 Aram.nom-the wh-what he is Vpart show-ptcp.pres.
		 “What does Aram show?”
(933)

ÆÝãåÇëÇ± û·ÝáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ óáõÛó ïñíáõÙ Ï»ÝïñáÝáõÙ: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 inč’pisi
ōgnut’yun ē
c’uyc’ tr-v-um
kentron-um?
		 wh-which help.nom itˉis Vpart show-pass-ptcp.pres. centre-loc
		 “Which help is shown in the centre?”

With finite verbs, the whole compound form directly follows the wh-pronoun, i.e. wh
Vpart V?
(934) Ð»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿, Ã» Ç±Ýã ÝÏ³ïÇ áõÝ»Ý «ã³ñ³ß³ÑáõÙ» ³ë»Éáí:
		 (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		
		

hetak’rk’ir ē
t’e
inč’
nkati un-en
interesting it is conj wh-what Vpart consider-pres.3.pl

		

č’arašahum as-el-ov.
misuse.nom say-inf-inst

		 “It is interesting, what they have in mind by saying “misuse.”

––

Negated Questions with Compound Verbs

The verb’s first part immediately follows the wh-pronoun which is, in turn followed by the
negative prefixed auxiliary and the main verb in the participle. wh Vpart neg-AUX V?
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(935)

²ñ³ÙÝ ÇÝÓ Ç±Ýã óáõÛó ãÇ ï³ÉÇë:

		 Aram-n
inj
inč’
c’uyc’ č’-i
tal-is?
		 Aram.nom-the i.dat wh-what Vpart neg-he is show-ptcp.pres.
		 “What is Aram not showing me?”

Regarding finite verb forms, the verb’s first part immediately follows the wh-pronoun and
immediately precedes the negative prefixed finite verb form. wh Vpart neg-V?
(936)
		
		

ÇÝãá±õ ÃáõÛÉ ãïí»ó ³åñ»É ³ÛÝï»Õ:

inč’u
t’uyl č’-tvec’
apr-el aynteł?
wh-why Vpart neg-allow-aor.3.sg live-inf there

		 “Why did he not allow to live there?”

3.6.2.2 Marked “pragmatic” focus
As already explained in detail above, there is no formal difference between syntactic and
pragmatic or marked focus.
The immediate preverbal position and the inversion of AUX + V are also used to
express functional pragmatic focus. This movement is commonly used to express contrastive, emphatic or exhaustive meaning, which means there is also no formal difference
between these focus types. The context decides upon the interpretation. This means that,
in Modern Eastern Armenian, if the focus is not determined syntactically (in wh-question,
negations and compound verbs), then its meaning seems to be exhaustive (and can, in
principle, either be or not be contrastive).
The sentence (937a), if not being interpreted as the answer to the content question
(937), can thus have the following reading as an isolated sentence:
(937)

a.

²ÝÇÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě.
Ani.nom-the she is read-ptcp.pres new book.nom-the
“It is Ani who reads the new book.”

			
			
			

Emphatic: Ani reads the book; really, Ani! Imagine, Ani reads the new book!
Contrastive: Ani reads the new book, and not Anuš or Vardan or...
Exhaustive: it is only Ani who reads the new book, nobody else other than Ani.

The exhaustive focus usually requires a context specified set.
Question:
(938)

²ÕçÇÏÝ»ñÇó á±ñÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 ałjik-ner-ic’ ôr-n
ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě.
		 girl-pl-abl wh-which-the sheˉis read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the
		 “Which of the girls is reading the new book?”

 Armenian

Reply:
(938)

a.

			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

Ani-n
ē
kard-um
nor girk’-ě.
Ani.nom-the she is read-ptcp.pres new book.nom-the
“It is (only) Ani who reads the new book.”

Examples for marked foci with various meanings:
(939)

²ñ³ÙÝ ¿ ·Ý»É ³Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý:

		 Arám-n
ē
gn-el
ays mek’ena-n.
		 Aram.nom-the he is buy-ptcp.perf. this car.nom-the
		 “It is Aram, who bought this car. Aram bought this car.”
		Comment: The subject is marked, thus moved into preverbal position; S AUX+V O.
Interpretation has contrastive or exhaustive focus, depending on context.
(939)

a.

			
			
			

²ñ³ÙÝ ³°Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý ¿ ·Ý»É:

Aram-n
áys mek’ena-n
ē
gn-el.
Aram.nom-the this car.nom-the he is buy-ptcp.perf.
“It is this car Aram bought.”

			Comment: The direct object is marked, (particularly when in the object noun
phrase the attributive demonstrative is “this”) if interpreted with a contrastive
or exhaustive reading, depending on context. (a) This car he bought and not
the other one. (b) He bought ONLY this car, and not any other car. The marked
direct object is moved into the focus position: S O AUX + V.
		 b.

²ñ³ÙÁ ·Ý»°É ¿ ³Ûë Ù»ù»Ý³Ý :

			
			
			

Aram-ě
gn-él
ē
ays mek’ena-n.
Aram.nom-the buy-ptcp.perf. he is this car.nom-the
“Aram did buy this car.”

			Comment: The action is marked; which can be interpreted as a contrastive
focus: he did buy the car and not rent or lease it. In this case the action, the verb
‘buy’ is focused; therefore there is no inversion of the auxiliary and the verb. In
this case, the intonation is of importance: the verb (participle) carries the into
national nucleus of the whole utterance. S V AUX O

The same pragmatic focusing is also applied for indefinite, non-specific direct objects in
sentences with a preferable basic neutral word order SOV.
(940)

²ÝÇÝ ·Çñù ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

		 Ani-n
girk’
ē
kard-um.
		 Ani.nom-the book.nom she is read-ptcp.pres.
		 “Ani reads a book./Ani is reading a book.”
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		 Comment: Neutral, unmarked sentences with a neutral intonation.
		 S indefO AUX+V.
(940)

a.

			
			
			

²ÝÇÝ ¿ ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

Ani-n
ē
girk’
kard-um.
Ani.nom-the she is book.nom read-ptcp.pres.
“It is Ani, who reads a book. (…is reading a book)./Ani reads a book.”

			Comment: The subject (Ani) is marked and in the focus position,
S AUX+ indefO +V
		 b.

²ÝÇÝ ·Ç°ñù ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
gírk’
ē
kard-um.
Ani.nom-the book.nom she is read-ptcp.pres.
“It is a book that Ani reads (is reading). Ani reads a book.”

			Comment: If the intonational nucleus of the sentence is on the direct
object(book), it has to be interpreted as a marked sentence, with the direct
object in focus. Syntactically it has the same structure as the neutral sentence.
S indefO AUX+V.
		 c.

¶Çñù ¿ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ²ÝÇÝ:

			
			
			

Girk’
ē
kard-um
Ani-n.
book.nom she is read-ptcp.pres. Ani.nom-the
“It is a book that Ani reads (is reading).”

			Comment: In this marked sentence, the direct object is in the preverbal
focus position and marks the direct object; it is moved into sentence’s initial
position (see below). The direct object also bears the intonational stress. indefO
AUX+V S358

. Other order variants of this sentence would sound odd to native speakers without being
embedded in a special context.
(940)

d.

²ÝÇÝ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ ·Çñù£

			
Ani-n kard-um ē girk’. (S V+AUX O)
			This sentence sounds somewhat incomplete; the position of the indefinite direct
object is unusual. This position would be more “natural” to native speakers if the
direct object would be more specific. It is not a neutral and not a common sentence. Only marginally, it may be interpreted, in case of intonation, as marking the
action, i.e. the verb “read”.
		

e.

*²ÝÇÝ ·Çñù Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿£

			  Ani-n girk’ kard-um ē. (S O V+AUX)
			  Native speakers judge such a sentence as ungrammatical.

 Armenian

Other examples:
(941)
		

»í ¹³ï³ñ³ÝÝ ¿ áñáßáõÙª å³Ñå³Ý»±É Ýñ³ ÍÝáÕ³Ï³Ý Çñ³íáõÝùÁ,
Ã»±ª áã: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		
		

Ew dataran-n
ē
oroš-um
pahpan-el nra cnołakan
conj court.nom-the itˉis decide-ptcp.pres. protect-inf his parental

		
		

iravunk’-ě
t’e
oč’.
rights.nom-the conj neg

		 “And it is the court which decides to protect his parental rights or not.”
		 Comment: Subject is marked. S AUX + V …
(942)
		

´³Ûó, ³Ù»Ý ¹»åùáõÙ, Ýñ³Ýù ß³ï ¹Åí³ñ »Ý Ññ³Å³ñíáõÙ
ËÝ³ÙáÕÇó Ï³Ëí³Í ÉÇÝ»Éáõ ëáíáñáõÃÛáõÝÇó: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

Bayc amen depk’-um nrank’
šat džvar
en
conj all
case-loc they.nom int difficult they are

		
		

hražar-v-um
xnamoł-ic’
kax-v-ac
abandon-antic-ptcp.pres. fostering -abl depend-pass-ptcp.res.

		
		

linel-u s
ovorut’yun-ic’.
be-inf-dat habit-abl

		 “But, in any case, they very uneasily abandon from the habit to be dependent
		 on a fostering person.”
		 Comment: The manner adverb is marked, thus occurring in the focus position.
(943) ºÕµ³ÛñÝ áõ ùáõÛñ»ñÁ í³Õáõó èáõë³ëï³Ý »Ý ï»Õ³÷áËí»É.
		 (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		
		

ełbayr-n
u
k’uyr-er-ě
vałuc’
R̊usastan.nom
brother.nom-the conj sister-pl.nom-the long ago Russia.nom

		
		

en
tełapox-v-el.
they are move-refl-ptcp.perf.

		 “The brothers and the sisters moved to Russia long ago.”
		 Comment: “Russia”, complement of place, is marked in the focus position,
		 S time place AUX+V.
(944)	ºë ß³ï ³Ý·³Ù ¿Ç »Õ»É ³Ýï³éáõÙ, µ³Ûó ³é³çÇÝ ³Ý·³Ù ¿ñ, áñ åÇïÇ ·Çß»ñ¿Ç
³ÛÝï»Õ: (Grakanut’yan 4:170)
		
		

es
šat angamˉ ēi
ełel
antar̊-um bayc’ ar̊ajin angam
i.nomˉ very time
Iˉwas be-ptcp.perf. forest-loc conj first time

		
		

ēr
or
it was conj

piti gišer-ēi
aynteł.
overnight-deb.past.1.sg there

		 “Many times I had been in the forest, but it was the first time that I had had
		 to overnight there.”
		 Comment: The complement of time, “many times”, is marked; time
		 AUX+V …...
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Focus Sensitive Operators
MEA does not exhibit focus sensitive operators, i.e. operators that automatically or obligatorily appear in the preverbal focus position. There are, however, some adverbs and phrases,
which carry the sentential stress and immediately appear before the element they refer to,
i.e. verbs, nouns, adjective, quantifiers etc. These are adverbs and phrases such as e.g. ÙÇ³ÛÝ
miayn “only”, ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ nuynisk “even”, ³Ý·³Ù angam “even”, Ù³Ý³í³Ý¹ manavand “particularly”, ÙÇÝã¨ ³Ý·³Ù minč’ew angam “even”, etc.
(945)

îÇ·ñ³ÝÁ áõïáõÙ ¿ ÙÇ³ÛÝ Çñ ï³ïÇÏÇ ËÝÓáñÝ»ñÁ

		
		

Tigran-ě
ut-um
ē
miayn ir
Tigran.nom-the eat-ptcp.pres. he is only his

		
		

tatik-i
xnjor-ner-ě.
grandmother-dat apple-pl.nom-the

		 “Tigran eats only the apples of his grandmother.”
(946) Ü³ ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýñ³å»ë ã¾ñ ÝÏ³ñáõÙ, »ñµ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³Ýó»É ¾ñ 50-Á:
		 (Armenpress 17.06.2006)
		
		

na
ěndhanrapes č’-ēr
nkar-um
erb
núynisk
he.nom generally
neg-heˉwas paint-ptcp.pres. wh-when even

		
		

anc’-el
ēr
50-ě.
pass-ptcp.perf. he was 50.nom-the

		 “He generally did not use to paint, even when he had passed fifty.”
(947) ÐÇÙ³ ³Ûë ³Ù»ÝÁ ÙÝ³ó»É ¿ ÙÇ³ÛÝ Ù³ñ¹Ï³Ýó ÑÇßáÕáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñáõÙ:
		 (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		
		

hima ays amen-ě
mnac’-el
ē
miayn
now this all.nom-the stay-ptcp.perf. it is only

		 mard-kanc’
		 person-pl-dat

hišołut’yun-ner-um.
memory-pl-loc

		 “Now all that has remained only in the memory of the people.”
(948)
		

Ö³ß³ñ³ÝáõÙ ³÷ë»Ý»ñ ¿ Éí³ÝáõÙ, ÃËí³Íù³µÉÇÃÝ»ñ ¿ ÃËáõÙ,
³Ý·³Ù ³ßË³ïáõÙ ¿ ·Çß»ñÝ»ñÁ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		
		

čašaran-um
ap’se-ner
ē
lvan-um
txvack’ablit’-ner
restaurant-loc plate-pl.nom he is wash-ptcp.pres. cookie-pl.nom

		
		

ēˉt’x-um
angám ašxatum
ē
gišer-ner-ě.
heˉisˉbake-ptcp.pres. even work-ptcp.pres. heˉis night-pl.nom-the

		“In a restaurant he washes plates, he bakes cookies and he even works in the nights.”

As mentioned above, these adverbs and phrases do not automatically appear in the preverbal focus position. But, of course, it is possible to express contrast/exhaustiveness by
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moving the constituent immediately following the adverb/phrase into the preverbal focus
position:
(948)

a.

îÇ·ñ³ÝÁ ÙÇ³ÛÝ Çñ ï³ïÇÏÇ ËÝÓáñÝ»ñÝ ¿ áõïáõÙ:

			
			

Tigran-ě
miayn ir tatik-i
xnjor-ner-n
Tigran.nom-the only his grandmother-dat apple.nom-pl-the

			
			

ē
ut-um.
he is eat-ptcp.pres

			

“Tigran eats only the apples of his grandmother.”359

Marked focus in clausal negation
Generally, clausal negation is subject to syntactic focus. A negative sentence can also be
subject to marked focus, if one of the constituents of the negated verb is emphasised or
contrasted. In such a case it has to occur immediately before the negated verb form and it
carries the stress. Without this stress some sentences would be ambiguous.
(949)

²ÝÇÝ ãÇ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ:

		 Ani-n
č’-i
kard-um
nor girk’ě.
		 Ani.nom-the neg-she is read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the
		 “Ani does not read the new book.”
		Comment: Negated, neutral sentence S neg-AUX+V O; positive sentence “²ÝÇÝ
Ï³ñ¹áõÙ ¿ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ: Ani-n kardum ē nor girk’-ě. “Ani reads a
new book”.
		 a.

²ÝÇ°Ý ãÇ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ Ýáñ ·ÇñùÁ :

			
			
			

Aní -n
č’-i
kard-um
nor girk’-ě.
Ani.nom-the neg-she is read-ptcp.pres. new book.nom-the
“It is Ani who does not read the new book.”

			Comment: Here it is only the intonation which decides upon the interpretation
of the sentence: here the subject is stressed. S neg-AUX +V O
		 b.

²ÝÇÝ Ýá°ñ ·ÇñùÁ ãÇ Ï³ñ¹áõÙ:

			
			
			

Ani-n
nór girk’-ě
č’-i
kard-um.
Ani.nom-the new book.nom-the neg-she is read-ptcp.pres.
“It is the new book, which Ani does not read.”

			
			
			

Comment: The direct object appears in the preverbal position and is
mandatorily stressed to denote the meaning of a contrastive focus.
S O neg-AUX+V

. Please note that depending on the context, exhaustive meaning can also be expressed by moving the
direct object into preverbal focus position without using the adverb ÙÇ³ÛÝ miayn “only”.
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Marked Focus in Constituent Negation360
In case of constituent negation, the negation particle áã oč’ immediately occurs before the
constituent to be negated, in general without any change of word order. Preverbal pragmatic focus can be used to mark or contrast the negated constituent.
Example (602) Ch. 3.4.2.2. “Constituent Negation”, p. 527.
(602)	´³Ûó Ñ³ñóÝ ³ÛÝ ¿, áñ áã µ³ñÓñ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÁ Ýå³ëïáõÙ ¿ ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ
½³ñ·³óÙ³ÝÁ:
		
		

bayc’ harc’-n
ayn ē
or
oč’ barjr ašxatavarj-ě
conj question.nom-the that it is conj neg high salary.nom-the

		
		

npast-um
ē
kor̊upc’ia-yi
zargac’man-ě.
promote-ptcp.pres. it is corruption-dat development-dat-the

		 “But the question is whether the low salary promotes the development of
		 corruption.”
		 Comment: This is an unmarked neutral sentence with constituent negation.

This sentence can also show a marked order if the negated constituent is moved into the
preverbal focus position:
(950)
		

´³Ûó Ñ³ñóÝ ³ÛÝ ¿, áñ áã µ³ñÓñ ³ßË³ï³í³ñÓÝ ¿ Ýå³ëïáõÙ
ÏáéáõåóÇ³ÛÇ ½³ñ·³óÙ³ÝÁ:

		
		

Bayc’ harc’-n
ayn ē
or
oč barjr ašxatavarj-n
ē
conj question.nom-the that itˉis conj neg high salary.nom-the itˉis

		
		

npast-um
kor̊upc’ia-y-i
zargac’m-an-ě.
promote-ptcp.pres. corruption-dat development-dat-the

		 “But the question is whether it is the low salary, which promotes the
		 development of corruption.”
		 Comment: Marked sentence with constituent negation, in which the negated
		 constituent also appears in the preverbal focus position. ….
		 neg+ADJ N AUX+V ….

Marked Focus and Compound Verbs
Compound verbs can also be subject to marked focus. The element in focus appears immediately before the inflected auxiliary, and the first part of the compound verb and the main
verb follow together, i.e. AUX + Vpart + V

. Note: in a special type of constituent negation, in contrastive negation, the first contrasted
element appears in the syntactic preverbal focus position.
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(951)	ö³÷áõÉ å³åÁ Ñå³ñïáõÃÛ³Ùµ ¿ óáõÛó ï³ÉÇë Ý³¨ ÑÇÝ Ó»é³·ñ»ñÇ Ù³ëÝ³·»ïÇ
Ù³Ï³·ñ³Í «Ò»é³·ñ»ñÇ Ñ»ïù»ñáí» ·ÇñùÁ: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		

P’ap’ul pap-ě
hpartut’y-amb ē
c’uyc’ tal-is
P’ap’ul grandfather.nom-the pride-inst
he is Vpart show-ptcp.pres .

		
		

naew hin jer̊agr-er-i
masnaget-i makagr-ac
“Jer̊agr-er-i
also old manuscript-pl-dat expert-dat title-ptcp.res. “manuscript-pl-dat

		
		

hetk’-er-ov”
girk’-ě.
trace-pl-inst” book.nom-the

		 “Grandfather P’ap’ul proudly shows also the book ‘Traces of Manuscripts’
		 titled by an expert of old manuscripts.”
		 Comment: The manner adverb, here in form of a noun in the instrumental,
		 appears in the preverbal position; S ADV AUX V…

chapter 4

Word formation
MEA represents three main types of word-formation:
––
––
––

affixation
compounding (including reduplication)
conversion.

Affixation comprises
––
––

prefixation, in which a prefix is put in front of the base, with or without a change in
word class.
suffixation, in which a suffix is put after the base, with or without a change in word
class.

In compounding a base is added to another.
Conversion assigns the base to a different word class without a change in the form; this
is a rare type of word-formation in MEA, which may be applied only to a certain group
of adjectives and adverbs: many adjectives are used in their “bare” form to express adverb
meaning.
(1)
		
		
		

²ñ³Ý ³ñ³· ¿ ËáëáõÙ:

Ara-n
arag ē
xos-um.
Ara.nom-the quick he is speak.ptcp.pres.
“Ara speaks quickly.”

In MEA, there exist some word-formation rules, which may differ from syntactic rules of
case or number-morphology and mainly refer to vocalic alternations caused by changed
stress. That means that points of stress and sometimes also pronunciation is associated
with particular word-formation processes or particular suffixes.
Some general word-formation alternations (comp. Ch. 1.3. “Alternations”, p. 39f.)
––

––

The vowels Ç i and áõ u of a closed syllable undergo alternation, they are either reduced
to a schwa or totally deleted, as in ëñï³ó³í srt-a-c’av “heartache” < ëÇñï sirt “heart”
+ ó³í c’aw “ache, pain”; ·ÉË³ßáñ glx-a-šor “kerchief, scarf ” > ·ÉáõË glux “head” + ßáñ
šor “cloth”.
The final áõ u of an open syllable often becomes -í -v-, particularly with the following
word formation -³ -a-, as in ³éáõ ar̊u “creek” < ³éí³Ï ar̊v-ak “little creek”.
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––

––

––

The final Ç i of an open syllable of polysyllabic words combined with a following
unstressed word formation -³- -a- may trigger a sound change (i.e. across a morpheme boundary -i + -a = -e-), as in áñ¹»ë»ñ ordeser “loving one’s children” > áñ¹Ç
-³-ë»ñ ordi+a +ser; i+a undergo sound change, thus áñ¹-»-ë»ñ ord-e-ser
The final Ç i in an open syllable of polysyllabic words combined with the diminutive suffix -³Ï -ak may also trigger a sound change in the form of a glide formation:
-Ç -i +-³Ï -ak = -Û³Ï y-ak, as in ÏÕ½Ç kłzi “island” < ÏÕ½Û³Ï kłzyak “little island”
< kłzi + -ak
The diphthong áõÛ uy often alternates with áõ u, as in·áõÛÝ guyn “colour” < ·áõÝ³íáñ
gun-a-vor “coloured”

Sometimes it is difficult to analyse and to indicate the meaning of the individual components of a compound. Many compounds and even derivates have lexicalised meanings. In
the following chapters, thus the meaning of the parts is only given in the case where it is
not obvious.

4.1
4.1.1

Affixation
Prefixes361

The following treatment of the prefixes, which are commonly productive in Modern Eastern Armenian, is based on semantic functions, since prefixes primarily effect a semantic
modification of the base.
Most of the prefixes used in MEA are of Armenian origin.
All prefixes, except the negative suffixes ³Ý- an-, ¹Å- dž-, ã-č’-, ï- t-, the locational
prefix Ý»ñ- ner-, and the superlative prefix ³Ù»Ý³- amena- are attached to the base by
means of the vowel -³-, -a-, if the base’s initial sound is a consonant.

The superlative prefix ³Ù»Ý³- amenaThe superlative prefix ³Ù»Ý³- amena- has a special semantic and syntactic function:
attached to qualitative adjectives, it forms the superlative degree in comparison. Thus,
this superlative prefix must definitely be distinguished from the following prefixes, which
do not fulfil any syntactic but only semantic functions: ³Ù»Ý³Ñ³ñÙ³ñ amena-harmar
“most comfortable”, ³Ù»Ý³Í³Ýñ amena-canr “heaviest”, ³Ù»Ý³»ñÏ³ñ amena-erkar
“longest” etc.
Negative and privative prefixes
These types of prefix are commonly used to alter the meaning of a term from positive into
negative.

. Minassian1996: 50f. Abrahamyan 1981: 105f.
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In MEA, the following negative/privative prefixes are used: ³Ý- an-; ¹Å- dž-; ã- č’-;
ï- t- and ³å- ap-.

The given prefixes do however not exhibit equal productivity.
a.

³Ý- an- is the most productive negative prefix. It freely combines with nouns, adjec-

tives and verbal roots.
–– ³Ý- an- + noun; forms adjectives with the meaning “lacking of, free of ”, for example
ïáõÝ tun “house” > ³ÝïáõÝ an-tun “homeless”
ËÇÕ× xiłč “conscience”
> ³ÝËÇÕ× an-xiłč “ruthless”
³ÙáÃ amot’ “shame”
> ³Ý³ÙáÃ an-amot’ “shameless”
³Ý- an-+ adjective; forms an antonym of the adjective, e.g.
³éáÕç ar̊ołj “healthy”
> ³Ý³éáÕç an-ar̊ołj “unhealthy”
µÝ³Ï³Ý bnakan “natural” > ³ÝµÝ³Ï³Ý an-bnakan “unnatural”
ÏÇñÃ kirt’ “educated”
> ³ÝÏÇñÃ an-kirt’ “uneducated”
–– ³Ý- an- + verbal roots; forms adjectives with negative a meaning, e.g.
ß³ñÅ»É šarž-el “move”
>³
 Ýß³ñÅ an-šarž “motionless, immovable”
Ñ³Ùµ»ñ»É hamber-el “to bear, to be patient” > ³ÝÑ³Ùµ»ñ an-hamber “impatient”
Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï»É hamemat-el “to compare”
>³
 ÝÑ³Ù»Ù³ï an-hamemat “incomparable,

matchless”
³å- ap- combines with nouns, adjectives and verbs, with which it forms antonymous
meaning. ³å(³)- ap(a)- + noun, forms negative adjectives or nouns, e.g.
ßÝáñÑ šnorh “grace”
> ³å³ßÝáñÑ ap-a-šnorh “maladroit”
»ñ³Ëï- eraxt- “gratitude” > ³å»ñ³Ëï ap-eraxt “ingrate”
áõß(ù) uš(k’) “mind”
> ³åáõß ap-uš “idiot; silly”

b.

–– ³å(³)- ap(a)- + adjective, forms antonyms of adjectives, e.g.
»ñç³ÝÇÏ erjanik “happy” > ³å»ñç³ÝÇÏ ap-erjanik “unhappy”
³å(³)- ap(a)- + verb, forms antonyms of verbs, privative verbs and verbs with reversative meaning, e.g.
½ÇÝ»É zin-el “to arm”
> ³å³½ÇÝ»É apa-zinel “to disarm”
Ïá¹³íáñ»É kodavor-el “to encode” > ³å³Ïá¹³íáñ»É apa-kodavorel “to decode, to
decipher”
––

c.

¹Å- dž- is not very productive and in many cases is highly lexicalised. It combines with
adjectives and nouns, denoting antonymous meaning.

––

¹Å- dž- + noun, forms adjectives with the meaning “lacking of, free of ”, sometimes

also real antonyms:
·áõÛÝ guyn “colour”

> ¹Å·áõÛÝ dž-guyn “colourless, pale”

µ³Ëï baxt “fortune”
> ¹Åµ³Ëï dž-baxt “unfortunate, unlucky”
–– ¹Å- dž– + adjective, forms adjectives with antonymous meaning:
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·áÑ goh “content, satisfied” > ¹Å·áÑ dž-goh “dissatisfied, discontented”
ã- č’- exhibits a very limited use and productivity with nouns and adjectives. Most
adjectives with prefix č’- are lexicalised, e.g.
µ»ñ(ù) ber(k’) “harvest, yield, fruit” > ãµ»ñ č’-ber “sterile”
Ï³Ù(ù) kam(k’) “will,wish” > ãÏ³Ù č’-kam “malicious, vicious”
With verbs, however, ã- č’- is highly productive in conjugation to negate verbs in the infinitive, subjunctive, aorist and auxiliaries in compound tenses and moods, as well as copular
verbs in the present and imperfect tenses. It is also used to negate participles in compound
tenses or in attributive or adverbial use. Thus, with verbs it also has an important syntactic
function.
E.g.
·ñ»É gr-el “to write” (infinitive)
>ã·ñ»É č’-grel “not to write” ·ñ»óÇ grec’-i “I wrote”
(Aor. 1.Sg.) > ã·ñ»óÇ č’-grec’i “I did not write”
·ñ»Ù gre-m “I shall write” (Subj.Fut.1.Sg.) > ã·ñ»Ù č’-grem “I shall not write”
·ñáõÙ »Ù gr-um em “I am writing” (Pres.1.Sg.) > ã»Ù ·ñáõÙ č’-em grum “I am not writing”
·ñ³Í grac “written” (Part.Res.) > ã·ñ³Í č’-grac “not written”, e.g. ÇÙ ·ñ³Í Ý³Ù³ÏÁ im
grac namak-ě “the letter I have written” > ÇÙ ã·ñ³Í Ý³Ù³ÏÁ im č’-grac namak-ě “the letter
I have not written”, etc.

d.

e.

ï- t- is nowadays unproductive. It combines with nouns, adjectives and verbal roots.

–– ï- t- + nouns, forms adjectives with antonymous meaning:
Ó¨ jew “shape”
> ïÓ¨ t-jew “shapeless, formless”
–– ï- t- + adjectives, forms adjectives with antonymous meaning:
·»Õ»óÇÏ gełec’ik “beautiful”
> ï·»Õ t-geł “ugly”
Ñ³×»ÉÇ hačeli “pleasant” > ïÑ³× t-hač “unpleasant”
–– ï- t- + verbal roots, forms adjectives with antonymous meaning, e.g.
·Çï»Ý³É, ·Çï»É gitenal, gitel “to know”
> ï·»ï t-get “ignorant”

Prefixes of degree and size
These prefixes usually have excess meaning.
–– ³ñï- art- “extra-”; e.g. ³ñï³Ï³ñ· art-a-karg “extraordinary, remarkable”,
³ñï³Ñ»ñÃ art-a-hert’ “extraordinary” etc.
–– ·»ñ- ger-“super-, more than, special”. e.g. ·»ñ³·Ý³Ñ³ï»É ger-a-gnahatel “to overrate”; ·»ñ³Ï³ï³ñ»É ger-a-katarel “to over-fulfill”, ·»ñ³Ù³ùáõñ ger-a-mak’ur “very
clean, spotless”, ·»ñ³å³ÛÍ³é ger-a-paycar̊ “brilliant, splendid” etc.
–– ¹»ñ- der- “vice-, pro-” is not very productive; as in ¹»ñ³ÝáõÝ der-anun “pronoun”,
¹»ñµ³Û der-bay “adverb” etc.
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Prefixes of orientation and attitude
–– µ³Õ- bał- “co-, together” combines with nouns, adjectives and often with verbal roots,
e.g. µ³Õ³Ó³ÛÝ bał-a-jayn “consonant” < Ó³ÛÝ jayn “voice, sound”, µ³Õ³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ bała-drut’yun “composition” < ¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ drut’yun “place, position, situation”, µ³Õ¹³ï»É
bał-datel “to compare” < ¹³ï»É datel “to judge” etc.
–– ÁÝ¹- ěnd- “against, opposite; for-”, ÁÝ¹ÙÇßï ěnd-mišt “forever”, ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýáõñ ěnd-hanur
“general”
–– Ñ³Ï- hak- “contra-, anti-”, Ñ³Ï³ë»É hak-asel “to contradict”, Ñ³Ï³½¹»É hak-azdel “to
counteract” < ³½¹»É azdel “to affect, to influence”, Ñ³Ï³Ù³ñÙÇÝ hak-a-marmin “antibody”, Ñ³Ï³¹Çñ hak-a-dir “opposite” etc.
–– Ñ»Õ- heł- “contra-, contrary, inverse”, e.g. Ñ»Õ³ËáËáõÃÛáõÝ heł-a-p’oxut’yun “revolution” < ÷áËáõÃÛáõÝ p’oxut’yun “ < ÷áË»É p’oxel “to change, to alter” etc.
–– ¹»Ù-, ¹ÇÙ- dem-, dim- “against” as in ¹ÇÙ³¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ dim-a-drut’yun “resistance,
opposition”, ¹ÇÙ³Ù³ñï dim-a-mart “opponent, enemy” < mart “battle, fight, combat”, ¹ÇÙ³¹³ñÓÝ»É dim-a-darjnel “to oppose” etc.
–– Ñ³Ù- ham- “all-, co-, com-, pan-; jointly”, e.g. Ñ³Ù³ÅáÕáí ham-a-žołov “convention”, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ ham-a-jayn “agreeably, according to”< Ó³ÛÝ jayn “voice, sound”;
Ñ³Ù³·áñÍ³ÏóáõÃÛáõÝ ham-a-gorcakc’ut’yun “cooperation”, Ñ³Ù³ë»é ham-a-ser̊
“uniform, homogeneous”, Ñ³Ù³ñÅ»ù ham-aržek’ “equivalent”, Ñ³Ù³Ñ³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý
ham-a-haykakan “panarmenian” etc.
–– ï³ñ- tar- “different (from); foreign; extra-”, as in ï³ñ³¹ñ³Ù tar-a-dram “foreign
currency”, ï³ñ³ï»ë³Ï tar-a-tesak “various; variety, version”; ï³ñûñÇÝ³Ï tarōrinak “strange, extravagant”, ï³ñ³ÙÇï»É tar-a-mitel “to diverge” < ÙÇï»É mitel “to
lean, to incline, to bias” etc.
–– ïñ³Ù- tram- “other, part of, partly, dia-” as in ïñ³Ù³¹¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ tram-a-drut’yun
“mood, temper”< ¹ñáõÃÛáõÝ drut’yun “place, position, situation”, ïñ³Ù³µ³Ý³Ï³Ý
tram-a-banakan “logical” < µ³Ý³Ï³Ý banakan “rational, logical”, ïñ³Ù³ã³÷»É
tram-a-č’ap’el “to calibrate” < ã³÷»É č’ap’el “to measure” etc.
–– ÷áË- p’ox- “trans-; reverse, back; inter-; vice-” as in ÷áË³ñÏáõÙ p’ox-arkum “conversion”
< ³ñÏ³Ý»É ark-anel “to cast, to throw; ÷áËÝ³Ë³·³Ñ p’ox-naxagah “vice-president”,
÷áË³¹³ñÓ p’ox-a-darj “mutual, reciprocal”, ÷áË³½¹»É p’ox-azdel “to interact” etc.
Locational prefixes
–– ³Ý¹ñ- andr- “trans-; ultra-, over-; re-; other, other side” has manifold meanings,
among them locational, contemplative and excess meaning, e.g. ³Ý¹ñÏáíÏ³ë andrkovkas “Transcaucasus”, ³Ý¹ñ³ÍáíÛ³Ý andr-a-covyan “overseas”, ³Ý¹ñ³¹³éÝ³É
andr-a-dar̊nal “to reflect, to revert”, ³Ý¹ñ³Ù³Ýõß³Ï³·áõÛÝ andr-a-manušakaguyn
“ultraviolet” etc.
–– ³é- ar̊ “to, by, near, close to”, e.g. ³éÏ³ÛáõÃÛáõÝ ar̊-kayut’yun “presence, availability,
³ñÓ»éÝ ar̊-jer̊n “handy, pocket”, ³éûñÛ³ ar̊-ōrya “daily; dull”, ³éÉóÝ»É ar̊-lc’nel “to
download” < ÉóÝ»É lc’nel “to fill”etc.
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³ñï- art- “outside, out-”, e.g. ³ñï³Í»É art-acel “to deduce; to output” ³ñï³µ»ñ»É
art-a-berel “to pronounce” < µ»ñ»É berel “to bring”, ³ñï³·ñ»É art-a-grel “to write out,
to re-write”, ³ñï³Ñ³Ý»É art-a-hanel “to export” < Ñ³Ý»É hanel “to draw out, to take

out” etc.
µ³ó- bac’- “ex-, extra-, far, away, apart from” combines with nouns, adjectives and
verbal roots, e.g. µ³ó³Ñ³ÛïáõÙ bac’-a-haytum “exposure, revelation” < Ñ³ÛïÝ»É haytnel “to inform to announce”, µ³ó³Ñ³Ûï bac’-a-hayt “apparent, explicit”, µ³ó³Ï³Ýã»É
bac’-a-kanč’el “to exclaim” < Ï³Ýã»É kanč’el “to call, to shout” etc.
»ÝÃ- ent’- “sub-”, as in »ÝÃ³Ï³ ent’-aka “subject”, »ÝÃ³ËáõÙµ “subgroup”,
»ÝÃ³Ù³ßÏ³ÛÇÝ ent’-a-maškayin “hypodermic”, »ÝÃ³¹ñ»É ent’-a-drel “to suppose” <
¹Ý»É dnel “to put” etc.
ÁÝ¹- ěnd- “in-; inter-; with”, e.g. ÁÝ¹·ñÏ»É ěnd-grkel “to include”, ÁÝ¹Ñ³ï»É ěnd-hatel
“to intervene, to interrupt” < Ñ³ï»É hatel “to divide”, Án¹ÙÇçáõÙ ěnd-mijum “break;
interruption, pause” etc.
Ñ³ñ- har- “near, close to; co-; joint “, e.g. Ñ³ñ³¹ñ»É har-a-drel “to juxtapose” < ¹Ý»É
dnel “to put”, Ñ³ñ³½»ÏáõóÇã hara-zekuc’ič’ “co-lecturer”, etc.
Ù³Ï- mak- “sur-”, e.g. Ù³Ï»ñ»ë mak-eres “surface”, Ù³Ï³µáõÍ mak-a-buc “parasite”,
Ù³Ï³ÝáõÝ mak-anun “nickname, antiquated: surname” etc.
Ù»ç-, ÙÇç- mej-, mij- “in, inter-; middle of; between”, e.g. Ù»çï»Õ mej-teł “centre”,
ÙÇç³Ýóù mǐj-anc’k’ “corridor, passage”, ÙÇç³¹»å mij-a-dep “incident, episode”,
Ù»çµ»ñ»É mej-berel “to quote”, ÙÇç³Ùï»É mij-a-mtel “interfere” etc.
Ý»ñ- ner- “in, inside of ”, e.g. Ý»ñ·³ÕÃ»É ner-gałt’el “immigrate”, Ý»ñ·ñ»É ner-grel “to
inscribe” etc.
å³ñ- par- “about, around”, e.g. å³ñ³·ÇÍ par-a-gic “circumference” < ·ÇÍ gic “line”,
å³ñµ»ñ³Ï³Ý par-berakan “periodical” etc.
ëïáñ- stor- “sub-, under-, below”, e.g. ëïáñ³·ñ»É stor-a-grel “to sign, to subscribe”,
ëïáñ³¹³ë stor-a-das “subordinate, inferior” < ¹³ë das “class” etc.
í³Ûñ- vayr- “down”, e.g. í³Ûñ¿çù£ vayr-ējk’ “landing, descent” < ¿çù ējk’ “descending” <
ÇçÝ»É ijnel “to descend, to lower”, í³Ûñ³Ñ³Ï vayr-a-hak “inclined, downwards” etc.
í»ñ- ver- “on, above, super-”, e.g. í»ñ³¹³ë ver-a-das “higher; chief, boss” < ¹³ë das
“class”, í»ñ³·ñáõÃÛáõÝ ver-a-grut’yun “inscription, epigraph”, í»ñ³ÑëÏ»É ver-a-hskel
“to supervise” etc.

Temporal, aspectual or order prefixes
–– ³é³ç- ar̊aj “pre-, before”, e.g. ³é³ç³µ³Ý ar̊aj-a-ban “preface, foreword”, ³é³ç³Ù³ë
ǎr̊aj-a-mas “front” etc.
–– Ñ»ï- “re-, post-, after”, as in Ñ»ï³ÙÝ³ó het-a-mnac’ “backward” < ÙÝ³É mnal
“to stay, to remain”, Ñ»ïÙ³Ñáõ het-mahu “posthumous”, Ñ»ï³Ó·»É het-a-jgel “to
postpone” etc.
–– Ý³Ë- nax- “fore-, pre-, proto”, e.g. Ý³Ë³µ³Ý nax-a-ban “preface”, Ý³Ë³Ñ³Ûñ nax-ahayr “fore-father”, Ý³Ë³·³Ñ»É nax-a-gahel “to preside” < ·³Ñ gah “throne” etc.
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í»ñ- ver- “re-”, e.g. í»ñ³ÍÝáõÝ¹ ver-a-cnund “rebirth, renaissance”, í»ñ³¹³éÝ³É ver-adar̊nal “to return”, í»ñ³Ýáñá·»É ver-a-norogel “to renovate, to renew” etc.

Quantitative prefixes
–– µ³½Ù- bazm- “multi-, poly-”, e.g. µ³½Ù³½· bazm-azg “multinational”, µ³½Ù³Ñ³ñÏ
bazm-a-hark “multi-storey”, µ³½Ù³í³ÝÏ bazm-a-vank “polysyllabic” etc.
–– »ñÏ- erk- “bi-, duo”,362 e.g. »ñÏÉ»½íáõÃÛáõÝ erk-lezvut’yun “bilinguism”, »ñÏÏáÕÙ³ÝÇ
erk-kołmani “bilateral”, »ñÏ³ÏÇÝ erk-a-kin “bigamist”, »ñÏ³ï»ë³Ï erk-a-tesak “of
two kinds” etc.
–– ÏÇë- kis- “half-, semi-, demi”, e.g. ÏÇë³·áõÝ¹ kis-a-gund “hemisphere” < ·áõÝ¹ gund
“sphere, ball”, ÏÇë³Ó³ÛÝ kis-a-jayn “semivowel, half-tone”, ÏÇë³ù³Õóñ kis-a-k’ałc’r
“semi-sweet (wine)”, etc.
–– ÙÇ³- mia- “mono; uni-”, e.g. ÙÇ³³ëïí³ÍáõÃÛáõÝ mia-astvacut’yun “monotheism”,
ÙÇ³É³ñ mia-lar “monotonous” < É³ñ lar “wire, chord, string” ÙÇ³Ó¨ mia-jew “uniform”, ÙÇ³í³ÝÏ mia-vank “monosyllabic” etc.
“Loan prefixes”
In MEA, loan prefixes are used side by side with Classical-Armenian prefixes. The loan
prefixes’ forms are mainly used in loan words, having entered Eastern Armenian via the
Russian language or recently via the English language. Their productivity is controlled to
a certain extent by a rigorous and puristic state language policy, trying to avoid foreign or
loans in Armenian language. Thus, many of the loan prefixes are replaced by their corresponding (classical) Armenian prefixes.
There is a wide range of “neo-classical” prefixes with Greek or Latin origin, such as
auto- (self), neo- (new, revived), pan- (all, world-wide) or tele-(distant).
–– ³íïá- avto- “auto- (self-)”, e.g. ³íïáµáõë avtobus “bus”, ³íïáÙ³ï avtomat
“automat”, ³íïáÙ»ù»Ý³ avtomek’ena “car” etc.
–– ÇÝùÝ- ink’n- “auto-, self-”, e.g. ÇÝùÝ³Ï»Ýë³·ñáõÃÛáõÝ ink’n-a-kensagrut’yun “autobiography”; ³íïáÝáÙ avtonom = ÇÝùÝ³í³ñ ink’n-a-var “autonomous”
–– Ý»á- neo- “new”, e.g. Ý»áÉÇÃ neo-lit’ “neolithikum, young stone age”, Ý»áÉá·Ç½Ù neologizm = Ýáñ³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ nor-a-ban-ut’yun “neologism” < Ýáñ nor “new” + µ³Ý ban
“word” + suffix -áõÃÛáõÝ -utyun
–– å³Ý- pan “pan-, all-”, e.g. å³ÝÇëÉ³ÙÇëÙ pan-islamizm = Ñ³Ù³ÇëÉ³ÙáõÃÛáõÝ ham-aislamut’yun “pan-islamism”
–– ï»É»- tele- “Tele-”, e.g. ï»É»íÇ½áñ tele-vizor = Ñ»éáõëï³óáõÛó her̊u-stac’uyc’ “televisor”,
ï»É»ýáÝ tele-fon = Ñ»é³Ëáë her̊-a-xos “phone”

. Please note that the formational -³-a- does not appear in all derivations with this prefix.
It seems that younger lexemes as well as loan translations preferably have non formational -³--abefore a base with an initial consonant.
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4.1.2

Suffixes

As with the prefixes given above, we shall concentrate here on the most productive
suffixes. For completeness, a short list of unproductive suffixes is added to each subsection.
Suffixes have usually a small semantic role; their primary function is to change the
grammatical function of the basic lexeme.
One generally distinguishes
a.
b.
c.
d.

noun suffixes
adjective suffixes
adverb suffixes
verb suffixes.

As a general rule, the suffix is attached to the basic lexeme in case of a final vowel, but it
has to be attached to the basic lexeme by means of the derivational vowel -a- in case of a
final consonant.
Several suffixes may only be used to derive certain parts of speech.

4.1.2.1 Deriving nouns and noun suffixes
4.1.2.1.1 Denominal noun suffixes
One can further distinguish between noun suffixes that are used to form exclusively human
nouns (typically -Çëï -ist, -ÏÇó -kic, -Û³Ý -yan, -í³ñ -var, -áõÑÇ -uhi, -óÇ -c’i), and those
that are used to form non-concrete, abstract nouns (typically -áõÃÛáõÝ -ut’yun, -áõÙ -um).
Some of the suffixes to be given can be used for both derivation of concrete (including
human) and abstract nouns.
-³Ï, -ak; -ÇÏ, -ik; -áõÏ, -uk
This suffix may denote a diminutive, sometimes pejorative meaning. -ÇÏ -ik has often a
caressing meaning, e.g.
ïáõÝ tun “house”
> ïÝé³Ï tn-ak “small house”
ÇÙ³ëï imast “sense, meaning” > ÇÙ³ëï³Ï imast-ak “little meaning”
Ù³Ûñ mayr “mother”
> Ù³ÛñÇÏ mayr-ik “little mother, dear mother”
Ù³ñ¹ mard “man, person”
> Ù³ñ¹áõÏ mard-uk “manikin; also fool” etc.
-(³)Ýáó, -(a)noc’363
This suffix has two main functions, (a) denoting a place and (b) it forms collective nouns
from nouns denoting a measure or a certain (monetary) value,364 e.g.

. Abrahamyan 1974: 124. Ēloyan 1979: 456. Please note that the same suffix is also used in
colloquial Eastern Armenian to denote a place, in general: a coffee-shop, restaurant, snack bar etc.
belonging to a certain person. Î³Ùá Kamo > Î³ÙáÛ³Ýáó Kamo-ya-noc’ “Kamo’s place”.
.

Minassian 1996: 125.
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³Ù³é amar̊ “summer”
·³½³Ý gazan “beast”
ÑÛáõñ hyur “guest”
h³½³ñ hazar “1000”

> ³Ù³é³Ýáó amar̊-a-noc’ “summer cottage”
> ·³½³Ý³Ýáó gazan-a-noc’ “zoo”
> ÑÛáõñ³Ýáó hyur-a-noc’ “hotel”
> Ñ³½³ñ³Ýáó hazar-a-noc’ “a thousand note” etc.

-³ñ³Ý, -aran365
This denominal suffix
–– forms place names or denotes places, e.g.
·³ÝÓ ganj “treasure”
> ·³ÝÓ³ñ³Ý ganj-aran “treasury”
¹³ë das “lesson, class”
> ¹³ë³ñ³Ý das-aran “class-room”
ëáõñ× surč “coffee”
> ëñ×³ñ³Ý srč-aran “coffee shop”
Ï³ÃáÕÇÏáë kat’ołikos
> Ï³ÃáÕÇÏáë³ñ³Ý kat’ołikos-aran “Catholicossate” etc.
–– denotes a collection or compilation, e.g.
µ³é bar̊ “word”
> µ³é³ñ³Ý bar̊-aran “dictionary”
»ñ· erg “song”
> »ñ·³ñ³Ý erg-aran “book of songs”
ë³ÕÙáë sałmos “psalm”
> ë³ÕÙáë³ñ³Ý sałmos-aran “psalter” etc.
-³ñ»Ý, »ñ»Ý -aren, -eren
This specific suffix exclusively derives language names from nouns and adjectives, e.g.
Ñ³Û hay “Armenian”
> Ñ³Û»ñ»Ý hay-eren “Armenian (language)”
ÑáõÛÝ huyn “Greek”
> ÑáõÝ³ñ»Ý hun-aren “Greek (language)” etc.
-»Õ»Ý, -ełen
This suffix, meaning “made of ”, is preferably used to denote the meaning of “products
made of, -ware” to nouns, forming particularly collective nouns, e.g.
»ñÏ³Ã erkat’ “iron”
> »ñÏ³Ã»Õ»Ý erkat’-ełen “ironware, hardware”
³ñÍ³Ã arcat’ “silver” > ³ñÍ³Ã»Õ»Ý arcat’-ełen “things made of silver; silver jewellery”
ÙÇë mis “meat”
> Ùë»Õ»Ý ms-ełen “made of meat; meat products” etc.
-»ÝÇ, -eni
This suffix usually derives plant names, particularly names of trees and bushes, from nouns
denoting fruits, e.g.
¹»ÕÓ dełj “peach”
> ¹»ÕÓ»ÝÇ dełj-eni “peach tree”
ËÝÓáñ xnjor “apple” > ËÝÓáñ»ÝÇ xnjor-eni “apple-tree”
ï³ÝÓ tanj “pear”
> ï³ÝÓ»ÝÇ tanj-eni “pear tree” etc.
- Ç½Ù, -izm
The “international suffix” -izm is used to denote items concerning religion, politics, philosophy and arts, e.g. Ç¹»³ÉÇ½Ù idealism, é»³ÉÇ½Ù r̊ealizm, Ù³ñùëÇ½Ù mark’sizm etc.
- Çëï, -ist
This suffix is the corresponding loan-suffix to express adherents or practitioners of religion, politics, philosophy, arts and sport. It is also used to denote musicians playing certain

. Abrahamyan 1974: 125; Ēloyan 1979: 456; Minassian 1996:56.
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instruments,366 e.g.Ç¹»³ÉÇëï idealist, é»³ÉÇëï r̊ealist, Ù³ñùëÇëï mark’sist, but also
ýáõïµáÉÇëï futbolist “footballer”, ³Ïáñ¹»áÝÇëï akordeonist “accordion player” etc.
-ÏÇó, -kic’

This suffix denotes sociative meaning “co-, participating at”, e.g.
> ë»Õ³Ý³ÏÇó sełan-a-kic’ “guest, commensal”
> ¹³ë³ÏÇó das-a-kic’ “classmate”
> ½ñáõó³ÏÇó zruc’akic’ “interlocutor” etc.

ë»Õ³Ý sełan “table”
¹³ë das “class”
½ñáõÛó zruyc’ “conversation”

-Û³Ý, -yan
This is the prototypical suffix to form family names from proper names, job titles, place
names, but also adjectives and verbs, e.g.
¶¨áñ· Geworg
> ¶¨áñ·Û³Ý Geworg-yan
àëÏ³ñÇã oskarič’ “goldsmith” > àëÏ³ñÇãÛ³Ý Oskarič’-yan
êï³ÙµáõÉ Stambul “Istanbul” > êï³ÙµáõÉÛ³Ý Stambul-yan etc.
-áñ¹, -ord

This suffix forms nouns denoting job titles or agents, e.g.
×³Ý³å³ñÑ čanaparh “way” > ×
 ³Ý³å³ñÑáñ¹ čanaparh-ord “traveller, voyager”
áñë ors “hunt”
> áñëáñ¹ ors-ord “hunter”
ë³ÛÉ sayl “cart, waggon”
> ë³ÛÉáñ¹ sayl-ord “carter” etc.
-áó, -oc’
This suffix has various functions and can derive nouns from both nouns and verbs.

––

it denotes a place, location, e.g.

¹³ñµÇÝ darbin “smith, forger” > ¹³ñµÝáó darbn-oc’ “smithy”
¹åÇñ dpir “scribe”
> ¹åñáó dpr- oc’ “school”

––

This suffix also occurs in combination with body parts to denote tools or devices used
especially by or for these body parts,367 e.g.
Ù³ïÝ matn “finger”
> Ù³ïÝáó matn-oc’ “thimble”
³ÏÝ akn “eye”
> ³ÏÝáó akn-oc’ “eyeglasses”
Ó»éÝ jer̊n “hand”
> Ó»éÝáó jer̊n-oc’ “glove” etc.
Analogous also íÇ½ viz “neck” > í½Ýáó vzn-oc’ “necklace”
-å³Ý, -pan
This suffix forms nouns denoting an employment, a job title of a person being in charge or
control of something/somebody, e.g.

. Abrahamyan 1974:127. Ałayan 1976:1: 18b, 314c, 736c.
. Abrahamyan 1974:128. Please note that the Classical Armenian form serves here as the main
basis for derivation.
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³Û·Ç aygi “garden”
Ï³éù kar̊k’ “carriage”
¹áõé dur̊(n) “door”

> ³Û·»å³Ý ayg-e-pan368 “gardener”
> Ï³é³å³Ý kar̊-a-pan “coachman”
> ¹éÝ³å³Ý dr̊n-a-pan “portier”

-å³Ý³Ï, -panak

This suffix is not very productive, it is only used with a few nouns to add the meaning of
guarding, covering or protecting something/somebody, e.g.
¹ñ³Ù dram “money” > ¹ñ³Ù³å³Ý³Ï dram-a-panak “wallet”
ÃáõÕÃ t’ułt’ “paper”
> ÃÕÃ³å³Ý³Ï t’łt’-a-panak “paper-case for documents”
-ëï³Ý, -stan369

This suffix forms
––

country names from denominations of people; e.g.
> Ð³Û³ëï³Ý Hay-a-stan “Armenia”
> ÐÝ¹Ï³ëï³Ý Hndk-a-stan “India”
> ÐáõÝ³ëï³Ý Hun-a-stan “Greece” etc.

Ñ³Û hay “Armenian”
ÑÝ¹ÇÏ hndik “Indian”
háõÛÝ huyn “Greek”

––

place names and locations that denote a place being rich in something, e.g.

³Û·Ç aygi “garden”
>³
 Û·»ëï³Ý ayg-e-stan “place abounding in gardens”
É»é ler̊ “mountain”
> É »éÝ³ëï³Ý ler̊n-a-stan “place abounding in mountains”
Ù»Ý¥³Ï¤ men(ak) “alone” > Ù»Ý³ëï³Ý menastan “monastery” etc.
-í³ñ, -var
This suffix derives nouns denoting “leader, conductor, director, supervisor of something/
somebody”, e.g.
½áñù zork’ “army”
>½
 áñ³í³ñ zor-a-var “military leader, commander”
ËáõÙµ xumb “group, orchestra” > ËÙµ³í³ñ xmb-a-var “conductor” etc.
-óÇ« -³óÇ« -»óÇ, -c’i, -ac’i, -ec’i370

This suffix forms proper names and nouns that denote

. Comp. Ch. 1.3. “Alternation”, p. 43, unstressed -i- meeting -a- may become -e-.
. Abrahamyan 1974: 129. Minassian 1996: 55.
. The suffix in -³óÇ -a-c’i is the most productive one; it is usually attached to bases
ending in consonant. The forms in -»óÇ -e-c’i seem to be (a) either older forms (as e.g. obvious
in many names of Armenian katholikoi where the place name indicates the birthplace, as
e.g. ÐáíÑ³ÝÝ¿ë úÓÝ»óÇ Hovhannēs Ōjn-ec’i “Hovhannes of Ōjun” or (b) are the result of the
alternation of a final -i of the base with the formational vowel -a, as in Þ³Ù³Ë»óÇ Šamax-ec’i “a
person from Šamaxi” < Þ³Ù³ËÇ Šamax-i + a + -c’i. It seems however that the choice of the form of
suffix is rather subject to conventions than to word formation rules.
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––

that the person lives in a certain place, e.g.
> »ñ¨³ÝóÇ Erewan-c’i “person from/living in Yerevan”
> í³Ý»óÇ Van-e-c’i “person from/living in Van”
> ·ÛáõÕ³óÇ gyuł-a-c’i “person from/living in a village; farmer” etc.

ºñ¨³Ý Erewan
ì³Ý Van
·ÛáõÕ gyuł “village”

––

ethnonyms, nationalities e.g.

²Ý·ÉÇ³ Anglia “England”
> ³Ý·ÉÇ³óÇ anglia-c’i “Englishman”
¶»ñÙ³ÝÇ³ Germania “Germany” > ·»ñÙ³Ý³óÇ german-a-c’i “a German”
Ö³åáÝÇ³ čaponia “Japan”
> ×³åáÝ³óÇ čapon-a-c’i “a Japanese”

––

persons that follow or belong to a certain doctrine, approach, belief, community etc., e.g.
> ¹³ë³ñ³ÝóÇ dasaran-c’i “classmate”
>Â
 áÝ¹ñ³Ï»óÇ t’ondrak-e-c’i “Thondrakian; i.e. member of a Christian sect in Armenian and Byzantine
Empires from 9th to 11th cc.”

¹³ë³ñ³Ý dasaran “class(room)”
ÂáÝ¹ñ³Ï T’ondrak “T’ondrak”

-áõÃÛáõÝ, -ut’yun 371

This is a very productive suffix, usually deriving abstract, non-countable or collective
nouns from nouns, but also from adjectives and verbs e.g.
ÁÝÏ»ñ ěnker “friend”
> ÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ ěnker-ut’yun “friendship”
Ñ»ñáë heros “hero”
> Ñ»ñáëáõÃÛáõÝ heros-ut’yun “heroism”
¹³ñµÇÝ darbin “smith”
> ¹³ñµÝáõÃÛáõÝ darbn-ut’yun “smithcraft”
É»½í³µ³Ý lezvaban “linguist”
> É »½í³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ lezvaban-ut’yun “linguistics”
·³½³Ý gazan “beast”
> ·³½³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ gazan-ut’yun “brutality” etc.
The collective meaning of the suffix is particularly obvious in forms372 as e.g.
³ß³Ï»ñï ašakert “pupil” > ³ß³Ï»ñïáõÃÛáõÝ ašakert-ut’yun “pupils”
áõë³ÝáÕ usanoł “student” > áõë³ÝáÕáõÃÛáõÝ usanoł-ut’yun “students”
Ñ³Û hay “Armenian”
> Ñ³ÛáõÃÛáõÝ hay-ut’yun “Armenians” etc.
-áõÑÇ/-uhi

This suffix assigns explicit female gender to the nouns. It can also be used to derive nouns
from adjectives. (see below)
³ß³Ï»ñï ašakert “pupil” > ³ß³Ï»ñïáõÑÇ ašakert-uhi “female pupil”
áõë³ÝáÕ usanoł “student” > áõë³ÝáÕáõÑÇ usanoł-uhi “female student”
áõëáõóÇã usuc’ič’ “teacher” > áõëáõóãáõÑÇ usuc’č’-uhi “female teacher”
-áõÛù/-uyk’373

This is a rather rare suffix which is usually used to denote a collective meaning.
·³Ñ, Ï³Ñ gah kah “throne”
> Ï³ÑáõÛù kah-uyk’ “furniture”

. Ēloyan 1979: 457. Ałayan 1976: 1: 88a. Abrahamyan 1974: 130.
. Ēloyan 1979: 457–458.
. Ēloyan 1979: 457. Minassian 1996:56.
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-áõÝù, -unk’374

This suffix is used in various meanings, but usually originates in Classical Armenian forms
with highly lexicalised and even fossilised meaning.
³Ï¥Ý¤ ak(n) “eye, source, gem” > ³ÏáõÝù ak-unk’ “source”
ëÏÇ½µ skizb “beginning”
> ëÏ½µáõÝù skizb-unk’ “principle”
ÑÇÙù himk’ “base, foundation” > ÑÇÙáõÝù him-unk’ “principles, fundamentals”
Sometimes, there is no semantic difference between the suffixed and the non suffixed
nouns.
ßáõñÃ šurt’ “lip” > ßñÃáõÝù šrt’-unk’ “lip”
-áõï, -ut

This suffix forms nouns which denote a place abounding in something.
> Ï³ÕÝáõï kałn-ut “place abounding in oak trees”
> Ï»ãáõï keč’-ut “place abounding in birch trees”
> ×³Ñ×áõï čahč-ut “place abounding in marsh land”

Ï³ÕÝÇ kałni “oak”
Ï»ãÇ keč’i “birch”
×³ÑÇ× čahič “marsh”
-ù, -k’375

This suffix was the common plural suffix used in Classical Armenian. In MEA the former plural suffix still occurs in lexicalised, fossilised forms with singular meaning, such as ³ã-ù ač’-k’
“eye”, »ñÏÇÝ-ù erkin-k’ “sky, heaven”, Ëáë-ù xos-k’ “speech”, ß»Ù-ù šem-k’ “threshold” etc.
However, the Classical Armenian suffix is also used to convey a special meaning which
has also been lexicalised, as in
µ³ÅÇÝ bažin “share”
> µ³ÅÇÝù bažin-k’ “dowry”
·Çñ gir writing
> ·Çñù girk’ “book”
÷áÕ p’oł “tube« pipe”
> ÷áÕù p’oł-k’ “trouser-leg”
ËÝ¹Çñ xndir “problem, task” > ËÝ¹Çñù xndirk’ “request”

4.1.2.1.2 Deadjectival noun suffixes
-³Ýáó, -anoc’
This suffix is also used to derive nouns denoting a special place or location from adjectives, e.g.
Í»ñ cer “old”
> Í»ñ³Ýáó cer-anoc’ “old people’s home”
ÑÇí³Ý¹ hivand “ill” > ÑÇí³Ý¹³Ýáó hivand-anoc’ “hospital”
·ÇÅ giž “fool”
> ·Å³Ýáó gž-anoc’ “madhouse” etc.
-áó, -oc’
This suffix is used to derive nouns denoting a place, location from adjectives.
³Ùáõñ amur “hard, strong” > ³Ùñáó amr-oc’ “stronghold, fortress”
ç»ñÙ jerm “warm”
> ç»ñÙáó jerm-oc’ “glass-house” etc.

. Abrahamyan 1974: 131. Ēloyan1979: 457.
. Abrahamyan 1974: 131–132. Ēloyan 1979: 458–459. Minassian 1996: 57.
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-áõÃÛáõÝ-ut’yun376

This suffix is used to derive nouns from adjectives conveying two special meanings:
abstract meaning, e.g.
³·³Ñ agah “greedy”
> ³·³ÑáõÃÛáõÝ agah-ut’yun “greed, greediness”
¹³Å³Ý dažan “cruel”
> ¹³Å³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ dažan-ut’yun “cruelty”
Ù³ùáõñ mak’ur “pure”
> Ù³ùñáõÃÛáõÝ mak’r-ut’yun “purity” etc.
––

––

intensifying, specifying meaning, e.g.
> ·ñ³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ grakan-ut’yun “literature”

·ñ³Ï³Ý grakan “literary”
-áõÑÇ, -uhi

The suffix assigns female gender to the noun derived from an adjective, e.g.
> ·»Õ»óÏáõÑÇ gełec’k-uhi “beautiful girl/woman”

·»Õ»óÇÏ gełec’ik “beautiful”

-áõÛÃ, -uyt’
This suffix derives nouns from adjectives, e.g.
µáõÝ bun “natural, genuine” > µÝáõÛÃ bn-uyt’ “nature, character”
Ýáñ nor “new”
> ÝáñáõÛÃ nor-uyt’ “novelty “ etc.
-ù, -k’
The Classical Armenian plural suffix is used also to derive nouns from adjectives; some of
these derived nouns may also be considered as nominalised adjectives, e.g.
³ñÅ³ÝÇ aržani “worthy” > ³ñÅ³ÝÇù aržani-k’ “worth, merit”
µ³ñÇ bari good, kind
> µ³ñÇù bari-k’ “good “
·³ÕïÝÇ gałtni “secret”
> ·³ÕïÝÇù gałtni-k’ “mystery, secret” etc.

4.1.2.1.3 Deverbal noun suffixes
-³Ý³Ï, -anak
This has a very limited usage, with various meanings, as in e.g.
ÁÙå»É ěmpel “to drink”
> ÁÙå³Ý³Ï ěmp-anak “cup”
Ñ³ÕÃ»É hałt’el “to win, overcome” > Ñ³ÕÃ³Ý³Ï hałt-anak “victory”
×á×»É čočel “to swing”
> ×á×³Ý³Ï čoč-anak “swing” etc.
-³-Íáõ, -a-cu
This rare suffix denotes the result of an action, as in e.g.
ÅáÕáí»É žołovel “to collect”
> ÅáÕáí³Íáõ žołov-a-cu “collection”
Í³Õñ»É całrel “to mock, to ridicule” > Í³Õñ³Íáõ całr-a-cu “clown” etc.

-³Ýù, -ank’377
This forms verbal nouns from the verbal present stem, which denote an action, the result
of an action or also the means of an action.
³ßË³ï»É ašxatel “to work” > ³ßË³ï³Ýù ašxat-ank’ “work”
Ñáë»É hosel “to flow”
> Ñáë³Ýù hos-ank’ “stream”

. Abrahamyan 1974: 122. Ēloyan 1979: 457, 458. Ałayan 1976: 1: 919–920.
. Ēloyan 1979:456. Minassian 1996:54.
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Ñ³ñ·»É hargel “to respect, esteem” > Ñ³ñ·³Ýù harg-ank’ “respect” etc.

-³Ýáó, -anoc’
As given above, this suffix is also used to derive nouns from verbs, denoting the place of
an action.
³ßË³ï»É ašxat-el “to work” > ³ßË³ï³Ýáó ašxat-anoc’ “workshop, studio, laboratory”
³ñ·»É»É argel-el “to forbid”
> ³ñ·»É³Ýáó argel-anoc’ “reservation, reserve”
ãáñ³óÝ»É č’or-ac’nel “to make dry, to dry something > ãáñ³Ýáó č’or-anoc’ “drying room” etc.
-³ï³Ï, -atak
The suffix derives nouns referring to an action.
ÑÇß»É hiš-el “to remember”
> ÑÇß³ï³Ï hiš-atak “memory”
÷Éí»É p’l-v-el “to be destroyed, go to ruin” > ÷É³ï³Ï p’l-atak “ruin” etc.
-³ñ³Ý, -aran
As mentioned above, this suffix is used to derive nouns both from nouns and verbs.378 If
derived from verbs it denotes the location or place of an action.
µÝ³Ïí»É bnak-v-el “to dwell” > µ
 Ý³Ï³ñ³Ý bnak-aran “apartment, dwelling place”
Éë»É ls-el “to listen, hear”
> Éë³ñ³Ý ls-aran “lecture-room, audience”
Ýëï»É nst-el “to sit”
> Ýëï³ñ³Ý nst-aran “seat” etc.
-³ñù, -ark’
This suffix derives verbal nouns or denotes the result of an action.
·áñÍ»É gorc-el “to act”
> ·áñÍ³ñù gorc-ark’ “deal, transaction”
ëïáõ·»É stug-el “to check, test, verify” > ëïáõ·³ñù stug-ark’ “pass-examination, test” etc.
-Çã , -ič’

This is a very productive suffix which forms (a) agent nouns or, (b) nouns denoting tools
or implements.
Éáõë³íáñ»É lusavorel “to illuminate”
> É áõë³íáñÇã lusavor-ič’ “illuminator”
÷ñÏ»É p’rkel “to save”
> ÷ñÏÇã p’rk-ič’ “saviour”
Ï³é³í³ñ»É kar̊avarel “to govern, to rule” > Ï³é³í³ñÇã kar̊avar-ič’ “governor; manager”
·ñ»É grel “to write”
> ·ñÇã gr-ič’ “pen”
-Çù, -ik’

If this suffix is used to derive a noun from the verbal root, then it has various meanings.
Ï³ñÍ»É karc-el “to think, believe” > Ï³ñÍÇù karc-ik’ “opinion”
·áñÍ»É gorc-el “to act, work”
> ·áñÍÇù gorc-ik’ “tool, instrument”
ÁÝÃñ»É ěnt’r-el “to have supper”
> ÁÝÃñÇù ěnt’r-ik’ “supper”

. It is not always clear what is the derivational basis of nouns suffixed with -³ñ³Ý -aran. E.g.
×³ß³ñ³Ý čaš-aran “dining-room” > ×³ß čaš “dinner, meal” or > ×³ß»É čaš-el “to dine”.
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However, if this suffix is used to derive nouns from the infinitive, then it has to be understood as expressing, in principle, the object of the action. This suffix both semantically and
morphologically corresponds to the future participle in -ik’. This means that many forms
in -Çù -ik’ can also be regarded as nominalised future participles. Many of these suffixed
nouns are highly lexicalised.
·³É gal “to come”
> ·³ÉÇù gal-ik’ “future”
Ë³Õ³É xałal “to play”
> Ë³Õ³ÉÇù xałal-ik’ “toy”
ËÙ»É xmel “to drink”
> ËÙ»ÉÇù xmel-ik’ “drink”
í³é»É var̊el “to burn something” > í³é»ÉÇù varel-ik’ “fuel”
-ÙáõÝù, -munk’
This suffix derives verbal nouns or nouns from verbs that denote the result or the consequences of an action.
µ³Å³Ý»É bažanel “to divide” > µ³Å³ÝÙáõÝù bažan-munk’ “division”
½µ³Õí»É zbałvel “to be busy” > ½µ³ÕÙáõÝù zbał-munk’ “occupation”
ÑÇ³Ý³É hianal “to admire”
> ÑÇ³óÙáõÝù hiac’-munk’ “admiration” etc.
-ÛáõÝ, -yun

This suffix is used to derive nouns from the verbal root of mainly verbs of utterance or
onomatopoeic “sound” verbs, as in
·áã»É goč’el “to shout”
> ·áãÛáõÝ goč’-yun “shout”
ÑÝã»É hnč’el “to sound”
> ÑÝãÛáõÝ hnč’-yun “sound”
ÙéÝã³É mr̊nč’al “to bellow” > ÙéÝãÛáõÝ mr̊nč’-yun “bellow” etc.
-áÕ, -oł

This suffix, which serves to form subject participle in verb formation, also derives agent
nouns from verbs. It can also be regarded a nominalised subject participle. The suffix is
directly attached to the present stem of the verb.
·ñáÕ gr-oł “writer, author”
> ·ñ»É grel “to write”
³ßË³ïáÕ ašxat-oł “employee; worker” > ³ßË³ï»É ašxatel “to work”
ÍËáÕ cx-oł “smoker”
> ÍË»É cxel “to smoke” etc.
-áó, -oc’
The suffix is used

––

to denote tools, as in

ù³Ù»É k’amel “to strain, to filter”
> ù³Ùáó k’am-oc’ “strainer”;
ë÷é»É sp’r̊el “to spread out, to scatter” > ë÷éáó sp’r̊-oc’ “tablecloth”

––

to form onomatopoeic nouns or nomina actionis
> ÷ë÷ëáó p’sp’s-oc’ “whisper”
> µÕ³íáó błav-oc’ “shout”

÷ë÷ë»É p’sp’sel “to whisper”
µÕ³í»É błavel “to shout”
-í³Í/-í³Íù, -vac/-vack’

This suffix is considered as the passive form of the resultative participle and as such it is
rarely used to derive nouns.
The form in -í³Íù, -vack’ is nowadays more productive than -í³Í, -vac; it is used
to derive nouns denoting the results, consequences or conditions of an action. Since it is
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considered as having its origin in the passive resultative participle, the nouns are usually
derived from the aorist stem.
µ³ó»É bac’el “to open”
> µ³óí³Íù bac’-vack’ “opening”
ÑÛáõë»É hyusel “to plait”
> ÑÛáõëí³Íù hyus-vack’ “plait”
áõÝ»Ý³É unenal “to have”
> áõÝ»óí³Íù unec’-vack’ “property”
å³ïÙ»É patmel “to narrate” > å³ïÙí³Íù patm-vack’ “narration, story” etc.
-áõÃÛáõÝ, -ut’yun

This suffix derives abstract or collective nouns from verbs, as in
·áí³µ³Ý»É govaban-el “to praise”
>·
 áí³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ govaban-ut’yun “praise, laudation”
ëå³Ý»É span-el “to kill, to murder” > ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ span-ut’yun “murder, murdering”
Ó»éÝ³ñÏ»É jer̊nark-el “to undertake” > Ó
 »éÝ³ñÏáõÃÛáõÝ jer̊nark-ut’yun “undertaking, enterprise”, etc.
-áõÙ, -um379

This suffix derives nomina actionis, verbal nouns from the verbal aorist stem, e.g.
Ý»ñßÝã»É ner-šnč-el “to inspire”
> Ý»ñßÝãáõÙ ner-šnč’-um “inspiration”
³ÝÑ»ï-³Ý³É an-het-anal “to disappear” > ³ÝÑ»ï³óáõÙ an-hetac-um “disappearance”
³ÝóÝ»É anc’-nel “to pass”
> ³ÝóáõÙ anc’-um “passage” etc.
-áõÛÃ, -uyt’

This suffix derives abstract and collective nouns from the verbal present stem, e.g.
»ñ¨³É erew-al “to appear”
> »ñ¨áõÛÃ erew-uyt’ “appearance, phenomenon”
ÑÝã»É hnč’-el “to sound”
> ÑÝãáõÛÃ hnč’-uyt’ “phoneme”
ëáíáñ»É sovor-el “to learn, get used”
> ëáíáñáõÛÃ sovor-uyt’ “habit”
Ó³ÝÓñ³Ý³É janjr-anal “to be annoyed” > Ó³ÝÓñáõÛÃ janjr-uyt’ “annoyance”, etc.
-áõÛó, -uyc’380

This is a rarely used suffix with various meanings. The derived nouns are highly
lexicalised.
ë³éã»É sar̊(č’)-el “to freeze”
> ë³éáõÛó sar̊-uyc’ “ice”
*h³Ý·ã»É hang-č’-el “to go out”
> Ñ³Ý·áõÛó hang-uyc’ “knot, tie” etc.

4.1.2.2 Unproductive and rare noun suffixes
The following noun suffixes present a selection of currently unproductive, lexicalised or
fossilised noun suffixes.
-³Ï, -ak; -ÇÏ, -ik; -áõÏ, -uk
This suffix is attached to the verbal present stem; the meaning of the derived nouns is
lexicalised.
³í»ñ»É aver-el “to destroy”
> ³í»ñ³Ï aver-ak “ruin(s)”
å³Ñ»É pah-el “to protect”
> å³Ñ³Ï pah-ak “guardian”
íñÇå»É vrip-el “to miss, to fail” > íñÇå³Ï vrip-ak “lapse; misprint” etc.
. Abrahamyan 1974: 130–131. Minassian 1996: 56.
. Abrahamyan 1974: 131. Ēloyan 1979: 457.
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-»ëï, -est
This suffix is attached to the verbal present stem.
·áí»É gov-el “to praise”
> ·áí»ëï gov-est “praise, laudation”
å³Ñ»É pah-el “to keep, hold” > å³Ñ»ëï pah-est “storehouse”
-ÇÉ, -il
This suffix occurs only in a few nouns, it is highly fossilised and lexicalised. The suffix is
attached to the verbal aorist stem.
Ï³Ã»É kat’-el “to drop”
> Ï³ÃÇÉ kat’-il “drop”
ï»ëÝ»É tes-n-el “to see”
> ï»ëÇÉ tes-il “vision”
-Çãù, -ičk’

This suffix seldom occurs and usually derives nouns from verbal present stems.
> ËÙÇãù xm-ič’k’ “drink, beverage”
> ÃéÇãù t’rič’k’ “flight”

ËÙ»É xm-el “to drink”
Ãé»É t’r̊-el “to fly”

-áõÛÏ/-uyk381
This is an unproductive suffix, which is used to derive nouns from nouns or verbs
assigning the derived nouns various meanings, most commonly with nouns of diminutive
meaning.
·Çñù girk’ “book”
>·
 ñùáõÛÏ grk’-uyk “a small book, booklet”
Ë³ñ(³Ý)»É xar(an)el “to enkindle, to light” > Ë³ñáõÛÏ xar-uyk “bonfire” etc.
-áõÝ¹, -und
This suffix is attached to the verbal root. The derived nouns have lexicalised meanings.
ÍÝ»É cn-el “to give birth” > ÍÝáõÝ¹ cn-und “birth”
ë»ñ»É ser-el “to descend” > ë»ñáõÝ¹ ser-und “generation”
ëÝ»É sn-el “to nourish”
> ëÝáõÝ¹ sn-und “food, nourishment “ etc.
-áõëï, -ust
This suffix is attached to the verbal aorist stem.
³åñ»É apr-el “to live”
> ³åñáõëï apr-ust “living”
÷³Ëã»É p’ax-č’-el “to escape” > ÷³Ëáõëï p’ax-ust “escape”
Ñ³·Ý»É hag-n-el “to put on”
> Ñ³·áõëï hag-ust “clothes, garment” etc.
-áõñ¹, -urd

This suffix occurs quite rarely and is not productive; many derived nouns are lexicalised.
The suffix is attached to the verbal present stem.
³ñÓ³Ï»É arjak-el “to let go, release” > ³ñÓ³Ïáõñ¹ arjak-urd “holiday”
ÅáÕáí»É žołov-el “to gather”
> ÅáÕáíáõñ¹ žołov-urd “people, nation”
Ë³éÝ»É xar̊n-el “to mix”
> Ë³éÝáõñ¹ xar̊n-urd “mixture”
ËáñÑ»É xorh-el “to consider, think”
> ËáñÑáõñ¹ xorh-urd “advice”, etc.
-áõù, -uk’
This suffix is attached to the verbal present stem.

. Abrahamyan 1974: 131. Minassian 1996: 56.
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³ñµ»¥Ý³¤É arbe(na)l “to drink”
ùë»É k’s-el “to smear, spread, oil”

>·
 ÇÝ³ñµáõù gin-arb-uk’ “drinking-bout, carousal”
> ùëáõù k’s-uk’ “ointment” etc.

-ù, -k’
This unproductive suffix is attached to the verbal present stem. The meaning of the derived
nouns is lexicalised and fossilised, as in
Ñ³Ý»É han-el “to take out/off ”
> Ñ³Ýù han-k’ “mine”

4.1.2.3 Deriving adjectives and adjectival suffixes382
Adjectives can be derived by means of suffixation from nouns, adjectives and verbs.383
4.1.2.3.1 Denominal adjective suffixes
-³ÉÇ, -ali meaning “-ful; being worth of something, being subject to”, as in
³ÙáÃ amot’ “shame”
> ³ÙáÃ³ÉÇ amot’-ali “shameful”
ó³í c’av “pain”
> ó³í³ÉÇ c’av-ali “painful”
hñ³ß(ù) hraš(k’) “wonder” > hñ³ß³ÉÇ hraš-ali “wonderful” etc.
-³ÛÇÝ, -ayin
This suffix derives relational adjectives from nouns, as in
É»é(Ý) ler̊(n) “mountain” > É»éÝ³ÛÇÝ ler̊n-ayin “mountainous”
³Ù³é amar̊ “summer”
> ³Ù³é³ÛÇÝ amar̊-ayin “(of) summer “
³½· azg “people, nation” > ³½·³ÛÇÝ azg-ayin “national” usw.
-³ï, -at meaning “free from, without; -less”, as in
åáã poč’ “tail”
> åáã³ï poč’-at “without tail”
·áõÛÝ guyn “colour”
> ·áõÝ³ï gun-at “coulourless, pale “
ùáõÝ k’un “sleep” > ùÝ³ï k’n-at “sleepless” etc.
-³ñ³ñ, -arar
is a rather unproductive suffix used to derive agent nouns from adjectives, as in
µ³ñÇ bari “kind, good”
> µ³ñ»ñ³ñ bar-e-rar “benefactor” etc.
-»ñÇÙ / -³ñÇÙ -arim, -erim
This rare, rather unproductive, suffix is attached to nouns, forming adjectives meaning
“having a quality, feature; -ful”.
Ñ³í³ï havat “faith”
> Ñ³í³ï³ñÇÙ havat-arim “faithful”
áË ox “spite, vengeance” > áË»ñÇÙ ox-erim “sworn” etc.
-·³ñ, -gar meaning “having a certain disease, a lack of ”, as in
³ã¥ù¤ ač’k’ “eye”
> ³ã³·³ñ ač’a-g-ar “ill-eyed”
Ë»É¥ù¤ xelk’ “intelligence” > Ë»É³·³ñ xel-a-gar “mad, crazy” etc.
-»Õ, -eł meaning “rich in a certain feature, abounding in” e.g.
·áõÛÝ guyn “colour” > ·áõÝ»Õ gun-eł “colourful”

. Abrahamyan 1974: 122f.
. Ēloyan 1979: 460–463.
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Ñ³Ù ham “taste”
ÑÛáõÃ hyut’ “juice”
Ó³ÛÝ jayn “voice”

> Ñ³Ù»Õ ham-eł “tasty, delicious”
> ÑÛáõÃ»Õ hyut’-eł “juicy”
> Ó³ÛÝ»Õ jayn-eł “voiced” etc.

The following two suffixes are presented together because of their synonymous meaning.
The suffixes -», -e and -Û³, ya are identical and can only distinguished in their use. Whereas
the suffix -», -e is commonly used in colloquial Armenian, the suffix in -Û³, ya is used in
written, often literary Armenian and represents a higher style.
-», -e means “made of a certain material”, being synonymous to the suffix -Û³, -ya; e.g.
³ñÍ³Ã arcat’ “silver” > ³ñÍ³Ã» arcat’-e “silver”
»ñÏ³Ã erkat’ “iron”
> »ñÏ³Ã» erkat’-e “iron”
Ù»ï³ùë metak’s “silk” > Ù»ï³ùë» metak’s-e “silken” etc.
-Û³, ya is the synonym to the suffixes -»,-e “made of; (pertaining to)”, as in
³ñÍ³Ã arcat’ “silver” > ³ñÍ³ÃÛ³ arcat’-ya “silver”
»ñÏ³Ã erkat’ “iron”
> »ñÏ³ÃÛ³ erkat’-ya “iron”
µáõñ¹ burd “wool”
> µñ¹Û³ brd-ya “woollen” etc.
-½³Ý,-zan is a rare suffix meaning “abound in a certain feature”, e.g.
·áõÛÝ guyn “colour”
> ·áõÝ³½³Ý gun-a-zan “variegated, colourful”
-Çù, -ik’
This suffix has a very limited use with adjectives. It is used as a suffix to derive nouns from
verbs.
ã³ñ č’ar “evil”
> ã³ñÇù č’ar-ik’ “evil”
-Ïáï, -kot. This suffix can be regarded as being synonymous to the suffix -áï, -ot, meaning “abounding in”, as in
í³Ë vax “fear”
> í³ËÏáï vax-kot “cowardly”
»ñ³½ eraz “dream” > »ñ³½Ïáï eraz-kot “dreamy”
ùáõÝ k’un “sleep”
> ùÝÏáï k’n-kot “sleepy” etc.
-Û³Ý -yan. This suffix is used to derive relational adjectives, (expressing affiliation to the
noun) from nouns, as in
³é³íáï ar̊avot “morning”
> ³é³íáïÛ³Ý ar̊avotyan “in the morning”
²ñ³ñ³ï Ararat
> ³ñ³ñ³ïÛ³Ù ararat-yan “Ararat-, of Ararat”
³ñ¨»Éù arewelk’ “East, Orient” > ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý arewel-yan “Eastern, oriental” etc.
-áï, -ot. This suffix is synonymous to the suffix -Ïáï, -kot, meaning “abounding in”, as in
³ÝÓñ¨ anjrew “rain”
> ³ÝÓñ¨áï anjrew-ot “rainy”
ÑáÕ hoł “earth, ground” > ÑáÕáï hoł-ot “earthy, earthen”
ëÇñï sirt “heart”
> ëñïáï srt-ot “brave (hearted)” etc.
-í»ï, -vet, meaning “abounding in, having an eye-catching feature”, e.g.
³ñ¹ÛáõÝù ardyun(k’) “result, product” > ³ñ¹ÛáõÝ³í»ï ardyun-a-vet “productive”
µáõÛñ buyr “smell”
> µáõñ³í»ï bur-a-vet “odorant, odoriferous”
ÙÇñ· mirg “fruit”
> Ùñ·³í»ï mrg-a-vet “abounding in fruits” etc.
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-íáñ, -vor, meaning “abounding in; equipped with; having; -ful” as in
ÃáõÛÝ t’uyn “poison” > ÃáõÛÝ³íáñ t’un-a-vor “poisonous, toxic”
ÉáõÛë luys “light”
> Éáõë³íáñ lus-a-vor “luminous, bright”
·áõÛÝ guyn “colour” > ·áõÝ³íáñ gun-a-vor “colourful, coloured” etc.

4.1.2.3.2 Deadjectival adjective suffixes
-³Ï, -ak intensifies or modifies the meaning of the basic adjective, as in
ÏÉáñ klor “round” > ÏÉáñ³Ï klor-ak “totally round” etc.
-³Ï³Ý, -akan. This suffix has various functions, depending on the part of speech to which
it is attached. Attached to nouns, it forms relational adjectives, such as
áñ¹Ç ordi “son, child”
> áñ¹Ç³Ï³Ý ordi-akan “childlike”
²Ý·ÉÇ³ anglia “England” > ³Ý·ÉÇ³Ï³Ý angli-akan “English”
Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child”
> Ù³ÝÏ³Ï³Ý mank-akan “childish” etc.
-·ÇÝ, -gin intensifies the meaning of the basic adjective, as in
Ã³ÝÏ t’ank “expensive; dear”
> Ã³Ýù³·ÇÝ t’ank’-a-gin “valuable, costly”
³å³Ñáí apahov “safe, secure”
> ³å³Ñáí³·ÇÝ apahov-a-gin “premium” etc.
-½³Ý, -zan. As given above, this suffix can derive adjectives from both nouns and adjectives, meaning “abundant in”, as in
µ³½áõÙ bazum “numerous, many” > µ³½Ù³½³Ý bazm-a-zan “various, miscellaneous” etc.
ëáõñµ surb “holy”
> ëñµ³½³Ý srb-a-zan “very holy; Bishop, “Right Reverend” etc.
-ÇÏ-, -ik intensifies or weakens the meaning of the adjective, for example
÷áùñ pok’r “small”
> ÷áùñÇÏ p’ok’r-ik “very small”
ëÇñáõÝ sirun “pretty” > ëÇñáõÝÇÏ sirun-ik “very pretty, nice” etc.
-ÇÝ, -in strongly intensifies the quality/features of the adjective, such as
Ýáõñµ nurb “fine, delicate” > ÝñµÇÝ nrb-in “sophisticated”
Ëáñ xor “deep”
> ËáñÇÝ xor-in “very deep”
ëïáñ stor “lower”
> ëïáñÇÝ stor-in “lower, inferior” etc.
-ÉÇÏ, -lik is a suffix that is used as a kind of diminutive; it weakens also the meaning of the
adjective, and particularly in spoken language it assigns the adjective an affable connotation, as in
×³Õ čał “fat”
> ×³ÕÉÇÏ čał-lik “podgy”
Ñ³ëï hast “thick, heavy”
> Ñ³ëïÉÇÏ hast-lik “plump”.
÷³÷áõÏ p’ap’uk “soft, tender, delicate” > ÷³÷ÉÇÏ p’ap’-lik “fluffy, cuddly” etc.
-í»ï, -vet. As given above, this suffix can derive adjectives from nouns and adjectives,
meaning “abounding in, having an eye-catching feature”, e.g.
Ï³Ý³ã kanač’ “green”
> Ï ³Ý³ã³í»ï kanač’-a-vet “very green; eye-catching green”
Ñ³ñÙ³ñ harmar “convenient” > Ñ³ñÙ³ñ³í»ï harmar-a-vet “very convenient, comfortable” etc.
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-íáõÝ, -vun, meaning “having a certain degree of a feature/quality” (especially with colour
adjectives), as in
ëåÇï³Ï spitak “white” > ëåÇï³Ï³íáõÝ spitak-a-vun “whitish”
ë¨ sew “black”
> ë¨³íáõÝ sew-a-vun “blackish”
»ñÏ³ñ erkar “long”
> »ñÏ³ñ³íáõÝ erkar-a-vun “longish” etc.
-áõÏ, -uk usually intensifies the meaning of the basic adjective, e.g.
ï³ù tak’ “hot” > ï³ùáõÏ tak’-uk “very hot, completely hot”

4.1.2.3.3 Deverbal adjective suffixes
-(³É)Ç« -(»É)Ç, -(al)i, -(el)i is attached to the verbal infinitive, meaning “worth of, subject
to”, as in
»ñ¨³É erewal “to appear, be visible > »ñ¨»ÉÇ erewal-i “distinguished”
ÑÇ³Ý³É hianal “to admire”
> ÑÇ³Ý³ÉÇ hianal-i “wonderful”
ßáß³÷»É šošap’el to feel, touch
> ßáß³÷»ÉÇ šošapel-i “considerable” etc.
-³Ï³Ý, -akan
This rare suffix also forms qualitative adjectives from verbs. It is usually attached to the
verbal aorist stem, as in
hÇ³Ý³É hianal “to admire” > ÑÇ³ó³Ï³Ý hiac’-akan “admiring; adoringly”
áõñ³Ý³É uranal “to deny, to give up” > áõñ³ó³Ï³Ý urac’-akan “negative; deniable” etc.
-ÇÏ-, -ik also functions as a deverbal suffix, directly attached to the verbal present stem, as in
Ã³÷³Ýó»É t’ap’anc’el “to penetrate” > Ã³÷³ÝóÇÏ t’ap’anc’-ik “transparent”
-Çã, -ič’ . The prototypical agent noun suffix also has the function of deriving adjectives
from verbs. The suffix is attached to the verbal present stem and derives adjectives denoting the quality of the action of the base verb.
Ñáõ½»É huzel “to excite, to disturb” > Ñáõ½Çã huz-ič’ “disturbing, exciting”
·ñ³í»É gravel “to occupy; to seize” > ·ñ³íÇã grav-ic’ “attractive, charming”
·ñ·é»É grgr̊el “to exite, to provoke” > ·ñ·éÇã grgr̊-ič’ “exciting, provocative” etc.
-Ïáï, -kot “abounding in; -ful”, is also used on verbs to derive adjectives, attached to the
verbal root, as in
³Ù³ã»É amačel “to shame”
> ³Ù³ãÏáï amač’-kot “shy”
í³Ë»Ý³É vaxenal “to fear”
> í³ËÏáï vax-kot “cowardly”
å³ñÍ»Ý³É parcenal “to boast” > å³ñÍ»ÝÏáï parcen-kot “boastful” etc.

4.1.2.3.4 Other adjective suffixes
-»ñáñ¹/-áñ¹, -erord, -ord.
This suffix derives ordinal number adjectives from cardinal number quantifiers.
ÑÇÝ· hing “five” > ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹ hing-erord “fifth” etc.
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4.1.2.4 Deriving adverbs and adverb suffixes384
In general, the bare adjectives (particularly qualitative adjectives) are also broadly used in
adverbial function.
In the case of derived adverbs, most of the following adverb suffixes can be used in
derivation from nouns, adjectives and adjective-like adverbs. There is no adverb derivation
from verbs.
4.1.2.4.1 Denominal adverb suffixes
-¥³¤µ³ñ, -(a)bar is attached to (+human) nouns (and adjectives, see below) forming manner adverbs, meaning “as, like -like, in manner of ”, as in
µ³ñ»Ï³Ù barekam “friend” > µ
 ³ñ»Ï³Ù³µ³ñ barekam-a-bar “in a friendly manner”
»ñ»Ë³ erexa “child”
> »ñ³Ë³Û³µ³ñ erexa-ya-bar “in a childishly manner”
Ñ³Ûñ hayr “father”
> Ñ³Ûñ³µ³ñ hayr-a-bar “fatherly” etc.
-¥³¤å»ë, -(a)pes also forms manner adverbs, meaning “-like, as” as well as adverbs of time,
as in
³ñÙ³ï armat “root”
> ³ñÙ³ï³å»ë armat-a-pes “radically”
µÅÇßÏ bžišk “doctor, physician” > µÅßÏ³å»ë bžšk-a-pes “like a doctor”
í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý vayrkyan “second”
>í
 ³ÛñÏ»Ý³å»ë vayrken-a-pes “very quickly, in a second”
í»ñç verj “end”
> í»ñç³å»ë verj-a-pes “finally” etc.
-áíÇÝ, -ovin forms manner adverbs usually from nouns, as in
ËáõÙµ xumb “group”
> ËÙµáíÇÝ xmb-ovin “as a group; group-like”
·ÉáõË glux “head”
> ·ÉËáíÇÝ glx-ovin “totally”
ÑÇÙÝ himn “base, basis” > ÑÇÙÝáíÇÝ himn-ovin “basically, totally” etc.

4.1.2.4.2 Deadjectival adverb suffixes
-¥³¤µ³ñ, -abar is often attached to qualitative adjectives denoting a certain quality or feature of a (+human) noun, but also to other semantic types of adjectives. The suffix forms
manner adverbs, meaning “such as, like, -like”, as in
³½ÝÇí azniv “honest” > ³½Ýí³µ³ñ aznv-a-bar “honestly”
ù³ç k’aj “brave”
> ù³ç³µ³ñ k’aj-a-bar “bravely”
Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï hamemat “corresponding, conform” > Ñ
 ³Ù»Ù³ï³µ³ñ hamemat-a-bar “comparatively; rather” etc.
-¥³¤å»ë, -(a)pes also forms manner adverbs derived from adjectives, as in
µ³ó³ñÓ³Ï bac’arjak “absolute” > µ
 ³ó³ñÓ³Ï³å»ë bac’arjak-a-pes “absolutely”
ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýáõñ ěndhanur “general” > ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýñ³å»ë ěndhanr-a-pes “generally”
Ëáñ xor “deep”
> Ëáñ³å»ë xor-a-pes “deeply” etc.

. Abrahamyan 1974: 446–449. Minassian 1996: 241–248.
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-áñ»Ý, -oren also forms manner adverbs derived from adjectives, as in
³½ÝÇí azniv “honest” > ³½Ýíáñ»Ý aznv-oren “honestly”
É³ÛÝ layn “wide”
> É³ÛÝáñ»Ý layn-oren “broadly, widely”
Í³Ýñ canr “heavy”
> Í³Ýñáñ»Ý canr-oren “heavily” etc.
-áíÇÝ, -ovin forms manner adverbs, also from adjectives, such as in
ÉÇ li “full” > ÉÇáíÇÝ liovin “fully”

4.1.2.4.3 Deadverbal adverb suffixes
Some adverbs, particularly time adverbs, can be derived from other (time) adverbs by
means of the following suffixes. However, these suffixes are nowadays unproductive; the
derived time adverbs can be regarded as lexicalised and/or fossilised.
-¥³¤å»ë, -apes suffixed to time adverbs and forms manner adverbs meaning “such as, like
-like”, as in e.g.
ÙÇßï mišt “always” > Ùßï³å»ë mšt-a-pes “always, repeatedly”
Ý³Ë nax “firstly”
> Ý³Ë³å»ë nax-a-pes “at first, previously”
í³Õ vał “early”
> í³Õ³å»ë vał-a-pes “previously” (seldomly used), etc.
-áõó, -uc’ suffixed to time adverbs and forms adverbs answering to the question “since
when?”, as in
³é³ç ar̊aj “before, earlier” > ³é³çáõó ar̊aj-uc’ “long before”
í³Õ vał “early”
> í³Õáõó vał-uc’ “long ago, earlier; colloquial also “long time”, etc.
In colloquial Armenian, particularly in youth language, the adjectival suffix -áï, -ot,
meaning “abounding in”, is also used to derive adverbs with the same meaning, as in
áõß uš “late” > áõßáï uš-ot “too lately; much lately”.

4.1.2.4.4 Dequantifier adverb suffixes
The suffixes given below denote similar meanings, but the first one seems to be more productively used.
-Çóë, -ic’s, is attached to quantifiers, meaning “so many times, as many times”, as in
µ³½áõÙ bazum “many”
> µ³½ÙÇóë bazm-ic’s “several times; repeatedly”
ù³ÝÇ k’ani “many, how many” > ù³ÝÇóë k’ani-c’s “how many times, how often”
»ñ»ù erek’ “three”
> »ñÇóë er-ic’s “three times” etc.
-å³ïÇÏ, -patik is attached to quantifiers, meaning “so many times, -fold” e.g.
µ³½áõÙ bazum “many” > µ³½Ù³å³ïÇÏ bazm-a-patik “several times; multiple; manifold”
ÑÇÝ· hing “five”
> ÑÝ·³å³ïÇÏ hng-a-patik “five times; fivefold” etc.
(2)

Ü³ µ³½ÙÇóë »Õ»É ¾ Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ: (Armenpress 11.05.2006)

		 Na
bazmic’s
eł-el
ē
Hayastan-um.
		 he.nom several times be-ptcp.prf. he is Armenia-loc
		 “He has been to Armenia several times.”
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(3)	Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ çñ³ÛÇÝ ÃéãáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÃÇíÁ ï³ëÝ³å³ïÇÏ Ýí³½»É ¿:
(Armenpress 07.04.2006)
		 Hayastan-um jrayin t’r̊č’un-ner-i t’iv-ě
tasnapatik
		 Armenia-loc water bird-pl-dat number.nom-the tenfold
nvaz-el
ē.
		 decrease-ptcp.prf. it is
		 “The number of water birds has decreased tenfold in Armenia.”

4.1.2.5 Deriving verbs and verb suffixes385
MEA productively uses the following suffixes to derive verbs from nouns, adjectives,
adverbs and quantifiers:
–– -»É -el (productive), forms transitive and intransitive verbs.
–– -³Ý³É, -anal (less productive), forms intransitive verbs with inchoative or reflexive
meaning.
–– -³É, -al (least productive), forms intransitive and transitive verbs.
4.1.2.5.1 Denominal verb suffixes
-»É -el
³ÝÓñ¨ anjrew “rain” > ³ÝÓñ¨»É anjrew-el “to rain”
·Çß»ñ gišer “night”
> ·Çß»ñ»É gišer-el “to spend the night, overnight”
ÍáõÝÏ cunk “knee”
> ÍÝÏ»É cnk-el “to kneel”
ù³ñ k’ar “stone”
> ù³ñ»É k’ar-el “to stone” etc.
-³Ý³É, -anal
³ÙáõëÇÝ amusin “husband; spouse” > ³
 ÙáõëÝ³Ý³É amusn-anal “to marry; get married”
·Çß»ñ gišer “night”
> ·Çß»ñ³Ý³É gišer-anal “to become night”
»Õµ³Ûñ ełbayr “brother”
> »Õµ³Ûñ³Ý³É ełbayr-anal “to become brothers,
ù³ñ k’ar “stone”

fraternize”
>ù
 ³ñ³Ý³É k’ar-anal “to petrify, to become stone” etc.

-³É, -al
ßáÕ šoł “ray”
> ßáÕ³É šoł-al “to shine”
ÅåÇï žpit “smile”
> Ååï³É žpt-al “to smile”
ËÇÕ× xiłč “conscience” > ËÕ×³É xłč-al “to pity, to feel sorry” etc.

4.1.2.5.2 Deadjectival verb suffixes
-»É, -el
³åáõß apuš “idiot, silly”
> ³åß»É apš-el “to be astonished”
¹³ï³ñÏ datark “empty” > ¹³ï³ñÏ»É datark-el “to empty”
÷³÷áõÏ p’ap’uk “soft”
> ÷³÷Ï»É p’ap’k-el “to became soft, to soften”
»ñÏñáñ¹ erkrord “second” > »ñÏñáñ¹»É erkrord-el “to repeat” etc.
. Abrahamyan 1962: 48.
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-³Ý³É, -anal
³·³Ñ agah “greedy”
> ³·³Ñ³Ý³É agah-anal “to become greedy”
Ë»Éáù xelok’ “quiet, smart” > Ë»Éáù³Ý³É xelok’-anal “to become quiet, smart”
ÑÕÇ hłi “pregnant”
> ÑÕÇÝ³É hłi-anal “to become pregnant” etc.

4.1.2.5.3 Deadverbial verb suffixes
-»É, -el
¹³Ý¹³Õ dandał “slowly” > ¹³Ý¹³Õ»É dandał-el “to slow (down)”
Ï³ÝáõË kanux “early”
> Ï³ÝË»É kanx-el “to prevent”
Ñ³×³Ë hačax “frequently” > Ñ³×³Ë»É hačax-el “to attend” etc.
-³Ý³É, -anal
³ñ³· arag “fast”
> ³ñ³·³Ý³É arag-anal “to become fast”
¹³Ý¹³Õ dandał “slowly”
> ¹³Ý¹³Õ³Ý³É dandał-anal “to become slow”
Ñ³×³Ë hačax “frequently” > Ñ
 ³×³Ë³Ý³É hačax-anal “to become frequent” etc.

4.1.2.5.4 Dequantifier verb suffixes
-³Ý³É, -anal
»ñÏáõ erku “two”
> » ñÏáõ³Ý³É« »ñÏí³Ý³É erku-anal, erkv-anal “to become two;
to doubt”
µ³½áõÙ bazum “many” > µ³½Ù³Ý³É bazm-anal “to multiply, to increase”
ß³ï šat “many, plenty” > ß³ï³Ý³É šat-anal “to multiply, to increase” etc.

4.2

Compounding

Modern Eastern Armenian distinguishes two basic forms of compounding:
––
––

root compounds
synthetic compounds.

Root compounds are verbless, i.e. (a) the head noun is not deverbal or (b) the non headnoun
does NOT function as an argument of the verb from which the head is derived. They are
both preferably syntactically and semantically right-headed, i.e. endocentric compounds.
³ÝÓñ¨³çáõñ anjrew-a-jur “rain-water”, ·»ï³ÓÇ get-a-ji “hippopotamus” < ·»ï
get “river” + ÓÇ ji “horse”, ³ßË³ñÑ³·ñáõÃÛáõÝ ašxarh-a-grut’yun “geography” < ³ßË³ñÑ
ašxarh “world” + ·ñáõÃÛáõÝ grut’yun “writing” etc.
MEA has also exocentric compounds, i.e. bahuvrihi or possessive compounds, such
as Ù»Í³ïáõÝ mec-a-tun “rich” < Ù»Í mec “big” + ïáõÝ tun “house” = “having a big house”,
³ÛÉ³Ï»ñå ayl-a-kerp “different”< ³ÛÉ ayl “different, other” + Ï»ñå kerp “way, manner” =
“Having a different manner” etc.
Dvandva or copulative compounds, in which the two stems have equal semantic and
syntactic weight, also occur in MEA, though rarely with or without copulative conjunction,
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such as ·Çß»ñ-ó»ñ»Ï gišer-c’erek “day and night”, Ñ³·³Í-Ï³å³Í hagac-kapac “dressed
up”, ·Ý³É-·³É gnal-gal “coming and going”, Ñ³Ûñ áõ Ù³Ûñ hayr u mayr “parents” etc.
The second or right-hand stem of root compounds is regarded as the head of the compound and, thus, it contributes category and morphosyntactic features to the compound as
a whole, i.e. only the head of the compound is inflected.
·»ï³ÓÛÇ getaji “hippopotamus”, NOM. SG., ·»ï³ÓÇáõ getaji-u DAT.SG., ·»ï³ÓÇ»ñ
getaji-er NOM.PL.
In synthetic or verbal compounds either, (a) the head of the compound is derived from
a verb or (b) the non-head fulfils the action of an argument or complement of a verb.
One can also distinguish compounds by their category:
––
––
––

noun compounds
adjective compounds
verbal compounds

In these categories compounds can further be subgrouped depending on the parts of
speech used for the compounding, such as nouns, adjectives, quantifiers, pronouns,
adverbs, adpositions etc.
General characteristics of Modern Eastern Armenian compounds
If the second part of the compound has an initial consonant, it is attached to the first
part by means of the vowel -³- -a-.386
––
––

If the second part of the compound has an initial vowel, it directly follows the first part
(i.e. without the vowel -³- -a-.
The stressed vowel or final semi-vowel of the first part of the compound in losing the
stress may undergo alternations.

4.2.1

Noun compounds

Nominal compounds can be composed of various parts of speech and can represent both
root and synthetic compounds. In synthetic compounds one distinguishes the functions/
syntactic relations of the two lexical units.

4.2.1.1 Verbless or root noun compounds
1. Noun-noun
Meaning (attributive): noun1 is the modifying attribute of noun2
ÓÝ³µáõù jn-a-buk’ “snow-storm” = ÓÛáõÝ jyun “snow” + µáõù buk’ “storm “
³ñ¨³Í³ÕÇÏ arew-a-całik “sunflower” = ³ñ¨ arew “sun” + Í³ÕÇÏ całik “flower”
³ÝÓñ¨³çáõñ anjrew-a-jur “rainwater” = ³ÝÓñ¨ anjrew “rain” + çáõñ jur “water” etc.
. There are, however, many compounds, inherited from Classical Armenian, without the formation vowel -a-, such as e.g. çñí»Å jr-veš “waterfall”, µ³Ýµ»ñ ban-ber “bulletin”, ³ñ¨Ùáõïù arewmutk’ “West, occident”, Ñ³óÃáõË hac’-t’ux “baker”, etc. Comp. Minassian 1996: 65.
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Meaning (possessive): noun1 is part/belongs to part2
Íáí³÷ cov-ap’ “sea shore” = Íáí cov “sea” + ³÷ ap’ “shore, coast”
Í³é³ñÙ³ï car̊-armat “the root of a tree” = Í³é car̊ “tree” + ³ñÙ³ï armat “root”
ÍÝÏ³Ñá¹ cnk-a-hod “knee-joint” = ÍáõÝÏ cunk “knee” + Ñá¹ hod “joint” etc.
Meaning: noun2 is for noun1
³³ÝÏ³å³ñï»½ mank-a-partez “kindergarten” = Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child” + å³ñó»½
partez “garden”
ÙáËñ³Ù³Ý moxr-aman “ashtray” = ÙáËÇñ moxir “ash” + ³Ù³Ý aman “dish, vessel”
ÑÛáõñ³ë»ÝÛ³Ï hyur-a-senyak “guestroom” = ÑÛáõñ hyur “guest” + ë»ÝÛ³Ï senyak “room” etc.
Meaning: noun2 is of/consists of noun1
Í³ÕÏ³÷áõÝç całk-a-p’unj “bouqet of flowers” = Í³ÕÇÏ całik “flower” + ÷áõÝç p’unj
“bunch”
ÓÝ³·Ý¹³Ï jn-a-gndak “snowball” = ÓÛáõÝ jyun “snow” + ·Ý¹³Ï gndak “ball”
Ë³ãù³ñ xač’-k’ar cross-stone = Ë³ã xač’ “cross” + ù³ñ k’ar “stone” etc.
Meaning: noun2 produces/yields noun1
û×³é³·áñÍ ōčar̊-a-gorc “soap boiler (person)” > û×³é ōčar̊ “soap” + ·áñÍ gorc “work(er)”
ÓÇ³µáõÛÍ ji-a-buyc “horse breeder” > ÓÇ ji “horse” + µáõÛÍ buyc “breeder”
2. Adjective – noun compounds
The adjective modifies the noun; thus, as in a noun phrase and the adjective-noun compound, the adjective precedes its head noun.
µ³ñÓñ³í³Ý¹³Ï barjr-a-vandak “highland, height” = µ³ñÓñ barjr “high” + í³Ý¹³Ï
vandak “cage”
¹»ÕÝ³Ëï dełn-axt “jaundice” = ¹»ÕÇÝ dełin “yellow” + ³Ëï axt “illness”
ÉÇ³ÉáõëÇÝ li-a-lusin “full moon” = ÉÇ li “full” + ÉáõëÇÝ lusin “moon”
Ù³Ýñ³ÝÏ³ñ manr-a-nkar “miniature” = Ù³Ýñ manr “small” + ÝÏ³ñ nkar “picture” = etc.
3. Quantifier – noun compounds
The quantifier modifies the noun; thus, as in noun phrases, the quantifier precedes the
noun. Also deverbal nouns can be used here, as in
ÑÝ·³Ù³ñï hng-a-mart “pentathlon” = ÑÇÝ· hing “five” + Ù³ñï mart “fight, battle”
ãáñùáï³ÝÇ čork’-ot-ani “quadruped” = ãáñë č’ors “four” + áï ot “leg, foot” + Suffix -³ÝÇ ani
µ³½Ù³ÝÏÛáõÝ bazm-ankyun “polygon” = µ³½áõÙ bazum “many, countless” + ³ÝÏÛáõÝ
ankyun “corner, angle”, etc.

4.2.1.2 Synthetic noun compounds
In the range of synthetic noun compounds, one can distinguish various subgroups referring to the function of the noun relating to the verb.
a. Type subject + deverbal noun
The deverbal noun is derived from intransitive verbs.
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ï»ñ¨³Ã³÷ terew-a-tap’ “fall/shedding of the leaves” = ï»ñ¨ terew leaf + Ã³÷ tap’

“fall(ing)”
µ³ÛÇÙ³ëï bay-imast “verbal meaning” = µ³Û bay “verb” + ÇÙ³ëï imast “meaning”
³Ù³éÝ³Ùáõï amar̊-n-a-mut “beginning of summer” = ³Ù³é amar̊ “summer” + Ùáõï

mut “enter(ing)”
³Û·³µ³ó ayg-a-bac’ “day-break, dawn” = ³Û· ayg “dawn” + µ³ó bac’ “opening”
Ñá·»·³Éáõëï hog-e-gal-ust “Pentecost” = Ñá·Ç hogi “ghost” + ·³Éáõëï gal-ust “coming,

arrival”
b. Type object + verb
The deverbal noun is derived from transitive verbs i.e.
––

object + deverbal noun
¹³ñå³ë³å³Ñ darpas-a-pah “goal-keeper” = ¹³ñå³ë darpas “gate, door” + å³Ñ pah
“keeper” > å³Ñ»É pahel “to keep”
³ï³ÙÝ³µáõÛÅ atamn-a-bujž “dentist” = ³ï³Ù atam “tooth” + µáõÛÅ buyž “healer” >
µáõÅ»É bužel “to heal, to cure”
Ù³ÝÏ³í³ñÅ mankavarž “pedagogue” = Ù³ÝáõÏ manuk “child” + í³ñÅ varž > í³ñÅ»É
varžel “to train, to bring up” etc.
––

verbal noun (infinitive) + object

³åñ»É³Ó¨ aprel-a-jew “living, way of living” = ³åñ»É aprel “to live” + Ó¨ jew “shape,

form, way”
Ùï³Í»É³Ï»ñå mtacel-a-kerp “mentality” = Ùï³Í»É mtacel “to think” + Ï»ñå kerp “way,

manner”
í³ñ»É³ÑáÕ varel-a-hoł “arable land” = í³ñ»É varel “to furrow” + ÑáÕ hoł “earth, ground” etc.

––

object + verbal form

ïÇ»½»ñ³·Ý³ó tiezer-a-gnac’ “cosmonaut” = ïÇ»½»ñ¥ù¤ tiezer(k’) “cosmos, space” + *·Ý³ó
gnac’ “went” Aor.3.sg. of ·Ý³É gnal “to go” = “a person who went to cosmos”

c.

Type verb + adverbial noun

½µáë³Û·Ç zbos-aygi “park” = ½µáë- zbos- “to walk” + ³Û·Ç aygi “garden”; meaning “x walks

in the garden”
ÉáÕ³í³½³Ý loł-a-vazan “swimming pool” = ÉáÕ³É loł-al “to swim” + í³½³Ý vazan “pool”;
meaning “x swims in the pool” etc.

4.2.2
1.
a.

Adjective compounds

Root Adjective Compounds

Type noun + noun
³éÛáõÍ³ëÇñï ar̊yuc-a-sirt “having a heart of a lion” = ³éÛáõÍ ar̊yuc “lion” + ëÇñï sirt
“heart”
ù³ñ³ëÇñï k’ar-a-sirt “stone-hearted” = ù³ñ k’ar “stone” + ëÇñï sirt “heart”
í³ñ¹³·áõÛÝ vard-a-guyn “pink” = í³ñ¹ vard “rose” + ·áõÛÝ guyn “colour” etc.
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b.

Type noun + adjective

––

Adjective and noun. The modifying adjective precedes its head noun.

µ³ñ»Ñá·Ç bar-e-hogi “having a kind soul” = µ³ñÇ bari “kind” + Ñá·Ç hogi “soul”
Ã»Ã¨³ÙÇï tetew-a-mit “light-minded” = Ã»Ã¨ tetew “light” + ÙÇï¥ù¤ mit(k’) “mind”
ù³Õóñ³Ó³ÛÝ k’ałc’r-a-jayn “having a sweet-voice” = ù³Õóñ k’ałc’r “sweet” + Ó³ÛÝ jayn

“voice” etc.
––

Noun and adjective. This type of adjective compound is not as productive as the one
given above. In such compounds, the noun often denotes the basis of comparison.
çñ³é³ï jr-ar̊at “aboundant with water” = çáõñ jur “water” + ³é³ï ar̊at “rich”
ÓÛáõÝ³Ù³ùáõñ jyun-a-mak’ur “pure as snow” = ÓÛáõÝ jyun “snow” + Ù³ùáõñ mak’ur
“pure, clean”
»ñÏÝ³Ï³åáõÛï erkna-kapuyt “skyblue” = »ñÏÇÝù erkink’ “heaven” + Ï³åáõÛï kapuyt
“blue” etc.
c.

Type adjective + adjective

––

Adjective + adjective

³Ùñ³åÇÝ¹ amr-a-pind “very hard” = ³Ùáõñ amur “strong, tough” + åÇÝ¹ pind “hard”
½³ñÙ³Ý³Ññ³ß zarman-a-hraš “amazing and wonderful” = ½³ñÙ³Ý¥³ÉÇ¤ zarman(-ali)
“amazing” + Ññ³ß¥³ÉÇ¤ hraš(-ali) “wonderful”
Ñ»½³×ÏáõÝ hez-a-čkun “gracious” = Ñ»½ hez “meek, gentle” + ×ÏáõÝ čkun “flexible” etc.

––

Intensifier + adjective

É³í³ï»ÕÛ³Ï lav-a-tełyak “well-informed” = É³í lav “good, well” + ï»ÕÛ³Ï tełyak

“aware”
ù³ç³ï»ÕÛ³Ï k’aj-a-tełyak “well-informed” = ù³ç k’aj “brave; good, well” + ï»ÕÛ³Ï

tełyak “aware”
Ù»Í³Ñ³ñáõëï mec-a-harust “very rich” = Ù»Í mec “big, great” + Ñ³ñáõëï harust “rich” etc.

2.

Synthetic adjective compounds

a. Type adverbial + participle
Synthetic compound adjectives in MEA usually consist of an adverb and the resultative
participle in -³Í -ac. Many of these forms are lexicalised.
Ñ³í³ë³ñ³Ïßéí³Í havasar-a-kšr̊vac “well-balanced”
É³ÛÝ³ï³ñ³Í layn-a-tarac “widespread”
The meaning of such compound adjectives is preferably and more productively
expressed by means of a free combination of adverb and participle, functioning as a modifying adjective, as in
Ëáñ ½·³óí³Í xor zgac’vac “deep-felt”,
Ëáñ Ýëï³Í xor nstac “deep-seated”
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(4)

Ø»Ï ß³µ³Ã ³é³ç ïå³·ñí»ó ´³ÉáÛ³ÝÇ »ñÏ³ñ ëå³ëí³Í ·ÇñùÁ:

		 mek šabat’
ar̊aj tpagr-v-ec’
Baloyan-i
		 one week-nom post publish-pass-aor3.sg Baloyan-dat
		 erkar spas-v-ac
girk’-ě.
long wait-pass-ptcp.res. book-nom-the
		 “Baloyan’s long-awaited book was published one week ago.”
(5)

²Ûë é»ëïáñ³ÝáõÙ í³×³ñáõÙ »Ý ï³ÝÁ å³ïñ³ëïí³Í ·³ñ»çáõñ:

		 ays r̊estoran-um
vačar-um
en
tan-ě
		 this restaurant-loc sell-ptcp-.pres. they are house-dat-the
patrast-v-ac
garejur.
prepare-pass.ptcp.res beer.nom
		 “In this restaurant they sell home-brewed beer.”
(6)

àõÝ»±ë Ýáñ ÃËí³Í Ñ³ó:

		 Un-es
nor t’x-v-ac’
hac’?
		 have-pres.2.sg new bake-pass-ptcp.res bread-nom
		 “Do you have fresh-baked bread?”

b. Type noun + participle
A rather rare form of synthetic compound adjectives can be found in lexicalised adjectives,
which consist of a noun and a resultative participle in -³Í -ac.
Ù»ù»Ý³·ñ³Í mek’ena-grac “typewritten”

4.2.3

Adverbial compounds

In general, the above mentioned adjectival compounds may also be used as adverbs.
Furthermore, copulative compounds can be used to express adverbial meaning, such as
·Çß»ñ-ó»ñ»Ï gišer-c’erek “day and night”, Ñ³·³Í-Ï³å³Í hagac-kapac “dressed up” etc.
A further form of adverbial compounds is fossilised and highly lexicalised (even antiquated). In such adverbial compounds the conjunctions áõ, ¨ u, ew “and” and the classical
adpositions ½, ÁÝ¹, Ç z, ěnd, i are used, as in
·Çß»ñ áõ ½ûñ gišer u z-ōr “night and day”
ë³ñÝ Ç í»ñ sar-n i ver “up to the mountain; uphill”
ûñÝÇµáõÝ ōr-n-i-bun “all day long” = ûñ ōr “day” + µáõÝ bun “stem”

4.3
4.3.1

Miscellaneous modes
Reduplication387

Some compounds also have two or more constituents, which are either identical or only
slightly different.
. Minassian 1996: 63.
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The difference between the two constituents may be in the initial consonants or in the
medial vowels.
The most common uses of reduplicative forms in MEA are:
––
––

to intensify the meaning
to disparage – by suggesting nonsense, insincerity, instability etc.

a. Simple or full reduplications
The simplest form of reduplication in Armenian is to fully reduplicate the root and to connect the two constituents either with the conjunction áõ u “and” or the hyphen (-).
If such simple reduplications are expressed with nouns they are usually used in modifying, i.e. adjectival function with head-nouns in plural.
ï»ë³Ï-ï»ë³Ï tesak-tesak “of different sorts, kinds”
½áõÛ·-½áõÛ·· zuyg-zuyg “in pairs, by pairs”
Simple reduplication of adjectives usually intensifies the meaning of the adjective, as
in Ù»Í-Ù»Í mec-mec “very big, really big”
ëåÇï³Ï-ëåÇï³É spitak-spitak “intensely white, very white”
É³í-É³í lav-lav “very good” etc.
Simple reduplication of adverbs also intensifies the meaning of the base adverb, as in
³ñ³·-³ñ³· Ëáë»É arag-arag xosel “to speak very quickly”
áõß-áõß í»ñ³¹³éÝ³É uš-uš veradar̊nal “to return very late” etc.
In some reduplicated words - generally monosyllabics – the medial vowel ³ a alternates
with áõ u i such as
Í³Ï áõ ÍáõÏ cak u cuk “in every corner, everywhere” < Í³Ï cak “hole”
Ë³éÝÇËáõéÝ xar̊n-i-xur̊n “mish-mash, hodge-podge” < Ë³éÝ xar̊n “mixed” etc.
b. Partial reduplication
MEA exhibits two methods of partial reduplication: the m-reduplicating and the fixed codareduplication; both comparable to the reduplication types employed in modern Turkish.388
–– Reduplication with initial m- on the second constituent
In Armenian, particularly in colloquial Armenian, special compounds appear as doublets,
in which a word of any category (particularly nouns, adjectives and adverbs) is followed
by an echo of itself, but with an m- replacing the initial consonant. This m, or any other
consonant, may function as the initial consonant of the second constituent, if its base form
starts with a vowel.
The meaning of such a compound is “and so on, suchlike; and the like”.
ó³Ë-Ù³Ë c’ax-max “kind of brushwood, brushwood and the like” < ó³Ë c’ax “brushwood”
Ñ³ó-Ù³ó hac’-mac’ “bread and the like” < Ñ³ó hac’ “bread”
ëáõï-Ùáõï sut-mut “ “lying, false suchlike” < ëáõï sut “false, lying” etc.

. For Turkish see: Kornfilt 1997: 482.
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áÉáñ-ÙáÉáñ olor-molor “zigzag; winding (lit. a spire or so)” < áÉáñ olor “spire, circuit”
³í»É-Ù³í»É avel-mavel “broom and the like”

M-reduplication is avoided in the case of m-initial words: such words, occurring in dialects, tend to show a combination of reduplication and vowel alternation to produce the
same semantic meaning as -m-reduplicated words.
Ù³ñ¹-Ùáõñ¹ mard-murd “(some) person” etc.
Ù³Ýñ-ÙáõÝñ manr-munr “small and the like”
Ù³ë-Ùáõë mas-mus “part and the like”, e.g.
³íïáÙ»ù»Ý³ÛÇ Ù³ë-Ùáõë avtomek’enayi mas-mus “car’s part and the like”
In some, highly lexicalised, reduplicated forms, other consonants may also appear in the
place of the initial consonant of the second constituent, such as
ëáõë-÷áõë sus-p’us “very quiet, very silent”
å³ñ³å-ë³ñ³å parap-sarap “inactive, deedless”
The consonants ë s and ÷ p’ used for reduplication remind us of those used in fixedcoda reduplication, as described below.
–– Fixed-coda reduplication389
MEA has a very special reduplication pattern, in which a fixed coda segment is drawn from
p’ and s.390 This reduplication conveys an intensive meaning, particularly of qualitative and
colour adjectives.
A CVC syllable consisting of the initial consonant of the adjective’s root, of the leftmost root vowel and ë s or ÷ p’, is prefixed to the adjective’s root, i.e. the whole first syllable
of the adjective is reduplicated by replacing the final consonant with ë s or ÷ p’, as in
Ï³ë-Ï³ñÙÇñ kas-karmir “very red”
< Ï³ñÙÇñ karmir “red”
å³ë-å³ñ³å pas-parap “very idle, very useless” < å³ñ³å parap “idle, useless”
µ³ë-µ³ñÓñ bas-barjr “very high”
< µ³ñÓñ barjr “high” etc.
ë»÷-ë¨ sep’-sew “very, really black”
< ë¨ sew “black”
ßÇ÷-ßÇï³Ï šip’-šitak “completely, really true”
< ßÇï³Ï šitak “true” etc.
¹»÷-¹»ÕÇÝ dep’-dełin “very yellow”
< ¹»ÕÇÝ dełin “yellow” etc,
There are several approaches to the explanation of the choice of the ë s or ÷ p’; however, the
most convincing is William’s approach391 of constraints following the Obligatory Contour
Principle, which prohibits adjacent segments having the identical place of articulation.
Thus, ë s does not occur with roots with the initial coronal consonants (i.e. [d], [t], [th], [s],
[z], [∫] [Š], [r] [n] [n] [l]), whereas ÷ p’ does not co-occur with initial labial consonants (i.e.
[m], [b], [p], [ph], [v], [f]).
. Vaux 1 998: 242ff.
. Please note that in Armenian dialects, particularly in Western Armenian dialects in
addition to the fixed coda segments in -p’ and -s, fixed coda segments may also be drawn from
a set of {-p -m -n -r}.
. Vaux 1998: 243. Southern 2005: 68, 70, 84, 86.
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This constraint also means that there is no “rule” for dorsal consonants such as [g]
[k] [kh], i.e. they can, in principle, freely combine with ë s or ÷ p’, as can be seen from the
examples below:
Ï³ë-Ï³Ý³ã kas-kanač’ “very green”
< Ï³Ý³ã kanač’ “green”
Ï³÷-Ï³ñ× kap’-karč “very short”
< Ï³ñ× karč “short”

4.3.2

Abbreviations

Lexical items may be shortened to a form, which is linguistically convenient but does not
necessarily reflect the morphological make-up of the full form.
In MEA, there are three productive ways in which abbreviation is involved ––
––
––

Acronyms
Clippings
Stump compounds.

4.3.2.1 Acronyms
Acronyms, i.e. words formed with initial letters of words, are very productive in Modern
Eastern Armenian.
One can distinguish acronyms (a) which are pronounced as a sequence of letters and
(b) whose letters represent a full word.
Acronyms pronounced as a sequence of letters
In MEA, this type of acronyms is usually written with capital letters.
If the acronym contains (written) consonant clusters, these consonant clusters are realised
with the vowel Á ě.
²²Ð AAH < ²í»É³óí³Í ²ñÅ»ùÇ Ð³ñÏ Avelac’vac Aržek’i Hark “VAT, value added tax”
Ø²Î MAK < ÙÇ³íáñí³Í ³½·»ñÇ Ï³½Ù³Ï»ñåáõÃÛáõÝ miavorvac azgeri kazmakerput’yun
“UNO”
²ØÜ AMN < ²Ù»ñÇÏ³ÛÇ ØÇ³óÛ³É Ü³Ñ³Ý·Ý»ñÁ Amerikayi Miac’yal Nahangnerĕ “USA”
¶üÐ GFH < ¶»ñÙ³ÝÇ³ÛÇ ü»¹»ñ³ïÇí Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ Germaniayi federativ
hanrapetut’yun “German Federal Republic”
ÐÐ HH Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ Hayastani Hanrapetut’yun “Republic of Armenia”
¶² ¶ÇïáõÃÛ³Ý ²Ï³¹»ÙÇ³ Gitut’yan Akademia “Academy of Sciences”
êêÐØ SSHM < êáí»ï³Ï³Ý êáóÇ³ÉÇëï³Ï³Ý Ð³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ØÇáõÃÛáõÝ Sovetakan Soc’ialistakan Hanrapetut’yunneri Miut’yun “USSR”
ÐêÊÐ HSXH < Ð³ÛÏ³Ï³Ý êáí»ï³Ï³Ý ÊáñÑñ¹³ÛÇÝ Ð³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛáõÝ Haykakan
Sovetakan Xorhrdayin Hanrapetut’yun “Soviet Republic of Armenia”
ºäÐ EPH < ºñ¨³ÝÇ å»ï³Ï³Ý Ñ³Ù³Éë³ñ³Ý Erewani Petakan Hamalsaran “Yerevan
State University”
Acronyms pronounced as a word
MEA also productively uses acronyms, also of foreign origin, which are pronounced as a
word. These acronyms are often lexicalised and considered as “real” nouns.
In this case, the acronyms are even written as “common words”, i.e. usually with minuscule, sometimes with initial capital.
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µáõÑ buh < µ³ñÓñ³·áõÛÝ áõëáõÙÝ³Ï³Ý Ñ³ëï³ïáõÃÛáõÝ barjraguyn usumnakan

hastatut’yun “Institute for higher education”
Russian acronyms have also entered Armenian language and are highly lexicalised in Modern Eastern Armenian such as e.g.
½³·ë zags “civil registry office” from Russian “zapis’ aktov graždanskogo sostojanija”
·¿ë gēs “hydroelectric powerstation” from Russian “gidroēlektrostancija”
The same is productive for other “foreign” acronyms, as in
Ü²îú NATŌ “North-Atlantic Treaty Organization”
ìÆä VIP “very important person”

4.3.2.2 Clippings
Clippings can be found in informal usage, thus mainly in colloquial Armenian and particularly in youth language. The basic word is often shortened, sometimes to a single
syllable.
Ù»ù»Ý³ mek’ena < ³íïáÙ»ù»Ý³ avtomek’ena “car”
ÏáÙåáõ kompu < ÏáÙåÛáõï»ñ kompyuter “computer”
åñáý prof
< åñáý»ëáñ professor “professor” etc.
4.3.2.3 Stump compounds
Stump compounds are usually formations in which a compound is made by blending one
word with another.
Stump compounding is a very productive word formation strategy in Modern Eastern
Armenian: such compounds may consist of two or more words whose first syllables are
combined. Stump compounds are written in minuscles and without any separation mark.
áõëÙ³ëí³ñ us-mas-var < áõëáõÙÝ³Ï³Ý Ù³ëÇ í³ñÇã usumnakan masi varič’ “head
of eduction department”
Ñ³Û·ÛáõïËáñ hay-gyut-xor < Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ·Ûáõï³ñ³ñÝ»ñÇ ËáñÑáõñ¹ Hayastani
gyutararneri xorhurd “Armenian Council of inventors”
Ñ³Ûå»ïÑñ³ï haya-pet-hrat < Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ å»ï³Ï³Ý Ññ³ï³ñ³ÏãáõÃÛáõÝ
Hayastani petakan hratarakč’utyun “Armenia state publication”
µáõÅý³Ï buž-fak < ´áõÅ³Ï³Ý ý³ÏáõÉï»ï bužakan fakultet “faculty of medicine”
·áñÍÏáÙ gorc-kom < ·áñÍ³¹Çñ ÏáÙÇï» gorcadir komite “executive committee”
·ÇïËáñÑáõñ¹ git-a-xorhurd < ·Çï³Ï³Ý ËááñÑáõñ¹ gitakan xorhurd “scientific
council”
¹³ëÕ»Ï das-łek “formmaster” etc.
4.3.2.4 Productive and frequent abbreviations
In MEA, one distinguishes abbreviations according to their semantic grouping or their
graphical expressions.
In general, Armenian abbreviations consist of one, two, three or more letters, separated from each other with a dot.
––
––

Abbreviations with the initial letter
Initials of surname, e.g. ì© î»ñÛ³Ý V. Teryan, º© â³ñ»Ýó E. Č’arenc’ etc.

 Armenian

––

Initials of forms of address. The usual forms of address used in Modern Eastern Armenian
are: ä.P. < å³ñáÝ paron “Mister” and î©T. > ïÇÏÇÝ tikin “Madame, Miss, Mrs.”.
Please note the plural forms äñÝ. Prn. < å³ñáÝ³Ûù paronayk’, îÏÝ© Tkn. < ïÇÏÝ³Ûù
tiknayk’.
–– Initials to express general nouns, particularly conveying temporal meaning, such as
¹© d.
< ¹³ñ(áõÙ) dar(um), century; (Plural ¹¹© dd. < ¹³ñ»ñáõÙ darer(um))
Ã© t’.
< Ãí³Ï³Ý t’vakan “year” (Plural ÃÃ© tt. Ãí³Ï³ÝÝ»ñ t’vakanner)
Å© ž.
< Å³ÙÁ žamě “time, hour”, Å³ÙÇÝ žamin “o’clock”
Ù©Ã© m.t’. < Ù»ñ Ãí³Ï³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý mer tvakanutyan “A.D. Anno Domini”
Ù©Ã©³© m.t’.a.
< Ù»ñ Ãí³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÇó ³é³ç mer tvakanut’yunic’ ar̊aj “B.C. before
Christ”
Ñ© h.
< Ñ³ïáñ hator “volume”
ï© t.
< ï»ë tes! “see” etc.
–– Abbreviations with two letters
Such abbreviations are commonly used with personal names, forms of address, and
titles.
³Ï© ak. < ³Ï³¹»ÙÇÏáë akademikos “academician”
¹ñ© dr. < ¹áÏïáñ doktor “doctor” (of philosophy, of art etc.)
µÅ© bž. < µÅÇßÏ bžišk “physician, medical doctor”
úñ© ōr. < ûñÇáñ¹ ōriord “Miss”
²í© Æë³Ñ³ÏÛ³Ý Av. Isahakyan < ²í»ïÇù Avetik’
²É© Ì³ïáõñ×³Ý Al. Caturyan < ²É»ùë³Ý¹ñ Alek’sandr
¶ñ© î³Ã¨³óÇ Gr. Tat’ewac’i
< ¶ñÇ·áñ Grigor
¨Ý ewn. < ¨ ³ÛÉÝ ew ayln “and so on, etc.”
ûñ© ōr. < ûñÇÝ³Ï ōrinak “for example”

Two-letter abbreviations are also frequent with ordinal numbers, usually graphically
expressed with the number and the corresponding suffix, such as
1-ÇÝ 1-in
< ³é³çÇÝ ar̊ajin “first”
2-ñ¹ 2-rd
< »ñÏñáñ¹ erkrord “second”
< í»ó»ñáñ¹ vec’erord “sixth”
6-ñ¹ 6-rd
––

Abbreviations with three or more letters.

Such abbreviations are employed for personal names, titles and other commonly used
words.
ÐáíÑ© ÂáõÙ³ÝÛ³Ý Hovh. T’umanyan < ÐáíÑ³ÝÝ»ë Hovhannes
ÁÝÏ© ěnk.
< ÁÝÏ»ñ ěnker “friend, colleague; corresponding to Russian towarišč
åñáý© prof. < åñáý»ëáñ profesor “Professor”
íñÏ© vrk.
< í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý vayrkyan “second, moment”
Ãñ·Ù© t’rgm. < Ã³ñ·Ù³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ t’argmanut’yun “translation”
ÑÙÙï© hmmt. < Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï»É hamematel “compare”
ÙÉñ¹© mlrd.
< ÙÇÉÇ³ñ¹ miliard “billion”
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ÙÉÝ© mln.

< ÙÇÉÇáÝ milion “million” etc.

–– Abbreviations of weights and measures.
·g
< ·ñ³Ù gram
Ï· kg
< ÏÇÉá·ñ³Ù kilogram
Ù· mg < ÙÇÉÇ·ñ³Ù miligram
Ùm
< Ù»ïñ metr “metre”
ëÙ sm < ë³ÝïÇÙ»ïñ santimetr “centimetre”
ÙÙ mm < ÙÇÉÇÙ»ïñ milimetr “millimetre”
ÏÙ km < ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñ kilometre “kilometre”
Él
< ÉÇïñ litr “litre”

4.3.3

Hypocoristics392

In MEA the use of nicknames or hypocoristics is very common. The formation of nicknames from personal names follows a common pattern, mainly using the suffix -á -o
attached to bare personal name, if monosyllabic, or generally to the often alternating first
syllable of polysyllabic personal names. Unlike personal names, hypocoristics are usually
stressed on the first syllable.
a. Monosyllabic personal names
To form hypocoristics, monosyllabic personal names simply append the suffix -á-o.
Ð³ÛÏ Hayk
> Ð³ÛÏá Hayko (m.)
ì³ñ¹ Vard > ì³ñ¹á Vardo (f.)
²ç Aj
> ²çá Ajo (f.)
ì³Ý Van
> ì³Ýá Vano (m.)
b. Polysyllabic personal names
There are several ways to form hypocoristics from polysyllabic personal names, depending
on the underlying CVC structure.
Names structured with an initial (C)VCV- append -o to the leftmost CVC-:
Ø³ñÇ³Ù Mariam > Ø³ñá Maro (f.)
Èáõë³µ»ñ Lusaber > Èáõëá Luso (f.)
¸³ÝÇ»É Daniel
> ¸³Ýá Dano (m.)
ø»ñáµ K’erob
> ø»ñá K’ero (m.)
²Ý³ÑÇï Anahit
> ²Ýá Ano (f.)
²í»ïÇù Avetik’
> ²íá Avo (m.) etc.
Names with the initial consonant clusters CCV- :
––

place an epenthetic schwa between the two initial consonants and add the suffix
directly to this sequence CěCØËÇÃ³ñ Mxit’ar [mәói-thcn]
> ØËá Mxo [mәóf] (m.)
. Vaux 1998: 247ff.
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¸ñ³ëï³Ù³ï Drastamat [dәn-cstcmct]
ØÏñïÇã Mkrt’ič’ [mәkәntit∫h]

> ¸ñá Dro [dәnf] (m.)
> ØÏá Mko [mәkf] (m.)

place the vowel -a- between the two initial consonants and add the suffix directly to
the sequence CaC-, (this is also an alternative structure of the form with epenthetic
schwa above)
ØÏñïÇã Mkrt’ič’ [mәkәntit∫h] > Ø³Ïá Mako [mckf] (m.)
ÐÙ³Û³Ï Hmayak [hәmcjck]
> Ð³Ùá [hcmf] (m.) etc.
––

CCV-C; the second vowel of the cluster is ignored but the C of the following syllable
is used to append -o. The cluster is usually filled with the vowel following the initial
consonant cluster, CV-C¶ñÇ·áñ Grigor > ¶Ç·á Gigo (m.)
––

––

If the initial consonant cluster consists of a sibilant and a plosive, the sibilant is
deleted.
êï»÷³Ý Step’an > î»÷á Tep’o (m.)
Names with initial vowel followed by a consonant cluster VCC, or with the first root vowel
followed by a consonant cluster CVCC…
beginning from the left edge of the cluster, the formation of the hypocoristic takes as
many consonants as are admitted by phonological syllable rules:
²ñß³ÉáõÛë Aršaluys
> ²ñßá Aršo (f.)
²ñ÷ÇÝ» Arp’ine
> ²ñ÷á Arp’o (f.)
ì³½·»Ý Vazgen
> ì³½á Vazo (m.)
Ð³Ùµ³ñÓáõÙ Hambarjum > Ð³Ùµá Hambo (m.) etc.
––

There are alternating forms – if r is contained in the consonant cluster, it may be pronounced or not.
ê³ñ·Çë Sargis
> ê³·á Sago, ê³ñ·á Sargo (m.)
²µñ³Ñ³Ù Abraham
> ²µá Abo, ²µñá Abro (m.)
Ø³ñïÇñááë Martiros > Ø³ñïá Marto, Ø³ïá Mato (m.) etc.
––

––

Such medial consonant sequences are subject to Armenian sonority constraints. Eastern
Armenian does not allow complex onsets but only complex codas of falling sonority,
i.e. consonant sequences of rising sonority are not entirely reflected in the derived
hypocoristics. That means that consonant clusters are often simplified by means of
second constituent dropping, particularly in the case of -r as second consonant:
´³·ñ³ï Bagrat > ´³·á Bago (m.)
ä»ïñáë Petros > ä»ïá Peto, ä»åá Pepo (m.)
îÇ·ñ³Ý Tigran > îÇ·á Tigo (m.)
¶³µñÇ»É Gabriel > ¶³µá Gabo (m.)
Ø³Ýí»É Manvel > Ø³Ýá Mano (m.)
ØÇÑñ³Ý Mihran > ØÇñá Miro (m.) etc.
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Punctuation

In SMEA various punctuation marks are used to express intonation, separation and
specification.
It is interesting to note that punctuation marks as they are used nowadays in MEA are
the result of an age-long development. Until the 10th century the only punctuation mark
used in Armenian manuscripts was a comma-like mark. In the 12th and 13th centuries the
Armenian grammar commentaries and the elaboration of an Armenian neume notation
evolved marks and rules for punctuation. In medieval manuscripts of that time, punctuation already appears to be conventional.394

Intonation marks

5.1

The intonation marks are the stress mark ( ° ), the question mark ( ± ), and the exclamation
mark ( ¯ ). They indicate a variation of the pitch in commands, instructions, imperative
sentences or simply in contrastive intonation (a certain, strong rise in pitch); in questions
(usually final rising) and in emotive exclamations (usually rise-fall tone).

Stress mark

5.1.1
1.

A stress mark is used on words and word-forms expressing command, appeal, instruction, exhortation, etc.

––

On verbs in the imperative:
(1)

î»°ë, ÇÝã ÷áùñÇÏ ÇÝùÝ³ÃÇé ¿: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		 tés
inč’
p’ok’rik ink’nat’ir̊
ē!
		 look-imp.2.sg wh-what tiny
airplane.nom it is
		 “Look, what a tiny airplane that is!”

. Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004a: 107–129. Sahakyan 2004b: 48–156.
.

Petrosyan 1987: 303.
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(2)

¶ñÇ°ñ Ã» Ç±Ýã »ë ï»ëÝáõÙ ÝÏ³ñÝ»ñáõÙ: (Patkerazard 2:7)

		 Gr-ír
t’e
inč’
es
tesn-um
nkar-ner-um!
		 write-imp.2.sg conj wh-what you are see-ptcp.pres. picture-pl-loc
		 “Write what you see in the pictures!”

There are however some exceptions, when the stress mark is not used with imperative
forms:
––

Verbs in the imperative may be used without a stress when the sentence expresses a
polite request:
(3)

Ð³ëÙÇ°Ï, ËÝ¹ñáõÙ »Ù` ¹áõéÁ ÷³ÏÇñ:

		 Hasmík xndr-um
em dur̊-ě
p’ak-ir!
		 Hasmik ask-ptcp.pres. I am door.nom-the close-imp.2.sg
		 “Hasmik, I beg you: close the door!”

––

The stress mark of an imperative verb or on other forms with an imperative meaning
can be moved to the constituent immediately preceding the imperative, if this constituent is emphasized.
(4)

ØÇ µ³Å³Ï çáõ°ñ ïáõñ Í³ñ³í ïáõñÇëïÇÝ:

		 mi
bažak
júr
tur
carav turist-i-n!
		 indef glass.nom water.nom give-imp.2.sg thirsty tourist-dat-the
		“Give a glass of water to the thirsty tourist!” (i.e. a glass of water, and not a glass of
for example wine )

––

In imperative sentences, the stress mark may be replaced by an exclamation mark, if the
meaning of the imperative form expresses an exclamation (surprise, wish) not a command. In this case, the rise-fall intonation is used on the imperative form:
(5)

ºÏ»¯ù µ³ñ»Ï³ÙÝ»¯ñ:

		 Eke-k’
barekam-ner!
		 come-imp.2.pl friend-pl.nom
		 “Cǒˆme friends!”

––

In prohibitive sentences, the stress mark is put on the prohibitive particle ÙÇ° mí:
(6)	îÇÏÇ°Ý, Ó»ñ å³Ñ³ÝçÁ ÏÏ³ï³ñíÇ, ÙÇ° ³ÝÑ³Ý·ëï³ó»ù:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 Tikín
jer pahanj-ě
kkatar-v-i
		 Mrs.nom your request.nom-the comply-pass-cond.fut.3.sg
mí anhangstac’-ek’!
		 neg worry-imp.2.pl
		 “Madam, your request will be complied with, do not worry!”
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2.

The stress mark is generally used on vocative forms:

––

A stress mark is used for nouns of address. If the noun of address has preposed modifiers, the stress mark is put on the modifier immediately preceding the head noun
(with exception of pronouns).
(7)

ê³Ñ³°Ï, ³ñÇ ¹áõ ¿É Ë³Õ³: (Mayreni 3:59)

		 Sahak ari
du
ēl
xał-a!
		 Sahak come-imp.2.sg du.nom also play-imp.2.sg
		 “Sahak, come and play, too!”
(8)

ºõ ¸á°õù, ëÇñ»ÉÇ° ÑÝ¹Ï³Ñ³Û»ñ…(Armenpress 09.01.2006)

		 ew
duk’ sirelí hndkahay-er
		 conj you dear Indo-Armenian.pl.nom
		 “And you, dear Armenians from India…”
(9)

ÆÙ Ñ»ñáë³Ï³°Ý ÁÝÏ»ñ…

		 im herosakán ěnker
		 my heroic
friend.nom
		 “My heroic friend…”

––

In words of address with preposed modifiers, a stress mark may be replaced by an
exclamation mark to express a more emotional meaning; an exclamative rise-fall intonation is used.
(10)

ÆÙ ß³¯ï ëÇñ»ÉÇ ÁÝÏ»ñ, ßÝáñÑ³íáñáõÙ »Ù ù»½:

		 im šat sireli ěnker
šnorhavor-um
em k’ez!
		 my int dear friend.nom congratulate-ptctp.pres. I am you.dat
		 “My vêˇry dear friend, I congratulate you!”

3.

A stress mark is used to confirm or negate already uttered words. It is also added to
emotional interjections and onomatopoeic words.
(11)

²Ûá°, Ññ³å³ñ³Ïí»É »Ý: (Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)

		 ayó hraparak-v-el
en.
		 yes publish-pass-ptcp.perf they are
		 “Yes (indeed), they have been published!”
(12)

â¿°, ã¿°, ã»Ù áõ½áõÙ:

		 č’ē´ č’ē´ č’-em
uz-um.
		 no no neg-I am wish-ptcp.pres.
		 “No no, I do not want to.”

 Armenian

(13)

Ð»°Û, á±õñ »ë ·ÝáõÙ:

		 hey ur
es
gn-um?
		 hey wh-where you are go-ptcp.pres
		 “Hey, where are you going?!”
(14)

³°Û, Ïñ³ÏÁ í³éíáõÙ ¿…(Hetk’ 16.01.2007)

		 áy, krak-ě var̊-v-um
ē!
		 ay fire.nom burn-antic-ptcp.pres. it is
		 “Here you are, the fire is burning!”

4.

A stress mark is added to words emphasized by the speaker for logical or stylistic purposes, i.e. it additionally marks the functional focus of the sentence.
(15)

a.

ÐÇÙ³ µáÉáñÇÝ Ññ³íÇñ»ó»°ù ¹³ÑÉÇ×:

			
hima bolor-i-n
hravirec’-ék’
dahlič!
			
now all-dat-the invite-imp.2pl hall.nom
			“Now invite all (everybody) to the hall!” (Unmarked sentence; verb
is in focus)
		 b.

ÐÇÙ³° µáÉáñÇÝ Ññ³íÇñ»ó»ù ¹³ÑÉÇ×:

			
himá bolor-i-n
hravirec’-ék’
dahlič!
			
now all-dat-the invite-imp.2.pl hall.nom
			“Now invite all (everybody) to the hall!” (Marked sentence: stress marking on
temporal adverb)
		 c.

ÐÇÙ³ µáÉáñÇ°Ý Ññ³íÇñ»ó»ù ¹³ÑÉÇ×:

			
hima bolor-í-n
hravirec’-ek’
dahlič!
			
now all-dat-the invite-imp.2.pl hall.nom
			“Now invite all (everybody) to the hall!”(Marked sentence, stress marking on
direct object; direct object is also in syntactic focus position)
		 d.

ÐÇÙ³ ¹³ÑÉÇ°× Ññ³íÇñ»ó»ù µáÉáñÇÝ:

			
hima bolor-i-n
dahlíč
hravirec’-ek’!
			
now all-dat-the hall.nom invite-imp.2.pl
			“Now invite all (everybody) to the hall!” (Marked sentence: stress marking on
“hall”, it is also moved into syntactic focus position)
(16)

Î³é³í³ñáõÃÛáõÝÁ »ñµ»°ù ãÇ Ï³ñáÕ áñáß»É…(Ar
˚avot 07.04.2006)

		 Kar̊avarut’yun-ě
erbék’ č’-i
kar-oł
oroš-el…
		 government.nom-the never neg-it is can-ptcp.pres. decide-inf
		 “The government is never able to decide…”
(17)

Ø»Ï ³Ý·³°Ù ¿É ÉëÇñ ³Û¹ »ñ·Á: (Mayreni 5:160)

		 mek angám
ēl
ls-ir
ayd erg-ě!
		 one time.nom more listen-imp.2.sg that song.nom-the
		 “Listen to that song one more time!”
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5.

A stress mark is added to correlative conjunctions, but not obligatorily.
(18)	´áõÑ³Ï³Ý Ã»ñÃ»ñÁ µ³½Ù³½³Ý »Ý Ã»° µÝáõÛÃáí« Ã»° áõÕÕí³ÍáõÃÛ³Ùµ: (Ar
˚avot

		 buhakan t’ert’-er-ě
bazmazan en
t’e
bnuyt’-ov
		 ihe
newspaper-pl.nom-the various
they are conj character-inst
t’e
ułłvacut’y-amb.
		 conj direction-inst
		“The newspapers of the Institutes of Higher Education are various either in character or in direction.”
(19)	ÇÝÓ Ñ»ï ¿ñ ÇÙ µÅÇßÏÁ, áí ÇÝÓ û·ÝáõÙ ¿ñ ¨° ÝÛáõÃ³å»ë, ¨° µ³ñáÛ³å»ë:
(Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 inj
het ēr
im bžišk-ě
ov
inj ōgnum
		 i.dat post he was my doctor.nom-the rel.nom i.dat help-ptcp.pres.
ēr
ew nyut’apes ew baroyapes.
		 he was conj physically conj morally.
		 “With me was my doctor, who used to support me both physically and morally.”
(20)	³ñ¹»Ý ù³ÝÇ ï³ñÇ ¿ Çñ³ñ Ñ»ï Ï³å ãáõÝ»Ýù` á°ã ·ñáõÙ »Ýù, á°ã ½³Ý·áõÙ:
(Hetk’ 15.01.2007)
		 arden k’ani
tari
ē irar
het kap
		 already wh-how many year.nom it is each other post relation.nom
č’-un-enk’
oč’
gr-um
enk’
oč’
zang-um.
neg-have-pres.1.pl conj write-ptcp.pres we are conj call-ptcp.pres.
		“It is already so many years that we have no relation with each other. We neither
write nor call.”

Question mark

5.1.2
––

A question mark ± is used on interrogative words pronounced with a final rise intonation [´], i.e. words that are in the focus of the question.
(21)

a.

ÈÇÉÇÃÁ ·Ý³±ó ·ñ³Ë³ÝáõÃ:

			
			
			

Lilit’-ě
gnác’
graxanut’?
Lilit’.nom-the go-aor.3.sg bookshop.nom
Did Lilit’ go to a bookshop?” (Unmarked, neutral interrogative sentence).

		 b.

ÈÇÉÇ±ÃÁ ·Ý³ó ·ñ³Ë³ÝáõÃ:

			
Lilít’-ě
gnac’
graxanut’?
			
Lilit’.nom-the go-aor.3.sg bookshop.nom
			“Did Lilit’ go to a bookshop? Was it Lilit’ who went to the bookshop?”(Focus
on Lilit’)

 Armenian

		 c.

ÈÇÉÇÃÁ ·Ý³ó ·ñ³Ë³Ýá±õÃ:

			
Lilit’-ě
gnac’
graxanút’?
			
Lilit’.nom-the go-aor.3.sg bookshop.nom
			“Did Lilit’ go to a bookshop? Was it a bookshop Lilit’ went to?”
(Focus on bookshop)
(22)

«¶ÛáõÕ Ï³±, áñ ßáõÝ ãÉÇÝÇ»: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)

		 gyuł
ká
or
šun
č’-lin-i?
		 village.nom exist-pres.3.sg rel.nom dog.nom neg-be-subj.fut.3.sg
		 “Are there any villages without a dog?”
(23)	²é³Û³ñÏáõÙ »ù Ýñ³Ý ³ßË³ï³ÝùÇó Ñ»é³óÝ»É ùÝÝ³¹³ïáõÃÛ±³Ý Ñ³Ù³ñ:
(Azg 06.04.2006)
		 ar̊ajark-um
ek’
nran ašxatank’-ič her̊a-c’n-el
		 propose-ptcp.pres. you are he.dat work-abl remove-caus-inf
k’nnadatut’y-án hamar?
		 criticism-dat post
		 “Do you propose to send him away from work because of criticism?”
(24)	ÆÝã-áñ Çñ³í³Ï³±Ý Ï³ñ·³íáñáõÙ å»ïù ¿ ÉÇÝÇ:
(Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		 inč’-or iravakán kargavorum
petk’ ē lin-i?
		 some juridical regulation.nom be-deb.fut.3.sg
		 “Should there be some juridical regulation?”
(25)	ýÇÉÙ»ñÇ Ý»·³ïÇíÝ»ñÁ µ»ñíáõÙ »Ý èáõë³ëï³ÝÇ±ó:
(Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 film-er-i
negativ-ner-ě
ber-v-um
		 film-pl-dat negative-pl.nom-the bring-pass-ptcp.pres.
en
R̊usastan-íc’?
they are Russia-abl
		“Are the negatives of the films brought from Russia? Is it Russia the negatives of the
films are brought from?”

––

Usually wh-words have the question mark on their last syllable:
(26)

«ÆëÏ í³ÕÝ Ç±Ýã ¿ ÉÇÝ»Éáõ» (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)

		 isk vałn
ínč’
ē
linel-u?
		 conj tomorrow wh-what it is be-ptcp.fut.
		 “And what will be tomorrow?”
(27)

Ð³ñóñ»ó, Ã» ÇÝãáõ± »Ý ÇÙ ËÝ¹ñ³ÝùÁ Ù»ñÅ»É: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)

		 harc’rec’
t’e
inč’ú
en
im xndrank’-ě merž-el.
		 ask-aor.3.sg conj wh-why they are my request.nom refuse-ptcp.perf
		 “He asked why they had refused my request.”
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(28)	²Ï³Ù³ Í³·áõÙ ¿ Ñ³ñóÁ, Ã» ÇÝãå»±ë ëï»ÕÍí»ó É»½í³Ï³Ý ³Ûë ×·Ý³Å³ÙÁ:
(Azg 07.04.2006)
		 akama
cag-um
ē
harc’-ě
t’e
inč’pés
		 unwillingly arise-ptcp.pres it is question.nom-the conj wh-how
stełc-v-ec’
lezvakan ays čgnažam-ě.
		 found-pass-aor.3.sg lingual this crisis.nom-the
		 “Unwillingly the question arises (whether) how this lingual crisis was founded.”

Exclamation mark

5.1.3
––

An exclamation mark is put on interjections and also onomatopoeic words,
which usually have emotional meaning and occur in the exclamative, i.e. rise-fall
intonation.
(29)	«ØÛ³ëÝÇÏ, Ý³ÛÇ, Ùá¯Ù áõÝ»Ýù, Ùá¯Ù: ÐÇÙ³ Éáõ¯Ûë ÏáõÝ»Ý³Ýù»:
(Hetk’ 15.01.2007)395

		 Myasnik, nay-i,
môm
un-enk’
môm.
		 Myasnik look-imp.2.sg candle.nom have-pres.1.pl candle.nom
		 Hima lûys
kunen-ank’.
		 now light.nom have-cond.fut.1.pl
		 “Myasnik, look, we have a câˇndle, a câˇndle! Now we will have lîˇght!”
(30)

äñÇÙÇïÇí ·áñÍ ¾ñ, µ³Ûó ÇÝãåÇëÇ¯ ×³ß³Ï: (Armenpress 17.01.2006)

		 primitiv gorc
ēr
bayc’ inč’pisî čašak!
		 primitive work.nom it was conj what
taste.nom
		 “It was a primitive work, but whâˇt a taste!”
(31)	¶ÇñùÝ ÇÙ ÏÛ³ÝùÇ ³Ýµ³Å³Ý»ÉÇ Ù³ëÝ ¿, Ù»¯Í, ß³¯ï Ù»Í ·ñ³¹³ñ³Ý »Ù ÃáÕ»É
´³ùíáõÙ: (Hetk’ 08.01.2007)
		 girk’-n
im kyank’-i anbažaneli mas-n
ē
mêc
		 book.nom-the my life-dat inseparable part.nom-the it is big
šât mec gradaran
em t’oł-el
Bak’-v-um.
very big library.nom I am leave-ptcp.perf. Baku-loc
		“The book is (the) an inseparable part of my life,I have left a bîˇg, a vêˇry big library in
Baku.”

––

An exclamation mark is put on interrogative-relative and some demonstrative
pronouns, in order to emphasize their meaning and endow them with emotional
nuances.

. Please note that is a quotation from colloquial Armenian. The colloquial form with loss of
final -r in imperative 2nd SG. is used here.

 Armenian

(32)

¸áõ Ç¯Ýã É³íÝ »ë:

		 du inč’
lav-n
es.
		 du wh-what good.nom-the you are
		 “You, how gôˇod you are.” (Colloquial Arm.)

––

An exclamation mark may replace the stress mark in imperative verbal forms, in order
to endow the speech with emotional nuances, offering a change in the tone to rise-fall
intonation.
Each syllable that can be stressed in words also can bear an exclamation mark and thus
convey a particular emotional meaning.
The use of an exclamation mark is often combined with the repetition of words, which
helps to emphasize an idea or to make the speech more emotional.
The use of a stress mark and an exclamation mark is often preconditioned by the individuality of the writer or author. Some authors use intonation marks to the maximal
extent in order to express their thoughts adequately.

––
––
––

5.2.

Separation marks

The separation marks are (:) full stop, dot (.), comma (,), short stop (`), brackets (( )),
which indicate separations and pauses having grammatical value in sentences and
in speech.

5.2.1
––

Full stop
The full stop is used at the end of independent sentences, expressing comparably long
pauses between sentences.

(33)	²Ûë ÑáÕÇ íñ³ µ³½áõÙ ¹³ñ»ñÇ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ Ñ³Û»ñ »Ý ³åñ»É:
(Azg 10.01.2006)
		 ays hoł-i
vra bazum dar-er-i
ěnt’ac’k’um
		 this soil-dat post many century-pl-dat post
hay-er
en
apr-el.
		 Armenian-pl.nom they are live-pctp.perf
		 “For many centuries, Armenians have been living on this soil.”
(34)	Ð³×³Ë Ï³ñ»ÉÇ ¿ Éë»É« Ã» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝáõÙ ½³ñ·³ÝáõÙ ¿ ½µáë³ßñçáõÃÛáõÝÁ:
(Ar̊avot 07.04.2006)
		 Hačax kareli ē
lsel
t’e
Hayastan-um zargan-um
		 often able it is hear-inf conj Armenia-loc develop-ptcp.pres
ē
zbosašrjut’yun-ě.
		 it is tourism.nom-the
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		 “One often hears that tourism is developing in Armenia”.

A full stop is also used in combinations of independent sentences expressing enumeration, where the first one expresses a general idea and the others are its particular
manifestations.
(35)	Æñ»Ýó ³ñï³Ñ³Ûï³Í ÇÙ³ëïÝ»ñáí Ù³Ïµ³ÛÝ»ñÁ µ³Å³ÝíáõÙ »Ý ãáñë ËÙµÇ`
Å³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ, ï»ÕÇ, Ó¨Ç, ã³÷Ç:
		 1.	Ä³Ù³Ý³ÏÇ Ù³Ïµ³ÛÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý ï³ÉÇë ·áñÍáÕáõÃÛ³Ý Ï³ï³ñÙ³Ý
Å³Ù³Ý³Ï:
		 2.	î»ÕÇ Ù³Ïµ³ÛÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý ï³ÉÇë ·áñÍáÕáõÃÛ³Ý Ï³ï³ñÙ³Ý ï»Õ:
		 3. Ò¨Ç Ù³Ïµ³ÛÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý ï³ÉÇë ·áñÍáÕáõÃÛ³Ý Ï³ï³ñÙ³Ý Ó¨:
		 4.	â³÷Ç Ù³Ïµ³ÛÝ»ñÁ óáõÛó »Ý ï³ÉÇë ·áñÍáÕáõÃÛ³Ý Ï³ï³ñÙ³Ý ã³÷:
(Hayoc’ Lezu 6:111)
		Irenc’ artahayt-ac imast-ner-ov makbay-ner-ě bažan-v-um en č’ors xmb-i žamanak-i,
teł-i, jew-i, č’ap’i
		
		
		
		

1.
2.
3.
4.

žamanak-i makbay-ner-ě c’uyc’ en talis gorcołut’y-an katarm-an žamanak
teł-i makbay-ner-ě c’uyc’ en talis gorcołut’yan katarm-an teł
jew-i makbay-ner-ě c’uyc’ en talis gorcołut’y-an katarm-an jew
č’ap’-i makbay-ner-ě c’uyc’ en talis gorcołut’y-an katarm-an č’ap’

		“The adverbs are divided into four groups according to the meaning expressed by
them: time, place, manner, measure:
		
		
		
		

1.
2.
3.
4.

Time adverbs show the time of the performance of the action
Place adverbs show the place of the performance of the action
Manner adverbs show the manner of the performance of the action
Measure adverbs show the measure of the performance of the action.”

If the constituents of such combinations are less independent sentences or more closely
connected with one another, they can be separated by a dot.
––

If in direct speech sentences the main sentence (author/speaker and verb of utterance)
occurs between two independent sentences of direct speech, a full stop is put after the
main sentence and before the separation dash (-).
(36)	«ÆÑ³ñÏ», ÑÝ³ñ³íáñ ¾,-å³ï³ëË³Ý»ó Ý³:- Î³ñáÕ ¾ ×³Ý³ã»É í³ÕÁ ã¾ ÙÛáõë
ûñÁ, »Ã» í³ÕÁ Ð³Ûáó ó»Õ³ëå³ÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ ×³Ý³ãÇ ²ØÜ-Á»:
(Armenpress 18.01.2005)

		 iharke
hnaravor ē
patasxanec’
na.
Kar-oł
ē
		 of course possible it is answer-aor.3.sg he.nom can-ptcp.pres. it is
		 čanač-’el
vałě č’ē myus ōr-ě et’e vałě
hayoc’
recognise-inf day after tomorrow conj tomorrow Armenian
c’ełaspanut’yun-ě čanač’-i
AMN-ě.
genocide.nom-the recognise-subj.fut.3.sg USA.nom-the

 Armenian

		“Of course it is possible”, he answered. “He may recognise it the day after
tomorrow, if tomorrow the United States recognises the Armenian genocide.”
(37)	«ÐÇÙ³ µ³ñ»Ï³ÙÇ ï³ÝÝ »Ýù ³åñáõÙ,- ³ëáõÙ ¿ Ð. àëÏ»ñãÛ³ÝÁ:- ´áÉáñ
Ñáë³Ýù³É³ñ»ñÁ å³ï»ñÇ Ù»ç å³ÛÃ»É »Ý, ËáÝ³íáõÃÛ³Ý ÑáïÁ ³Ýï³Ý»ÉÇ ¿»:

(Hetk’ 27.01.2007)
		 hima barekam-i tan-n
enk’
apr-um
as-um
ē
		 now friend-dat house-dat-the we are live-ptcp.pres say-ptcp.pres. he is
		 H. Oskerč’yan-ě
bolor hosank’alar-er-ě
pat-er-i
mej
H. Oskerč’yan.nom-the all
power cable-pl.nom-the wall-pl-dat post
		 payt’-el
en
xonavut’y-an hot-ě
antaneli
ē.
explode-ptcp.perf they are humidity-dat smell.nom-the anbearable it is
		“Now we live in a friend’s house,” says H. Oskerč’yan. “All the power cables in the
walls have exploded and the smell of humidity is unbearable.”

––

A full stop is used after titles at the beginning of a line, as e.g. Í³ÝáÃáõÃÛáõÝ
canot’ut’yun “note, remark”, í³ñÅáõÃÛáõÝ varžut’yun “exercise”, ËÝ¹Çñ xndir “problem”, ³é³ç³¹ñ³Ýù ar̊ajadrank’ “task” and similar words.
(38)	ì³ñÅáõÃÛáõÝ 43: ¶ïÇ°ñ ¨ Ï»ï³¹ñÇ°ñ áõÕÕ³ÏÇ Ëáëù»ñÝ:
(Patkerazard 1: 23)

		 varžut’yun 43: gt-ir
ew ketadr-ir
ułłaki
		 Exercise 43 find-imp.2.sg. conj punctuate-imp.2.sg direct
xosk’-er-n!
speech-pl.nom-the
		 “Exercise 43: find and punctuate direct speech (sentences)!”
(39)	²é³ç³¹ñ³Ýù: Æ±Ýã Ñ³ïÏ³ÝÇßÝ»ñ áõÝ»Ý Ñ»ùÇ³ÃÝ»ñáõÙ Ñ³Ý¹ÇåáÕ
Ï»Ý¹³ÝÇÝÇ»ñÁ: (Mayreni 5:116)
		 Ar̊ajadrank’ Inč’
hatkaniš-ner
un-en
hek’iat’-ner-um
		 task.nom wh-what feature-pl.nom have-pres.3.pl fairytale-pl-loc
handip-oł
kendani-ner-ě?
occur-ptcp.sub. animal-pl.nom-the
		 “Task: which features do the animals occurring in fairytales have?”

––

A full stop is used in bibliographic lists and footnotes, after each independent bibliographic reference.

(40)	²µ»ÕÛ³Ý Ø., ²ßË³ñÑ³µ³ñÇ ù»ñ³Ï³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ, ì³Õ³ñß³å³ï, 1908: ²µ»ÕÛ³Ý Ø.,
Ð³Ûáó É»½íÇ ï»ëáõÃÛáõÝ, ºñ¨³Ý, 1965:
		Abełyan M., Ašxarhabari k’erakanut’yun, Vałaršapat, 1908. Abełyan, M., Hayoc’ lezvi
tesut’yun, Erewan, 1965.
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––

A full stop is used between sequences or expressions referring to academic, scientific
and other similar subjects or themes.
(41)

´Ý³Ï³Ý Ãí»ñ: ä³ñ½ ¨ µ³Õ³¹ñÛ³É Ãí»ñ: (Abrahamyan 2004:17)

		 bnakan t’v-er
parz ew baładryal t’v-er.
		 natural number-pl.nom simple conj compound number-pl.nom
		 “Natural numbers: simple and compound numbers.”

––

A full stop is not put after sentences not connected with the given speech and used
independently, such as titles, headlines, names of periodicals, artistic works, appeals
or sentences having informative meaning.
(42)	2003 Ãí³Ï³ÝÇÝ ºñ¨³ÝÇ ÏáÝÛ³ÏÇ ·áñÍ³ñ³ÝÁ í³×³é»É ¿ 4,022 812É ÏáÝÛ³Ï
(Armenpress 19.01.2005)

		 2003 t’vakan-i-n Erewan-i
konyak-i
gorcaran-ě
vačar̊-el
		 2003 year-dat-the Yerevan-dat cognac-dat factory.nom-the s ell-ptcp.perf.
ē
4,022 812 l konyak.
it is 4,022812 l cognac.nom
		 “In 2003 Yerevan’s cognac factory sold 4,022 812 litres of cognac” (headline)
(43)

ÆÝãá±õ ãÏ³Ý µ³ñÓñ³Ï³ñ· ¿ÏëÏáõñë³í³ñÝ»ñ (Ar
˚avot 07.04.2006)

		 inč’u
č’-k-an
barjrakarg ēkskursavar-ner?
		 wh-why neg-exist-pres.3.pl high-quality tourist guide-pl.nom
		 “Why there are no high-quality tourist guides” (headline)
(44)

²í³ÝÇ ï³×³ñÁ

		 Avan-i
tačar-ě
		 Avan-dat temple.nom-the
		 “The Church of Avan” (book title)

––

A full stop is not used after an ellipsis at the end of a sentence, as it has the additional
function as full stop.
(45)	Ø³ÉÇÝÏ³Ý Ùáï»ó³í ÇÝÓ áõ Çñ»Ý µáÉáñáíÇÝ áã Ñ³ïáõÏ »ñÏãáïáõÃÛ³Ùµ
ËÝ¹ñ»ó… (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)

		 Malinka-n
motec’av
inj
u
iren
bolorovin
		 Malinka.nom-the approach-aor.3.sg i.dat conj she.dat absolutely
oč’ hatuk erkč’otut’y-amb xndrec’…
neg special timidness-inst ask-aor.3.sg
		 “Malinka approached me and asked with a timidy quite unusual for her…”
(46)	Ü³ ÁÝ¹Ñ³Ýñ³å»ë ã¾ñ ÝÏ³ñáõÙ, »ñµ ÝáõÛÝÇëÏ ³Ýó»É ¾ñ 50-Á: ´³Ûó ÙÇ ûñ, 53
ï³ñ»Ï³ÝáõÙ… (Armenpress 17.01.2005)
		 na
ěndhanrapes č’-ēr
nkar-um
erb nuynisk
		 he.nom generally
neg-he was paint-ptcp.pres conj even
anc’-el

ēr

50-ě:

Bayc’ mi

ōr

53 tarekan-um…

 Armenian

		 pass-ptcp.perf. he was 50.nom-the conj indef day.nom 53 year-loc
		“He did not paint at all, even when he was over fifty. Even when he had passed his
fiftieth birthday. But one day, at the age of 53…”

5.2.2
––

Dot

The dot is used between the coordinate constituents of asyndetic sentences, which are
significantly independent and are pronounced with a significant pause.
(47)	ø³ÙÇÝ ¹³¹³ñ»ó© ³Ùå»ñÁ óñí»óÇÝ© ßáÕ³ó å³ÛÍ³é ³ñ¨Á: (Hayoc’ lezu 8:147)

		 k’ami-n
dadarec’.
amp-er-ě
c’r-v-ec’-in.
		 wind.nom-the cease-aor.3.sg. cloud-pl.nom -the scatter-antic-aor.3.pl
šołac’
paycar̊ arew-ě.
shine-aor.3.sg bright sun.nom-the
		 “The wind ceased. The clouds scattered. The bright sun started to shine.”

In such cases, the perception of the whole construction plays a certain role. If the single
clauses are less independent and are pronounced with a shorter pause, they are separated
with commas. If they are more independent and are pronounced with longer pauses, full
stops are used.
––

The dot is used between asyndetic sentences, which exhibits the explanation,
interpretation of the other or indicates a consequence or conclusion.
(48)

Ø»Ýù áõß³ÝáõÙ »Ýù. å»ïù ¿ ßï³å»É:

		 menk’ ušan-um
enk’. petk’ ē
štap-el.
		 we.nom be late-ptcp.pres. we are part it is hurry-inf
		 “We are late. We have to hurry up.”
(49)	ÊÝ¹ÇñÁ Ñ»ï¨Û³ÉÝ ¿© ÇÝÓÝÇó ß³Ýï³ÅÇ ¨ ³Ñ³µ»ÏáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ ÙÇçáóáí ·áõÙ³ñÝ»ñ
»Ý Ïáñ½í»É: (Aravot 06.04.2006)
		 xndir-ě
hetewyal-n
ē. injn-ic’ šantaž-i
ew
		 problem.nom-the following.nom-the it is i-abl blackmail-dat conj
		 ahabekut’yun-ner-i mijoc’ov gumar-ner
en
korz-v-el.
terror-pl-dat
post
amount-pl.nom they are defraud-pass-ptcp.perf.
		“The problem is the following: amounts have been defrauded from me by means of
blackmail and terror.”
(50)	ºñÏáõ Ñ³ñó Ë³éÝ»óÇù Çñ³ñ© ëáóÇ³É³Ï³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ ¨ ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý ËÝ¹ÇñÁ
å»ïù ¿ µ³Å³Ý»É: (Armenpress 13.01.2006)
		 erku harc’
xar̊nec’-ik’
irar
soc’ialakan xndir-ě
		 two question.nom mix-aor.2.pl each other social
problem.nom-the
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		 ew k’ałak’akan xndir-ě
petk’ ē
bažan-el.
		 conj political problem.nom-the part it is separate-inf
		“You have mixed up two questions: the social problem and the political problem
have to be separated (from each other).”

––

The dot is used between coordinate clauses of compound sentences, the first of which
contains a general assertion and/or description, while the following one (ones) holds
one or more specifications of the preceding clause.
(51)	î³ñí³ ³Ù»Ý ÙÇ »Õ³Ý³Ï Çñ Ûáõñ³Ñ³ïáõÏ Ý»ñÏ³åÝ³ÏÝ áõÝÇ. ³Ýï³éÝ ³ßÝ³ÝÁ
¹»ÕÝ³Ï³ñÙÇñ ¿ ¹³éÝáõÙ: (Abrahamyan 2004: 20)

		 tar-va
amen mi ełanak
ir yurahatuk nerkapnak-n
un-i.
		 year-dat every
season.nom its special
palette.nom-the have-pres.3.sg
		 antar̊-n
ašnan-ě
dełnakarmir ē dar̊n-um.
forest.nom-the autumn-dat-the yellow-red it is become-ptcp.pres.
		“Every season of the year has its special palette: the forest turns into yellow-red
in autumn.”

The dot is used between sentences expressing enumeration, the first among which presents
the subject or the phenomenon in general, whereas the others present its particular traits
or manifestations. In this case, the component clauses are less independent, with a shorter
pause between them. (comp. Example (35a). The enumeration may continue on the same
line.
––

The dot is used before direct speech quoted after the author’s words (=verbs
of utterance).
(52)	äáÕáëÛ³ÝÝ ³ë³ó. «ÂáÕÝáõÙ ¿ ³ñ³· ·ñí³Í ÙÇ ÷³ëï³ÃÕÃÇ ïå³íáñáõÃÛáõÝ:»
(Ar
˚avot 06.04.2006)

		 Połosyan-n
asac’
t’ołn-um
ē
		 Połosyan.nom-the say-aor.3.sg leave-ptcp.pres. it is
arag
		 quick

gr-v-ac
write-pass-ptcp.res.

mi
indef

p’astat’łt’-i
tpavorut’yun.
document-dat impression.nom

		 “Połosyan said: “This leaves the impression of a quickly written document.”
(53)	ÊÙµÇ Õ»Ï³í³ñ Î³ñ»Ý Î³ñ³å»ïÛ³ÝÁ Ñ³ÏÇñ× å³ï³ëË³Ý»ó. «ºÃ»
³ÝÑñ³Å»ßïáõÃÛáõÝ ÉÇÝÇª ÏûÅ³Ý¹³Ï»Ù»: (Ar
˚avot 06.04.2006)
		 xmb-i
łēkavar
Karen Karapetyan-ě
hakirč patasxanec’
		 group-dat leader.nom Karen Karapetyan.nom-the briefly answer-aor.3.sg
et’e anhražeštut’yun lini
kōžandak-em.
		 conj necessity.nom be-subj.fut.3.sg assist-cond.fut.1.sg

 Armenian

		“The group leader Karen Karapetyan briefly answered: “ If there is a necessity,
I will assist.”

If the author’s words interrupt direct speech, a dot is put after the author’s speech, before
the separating dash.
(54)	–î³ñí³ ³Ù»Ý ÙÇ »Õ³Ý³Ï Çñ Ûáõñ³Ñ³ïáõÏ Ý»ñÏ³åÝ³ÏÝ
áõÝÇ, – ³ë³ó å³åÁ ÃáéÝÇÏÇÝ. – ³Ýï³éÝ ³ßÝ³ÝÁ ¹»ÕÝ³Ï³ñÙÇñ
¿ ¹³éÝáõÙ: (Abrahamyan 2004:21)

		 Tar-va amen mi ełanak
ir yurahatuk nerkapnak-n
		 year-dat every
weather.nom its special
palette.nom-the
		 un-i
asac’
pap-ě
t’or̊nik-i-n
have-pres.3.sg say-aor.3.sg grandfather.nom-the grandchild-dat-the
antar̊-n
ašn-an-ě
dełnakarmir ē
dar̊n-um.
		 forest.nom-the autumn-dat-the yellow-red it is become-pctp.pres.
		“Every season of the year has its special palette,” said the grandfather to his grandchild, “In autumn the forest turns into yellow-red.”

––

The dot is used mostly in titles between words and expressions, of which one clause
contains specification (often as a sub-title), generalization, or additional information
concerning the other.
(55)

«Ð³Ûáó É»½áõ. Ó¨³µ³ÝáõÃÛáõÝ»

		 hayoc’
lezu
jewabanut’yun
		 Armenian language.nom morphology.nom
		 “Armenian language: Morphology.”

––

––

The dot is used after numerals or letters indicating enumeration. Note that no separation marks are in simple enumerations outside a connected speech, which starts on a
new line.
The dot is used after words, phrases and sentences expressing denomination, appeal or
question and followed by an opinion, appraisal or conclusion directly connected with
them. Usually the expressions ³Ñ³ aha “here (you are)”, ë³ sa “this, that” introduce
the opinion, appraisal or conclusion.
(56)	ºí ³Ûëå»ë Ó¨³íáñí»ó ³·ñ»ëÇí ù³Õ³ù³Ï³Ý ÷áùñ³Ù³ëÝáõÃÛáõÝ. ë³ ¿ ³Ûë
íÇ×³ÏÇ í»ñÉáõÍáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)

		 ev
ayspes jewavor-v-ec’
agresiv
k’ałak’akan p’ok’ramasnut’yun.
		 conj thus form-pass-aor.3.sg. aggressive political minority.nom
sa ē ays vičak-i
verlucut’yun-ě.
this it is this situation-dat analysis.nom-the
		“And thus (an) aggressive political minority was formed. This is the analysis of the
situation.”
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(57)	Ø»Ýù çñÇ Ñ»ï ÙÇ³ëÇÝ Ý³¨ »ñ»Ë³ÛÇÝ ¹áõñë Ã³÷»óÇÝù. ³Ñ³ Ã» ÇÝãÝ ¿ ËÝ¹ÇñÁ:
(Armenpress 06.05.2006)
		 menk’ jr-i
het miasin naew erexa-y-i-n
durs
		 we.nom water-dat post together also child-dat-the pour

t’ap’ec’-ink’
out-aor.1.pl

aha t’e
inč-n
ē xndir-ě.
here conj what.nom-the it is problem.nom-the
		“We also threw out the baby with the bath water. Here you are. This is
the problem.”

––

The dot is used after rules and definitions immediately followed by examples, which
are not introduced with expressions as ûñÇÝ³Ï ōrinak “example”, ÇÝãå»ë inč’pes
“such as, like”, ³Ûëå»ë ayspes “so, such as”.
(58)	î»ÕÇ å³ñ³·³Ý Ï³ñáÕ ¿ ³ñï³Ñ³Ûïí»É ïñ³Ï³Ý, µ³ó³é³Ï³Ý, ·áñÍÇ³Ï³Ý,
Ý»ñ·áÛ³Ï³Ý ÑáÉáíÝ»ñáí.

		 Teł-i
paraga-n
kar-oł
ē artahayt-v-el
		 place-dat adverbial modifier.nom-the can-ptcp.pres. it is express-pass-inf
		 trakan bac’ar̊akan, gorciakan
nergoyakan holov-ner-ov.
		 Dative Ablative
Instrumental Locative
case-pl-inst
		“The adverbial modifier of place can be expressed with dative, ablative,
instrumental and locative cases.”

––

The dot is used after abbreviations. If, however, the abbreviation consists of all the
consonants of the abbreviated word, such abbreviations are written without a dot, as
e.g. åñÝ (å³ñáÝ) prn (paron) “Mr., Mister”, ÙÉÝ (ÙÇÉÇáÝ) mln (milion) etc.
(59)	ÐáíÑ© ÂáõÙ³ÝÛ³ÝÝ ³Ù»Ý³ÛÝ Ñ³Ûáó µ³Ý³ëï»ÕÍÝ ¿:
(Hayoc’ lezu 8:148)

		 Hovh. T’umanyan-n
amenayn hayoc’
banastełc-n ē.
		 Hovh. T’umanyan.nom-the all
Armenian poet.nom-the he is
		 “Hovhannes T’umanyan is the poet of all Armenians.”
(60)

2006Ã. ÷»ïñí³ñÇÝ Ù³Ñ³ó»É ¿ Ýñ³ Ù³ÛñÁ: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 2006 t’. p’etrvar-i-n
mahac’-el
ē
nra mayr-ě.
		 2006 y. February-dat-the died-ptcp.perf. she is his mother.nom-the
		 “In February of the year 2006 his mother died.”
(61)	¼ñáõÛóÇ ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ åñÝ ÎáëïÇÝÁ ßÝáñÑ³Ï³ÉáõÃÛáõÝ ¾ Ñ³ÛïÝ»É ÁÝ¹áõÝ»ÉáõÃÛ³Ý
Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Armenpress 25.03.2006)
		 zruyc’-i
ěnt’ac’k’um prn Kostin-ě
šnorhakalut’yun ē
		 conversation-dat post
prn Kostin.nom-the gratitude.nom he is
		 haytn-el
ěndunelut’y-an hamar.
		 express-ptcp.perf. reception-dat post
		 “During the conversation, Mr. Kostin expressed his gratitude for the reception.”

 Armenian

The abbreviated forms of measurements are written without a dot, e.g. Ù (Ù»ïñ) m (metr),
ÏÙ (ÏÇÉáÙ»ïñ) km (kilometr) “km, kilometre”, (·ñ³Ù) g (gram) “gr, gram”, ï (ïáÝÝ³) t
(tonna) “t, ton”, É (ÉÇïñ) l (litr) “l, litre”, ñ (ñáå») r (rope) “min., minute”, Å (Å³Ù) ž (žam)
“h., hour; o’clock”, etc.
(62)	². Ø»ÉÇù-Þ³ÑÝ³½³ñÛ³ÝÇ Ñá·»Ñ³Ý·ÇëïÁ ÏÏ³ï³ñíÇ ÑáõÝí³ñÇ
20-ÇÝ Å. 18:00-Çó: (Armenpress 19.01.2006)
		 A. Melik’-Šahnazaryan-i
hogehangist-ě
kkatar-v-i
		 A. Melik’-Šahnazaryan-dat requiem.nom-the carry out-pass-cond.fut.3.sg
hunvar-i
20-i-n
ž.
18.00-ic’.
		 January-dat 20-dat-the o’clock 18.00-abl
		“The requiem for A. Melik’-Šahnazaryan will be carried out on January 20th
(starting at) six o’clock.”

5.2.3
––

Comma

The comma is used between main and subordinate clauses.
(63)

ÆëÏ ÇÝÓ Ãá°õÛÉ ïáõñ, áñ ·³Ù ù»½ Ùáï, »ñµ Ï³Ù»Ý³Ù: (Mayreni 5: 69)

		 isk inj
t’uyl t-ur
or
ga-m
k’ez
conj i.dat permit-imp.2.sg conj come-subj.fut.1.sg you.dat
		 mot erb kamena-m.
		 post conj wish-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “But allow me that I come to you when I wish to.”
(64)

àñáßí»É ¿, Ã» áí ¿ Ù»ÏÝ»Éáõ ´³ùáõ: (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 43)

		 oroš-v-el
ē t’e
ov
ē meknel-u
Bak’u.
		 decide-pass-ptcp.perf it is conj wh-who it is depart-ptcp.fut. Bak’u.nom
		 “It has been decided who will depart for Baku.”
(65)	ºñÏñÇ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÝ áõÝÇ É³ÛÝ ÉÇ³½áñáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñ, áñáÝù Ñ³Ù»Ù³ï³µ³ñ
³Ýí»ñ³ÑëÏ»ÉÇ »Ý ËáñÑñ¹³ñ³ÝÇ ÏáÕÙÇó: (Azg 07.04.2006)
		 erkr-i
naxagah-n
un-i
layn liazorut’yun-ner
		 country-dat president.nom-the have-pres.3.sg broad warrant-pl.nom
or-onk’
hamematabar anverahskeli en
xorhrdaran-i
kołmic’.
		 rel-pl.nom comparatively uncontrollable they are parliament-dat post
		“The country’s president has broad warrants, which are comparatively
uncontrollable by the parliament”.

When main and subordinate clauses are not connected with conjunctions, they are usually
separated with a short stop (`).
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(66)

ÆÝÓ ÃíáõÙ ¿` ß³ï»ñÁ Ñ»Ýó ¹ñ³ÝÇó »Ý ïáõÅ»É: (Hetk’ 15.01.2007)

		 inj t’v-um
ē
šat-er-ě
henc’ dranic’
		 i.dat seem-ptcp.pres. it is many-pl.nom-the just it-abl
en
tuž-el.
they are suffer-ptcp.perf.
		 “It seems to me many have just suffered from this.”

––

The comma is used between coordinate asyndetic clauses
(67)	¶Çß»ñÁ Ùé³ÛÉ ¿ñ áõ Ë³í³ñ, ³Ýï³éáõÙ óáõñï ¿ñ áõ ù³ÙÇ: (Mayreni 3: 82)

		 gišer-ě
mr̊ayl ēr
u
xavar antar̊-um c’urt ēr
u
k’ami.
		 night.nom-the gloomy it was conj dark forest-loc cold it was conj windy
		 “The night was gloomy and dark; in the forest it was cold and windy.”

––

The comma is used between coordinate syndetic clauses, except connected with the
conjunctions ¨ ew “and”, áõ u “and”, and Ï³Ù kam “or”.
(68)	ºñÏÝùáõÙ ³Ùåñáå ¿ñ áñáïáõÙ, µ³Ûó ³ÝÓñ¨ ã¿ñ ·³ÉÇë: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:148)

		 erknk’-um amprop
ēr
orot-um
bayc’ anjrew
		 sky-loc thunder.nom it was roar-ptcp.pres conj rain.nom
č’-ēr
gal-is.
neg-it was come-ptcp.pres
		 “Thunder was roaring in the sky, but no rain was falling.”
(69)	Üñ³ µÝ³Ï³ñ³ÝÁ 9 Ñ³ñÏ³ÝÇ ß»ÝùÇ í»ñçÇÝ Ñ³ñÏáõÙ ¿, ë³Ï³ÛÝ Ý³ áã ÙÇ ûñ
³ÛÝï»Õ ãÇ ³åñ»É: (Hetk’ 12.02.2007)
		 nra bnakaran-ě
9 harkani šenk’-i
verjin hark-um ē
		 his appartement.nom-the 9 storeyed building-dat last floor-loc it is
sakayn na oč’ mi
ōr
aynteł č’-i
apr-el.
		 conj he neg indef day.nom there neg-he is live-ptcp.perf.
		“His apartment is on the last floor of a nine-storey building, but he has not lived
there a single day.”

––

The comma is used between coordinate clauses connected with the conjunctions ¨ ew
“and”, áõ u “and”, Ï³Ù kam “or”, if the clauses have no common subject.
(70)	¶³ñáõÝÁ µ³óí»ó, ¨ ãíáÕ ÃéãáõÝÝ»ñÁ í»ñ³¹³ñÓ³Ý: (Hayoc’ lezu 8:149)

		 garun-ě
bac’-v-ec’
ew č’voł
		 spring.nom-the open-antic-aor.3.sg conj migrant
t’r̊č’un-ner-ě
veradarj-an.
		 bird-pl.nom-the return-aor.3.pl
		 “Spring begun and the migratory birds returned.”

 Armenian

(71)	ºÕµáñ ³ñí»ëï³ÝáóáõÙ ÙÝ³ó ÙÇ ù³ÝÇ ï³ñÇ, áõ Ýñ³ ³ÝáõÝÝ ³ñ¹»Ý ¹áõñë »Ï³í
³ñí»ëï³ÝáóÇó: (Armenpress 17.01.2006)
		 Ełbor
arvestanoc’-um mnac’
mi k’ani tari
u
nra
		 brother-dat atelier-loc
stay-aor.3.sg s ome
year.nom conj his
		 anun-n
arden durs ek-av
arvestanoc’-ic’.
		 name.nom-the already go out-aor.3.sg atelier-abl
		“He stayed some years in his brother’s atelier, and his name already came out from
the atelier.”

––

The comma is used between complex coordinate clauses connected with the conjunctions ¨ ew “and”, áõ u “and”, Ï³Ù kam “or”, which have a common subject. In this case,
the two coordinated clauses are ‘interrupted’ by another clause, either a subordinate
clause or a participial construction.
(72)	Ø»Ýù ×³Ý³å³ñÑ ÁÝÏ³Ýù, »ñµ ÉáõÛëÁ Ýáñ ¿ñ µ³óí»É, ¨ ï»Õ Ñ³ë³Ýù áõß
»ñ»ÏáÛ³Ý: (Abrahamyan 2004: 27)

		 menk’ čanaparh ěnk-ank erb luys-ě
nor ēr
		 we.nom set forth-aor.1.pl conj light.nom-the new it was
bac’-v-el
ew teł
has-ank’
uš erekoyan.
		 open-antic-ptcp.perf conj place.nom reach-aor.1pl late evening
		“We set forth when it had just dawned and we reached the place in the
late evening.”

––

The comma is used between the coordinated constituents if they are not connected
with the conjunctions ¨ ew “and”, áõ u “and”, and Ï³Ù kam “or”.
(73)	ä³ï»ñÇÝ Ï³Ëí³Í ¿ÇÝ ÝÇ½³ÏÝ»ñ, ï»·»ñ, ¹³ßáõÛÝÝ»ñ: (Hayoc’ Lezu 8:149)

		 pat-er-i-n
kax-v-ac
ēin
nizak-ner
		 wall-pl-dat-the hang-antic-ptcp.res they were lance-pl.nom
		 teg-er
dašuyn-ner.
		 pike-pl.nom dagger-pl.nom
		 “On the walls there were hanging lances, pikes and daggers.”
(74)

î³ù, ³ñ¨áï ûñ ¿ñ: (Mayreni 3: 38)

		 tak’ arewot ōr
ēr.
		 hot sunny day.nom it was
		 “It was a hot, sunny day.”

Coordinated constituents are also separated with a comma if one of them is expressed with
a participial construction.
(75)

Øáé³óí³Í, Ñ»éáõ ³Ýï³é ¿: (Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002:180)

		 mor̊ac’-v-ac
her̊u antar̊
ē.
		 forget-pass-ptcp.res. far forest.nom it is
		 “It is a far, forgotten forest.”
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The comma is used between parenthetical words, phrases, clauses and other sentence
constituents. Usually, interjections and adverbs words express parenthetical words.
(76)	Ø»Ýù, ÇÑ³ñÏ», ß³ï áõñ³Ë »Ýù, áñ Ñ³ÕÃ»óÇÝù: (Armenpress 31.03.2006)

		 menk’ iharke
šat urax enk’
or
hałt’ec’-ink’.
		 we.nom of course very happy we are conj win-aor.1.pl
		 “We are, of course, very happy that we have won.”
(77)

¸áõ, ³Ýßáõßï, áõÝ»ë ùá ëÇñ³Í ïáÝ»ñÁ: (Mayreni 3:133)

		 du
anšušt un-es
k’o sir-ac
ton-er-ě.
		 you.nom certainly have-pres.2.sg your love-ptcp.res. feast-pl.nom-the
		 “You do certainly have your favourite feasts.”
(78)

ú¯, ¹³ ß³ï Ñ»ï³ùñùÇñ ¿: (Mayreni 3:162)

		 O da šat hetak’rk’ir ē.
		 o that very interesting it is
ˇ h, that is very interesting.”
		 “Ô

––

The comma is used between direct address (vocative) and the other sentence
constituents.
(79)

îÕ³°ë, áõ½á±õÙ »ë ù»½ Ñ»ïë Ù³Ûñ³ù³Õ³ù ï³Ý»Ù: (Mayreni 5:188)

		 tła-s
uz-um
es
k’ez
het-s
		 boy.nom-my want-ptcp.pres you are you.dat post-my
		 mayrak’ałak’ tan-em?
		 capital.nom take-subj.fut.1.sg
		 “My boy (son), do you like (that) I take you with me to the capital?”

––

The comma is used between words and sentences connected with correlative
conjunctions ¨… ¨ ew…ew “and…and, both…and”, Ã»… Ã» t’e…t’e “either…or”,
Ï³Ù… Ï³Ù kam….kam “either…or”, and áã… áã oč’…oč’ “neither…nor”.
(80)	²Ûë Ñ³ñóÁ µ³ñÓñ³óí»É ¿ñ ¨° Ù³ñ½³ÛÇÝ ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Å³Ù³Ý³Ï, ¨°
í³ñã³å»ïÇ ³é³ç: (Armenpress 08.04.2006)

		 ays harc’-ě
barjrac’-v-el
ēr
ew marzayin
		 this question.nom-the raise-pass-ptcp.perf. it was conj provincial
		 ayc’elut’yun-ner-i žamanak ew varčapet-i
ar̊aj.
		 visit-pl-dat
time.nom conj prime minister-dat post
		“This question had been raised both during visiting provinces and before the prime
minister.”

––

Embedded participial and infinitive constructions are separated with two commas.

 Armenian

(81)	Üñ³Ýù, ³í³ñï»Éáí Çñ»Ýó ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ, ëÏë»óÇÝ û·Ý»É ÁÝÏ»ñÝ»ñÇÝ:
		 nrank’
avart-el-ov
irenc’ ašxatank’-ě
sksec’-in
		 they.nom finish-inf-inst their work.nom-the start-aor.3.pl
ōgnel
ěnker-ner-i-n.
help-inf friend-pl-dat-the
		 “Finishing their work, they started to help the(ir) friends.”
(82)	´³µ»ÉáÝáõÙ ·ïÝíáÕ å³ñÇëÏÝ»ñÁ, í³Ë»Ý³Éáí Çñ»Ýó ÏÛ³ÝùÇ Ñ³Ù³ñ,
ãÑ³Ù³ñÓ³Ïí»óÇÝ ¹áõñë ·³É Ù³Ï»¹áÝ³óÇÝ»ñÇ ¹»Ù:
(Gyurjinyan, Hek’ek’yan 2002: 180)
Babelon-um gtn-v-oł
parsik-ner-ě
vaxenal-ov irenc’
		 Babelon-loc locate-refl-ptcp.sub. Persian-pl.nom-the fear-inf-inst their
		 kyank’-i hamar č’-hamarjak-v-ec’in
durs g-al makedonac’i-ner-i
dem.
life-dat post neg-dare-antic.aor.3.pl go out-inf Macedonian- pl-dat post
		“The Persians located in Babylon did not dare to go out against the Macedonians
(because of) being afraid for their lives.”

––

The comma is put before and after adverbial modifiers of reason and concession,
expressed with adpositions Áëï ěst “in accordance with”, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ hamajayn
“according to”, Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý hamapatasxan “respective to”, Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar̊ak
“against”, Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “with, inspite of ”, ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac “despite of; although”,
ãÑ³ßí³Í č’hašvac “not counted”, ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead of ”, Ç ï³ñµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ
i tarberut’yun “unlike”, µ³óÇ bac’i “except”, ½³ï zat “except”, µ³ó³éáõÃÛ³Ùµ
bac’ar̊ut’yamb “except” etc.
(83)	²Û¹ »ñÏñÝ»ñÁ, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ Ñ»ï³½áïáõÃÛ³Ý, ÇëÏ³Ï³Ý ³ñÑ³íÇñù »Ý ËáëùÇ
³½³ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Armenpress 03.05.2006)

		 ayd erkr-ner-ě
hamajayn hetazotut’y-an iskakan arhavirk’
en
		 that country-pl.nom-the post
research-dat real
disaster.nom they are
xosk’-i
azatut’y-an hamar.
		 speech-dat freedom-dat post
		“According to research, those countries represent (are) a real disaster for freedom
of speech.”
(84)	Ø»Ýù, Áëï ¿áõÃÛ³Ý, ãáõÝ»Ýù ÉÇ³ñÅ»ù, å³ßïáÝ³Ï³Ý µ³Ý³Ïó³ÛÇÝ ·áñÍÁÝÃ³ó:
(Ar˚avot 05.04.2006)
		 menk’ ěst ēut’y-an
č’-un-enk’
liaržek’ paštonakan
		 we
prep substance-dat neg-have-pres.1.pl of value official
		 banakc’ayin gorcěnt’ac’.
		 negotiating process.nom
		 In fact, we do not have an official, full of value, negotiating process.”

––

The comma is used after an apposition, if the sentence continues.
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(85)	ê³Û³Ã-Üáí³Ýª »ñ·Çã-µ³Ý³ëï»ÕÁ, ÙÇ å³Ñ Ï³Ý· ³é³í:
(Sahakyan/Sahakyan a 2004: 63)
		 Sayat’-Nova-n
ergič’-banastełc-ě
mi
pah
kang ar̊-av.
		 Sayat-Nova.nom-the singer-poet.nom-the indef moment stop-aor.3.sg
		 “Sayat’-Nova, the singer and poet, stopped a moment.”
(86)	îÇÏÇÝ êÇñ³ÝáõßÁ, áñå»ë µ³½Ù³½³í³Ï ¨ ÙÇ³ÛÝ³Ï Ù³Ûñ, ¹ÇÙáõÙ ¿ ï³ñµ»ñ
å»ï³Ï³Ý Ï³éáõÛóÝ»ñÇ…(Hetk' 26.02.2007)
		 Tikin Siranuš-ě
orpes bazmazavak ew miaynak mayr
		 Mrs. Siranuš.nom-the as
many-children conj solitary mother.nom
dim-um
ē
tarber petakan kar̊uyc-ner-i.
apply-ptcp.pres she is various national building-pl-dat
		“Mrs. Siranuš, single mother of many children, applies to various national
institutions…”

A comma is not used after apposition in the following cases:
1.

If the apposition is followed by a noun in another case, which cannot be confused with
the apposition:
(87)	ÂáõÙ³ÝÛ³ÝÇª Ñ³Û Ù»Í µ³Ý³ëï»ÕÍÇ »ñÏ»ñÁ Ã³ñ·Ù³Ýí»É »Ý ³ßË³ñÑÇ ß³ï
É»½áõÝ»ñáí: (Sahakyan/Sahakyan 2004a: 68)

		 T’umanyan-i
hay
mec banastełc-i erk-er-ě
		 T’umanyan-dat Armenian great poet-dat work-pl.nom-the
t’argman-v-el
en
ašxarh-i šat
lezu-ner-ov.
translate-pass-ptcp.perf. they are world-dat many language-pl-inst
		“The works of T’umanyan, the great Armenian poet, have been translated in many
languages of the world.”

2.

If the apposition is followed by a postposition;
(88)	Ü³ Çñ Ùáñ` áñå»ë ³é³çÇÝ ËáñÑñ¹³ïáõÇ Ñ»ï ¿É ËáñÑñ¹³Ïó»ó:
(Abrahamyan 2004: 32)

		 na
ir mor
orpes ar̊ajin xorhrdatu-i het
		 he.nom his mother-dat as
first adviser-dat post
ēl xorhrdakc’ec’.
also deliberate-aor.3.sg
		 “He also deliberated with his mother, as (his) primary adviser.”

3.

If the apposition bears the logical stress of the sentence (i.e. it is in “prosodic” focus)
and at the same time the finite verb or the auxiliary follow the apposition (i.e. it is in
“preverbal” syntactic focus), the comma is not put after the apposition.

 Armenian

(89)

²Ù»Ý ³Ý·³Ù »Õµ³Ûñëª ì³ñ¹³ÝÝ ¿ û·ÝáõÙ Ýñ³Ý:

		 amen angam ełbayr-s
Vardan-n
ē
ōgn-um
nran.
		 every time brother.nom-my Vardan.nom-the he is help-ptcp.pres he.dat
		 “It is my brother, Vardan, who helps him every time.”
(90)

²Ùé³ÝÁ` ³Ù»Ý³³ñ¨áï ûñ»ñÇÝ ¿ Ý³ ëÇñáõÙ Ýëï»É ³ñ¨ÇÝ:

		 Amr̊-an-ě
amenaarewot ōr-er-i-n
ē
na
		 summer-dat-the sunniest
day- pl-dat-the he is he.nom
sir-um
nst-el arew-i-n.
		 love-ptcp.pres. sit-inf sun-dat-the
		 “In summer, on the sunniest days he likes to sit in the sun.”

4.

If the apposition is followed by the (focusing) adverbs ¿É ēl “also, still, more etc.”, ¨ë ews
“also, too”, ³Ý·³Ù angam “even”.
(91)

ÆÙ ÏáõñëÇ ³í³·Á` ²ÝáõßÝ ¿É ÇÙ Ï³ñÍÇùÇÝ ¿:

		 im kurs-i
avag-ě
Anuš-n
ēl im karcik’-i-n
ē.
		 my course-dat oldest.nom-the Anuš.nom-the also my opinion-dat-the she is
		“The oldest of my course, Anuš, also agrees with me.” (lit. is of also of my opinion)

––

The comma is put after postposed noun modifiers, if the sentence continues. However,
also a short stop or dot may follow the apposition.
(92)	¼½í»ÉÇ »Õ³Ý³Ï ¿ñª ËáÝ³í, óáõñï, Ù³é³ËÉ³å³ï: (Sahakyan/
Sahakyan 2004a: 59)

		 zzveli
ełanak
ēr
xonav c’urt mar̊axlapat.
		 horrible weather.nom it was humid cold misty
		 “It was a horrible weather, humid, cold and misty.”

––

The comma is used before explanatory words, such as ³ÛÝ ¿ ayn ē, ³ÛëÇÝùÝ aysink’n
both “that means, it is; i.e.” etc.
(93)	²ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ Ïï¨»Ý 1 ï³ñÇ 8 ³ÙÇë, ³ÛëÇÝùÝ` 2009Ã. ³ßË³ï³ÝùÝ»ñÁ
³í³ñïí³Í ÏÉÇÝ»Ý:

		 ašxatank’-ner-ě ktew-en
1 tari 8 amis
aysink’n 2009 t’.
		 work-pl.nom-the last-cond.fut.3.pl 1 year 8 month that is 2009 year
ašxatank’ner-ě
avart-v-ac
klin-en.
		 work-pl.nom-the finish-pass-ptcp.res be-cond.fut.3.pl
		“The works will last one year, 8 months, i.e. the works will be finished
(in) the year 2009.”
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––

The comma is used between the data in bibliographic references.
(94)	¶©´© æ³ÑáõÏÛ³Ý, Ä³Ù³Ý³Ï³ÏÇó Ñ³Û»ñ»ÝÇ ï»ëáõÃÛ³Ý ÑÇÙáõÝùÝ»ñÁ, ºñ¨³Ý,
1974, ¿ç 53:

		 G.B. Jˇahukyan, žamanakakic’ hayereni tesut’yan himunk’nerě, Erewan 1974, ēj 53.
		 “G.B.Jahukyan, Bases of the Theory of Modern Armenian, Yerevan 1974, page 53.”

5.2.4
––

Grave accent = Short stop

The short stop is used before multiple postposed indefinite subjects, if the predicate
is nominal.
(95)

Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ ³Ù»Ý³Ù»Í ù³Õ³ùÝ»ñÝ »Ý` ºñ¨³Ý, ¶ÛáõÙñÇ, ì³Ý³Óáñ:

		 Hayastan-i
amena-mec k’ałak’-ner-n
en
Erewan
		 Armenia-dat most-big town.pl.nom-the they are Yerevan.nom
Gyumri
Vanajor.
Gyumri.nom Vanajor.nom
		 “Armenia’s biggest towns are Yerevan, Gyumri and Vanajor.”

––

The short stop is used before enumeration, or if the enumerated items are words or
word-combinations.
(96)

´³Û»ñÝ áõÝ»Ý »ñ»ù ¹»Ùùª ³é³çÇÝ, »ñÏñáñ¹, »ññáñ¹: (Mayreni 5:131)

		 bay-er-n
un-en
erek’ demk’
ar̊ajin
		 verb- pl.nom-the have-pres.3.pl three person.nom first.nom
erkrord
errord.
second.nom third.nom
		 “The verbs have three persons: first, second and third.”

The dot, or comma, is used after the word preceding enumeration, if it follows a sentence, or if the enumerated items are sentences.
––

The short stop is used before an apposition.
(97)

ä»ïñáëÁª ÇÙ »Õµ³ÛñÁ, É³í ¿ »ñ·áõÙ:

		 Petros-ě
im ełbayr-ě
lav ē
erg-um.
		 Petros.nom-the my brother.nom-the good he is sing-ptcp.pres.
		 “Petros, my brother, sings well.”
(98)

ÆÙ »Õµ³ÛñÁª ä»ïñáëÁ, É³í ¿ »ñ·áõÙ:

		 im ełbayr-ě
Petros-ě
lav ē
erg-um.
		 my brother.nom-the Petros.nom-the good he is sing-ptcp.pres.
		 “My brother, Petros, sings well.”

 Armenian

(99)

ì³Ñ»ÇÝ, áñå»ë É»½í³µ³ÝÇ, µáÉáñÁ ·áíáõÙ »Ý:

		 Vahe-i-n
orpes lezvaban-i bolor-ě
gov-um
en.
		 Vahe-dat-the as
linguist-dat all.nom-the praise-ptcp.pres. they are
		 “All praise Vahe as a linguist.”

If the apposition is preposed, a short stop is put after it:
(100)
		
		
		

àñå»ë É»½íµ³ÝÇ` ì³Ñ»ÇÝ µáÉáñÁ ·áíáõÙ »Ý:

orpes lezvaban-i Vahe-i-n
bolor-ě
gov-um
en.
as
linguist-dat Vahe-dat-the all.nom-the praise-ptcp.pres. they are
“As a linguist all praise Vahe”

If a finite verb (or auxiliary) occurs between a noun and its apposition, a short stop is used
after the verb or words related to it.
(101)

´³É³ÏÛ³ÝÇ Ýáñ ·ñùÇ Ù³ëÇÝ ²ÝÇÝ ¿ å³ïÙ»Éª ÇÙ ÁÝÏ»ñáõÑÇÝ:

		 Balakyan-i
nor grk’-i
masin Ani-n
ē
		 Balakyan-dat new book-dat post Ani.nom-the she is
patm-el
im
		 tell-ptcp.perf. my

ěnkeruhi-n.
friend.nom-the

		“It was Ani, my friend, who told me about Balakyan’s new book.” or “Ani, my friend,
told me about Balakyan’s new book.”

––

The short stop is used before a syntactic heavy NP396 attributes postposed to the head
noun.397

(102)

Ü³ ·»Õ»óÇÏ ÙÇ ³ÕçÇÏ ¿ñª µ³ó Ï³åáõÛï ³ãù»ñáí, ·³Ý·áõñ Ù³½»ñáí:

		 na

gełec’ik

mi

ałjik ēr

bac’ kapuyt ač’k’-er-ov

		 she.nom beautiful indef girl she was light blue

eye-pl-inst

gangur maz-er-ov.
		 curly hair-pl-inst
		 “She was a beautiful girl, with light blue eyes and curly hair.”
(103)	ê»Õ³ÝÇÝ ¹ñí³Í ¿ñ ÙÇ Ã³Ý³ù³Ù³Ýª ëåÇï³Ï Ù³ñÙ³ñÇó å³ïñ³ëïí³Í: (Sahakyan, Sahakyan 2004a: 61)
		 Sełan-i-n
dr-v-ac
ēr
mi
t’anak’aman
		 table-dat-the put-pass-ptcp.perf. it was indef ink-pot.nom
		 spitak marmar-ic’ patrast-v-ac.
		 white marble-abl make-pass-ptcp.res.
		 “An ink-pot, made from white marble, was put on the table.”

. The meaning here consists of (a) more than two modifiers, (b) of a combination of attributive modifiers or determiners and noun in nominative, dative, instrumental, ablative.
. One has to emphasise that the postposition of noun phrase modifiers/attributes is a highly
stylistic means in literature and represents a marked word-order.
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If a finite verb or auxiliary appears between the head noun and postposed attributes, the
short stop follows the verb.
(103)

a.	Ø»ñ ïáõÝ ÙÇ ³ÕçÇÏ ¿ »Ï»Éª µ³ó Ï³åáõÛï ³ãù»ñáí, ·³Ý·áõñ Ù³½»ñáí:

			
			

mer tun
mi
ałjik
ē
ek-el
bac’ kapuyt
our house.nom indef girl.nom she is come-ptcp.pef. light blue

		
			

ač’k’-er-ov gangur maz-er-ov.
eye- pl-inst curly hair-pl-inst

			

“A girl with light blue eyes and curly hair came to our house.”

––

The short stop separates preposed and postposed infinitive or participial constructions from other constituents of the sentence. The short stop is put on/after the infinitive or participial construction, if it is preposed. If it is, however, postposed, the short
stop is put on/before the word immediately preceding the infinitive or participial
construction.

(104)	²ßË³ï»Éáí Ýñ³Ýó Ñ»ï` Ñ³ëÏ³ó³Ýù, áñ Ù³ÝÏ³ïáõÝÁ µ³½Ù³ÃÇí Ñ»ï¨³ÝùÝ»ñ
¿ ÃáÕ»É Ýñ³Ýó íñ³: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 ašxatel-ov
nranc’ het haskac’-ank’
or
		 work-inf-inst they.dat post understand-aor.1.pl conj
mankatun-ě
bazmat’iv hetewank’-ner
ē
		 children’s home.nom-the numerous consequence-pl.nom it is
		 toł-el
nranc’ vra.
		 leave-ptcp.perf. they.dat post
		“Working with them, we understood that the children’s home had left numerous
after effects on them.”
(105)	Æñ ·áñÍÝ ³í³ñï³Í Ñ³Ù³ñ»Éáíÿ ¹»ëå³ÝÁ Ñ³Ý·Çëï ßáõÝã ù³ß»ó:
(Azg 03.03.2006)
		 ir gorc-n
avart-ac
hamar-el-ov
despan-ě
		 his work.nom-the finish-ptcp.res. regard-inf-inst ambassador.nom-the
hangist šunč’
k’ašec’.
		 quiet breath.nom take-aor.3.sg
		 “Regarding his work finished, the Ambassador took a quiet breath.”
(106)	ØÇ ûñ áñáß»óÇ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ý³Ë³·³ÑÇÝ Ñ»é³·Çñ áõÕ³ñÏ»Éª ËÝ¹ñ»Éáí
ÁÝ¹áõÝ»É ÇÝÓ: (Hetk’ 26.02.2007)
		 mi
ōr
orošec’-i
hanrapetut’y-an naxagah-i-n
indef day.nom decide-aor.1.sg republic-dat president-dat-the
		 her̊agir
ułark-el xndrel-ov
ěndun-el inj.
		 telegram.nom send-inf ask-inf-inst receive-inf i.dat
		“One day I decided to write a telegram to the Republic’s president, asking him to
receive me.”

 Armenian

(107)	ê³Ï³ÛÝ ë³ ãÇ Ýß³Ý³ÏáõÙ, Ã» Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÁ åÇïÇ ù³ÛÉ»ñ ãÓ»éÝ³ñÏÇª Ñ³Ù³ï»Õ
³ñµ³ÝÛ³Ï áõÝ»Ý³Éáõ Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Ar
˚avot 05.04.2006)
		 Sakayn sa č’-i
nšanak-um
t’e
Hayastan-ě
piti
conj this neg-it is mean-ptcp.pres. conj Armenia.nom-the part
		 k’ayl-er
č’-jer̊nark-i
hamateł arbanyak
		 step-pl.nom neg-undertake-deb.fut.3.sg. joint
satellite.nom
unenal-u
hamar.
		 have-inf-dat post
		“But this does not mean that Armenia shall not undertake steps to have a
joint satellite.”

In complex sentences, the position of infinitive or participial construction is also preposed or
postposed to its main clause. The rules for punctuation as given above, also apply in this case:
(108)	ºí ¹Åí³ñ ã¿ Ñ³ëÏ³Ý³É, áñ ÷³Ëëï³Ï³ÝÝ»ñÝ ³é³ÝÓÇÝ ³½· »Ýª Ù»ñÅí³Í
µáÉáñ ³½·»ñÇ ÏáÕÙÇó: (Hetk’ 05.02.2007) (postposed)
		 ev
džvar č’-ē
haskan-al
or
p’axstakan-ner-n
ar̊anjin
conj difficult neg-it is understand-inf conj refugee-pl.nom-the separate
azg
en
merž-v-ac
bolor azg-er-i
kołmic’.
nation.nom they are neglect-pass-ptcp.res. all nation-pl-dat post
		“And it is not difficult to understand that refugees are a separate nation, being neglected by all (other) nations.”

Infinitive and participial constructions may also occur embedded; in this case they are
separated from the other words of the sentences with commas.
(109)	Üñ³Ýù, Ñ³çáÕáõÃÛ³Ùµ ³í³ñï»Éáí ûñí³ ³ßË³ï³ÝùÁ, ·áÑ í»ñ³¹³ñÓ³Ý
ïáõÝ:
		 Nrank’ hajołut’y-amb avartel-ov
ōr-va
ašxatank’-ě
goh
		 they.nom success-inst finish-inf-inst day-dat work.nom-the satisfied
veradarj-an
tun.
		 return-aor.3.pl house.nom
		 “Finishing their work successfully, they returned home satisfied.”

If a preposed infinitive construction is followed by a subordinate clause depending on the
infinitive, it is separated from the rest of the sentence either with a short stop (a) or with a
comma (b).
(110)

a.

î»ëÝ»Éáí, áñ ³ñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë` Ý³ áñáß»ó ·Ý³É ÉÇ×:

			
			

tesnel-ov
or
arew
ē gal-is
na
orošec’
see-inf-inst conj sun.nom it is go-ptcp.pres. he.nom decide-aor.3.sg

		
			

gn-al lič.
go-inf lake.nom

			

“Seeing that the sun was shining, he decided to go to a lake.”
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		 b.

î»ëÝ»Éáí, áñ ³ñ¨ ¿ ·³ÉÇë, Ý³ áñáß»ó ·Ý³É ÉÇ×:

		
			

tesnel-ov
or
arew
ē
gal-is
na
see-inf-inst conj sun.nom it is go-ptcp.pres. he.nom

		
			

orošec’
gn-al lič.
decide-aor.3.sg go-inf lake.nom

			

“Seeing that the sun was shining, he decided to go to a lake.”

The rule of separating preposed infinitive constructions is also employed when it is
followed by a coordinated constituent (and also when it is preceded by a coordinated
constituent).
(111)

a.	¸ÇÙ³óÇ ï³Ý å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇÝ ÙÇ Ñ³Û³óù ·ó»Éáí` ³ñ³·, Ù»Í ù³ÛÉ»ñáí Ý³
³Ýó³í ÷áÕáóÁ: (Abrahamyan 2004: 37)

		
			

dimac’i tan
patuhan-i-n
mi
hayac’k
gc’el-ov
opposite house-dat window-dat-the indef glance.nom throw-inf-inst

		
			

arag mec k’ayl-er-ov na
anc’av
połoč’-ě.
quick big step-pl-inst he.nom pass-aor.3.sg street.nom-the

			“Throwing a glance at the window of the opposite house, he passed the street
quickly, with big steps.”
		 b.	Ü³ ³Ýó³í ÷áÕáóÁ ³ñ³·, Ù»Í ù³ÛÉ»ñáí` ¹ÇÙ³óÇ ï³Ý å³ïáõÑ³ÝÇÝ
ÙÇÑ³Û³óù ·ó»Éáí:
		
			

na
anc’av
p’ołoc’-ě
arag mec k’ayl-er-ov dimac’i
he.nom pass-aor.3.sg street.nom-the quick big step-pl-inst opposite

		
			

tan
patuhan-i-n
mi
hayac’k’
gc’el-ov.
house-dat window-dat-the indef glance.nom throw-inf-inst

			“He passed the street quickly, with big steps, throwing a glance at the
window of the opposite house.”

In such cases, the comma may also be used after preposed and before postposed infinitive
constructions according to the rule of separating coordinated constituents.
––

The short stop separates adverbial modifiers of reason and concession combined with
the adpositions (or adpositional phrases Áëï ěst “in accordance with”, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝ
hamajayn “according to”, Ñ³Ù³å³ï³ëË³Ý hamapatasxan “respective to”,
Ñ³Ï³é³Ï hakar̊ak “against”, Ñ³Ý¹»ñÓ handerj “ with, inspite of ”, ãÝ³Û³Í č’nayac
“despite of; although”, ãÑ³ßí³Í č’hašvac “not counted”, ÷áË³Ý³Ï p’oxanak “instead
of ”, Ç ï³ñµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ i tarberut’yun “unlike”, µ³óÇ bac’i “except”, ½³ï zat “except”,
µ³ó³éáõÃÛ³Ùµ bac’ar̊ut’yamb “except” etc. from the other constituent of a sentence,
independent whether the adverbial modifier is pre- or postposed.

 Armenian

(112)	âÝ³Û³Í óáõñï »Õ³Ý³ÏÇÝª Ý³ µ³í³Ï³ÝÇÝ Ã»Ã¨ ¿ñ Ñ³·Ýí³Í:
(Hayoc’ Lezu 8:151)
		 č’nayac c’urt ełanak-i-n
na
bavakanin t’et’ew
		 prep cold weather-dat-the he.nom quite
light
ēr
hagn-v-ac.
he was dress-refl-ptcp.res.
		 “Despite of the cold weather he was dressed quite lightly.”
(113)	Æ ï³ñµ»ñáõÃÛáõÝ Ý³Ëáñ¹ ï³ñÇÝ»ñÇ, ³Ûë ï³ñÇ å³ñ³ñï³ÝÛáõÃÁ ãÇ í³×³éí»É
³×áõñ¹áí: (Armenpress 21.05.2006)
		 i tarberut’yun naxord tari-ner-i
ays tari
parartanyut’-ě
č’-i
		 prep
previous year-pl-dat this year.nom fertilizer.nom-the neg-it is
vačar̊-v-el
ačurd-ov.
sell-pass-ptcp.perf. auction-inst
		 “Unlike previous years the fertilizer was sold this year by means of an auction.”
(114)

êÙµ³ïÁ Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ñ ïí»É` Ñ³Ï³é³Ï Çñ Ñ³Û³óùÝ”ñÇÝ:

		 Smbat-ě
hamajaynut’yun ēr
tv-el
hakar̊ak
		 Smbat.nom-the agreement.nom he was give-ptcp.perf. prep
ir hayac’k’-ner-i-n.
		 his view-pl-dat-the
		 “Smbat had given his agreement against his views.”
(115)	Ð³Ù³Ï³ñ·Á Ý»ñ¹ñí»É ¾ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý 38 »ñÏ³ÃáõÕ³ÛÇÝ Ï³Û³ÝÝ»ñáõÙª
µ³ó³éáõÃÛ³Ùµ ºñ¨³Ý-ºñ³ëË Ï³Û³ÝÇó: (Armenpress 03.04.2006)
		 Hamakarg-ě
nerd-v-el
ē hanrapetut’y-an 38 erkat’ułayin
		 system.nom-the apply-pass-ptcp.perf it is republic-dat 38 railway
kayan-ner-um bac’ar̊ut’yamb Erewan-Erasx kayan-ic’.
		 station-pl-loc prep
Yerevan-Erasx station-abl
		“The system has been applied in 38 railway stations of the Republic, except the station Yerevan-Yerasx.”

When in medial sentence position, the mentioned adverbial modifiers are separated from
the other constituents with commas.
(114)

a.

êÙµ³ïÁ, Ñ³Ï³é³Ï Çñ Ñ³Û³óùÝ»ñÇÝ, Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛáõÝ ¿ñ ïí»É:

			
			

Smbat-ě
hakar̊ak ir hayac’k’-ner-i-n hamajaynut’yun
Smbat.nom-the prep
his view-pl-dat-the agreement.nom

		
			

ēr
tv-el.
he was give-ptcp.perf.

			

“Smbat had given his agreement against his views.”
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(116)	Ð³Ý¹ÇåÙ³Ý ÁÝÃ³óùáõÙ, Áëï Ð. ²µñ³Ñ³ÙÛ³ÝÇ, Ëáëí»É ¾ Ý³Ë³ñ³ñÝ»ñÇ
Ù³ñ½»ñ Ï³ï³ñ³Í ³Ûó»ÉáõÃÛáõÝÝ»ñÇ Ù³ëÇÝ: (Armenpress 07.04.2006)
		 handipm-an ěnt’ac’k’um ěst H. Abrahamyan-i
xos-v-el
ē
		 meeting-dat post
prep H. Abrahamyan-dat speak-pass-ptcp.perf. it is
naxarar-ner-i
marz-er
katar-ac
ayc’elut’yun-ner-i masin.
		 minister-pl-dat province-pl.nom fulfil-ptcp.res. visit-pl-dat
post
		“According to H. Abrahamyan, it was also spoken about the ministers’ paid visits to
the provinces.”

––

The short stop is used after the words Ý³Ë nax “first”, ³å³ apa “then”, ³é³çÇÝ
ar̊ajin “first”, »ñÏñáñ¹ erkrord “second”, »ññáñ¹ errord “third”, ãáññáñ¹ č’orrord
“forth”, etc., introducing enumeration.

(117)	ÐÇí³Ý¹áõÃÛ³Ý ³×Á å³ÛÙ³Ý³íáñí³Í ¿ Ý³Ë` Å³é³Ý·³Ï³ÝáõÃÛ³Ý ·áñÍáÝáí,
³å³ª ëáóÇ³É-ïÝï»ë³Ï³Ý ¨ ëÃñ»ë³ÛÇÝ É³ñí³Í Çñ³íÇ×³Ïáí:
(Armenpress 18.05.2006)
		 hivandut’y-an ač’-ě
paymanavor-v-ac
ē nax
		 disease-dat increase.nom-the condition-pass-ptcp.res. it is first
žar̊angakanut’y-an gorcon-ov apa
soc’ial-tntesakan ew st’resayin
		 heredity-dat
factor-inst second social-economic conj stressful
lar-v-ac
iravičak-ov.
		 strain-antic-ptcp.res. state-inst
		“The increase of the disease is conditioned first by the factor of heredity and second
by social-economic and a stressful strained state.”

––

The short stop is used after explanatory expressions such as ³Ûëå¿ë ayspes “so”,
³ÛëåÇëáí ayspisov “so”, ³ÛÝ ¿ ayn ē “that is”, ³ÛëÇÝùÝ aysink’n “that is”, ûñÇÝ³Ï ōrinak
“(for) example”, etc.

(118)	ÀÝÏ»ñáõÃÛ³Ý Çñ³í³µ³Ý³Ï³Ý Ñ³ëó»Ý ¿ ²É»ù Ø³ÝáõÏÛ³Ý-5-Á, ³ÛëÇÝùÝª
Ð³Ýñ³ÛÇÝ Ñ»éáõëï³é³¹ÇáÁÝÏ»ñáõÃÛ³Ý ß»ÝùÁ:
(Ar
˚ avot 08.04.2006)
		 ěnkerut’y-an iravabanakan hasc’e-n
ē Alek’ Manukyan 5-ě
		 company-dat legal
address.nom-the it is Alek’ Manukyan 5-the
		 aysink’n Hanrayin her̊ustar̊adioěnkerut’y-an
šenk’-ě.
		 i.e.
Public
Broadcasting company-dat building.nom-the
		“The company’s legal address is Alek’ Manukyan (street) 5, i.e. the building of the
Public Broad-casting company.”

Explanatory expressions are usually separated from the preceding sentence constituents
with a comma, and sometimes with a dot.
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When occurring embedded, the explanatory words ³ÛëåÇëáí ayspisov “thus” and
ûñÇÝ³Ï ōrinak “for example” are regarded as parenthetic and separated with two commas.
––

The short stop is used for marking the pause at the place of an omitted sentence constituent, i.e. in ellipsis, particularly in ellipsis of grammatical subject and predicate.

(119)

ì³Ñ³ÝÁ ·Ý³ó ïáõÝ, ÇëÏ ²ñë»ÝÁª ¹åñáó: (Hayoc’ lezu 8:151)

		 Vahan-ě
gnac’
tun
isk Arsen-ě
dproc’.
		 Vahan.nom-the go-aor.3.sg house.nom conj Arsen.nom-the school.nom
		 “Vahan went home and Arsen to school.”

a.

The short stop is used instead of omitted words in titles, headlines and other independently functioning expressions (also slogans).

(120)

Üáñ ë»ñáõÝ¹Á` Ù»ñ ÑáõÛëÁ:

		 nor serund-ě
mer huys-ě.
		 new generation.nom-the our hope.nom-the
		 “The new generation (is) our hope.”
(121)

ê»ñÅ ê³ñ·ëÛ³ÝÁ ª Ð³Û³ëï³ÝÇ Ñ³Ýñ³å»ïáõÃÛ³Ý Ýáñ Ý³Ë³·³ÑÁ:

		 Serž Sargsyan-ě
Hayastan-i
hanrapetut’y-an nor naxagah-ě.
		 Serž Sargsyan.nom-the Armenia-dat republic-dat new president.nom-the
		 “Serž Sargsyan- the new president of the Republic of Armenia”

b.

The short stop is used before very brief, often one-word, indirect speech, when it is
cited without quotation marks.

(122)	Ðñ³íÇñ»óÇ Ýñ³Ý ÙÇ ³Ý·³Ù, ¨ Ý³ ÁÝ¹áõÝ»óª ³ë»Éáíª Ï·³Ù: (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 151)
		 Hravirec-’i
nran mi
angam ew na
ěndunec’
		 invite-aor.1.sg he.dat indef time conj he.nom accept-aor.3.sg
		 asel-ov
kga-m.
		 say-inf-inst come-cond.fut.1.sg
		 “I invited him once, and he accepted by saying, “I will come.””
(123)	Üñ³Ýù ¿É ³ë³óÇÝª ïáõÝÁ ³×áõñ¹Ç ¹Ý»Ýù, í³×³é»Ýù: (Hetk’ 19.02.2007)
		 nrank’
ēl asac’-in
tun-ě
ačurd-i
		 they.nom also say-aor.3.pl house.nom-the auction-dat
dn-enk’
vačar̊-enk’.
		 put-subj.fut.1.pl sell-subj.fut.1.pl
		 “They also said, “We shall put the house up for auction, we shall sell it.””

c.

The short stop occurs in informative expressions used outside connected speech, after
the word requiring additional information.
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(124)

ÊÙµ³·Çñ` ê© ì³ñ¹³ÝÛ³Ý

		 xmbagir
S. Vardanyan
		 xmbagir.nom S. Vardanyan.nom
		 “Editor: S. Vardanyan”
(125)

ØáõïùÁª µ³ÏÇ ÏáÕÙÇó

		 mutk’-ě
bak-i
kołmic’
		 entrance.nom-the courtyard-dat post
		 “Entrance from the courtyard”

d.

The short stop is used before a postposed adverbial modifier of purpose, if it does not
immediately follow the final verb.

(126)

²é³íáïÛ³Ý ·ÛáõÕÇ Ñ³ñëÝ»ñÁ ·ÝáõÙ ¿ÇÝ ³ÕµÛáõñÁ` çñÇ:

		 Ar̊avot-yan gyuł-i
hars-ner-ě
gn-um
ēin
		 morning-dat village-dat bride-pl.nom-the go-ptcp.pres. they were
		 ałbyur-ě
j-ri.
		 spring.nom-the water-dat
		 “In the morning the village’s brides used to go to the spring for water.”
(127)	»ñµ áñ ÑÇÝ·»ñáñ¹ ³Ý·³Ù Ëó³Ýí»ó, ÝáñÇó ¹ÇÙ»óÇÝù Ñ³Ù³ïÇñáõÃÛáõÝª µ³ó»Éáõ
Ñ³Ù³ñ: (Hetk’ 29.01.2007)
		 erb or hingerord angam xc’an-v-ec’
noric dimec’-ink’
		 conj fifth
time plug-pass-aor.3.sg again apply-aor.1.pl
hamatirut’yun bac’-el-u
hamar.
co-owner.nom open-inf-dat post
		“And when it got plugged the fifth time, we applied again to the co-owner to open (it)”

If an infinite verb in bare dative is used to convey the meaning of an adverbial of purpose,
it is separated irrespective of the place of the final verb (predicate).
(128)	ºí »ë/Ù»Ýù ëï³ó»É »Ýù µ³í³ñ³ñ ï»Õ»Ï³ïíáõÃÛáõÝª ï³Éáõ ³Ûë ï»Õ»Ï³óí³Í
Ñ³Ù³Ó³ÛÝáõÃÛáõÝÁ: (Hetk’ 22.01.2007)
		 ev es/menk’ stac’-el
enk’
bavarar tełekatvut’yun
tal-u
conj I/we receive-ptcp.perf. we are enough information.nom give-inf-dat
		 ays telekac’-v-ac
hamajaynut’yun-ě.
this advise-pass-ptcp.res agreement.nom-the
		“And I/we have received enough information (in order) to give this
advised agreement.”

5.2.5

Brackets

Brackets () or [ ] are used to enclose parenthetical words, expressions and clauses having
explanatory value, as well as samples of marks.
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(129)	ð³ýýÇÝ ÍÝí»É ¿ ê³ÉÙ³ëï ·³í³éÇ ö³Û³çáõÏ ·ÛáõÕáÙ
(³ÛÅÙª ä³ñÏë³ëï³ÝáõÙ): (Hayoc’ lezu 8: 157)
		 Raffi-n
cn-v-el
ē
Salmast gavar̊-i
Raffi.nom-the bear-pass-ptcp.perf. he is Salmast province-dat
P’ayajuk gyuł-um
(ayžm Parskastan-um).
		 P’ayajuk village-loc (now Iran-loc)
		 “Raffi was born in the village of P’ayajuk in the province of Salmast (now in Iran).”

The [ ] brackets are preferably used in scientific literature, or to show that a word is inserted
for better understanding of an utterance.
(130)

²Ñ³ ²¹³Ù [»Õ³í] Çµñ¨ Ù»½³ÝÇó Ù»ÏÁ:

		 aha Adam
[ełav]
ibrew mezanic’ mek-ě.
		 thus Adam.nom [be-aor.3.sg] as
we.abl one.nom-the
		 “Thus Adam [was] like one of us.”

5.3

Specification marks

The specification marks used in SMEA are: quotation marks (» «), dash ( –), hyphen
(-), apostrophe (þ), three dots (. . .) and ellipsis (…) which contribute to the correct
understanding of the meaning of words, sentences and relations between their components. Here, the use of specification marks will only be briefly described.
a.

Quotation marks (» «) are used:

––
––

––
––
––

to primarily enclose direct speech,
with titles of literary, scientific and artistic works, as well as newspapers and journals
when quoted in a text,
with conventional names societies, institutions, organizations, the brands of equipment and machines,
with words or expressions used in ironical or negative sense,
with words or other linguistic units when mentioned or discussed in a text,
They are however not used in bibliographic lists and foot- or endnotes.

b.

Hyphen (-) is used:

––

in compounds formed by reduplication of the same word, such as Ï³Ù³ó-Ï³Ù³ó
kamac’-kamac’ “slowly”, Ù»Ï-Ù»Ï mek-mek “sometimes”, áÉáñ-ÙáÉáñ olor-molor
“winding”, etc,398

––

. Exceptions to this rule are compounds where one component represents a fossilized form,
such as ïÝ»ïáõÝ tnetun, ·ÛáõÕ»·ÛáõÕ gyułegyuł, ï³ñ»óï³ñÇ tarec’tari, etc.
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––

––

––

––

––
––

in word combinations consisting of two same parts of speech, which denote objects,
persons, phenomena in different aspects, such as ÇÝÅ»Ý»ñ-Ù»Ë³ÝÇÏ inžener-mexanik
“engineer-mechanician”, ïáõÝ-Ã³Ý·³ñ³Ý tun-t’angaran “house-museum”, ÑÛáõëÇë³ñ¨»Éù hyusis-arewelk’ “Northeast”, ³ë»É-Ëáë»É asel-xosel “to say and speak”,
áõï»É-ËÙ»É utel-xmel “to eat and drink”, ¾É½³ë-ÈáÃñÇÝ·Ç³ Elsaz-Lot’ringia” AlsaceLorraine”, ³ß³Ï»ñï-³ß³Ï»ñïáõÑÇ ašakert-ašakertuhi “male-female pupil” etc.,
in word combinations expressing relations of languages, peoples or countries (the first
component, with reduced suffix), such as e.g. Ñ³Û-éáõë»ñ»Ý hay-r̊useren “ArmenianRussian”, ·»ñÙ³Ý³-Çï³É³Ï³Ý germana-italakan “German-Italian”, »·Çåï³ëÇñÇ³Ï³Ý egipta-siriakan “Egyptian-Syrian”, etc.399
in personal or family names with initial components as ï»ñ Ter, Ù»ÉÇù Melik’, ÙÇñ½³
Mirza, if they are pronounced separately, such as e.g. î»ñ-¶³µñÇ»ÉÛ³Ý Ter-Gabrielyan,
Ø»ÉÇù-ØáõëÛ³Ý Melik’-Musyan, ØÇñ½³-²í³·Û³Ý Mirza-Avagyan etc.,400
foreign proper names consisting of two or more components written as separate
words, without a hyphen, such as È»áÝ³ñ¹á ¹³ ìÇÝãÇ Leonardo da Vinci, ÈÛáõ¹íÇ·
í³Ý ´»ÃÑáí»Ý Lyudvig van Bet’hoven “Ludwig van Beethoven”, Ð³ñáõÝ ³É è³ßÇ¹
Harun als Rašid, Ü³Ññ ¿É ´³ñÇ¹ Nahr ēl Barid etc.,
combinations of quantifiers indicating approximations, such as ï³ëÁ-ï³ëÝÑÇÝ·
(10–15) Ù³ñ¹ tasě-tanshing mard “10 to 15 people” etc.,
in the grammatical forms, where the stem is a numeral, abbreviation, or title in quotation marks, the case endings, suffixes and articles are connected with the stem with a
hyphen, such as 15-³ÙÛ³ 15-amya “15 years”, ²ØÜ-Ý AMN-n “The United States of
America”, ¶³ñáõÝ-Á »ñÏí³ÝÏ µ³é ¿: Garun-ě erkvank bar̊ ē. “Garun is a bisyllabic

. Note however, that the following word combinations are not written with hyphen:
–

–

–

word-combinations, the first component of which is an attribute expressed by an adjective
or a noun, such as µ³ó ¹»ÕÇÝ bac’ dełin “light yellow”, Ùáõ· Ï³ñÙÇñ mug karmir “dark red”,
Üáñ ¼»É³Ý¹Ç³ Nor Zelandia “New Sealand”, ì»ñÇÝ Â³ÉÇÝ Verin T’alin, Ð»é³íáñ ²ñ¨»Éù
Her̊avor Arewelk’ “Far East”, etc.
adjectives and nouns derived from the above-mentioned toponyms are written as a solid
word, such as Ñ»é³íáñ³ñ¨»ÉÛ³Ý her̊avorarewelyan “Far-Eastern”, ÷áùñ³ëÇ³Ï³Ý p’ok’rasiakan
“minor asian”, í»ñÇÝÃ³ÉÇÝóÇ verint’alinec’i “citizen of Verin T’alin”, etc.
combinations of personal names and nouns characterizing certain aspects of the activity of
the relevant persons such as e.g. ÂáõÙ³ÝÛ³Ý ùÝÝ³¹³ïÁ T’umanyan k’nnadat’ĕ “the critic
T’umanyan”, ÞÇñí³Ý½³¹» ¹ñ³Ù³ïáõñ·Á Širvanzade dramaturgĕ “the dramatic adviser
Širvanzade”, ð³ýýÇ íÇå³ë³ÝÁ Raffi vipasanĕ “the novelist Raffi”.

. ï»ñ Ter “lord, master”, Ù»ÉÇù Melik’ < arab. malik, ‘amlāk “king” was an Armenian
hereditary title of nobility in Eastern Armenia; ÙÇñ½³ mirza < pers. mirzā “prince” an ArmenianPersian. Note, that if such words are pronounced without a pause, they are written without a hyphen,
such as e.g. Ø»ÉÇùë»Ã(Û³Ý) Melik’set’(yan), etc. If ï»ñ ter, Ù»ÉÇù melik’, etc. are used as appositions
with personal names they are written separately, such as î»ñ ê³Ñ³Ï Ter Sahak “Lord Sahak; (not
celibate) Father Sahak”, Ù»ÉÇù ²í³Ý Melik’ Avan “King Avan”, etc.

 Armenian

––

word.”; «ºÃ»»-Çó ³é³ç ëïáñ³Ï»ï ¹Çñ: et’e-ic’ ar̊aj storaket dir! “Before “et’e” put a
dot.” etc,
in combinations of words and symbols expressed both with letters and figures such
as ²-93 µ»Ý½ÇÝ A-93 benzin “A-93 benzine”, îàô-104 ÇÝùÝ³ÃÇé TU-104 ink’nat’ir̊
“airplane TU-104” etc.
The hyphen (-) is secondarily used in line division.

c.

The dash (–) is used:

––

before each part of dialogue that starts with a new line; between the direct speech and
author’s speech in one sentence, a comma with a dash is used,
between the speaker’s name and his speech, (in dramatic writings and dialogues),
in explanations of words – between the word and its explanation,
between words or figures, the first of which indicates the origin, the initial point of
something and the other, the end, the final point, such as Ð³Ýñ³Ë³ÝáõÃÁ µ³ó ¿ Å³ÙÁ
10–21-Á, Hanraxanut’ĕ bac’ ē žamē 10–21ĕ. “The shop is open from 10–21 o’clock.”
between enumerated words or expressions, the second of which contains some information about the first, expressing various relations, (personage and his traits, role and
actor, author and work, etc.).

––

––
––
––

––

d.

e.

f.

The apostrophe (þ) is only used in the writing of foreign names starting with d, O,
etc., which in the corresponding languages are also written with apostrophe, such as
e.g. Ä³ÝÝ³ ¹þ²ñÏ Žanna d’Ark “Jeanne d’Arc”, ¹þ²É³Ùµ»ñ d’Alamber “d’Alembert”,
¹þ²ÝáõÝóÇá d’Anunc’io “d’Annunzio”, úþÐ»ÝñÇ Ō’Henri “O’Henry”, etc.
Three dots (. . .) are used in sentences presenting a speaker’s utterance incompletely,
especially when he wants to express an unexpressed feeling or emotion. Three dots
may occur in the beginning, middle or end of a sentence, dependent on the part of the
sentence to which the unexpressed emotion is related.
Ellipsis mark (four or more dots) is sometimes used in abridged parts of quotations.

chapter 6

Lexicon – Structured semantic fields
This chapter shall give an overview of important structured semantic fields that might be
of area linguistic or typological interest.

6.1 Kinship terminology
Modern Eastern Armenian kinship terminology represents the bifurcative-collateral type:
in Armenian kinship terminology one does not only distinguish kinship by blood, by marriage and by adoption but also by paternal and maternal lines.
a.

Kinship by blood

Ñ³Ûñ hayr “father”
Ù³Ûñ mayr “mother”
å³å pap “grandfather”
ï³ï tat “grandmother”401
½³í³Ï zavak “child in the sense of offspring”; in colloquial Armenian also µ³ÉÇÏ, µ³É³

balik, bala.
áñ¹Ç ordi “son”; more frequently and particularly in spoken Armenian ïÕ³ tła
¹áõëïñ dustr “daughter”; more frequently and particularly in spoken Armenian ³ÕçÇÏ

ałjik
³Ý¹ñ³ÝÇÏ andranik “first born son”
»Õµ³Ûñ ełbayr “brother”
ùáõÛñ k’uyr “sister”
Ãáé¥ÝÇÏ¤ t’or̊(nik) “grandchild”
Ñáñ»Õµ³Ûñ horełbayr “paternal uncle” (father’s brother); in colloquial Armenian Ñáå³ñ

hopar.
ù»éÇ k’er̊i “maternal uncle” (=mother’s brother)

. In some regions of Armenia even maternal grandparents are distinguished lexically, see
Malxaseanc’ III:245,c. 1. as in Ù³Ù mam maternal grandmother vs. ï³ï tat “paternal
grandmother”.
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Ñáñ³ùáõÛñ horak’uyr “paternal aunt” (father’s sister), in colloquial Armenian also Ñáñùáõñ
hork’ur , Ñáùáñ hok’or, ÑáùÇñ hok’ir
Ùáñ³ùáõÛñ morak’uyr “maternal aunt” (mother’s sister), in colloquial Armenian also
Ùáñùáõñ mork’ur, Ùáùáñ mok’or, ÙáùÇñ mok’ir.
»Õµáñáñ¹Ç ełborordi “fraternal nephew” (brother’s son)
ù»éáñ¹Ç k’er̊ordi “sororal nephew” (sister’s son)
»Õµáñ ³ÕçÇÏ ełbor ałjik “fraternal niece” (brother’s daughter)
ùñáç ³ÕçÇÏ k’roj ałjik “sororal niece” (sister’s daughter)
Ùáñ³ùñáç ïÕ³ ³ÕçÇÏ morak’roj tła/ałjik “cousin” (son or daughter of mother’s sister)
Ñáñ³ùñáç ïÕ³ ³ÕçÇÏ horak’roj tła/ałjik “cousin” (son or daughter of father’s sister)
ù»éáõ ïÕ³ ³ÕçÇÏ k’er̊u tła/ałjik “cousin” (son or daughter of mother’s brother). In colloquial Armenian there is also the term »·³Ý402 egan for the son of mother’s brother)
Ñáñ»Õµáñ ïÕ³ ³ÕçÇÏ horełbor tła/ałjik “cousin” (son or daughter of father’s brother)

b.

Kinship by marriage

³ÙáõëÝ³ó³Í amusnac’ac “married”
ã³ÙáõëÝ³ó³Í, ³ÙáõñÇ č’amusnac’ac, amuri “unmarried”
Ýß³Ý³Í nšanac “engaged”, also “fiancé, fiancée”
µ³Å³Ýí³Í bažanvac “divorced”
Ñ³ñë hars “bride”; daughter-in-law (wife of son)”
÷»ë³ p’esa “bridegroom; son-in-law” (husband of daughter)
³ÙáõëÇÝ amusin “spouse”, often – husband.
ÏÇÝ kin “wife”
³ÛñÇ ayri “widow; widower”
ëÏ»ëñ³Ûñ skesrayr “husband’s father”
ëÏ»ëáõñ skesur “husband’s mother”
ï³·ñ« ï»·ñ tagr, tegr “husband’s brother”
ï³·»ñ³ÏÇÝ tagerakin “wife of husband’s brother”, in colloquial Armenian also ï»·»ñÏÇÝ

tegerkin
ï³É tal “husband’s sister”
³Ý»ñ aner “wife’s father”
½áù³Ýã zok’anč’ “wife’s mother”, colloquial Armenian also ½áÝù³ã zonk’ač’
³Ý»ñÓ³· anerjag “wife’s brother”
ù»ÝÇ k’eni “wife’s sister”

. Obviously from Turkish yeğen “cousin” or “niece/nephew” (depending on dialect).
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µ³ç³Ý³Õ bajanał “husband of wife’s sister” (only in colloquial Armenian!)403
ù»é³ÏÇÝ« ù»é»ÏÇÝ k’er̊akin, k’er̊ekin “wife of maternal uncle”404

c.

Other Kinship

áñ¹»·ñ»É ordegrel “to adopt”
Ñá·»½³í³Ï hogezavak “adopted child”
Ñá·»áñ¹Ç hogeordi “adopted son”
Ñá·»¹áõëïñ hogedustr “adopted daughter”
ËáñÃ xort’- “step-”
ËáñÃ Ñ³Ûñ xort’ hayr “stepfather”
ËáñÃ Ù³Ûñ xort’ mayr “stepmother”
ËáñÃ ½³í³Ï xort’ zavak “stepchild” etc.
ÙÏñï»É mkrtel “to baptize”
ë³ÝÇÏ sanik “godchild”
ÏÝù³Ñ³Ûñ, ù³íáñ knk’ahayr, k’avor “godfather”
ÏÝù³Ù³Ûñ knk’amayr “godmother”

6.2 Colour terms
The Armenian basic colour terms are the following:
ë¨ sew “black”
ëåÇï³Ï spitak “white” (less frequently ×»ñÙ³Ï čermak)
Ï³ñÙÇñ karmir “red”
¹»ÕÇÝ dełin “yellow”
Ï³Ý³ã kanač “green”
Ï³åáõÛï kapuyt “blue”
Apart from the six basic colour terms given above all other colour terms are polymorphic;
usually compounds with the second lexical item ·áõÛÝ -guyn “colour”:
ß³·³Ý³Ï³·áÛÝ šaganakaguyn “brown” < ß³·³Ý³Ï šaganak “chestnut”
í³ñ¹³·áõÛÝ vard-a-guyn “pink” < í³ñ¹ vard “rose”
ÍÇñ³Ý³·áõÛÝ ciran-a-guyn “apricot-coloured” < ÍÇñ³Ý ciran “apricot”

. A Turkish loan; Turkish bacanak “the husband of one’s wife’s sister”.
.

It seems that there are not other special terms for spouses of other uncles or aunts.
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Ý³ñÝç³·áõÛÝ narnj-a-guyn “orange” < Ý³ñÇÝç narinj “orange” (less frequently
·³½³ñ³·áõÛÝ gazar-a-guyn < ·³½³ñ gazar “carrot”)
ÙáËñ³·áõÛÝ moxraguyn “grey” < ÙáËÇñ moxir “ash”

Non –basic colour term can be productively formed by means of
––

––

––

noun compounds, type noun + noun ·áõÛÝ guyn “colour”, such as »ñÏÝ³·áõÛÝ erkna-guyn “sky-blue”, Ù³Ýáõß³Ï³·áõÛÝ manušak-a-guyn “violet”, ëñ×³·áõÛÝ srč-a-guyn
“dark brown, coffee-coloured”, etc.
adjective compounds, type adjective Ùáõ· mug “dark” or µ³ó bac’ “light” + colour
term, such as in Ùáõ· Ï³ñÙÇñ mug karmir “dark red”, µ³ó Ï³Ý³ã bac’akanač “light
green” etc.
the suffix -³íáõÝ -avun “having a certain nuance of …; -ish” attached to a colour
term, such as Ï³ñÙñ³íáõÝ karmr-avun “reddish”, ¹»ÕÝ³íáõÝ dełn-avun “yellowish”
etc.

6.3 Human body parts405
Ù³ñÙÇÝ marmin “body”
Ïá× koč “ankle”
Ã¨ t’ew “arm”
³ÝáõÃ anut’« Ã¨³ï³Ï t’ewatak “armpit”
Ù»çù mejk’ “back”
ÍáÍñ³Ï cocrak “back of the head, occiput”
÷áñ p’or “belly, abdomen”
ÏáõñÍù kurck’ “breast”, “breast of a woman”
Ñ»ïáõÛù hetuyk’ “buttocks”
µáõÙµ bumb “calf ” (very rarely used)
³Ûï ayt’, more frequently Ãáõß t’uš “cheek”
ÏñÍù³í³Ý¹³Ï krck’avandak “chest”
Ï½³Ï, kzak or ÍÝáï cnot or ¹áõÝã dunč’ “chin”
³Ï³Ýç akanj “ear”
³ñÙáõÝÏ armunk “elbow”
³ãù ačk’ “eye”
ÑáÝù honk’ “eyebrow” (in colloquial Armenian rather áõÝù unk’)
Ã³ñÃÇã t’art’ič’ “eyelash”
Ïáå kop “eyelid”

. Alphabetically listed following to English translation.
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¹»Ùù demk’, »ñ»ë eres “face”
×³Ï³ï čakat “forehead”
Ù³ï mat “finger”
áïÝ³Ã³Ã otnat’at’ “foot”
³×áõÏ ačuk “groin”
ÉÇÝ¹ lind “gum”
Ù³½ maz “hair”
Ó»éù jer̊k’ “hand”
·ÉáõË glux “head”
ÏñáõÝÏ krunk “heel”
ÍáõÝÏ cunk “knee”
áïù otk’ “leg; foot”
ßáõñÃ šurt’ “lip”
·áïÏ³ï»Õ gotkateł “loins”
µ»ñ³Ý beran “mouth”
»ÕáõÝ· ełung “nail”
íÇ½ viz “neck, throat”
å³ñ³Ýáó paranoc’ “neck; nape of the neck”
ùÇÃ k’it’ “nose”
éáõÝ· r̊ung, ùÃ³Í³Ï k’t’acak “nostril”
ùÇÙù k’imk’ “palate”
³éÝ³Ý¹³Ù ar̊nandam “penis”
ÏáÕ koł “rib”
ëñáõÝù srunk’ “shin, shank”
áõë us “shoulder”
³ÙáñÓÇ amorji “testicle”
³½¹ñ azdr “thigh”
³ï³Ù atam “tooth”
É»½áõ lezu “tongue”
µ³½áõÏ bazuk “upper arm”
Ñ»ßïáó heštoc’ “vulva “
¹³ëï³Ï dastak “wrist”
³ñÛáõÝ aryun “blood”
áõÕ»Õ ułel “brain”
³ÕÇù ałik’ “gut, bowel”
ëÇñï sirt “heart”
»ñÇÏ³Ù erikam “kidney”
ÉÛ³ñ¹ lyard “liver”
Ãáù t’ok’ “lung”
Óí³ñ³Ý jvaran “ovary”

 Armenian
ëï³Ùáùë stamok’s “stomach”
³ñ·³Ý¹ argand “uterus; womb”

6.4 Seasons, months, days
ï³ñÇ tari “year”
»Õ³Ý³Ï ełanak “season”
ï³ñí³ »Õ³Ý³ÏÝ»ñ tarva ełanakner “seasons (of the year)”
·³ñáõÝ garun “spring”
³Ù³é amar̊ “summer”
³ßáõÝ ašun “autumn”
ÓÙ»é jmer̊ “winter”
³ÙÇë amis “month”
ÑáõÝí³ñ hunvar “January”
÷»ïñí³ñ p’etrvar “February”
Ù³ñï mart “March”
³åñÇÉ april “April”
Ù³ÛÇë mayis “May”
ÑáõÝÇë hunis “June”
ÑáõÉÇë hulis “July”
û·áëïáë ōgostos “August”
ë»åï»Ùµ»ñ september “September”
ÑáÏï»Ùµ»ñ hoktember “October”
ÝáÛ»Ùµ»ñ noyember “November”
¹»Ïï»Ùµ»ñ dektember “December”
ß³µ³Ã šabat’ “week; Saturday”
ûñ ōr “day”
ß³µ³Ãí³ ûñ»ñ šabat’va ōrer “days of the week”
»ñÏáõß³µÃÇ erkušabt’i “Monday”
»ñ»ùß³µÃÇ erek’šabt’i “Tuesday”
ãáñ»ùß³µÃÇ čorek’šabt’i “Wednesday”
ÑÇÝ·ß³µÃÇ hingšabt’i “Thursday”
áõñµ³Ã urbat’ “Friday”
ß³µ³Ã šabat’ “Saturday”
ÏÇñ³ÏÇ kiraki “Sunday”
Å³Ù žam “hour”
ñáå» rope “minute”
í³ÛñÏÛ³Ý vayrkyan “second”
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6.5 Numbers
Ù»Ï mek	  1
»ñÏáõ erku	  2
»ñ»ù erek’	  3
ãáñë č’ors	  4
ÑÇÝ· hing	  5
í»ó vec’	  6
ÛáÃ yot’	  7
áõÃ ut’	  8
ÇÝÁ ině	  9
ï³ë(Á ) tas(ĕ)
10
ï³ëÝÙ»Ï tasnmek
11
ùë³Ý k’san	 
»ñ»ëáõÝ eresun	 
ù³é³ëáõÝ k’ar̊asun	 
ÑÇëáõÝ hisun	 
í³ÃëáõÝ vat’sun	 
ÛáÃ³Ý³ëáõÝ yot’anasun	 
áõÃ(³Ý³)ëáõÝ ut’(ana)sun	 
ÇÝÝëáõÝ innsun	 
Ñ³ñÛáõñ haryur
»ñÏáõ Ñ³ñÛáõñ erku haryur
Ñ³½³ñ hazar
»ñÏáõ Ñ³½³ñ erku hazar
ÙÇÉÇáÝ million

20
30
40
50
60
70
80
90

100
200
1,000
2,000

1,000,000

example
325,784
»ñ»ù Ñ³ñÛáõñ ùë³Ý

ÑÇÝ· Ñ³½³ñ

erek’ haryur k’san hing
three hundred twenty five

ÛáÃ

Ñ³ñÛáõñ áõÃ³Ý³ëáõÝ ãáñë

hazar
yot’ haryur ut’(ana)sun
thousand seven hundred eighty

č’ors
four
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